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JULY 13, 1889.
your kind help, Lord de Burgh. I will let you
know how things are settled."
"Thank you! I shall be glad of a line; but I
shall call to-morrow to hear a full and true account. Now, what's the name of the place?"
"Birch Grove, Wandsworth Common."
De Burgh gave the necessary directions, and
the big black horse tossed up his head and
dashed off at a swift trot.
Deep was the discussion which ensued, and
which ended in deciding that they would be
guided by circumstances.
The arrival of Miss Liddell was evidently most
unexpected. She and her companion were shown
into the guest parlor, where, after a while, Mr.
Lockwood, the principal, made his appearance.
"This is an unexpected pleasure, Miss Liddell. May I ask the reason of your visit ?"
Whereupon Katherine spoke more temperately than Miss Payne expected, describing Cecil's
letter and reminding hitn that she had fully explained Charlie's nervous weakness, and stating
that if she could not be assured such treatment
should not occur again she must remove the boo.
The " dominie," apparently touched by her
tone, answered with equal frankness: He had
been called away by unavoidable business at the
beginning of the term, and had forgotten to
warn his assistant respecting Liddell minor. He
regretted the incident ; indeed, he had intended
to inform Miss Liddell of the unfortunate occurrence, but extreme occupation must plead his
excuse. Miss Liddell might be sure that it
should never happen again. Indeed, her nephews were very promising boys — the youngest
a little young for his school ; but it was all the
better for him to be accustomed t•: a higher standard. He hoped, now that this unpleasantness
was over, all would go on well.
"I hope so, Mr. Lockwood," returned Katherine ; " but should my nephew be again punished
for what he cannot help, I shall immediately remove him and his brother."
"So I understand, madam," said the schoolmaster, who was visibly much annoyed by the
whole affair. "I presume you would like to see
the boys."
" Yes, certainly. Will you be so good as to
grant them a half-holiday ?"
This was agreed to, and in a few minutes Cis
and Charlie were hanging round their aunt.
" Oh, auntie dear, have you come to take us
away ?"
"No, dears ; but I have talked to Mr. Lockwood." And she explained the fact that Mr.
Sells did not know that Charlie's laughter was
involuntary. The poor little fellow did not complain of his aunt's decision. He first laid his
head on her shoulder and cried silently. This
was worse than any other line of conduct. Cis
declared his intention of running away forthwith.
However, when matters were laid before him,
and time joys of a half-holiday set forth, he con.: •-tp L.; " C '•" • .4—
Katherine took them back to Wilton Street,
where they spent a quiet, happy afternoon with
their aunt, to whom they poured out their hearts,
and were filially taken back by the polite Francois.
" You are the kindest of much-enduring employers," said Katherine, gratefully, when she
joined Mrs. Needham at dinner. " I earnestly
hope my sudden desertion has not inconvenienced you ? Now I am ready to work far into
the night to make up for lost time."
" Oh, you need not do that. I changed my
plans after I met Lord de Burgh, and came home
to write here. Now tell me all about those poor
dears, and that brute of a master."
* * * *
The excitement of this expedition over, Katherine felt rather depressed and nervous the next
morning. She dreaded Lord de Burgh's visit,
yet did not absolutely wish to avoid it, It was
due to him that the Sort of probation which he
had voluntarily instituted should come to an end.
She could not allow herself to be made conspicuous by the constant attentions, of a man who was
known to be about the best match in London.
Yet she was genuinely sorry to lose him as a
friend. He had been so kind and thoughtful
about the boys too. Well, she would be frank
and sympathetic, and soften her refusal as much
as possible. How she wished it was over! She
found writing an impossible task, and Mrs. Needham, noticing her restlessness, observed, with a
grave smile: "I expect you will have some very
good news for me this afternoon. I am going
out to luncheon."
" No, dear Mrs. Needham, I do not think I
shall," returned Katherine. " I fear—"
" Lord de Burgh is in the drawing-room," said
the parlor-maid.
"Go, Katherine," cried Mrs. Needham, and
don't tell nie there is any doubt about your having good news. You deserve bread and water
for the rest of your natural life if you don't take
the goods the gods provide." Katherine hesitated, smiled miserably, and left the room.
" Well, and how did you find the poor little
chap ?" were De Burgh's first words. " There's
nothing wrong, I hope ? You look as white as a
ghost, and your hand is quite cold," placing his
left upon it as it lay in his grasp. " The boys
are well ?"
" Yes, quite well, and reconciled, with some
difficulty, to remain where they are," she returned, disengaging herself, and sinking rather than
sitting down into a corner of the sofa nearest her.
" Then what has upset you? I suppose," soft.
aiming his voice, "the whole timing was too much
for you."
"h dare say I excited myself more than I need
have done ; but I think my little Charlie is safe
for the future."
" Do you know that it makes nie half mad to
see that look of distress in your sweet eyes—to
see the color fading out of your cheeks I Katherine, I can't hold my tongue any longer. 1
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thought I was far gone when I used to count the
days between my visits to Sandbourne. I am a
good deal worse, now that you have let me be a
sort of chum. Life without yon is something I
don't care to face—I don't indeed. Why don't
you make up your mind to take me for better, for
worse? I'll try and be all better. Just think
how happy we might be ! Those boys should
have the best training money or care could get,
and, Katherine, I'm not a bad fellow. You know
me better now, and you must feel that I should
never be a bad fellow to you."
" You are a very good fellow, Lord de Burgh.
That I quite believe ; but (it pains me so much
to say it) I really do not love you as I ought, and
unless 1 do love I dare not marry."
" Why not ?—that is, if you 'don't love some
other fellow. Will you tell me if any man stands
imi my way ?"
"No, indeed, Lord de Burgh. Whom could I
love?"
"That is impossible to say. However, your
word is enough. If your heart is free, why not
let me try to win it ? And the opportunities
afforded by matrimony are endless. You are the
sort of woman who would be faithful to whatever
you undertook, and when you saw nie day by day
living for you, and you only, you'd grow to love
me. Just think of the boys running wild as
hares in the holidays, and, by Heaven ! may head
reels at time idea of such a heaven of happiness!"
"1 am a wretch, I know," said Katherine, the
tears in her eyes, her voice breaking; " but I
know myself. I am a very lawless individual,
and you had better not urge me."
" What is your objection to me ? I haven't
been a saint ; but I have never done anything I
am ashamed of. Why do you shrink from life
with me ? Cotne, cast your doubts to the winds.
Give me your sweet self. There is no one to love
you as I do ; and I swear your life shall be a
summer holiday !"
His words struck her with sudden conviction.
It was true there was no one to love her as he
did. And what a tower of refuge he would be to
the boys! Why should she not think of him ?
Ile had been very true to her. Why should she
not drive out the Itauntin. image of the man who
did not love her by time living presence of the
man who did ? But if she accepted him she
must confess her crime. She could not keep
such an act hidden from the man who was ready
to give ids life to lier. How awful this would
be, and he might reject her! Then her fate would
be decided for her.
Lord de Burgh saw that she hesitated, and
pressed her eagerly for a decision. " You deserve so much gratitude for your Icindness, your
faithfulness, that---oh, do let me think !" covering up her face with her hands. "It is such a
tremendous 'natter to decide!"
" Yes, of course you shall thinit as much as
„„,
no st us,d, uluru---eu
lug himself that "She who deliberates i • to ,t." Take your own time, only don't say nor " ferociously. "Reflect on the immense happiness you
can bestow, the good you can do. Why do you
shiver, my darling ? If yoh wish it, I'll go now,
this moment, and I'll not show my face till—till
the day after to-morrow, if you like."
"The day after to-morrow ? That is but a
short space to decide so momentous a question."
" If you can't make up your mind in twentyfour hours, neither can you in two hundred and
forty. I don't want to hurry you, but you must
have some consideration for me. Imagine my
state of mind. Why, I'll be on the rack 61. we
meet again. I fancy a conscientious woman is
about time cruelest creature that walks. However,
I'll stick to my promise. I will not intrude on
you till the day after to-morrow. Then I will
come at eleven o'clock for your answer, and, Katherine, my love, my life, it must be yes.'
He took and kissed her hand more than once,
then he went swiftly away.
The hours which succeeded were painfully agitated. Katherine felt that De Burgh had every
right to consider himself virtually accepted. She
liked him; yes, certainly, she liked him, and
might have loved him but for her irresistible,
unreasonable, unmaidenly attachment to Errington. If she made up her mind to marry him,
that would fill her heart and relieve it from the
dull aching which had strained it so long. Once
a wife, she would never give a thought save to
her own husband. But before site reached l.e
profound, nay, death-like, peace of such a pesition, she must tell her story to De Burgh ; and
how would he take it ? Whit all his ruggedness
he had a keen and delicate sense of honor. Still,
she felt that his passion for her would overcome
all obstacles for the time, but how would it mue
afterward, when they had settled down to the
l'outilie of every-day life ? It would be a tremendous experitnent, but she could not let hm
enter on that close union in ignorance of the blot
on her escutcheon. And then the door would be
closed on the earlier half of her life, which he'd
been so bitter-sweet. How little peace she had
known since her mother's death ! How heavenly
street her life had been, when she knew no deeper
care than to shield that dear mother from anxiety or trouble! And now there was no one belowring to her on whose wisdom and strength she
haer a right to rely. Perhaps, after all, it migl t
be better to accept De Burgh, and end her uncertainties. Though by no means given to weepiq,
Katherine could not recover composure until
after the relief of a copious flood of tears.
" Well, dear I" cried Mrs. Needham, when the'
were left together after dinner, "lam just bursting with curiosity. What lieWS have you for me?
and what have you been doing with yourself ?
You look ghastly, anti I positively believe you
have been crying. What have you done? I
can't believe that you have refused Lord de
Burgh ! You couldn't be such a mad-woman !
Why, you might lead —"

" How do you know he gave nie an opportunity ?" interrupted Katherine, with a faint smile.
"Don't talk like that, dear," said Mrs. Needham, severely. " What would bring Lord de
Burgh here day after day, but trn ing to win vomi?
I have been whiting for what I knew was inevitable. Now, Katherine, tell me, have you rejected him ?"
"So, Mrs. Needham. I have asked time to
reflect."
"Oh, that is all right"—in a tone of satisfaction—" and only means a turn of the rack while
you can handle the screws. Of course you'll accept him when he comes again. After all, though
there are plenty of unhappy marriages, there is
no joy so delightful as reciprocal affection. I
am sure I never saw a creature so glorified by
love as Angela Bradley. She told me, at Mrs.
Cochran's, she had a wonderful piece of news
for me ; and when I said perhaps I knew it, she
beamed all over and squeezed my hand as she
whispered, 'Perhaps you do.' I saw her driving
Errington in her pony-carriage afterward, and
meeting old Captain Everard just then, he nodded after them, and said : "That's an excellent
arrangement. The wedding, I hear, is fixed for
the twenty-ninth of next month.' Now, I don't
quite believe that. Angela would have certainly
told me, but I am sure it will come off soon."
" I am sure they will make a very happy
couple, and I really believe I shall follow their
example."
" Quite right. The double event will make a
sensation. My dear child, to see you happily and
splendidly settled will be the greatest joy I have
known for years ; and what will Colonel Ormonde
sa y ?"
"I neither know nor care ; and, Mrs. Needham,
if you don't mind, I will go to bed. I have such
a headache!"
The fateful morning found Katherine resolved
and composed. She would tell De Burgh everything; and if her revelation did not frighten him
away, she would try to make him happy and to
be happy herself. It would be painful to tell
him ; but oh ! nothing compared to the agony of
humiliation it cost her to prostrate herself morally before Errington.
Still, she would be glad when the confession
was over. Afterward, feeling her destiny decided, she would be calmer and more resigned.
Resigned ? What a term to apply to het- acceptance of an honest man's hearty affection !
For whatever De Burgh's life may have been, he
had said he had done nothing he was ashamed
of. By sonie unconscious impulse she dressed
herself in black, and went down to the drawing.
room with her knitting, that she might be ready
to receive the man who, an hour later, might be
her affianced husband.
On the stair she met Ford, who informed her
that Miss Trants was waiting for her. Katherine
t

peci:Aly as she knew that the arrival of a visitor
w mild be the signal for Rachel's departure.
"1 am so glad to see you!" exclaimed Katherine ; " but how is it you have escaped so
early ?"
" I have been to the City to buy goods, and
came round here to have a peep at you, for Miss
Payne told me yesterday of your trouble about
the boys."
" How early you are! Why, it is scarcely
eleven. Yes—sit down for a moment—yes, I
was dreadfully angry and upset ;" and Katherine
proceeded to describe Cecil's letter and her visit
to the school.
"I wish you could take them away," said Rachel, thoughtfully.
"Perhaps, later on, I may be able, and I do not
think there is any chance that poor Charlie will
be punished again. He is never really naughty.
But he has had a great shock."
"So have you, I imagine, to judge from your
looks."
"Do I look shocked? And how have you
been ? It is so long since I was able to go and
see you."
"1 have been and am very well, very busy, and
really succeeding. I have opened a banking account, and feel very proud of my check-book.
Do you humour that Mr. Newton has advanced me
two hundred pounds ? Just now it is worth a
thousand. It lifts me over the waiting-time. I
have sent in my quarter's accounts, and in a
month the payments will begin to corne in. I'll
make a good business yet."
" I believe you will."
" What a pretty room!" said Rachel, looking
around. " How nice it is to know you are comfortable! By the time you are tired of your secretaryship, I hope to have a nice little sum laid
by for you."
" What a wonderful woman of business you
are, Rachel !" cried Katherine, admiringly.
"I ought to be. It is the only thing left to
nie, amid I am thankful to say I get mote and
more—" She stopped, for the door opened, and
"Lord de Burgh" was announced.
[TO BE OONTINUED.]

JOIN GILBERT.
rullE death of John Gilbert, which occurred nt
.1 Boston on the 16th instant, is an its eparable
loss to the stage, not only because he was practically the last survivor of the older school of actors, fry whom all the best traditions of the classic days of the English stage were kept alive,
but tut:cause, both> as a player and a man, he reflected credit upon a profession whose reputation
has suffered much and often by the misconduct
of its members. The brightness of his fame has
been tarnished by no breath of scandal. For
sixty years he lived and labored in the public eye,
and tile memory which he leaves behind him of

personal honor and probity, of conscientious effort and artistic achievement, is altogether fragrant.
As the space at command is limited, it would
be useless to attempt to give the details of so long
a life. Moreover, a foi-niai biography, from the
very nature of the case, would consist largely of
repetition. Outside the theatre his career was
singularly uneventful, all his time and energies
having been devoted to the art of which he was
so complete a master. He was born in Boston
Oit the 27th of February, 1810, and in early youth
cherished a passion for the theatre. At the age
of fourteen years he was put to work in the drygoods store of his uncle, but this did not prevent
him front studying play-books, and by the time
he was eighteen years old he tentured a public
appearance upon the stage of time old Tremont
Theatre, in the character of Jaffier, iii Venice Preserved. Encouraged by his success in this first
experiment, he next essayed the parts of Sir Edward Mortimer and Shylock. These performances, doubtless, were very crude and weak, but
there was promise enough in them to overcome
the scruples of his relatives, who had done all
they could to discourage his theatrical ambition.
His first regular engagement was made with James
H. Caldwell, of New Orleans, under whose management he soon revealed that extraordinary ability for the impersonation of old men which, in
later years, put him beyond all fear of rivalry.
Before long lue was sent out on a barn-storming
tour through the West and Southwest, which lasted for five years, in the course of which he played
almost every conceivable description of character,
throughout the whole range of the drama, amid
the most unpromising conditions. The drudgery
was great, and the immediate reward small, butt
the experience which lie gained was invaluable;
and when he returned to Boston he was engaged
for five years at the Tremont Theatre, where lie
played with the elder Booth, Forrest, Charlotte
Cushman, James W. AVallack, and other distinguished actors, by whose example he was by that
time able to profit.
His improvement must have been rapid, for at
the end of five years he visited New York as an
established favorite, and played a series of important characters at the old Bowery, after which
Ile returned once again to Boston, where he won
both popular and critical approval by his acting
in the old English comedies. In 1847 he went
to England, and acted in the Princess's Theatre,
London, with Macready and Charlotte Cushman,
appearing first as Sir Robert Bramble, and afterward as Sir Anthony Absolute, Sir Peter Teazle,
and other parts, in which he has long been famous. His success was immediate, and he was
welcomed as an artist of the fit-st rank. The
English actors received him in the most fraternal
manner, and he improved the opportunity to acquaint ilimself with all the best traditions of the
English stage. from the original sources, which
crossed time Channel to France, and passed some
time in studying the style and methods of all the
most celebrated actors in Paris, after which he
returned to his native country to show the results of his foreign observations. There was no
one now to dispute his pre-eminence in his own
peculiar line—tliat of the old men of comedy—
and for a ntunber of years he played successive
engagements in New York, Boston, and Philadelphia, with ever-growing popularity and prosperity. It was in 1862 that he became a permanent member of Lester Wallack's company, and
began that term of service which lasted for a
quarter of a century, and won for him the admiration tad affection of every theatre-goer in New
York. Everybody admitted long ago that he was
the sole survivor of ids class, but it is only now,
that he is dead and lost to the stage, that the full
scope and significance of his work will be appreciated. It would be almost impossible to overestimate the value of his co-operation through all
the years when the reputation of that brilliant
comedian, Lester Wallach, was in its fullest glory.
In the double capacity of actor and stage-manager he deserves a very large share of the credit
for the triumphs -of many a metnorable night.
What a host of fatniliar personages have vanished with him into the shadow ! The volcanic Sir
Anthony, the testy but amiable Sir Peter, that
fond father Old Dornton, the hearty English
Squire Hardcastle, the foppish Sir Harcourt
Courtly, honest old Job Thornberry, Sim- Robert
Bramble, and others innumerable have gone,
never to return as he pictured them. His choler,
his pathos, and his humor had a peculiar quality,
due partly to his own personal individuality, but
still more to the perfection of the artistic methods acquired in years of diligent study, by which
every shade of sentiment or meaning was expressed with unfailing certainty and absolute
tru
It is
possible to refer now, even by natne
only, to all the parts which he enacted during the
last twenty-five years, the ripest artistic period
of his life. They ranged from farce almost to
actual tragedy. Here are a few at random—
Lord Duberly, Lord Ogleby, Mr. Coddle, Miles
Mackenna,Vanderpolter, Dogberry, Father Torn—
which amply prove his versatility. He was not
equally good in all, but in everything that he did,
the finished artist was manifest. Nothing was
left to chance, but the art that governed all was
concealed with the most exquisite skill. In the
certainty, variety, boldness, and delicacy of its
execution, his acting was masterly, and his resonrces never failed hini. Amid the poorly
equipped actors of to-day he stood almost 11.1011e,
an artist armed at all points in a rabble of naked
Pret
li ti'sinif'al*s
ctilties

and powers remained intact almoat to the end. He died in the fulness of time
and of honors, a shining example to the younger
members of that profession whose best interests
he served for more than half a century.
J. RANKIN TOWSC
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FAITHFUL UNTO DEATH.
(MAy 31sr.)
BY MARGARET J. PRESTON.
" FLY for your life! The deluge is upon us;
It soon will flood the town.'
Because such messages are crowding on ne,
Are we to wait and drown?"
"Just one more warning. Let my frantic fingers
Tick off one message more."
And o'er the wires with blanching face she lingers,
Amid the rush and roar
Of maddening waves that gather fast and faster.
"My God, Thy will be done!
One life may save a thousand from diemisier,
And shall I grudge that one?
"Another warning yet." Will naught affright her?
She struck the key, and cast
One backward look. Her ashy cheek grew whiter.
She murmured, "Tas my last !"
One moment, and the overwhelming torrent
Swirled her within its sway;
The next, beneath the maelstrom's deadly current
All, all was swept away !
What soldier at the cannon mouth of duty,
What martyr for Christ's cause,
Ever showed sacrifice of braver beauty
Than this pale woman's was?
Surely she heard above the seething water,
Above the wrack and strife,
" Thou hast been faithful unto death, my daughter
Take now the crown of life !"

;

THE WILLOUGHBY BABY.
By HARRIET PRESCOTT SPOFFORD.
AT RS. WILLOUGHBY bad been married five
iT1 years. Ah, heavens ! Was it only five
years ? Five lifetimes ! All the lifetime there
was. And to think of having wasted one's only
chance for happiness in any lifetime ! She sat
looking across the dinner table at Mr. Willoughby—at Mr. Willougby, who, of course, had also
been married five years. Five years ? An eternity—one long reach of despair. How a man
will rush headlong on his fate, lured by a lovely
face, a gracious manner! Just so the heroes of
old legends were lured by smiling treachery into
black abysses. Just so— But what was the use ?
He was married to Mrs. Willoughby, and that was
all there was about it ; and a man must bear his
Jot like a man.
This is the way these two young fools played
with their happiness.
But it did make one a trifle nervous to have a
person looking across the flowers and fruit and
finger-glasses, as if she saw through him into
space and nothingness. To add to the misery,
the servants had just left the room, and while
they were present a show of decency had to be
kept lip.
Mrs. Willoughby put both her elbows on the
table, and supporting her chin on the tips of her
folded fingers, continued her stare in a manner
that might not have been insolence, if there had
been anything worse you could have called it.
Mr. Willoughby sipped his coffee slowly, eonscions of the eyes. How softly and meekly they
had been wont to glance when he first knew them!
" Very well, sir," said presently the voice that
neither anger nor could rob of its music,
and yet whose very music was becoming detestable to him," you can insult me by ignoring me before my servants—oh, I know they are not mine;
you needn't take the trouble of pointing it out.
I know very well what your thoughts are. Everything is yours, of course; you are absolute master.
Everything is your property or your slave—everything, that is to say, except your wife, and I can
assure you she is no one's slave, and the power
doesn't exist that can force her to be, and you
needn't—"
" For Heaven's sake, Caroline, what are you
talking about ? Who wishes you to be a slave ?"
" You do. You—"
" Nonsense!" said Mr. Willoughby, Isis tone
unable to express a fraction of his disdain.
" You tell me—although the relations between
us are utterly and entirely formal—that I shan't
do this, and I shall do that—"
" I only tell you that while you are my wife,
wearing my name, living under my roof—"
'Goodness knows I don't wish to live under
your roof."
Mr. Willoughby paused a moment, glanced at
her, and glanced away. It was quite impossible
to tell her she had no other roof to live under.
" Oh yes," she cried. "It is the handsomest
sort of a roof, I know ; with pictures set on all
the piers, and great big cut-glass chandeliers.'
And she gazed at the old Smibert and Copley
panels of the Willoughby ancestors. "But there
are better roofs with only the boughs of a forest."
" There are," said Mr. Willoughby, gravely.
"But I don't know what that lias to do with the
question as to whether I will allow—whether I
will submit to have my wife take a part in theatricals involving undue familiarity with a Mall
WI10111 I shall be obliged to forbid my house, and
a woman of whom I thoroughly disapprove."
" Under what obligations I am for your care
of my morals!"
"If you persist in your present career it will
be apparent that they need care," he said, calmly.
" Need care! Am I to understand that you
are threatening me with an insane asylum ?" she
cried, her eyes flashing.
" Understand what you please," he said, rising.
And ho left the room.
" Oh!" she exclaimed, throwing up her arms
wit h a tragic gesture, " to be bound to the body
of this death !"
" You'd orter seen her," said Susan, afterward,
to the cook.
"She's a-worriting the master to death," said
Sykes.

"He'll be doing his share," grumbled the cook,
who was a married woman herself.
" I seen her through the crack of the door,"
said Susan. " And it's my opinying she's just
a-practising for them theatricals of hers, and
that's all."
They were very gloomy theatricals, Susan might
have thought, had she looked through a crack of
the drawing-room door, and seen her mistress sitting on a low chair, bent forward, and gazing
into the fallen fire as if it were the ashes of all
her hopes. Even Mr. Willoughby, corning into
the room on some errand, felt a spasm of pity
for her—the pretty creature, the rose on whose
cheek, the light- in whose dark-lashed brown eyes,
the glitter of whose smile, he had once thought
compassed all the charm of womankind. She
looked up and straightened herself, and caught
his glance and resented it.
" Jailers are not required to pity their prisoners," said she, loftily.
" Possibly we are both prisoners," he answered
her.
" I am perfectly willing to set you free," she
cried, springing to her feet. " You are at liberty
to apply for a divorce any day you will."
" You know that nothing is further from my
intention."
How masterful he looked as he stood there,
with the glitter in Ids gray eye and the glow on
his white and angry face!
" It is quite within mine!" she exclaimed.
" You would not succeed in obtaining one. I
should feel obliged to dispute every step of the
way. You are well aware not only that I disbelieve absolutely in divorce, but that I will not
have the stain of such proceedings on my name
or on the honor of my family."
" The honor of your family !" she cried, bitterly. " Let me tell you, sir, since the honor of your
family is of so much more weight than the happiness of a woman, that I will drag it through
every court in the country, if it is necessary for
ine, in order to be free—"
" Tut!" said Mr. Willoughby, turning on his
heel.
And just at that moment a resounding peal of
the bell rang through the house, and before Mr.
Willoughby had had time to leave the room, Sykes
was there with something--a basket, a bundle, a
—a baby—lying across his arms, just as the person ringing the bell had laid it there; his face
purple, and his arms shaking so that, whatever it
was, if Mr. Willoughby had not caught it, it would
have fallen to the floor. As it was, in the shaking and slipping and righting, the wrapping was
so disarranged that the movement pulled it away ;
and it was really a baby, a splendid great rosy
child, that opened a pair of luminous eyes, and
winked and blinked and held its arms to the
light, and at the sight of Mrs. Willoughby's face
as she ran toward it, forgetting everything else,
broke into a smile like a sunburst.
" Take it away at once, Sykes," said Mr. Willoughby.
" The poor little soul !" cried Mrs. Willoughby.
" Where — where — where shall I take it?"
stammered Sykes, still trembling.
" To the police station. Where else?"
" To the police station! this little innocent !
as if it were a criminal!" cried Mrs. Willoughby,
reaching for it. "Never—nothing of the kind.
Here; let me have it; give it to me, the dear,
the darling ! How can you be so cruel ? The
beautiful little creature, the dear love, the— I
never saw anything so sweet. Oh, it is as sweet
as a rose, as soft as velvet! See ! it is smiling,
it is laughing— it is really laughing. Do but
see !" And the oblivious young woman had the
child in her arms, its wrapping of an old white
sheet dragging on the rug, as -she held it up to
the light and laid her face against it. " The police station, indeed ! Sykes, call Susan here.
Call the house-keeper. Call Maria. I shall keep
this child." And before Mr. Willoughby could
open his amazed mouth, she had swept through
the door with the baby in her arms, and up the
stairs, and into her own rooms, where, with all
the women of the household in a worshipping
chorus, the boy sat upon her knee, enthroned,
while a council of ways and means was held.
" Well," he muttered to himself, something bewildered, something crestfallen, "it may do as
well as a divorce."
Mr. Willoughby was called out of town for a
couple of weeks, and he was stepping from the
carriage on his return, when luis hat took occasion to blow off ; and starting in pursuit of it,
he brought up rather unceremoniously against a
plump and pretty young matron, who was pacing
slowly along, encumbered with innumerable down
quilts and crocheted blankets, which, disordered
by the wind and his onset, so scattered themselves
as to disclose a rosy baby sleeping in her arms.
" I beg your pardon,"' he said, recovering his
hat, and assisting her to replace the duvets. " And
what baby is this, may I ask ?"
" The Willoughby baby," was the stately reply.
" The—the who ?"
" The Willoughby baby."
Mr. Willoughby stared a moment. " And you?"
he said.
" I am the nurse," she answered, with blooinhig dignity.
Mr. Willoughby stared again, and then he felt
as if the wind had taken off his hat for him, and
he turned about and left the Willoughby baby
and all out-doors. He had had no idea but that
his wife had tired of the toy, and the child had
been sent to some home or orphanage, days before.
But his astonishment was only completed when,
on mounting to luis own rooms, he Wf1-9 met by a
maid, who asked, gently, if he would object to a
change that had placed his sleeping-room in another part of the house, as Mrs. Willoughby had
wished these rotons for the convenient* of the
baby and the nurse, they being so still and so
near her own. Of course his anger was ready to

flame at white heat, but he could hardly take the
maid's head off, and he contented himself by asking to be shown the rooms assigned him, in a tone
of cold and cutting irony, of which she was entirely unconscious.
"Have You really resolved to keep that child ?"
he asked his wife when he met her at dinner.
" Why shouldn't I ?" she said. " Even Picciola
had his weed. Other prisoners have their spiders."
" Oh, if you look at it in that light! It will do
as well as any other plaything."
" You know I never could abide pugs and poodles," she said, with a far-away look in her eyes,
and with the air of having been asked to keep a
pug and poodle.
" It is something more expensive."
" Don't let that concern you," she said. "I
shall care for him out of my own allowance."
And then, as it suddenly struck her who gave
her that allowance, she blushed and hesitated, and
exclaimed : "1 mean—that is— Oh !" she cried,
bursting into tears and rushing from the room.
" What a wicked shame it is that I have nothing
I can call my Own, with which to bring up so
much as a baby!"
For a moment Mr. Willoughby felt like rushing
after her, and offering to make a settlement Upon
her on the spot. But he repressed the weakness,
and finished his dinner alone. He felt somewhat
annoyed. He hardly saw how hé was to blame
that ids wife had not come to him with an hidependent fortune. He had given her a generous
allowance always. But he was made aware that
Sykes was looking at him with indignation, as if
he were abusing Ids wife, and he was conscious,
through all his pores, that every woman in the
house regarded him as a brute. He felt as if it
were all the fault of Mrs. Willoughby, and went
to the club for compensation, and felt, moreover,
that if he took too much wine there, and played
too many games of poker, that would be Mrs.
Willoughby's fault too.
It was at the club, some few months later, that
Sillsbee remarked: "Didn't know you'd set up a
family, Willoughby. Fine youngster. Just your
image. First-class bonne."
It occurred to Mr. Willoughby, the next morning, that he would look at this youngster who was
just luis image, but whom he had only seen at a
distance, a mass of drapery enveloping the firstclass bonne, and whose voice he had so rarely
heard that he might have forgotten its owner's
existence. He had heard Mrs. Willoughbv's voice,
to be sure, on the subject of the boy, rep.' eatedly,
speaking to one and another, although not to
him. " Modulate your tones," she had said to
Susan. " The dear little fellow has had trouble
enough already in luis life, and I shall not allow
anY harsh noises near him."
" Lors, 'm," Susan had replied, " he don't know
nothing of trouble. He never sensed it when his
mother—"
" I am his mother, Susan. Don't ever mention
apy one else in that capacity. He has never had
any other mother, I want you to understand. Because some one else happened to bring him into
the world— Pshaw !" said Mrs. Willoughby,
bridling. And to another he had heard her say
" He is a sunbeam. It clears my clouds to hook
at him. And a child is so sensitive to your
monad atmosphere that I keep my nerves and my
temper under all I can, so that lie shall have the
presence of nothing cross-grained in his neighborhood."
"Thank Heaven for that!" said Mr. Willoughby.
But he did not say it aloud.
So, after lue had breakfasted, Mr. Willoughby
told Sykes to tell Susan to tell the bonne to bring
the baby down to the breakfast parlor. Mi..
Willoughby felt more than ever that he was of
no sort of consequence in the house when word
came back that the baby was taking his bath, and
would have to be excused. " Very well," said
Mr. Willoughby. " If the mountain cannot come
to Mohammed. In which room is he ? Oh, I remember." And going at once to the nursery,
without ceremony, he was met by a chorus of
screams to close die door quickly. " The d raught!
the darling ! the door !" And there was his wife, in
the prettiest of morning caps and robes, smiling,
rosy, looking as she did five years ago, a sunbeam
falling over her, a blanket across her knees, and
in a tub at her feet as perfect a little Cupid as
ever splashed water. The nurse lifted him at
that moment from the play he was so enjoying,
and he lifted his voice in loud, indignant protest.
" Put him back again! put him back again !"
cried Mr. Willoughby.
" No, no, no, indeed !" cried his wife. " He
has been in quite long enough. Give me the
towels, quick, Susan."
"Put him back again!" cried Mr. Willoughby.
" Am I going to have no say at all about my own
child?" And while his wife was looking up
thunder-struck, and the nurse was staring aghast,
he had taken the roaring little fellow and plunged
him back into the dear warm water. And aware
that he had carried the point, and just as well
aware that it was this pleasant new giant that
had helped him, the boy looked up in the giant's
face a moment, and then, mixed with the waterdrops and the tears, a radiant smile broke all
over luis own face, and Mr. Willoughby loved him
from that moment.
Before Mr. Willoughby had had enough of the
scene with the laughing, crowing, splashing baby
there, Mrs.Willoughby had recovered her equanimity, and had even volunteered a remark, whether
to him, the nurse, or the universe, such as " Oh,
just see !" or " Do look !" or " Oh, isn't he a darling !" But at last the little tyrant had to have
his gayety brought to an end ; and when lie had
been lifted out, and dried off, and clothed, the
bonne condescendingly placed him in Mr. Willoughbv's arms, who walked to the window with
him, and whose strong grasp he liked, and whose
mustache he found it agreeable to pull and clutch,
as he still crowed and leaped, patting Mr. Willoughby's face with his fat palms, and ending by
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putting up his little open mouth and loving luis
new father's face all over.
" Oh, he is too lovely ! he is too sweet !" said
Mrs. Willoughby, coming to take him at last.
" What's his name ?" asked her husband.
" To be sure !" she replied, graciously. " Don't
you
'u think it's time we found a name for him ?"
You don't mean to say he's not named yet !"
Mrs. Willoughby had a good mind to reply
sharply, but she caught hold of a better mind.
" I thought," she said, hesitatingly—" I—I
thought you might like to name him Yourself."
" So I should," said he. " Jeremiah."
" Oh, nonsense, Grosvenor !"
"Nonsense ?"
" Why, you might as well call him Jedediah, or
Zachariah, or—"
" I don't know why."
" You're not in earnest !"—war threatening.
" Yes, I am in earnest. My father's name was
Jeremiah, and I'd like to have my son wear it."
Now they were in for it. His son, indeed !
She tossed her head so that if she had had a
crown on it she would have tossed it off. However, Mr. Willoughby went ois:
" My mother gave me a fancy name, and I've
had enough of it. Jeremiah is a good name."
She bit her tongue and was silent, and then
she looked at the little merry, dancing fellow in
the strong arms. She loved him. He would
need a father arid a father's love too. "Jerry !
Jerry !" she cried ; and he turned his sweet face
and held out his arms at her voice. "My
little son Jerry, come to your dear mamma!
It's a very good name indeed," she said. "It
fits him perfectly. He'll be gay and sweet and
Jerry now, and when he grows up he'll be serious and solid and respectable and—and Jeremiah." And then they both looked at each other
and laughed. Mr. Willoughby didn't know when
he and luis wife had laughed at anything together
before.
When Mr. Willoughby went up to dress for
dinner that night, whether it was old habit that
turned ids feet toward luis former apartment, or
anything else, he opened tile door of the nursery.
The child had just been put to sleep ; the soft
moony light of the room was a shadow where he
lay, and Mr. Willoughby tiptoed to the crib and
bent over it a moment to gaze at the cherub lying there in his soft dewy slumber ; and before
he thought, stirred by he knew not what impulse
of paternity, he had stooped and kissed the sweet
forehead. " Oh, hush ! bush !" whispered a breath
on the other side of the crib; "you will wake
him ; he mustn't ever be waked." And there was
his wife, crouched, in full dinner regalia, watching the beautiful sleep a moment too. And Mr.
Willoughby crept away in confusion, and quite
as if he had been found out doing something of
which he ought to be ashamed. But he put a
bold face on it, and every morning at Jerry's
bath, and every night after Jerry was asleep, he
made visits to the nursery, and nothing could
have hindered luis speaking to his wife of that
baby when they happened to dine alone, and nothing could have hindered her speaking to him—
she must have some one to speak to. If any one
else were present she spoke the more freely, to
be sure, telling of little Jerry's wondrous ways,
talking to the guest, but talking at Mr. Willoughby, and then feeling vexed and altogether disturbed to find she had thought him of enough
consequence to be talked at.
But Mr. Willoughby did not speak of the boy
in his wife's style. " Quite the most remarkable
baby that ever lived," he said, as if he were malting a little mild fun of his wife's enthusiasm.
But, all the saine, that was what he really thought,
and more than once he experienced a pang to
think that the child was not really his own, that it
was no trait of his or of his race that he should
ever see unfolded in it. Not so his wife. "Now
I think this is an improvement on ordinary methods," she said, coming down from the nursery
with Mrs. Pauncefort, after an informal dinner,
and sitting over the drawing-room fire. " Here
is a child for whom I am so entirely without
responsibility that I never shall be making morbid allowances for Ids faults because he inherited
this, that, and the other. And here am I, not
broken down, and ailing, and weakly, and miserable, like most mothers, but in perfect health to
devote myself to him."
"No, my dear ; you wouldn't think so," said the
motherly friend, " if you had ever known anything about the comfort, the blissfulness, of your
own child, in your own arms, at your own breast."
And looking at her, with her lovely brown eyes
growing bigger and bigger, Mrs. Willoughby, the
inventor of the improvement, burst into a flood
of tears. But then she always wits an unaccountable woman, and her tears were so near the
surface!
" Isn't it about time the boy was in short
skirts ?" said Mr. Willoughby once.
" If I ever heard of anything so foolish as a
inan's meddling with a baby's clothes !"
It did uot occur to Mr. Willoughby to say he
should think he might, when he paid for tbern.
For all at once he comprehended what delight
luis wife took in those clothes, the embroideries,
the edgings, the insertinga, the rare old thread
laces that, as Susan said, she set her eves by. He
had thought her heart wrapped and 'lost iii the
frivolities of lier own toilettes, and here she was
adorning this unknown baby with their rarest
treasures, capable of sacrifice, so capable as not
to know it was a sacrifice. That baby represent.
cd a holocaust, in which theatricals, flirtations,
French novels, ill tempers, and a thousand other
things were all burning together.
" Well," he said, after a pause,
but with much
gentleness, " just as you please. But he'll be
wanting to walk presently, you know, and the
feet should he unencumbered."
But two or three mornings afterward there
uvu s a stirring, rustling, and tittering in the
anteroom, and Mrs. Willoughby herself, in an unex.
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possession a fine oil painting from which the
accompanying phototype is made. The painting
s the work of Mr. Pdul G. Wickson. of Paris,
Dnt., a member of the Royal Canadian Association of Artists, who has been pronounced by exellent judges the equal of any living American
painter in equine subjects. Tae subject is an
old mare who has served her master faithfully
for many years, and who is now affectionately
cared for in her old age. She shows evidences
of wear and tear in her trembling limbs, and
even the expression of the eye betokens old age.
Mr. Verner saw the picture at an exhibition at
'oronto and bought it almost at sight. The
icture was on exhibition here for a time and
uffalo horsemen learned to know the artist by
7eputation long before they knew him personally.
Prominence is given the painting now particuMrly because Mr. Wickson has determined to
take up his home in the Queen City. For the
past few weeks he has been at work upon a porsait of Prince Regent, Mr. C. J. Hamlin's
splendid stallion which unfortunately died on
Saturday of pneumonia. The picture was finished only a few days before the horse sickened.
It is adjudged a perfect picture of the beautiful
chestnut, and will be a rare souvenir in Mr.
-
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Hamlin's possession.
Mr. Wickson, though a young man, is an entausiast in his art. He studied ten years in the
old country. One of his figure subjects
pleased the Marquis of Lansdowne, the late Go
ernor General of Canada, that he bought it an
eKhibited it in London, Eng.
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MR. W. R. GARRETT,

GRAND EXHIBITION OF SCHOOL WORK, KINDERGARTEN WORK, FINE ARTS, Etc.
TORONTO, April 9th, 1891.
The Annual Convention of the National Educational Association of the United States for the
present year will be held at Toronto, Canada, from the 14th to the 17th of July next, and will probably be
attended by upwards of fifteen thousand of those who are engaged in educational work in the United
States and Canada.
In conjunction with this Convention the Local Executive Committee intend to hold an Exhibition
of School Work School Books, Supplies and Appliances, Kindergarten Work and Physical Apparatus, etc.,
etc., in a large Hall which has been secured for the purpose, in close proximity to the other Halls in which
the several meetings in connection with the Convention will be held. Ample space will be provided for all
who desire to exhibit, free of charge.
The advantage to be derived from making a display of your school work at this Convention, bringing it under the notice of all who are interested in education in the two countries, must be apparent, and
we trust that you will see it to be your interest to be represented.
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Any further information required will be promptly furnished you on application to the undersigned.
Yours respectfully,
WM. HOUSTON, M.A., Legislative Librarian, H. J. HILL,
Chairman Local Exhibit Committee,
TORONTO, CANADA.

Sec'y Local Executive Committee,
TORONTO, CANADA.

NOTICE TO INTENDING EXHIBITORS.
Address exhibits to D. BOYLE, Superintendent Exhibit Department, Educational Convention, Toronto, Canada, so as to
be delivered not later than June 30th. Be sure and mark on each package the name of the place from which it is sent.
Arrangements have been made with the Canadian Customs Department to admit all exhibits from the United States, in
Bond, free of duty.
It is desired to make an exhibit clearly illustrating the course and kind of work being done in the progressive schools of
along the following lines
country
our
(1) DRAWING. Work done in light and shade and in color is especially solicited. Enough other work may be shown
to fairly represent the entire course of study.
(2) INDUSTRIAL WORK AND MANUAL TRAINING. A progressive series of different exercises in (a) paper,

(b) cloth, (c) clay, (d) wood, or (e) metal.
(3) DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
(4) GEOGRAPHY AND ELEMENTARY SCIENCE. Devices, apparatus and appliances for the better presentation
and understanding of these subjects in grades below the High School.
(5) KINDERGARTEN WORK.
Send no duplicate specimens, and indicate clearly the purpose of the exercise or appliance and the year of the school
course in which it is used. If the work extends through successive years, arrange it in groups accordingly. Remember the
purpose is not to show how much, but how and what you do. Advise the Secretary by June 1st, as to what you will send in
order that space may be assigned. Indicate if possible the number of square feet of wall and of table space you will need, as per
form enclosed herewith.
Arrangements will be made so far as possible to obtain reduced freight rates. It is expected that the Committee o
Transportation will be able to secure the usual free return rate. Exhibitors are expected to prepay freight charges to Toronto
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EXHIBIT DEPARTMENT

Annual Convention of the National Educational Association,
TORONTO, CANADA, JULY 141h, to 17th, 1891.
To H. J. HILL, Secretary Executive Committee,
National Educational Association,

TORONTO, CANADA.

The undersigned propose to exhibit at the meeting of the National Educa.
tional Association of the United States, to be held at Toronto, from the 14th to
the 17th of July next, the hereinafter mentioned articles, and request that
feet by feet space (state floor or wall space)
may be reserved for that purpose.
SIGNATURE
ADDRESS
DATE

.1891.

POST OFFICE

DESCRIPTION OF ARTICLES TO BE EXHIBITED.

EW YORK WATER COLOR

CLUB
SECOND ANNUAL EXHIBITION
PRIVATE VIEW
SATURDAY. NOVEMBER TWENTY-EIGHTH
From 8 until tz o'clock r.

FIFTH AVENUE ART GALLERIES
366 FIFTH AVENUE
ÀUM!1 BEAkEit ANL) LADIES

Reg. No.

Corporation of ?Liverpool.

•

WALKER ART GALLERY.

AUTUMN EXHIBITION OF PICTURES, 1889.
DEAR SIR,
The Committee regret that, owing to the
limited space at their command, they have found themselves unable to hang your picture named below.
All works received through Agents in Liverpool,
must be removed between Wednesday the 4th, and
Saturday the 7th of September. Hours, TO IO 12 a.m.,
OT 2

to 4 p.m.

Pictures received through the London Agents,
Messrs. DICKSEE & CO., Will be returned to them.
Yours truly,
CHARLES DYALL,
CURATOR.

Number
Title

Price, L"
-7_

Please deliver the above Picture to

Signature of Artist

Reg. No.

Corporation of tivcrpooi.
WALKER ART GALLERY.

AUTUMN EXHIBITION OF PICTURES, 1889.
DEAR SIR,

The Committee have the pleasure to inform
you that your picture named below is hung in the

Exhibition, and invite you to inspect the same on
Varnishing Day, Thursday, August 29th, at Ten
o'clock. The production of this note will secure

admission, and a Season Ticket will be issued in
exchange.
Please notify any error in title or price, by return of

post, to
Yours truly,
CHARLES DYALL,
CURATOR.

Catalogue Number
Title

Price, L"

Canadian Ladcnr of Niz.ts
Exl2ibition

'

T

64t

TORONTO, MARCH I

7th, 1888

HE Annual Meeting and Exhibition of the Academy, in connection with that of the
Ontario Society of Artists, will be held this year in Toronto, in the Granite Curling
Rink, Church Street, and will open on Monday, May 7th.
The Exhibition will consist of Paintings, Drawings, Sculpture, Architectural and other

Designs. All works must be original, and those for sale must be the property of the artist exhibiting.
Not more than fifteen works can be exhibited by members of the Academy or of the
Ontario Society, and not more than four by non-members. Works previously exhibited in Toronto
will not be accepted.
All works are at the risk of owners, except that a policy of insurance, based upon the
catalogue prices, will be effected by the Academy.
'['he Academy will pay frieght upon works of its own members from their place of residence
to Toronto Works by non-members must be delivered free of charge.
WORKS FOR EXHIBITION MUST BE DELIVERED, UNPACKED, AT THE GRANITE CURLING RINK,
ON MONDAY, APRIL

30th,

OTHERWISE THEY CANNOT BE ACCEPTED.

Each picture must have the title and name of artist clearly written on the back.
Please fill up the annexed entry form as soon as convenient. Contributors' lists must be
sent to the Secretary before works for Exhibition are received.
JAMES

SMITH,

Secretary Royal Canadian Academy of Arts,

31 ADELAIDE ST. EAST,
TORONTO.

Royal

-

Canadian

-

Academy

-

of

-

Arts

NINTH ANNUAL, EXHIBITION
Held in conjunction with the Ontario Society of Artists, May, 1588

Receiving Day,

April

TITLE.

3oth.

All

work. at risk of owners.

WHERE TO BE RETURNED.

Signature of Artist--

Address

PRICE.
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words are : " I am sick," s' I am poor,"'" I sam, the large numbers
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The drawing on the opening day amounted
of Montreal." Its promoters purchaset r at The ladies are appropriately and uniformrusasse was formally opened yes= an expense of $40,000 the present site, with lv attired in black dresses, white caps and to $2 , 017.
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C has. Laberge, Tessier, Pie- ,y.„ preciative audience.
Ite ie, Labonte .
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e , d'Armes square has been trans-: has a debt of over $45,000, of which
Arehambault ; the Misses Paradis, LaframI i !Ito a complete fairyland and almost: is a floating debt. It contains) and has in
boise, Martineau, Briggs, Duckett, Isevesque,
eseriptiossand to fully appreciate the daily use 100 beds. It is without any per- Resther, Demers, Laurent, Thivierge, Letilt lines 111111 see what time and labor manent endowment fund and depends :
claire, B. Rodmr, Wilson, de Lorimier, L. J.
lone u visit will be required wholly upon its casual revenues, viz., a McPherson, Stephens, Bsamore and Casson.
d
11 Ien it will be understoo that small sum from the annual vote of the Legis'11 sk entered upon and which ,Ititure, a small sum from the Dominion GovIs sill to be carried to a suc- estiment for services rendered to sailors, and
termination hat been one of love for the balance it depends entirely upon the
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ie-Lye been most untiring in their ef- resident physicians and employs fourteen:
il d as a result Use various sectional trained nurses, which are supplied, how-,
tensity groan under the weight of all . ever, from the devoted congregation of
t'suley, useful, ornamental and artistic, , Grey Sisters of this city who for a compar- ,
„ •nrerything that can be thought of or atirely nominal sum give their invaluable
is to be found - upon some of the services to the institution. It has a full
The ladies in charge have shown a : staff of attending physicians and surgeons,
ul amount of taste and excellent with an outdoor consulting and dispensing
it in displaying the articles donated service, and its annual expense is over $19,Sables. Now that the Kermetiemluse : 000; and with this sum it received and
sled it Is in order for the owed :treated during the year 1,609 indoor panderse this kindly and thoughtful thesis, of whom about 15 per cent. were ProPile. ladie8 by going to see the sights I testants ; 20 per cent. were Irish ; 8 per cent.
aessiee from. either of He tables, as English, and a certain numls , - Seotch, thn
Balsa tilt to phew the most- fastidioue el.:fiance 1.1 , in ss French CI T. ad n -, - at its cuss- imalliang
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TABLE
gesents a gay and animated appearance,
A GAY SPECTACL
Mrs. Simard, president ; Mrs. a W.
sad is profusely decorated with many Parent, vice-president; Mrs. Mathieu,
rich and valuable articles. There are al- T. J. J. Loranger, L. Beaubien, Sisotte La Kermesse on Place d'Armes so refreshment tables attached 0 this E. Roy, L. Lesage, II. G. Lajoie, Belle Charity and Fun go gaud in
hand. 7/0‘?"-stall, where light refreshments can be mare, Cartier, Tabb ; the Misses Garneau
dy_ Square. 7 / /
obtained. The ladies in charge are Mrs. and Taschereau.
-_
A Walls Around the Kermess Booths Schwob, president; Mrs. De Gonzague,
THAT hr,rren.
What They Contain and Where it
vie-president;
Mrs.
de
la
Vallee
Poussin,
The Many Beautiés of the llalston, G. Larnothe, the Misses ',)ran- Some of the English ladies feel a little
Goes to— A Glimpse at the
Visitors.
r, Ralston, Sicotte, Boite, Church, Lewis surprised at the Archbishop's letter, as
Great Fair Described.
they were unaware of anything in judge Place d'Armes Square has been meta
aid De GroisBois.
bat
it,
Church's
address
that
called
for
morphosed; strangers and country people
CANADIAN TABLE
The Ladies Who Are Work- lias a fineTHE
they do not seem inclined to allow it to
assortment of fancy articles, make any difference in their efforts to who do not read the papers carefully are
wondering whether a new nions has struck
comprising screens, cushions, a variety make the Kermesse a success.
ing in the Noble Cause.
and the sweet music which nightly
town,
of bannerettes, embroidered toilet sets,
storm,
yesterday's
reOwing to the
some fine paintings, chamois chairs, etc. ceipts
were not nearly as large as on the issues from the centre of what was
In accordance with a promise made in The
ladies in charge are Mrs. A. Prevost,
the once the square, lures hundreds of people
Tms HERALD, an account is given this president; Mrs. L. J. Foreet, vice-presi- two preceding days. In the evening
fair and sales lively. towards the monster tent which covers the
attendance
was
morning of the many beauties of La dent; Mrs. G. Raymond, H. Taschereau, During the evening some delightful whole. Ail to the square Itself it seems to
have entirely ulsappeared. Deal board
Grand Kermesse, at present open on Levesque, F. D. Monk, A. Larocque, A. Music was furnished by the City Band.
have replaced the grass and the fountain is
A. Brodeur, F. Benoit, J. O. GraPlace d'Armes square, and which has Ouimet,
nowhere
to be seen, while out of the wooden
vel, C. P. Hebert, C. S. Rodier, R. Masson,
grounds many handsome decorated aud gay
OPINIONS DIFFER.
heretofore been unavoidably held over P. Roy, A. Brunet, Leduc, Dubuc, Dunsuddenly sprung up like
have
booths
through pressure on our columns. Par- can McDonald, L. H. Archambault, H. Archbishop Fabre Takes Exception to so many fungi in a canvas hothouse
Utterances.
Some
ofJudge
Church's
If it were not for the uniform
ticulars of the official opening of the Archambault, T. Beaudry, P. E. Leblanc,
The following letter issued by His costumes of; the lanies who swarm
R. Dandurand, St. Denis, Gingras, F.
great fair have already appeared in Tuts Beauchamp,
here, there and everywhere, like so many
Alf. Desjardins, the Misses
Archbishop, was published busy
bees bent on using the time at their
Hannan. So far, La Kermesse has been Roy, Faucher, Lyonais, Raymond, Skelly, Grace the
disposal
to the best advantage, the whole
created some little excitea pronounced success, mainly due to the Fortier, Labelle, Gravel, Forget, St. yesterday and
would make the impression of a scene from
a
time
:
mentafor
the common mortal who atindefatigable efforts of the good ladies of Denis, Lamaire, Villeneuve, Tavernier, As it may be inferred from the reports of a fairy tale. To to
drudgery of his
Murphy, Auge, Perry, Mc- several papers that the Archbishop of Mont- tends regularly the dailyvisits
Montreal, who have banded themselves Papineau,
the canvizs
and
profession
business
or
Donald and Dubuc.
real was present attise official opaning of La cave for an hour's relaxation the scene pretogether irrespective of creed or nationKermesse, although lie was absent. His Grace, sented is one of absorbing
Tim IRISH TABLE
Archbishop and Vice-Chancellor of Laval
ality. The scene beneath the large canvas, resembles a Japanese store, as the arti- as
INTEREST AND FASCINATION.
University, belipves himself bound to declare
or, rather, many canvasses that have risen cles for sale are principally of the latter that he cannot Bndorse certain theories set
The gaily decorated stalls wilts theft
forth by Hon. Mr. Church in his speech,
as if by magic on Place d'Armes Square, class, and are very handsome both in de- which, however, was not delivered with any wealth of beautiful wares, the charming- women that attend them, attired lu their sins pl
s one that resembles more some brilliant sign and appearance. There is to be bad intent,.
As a matter of fact, Notre Dame lictspital, yet most becoming dress, and the crowds
seen
Japanese
screens,
cabinets,
a
Singer
scene from fairyland than the tout en sewing machine, etc. A very pretty ar- which was established under the auspices of careless, pleasure seeking visitors movinv
is a Catholic institution, dependent
4 1ro to the strains of the half hidden 0,
evade of a modern bazaar. Entering ticle is a nand-painted bannerette, do- religion,
upon religious authority, and in which Christhe
direction
tian
charity
is
exercised,
under
by the St. James street entrance the noted by the Lorette convent at Hamil- of the chureh, in favor of all unfortunates
ton, Ont., and valued at $50. The fol- without distinction as to creed or nationality.
reporter came immediately upon
J. M. EI1ARD, priest
lowing are the ladies in charge : Mrs.
THE ENGLISH DEPARTInIENT,
McShane, President ; Mrs. Cloran, Vicethe tables therein being presided over President; Mrs. Brennen, Mrs. WarringThe above letter caused a good deal of
by Mrs. F. G. Johnson, President; Mrs. { ton, the Misses Mount. M. Miron, Cromp- talk about the Kermesse yesterday after}rank Bond, vice-President; Mrs. T. : ton, Mullarky, Maar, L. Develin, A. Wall noon, but the statements published in an
Murphy, Mrs. T. - Coghlin, Mrs. C. Monk,1 and Baron.
evening contemporary to the effect that
Mrs. Stephenson, and the Misses Johnit would have the effect of practically
TILE
PHARMACY
TABLE
son, Murphy, Sadlier, McCallum, Wadkilling the bazaar are denied T ri toto by
is
literally loaded with perfumery of those who are in a position to speak.
dell, Bethune, Coghlin, Hutchins, Urquevery
description,
soaps, brushes, etc. The English ladies do not trouble themhart, Drinkwater, Nash and Wheeler.
These ladies, like in the other sections, This is certainly a very fine collection selves about the letter at all, and the
and
well
arranged,
and
was contributed greatest unanimity exists on all sides.
are all appropriately and uniformly
attired in black dresses, white mob-caps, ; to by all the chemists of the city. The , Speaking to a HERALD reporter last night,
white aprons and white bands on the j following ladies have charge: Mrs. Ma- ! the Hon. Mr. Thibaudeau, the Plesident
le ft arun, with the typical red cross f 1 son, President; Mrs. Dunlop, Vice-Presi- of the Hospital, stated that the Archthe hospital service emblazoned thereon dent; Mrs. G. Houston, Parson, Lewis, bishon's letter was a mistake. The
and bearing the letters K. N. D. H. The Fuge, the Misses Mason, St. George, Hospital was entirely unsectarian in
department is most tastefully decorated, Ekers and Wilson.
its character, and its charter upThe following is a list of the ladies 'who held in every respect the remarks
artistic and beautiful in design, the Bri- ; preside
in
the
various
other
departtnents
made by Mr. Justice Church at the opentish and Canadian flags forming a con- of the Kermesse:
ing of the bazaar with reference to the
spicuous portion of the display, while
FISH POND.
pkeneminatf011 al character of the instiover the Centre of the table are the
chestra act like a tonic on the most
Royal Arms. 'The ladies in charge of Mrs. D. C. Brosseau, President; Mrs. L. tution.
that may till mortal bra
the English section have shown a won- Allard, Vice-President ; Mrs. Rivet,
A meeting of the board of the hospital thoughts
make one, at least for the moment, fol
derful amount of taste and excellent Lavigne : the Misses Morin, Kennedy, was held last night to consider the letter, cares
and
troubles
lite. People whi
judgment in displaying the many hane Lapierre, St. Charles, E. Lacalle and when resolutions were passed which never deliberatelyofthink
of settinu
some and valuable articles donated ta
practically substantiated the above. It apart for charitable purposes wl
the tables under their charge.
- GRAND CAFE.
was decided to give the press generally gladly and freely under thes
cumstances. "La Kermesse," a word
So numerous are the articles
Mrs. P. Guy, President ; Mrs. McCal- information to this effect.
bably more familiar to Old Country
and bewildering the display that even a lum, Vice-President t, Mrs. Bradt, J.
than their American brethreu,as arra
partial description or enumeration Monk Gagnon, the Misses Barnard,
probably one of the prettiest fairs Dl
Lorain FROM DR. LACHAPELLE.
is impossible, but prominent in the dis- by, Evans. Gagnon, Ogilvie, Buckley, To the Editor of TI1E HE R ALD:
s has had during the last few years,
of the most pleasant lectures of the r
play is a magnificent hand painted Hubert, McCallum, Ewing aud Grant.
8111. WIshing to rectify all misunderstand
of the ladies who voile
screen, the work of Miss Johnson, daughlug that may have been caused by the Mel that se many at
DINNERS
AND
LUNCHES.
services last year's General H
their
dent resulting from the opening address o
ter of the president of the section. On
have cordially come lorwar(
Mrs. J. Grenier, President ; Mrs. T. C. the Kermesse, delivered on Monday by Hon. Bazaar
the whole this section is undoubtedly
Church, I beg you to publish the ac- the seine thing for the Notre Darne.
one of the most attractive of the Ker- De Lorinsier, Vice-President; Mesdames Judge
companying act of incorporation of the most of the ladies are old hands at th
messe. Tie rezeipts in this section for Snowdon, Desilets, LaBonte, Che. La- Notre Dame Hospital, leaving to each, by its ness though their
to judge of the nature of the
the first two days of the Kermesse was berge, Tessier, Thivierge, Martineau, interpretation,
PARTICULAR LINE OF 11.STPTTLNEi.
institution. Hoping that all the newspapers
Eracher, Lanthier, L. A. Archambault which
over $300.
nave drawn attention to the incident may have changed somewhat as is th
the
Misses
Paradis,
Laframboise,
Marwill publish the act
THE SCOTCH SECTION
with Mrs. Mason and Mrs. Dunlop
I beg to remain,
Briggs, Buckett, Levesque,
the time of the bazaar in the Victoria
to the right of the entrance is appropri- tineau,
Yours respectf•illy,
considered it the height of their ambitic
Resther,
Demers,
Laurent,
Thivierge,
LeDR. E I, %CHAPELLE,
ately decorated with tartans. Among claire, B. Rodier, Wilson, de Lorimier, L.
Sup't. of the Notre Jeune Hopi lai. lead people astray in the deceptive labyr
the principal articles at this stall ma;
of a mysterious maze, but have thou
J. McPherson, Stephens, Binmore and By order of the Board of Management.
better of it and now preside at a table whi,
mentioned an elegant easel and mi
Cusson.
and
faithful
translation
of
complete
A
surpasses the best pharmacy in town wit
some very handsome quilts andtaa
FLOWER
TABLE.
Incorporation
not
being
availof
the
Act
its array of drugs and toilet articles, thougj
handsome chairs, sofa, cushions, S
most col the wares are more fitted to healtti3
it
can
only
be
stated
just
night,
able
last
Mrs. Geoffrion, president ; Mrs. Arthur
table and silver lamps with shade; also a
people than to failing invalids. The tw(
that the charter clearly indicates large
Tem O'Shanter, the wool of which was Boyer, vice-president ; Mrs. Casgrain, the now
mortars which appear at tin
though the hospital is under the I he ad metal
of their stall seem to impl!,
dyed in one of the Scottish crofter's Misses Perrault, Dorion, Geoffrion, La- that,
its
manof
the
clergy,
immediate
control
that they are dispensing chemists ale' 1
homes and made by one of the ladies in mothe, Blake, Baby, Beaubien, Loranger,
so far as the reception and treat- but their services its such ha's
charge of the stall. The ladies who pre- Geoffrion, Duhamel, Aumond, R. Thi- agement
is
concerned,
is
based
patients
as yet been little in demand except on al
of
ment
bandeau,
Livier
and Branchand.
side are : Miss McDonald, president ;
on undenominational and non-sectarian occasion of yesterday's thunderstorm wile,
Mrs. McCarthy, vice-president ; Mrs. S.
CIGAR STAND.
it Is whispered several of the fair snot
lines.
Sutherland, Law, Greenshields, McDoukeepers called for nerve reetorers,but in thei
Mrs. McArthur, president ; Mrs.
absence consoled themselves with some o
gall, E. McDonald, McIntyre and Chaffee. Hughes, vice•president ; Mrs. Giroux,
the exquisite perfumes that were on hand
the Misses Dubord, Mason, Tasse, Dem E AMERICAN TABLE
The
ladies are faithfully assisted by pls.'s!
Laforce, Trotter, A. Levesque,
dent, Mesdames G. Houston, Parson, Lewis,
comes next and there is shown a splen- ' lorme,
Giroux,
loyal
and
Davis.
Fuge;
the Misses Mason, St.. George, Ekers
did array of artistic work, including
and Watson; and most of the prominent
ICE CREAM TABLE,
painted
CUSiliOnkplaliV
Ilearfti
hand
druggists in town have made magnIlleonf
Mrs. A. Lamarche, president; Mrs.
contributious in the way of stock.
Ivater colors. A specialty is male of MA
linen
work
being
considered
Adam,
vice-president
;
Mrs.
Laramee,
A.
aprons, the
the finest of all the stalls. There is also Charlebois, E. Mathieu, L. N. Damon-ome unique calling lists. Tho following cite], Lamarche, P. Charlebois, A. D.
ladies preside : Mrs. George Kemp, Paquet, Gaucher ; the Misses Daggett, H.
president; Mrs. Il. Beaugrand, vice- Globensky, Giroux, Oui met, Tourville,
preaidsilt ; Mrs. F. Nelson, Bullick, F. Gaucher, Dumouchel, Lafleur and LaBrush Holmes ; the Misses Hagar. G. ' belle.
Hagar:Hodgson, Campbell, Hunsicker,
Ayer, Max well and Babcock.

IEET CHARITY. r
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r, ; and headdress at the victoria wee 1..

puzzlesone's brain. On top the Benoit. ii. O. Gravel, C. P. Hebert. C. S. autumn will be remembered by maoY. is
e l eharacters
iVes pli edtefully
national coloreBodies,
aro seen tas IL Masson, P. Roy, A. Brunet, Le- cheese or the cigar tattle. aided by hi'
isud preside is almost next to their% right, d
4. la.. AP

,Li.

A. jaYTOMItie.

Finhich Mrs. T. G. Johnston and Mrs.

A.

*mimes, A.

1B- 0(1.MIT,

and telow the yellow silks, inlaid due, Dubuc, D unnau M
cDonald. L. H. Ar- Hughes, vice-Dresident: Mrs. Giroux, is
ir the St. James street entrance and the.
chaba,ult, H. Archarnbault, T. Beaudry, P. Misses Dubord, Mason, Tease. Delorme. L.
o fierce lions ou the national coat of arms, wood and funny bareheaded little dolls iiiin
.osilting down upon the merry throng below, bright red dresses cause one to stop for el Leblanc, R. Dandurand, St. Denis, Gin- lorce. Trotter, A. Levesque, Giroux, Roy.
• tom to wink at each other in a knowing closer seruttny. The ladies in charge. Mee gras, F. Beauchamp, Alf. Desjardins. the and Davis.
s sti satisfied manner while guarding the
McShane and Mrs. Cloran, call It the Irish- Mis.ses Roy, Faucher, Lyonnais, Raymond,
Bot though the booths and their c,ontents
union Jacks with which the booth is deco. Ctlillese table' and sit is probably tue most Skelly, Fortier, Labelle, Gravel, Forget, St. are a source of great interest, it is
rated, whenever business is especially rush-- appropria.te name that could be given to it Denis, Lamere, Villeneuve, Tavernier, PaA deputation cif its SIIDDOI tors called on Mr? pineau. Murphy, Aug, Perry. McDonald
NOT LEAS AMUSING
1 lg. Amongest the most valuable of the se
an e ese the wealthy Chinese merchant and Dubuc.
to watch the crowd as it moves about, and
rticles presented there for sale are a bandearnely painted screen, by Miss Johnson. who opened a store here a short time ago, home or the pieces which bave been pre- observe the manner in which, to use a tern'
with two ligures representing morning and and the polite geetleman with the long hair seated to them are very beautiful and have which, if not elegant, expresses the thing e
a nicety, they are -roped in." is it not ti•
noon,several beautilui tables and a doll bab and bright garments succumbed to the i
with cradle and basinette, the value y charms of his callers and promised them lighttui to watch some fine-looking metro,
of his assistance, iv/etch came in the shape i
aware of her prominence as preside
which is at least $50, while a large doll
beautilui screen such as Ch ina;
genius of one or the other of the table house containing three stories, and live of
a lonea can
[godliest worth somewhere near ,
rooms, thoroughly furnished in the latest,
cast a look of approval over the stock, ti,
e:200. Besides this there is one of these
/
try to impress some gentleman friend et
mysterious lookine lacquered cabinets inhers that no loving father of a family, if he
laid with pearl and Metal, which are really
is such, should go home without souvenirs'
too big lor ornament and too small for
his wile and children, or that no bachefor
practical use, but still are to be found in.,11>e,
tor, if he happens never to have tasted
every well regulated household. Dragons .
the bliss of family care, with no one to look
--'''see.
and other foreign beasts endowed with fearafter should visit a scene of this kind witheee\
ful and wonderful shapes worked in silk,
least an elzhth of his anout sacriticing at le
silver or gold, are to be found in great
nual income on charity. The lad iesare very
abundance and seem more numerous thau
pleasant indeed as tar as demands to h ay
the locusts were in ancient Egypt.
are concerned, but if the visitor is deceived
Right behind the stall is a chance to parties
by this apparent lack of interest on her
eipate in a five o'clock tea in the
shade ees part, he will be unmercifully pounced upon
of a gigantic Japanese umbrella, while on
eseand sent home with
-e
the opposite side of the French table
A LOVE OF A PINCUSHION
arrangements have been made for those who
eterer ice cream and cooling drinks, Metedor a bottle of eau desometbing, for which he
ine Birch beer, a ladies' beverage tit for the
has
no
earthly
use. Especially towards the
The Mercier Lottery.
gods, of which gentlemen may try one glass.
latter part of the evening one frequently
The ladies assisting at the Irish table are: h,, n n4,,,,., , h y Airs.
Coi. Cluimet Miss meets bunches ot young ladies usually waletoe
;erg. Drennan, ears. Warenzton; the been
- Robitaille
Mrs.
rs.
and other well leg in the fashion of three little maids from
Misses Mount, M. Miron, Crompton, Mule
scnool, though some poetic individual is apt'
Iarky, Mahar, L. Devlin, A. Wall and Baron, known French Canadian society ladies.
Opposite their table is the lottery booth to speak of them as the embodiment of the
while those that wait on the visitors in the
svhien Is cotinected with theirs and in charge three Christian graces, Faith, Hope and
Grand Cable are:
W. Charity, chatting over their day's work.
Mrs. P. Guy, president; Mrs. McCallum
, of Mrs.. eirnard, President; Mrs. G.
Sal Ot.
u
vice-president; Mrs. Braille J. Monk, Parent, Vice-President ; Mesdames Mathieu, Once la a while but not often one meets
J. J.L.Loranger, L. Beaubien, Sicotte, E.
Roy,
stylo from kitchen to becichamber. make the Gagnon, the Misses Barnard, Kilby, Evans, T.
Lesage, H. G. Lajoie, Bellemare,
eyes
of the littlee ones glitter with delight. Csateson, Ogilvie, Buckley, Human, McCal- Cartier, Tabb; the
,
Misses Garneau and
Chore are hundreds of other pretty things, bam, Ewing and Grant.
.1' he ices and lemonades were dlepensed by Taschereau.
tieetul and ornamental, partly presented 'fie
Right
next
to
those,
in charge of Mrs. D. C.
a
and partly made by the ladies themselves, staff of the following tattles: Mrs. Laramee, Brosseau and Mrs. L. Allard,
is as pretty
and numerous articles have already found
their way to the homes of liberal purchasers.
A FISH POND,
Amongst the ladies connected with this
or rather two of them, as was-eyersoen in
table are Mesdames Ed. Murphy, Coghlin, C.
this city, with as charming lady atMonk. Stephenson; the Misses Johnston,
tendants as are to be tound within
Murphy, Sad lier, McCallum, Waddell,
the canvas walls of the fair. Handsomely
Bethune, Coghlin, Hutchins. Urqubart,
decorated with fishes of different variety,
Drink wat er, Nash and Wheeler.•
the pond proper is hidden under a decoraSeveral of these have had a similar extive banner and the mystery of not seeing:
t
perience before either in the Victoria Rink, ,
what will fail to one's share makes the u rn
the Art Fair or the At Home which was
of fishing the more enjoyable, especially
held at the Windsor in the Spring.
when instructed as to the how and whereOn the other side of the St. James street
eabouleen tee eatalie51.e.Wl'ile1, - , Feeaell Calues•
entrance is
dian English that can be imagined by such
THE SCOTCH TALLE
expert fishers as Mrs. Lavigne. Mrs. Rivet
or the Misses Morin, Kennedy, Lispierre„
ehich differs from the other booths in this
respect that it contains a number of things
et. Charles, E. Lacaille and Allard.
2
specially imported from Old Scotia and is
THE DINING HALL
ii corated not only with National colors
is continually crowded, and the following
nit national fabrics in the shape of plaids
ladies who attend to the visitors' wants are
tee tartans kindly lent for the occasion-by
i often sorely tried, which taking in confir. J. Ogilvie. One of the most interesting
federation the reasonable charges made and I
Marrs which this table, presided over by
the excellent meals furnished is not to be
4ifts McDouald and Mrs. McCarthy, contains
l wondered at. The ladies in attendance are: a young lady whose shy demeanor ar
s doubtlessly the native Scotch Oak Cake
Mrs. J. Grenier, president: Mrs. T. C. De baehtel actions denote that she is makii
:Me as cardboard. There are some bande thins in the way of mirrors, standing Holder of a Reason Ticket. GUMS Who? Lorimier, vice-president; Mesdames Snow-' her debut in the world of fairs, and in a
don. Desilets, Labonté, Chas. Laberge. Tes- endeavor to eclipse her more experience
, embroideries, and hancipaintings ia i
'ode of the thistle and the Misses 8. I A. Charlebois, E. Mathieu, L. N. Dumonchel, sier, Thivierge, Martineau, Ebacher, Lau- sisters, she usually outdoes herself, an
thier,
L. A. Archambault; the Misses seuds more young men home
eland, Law, Greenshields, McDougall, Lamarche, I'. Charioteers, A. D. Paquet,
Donald, Meintyre, Chaffee, Wheeler Gaucher, the Misses Daggett, H. GlobeaskY, Paradis, Lafrarnboise, Martineau, Briggs,
sdale, who are attending to the wants Giroux, Ouintet, Tourville, Gauchere Du- Duckett, Levesque, Restive Deniers, wrrn EMPTY POOICETS
many customers, prove themselves mouchel, to.ttleur and Labelle, under corn- Laurent, Thiviergo, Leclaire, B. Rodiete and heavily laden arma than two °retire
aseivating and successful salesladies. mand of Mrs. Lamarche and Mrs. Addles, Wilson, de Lorimier, L. J. McPherson, Young ladies that have been there before
f the articles that especially drew the and it is a positive fact that some gentle- Stephens, Bin more and Cusson. One feature that is never lacking is tin
The last but by no means the least of the/ foppish swell who can be found at some o
ion was a cover file to be used for soy- men, whose navies are withheld for charity's
umbers or lateck, and tee outside Pore • seise , of course, were so fascinated with tho number is a large pyramid shaped stand - the tables morning, noon and night, ant
'' makes some people think that season
act fats-simile in pen and ink of the splendid treatment they received that they
tickets are to be obtained at a reduction, He,
eis old joker Wiesen', with his cap, his kept absorbing ices and sorbets till they
presumes to know all the ladies, spends his,
rch's nose anti his rotund stomach, became benumbed with cold and had to
weekly allowance on the opening night, and/
oily A:etching his little dog. The walk around the mountain for the sake or
tries to use that memorable tact as a fret
r was made by one of the ladies con_ regaining LIAO' almost suspended circulapass
and meal ticket combined for the bat,
with the table and is quite a unique Lion
anceof the show. He is looked upon as •
of art. Another curious article is a THE FRENCH TABLE,
nuisance
by every one hut himself, and
ne Tatn-o'-fehanter, made of wool most attractively oecorated and in charge
ein•ply allowed because a bazaar would t
In the home of a poor Scotch crofter, of Mrs. Scuwob, president; Mrs. De Genas little complete without him as a rnenz
cede by one of the ladies in the stall.
zigue, vice-president; Mrs. de la Vallee ;
ilgerie would be without a monkey.
Poussin, J. Ralston, G. LaMothe. the Misses
THE AMERICAN TAME
_ ..._.
es next under management of Mrs. Loranfeer, leeston, Sicotte, Bette, Church,
L The Kermesse.14...4416
tip and Mrs. Beauterand, the latter lady Lewis ami De Grostiols, is built in circular
T het •as a good attendance at the feet
'lug been president of the eterieral Hone- form between t eeto relreshment stands, thus
the attention of every one who s
messe on Saturday. Among the visitor., B
azaar. Like most of the other tables drawing and
thirsts after the good things e
w
were Vicar-General Marechal, of the Archti .e cue
is also tilled with a kitchen
Lewitt teringarray hunger s
that
and cellar afford ; and i e
it beautiful
things that appeal both to the .
bishop's palace Vice Chancellor EMfird an
ladies,
with
wise
forethought»
the
..%.,
d.
r.
411
0 01‘46 '§UL.. 14
4-P401PU4,11.1.48.4.14 OU
Rev,' Abbe Colin, superior of the Seminary
ii
do call their attention to the treasures
0not
•.•ies.: which for sweetness is un- they have to dispose of till alter the crav- 1
of St. Solpice, who made mimerons pur, y anything else In the bazaar iugs of the inner man have been satisfied they
chases. The Kermesse will be continuo'
ail presents a most enticing and are usually successful, providing the !relies
until Wednesday evening and the drawin;;
;ig display of home made American, in the refreshment parlors do
not allow for the grand tombola will take place on
se. in every shape and form. The them to run up too large a bill. A tombola
Wednesday afternoon at 3 o'clock. Lunch
;d of customers hedged about it is connected with this table containing
An
Experienced
Hasid.
—timeline phenomenal and they are prizes to the value of $1000 tor which tickets
and dinner will be served daily as at present
,.ly of the sterner eex. having amongst are sold at $1 a piece. The prizes are forty the size of which involuntarily
causes a and there will be music in the evening.
et any reuniter of gentlemen that are lu number, the first one tieing a gold watch suspicion that it hides the missing fountain,
an never to tonal things of this kind, with diamond settings,worth Wet Another placed ira the centre of everything and comThe Kermesse.
.., they come anti buy sad talk and go
is a number of Mile wooden chairs, bining a cigar, flower and refreshment
The receip s at the Kermetese yeeterdte
eit come to buy again, till one be g in s feature
patterned after one brought over on the table. The
'cinder what in the name of ;Teatime's they "Salty Flower" and having on them in gilt
were $1,460.90. There was a very large at ADVANTAGE OF THIS ARRANGEMENT
he , 'letters the words "Souvenir of the Keritemize to do with their purchases. 1'-.--tendance, and the scene was a gay and ice
mews.
and
vice/
allee
who
assist
the
President
Is
obvious,
for
the
young
man
with
the well(-us
one.During the evening it was
r, •eldent are Mrs. le Nelson, bulimic, F.
Stretching towards the south end of the filled ourse, if attracted by the floral beau- throned, and the ladies were kept nue)' atties or one part, will be allowed to spend bis
i -le Holmes ; the Messes Hagar, G. Hagar, teat Is
eelfon. CauipeeliellunsIcker, Ayer. Maxsubstance freely and be turned over for a tending to their tasks. efeepelk/
THE FBENOR CANADIAN TABLE
end Babcock, amid though as lively and
change to the cigar department, which he
net
aalas3lanie53
:us
the
most
iiit a
loaded with some of the most beautiful will leave only to invest the remainder of (.7e.:-Arciri-ahe Kermess
Ling Notre Dame street storekeeper ittings that fancy can devise and art can his fortune in much needed refreshments.
The Nee/Tess closes positi e y to-night
•1 require they were often uriaele to cope produce, and in charge of such experienced The ladles in charge of the flower table are when all the articles remaining unsold will
.11 the deinande made ou thrum
shop-keepers as Mrs. A. Prevost and Mrs. AIM. Get:Orion, president; Mrs. Arthur be auctioned off without reserve. The tomL. J. Forget whose booth at the time of the Boyer, - yiee-president ; el re. Casgrain, the
IN ONE or tun sine
Art Fair was one of those that was most elbsees Perrault, Dorton, Geofiriou, La- bola will he drawn at three o'clock this ease -, flanking the French department is a sought and most admired. They probably moth., Blake, Baby, Beauttieu, Loranzer, nou. There was a large attendance xeeterGeoteriou, Duhainel, Almond, B. Thileau- day and the receipts m11°1104.11 h, .1:',I,n+So.s n.,
:
•qt
1110 d01114 in the' have a larger staff to assist ehem
l which riii‘ , 1
g of deaus Laurier and Branchaud.
tobe an than any of the others, cons istin
indwi,
is Meant
. e Chin.
s On the top ono the following ladies Mesdamesleay- eirs.bleArtnur, who, as a tobaecodispenser.
(fuel end whose picturesque size
and at the bottom mend. IL
eau. levesgu F ).MouK,' tlaS
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PLACES OF INTEREsT
—IN-

-±-MONTREAL- 2k:.:

AND VICINITY:::

his card is speciaffy prepared 6y the
Committee for the
DELEGATES
TO THE

prohibition Convention
MONTREAL,

JULY 3rd, 4th, 5th,

.17-1888 1„.
Witness" Printing House.

<,

?lcztces of IDfirest

)
>)

1ari17es aryl ExeursioDs.

/ • UNIVERSITY OF McGill., 803 Sherbrooke Street.

Redpath Museum.
1 1- ART GALLERY, 2166 St Catherine Street.
CHRIST CHURCH CATHEDRAL, 2193 St. Catherine Street.
ST. PETER'S CATHEDRAL, 884 Dorchester Street.
1
PARISH CHURCH OF NOTRE DAME, Place d'Armes Square.
Seats 12,000
Observatory.

Take Elevator in West Tower—Magnificent View—See
"Gros Bourdon" Bell, weighing over 12 tons.
CHURCH OF THE

GESU, 144 Bleury Street.

/ BONSECOURS

88 St. Paul Street.

Oldest in the City.
*Y. M. C. A. Building, Victoria Square.
Reading Room, etc.

/
'

• MECHANICS' HALL—Reading Boom.
BANK OF MONTREAL,

Place

\T IGER GARDENS,

1

3.51 Craig Street, corner St. Denis.
32 University Street.

NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY MUSEUM,

; returning to Montreal
9.30 a. m. Fare, round trip, 50e.
Take 5 p. m. train to Lachine ; returning to Montreal
6.30 p. m. Fare, round trip, 50c.
Take 1.30 p. m. (or 2 p. in. Saturday) to St. Anne ; returning to Montreal 6.30 p.m. Fare, round trip, 80e.
Take 7.4.55. m. train to Lachine

Peel Street.
Or, drive up Peel Street to "Look Out," returning either
by Cote des Neiges Hill, visiting R. C. Cemetery, or

LC

CITY HALL, 1539 Notre Dame Street.

To SHOOT THE RAPIDS:

top of Elevator to "Look Out," magnificent view of
city ; return by Steps past upper level Reservoir and

d'Arrnes Square.

POST-OFFICE,

5

9 miles—Go by upper road ; return by lower

road. Fine view of Rapids and new C. P. R. Bridge.

5 MOUNT ROYAL—Walk or drive by Park Avenue to Elevator. Fare, up, 5 cents ; down, 3 cents. Walk from

Fine Frescoes.
CHURCH,

LACHINE,

through Mount Royal Cemetery and Park Avenue.

1

Or, drive by Park Avenue, through Mount Royal Cemetery to "Look Out," returning to city by Peel Street.
DRIVE ROUND THE MOUNTAIN.
Sr HELEN'S ISLAND—Boats

Free, by special permission, to delegates wearing badges.

t Free tickets way be secured from the Secretary.

hour. Return fare,

rim to and fro every half

5 cents.

,,,,_......„.. ,-N .e....e,..-.......-,.-y,-.,,,,,,,, .............-.....-......-.......,......•-,.,..-.,.......,.....,..,-,...-......-...., ,,,,,)

FITRIFF FOR IVICKISIRY eriRRInGEs.
ONE-H.

i

i it tt te.3.

BY THE Pitt e.

For 1 or 2 persons, 1.. .

:sons, 40 cents

THE DRIVE

By

linutes.

e For 1 or 2 persons, 40 cents., ,.. — .. p rsons, 60 cents
,

e

By TIME For the First Hour.

For 1 or 2 persons, 75 cents ; For 3 or 4 persons, $1.00

1

By TIME. For every Subsequent Hour.

For 1 or 2 persons, 60 cents ; For 3 or 4 persons, 75 cents
TWO-HORSE VEHICLES.
By THE DRIVE. Time allowed : Fifteen Minutes.

For 1 or 2 persons, 50 cents ; For 3 or 4 persons, 65 cents

13Y

THE DRIVE. Time allowed : Thirty Minutes.

For 1 or 2 persons, 65 cents ; For 3 or 4 persons, 75 cents
BY TIME.

For 1 or 2 persons, $1.00; For 3 or 4 persons, $1.25.
BAGGAGE—For each trunk carried in any such vehicle, to cents. No
charge shall be made for travelling bags, valises, boxes or parcels, which passengers can carry by the hand.
a. When the drive exceeds half an hour, hour rates to be charged : fractions
of hours for any drive exceeding one hour shall be charged at pro rah: hour
rates as above established for drives by the hour.
)
b. For drives between midnight and four o'clock in the morning, fifty per
cent, shall be added to the tariff rates above established.
c. The tariff by time shall apply to all drives extending beyond the city
limits, provided the engagement be made within the limits.
d. Children under five years of age and sitting on their parent's or guardian's
lap will be admitted free of charge and shall not be held as being included in
the word " persons' in the said tariff.
e. The word "drive " wherever it occurs in the said tariff shall be held to
admit stoppages within the time fixed for said drives.

(

1

G. H. DETLEFS'

Refreshment Rooms,
-

2245 ST.

CATHERINE

STREET.

Will have a Refreshment Stand in the Hall
during the Convention.

177

&lc

cf,5

cot. Chatte G. Gebbes,
Will open his STUDIO
TO VISITORS

Or? 5aturclay, 3ott) Maref2, 1889,
3.45 to 5

p.m.

711c fabour of iglu attenbancc is rcquestcb.
THIS CARD TO BE SHOWN AT THE DOOR.

5eott 9 5oDs
g3ei to an'nouvice trtat tfieze

at

pzeent oii xfiriti,tion foz one °Weds,

at trteiz

qateeztj , a coffection

of Ticturre

5eyrriour.
Zfte fLonoz, of a viAt fzowv voyczeff
anb fzienb.)

zecttteAeb.
1739 Notre Dame 5treet.

1844,THE SPRING RECEPTION 1891,

PHILADELPHIA SCHOOL OF DESIGN FOR WOMEN
SOUTH-WEST CORNER BROAD MASTER STREETS, PHILADELPH n A,

WEDNESDAY 1Yr-NING, Jf\I E THIRD,
-

-

AT

8

O'CLOCK

THE CLOSING EXERCISES,

THL 'SDAY AFTE

00N, J

FOURTH, Ai

4 ''CLOCK

-

YOURSELF AND LADIES ARE CORDIALLY INVITED.
REDWOOD

F.

JOHN BAIRD,

W.

HALL,

WARNER, PAM...,

GEO.

ViCE-PREAt.EAT.

END, SARTAIN,

SECRETAOry AND TREAnogt.,
PAtACIPAL

DL!cROM P

A, M

TO

6 P. M.

L

AI

c

v ,ki

they
are, and remain freely, Open in- the th e' strnggle between man and alv
adinini4et Mg of religious consolations One of the gems of the exhibition is a pail,
and rites.
ing by Mr. Edward E. Simmons of the "11.r
The Eoglsh General Hospital is a non' of St. Ives at Evening,' (No. 107.) This isj
•

,,
THE KERMESSE.
/ &
• Winners-812,000 Real.
Some of •
lien-closing scenes.

.

The Kermesse seems to have had better
direction of 'a picture which grows upon one and is real-!
success alter all than was at tirst expected, sectarian (we, under theadmitted
suf- ly a beautiful work of art. It is an earlyand the total sum realized amounted to Protestants, and where are
ferers cf all persuasions. L'Hodital evening scene and is difficult from its simpconsiderably over $12,0s0.
The closing ceremonies took place last Notre Dame is equally a non-sectarian licity, having no striking interest outside
night, and Mr. J. It. Thibaudeau made an hospital, under Catholic management of the Calm of a scene of limped waters and
eloquent speech, in which he thanked the and vdruitting equally also sufferers of 'the hour between day and night. One of the
ladles who had worked so hard for its sue- all religious denominations.
prominent characteristics of the present exeeie, listening only to the charitable'promptThis is, ladies, the vast field open to hibition is its display of portraits, and the .
! ings of their hearts, gifted with that admirble spirit which seeks to console those your devoted efforts, and grant Heaven best portrait painters in the country have
•.sio sutler, and forgetting all differences of that successful charity fairs, beneficial contributed to its success. Mr. Wyatt i
reed and nationality. A very interesting
.art of the ceremonies was without doubt alike to the General Hospital and to Eaton comes well to the point in his "Post-'
so drawing of prizes for the tombola of the 1'hionitt.1 Notre Dame, may become more rait of Man with Violin," (No. 49.) Mr.
rench table, which was done by two little frequent, obliterating any possible dis- Eaton is a Canadian and one to be proud of,
seas from the St. Catherine street asylum agreetueqt arising from different reli- doing conscientious work and steadily imor the blind. Ihe list of prises is as fol- gious beliefs, and having for sole aim proving. His finely painted picture, (No, 49),
owe: 1, 0555; 2,0062; 3,0:335; 4.0134; 5, and purpose tie
relief of suffering and is finished in execution, perfect in
0060; 6, 0233; 7, 0284; 8, 0416; 9,0349; 10,
10933: 11,035; 12, 0644 -, 13, 0764; 14, 0705; wretchedness -a broad and truly reli- tones of color and life-like in the highest de15,0301; 16, 0608; 17, 0941; 18,0273; 19, gious wore...lip offered from the heart to gree, is a striking realization of life. Mr.
29, 0436; 21, 0627; 22, 0227; 23, God!
Eaton exhibits at the Academy of Design as
.,; 21, 0947; 25 , 0803; 26, 0034; 27,
With these few remarks, allow me, well as at the Yandell gallery. Mr. Chase
siu ; 28, 0306; 29, 074,2 , 30. 0100; 31.0187; ladies, to c,lbr you, in the name of the has among other contributions "Hide and
2, 0788; 33, 0527; 34, 0529; 35 , 0822; 36,
,236; 37, 0144; 38, 0518 ; 39, 0328 ; 40, 0174. board of direction of the hospital, m well Seek" (No. 17), a charming work, one of
Those who have won prizes at the fair as on behalf of the poor of the city, the those interior scenes which gives one somemust cell for them before 3 p. in., as after heartfelt thanks you so richly deserve for thing to study and carry away, as it were,
that hour workmen will begin to tear the really admirable 'Work you have been and portrays a large room with a curtain
down the tents, and everything that is left engaged in.
hanging at the entrance to another room and
will be sent to the Notre Lame Hospital.
Mrs. Tbibaudean desires me particular. a door at tire left of the canvas, from which
\mougst the people who were fortunate
suough to win prizes were Lleut.-Col. Bond, ly to be her interpret° in assuring you, is seen a little girl with blonde hair who is j
sold watch with diamond setting: a gentle- ladies, of the pleasure she has had in peeping out from behina the door, while
slam named Mr. Lyman, a fancy table; Mr. having such admirable co-worken, and another child in a white dress is approaching
Is B. Greenshields, a line cradle; Abbé hour. to convey to you all her deep sentiments on tiptoe from the opposite side. The atti2
usa, a beautiful centrepiece for the table; of friendship and gratefulness.
:tude of the children is delightr, Duncan Molntyre, liqueur stand; Mr.
List of prizes of the tomtola at the fully depicted and their expression
sieParland, a large cioll ; Mr. A.
2,
0062
;
3,
0135
table
:-1,
0555
;
French
of expectant fun in being first to
W. Villeneuve, ' an album ; Mrs. D.
Itnellsh, a ailver plated tea and 4, 0134 ; 5, 0080 • 6, 023:1 7, 0284 ; 8. 0416; 'call "caught" is clever and artistic. floracolfee set; Mad Chevalier, an embroidered 9, 0349 ; 10, 0933' 11,- 0357 ; 12, 0644 ; 13, tie Walker, another Canadian artist, has
sofa pillow; Mr. Thomas Kirkhouse. an, 0764 14, (4705 ; 15, 0301 ; 16, 0608 17, ;contributed
both to the Yandell gallery and
easy chair; Mr. Anderson, of Toronto. a 0941 ;18, 0273 ; 19, 0161 20, 0436 ; 21,
l Academy of Design, some very high class
band painted scene ; Mr. Leopold Galarneau,
s painting ; Consul General Lubeuil, a 0627 22, 0227 ; 23, 0268 ; 24, 0947 25, work, and is recognized as one of the best
beautiful inlaid table.
0803 ; 2C, 00 9 4 ; 27, 033 ; 28, 0396 ; 29, I painters of cattle, sheep and pigs in the ex• 0742 ; 30, 0100 ; 31, 0187 ; 32, 0788 ; 33, bibitions this year, and his No. 129, A Pig
.4,1410( LA KERICESSE /f488,6_ 0527; 34, 0529 ; 35, 0822 ; 36, 0236 ; 37, Sty," is considered his best effort His exay Closed by Senator INA' 0144 ; 38, 0518 39, 0328 ; 40, 0174. bibits at the Academy, the Water Color soreemit
All those who have won articles at the ciety and elsewhere have merited the . high
dean Last Eyening-ProceedsTwelTe
Kermesse are requested to call at the paise they have received, and this, one like
Thousand Dollars. •
The bazaar held on Place &Alines for tents to-day as early as possible. All Ir. Weir's " Still Life," is admirable in every
the past fortnight was brought to a close articles unclaimed will be sent to the way and appeals to the lover of art with the
Notre Dame Hcspital at 3 o'clock p.m. keenest sense of pleasure e and 'tie a pleasure
last night. It was liberally patronized
to find a Canadian arfist can shine among so
by people of all denominations and the
'many local luminaries. Next door to the
net proceeds are in the neighborhood of /SOME
*
NEW YORK PICTITRES Yandell Gallery there are some fine paintings to be seen in oil and water colors.
$12,000. The following is the closing adExhibited at the Yandell Gallery Cans.' Among the former is a group of kittens, true
dress made by Hon. Senator Thibau.'s to life, by J. H. Dolph, called "Just Awake.'
Mims in Good Place.
dean, President of the Notre Dame HosJoe) One can almost hear the purr of the graceful
pital, in the interests of which La KerNEW Yoes, June 18.-The Yandell gallery little creatures ; the bright eyes and soft face
opened this year with the tenth exhibition of are expressively and admirably portrayed.
messe was held
a water color, by E. L.
Four years ago, under circumstances the Society of American Artists,and is replete Another,
the French style, is
with
works
of
remarkable
excellence
(as
is
Henry,
after
similar to the present one, I had the
" A Morning Call." The
also
the
Academy
of
Design),and
warrants
one
ver
y
pleasing,
honor to thank, in the name of the Hoscostumes are of the early part of this canpital de Notre Dame and of the poor of in saying no better exhibition of American
ait
has
been
ever
shown
to
the
people
of
tury. A lady in a flowered lilac muslin
this city the admirable ambulancieres of
dress, short inwaist and skirt, candled slipNew
York
before.
The
number
of
paintings
1884 whose unheard of success, entirely
pers, and hair in high puffs, stands upon the
due to their self-abnegation and devotion is proportionally small, but the quality is so
door steps to receive a friend, older but
to the cause they had taken in hand, had superior that it has to be recognized. There somewhat
similarly dressed in golden brown
assured the existence of the institution are many new members this year who have
a large poke bonnet with puffy pink
which it has been our constant endeav- added their very best efforts and created with and flaring almost like a large hat,
quite a competition between the old bows
ors to consolidate.
tied down under the chin, long lace scant,
Unitod in a most charitable spirit, it members and the new. The nums so work bag and long kid gloves a beautiful
has been your aim, ladies, to continue ber of reputable artists (Americans) i
face and beautifully painted. She has just
this year your great work of commisera- rapidly increasing that a more desirable alighted
fro'm a two wheeled high baskettion-I had almost said salvation- place to exhibit has become a necessity. At
from the eilrria'ge by the side of which stands the
and with thia in view you have ihe Yandell gallery is a paintingwhich
has venerable coachman. The house, the lawn,
successfully prepared this charming brush of Mr. Abbott H. Thayer,
position, " An rind the figures, make a pleasing study.
"Charity Fair" which, like that of been given a prominent
pictu re of a you
Mr. Bicknell has a fine water scene.
Afof 1884, will certainly make its mark. Angel" (No. 111). It 18 a
ternoon near Naragansett;" the tide is coming
Listening only to the charitable prompt. girl of no strictly marked characteristics,°
and the sand and pebbles seem almost to
mes of your heart and gifted with that pleasing in countenance, regular features, of in as the gently moving water comes
stir
admirable spirit which seeks to console a common type whose head is shown framedcloser
and closer. Mr. Charnpney has "A
between the white wings. This picture
those who suffer, forgetting also differ- in
hospital nurse," an earnest good face well
ences of creeds and nationalities you is very pleasing from the fact that no studiit is be painted. The drawing good and a marhave rivalized in a laudable emulation cd effort seems to have been made, and
velously life like 'expression, no beauty of
in soliciting help from the wealthy and ;purely an individual work. Mr. Beckwith
sends a portrait of two little girls in grey feature or hair or Complexion, but a won'lerprosperous of our city and I am proud to dresses,
standing before a black curtain. fol use of colors.
he able to add, that, in this glorious and
MARION MARR.
admirable tournaments ambulanciers "The Orphans" (No. 3), and though the
subject is gloomy and the coloring dull,
and visitors have established an equal a
effective picture is the result.
claim to the pure enjoyments derivdd Mr. very
Weir's pictures of " Still Life" (No.132),
from charitable works. However, ladies, and
"Still Life" (133) are remarkably reallet us never forget that charity knows no istic.
first of these, a pewter mug and
nationality and that benevolence invoked a glass,The
fine representatives of the exin behalf of suffering humanity is God's pressionare
light in painting. The other, a
own invitation to all creeds and nation- pumpkinofjust
open, with the knife stuck
alities to join hands and hearts in a portion ofcut
it and a brass colander on
in succouring fellow beings. This
, the table beside it, bears the same real exwas the spirib which animated the Tression
of the first. One cannot praise too
founders of the English General Hospital highly Mr.
painting of still life, and
and of the Hospital Notre Darne, and, in to one whoWeir's
enjoys a painting for its own
placing those two institutions on a strictly
-
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sake, would derive much pleasure from seeing
non-sectarian basis, the founders only these.
Mr. Kenyon Cox is a painter who
sought to meet the spenial needs of the has
un individuality in his artistic worg, and
large number of workmen of mixed
is ever producing something new. His picotip ins and creeds who form so importet "Jacob and the Angel" (No. 30), is
ant u part of the population of this cite. ture
the best he has yet shown, and portrays the
It does imt ensue, however, that non 'nnavailing
strength of Mall as compared
sectarian It spite's do not recognize is with the supernatural
power of the angel..
HO,us s orship, but simply that in the s
'If silence can be painted, it is done in this
IV received all sufferers, of whatte
work, where only the stars look upon
14 ee religions belief, and t

SYRACUSE STANDARD,
NEW YORK PRESS,
MONTREAL STAR.

THE ART INSTITUTE
CHICAGO,
Michigan Avenue, Cor. Van Buren Street.

C. L. HUTCHINSON, Pres't.

EDSON KEITH, Vice-Pres't.

L. J. GAGE, Treasurer.

N. H. CARPENTER, Secretary.

W. M. R. FRENCH, Director.

CHICAGO, NOVEMBER 15, 1887.
The objects of the Art Institute are tvo-fold: First: To establish and maintain an Art
Museum worthy of Chicago. Secondly: To maintain an Art School equal to any in the country.
The Art School has been in operation or eight years, and now has about three hundred
pupils. Instruction is given in Drawing, Painting, Modeling and Ornamental Designing. The
tuition fees nearly support the School. There an evening classes, largely attended, in which young
men and women who work for a living during the day are enabled to secure instruction in Academic and Industrial Art. These classes will be made more and more useful to the public as the
income of the Institute increases.
The new fireproof building on Michigan Avenue will be opened to the public November
19th. We have already the nucleus of a collection, gifts of money to be spent on Art objects for
the galleries have already been received, and loins of valuable works are offered. We are now
filling the new building with Art collections of great value, partly owned by the Institute and
partly loaned, and we hope in time to own a permanent collection worthy of the city.
The property of the Art Institute now amounts to about $300,000. Its bonded indebtedness is Stoo,000. Its income from rents is much more than enough to pay the interest on the
bonds.
To maintain the Institute in a manner worthy of the city, it is desired that citizens of
Chicago interested in Art shall become Members. Annual Members pay a fee of ten dollars for
the year. Governing Members pay ten dollars per annum and an initiation fee of one hundred
dollars. All members are entitled, with their families and visiting friends, to admission to all
exhibitions, receptions and public entertainments of the Institute.
The first reception to be held in the new building will take place Saturday evening,
November tyth, after which exhibitions will be continuous. Courses of lectures on Art subjects
will be given during the season, free, like the exhibitions, to members and their families. We
should be glad to have you become a Member. If you are willing to do so, please send your
check for ten dollars to N. H. CARPENTER, Secretary, Art Institute, Michigan Avenue, and a
membership ticket will be promptly sent to you.
GEORGE E. ADAMS,
CHARLES D. HAMILL, Committee.
WIRT D. WALKER, j

LIST OF NEWSPAPERS, PERIODICALS, &C.
SUPPLIED TO THE

Montreal Board of Trade Reading Room,
The issues of' which for the year 1888 will be SOLD BY AUCTION, on Friday, 23rd December, 1887, at noon.
WEEKLIES—CONTINUED.

DAILIES.

BRITISH.

CANADIAN.

Montreal

Gazette.
t Herald.
t La Patrie.
I La Miner ve.
Globe.
Marl. /Chronicle.
Evening Journal.
Evening Times.
Free Press.
Manitoba Free Press.
Chrome-le.
Sun.

t

Graphic.
Illustrated London Newsfoo'-'-""

London

yze.

Judy.
Fun.
Field.
Truth.
Pall Mall Budget.

-

Toronto
Quebec
Ottawa
Hamilton
London
Winnipeg
Hûlifox

St. John
Charlottetown.

Athenœunz.

Patriot.
COLONIAL.

Liverpool
Birmingham
Manchester
Newcastle .......
Edinburgh
Glasgow
Dublin

St. John's, Newfoundland Evening Telegram.
AMERICAN.

.

Herald.
t Evening Post.
t Commercial Bulletin.
Vournal of Comnzerce.
Courrier des Etats-Unis.
f Advertiser.
American.
t Tribune.
Sentinel.
Tribune (tri weekly.)
Blade.
Free Press.

New York

Boston
Baltimore . , .
Chicago
Milwaukee
Minneapolis
Toledo
Detroit

CONTINENTAL.

Le Monde Illustré.
Le Charivari.
Le Semaphore.
Le Precurseur.

Paris
Marseilles
Antwerp

-

Daily Nezels.

London

FORTNIGHTLIES.
Art Interchange...7
Home Decoration.•,Mechanical News.
Revue des deux Mondes.
Paris
New York

BRITISH.

./liad(tri-weekly edition of Times)

-

MONTHLIES.

CONTINENTAL.

Le Figaro.

Paris

CANADIAN.

Montreal
Toronto

L'Echo Agricole.

WEEKLIES.

New York.

t Canada Gazette

Ottawa
Quebec.
Montreal .

f Oeicial Gazette.

North American Review.
Office.
Popular Science Review.
Library Magazine.
Art Aniateur.%/ Art Age.
Art Review. le"
The Curio.
Atlantic Monthly.

•

.-

Boston

AMERICAN.

BRITISH.

Weekly Call.
San Francisco
Weekly Globe Democrat.
St. Louis
Weekly Times Democrat.
New Orleans
Weekly Free Press.
Detroit.
1-Price Current.
Cincinnati
Chicago.. ..... t Farmers' Review.
New York
f Trafton's Circular.
t Produce Exchange Circular.

London

.

Maritime Shipping Register.
Fradstreets."

Harper's TVeekly.
Scientific American d-. Supplem't
" Architects and
Builders Edition.
Spirit of the Times.

Chamber of Commerce Journal.
British Trade Journal.
Board of Trade Journal. (Gov.)
European Mail.
Fortnightly Review.
Nineteenth Century.
Contemporary Review.
English Illustrated Magazine.
Art Journal../Magazine of Art.
QUARTERLIES.
BRITISH.

London Quarterly Review.
Edinbu,,,
r,h Review.
/.;

Will not be sold.

04A- GInza

Harper's Monthly.
Century.
Scribner's.
Ciertiom;

Journal of _Fabrics.
Journal of. Commerce.
94 Canadian Trade ,Review.
t Trade Bulletin.
Le Prix Courant.
The Monetary Times.
Toronto
The Week.
Grip,
The Commercial.
Winnipeg
British Colonist.
Victoria, B.0

0.11/,

1-insurance & Finance Chronicle.
t Monthly Weather Review.
AMERICAN.

CANADIAN.

t

Spectator.
Saturday Review.
Public Opinion.
Economist.
Mark Lane Express.
Canadian Gazette.
Weekly Post.
Weekly Post.
Weekly Times.
Weekly
Weekly Chronicle.
Weekly Scotsman.
Weekly Mail.
Weekly Irish Times.

•

e
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CATALOGL
-OF-

NE%ffe
111'
RJECTS
CONSIGNED BY

MESSRS. A. DE'ATH & CO.,
DIRECT FROM

K013-1-110J0, JAPAN,
To be sold by Auction at the stores formerly occupied by
Messrs. H. & H. MERRILL,

Nos. 1682 and 1684 Notre Dame Street,
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday,

JUNE 18th,19th & 20th,
•

At Two o'clock each Afternoon.

M. HICKS & CO.,
AUCTIONEERS.

ATTENTION IS REQUESTED
To this large and costly consignment of Japanese
Art Objects, which will be found both interesting and
instructive. Among the collection there are specimens of the various industries of that far-off country,
embracing examples of Antique Ware of quaint and
curious forms ; also, modern productions, remarkable
for their beautiful designs and rich decorations.
Messrs. De'Ath 8z Co., in selecting these goods,
have done so with great care, cautious to send none
but the finest produced in each class represented, and
we have no hesitation in pronouncing this collection
the best offering we have yet made.
The goods are now on free exhibition, and you are
cordially invited to call and view them.
Date of sale : Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday,
June i8th, i9th and 2 0 th, at 2 o'clock each afternoon.

M. HICKS & CO.,
Auctioneers.

CATALOGU E
•-•1111.- •

1. 2 Sage Zundo Vases.
2. 6 Owari Vases.
3. 12 " Toilet Pots.
4. 12 Sumitsuki Cups and Saucers.
5. 6 Imari Tea Jars.
6. 6 Sage Bowls.
7. 24 Imari Plates,
8. 2 Sage Dobin.
cc
9. 2 "
10. 2 Imari Bottles.
11. 6 Sage Bowls.
12. 2 Imari Umbrella Vases.
13. 12 Biscuit Cups and Saucers.
14. 2 Bishiu Dobin.
15. 2 Sage F.
16. 12 Imari Plates.
17. 2 Owari Bottles and Cups.
18. 9 Sage Trays.
19. 3 sets, each 3 Lotus Bowls.
20. 4 Sumitsuki Vases.
21. 12 Sage Cups aud Saucers.
21A. 2 Umbrella Vases.
22. 2 Sumitsuki Dobin.
23. 2 Sage F.
24. 2 Owari Bottles.
25. 2 Imari W. Bottles.
26. 3 sets, Sage Bowls.
27. 2 Bishiu Tea Jars.
28. 12 Imari Cups and Saucers.
29. 2 Sage Vases.
30. 2 Owari
31.
2 Imari "

2
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.

2 Owari Fan-Shaped Bottle Vases.
2 Imari Pot Vases.
2 Sumitsuki Umbrella Vases.
1 Bishiu Tête-i-Tête Set.
12 Imari Plates.
2 Sage Cover Bowls.
1 Imari Kiku
2 " Vases.
2 Sage
2 Imari Gourds.
2 Sumitsuki Tea Jars.
2 Sage Vases.
2 Imari Bag Jars.
2 sets, each 3 Bowls.
1 Biscuit Tête-a-Tête Set.
1 Imari Tea Jar.
2 Sage Kiku Vases.
2 Sumitsuki Vases.
2 Imari Tea Jars.
12 Hirado Plates.
g,
12 Imari
6 "
Plaques.
gg
6 "
6
6
2 "
Umbrella Dragon Vases.
2 Itnari Vases.
t6
2 "
2 " Bag Hibachi.
2 " Vases.
1 Owari Tea Jar.
3 Imari Plaques.
3 "
gg
1 "
2 sets, each 3 Sqr. Plaques.
1 Biscuit Tea Set.
4 Imara Bud Bottles.
2 " Cover Jars.
2 " Hibachi.

71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.

3
1 Imara Bowl.
2"
•‘
1 "
2 Intara Sumitsuki Vases.
1 Biscuit Tea Set., 9 pieces.
2 Imari Vases.
2"
2
2 " Bag Hibachi.
1 Biscuit Tea Set.
2 Imari Bowls.
1 " Lacq. Bowl.
1 set, 3 Imari
2 " 3 " Plaques.
2 Imari Plaques.
2
2 " Sqr. Plaques.
1 " Plaque.
1
6 " Cobang Trays.
2 sets, each 3 Bowls.
1 Imari Bowl.
2 " Vases.
2 " Sqr. F. Pots.
2 " Oct.
2 " Vases.
2
Gourds.
4 sets, each 3 D. F. Pots.
2"
" 3 Sqr. F.
2"
" 2
2 Sage F. Pots.
2 sets, each 2 F. Pots.
2 Sage F. Pots.
2"
2
2 " "
4 Bronze Paper Weights.
2 Antimony Bronze Vases.
4 Bronze Candlesticks.
44

"

"

"

4
110.

1 set, Temple Bronzes.

111. 1 " 5 Table Gongs.
112. 2 Aka Bronze Vases.
113. 2 Yoshida Candlesticks.
114. 2 Aka Elephants.
114A. 1 Aka Elephant Koro.
115. 2 Osaka Bronze Koro.
116. 2 Aka Bottles.
117. 2 Dragon Vases.
118. 2 Assyrian
119. 2
Hibachi.
119A. 2
120. 1 Bronze Figure with Bell.
i4
120A. 1
Koro.
121.
1 Aka Zundo Vases.
122. 2 Shimasada
123.
1
Koro.
121.
2 Yoshida Candlesticks.
125. 2 Dargon Vases.
126. 1 Bronze Bell, etc.
" Gong,
127. 1
128. 1 Inlaid
128A. 1 Old Temple Gong, etc.
128B. 1 Bronze Koro, with Figure " God of Tempest."
128c. 1
" Incense Burner, " Birds on tree."
128D. 1
129. 1 Inlaid Gong and Stand.
130.

1 Iron Kettle.

131.

1"

132.

1 Metal

133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.

2 Basket Wall Vases.
Ci
2 Bee
1 set, 3 Bronze Baskets.
4 Inlaid Paper Weights.
2 " Vases.
2 "
2 " Candlesticks.
2 " Vases.
1 Bronze Figure.
CC

J

142.
2 Bronze Candlesticks.
143.
2 Inlaid Vases.
144.
2 "
144A. 1 Feudal Sword.
145.
2 Inlaid Vases
146. 12 Enamel Napkin Rings.
"
147.
2
Tea Jars.
148.
2
Vases.
1
149.
Plaque.
150.
1
151.
1
152.
2 Oriental Vases.
153.
1
"
Gong, etc.
154.
1 Inlaid Bronze Plaque.
155.
2 " Iron Vases.
156
2 Tokio Brooches.
157.
2
158.
1 " Paper Knife.
159.
1 Metal Mirror.
160.
1
4t
160A. 1
160e. 1 Complete Suit Feudal Armour.
it
44
IC
160e.1
161.
6 Lamp Table Fans.
162. 3 "
"
163.
2 "
164.
3 Fire Grate
165.
3 "
166. 2
167.
2 "
168.
2 "
169.
2 "
170.
1 "
171.
1 "
172.
1
ti
173.
1 Huroki "
174.
1
"
175.
1
" Fan.
176.
3 Folding "
44

6
177.
178.
179.
180.

3 Hair Bamboo Kakemonos.
3 "
"
C
3 "
"
3 "
cc
2 Emb.
1 Chinese Teapot.
cc
1
"
12 Japanese Silk Handkerchiefs.
12 Chinese Handkerchiefs.
it
12
Pair
Costume Figures.
1
cc
cc
1 "
1 "
44
1 „
2 Emb. Satin Kakemonos.
2
2
" Cushions.
2 "
CC
2 "
CC
CC
1
c,
cc
cc
1
cc
iC
cc
1
cc
" Panel.
1
cc
c
cc
1

181.
182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
189A.
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.
200.
201.
202.
202A.
203.
204.
205.
206.
207.
208.
209.
210.
211.
212.
213.

CC

1 Mantel Satin.
44
"
1
1 White Brocade Shawl.
cc
1 Salmon "
cc
1 Chinese Crape
2 Bamboo Bric it Brac Brackets.
CC
CI
CC
2
CC
CC
‘4
2
g,
cc
cc
cc
2
cc
2
Table.
4 o'clock Tea
"
1
Cabinet.
"
1
1 Carved Inlaid Cabinet.
4 Bamboo Pockets.
cc
cc
6
CC

CC

214.
215.
216.
217.
218.
219.
220.
221.
222.
223.
224.
225.
226.
227.
228.
229.
230.
231.
232.
233.
234.
235.
236.

237.
238.
239.
240.
241.
242.
243.
244.
245.
246.
247.
248.
249.
250.
251.
252.

4 Bamboo Pockets
4
Wall Pockets.
3
Kakemonos.
3
3
3
3 H.P. Bamboo Blinds.
2 "
2 "
2 "
2 Plain
3 "
2 Fancy
2 Japanese Mats. 3 x 6.
2
2
2
3 x 12.
1
1
1
1 Bizen Grass Mat. 3 x 6.
1
LC

(C

CC

CC

6,

C4

Ci

CC

1

LC

44

44
44
2
44
44
1
1
1
1
2 Sakai Rugs.
2 "
"
1 "
6 x 9.
1 "
7 x 9.
2 Flax Mats.
1 " Rug.
1"
"
6 Kochi Bottles.
6 "
14
4
"
44

46

4

C4

f
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CC

8
253. 2 Kochi Bottles.
254. 24 Sake Cups.
256. 24 "
256. 24 Owari Trays.
257. 4 Bank° Vases.
258.
4 Awaji
2.59.
2 Cabinet Pots.
260. 2 Hayashi Kibicho.
261. 12 Biscuit Cups and Saucers.
262. 4 Bunko Wall Vases.
263. 2 Bishiu Vases.
264. 2 Kochi
265. 2 sets, each 8 F. Pots.
266. 2 Kochi Vases
267. 12 Eggshell Cups and Saucers.
268. 2 Bishiu Dobin.
269. 12 Eggshell Cups and Saucers.
270. 2 Cabinet Pots.
271. 2 Bishiu Tea Jars.
272. 2 Awaji Etruscan Vases.
273. 2 Bishiu Vases.
274. 2 Awaji Hibachi.
275. 12 Eggshell Cups and Saucers.
276. 2 Coral Red Bottles.
277. 2 Hayashi Hibachi.
278. 12 Eggshell Cups and Saucers.
279.
4 Kinkosan Vases.
280. 2 Cabinet Pots.
281. 1 Bishiu Dubin.
282. 1 Kaga
283. 6 Eggshell Cups and Saucers.
284. 6
285. 2 Owari Fan Trays.
286. 2 Bag Tea Jars.
287. 2 Sage Vases.
288. 1 Coral Tea Jar.
289. 2 Gourd Bottles.
290. 1 Cottage Tea Set.
291. 1 Toilet set, 3 pieces.

9
2 Cabinet Pots.
6 Eggshell Cups and Saucers.
12
1 Multi-Sided Dobin.
1
2 Imari Tea Jars.
297.
1 Kinkosan Pot.
298.
299. 12 Eggshell Cups and Saucers.
1 Koga set, 3 pieces.
300.
2 Nishada Morikin Vases.
301.
302.
2 Bag Vases in Red.
303.
1 Hayashi Cottage Set.
304.
2 Owai Tea Jars.
305. 12 Eggshell Cups and Saucers.
306.
2 Kaga Gourd Vases.
307.
Hayashi Dobin.
308.
1
309.
1 Cottage Tea Set.
310.
2 Tokio Trays.
311. 12 Bishiu Plates.
312. 12 Eggshell Cups and Saucers.
312A. 1 Dohachi Bowl in pure white glaze.
312B. 1 Scifu Tripod Vase in pure white glaze.
313.
2 Imari Bottle Vases.
314.
1 Kaga set, 3 pieces.
315.
1 Hayashi Dobin.
316.
1
317.
1
318. 12 Eggshell Cups and Saucers.
319. 12
320.
1 Awaji Bamboo Vase.
1 Bishiu Cover Jar.
321.
322. 12 Imari Plates.
323.
2 Kaga Gourd Bottles.
324.
2 Morikin Vases.
325.
2 Imari Multi-Hibachi.
326.
1 Unshin Gourd Vase.
327.
1 Kaga Koro.
328.
2 Imari Vases.

292.
293.
294.
295.
296.

•

Li

10
329.
2 Kaga Roppa Vases.
330.
1 Hayashi Dobin.
331.
1
332. 12 Eggshell Cups and Saucers.
333.
2 Kinkosan Buckets.
334.
2
Tea Jars.
335.
1 Kaga Jar.
336.
2 Cabinet Pots.
337. 12 Eggshell Cups and Saucers.
338.
1 Imari Jar.
339. 12 " Plates.
1 Kaga Jar.
340.
341.
1 Bishiu Dobin.
342.
6 Eggshell Cups and Saucers.
343.
6
344. 12 sets, each 2 Bowls and Plates.
345.
2 Owari Vases.
346.
2 Morikin "
2 Nishada Hibachi.
347.
348.
2 sets, each 3 Imari Trays.
349.
1 Nishida Butterfly Tea set, 9 pieces.
2 Surnitsuki Vases.
350.
2 Morikin
351.
352.
2 Kinkosan
353.
2 Kaga
1 Bishiu Bowl.
354.
1 Imari Kiku Bowl.
355.
1 Bishin Dobin.
356.
357. 10 Eggshell Cups and Saucers.
2 Taizan Vases.
358.
2 Morikin Bowls.
359.
1
360.
361.
2
" Hibachi.
" Koro.
362.
1
1 Kaga Plaque.
363.
364.
2 Ivory Vases and Stands.
2 Kinkosan Vases.
365.
2 Mishada Awari Vases.
366.
367.
1 Toilet set, 14 pieces.
44

41

14

11
368. 2 Kutani Gourd Vases.
Koro.
"
369. 1
370. 1 Kaga Spiral Neck Bottle.
371. 2 sets, each 3 Imari Kiku.
372. 1 Sage Crackled Plaque.
373. 1 Kaga Plaque.
374. 1 Morikin
375. 2 Irnari Vases.
376. 1 Kaga Tea Set, 15 pieces.
377. 2 Taizan Trays.
378. 1 Nishida Boat Bowl.
379. 2 Kaga Vases.
380. 2 Morikin
381. 2 Hayashi Kutani Jars.
382. 2 Imari Bottle Vases.
383. 1 Hirado Bowl.
384. 1
385. 1 Morikin "
386. 1 Kaga
387. 2 Morikin Hibachi.
388. 1 Hirzen Pot Vases.
389. 2 Kinkosan Hibachi.
390. 2 Imari Wall Plaques.
391. 2
392. 2
392e 1 Chinese Platter.
393. 2 Kinkosan Bottle Vases.
394. 1 Morikin Koro.
Vases.
395. 2
Koro.
396. 1
397. 2 Cutani Vases.
398. 1 Morikin Koro.
399. 2 Kaga Vases.
400. 2 Morikin Hibachi:
401. 1 Hirado Vase.
"
402. 1
403. 12 Imari Cups and Saucers.
404. 2 Morikin Vases.
Bowl.
"
405. 1
64

It

4l

12
406,
1 Kaga Tea set, 15 pieces.
407. 12 Hirado Cups and Saucers.
408.
1 Iinari Pot Bowl.
409.
2 " Vases.
410.
2 " Cake Stands.
411.
1 Bishiu Tea set, 40 pieces.
412.
1 Morikin set, 2 Vases and Centre Koro.
412A. 2 Inlaid Bamboo Vases.
413.
3 Pairs Lacquered Trays.
414.
2 "
415.
2 "
416.
2
417.
2
418.
2 ‘•
419.
1
419A. 2
4.
419B. 2 "
420.
1 set, 6 Cobang Trays.
421.
1 " 3 Lacquered "
422.
1 " 3 Inlaid
423.
1 Lacquered Work-Box.
424.
1
425.
1
Writing-Desk.
426.
1 inlaid Paper Case.
427.
1 Lacquered Work-Box.
"
428.
1
Cabinet.
429.
1 Inlaid W. B. Cabinet.
430.
1 Lacquered Cabinet.
431.
1
Table.
432.
1
433.
1
1
Chess Table.
434.
435.
1 Inlaid Table.
436.
1
i•
1
Cabinet.
437.
1
438.
1 Idzu Lacquered Tray.
439.
440.
1 set, 3 Lacquered Bail Tray.
441.
1 Pair Inlaid Idzu Tray.
C4

i•

"

.

46

1:3
442.
443.
444.
445.
446.
447.
448.
449.
450.
451.
452.
453.
454.
455.
456.
457.
458.
459.
460.
461.
462.
463.
464.
465.
466.
467.
468.
469.

470.
471.
472.
473.
474.
475.
476.
477.
478.
479
480.

1 Pair Inlaid Idzu Tray.
1 Lacquered Work-Box.
Cabinet.
1
1 Bamboo Tray.
1
1
1
" Cabinet.
2 Lacquered Glove Boxes.
1 set, 2 Handkerchief
1 " 2 Glove
1 " 2 Handkerchief Albums.
1 " 2 Glove Boxes.
1 Lacquered Tea Caddy.
2 sets, each 3 Lacquered Bread Trays.
1 Lacquered Cabinet.
1
2 Inlaid Boxes.
1 Lacquered Cigar Box.
Card
2
in Case.
1 set, 4
2 " each 3 Camphor Handkerchief Boxes.
1 Camphor Cabinet.
1
1
2 Lacquered Fan Brackets.
44
Fancy "
2
Fan
2
•

Gourd

9

Fancy
Brie à Brac Brackets.
2
Fan Bric it Brae "
2
1 Corner What-Not.
12 sets, each 3 F. Mats.
" 6 B. "
3 "
" 6 " f
3 "
12 Iyo Baskets.
6 Arima Cobang.
6
if

6 Iyo Baskets.

14
481.
482.
483.
484.
485.
486.

487.

488.
489.
490.
491.
492.
493.
494.
495.
496.
497.
498.
499.
500.
501.
502.
503.
504.
505.
506.
507.
508.
509.
510.
511.
512.
513.
514.
515.
516.
517.
518.
519.

6 Iyo Baskets.
2 Arima Fan Baskets.
3 sets, each 3
3"
" 3
2"
" 5
2"
" 3
"
2"
" 2
2"
" 2
2"
" 3 Cobang.
2"
" 3 Baskets.
2"
" 3
"
1"
" 2
1"
" 2
1"
" 2'Market Baskets.
1 Market Basket.
1 Picnic
46
1
1 set, 3 Paper Baskets.
1 " 3 " Vases.
1 " 3 "
1 " 3 " Baskets.
1 " 3 " Vases.
14
1 " 2
"
1 Lady's Work-Basket.
/6
1
1
/6
1
1 set, 2 Clothes-Baskets.
1 Clothes-Basket.
1
1
.64
1
1
1
3 Bamboo.Sticks.
2
66
2
2
‘•
2
it

CC

I/

15
519e. 1 Bamboo Stick.
520.
1
1
521.
,4
522.
2
1
523.
523A. 1
524.
3 Japanese Sunshades.
44
3
525.
526.
2
64
527.
2
44
44
528.
2
1
529.
Umbrella.
530.
6 Doz. Hand-Fans.
531.
2 "
4,
532.
2 "
533.
2 "
1 "
534.
535.
2 Bamboo Easels.
536.
2
537.
2
A l.
2 M.P. Paper Screens.
A2. 2 "
46
A3. 2
44
A4. 2
A5. 1 "
A6.
1"
"
64
A7,
1"
64
44
AS.
1"
A9,
1"
64

44

A13.
A14.

1 Embroidered Silk Screen.
44
64
1
44
44
4,
1
44
44
1
C,
4,
1

A15.

1

A16.
A17.
A18.
A19.

1
1
1
1

A 1 0,

All.
Al2 •

44

"

•4

64

04

,4

44

,4

4,

16
A20.
A21.
A22.
A23,

A24.
A25.
A26.
A27.

1 H.P. and Embroidered Silk Screen.
4(
ii
t(
1 "
if
tZ
Li
ii
1 "
it
o
1 "
Screen.
1 Embroidered Screen in Frame.
1 H.P. Bamboo Screen.
1 Table Screen Embroidered.
1 H.P. Silk Screen.

A.
B.

1 "
1 "

C.

1 "

D.
E.
F.

1
1
1

o,
H.
I.

Paper
.4

43f

,,

Li
4

tif

f

"
,c

c,

•t

tt

it

1 Embroidered Satin Screen.
1
1

4

4it

it

ti

J.

1

"

K.

1 H.P.

and Embroidered Silk Screen.

U.1

L.
M.

t.

if

it /

it

1 " Embroidered Satin
,,
1 Embroidereed

ti

.

k.

N.

1

it

0.
P.

1

44

it

4(

1

t

it

if

"
,/

,/

it

i.

W.

Q.

1
1

R.1

6

it

it

if

`rt
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Ioroce Vernet s Famous ointiny.
.

HE OLDER OF WATERLea"
Of

7

AN EXHIBITION
The painting on canvas by Horace Vernet measures in height l7 by 21t3 in width. It
represents a well-known subject

Works of Many Maste7Oil
I
and
Water Colors.di

The paintings from French, taliam German, Polish, English, American and Canadian artists, on exhibition at W. Scott &
Son's establishment, on Notre Dame street,
is attracting attention in art circles. These
paintings, numbering eighty, are by the following artists: James A. Aitken, Walter Blackman, H. R. Bloomer, J. M.
Barnsley, Corot, Aug. Durst, L. Deschamps, Edouard Frere, W. Gegerfelt,
J. Hammond, Henri Harpignies, Chas.
Jacque, J. G. Jacquet, A. Mauve, H. W.
Mesdag, Adolphe Monticelli, Albert Neubuys, F. McWhirter, L. G. Pelouse, Rubens
Santos°, F. Smith-Hald, T. 'Tofano, H.
Thompson. Emile Vernier, Wm. Wyld, Felix
Ziem, E. Flos, E. Esbens, F. Linder, David
Law, C. O. de Penne, C. Saunier, Id. TenKate, R. Tusquet, J. Jacque Veyrassot, and
L. Tisson.
On entering Mr. Scott's studio the visitor
Is apt to find the place inhabited by a coterie
of our critics and connoisseurs absorbed in
admiration of the different bits that take
their fancy. Ordinary mortals are quickly
overcome by the solemnity of the silent
chamber with its living statues. You can
hear the proverbial pin fall. The collection
is said to be well worth seeing.

:

" Uhe

i

at Zoldier of Zaaterloo."

A page of contemporaneous history, it is also in a manner the lugubrious epic poem of
one of the greatest military epochs of modern times, and the artist used to say of this chefd'oeuvre : "This is certainly not the worst of my works." We find in that reserved langaage
the best eulogy of this picture.
A Grenadier of the Guard surviving to the terrible battle, though wounded, is burying
his fallen comrades; on the foreground a cannon and a standard,surrnounted bY the Imperial Eagle, are seen partially covered with earth. Dead bodies of men and horses, with ruins
of all sorts, strew the ground, adding to the horror of the battle scene which is lit up by the
pale rays of the son setting behind clouds furrowed by flashes of lightning, the lurid sky
seemingly blending the roar of thunder with the detonations ofartillery and the horrors of
carnage.
Amidst these mournful surroundings stands the Grenadier of the Guard, seemingly
absorbed, hs Marius at Minturnes, by the awful scenes around him.
The armies of coallied Europe have just crushed down in the plains of Waterloo the battles
Giant and his Homeric legions. It is impossible not to be struck with admiration, and
penetrated with a pious emotion, in contemplating attentively the features of the Grenadier,
they are in themselves a poem in which one seems to read over one of Dante's own pages.
In the sad and striking expression of his heroic figure appear the genius and the French
sentiment of' the illustrious painter ; it is personification of the country in mourning and
zrd own but not vanquished, the ominous flash in the eyes of the soldier seeming to
stricke
progn sticate a last revenge. The face of the Grenadier, a veritable poem in itself, represents/it
i t is said, the features of General, Count of Colbert, intimate friend of the Artist, and
took part in the battle of Waterloo in which he was dangerously wounded. It is at
his intention, and perhaps while inspired by the patriotic spirit of bis illustrious friend, that
Horace Vernet composed this painting in 1821. Vernet Waq *bal. 32years of age, and ha.1

just painted another crania: " The Death ...f l'oaiatowski."

The name cf Horace Vernet is of those best known and appreciated in France. His
great paintings are found at the Grand Musée du Louvre and de Versailles. The celebrated
painter Paul Delaroche was Horace Vernet's son-in-law.
Horace Vernet's works continue to enjoy in France a welDinerited appreciation, and
are highly sought after.
The "Soldier of Waterloo " was controlled and appraised by the first experts of Pari s
Mr. Haro & Sons. These authorized appraisers will give, if required, further information
on the authenticity and the value of the painting.

- .111 Lame!. • ti.

tadAtone and nrightf401/112.
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"I have mentioned two of the ets f •

•

a pictures, two itembrands-sand a I

reported price of $250,ets
baser is Sir Edward Guinness
s

•

Ti:
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Or Noel Paton, the great Scotch artist, has
completed his picture representing the
last moment of the temptation of Christ by
satan according to St. Matthew. The Divine
figure is seated on a rocky mountain summit,
where the tempter hovers behind and Points
t o the distant city, brilliant against the
horizon. The effect is startling and the p'
ture a great one. --y
4 7/0--
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A BRITISH ARTIST

bV‘ii

—
The toss Sustained by the
.

ath

Frank 11011, the English Painter.

• The

death at the age of 44 of Mr. Frank
the English painter, leaves as great a
gap as that of Cecil Lawson some years ago.
The British landscape school felt the blow
of Lawson's death, but Frank Holt was
known best for:portraits, some critics maintaining his title to the first place in that line
of art. His reputation was made with the
paintings of English life, generally
scenes tinged with melancholy, for
he shared the predilection of the
British poets for sad themes. The
recegnition by the Queen of a simple, wellconposed interior view called "The Lord
Gave and the Lord Hath Taken Away"
gave the young artist that patent of no
causes loyal Britons to pay-liy
euds instead of shillings with small
said to the question of artistic merit. The
• en ordered a pictuse of him and he won
t revelling Fellowship. Subsequent pictures, as their names testify, appealed to the
lielitly-won sympathies of the public
• t h us "The Village Funeral," iiDesertS' N Want Her Poverty but Not Her
•• ill Consents," ad "Newgate: Commitsd for Trial." Many of these are well composed, most of them are simple scenes of
low and middle class life, and all, when
given in black and white, arc somewhat
touching. But in the management of oils
Mr. Hell Was not any happier than other
British artists who have risen to high favor
in their own country without gaining the
I suffrages of connoisseurs in other lands. He
told charming stories, but he was not a
snail master of the medium which the
sshion of his day compelled an artist to
work with under penalty of laboring without hire. His talerste were better suited to
water colors, which had sunk to a subordinate position in Englund at the time he began his career. Of late years it was
;

:

1-411.

.

the late Mr. Boll's ambition—the paintins?
of Her Majesty's judges in a group, and
the representation of feminine beauty. But
stronger even than his hopes in this respect
wa3 his desire to paint Prince Bismarck.
'That's what L should like to do,' he once
coed when we were talking over his future
work, 'more than anything else on earth.
What a magnificent head the man has!
I wonder it he would let nie paint him if I
got the necessary introduction? I should
like to see if 1 could not measure swords, or
brushes, at least with Franz Lensbach. Mr.
Holl's work, as 1 have said, brought him
into contact with the most eminent
arid delightful men of the day. Of
his experiences he usually made notes, ti,s,vink the possibility of an autobiographl iii
view when those who might object wotald
no longer be in a position to Co SO. Of course,
during the many hours' sitting which posing
for a portrait involves plenty of opportunity
occurs for conversation, and of such opportunities it was Mr. Holl's wont to avail
himself to the utmost, not only for the
sake of obtaining greater insight into
the characters of his sitters, but also
with a view to self-improvement, as
well as from a desire to avoid any
approach to boredom to the sitter, which
would necessarily be reflected in the face.
One of these incidents Ittbink I may, without charge of indiscretion, recount as ho
told it to me. When he was painting the
portrait of Mr. Bright he incidentally
mentioned that he was about to perform the
same operation on Mr. Gladstone. 'It must
be a very painful thing for you, Mr. Bright,'
he hazarded, 'that after all these years you
should have found cause to sever your conneetion?"Indeed, it is,' responded Mr.
Bright, with a sigh, 'to think that after we
have trodden the same path together,
shoulder to shoulder and hand in hand, we
should he breed apart in the evening 01 our
live ! And by what? By a:bogey that has
risen up within him and is beckoning him
away from duty and sense—by a Frankenstein. Do you know, Mr. Holt, I seriously
fear that my dear old friend's mind
has e really become radically undermined?' When he was at Hawarden,
painting Mr. Gladstone, the subject of the
artist's portrait of Mr. Bright cropped up.
'Ah!' said Mr. Gladstone, with much interest, 'and how did you fInd him?' 'Fairly
well; and he spoke very affectionately of
you, Mr. Gladstone." Did ne, i n de ed?' replied the sitter, sorrowfully; did he indeed?
That was a cruel blow. That after a lifetime of mutual esteem and of good work
undertaken and carried through together
we should ne divided en so clear a question!
Tell me, Mr. Holl'—and here his mouth
twitched, for he was evidently struggling
with great ernotion—' tell me did you notice
anything in the manner of my old friend
which would lead you to believe that his
reason was becoming in any way uni

.

hinged?' "—Pall Mall Gazelle.

AS A PORTRAIT PAINTER

that Mr. loll kept before the public. Those
who scoff at Messrs. Whistler and Sargent
N clever but shallow painters approved of
Frank Hell and found in his carefullywrought figures, well posed, well drawn, and
even good in color as a general thing, the
• Isments that seemed needful to uphold
kritish art against the inroads of Belgians
ike Alma Tadema; Frenchmen like Leis os, and Americans like • the ImpresMr. Hull
sionists before mentioned.
painted almost as many distinguished persons as Mr. George F. Watts, and his work
was, if never so interesting, more evenly
successful than the latter's. His sitters
were more political than literary and artistic. Fine things are said in some quarters
of his latest likeness of a great man, that of
Mr. Gladstone, painted for presentation to
Mrs. Gladstone at the recent festival at
Hawarden in honor of her golden wedding.
When we consider the slow but constant
improvement of Frank Hull in a technical
way and his comparatiare youth, it is evident
that British art has sustained a serious loss.
y. Times.
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Gallery, has just made to that institution a very
welcome gift. It consists of a small sketch by Murillo,
three pictures of still-life of the highest quality, and 59
small copies in oil colour of pictures by Velasquez at

,

Madrid. Arrangements are being made for these last to
be hung in a room on the ground floor, where they will
as soon as possible be exhibited to the public. The other
pictures will be hung upstairs as soon as they have been
placed under glass. The Murillo is a very beautiful
sketch by the master for his large picture of " The Birth
of the Virgin," now in the Louvre ; and, like many of
the sketches of Murillo, is so light in touch, so exquisite in colour, as to he, from an artistic point of view,
preferable to the finished picture. The other three are
(1) a small canvas with lemons and a glass, painted with
extraordinary brilliancy, and signed "Jan van de Velde,"
a very rare master, probably the uncle of the well-known
painter of ships ; (2) a small panel picture of various

still-life objects, including a Japanese sword, signed
" H. Steenwyck," also a very rare painter, and not to
be confused with the painter of church interiors ; (3)
a picture with a loaf of bread and a bottle, signed
" Chardin, 1773." This will be a welcome addition to
our very scanty collection of French pictures. In
quality it is as fine as any of the Chardins in the
Louvre. It may be added that all the pictures are in
the most excellent condition.
PIyLIPPOTEAUX' P4INTING.
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Jerusalem," at the Queen's Hall.

The painting which is now on view in
the Queen's ball representing the Saviour
entering Jerusalem may be described in one
phrase—realism and soul happily combined.
The French artist, Philippoteaux, whom the
writer only knew as a painter of cycloramas,
has here clearly made an artistic advance
and produced a work of very high merit and
almost startling effect. The treatment, the
poses and grouping are excellent, the perspective admirable, the costumes and architectural detail absolutely correct, and the
coloring exquisitely distributed so as to make
a harmonious whole. The scene chosen represents Christ passing through one of
the gates of the city seated on an ass led by
John, whose face wears an expression of controlled anger at overhearing the sneers of
three scornful Pharisees standing near by.
Behind come the other apostles and the
multitude, Peter the central figure with his
staff. Palms are being waved and shouts of
joy rise from the crowd—preceding the
Saviour are several beautiful children who
gleefully scatter flowers as they go. On
each side are characteristic figures, Lazarus
and others, the whole forming a grand and
alinctit speaking effort. One female figure
in particular in the foreground is a most
striking evidence of the artist's great skill
end taste. She is kneeling and is evidently
of strong and wilful passions and the
passing look of silent enquiry, an
expression of momentary submission, she
knows not why, to the glance of the Christ,
her troubled look of waiting, are evidently
depicted with the purpose of showing the
Saviour's power. Ancther woman gazes
upon Ilim with clasped hands, her eyes filled
with a wealth of love for the truth and a desire of knowledge, and so on throughout the
picture. Each figure is a subject for study,
and yet none have been given undue prominence by the artist not even that of the
Saviour. The eye of the spectator is not
confused with glaring contrasts and daubs
of bright color, too often the case in these
large paintings so realistically and artistically has the grouping been made that while
the Saviour is the principal figure, yet all
of the others seem -absolutely necessary to complete the scene. Christ wears
a white robe. His face is full of kindness
and love and grows upon the spectator—it
is net a French face, but is evidently a dream
or ideal of the artist. In this he is free from
the fault of many artists who have placed
their own nationality above historical truth.
The paintiug of the ass is admirably done
and the foreshortening exceedingly clever,
reminding 'one, in a measure, of Paul Potter's
famous bull.
The picture is a large one and educational. It should really be seen by every
one, young and old. It tells a story ; it is
truly artistic and deserves a very high measure of praise.
;
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Sir John Savile, G.C.B., Iles Majesty' late Amba.ssados in Rome, and already a benefactor of the National
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A GREAT PICTURE.
--

PHILIPPOTEAUX'S GREAT PAINTING,

Queen's Hall.

This large and beautiful painting, hich
Is on exhibition at the Queen's Hall, covers
a canvas 28y, feet by 19%, and is strikingly
peculiar in its perfections and slight defects.
At first glance it, in a way, bewilders the
spectator, with the confusion of expressions
and the variety of*pects that it presents.
It would be imp "No to state to what
school it belongs. It certainly is not
Flemish, nli yet Italian; again, there is
some of the nuisis, and much less the German about it. von the Oriental ism that must
necessattly appear in the rendering of such
a subject is subdued, It has beauties that
would do honor to the pencil of Domenichino, and defects that indicate the absence
of a master's perfect hand. Its scenic appearance, although devoid of landscape,
would recall Claude Lowaine's
touch, or still more forcibly the tracings of.
Salvator Rosa. The figure of Christ is the
most perfect, and the attitude of the animal
he rides is the most strikingly correct rendering. The white robe of the Saviour is a
pleasing departure from the blue, purple
and red garments generally shown in representations of Him. In fact, as He was poor
and humble, this white Is more in accordance with His circumstances, as the
Tyrean and red dyes of those days were
very costly. In fact very little flash of color
appears on the canvas, and, therefore, when
a red turban or blue cloak, or light green
scarf or tunic strikes the eye, it is with a

"Chri st Entering Jernsalzm.".
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The P 1:il!ppoteanx Painting at Cie
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similarity of the accounts
• i yen by the four Evangelists of the
vicur's entry into Jerusalem, written, as
tioac accounts are supposed to have been,
long after the event, proves how deeply it
had affected them, how strange a conttast it
preranted to the horrors which culminated
on Calvary. Having followed Christ during
bis jomneyings through the Ifoly Land, the
disciples had beecome accustomed to the
teverential reception usually met with.
1.ey had seen the miracles which he
ought, they had heard His gentle, per• ssive voice calling those that labored and
re heavy laden into the fold, whet: e the
ed cease from troubling and the weary
• at rest ; they had witnessed the intellecs I overthrow of the Pharisees and Sadneees,
,..! lied trenfbled with the tremblers as that
oc, th revving off its gentleness, thundered
it the condemnation of sinners and foreel the sure results of sin. It may be well
; ed then that on ordinary oecasions, if
cement of Christ's active life can be
teed, the disciples felt no fear fur His
onel safety, no necessity to take up arms
; nee of His fame. On the entry into
•
m, however, the hitherto unimportalit progress of their beloved Maker assumed
another hue. Forewarned by His Own lips
f I be shameful death that lay before Him
. Aired that among their own small band
betrayer lurked, it was with sad heart
g'omny forebodings the twelve accompanied the Saviour of mankind on that day,
nearly nineteen hundred years ago, when He
rode into the city of Jerusalem. It is agues' firm that has often been debated whether
n eh scenes as this are fit subjects for pic vial representation, both from the presupposed inability of the painter to convey
the majesty and sentiment of religious awe
inseparably connected with the figure and
acts of Christ; and also from the danger of
bad performance inciting to ridicule rather
than to veneration. Leaving this question
unanswered it may be well to say a few
words of the picture which ie now on view
at the Queen's hall. The name of the
painter, Philippoteaux, is well known in all
artistic circles and, to a certain extent, guarantees fine work in whatever he puts before
he public. A lengthened residence in the
'.net, and a careful study:of the types of face,
tre draperies, of the architecture, andthe
el,derful sun-light effects there to be
bind have stood him in good stead
n Lile eeetigc d upon this work. Tho
- r,:snh ni of to-day though differf, pei imps. somewhat from the Jerudi m of the cr ient here commemorated,
tiers nut aq the Montreal of the commencent of this eentury from the Montreal of
; present Idle,. The Eastern architecture
mges 1 1 1 ) 1 t li e daily dress remeins always
Icci in its main features, so that one lookg et the picture may truly fimey himself
zing out in reality upon the crowd on
at far-off morning. " Christ, mounted
t' en the lowly beast he himself chose , has
,jC rL passed from under the shadow of the
'ivy gateway. John the beloved holds the
idle of the Ilse. Judas Iscariot fawns upon his
faster, who is represented in the act of speakng to Joseph 'Arimethea• Peter leads the re.'ho fuliews i net, -40141 close
gin nitie
1,, A111(1011 •. so 'gin g,, shoe tiles mass of
htientuity lake their place behind the disciples. On some steps to the right, looking
nt the pieldre, stand three seeffing Pharisees,
snd it is remarkable that these men, with
the exception of Joseph, are the sole reproeentatives of what are celled the higher
classes. In front of the procession men
fling down their robes, children scatter flowers end pelni branches. To the left, in
stiange contrast to the sneering Phari• are the maimed, the sick and
he Magdalene. From the streets and
olio's, on all aides, hurry the inhabitants
attracted by the noise, whi e in the distance
towers the, partly hidden by the
s which wave above the near
feathery pam
walls of the city. The figure of Christ placed
immediately in the centre of the picture, and
clothed in white robes, at once attracts the
, e , from the surrounding mass of colors
lii red in the robes and head shawls of
• crowd. The artist has evidently tried to
• ; tray the kindly pity which the Ilan of
-se sews must have felt for the excited multitude, to.day receiving Him as a Conqueror,
morrow to shout with equal clamour
licify Him I Crucify Him!" The groupin this work is excellent., as also the
ring, here and there may perhaps be
en d, by the eeis,'eal eye, coma faulty bits
,
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W. SCOTT & SON beg to announce the open-

lug, on MONDAY, the loth inst., of their Fall
Exhibition of Paintings.
This Exhibition contains Pictures by some
of the most eminent artists of the 19th century, and which have never before been
offered in Canada for sale.
The collection embraces works by Aitkin,
Black man, Corot, Chilmonski, Chentreuil,
Frere,Jacques, Jacquet, Monticelli, McWhirter, Mauve, Neuhuys,Pelouse.Vernier, Wyld,
Ziern and other artists of high repute.

OPEN FOR A LIMITED PERIOD

PLEASING EFFECT.

From 10 a.m. till Dusk.
ADMISSION - - FREE.

There is one painting, without wishing to

make comparison, that emlaodies nearly all
the groopings and figures of this one. It is
I'filatstave Dore's "Christ leaving the Pre' toriuna," the same Arab features, the same
harsh outlines of Jewish expression, the
, B arnet mild beauty of the Saviour,
the same placid suffering of the
mother, the same wicked hatred of the
Pharisee and the same careless expressions of the soldiers. But in Philip, poteaux's work there are a couple of shortcomings not perceptible in Dore's. For example, the anatomical appearance of the
paralyzed beggar is not perfect. The limbs
' aro those of a healthy body,while the posture
Is not that of pain. Again, the line of demarcation between the apostles and the
surging crowd behind is too abrupt; one
cari distinguish every feature of the apostles,
while immediately behind them all features
and forms are lost in a chaotic, mass. But
1 against these we have the wonderfully well
; executed proportions and postures of the girl
seated with reversed arms, and the boy
' running, with joy on his features, and
scattering flowers on all sides. The fawning
hypocritical expression of Judas is exquisite
•while the dignity in the features of the inclignant St. John is admirable. Still another
•defect is in the boy on the elevation waving
a palm branch; while his limbs assume a
classic attitude, his left hand seems out of
place in holding the branch. Had it been
in the right hand it would appear far more
natural. But to enter into the minute
details of the whole picture would require
hours. In a word it is a splendid production and should be seen by every lover of
the fine arts.
;
,
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,9 PjapnX' PAINTING.
This jrea work of art and skill is
drawing large crowds to the Queen's
.

Hall daily. The beauty and splendour
of the painting is beyond description
and must be seen to be appreciated. It
is full of interest to old and young. Open
daily from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.
o

I

,

(hawing, but as II whole the picture
11 worthy of a visit, as bringing vividly
he mud the_ opening scene of the

d

TERESTING EXHIBITION /-1
(b/

Collection of Oil Paintings and Water
A/ACo1ors on View at Sco tly

9Messrs.

/ ot

W. Scott & Son, Notre &me street,
received from Europe a number of
high class oil paintings and water color
drawings by some of the best artists. They
will be placed on exhibition to-day. Among
the choicest paintings are three by Carot entitled "Early Morning," " Mid-day " and
" Evening." The early morning effects are
particularly lovely, and the soft greys
and browns blend together most liars
moniously. Henri Harpignies has two
landscapes of the thoroughly French
type. " Le Vieux Moulin," by Pelouse
is one of the finest landscapes ever seen in
this city. It gives evidence of delicacy of
touch and a keen insight into nature. Turning to the Dutch school, there is a very fine
painting by Neuhuys of a woman and child
at the washtub, and another by Mauve of a
fled: of sheep coming along a sandy road.
Meadag's "Arrival of the Fishing Boats" is
a wonderfully spirited picture. The fisher
lasses are hurrying with creels on their backs
to the boats which have just come in. There
are some choice bits by Montieelli,
the mad colorist." There is nothing
natural
in any of his paintings,
but simply a play of rich color. Aitken has
a fine mountain scene in the Scottish Highlands. Among the other artists represented
are MeWhirter, Zeim, Jacque, Erere and
many other names equally well known.
There are also some very fine water colors
by De Penne, Hawkins, Tisson, Wyld and
others, The exhibition will be kept open
for acme days, and is well worth seeing.
have just
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We are pleased to hear that the remark able fine collection of paintings now
on exhibition at Scott's is attracting so
much attention. It is very seldom that
one can see at any exhibition even in
New York or London pictures by such I
eminent artists as Corot Frere, Harpignie s, Monticelli, especially such fine
examples as these, work of this order
requiring careful thought and study. We
should strongly urge all who take au interest in art not to lose this opportunity,
as it may be a long time before it occurs
again. Pictures by such men as these
are rare and command high prices, and
the limited few in Montreal who have
the taste and means to purchase leave
doubts as to sufficient encouragement
being given to Warrant bringing out pictures that do not sell.
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THE CANVAS IS 28i x19i FEET, AND CONTAINS OVER 60 FIGURES.

ADMISSION, 25c. CHILDREN, 15c.

At Bethpage, Christ ami His disciples were joined by a multitude
of people on their way to Jerusalem to celebrate the Feast of the Passover,
according to the custom of Jewish law.
It was here that He mounted the ass, on which the Galileans had
placed their filet garments, while others strew the way with their cloaks
and with ,pahn leaves. The]multitude followed, waving palms and shouting, " Rosannah to the Son of David ! Blessed be He that cometh in
the narn 2 of the Lord ! " Some were calling Him " King of Israel," at
which the Pharisees said, " Master, rebuke thy disciples." He answered,
"1f these should hold their peace, the stones would immediately cry out ;".
.

and He entered the city.
This is the inornent selected by the artist.
The Saviour is in the centre of the painting, seated on the ass, which
is being led by St. John. He is received withlexultationjbylthe multitude.
With kind but very sad expression, and with His right hand extended, He
is blessing those who crowd about Him. He is clad in a long white tunic
and cloak. Ancient painters have generally represented Him in a red
tunic and blue cloak. Nothing is mentioned in the texts about the color
of His garments, but it is unlikely that He wore red, that color being, on
account of the high price of red dye, contrary to the ideas of simplicity so
often professed by the Saviour himself. The custom of the ancient painters
to use red and blue is derived from colorers of ancient manuscripts, who
reserved their brightest colors for the principal or most important portions
of their compositions, in order to produce the most striking effect. It is
thus that tradition has established itself, although so little in accordance
with ancient oriental customs and with the personification of Jesus Christ.
A little to the right of the canvas, three Pharisees, or Doctors of the
Law (easily recognized by the phylactery on their foreheads), appear to
view with hatred and contempt the triumphal reception given to Him.
(The phylactery was a piece of metal, or a band of parchment, on which
a verse of the law was written. Pharisees and pious Jews wore them on
their forehead or on the left arm).
St. John, overhearing their sneering remarks, has turned as if to
rebuke them, but checks himself. At the right of the Saviour, Judas
Iscariot may be seen, with head bent forward and hands clasped in a
fawning manner. In strong contrast is the bearing of St. Peter, who,
with a staff, immediately follows Christ. To the left of Peter is St.

James, in a white tunic Following are the 'rest of the disciples and the
multitude. Joseph of Aramathea is back of Judas, with hands raised and
wearing a dark head-covering. To the extreme right, a group of enthu-

siastic citizens. In theldistance, the Temple and dwellings of the wealthy
class. On the left, an aged man, partially paralyzed, and imploring
restoration:to health, is being assisted forward by his son, that his wishes
may be realized. To the extreme left, an Arab boy has gained an elevation, and wave*. palm. The pose of this figure is a classic study. Near
him may be seen the Madonna, with a blue cloak covering her head.
In the:foreground a group :of children are scattering flowers. The
female on the left is a woman of strong will and temper, who, while
passing through the street, hears the acclamations of the multitude, pauses
with indifference until her eyes rest on the Saviour. Unable to comprehend the influence that controls her, she sinks in fear to the ground, gazing
on Him. Above her is a woman with her hands clasped, and whose face
beams with love for Him.
The contrast in these figures is remarkable. Both beautiful types of
womanhood. One full of love and hope. The other cowers in doubt and
fear.

Special Arrangernerits will be made for Societies
and Schools on Application.

TORONTO ART SCHOOL
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or the LiCas to LXtellt1 the
Present •ssoeintten.
A meeting of the Board of the Toronto
Art School was hold yesterday. Dr. J. E.
White presided,' and there were also pres
eut Rev. Dr. Davies, Senator G. W. Allan,
Mr. Chas. March, Mr. Jas. L. Hughes, Mr.
Hamilton McCarthy and Mr. J. J. Withrow. The constitution of the proposed new
association, which is to be an extension of
the present one, was read. It was decided
to call it the Art Association of Toronto. It
was proposed that the membership should
consist of representatives elected by the
City Council and by 9 overal other bodies,
and of tuch other persons as should pay the
membership fee of $1 and sign the roll. It
was suggested that under this arrangement
the privilege of representation would he of
little value, and it was finally decided that
tho representative members should be exempted from the payment of the $1 fee. A
life membership was established. The coat
is $25, and a life member has the privilege
of presenting a pupil to the school
tor free tuition for every additional
$ 2 5 which he pays. When it was
DISCOLI51011

supposed that these matters were
settled, Senator Allan suggested that the
proposed changes might not be authorised
by the Act incorporating the School of Art.
no president was naked to get the opinion
of the Minister of Education on this point.
Mr. John Keily was appointed a teacher of
modelling in clay.

The
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JOHN RRENNAN,

practical Ztevebore,
PAtk

RESIDENCE, 43 AMHERST STREET,

literaTORY OF AN ARTISI'S rita&
I know full well that a profession such
as ours will make us liable to open comment, and perhaps condemnation, by
many who are not sufficiently broad
minded to understand the necessity
which makes us seek this calling, and
with not enough a sthetic appreciation
to look upon art as it really is. Take my
lot for an example. One year ago I was
werking in an office for $4 a week. This
miserable sum was regarded as remuneration for constant wont at copying, and
with my mother and little sisters dependent almost solely on ray efforts for sup-

port I was delighted when chance offered
me a position to pose at an exhibit at
the Exposition in a fancy costume.
While ther I came under the notice of a
lady artist, who suggested me as a model
at the Art School. I was naturally very
timid about accepting the painful position, as I was to pose nearly always as
an undraped model. However, the salary
was much greater than my former one,
and I yielded to the weight of that influence. Now to the reality of a model's
life. I go before the students of the life
class when nude always with a mask, so
that I am totally unrecognized by any of
the people whose subject lam. Of course,
when posing to individual artists the
mask is not worn, as that would be ridiculous, for he is, necessarily, perfectly
aware of my identity. Then, besides,
after a few posings we lose any feeling
of shame, for artists are, as a
rule, the most idealistic of people, and so
deeply absorbed in their art that their
feeling reaches us and displaces any false
delicacy. We always come heavily
veiled to the studios, and have our dressing and disrobing rooms arranged comfortably in the wing of the art apartment
and everything is conducted as modestly and quietly as possible. Of course
there is much that is unpleasant in our
life, and the reproduction on canvas of
our faces and forms, especially in undraped pictures, is a cause of gre it annoyance. You remember the sensation
caused here some years ago by a picture
on a Biblical theme, from a well-known
artist's easel ? The principal female
form was very slightly draped, and the
subject created wide comment, especially from the press. A dozen
or two St. Louis girls were named as
the original ones who had posed. Two or
three of these were well-known society
women. The right model was finally
discovered, much to her mortification.
Another great difficulty in a model's life
is the fatigue when being drawn or paintbd. It depends solely upon herself, or
her strength, how long a time she is
capable of remaining stationary in the
desired posture. Some are unable to
pose longer than two or three minutes at
a time, when they must seek rest, while
others can remain much longer quiet. I
am fortunate in this respect, and can
pose for an hour with the greatest ease,
i and this enables the artist to complete
Ibis picture, in a much shorter time than
with broken sittings. There is much
that is strange in the model's life, and
much that is commonplace. Well, life, is a
mosiac, and we each must form a part of
it. What would we do without natural
I and real pictures of the human form amd
'face, and how could the pictures come
without the models ?

A PALACE OF An

n

Visit to Sir Donald Smith's Art
Gallery and Museum.
VMS
--

s,,4c1.eum of the Work of tife wortere

Beet Known Painter's.
Ott Dorchester street, not far from the city
limits, and within easy distance of the
mountain, conspicuous amid the aplendid
buildings that encircle it, may be seen a
truly princely residence. The walls are of
some cut with art the porticoes richly
culptured, the galleries, formed of precious
material's are bright with many colored
flowers. Inside the door one is struck with the
beauty of the decoration. The eye is drawn
to the splendid vestibule. A chimney piece,
monumental in style, with panels and Attic
has a most imposing appearance. A
richly framed portrait in the centre, above
the mantel, gives animation to the masterpiece of taste. A doublestairease, both sides
of which meet at the summit, completes the
artist's idea. The whole structure is of mahogany, carved with rare skill and shining
like a mirror.
The dwelling to which we are thus introduced is that of our noble fellow-citizen, Sir
Donald Smith, well known in connection
with the Hudson's Bay company and the
Canadian Pacific railway, whose enterprise
has done so much to develop and enrich the
country. At the invitation of the hospitable
owner, whose courtesy equals his wealth
(and be is one of the millionaires of the new
World), we enter the
;

RECEPTION HALL,

which is a marvel of art and taste. The entire ceiling is chiselled like a piece of goldsmith's work. The wainscotting is of rosewood; the walls, covered with silk tapestry,
are adorned with magnificent paintinge,while
through the glass partition, extending from
flour to ceiling, we can see a spacious winter
garden. The
DINING ROOM

into which we next pass is lighted by three
grand windowa in the form of verandas.
The style of the apartment is that of the
seventeenth century, with tapestry from the
Chateau of Pau, the palatial birthplace of
Henry IV. These tapestries are rich in quality and delicately embroidered with the
needle, the scenes represented being taken
from the romantic district of Beam. Our
attention is especially drawn to the stained
glass windows, the inscriptions of which
bear witness to Sir Donald's patriotic sentiment and are admirably appropriate. The
century of MU fotinders furnishes the chief
contributions—Henry VI., Louis XIII.,
Champlain, Cardinal de Richelieu, Colbert.
Our great historians have also a place in this
memorial—M. Dottier de Casson, M. Forland, M. Faillon, etc.
THE MUSEUM.

lint the chief charm of this princely mansion is the museum. In this feature the
cultured proprietor has followed a good explc. for in Rome, Florence, Venice, London, mid, indeed, in all the great capitals and
ert ntres the museum has come to be regarded as essential to the completeness °of
the well equipped chateau or villa. It is
not intended merely to gratify curiosity. It
is also of the highest utility. It develops
net only artistic taste, but industrial production and ommerce. It is a higher school
of eeperior craftsmanship as well as a treesure house of antiquarian lore and manysided ii t. The efforts of distinguished eftleans to decorate their dwellings with
seses decterree brought from various sources
cennot, therefore, be too highly commended.
They thus unite in a manner most exemplary and fruitful, the useful and and the
aerecable, and provide for their guests at
en, e the keenest pleasure and the mod
mastic:I instruction—that which is addressed to the 'seeing eye. Sir
Deneld Smith's example in this respect
is all the more praiseworthy as, unhappily,
this contineut, with all its wondrous progress in other directions, is, it is to be
feared, still :sadly in the dark, as far as the
great masterpieces of ancient and modern
art are concerned. How many even of the
'diluent know little more than the names of
such masters as Velasquez, Raphael, Titian,
Rembrandt and the other mighty magicians
of the brush of past ages, while they are
only less ignorant of the monuments of
genius with which Leys, Millais, Breton, B.
constant, 'Padova Mossonnier and other
alustrioue moderns have endowed the

In Sir Donald Smite - gall. lefth—th-e—s church. Di roof Of slate forms, moreover, a
old and the new are represented. There we contrast with the thatch of the surrounding
cottages, the porches of which are made
can admire a noble portrait, the
gracious to the eye with climbing honeyWORK OF RAPHAEL.
suckle. Through the loosely grouped dwelIt is that of the Cardinal John de Medicis,
lings stretches the road along which the procousin of the great Pope of the Renaissance, cession is moving with a solemnity suited
Leo X, at the right of whose portrait it may
to the occasion. Some twenty young girls,
be seen in the Pitti Palace at Florence. arrayed in white, with transparent veils
Not lees authentic is a Titian—Philip VI. draping their forms. are wending their way
Of Rembrandt there is a scene from Shake- to the church, with thoughts suited to the
syeare. A view of Venice recalls the touch
occasion. It is a fresh, a most important
of Canaletto. Rubens is present in the stage in their life's journey—their
s Pieter," while Hannibal Caracci is memoFIRST COMMUNION.
rialized in a Saint Joseph with the Infant
Jesus—a masterpiece of dignity and deliWith what art the painter has given at
cacy. A wood engraving of a Descent from once nobleness and variety to the white
the Cross is also after Rembrandt. The costume of those seemly maidens. The
School of Philippe de Champagne is repre- sameness is broken by simple change of atsented by two pictures—the Canaanitish titude. The faces of the girls are sweet and
Woman and the Good Samaritan—both cele- relic. They are true village girls of the
brated alike in their origin and in their his- best type, into whose minds the vain
tory. They belonged to the famous Hamil- thoughts of the world of cities have never
ton gallery, having been
entered. What noblenesie of feature, what
velvety softness of tone. In their pious conTIIE GIFT OF CHARLES 1.
seem as they move along
to the first duke of that illustrious house for templation they
Then
devotion to the royal cause. The creation to Le wrapt in some vision celestial.
of the girl
of the dukedom dates from 1643, six years ' there is that touching episode
for a moment to
before the tragedy which ended the struggle who leaves the procession
grand
with the Parliament. seas works of recaive the blessing of her patriarchal of
his
art these pictures deserve careful study. sire, seated watching at the door filial
zeal and
The figures are well drawn, the drapery is humble cabin. Religious that
admirable, and the coloring exquisite. The piety—the characteristics of
CHRISTIAN FRANCE,
expression is noble in its mystic purity, recalling the finest conceptions of the middle which survives in spite of all opposition,
ages. The very sight of it inspires faith and which maintains a life more vigorous, the
piety. Of modern painters whose works
more its foes are eager to crush it, and
have a place bathe gallery are Alma Tadema, which even in our own day has wrought so
Leys, B. Constant, Rosa Bonheur,
many marvels in the world—that is the
Jules Breton, and several others.
France to which Breton has given breathing
life in this masterpiece of his genius.
MODERN PAINTERS.
RICH, RARE AND MANIFOLD.
Leys is the great religious and national
painter of Belgium. His processions recall
A single visit would be insufficient for the
the memorable corteges of Albrecht Durer inspection of all that is noteworthy in this
and Sehaufelin. One of his pictures in the rich gallery. Nor is it the gallery alone that
gallery is full of movement, and is most invites our attention. The halls, the stairstriking in appearance. It figured at the cases, the library, in fact, the whole vast and
Paris exhibition of 1867 with the title
beautiful establishment abounds in objects
'Promenade Around the Walls of a City." that deserve careful study. There is one deThe drawing is perfect. The costumes of partment of its art treasures which, however,
the sixteenth century are remarkably faith- we must not omit to notice.
ful, and the coloring is admirable in its
THE JAPANESE MUSEUM:
harmony of tints. The picture, with two
It is a spacious hall at the top of the
-tilers on religious subjects, formed one
house which comprises a collection of
af the chief attractions of the exhibicuriosities both of nature and art, the source
'tion, and its author was awarded a
grand medal of honor. The art of engrav- of which is indicated in its name. Vases
ing has reproduced several paintings of this and figures in enamel of wondrously skilful
artist. In 1867 he won another medal and workmaiiship, rich manuscripts, painted (for
received the cross of the Legion of Honor, the Japanese paint insteadof writing) by hand,
of them eltejd'wtivres
and was made commander of the order of objects of abronze—some
—in fine, collection such as may fearlessly
Leopold.
be compared with the treasures in the EthnoBENJAMIN CONSTANT
graphic Museum in the Louvre both for
is represented by a picture which won much beauty and price.
celebrity in Europe, and is one of his finest
CANADIAN ART A#D .TASTE.
works. We see a, terrace in the city of
In conclusion a word ea to the progress of
L'Orient. The sky is dazzling in its infinite depth. The buildings are ably executed ; taste and art in Canada. We are often told
the sea is full of' light. The figures have a that they are not lacking, nor have we to
look of life and health, with eyes that glow go far for proof of the assertion. What is it,
like carbuncles; arid the costumes are mas- then, that is at fault ? In reply, we would
terly in design and coloring. Of all the say, above all the want of models. Now
pictures of this artist that we have seen this that is just what Sir Donald Smith's museum
one in Sir Donald Smith's gallery has most supplies. Models suggest and inspire and
guide to serious and fruitfal effort.
impressed us.
What can be more praiseworthy, then,
MMSSONIER
comes before us in the form of "A Musi- than the formation of such a colof masterpieces as those
lection
cian," which has those qualities of precision
fled clearness that characterize that master. which Sir Donald Smith has brought
There are also some small paintings of ex- together in his palace of art ? Such men as
vellc nt execution—a landscape of Roil. he are the real benefactors of a country such
as ours. For they contribute to the elevaBonheur ea Raid," in the style of Fortis:1y,
Bouillieur ; a Diaz of remarkable sug- tion of public taste, without which we look
gestivt noes, " The Departure of a Young in vain for originality or any artistic achieveEmigi ant"—a scene of touching pathos. In ment worthy of the name. Our poPulatian
these miniatures we find what forms the lives very largely by commerce and indusalum of the "Holy Virgin at the foot of the try. For the higher walks of industry art
Cross," attributed to Rubens. That training is indispensable. And, as we bave
picture, of such restricted dimen- already remarked, a museum is a superior
sicus, has always seemed to us to be school for industrial education.
X.
um of the masterpieces of religious
art. Seine of the small productions, now
e,, Mt:: Art Treasures •
t.
under notice, are, in like manner, worth a
' bree of the finest pictures f
(he colwhole museum in themselves. So much do
they reflect the sentiment of grandeur, that lection of Mr. Owen Murphy, M.P.P., of Quemajesty, which is often wanting in colossal bec, who has broken up house since the
death of his wife, have been acquired at a
and mere celebrated works.
cost of $5,000 by Sir Donald Smith. They
JULES BRETON'S MASTERPIECE.
are "Albert Cuyp," brought over by Count
We pass now to what we may well con- D'Arschot
The Mother of our Sairiour,"
sider the especial s thing of beauty " of the presented to Father McMahon by Lord
.collection—Jules Breton's "First ComDurham, and " T he Sacrifice of Isaac," from
ninnion " picture It is not enough to deDr. Douglas' collection.
scribe it as meritorious. It is a charming
aeasasse- idyll, full of feeling and poetry. A glance and exhaustion.Cana,easte
known
tit the details will not be out of place. It is
Lucius R. O'Brien, the
a lovely morning in June. The scene is a dian artist, and Mrs. Parker, sister of Mr.
Brough, local manager of the Bank of
humble village. The sky is clear yet sofa. We C.
Montreal, wore married at Toronto, on
emi feel the sweetness of the air. The
morning in St. James' Cathedral.
roofs are covered w ith foliage and moss; the Saturday
CADOH D111110Ulitt performed the ceremony.
waysides bordered with flowers in the hey- The wedding was a quiet affair, only the
day of their short and beautifullives. Plants blends of the two families being present.
in full vigor add animation to the scene. In
the distance, we sec what suggests the motif of the picture—the spire of the village
.
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for this picture had been accounted lost by
the writers have spontanconslY, expressed their intert4t5 ir til,A artistic discovery,
following artistic
all the authors who have written on the works of Raphael.
in its " Echos de Paris" the
the
Museum of the
The Paris "Figaro" notably the first in its issue of septr, 1, 884, has
which
of
Madonna di Loretto,
note : "It appears that the original of the famous picture by aphaël, the
at
Hyères
(Var).
It
is
known
that
this picture
Louvre, has a copy, has lately been discovered in the collectiin o. f an amateur
troops when he was apprised of th,
of
the
Roman
disappeared from Loretto, in 1798 / by order of general CA; e_.otrimander
ni
entry of the French army into Ancona."
command of cardinal Riaro, was in 1675 still
has
,
Whic,t
,
II
This original picture, which was executed by Raphael it 151 1, by
Jules
of
portrait
beside the
- 1, to the
Rome, where Joachim Sandrard, saw it in the church of Sa,ti -Maria-del-Popolo,
with the consent of Popeinmen
in
1717,
Museum
of
Florence.
It
was
uèathed
remonbrance of
since been transferred to the
cathedral,
of
the
placed in the treasury
Passavant.
convent of Loretto, by a Roman named Geromino Lottorio, ,
turc, which shutter has disappeared accordirg
':44:
shutter
of
the
on
a
it
was
inscribed
ir;...,,,,I:ViNn its name
As
i
the pious testator.
picture
,
From
this
the
.741, page 205).
See the work of Vicenzo Muni : Sopra la Santa Casa di L4reit) Sti
:4 ' 44.
le
. cOry, it was transLoretta.
di
Madonna
of the
„.*H
., ybgeneral DAIL und.replacett,-. , (1818), the whole of his
n. Pima ' "' 4
Fvc
Carried away, on the approoch of the1.::i
at.
' nqueror, had taken possesefl_t-i i1 .,e`' - eo
the deatiL_
ported to Roma, to the hou se of the tt: ke..iiraschrneptiew ous VI. but nt:copy.
o
for
s.
)
A
Etras,j,
mot
th
(e
Laronsie,
aliT
on
as a copy it was given by
dispersed
-TieiiJater
and
d
collection was sol
hut n'to-n et bureau de poste de Lonjumeau (Seine-etsion, it was carried as an originn1 tu Pari, to the Museum of ttO L° 'I vr
royal authority of 27 ju . ne 18'2.0, to the church of the commune
from the mayor to M. Itoullie, .43.iiilb-erN15,
,
11in a lot of pictures sold by a dealer in antiquities,
• Oise), where it now . 14 . k'tetter
The picture por ,essed by M. Ronnie'', was acquired in deQr on the origin of the picture could be obtained; this acquisition
,tu
Napleg , from whom no information whatevt ex-kin of Naples. Commissioned to procure pictures in Italy,
Iv Con sta nypplo,
wai made b ); ,.ii artist, formerly restorer of the Museums of hoich has bbeen noticed, for many years in numerous journals in
for M. rt,%uttier, already possessor of a collection of pictures N.,Imedite rranean Coast, notably in Hyères ancien et moderne,
France/and other countries, and also in various works on
Guides Joanne (Stations d'hiver, pages 53 et 395) ; in the
3i_lr)
, etc., and it is the unanimous opinion of the artists and
by the savt1nt D Chassinal, physl,i‘m at Hyres (rge
;ssed by M. Roullier is indeed an original painting by the great
Alhuni -G'ide illustre du littoral méditerranéen (Nice,
plc
d professor of Florence, expert des tribunaux et musées
a.loaVurs who have visited this collection, that the
has
been
specially
certified
too
by
another artisfor
" the Museum of Italy. It is the unanimous opinion that
ltapiaël. This
painting by Raphael,
T , tt.fians, who has already restored a traces of the great mat; et that is to say, the exquisite , race and the indescribable divine
indelible
the
Aped in imitating; the face of the Virg especially, has that
M: Vallier's
picture bears
4
no one has sue,.
himself that is to say
air which belongs only to Raphael, and which always adtni ..i in the works of Raphaël executed bby himself
,•1.
expression profound and full of soul which one
of any of his pupils.
and forgotten in some corner, did not.
the collaboration
viitVattevi
purchase this picture, which had •diAy teen hidden AwayPull
or'', Siaties ''-and NVOrqe_than_all_ther
of
the
Fint
short
,
e
time
t
I.11
N
12. ;,i.4114‘.1-4.6;12144
ranting covering the body of the Ohl. The grace of the Virgin's' face could alone however attract
IN,
A. v.._
rendered after some months to the
tte attention of skilled connaisseurs. A. benign cleansing pro ss' ractised by M. Roullier,
the
Roullier-Gallery
the expression of the
pidureits pristine splendour and colour and then it drew f a all visitors, to
()pion that it was indeed a work by the celebrated Raphael.
Italy" by Lanzi,
Sea further on the subject of this original said to hay lia )peared " l'Histoire de la peinture en
.
de Vinci et
ton'ila1e7; by Mule A. Dieude (1824), t. 2, p. 56 et 83, h la iite ; Vasari, t. 4, p. 223; Michel-Ange, Leonard son œuvre,
French
Academy
:
"Raphaël,
the
by
luntz,
couronne
q.
of
The
magnificentwork
Raphaël, by C. Clément, p. 693.
of Nice, of 4 april 1886,
sa vie et son temps" p. 387, with the engraving of the Louvii , Copy and the journal "La Curiosité"
demonstrating its originality.
M.
Rouiller,
picture
possessed
by
special
article
on
th
architect,
Bose,
direction
of
M.
under the
church
'zeTsllowing is the description of this celebrated pidtur4ivenby Vasari, edition 1580, after having seen it in the
Ite:tMaria-del-Popolo, Rome. The translation is by oii• regretted friend the late M. Jeanron, artist, who was director
rue des Porches, it, entirely agrees
. of fly useums of the Louvre, and who has wintered for ,e:' years at Hyères, no 11,
Vie des plus excellents peintres et
by
Jeanron;
iranslation
wir.i the painting possessed by M. Roullier (t. 4, p. 223, of tl...'
.
.
.x-chitectes).. ..
To return:le Ili+6117".1., his merit was so manifest in his wtrks that the Pope gave him the order to paint the second salle
the spectaof the Vatican ) al asr t Ailmanded him to paint his portrait, Ranhaël executed this with such truth that it made
tors tremble as if it had )w..r. alive. 'It may be seen to day say "s.orl at Santa-Maria-del-Popo lo, s well as a picture of the
oç, which the., beauty can only belong to the
Ti t. Virgin covers with veitt%z'
Nativity executed at the. 5,11
Son of God. The face of the
not less perfect. S. Josep leaning on a staff. losrill hou. , h contemplates the King and
feast days."
t)i,ily oil
: 4."-Intimr-vf-ffeavol
es&Pa nti
Nativity" described above,
1717,when it was in
11.
nrence, an,
At present the portrait o titt,S
the cathedral of Loretto is known as the Madonna to-'LOI', •„ In the Roullier collection at Hyères wlic,e the pwner is willing
to relinquish it on most reasonable terms.
.
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Payment required only after the opinion of the purchaser's tA i
1 s. 2d.
The naine and address of the dealer at Naples can be sent, aiso Cc p totograph of the picture free for
the prices at the lasf
The rice asked for this picture is E 1 1,000. This is a most rem;demand, as will be seen by comparing
a tributed to Raphail was sold fort 8,000. In september1881, In
Raphael's works. ln march 1881 one at the Louvre of Apollon anti Mot
"The three gra
d'Amnale
due
, another belonging to the
one of the Marlborough collection " A Virgin" for E 70,000. In dece,,, ;
Mats &rnaud de l'Ariège purchased for her gallery of the Château des
25,000, a picture, 7 inches square, and finally in septeinber 1886,
of Lausanne, who had recently dis covered it " La Vierge au sein.
profeoi
at the price of 8,000, a picture, 25, inches by 20, Called by
or the " Vierge de Saint-Sixte."
It is well known that the king of Saxony has asked in England I
Reasonable offers will be considered, yearly payments Ivould
.

,

-

-

'119:1 Imp. du Var, Taulon•

15 per cent, ou the itirchase money is offered to any one who

i.re a purchaser,

NT 0 TI C:
Upon the original of the HOLY FAMILY, called the MADONNA DI LORETTO

33 y 1RdaPhal S.A.NZIC)
Belonging to M
,
ROULLIER, Hy&es (Var), No 1.1, rue des Porches

The disc ,very of a painting by the illustrious Raphaël is ai ev'ent which interests not only artists but persons of taste in
all countries; ncw it-1 6 present notice is to make known the fact that the original of the Madonna di Loreto, which all
writers on the woli,-, of Raphaël state
t as disappeared, ltaslige4 fpund and is in the possession of M. Rouiller, residing at
II yin es- lem-Palmiers, tr. oldest a rn roust southern of the con6hental winter resorts (Railway, Paris-Lyons et Mediterranean).
SUBJECT. The Virgit., lae.ing, three-quarter length, turned towards the lefi,...raies a yoil above the head of the Holy
Child who is lying down before 'grd gracefully extending his little hands towards irk mother. S. Joseph on the right
leaning on a staff contemplates this
s c e n,,é,i ore RI e t e wita Celestial bliss, tenderness and maternal love. A. curtain for
background. Three-quarter-length fig.ifrt
The canvass is stretched on a thick wooden- panel,
by 3 ft. 2 in. In an old Italian gift Frame. .
The child in the foreground has the beautifully formed ht,cl, and the Raphaelesque expression, nwer wanting in the
,
pictures of children by the illustrious painter ; and the Virgin
the usual oval face et the drooping eyes a little elongated.
the expression of virginal candour and truly divine nobility, \vies with the harmonious coloring and the an.bered flesh tints
are the indisputable marks of the hand of the great Sanzio ; thoich
cn S. Joseph has the freshness and the sublime dignity which
the powerful touch, of the Prince of painters, has alone been
of executing ; in a word the whole picture prenents in
its fullest perfection the beau ideal, the grace and the douceurapable
Raphatlistic-art of its immortal creator.
of
the
R
And, that which corroborates the illustrious origin of M. rapullier's painting, is the graceful raccourci of the right arm
of the Virgin, which she extends almost de face in the act of
,fron, the body of the Infant Jesus, in older to
contemplate him under that veil, raised straight before her, otT,:ei-nr i'leit voet_il the Holy Child, whilst all the other copies tat' we
e ),,
he th
s epr
look aboveorw
have seen avoid the difficulty of the raccourci by making
the veil whieh she has drawn toardS her,
i ority of grace
e, the Hyères painting ; secundo, the die rcnces
and on the left side of the child. This explains, primo,
e
ke in
be ra greater length given by the copyists to the Aght
in the looks of the Virgin ; in the position of the heads; and ab,maall,
raise the veil. Does not all this show tat he
arm of the Virgin, in consequence of the manner in which they
t,paintin
t lit i,
delicate shade of ideality thrown by the illustrious painter oe nf h HYères, picture, has escaped the copiers of his work, atd
• does it not prove in an irrefragable manner the originality
°
Is it not, besides, the likeness of the beauMul Fornaiiip„hi e 4,,„,,
'°'°1-nflittitttlic-olltleTVA4V4.froirgia,11
bed ring "a Iiii,Flielii-raCter ?" Na- rnety; in his Virgin au Poisson 44s Sancta Cecilia, OT
but with down cast eyes and transfigurel
Fornarina,
beloved
the
portrait
of
h
really
Yes,
it
is,
Transfiguration?
Child in the
; same hands rather strorg.
by a divine smile, same handsome bodily fulness, same gracefl expression in her countenance Raphaël himself, recograZe,
painted
by
the
original
Likeness dear to the great artist, which all those who have sein Florence,
instantly in the Hyères picture, and which is not found in the.opies of that magnificent painting .
under the number 3g3 in
A copy of this picture is in the Louvre and indicated in docatalogue as a copy after Raphael, nationaux,
ex-conservateur
Musées
the Italian collection. The compiler of this catalogue, M. Villo, secrétaire général des
1816, as an original
in
original
has
really
never
ye
been
found.
This
copy
was
acquired
ue
des peintures, adds in '1875. " T
Further the artist Passavant, director
for i 8,000, with some other unimportant pictures, by Louis TIII from M. Scitivaux." of this composition, includitag the
copies
23
are
says,
there
Rapha6
of
on
the
works
his
book
Museum,
in
of the Frankfort
i th the
where they may be found w
copy in the Louvre, so simple and graceful ; and mentions.,the tuseums and collections et suiv.)
,
101
name of the copyist. (Raphaël d'Urbain, annote par Paul Lacrtc, '1860, t. 2, pages
was found at Flora-vice la the
But Passavant, after having enumerated all the copies, ev that one which in july 1867
short
time
was
believed to,c'oé the .orio. ii..1.1 '
for
a
whieh
possession of an English gentleman, M. Walter Kennedy Ls wrg, .nd
any
Or -th'e 'epetitions of 'this'
which, had disappared from Loretto, adds "In any case we liav not recognised the original in
102.)
picture which we have seen." (T. 2, page
artist, expert in Italy, to visit
. ii 'picture had commissioned an e Lawrie family, was said to
As to M. Roullier who in the researches on the ,orig;i1 et
f th
,...i,v,,, „J an.n ,i, theMadonn a
. the house no 5, Bourg des Saints-Apotres, wh e
.,
there
was deceased , 131la11
his
ow had
la b -ionjit Ore pictUre to London and
t 1\Nil
•widow
be; there it was found that M. Kennedy Lawrie
.
w
a
nt,21:gracejn.;:
the
.
Bonnier,
rile----)a..
i
1,
Alma
ri.
..
,
by
thebrothers
sent
sold it. But a photograph of the nicarre
1 as procured andii.i.4-i?
fttr-The - original of the
not
suffi
this
photograph
is
alone
show
that
'
t
to
in
Ol
ce
f
o
i
f
t
th e Virgin's
.p.
powe çom bineçt with grace which is here quite wanting Moreover ;
divine Raph ael, of whi , ii One df the characteristic signs is
many years (before '1798), in the posthis
copy
adds
ad length of
" Thipictur. saving bean for
av4 spoken.
Passavant aftert3.
formel v a t Loretto" that is up to 1798 the period of its disappearance. which
was
one
Lawrie
family,
cannot
be
that
session of the
Paris, in th td hall, of the second arrondissement, a copy superior to
In 1847, there was' exhibited in the rue Pinon,
'
nairrd above. A twenty-fifth copy exists at the Museum of Nantes, .
that one in clic Louvre according to the opinion of M. Villot,
byt3astiano di San-Gallo, called Aristotile, cited by Vasari,
copies
two
the
to
these
we
add
and
if
under the number 303;
he affirmed that this is the composition which has been
mal
it
collections
without' speaking of those known to be in private
and after his death. The subject of this beautiful 1
iuthor
of
the
life
the
reproduced
both
during
and
niost frequently copied
e
the
title
of the "Vierge de Lorette" after a copy at Rome,
1813,
und
in
Richomme,
composition has been engraved by J. T.
little
hard (See no 508 du catalogue de la" clialcograave
a
expressions of the face
/ attributed to Jules Itomain; this is why the ; and the copy of tf'e Louvre, has been engraved by Nillerey, for the Musée
has
also
engraved
it
phie du Louvre). Muller
Filliol, t. 4, pl. 230. See also Landon, t. 6, pl. 45.
by several journals in France and other countries where
The following on the history of this picture has been publishM
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CATALOGUE
-OF-

ORIGINAL OIL PAINTINGS,
WATER-COLOR DRAWINGS,
fir) SKETCHES,
FROM THE 1 L OF -- - -

MR. F. L VERNER.
To be SOLD BY AUCTION at
-

OUP

Rooms,

Nos. 1321 & 1823 NOTRE DAME STREET,

Saturday Afternoon, October 27th,
AT TWO O'CLOCK.

M. HICKS & CO.,
AUCTIONEERS.
NOW ON VIEW.

C ATALOGUE.
2. e-ol. Lynemouth Abbey.
Sioux Encampment.
/ 003. Old Houses, Cullescoates.
6 04. Wind Mill near Fort Garry
p-05. View in Vermont.
IL, 6 Cottage near Burnham.
7
7. Study of Rocks.
-

z

'

221—d-z-°/(

8. Ojibbeway Wigwams.
9. Castle Rock, Lake Ontario.

10.
ii.

Dutch Church, Lake Ontario.
Old Houses near Taplow.

2.

Doon Valley, North Devon.
13. Foreland, North Devon,
14. Windy Day, Holland.
02 J,',0 15. Road in Wales.
fa 16. Frozen Buffalo.

2441414

,

h,

17.

Ovi7fr:i,61777,)
Breakneck Stairs, Quebec.
Seal Cove, Mount Desert.
019.
5
Cottage near Oxford.
20. Fishing Boats on the Mersey
4t1111-1-Z
21. Old Mill, Yarmouth.
, 22. Lake Shore, Scarborough, Ont.

• y 618.
-

/

n

t3, 5 0
So 24.

Papoose.
Crossing the Marsh.
Murray Bay.
2526. Devon Coast.
Misty Day.
-

,3

,

4

,

.17, 4 e11728. M000nlight on the Marsh.
,5029. Walk by the Woods.
,j d3o. Sunset, Muskoka.
trv3i. North Shore, Lake Huron.
5. ,3 0 3 2. Ojibbeway Squaws.
3'033 - Guildford Castle.
Cottages near Guildford.
3 so34. Group of Ojibbeways.
1/49t1 635.
,93 6. An Early Start, Ojibbeway Indians.
Sunset Autumn,
frtss. Group of Elm Trees.
/ 20. 6039. Study of Rocks.
o-no. Wigwams, Nepigon River.
Sj,t1V-ti• Ojibbeway Camp, Thunder Bay.
j`", b•-r) 4 2 . Wigwams, Lake of the Wo ods.
si ,tr-043. Mending the Canoe.
Thunder Bay.
1/43 ,5014- Wigwams,
5045 Wigwams, Rainy River.
,
Camp on the North Shore, Lake Huron.
Flushing Harbor, Holland.
di , tfi4 8 • Windy Day, North Devon.
d1349- Wallace's 'Monument, Scotl and.
Buffalo Stampede.
-

3

,

s

-.
ev3o

/7 I

51. Group of Trees near Taplow.
7V 52. Shooting the Rapids, Nepigon River.

2' r 53.
5`;'5 54.
00 55.
j o 5 6.
.3(1 ye 57.
(.

k

On the Ottawa River.

Cambuskenneth Abbey, Scotian
York Minster.
Papoose.

Wigwam, Rainy River.
Gumming a Canoe.
A/414/71.-)
Cri ‘a 58. Round Wigwams, Fort Francis.
r s5 0 9.

‘i3

-

Sd 6o, Ojibbeway Head.

L

I

,5sc)61. High and Dry.
\3, 45'd62. Gull Rock, North Devon
S063. Moonlight, Lake Shore, Ontario.
41 61-11 4. Returning Home.
Afr )1a/t7
;5°6 5 . On Rainy River.
So66. Near Bar Harbour, Mount Desert.
,.3e 6 7. Indian Children, Lake of the Woods.
/ 5', oi.-06S, On the Godbout River.
)1 Grp 69. Herd of Buffalo Fording a River.
S/I 5-07 0 . Buffalo Cow and Calf.
A 7 1. Wigwams in the Pine Woods.
5", 6-0 2 Camp, Nepigon River.
/81:7 3 ' I2oth Row, Yarmouth.
, Sa74- Old Stone Houses, Detroit River.
d aV75. Wymondham Abbey, Norfolk.
.2 , 6,176. Coast of Maine.
/ 0177- Study of British Trees, Autumn./ , 4/-y.)
•

S:3't;18 *

1q 9.

Twilight, Jersey.

6

0--t) 79. Tunnel.

6: al) So.

Afterglow, near Burnham.
81. Shepherd's Cottage.
082. Burnham Beech.
083. A Dorset Road. »2244- Del.&
2 • / v 8 4 . Ojibbeways Crossing a Lake.
6 , of; 85. Micmac Camp.
evs6. Farm Cottages, Dorset.
6't 0 1) 87. A Devon Village.

9'

4,

•// r088. A Street in Yarmouth.
0_08 9 . Near Taplow.
0, 9.. Mount Desert, Moonlight.
Doune Castle, Scotland.
45 ,i-d 9 2. Old Abbey, near Cromer.
9.3- 011,—Dutch Girl on the Lookout.
A Flushing Girl, Holland.
94- "
/ 2j10 6 9 5- Round Wigwams at Fort Francis.
4 5496. Goodrich Falls.
/9,5 697. Gambling Camp, Rainy River.

I

f

64,1%

-

.

-

Flushing Harbour.
6 099- Sunset, Muskoka River.
-

.5Doo. Lynemouth, North Devon.
ci/
/ klitoi. On the Canal, Flushing,
Lime Kilns, Lynemouth.
, p„,11/7„..c...-11/
4 5 ° 3' Misty Sunset, Devon Coast.
, 1,7) 10 4- A Rocky Bed.
e ell 105. Wig-wams at Lake Shebandwan.
7to

,a,
x7o-de./A4,

,

4,0106. Mallard Ducks.

L'

e

7
P6414--t-cL6Twilight among the Pines.
/ 4. /1) 108. Old Thatched Cottages, Dorset.
44ifei/ f "pi 09. Oil Abbotsburg, Swansea.
., 4
,2, /fro no. Ouebec Market.
i ri. Sioux Tepees.
107.

g

—

3 zso

0 ,,56112.
,.4v, gp 113.
j. j-tit.t.
t . 9-015.
-

Portage, Nepigon River.
Stormy Weather, Detroit River.
The Humber Marsh.

Sunset, Burnham Common.
Windsor.
js", g-0116. Common near
,..6 -/ c-01 17. Quebec from Point Levi.
4..e ton8. .(bil) Study of a Bald Headed Eagle.
J

19.

.,

IC

CI

A Muddy Road.
At&t.tdt:/4.‘
21. Twilight by the Sea.
94 j 0122. Street in Doune, Scotland.
ib. 5 1 0-623. Sunset at Sea.
On the Lynn, North Devon.
' a , 5025. Backyard of White Horse Close, Edinburgh
120.

-

Blackfriar's Bridge, Manchester.
127. Burnham Common.
i
-, &zi t 28. Study of an Oak.
129. The Canal, Norwich.
.101)126.

/70 T-T 2 St)t

(UNBEB ABSOLUTE INSTBUCTIONS.)

CATALOGIT 1H]
OF

AN

IMPORTANT COLLECTION
OF

OLD AND MODER\

NGS

PA

OI

INCLUDING

SELECTED WORKS
IW

ENGLISH

AND CONTINENTAL

ARTISTS

OF REPUTE.

EACH SPECIMEN BEING THE SELECTED WORK
-

ARTIST

WHOSE

OF THE

NAME IT BEARS.

THE PAINTINGS ARE IN THEIR OLD ORIGINAL FRAMES ,

BY

ICKS & CO,
At 249 St. James Street,
MONTREAL,

On Thursday and Friday, Sept 27 avid 28, I 8 8 e,
AT 2 O'CLOCK PROMPT.

CATALOGUE.

The old works retain their original frames.
1. Pair Small Upright LANDSCAPES by II. BRETT.
2.

Pair Larger do.

3.

Pair Oblong PAINTINGS by

4.

Pair Cabinets, "GOING BEFORE THE STORM,"
and Companion, by H. HULME.

5.

Pair LANDSCAPE AND RIVER SCENES.

6.

Set of Three MARINE VIEWS.

7.

Pair Highly Finished UPRIGHT WORKS of brilliant
pleasing color and accomplished technique, painted
on panel, the figures from life, and representing
"SPRING" and "SUMMER," by JOLLI, signed

do.

and guaranteed.
8.

"CHRISTMAS EVE IN ENGLAND," of natural
beauty and good composition, by D. V. BU LET.

2

9. Pair Sporting Subjects, "ON THE SCOTTISH
GRAMPIANS," with dogs, game, etc., by JOHN
GIFFORD.

w. Pair Landscapes, "THE MARKET CART MORNING AND EVENING," of capital color and effect,
by GUSTAVUS GRANCI.

Important Modern Painting CHARLES I, with various
figures, etc., having an interview with OLIVER
CROMWELL, painted by T. HILSTON.
12.

The Companion Work representing " CROMWELL
REFUSING THE CROWN OF ENGLAND,"
by the same Artist.

13.

A series of Four Excellent Works painted from actual
life, "WINTER IN RUSSIA," "THE ATTACK,"
"THE RESCUE," and "THE ARRIVAL,"
painted by WOLSKY, the foremost painter of
horses in Russia, whose works hang in the Kremlin
at Moscow.

14. A pair of clever examples, "GOING BEFORE THE
SQUALL," and the Companion Work, by the late
W. H. WILLIAMSON, Silver Medalist at the
Royal Academy.
Mr. Williamson's paintings are now considered among the first of Marine
Subjects, and are readily bought in England where they bring large prices. The
above were painted on commission in his best time, and are worthy examples of
the late master.

3
Pair " MORNING AND MIDNIGHT ON THE
THAMES," with Shipping, and of very great power,
by DAVID ST. JOHN.
These are considered to be two of his best efforts and are very fine in color

and touch.

16. Pair "FRUIT AND BIRD'S NEST WITH FLOWERS," of pleasing color, by J. CLAYS, exhibitor at
Burlington Gallery and Manchester Exhibition,
17. Pair Small CABINET WORKS.
18. Pair Larger, "EARLY MORNING ON THE
MERSEY," and Companion, by HOWARD
BRETT.
19. Pair Highly Finished Cabinet Subjects, "THE OLD
MILL STREAM," and "THE DUCK POND,"
by CHARLES MORRIS, exhibitor at the Royal
Academy.
20.

The COMPANION PAIR, by the same distinguished
Artist.

21.

Pair clever Sporting Paintings, "WHO SAID RATS,"
and "TOO LATE," the esteemed work of
— ARMFIELD.

22.

Pair LANDSCAPES, by HOWARD WILSON.

23.

Pair clever LANDSCAPES, painted on panel, by
GUSTAVUS SALVI.

4
24.

Pair "BEFORE AND AFTER THE STORM," of
great detail, painted from a scene near Deal Harbor,
England, by CHARLES MORRIS.

25.

Pair Landscape SCENES IN SURRY, by H. BRETT.

26.

A series of six exceedingly good specimens in two Plush
arid Gold Frames, faithfully depicting MORNING,
NOON AND NIGHT, England, by CHARLES
MORRIS, Silver Medalist at R. A.

27.

An Upright Work, "FLORA," painted from nature
with great effect by HOLTI.

28.

On Original Specimen of magnificent brilliancy, "MIDDAY AT RYDAL WATER," with figures, etc.

This is a large and important work painted on commission by the artist,
EDWIN BODDINGTON, in 1864, for the late Sam Mandle, Esq., Mayor of
Manchester, and was sold in tile Manley 1 -Jail Collection.

29.

THE COMPANION SPECIMEN, of equal merit.

30.

"THE VACCINATION," by DEL'COUR, the comical
French artist whose paintings have been extensively
engraved.
Painted in 1862.
6

31.

A most important example by GEORGE MORLAND,
whose works are now very rare, and adorn the
British Museum, the National Gallery and other
leading Art Repositories.

This painting, entitled " AN ENGLISH FARM-YARD," is universally
pronounced to be one of the best specimens extant, embodying all the truly characteristic rural points, each depicted with the broad artist touch and finish for
which NI orland is unequalled by any artist of the early British School. This is
a guaranteed work.

5
32.

A Smaller Painting of great beauty, "THE OLD MILL
STREAM," with luminous sky and of elaborate
detail, by PATRICK NASMYTH, who occupied
an important position among British artists of the
18th century.
Nasrnyth's

pictures are hung in the National Gallery. He was a native of

Edinburgh.

33.

Pair Desirable Cabinets, "THE WAYSIDE COTTAGE," and Companion, authentic work by
CHARLES MORRIS, exhibited.

34.

Pair LANDSCAPES, etc.

35.

Pair do.

36.

Pair "SEA PIECES," full of vigor, with w rial effect,
by

37.

The Painting by HAYNES KING, "THE GIRL OF
SEVILLE," painted from a natural model and
elegantly draped in true Spanish taste.

This picture was purchased by the late Mr. Mendie, and was hung in a
prominent position at Manley Hall until the death of the owner, when it was sold
and evoked spirited competition from the London dealers. Mr. King is a constant contributor to the Royal Academy and all English and Continental Exhibitions. Frame damaged.

38. "THE IRISH HORSE FAIR," depicting with
wonderful truth one of those assemblies so much
cherished by the Hibernians, with horses, hostelry,
and various figures, each painted with true Irish
features. This is the guaranteed work of WILLIAM
SHAYER, Exhibitor R. A., etc.

6
39.

"THE COUNTRY WEDDING," by TADERMANS_

40.

Pair of EXQUISITE CABINETS, by CHARLES
MORRIS, Silver Medalist R.A.

41.

Pair

42.

"A PASTORAL LANDSCAPE," with Cattle, Sheep,
etc., in the foreground, and the town of Canterbury
in the background, painted by E. J. ELKEMA,
director of the Dusseldorf Academy.

43.

"THE INTERIOR OF A MESSROOM IN THE
TIME OF CHARLES I," painted on commission
by CLARKSON VON HALDI.

do.

do.

do.

A n otthy example

44.

"EARLY MORNING ON THE COAST," by
FRANCIS UNDERHILL.
A characteristic specimen.

45 "GROUP OF CHILDREN WITH GOATS, ETC,"
by NICHOLAS BERGHAM, an old master of
great merit.

46.

" ENGLISH LANDSCAPE WITH GOATS, ETC."
evening effect, by SAM WILLIAMSON.

47.

Pair LANDSCAPES, by H. BROWN.

48. TWO SEA PIECES.

7
49.
50.
51.

Pair DESIRABLE WORKS, by CHAS. MORRIS.
do. do. do. do.
"ST. MICHAEL'S MOUNT, CORNWALL,"
painted on the spot by SAM WILLIAMSON, the
father of the Liverpool School.

52.

"SPRING-TIME IN CHESHIRE," full of English
pastoral beauty, by JOHN SINCLAIR, Exhibitor
Royal Academy, Liverpool, Manchester, etc.

53.
54.
55.

"FEEDING THE CHICKS," a work of great merit,
and well represents the modern French school, by
DE LA MAR. This picture was exhibited in
the Salon, Paris.

56.

Pair valuable examples "BEFORE AND AFTER
THE SPORT," (restored) faithfully delineating the
Scotch Grampians, with dogs, etc., by JOHN
GIFFORD, the eminent British sporting artist.

57.

58.

Large Painting, "THE FALLS AT BETTWYS,"
North Wales, by BAXTER.

8
596o. Pair high class works, "FISHING BOATS AT
ANCHOR IN THE DOWNS, ENGLAND," and
"THE ARRIVAL OF THE SMACK," by F.
CASSON.
61.

"THE DUTCH MERRYMAKING,"
by MOLENAER.

The compiler feels unable to give an adequate description of this highly
important and rare example and it can only be fully appreciated when seen. It
is painted on old oak panel. In the foreground are numerous figures, painted in
the best style of the old Dutch masters, while the background is composed of
a castelated archway, with trees and tavern, on the signboard of which is the
artist's name. Signature guaranteed.

62.

A highly important Painting "A DOUBLE APARTMENT," with fi gures skilfully drawn and painted
by A. CROMMELIN.
This picture is worthy of notice.

63.

Pair, "THE FIRST HALLO," and "FULL CRY,"
painted from life in water-colors, by H. A. LESLIE.

64.

The Companion Pair.

65.

"THE MEET," and "THE START," by the same
master.

66.

Pair Highly Important Works of great brilliancy and
wonderful detail, "THE DUCAL PALACE," and
"THE BRIDGE OF SIGHS ON THE GRAND
CANAL, VENICE."

Tne attention of connoisseurs and lovers of art is specially called to these
excellent specimens by VALENTINE ROLLENTINE.

9
Pair Choice Cabinets, "THE MILL POND," and

Companion, by CHARLES MORRIS.
68.

69.

"GIRL WITH GREEN PARROT," by THURSTON.
Exhibited at Manchester.

THE HORSE FAIR," by RICARDO.

70.

"UNLOADING THE BARQUE," with fishwives,
etc., on the coast, by EDGAR WATSON.

71.

Pair "BABY'S PICTURE" and "THE WATER
.

DOCTOR," by BENGELINCK.

72.

"THE GRAPE GATHERERS," by J. THOMS.

73.

"THE FOREST GLADE," with Beeches, etc., by
SCHAFFER.

74.

" EPSOM DOWNS," a horse race, with numerous
figures, specially well painted by G. F. HERRING.

75.

Pair, "WELSH LANDSCAPES," painted from nature
by T. H. WHITTLE, Exhibitor at Liverpool

Corporation Exhibition.
76.

77.

"BIRD'S NEST, HAWTHORN BLOSSOM," Etc.,
by J. CLAYS.

10

78.

"THE BRAWL," with numerous romping figures, etc.,
an old work relined and painted by DAVID
TEMERS, JuNtoR.

79.

"CONTEMPLATION," by H. H. STANTON.
This picture hung in the Liverpool Corporation Exhibition.

80.

"THE OLD. MILL AT BETTWYS, NORTH
WALES," by HOWARD GRAY.

81.

"AN ENGLISH LANDSCAPE," by WILLIAMS.

82.
83.

"THE GRAND CANAL, VENICE," by CANOLETTI, of the 16th century.

This picture has been well preserved and relined. It is full of the exquisite
touch and feeling of the Great Master, and is worthy to occupy a position of
honor in any good collection. His works are much prized by connoisseurs.

84.

"LOCH LOMOND," a delightful painting in the best
style, by EDWIN BODDINGTON, with cattle on
the banks and truthfully representing the great
Scotch Lake.
This is considered to be one of the best works ever produced by MR. BOD•

DINGTON, in his best time, twenty years ago.

85.

"AFTER THE SHOWER—AN ENGLISH
COUNTRY ROAD," of great power and full of
artistic feeling, gracefully rendered, with broad
powerful touch and tone, by H. BAGLAND.
This picture was Starred on the first day at the Dudley Exhibition.

I I

86.
87.

Two exceedingly clever works, "THE YOUNG ITENERANT," and "ENLISTED," a pair of exquisite
works from the brush of M. W. LANGLOIS, of
excellent rural composition and brilliancy of color.
These call for special attention.

88.
89.

Pair, "LANDING THE FISHERMEN AT
OSTEND," and Companion Work, both the
authentic work of EMANUEL CICOGNA. Medalist at Vienna.

90.

"THE SPANISH GIPSY," of very powerful color
and natural effect, by F. UNDERH ILL.

91.

"ST. BENEDICT'S ABBEY," Norfolk, England. A
worthy example by S. D. COLKETT, 1848.

92.

"EVENING WITH FISHWIVES

93.

An old Dutch painting with "LANDSCAPE, CATTLE
AND FIGURES," cabinet size on panels, by
VANDER DOES.

YARMOUTH
SANDS, ENGLAND," by REGINALD GOULD,
Birmingham Institute.
ON

94. Pair Water Colors, "SPORTING SCENES," by
H. A. LESLIE.

I2

95.

Powerful Broad Painting, "A ROCKY STREAM," by
OLD VICKERS, SENIOR.

96.

"WRECK OF THE MEXICO' AT THE ENTRANCE TO THE RIVER MERSEY," by
F. KRAUSE, Southport.

This is the original work which has been so extensively engraved and
chromoed, and was bought direct front the artist.

97.

"BROAD POWERFUL LANDSCAPES, WITH
AUTUMNAL EFFECT," by OLD NIEMANN,
SEN 10R .
.

98.

Series'of Three Highly Finished Paintings of English

Rivers and Landscapes, " MORNING," "NOON,"
and "NIGHT," by CHARLES MORRIS.
99. "WHEN THE SUN DESCENDS AND DIES,
-

SO DO SLEEPING SHADOWS RISE,"
by JOHN McDOUGALL, Exhibitor at Royal
Academy, etc.
ioo. Pair "OLD MILL STREAM," by CHAS. MORRIS. •

lot. Pair Oil Paintings, "THE OLD MAIL COACH
FROM LONDON TO YORK," by H. A.
LESLIE.
102. Pair WATER COLOR, by the same Artist.

•
VERES'ICHAGI • 1'K:rums,

.attle paintings, arrived a week ago ill
barge of two Russians. These pictures
r I; enormous, 5 11 in all, the largest being
feet in length. The work of preparing
rooms of the American Art Associa.
on for the reception of these paintings

Las already begun. It is necessary to
take everything out of the building.
Even the gas fixtures must go. Electric
apparatus will supply their place. The
walla and ceilings will be completely
overed with these paintings, draperies
and war trappings. It is said that to
transport the collection from Paris to
Havre, required the services of six
freight cars, which were supplied with a
special engine and sent through on a
special train—and this is no railway talk.
Verestchagin's book is coming
through the press of the Harper Bros.
The exhibition will be the most extensive ever known in the line of battle
pieces.
Montrealers are familiar with the
Madison Square galleries, and from the
remarks above noted,"can prepare themselves for a big picture show.
—

-

-

I A CANADIAN ARTIST.
-

,

.

Mr. J. AllEarnaley's Success In Europe-Soul of Ills Works—Art Notes.

Kr. J. M. Barnsley has just returned to
Canada after live years' study in Paris, and
a small collection of his pictures are
now on view at Messrs. W. Scott & Sons'
gallery on Notre Dame street. Mr. Barnsfey has been very successful in his work
abroad, having had pictures hung in the

—OF

Oil 9 Ufater Qolor pai v i1 4 8
—BY--.

T. MOWER-MARTIN, R.C.A.
R. MARTIN'S pictures are so well and favorably known, that
it is sufficient to say that this selection of his works is the

finest yet submitted to Public Auction in Montreal. The scenes from the
Rocky and Selkirk Mountains are careful transcripts from nature, mostly
painted on the spot. M. HICKS & CO.

Sale on Saturday, November 17th,
AT

- ).'ari4,itaion each year of his sojourn there..

The Atures now on view embrace quite a
riety, being marine and landscape,
in both oil and water colors, as
Il as two very flue little etchings.
e original painting of one of these
tatter has already been sold to a Montreal
gentleman. In the water colors, the amount
• of atmosphere is very noticeable, the
pictures being clear and brilliant ; two esperhly
ones are an old chateau in
allow and a river study, in both of which j
afterglow of the sunlight is very well 1
,•
-iinted. In the marbieu there is very
-, ful work, the appearance of
h o water belirg very realistic ; this motion
is very
rked in one which the artist calls "Big j
•' n Ala," where' the ships and wave both 1
in 'to lift In a way that would distress
uy laudanum on board. An unusual sub ,
t —'and ,ene that Is \iv-di or
"A
ny Fug," where sun mid fug are centeebtea for supremacy With a hazy and India.
not result. The artist has evidently made
id use of his time abroad, and is likely to
woye one of. whom Canada may be proud.
m • the same gallery are some pictures
butch artists, which have just
;,..rived. They include examples by J.
.•+ lid., W. Maris and Poggenbeek. Of
three artist brothers, W. Marls
ihe most famous, and one of his works
recently been secured by a Montrealer
r $1250. A photograph of another has •
' , eon forwarded to Mr. Scott, the price of
wh i ch is £900.
Tho Loan Exhibition, which will be
opened at the Art Gallery on the 23rd inst.,
•promises to be an unusually good affair, as
some very line paintings are aiready prom, Wed.
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2.30 P.M., BY

M. HICKS cS C .

,

1821 and 1823 Notre Dame Street, Montreal.
ON PIETY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY.

OILS.
1. On Rosedale Creek.

2. At Port Credit, Lake Ontario.
3. Springtime on the creek.
4. Agawam grapes.

5. In the St. Lawrence Valley.
6. When the snow has gone.

>

k

- A3 ICTURES FOR THE POOR
Oetirliti COUNTRY }MUSH OF aecoa. 7
(To the Editor of the WitnesslY2A 1
S1R,—Perhaps few, if any, of your readers
can realize the sense of loneliness experienced
by those who, suffering from age, infirmity and
poverty, are the inmates of a House of Refuge
and •ithout friends or kindred. The bitterness
of such a lot is deepened when the poor inmate
is confined to a bed of sickness, while the outside world is now rejoicing in the preparations
for lowe and heart enjoyments.
There are now some such in the Country
Home of the Protestant House of Industry.
We may not Me able to give them health nor
wealth, nor to restore to them once happy
homes, or give them "a glimpse of aface Oat
is gone, the sound of a voice that is still"—but
we may, with little, if any, loss to ourselves,
make their lodging places brighter, and sometimes draw their thoughts back to pleasant recollections, by a few pictures on the walls.
Valuable paintings and drawings are not expected, though they would not be refused ; but
chromos and colored prints, such as are periodically issued by the illustrated papers, would be
highly suitable for this purpose, whether framed
or not. I will procure frames for any untrained
work. About GO pictures will be needed. Contributors will please send their donations to Wm.
Scott & Sons, Notre Dame street. If not co n .
venient to send them, they will be sent for, by
addressing a letter to the undersigned to the
ewe of Messrs. Scott. I trust this appeal may
receive a hearty and prompt response, as it is
desirable that the picture s may be bring before
the approaching New Year , JOHN POPHAM.

-

CORNER BROAD AND CHERRY STREETS, PHILADELPHIA.

58TH ANNUAL EXHIBITION,
1888.

1. The Exhibition will be opened to the public on Thursday, February T6th, and continue
until Thursday, March 29th, inclusive—a period of six weeks and one day, during which no work mentioned in the Catalogue can be removed.
The Academy desires to make this a representative Exhibition of American Art ; and, as the Jury
will accept only work of the highest standard, contributors are earnestly requested to send their best efforts.

2. The Exhibits may be original paintings, drawings, sculptures, architectural designs or models,
etchings and engravings, by living artists or those not more than five years deceased, and not before publicly exhibited in Philadelphia. Original wood and stone carvings, painted or worked tapestries, and any
original productions that may properly be considered as coming within the field of the Fine Arts, and not
commercial manufactures, will also be admitted. No work will be exhibited, however, unless approved by
the Jury named below, or especially solicited by the Jury.

3. The time for receiving exhibits will be from Monday, January 23d, to Saturday, February 4th, though separate shipments from outside of Philadelphia may be made earlier if desired.
4. The Academy will collect and return all works in Philadelphia, New York City
and Boston, of which timely and sufficient notice is received, free of charge to exhibitors. On application, arrangements will also be made for the payment of freight or expressage on such offerings from the
City of Baltimore, Md., or any part of the State of Pennsylvania, as may seem suitable for the exhibition; but all others must be delivered at the Academy, carriage prepaid, unless offered under special
agreement.
Collections will be made in New York City, Jan. 30 to Feb. 1; in Boston, Jan. 3 0 , 31; and in Philadelphia, Monday,
Jan. 23, to Saturday, Jan. 28.
In New York, the Agents of the Academy are Messrs. Grady and McKeever, 719 Sixth Avenue.
In Boston, Messrs. Williams & Everett, 79 Boylston St.
Exhibitors in Philadelphia are requested to name the earliest day in the week appointed for collecting on which the
Academy porters may call for their works.

5. Entries. The blank list attached to this notice must be filled up and sent to the Academy by
the 12th of February. Nu picture will be offered for sale unless the price is given on this list; but the
prices will not be printed in the Catalogue unless expressly marked as for publication. Academy students desiring to compete for the Toppan Prizes must write the words "student's work" distinctly at
the top of their entries. All exhibits thus entered will be hung together, and no others will be considered in awarding the prizes above mentioned.
•

6. A card must be attached to each work, giving the title of the work and artist's
name and address, with those of the exhibitor when different. Whatever is entered as student's work
must also be marked as such on this card.
7. Frames may be surrounded by a shadow box of dark wood, not more than half an inch thick
nor more than an inch in extension from each side of the frame, nor more than a fourth of an inch in
projection over the depth thereof. No pictures without frames, or frames without pictures will be
received.

FOR 58TH ANNUAL EXHIBITION OF THE
PENNSYLVANIA ACADEMY OF THE FINE ARTS, 1888.
TITLE
ARTIST

8. Varnishing Day. Only Artist Exhibitors and Members of the Press will be admitted on
Wednesday, February 15th, from 8 A.M. until 4 P.M.; but no change will be made in the arrangement determined by the Hanging Committee.
9. The Private View for Exhibitors, Stockholders and their friends will be given Wednesday, February isth, at 8 P.M.
1o.

The public opening will be on Thursday afternoon, February t6th, at 2 o'clock.
Sales. A competent person will be placed in charge of the Galleries for the sale of works

II.
belonging to artists; and a commission of ten per cent , will be charged on all sales made from the
Exhibition. (See 5. Entries.)

12. The Mary Smith Prize, annual, founded by Russell Smith, will be awarded for the
ninth time during this exhibition.
It gives Sioo.00 "to the painter of the best painting (not excluding portraits) in oil or water colors, exhibited at the
Academy, painted by a resident Philadelphian lady artist, for qualities ranking as follows: 1st. Originality of subject ; 2d. Beauty
of design or drawing; 3d. Color and effect ; and lastly, execution;" to be awarded by the Exhibition Committee; the Academy
to have no claim upon the painting, and the same lady not to receive the award more than twice in succession, and not more
than five times in all.

13. The Charles Toppan Prizes, established in 1881, by the gift of Mrs. Charles
Toppan, Miss Harriette R. Toppan and Mr. Robert N. Toppan, will be awarded for the sixth time during this Exhibition. The conditions are as follows:
At each Annual Exhibition of the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, two prizes, one of Two Hundred dollars,
and one of One Hundred dollars, shall be awarded by the Committee on Instruction, or such other Committee as may be
appointed by the Board, for the two best pictures by students of the Academy who have worked regularly in its schools for at
least two years, one of them being the school year preceding the Exhibition; provided, however, that there shall be no obligation to award a prize to any work which is not, in the opinion of the Committee, of sufficient merit.
The pictures submitted may be either in oil or water color, and must be entered in the usual way for the Annual
Exhibition.
They may be either figure pieces, landscapes, cattle pieces or marines.
The competition is not extended to sculpture.
According to the positively expressed terms of the gift, the drawing of the picture will receive the first attention of the
examiners, that work which shows the most accurate drawing receiving the preference.
In any case of uncertainty as to the right of a competitor to be considered a student, the decision of the Board of
Directors, upon a report from the Committee on Instruction, shall be final.

14. The Temple Trust Fund yields each year

$1,800 for the purchase of works of art

and the issue of medals to artists.
Its application is limited to works by American artists in the Annual Exhibition. All American artists exhibiting are
eligible; but no works will be purchased or medalled if none be submitted of sufficient merit in the opinion of the Board of
Directors of the Academy. wo medals (one in gold and one in silver) may be awarded each year; the gold medal to the best
figure picture, and the silver medal to the best landscape or marine.

15. The selection and arrangement of exhibits will be submitted absolutely to the
following artists, who have kindly consented to act as a
Jury of Selection and Hanging Committee:
CHARLES LINFORD,

COLIN CAMPBELL COOPER, JR.,

Chairman.

THOMAS B. CRAIG,

J.

BERNHARD UHLE,

Secretary.

F. GEROME FERRIS.

By order of the Committee on Exhibitions of the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts.
CHARLES HENRY HART,

Chairman,

WILLIAM B. BEMENT,

E.

BURGESS WARREN,
JOHN

H. PACKARD, M.D.,

CHARLES HARE HUTCHINSON.
Philadelphia, November t8th, 1887.

GEORGE CORLISS,

Secretary.

PENNSYLVANIA ACADEMY OF THE FINE ARTS

ENTRY OF WORKS FOR THE 58th ANNUAL EXHIBITION, 1888.

Full Name of Artist,
Address for Catalogue,
Date and Place of Birth,

Professional Education,
With what art institutions connected. In what collections represented. Honors received.

The Prices given below are understood to include frames, unless the contrary is stated.

Titles and Descriptions.

Owner or Price.

When and Where to be sent for. When and Where to be returned

•

Works by different artists must not be erered
on the same blank.

Signature
and
Address of Exhibitor,
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hHE SUNNY SOUTH AT CARNIVAL.

a

Ice.
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A
We have been favored with a dkving of

Proposed Representation of the Ruins of

,
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Pompeii in

the proposed "Representation of the Ruins
of Pompeii in Ice," which has been suggested as one of the novelties for the coming
Carnival. The originator of the scheme
thus describes it: "With the terrible tale of
the small but wealthy city of Pompeii all
are familiar. There is no person, however unimaginative, whq, on hearing
of the appalling doom which overtook it,
has not drawn a mental picture of the dark
cloud overshadowing the smiling hillside,
and falling in scorching ashes on the shores
of the Neapolitan Bay eighteen hundred
years ago. The story of the courage of the
Roman soldier, who through that fell darkness stood and perished at his post; the
story of the courage displayed by the
younger Pliny in his anxiety to investigate
the causes of the horrible calamity, resulting in his death, are as familiar as the story
of Joan of Arc, or Samson and the lion. Not
so familiar, however, is the appearance of
t old time city, with its columned
s eta, its stately temples, its private
d -elling houses. By the energy of private
individuals in the first instance, and subsequently by the systematized operations of
the Italian Government, much of the debris
which overwhelmed the little city on that
long black night, has been cleared away.
It is now possible for those of the nineteenth century to satisfy their natural
curiosity as to how those of the first century were housed and passed their lives,
in the sunny south of Europe at all events.
The model mentioned above represents a
portion of Pompeii as it now appears,
the artist having chosen the south end of
the Forum and the Basilica, with their
accompaniments of side streets and small
houses, as being most convenient for the
situation in which it is proposed to place

__
,

THIS CHARMING NOVELTY.

THE ACCEPTED PLAN FOR THE ICT PALACE.
ILLESSRS. HOPKEIS AND RADFORD, ARCHITECTS.
-

PROPOSED REPRESENTATION OF THE RIMS

or POMPETI

The ground plan of the Forum and streets
-lends itself to the necessities of Phillips
Square, where four paths cross, so that
there will be no hindrance to foot traffic, in
the event of its adoption. The beautiful
fluted columns, the pedestals for statuary,
the massive portals are all to be made of
ice after a skilful plan of the modeller; it
requires no painter's imagination, no poet's
faculty of weaving Oteronic dreams to picture to oneself how lovely would be this
ruined restoration, so to speak, with the
sunlightthrown from column on to column,
making the colors of the rainbow flash from
capital, from cornice, and from fallen
shaft. It would be a difficult task, however,
for painter's brush or poet's pen to depict
the fairy-like essence that will be breathed
into the scene, when the fading day enables
the skill of the artificial illuminator to be
brought into play. No more beautiful scene
can well be imaged. This design has the
advantage of being particularly suited to
meet the onslaught of the much dreaded
snow storm, the more snow that falls the
more Pompeian the ruins become. It is
made exactly to scale and should prove a
most attractive as well as educational
feature in the Carnival. It is reported that
a number of the inhabitants of the square 1
and its surrounding important streets are
prepared to subscribe handsomely towards I
the proper carrying out of the plan should
it be adopted. The artist who has made the
model estimates the cost at from seven to
nine hundred dollars.

In lee.

t—

Th the Editor of the STAR: /3%/L ffsnt,—It is with pleasure I w *hat was
shown in your interesting paper about the
proposed representation in lee of the Ruins
of Pompeii" at next Carnival. I admire all
that Montreal has been dome in this and on
many other occasions, attracting so man
people to our country. I can also myself e
tar to see the beauties of nature, or ale
artistic representation thereof, either a
paint, statuary or monuments, but I like
see them represented as naturally as puss!
ble. I may therefore be pardoned if 1 yea
ture, even although an outsider, to say tlic
! I doubt if such a representation on lee
Pompeii will be a correct and
of
!
faithful one and "an educational feature in the Carnival " although i
will likely be "most attractive" as Statk
1 am one of many Canadians who belie'
that we need not be ashamed or afraid 1.
show our country in its winter garb, as
bas even men many advantages whs
many southern countries might euvy ; but !
believe also that you have done and will c;
well to choose your subjects for winter ea:
nival purposes from winter scenes as antic'
as possible, otherwise it will be difficult t
be true and correct. Besides, in chooeit
as I claim, you can represent some parts
the old continent as they truly are, h. sembling our own even in winter, and for
that you have only to choose your subjects,
say in Scotland, Switzeriand and the Alps,
eitiler in France, on the Savoy side of the
Alps, or on that of Italy ; you can give us
some min lature representations of their
snow-clad chalets, or mountains or glaciers,
or, with a little effort of imagination, if you
like, illuminate some he grottos. By the
way, in Italy, in the Apennines. I saw vel
finial' towns illuminated by electric Bata
more BO in proportion than id large ce;
tinental cities.
However pleased 'would be, like many via;
have visited it, to be given again a sight of
the never to be forgottWn ruins of Pompeii
1 think it would be to attempt something
against the rules of art or the semblance of
reatity, to reproduce them in ice. The great
feature of Pompeii to my idea is not so
much its age and the grandeur of the ruins
and partly its well preserved statuary, pottery, columns, monuments, etc.. but the
charm is to the visitor to be able to ramble
about its nan ow and long ago worn out
street pavements, to see the old and odd
looking, tumble down walls, admire the
beautiful statuary, the bright colored stuccos, wonderfuLy preserved monuments, and
specially the admirably preserved and artistic mosaic pavements. The above cannot
be rendered, ,however feebly as proposed,
and to find a worthy accompaniment and
background you must have the glorious
! winter clime of Italy, the surrounding hills
! covered here and there with olive and
orangetrees the fragrance and color of
camelias etc., and further back, yet sometimes too near, the siaiouldering yet noble
Vesuvius.
However, I always admire and I am just as
proud as a Canadian to speak only of one
thing, of the scenery enjoyed from Mount
Royal either when the grand St. Lawrence
river below is not ice bound and in all its
; natural beauty and animated by commerce,
l or when our healthy looking and gay snow' slicers are climbing and winding the
of the mountain with their bright torch: lights by night.
Therefore, I think we must try to remain
true to nature as much as possible and that
Pornpeiian ine at least, would not be a true
educational feature or lesson, but to many
would be deceptive, and in the eves
strangers perhaps appear poorly imagined.
tiherbrooke, 12th Deeefebas, J. A. A,
;
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BIBLIOTHÈQUE PUBLIQUE.

THE FRASER INSTITUTE,

ENTRÉE GRATUITE.

Montreal, Canada.

To

I write to acknowledge with thanks your donation

Your obedient servant,

SECRETARY.
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THE ADDRESS TO BE WRITTEN ON THIS SIDE.

Incorporated Feb. 8, 1878

Founded June 2, 1875

ART
STUDENTS' LEAGUE
OF NEW YORK

143-147 EAST 23D STREET

SEASON OF 1888-'89
FROM OCTOBER FIRST,
7888, TO MAY TWENTY-

FIFTH, 7889

•
IN
WM. M. CHASE
KENYON COX
J. CARROLL BECKWITH

H. SIDDONS MOWBRAY

GEO. DE FOREST BRUSH
B. R. FITZ

H. A. LEVY
GEO. T. BREWSTER

WALTER SHIRLAW
E. H. BLASHFIELD

ART STUDENTS' LEAGUE OF NEW YORK
SEASON

OF

1888-'89

CLASS BULLETIN
CLASSES

SESSION

INSTRUCTORS

JAN.
TO
JUNE

OCT.
TO

MONTHLY

JUNE
PREPARATORY ANTIQUE.—Drawing from Cast preparatory to Advanced Antique, Life and Painting
Classes.
Morning
Daily, 9 A. M. to 12.30 P. M
HERBERT A. LEVY
Afternoon
Daily, 1 to 4.30 P. M
)
(Pupil of Geroine.)
Both of the above classes

$8 co
8 00

$50

00 $35 °°

5000 3500
60 00

10 00

45

00

ANTIQUE CLASSES.
Morning

Daily, 9 A. M. to I2.30 P. M

Afternoon

Daily, ito 4.30 P. M

Evening

Daily, 7 to ro P. M

J. CARROLL BECKWITH....

8 oo

5000 3500

8 oo

5000 3500

(Pupil of Carolus Duran.)

.. .

KENYON COX
(Pupil of Gerome and Carolus Duran.)

GEO. DE FOREST BRUSH...

3

16 00 10 cc

(X)

(Pupil of Gerome.)

Morning and Afternoon

10 00

60 00

45

00

LIFE CLASSES.—Drawing and Painting.
Men's Morning

Daily, 8 A. M. to 12 M

Men's Evening ...............

Daily, 7 to to P. M

Women's Morning.

Daily, 8.30 A. M. to 12.30 P. M.

H SIDDONS MOWBRAY
GEO. DE FOREST BRUSH...

Daily, t to 5 P. M

40 00

(Pupil of Gemme.)

KENYON COX.

(Pupil

Women's Afternoon

5000 35 cc

(Pupil of Bonnat.)

of Gerome and Carolus Duran )

WALTER SHIRLAW.
(Pupil of Lindenschmidt.)

Two Life Classes

30 oo

5 0 00 35

00

50

00

00

35

Students desiring to work in two Life Classes can do so by the payment
of half rates in addition.
MODELLING CLASS —Modelling in Clay from Cast and Life.
Afternoon

Daily, I to 4P. M .

Evening.
Both Classes
Life Modelling

Daily, 7 to to P. M.

GEO. T. BREWSTER.
(Pupil of Mercie.)

PAINTING CLASSES. —Painting and Drawing from Head, drapedl Model, or Still Life.
Daily, I to 4 P. M
Fitz Afternoon
B. R. FITZ

(Pupil

f- WILLIAM M. CHASE.
)

(Pupil of Pilot).)

500
7 50
8 oo

30 00 20 00

12 00

7000 5 0 cc

12 0 )
12 00

70cc

45

Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.
4. 1 5 10 5.30 P. M
Free to Students in Life, Painting, Modelling and Antique Classes.

COMPOSITION CLASS.

Held the second and fourth Saturday of each month from Nov. 1st to
March 30th, 8 P. M.
E. H. BLASHFIELD

ARTISTIC ANATOMY.

Tuesdays, from January 8th to March 1911), at 4.30 P. M.
12 Lectures
I GEO. T. BREWSTER .

REQUIREMENTS
Applicants for admission to the Life Classes must submit a
drawing of a full length nude figure from cast or life.
For the Painting Class, a drawing of a head from cast or life.
For the Modelling Class, examples of drawing or modelling.
For the Antique Class, a drawing from cast.
For the Sketch Class, a sketch from life. Students in the Life,
Painting and Modelling Classes are admitted to this class without
examination.

(Pupil of Mercie.)

3c5) (0)(,0

5 0 00

Four
onsecI2 00 utive
15 oo months

20 00

15 00

00

5 00

(Pupil of Bonnat.)

To League Students

0 cKo.,

120 oo 90 oo

300
4 00
5 00
2

.

7000 50 cc

22 00

COSTUME CLASSES.-- Drawing and Painting from the Model in Costume.
From Nov. 5th to April 26th, Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
4.15 to 6.15 P. M
Afternoon
Evening.
7.30 to to P. M
Both Classes
SKETCH CLASS.

3000 20 00

of the Royal Acad., Munich )

Chase Classes.—Painting only.

Morning.
Daily, 9 A. M. to 12 M
Daily, i to 4 P. M.
Afternoon
Two Painting Classes .

500

1

5 00

1300

FOR ADMISSION.
For the Composition Class, examples of original work.
No examination is required for the Preparatory Antique or for
the Costume Classes.
Students can enter any class immediately upon submitting
specimens of work which show the necessary proficiency.
Monthly payments to count from date to date. All payments
must be made in advance to the Curator,

ART STUDENTS' LEAGUE OF N. Y.
SEASON OF 1888-'89

BOARD OF CONTROL
GEO. W. BRECK, Vice-Pres. and Rec. Secy.
HORACE BRADLEY, P resident.
Wm . A. MARSH, Treasurer.
EDITH MITCHII,L, Vice-Pres. and Cor. Secy.
E. W. DEMING.
A. F. BEDELL,
A. L. KELLOGG,
V. D. PRENTISS,
E. D. FRENCH.
JOE. EVANS,
E. L. FLORANCE,
HENRY Du Bois,

This Academic School of Art was established and is mainMAN AGEMENT tamed by art students of New York for the purpose of furnishing a thorough course of study in drawing, painting, modelling
and composition. It has no salaried officers, but is managed by a Board of Control,
consisting of twelve members, elected annually, a majority of whom are actual
workers in the classes.
The charges are made as low as possible, and the receipts are
RATES
all expended for the direct benefit of students and members, in
the maintainance of the School, in increasing. the facilities for
study, and in the Reading Room, in which are kept the principal French, German,
English and American art periodicals.
As an organization, the League admits to its membership
MEMBERSHIP artists and students intending to make art a profession, who
have worked three months in the Life Classes, who are willing
to assume their share of the work, and who are considered eligible to such
inembership by the Board of Control and by the League.
The Art Students' League is located in its new quarters 143-7
LOCATION
East 23d Street, arranged to accommodate the increased number
AND
of students working in the classes. These rooms are especially
CLASS ROOMS adapted to the wants of the school, and will offer the advantage
of direct light from skylights in all the Life Classes, and the Painting, Modelling
and advanced Antique Classes. As heretofore, in all the rooms are hung photographs, etchings and other reproductions of standard works of art, together with
original studies, drawings and paintings by some of the best artists and students
in the European schools. These are added to as means and opportunities offer.
The Modelling Classes under Mr. Geo. T. Brewster, with additional criticisms by Mr.
Augustus St. Gaudens, will be continued during the next term. A preparatory
Modelling Class will also be started.
Particular attention is called to the Preparatory Antique
PREPARATORY
Class, its object being to further advance the standard in the
INSTRUCTION
classes of the League, and to direct from the start the method
of study. This class has been deemed necessary from the fact that so many students on entering the Antique Classes are found to have acquired false methods
from previous training ; much valuable time is invariably lost in eradicating such
faults. There will be no requirements for admission, and students will be advanced
as soon as qualified to enter higher classes.
Students contemplating a course of art-study abroad will find that a year or more
at the League will be of great advantage in familiarizing them with the best methods
of study, and especially in the more careful elementary training afforded here.
The League would invite special attention to the advantages
afforded ill its evening Antique, Life, Modelling, Composition
and Costume Classes, to workers in the various departments
of decorative and industrial art.
EVENING

CLASSES

For further information address,
E. M1TCHILL, Cor. Secy.
HORACE BRADLEY, President.

ART STUDENTS' LEAGUE
OF NEW YORK,
143-147 East 23el Street.

PAINTING CLASSES,
Season 1888-89.

of Artists and Students is called to the
T HEnewattention
arrangement in the League Painting Classes.

Mr. Wm. M. Chase, Instructor.
Class for MEN ONL Y.—Meets from 9

A. M.

to

12 P. M.

Class for WOMEN ONLY—Meets from I P. M. to

4 P. M.

The above two classes will be furnished with portrait and nude
models, at pleasure of Instructor, and will be arranged to
meet the needs of advanced pu ils in painting.
Also, an AFTERNOON CLASS,

B. R. Fitz, Instructor.
For MEN and WOMEN.--From I P. M. to
Painting and drawing from the head.
Painting from still-life.

4

P. M.

Rates.—For either of the classes:
Students, $12.00
Members (with additional Mem. discount), 8.00

per

month.

A. F. BEDELL,
Chairma n School Committee.

HORACE BRADLEY,

E.

MITCHILL,

President.

Car. SeCY.

GOT HAM

ART STUDENTS.
Y,
697 J3 ROADWAY,

NEW YORK.

S. W Cor. Fourth St.

FOUNDED, DEC.

1879.

INCORPORATED, Nov.

1880.

SEASON 1888-89.
COMMENCING MONDAY, OCT. 1ST—ENDING MAY 25TH.

INS'CRUCMOIRS
MR. H.
MR.
MR.

SIDDONS MOWBRAY. MR. B. R. FITZ.

B. WEST CLINEDINST.M.
EMIL CARLSEN.

CHAS.

MENTE.

MR. EDWARD

DOWDALL

CLASSES AND TERMS.

The Gotham Art Students' Association of New York, would
respectfully call the attention of Students to their classes for
the coming season.
THE ROOMS have been enlarged, are well lighted and
heated, thoroughly ventilated, and the Board of Instructors is
unexcelled.
THE TERMS will be found as low as can possibly be
afforded, and admit of furnishing the necessary facilities and
accommodation for study. The object of the Gotham Art
Students being to give the Art Student a school where the
standard will be of the highest and the terms within the means
of those admitted.
On the walls of the studios will be found Drawings, Studies,
Photographs, etc., by prominent artists and students from the
European Schools.

MORNING CAST CLASS, 9 A. M. to 12 M. $5.00 per month.
Mr. B. WEST CLINEDINST, instructor, pupil of BONNAT, PARIS.

MORNING LIFE CLASS, for women, 9 A. M. to

nude life.
Mr. H. SIDDONS MOWBRAY, instructor, 1.3 0 to
per

5 P. M. $8.00

month.

AFTERNOON PAINTING CLASS, Head and Draped
model.
Mr. CHAS. MENTE, instructor, pupil of Awls
to 5 P. M. $7.50 per month.

GAB', & LUDWIG

LOEFT2, MUNICH, I

AFTERNOON PAINTING CLASS, Still Life.

Mr. EMIL CARLSEN, pupil of DANISH ROYAL ACADEMY, I to 5
month.

TALKS ON ART by prominent artists and others interested in ART MATTERS.

p. m. $7.00 per

LECTURES ON TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL
ART SUBJECTS.

SHARLAW, I

EXHIBITIONS OF STUDIES, DRAWINGS, PAINTINGS, PHOTO-

12.3 0 P. M.

Mr. H. SIDDONS MOWBRAY, instructor, pupil of BONNAT, PARIS.
$7.00 per month.
EVENING LIFE CLASS, for men, 7.3 0 till 10.
Monday, Wednesday and Friday :
Mr. B. R. FITZ, instructor, pupil of ROYAI, ACADEMY, MUNICH.
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday
Mr. H. SID DONS MOW BRAY, instructor, pupil of BONNAT, PARIS.
$6.00 per month.
EVENING CAST CLASS, $2.00 per month.
Mr. B. WEST CLINEDINST, instructor, pupil of BONNAT, PARIS.
AFTERNOON PAINTING CLASS, for women, from the

PREPARATORY PAINTING CLASS, Head and Still Life.

Mr. EDWARD DOWDALL, pupil of Wm. M. CHASE, and WALTER
to 5 P. M. $7.00 per month.
PREPARATORY CLASS, 9 A. M. to 12.3 0 . $4.00 per month.
Evening, 7.3 0 to io, $2.00 per month. Drawing from elementary

forms, preparatory to antique classes.
EVENING SKETCH CLASS, from draped model.
Wednesday and Saturday evenings.

GRAPHS, ETC.

For further information, address,
JOHN S. SHARP, Manager.

SUNDAY PAINTING CLASS, $1.30 per month and prorata share in model hire.
AFTERNOON SKETCH CLASS, $1.50 per month and
share model hire ; free to those working in other classes.

THE GOTHAM ART STUDENTS,
697 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

JOHN S. SHARP, PRES.
JOHN FABER, COR. SEC'Y.

EDWARD MACK, ASS'T SECY.

WM. H. ZEHR, TREAS.

JOHN F. O'SULLIVAN, CHAIRMAN HOUSE COMMITTEE.

Applicants for admission to Life Class must submit
a full length drawing from the nude figure, from cast or
life.
For the Afternoon Painting Class from Life.—Life drawings, and must have worked at least one month in the morning Life Class.
For the Painting Class, a drawing of a head from cast
or life.
For the Cast Class. a drawing from cast.
For the Sketch Class, a sketch from life.
For the Composition Class, samples of original work.

Monthly payments count from date to date, all pay
ments to be made in advance.

EM. TERQUEM
RUE SCRIBE, 19
PARIS

alontitautO valut ta aison 1889
OUVRAGES ILLUSTRÉS
SUR

LE SALON DE 1 889
ET L'EXPOSITION UNIVERSELLE
:\

année 1889, texte par Albert WOLFF, conteLe Figaro-Salon, 5'nant
les principaux tableaux du Salon, reproduits par le procédé Goupil, dont 50 planches hors texte et 5 en double
page. Paraitra en 5 livraisons. Prix de la livraison, 2 fr. Titre et table,
50 centimes. Carton toile, lettre or, 2 fr. 50. Prix du volume relié
En vente ire, 2 e , 3. et 4. années. Chaque année, reliée

Illustration-Salon,

13 50
13 50

2 »

4e année

Salon illustré de 1889 (2e année), 5 fascicules A 2 fr... 10
:3 50
5 »

Catalogue iizlleulisré du Salon de 1889 (11e année)
Salon de Paris

(Salon Goum), 12 livraisons
Complet : broché, 60 fr.; relie

,

BASCHET), 12 livraisons A
Salon de 1889 (Salon
Complet : broché, 60 fr. ; relié

5 »
65
5 »
65 »

cette année en un seul volume avec
Paris Salon 1889• 60Paraîtra
phototypies. Prix unique

7 50

public
ation officielle de la commission des
A pt Français 1789-1889;
Beaux-Arts a 1 Exposition universelle de 1889, publiée sous la direction de M. A. Proust. Avec 10 eaux-fortes, 50 photogravures et 60 gravures sur bois tirées en bistre. Un volume format Salon
de
1889
60

.
Publication illustrée du même genre que
Figaro
Exposition.
Figaro illustré, Figaro Salon, etc.
Paraîtra en 6 fascicules è.

3 »

Carton-Emboîtage pour Figaro Exposition.

3 »

-

illustré de l'Exposition décennale 1879-1889, contenant
Catalogue 400
dessins, 100 gravures

4 »

de l'Exposition rétrospective 1789-1878, avec
Catalogu Ge illustré
400 dessins ou gravures sur bois

4 »

L'Exposition de Paris 10 fascicules A
de l'Exposition. In-3
Guide i I lu stré (Résumé
du Catalogue officiel.)

1 50

9

Revue de l'Exposition Universelle.11: eu bbl'cation
domal

daire, publiée en 24 fascicules de mai à novembre 1889, formant 2 vol. de
400 pages, format Revue Illustrée, avec 700 dessins originaux et reproductions (aquarelles, gravures et photogravures). Prix de la livraison 2 »
L'ouvrage complet (souscription) : 40 fr. A Paris. — Union Postale

50 »

Tour Eiffel, comparée avec les autres monuments. Planche in-folio.

» 75

Album de Modes illustré. Saison d'Été 1889, 2 nuGoût Parisien méro
annuel, in-folio avec de nombreuses grae

vures en couleur

publié par le Journal Auteuil-LongGrand-Prix de Paris, champ.
In-folio
r,

Paris Vivant. Album in-4 illustré. Cart .
Maro. (Même
collection que les Rives d'or.)
du Figaro), sera publié en
Les Types de Paris. (Édition
10 livraisons A

5 »

2 50
10 »

2 50

el-to oi,
NEW STUDIO BUILDING,

145 Dartmouth Street, - Boston.
sul&n\I op 1888-1889.

INSTRUCTORS.

DENNIS MILLER BUNKER,
Drawing and Painting the Figure and Head, from the Flat, Cast and
Life, Artistic Anatomy and Composition.

KENNETH R. CRANFORD,
Painting Head, Still Life and Flowers.

MERCY A. BAILEY,
Drawing, Painting, Water Colors and Perspective.
VISITORS.

J. HARVEY YOUNG,
EDGAR PARKER,
HENRY HITCHINGS,
Director of Drawing, Boston Public Schools.

MANAGER,

FRANK M. COWLES.

sixth season of this School w ill open on the 1st of
S 7 11EOctober,
at 145 Dartmouth Street, in the New Studio
-

Building, especially designed for it. The steadily increasing success and popularity of this School has justified
the belief that the peculiar advantages it offers to Art students
would prove valuable and acceptable. The number of students
in attendance in all the classes has been 197, being largely in
excess of any former year. This, with advancement in a
higher grade of work, due to more earnest endeavors, and a
steadier application on the part of the students, has given very
gratifying results for the past season.
At the exhibition in May last an examination of the work
of the School was made by the Committee of Visitors, and as
prizes to the students who macle the greatest improvement
during the season, the following awards of first and second
scholarships were made, viz.: In Gentlemen's Life Class,
first, Mr. William Paxton ; second, Mr. Geo. F. Wing. Ladies' Life Class, first, Miss Anna M. Richards ; second, Miss
Florence P. England. Honorable mention, Miss M. E. Bartlett,
Miss E. W. Bragdon. In Head Class, first, Miss Lena S.
Catlin ; second, Miss Marion McDougal; honorable mention,
Mrs. L. A. Bradbury, Miss Helen E. Endicott, Miss Avis
Holbrook. In Antique Class, first, Miss Kate Rutherford ;
second, Miss Ethel J. Park ; honorable mention, Miss Annie
W. Ingle. In Still Life and Flowers, first, Miss Florence
Barker ; second, Miss Maria B. Morss ; honorable mention,
Miss Alice Baldwin, Miss Alice Hoag. In Water Color and
Drawing, first, Miss May Whitcomb ; honorable mention, Mr.
Harry Wheeler,
In the plan of the School, it is sought to give to Art students
the peculiar advantages found so valuable in such schools as the
Acadêmie Julian, in Paris, and the Art Students' League, in New
York. In addition to giving a continuous and thorough training
in Art, the School meets, in a wholesome way, the needs of a
considerable number of earnest students who are not able to

attend for long periods at a time, or who have been obliged to
gain their instruction in an irregular and unequal way, and need
to have deficiencies made up in special lines of study ; or of
those who need some instruction to better fit them for special
work as a livelihood.
It is, perhaps, not the least important mission of the School
to aid in diffusing some correct knowledge of Art among those
who study it as a recreation, and who, without the privilege
which the School gives of consulting their convenience as to
the time of attendance, or without having its opportunities suited
to their means, would never receive that education, even if limited, of their natural taste, which tends to elevate the general
appreciation of good Art. An arrangement is made by which
students who are compelled to attend irregularly may do so.
The plan of the School is such that there is the greatest freedom of adaptation of the instruction to the students' needs, and
the character of the work that has been done in it is ample proof
of the strength and excellence of the teaching. The development of individual talent and taste will be sought, and any
student wishing to carry out any particular purpose in his studies
will be aided in so doing. Each student, on joining the School,
will be allowed to enter at once upon the highest grade of work
of which he is capable, and he will be carefully advised and
guided in his subsequent work. It is designed to establish a
training-school for those who wish to become professional artists,
as well as for others who are interested in Art.
The School is now comfortably established in its new studios,
in a building constructed for it, and specially suited to its purposes in location and design. The studios are commodious, well
lighted and ventilated, furnished with many conveniences, and
are accessible by one and two easy flights of stairs respectively.
The purpose of the School is to give thorough instruction in
Drawing, Painting in Oil and Water Colors, Artistic Anatomy,
Perspective and Composition.
Especial attention is given to Life Classes, and to elevating

the standard of instruction and work in them. To be wellgrounded in the principles and practice of drawing and painting
the human figure is the best foundation the student can have for
all Art work. The Costume Class will be continued one day in
the week as heretofore. The studios are especially convenient
for Life Classes, and in the study of the draped figure more can
be accomplished in a given time by making it dependent on
careful study of the figure itself. For these reasons Life studies
will continue to be made a principal feature of the School during the coming year.
Mr. DENNIS MILLER BUNKER, formerly of New York, will
continue as an instructor for the fourth year of his connection with
the School. His eminent qualifications and success as a teacher
are well-known, and the work of his pupils amply testifies to
them. Mr. Bunker was a pupil of GérZime, and resided for some
years in Paris, where he was a student in the École de Beaux
Arts. He has the indorsement of leading artists in New York
and Boston. As a figure painter his work is distinguished by
strength of drawing and truth of color. The Life and Antique
Classes will be under the charge of Mr. Bunker. Artistic Anatomy will be taught practically at the same time. The instruction
and criticism of the work will be conducted in the manner of
the best French schools and teachers, which is calculated to
develop in the most direct way self-reliance and independence
in dealing with difficulties. Diligent and effective work of this
kind is best done if not prolonged beyond the morning hours,
and therefore the work will be so arranged that the classes will
have a change of study in the afternoon.
There will be a separate Head and Costume Class in another
studio for those who do not wish to study the undraped figure.
Also an afternoon Life Class from the draped figure in water
color or other medium, as desired.
There will be a class for Drawing from the Antique, etc., as
heretofore. Instruction will also be given in the different mediums to those who wish especially to become illustrators.

The Composition Class will have one lesson each week, given
by Mr. Bunker to students of his classes, and Composition will
be taught by the other instructors in connection with their own
subjects.
Mr. KENNETH R. CRANFORD, of New York, will continue to
instruct the Classes in Painting, Still Life, etc. The School
has been fortunate in engaging Mr. CRANFORD, who was a pupil
of Gériime, studied a number of years in Paris, and exhibited
his work in the Salon. He has a high reputation among our
leading artists as a colorist and draughtsman, and his distinguished success in teaching in this School has sustained its
reputation for the careful selection of its instructors.
Miss MERcv A. BAILEY has so well earned and established
in Boston her reputation as a teacher as to make special mention
of her department unnecessary. She will continue her classes
in Drawing and Painting, Water Colors, and Perspective.
A course of lectures in Artistic Anatomy will be given to the
day and evening »lasses.
Students will be assigned to classes according to their requirements. Each teacher will give instruction two days in each
week, in the regular course, and each student will have the use
of studios during five days of the week, from S.3o A.M. to 4.3 0
P.M., and instruction will be given from 9 A.M. to 12 M., or
I P.M. to 4 P.M. The lessons will be given as follows : By
Mr. BUNKER on Tuesday and Friday ; by Mr. CRANFORD on
Monday and Thursday; and by Miss BAILEY on Tuesday and
Thursday. Living models and objects for studies in still life,
etc., will be furnished.
The terms will be made as moderate as is possible, and as is
consistent with the necessity of fairly sustaining the expenses of
the School, and they are carefully adjusted upon the basis of
requiring a fair equivalent from the student, according to
amount of instruction given. Applications are often made at
the School for artists for special work, and its students have
thus secured valuable positions.

Regular Course.
TERMS.
For the Regular Course, including 2 lessons from
one of the teachers, with use of studio, etc., every day, for 5
days in each week : —
For 1st month, $15.00. For subsequent months at the rate
of $15.00 per month, or part thereof, except that to all students
who have completed a period of attendance in the Regular
Course, for three months at any time, tickets will be given for
subsequent periods of three consecutive months for $40.00, to
be paid in sums of $15.00 at the beginning of each of the first
two months, and $10.00 at the beginning of the third month.
This reduction is not allowed if the attendance is not continuous. Special rates will be made for students who have
attended the School continuously more than six months in one
season, viz.: Sio.o0 for the seventh month and $5.co for the
eighth month. Thus, for the whole season of thirty-five weeks'
instruction, the tuition will amount to $1 00 . 00 for a new student,
and for former students, $95. 00 , divided in monthly payments as
above stated. To gain the advantage of the reduced rates there
must be no interval of absence for which deduction is made.
To students who are in attendance upon any class in the Regular Course, and when such extra work is advisable, additional
tickets will be given for extra lessons in other classes for $5.00
per month for 2 lessons per week, or $3. 00 for t lesson per week.
To students who are obliged to take lessons irregularly, and
at times to suit their convenience, tickets will be issued giving
admission to the School on the days of taking lessons, without
use of studio, etc., on other days, at the following rates, viz.
for 5 lessons, $9.00; for 8 lessons, $ 1 4. 00 .
Artists and others not wishing instruction, will be admitted to
the studios for the use of the models at a moderate charge.
Lectures on Perspective, i each week, free to students in all
the classes, who are advised to attend them.
—

Lectures on Artistic Anatomy, r each week, during the course,
free to students in the Life and Head Classes.
Composition Class, free to students in Mr. Bunker's classes.

Sattirday Classes.
Classes will be formed according to the number of students
wishing to join them, for those who can attend the School only
on Saturdays. Instruction will be given from 9 A.M. to 12 M.,
and students may occupy the studio till 4 P.M. Miss Bailey's
class has been especially successful and convenient for school
teachers.
TERMS. —For one month or more, $6.00 per month, or at the
rate of $1.50 per lesson for a part of a month after the first one.
For a single lesson, $2. 00 .

Evening Classes.
Classes will be formed for gentlemen and for ladies, Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday Evenings, in each week, from 7.30 to
9.30 o'clock, for

DRAWING FROM LIFE AND THE ANTIOIJE.
Instruction will be given in these classes on Wednesday and
Friday

Evenings by Mr. CRANFORD.

The attention of all who are interested in this subject is invited to this excellent opportunity for obtaining such instruction
from an artist of exceptional ability and strength in figure drawing, and at a moderate cost.
A course of lectures on Artistic Anatomy will be given on
Wednesday of each week ; also on Monday Evenings.
TERMS. - For one month or more, $8.00 per month.

Scholarships.
To the Students who have joined the School before the 1st
of January, and who have made the most progress in their work
during the subsequent period to the end of the season, without
intermission, a scholarship will be given for the season of
1889-90, in each of the classes as follows, viz. :—
Life Class,
ist Scholarship,
2d Scholarship,
Head Class,
Still Life and Flowers,
Still Life and Water Colors,
Evening Class,

Four Months.
Three Months.
Three Months.
Three Months.
Three Months.
Two Months.

The awards will be made by the Visitors of the School.
Monthly payments count from date to date, and Students may
enter the School at any time. ALL PAYMENTS MUST BE MADE
IN ADVANCE. Prompt payments are essential to the proper
carrying on of the business of the School, and tickets should
be taken before beginning any period of attendance for which
payment has not been made. No deduction will be made for
absences. For further information and admission to the School,
apply to or address
FRANK M. COWLES, MANAGER,
New Studio Building,
145 Dartmouth Street, Boston.
August 1, 1888.

•

To
His Excellency the Right Honorable Baron Stanley of

Preston, G.C.B , Governor General, in Council:
THE PETITION of the undersigned as representing the

incorporated in the year , being one of the few Canadian institutions founded distinctively for and devoted to the work of training
necessary to the development of the art and industries of the country,
humbly sheweth

First.—The institutions in question have been founded and are
maintained for no private advantage, but for the general public good.
Second.--They supply a need which is the natural outcome of
the growing prosperity and cultivation of the country, and the inevitable
sequence of the development of its manufacturing interests.
Third.—This need has not in any way, until very recently, been
recognized by the Provincial Governments; and though at the present
time some measure of assistance is afforded by certain of these Governments as a part of their system of education, this assistance is
necessarily small, and only in a very slight degree aids the advance of
"Art," properly so called, the higher work of which they consider to
be beyond the meaning and intent of the "education," for which under
the British North America Act they are responsible.
Fourth.—This higher art work, however, is recognised by an Act
of the same year (31 Vic. ch. 53) as coming within the scope of the
Dominion Government, and is expressly placed in the care of the
Hon. the Minister of Agriculture under the subject " Arts and
Manufactures."
To some extent the Dominion Government have recognized the
obligation so undertaken, by the establishment of a National Art Gallery at Ottawa and the grant of aid to the Royal Canadian Academy.

•
Fifth.—Without art proper, industrial art work cannot be

of any
commercial value, nor hold its own, still less compete, with the art
manufactures of Europe and America. Its cultivation is therefore
vital to the individuality of this as of other countries.
Your petitioners feel that an object which the great nationalities
of Europe, competitors for the business of the world, deem of such
surpassing importance that for years past the most generous expenditure has been made by their respective Governments in furthering it,
and the most careful attention has been given to its development,
cannot be ignored by the representatives of the people of Canada
without neglect of one of the chief factors of the age for the advancement of the material prosperity of a country.
Your petitioners have now by private endeavour established the
machinery for this important work, and; in most cases, the difficulties
of its first operation have been fairly got over. It is only asked that the
Government of the Dominion supplement these disinterested efforts,
and sustain the hands of those who have made so good a commencement, by the grant of such sum of money to this institution as they
may see fit towards the provision of the funds which are absolutely
essential to further progress.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray,

Ottawa, Feb. 15th, 1889.

Dear Sir,

Permit me to submit for consideration by the
Directors of your institution the enclosed printed petition
to the Dominion Government asking for aid in support
of the incorporated Art Associations of Canada.
It is thought that by a united appeal on the part of
such institutions a favourable response ma; be induced,
and a copy of this draft tic now being sent to all.
Should their Directors approve, it is proposed that
these petitions, duly signed and, if possible, sealed with the
corporate seal, supplemented in each case by a special

report of the individual school, shall be presented at as
early a date as possible by a deputation, which should include yonr local member.
If your Association will intrust us with the carrying
out of /his plan, and will forward to me their petition
(addressed Department of Railways and Canals), we will
endeavour to make the best presentment possible.
Will you permit nie to suggest the importance of having the matter vikorously taken ty5 by your local press.
I am, dear sir,
Very faithfully yours,
cS1.4,

Secretary Art Association of Ottawa.
The Secretary

pROFESSCH

Tiori As DAVIDSON,

OF NEW YORK,
By invitation of the Executive Committee of the
NEIGHBORHOOD GUILD ASSOCIATION,
MRS. J. H. GOODWIN,
MR. JAS , S. WHITNEY,
MRS. A. B. NICHOLS,
MR. GEO. BURNHAM, Jr.,
MISS E. B. JUSTICE,
MRS. ELIZA S TURNER,
DR. A. P. BRUBAKER,
MRS. EDWARD WETHERILL,
MRS. ALFRED MELLOR,
MR. S. BURNS WESTON,
MR. FREDERICK B. MILES.

Will deliver four lectures on Greek Art, fully illustrated with the
stereopticon. Professor Davidson's lectures, which have been so
much enjoyed in Boston, New York and Chicago, have not been
heard in this city before.
REv. R. HEBER NEWTON .says "Professor Thomas
Davidson is one of our ripest scholars,and a most charming
lecturer. Among those who know him, he is an authority on the
subjects which he attempts to teach, while his manner of
teaching is most acceptable."
W. T. Harris, LL. D., says : "Professor Davidson has
thoroughly acquainted himself with the great works of German
Arelmology and Art Study and has made original investigation
of his own in that line. He presents his results, in a charming
style, and interests even the people who are entirely unacquainted with Greek Art, while for ordinarily well informed people,
his lectures are a revelation."
These lectures will be delivered in the rooms of the
Unitarian Chapel, Chestnut street, above Twenty-first street, on
Mondays, 3.30 P. M., April 8th to 29th.

F

ROFESSOFk THOMAS pAVIDSON,
OF NEW YORK.

By invitation of the
UNIVERSITY LITERARY SOCIETY,

will deliver two lectures in the FRASER INSTITUTE HALL,
HEROES OF SPIRITUAL THOUGHT IN THE MIDDLE AGES.
MONDAY, MAY 20TH.

DANTE, THE SEER.
TUESDAY, MAY 21ST.

SAVONAROLA, THE PROPHET.
Professor Davidson's lectures have been much enjoyed in Boston,
New York and Chicago, and have not been heard in this city before.
Rev. R. HEBER NEWTON says: " Professor Thomas Davidson is
one of our ripest scholars, and a most charming lecturer."
I do not know of any person
W. T. HARRIS, L.L.D., says :
more competent to interest all serious minded people in these topics.
Professor Davidson is a specialist in the Philosophical Theological
writings of the middle ages"

SIJBJEC1S:

MONDAY, APRIL

8.

Introduction.
First Period of Classic Athenian Sculpture.
Pheidias and his works on the Athenian Akropolis and at Olympia.
Epic Art.

MONDAY, APRIL

15.

The Second Period of Classic Athenian Art,

Skopas and

Praxiteles. The Faun, Cupid, Knidian Aphrodite, Olympian
Hermes.
N iobe Group, etc.
Dramatic Art.

MONDAY, APRIL 22.
Rhodian and Pergamene Art. The Laokoon Group. The
Aphrodite of Melos. The Apollo of the Belvedere. The Dying
Gladiator (Gaul).

MONDAY, APRIL

29.

The recent Discoveries of Prehellenic (Homeric) Art at
Mycenae, Hissarlik (Troy ?), Spata and in Cyprus.

Tickets may now be had at Blasius & Sons', No. 1119
Chestnut street, upon application to Mr. C. W. Campbell.
Course Tickets (Transferable)
Single Tickets

$ 3. 00
1.

00

• C. L. HUTCHINSON, Prest.
EDSON KEITH,

L. J. GAGE,

Viee-Prest.

Treas.
N. H. CARPENTER, Secy.
W. M. R. FRENCH, Direrior.

617e pirt 1 95 ritur
OF CH ICAGO.
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(INCORPORATED MAY 24, 1879.)

S. GOR. MIGHIGAN 11/E. AND UAN BUI3EN STITIEETP.
:

50ool Qireular for tl7e Seasor) 1887-8.
TEACHERS:
DRAWING AND PAINTING, COSTUMED AND NUDE
LIFE CLASSES,

CHARLES A. CORWIN.

COSTUMED LIFE
DRAWING AND PAINTING, CLASSES
OLIVER DENNETT GROVER
,
AND STILL LIFE
ANTIQUE AND NUDE LIFE CLASSES,
ANTIQUE AND WATER COLOR CLASSES,

J. H. VANDERPOEL.
MISS C. D. WADE.

LORADO TAFT.
N. H. CARPENTER.
W. M. R. FRENCH.

MODELLING,

PERSPECTIVE,
ARTISTIC ANATOMY,

TOUTS J. MILLET.

ORNAMENTAI. DESIGNING,

A

1.4.40"

TUITION FEES, ETC.

ARRANCENIENT OF CLASSES.

School rooms open from 9 a. m. to 5 p. m. Regular school hours 9 to 4.

COSTUMED LIFE CLASS.
Drawing and Painting from the costumed model, daily. C. AzCorwin, instructor,
9 a. m. to 12 lu.; O. D. Grover, instructor, I to 4 p. m.

Fall Term, October 3 to December 24.
Winter Term, January 2 to March 24.

NUDE LIFE CLASS.

Drawing and Painting from the nude, daily, 9 a. in. to 12 m. Women, Molay,

Spring Term, April 2 to June 23.

Tuesday and Wednesday, C. A. Corwin, instructor. Men, Thursday
and Friday, J. II. Vanderpoel, instructor.
PAINTING FROM STILL LIFE.
Oil, daily, f to 4 P. m., O. 1). Grover, instructor. Water Colors, Tuesday and
Thursday, Miss C. D. Wade, instructor.
ANTIQUE CLASS.
IJ. H. Vanderpoel, instructor, 9 a. in, to 12 m.; Miss C. D. Wade, instructor,

I to 4 p. in.; Miss Alice Hay, assistant.

Pupils may enter the elementary classes at any time without examination.
Advanced students may enter the classes for which they arc prepared. There
will be no school on Saturday excepting a few special classes.
A matriculation fee of $2.00 will be charged each student, once, upon entering the -school; a locked box for material will be furnished if desired, at 5 0
cents a term, or 51.00 for the entire time of attendance.
Tuition fees, payable in advance, admitting students to all the classes for

MODELLING.
Monday and Tuesday, 9. a. m. to 12 m., Lorado Taft, instructor.

which they are qualified:

Every day each week for one term, $25 oo;
4P
CoMPOSITION•
20 00;
days
ree
m.
to
5
p.
4
Grover,
instructor,
Thursday,
O. D.
15 oo;
"
"
Two
days

h

PERSPECTIVE.
The last six weeks ot the Fall and Winter terms, on Thursday and Friday, 3 to
4 p. ru., N. H. Carpenter, instructor.
SATURDAY SKETCHING: CLASS.
Saturday, 9 a. In. to 12 os., W. M. R. French, instructor. This class is free to all
students.

ANATOMY.
Fall and Spring terms, an element ary and an advanced class, W. M. R. French,
instructor.
ORNAMENTAL DESIGNING.
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, t to 4 p. iii., I,. J. Millet, instructor.

EVENING LIFE AND ANTIQUE CLASSES.

Monday, Wednesday and Friday evenings, 7:30 to 9:30 p. Tn., J. H. Vanderpoel,
instructor.

4e; 4
-

-

Saturday Class, to a. m. to 12 tn.,

$5

Co a term.

In special cases, arrangements for shorter terms will be made, at advanced
rates.
Students may enter the school at any time, paying from the date of entry.
No money will be refunded on account of absence, but in case of sickness or
absence from the city, the expiration of the pupil's term will be extended to cover
the time so lost, if it exceeds one week.
Tuition fees are not modified whether the attendance is for a whole or a

SATURDAY CLASS.

In! coded for children and teachers, 10 a. m. to 12 01., Miss C. D. Wade, instructor,
assisted by Miss Alice Hay, Miss Lydia P. I less, Miss Matilda
Vanderpoel and Miss Alice I lelm.

1

Evening Life Class, $4 cio a month or Po oo a term.
Evening Antique Class, $3 oo a month or $6 oo a term.

4E.

0

part of a day.Pupils are required to furnish their own materials, excepting their easels
and drawing boards which the institution furnishes free of charge. The cost of
drawing materials is about four dollars, and the cost of materials for painting about
ten dollars a term. Board may be obtained from four to seven dollars a week.

GENERAL INFORMATION.
The object of the Art Institute is to maintain an Art School and an Exhibition of paintings, sculpture and other works of art.
The Art School re-opens its classes October 3, t8S7, for its ninth year.
The Institute occupies a building of its own, and in addition to the school,
maintains galleries of paintings, statuary and other objects of interest, to which
the pupils always have free access.
The new museum building is completed and permanent exhibitions will be
opened this fall. The school rooms, already among the best in the country, are
greatly enlarged and improved under the new arrangement. The changes in the
staff of instruction are as follows: Mr. Rupert and Miss Kellogg go to Europe.
Mr. Grover and Miss Hay are appointed teachers, and Mr. Vanderpoel returns
from Paris to resume active duty.
Students enjoy the free use of a library of works upon fine art, and of the
principal art journals, subscribed for by the Institute. The library will be
enlarged, and the collections of paintings, sculptures, engravings, photographs
and works of art accessible to the students, will be greatly increased.
With a full staff of competent teachers, abundant material for study, good
models, costumes, still-life objects, etc., the school offers every facility for a thorough art education.
There will be an exhibition of students' work at the end of the year, and
prizes will be awarded for excellence.
"For further information address,
N. H. CARPENTER,
Secretary.

RULES AND REGULATIONS
CONSTITUTING THE

Art Union of the International Exhibition,
GLASGOW, 1888.

I. The name of the Art Union shall be "THE
ART UNION OF THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION,
GLASGOW, 1888."

II. Its object shall be the promotion of the Fine
Arts, by means of the distribution of Prizes, consisting
of Oil Paintings, Water Colours, Monocromes, Sculp
ture, Engraving, or Etching. Prize-Winners shall have
the right of selecting their Prizes under the following
regulations

(a) The Work or Works of Art, so to be selected,
shall be the bond-fide property of the Artist,
and must, at the time of the selection, be on
exhibition in the INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION
OF INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, AND ART, GLASGOW,
1888.

(b) Should a Work or Works of greater value than
the amount of the Prize be selected, then
such amount shall be applied in part-payment
thereof, the balance being added by the
Prize-Winner. If, on the other hand, the
full amount of the Prize be not expended,
the sum so unexpended, shall revert to the
General Fund of the Union.
(c) No arrangement shall be made, or shall be
attempted to be made, between a PrizeWinner and an Artist, or any persons on
their behalf, in the selection of a Work of
Art, by which a Prize-Winner may obtain,
or attempt to obtain, the return of a portion
of the amount of the Prize or other valuable
consideration.
(il)

No Prize-Winner shall sell, or attempt to sell,
the right of selection.

(e)

Unless the selection be made by the PrizeWinners within the time limited by the
Committee, the Committee shall make the
selection for them, in accordance with the
Rules laid down for the Prize-Winners who
select personally, but it shall be competent
for a purchaser of a Ticket to authorise the
Committee to make the selection for him in
the event of his becoming a Prize-Winner,
without delaying his selection till the expiry
of the time so limited.
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(1 Should it be discovered that any attempt has
-

been made, or any collusion has taken place,
for the purpose of evading the foregoing
Regulations, or any part of them, the amount
of the Prize shall be forfeited, and merge
into the Fund of the Union.
(g) The decision of the Committee in all cases
arising out of the foregoing Regulations shall
be conclusive, and binding on the Prize-

Winners.
III. The price of each ticket shall be One Shilling,
and the purchaser shall be entitled to one chance at
the Drawing for Prizes.
IV. The whole of the money realized by the sale
of the Tickets shall, after payment of all necessary
expenses, be divided into such sums as the Committee
may determine, and these sums shall be expended in
the purchase of Works of Art, to be given as Prizes
amongst the Purchasers of Tickets.
V. A General Meeting of the Union may be called
by the Committee at any time, for objects to be
specified in the notice calling such Meeting, which
shall be publicly advertised at least three weeks before
it takes place. The Committee shall also call a
General Meeting on a requisition of not less than
One hundred Members. Each Member shall have
one vote for each Ticket he holds, but not to exceed
twenty votes. Votes must be given personally.
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VI. The following persons shall act as the Managing
Committee, and shall be responsible for the proper
conduct of the Union, viz. :—
R. T. AITKEN, 2 Woodlands Terrace, Glasgow.
J. CARFRAE ArsroN, 9 Lorraine Gardens, Dowanhill,
Glasgow.
T. G. ARTHUR, 78 Queen Street, Glasgow.
JAMES BELL, 6 Union Street, Glasgow.
WILLIAM BILSLAND, 3 Lynedoch Place, Glasgow.
D. S. CARGILL, 9 Park Terrace, Glasgow.
ROBERT CRAWFORD, 84 Miller Street, Glasgow.
P. S. DUNN, 24 St. Vincent Place, Glasgow.
WILLIAM LANG, Jr., Cross Park, Partick.
JAMES MUIR, C.A., 149 West George Street,
Glasgow.
DAVID MURRAY, LL.D., 169 West George Street,
Glasgow.
FRANCIS H. NEWBERY, School of Art and Haldane
Academy, Glasgow.
FRANCIS POWELL, R.W.S., Torr Aluinn, Dunoon.
LAWRENCE ROBERTSON, 58 St. Vincent Street,

Glasgow.
18 Huntly Gardens, Glasgow.
I.A., 266 St. Vincent Street,

ALEXANDER ROSE,
JAMES SELLARS,

Glasgow.
MICHAEL SIMONS,
WILLIAM SMITH,

95 Candleriggs, Glasgow.

61 West Regent Street, Glasgow.

DAvin Tuws, John Street, Bridgeton.
4 Buckingham Terrace, Glasgow.
At every Meeting of Committee, five shall form
a quorum.

JOHN WORDIE,
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VII. The Managing Committee may appoint and
fix the remuneration of a Secretary and Treasurer,
whose duties shall be to take minutes of Meetings,
carry on all necessary correspondence, and collect
money ; also an Auditor, who shall not be a Member
of Committee, and need not be a Member of the
Union, to inspect and report upon the Accounts of
the Art Union ; and other necessary officials.
VIII. Within one month after each distribution
or allotment of Prizes, there shall be inserted in a
newspaper, circulating in Glasgow, a Statement, specifying the following particulars
(I) The name of the Art Union.

(2) The names and addresses of all the Members
of the Committee managing the Art Union
at the time. of such distribution.
(3) The Head Office.

(4) The amount of Subscription.
(5) The total amount of Subscriptions received
for the Drawing.

(6) The aggregate amount of money allotted and
actually paid for the Prizes distributed.
(7) The name and full address of each PrizeWinner, with the number, description, and
cost of the Prize distributed to or selected
by him, together with the Artist's name.
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(8) The amount paid for the expenses of the Art
Union out of the receipts included in the
Statement.
(9) The amount of any surplus from said receipts,
and the manner in which it is intended to
be applied.
Within one week of the publication of such Statement,
a copy of the newspaper in which it is contained shall
be sent to the Board of Trade, together with a letter
referring thereto, and certifying the correctness of the
particulars set forth in the Statement—such letter to
be signed by a quorum of the Members of the Committee managing the affairs of the Art Union.
IX. The Rules and Regulations of the Art Union,
approved by the Board of Trade, may be varied only
by a resolution of a General Meeting of the Union
called for the purpose, subject to submission of any
alterations to, and approval of the same by the Board
of Trade.
X. The Art Union, now constituted, being merely
of a temporary character, and intended to subsist only
in connection with, and during the period the International Exhibition of Industry, Science, and Art,
Glasgow, 1888, shall continue open, the saine shall be
held as dissolved and wound up at the close of the
said Exhibition.
XI. It shall be lawful at any time hereafter for the
Committee of Her Majesty's Most Honourable Privy
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Council, to whom the consideration of Art Unions is
referred by Her Majesty, whenever it shall appear to
that Committee that the Art Union is perverted from
the purposes of the Act 9 and io Victoria, cap. 48, to
certify to Her Majesty, who is thereupon empowered
to revoke the Instrument by which this Art Union is
constituted, and render its proceedings inoperative.

CATAL 0 GIT
-OF-

OIL PAD MO
AND

WATER COLOR DRAWINGS
BY

M. SEYMOUR, ESQ.,
A.E

rI I

ST.

To be sold at our Rooms, Nos, 1821 & 1823 Notre Daine Street,

MO\ DAY AFTERNOE, DEC. 31st.
SALE AT TWO O'CLOCK.

M. HICKS & CO.,
Auctioneers.
NOW ON VIEW.

CATALOGUE.
OIL PAINTINGS.

1. Lachine Rapids, opposite Heron Island.
2. Sketch near Missisquoi Bay.
3. Pilot town, Fort George.
4. Sketch.
5. East Hampton, Long Island.
6.

Courtyard of Old House, St. Augustine, Florida.

7.

St. John's River, Florida.—Sunset ,

8.

Snow Sketch.

9.

Magog Lake.

10. Charlotte Street, St. Augustine, Florida.
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WATER COLORS.
1. Autumn

Sketch, Eastern Townships.

12. Sketch, Northern Vermont.
13.

Magog Lake.

14.

Autumn Sketch, South River.'

15. Sketch, Long Island Coast.
i6. Autumn Shower.
17. Near Missisquoi
i8.

Bay.

Lachine Rapids.

19. South River, P.O.—Snipe Shooting.
20.

Autumn Morning, Eastern Townships.

21. A Woodside Bit.
22.

Showery Effect, Eastern Townships.

23.

Crystal Lake, P.O.

24.

Rielle's

Point, Point Saint Charles.

25. Morning

on the Coast.

26.

Harvest Sketch.

27. East Hampton, Long Island.
28. Yellowstone Park, Hot Springs.
29.

Menhaden Fishing, Long Island.

30. South River Bridge, P.Q.
31.

"

32.

Autumn Sunset after Storm.

33.

Autumn Afternoon, Magog Lake.

34.

Montreal from Victoria Bridge.

35.

Ash Island, Richelieu River.

Far from the Madding Crowd."

36. A Gray Day.
37. A Wood Road.
38. The Sober Realm of Leafless Trees.
39.

Owl's Head, from Province.

40.

Near Magog, P.Q.

41. Long Island

Coast.—A Calm

Day.
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42. A Sketch at Sea.
43.

Autumn Effect.

44.

Near Missisquoi Bay.

45. A Mill Pond, Eastern Townships.
46.

Lower Lachine Road.

OIL PAINTINGS.
47.

Late Afternoon, South River, P.Q.

48.

Twilight in the Marsh, South River, P.Q.

49.

Woodland Waifs.

50.

'Winter Morning.

51.

Upper Lachine Road.—Sketch.

52.

Baldwin's Pond, Barnston, P.Q.

53. Corn Planting, Long Island.
54.

Pablo Creek, Florida.

55. The Valley Brook, near Clarenceville, P.O.
56. The Moat, Ile-aux-Noix, P.O.

* Cafalogue
HIGH CLASS
A*P44-s-1.

OIL PAINTINGS
OLD MASTERS
To be Sold by Auction at our Rooms,

Nos. 1821 &1823 NOTRE DAME ST.

..-Saturday Afternoon, Nov, 10th,=

-

---

AT 2.30 P.M.

M. HICKS & CO.,
,uctioneers.

NAMES OF ARTISTS
REPRESENTED IN THIS COLLECTION.

Sir Peter Lely.
Sir Godfrey Kneller.
D. Teniers.Hogarth.
Poussin.
Pettite.
Van Der Neer
Wouvermans.
Ryckeart.
Van Feult.
Bierstudt.
Brughel.
Meer Mohr.
Cantano.f
G. F. Barbieri
Tiab Ber Speyden.
Gartano D'Rosa.
Giovanni Ruepera.
Monchon.
Van de Velda.
Honder-Kooter.
W Herring.

Sir F. Lawrence.
Sir H. Raeburn.
F. Wheatley, R.A.
J. Ward, R.A.
Polenzburg.
W. Muller..
T. Faed, R.A.
J. Berthou.
J. Holland.
G. Vincent.
Grand.
Zaccarella.
Bright.
Ca rose.
Berghem.
Carraletto.
Van Stube.
Bourgognone.
Albino.
Backhzeys.
H. T Dawson.
Smilley.

AND

A. VOGT, (deceased).

0n)

CATALOGUE.

1
Brughel

Figure Subject,
2

C Granci

View near Venice

3

L andscape.... ..... .............. ....Bierstudt
4

GVincent

Landscape on Panel,

5

D. Teniers

Figure Piece
6

Magdalen

Guido (after)

7

Dance at the Fair

Hogarth
8

Skating in Holland

Van Der Neer

9

F Wheatley, R.A.

Figure Subject

Landscape

10
Zuccarella

11

Landscape and Figures

W Muller

12

The Death of the Stag

J. Ward, R.A.

13

On the Coast of Genoa

Pettite

14

Bathers at a River Bank

Polemburg

15

Landscape

Poussin

16

Bright

Italian Ruins

17

....Meer Mohr

Figure Subject
18

J

Figure Subject

Carose

19

On the Grand Canal, Venice

Cantano

20

A Vogt

Cattle

21

...A. Vogt

Horses
22

Portrait of Lord Howe

Sir Godfrey Kneller

From the Duke of Hamilton's collection.

23

Portrait of the Duke of Hamilton ..Sir Peter Lely
From the Duke of Hamilton's collection.

" Bacchus "

24

G F Barbieri

From the Duke of Hamilton's collection.
This eminent Italian painter was born 159 0. He painted

Altar pieces and Historical subjects full of strong
lights and deep shades. Died 1666.

25

The Misers (burnt picture).

Smilley

26

Portrait of Robert Burns. , ...Sir Henry Raeburn

27

Magdalen

Sasso Ferrato (after)

28

Landscape, Cattle and Figures „ ...... Berghem

29

On the Grand Canal, Venice.

....Tiab Ber Speyden, 1693

30

Rebecca at the Well

Carraletto

31

Landscape, Cattle and Figures....

..Gartano D'Rosa, 1762

32

Landscape and Figures

Van Stube

33

Ruins in Rome

Albino

34

Madonna and Child

School of Van Eyck

35

W Muller

Terrace on the Arno

36

Magdalen

Giovanni Ruepera

37

The Stag Hunt

M onchon

38

Battle Scene

Bourgognone

MERCURY A N fl..

_z-vrzGus

An engraving tren J. M. W. Turner's picture, ncw on exhititiou

heated sky is broken with gray and pearly
white, the gold color of the light warming it
more or less as it approaches or retires from the
sun ; but throughout there is not a grain of pure
blue ; all is subdued and warmed at the same
time by the mingling gray and gold, up to the
very zenith, where, breaking through the fi ilcy
mist, the transparent and deep azure of the sky
is expressed with a single crumbling touch ; the
key note of the whole is given, and every part
of it passes at once far into glowing and aerial
space. The reader can scarcely fail to remember
at once sundry works in contradistinction to this,
with great names attached to them, in which
the sky is a sheer piece of plumber's and glazier's
work, and should be valued per yard with
heavy extra charge for ultramarine."

THE MERCURY AM) ARGUS.
11USKIN'S LAVISH PRAISE OF TUR'
NER'S GREAT WORK NOW ON

e EXHIBITION IN MONTREAL.

_/

----

72/

kCATHING BUT AMUSING Cal ICI

F OVINE

SCHOOLS.

We give to-day a copy of the steel engraving
after Turner's great masterpiece, the " Mercury
and Argue," now in the possession of that
public-spirited citizen of Montreal, Sis Donald
A. Smith, who has conferred a great benefit
upon the people of this city by placing it in the
hands of the managers of thetAre Aseociatioa
f or public exhibition.
This picture is, according to the highest authoritiee, one of the very greeteat of the works
of the greatest of English, and, perhaps, of all
landscape painters. It was painted while the
powers of the artist were at their zenith, and
displays his many excellencies more fully than
do most of his works, It is referred to over
and over again in" Modern Painters," Ruekin's
great work in vindication of English landscape
painting, more often, perhaps, than any other
work.

CLOUDS IN THE MERCURY AND ARGUS.

Mr. Ruskin declares that the whole field of
ancient landscape art affords hub one instance
of any effort to represent the character of the
upper cloud region. "That one instance is the
landscape of Rubens in our own gallery, in
which the mottled or fleecy sky is given wale
perfect truth and exquisite beauty." * * • *
"There is scarcely a painting of Turner's, in
which serenity of sky and intensity of light are
aimed at together, in which these clouds
(cirrus or upper) are not used, though there are
not two cases in which they are used altogether
alike. Sometimes they are crowded together in
masses of mingling light, as in the Shylock ;
every part and atom sympathizing in that continuous expression of slow movement which
Shelly has so beautifully touched :

B USKIN ADMIRES THE ENGRAVINGS.

" Underneath the young, grey dawn,
.A multitude of dense, white fleecy clouds,

The steel engravings after Turner's greet
pain! Mgt have always been very popular, and

Were wandering in thick flocks along the mountains,
Shepherded by

tinese who enjoy them will be glad to know that
their enjoyment is legitimate, seeing that Mr.
Buskin anotions it. In his chapter treating of
truth of color he remarks upon the entire subordination of Turner's system of color to light and
shade, " a subordination," Mr. Ruskin seep,
" which there is no need to prove here, as every
engraving from hie works—and (aware engraved
—is sufficient demonstration of it. I have before ehown the inferiority and unimportance in
nature of color, as a truth, compared with light
and shade. That inferiority is maintained and
asserted by all really great works of color, but
most by Turner's, as their color is most intense.
Whatever brilliancy he may choose to assume is
subjected to an inviolable lew of chiaroscuro,
from which there is no appeal. No richness nor
depth of tint is considered of value enough to
stone for the loss of one particle of arranged
light. No brilliancy of bue is permitted to interfere with the depth of a determined shadow.
And hence it is, that while engravings front
works far lets splendid in color are often vapid
and cold, because the little color employed has
not been rightly based on light and shade, an
engraving from

THE FOREGROUND " NATURE , IERSELF."

Mr. Ruskin gives a section o his work to
declaring the principles " of truh of earth,"
and in one chapter treating "of th foreground "
he denounces strongly the careeseness and
falsenees of the old masters in panting it, and
the absolute truth of Turner's remesentatione,
and:especially of that of theiMercuryend Argus,
which, he says, is " nature herself." He compares Claude and Turner in the following passage:-" Perhaps, however, the ' beautiful foregrounds ' of Claude afford the most remarkable
witnesses of childishness and incompetence of
all. That of his morning landscape, with the
large group of trees and high single arched
bridge, in the National Gallery, is a prettylair
example of Che kind of error which he falls
into. I will not say anything of the agreeable
composition of the three banks rising one behind
another from the water. I merely affirm that it
amounts to a demonstration that all three were
painted in the artist's study, without any reference to nature whatever. In fact, there is
quite enough intrinsic evidence in each of them
to prove this, seeing that what appears to be
meant for vegetation upon them, amounts to
nothing more thane green stain on theireurfaces,
the more evidently false because the leaves of
the trees twenty yards farther off are all perfectly visible and distinct and that the sharp
lines with which each cute against that beyond
it, are not only such as crumbling earth could
never show or assume, but are maintained
through their whole progress ungraduated, unchanging, and unaffected by any of the circumstances of varying shade, to which every one of
nature's lines is inevitably subjected. In fact,
the whole arrangement is the impotent struggle
of a tyro to express, by successive edges, that
approach of earth which he finds himself incapeble of expressing by the drawing of the surface.
Claude wished to make you understand that the
edge of bis pond came nearer and nearer ; he
had probably often tried to do this with an unbroken bank, or a bank only varied by the delicate and harmonized anatomy of nature, and he
had found that, owing to his total ignorance of
the laws of perspective, such efforts on his part
invariably ended in his reducing his pond to the
form of a round 0, and making it look perpendicular. Much comfort and solace of mind, in
such unpleasant circumstances, may be derived
from instantly dividing the obnoxious bank into
a number of successive promontories and
developing their edges with completeness and
intensity. Every schoolgirl's drawing, as soon
as her mind has arrived at so great a degree
as to perceive that perpendicular water is objec•
tionable, will supply us with edifying instances
of this unfailing resource ; and this foreground
of Claude's is only one out of the thousand cases
in which he has been reduced to it. And if
it be asked, how the proceeding differs from
that of nature, I have only to point to nature
herselt, as she is drawn in the foreground of
Turner's Mercury and Argue, a case precisely
similar to Claude's, of earthy crumbling banks
cut away by water. It will be found in this
picture (and I am now describing nature's work
and Turner's with the saws words) that the
whole distance is given by retirement of solid
surface and that if ever an edge is expressed
it is only felt for an instant, imac
iL
, .0 -rev teinnt'
at it and praises for a long jump to another like it, but is guided over it, and round
it, into the hollow beyond : and ehue the whole
receding mass of grout:id, going back for more
than a quarter of a mile, is made completely
une —no part is separated from the rest for
an instant—it is all united, and its modulations itre members, not dirin'ons, of its mass.
But these modulations are countless—heaving
here,sinking there—now swelling, now moulder
ing, now blending, now breaking—giving in
face, to the foreground of this universal master
precisely the same qualities which we have seen
before in his hills, as Claude gave to hie foreground precisely the same qualities which we
bad before found in his hills—infinite unity in
the one case, finite division in the other "

TURNER IS ALWAYS BEAUTIFUL

and forcible in proportion as the color of the
original has been intense, and never in a single
instance has failed to express the picture as a.
perfect composition. Powerful and captivating
and faithful as his color is, it is the least important of all his excellencies because it is the least
important feature of nature. He paints in color
but let thinks in light and shade ; and were it
neceseary, rather than lose one line of his forms,
or one ray of his sunshine, would, I apprehend,
be content to paint in black and white to the
end of hie life. It is by mistaking the shadow
for the substance, and aiming at the brilliancy
and the fire, without perceiving of what deep-studied shade and inimitable form it is at once
the result and the illustration, that the hose of
hie imitators sink into deserved disgrace. With
him, as with all the greatest painters, and in
Turner's more than all, the hue is a beautiful
auxiliary in working out the great impression
to be conveyed, but it is not the source nor the
ceseuce of that impression ; it is little more
than a visible melody, given to raise and assist
the mind in the reception of nobler ideas—as
baered paesages of sweet sound, to prepare the
feelings for the reading of the mysteries of God.'
A QUEER TRIOK OF AN ENGRAVER.

Our pneyose would have been served by the
euotatiop only of the linee regarding el:weevil:1ga
from Turner, but the passage is such a noble
one, and the truths concerning Turner's subordination of color to light and shade are
probably so little realized by ordinary lovers
of his pictures that we could not refrain from
traneeribing the whole passage. It was in 1841
that Ratkin remarked that few of Turner's pictures are engraved, and he afterwards had to
modity his opinion regarding the engravings
" never failing to express the picture as a
perfect composition," as in one eneraving, that
" Winchelsea," the engraver destroyed the
eliy and in order to draw attention from that he
eut in a flash of lightning. which does not exist
In the original. " The lines in the foregronnd
ul the engraved Mercury and Argus have all of
them -three or four black linee across them.
What sort of leaf texture," Ruskin asks, "is supposed to be represented by them." All Ruskin's references to the noble painting, which
Montreal now poesenses, will be read with inteI rest,
giteatirtee AND rite/.
Writing " of truth of tone, meaning by that
" the right relation of objects in shadow es
principal light," and the '' quality of color by
which it is felt to owe part of its brightness to
the hue of light upon it" Mr. Ruskin dealehes the escriticee by the old masters of the
hulls of space to the appearance of truth of
ue, and after instancing the case of N.
roussin's Phocion in illustration, together with
a modern instance, he says:
" Compare with those Turner's treatment of
his materials in the Mercury and Argus. He
has here his light actually coming from the distance, the sun being nearly in the centre
of the picture, and a violent relief of objeots against it would be for more justifiable than in Poussins case. But this
dark relief is used in its full force only with the
nearest lenres of the nearest group of foliage
overhanging the foreground from the left : and
between these and the more distant members of
the genie group, though only three or four yards
leearatealietince aerial perspective and nonin tereening tnist light are shown ; while the largo tree
in the centre, though very dark, as beiug very
near, compared with all the distance, is much diminished in intensity of shade from the nearest
group of leaves, and is faint compared with all
the foreground. It is true that this tree has
not, in consequence, the actual pitch of shade
against the sky which it would have in
nature; but it has precisely as much as it
poesibly can have, to leave it the same proportionate relation to objects near at bend."
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A

rIcroax TO RE STUDIED,

'Mr. Ruskin proeeeds throughout the end of
the chapter to analyze and describe Turner's
principles and methods in foreground drawing,
as displayed in such pictures as the '' Upper
Fall of the 'fees," " Yorkshire " and the
"Llanthony Abbey," and the " Lower Falls
of the Tees," by which nature is truthfully
and powerfully portrayed. He concludes :—
"It is not until we have made ourselves acquainted with these simple facts of form, as
they are illustrated by the slighter works of
Turner, that we can become at all competent to
enjoy the combination of all in such work as
the Mercury and Argua, or Bay of Beiae, in
which the mind is at first bewildered by the
abundant out-pouring of the master's know
ledge, Often as I have paused before these
noble works, I never felt on returning to them
as if I had ever seen them before, *for their
abundance is so deep and various that the mind,
according to its own temper at the time of see•
wig, perceives some new series of truths rendered
in them, just as it would ou revisiting a natural
scene ; and detects new relations and aesociations of these truths which set the whole pictnre
lei a different light at every return to it. And
this effect is especially caused by the management of the foreground, for the more marked
objects of the picture may be taken one by one,
and thus examined and known ; but tie foregrounds of Turner are so united in all their
parts that the eye cannot take them by divisions,
but is guided from stone to stone, and bank to
bank, discovering truths totally different in
aspect, according to the direction in which
it approaches them, and approaching them
in a different direction and viewing them
as a part of a new system, every time
that it begins its course at a new point
One lesson, however, we are invariably taught
by all, however approached or viewed,—that
the work of the Great Spirit of nature is as
deep and unapproachable in the lowest as
in the noblest objects—that the Divine
mind is as visible in its full energy of
operation on every lowly bank and mouldering stone as in the lifting of the pillars
of heaven and settling the foundation of the
earth ; and that to the rightly perceiving mind,
there is the same infinity, the same majesty,
the same power, the same unity, and the same
perfection, manifest in the casting of the clay as
in the scattering of the cloud, in the mouldering of the deist as in the kindling of the day-star."

DAllLING BRILLIANCY.

In bis chapter treating " of truth of color,"
Mr. Ruskin points out that Turner scarcely
ever twee pure or vivid color, for "Turner, like all
great colorists, is distinguished not more for his
fame of dazzling and overwhelming the eye with
intensity of effect, than for the fame of doing so
by the use of subdued and gentle means. There
is no man livingmore cautious and sparing in the
use of pure color than Turner. To say that he
never perpetrates anything like the blue excrescences of foregrounds, or hills shot like a
housekeeper's best silk gown, with blue and red,
which certain of our celebrated artists consider
the essence of the sublime, would be but
a poor compliment. I might as well praise
the portraits of Titian, because they have not
the grimace and paint of a clown in a pantomine ; hut I do say, and say with confidence,
that there is scarcely a landscape artist of the
Present day, however sober and lightlems their
effects may look, who does not employ more pure
or raw color than Turner ; and that the tinsel and
trash, or rather vicious and perilous stuff, according to the power of the mind producing it,
with which the walls et our Academy are half
covered, disgracing in weak hands, or in more
powerful, degrading and corrupting our whole
school of art, is based on a system of color beside which Turner is as Vesta to Cotytto.
THE CHASTITY OF FIRE

to the foulness of earth. Every picture of this
great colonist has, in one or two parts of it (keynotes of the whole), points where the system of
each individual color is concentrated by a single
stroke, ai pure as it can corne from the pallet ;
but throughout the great space and extent of
even the most brilliant of his works there will
not be found a raw color ; that is to say, there
is no warmtn which has no gray in it, and no
blue whioh has no warmth in it ; and the tints
in which he most excels and distances all other
men, the most cherished and inimitable features
of his colors are, as with all perfect colorists they
must be, his grays.
"It is instructive in this respect to compare
the sky of the Mercury and Argue with the
various illustrations of the serenity, space and
ublanity naturally inherent in blue and pink,
of which every year's exhibition bring forwerel
enough and to spare. In the Mercury and Areus, the pale and vaporous blue of the

the slow unwilling wind."

"At other times they are blended with the
sky itself, felt only here and there by a ray of
light calling them into existenceout of its misty
shade, as in the Mercury and Aigus."

BEAUTIFUL DESCRIPTION OF THE STREAM.

dl

" Of Truth of Water " is the subject cf section five, and chapter third deals with Turner's
powers in painting water. In this conuection
Ruskin chooses the Mercury and Argus as an
exarr pie of Turner's treatment of a torrent in a
picture the spirit of which is one of repose.
He compares it with the painting Llanthony
Abbey, which he says may be regarded as the
standard of torrent drawing, where the spirit of
-wild motion reigns. Ruskin says :
"Now, this picture (tee Llanthony) is, as
was noticed in our former reference to it, full
of expression of every kind of motion ; the
4ollas are in wild haste ; the sun is

gleaming fast and fitfully through the les 35
the rain is drifting away along the
side, and the torrent, the principal object. to
complete the impression, is rnade the wildest
thing of all, and not only wild before us, and
with us, but bearing within its every motion,
from its long course, the record of its rage Observe how differently Turner uses his torrent
when the spirit oi Lbf picture is repose. In the
Mercury and Argus we have also a stream in
the foreground ; but, in coming down to us, we
see it stopping twice in two quiet and glassy
pools, upon which the drinking cattle cast an
unstirred image. From the nearest of these the
water leaps in three cascades into another basin
close so us it trickles in silver threads through
the leaves at its edge, and falls tinkling
and splashing (though in meneideratle body)
into the pool, stirring its quiet surface, at
which a bird is stooping to drink, with concentric and curling ripples which divide round
the stone at its farthest border and descend in
sparkling foam over the lip of the basin. Thus
we find, in every case, the system of Turner's
truth entirely unbroken, each phase and phenomenon of nature being recorded exactly where it
is most valuable and impressive."
-

;

GREAT ARTIST'S

^

VISIT TO THIS CONTINENT, Y

'

Mr. Benjamin Constant, whose paintings
have been so much talked of the world over, is
at present in Quebec with Mr. Calonne, a friend
with whom he bad been spending a day or two I
in town. Mr. Constante it is stated, is under
promise to paint pictures in New York to the
value of:$120,000. During his short stay here
be visited the residences of some of our citizens
fortunate enough to own pictures by him. He
asked and obtained permission from Senator
Drummond to exhibit in Paris next year the
great painting " Herodiade," now in that gentleman's collection.
eWreasPERSONAL, / f //i/fp_
Bartholdi, accompanied by 6e renowned
painter, Gaston Roullet, lately paid a visit to
the studio of the Canadian sculptor, Mr. L. T.
Hebert, now in Paris, and congratulated him:ou
the group of of statuary which he has just completed for the Quebec Legislature. Bartholdi
said the Canadian had unmistakable gifts of
composition and execution.
'
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PENNSYLVANIA ACADEMY OF THE FINE ARTS,
CORNER BROAD AND CHERRY STREETS, PHILADELPHIA.

59th ANNUAL EXHIBITION,

1.889.

1. The Exhibition will be opened to the public on Thursday, January 24th,,and continue
until Thursday, March 7th, inclusive—a period of six weeks and one day, during which no work mentioned in the Catalogue can be removed.
2. The Exhibits

may be original paintings, drawings, sculptures, architectural desi;d ns or models,
etchings and engravings, by living artists or those not more than five years deceased, and not before publicly exhibited in Philadelphia. Original wood and stone carvings, painted or worked tapestries, and
any
original productions that may properly be considered as coming within the field of the Fine Arts, and not
commercial manufactures, will also be admitted. No work will be exhibited, however, unless approved by'
the Jury named below, or especially solicited by them.
-

3. The time for receiving exhibits will be from Wednesday, January zd, to Saturday,
January 12th, though separate shipments from outside of Philadelphia may be made earlier if desired.
4. The Academy will collect and return all works in Philadelphia, New York
City and Boston, of which timely and sufficient notice is received, free of charge to exhibitors.
On
application, arrangements will also be made for the payment of freight or expressage on such offerings
from the City of Baltimore, Md., or any part of the State of Pennsylvania, as may seem suitable
for the
exhibition ; but all others must be delivered at the Academy, carriage prepaid, unless offered under
special agreement.
Collections will be made in New York City, Jan. 7-9; in Boston, Jan. 7, S; and in Philadelphia (between Columbia
and Washington Avenues, and the Delaware Avenue and 42d St.) on Wednesday, Jan. 2, to Tuesday, Jan. 8.
In New York, the Agent of the Academy is W. S. Budworth, 19 E. 14th Street.
In Boston, Messrs. Williams & Everett, 79 Boylston St.
Exhibitors in Philadelphia are requested to name the earliest day in the week appointed for collecting
on which the
Academy porters may call for their works.

5. Entries. The blank list attached to this notice must be filled up and sent to the Academy by
the ist of January. No picture will be sent fur, in any case, unless the entry for
it has been received at
the Academy at that date; but pictures will be received until January 12th, provided entries
are sent
with them or in advance. No picture will be offered for sale unless the price is given
on this list. The
prices will be printed in the Catalogue unless expressly marked as not for publication.
Academy students
desiring to compete for the Toppan Prizes must write the words "student's work "
distinctly at the top
of their entries. All exhibits thus entered will be hung together, and no
others will be considered in
awarding the prizes above mentioned.

6. A card must be attached to each work, giving the title of the work
and the
artist's name and address, with those of the exhibitor when different. Whatever is entered
as student's
work must also be marked as such on this card.
7. Frames may be surrounded by a shadow box of dark *ood,
not more than half an inch thick
nor more than an inch in extension from each side of the frame, nor more than
a fourth of an inch in
projection over the depth thereof. No pictures without frames, or
frames without pictures will be
received.

FOR 59TH ANNUAL EXHIBITION AT THE
PENNSYLVANIA ACADEMY OF THE FINE ARTS,
TITLE
ARTIST

1889.

8. Varnishing Day. Only Artist Exhibitors and Members of the Press will be admitted on
Wednesday, January 23d, from 8 A.M. until 4 P.M.; but no change will be made in the hanging as
arranged by the Committee.
9. The Private View for Exhibitors, Stockholders and their friends will be given Wednesday,

January 23d, at 8 P.M.

so. The Public Opening will be on Thursday afternoon, January 24th, at 2 o'clock.

. Sales. A competent person will be placed in charge of the Galleries for the sale of works
belonging to artists ; and a commission of ten per cent , will be charged on all sales made from the
Exhibition. (See 5. Entries.)

12. The Mary Smith Prize, annual, founded by Russell Smith, will be awarded for the
tenth time during this exhibition.
It gives Sio0.00 "to the painter of the best painting (not excluding portraits) in oil or water colors, exhibited at the
Academy, painted by a resident Philadelphian lady artist, for qualities ranking as follows : 1st. Originality of subject ; 2d. Beauty
of design or drawing; 3d. Color and effect ; and lastly, execution ;" to be awarded by die Exhibition Committee; the Academy
to have no claim upon the painting, and the same lady not to receive the award more than twice in succession, and not more
than five times in all.

13. The Charles Toppan Prizes, established in 1881, by the gift of Mrs. Charles
Toppan, Miss Harriette R. Toppan and Mr. Robert N. Toppan, will be awarded for the seventh time
during this Exhibition. The conditions are as follows :
At each Annual Exhibition of the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, two prizes, one of Two Hundred dollars,
and one of One Hundred dollars, shall be awarded by the Committee on Instruction, or such other Committee as may be
appointed by the Board, for the two best pictures by students of the Academy who have worked regularly in its schools for at
least two years, one of them being the school year preceding the Exhibition ; provided, however, that there shall be no obligation to award a prize to any work which is not, in the opinion of the Committee, of sufficient merit.
The pictures submitted may be either in oil or water color, and must be entered in the usual way for the Annual
Exhibition.
They may be either figure pieces, landscapes, cattle pieces or marines.
The competition is not extended to sculpture.
According to the positively expressed terms of the gift, the drawing of the picture will receive the first attention of the
examiners, that work which shows the most accurate drawing receiving the preference.
In any case of uncertainty as to the right of a competitor to be considered a student, the decision of the Board ot
Directors, upon a report from the Committee on Instruction, shall be final.

14. The Temple Trust Fund yields each year $1,Soo for the purchase of works of art
and the issue of medals to artists. The accumulated income now amounts to $6,000.
Its application is limited to works by American artists in the Annual Exhibition. All American artists exhibiting are
eligible; but no works will be purchased or medalled if none be submitted of sufficient merit in the opinion of the Board of
I Directors of the Academy. Two medals (one in gold and one in silver) may be awarded each year ; the gold medal to the best
figure picture, and the silver medal to the best landscape or marine.

15. The selection and arrangement

of exhibits will be submitted absolutely to the

following artists, who have kindly consented to act as a

Jury of Selection and Hanging Committee
MILNE RAMSEY, Chairman.
CARL WEBER,

:

STEPHEN PARRISH, Secretary.

C. PHILIPP WEBER,

FREDERICK J. WAUGH,

By order of the Committee on Exhibitions of the Pennsylvania Academy of the Pine Arts.
CHARLES HENRY HART,

Chairman.

E.

WILLIAM B. BEMENT,

BURGESS WARREN,

JOHN H. PACKARD, M.D.,

CHARLES HARE HUTCHINSON.

Philadelphia, November 8th, 1888.

GEORGE CORLISS, Secretary.

PENNSYLVANIA ACADEMY OF THE FINE ARTS.

ENTRY OF WORKS FOR THE 59th ANNUAL EXHIBITION, 1889.

Full Name of Artist,
Address for Catalogue,
Date and Place of Birth,
Professional Education,
With what art institutions connected. In what public collections represented. Honors received.

The Prices given below are understood to include frames, unless the contrary Is stated.
Titles and Descriptions.

Works by different artists must not be entered

on the same blank.

When and Where to be sent for. When and Where to be returned.

Signature
and
Address of Exhibitor,

{

FOR 59TH ANNUAL EXHIBITION AT THE
PENNSYLVANIA ACADEMY OF THE FINE ARTS, 1889.
TITLE

Owner or Price.
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M 11. BENJAMIN CONSTANT.
About illinself, His Life
jeky14---__ and Art. 4// /4_,

3oenetbing

The later history of French art is filled
with the struggle of classicism against
romanticism and in the modern school little
is seen cf the influence of such classic
painters as Lorraine, Roussin and David, but
it is dominated by the spirit of Corot, the
painter of dreamy silvery landscapes restful
and quiet with their low sweet harmonies
and the impressions of soft early morn or
tender dewy eve or there is the "splendidly
capricious painting of Diaz with its richnese
and depth of foliage and shadow and the
daintiness of his conception and treatment
the lanchicepes charmingly simple in composition of Relouse, tho sensational
coloring of Monticilli and the fidelity
and truthfulness of Von Marcke.
But there are men who see deeper and clearer. Men who have left the beaten highways
of art and worked out for therneelves paths
sometimes circuitous and sometimes tangled
but always leading towards a truer conception of nature and nature's ways. They
paint what they see with their own eyes
and nature has walked up to them and disclosed her secret. But some of nature's secrets are curious and it is in the production of
these that gives to the new school an appearance of revolutionary tendencies witn
its aiming at what old writers call "carnal
beauty." Among these artists is Benjamin
Constant. He was born in Paris in 1845,
studied under Cabarel, and resided
for several years in Spain and Morocco.
In 1875 he obtained a medal in the Salon
and at the Exposition Universelle, in 1878
the next year he became a chevalier in the
Legion of Honor, and in 1884 an officer, and
finally a member of the Societe d'Aquarellistes Francais—a closed society of water
colorists, whose members are also members
of the Salon. There are at present four examples of his work in Montreal, the most
important of which is the "Herodiad," now
in possession of Hon. Senator Drummond.
Another was exhibited in the recent loan
collection at the Art gallery, "An
Eastern Beauty," and was much admired for the dextrous facility displayed in the representation of textures, embroideries and sensuousness of form.
Mr. Drummond also owns " Les lendemain
d'une Victoire a l'Alhambra," and Sir Donald
Srnitb has " Le soir sur lee terrasses." Mr.
Constant came to America some weeks ago
and recently arrived in Montreal, aecommulled by Mr. E. W. Glaenzer, a delegate
from the French Government in connection
with the section of Fine Arts of the Exposition Universelle of lap. They were seen
at the Windsor by taNspresentative of the
GAZETTE last evening. Mr. Constant is a
man of flee presence and figure and looks
the real artist •, he speaks very little English
and es thoroughly bound up in hie art. ilk
immediate business here was to examine
L'Herodiad ; the varnish has become soiled
to such an extent that the picture is in danger of being spoiled. To remedy it is a work
of some time, and the work is being carried
to Europe for that purpose. If done in time
it will be exhibited at the Exposition. The
artist and his friend leave for New York tomorrow evening.
M. Constant was the guest last evening of
Senator Drummond, and met a number of
leading Montreal citizens.
;

;

gave a reception at his
r mmond
7"-'4
A. 1h
Hon. k,.
re.Taence on New Year's eNe in honor of Mr. Benconstant, the Vrench artist who is a,t
, I ptesent staying in Montreal. The Invitations
4. hovel
i WSre numerous and the number present
of the visiting artist. +?„‘7$
tWapprviintion
_...,_....../.
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titif, A Great French Painter."44
).nstant, the great French pain 4/who

'a visited Montreal some clays ago, sailed

- -

from New York to-day. He intends revisiting Montreal next year when it is probable ho will take a Canadian subject for his
work, possibly the citadel, or sumo other
point ut Queue°. The citizens of Montreal
who own some of his works are Sir Donald
Smith, Senator Drummond, President Van
Horne and Mr. R. B. Angus. Senator Drummouds are two tine specimens "Horodiade"
and "The day after a victory at the Alhambra," At Mr. Constant's request the Senntor has consented to lend these paintings so
that they may be exhibited at the Paris
Ex bffiltIon this year. Constant is reported
very wealthy, having married a daughter of
Senator Arago, the marriage cert.:tawny
being witnesSed by Thiele; and Grovy.
• Mrs. Buckland's Dramatic Club.

i

!

A'S already intimated a few members of
Mrs. Buckland's Dramatic Club, acting
from most philanthropic motives, purpose
pitying an entertainment at the Victoria
Armory.on Friday evening,January 25. This
club has before distinguished Itself and
prOved that in eremitic performances its
members excel many who lay chile,
to the
Protemional tr 'sew Ole the o j ee t. „L es mcial

ee

OU Paintings Cut Out of The. r

Frames.
Ten oil naintinge, valued at $3000, were
stolen from i'deeers. M. Hicks & Co.'s auction
house on Friday last. The paintings \CPI f's
Ut out of ties' frames and taken away. Tee
case was given into the hands of Deueetive
;Trempe, who saspecteu John P. Benson, a
storeman in the employ of the firm, ,who

had had theirey to
_ the third floor where the

pictures had been stored up. On Saturday
evening Detective Trempe found the man
and the pictures in the house of Benson's
brother and arrested him. When brought
before the Magistrate this morning the
prisoner pleaded guilty, then, after a
conference with his lawyer, he withdrew his
plea of guilty and substituted for it a plea
of not guilty. Ho ,wate rem ded for trial
until to-morrow.
/

tteetures on Art and Literature. ID,"
The

Young Women's Christian Temperances Union have made arrangements by
sveieh two courses oe lectures are to be
delivered under their auspices in the Evangelistic
2254 St. Catheline street.
'wise on art ere to be by Mr. Andrew T.
Taylor, with the following division of the
subject.: "The house beautiful," six lectures !
upon art. 1. The vestibule, or thoughts on
the general principles of art. 2. The chapel,
or truth in art. 3. The sculpture gallery,
or the place of form in art. 4. The picture
gaiters', or eolor in art. 5. The salon, or tho
use and abuse of ornament in art. 6. The
music room, or the place of symbolism in
art.
Tho lectures will commence at four o'clock
an the lOte inst., and follow on the 17th,
24th, 31st, February 14th and 21st.
A onurse of lectures on literature will
follow those on art, the following being the
lecturers and their subjects: Rev. James
Barclay, "Browning" Ma George Murray,
"Thomas Hood,' Dr. Kelley, "Three great
historians, Mace ulay, Green and Parkina.n";
Mr. E. W. Artily, "attest"; Prafe.ssor Bovey,
"Novel Writers and Readers"; Mrs. G. W.
Simpson, "Soma Modern Explorers." The
tickets tor this interesting course may be
obtained at the Woman's Exchange, 2200
St. Catherine street, and their sale Will
enable the Union to greatly extend its philanthropic labors. The cost of tiekets is
$8.25 for both 'ourses; for art $2, and literature $1.50. kielf
,

MR. T4YL0R'S ART LECTURES/A,

Dir. A. T./Taylor's lectures on art, announmea
in the Witt10 8 A few days ago, to begin in the
Evangelistic Hall, 2254 St. Catherine street, tomorrow, at four o'clock, will be a description of
H Beautiful," as follows :—Bit lec"The ouse
ture, Tho Vestibule: or, Thoughts on General
Principles of Art ; 2nd, The Chapel: or, Truth
in Art ; 3rd, The Sculpture Gallery ; or, the
Place ou Form in Art ; 4th, The Picture Gallery : or, Color in Art ; 5tb, Tee Salon : or, the
Uses and Abuses of Ornament in Art ;
The MUSiO,j3.00n1; 0,
r the Place of -Symbolism
- --

i*iArt,pailfee
—es--TPICTURES FOR THE
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RESULT OP MR. POPHAM'S APPEAL—THE COUNTRY HOUSE OF REFUGE AND ST, ANDREW
HOME BEAUTIFIED,

Mr. John Popham has the pleasure to state
that his appeal for pictures for the country
home of the House of Refuge was so liberally
responded to that he was enabled to supply it
with ninety-six, all neatly framed, and sufficient
for all the wards, dining room, reading mere
and chapel. In addition, a kind friend enabled
him to present the inmates with about sixty
volumes of new book, of an instructive and entertaining character. He would here state that
an occasional supply of reading matter would be
welcomed by the inmates, some of whom have
"seen better days."
Mr. Popham bas also been enabled to send
twenty-six framed pictures, consisting of
sketches in oil, etchings and chromos, to the
Se Andrew's Home. Moro would have been
sent, but for the lack of money for frames.
The following were the donors, so far as their
naives were disclosed :—
Framed piotures—J. W. Tempest, 9 ; 111r.
Richards, 2; Wm. G. Murray, 11; E. B. Greenshields, 5; J. G. Shaw, 5; Mrs. Hy. Lyman,
4; R. 13. Angus. 1 oil painting.
Unframed pictures—Miss Shinniok, 9; W, J.
Buchanan, 9; Mrs. LighthalL 11 ; Dr. Lovejoy, 14; M. Remaison, 4 ; Mrs. T. A. Evans,
10 ; Mrs. W. W. Ogilvie, 9 ; the Campbells, of
St. Hilaire, 6 ; R. Turnbull, 3: Misa Durte
ford, 12 ; Mrs. Bigelow, 3 oil painti n gs; and
packages of illustrated papers from the Rev. W.
Ross Brown, of Mansonville; Miss Miller, of
Park avenue ; George Hague, W. R. Salter,
Mrs. Bissett and others whose names were not
given.
The following donations toward cost of frames
were received :—R. B. Angus, $20; J, P., $15;
Mrs. W, W. Ogilvie, $10; E. B. Oreenshielde,
$10: Hugh McLennan, $5; A. D. Nicolls, $5
O. J. Fleet, $5. Also, 2 coils copper wire from
Thos. Robertson & Co. r -and 2 coils do., sud
braes nails, from Mr. Joseph B. Learmont.
•

Work of the Carnival Committee.

The Carnival !Committees were hard at
werk last night. Thence Pleaco Corn mittea
accented a plan for all arch from Meese's. /1
Hopkins & Co . and it was niterwards upproved by the ' Executive. The intention of
putting an ice structure on Phillips srpiare,
in the shape of a summerhouse à la Marie
Antoinette, of which the residents would
pay half the costs, was also dismissed/. A
sufacornmittee for the grand ball was appointed. A number of Ameriean Toboggan
Clubs have shown their intention of mining
out. The Fabey Drive Committee will send
another circular to the different clubs intending to participate, asking them to
immediately state whether they accept the
appropriation or not. The Sherbrooke
uque Rouge Snowshoe Club has decided to
take part, and will be supplied with horses
by the Com mittee. The Carnival programme
will be out about Monday and will contain
a great deal of interesting reading matter,
amongst others an article by Mr. S. E.
Dawson, on the rise and objects of the
Carnival. /tga_. eap//‘?
THE MONTREAL SOCIAL AND DRAMAT/C

CLUB, true

to its history, once more conies
forward in the noble cause of charity, for
which it has already done so much. On
Friday, January 2lith, at the Victoria
Armory,wid be given a farcical eomedv,"To
oblige Benson," under the direction of Mrs. 1
13tHetland, so prominent in the dramatic
and social life of Montreal. The elub will be
assisted by a number of French amateur I
artists, who will delight the audience with
"Lee Erreur tie dean," Gruenwald's orcliestra is secured, and with thee varied attractions a crowded house is anticipated.
Tickets one dollar each, with reserved
seat, at Paince's music store, 228 St. James
street. ealmat... igis/fy
e

*40i octal and Dramatic Clung/4#
-

The entertainment of the Social an Drfal
matte club on Friday evening was one of the
events of the current season. The audience
was a brilliant one, and the acting of the
amateurs reflected the greatest credit on
Mrs. Buckland, under whose direction the
comedies were produced. Gruenwald's orchestra provided the incidental and interval
music. To Oblige Benson" was capitally
played by Mr. Roswell Fisher, Mr. L. Geierneati. Mr. J. MacGillycuddy, Misses Wheeler
and Branchaud, while Messrs. C. L. Bosse, J.
T. Osten and L. Galarneau, and Mlles. Lamothe and Branchaud rendered "Les Erreurs
de Jean" in a style to disarm criticism.

IN A N ARTIST'S STUDIO.
Tile Reception Given by

41, 4/4„j ma Saturday.

—

vA47,

C Pinkey

n Saturday afternoon the lovers of art
were regaled by an resthetic entertainumus
ainmet novel in our record. Mr. Pinkey,
the Lost, is a Canadian born who after taking
the usuel continental training under the
beet masters has fixed upon Montreal as the
centre of ids artistic operations. On the occasion in question Mr. Pinkey's rooms for
the first time were thrown open to the inspection of the public, who were further induced to make the visit by the prospects of
irreproachable tea, coffee, ice cream and
cake. We need hardly say that the call was
gratefully responded to, and that between
the hours of 2 and 5 the elevator in the Me.
chaniee' institute building was in constant
requisition to carry up the fair guests who
thronged to the show. Mr. Pinkey's
talents as a painter were apparent
to all who weie present on the
occasion. His chief studies have been
in portraiture, and may well-known faces
could be recognised upon his wall. These
pictures struck us as lifelike and human. It
is always a recommendetion when a portrait
is also a likeness. And Mr. Pinkey's paintjugs, besides their artistic merits are unrnietakeable likenesses. Hut bes
ides the
portiaite, the new artist shows no mean tillent as a lendscape and scene painter. We
were especially struck by the ability with
ik kb a ridden's/ scene in the south of
Frauce
wrus broeght home to us. All who love
art
a ill be glad to learn of the addition of Mr.
Pinkey to the artistic corps in our city. We
have already attracted several young artists
to our centre, but we have room for more,
and we have no doubt that Mr. Pinker will
secure the ieltronage in Montreal that hie
taledts would attract in any other city on
Ibis continent.

•
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Extracts from Press Notices.

Editorials, Art Notes, Etc.

The continued and increasing prosperity of
proud, and which will Paw increasing numbers
the Cowles Art School is a fact upon which the
of art students to avail themselves of its unart lovers of Boston have reason to congratulate
rivalled advantages. los/on Traveller, Feb.
themselves, so thoroughly good is the work done
25„1888.
here, and so substantial is the result obtained.
The fifth season of tin Cowles Art School, in
Modelled to a certain extent on the Académie
the new Studio building, 145 Dartmouth street,
Julien, in Paris, the school has special features
opened yesterday, and itwill be pleasing to the
which adapt it to the different conditions of art
art lovers and art patrols of the city to know
culture in our own country; and the hearty
that the school is gaininf rapidly in popularity.
respect which the institution has already won
The applications for the coming season are much
from those best qualified to judge of its merits is
in excess of those last rar, many coming from
a gratifying proof of the high grade of its work.
the \Vest. Thus is the jpod work done in past
The instruction recognizes from the start the
years bearing its fruit. Çhsses will be formed towisdom of allowing the widest freedom of indimorrow.
vidual taste and temperament compatible with
Mr, Frank M. Cowi4 the manager, believes
thorough training, and anything approaching a
in getting the best tale t for teachers, and the
mechanical development of all the pupils is abschool is strongly equip ed in this particular for
solutely foreign to the methods employed. The
the coming terms.
student, on entering, is at once placed in the
The merits of this artischool are of the highhighest grade for which he is fitted, and from
est order. The Studio 3uilding is the best in
this point he is led on with skilful and wise
the city in the way of lignt and ventilation. The
care. Whether he designs to become a profesrates of tuition are vet! low, considering the
sional artist or is. merely following art as a pasadvantages offered, being $15 per month, or $95
time, this method is equally commendable; and
for a year of eight months.
the results already attained show how valuable
The attention of readias is called to the exhiand systematic is the training given. A knowlbition of school-work at the Mechanics' Fair. One
edge of what is really good in art is imparted,
room is devoted to it, and a very creditable
and natural talent fostered in a way and to an
display it makes.— Suni'ay Times, Oct. 2, 1887.
extent for which the city has never hitherto
afforded an opportunity.
Last year, for example, the Cowles Art
The corps of instructors is particularly able,
School numbered over half of its membership as
including as it does Mr. Dennis M. Bunker,
hailing from beyond New England. The reason
...,i.,..44,;xanford, and Miss Mercy A,13ailey,
•
oi whom Ole wo i k is weltknown. Air. Bunker s
premises, and the standard of its inextensive
reputation is especially brilliant, and as an instructors, and the board of visitors, it being manstructor he is certainly not excelled, and perhaps
aged on the same model as the most celebrated
not equalled, in New England.
of the French or German academies.— Letter to
The life classes of the school are a very strong
Boston Transcript, Sept. 1, 1887. F. T. R.
and important feature, especially as a thorough
eourse of instruction in artistic anatomy is also
An exhibition of art-work has just closed in
given. The arrangement of the studios is esBoston, which has excited a great deal of attenpecially well adapted to this work, and under the
tion among artists and patrons of art, not only
intelligent supervision of Mr. Bunker the student
for its intrinsic excellence, but for the evidence
is carefully and accurately trained in all that
it gives of growth and progress in the right dipertains to ligure drawing and modelling.
rection.
It is impossible to speak of the school otherThe exhibition I refer to is the fifth exhibition
wise than enthusiastically, and it is gratifying to
of the Cowles Art School. I made a brief menli
• number of pupils is increasing
tion of this school in ne Independent, last
le
June, after its fourth exhibit of the pupils' work.
steadily, as t'el t constancy and continuance
4wrier,
June_27,
The exhibits this year prove beyond a doubt that
of their attendance. —14
the Cowles School has more than kept its
The Cowles Art School is one of the noble and
promise. It is both interesting and amusing to
beneficent institutions of Boston, and has been
a thoughtful observer to look back upon the
for some years quietly advancing in its work,
early start of the school, and recalling the tepid
gaining in genuine excellence and public confiand patronizing interest, if interest it could be
dence each season, and developing methods of
called, of the general public toward it, contrast it
art teaching that unite those of the best Paris
with the respectful attention that this same
ateliers with the keen insight of American needs
public now bestows upon it The few
and adaptability to American students. It may
who, from the beginning five years ago, gave Mr.
be in the nature of news to many that an art
Cowles sympathy and encouragement in his plan,
student need not now proceed to expatriate
if not so surprised at the present result as the
himself, but that in our American cities he may
unbelieving many, certainly had not looked for
thorough
instruction
which
is
hint that system of
such a gain over last year as is now shown both
dethe
all essential to the fostering of genius or
by the exhibition and the great increase in the
velopment of talent. The Cowles Art School, at
number of pupils A school like this
No, 145 Dartmouth street, is very happy in its
is of more service to Boston than a more arbiBay,
the
Back
of
heart
in
the
location. It is
trarily conducted one could possibly be, and the
hardly more than a step from the Museum of
success of it shows that it has met a need which
group
of
a
Arts,
near
Trinity
Church
and
Fine
has long existed.— NORA PERRY, N. Y. Indeother noted edifices; and while the city is close
pendent, June 21, 1888.
at hand there is in this locality the e ffect of space,
The really admirable work which has been
light, and air. This is a very important point,
already done at the Cowles Art SAtool is the
bearing closely on facilities for study, and on
best guarantee of its future, and it is with much
sanative prosperity. Not only is this school of
pleasure that we see so excellent an institution
great interest to American artists, but to every
obtaining a firm footing here. The new Studio
friend of American art. Its principle is that of
building, on Dartmouth street, is most admirably
individual development. Professional students
adapted to the purposes of this institution, being
and amateurs find themselves under the best of
especially built for this use. It is well fitted up
instructors. . . This school is on the plan
with all needful appliances, and is in all essentials
of the Académie Julien, in Paris. Noted artists
a model in its way, both the practical needs and
who visit it are strong in their praise. Mr.
the comfort of the students being amply provided
William M. Chase, the New York artist, visited it,
for.
and declared it one of the best art schools he
The instructors are Mr. Dennis Miller Bunker,
knew. Mr. Vedder was enthusiastic in his recMr. K. R. Cranford, and Miss Mercy A. Bailey,
art
critic
ognition of its excellence. An able
with Mr. Frank M. Cowles as manager of the
visiting an exhibition given by this school a year
school. The excellence of these artists is too
The examples of drawing
ago, writes : ".
well known to need especial comment; but it
from the nude in the life class, conducted by
may be remarked that it is the good fortune of
Dennis M. Bunker, could hardly be exceeded
the school that they are all gifted with the art of
any school in the country in quality, and certeaching as well as of themselves executing good
tai nly not e, palled by any school in Boston. We
work. Mr. Bunker, in especial, is one of the
have before liad occasion to remark upon the
finest instructors in the country, a qualification
fact that M r. Bunker is not only an artist of great
which by no means always accompanies artistic
cleverness and of imaginative force, but one
talent; and the improvement made by Isis pupils
possessed also of the comparatively rare power
can only be appreciated by those who have
of instructing students well. The drawings exvisited the school and carefully inspected the exhibited here would, in themselves, be sufficient
hibition of the pupils' work.
to establish the reputation t tf the school."
The life classes are an important feature of the
It is an institution t mi which Boston may well be
t

- -

-

.

.

-

.

•

school, both male and female models being provided, and ample opportunity being given, under
the best possible conditions, for drawing front
the nude. In drawing and in painting in its
different branches, including portraiture, the most
thorough instruction is given; and the steady
advancement which the school is making in intelligent public favor is richly deserved by the
genuine merits of its work.
Mr. Cowles has a room in the art department
of the Mechanics' Fair devoted to the works of
his pupils. This exhibition must strongly impress every intelligent visitor at the fair in favor
of the excellent institution which it represents.
— Courier, Oct. 16, 1887.
This celebrated art school is established in a
commodious, finely-located building especially
designed for it. The studios are of good size,
well lighted and ventilated, and furnished with
every convenience. The 'success of this school
has thus far been simply phenomenal in the
history of similar institutions in this or any other
country. Taking the famous Académie Julien,
of Paris, as a model, the Cowles School seeks to
give art students such advantages as are particularly and peculiarly valuable. The practical
features of the arrangement of the school are as
worthy of commendation as are its artistic
phases We can ourselves vouch for
the almost marvellous progress of several pupils,
having witnessed their gradual but constant improvement. This great school is recognized,
well, as a model one. — Dexter Smith's Cyclopedia of Boston, 1886.
The fifth annual exhibition of the Cowles Art
School is now being held in the gallery of the
Boston Art Club, Dartmouth street, from 9 a.m.
to 6 p.m., and will continue through the present
week.
"fhe exhibition is well worth seeing, and even
a casual inspection shows the merit and high
standing of this art school, which is located in the
new Studio building, 145 Dartmouth street,
under the management of Mr. Frank M. Cowles.
A large amount of work is shown, the four
walls being well covered. It is by far the finest
exhibit ever held by the school.
At the left, on entering, the life studies of the
head in black and white are seen, some of them
showing marked progress in a single year's work.
The fifteen or more water-colors shown are
among the geins of the exhibition, meriting special
praise.
The still-life studies in black and white, and
in oils, numbering about eighty, are varied in
character, and attract much attention. There is
an accuracy of effect and finish in them which
betokens correct teaching and careful appli
cation.
The work of the life and anatomy classes in
black and white is strong in outline and shading,
and the portraits in oil, from life, are excellent in
tone and coloring.
Very interesting is the small exhibit of the
composition class. There are exquisite bits of
work in water-colors, black and white, pen and
ink and oils, which should not be overlooked.
The exhibition proves that there is a school of
art in our midst whose instructors are working
on right lines, and whose pupils show results
which will stand the test of criticism and comparison. A visit to the exhibition will be both
interesting and profitable, and an attendant will
give any desired information concerning the
school and its work. —Sunday Times, May 20,
1888.
The loom in the art department of the Mechanics' Fair, devoted to the work of pupils of
the Cowles Art School, is one of the most interesting in the building. The work comprises
drawings from classic casts, studies from life in
crayon and oil, both draped and nude, watercolors, still life, flower pieces and studies in
composition, and drawings for illustration. The
intelligence of the handling in this work, the
entire absence of trick or pretence, the earnestness and faithfulness with which everything is
treated, are worthy of the highest praise. The
full value of these things cannot be so well appreciated by visitors to this room as by those
who have seen the progressive work of the school
in its private exhibitions. The effect is, however,
most excellent, and must strongly impress every
intelligent visitor in favor of the excellent institution which it represents.— Boston Courier,
Oct. 9, 1887.
.
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THIRD ANNUAL NIEETINGr.
6fiursda9, nth' January, 1$80.

(

The Annual Meeting will be held in the Society's Rooms, East
Wing, McGill College, granted for the purpose by the Governors
of McGill University.
By the kindness of the Management of the Intercolonial, Grand
Trunk, and Canadian Pacific Railways, non-resident Members who
attend the Meeting may obtain return tickets at single fare, as per
enclosed Certificate.
The Meeting will be called to order by the President, Mr. S.
Keefer, at 10 A.M., when the Minutes of the last Annual Meeting
will be read, and general business transacted.
It is proposed that the Meeting shall adjourn at i P.M. for
luncheon, and re-assemble at 3 P.M. in the Peter Redpath Museum,
when the President will deliver the Annual Address.
At the conclusion of the Address, the results of the ballots for
the election of the Officers and Members of Council for 1889, and
for the proposed Amendments to the By-Laws, will be declared.
At 8 P.M. a Conversazione will be given at McGill College.

Hts EXCELLENCY LORD STANLEY OF PRESTON, GOVERNORGENERAL OF CANADA, has intimated his intention of being present
at the reading of the President's Address and at the Conversazione_the Council would _therefore etrgc up011 naw- res, Pn t ASP 1111WC t ko
desirability of making an effort to be present, to show appreciation
of the honor done the Society by His Excellency.

HENRY T. BOVEY,
Secretary.
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WITH MUSICAL PROGRAMME.

In the Lecture Hall of the Church,

TUESIDPIY EVENING, 12TH MIRCH, 1889
AT 8 P.M.
COMPLIMENTARY.
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NOTRE DAME ST.,

Offers special inducements to purphasers during.the Carnival..
The Stock is the Largest nod Best Assorled in the City.
SUITS made to order in Ten Hours' Notice. Perfect Fit guaranteed.
In the HABERDASHERY Db:PARTMENT, thé SHIR'fS. COLLARS and CUFFS
end several other Lines arez made ppecially to our order, and stun:lye 1 to that
effect,
Parties who cannot be suited from Stock, can have tille above-mentioned Artichs
Made to Order in very Short Notice.
'

'

(

' li's7-,'. >

-

Electric Lights used, and Store kept open during ('amiral till hut/past Nine
g'clock.•
rste

*

*

TELEPHCNE, 597."

*
751 Craig Street.
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PUBLISIIING COMPANY,

,

THE POPULAR MUSIC STORE.

GEO. j. MEPPEIRD,
2282 ST. CATHERINE STREET.
(NEARLY OPPOSITE ACADEMY CF MUSIC.)

•••

•n

•n• • • • • • • •

• nn•• n 1•1-

Fine Banjos,
Guaranteed Guitars,
Rare Violins,
Band and Orchestral Instruments,
Best Russian Gut Strings for all Stringed
Instruments,
Novelties, &c.
And. Everything in the Music Line.

Sole Agent for the Celebrated PIANOS & ORCANS of

GEO. STECK & CO., New York.; MENDELLSOHN PIANO
CO., Toronto STULTZ & BAUER, New York; MASON
& RISCH, Toronto MASON & HAMLIN
ORGANS, Boston D. H. KARN & CO.
;

;

;

ORGANS, Woodstock.

Latest Sheet Music. Popular Songs. Popular Dance Music.

PROGRAM M E.
FIRST DAY—Monday, 4th February.
FORENOON—I 0 O'CLOCK.

Opening of the Park and Tuque Blue Toboggan Slides.
AFTERNOON.

Arrival of their Excellencies, the Governor-General and the Lady
Stanley of Preston.
Manning of the Living Arch in their Excellencies' honor.
Band and 5 o'clock Tea at Victoria Skating Rink.
Skating at the Dominion Rink, and Tobogganing at the Park
and Tuque Bleue Slides.
EVENING.

Formal Opening of the Ice Palace by Their Excellencies.
Electric Illumination of the Ice Palace and Grand Pyrotechnic
Display.
Band and Hockey Matches at the Victoria Skating Rink.
Commencement of the Ten Mile Amateur Skating Championship
Races, at Dominion Rink.
Emerald and Le Trappeur Snowshoe Clubs' Tramp to the
Athletic Club House, at 8 o'clock.
Brilliant Illumination of Park and Tuque Bleue Toboggan Slides.
First night of the "Pearl of Pekin" at the Academy of Music, to
run all week.

HO! KING CARNIVAL
The display of Carnival Goods at the CENTRAL EMPORIUM is the finest and most
complete in town, having been made expressly for Carnival season

A_ 1NT EJL COST T_T meE s
Our Blanket Costumes are matchless, and of the most varied description in all shades and

richly striped.

TUQUES, SASHES, TUQUES.
Exquisite Toques, Sashes and Tam O' Shanters, and a general assortment of Carnival
Goods„ including Gloves, in an endless variety, and all goods marked down. Our Ladies'
Blanket Costumes are giving entire satisfaction, and made to order if required.

TEIEJ EIIY E3 P..0 S.
1691 Notre Dame St.

IVIoN-rFnEcAL,

-2-

THE

Best 8z. Cheapest House in Montreal
-:

FOR

1,,ECT:113 KK

:-

R kmr iv

c

Pictures of all kinds.
Easels. Music Racks.
Plush Goods and Silver Ware.
HAND-PAINTED CARNIVAL SOUVENIRS,
NEW AND ORIGINAL DESIGNS.

0- o _

H

_A_S 1_1 TTY ',
-

2087 ST. CATHERINE STREET,

Three doors east of Blettry.

J. CARSWELL,

W atchmaker' k ivianufactur[ing jewelleP,
NEWEST DES,IGkS SPECIALLY MATE FOR THE CAftNIVAL.
Special Value in Gent's Fine 'Gold Watches.
Special Value in Ladies' Fine Gold Watches.
Special Value in Silver, Gem, and Diamond Rings.

C A.RS

57 Bleury Street, Montreal.
NEXT DOOR TO MR. ELLIOTT, GROCER.

*

—3—

PROGRAMME (Continued.)
SECOND DAY—Tuesday, 5th 'February.

FORENOON.

Band and Skating at Victoria Skating Rink, from io to 12.
Tobogganing at Park and Tuque Bleue Slides. commencing at

io

a.m.
AFTERNOON-2 O'CLOCK.
First Day of Trotting Races on the River Ice—opposite Jacques

Cartier Square.
Tobogganing at Park Slides. Three o'clock.
Grand Official Opening of Tuque Bleue Slides by their Excellencies.
EVENING.
Children's Fancy Dress Skating Carnival at Victoria Club Rink,
from 8 to 10.30 p.m.
St. George's Snowshoe Club Tramp, to their Club House at Cote
St. Antoine, with illumination—start to be made at 8 o'clock from
Windsor Hotel.
Brilliant Illumination of Tobogganing Slides.
Grand Display of Fireworks at the Park Slides.
Continuation of io Mile Championship Skating Race at Dominion
Rink.
Illumination of Ice Palace and Public Buildings.

DON'T F_A_IL TO VISIT
THE CHEAPEST PLACE IN MONTREAL
FOR

HATS AND GENT'S FURNISHINGS.
Always on hand a full Assortment of the Latest Novelties in

Gent' NECKWEAR, Cuffs and Collars,
GLOVES. BRACES, UMBRELLAS, HANDKERCHIEFS, PERFUMES, SCARF PINS.
TRY ONE OF 01 7 R
ENVELOPE BACK WHITE DRESS SHIRTS,

Unequalledfor Comfort and Durability.ONLY $1 .00

EACH AND UPWARDS.

JOHN ..A.1_,LAN's,
665 CRAIG STREET, COR. OF BLEURY, -

- MONTREAL.

-4—

FO

Carnival Souvenirs,
CALL AND SIB

E. F01011VIE}

oo.,

Wholesale and Retail

JEWELLERS.
A complete assortment of all kinds of
WATCHES, CLOCKS,
COLD AND S , LVER
JEWELLERY
On hand, at very low prices, at

171 ST. LAWRENCE, ST.,
Third door above Doreheeter.

e--

-

ESTABLISHED 1859.

11 Ha\ RY R. GRAY,
Pharmaceutical Chemist,
-AND

Manufacturing Pharmacist,
144 ST. LAWRENCE MAIN STREET, - MONTREAL.
Physicians' Prescriptions dispensed with care.
GRAY'S "CASTOR FLUID,"

A Family Hair Dressing.

FOR SALE

EVERYWHERE.

-5—
P ROGRAMME Continued.)
(

THIRD DAY—Wednesday, 6th February.
FORENOON.

Tobogganing at Park and Tuque Bleue Slides, commencing at io
o'clock.
AFTERNOON.

Second Day of Trotting Races on the River Ice opposite Jacques
Cartier Square, commencing at 2 o'clock.
Three o'clock—Grand Official Opening of Park Club Toboggan
Slides by Their Excellencies, and Fancy Dress Toboggan Carnival,
with 5 o'clock Tea.
Band, Skating, and 6 o'clock Tea at Victoria Skating Rink.
Carnival Snowshoe Races on the Montreal Club Grounds, West
End of Sherbrooke Street, under the Patronage of Their Excellencies,
commencing at 2.20 o'clock.
EVENING-9 O'CLOCK.

Storming, Defence, and Capitulation of the Ice Palace by the
allied Snowshoe Clubs, advancing from the Mountain under cover of
the Guns of the Montreal Field Battery.
Continuation of Ten Mile Championship Races at Dominion
Skating Rink.
Illumination of Public Buildings.

R. E. LI 4,PROHON, M.D.,
-

Sph
HAS OPENED AN OFFICE AT

1854 NOTRE DAME STREET.
Telephone 337.

$2.50 A DOZEN
—FOR

CABINET
-PHOTOGRAPHS
ARLESS,
MONTREAL.

261 St. James St.,

Telephone 1554a.

DOMINION

t

t

lass,

mr

,

‘r.c

\t#

not.

veir One of the Best Equipped Laundries in Canada. 762

690 CRAIG

-

S rr

P.)

Near St. Peter Street,

VtQJ'ITR‘gYklERN EST M I REA U , Proprietor.
STRANGERS can have Work done on the very Shortest Notice
Carnival Week.

PROGRAMME (Continued.)
FOURTH DAY—Thursday, 7th February.
FORENOON.

Skating at Victoria and Dominion Skating Rinks, from io to 12

o'clock.
Tobogganing at Park and Tuque Bleue Slides, commencing at to
o'clock.
AFTERNOON.

Civic Holiday.
Tobogganing at Park and Tuque Bleue Slides.
Grand Fancy Carnival Drive, or winter Mardi-Gras, moving westward on Sherbrooke Street from Union Avenue, at 2.30, introducing
Equipages of all sorts and conditions, ancient and modern ; Allegorical Cars and Club Cars, manned by the diffèrent Clubs in costume,
with private sleighs of. fantastic design.
EVENING.

Tobogganing.. Brilliant Illumination of the Park and Tuque
Bleue Slides. Grand special display of Fireworks at the Park Slide.
Grand Fancy Dress Carnival at Victoria Rink, introducing novel
electric effeets, commencing at 8 o'clock. Fancy Dress Carnival at
Dominion Skating Rink, commencing at 8 o'clock. Illumination of
Ice Palace and Public Buildings.
TELEPHONE No. 541.

FLAGS! 7 1\ FLAGS!!
,1

C31=?, ST_1.111 0 R,

--*4

MONTREAL

4WRItifi ant TitNlItilf,1 tOlsti'41,
W. H. GRIFFIN,
Manager.
Offices arid Warehouse

42, 44 & 46 FOUNDLING STREET,
MONTREAL.

-8-

ROYAL STEA11 DYE WORKS.
JOHN L. JENSEN,
Proprietor.

706

CRAIG STREET.

rl'El_.P 17101\TE 7321
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PROGRAMME

(Continued.)

FIFTH DAY.—Friday, 8th February.
FORENOON.

Tobogganing at Park and Tuque Bleue Slides, commencing at to
o'clock.
Visit to McGill University and Address to His Excellency by
the University, ii a.m.
Skating at Victoria and Dominion Rinks, from to to 12 o'clock.
Championship Fancy Skating Tournament at Victoria Skating
Rink, commencing at to o'clock.
AFTERNOON.

Band and Skating at the Victoria Rink, commencing at 3 o'clock.
Tobogganing at Park and Tuque Bleue Slides.
Toboggan Races at 3 o'clock at the Tuque Bleue Slides.
Grand Citizens' Drive headed and guided by the Montreal
Tandem Club, starting from Dominion Square at 2.30 o'clock.
EVENING.

Carnival Skating Races and Games at Victoria Skating Rink, at
8 o'clock.
Tobogganing. Brilliant Illumination of the Park and Tuque
Bleue Slides.
Continuation of to-Mile Championship Race at Dominion Rink.
The Argyle and Garrison Artillery Snowshoe Clubs' Tramp to
the Athletic Club House, starting at 8 o'clock from McGill College
Gate.
Grand Ball at Windsor Hotel.
Illumination of Ice Palace and Public Buildings.

ESTABLISHED

i

8 7.

JAMES GRIFFIN,
COMPECTIONEZ,

155 ST. LAWRENCE MAIN ST.
Cakes and Candies made fresh every day.

Evening Parties supplied at Shortest Notice.
'TlitL,FBPHON EL 1129.

1101\ITREAL INDIAN STORE,
1658 Notre Dame Street
-: AND:-

252 & 254

St. Paul Street, Montreal.

TOBOGGANS,
Snow-sispes & MOGG@Sils1S.
.A.S

%Atilt &..4sea1tsa
SAF
FIRE has never damaged contents of their FIREPROOFS; nor
Have CRACKSMEN been able to secure contents of
their BURGLAR PROOFS.
Their Wood-Working, Wool-Working and Flouring Mill Machinery,
need no _praise.
Engines,

Warerooms : 298 ST. JAMES ST.,
SECOND-HAND SAFES SOLD VERY CHEAP.

PROGRAMME (Continued.)
SIXTH DAY—Saturday, Oth February.
FORENOON.

Tobogganing. Park and Tuque Bleue Slides, commencing at to
o'clock.
AFTERNOON.

Tobogganing at Park and Tuque Bleue Slides.
Montreal Snowshoe Club's Annual Races, at their grounds, 2.3 0 .
Band and 5 o'clock Tea at Victoria Rink.
Third Day's Trotting Races on the River Ice, opposite Jacques
Cartier Square, commencing at 2 o'clock.
EVENING.

Hockey Matches at Victoria Skating Rink, at 8 o'clock.
Tobogganing. Park and Tuque Bleue Slides brilliantly illuminated.
Montreal Snowshoe Club's Annual Dinner and Presentation of
Prizes at the Windsor Hotel.
Final Race for the Ten Mile Skating Championship at the
Dominion Rink.
Illumination of the Ice Palace and Public Buildings with Pyrotechnic Display.

F. C. MILLER,
FInTC Y" CIGAR Srl'OTZ,
-

NEXT CITY HALL,

NOTRE DAME STREET,

El Padre, 5c.
Creme de la Creme, 5c.
Stonewall, 7 for 25e.

—I 2----

DRIVINC TARIFF.

Ts.6- F‘F- OF' P.A.IREs

RoR. H.A.cicinrEy

One Horse Vehicles. Time allowed—Fifteen minutes, for one or
two persons, 25 cents ; for three or four persons, 4 0 cents. Time
allowed- -Thirty minutes, for one or two persons, 40 cents ; for three
or four persons, 6o cents.
For the First Hour. For one or two persons, 75 cents ; for three
or four persons, $1. For every subsequent hour, for one Or two
persons. 6o cents ; for three or four persons, 75 cents.
—

Two Horse Vehicles. Time allowed—Fifteen minutes, for one or
two persons, 5 0 cents ; for three or four persons, 65 cents. Time
allowed—Thirty minutes, for one or two persons, 65 cents ; for three
or four persons, 75 cents.
Baggage.

—

For each trunk carried in any such vehicle, so cents.

No charge for Travelling Bags, Valises, Boxes or Parcels which
Passengers can carry by the hand..
(a.) When the drive exceeds half an hour, hour rate to be charged ;
fractions of hours for any drive exceeding one hour shall be charged
at pro rata hour rates as above established for drives by the hour.
(b.) For drives between midnight and four o'clock in the morning,
fifty per cent. shall be added to the tariff rates above established.
(c.) The tariff by time shall apply to all drives extending beyond
the city limits provided the engagement be made within said limits.
(d.) Children under five years of age and sitting on their parents or
guardians' lap will be admitted free of charge and shall not be held as
being included in the word " persons" in the said tariff.
(e.) The word " drive" wherever it occurs in the tariff shall be held
to admit stoppages within the time fixed for said drive.

Art AssociRtiol of l ol tfoal,
PHILLIPS SQUARE.

This Association was incorporated in 1860, and has
a building with Galleries and Studios. A valuable Collection of Works of Art is gradually being formed both
by donation and purchase.
Several Exhibitions are held in each year, attracting considerable attention.
The Art Classes in connection with the Association
are well attended. Two scholarships are granted annually, each tenable for a term of two years.
A Reading Room, supplied with the leading Art
periodicals of this Continent and Europe, is provided for
the use of members.
The revenues are drawn from the Entrance Fees,
from the interest on the Endowment Fund and from the
subscriptions of Annual Members, who are entitled to
free admittance on all occasions when the premises are
open to the public.
Family Membership Ticket, Ten Dollars. Single
Membership, Five dollars.
During CARNIVAL WEEK a Special Exhibition
will be held, when the Galleries will be open daily from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m., and each evening from 7.30 to 10.

-

I
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CLUB ROOMS.
ST. JAMES CLUB,
Corner University and Dorchester Streets,
METROPOLITAN CLUB,
37 Beaver Hall,

CITY CLUB,
171 St. James Street.

SNOWSHOE CLUBS.
ARGYLE.
EMERALD.
MONTREAL.
ST. GEORGE.
ST. CHARLES.

TUQUE BLEUE.
LE TRAPPEUR.
LE CANADIEN.

DRIVES.
TO LACHIN E

" BACK RIVER.
" LONGUE POINTE.
" MOUNTAIN PARK.
AROUND MOUNT ROYAL.
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MONTREAL

Amateur Athletic Association.
Incorporated 1881.

Composed of Montreal Lacrosse, Snowshoe, Bicycle,
and Football Clubs and Tuque Bleue Toboggan Club
Board of Directors—W L Maltby, president ; A. W.
Stevenson, 1st vice-president ; Robert Lloyd, sec -treas
H. S. Tibbs, Auditor ; M. Freeman, A. D. Miller, J. A.
Taylor, F. C. A. McIndoe, T, L. Paton, E. B. Busteed,
F. E. Nelson, J. G. Ross, F G. Gnaedinger, J. N.
Fulton, R. Stirling, F. W. Taylor.
Chairmen oj Department—Gymnasium—J. G. Ross ;
Property and Building—W. L. Ma l tby; Bowling—T.
L. Paton ; Shooting—E. B. Busteed ; Billiards—M.
Freeman ; Library and Club Rooms— A. W. Stevenson ;
Entertainments—F E. Nelson ; Out-door Sports—J A.
Taylor ; Grounds—F. C. A. McIndoe, N.P. Grounds
and track—Sherbrooke Street West. Lacrosse, archery,
lawn tennis, croquet and other games.
Club House, Mansfield, corner Burnside Place.
Gymnasium, bowling alley, billiard-room, shooting
gallery, reading and club rooms—Robert Lloyd, secretary-treasurer. Office hours, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., and 7.30
to 9.30 p.m. Saturdays 9 a.m. to 12 m., and 7.30 to
9.30 p.m.

6—

PLACES OF INTEREST
IN AND AROUND MONTREAL.

Mount Royal Park and Cemeteries adjoining.
The New Grand Trunk Railway Depot.
The New Canadian Pacific Railway Depot.
Notre Dame Cathedral, on Notre Dame Street.
The Art Gallery, on Phillip's Square.
St. Peter's Cathedral, on Dominion Square.
Free Public Library, 81i Dorchester Street.
Montreal Book Room, 3 Bleury Street.
Natural History Museum, University Street.
Young Men's Christian Association, Victoria Square.
City Hall.

DOMINION

Steam Cappet Be@ting Co•,
II HERMINE STREET.

Perfected New Principle. Guaranteed not to Injure
the Carpets.
4c. Per Yard.

SP'MJCI.A..1., NOTICE_
Having purchased the RECIPE for making " RENOVO,"
we are prepared to clean all Carpets on the floor, or at our Works,
HERMINE STREET, 6 cents per yard, at the shortest notice. We
guarantee this an absolute disinfectant against moths, and a renewer
of color to its original brilliancy:

H. N. TABB, MANAGER.
Telephone No. 798.

St. James RestauPapt,
(OPPOSITE POST OFFICE).

ST. JAMES STREET.

Visitors should not fail to visit the ST. JAMES

RESTAURANT.
CHOICE LIQUORS AND CIGARS,
SHELL OYSTERS &c
,

Lunch Served from 7 a.m. till 12 p.m.

* FLAGS!!
TELEPHONE No. SO.

FLAGS!

FOR, ST_,E

.--MONTREAL

it*

03110 and, WOO tarot
W. H. GRIFFIN,
Manager.
Offices arid Warehouse:

42, 44 (St 46 FOUNDLING STREET
MONTREAL.

TIIE REMARKABLE POTTERY COLLECTION OF MIL JAMES W. ELLS WORTH.
Chicago Acquiring Fictile Treasnres of Unsurpassed Beauty and Antiquity—STD , '
holism and Historic bignIty of Chinese
FOr eelair — Description of Some of the
Most Noted Vases, Jars, Bowls, and
lals—The Famons, "Sang de Woof."

is not generally known that in addition
icquiring every year a considerable number of the best pictures procurable, Chicago
taste, rightly informed and enthusiastic m
eertain established tendencies, is gradually
making the city the home of other products
of the ingenuity and skill of the human race.
Mr. James W. Ellsworth has in his home in
Kellwood not only the second collection

of the best American art in the world—
that of Mr. Thomas B. Clarke of New York
being the first—but he has also the finest
cabinets of ceramics this side of the Alleghenies. The easy derision with which illiteracy in fictile wares smiles at the rage for
collecting is itself the ridiculous element
in it. The art of the potter is the oldest
in civilization. Unless the theory of
self-creation shall set aside the evidences
of divine causation, God remains the first
potter and man the protoplast. Clay, yielding to the will of the designer, has been from
the beginning of time the material with
Which and out of which the most beautiful
forms and colors have been brought. It is
thc foundation of all the colors in nature.
Tno chemistry of earth and air, of light and
dew, whose principles are still locked up as
hermetically from man's ken as the ray of
sunlight in the red rose or the drop of moisture in the Microscopic filaments on the sheath
of a lily leaf, effects throueh clay the wondrous charms of the world of flowers;
their hues on the vesture of fruits, and gives
n prisoisett
....tesealractienness,gemee _theereiet_
splet==le art or the potter come:le-Pearer to the secret of nature than the artifices
Or the painter. The painter strives only to
imitate the colors of nature. The potter, if
he be a true artist, endeavors to create or to
rival them.
In pottery every element of fine art is
present subject to the limitations of fletile
workmanship. There is the modeling into
ahane. There is the drawing and composition of decorative designs. There is the
synthesis of color. In the superior porcelains, therefore, the science of chemistry,
the art of design, and the working of
materiels and vehicles for the creation of
textures are combined. The potter who has
' made u noble work out of clay must have
re. e •
eweee,
e
zeee
" e_e_peee_Qft.
tion, and a man of power. He must have
been artisan and artist. As the history of
the world in war, in religien, in literature,
In poetry, and in diffusion of men
in quest of better opportunities for development is now beginning to be read through
comparative philology on Eastern monuments, so the world is finding its way back
to the East also for the foundations of lictile
art; and in China tnese foundations are to
if at all. Even among the Chibe recovered
'/
nese themselves Many of the secrets of color
und enamel which render their porcelains
the wonder of the modern potter and the delight of the connoisseur have long been lost
in conaequence of revolution and despotism.
But fortunately for the glory of the most
venerable of arts, enough examples of the
chief period of its renown are still in possession of collectors and institutions to afford a
clear conception of the excellence to which
the art attained.
liniTonto SYMBOLISM OF CHINESE POTTERY.
' If Chinese porcelains were only jars, bowls,
vases, arid cups an enthusiasm for their acquisition might smack of affectation or infat-

e7

//se
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tuition. Butin eddition to the esthetic value
and the intrinsic worth of tine porcelain the
pottery of the Celestials has a symbolic character, spiritual, beautiful, and comprehensive. It is as suggestive of nature worship
in one way as the mythology of the Greeks
In another. It is in miniature as pantheistic
as Hellenic lore in its grandloseness. Evers,
color in veritable Chinese porceiain opens
forth a window into a religious world. Every
character employed in its embellishment is a
tome of ancient history. To read Chinese
jars, vases, and bowls aright one must be
something more than the follower ot a costly
fad.
It would ne impossible in one article to present even a summary of tee poetical significance to be found and enjoyed in the famous
lines of Chinese porcelain. A few of the
fundamental truths may be mentioned. The
Chinese potter recognized five colors, corresponding to the five elements—water, tire,
wood, metals, and earth. These wore related
also to the points of the compass. Red was
lire and spoke of the South. Black suggests
water and the North. Green is in the
forests and spealis of the East. White
Is metallic and belongs to the
West, In another category, blue
was of the East, find blackish brae repro.
seated Heaven. The earth was yellow and
the symbol of it was a square. Fire had a
circle for its representative; water was represented by the drugou, the mountains by a
deer, while the birds, the quadrupeds, and
the reptiles represented themselves. As a
draughtsman the Chinese potter or artisan—
for it is likely that many different hands had
to do with these decorated porcelains—was
not a master of perspective. Tho dominant
peculiarity of the ceramics was color.
Dynasties had colors as rigorously as
Popes the tiara to distinguish the triple
sovereignty at one time belonging to the
chair of Peter free] the Single Sovereignty of contemporaries. Thus colors
came in and went out with royal fatnilies; and the products of one reign might
lose considerable commercial value lu a
succeeding one adopting another color or indulging a preference for other symbols in
decoration. Colors also served for religious
suggestiveness and symbolized stars and
heavenly phenomena. The metapesesfess
religion, and poetry of Chinese pottery combine to constitute a cult. The maxims of
Confucius are the sole education of the
learned Chinaman. Could the principles of
Chinese pottery be fully disclosed they
would be found to contain a complete education in that science and art as broadly and
precisely as the philosophy of Aristotle contains all Inc thought of modern metaphysics
or Greek esthetics all the canons of critiisn
The unity of the human race is often curiously asserted despite ethnical, geographical,
asid social distinctions. That presumably
most honest of all men, the Dutchman, has
given to the English speaking world its expressive word "bosh,' because, from Boisle-Duc went to England, where tho name
could not be pronounced trippingly on the
tongue, a spurious butter whicn the disgusted
venders came to call "boisle," which shortened itself in time to "bosh." ley a similar
process of getting at truth through corruption the road over which the English King
used to ride—tue route de roi—came to be
known as Rotten Row. So, also, although
the word "porcelain," meaning a little cup,
arrived in Western Europe from Portugal,
tuth worked its way out irom its liotion and
I the English-speaking people designate
Mt." although ship
e earthenvrure po

DC CLIO°.
NASTIES AND PORCELAINS.

The hi. ..ry of dynasties in China is written in pottery as that of Assyria os tombs
and of modern Christian reigning ;t enses in
intrigues, crimes, and conquests. Tgis is the
reason why the celebrated pottery of China is classified under
dynastic beads. The
earliest example in Mr.
Ellswortn's collection
is an enameled brown
bowl delicately veined c.p
and accredited to the
dynasty of Tang, which
was on the throne front
the sixtlelto the tenth
century. The largest
number of his most
notable specimens are
of the Ming period, extending from the beginning of the fifteenth
to the end of tee first quarter of the seventeenth century. The colors produced in surpassing beauty are white, gray, green,
brown yellow, crimson, and turquois. One
of the 'Emperors effected a new tone by instructing the potters to give him a service
containing the color of the sky immediately
after the winter rains had passed away. The
Ming dynasty comprises the periods known
as nue Yung-Lo, the Seuee-tih. the Chingbwa. fife Kea-Tsing, and the Wan-Lein. In
the first the "eggshell" china was produced. The second was distinguished
new colors and combinations. The third is
noted for superior decoration. The fourth
is especially distinguished by a blue as much
prized for its elements as Sevres blue for
different and less subtle ones. A fascinating
peculiarity of the Ming porcelains is the
"crackle," which at first glance seems in
the glaze, but, in fact, is in the earth itself
underneath the glaze, and to effect this, so
as to give it all the appearance of accident,
was the highest ambition of the potter. Mr.
Ellsvvorth's cabinets contain many beautiful
examples of this ingenious defect, which is,
in fact, a regularized irregularity, its intricacy promoting its beauty; and over its
network of linear wanderings are the decorations, especially of flowers, which gain in
relief on account of the crackle.
A noted jar of the Ming period in the collection is known as the Hawthorne. It has
its original cover. It was made in the WanLeib. period. Only four others are known to
be in existence. One of them is in the Metropolitan Museum, one in the collection belonging to Mr. Charles A. Dana, probably the
most expert and judicious connoisseur in
ceramics in the United States; one in the
museum of Mr. Walters in Baltimore, and
the fifth is the property of Mr. Garland of
New York. Mr. Ellsworth boasts several
imperial dragon vases of the Keen-Lung
Period; several soit paste jars of the
blue
and
- period ta
t all
white, with birds resting and ffyiag, Visit soun i e.
C r "Seickle

esee,,
'4etie

of the Rang-He reign, and a blue' and
white jar from the Duke of Marlborough collection. On a creanecoloreq cragelure jar of
the Chang-Hwa period is a beautiful butterfly relief. He has a coral-red, gourd-shaped
vase out of the noted Morgan collection—a
small ovoid, a religious shape, of exquisite
crackle, lepule green; a square Pistache or
the Wan-Leih period; and a pink souffle° of
the Kea-Tsing period. Jacquemart, the highest authority en ceramics of the Orient, was
particularly charmed with this soufflée, by
which the color effect was Carried almost'imperceptibly from a lace-like net of red
through the finest traceries up to opaque
blue, giving the subsurface a jasperated appearance which contemporaneous decorators
vainly strive to attain.
Tile FAMOUS SANG DE BŒUF.
Mr. 411sworth has also a lapis lazuli vase,
trumpet-shaped, of the Yung-Chiug era, tue
texture and enamel being notable. In his
ten arrangements of porcelain in the various
apartments of his home there are numerous
other examples for whose special designation
space cannot be taken; but many of them
are worth seeing for the beauty, brilliancy,
and purity as well as the subtlety of the
color. The celoncion (sea green), which it
was a cherished ambition of the Chinese potter to effect; the purple such as Anacreon
saw on the grape; tile intermixed gray,
green, and fugitive intermediate chromatics;
the cherry, the dead strawberry, the chocolate rod, the gray-brown, the blue-black, the
green-yellow, the cream, the white with foglike grays penetrating throuziti its light, and
especially the greens dominating the whole
scale of colors as they did through more than
one long dynasty, are here in gem-like power,
firm, purely mixed, and reselendent on beautifully shaped vases, jars, bowls, and vials.
The chief treasure, however, of the Ellsworth collection is the sang de bœuf vase,
with the two bowls that flank it on either
side, in the pottery cabinet which stands inse
the centre of his picture gallery. This vase
is unsurpassed in the United States forea
shape, color, texture, and finish. It is eighteen inches high. Tho manipulation of the
kaolin on the wheel must have been marl/mush, delicate and dexterous. The color
it would be difficult to describe except in the
sugaestive way of ox blood. Tho richness of
the hue is due not merely to its purity hut to
the tooling and toning, the smooth edges of
the deep rod conting out to the white
on the lips of the vase with a superb strength, revealing, especially under the maguifyIng glass, inestimable gradations and a slight granulation. The bowls
are equaliy striking and elegant in form.
The cabinet on which this trio of treasures
stand, aral whim was gotten at the Doraidoff sale in London, contains 100 specimens
of pottery, all valuable, manifold in design,
from the square bottles that stand in the
Sevres workshops to inspire the artiste's and
artists there to the. little cylinders tuat did
duty for Princes in rarryine their private
and sometimes contraband properties; and
the countless moditications of ovoid, oblong,
narrow-throated, wide-mouthed,
chalice-like, rose-form, tulip-form shapes that
till the eye with complex linos all graceful,
ail harmonious, and delight the color sense
with a variety mud bruliancy of hues surpassnel only in amuse itself.
Boom may not be taken in this article for
any comment upon the other rare and interesting articles in Mr. Ellsworth's collectioas

—his jade, his engraved Oriental stones, his
Japan, Greek, and Indian bric-à-brac, or his
illuminated vellum, one volume of which
would justify an essay on itself.
The question will naturally arise whether
such porcelains are produced in China now.
No. The secret of coloring, the principles of
the tooling, and the sense of distinction and
elegance in ficele art appear to have been
lost The ceramic industry of the country is
still active, however, stimulated by the constantly increasing demand in Western countries.' if he poitera .1: the proscnt Vnahrto
no originality. Luke the Chinese in everything else, they are content to repeat themselves endlessly. Many of the best known
furnaces are able to turn out good
faïence and beautiful pottery, but they counterfeit the ancient marks and imitate the
traditional decoration. It requires a thorough
knowledge of processes and the properties of
the clays in various localities to avoid having
modern porceluins palmed off as antiques.
The really fine Chinese porcelains are now
catalogued in the archives of museums end
the books of private collectors as scrupulously as famous pictures. It is only by frequent
rectification of these after sales that imposition is rendered difficult, In some of the
English potteries the manipulation, marking,
and decoration are made to resemble the
coarser fiefeuee well.
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PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.

Free Evening Drawing Classes
OVEDD:L.

This circular is issued with a view of giving information to those
who desire it concerning the aims of the Council in establishing
the Free Evening Drawing Classes, and the courses of study in the
same.
The school is chiefly intended to afford instruction in Drawing and its
useful applications in Industrial pursuits to those having taste and
inclination for these subjects, but more principally for artisans and
apprentices.
It is the aim of the Council to make the instruction as practical as
possible, in order that the pupils may profitably apply the knowledge
gained in the various trades and branches of industry in which they
are engaged.
Daily experience demonstrates the great value of drawing in all trades,
and as the classes are entirely free, the Council trusts that both employer
and employed may show an interest in the important work—the former
by directing attention to the value and usefulness of the School, and the
latter by regular attendance on the classes.
•• ......

IItST OF CLASS H,S.
The Classes will open for the Season at the premises, 76 and So St. Gabriel
Street, (entrance by Fortification Lane), on Tuesday, 8th November, 1887, and
will close on Wednesday, 2Ist March, 1888.
The following is a List of the Classes and the evenings on which they are

held, viz.

FREEHAND (ADVANCED) MODEL (gz. OBJECT DRAWING
Tuesdays and Fridays,

-

-

-

MR. A. BOISSEAU, A.R.C.A.

FREEHAND DRAWING (JUNIOR)
Mondays and Fridays,

-

MESSRS. E. BREGENT (5_7 F. S. CLEyERLEY.
4

MECHANICAL DRAWING.
Tuesdays and Thursdays, - MESSRS. J. T. GARDHAM & T. C. WILKINSON.

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING.
MESSRS. J. E. VANIER &' E. BELANGER.

Mondays and Thursdays,

MODELLING AND WOOD CARVING.
Tuesdays and Fridays,

MR. A. VINCENT.

LITHOGRAPHY.
-Mondays and Fridays,

MR. J. A. P. LABELLE.

SCAGLIOLA AND PLASTER WORK.
Mondays and Thursdays,

MR. R. ROGERS.

DECORATIVE PAINTING.
MR. F. E. MELOCHE.

Mondays and Thursdays,

STAIR BUILDING AND BUILDING CONSTRUCTION,
Mit. L. H. BLoutti.

Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, -

PLUMBING.
Tuesdays and Thursdays,

-

MASTER PLUMBERS.

PATTERN MAKING CLASS
(FOR BOOT AND SHOE MAKERS).

Tuesdays and Thursdays
Mr. J. GODIN.
The Classes are entirely free, and are held from 7.30 to 9.3 0 p.m.
Intending Pupils should present themselves at the Class Rooms on the evening
of the Class which they wish to join.

COUNCIL OF ARTS AND MANUFACTURES
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School Pre m ises: 76 & 80 ST. GABRIEL ST, MONTREAL.

Instruction is given in the French and English languages, and the Classes
are held from 7.30 to 9.30 p.m.
The Session for 1887- 88 commences on November 8th, 1887, and ends on

21st March, 1888.

I. The Free Evening Classes, under the control of the Council of Arts and
Manufactures of the Province of Quebec, are open to all male pupils above
fifteen years of age.
II. Applications for admission are received at the Class Rooms on forms
provided for that purpose. Each applicant for admission should appear in person.
A letter of recommendation from his employer is regarded as desirable.
III. As the number of applications for admission in some of the Classes in
the School is largely in excess of the number that can be admitted at
once, it
becomes necessary for the latter applicants to wait until vacancies occur ;
they
are then admitted in the order of their application. The only
exception to this
rule is made when the number waiting is more than enough to fill the probable

vacancies for the season ; then preference is given to those whose occupations
require a knowledge of the study sought.
Pupils who may obtain admission in a Class for which they are not properly
qualified, are referred back by the Instructor to such Class as may be deemed
necessary. They are then entered as applicants for this Class, if they so desire,
but are subjected to the same conditions as new applicants of the same date.
IV. Any pupil absent three times without a satisfactory excuse, forfeits his
position in the School. Pupils absent for sufficient cause, and who wish to retain
their position, should report to the teacher, either in person or in writing, before
three absences have been recorded.
V. No pupil can leave the School while his Class is in session, except with the
permission of his instructor.
VI. For any breach of rod behaviour or violation of any of the regulations
of the School, a pupil will be suspended for such time as his teacher may decide.
A second offence will be punished by dismissal from the School. Cleanliness in
person and habits is strictly required.
VII. Pupils are enabled to purchase at the School such drawing paper, pencils,
&c., as they require.
VIII. At the close of the session, pupils must take charge of their drawing
boards, drawing instruments, &., as the Council will not assume any responsibility for the safe keeping of the same.
IX. Pupils must be obedient to the teachers, and must follow the methods
given, and only do such work as is permitted by the teacher.
X. All drawings or other works executed in the School will be retained during
the session ; at the close the Council may retain such works as it considers
desirable, the remainder being returned to the pupils by the teachers.
No drawing must be handed in to the teacher as finished, unless it be neat and
clean and ready for inspection, and have the pupils' name attached.

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION.
FREEHAND DRAWING CLASS.
This Class is divided into two Divisions, Junior and Senior.

Junior Freehand.
Evenings,
Teacher s,

-

Mondays and Fridays.
and F. S. CLEVER.LEY.

MESSRS. E. BREGENT

In the Junior Class those pupils are required to enter who are commencing
-drawing, or who have made but little advancement in the same.
The instruction commences with elementary principles, and the pupils first
work from card copies in straight lines and the combinations of straight lines in
the form of crosses, squares, ; then curved lines and circles and the combination of curved and straight lines, simple geometrical forms and geometrical
.definitions, then going on to simple conventional designs and freehand exercises.
Blackboard instruction in the elements of Geometry is given in this Class.

FREEHAND CLASS (Advanced.)

Tuesdays and Fridays,

MR. A. BOISSEAU, A.R.C.A., Teacher.

This Class is intended for pupils more advanced in knowledge and in age than
-those attending the former. The course is also more comprehensive and in-eludes Applied Design and Drawing from cast of Human Figure, or Ornament
particular attention is paid to Light and Shade.

MECHANICAL DRAWING.

Tuesdays and Thursdays,

MR. J. T. GARDHAM,
MR. T. C. WILKINSON,

Teachers.

This Class is designed chiefly for those following mechanical pursuits. For
apprentices and others employed in machine shops the instruction will prove of
great value. An elementary knowledge of Linear Drawing is required before
pupils can enter this Class ; the instruction is of a very practical character, pupils
often being required to make drawings to scale from hand sketches prepared by
the teacher.

•ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING.

Mondays and Thursdays,

MR.. J. E. VANIER,

MR. E. BELANGER, Teachers.

This Class is intended for Carpenters, Builders, Cabinet-Makers, &c. The
instruction is adapted as far as possible to the requirements of the pupils.
Exercises are given in plain Geometry and Projection, and pupils are instructed
in the details of Framing, Plans and Elevations of Buildings and the preparation
of Working Drawings.

STAIR BUILDING AND BUILDING CONSTRUCTION.

Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, - MR. L. H. BLouttl, Teacher.
The object of this Class is to enable carpenters, builders and others to make
tracings and drawings of stairs and other work, and to execute the same in theclass-rooms. Tools and materials are provided for this purpose. Many
demands have been made by carpenters for instruction in the important branch
of stair building, and special instruction is required in it. Lessons and
explanations will also be given in regard to matters relating to the construction
of buildings.

-

PLASTER WORK AND SCAGLIOLA

Mondays and Thursdays,

MR. R. ROGERS, Teacher.

This Class is intended chiefly for plasterers, house decorators, etc. The
pupils are shown the manner of making scagliola for various purposes, and its
mode of application for interior decoration, etc., etc.
Instruction is also given in plaster cornice work, mitreing, casting plaster
ornaments, etc.

PLUMBING CLASS.

Tuesday and Friday Evenings.
The Classes will be under the immediate charge of Members c,t the Master
Plumbers' Associati n.
,

In compliance with many requests that have been made, a course of instruction
in Plumbers' Work will be given under the direction of the Master Plumbers'
Association , The Class has been arranged fur Apprentices, Journeymen and
Foremen engaged in any of the branches of Plumbing.
A workshop has been prepared and the course will consist of short lectures or
'slop-talks,' and practical instruction.

.WODELLIN; AND WOOD CARVING.

Mondays and Fridays, MR. A. VINCENT, Teacher.
The object of this Class is to give instruction to all who use the chisel, but
„-nore particularly to marble and stone cutters, wood carvers, &c. The
p;pe-clay which is used in modelling may be softened as often as required, thus

enabling the pupil to work with ease and rapidity, obtain quick results and
become familiar with form ; he first gives to the mass of clay the rough outline
of the object he desires to reproduce wad then finishes it by the aid of the fingers
or tools. The clay required is provided free of charge.
Pupils who desire to join this class should be well up in Freehand Drawing
in the case of stone-cutters, however, this condition will not be rigidly exacte I.
.

LITHOGRAPHIC CLASS.
Mondays and Fridays,

-

MR. J. A. P. LABELLE, Teacher.

-

The object of this Class is to afford to apprentices and workmen in establishments where Lithographic and similar work is done, an opportunity to gain
instruction and to practice work which they are not permitted to do in the places
where they are regularly employed.
The instruction commences with the preparation of the Lithographic stone for
work and proceeds by regular steps till the pupil is able to finish a drawing on
the stone, ready for the press. Instruction is given in engraving on stone,
crayon and pen and ink work.
The Class is open to all who are sufficiently advanced in drawing to enable
them to follow it with advantage ; for those whose employment requires a
knowledge of drawing, such instruction is given as will enable them to reproduce
their work on stone.
The stones and other materials required in the Class Room are provided, free
of cost to the pupil.

DECORATIVE PAINTING CLASS.
Mondays and Thursdays,

-

-

MR. F. E. MELOCHE, Teacher.

To handle the brush properly requires a certain degree of skill, and employers,
a.F. a rule, are reluctant to entrust their apprentices with work of any importance.

The object of this Class is to help those who devote themselves seriously to decorative
work, and at the same time to aid in forming and directing the taste of the pupils
in providing means of studying decoration according to the rules of art. Pupils
desiring to enter this Class must have a good knowledge of drawing. Materials,
such as Paints, Brushes, etc., are provided free of charge.

Instruction will be given on such subjects as lead bossing, pipe bending,
soldering and wiping joints, lead burning, water closets and their fittings, water
waste preventors, baths, lavatories and sinks, traps, soil pipes, connection of
drain with sewer, ventilation of soil pipes and drains, sizes of pipes, etc., water
supply ; house cisterns, their construction, position and management, etc.
The materials required will be supplied free.
A fee of One Dollar will be charged for admission to this Class.

PATTERN MAKING CLASS (For Boot and Shoe Makers)

Tuesday and Thursday Evenings- -

MR.

J. GODIN, Teacher.

A course of lessons has been arranged for persons engaged in boot and shoe
making establishments, and particularly for those in the Upper-cutting department.
The Class is established for the purpose of giving practical instruction in BOOT
AND SHOE PATTERN CUTTING, and for the Study and Practice of Practical and
Artistic Pattern Cutting, including boots and Shoes of all kinds.
After instruction by the teacher, the pupils will he required to fit and adjust
patterns to the Last. The instructions will be illustrated by specimens of
materials and otherwise.
The Class is free, and will be opened on Thursday, 26th January.

No Classes will be held on the evenings of the following days, viz :—
Monday,
Tuesday, Monday,
Tuesday, Epiphany,

26th December, 1887.
27th
2nd January, 1888.
3rd
6th

S. C. STEVENS 0 N, B. A.,
Secretary and Director...

Pictures on View.
elr. J. C. Pinhey has some paintings at
-resent on vlew in Messrs. Scott's rooms.
et)ing a particularly g(od one. It is a
y portrait of a little child, Miss Estelle

Details of Mr. R. B. Angus' Gift to the
Numismatic and Antiquarian

.voy

and is capitally painted ; the flesh
stinting is good, but the texture, and light
al shade on the hair, are especially well
me. Two other portraits, the artist's
erents, are good pieces of work, the style
)ing much broader than on the child's por' rait. Another, an interior in Southern
France, is a very Lorne-like scene, and apsals to the lover of the domestic in art.
he painting la very broad, and exceptionEly so on tho faces.
A Public Act.

The members of the Numismatic and

Antiquarian society have reason for cone) atulation intime receipt of a very value
eble donation from our esteemed fellowcitizen, Mr. R. B. Angus. The society held
its ueual monthly meeting on Tuesday
evening at the residence of Mr. CharlesT.
Hart, V. le, at which a more than average
number aube members were present and
many rare and valuable exeibite were
made. Mr. Hart's interesting and valuable
collection of Canadian paper money, including a ten dollar bill (No. 96 of
the first issue, of the Bank of
:Montreal ; and a copy of the address
put forth by the American Congress
se Philadelphia in 1775. to the inhabitants of
Canada), may be especially noted. But the
great feature of the evening was the donation
from Mr. Angus alas flue a collection of engravings as, perhaps, ha e ever been seen together in Montreal. They comprit e portraits
of governors, views of Montreal, Quebec and
Halifax, etc., etc., and every one of them
bristling with historical interest. The engravings are all in splendid condition, and
enclosed in a valable portfolio mounted on
a brass stand. For the eons enience of any
one desiring to inepect the engravings, they
will rennin for a (few days at the office of
Mr. J. A. U. Baudry„ the curator of the N.
and A. Society,11 2 St. Francois eea.vier street,
where they can be see from 10 a.m. to 1 pea.
The members of the seeiety pasee.el a cordial
vote of thanks to Mi-. Angus for his generous and valuable gifts :awl elected him an
honorary member. As the engravings ara
of important and lasting interest to all
students of Canadian hietory, we subjoin a
catalogue of them (4 5 ia all) as a record.
We had almost forgotten to add that the
address by the eongres3 to the inhabitants
of Canada bears the imprint, Imprime &
public par ordre du Congres, a Philadelphie, de l'Imprimerie de Fleury Mesplee.
111 LCCLXXIV." Benjamin Franklin, who
came to Montreal agene of the commissioners, suggested that they should bring a
Printing press with them. Mespiet therefore accompanied the commissimiers, and
ss ben they returned to Philadelphia. in a
short time, finding that the Canadians turned
"a deaf car to the voice of the charmer," he
(elesplct) elayed in Montreal and beeline
the founder of' the Montreal AZETTE.

fe,./

.

1834 10 1860 : chairman of the first railroad
company in Canada—the St. Lawrence and
Champlain ; mayor of Montreal 1840 to 1842.
Died at Beaver Hall place September 28th,

;

The pu'mismatie and Antique an's lety,
which has done a great deal of disinterested e
in attending to the antiquities and
Y this province, hasjust been given
e, Ileen1 collection of engravings nee w Canadian history. The goner tie
IFS Mr. R. B. Angus, who turns them n
1 , accompanied with a large and fine
mounted on a handsome stand.
.iey include, among others, nearly the
amiss series of best portraits of too English
Governors, and can be seen for a few+ days
by members and any one interested at the
office of J. A. U. Baudry, Esq., No. 112 St.
Fraucois Xavier street.
-

--4The art collection of James H. Stebbins, ineluding eighty numbers, of which three were
marbles, was sold at auction last evening in
Chickering Hall by Thomas E. Kirby. The audi-

ence crowded the ball, and the bidding was ,
spirited. The pictures brought $159,155 and the 10/
statuary 41,060, making a total of $100,215.
The Game Lost," a picture of lfqixle*i inches,
by Meissonier, brought the highest price-820,300 —and Collis P. Huntington was the purchaser.
M. B. Mason of Boston bought the " L'Eminence
Grist" "of Ciénerne for $13,700, and the third
largest price paid was $10,500 for another
(JrSr ôme, "Molière Breakfasting , with Louis
XIV. at Versailles." M. H. •Arnot of Elmira
paid $7,100 for Meissonier's "The Stirrup Cup,"
ind W. A. Reeler ir., ,po , or Fortuny's "A i
Spanish Lady." T4

""»

ONLY A P.110TOG_Ctr. f

49— 11/2 1-9
THE SO-CALLED "DRAWING" B AOSA - BONHEUR IN THE STEBBINS COLLECTION NOW
SAID TO BE A PHOTOGRAPH RETOUCHED.
The picture in the Stebbins collection cata
sgued as a drawing by Rosa Bonheur (signed
/ the artist) and sold to Alfred Corning Clark,
serer of the Singer Sewing-Machine Corns!, for $725, is now supposed to be a swindle
unknown of cour se to Mr. Stebbins.
V hen the rumor got about Mr. Stebbins wrote
) Mr. Clark, offering to take the picture back,
ut Mr. Clark, replied that he was sure it was a
.rawing, and not a photograph, and he pre,ferreci to keep it. He would, however, send it
to Rosa Bonheur, and if she said it was spurious, he would destroy It.
Mr. Kurtz, the photographer, said this morning that he had had a picture to photograph for
sihe catalogue, and saw at a glance that
was a photograph. It had been
'Len many years ago, before the
albumenized paper was in use, and
before photographing had reached its present high standard. At that time it was customary for photographs of pictures to be retouched. The reason for this was that as the
vapor was not properly prepared it had a fiat,
trect, and a few touches here and there were
-ado to bring it out. Touching up had
rbeen done in this case, but no fraud was int uned. Mr. Kurtz has been sick for
weets, and had not seen the announcement
a drawgin the catalogue that the picture was
Jug, or he should have immediately informled Mr. Kirby of the Art Association of

P

l'ORTRAITS.

Le Comte D'Aigenson, lieutenant-governor
el New France 1657-1661. Born 1626 ; died

the fact that it wag nothing more than a re-

touched photograph.

The Thomas A. Howell collection of sixtyfive modern paintings, representing fifty-two
American and foreign artists, was sold by Ongles
brought
& Ce. at Clitokering Hall last night, and
" was
a total of 874,880. Dnubigny's " Evening
sold for $0,150 to Knoedier & Co., Corot's "Evening" for $4,500, Breton's " Watching the Cows"
for $3,000, Detaille's "Windmill" for $4,700,
mire's "Marine" for $4,000, and the "Forest
Ff ontainebleau," by N. Diaz, for $4,000.

1360.

General Sir Eenwick W. Williams of Kars.
born at Halifax, N.S., in 1800 '• administrator

of the Government in Canada 1860-61.
Right. Rev. Francis Fulford, D.D. appointed in 1859" Metropolitan Bishop of Canada."

Bishop Fill ford was popular with all denominations, and endeared himself to all with

whom became In contact. Lithographed by
William _Endicott & Co., N.Y.
MONTREAL.

Plan of the town and fortifications of Montreal, or Ville Marie, 1759.
Perspective view of the eity,1765.
Large view of the city, from the mountain,
dedicated to Sir R. S. M lines, lieutenantgovernor, drawn by R. Dillon, engraved by
S. A Ilen, 1803.
View of the Champ de Mars, looking west,
drawn by Sproule, engraved by W. Leney,

published by Bourne, 1830.
View of the harbor, drawn by Sproule, en-

graved by W. Leney, published by Bourne.
v+,-. of flro4.1 st.James street, from Place
d'Atines,lookihvr st, drawn by John Nurses , eueesiessee eourne.
QUEBEC.

e

View of the taking of Quebec by the forces
commanded
by General Wolfe, September
1h
I
View of the city of Quebec, the capital of
Canada, taken partly from Pointe des Peres
and partly on board the Vanguard. by Capt.
Harvey Smyth, aide-de-camp to Gen.3ral
-Wolfe, engraved by P. Benazech.
'View of Can Rouge (or Carouge) nine miles
above the city of Quebec, by Capt. Harvey
Smyth, engraved by Peter Mazell.
View of the Fall of Montmorenci, showing
1Volfe's attack on the French entrenchment
at Beauport on July 31st. 1759, by Capt. Harvey Smyth, engraved by W. Elliot.
General view of Quebec from Point
d( (Healed to Admiral Saunders, by Richard
short, engraved by P. Canot, published in
I ondon. September, 1761.
Siege of Louisbourg in 1758, by Capt. Ines,
gt eyed by P. Canot.
V sew of Pierced Island, a remarkable rock
ill 1 lie Gulf of the Si-. Lawrence, two leagues
from Gaspe Bay, by Capt. H. Smyth, eng) eyed by P. Canot.
Gaspe Bay, Gulf of the St. Lawrence. during the stay of the British fleet in 1759, showing General Wolfe's residence, by Capt. H.
Smyth, engraved by P. Mazell.
Town and harbor of Halifax, Nova Scotia,
by Serres, engraved oy Mason.
Town and harbor of Halifax (another view).
. Penes chintli, Halifax, N.6 , by Richard
Short, er graved by Fougeron.
Death of General Wolfe, the celebrated
picture by Benjamin West, engraved by

1709.

,

'

Si r George Yonge, secretary of war in the
English Government. from whom 'longe
street, Toronto, takes its name.
Joseph Brant, Tbayendanegea, chief of the
Mohawks, visited England twice, died ici
1807, aged 65.
Ron. Louis Joseph Papineau, leader of the
Canadian party, born at Montreal in 1789.
scarce portrait, lithographed by Mattrin,
Part&
Bon. Denis Benjamin Viger, one of Montreal's most prominent citizens, born in 1774,
died February 13th, 1861.
Hon. Peter McGill (mec efeCutcheon), an ente) pri e Mg merchant and business man. He
was president of the Bank of Montreal - 1176M

A MUNIFICENT DONATION.

'

Count de la Celli ssoniere. lieutenant-governor 1747.1749. by Milian, Paris.
Sir James H. Craig. governor 1807-1811.
Sir George Prevost, governor 1811-1814.
Born in New York 1767: died in England
January 5, 1816.
Duke of Richmond succeeded Sir John Coupe
Sherbrooke as governor in 1819. Died from
the bile Ma lame fox, In a hut on the banks of
the Ottawa river January 28, 1820.
Earl of Dalhousie, governor from 18201828, Born in 1770-; died in 1838.
Earl Gosforcl, governor, 1835-1838. Phillips, RA., pinxit. Drawn on stone by R. J.
Lane. Died in England, March 29, 1849.
Earl Durham, governor, 1838, and returned
to England after a few months From the
well known picture by Sir Thomas Lawrence.
Sir Francis Bond Head, governor of Upper
Canada, 1835-1838.
Sir Charles Metcalfe, governor-general,
1843-1845. Proof engraving.'
Lord Elgin and Kincardine, governor-gmeral, 1846-1854, proof engraving by T. C.
Donne, in 1843.
mrscki.r,axkons.

General Wolfe, born at Westerham. England, July 2,1727, II. Smith pinxit, C. Spooner fecit, published by J. Bowles at the Black
Horse, Cornhill.
General Wolfe (the rare portrait). F. Turin
pinxit, R. Purcell fecit
Sir Jeffrey Amherst, bornr June 27.1717,
died An gust :1,1797 (scarce portait); Vaudreuil,
the last French Governor of Montreal, surrendered to Amherst, September 8, 1760.
Sir Charles Saunders, commander of the
fleet which conveyed the British army up the
St. Lawrence. Proof engraving.
General Thomas Gage, first English Governor of the City of Montreal, succeeded General Amherst as commander-in-chief.

Charles Carroll, of Carrollton, one of the
commissioners sent to Montreal by the
American Congress at Philadelphia in 1775,
During their stay in Montreal they resided at
the old "Government House" in Notre Dame
street.

'

Death of General Wolfe, by Edward Penny,
BA., painted in rivalry of West, engraved by
Sawyer, (very rare.)
Death of Montcalm, published in Paris,
drawn by Vatertn, engraved by G. Chevillet.
t em bat entre la fregate Francalse La Sacveillante, commande par Couedic et la fregate
re clue b«•, Captain 1 firmer, October 0, 1779.

Coming
Exhibition.0/k4
1- VNext: week
a collection of some 3 0 Mc1 14 :

Art

3

fi-i res will be on view at the Vies' armory,
all the work of M. and Mme. L'Aubiniere.
This is a noteworthy fact. Seldom is it
found that two artists working together can
exhibit such a numerous, varied and wholly
admirable collection as that to be submitted
to the Montreal public next week. Art lovers
will remember the choice little collestiou of
British Columbia scenes exhibited in the
city last winter by Madame L'Aubiniere and
her husband, and will doubtless anticipate
another pleasure from the above announcet mime They will not be disappointed. A
hurried glance over three or four of the principal works to be hung led the GAZETTE representative to become enthusiastieally confident of a crowning success in store for the
artists. The pictures are illustrative of the
lower St. Lawrence and the Saguenay, the
Canyons of ralifornia and the glories of the
Yosemite valley. Fuller 'and detailed descripticn is reserved.

1
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Charles Francois Daubigny is

THE ARTISTS OF RUSSIA.

Veiz,7

Aranemier4 of Art to that Couatry
,koadd !lore thanCentury.

101 -

The question is frequently as - d whether Russia is represented by any other
artist than Verestchagin. In St. Petersburg and in Moscow there nave been for
more than a century academies of fine
arts. The St. Petersburg Academy ha
always flourished so far as pupils are to
be considered evidence of prosperity. It
boasted among the students Vetzianoff,
who is generally accounted the father of
national art in Russia. He was bred in
the pseudo-classic behool and painted accordipg to the absurd traditions which
prevailed in France until the Barbizon
school began to make them ridiculous.
The influence of France was as paramount in art sein literature and etiquette
in Russia until within our own time ;
and it still exercises more sway than that
of any other nation. The academy at
St. Petersburg went on in the way of all
the academies in Paris, and to a considerable extent it still does so. The
Moscow Academy was founded as a pro
test of national feeling against alien tra
dition. The alliance between Paris and
the Russian capital was closer than that
between it and any other European
influence. But many Russian students
went to Italian cities and are sometimei
catalogued among Italian painters. Car!
Pavonch Prullo iv, a distinguished student
and afterwards master in the St. Petersburgh Academy, was well known in
Rome, Milan, and Bologna. He died
shortly before the breaking out of the
Crimean War. His most celebrated
works are in his native city. Among his
pupils was Fedetoff. Fedetoff was not
so fortunate as to begin his artistic
studies young, and his works, although
they contain many qualities of excellence
are not reckoned masterly.
Peroff is the chief artistic personage
in Russia. The natural son of Baron
Krudeuer, and being by law not entitled
bear his father's name, he came to be
own as Peron', meaning the "pen," on
ount of his proficiency in writing. He
born at Tobolek in 1833, and is known
Basil. His first studies were with
mpin in a Russian town where his
her was temporarily staying. At
jni-Novgorod he became steward of an
state. Being thus rendered independent,
le devoted as much of his time as he
!mild command to his art, and his deifessed social state, hopeless as well as
loveless, gradually drew him nearer
to the peasantry, whose lives became his favourite topics. After
leaving the studio of Stoupin he
went to the Academy at Moscow, but was unable to meet his expenses, and left the institution to become a
peripatetic teacher of drawing. Vtisilieff,
one of the professors, took him into his
(mil house. He developed rapidly into
a genre painter, and was the first realist
of his nation. He painted a Crucifixion
from a living model hung to a wooden
eross with ropes and rings. The prizes
he secured enabled him to go to Paris.
There he remained for some time but
never lost touch with his own people nor
acquired a thorough liking for the
Frefich. He asked leave of the Moscow
directors to return to that city. For
thirty years he has been a teacher in the
Academy of that city. Leonard Stra'vnski and Vladimir Makovski are also
'ell known Russian artists. The larger
•ussian cities have numerous schools,
ad the walls of Russian houses are
'dorned with their products. It will be
remembered that when Verestchagin
went to visit Turgeneff on his deathbed
rooms filled with
Russian
be found
his
pictures.
!
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MEN-WARREN PRZWIK,S
—
iNIECA

now occupy the walls of the/ mean
Art Galleries, 6 East 23rd street and
will remain on exhibition until the 7th
and 8th of March, when they will be
sold by Mr. Thomas Kirby at auction at
Chickering Hall. There are 159 pictures,
representing some of the best European I
modern artists, with a sprinkling of I
Americans. Seven canvasses are ascribed
to Corot. "The Old Monastery" and

"A Summer's Morning

"

are the most

beautiful of this great painter's group

repre-

sented by seven pictures, most of which
are inferior specimens except "On the
Oise," which is indeed a summer idyl.
Karl Pierre Daubigny, son of C. F., has
one little canvass "Sunset." Constantine
Foyon's pastorals are as usual masterpieces of cattle and landscape. Bayschlag's "Mother and Child" is tender in treatment, showing at a
glance the relationship between the two.
This great painter from Munich is noted
for his graceful treatment of the fair sex
of high society poetically considered.
Jules Dupre's "Early Morning on the
Coast" is in the famous landscape painter's best style. Isaby's "Launching the
Boat" and Jaques' "Mountain Flock" are
delicious pictures, while Millet's "Lessiaeuse," a peasant at work in a kitchen,
give some idea of the excellence of this
collection.
A large number of Chinese porcelains
are also on exhibition. They were
brought to this country by the mandarin
merchants, Wang Shin Yuiug and Yang,
Yan Dock of Tientsin, China. The owners of this interesting collection of
Oriental porcelains, jade, carvings,
teak wood furniture, etc_, claim that
many of these articles are not less than
two hundred years old.
The interesting exhibition is farther
supplemented with the etchings of the
works of
VELASQUEZ AND TITIAN,

exhibited by Mr. Robt. Dautborne, the
publisher of the Rembrandt Head Vigo
Street, London. Of the five important
etchings, which Mr. Macbeth, A. R. A.,
has executed from famous pictures by
Velasquez and Titian in the Madrid Gallery, the plates which Mr. Goulding has
personally undertaken, will be printed in
only one "state." The series begins
with " Alonzo Cane" of Velasquez,
, wrought presumably about 1656.
"Tapestry weavers" is the next issue.
Mr. Frederick Wedmore thus describes
the picture. "A room in the deserted
Convent of St. Isabel is the scene of this
picture. On a dais in an alcove, brilliantly lighted from the side, a woman
seems to show to two visitors a finished
tapestry. But, on the lower level of the
darker, nearer, and larger portion of the
place, there proceeds the work which
give the canvas its Spanish name—" Las
Hilanderas." Here, slightly dressed,
with naked feet and bared arms and
shoulders—as one may see the girls today in the tobacco factories of Barcelona
or Seville—are the spinners rand winders

of the wool. The truth of action is complete and the wheel of the elder woman
moves no more certainly than the arm of
the winding girl, robust of couture, delicate of hand. In my next I will speak of
the rest of the series.
Special Notice.
A Unique Sale.

/

The Spring sales this year of h isebold

goods will beharacterized by the most important sale ever held in Canada. It has
been whispered around for some time that
Mr. R. A. Smith was about breaking up
housekeeping and leaving Canada. This is
now un fait accompli, and such are the high
artistic qualities of all his furnishings that
he has entrusted the entire management of
the sale to Messrs. W. Scott &Son, who propose adopting a novel feature in Montreal,
by moving every article from the house to
some large hall, and arrange them en suite,
just as they were in the house, thus giving
the public an opportunity to inspect and examine the goods to much better advantage.
The furniture is the manufacture of Cottrer
& Cu., of New York, James Thomson, and W. Scott & Son, of this
city the carpets and curtains
from Morris, London, oriental rugs front
Vincent Robinson,London, Royal Worcester
dinner service, etc., from Phillips, London,
bronzes, bric-a-brac and decorative ware of
the finest and most costly description. The
pictures, all water color drawings,with three
or Lug. exceptions in oil, are well known,
most of them having been seen at the loan
collections in the Art Association rooms,
where they provoked exceptional favorable
criticism. In fact, everything in the house
has been selected with the most refined and
cultivated taste, and evidently with the intention to have only the very nest of its
kind, without regard to cost. This sale will
doubtless be awaited with anxious expectancy, and will command the attention of
;

'

connoisseurs

and people of esthetic taste

from far and near.

TRE L'AUBIR1ERRIIIRIBITION.

An important exhibition of works by
Mr. and Madame C. A. de L'Aubiniere,
artists already well known in Montreal,
will open to the public at the Armoury
Hall, on Tuesday, the 12th of March, and
is expected to attract considerable attention, not only on account of the merits of
the pictures themselves, but also from
the fact that many of them are reproductions of the familiar and beautiful scenery of the Province of Quebec, painted
from nature during the summer and
autumn of last year. To these are added
a charming collection of views from various parts of the United States—the product of six years of trayel— and several
-

fine figure-pieces by Madame de L'Aubiniere, making in all' over 250 numbers,
and including many large and important
examples both in oil and water-colour.
Among the mentionable ones are a view
of "Quebec at twilight," a picturesque
"Cascade on the Chicoutimi," an impressive moonlight effect in the "Yosemite
Valley," and several Californian landscapes and coast-ccenes from the brush
of Mr. de L'Aubiniere, while a couple of

—s tle

delightful, upright, figure-pieces respectively entitled, "A Dream of Spring" and
"A Day Gone By," some fine studies of
the Montmorenci Falls and river," Quebec—a Lazy Afternoon", the borders of
the St. Lawrence and the Saguenay, etc.,
with the important and already much
spoken of composition, "The End of
the Journey," fully sustain Madame de
L'Aubiniere's fame as the painter of
"The Harvest of the Poor". "The End
of the Journey ", a subject full of
pathetic, grace and expression, is the
only very large picture painted by
Madame de L'Aubiniere since 1885, the
I year of the " Illarvest," and, bids fair to
equal it in the estimation of connoisseurs.
The "Private Vieek (by invitation),
takes place on Monday evening, the 11th
of March. The pictures will all be
offered at public sale on Thursday,
Friday and Saturday, without reserve,

A

,

'

M. and Madame de L'Aubiniere ara

leaving for Europe at the end of the

month.

1/44./Wr. W. F. Kay's PietureA,

his well known collection of high c is
costly pictures are shortly about to be
brought before the public for positive sale
by auction. Mr. Kay was one of the pioneer
collectors of Canada of meritorious works of
art, employed his leisure and wealth by
foreign travel and indulging his good taste
in acquiring a large number of very valuable
pictures, a number of wIlicl) have adorned
the walls of the Art, association rooms for
several years. The larger part of the pictures
are by English ai Lists who at the present
da v stand at the head of the. English school.
The French, Belgian and Dutch schools are
well re p resented, as ie also our own Canadian
artists/ Way and Edson and others.
The Anirgement of this important sale has
been entrusted to Messrs. W. Scott & Son,
whose large experience and art knowledge
will be employed in putting these pictures
properly before the public. Mr. William H.
Ainton, auctioneer, will conduct the sale.
and

j

t at& W. F. KA.It'S Pivruita./s i,

'

The wealth and taste in Canada will
be well tested at the coming sale of Mr.
Kaye's magnificent collection of paintings
and statuary. It is certainly a bold steo
to offer works of this high character in
Montreal instead of London, where this I
artist's works are widely known and
appreciated ; but as there have been
many valuable paintings purchased by
our wealthy citizens of late years it is
!

!

hoped that our public will rise to the

occasion so that no very great sacri fi ce
will be made. Messrs. W. Scott & San
are now busy cataloguing the pictures
which are to be ()tiered for positive sale
in their old Fine Art rooms, where they
haVe held all of their picture sales, now
in possession of Mr. W. H. Arnton, who
will be the auctioneer selected by them
to conduct this important sale. c 60
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253 PAINTINGS!
In Oil and Water Colors, by M. and Mme.

C. A.de L'AUBINIERE,
Artists patronized by HER MAJESTY QCEEN VICTOELL

FREE EXHIBITION,

THURSDAY and FRIDAY, March 14th
and 13th,
AT TWO O'CLOCK,
And SATURDAY EVENING, March 16th,
AT EIGHT O'CLOCK P.M.,
—TO BE HELD AT THE—

VICTORIA. RIFLES ARMORY,
Cathcart Street.
Parties residing ont of the city or those who are
unable to attend the sale can have their orders for
purchasing executed free of charge by sending their
limit to the undersigned.

M. HICKS & CO.,

Auotioneers.
N.B.—The demrations of the Armory have been
arranged under the management of R. Beullac, Eau.,
the lighting by Measrs. linghem & Stephenson, and
carpentering by Mr. Joseph Cote. 58 4

THE L'AtHINIERE

Exinintlem

'VICTORIA RIFLES ARMORY,
CATHCART STREET.

M INVITATION to the private view of the above
Exhibition to take place on

MONDAY EVENING, March Ilth,
A.. EIGHT O'CLOCK,
Is cordially extended to the
Members of the Art Association
—AND THE—

Shareholders of the Victoria Rifles Armory.
C. A. ye L'AUSINIERE.
582
M. HICKS & CO.

A PERFECT ART GALLERY AT THE VIC
NV/

TORIA ARMORY.

‘ ,1

A complete transformation( has / been
made in the large hall of the armory for
the purpose of exhibiting the collection of
oil and water colors by M. and Mme. C.
A. De L'Aubimere. The pictures, over
250 in number, are artistically arranged
around the walls, in perfect view, and
will be seen equally well in the evening,
as four electric lights have been placed
in the ball, which, with the addition of
200 gas jets, will produce a brilliant effect.
The decorations, which are very handsome, consisting of plush drapery and
flags of all countries, will blend in a
charming manner with the beautiful
works of art. In a private view with
which a Mania) representative has been
favored, out of the number exhibited the
following seem to have the pre-eminence
(the numbers are taken from the catalogue) 54,A Spring, Duncan's Mills, Cal.;
55, Nature's Garden, Alameda, Cal.; 56,
An Alameda Woodland, Cal.; 78, The
Hunter's Return, Colorado ; 130, Entrance to the Woods, Alameda; 131,
Outside the Golden Gate, San Francisco;
153, Master and Pupil; 154, After Lunch.
There are also a number of well executed
scenes taken from Quebee, the Montmorency River, Mnray Bay and Pointe au
Pic, and an exquisite water color, "The
End of the Journey," by Mme. de L'Au.biniere. The whole collection will be on
exhibition Tuesday and Wednesday of
this week, free to all. 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.,
and lovers of art will find their time well
spent in visiting the Armory, for it is
seldom such a choice collection bas been
seen in Montreal.
:

1414Art Amateur CommultW/A9
essrs. Raphael, Tuck & Sons announce a
g
prize exhibition to be held in January, 1890, I
e hen 500 guineas will be distributed among
the successful exhibitors. The prizes will
be distributed over the following sections :—
Section I, general studies ; section II, door
panel studies (four to the set) section III,
, British and American scenery and other art
publications. Three first prizes of fifty
guineas each will be awarded the best work
;

in each of these three sections. Bona fide
amateurs and art students only are permitted to take part in this competitive exhibi-

•t

fen, from which professional artists and art
cohere are excluded.

—

and Admirable Colleedeals at the Vies' Arnalr7
a.
---

Representative

Ass

Last evening the private vi w ,df the
L'Aubiniere'a collection of oil paintings and
water color drawings at the Vics' armory
was well attended. The hall was tastefully
decorated and well lighted, and the perfect
arrangement of the pictures goes far to
prove that artists might prove their own
best hanging committees. Something of
the personnel of the artists should prove of
interest to the public, who are not all acquainted with their works. Madame
l'Aubimiere is the daughter of the well
known English water-color painter, John
Steble. From an unceasing study of nature,
contirental nature, and residence in
Paris, she has acquired the enviable reputatation as an aquarelliste of
having very few equals, and probably
no superiors. In 1880 two of her paintings
were purchased by Her Majesty Queen
Victoria from an exhibition of works exclusively by M. and Mine de L'Aubiniere, held
in London. In 1882 Madame de ['Aubinide exhibited a collection of sixteen important water-colors at Cercle des Arts Liberaux
in Paris, calling forth the warmest praise
from the entire Parisian press in articles
signed by the famous names of Olivier Merson, Albert Wolff, William Raymond, Goazague-Privat, Ernest Chesneau and G. Japy,
wherein the critics declared emphatically
that her work was "a revelation" which
"placed her at once in the front rank of her
piofession." For the last five years her
travels through the United States and Canada have resulted in winning her fresh
laurels, and during her recent visit to
Victoria, British Columbia, she was commissioned by the Government to paint the
address forwarded to Queen Victoria on her
jubilee. Madame de L'Aubiniere's subjects
are remarkably varied, and cornprise landstripe, sea sud tlower pieces, portrait and
genre. M. de L'Aubin iere, whose life as a writer
and painter is conscientiously devoted to art,
and who has been an exhibitor has
always held views directly opposed to
the usual exhibition regulations and prefers
the system of individual exhibition as facilitating the judgment of the public, and at
the same time doing greater justice to the
artist. His early studies were made under
Gerome and Corot, but his own artistic tern' perament was too strong to permit the lasting influence of any master but nature, of
a bon) he is an enthusiastic and ardent lover
and student, and whose varying mood4he
renders with an entire originality of style
and feeling. The present exhibition, in
which each picture is the original work
from nature, illustrates the scenery of a
large portion of Canada and the United
States, and will be found full of variety and
interest.

44,,,e12C
(From our own

Our Artists.

.

4.344 9,

correspondent./

March 12.—Lord and Lady
Stanley aid a number of prominent people
were present at the opening of the annual
exhibition of the Royal Canadian Academy
of Aits at the National gallery here this
evening. Among those present were Sir
Charles and Lady Tupper, Lady Macdonald,
Sir James Grant and Hon. G. W. Allan.
Mr. L. ()Brien, of Toronto, the president of
the Academy, made an address of welcome
to their Excellencies. ln reply Lord Stanley said he hoped that those who were connected with the management of the Academy would endeavor to encourage its members to attaCin that due study and recognition of rtistic principle that led
to artistic Nine. He could not sit
down with I saying that he hoped
that the a al Of this academy would 80011
be filled %Nip the best work of Canadian
artists, worded in a distinct Canadian type.
In this counk)' they had landscapes which
would teroPt, the pencil of any artist.
Surely, with such materials before them,
they would iff time be able to furnish their
academy with a collection that would be
worthy of the proud place which they all
hoped to see their Dominion attain among
the nations of the world. A vote of thanks
to the Government for the use of the
National gallery for the exhibition of the
academy was moved by Senator Allan.
Sir Charles Tupper, who seconded
the motion, said he thought the
Government was doing no more than its
duty in giving its countenance and aid to
this Academy. The time had come when
the condition of a country was measured by
its art, literature and science. When a
country had peached the development that
Canada had, the time had come when there
must be proess
x in arts, literature and
science. Th was no more appropriate
occasion the this, he said in conclusion, to
repeat the knit words which the Princess
Louise had said to him on leaving England.
She had asked him to say to all Canadians
that she still continued to have a deep interest in Cantda and Canadians, and asked
him to remember her in the kindest and
wannest terms to her friends in Canada.
(Applause.) The collection of oil and water
colors whieh the Goveror-General and Lady
Stanley inspected afterward included pictureS by W. Raphael, R. Harris, W. Bremner, O. R. Jacobi and A. T. Taylor of Mont,real, besides many others.
OTTAN% A

'

BE L'AUBINIERE PICTURES

BAIJ
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paintings and water color drawings at the
Vies' Armoi y ball. The province of Quebec
is mincipally pictured and those who have.
done the Saguenay mute will be delighted
to see many of the favorite e bits " repro- N; /
duced, and admirably reproduced, on the
canvases of the L'Aubinieres. To-morrow
and following days the collection will be on
exhibition to the public. No one should
miss it.

& Wednesday, March 12th & 13th,
FROM 10 A.M. TO 10 P.M.

6111."—

—
Icrd Staniey Open.. Its Annual Extit.
bltion—Words of Cheer for

-

mdte dd iLa seven years' touAn Cana and the

Tuesday

VT_IIE ROYAL ACADEMY.

and Madame L'Aubiniere give 7a /pri
vale view this evening of their collection of

,

?i

.

•

The IRMA Canadian Academy.

The annual exhibition of the Royal Cana-

dian academy was opened by His Itixcellency
the Governor-General, in Ottawa, on Wednes- (17
day evening. The collection, which is arranged in the National Gallery building, though
smaller than usual, is above the average in
merit. At the annual meeting for elections
and the transaction of general business officers of the past year were re-elected and the
council for the coming year declared. Mr.
McCarthy, of Toronto, was admitted as a
sculptor academician. No new elections to
the list of associates were made. It was
decided that the exhibition of the academy
for the year 1890 should be held in Montreal. "aytte— /5'/V9

By W. II. Arnton.

FINE ARTS.
iSAIiEo

Mr. W. F. Kay's Pictures
W. SCOTT dt iiON
.
bog to inform the public
of Canada and the United States that tiler
have been entrusted with the sale of Mir.
Ray's Magnificent and Valuable Collet!.
tIou of

Paintings&Statuary
all of which are being catalogued and
w ill be on View In a few days
and will be sold on

Saturday Afternoon and Evening,
THE 30 th INSTANT.

Admission to view these great works

wilt

be free on presenting visiting cards or a permit from W. SCOTT & SON or Mr. ARNTON„
Auctioneer.
The following are some of the names represented in the collection :—

portant museums. They prove that love f
art is widely spread among the people, au
that there is no lack of good taste
in such matters on the other side of
the Atlantic. Another thing that struck Ina
nibly while visiting these collections STU
the fact that all of them owe their existence
and their arrstic value exclusively to
private initiative and munificence. What
in America is called public spirit is certainly very common among the rich men,
end it ifs exercised with great judgment, so
far as art matters are concerned.
"I Confess that I was literally astounded
at the number and richness of the private
art collections which 1 saw in every city 1
visited. New here, not even here or in England, are there so many and such rich private
pictur. galleries. It is true that these do
not contain many canvases by old masters,
but it is no exaggeration to say that they do
centain many of the best works of all contemporary schools."
!Tevie w America to-day. It possesses a
hundred canvases by our greatest French
artists—canvases that are equal, when they
are not superior, to any from the sam
brushes that are to be found at the Louvre
and the Luxemburg. I saw more than one
Ce rot, Troyon, Rousseau and Millais, that
surpassed anything by those masters that I
have ever seen before. Many of these works
fennel their way into the hands of their present owners before the talent of those who
painted them was recognized over here, a
fact which goes to show that on the other
side of the Atlantic amateurs possess not
cnly good taste but also the true artistic instinct.
-

-

John Pottle, A.R.A. Birket Poste,
W.B. Leader, A.R.A. Louis Haile°.
IL Moore, A.ICA J. W. Whittaker.
Jase. Syer, deceased. R. Beasts,
A. W. Hunt.
G. Dodirson,
Aaron Penley.
Gee. Shaldors.
J. B. Millett.
E. H, Poilmplosire.
A. F. Bellows.
J. Gerard.
ltobbe.
Rai tenmoser.
Vernnlian.
Zimmerman.
STATUARY by—
Marshall Wood.
G. M. Benzoni.
J. P. Connelly.
Tenerani.

aDel fT)nyz.

QR. pie

ISII.ulz 11)Iere.
-

glrtiste Vatrouireb 1: 12 ltir itiletjestp, Queen thrtoria.

[Request the pleasure of

From the above names occupying first rank
In Art for the last century, the public can
well believe that this is without any
exception the NIOST IMPORTANT
PICTURE SALE EVER HELD IN
CANADA.
Teims; Ca611 or approved paper.

f
__ GLe
A

d friends, at a Nate

WILLIAM II. MINTON.

Oil Paintings and Water Color Drawings, at the

Auctionee .

Send for Catalogues.
Commissions will be executed free of
charge by Mr. ARNTON or W. SCOTT Jc
SON.

VICTORIA RIFLES _ARMOURY,
CATHCART STREET,

BisID OF THE JOURN 44
Madame /de L'Aubiniere's importan
color which was so much admired at the recent
exhibition of her pictures, held in the Vies' Armory, entitled "The End of the Journey," has
been sold at private sale by Messrs. M. Hicks &
Co. to a imminent resident of Ottawa, and was
shipped to its destination to-day. The price is
not stated, but is understood to be about $1,200.

MONDP\ Y EVENING, MP\ RCF-1 tett 11th,

,

From Eight to Ten o'clock,

ART IN AMERICA.
iikninniin Constant on Whet hp Saw ou
His late Visit. i
/

t,67 42i

A correspondent recently spent a pleasant
hour with M. Benjamin Constant at his
studio in Impasse Helene. He found that
distinguished artist enthusiastically delighted with his visit to the United States and
Canada, from whence he recently returned
after a stay of nearly three months.
During that time Benjamin Constant found
time to visit many of the principal cities of
the Union end Canada in order to examine
the public and private art galleries ; to make
a nomber of studies of American scenery,
which he says has almost tempted him
to turn his attention to lanscape painting, and to execute orders for several
portraits, which were, so to speak, forced
on him by his friends. One of those was a
1 rhea for the West Point military academy.
Others were those of Mr. Martin and Mr
l'ope, of Brooklyn, and of Mr. Ballentine, of
New York. In reply to a question about his
impressions concerning art in the United
States and Canada, M. Benjamin Constant
said :—" The public collections I saw in New
York, Boston, Philadelphia, Montreal and
, Isewbere are well selected and admirab'v
arranged. They form good conamencemen s
for what will doubtless one day beconie

fibr.

Charles 0. Gebbe6,
Will

open

his STUDIO

TO VISITORS

Or? 5aturclay, 16ti2 [flare!?, 1889,
3 to 4..30

,

Zhr fabour of pour attenbancr is rcqucercb.
THIS CARD TO BE SHOWN AT THE DOOR.

Programme.
I.

"Ii. Soosro," Violin Obligate.

Mercatlanlc.

2. Rscrr AND ARIOSA.

" But the Lord is mindful of his own."

3, " I FEAR NO FOE."
-

1.

Mendelssoh n.
Pi 'atilt%

A MA "SOSARME."
_

Rend 'il Serene al Ciglio.
Rficrr AND ARIA ORPIIÉE.
Chc fare scow Erem rid icc.
6. " Avg MARIA, "-

N.B. To

Mudd.
Cluck.

M. Carpenhr.

floor of Mr. Maolonald's Assembly Hall, which will helmet'
Music, visitors are requested to come lightly shed, and to remove
their overshoes in the ante room.
preserve the

for the

2221 St.

Catherine Street,
Montreal.

1889
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To the Board of Directors
OF THE

philadelphia School of Design for Women,
Corner of Broad and 'Master Streets.

Gentlemen —
The undersigned respectfully applies for admission as a Student in the Institution, and
hereby agrees to conform to all the Rides and Regulations thereof.

Signature,

Age,

Residence,

Branch of Study,

hours each day

days each week.

I am personally acquainted with the above applicant, and recommend her petition to the favorable
consideration of the Directors.

Name,

Residence,

The above application having been considered at a meeting of the Board of Directors, held

188 , the applicant was admitted as a student.

-,crtetartl.

,9442c'te'ec/
-

phila. School of Design
FOR WOMEN.

FACSIMILES OF "LIBER STUDIORUM

11

OF J. M. W. TURNER, R.A.
ETCHED, AND SCRAPED IN MEZZOTINT

BY FRANK SHORT.

HIS series will comprise copies of twelve of the plates, each of
which will be executed upon copper in the manner of the
originals.
The subjects have been kindly selected by Mr. Ruskin,
and the work, so far as it has been finished, has obtained his
unqualified approval.
In each case the finest obtainable impressions have been or will be used to
copy from, and every care taken to make the copies faithful.
The plates being steel-faced, and the number it is proposed to print comparatively small, it is hoped that the entire issue will be uniform, and each print
should possess those qualities of delicacy and richness which the engraver and the
printer of the originals declare only to belong to the first 20 or 3 0 impressions.
(Vide Mr. Rawlinson's Catalogue, Appendix A.)
To prevent fraud, each plate will have a small shield charged with
Mr. Short's monogram etched inside the bottom line, in such a manner as to
render it difficult, if not impossible, to remove it from the impression without
injury to the paper. After the impressions are printed the plates will be
destroyed. The printing will be upon an English hand-made paper specially
made for the purpose.
The following is a list of the selected subjects :—
(The numbers are from Mr. Rawlinson's Catalogue.)

No. 54. Mill near the Grand Chartreuse, Dauphiny.
„ 37. Water-Mill.
„ 49. Chain of Alps from Grenoble to Chamberi.
„ 69. Ben Arthur, Scotland.

MR. R.

W. MACBETH'S

SPANISH ETCHINGS.
From Velasquet and Titian, in the Gallery at Madrid.
DUNTHORNE is glad to announce that
he is now about to publish the Five important
Etchings which Mr. Macbeth, A.R.A., has
tfaot4otfac
executed from famous pidures by Velasquez
and Titian in the Madrid Gallery—though, owing to the care
which is required in the printing, which Mr. Goulding will
personally undertake, it must be impossible to complete the
issue—of the later subjeds especially—until some time has
elapsed. The plates will be printed in only one "state."

4

HE Series will begin with the "ALoNzo CANo" of Velasquez-35 0 impressions at $6o each. The size of the
work, exclusive of margin, 19% inches by iç. This will
be printed upon vellum.

LASOUEZ'S " TAPESTRY WEAVERS " - 500 impressions at $72 each—will next be issued. The
size of the work is 33% inches by 26. This will be on
Japanese, laid into handmade paper.
ITIAN'S "GARDEN OF LOVE "-273,i inches by 27%—
is third on the list. There will be soo impressions at
$72 each. This will be printed on Japanese, laid into
handmade paper.

„-.1f2 EXT comes the "SURRENDER OF BREDA "—after Velas W t\ N quez-500 impressions at $90. The plate is 34 14
I''•n•
inches by 28%. This will be on Japanese paper, laid into
\

,

N

.

,,,)
.

handmade.

f
0

"ST. MARGARET will complete the Series. It
r') is 20Y1 by 14u. There will be 35 0 impressions, the price
0. This will be printed upon vellum.
”

.

1 R. DUNTHORNE, in recommending these Etchings

, very confidently to the attention of connoisseurs, feels

t at the celebrity and beauty of the pidures interpreted will
justify the etcher's choice of subjeas, while as to the manner in
which the long and important task has been fulfilled, Mr.
Frederick Wedmore remarks that the five plates "form in all
probability the most important series that Mr. Macbeth's needle
can execute," and adds, "The etcher of the serene and spacious
canvases, The Harvest Moon,' and 'Marlow Ferry,' was in no
sense untrue to his vocation in devoting so much time and
such deep and affeaionate study to these Madrid piCtures,
which are, be it remembered, the large and noble harvest of a
matured Art."
THE REMBRANDT HEAD
VIGO STREET
LONDON

Exhibited at
THE AMERICAN ART GALLERIES
6 East Twenty-third Street
Madison Square
NEW YORK

No. 38. Nymph at Well.
„ 6o. The Source of the Averon, in the Valley of Chamouni, Savoy.
)) 40. Sunset on Beach, (Mildmay Sea-piece).
58. Raglan Castle.
52. Solway Moss.
)) 41. Procris and Cephalus.
19. Little Devil's Bridge over the Russ above Altdorft, Switzerland.
64. Bonneville, Savoy.
))

))

so Impressions will be taken from the Etchings before mezzotinting, price
Or, the Set
6 . on
400 Impressions will be taken after mezzotinting, price
702 on
Or, the Set
With the set of mezzotints will be given a facsimile of the centre of the
frontispiece plate.
The publisher reserves the right to stop the sale of single impressions when
necessary, and also to raise the price of the last remaining sets.

PUBLISHED BY

ROBERT DUNTHORNE
At the Sign of the Rembrandt Head

IN VIGO STREET
LONDON

407iW144atrit4004*dalOa*MWAt
f.$4104P1
MIAWIMION
a‘44‘

THE LONDON "TIMES" OPINION ON MR. SHORT'S
REPRODUCTION OF THE "LIBER."
The recent publications of Mr. Dunthorne, of Vigo Street, include four
plates completing the series of copies of Turner's "Liber Studiorum," upon
which Mr. Frank Short has been for some time engaged. We have already on

more than one occasion spoken in terms of praise of this excellent undertaking.
It was well worth while to reproduce, and that not by any mechanical method,
but by honest and careful copies, the finest of the subjects of the "Liber," of
which the originals in good states are so very difficult and so very costly to procure. For a really choice impression of the "Ben Arthur" or of the "So l way
Moss" a very large price has to be paid, while inferior impressions are scarcely
worth having. So Mr. Short, a South Kensington student, acting upon
Mr. Ruskin's advice, determined to see what could be done by making the
plates, so to speak, over again, and by copying Turner's subjects in the exact
processes which Turner used. The result must have surpassed his own expectations, as it has surpassed ours, for it is no exaggeration to say that these copies
are very much better worth having than any but the best impressions of the
originals. The four plates now issued are "Bonneville, Savoy," "The Chain of
the Alps, Grenoble," "So l way Moss," and " Ben Arthur." No description of
subjects so well known is needed. We will only say that Mr. Short has filled
himself full of the spirit of Turner, and has achieved his work with a degree of
spirit that is extremely rare in the copyist. It is also worth remarking that
each of the plates is impressed with Mr. Short's name, so that it will be difficult
for unscrupulous dealers in the future to palm off these plates as the originals.
London Times, March 2nd,

i
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Professor THOMAS DAVIDSON,
OF NEW YORK.

FRASER INSTITUTE HALL,
..Cay, at 3 cg .
Aanday, 20M
Subject : DANTE, THE SEER.
)

-

ADMISSION, - -

50 Cents.

ivrzsiitg Xiirerarg
Li-I,CTUR
-

BY

Professor THOMAS DAVIDSON,
OF NEW YORK.

FRASER INSTITUTE HALL,
C

Ite.,sday, 21d

t.-ay, ai 8

Subject : SAVONAROLA, THE PROPHET.
ADMISSION, - -

-

-

50 Cents.

N•Y • INT;TITSIAT
L

PRINCIPLES

AW. Love and Grace" are divine Attributes; "Truth, Goodness and Beauty" their corelative
principles; "Science, Religion and Art" their respective Cultures; " Good judgment," " Good
will" and "Good taste" their derivative and related Virtues.—PRTNCETON COL. LECTURES,
.

J. W. STIMSON.

"There is no branch of human work whose constant laws have not a close analogy with
those which govern every other mode of man s exertion. Exactly as we reduce.to greater simplicity and surety any one group of these practical laws we find them passing the mere condition
of connection or analogy, and becoming the actual expression of some ultimate nerve or fibre of
the mighty laws which govern the moral world. However inconsiderable the act, there is something in the well-doing of it allied to the noblest forms of manly virtue —the truth, decision and
temperance we regard as honorable conditions of spiritual being have a derivative influence over
the works of the hand and action of the intellect.—Rusx1N.
," A genuine perception of beauty is the highest education. The benign influence of Art
infallibly spreads or diminishes in proportion as its source, a sense of genuine Beauty, flows from
an ample or scanty vein through clear or turbid channels. As taste in adulterated ornament grows
meagre, clumsy, barbarous, ludicrous; affectation dictates, simplicity and elegance are over-loaded,
in'erest vanishes and novelty with error go hand in hand."—FusEm.
"Without the ,g•reat arts, which speak la the sense of beauty, man seems to me a poor
naked, shivering creature,"—EmERSON.
"In the idealising and emotional powers which make his capacity for art, including the
ability to appreciate and enjoy it, man stands completely differentiated from the animals. Apart
from revelation, art is the strongest proof of something other than animal in man.
"As his soul is attuned to the eternal Principles underlying Beauty. his art is beautiful and
eternal or ugly or ephemeral. industrial art is but the application of the principles of art to the ob.
jects of daily use. Says Prof. Ferguson: 'To every want which technic arts supply, nature has added
a gratification which refines the useful into fine arts.' Considering art in its broad relations we
include those familiar phases by which she enters the daily intercourse of men's lives. Stooping
-

to the lowly she lifts them to her level, giving to homely uses Livine significance. Cheerfully
accepting the limitations imposed by needs of use, she links them to the divinest harmonies.
It is in the highest and noblest sense then that Art concerns the people, since there is no more
-

subtle and powerful influence for their elevation or degradation True art is noble, earnest, punposeful. As a channel of expression it may express the highest truths and aspirations or be debased
to pandering to selfishness and vanity. Labor is the law of life; but that which makes it peculiarly
honorable is the added qualify of intelligence and soul. By this the artizan becomes artist,
the toiler a creator, the slave a freeman."

-

"The great creative works of man's genius can no more be narrowed down to private
ownership than can sky, ocean or the liberal air. The decision of the American people was taken
long ago in self-defense to give their children the fullest possible education for good citiztnship,
recognizing the injustice and danger of excluding any on account of material poverty. No system
of education can be sound solid and democratic which does not make it possible for the child of
superior merit to rise. Where liberty dwells there will the arts delight to come (as of old in Greece)
and must be, from the nature of man, more propitious to the putting forth of all his powers, since
the true artist embodies the universal instinct, emphasizes the common thought, and their sympathy,
sustains and inspires him. The United States pay millions annually, as a foreign tax, in consequence of ignorance and want of skill, millions annually in almshouses. In the artistic development
of our industrial resources will be found economy and power. On it depends the prosperity, perhaps life, of the Republic."—U. S. Gov. REPORT, COL, J. E. CI.ARKE.
"The end and aim of all our work should be the harmonious growth of our whole being."
—FRCEBEL.

"Make work-What God meant it to be the school of character. There.are only two
states, life and death, the presence or absence of helpful association. —HEBER NEWTON.
The democracy of art springs from the democracy of the people. 1 do not want art for the
few any more than education for the few or liberty for the few.' —WILLI AM MORRIS.
"Slowly but surely the vanity and error of the race is being enlightened, and we are learning
there is no greatness save that which lends itself with instructive humility to the expression of the
common sense and good-will of the masses of men. More and more the individual ceases in
importance, and the time advances when no fortune, no grandeur shall seem desirable save such as
all men can share, save such as gladly makes itself servant of all to comfort, he 1P, enlighten all."
—W. D HOWELLS, EDITOR'S CHAIR, HARPER'S MAGAZINE.
-

METHODS
All••n%

(From the NEW YORK TIMES, August 1st, 1888.)

T

HE penciples upon which 1 have based my system are

wide-flung doorway of the ' organic ' warld, led by each

derived from those now widely accepted in Europe and

sibylline leaf and bird and bee with their Aladdin lamps

among our foremost educators as most in accord with nature's

of instinct and example, we are invited to test the applications

self, and under guFance of such minds as Clifford, Darwin,

of point and line and filmy web and graceful form and infinite

Spencer, Pestalozzi. Ftcebel, &c., are being formulated into

color, each adapted to appropriate sphere and function, in

the ' natural method; the 'method of evolution.'

delicate Tin eadwork,gauzy Lace, loom-wove Textile,beilliant

Recognizing at the basis of existence a ' dualism' con-

Jewelry, Mosaic, Tile, Ceramics, Stained glass, che, seel and

vertible into terms of space or place," eternity or time,'

hammered Metal, Carved wood and stone,Cabinet design and

• statics or dynamics," centripetal or centrifugal forces,'

Architecture,till Sculpture and Painting Etching and Illustra-

• con , ervatism or progress," nation or state," humanity or

tion are attained, Thus, mind and hand to ether led into a

self,' I strive to unite in my pupils • matter and spirit,'

fullness of practical appreciation and -experience, the pupihs

'realism and idealism,' pract'ce and theory,' artisan and

r - ady not only to enjoy perpetually and produce intelligently,

artist,' acquainting them as widely as poss hle with th z- con-

but to canvass without servility the products of other days,

servative or ' static ' traditions and e.apenences if the past,

and eat a- c3 nae:itively into the creative eeergies of mir

while stimulating the personal ' dynamic ' force of individual

own. Familiarized with, the practical processes and marvel-

character and inspiration, en this ground again I welcome

lous products of nature, he has learned that she is System,

is class training the interinfluence of opposite temperament

Order, Harmony, Fitness, Proportion and Evolution; that

and sex.

Beauty is Deity; that It is Poetry; Interpretation not mimi-

• My practical method is to familiarize the mind of the

cry; Principle not recipe. Individuality, Character, Courage,

Atomic saws of
motion rectilineal and curvilineal,with Relations and Dimen-

antry.

beginner naturally and gradually, first with

sions;

Sympathy, rather than servility, crudity, affectation, ped-

laws of Perspective and principles of Progression, Cirealation,Parallelism Symmetry,Tangency,Radiation, Harmony, &c., as shown us in the static strata of rocks; the dyna-

tional,rational,comprehensive Art University founded;broadly,

mic and rectilineal energies of crystals and minerals, the

organically, liberally conducted, and allied intimately with

curvilineal and spiral act on in fishes and shells, the organic

our industries and national instincts ? Should there n-t be

and living beauties in floral and animal life. Ever most con-

one for sixty millions of people ? And where should it 'be if

cerne I with the vital point that the pupil should

not ix New York ?

ial ' perception' to merely optical vision,'

unite men-

his mind
ant spirit sympathise while his eye and hand execute; ever
and

leas afraid of trivial error in execution, which practice will
overcome, than radical errors in perception and method, he is
permitted to test his effort (where such test is possible) by
mechanical contrivance, but

hy preference is encouraged to

And now one word in closing ; I ask my fellow-citizens
frankly : is there throughout our great country any such na-

1 appeal to the intelligent, cultivated, well-to-do citizens of
New York Everywhere press and public sentiment have
welcomed the idea and lent moral support. But are there
none to da m'bre ? 4 large force of former stulents have
already enrolled, rn-my of them, out of their little, castin in
'most of the living that they had.' Are there none ' out of
their abundance ' to step forward and sustain so true and

esliivate an inner and more vital self-reliance and self:
expression. Thus along prim wdial Principles and in steps by

tried a philanthropy, where by the convitution there is noth

which nature, ever the most wonderful and motherly teacher,

benefits and powers in the institution The example and

walks and works herself the

xh,'lar'ajierceftt ion and symjta

thy are cultivated and his eye led along- by easy evolution
from Points to Lines, to Movements, to Spaces,to translucent

lug personal, but all financial government is in the hands of
the subscribers, and each subscriber entitled to proportionate
competition of other nations inspire us. Even our Western
capitals, like alert young lions, are creeping up upon New
York (as Charles Dudley Warner shows), and will snatch
from her drowsy brow the laurels of oational hatemony she

-crystal Planes (in which structure is visible), to more and

fancies so secure. They are girding to outrun you in the race

More complex forms and less and less transparent matter

for industrial supremacy, and will contest your claim to

(where structure is becoming hidden), but where from very

intellectual and artistic leadership if you sell your birthright
for a mess of materialism. Eternal vigilance is again the

opacity the planes become interesting from' their graded

price of liberty, and as the decision of this Republic

Shades, Textures and Colors.
Now Pencil, Chalk and Charcoal, that have wisely steadied

was long ago taken to educate its children for the ever renewed battle of life

as the only security to itself, it looks to

our early steps and disciplined oar first perceptions of the

you for guidance and help in this question of skill and cora
petitive power. On our energy or apathy, our magnanimity

Inorganic world, gradually give way to Plastic Clay,( n which

or meanness, hang untold destinies to millions. ory will

we tangibly build up and best assimE ,te the graceful sug-

ho'd us responsible, and art, with her universal tongue, will

gestions of leaf and gourd, conch and fish, till flowers with

speak to our eternal honor or disgrace. God send us some

their tender forms and transparent tones, suggesting Water

heart of noble enough proportions for this great public duty—

or, better yet, many hearts, that out of the womb of the

color, and fruit with its substantial texture and solid tones,

Nation and the sacrificeeof a spirited people may be born

suggestIng 'OiLs,' conduct to 'Still' life, from which we are

this project too good for a sel fish or ignoble era"

Led to the ' Antique ' and 'Life' classes. Now, through the
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TESTIfflONIALS
'• A movement is on foot to inaugurate in New York an Art
University for Artist-Artisans. Mr. J. Ward Stimson, a graduate
of Yale and the Paris Beaux Arts, who has for some years endeavored to secure cooperation from the alctropotitan Museum
while over their AG Schools, is organising independently and
appealing to intelligent and practital business men and industries.
His plan is to bring the Arti.t and Artisan together for mutual benefit in
such a way as to make the Artist mere directly efficient and give
the Anisaa experience and reanement which will make him more
than a soulless ma:hine and so more interesting and valuable to th.e community. On every hand the people are calling for American sentiment and designs. Industries are awaking to supply this market
with good ptoducts demanded by a deeper and wider civilisation
and on all sides comes the acknowledgment that American money
which ought to be kit here is being poured into Europe, and foreigners being
imported to take the principle role in all our skilled industries. Mr Samson
is a thorough American though he bas or years studied in Europe the
best schools and principles of Arr. But he believes Art principles are
vitally the same, although their application it infinitely varied, and that

instead of servilely copying European modes, we should readapt and
reapply principles to home needs and products. This is the keynote
of his movement. The students of the country are strongly with him and
are enrolling fast—but what he thinks the tnnvement needs is the
frank and generousneympathy and cooperation of business *men who
appreciate the value of Art to a nation's refinement and production.
He claims it is qualitr not quantity that is wanted, with intelligent taste
to assimilate and rareate."—Editotia!, N. Y, Independent.

" It cannot be too often repeated that the sooner we rid our
selves alas idea of arias something apart front and foreign to the
routine of daily lives, the sooner we shall begin to have a healthy
popular appreciation of art. Something has been done in this direction, and the poor can now surround themselves with some suggestions of beauty beyond their reach a century ago The purely
Academic Art Schools too often-perpetuate an idea of art aria vague
abstraction The teaching of applied art which began many years
ago at So. Kensington, and is carried on through Germany, France
and Belgium, has ptovcd an educator of taste, as well as a source
of practical benefits. American manufacturers will do well to study
the actual results. It pays to encotera,ge the teaching of applied art.
Government can do nothingi it remains for citizens, business men,
manufacturers to ark themselves it it is not well to spare s little money

from Bougereaus and Viberts to train American Artist-Artisans,
whose skill and taste will make an early and certain return. Upon
the facilities for such training depends to a considerable extent
America's rank in the markets of the world as regards the finer
industries,"—N. Y. Tribune.
One of the results of the development of a School of American
ihrt is the demand for an educational institution in which the
principles of true artistic excellence in all the departments of pro
ductive labor can be taught. Ever since people began to believe
that character was largely a result cf environment. and that the
happiness and moral and intfllectual growth of a people were
largely affected by their immediate surroundings, there has been an
increasing demand for beauty, harmony and nobility of expression
In architecture and interior decoration as well as the finer arts, and
for Artim•rtinins in whom is developed the utmost artistic sentiment
applicable to their trades. America has given liberal employ ment to

all such Artist-Artisans who have sought her shores (notwithstanding about all originality and expression was drilled into them after
their atrivah and has approved only of that indefinable hut recognisable quality called American Art. Of American Artist-Artisans
the number is exceedingly limited. None of the schools is considered sufficiently comprehensive to meet the demand of the
present ernergency. On the advice and suggestion of a large
number of professional friends and acquaintances alive to the
naturally developed demand for mach an instituticn, Mr. J. Ward
Samson has been actively engaged in the attempt to establish in
this city a University for Artist Artisans, which shall deal as
broadly and comprehensively with the problem presented as do any
of the larger universities with the problems of intellectual training.
In this he has received the zealous commendation of men and
women in all toe higher walks of life.
" In reference to the opportunities for the education of Women in
profitable branches of artistic labor Mr. Stimson says:
It is of the greatest importance to the young women of this
country that all legitimate avenues for profirable employment should
be opened. By temperament or idealty they are naturally qualified
for effective work in several branches of the decorative and useful
arts and there are many fields of labor in which theii peculiar powers
might be profitably employed were the way pointed out to them.
It is a most touching insight into our industrial conditions to
examine this phase of the laborproblern. You would be struck by
some of the letters from this quarter revealing the condition of our
honeu and industrious American girls, and the almost desperate appeals
they make to obtain education and employment in channels which
still appeal to their finer feminine feeling and instincts and save them from
the coarser and more degrading heavy or exposed work to which
pressure is driving them. There is no nobler philanthropy to-day fer
women, or surer help to America than opening avenues for Mill and taste
and giving to women thaw opportunities to excel in and support themselves by
it. 7 he rich women of this country might well ponder these facts;

'Mr Stimson said yesterday: `Beauty isas e'sentially a diyiiie preduct of nature, and its cravings as truly a product of normal, aocra I
evolution as that for truth in science, or goofiness in religion. Art
is the study of beauty, and in therefore a Principle and not aaecipe,
and should be so taught, It is Interpretation, not Imitation, and shnuld
be organic to us, not sporadic or borromed. In order to be Milli
American it meat re/resent American character, which is at once reenari.
ably petit and yet practical It must be democratic and yernerate and
appeal to the pet/la; it must be onentrehetaive, being mare than pair I or
clay. It is the Principles and Ideall which may and will yertnrate and
beautify all materials. My convictions being such, and believing
them to be theoretically and historically sound. I have tried to
engraft them upon American educational systems convinced the
pe iple would assist me.'
"There is no reason why New York should not have thieminently useful and influential School. The times arc ripe fur it.
yen fragmentary and local efforts have met with success, and now
for a practical movement toward nationality in Art as epitomising
national feeling, sentiment and taste. Nero neri it the proper tenor.. As
the first City in the Union she should take the initiative, as she
would be the brat to benefit prac,icallo. Beyond this benefit to
herself and the students an inestimable good would be accnmplished
in the quiet influence of the University upon the Masse, of the people, It
would OTOttte a new interest in their work, in the minds and hearts of
workingmen. ditnify and ennoble labor, inculcate new ideas of Art, and
La a large measure popularize it arid incite a nob'e ant' Ulm, in
artisans to excel in workmanship rather than in noisy and disturbing
political agitations. In this direction alone the University would
be worth its entire cost to the monffied interests of the city, and
would exert a moral and refining influence. No nobler work could
.be donc for this community by aria of her financial princes than to
establish this University, wherein the aspiring artisan could complete an educati in which would make him a living biessmg to his
community and a factor in the new School of American Art.'
—N. Y. Timer, June aoth and July 15th, 1888.

Mr. Stimson's acts and words have been Inspired by ,,eat for
the cause in which he has enlisted. That is a quality in the highest
degree necessary for a teacher whose duty it is to create the nutietis
of a national school of art. The scholars of such an instituti on.
being mature students, are perhaps the best judges of the quality of
the instruction they receive. They arc unanimously In favor of
Mr. Stimson. They have grown and prospered in a remarkable
way under his management._ This is a piece of evidence of the
highest yalue."—Editorial N, Y. Times.

" Mr. Stimson saw the gain that could arise from the just enn•
nection of all branches of Art with each other. This connection
was made—fostering tcgether in the closest telationship the
el eatiVe art taste with practical art skill—in a few years his school
was brought to the very front."—Arneriran Magazine..

" Mr. Stimson believed in the union of the ideal and Ineusnial,
that both could be improved if Artists and Artisans were brought
together. And practice proved him right. He also caused the
women to study with the men; the work of the men became more
delicate and that of the women stronger,"

"The students have unanimously signed the following
testimonial:
'We your pupils who owe so much to your wholesoffied devotion.
wish to express our regard and gincete regrets that you have been
compelled to leave your work; 'not only lave we received the
greatest benefits from your persoaarinstruction, but all who'follow
us must profit by your influence which still abidea."—N. Y. lierai.!.
- " An Esprit du Corps never excelled in any institution of
learning."--N. r. Timer.

"The truly magnIF.cent WOIA Mr. Ntunson has done for the
Art Schools."—N. Y. Commercial A;Ivertifer, Jan atat
..

.

"In the days of the great Italian Schools of Art np - wock which
offered chances for beauty of design wan beneath the dignity or the
mantels, it is astonishing that in this great city pry little Is done to
enforce the lesson that Art belongs Itou, daily life and that the wea
ls
of the Artist-Artisan is not only profitable in itself but • molt
valuable means of educating the people at large and of keeping a healthy
interest in Art alive in the community. Under Mr. John Ward
Stimson there were evidences of a more active spirit and mach
encouragement for the future. His teaching has been intelligent,
constructive and helpful, and enthusiasm like his is needed for a
work of thin consequence. He speaks of support from manufacturers, jewelers, furniture making, carpet and tapestry manufacturers. On one side there is a great want, on the other a plan
able to satisfy it, under intelligent and practical management."
—Editorial Christian Union,

•• Mr frimson's prospectus deserves realization. The unanimity
with which students of educational principles and methods have
approved e the idea of industrial education is rematkable. For its
i ity is nt merely of the meterial tort, but indirect and reliez as
well. It educates not only the hand but the brain."—Tbe N. r.

"Relieving that the establishment of ouch a school in New York

dry is almost a necessity I told Mr. Stimson I would contribute a
Certain amount to help him start "—Mr. H. Howard te tbe President
of N. Y. jeweler? Aunration.

Pet".

-" hlr. 'timid is a man of ideas and enthusiasm, a good teacher,
and k is hoped he will had backers. He has been struggling for
yews amid an environment of petty discomforts, affronts and unpaid salaries, and building up an interesting and efficient work."—
prrnispeid Republican.
" Mr. Stimson has a cemnlex but very desirable programme to
carry cut The merit of the aim and spirit of the enterprise are
worthy of praise and patronage "--Colarnbus, Ohio, Dispatch,
" Whoever is well acquainted with the American Artisan has no
that hi, capacity, for amistie unr.1 umedd Ion b estabhshed if be
te`rre training and opportunity. We notice Mr. Stimson is

...fruA:

pushing his scheme for a University of the applied arts , lf, like
many other great projectors, he is rrnfera to snake a modest beginning,
there î, s. rear's why it should not be carried out." —Al. Y.
"

Dear Mr. Stimson. I should be glad to hear sour plans, and see
what is in my power to 4, to help."— Rea. Dr. Heber Newton.
" people ought to take an interest in such a movement.
It promises to place the United -sates at the front of the line of
pr Tress in this direction. It is in vain to appeal to business men,
unless those who love art take up the matter with their whole
iseart."--R,... De. Heber Newton, Chickening Hall Inauguration.

Dear

Stimson, it may twin my power to aid in the work,'

— Res, Dr. R P. Sr,,',,, Brooilgn.

" The time is certainly ripe for it. He is the laborer's truest
friend, who can teach him how to work in nobler ways, and that
you have the ability to do "—Rev. Theod. C. William, ' N. Y.
" Sly dear Mr. Stimson, I entirely symphathise with tie effort to
male Art a part afro , national life and shall be happy to know more
ut your Sc .00l personally.' —Chas Dudley Warner.

"lam heartily in sympathy with the movement."—H4n. Allen
SY ter.
' In all this problem of Art teaching I am much interested and
especially in its relation to industry.. 1 am sorry to hear of the
obstacles you encounter." — President Gilman, John, Hopkins

University,
" I have noticed your work with very great pleasure and I send
beauty conrratulations. Success to you." —Crag Northrop, Pres.
Minnesota Unit...wit»

"If every one waits for others to lead there will be no leading
You shall have my personal subscription of two hundred down ono
— and here's my signature."—E. C. Moore, of Tifan. Co.

" Home products sold in home morigh, the panacea for all industrial
deprenion. Let the artistic genius demanded be found among ourAmerkan

orodera, Such a School as Mr. Stimson proposes will, to our minds,
surely fill the void in this particular."—The Manufacturing jeweler,
Editorial.

" Cc ngratnlations on success and pledging the support of train
paper ia your work."—Editor Jeweler': Review, N.Y.C.

"The Jewelry trade is particularly interested in this matter. A t
present snarls all designers are foreigraers, and we have no adequate
means of instructing Americans This is a move we have long
been waiting for."—Yrroeleri Weekly MagazinelZ

"From my work in the designing department here, the greatest
difficulty I find is to get competent men to nary out designs in
actual dentition, intelligently, artistically, thoroughly and in a
workmanlike manner. Any steps that will tend to improvement
in that direction will, I am sure, be of much benefit. We shall be
pleased t s have you make on subscribers You can put the firm
down and if I hear of any one else, will gladly let you know."-Char. ' Lamb, of Lamb Bro., President Art Students League.

" 1 am like Alfred genie% When once I am won, as Paul Warty
said of him —I have the faith of a coal heaver; put me down for a
subscriber. It is a curious taste of many of us to die and leave no
sign of any special good in us or anybody to b'ess us, ' se rot, pas,
and perish'! and we deserve the fate when we let so good a chance
go by to do an essential service to our Country, the cause nt
Education, the inte-ests of Humanity."—C. N. &vet.

"I was much pleased to hear your earnest words on behalf of the
Art cultivation of the masses. It is a great and noble work, and
one in which you may be proud of receiving scars of battle. When
last in japan I secured many thousands stencils; if you can ose
them in the Art Missionary Work I will contribute any you select,
and lU can in any way render assistance I am more than pleased."
—Edward Greg, jagange Importer.

—
"I am warmly in sympathy will) your work and asplrations."
— Pmtf Felix Adler.
" Toter plan h a good one and drums?: neecers."—Angustu, Si.
4u:weeded

"I will subscribe one hurdled now, Whether I will add to this
will depend on circumstances which lens judge of after mv return
to New York. I hope you will have now a liberal encoaragement
by subscripron. Many might with advantage to themselves take
pecuniary interest and promote their own business while aiding the
cause."—H. E. Rumen.

"I shall be glad to join with my Arti t friends in any action they
may deem best "—Louie Teang.

"It shows how much your work has told when such editorials
are written, Always yours,"—Candere Wlvekr, Pr.. Associated

"Mr. StinssOn has shown himself possessed in an eminent degree
of the qualities necessary for his position , and has besides appreciated the field that lay before him, of doing for Art in this country
what never has been done—popularizing while not cheapening it.
Mt. Stimsan possesses that peculiar and vallable enthusiasm which
is electric in its way, and affects all with whom becomes in contact
For the sake of art in Auserita we wish him the fullest success."

elnist

—The American Hebrew.

"I join in the invitation to Mr. Stimson, &c." Richard Watson
Gilder, Edon. Century Magazine.

A long list of scholars and subscribers are enrolling at sums ranging from 825 to $2,00a.
Among the names prominent on the list are E. C. Moore, of Tiffany & Co.; Cotner & Co.; Herter
Bros.; Cheney Bros.; Warren, Fuller & Lange ; Frederick Beck ; Brown Bros.; Bonnard Bronze Co.;
Perth Amboy Terra Cotta Co.; F. W: Devoe. & Co; Durand & Co; &c.
All Subscriptions will be heartily welcomed from patriots and

patrons

ot
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The IVIontreal Sanitary Association
APRIL, 1889.

The main drainage of the city of Montreal will compare favorably
with that of other equally large cities, and the cause of the unhealthy
atmosphere which so often surrounds our dwellings is due to the fact
that the connecting drains and house fittings, in seventy-five per cent.
of our houses, are either old fashioned in principle, or imperfect in
design, or faulty in construction. In view of this fact, the Montreal
Sanitary Association was founded in 1887 by a number of influential
citizens, who were resolved to procure the best professional advice
regarding what must be considered the vitally important part of the
house. An expert engineer was engaged and has now been in the
employ of the Association for more than two years, during which
period he has made over 400 examinations and has superintended the
alterations and repairs of the drainage systems in over 250 houses, as
well as in large number of the public buildings of Montreal. The
effect upon the sanitary condition of these houses has been most
marked, and few of the members of the Association, if any, would
now willingly do without the periodical examination of the engineer.
A fee of $10 constitutes membership, which secures the following
ad vantages :—
(a.) At least one annual examination and test of the drainage system of the
house, together with a complete written report on the same, with
specific recommendations when necessary.
(b.) Superintendence of such recommendations as may be carried out in accordance with the report.
(c.) A final examination and test of the repairs or alterations.
(d.) The services of the engineer at all times.

The object of the founders of the Association was mainly a selfprotective one, although it also aims at elevating the public opinion
on sanitary matters.
In order to extend the benefits of the Association to tenants and
others who do not wish to become full members, the Council has
decided that on payment of a fee of $5, any person may be entitled
to :—
(a.) An examination and statement of the condition of the drainage of a house.
(b.) A final examination should any alterations or repairs have been necessary.

Prospectus and full particulars may be obtained on application to
the engineer of the Association, MR. R. P. FLEMING, Standard Building, 157 St. James Street.
HENRY T. BOVEY,
Hon. Secretary.
Officers nob Council for the Vent, 1889
President,

-

P. A PETERSON, M. INST. C.E.
ENNEDY M INST C E
t rwts.

R
Vice-Pre6de4M {Pou

S. P. STEARNS.
J. C. CAMERON, M.D. E. G. PENNY.
H. MONTAGU ALLAN.
HON. G. A. DRUMMOND. H. C. SCOTT.
E. S. CLOUSTON.
R. B. ANGUS.
H. SHOREY.
J. TAYLOR.
REV. JAMES BARCLAY. W. CASSILS.
H. WALLIS, M. INST. M.E.
Hon. Secretary : H. T. HOVEY, M. INST. C.E.
Hon. Treasurer : W. M. RAMSAY.

N.B.—Full Membership Fee,
Examination and Certificate,

$10.00
5.00

CHILDREN'S FRESH AIR FUND.

A CONCERT
In aid of the above Fund will be given in

THE VICTORIA RIFLES ARMOURY,
ON

TUESDAY, MAY 21ST, 1889,
AT 8 P. M.
BY

A Ladies' Choir of 25 Selected Voices,
ALSO SEVERAL GENTLEMEN AMATEURS,
ASSISTED BY

MR. THEO. WICHTENDAHL, Violoncello.
MR. I. SILVERSTON, Violin.
• MR. W. E. FAIRCLOUGH, Vocalion-Organ.
MR. G. A. SCH/EFER, Pianoforte.
MR. W. EDGAR BUCK, CONDUCTOR.
•

TICKETS. 50 CENTS.

Seats can be reserved at Sheppard's Music Store, St.
Catherine Street, by paying I 0 cents extra.

4PROGRAMME

,0%

-

PART II.

FART I.

DR. MACKENZIE,

"Come, Sisters, Come,"

PART—SONG

BY LADIES CHOIR.

HATTON,

- ." Where Are the Angels ?"

SOLOS

-

&

CHORUS

- "Good Night," •
SIR G. MACFARREN, LOCKE
AND
FULLER.
ARCHIALD,
SPENCE,
SIMPSON,
JENKING,
MISSES
- "The Valley of Shadows," -

BARRI, -

-

-

TRIO

SACRED SONG

Accompanied by Violoncello, Vocalion-Organ, Pianoforte, and Ladies' Choit,

SOLOS BY MISSES JENKING AND LOCKE.

M. W. EDGAR BUCK.

" Meeting,"

PINSUTI,

- DUET

-

Ave Maria," -

.ABT,

MR. AND MISS SCOTT.

SOLO

&

CHORUS

SOLO BY MISS JENKING.

SIR A. SULLIVAN,

"The Sailor's Grave,"
F4R, J. C. W. DAVIES.

.-

-SONG
BALLAD

DR. F. E. DEVLIN.

- " In the Dusk of the Twilight,"

PARKER,

-

SIR J. BENEDICT, " Eily Mavourneen " (Lily of Killarney), - DUET

MISSES SPENCE AND LOCKE.

VERDI, -

"Quai Voce" (Il Trovatore), -

-

DUET

,

MISS ELLIOTT AND MR W. E. BUCK.

GORING THOMAS, "0 Vision Entrancing" (Esmeralda),

-

ARIA

MR CAPON.

WEBER,
ROGERS,

•

DONIZETTI, " L'Addio,"
-

- Duo

-

MOZART-MEREAU, -

- "Angels4 Serenade" (Violin Obligato

-

-

ECKERT,
-

QUARTET

-

SONGS

QUARTET

-

•

- "Cuckoo Song,"

-

SONG

MISS DUHAMEL
—

VIOLIN, VIOLONCELLO, VOCALIONORGAN AND PIANOFORTE

HULLAH,

Batti, Batti " (Don Juan).

VIOLIN, VIOLONCELLO: VOCALION-ORGAN AND PIANOFORTE.

SERENADE

MISS SPENCE.

SCHUBERT-THOMAS, - "Andante" from Op. r66,

-

MISS FULLER

MISS FULLER AND MR. W. E. BUCK.

BRAGA,

1

(a) "O Fatima" (Abu Hassan),
(b) "Pardon" (Violin Obligato),

SIR W. S. BENNETT, "With a Laugh" (May Queen),

" The'Storm,"

-

SONG

SOLOS

&

CHORUS

SOLOS BY MISSES DUCK AND JENKING.

MISS SCOTT

HENRY LESLIE,

-

" Rise Again, Glad Summer Sun."

SOLO

& CHORUS

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN.

SOLO BY MISS FULLER

It is politely requested that NO ENCORES be demanded. Doors closed
during the performance of each selection.

The STECK UPRIGHT GRAND and the new, VOCALION-ORGAN are kindly
furnished by Mr. GEO. SHEPPARD.

THE FOLLOWI.NG LADIES COMPOSE

•

MISS ARCHBALD

MISS LOCKE

MRS. BUCK

MISS LANDAU

MISS CAMPBELL

MISS McDERMOTT

MISS COGHLIN

MISS MACDONALD

HMS DUCK

MRS. MEAGHER

MISS DUHAMEL

MISS MILLER

MISS ELLIOTT

MISS LOU MILLER

MRS. FAIRCLOUGH

MISS SIMPSON

MISS FULLER

MISS G. SIMPSON

MISS COLTMAN

MISS SCOTT

MISS HOWARD

MISS SILVERMAN

MRS. HIGGINS

MISS SPENCE

MISS JENKING

MISS WHITE
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VICTORIA. RIFLES \
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\

TUESDAY, MAY 21st, 1889,
25 selected voices and several gentlemen amateu r

By a Ladies Choir of

Wichtendahl, viohncello ; I. Silverston, violin ; W. E.

Faircloug

and Schaefer, Pianoforte.

CONDUCTOR :

TICKETS,

-

-

-

MR. W. EDGAR

BUCK.

- 50 Cents.
Seats can be Reserved at Sheppard's Music Store by paying so cents extra.

which Mr. Seney made a dealer take back because
its authenticity had been questioned, and $7,500 for
Troyon's little 17i; by 14 "Feeding the Chickens."

THE EFPNIN DMUS SALE.

44A44"--

-

0TATY-N EVE WORKS ON THE FIRST NIGHT FETCH

THE OWNER HAPPY.

--

$35,850-A FAIR nERHI.T.
One hour and forty minutes only to sell sixty.nine
pictures for $36,860.

Mr. Davis can congratulate himself, for hie sale
was a great 6411CCC1414 and brought at least a third
more than he paid for the collection. The seventyfour works sold last evening brought $2014,315. This
makes the grand total or the aile for 143 works-the i
two passed on Tuesday night not having been put ,
up again last evening-$243,795.
Into whose hands the Bastien-Lepage fell could 1
not be learned, though it was shrewdly opined
that Mr. C. T. Barney was the purchaser. There
was also opinion that Mr. Potter Palmer got it, but
though he bid openly on other works be made no
sign on that one. It was said before the sale that
he intended to buy R.
One gentleman bought twenty-five works, includand though
,
ing the large Delacroix and Troyon,
his initials are said to be "C. T. B.' I hardly think
that Mr. Barney was the roan. It was also said that
he bought the Bastien-Lepage.
One picture which Mr. Barney certainly did buy
was Courbet's "Marine," for which he gave $1,000,
and Mr. H. O. Hayemeyer paid $2,000 for Hunkaesy's "The Haymakers." For George Inness'
"Morning" Mr. Potter Palmer gave $1,650,
and Reichard it Co. purchased Corot's
"A Woodland Path" at $3,250. One et the'
extraordinary prices was the $5,100 given for
Millet's uninteresting and poorly handled "Landscape near Barbazoia." Another curione figure was
1 $1,090 for 13arze's little water color "LandscapeBaur." Manet's -Boy with a Sword" fell to the ow, nivorous gentleman at $0,790.

,

/•

That was the quick work done by Auctioneer
Somerville and the good sized audience assembled in
Chickering Hall last night when the first half of the
Erwin DaVill collection Was Sold.
: Nearly all the important works had been reserved
! for t 0-night's sale, and the bidding except in a feW
i instances was not spirited. The results were in
general only fair, the best examples, however,
bringing excellent prices-In a number of cases
much more than Mr. Davis paid for them.
MADE $2,250 ON THE PICTURE.
' The higheet price of the evening, $6,250, was pied
for Rousseau's superb medium sized "Landscape
and Trees," for which Mr. Davis gave M. Durand
Ruel $4,000. That beautiful lnness, "The Sunset,"
Which be bought from the artist for $900, sold ta
Mr. Potter Palmer, of Chicago, for $2,150. The SaM3
gentleman paid $900 for Voilons "Still Life-Kettles:,
For Corot's "A Summer Day" $1,775 was paid, and
there was one of the few stubborn contests of the
evening over that beautiful little Daubigny, "Twilight," which finally sold for $1,010.
Barye'n little water color, "Landscape-Leonard,"
which cost Mr. Davis but $75 at a sale a few years •
ago, fetched the emu:what extraordinary price for .
PAINTINGS AND PRICES.
: it of OW. Another work on which Mr. Davis waded
i Tho following is a list of the pictures in the order
: money Was Corot's "The Coliseum," which coot him
,
sold
and
the
prices
:$1,000 at the Wall-Brown sale in 1886 and sold for
$925
72-Mettlinti. "Figure"
$1,900. There being no bids on Manet's "Marine"
210
73-Gericau
t
"St
Life"
: and Decamp'e "Village near Smyrna" they were
74-Latouclie, "The Beach"
,
"passed"
until
this
evening.
Flowers"
(water
220
75-Mesdag,color)
"Fruit and
PICTURES AND PRICES.

79-Vely. "flowers"
' 77-Boudin, "TrouvIllo'
78-Maris, •'A Quiet Nook"
79-De Therm,. "Landscape and Cattle"

, The following is a list of the pictures in the order
•

sold, with the names of buyers in some instances
and the prices:-

$45
1-Nerve, "Boy's Head"
4:0
2-Gonzales, "A Parlsionne"
830
, I 8-Picard, "The Music Lesson".
201
1 I 4-Van Hasson, "Fagot Uatherere;" Mr. Shepherd
125
• ' 5 - Ten Kate, "The Game of Checkers"
6 - Chan:Mi. "Still Life: C. M. Kurtz
71
210
7-La Vieille, "Twilight:" C. M. Kurtz
.245
8-Murphy "Landscape;" L. Christ Delmonico
7
tei
9-Ryder, A. P. "Landscape"
450
• 10-Pointelln, "Evening"
3571
• 11-Marie, "Harlingen Friealand"
12-Leys "Interior"
18-Blakolock, "Landscape-Sunset;" John Gellatly 135 120
14-Defaux, "A Barnyard"
' 15-Rosboom, "Interior" (water color); Reichard & Co 75
1115
10-Bloomer. "A Shepherdess:" Reichard & Ce
Are Ripe"
17-Edelfelt, "Cher ries
4242'5)
18-Dues, "At Dinner"
19-Billet, "fired Out". .
40.1
20-Palnier, W. L., "Wheat Fields near CbentIlly," F
.
r117
:0 9(
28
1u
115,130)),,)
(115s
2,455
21-Boudin, "Marine ".
22-Coutourier, "Chickens"
' '23-Corot, "The Coliseum"
24-Decampa, "Monkeys"
25-Daubigny, "Evening"
'20-Coubort, "The Blacksmith's Shop"
27-Dupre, "On the River"
28-Moutleolli, "Figures"
M
Fri
29-Marilhat,"The Camel"
675
8 . 4-Dupre, "Morning," Sous/led, Valadon It Co
31,-Vollon, "Man's dead"
32-Weir, J. A., "Head of a Child," John (Joliet
83-Troyon, "Landscape and Figures"
25)
84-Ronsseau, "Autumn'
425
35-Stevens, Alfrod,"Coguetry"
225
e; 30-Twachtman, "April Clouds
37-Noulluys, "At Supper' (water color), Solutes &
4
145
Co
1 225
88-Corot, "Moonlight, Shipping at Ostend"
l.
875
39-Diaz, "Figures and Landacupe"
025
40-Dupre, "Landscape"
41-Dolacroix, "Portrait of the Artist," Mr, Taylor 100
'
. 42-Documps "Scissors Grinder"
ISO
43-Dailbiguy, "Sunset"
3744
135
I 1'. 44-Fromentin,"On the March"
145-Mauve "Watching the Flock" (water color)
210
'' 40-Mottling, "Flowers'
I 47-Michel, "Landscape" (water color), 1.), M. Kurtz 25
14.5
48-Minor, "Mornin
ICg"
(Passed)
49-Besot, "Marino"
. 49
17.5
-50-Roviiet, "Still IAN, Fruit"
75
51-Ribot, "Hoed"
0,260
52-Rousseau. "Landscape end Trees" ........... 250
511-Trnyon, "Landscape and Cattle"
901
54-Vellon, "Still Life, Kettle., .te.," Potter Palmer
,, 860
55-13arye, "Landscape, Leopard" ,
50-Bunce, "Landscape
375
57-Clays, "Marino," Blakeslee & Co
is)
58-Coo twirler, "Chickens"
50-Lato tiche, "Harbor Scone"
00-Corot, "A Summer Day"
1;7:777'55)
61-Clonbert, "Iii the Jura Mountains"
. .... 550
. 02-Degas, "Before the Race"
47714.1
5.13-Dieu, "Flowers"
04-Dupre, Marine
112.4
1.15-11 Duhieroix, "interior of It Church".
00-*DocumP 11 , "Village Near Smyrna" ........ --(Passed)
1,0 i 4
.
1,77- 4 Daubigny, '"fwillght"
,
. "M ichel, "Lenr14cape"
(1899-Troyon, "Landsvape and Cattle," Reichard i 00.1,2 , 45
1 2. .0
70-Millet, ''Tb; klsherinan"
71-loues, "The Sunset," Potter ?tamer 2 1I".0
14.4
$35,850
Total ____Z---.

414)
80- flenner, "Eve"
:WO
81 Schreyer, "Scouts"
82-Niarilhat, "Flight lute Egypt"
2
89-Mottling, "Head:" Blakeslee & Co
000
400
84-Mauve, "Sheep and Dog" (water color)
'245
155-Ribot, Portrait of the Artist
80-Eaton, Wyatt, "Reflection"
n"52
87-Church, F. E., '"fwilight in the Adirondacks" 3(.4.)
300
88-Weir, J. A., "Flowers"
550
89-Neuhuys, "Dressing the Baby"
200 I
90-Bunco, "Moonlight. St. George's, Venice"
900 .1
91-Decamps, "The Baker"
510
92-Ribot, "Portraits of his Children"
150
93-Montleelli, "Landacape and Figures"
395
94-Couture, "Portrait of the Artist"
1,325
95-Diaz, "Fontalnebleas.Vorest"
1,975
90-Dnpre, "Going to l'a tare"
7(10
07-Miser, "Suneet"
2,6(X)
i48-DaubIgny, "Coast Near Dieppe"
1,3,50
9D-Man et, "Feeding tile Parrot ..
1,000
100-Courbet, "Merino"
250
101-Twachtman, "Harbor Scene"
590 •
102-Plitt, "Feather Pickets".
2,000
103-Munkacxy, "The Haymakers"
2,450
104-Pille, "Sancho Patna Before the Duchess"
550
105-1ollo , Still Life, Fish "
1,375
108-Michel, "Landscape and Figurea"
107-Delscroix, "Alliton Dletming Paradise Lost to, -4

j

Ids Daughters
108-Clays, "Marino. Moonlight'
109- Mum, "Grand Canal, i'enlee"
110-Jacque, "Landscape and Sheep"
111-Baryo, "Landscape, Bear" (water color)

1

*.

i

4-

-

f Extraordinary Results at the Last Night
of the Erwin Dai-is Sale.

"JOAN OF ARC" FETCHES $23,400.
Grand Total of the Sale for 143 Works, $24$,795A Great Success.
!
Buyers at the sale of the last half of the Erwin
Davis collection at Chiekering Hall last evening tore
masked the face of
the skirts from probability and
reason.
They even astonished the dealers, and if, as reof
ported, the French government had any idea
the
,buying nuythIng,it stood no chance at all with
amount it was likely to authorize for any important
work.
Bustien-Lepage's "Joan of Arc," $29,400; Trozon's
•'.'Pasturage in Normandy," $17,500, and Delacrotx's
."The Lion Hunt," $11,800. These were the chief
prices and would not call for counneut, though
the artist reoeiv- •
1. the tiret cost Mr. Davis but $5,000,
\
leg $4,600. Some of those which followed,
however, were astonishing and out of reason
1.4.'"
such se $9,100 for Millet's not retnne...
tie

ker1,0r n 1Assole•

225
340

.,

4,5( .1

1,161i)

1,11911
112 Illness, George, "Morning"
1,050
113- Corot. "A Woodland Path" .......... .... .....
3,250
0
leau
23:14:
114-Dlez, "Forest of Fontaineb "
1,475
115-Decamps, "Haberman at Calais"
116-Daubigny , "A French Village"
117-Michel, "The Waterspout"
510 .
118-1411let, "Landscape Near /3arbizon"
5,100 •
380
119-Roybet, "Still LIfe, Duck, &c"
120-Rouaseau, "Interior of a Forest"
0,500
12I-Tr0yon"At Rest"
2,700
l'22-Casin, "In the Garden"
1,500
4,100
123-Volion, "Still Life, Dishes and Fruit"
2,000
124-Stoveus Alfred, "Feedio the Pigeons"
8,500
125-Corot, 'ln the Woods at larcoussie" ......
3,204)
000
128-Degas, "Ballot Girls"
127-Couture, "The Water Carrier"
1,7 0
128-Dupre, "Entrance
ce to the Forest"
129-Delacroix, "Entrance of Christians loto Coat ntin i lo"
1,900
4,050
130-Fromentin, "The Falconer"
4,700 .1
131-Millet, ''Aftor the Bath"
132-Rousseau, 'Sunset"
0,500
7,500
183-Troyen, "Feeding the Chickens"
134-Dluz, "Near liasbreau"
2,250
135-Courbot, "Music"
7,000
7,000
130-Corot, "The Ford"
5,900
137-Dupre, "Landscape and Cattle"
3.11)
138- Doramps, "Landscape"
4:10
45(01
139-Daubignv, "On the Marne"
140-Millet, "t he Haymaker"
9
0,700
141 -Muret, "Boy with a Sword"
5,8)5)
142-Rousseau, "Sunset in the Pyrenees"
11'81.
11
149-Delacrolx, "The Llon Hunt"
17,500 IF'
144- Troyon, "P asturage in Normandy"
23,4103 1
145-Lepage, Bastien, 'Jean of Ann"
$204,315
85,4/40 .
Total n i g lit

Grand total of the sale

$243,795

TIl E ERWIN DAVIS PICTURES
Allegations that Ike Prices were Not
_
1Gx_titttne-A
Gift to the J»

The New York Evening Sunltdes that
there are strong suspicions that the sale of
Erwin Davis' art collection, which took
place at Chickering hall Tuesday and Wednesday was " cooked," and that at least
$125,000 of the $208,315 realized was bid by
his agent, a Mr. Leland The paper pronounced the price of S23,400, alleged to
have been paid for Bastion Lepage's "Joan
of Arc" as absurdly high, and intimated
that the picture was bought in by Smith's
agent.
The following statement is mad e: Hr.
Erwin Davis has presented to the Metropolitan Museum of Art Bastien Le Page's
painting of "Joan or Arc," and Manet's
"Boy with a Sword" and "Feeding the
Parrot." Mr. Davis had received various
overtures to dispose of these pictures to art
institutions of other cities, and also from
the French Government, but, desiring to
make various presents, he authorized Hr.
Leland to purchase certain works at his recent auction, and, in accordance with a wish
generally expressed by the press, he has
presented the above three to the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
-

BUYING HIS OWN
TO GIVE AWAY

•

Lepage's Joan of Arc and the Two Mamets
of the Erwin Davis Sale Presented to the Museum.
MR. LELAND WAS A "DUMMY."
He Bought

$130,000

Worth of Pictures,

but Will Never Have to
Pay for Them.
the
The HERALD yesterday called attention to
wild bidding at the second night's sale of the Erwin
Davis collection of pictures. It was of a character
to make "the judicious grieve." Seventy-Sour works
sold ostensibly for $208,315.
But this money will never find its way into Mr.
Davis' pockets, for the reason that much of the bida
din g was doue by Mr. Davis himself through
friend, E. R. Leland.
I noticed a bald headed gentleman occupying a
seat near the front row at the sale, who bought
most of the more prominent pictures at prices
which seemed to indicate that he possessed much
more wealth than artistic taste. After exhausting
every possible means of ascortaitiing bis name I
asked him for it himself. Ho declined to tell me.
So did Mr. Ortgios, because, as ho said, he bad been
requested to keep it secret.
There were good reasons for making that request.
It transpired yesterday that Mr. Leland was nothing
more nor less than a dummy for Mr. Davis. The
news aroused a howl of indignation. Mr. Ortgies
was mad; Mr. Avery was mad; the buyers who went
to Chickering Hall last night, with the expectation
that they were attending a bona fide sale, were mad.
THE MUSEUM ruorns BY IT.

BlIt it is an ill wind that blows nobody good. It
Is understood that Mr. Davis has announced his intention of presenting to the Metropolitan Museum
three of the most notable pictures of the collection-the "Joan of Arc," by Bastion Lepage, and
Manas two pictures, "Boy with a Sword" and
"Feeding the Parrot."
How far this generosity is inspirediby a de.71.21--1.
conciliate public opinion after the exposure it
would be difficult to decide. But certain it is, that
It the bidding for the pictures had [pee beyond the
reserve price which Mr. Davis had placed upon
them Mr. Davis would not have thoutt of presenting them to the Museum.
1 called on S. P. Avery at his hone, No. 4 East
Thirty-eighth street, last night.
"I want you," I said, "to tell rue thei true inwardness of this Erwin Davis sale?"
"Mr. Davis," ho replied, "wished to make presents
of some of his most prominent pictures. Among
these were Bastien Lepage's 'Joan of Are,' Manas
'Bey with a Sword' and his 'Feeding the Parrot.'
These he has already presented to the Metropolitan
IMuseinn."
"But Mr. Leland purchased some twenty-two
other pictures, and bid very steep prices for some of.
them, What becomes of them?"
"I know nothing about them."
"Did you know before the male that any of the pictures were to be bought in?"
"I did not."
Mr. Avery's expression and manner implied intense disgust with the whole bueinese. He was associated with Mr. Ortgies in the management of the
sale.
Mr. Ortgies was equally surprised and disgusted.
He had regarded Mr. Leland as a genuine bidder.
But he was somewhat consoled by the reflection that
he would got his commission anyhow.
Erwin Davis lives at No. 121 Madison avenue. He
declined to be seen. The attendant said he was
sick. No wonder.
E. R. Leland lives at No. 61 West 104th street. i
There I found him last night and recognized him at
once as the bald headed gentleman whose moneyno-object sort of bidding attracted my attention ou
the night of the sale.
After HOMO little "palavering," Mr. Leland made
this statement:WHY IT WAS DONE.

"The first night's sale was an absolute sale. Mr.
Davis was much dissatisfied with the prices real
ized. He a .2ke,t me to buy in corti In pi Aures
they fetched prices that he specified. This I did,
and some few I bought myself. '
"Then, if the genuine bidding bad been high
enough, the three pictures donated to the Museum
would have been sold?"
"Yes; certainly."
"What will Mr. Davis do with the other pictures
that you bought in for him?"
"I understand that he intends to make presents !
of them. I don't know to whom,"
Besides the three pictures referred to these are
some of the principal (Mee that were knocked
down to Mr. Leland (Mr. Davis):-Troyon, -Pastur- !
age in Normandy," $17,600; Delacroix, "The 2,100
Hunt," $11,800; Rousseau, "Sunset in the Pyrenees," ;
$5,800; Coubert, "Music," $7,000; Corot, "The Ford." !
$7,600. and Troyon, "Feeding the Chickens," $7,600.
Altogether Mr. Leland's alleged purchases toot
9
/about $130,000.

I

NEW YORK GOSSIP.

GOOD PRICES FOR PICTURES.
Erwin Dar i.'. Collection of Modern Palming. Sold for 1,243,798.

-

The remaining seventy-four pictures of the
colleetion of Erwin Davis were sold at Chickering Hall last night for $208,315, making a total
of $243,705 for the entire collection of 145
canvases of the best-known modern artists.
The disagreeable weather did not keen the
lovers of line paintiugs away, and the bidding
was far more spirited than it was on the first
night of the sale.
Tilt. prices, too, were very good, and the
owner 01 the collection-which, by the way, is
one of the best that has passed under the ham-1
mer in a long time-may congratulate himself
on the handsome sum his picturee brought. In
one or two instances the sums offered astonished!
the connoisseurs, who wondered how it was possible to get so much more than a picture was
worth.
'Ibis was particularly the case with Lapage's
" Joan of Arc," which fetched $23.400. When
t be curtain was drawn aside Mr. Somerville, the .
detioneer, called several times for a bid, but 'lone of the buyers seemed to have the courage
to start the thing a-going. Finally, the am:tioneer announced that he would not enter- I tain any bid less than *10,000, Instantly
I several persons offered that much for the
painting and the competition began in real
earnest. Thousands came from all sides, and ' •
$20,000 Was soon reached. Then the buyers
became a little more conservative, and it was
•• finally knocked down to a modest gentleman
who handed up his card with the initial " J. T.
B.," for 823,400. It in said he intends to present the painting to the Metropolitan Museum •
of Art. "Pasturage in Normandy." a beautiful
ample of Troyon's art, brought $17,500 and
$11, .00 was the price paid for Delacroix'a
"Lion Hunt." Three of Millet's canvases
brought *0,100, $5,100 and $4,700 respectively. Cocote " In the Woods of Marcouasia "
was knocked down for $8,500.
The following in a list of the pictures that
brought $2,500 or over: Coast Near Dieppe,
Danbigny, S2.,600,• Milton Dictating Para:Iise •
Lost to His Daughters, Delacroix, $4, 500; A
Woodland Path, Corot, 83,25 0; French Village.
Daubigny, $3,650: Landscape near Barbazon,
Millet, *5,100; Interior of a Forest, Rousseau.
$0, 500; At Rest, Troyou, $2,700; Still Life.
Dishes and Fruit, Vollon, $4,100; Feeding the
Pigeon, Stevens, $2, 600;In the Woods at MarcouOHL Corot. $8,500; Ballet Girls, Degas, $3.200;
The Falconer, Fromentin, $4,650; After the
Bath, Millet, $4, 7 0 : Sunset. Rousseau, *0_ , 500;
Feeding the Chickens, Troyou, $7,500; Music.
Courbet, $7,000; The Ford, Corot, *7,600;
Landscape and Cattle, Dupré, *5, (1 00; On the
Marne, Daubigny, $4,450; The Haymaker,Millet, 80,100; Boy with Sword, Manet, $6,700;
Sunset in Pyrenees, Rousean, $5,800; The
Lion Hunt, Delitzroix, $11, 800; Pasturage in
Normandy, Troyon, $17,500; Joan of Are,
Lapage, $23,400.

,NO y• 0p1S I CLOSED TO ART. rf •_
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ON PAINTING AND SCULPTURE.
The leading artiste of this city gathered at the
Fifth Avenue Hotel last night and formed a national organization, The Free Art League,
abolition
the
which has for its object
of the present duty on works of art.
The following Executive Committee, on melon of Mr. Bonier Martin, was unanimously
leetedl-T. C. Beckwith, F. B. Millett, Kenyon Cox,
ralvin Totukins, E. if. Blashilled, E. B. Carter, H.
farquand, R. W. Gilder, H. Bolton Jones, W. A.
Ain and Augustus St. Gaudette.
HUMILIATION YOH THE COUNTRY.
The meeting, on motion of Mr. Kenyon Cox, was
resided over by Mr. Beckwith. Ile stated that the
)ject of the gathering was to interest the whole
entry, through the press, in the fight against the
uport duty on works of art, which at the present
moment is fixed at thirty per cent ad valorem.
Mr. Butler read froni the Tariff Committee's reporta t of 1882 and 1884, showing the drift of the
testimony taken on the subject. In 1846, said Mr.
Butler, works of art were on the free list, but in
1861, on account of the war, they were listed at ton
per cent and remained at this rate till 1883,
when, in March of that year the rate
was increased to thirty per cent. This increased
taxatiod was not demanded by the people or the
press. It Was never discussed in Congrees. The
question otite legality is an open one. Mr. Belmont
said in Congress that this exorbitant rate was a
humiliation for the country and an affront to many
friendly nations.
Mr. Kenyon Cox then spoke on behalf of the committee that bad called the meeting, he being one of
the five, the names of the other four being Messrs.
W. M. Chase, Howard Russell Bntl, . F. D. Millett
and. Colvin Toinkim.. Sir. Cox said;-"The old
argument in favor of a tariff on art Is
played ont. Ninety-three per cent of the artists
appealed to throughout the country were in favor of
the abolition of duties. Some ignorant people
thought that good imported pictures are devoured
by rich men. The fact is that most celebrated
pictures generally found their way into
the public museums. Instead of taxing the
noble works of foreign masters the artists should
be paid fer Pending them to us. Art is an element
of civilization. We ask the sympathy of every miltivated man and woman throughout the country.
We do not ask for money. We beg the co-operation
of the press."
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ogi( :1 this ity that
Lerman spoke on the o._:casion in
question. Ilis survey was in some respects satisfactory, and more particularly where it called for mention of previous benefactions. The bequest of Mr.
Benaiah Oibb was the central event in
the association's career ; but, happily, it
was fairly well supported by later donations'. On the whole, the position or the
association-at present is ndt discouraging
to lovers of art.
• It is not in Montreal alone, however,
that art progress is to be noted in recent years. All over the Dominion the
movement in favor of artistic development has largely taken hold of the enlightened public. The :province of Ontario is well supplied with means of
study in the various branches of art.
The Toronto Art school, which was incorporated in 1886, and the Government
aided institution, known as the Ontario School of Art, in the same city the
Western School of Art and Design, of
London, the Hamilton Art association,
the Kingston Art school, the Art associaticn of Ottawa, and other societies or
institutions elsewhere testify to the success of all effort in the upper province.
In Nova Scotia and New Brunswick
something has been accomplished in the
same direction, Manx having an art
school in operation, while the Owen's Art
institution of St. John, incorporated in
1854, has not only a good school but a
gallery of paintings, mainly due to the
generosity of the gentleman whose memory is perpetuated in its name. For
saoiu
e years Manitoba also has had
n
art association, originally start.
cd as the Winnipeg Art society. To Lord Lorne, who opened our
own gallery on the 26th of May, 1879,
Canada is indebted for the organization
of the Royal Canadian Academy of Arts,
ilhich was duly founded in the following
3 car by the Marquis and the Princess
Louise. That it has been the means of
giving an impulse to the culture of art in
all its departments, and of bettering the
status of our own still struggling artists
cannot be denied. Linder the same distinguished auspices was founded the National gallm:y at the Federal capital,
which, though insignificant as yet compared with kindred institutions in
the great art centres of Europe
or even of our neighbors, will
one day, doubtless, be worthy of the
people, resources and destinies of a great
Dominion. In the province of decorative
and industrial art a good deal has already
been accomplished. In this connection
praise is due to Mr. S. C. Stevensou,
of this city, for the judgment and assiduity that he has shown for years past
in promoting industrial art education in
the schools controlled by the Board of
Arts and Manufactures of this province,
of which he is the able and diligent
secretary. In Ontario attention has of
late been directed to the needs of the
industrial community in the matter of
higher special training, and a report was
recently published on the subject,in which
a synopsis was given of the American institutions conducted with that aim. In
the seine connection honorable mention
should be made of the Polytechnic
school, long carried on under the direction of Mr. N. E. Archambault, and now
'affiliated with the Arts faculty of Laval
adversity.

Letters of regret were read from Messrs. A. C.
Zabriskie. F. W. Cost, O. H. Putnam, John Lafarge,
W. It. Weir and J. Hampton Robb, all asking to be
put on record as emphatically opposing the thirty
per cent rate and favoring the abolition of the duty.
Mr. Montagu Marks asked that the question be
clearly laid down by the committee as to what
works of art really are. Ho wanted the door closed
to everything save paintings In oil and water colors
and sculpture, for the reason that chromos, painted
photographs and other matters of commercial art
might claim the privilege of coining in free.
It s as finally decided to leave the matter in the
hands of the committee.
Articles of asscelatiOh Were 8.10pteti.
Addresses were made by Mexers. Eaton, Dpnolati
nid the meeting adjourned.

!Remarkable Collection of Pictures-4
tnique MnriUo - Musical MattersThe Henschel Concert-The Fursch•
Madi lactory-Mrs. Thurber's Con.
servatory of Music-The New Music
Hall-Other Notes-Latest Fashions
-Spring Head Gear-Smaller Bon.
nets-Fashionable Stuffs-Two New
Costumes-New Devices.
SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE OF THE HERALD.

ReigfOril,q NEW YORK

March 21st.
A mong the 4nteresting collections, and
in certain points decidedly the most interesting lot of pictures ever exhibited
at the American Art Galleries of East
23d street is that of His Highnsss Don
Pedro de Bourbon, Duque de Darcal.
This consists of about 100 oils and
250 drawings and sketches in crayons and sepia. By the order of
the son of the collector, the late Infanta
of Spain, Don Sebastian Gabriel de Bourbon, the paintings will be sold at Chickering Hall on the evenings of April 5 and
6, but the drawings and sketches at the
American Art Galleries on the following
Monday and Tuesday evenings. The
collection of old Spanish, Flemish, Dutch
and Italian masters was made between
1830 and 1850. The four most noteworthy
paintings, any one of which would raise
an ordinary gathering into a first-rate
gallery, are "The Virgin Mary of the
Carmellites" by Murillo, "St. Luke and
I the Virgin Mary" by Roger van der
Weyden, a "Village Festival" by David
i Teniers, and "Wild Boar Hunt" by Franz.
Sny'd us.
As companions to the four works alluded to are other remarkable examples
of the old masters, besides charming and
wonderfully interesting modern canvasses.
Among the lesser pictures, and notable
for its superlatively good handling, pose
and painting, are three sheep lying
down. As one draws near to closer examine the picture, to almost feel the
texture of the wool covered creatures,
we are greatly surprised to find this master piece of animals the work of Francisco Zurbaran, a Spanish painter, whose
dates of exit and entrance here below
are :-1598-1662.
A replica of "Philip the Second on horseback crowned by Victory," Rubens, from
the Madrid gallery is a good example of
Rubens, and in his goddess we discern
as usual the portrait of the painter's wife.
There are a number of portraits, exact
reproductions of the Spanish, so typical
of the race, so full of vigour, that one
would hardly:be:surprised did they come
out of their frames and walk around at
uncanny hours, like the portraits of the
" Chorus of G hosts" in the second act of
,

-

Ruddygore.

An opportunity for seeing fine specimens of a score of old masters is offered,
a rare opportunity which ought to be
seized by all who wish to study those
qualities which moderns have not yet
reached.

be
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AN ART CONVENTION IN MONT.
REAL.

On the occasion of the meeting held
some weeks ago to bestow upon Mr. R. B.
Angus the deserved title of patron of the
Art astociation, the chairman, Mr. Hugh
MeLemum, gave -an interesting retrospect, in which he showed that progress
had been made amongst us in the appreciation of ait since the year 18 130.
Though comparatively short, the period
reviewed is a pretty long lapse of time in
a young country like ours. Indeed, if
we have regard to the many improvements in all the arts of life that have
taken place in the interval, it is no inconsiderable period in the history of the
world at large. It was, however, with
st (Aral r, [creme to art and to it-

•
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k, Mr. Harris, is luxuriating iu tnt most tempting tb.
studios in the Fraser Institute, having thrown off
galling yoke of teaching for the freer and fuller scope of hi individuality. The best of his pictures are now in Ottawa,
but it may not be telling tales out of school to hint that
one of the most masterly portraits I have ever seen stands
on an easel carelessly hidden away under a curtain ; but
as the original occupies a prominent position in educational
circles, and as the portrait is intended as a surprise, I dare
say no more. It may be an every day event to produce
a portrait that is like the original but in the present
instance Mr. Harris has achieved one that is the original.
The classes in Mr. Raphael's studio are large this
winter, and the work done more than repays a visit. There
is something in the sight of a palette and in the odour of
turpentine which sets one afire for handling brushes and
pigments, a weak (or strong) point in human nature which
might be more commercially utilized by these gentlemen.
But probably I am a Goth, pure and simple. Only I do
not quite see how they should remain satisfied with such a
limited share of the good things of life.
To talk of an Armoury is to suggest bayonets and
sentry-boxes improvements in cartridges and in the varied
implements for the slaughter of others which, with grim
sarcasm, we call self-defence. But stuffed chairs and
plushed divans, crimson cloth and Turkish rugs have converted the threatening quarters of our Victoria Rifles into
a modern

3No sooner had the news reached Paris
tbat the "Joan of Arc" by Lepage had

of the Art

A #i;lhe editor, Mr. Arthur B. Turnure,

been presented to the Metropolitan Museum of Art than the French Government cabled Messrs. Boussod, Valaden
Co. here to arrange, if possible, for the
loan of the picture for the Univeral Exposition. The Metropolitan Museum also
lends Damot's " Quatuor " and Swain
Gifford'e "Prize Fund."

advocated a scheme of art conventions
find exhibitions, which would include all
lasses of art organization, whether the
:ill were general, like our own academy,
specially centred on painting, scalpre, architecture, engraving, or any of
the branches of technology. He also
sent out circulars giving details of his project, which has given rise to considerable discussion. There is little controversy as to the advisability of Mr. Tun
nure's plan, but difference of opinion exsts as to the best locality for carrying
it out. His own preference is given to
Chicago, as the city which comes nearest
to centrality in the United States. But
local jealousies stand in the way of a
general adoption of the proposal—some
bolding out for New York, others for
Boston, others for Philadelphia. Now, it
seems to us that if Montreal or some
other Canadian city were chosen, our
neighbors would be able to come to an

EX PEETS.

On dit:—it has been the custom at

auction sales of paintings in Paris for the
auctioneer to be assisted by an "expert"
of recognized ability and honesty. For
some time past auctioneers have put
forward whoever they might choose
as experts, with the result of lessening
public confidence in the character and
conduct of their sales. The better known
experts have held a meeting to consider
this state of affairs, and propose to petition the legislature to pass a law requiring the presence of an authorized expert at each auction sale of pictures or
other works of art.
-
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GRATIFYING DISTINCTION.

'

Success of a Young Canadian Artist du

,

V/

1 "41r -ran". 3 k
T he honor of having a large pictu ree hung
agreement. Art (per se),like nature,knovvs in the Paris salon has been won by aryery
no political boundaries. There is no reason young Canadian painter, Miss M. A Ben,
of Mr. Andrew Bell, of Alartrite.
in the world, indeed, why our neighbors daughter
Her subject is a domestic scene in the interand ourselves should not co-operate in ior of Brittany, the principal representation
all enterprises that tend to advance the consisting of three figures—a peasant woulau
sadly over a sick baby, to which a
cause of morality, of learning, of taste bending
little girl offers food with pitiful eatreaty.
and of all higher culture, intellectual and This picture has been much praised by
French critics—who assert, from the skill of
testhetic. If the question were earnestly
drawing and cololing, that Miss Bell
taken up, we believe that seeming diffi- the
will arrive at the rank of a master "—is a
culties would gradually vanish and that canvas of five feet by four. It was painted
in the United States, the selection of at Pont AWL, Finiatere, during the past
The attempt to accomplish so large
Montreal, or Ottawa, or Toronto for the winter.
a picture might have been called very amart convention of North America would bitious in so young an artist had
commend itself to many as a solution of our brilliant Canadian girl not justified her
confidence by an admirable success. It is,
the local problem. Of the advantages of we
presume, almost unnecessary to say that
choice
to
Canada
the
friends
a
such
of the winter works of the most accomplished
art amongst us , do not need to be in- Frtneh artists are exhibited at the Paris

salon, that many meritorious works are intnually rejected, and that the young painter
who gains a place has achieved a very grauli
f drie Tigtfiflost nejed of 171f,.- art societies
London is the Society of Lady Artiste, lying distinction.
Canadians have particular reason to lpt
The members of this institution give an exhibition every year, to which are Invited the proud of the young lad 's manifestation
a ao ada o oo ff
m all over the world. The high talent becauseti be
b est critiee fro
Y is
pictures exhibited are for the most part t
landscapes, bowers, portrait studies. and the Canadians," having a liberal share of
domestic genre scenes. The ladies seem to good old U. E. L. blood in her veins. la
have more success with water colors and childhood she disclosed, as we happen to
pastels than with oils. Is from having seen her early sketches at
'!l•he time, a remarkable bent toward the art
*s
she bas adopted. In the province of
Young women of London who have Irtis
tastes are organizing "sketching clubs." Quebec, where her parents resided for semi
They hire a man for a teacher and meet at years while her father was engineer.
the homes of the members. Subjects are mg
great public works, Miss Minnie, stimugiven out, and at the end of a certain time kited by the pic turesque aspects and figures
who notes
the work is sent to the professor sketch
and of French-Canadian life, made fine progress
his criticism on the back of each
then sends the whole lot to one of the club, in self-tuition. Afterward she studied for a
who adds her criticism. In this way the year under Robert Harris, in Montreal, and
sketches are paseed about to each sketcher. then for two years in New York at the
success of a French Canadian StuAtnt., ,a3 Union League, under Champigny. SomeA. young French Canadian. namediBicher, ililtg over a year ago she began studying in
in Paris in the studio of the famous Julien, and
of St. Hyacinthe, who has been studyingand
it is evident that all her masters have reaParis for two years or so under Gerome
Oabanel, has come out fourth in 146 ci,lass at . son to be proud of staring in the developArts.144
des
Beaux
the Ecole
nient of her great gifis.
The prediction of her critics that she will
-"TLIE LITTLE GOLIBMET,V5;i;
I e rank with the masters ought to have a
,
"
Henriette
Rônildr'
by
the
painting
after
;cod deal of interest for those of her
in the American art galleries, ornaments aith..y countrymen who buy pictures. All
the first page of Mr. Marks "Art Amateur" ', now that the early works of distinguished
for May. A kitten has emptied at tists increase vastly in value. Tee hint
a silver cream jug, and in to picture buyers should be enough.—Glob.
—
licking the last drop of the rich liquid

. . . Isle of Greece
Where grew the arts of war and peace.
.

ro] med.
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from her paw, seems to be in the very
acme of gustatory bliss. The kitten is
delightfully painted, the expression of
her features, without losing their feline
characteristics, are telling in a remarkable degree.
Many art lovers of Montreal who were
interested in the Erwin-Davis picture
sale, will be glad to learn through" Montazuma's Note Book," that Mr. Davis
acted as he did only to protect his pictures after the slaughter in the first
night's sale. This Mr. Davis bad a right
to do, for the sale was not advertised
"without reserve." All the daily papers
had a fling at this amiable gentleman,
intentionally ignoring the fact that
Mr. Davis refused a bona-tide bid
of $18,000 for the "Joan of Arc" of
Bastien Lepage, and buying it in with
several others, presented this picture
with Maness to the Metropolitan
homigalAtts.
.

,

The occasion is the display of a collection of pictures in
oil and drawings in water colours, the result of seven years'
labour of Monsieur and Madame de L'Aubiniere, which
are to be knocked down by the ruthless hammer of the
auctioneer. The studies are mostly in landscape from
California, New England, British Columbia, and on our
own St. Lawrence, and number two-hundred and fifty-three
pieces. Many of them are gems of drawing and colour,
and doubtless will be the object of keen " bids ;" but others
will have to be softened in form and rounded in tint before
they can be classified among the perfections of Art. In
short it may not be too Bohemian to hint that, a dozen of
the best pictures excluded, the men who designed the
transformation of the Armoury did more for the exhibition
than it did for them or for themselves.
It is a mistake—this wholesale exhibition of pictures.
The only consideration which can justify it is one of pr
or loss on commission. It encourages a flippant, caprici.
craving, instead of a calm and holy enjoyment. Not
of us naturally, I mean in Nature, the great mother
Art, demands that the entire world be passed before
organic vision in panorama fashion. The true lover
Nature takes one scene, be it mountain or valley, heat'
stream, cloud or sunshine, and literally resigns himsel
its coaxing influence, undisturbed, and unable to be
turbed, by the thought of others. Of course the bee i
exception. But the bee lives primarily to make the hon
—to store it ; not to eat it.
A building constructed in a circle, of wood, lined ot
side with brick, of an enormous height, and unrelieved 1
the slightest suggestion of window or entrance, which h
attracted the speculative attention of curious passers-b)
for the last few months, has just revealed the secret of its
existence. The days of the Panorama are over, when we
sat still and found the scenes pass in pleasant succession
before the eye ; and the new thing in its place is the
Cyclorama which reverses the relative duty of picture and
eye. A canvas three hundred and seventy-seven feet long
and forty-six high stands erect and lines the wall of the
building while the eye takes its position upon an elevated
platform in the centre and revolves from the Alpha to the
Omega, and back to the Alpha again. The picture in this
instance represents the neighbourhood of Jerusalem at the
time of the Crucifixion of our Lord, and undertakes to
pourtray with faithful exactness the scenes and buildings
which have become sacred to the civilized world. The
Palace of Herod the Temple the Pools of beneficent
miracle an eastern inn with its life on the house-top a
caravan disappearing on its way to Joppa all in the most
successful aerial perspective. Prominent in the foreground
are the main events of the Crucifixion, with clustering
men, women, children, soldiers, centurions, high-priests,
doctors of law, standing out in marked relief, increasing
the realistic effect and the perspective beyond. The Cyclorama is no catch-penny, but an impressive and wonderful
exhibition.
;

;
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.tESTING EXHIBITION.

—
about the Schools of the Connell
of Arts and 31anafactar .

— 1„//,/
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present exhibition of thd ohools unle control of the Council of Arts and
'factures, now being held in the old St.
del Presbyterian church, is made inters ag by the fact that it is the first attempt
t dace before the public the results of
s ctical training in these schools. Manual
t fling in schools is one of the great quest es of the future, and a good idea of its
aalue can be formed by attending this exiibition. The work exhibited does not
low that perfection which would be
natural were the exhibitors professionals in
the different occupations of which they exhibit the products, but when one realizes
that it is in most cases, that of pupils, who,
but a few months since were unfamiliar
with the very rudiments of the work which
they now exhibit, it becomes of a truly encouraging nature. The greater part show a
carefulness to be commended, and those
which show that the pupil lost his interest
na his work before it was finished are fe#
in number. There are one or two suggestions of bad taste, more particularly so in
the freehand drawings exlaibitsd, but the
greater part show that the pupile have a
good idea of what is artistic. A set of work.ng drawings for the tail stock of an engine
lathe executed by a pupil of the
Sherbrooke school are models of accuracy
nd neatness. Each line seems to have
been the subject of consideration be're it was put on paper, the result being
that the whole presents an attractive appearance. The plans for a suburban cottage,
also in this exhibit, are worthy of mention,
and it rnisht be remarked here that architectural classes are strongly needed, especially
in the country, where the growing generaare being brought up to believe that a
sin storey and a half frame building, with
front beautified by a door in the centre
id a window on each side, and, in cases of
ire extravagance, a verandah, constitute all
la is desirable in a house. The farmer,
a oreover, generally builds his own house,
did this makes it
3
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ALL TIIE MORE IMPORTANT
,

at be should know something about build-

s besides the use of his tools.
Aon'seal ?nay be termed the parental
the council and with this in mind
fisitor does not feel so astonished when
Ices the splendid exhibit of the lithohing class. The exhibit is of good size
embraces a variety of work. There are
ral well executed portraits of noted peoa few very pretty menu cards, a small
y of letter heads, and some colored
Underneath is the exhibit of the
nisei drawing class, in which are
some fine samples, indicative of the
work which is quietly being done
igst the members of the mechanical
ai of Montreal. The free hand exhibit
t be considered disappointing were one
ass judgment upon it without reflecting
n the source from whence it came. Tho
k shown is mostly from copies and casts,
d some specimens show undeveloped
lent. Tho great trouble is too much
mbition. A very pretty exhibit is that of
he decorative class. Several very pretty and
well executed fi gures are shown and some
rnamental work, indicating talent on the
art of the exhibitors. The display of the
(addling class occupies a very prominent
tuition, and does it credit. The modelling
s done in plaster of paris, and there are sevrai well executed heads in the display. A
lion's head is one of the prominent features,
and although rough in some particulars is a
yeti creditable piece of work. The display
of Wood earl lug is very small and of not a
very advanced stage, but promises of improvement are shown. This class was mostly
made up of cabinetmakers, carpenters, architects and modellers. The exhibit from Silmy is small and contains some good work,
llhough one sample labelled " A Study in
Prospective," is a distinct failure as such.
The Quebec exhibit contains several well
xecuted nit chanical drawings, one of the
tat being ono of a locomotive which is
gay cleanly and neatly done. There are
-

,

DECORATIVE DEMONS

al a few freehand copiel in crayon and
harcoul. The exhibit from the Levis
chool is large and representative, and conins several well executed charcoal and
‘von drawings. The only water colors in
exhibition are in this exhibit. One, a
1 study, is very well done, but as much
at be said about the other, head, the
being evidently too amb'
for its

'1 Ls mechanical department of this
school shows a few drawings of horizontal
and upright engines indicative of the good
work it is doing. Architectural drawing is
represented by several well planned designs.
New Liverpool is a small school and confines its exhibit to crayon copies all of
which show carefulness. Huntingdon has
also a small exhibit of drawings, but the best
part of its display are several engine parts
'accompanied by the patterns from which
they were cast, and all the work of young
men attending that school. The great
feature of the exhibition is, however, the
display of the plumbing class of the Montreal school. The exhibit is large and takes
in samples of pipe bending, T's, crosses, traps
and wiping. There are two exhibits of fixed
work, one a water closet and the other a
water heater and both are highly commendable. The work of the plumbing trade can be
bettered and this exhibit gives promise that
it will be, St. Jerome sends a couple of
framing models for buildings besides several
others. The Montreal school has a large
collection of shoemakers' patterns for every
kind of boot, shoe and slipper all done under the supervision of an experienced cutter
in that school. This is only a part of the
exhibition which is well worth a visit from
any one interested in manual training.
The Council of Arts and Manufactures is
to be congratulated upon its success, audit
is probablyithe beginning of an annual exhibition of the work done in their schools.
There is a lack of interest taken by the
outside public in the working of these
schools, and this disinterestedness proceeds
mainly from the fact that a great many do
not know that there are such institutions.
There are a hundred small towns and villages in this province where such a school
would do untold good, but as long as people
know nothing of them the results will be
meagre in comparison to what they might
be. This exhibition is a step in the right
direction, and while it has been visited by
a great many during the few days it has
been open, yet the numbers should be more
than trebled during the few days it has yet
to run.
palate'.

COSTLY ART TRLISURES.
PRINCE OF WALES ON PASTEURISM.
The Shah's Vijit — Elaborate Performances
in His Honor—A Parsee Knight Rents a

....___

Theatre to Entertaii7hu.

An Opinion That Too High a Price was
Paid or Milers Painting.

t

fifatt.-- (Beaton Herald )/
—

T ere is a chance that Miflet s L'Angelus" may come to this country after all.
The petriotic Frenchmen, whose offers to

provide a largo part of the purchase money
enabled M. Proust, the buyer for the Louvre,
to outbid American competition, would
seem to bave been carried beyond the limits
of (heir purees by the ardor of the auction
loom. A cable despatch reports that
Proust cannot get the money to carry out
his bargain, that Mr. Sutton, the representative of the American Art association stands
ready to take his place, and that unles
s the
Louvre can put its agent in funds by Monday
next., the picture will pass into American
bands.
To be frank in the matter, the Frenchmen
have our best wishes in their efforts to
retain "the Angelus" for their national gallery. No doubt Millet was a great painter,
and this picture ranks among the best examples of his style. But the price at which
It was knocked down to M. Proust looks extremely high. It certainly is out of all pror ortion to the figures obtained for some of
Millet's most famous pictures in recent
years. Take his great painting of "The Man
with the Hoe." At the sale of the Defoe r
collection in 1886 it brought 57,100fr., equal
to $11,020 in American money, and last year
It was sold to a Belgian collector for 84,000fr., or $16,222. With this double valuation in view, and having in mind several
other sales of popular works by Millet at far
lower figures, we cannot but think that if the
Frenchmen want the Angelus at 554,000fr.,
or $106,922, to be exact in the conversion,
they had better be permitted to keep it.
The SIttelptalked•of "Angelus."
PARIS, July 16.—M. Proust announces

the
withdrawal of the request to the Chamber
of Deputies for a credit fOr the purchase of
" Angelus." The painting will, therefore, become the property of the American
Art association.'
"

The Angelus" Paid For.

Pious, August 2.—Mr. Sutton, on behalf
of the American Art association, has paid to
M. Proust 580,650 francs for Millet's picture
"The Angelus," which, Wa 11:11Ilt at the
,

Secrettin snT

'

tlret ,

—

'very animated. All the
dealers,
actors and authors were leading
present. When
"The Angelus" was finally secured for the
Louvre against the American bids for 553,-

000 francs, there was an indescribable scene
of rejoicing, hats Icing tossed in the air,
accompanied by loud cheering and ladies
waving their handkerchiefs. This price,

considering the size of the picture, equals
three times the price paid for the
Ansidei Raphael by England. Metasonier's prices were also remarle
able, "The Cuirassiers" bringing 190,000

francs; the tiny "Vin du Cure" not much
larger than a collar piece, bringing 90,000
francs. This was bought by a Rheims wine
merchant perhaps for advertising purposes.

-

THE ANGELUS.

g

July 2. — The xc gent and
high prices called out by the Secretan sale
in Paris yesterday realized my forecast.
Paris correspondence describes the scene as
LONDON,

shaken,

do",

2i////4.

Tlife- ngelnit(' to-tiling Oat.
NEW Toils, July 27.—James F. Sutton,

'

of the American Art association,
who arrived in this city yesterday
by the steamship Lal,n, said last
evening that he intends to bring Millet's
"Angelus" here in the fall in bond and exhibit it, after which the picture could be
taken back to France if deemed best. The
picture, he says, is not for sale, and this
course would relieve the association of the
payment of the heavy duty. He added that
if the painting leaves the hands of the
American Art association it will probably be
presented to a museum. Mr. Sutten
said that Anton Proust told him that
although the French people had subscribed 300,000 francs to retain the picture,
the Goveinment did not think that it could
afford for political reasons to pay the remaining 253,000 francs. Mr. Sutton has
since been informed that another American
steed ready to pay the same price, 533,000
francs, in case Mr. Sutton did not take it.
The buyer said that he would not delay
bringing the picture over but for the duty of
30 per cent., which, after adding the French
Government's fee of 5 per cent, to the original price, would amount to $34,829, and
make the total cost, delivered in this city,
$150,969. The painting is 22:1 inches wide
and 25i inches long, and would therefore
have cost $3,500 a square inch.
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ECORATION is so much misunderstood, has taken

so uncertain and complex a meaning, that a statement of its purpose and scope may aid in the study
of its progress
All forms which man makes for his use are either
wrought or constructed, and, where the purpose of utility
alone is served, have beauty by accident of form, shadow,
and color, and not by intention. Accidental satisfaction to
the eve is neither constant nor sufficient. There is a
universal demand for a beauty which shall be permanent
and not casual, and which shall satisfy more than the sense
of utility. The supply to this demand, if intentional, is
Decoration ; if unintentional, may be ornament.
Therefore Decoration must announce its intention plain Tr
and to do this must use methods tha,t show reasoning,
from which the farther it departs the more it will defeat
its own end.
From the first use of parallel lines on prehistoric vases
to the complex involutions of Oriental interlaces, Decoration announces its intention at every step. It has been
reserved for the modern man to employ enrichment that
seems purposeless.
The maximum of accomplishment with the minimum
of expenditure (not of thought, but of material) is as desirable in Art as it is in mechanics, and is especially so in
Decoration, where the method must be frank or the purpose will become confused. And as in mechanics a dominant force produces the best result, so a dominant form
or set of forms will tend to simplify and explain a design
but the dominant must be undisturbed by any force nearly
equal to its own, or it will lose meaning. For this reason,
the higher Decoration ascends in the scale of arts the
more it begins to lose its security ; as it comes in contact
with organic forms, it can only preserve its purpose of the
fact that it intends to supply a demand for beauty beyond
Nature, and not merely to represent Nature, by dominating
these natural forms by its simplicity of expression—which
means, in one word, Conventionalism.
Conventionality is, in fact, a development of the desire
for rest from the infinite change and complexity of Nature,
and the natural recoil to the other extreme of a permanent
and easily understood set of forms. The more nearly,
therefore, Decoration comes to Nature, the less it performs
-

--

its work ; and the more nearly Nature comes to it, the more
active and insistent Decoration must become in its own
vital qualities. These qualities are pre-eminently Simplicity
and Order, and, consequently, restfulness.

.* •
BANDS AND BORDERS.

Bands of ornament, bounded upon two parallel sides and
capable of indefinite extension in the other two directions, are
the earliest of all historic forms of ornament, and are still the
favorite forms of decoration among peasants and half-civilized
peoples. As in all continuous design, repetition, though not
necessary (take, for instance, the Gothic string-courses, which
frequently have ne repeat), is of value as giving uniformity of
tone and of strength, and most of the Band or Border ornaments
consist of one or two units repeated indefinitely. These units
either repeat regularly, of equal size, or in size or spacing follow
a sequence ; sometimes rising and falling like a crescendo and
diminuendo, sometimes with a succession of crescendos only,—
or else in pairs or groups, in which case the group becomes
merely a compound unit. (Pl. IV'., No. I.)*
They are an invaluable class of ornament for marking the
divisions of organic forms, and could be less spared than any
other class of decorative work. To this class belong the Frets
(Pl. IV'., No. 2), Scrolls (No. 3), Frieze ornaments (No.
4), and decorated mouldings (No. 5).
There is one rule to be observed ; that is, to keep the
axes of the units either parallel with, or at right angles to,
(preferably the latter) the band which they decorate. A
diagonal treatment is to be avoided, for the same reason
given for the all-over patterns.
NOTE.—The foregoing extracts are from the introduction and first
chapter of A Study of Decoration, by C. Howard Walker, Lecturer
on Decoration at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and at
the School of Drawing and Painting, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
This serial article consisting of a statement of the ways of treating
surfaces in form and color, with a short synopsis of the history and
characteristics of style, will run through Vol. II. of the Technology
Architectural Review and will be accompanied by lists of books of
reference, and at least nine explanatory plates, eleven by fourteen
inches. Subscription to the Review, $;.00 per yearly volume of
eight numbers. Address, Technology Architectural Review, Boston,
Mass.
* See accompanying miniature reproduction of Plate IV'.
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looked forward to a similar consequence; we
dreaded a graver one. But M. Constans, with
quick decision, changed all that. He telegraphed to every prefect of police, "Inform the delegates that they will not be received." A
manifesto instructed the people of France that
obstructors ot the thoroughfare would be dispersed as rioters. All was prepared for disorder; but, conscious of the check, the agitators
hfrot at home, and all over France the 24th of
February sank calmly to its close.
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Not since the sale of the Morgan collection
has there been so important an event in the
art world as the sale of the collection of Mr.
Erwin Davis, which is to take place next week.
Indeed, the collection, now on exhibition at the
Fifth Avenue Art Galleries, is, in some respects,
even more interesting and notable than the
Morgan collection itself. Its most striking
characteristics are, first, the large number of
important pictures by artists not usually represented in collections; seeond, the unity of direction in the works here brought together; and
third, the almest entire absence of " shoppy "
work. Mr. Edelfelt's "Cherries are Ripe" is almost the only piece to be found here of that
expert picture-manufacture which fills, in
great part,the collections of most buyers; and M.
Pub 's "Sancho Palma before the Duchess" is almost the only story-telling canvas on the walls.
But not only are the story-tellers and the coinmerciel painters absent—the draughtsmen are
absent also. The collection does not contain a
single example of the classical and academic
school of modern art. It is, throughout, a
painters' collection, and color and technical
quality have been the only passports to admission to it. There are some bad canvases on the
NI rils—a few that seem to us very bad indeed—
but they are bad as the others are good; they
are imitations of what the others are, and the
variation is from masterly painting to spurious
painting, and not f rein painting to something
The result of this is that impression of
r evenness and harmony that strikes one
•

•

•'

His Children," which hangs nearly opposite,
where the shadows are mere black paint. If
this great picture, with the Bastien, should go
to the Museum, we should have every reason
to congratulate ourselves upon such a result.
Of the representatives of the great modern
landscape school there is little to be said.
There are in the catalogue seven Duprés, five
Diazes, six Daubignys, and five Rousseaus, but
none of them seem to us especially remarkable
examples of these masters. Of the six Corots
one, "The Coliseum," No. 23, is an interesting
early example; one, "A Summer Day,'' No. 60,
is a very lovely picture of later date; and one,
"Shipping at Ostend," No. 38, we hope and believe was never seen by the master at all. It
not only bears no resemblance to his style,
but is immitigably bad. Troyon is represented, by one large picture which is
thoroughly good and sound, but not
great, and by several smaller ones,
of which " Feeding the Chickens," No.
133. is the best. This little picture
has all of Troyon's good qualities, together
with a brilliancy of touch unusual with him,
and is a little gem. Of the Millets, one is a
mere sketch, and one, the "Landscape near
Barbizon," No. 118, is interesting rather from
the unusual nature of its subject than for any
great merit of its own ; but the two little pictures numbered 131 and 140, "After the Bath"
and " The Haymaker," aro precious examples,
one of his earlier and the other of his later
style. The latter has an especially lovely sky
and distance, while the former :s one of the
rare examples of bis masterly painting of nude
flesh.
With these names should probably be placed
that of a man who has always seemed to us
vastly overrated and whose merits we have
never been able to discover, George Michel.
who is represented by four examples. The
"Romantics" of 18.30 are represented by a number of examples of Delacroix and Decamps,
which seem to us to be false and disagreeable
in the highest degree, and by a little still-life,
by Gericault, which is principally valuable for
the name. There are
•
- • ni .at e

upon reflection that one discovers the vast
range of merit in work that at first sight seems
so similar in direction and so even in achievement
Both in size and in intrinsic interest, the great
picture of the collection is Bastien's "Joan of
Arc." It is a picture which bas s_bessusaingh
discussed and fougLt over, a , id tbe posq.ii-s. of
its antlastssiewaberieWeivirolfAists sa-. La, ais be
deemed yet settled; but it is n wonderful
achievement, and we do not hesitate to predict
that it will remain as one of the masterpieces
of our century, and will be admired as such a
hundred Tears from now. Its mixture of idealism in subject with marvellous realization in
treatment is puzzling to many, and it has undeniable faults; but it is so direct,and vigorous,
and individual, its merits so overbalance
its defects, that one feels that the
man who could do it "had a
right." We must accept him and try to understand him. He might have done something
we should find it easier to like, but he chose to
do this, and here it stands, whether we like it
or not, a thing no other man could have done.
The picture has gained somewhat in general effect by the slight mellowing of the few years
since it was painted, and the landscape, which
is still somewhat spotty and conf usi ng,w ill probably seem wonderfully perfect twenty years
hence ; but in its multiplicity of distracting
detail to-day, it only renders more noticeable the astonishing technical achievement of the painting of the principal figure.
Painted almost without shadows, in the
full light of day, and amid these bewildering
surroundings, it bas a solidity and relief that
seem almost miraculous. It is not painting,
as we have seen it before—it is nature itself.
Of the wonderful expression of the head and
of the hand toying with the apple-spray—of
the question of the propriety or impropriety
of tho introduction of the visionary figures in
the background, we say nothing. It is on its
merit as painting that the reputation of the
picture will nitimately rest, and it is upon that
merit that we prefer to dwell.
The "Joan of Arc" is in every way a museum
picture, and little fitted for the decoration of
a private house, and we sincerely hope it may
find its way to the Metropolitan Museum.
Another revolutionary of an earlier date is
represented here whose work one rarely has a
chance to study, but in the case of Manet one
is not so much assisting at a triumph as watching an experiment. Of his three pictures here,
the marine, No. 49, is merely a bad sketch,
but the other two are deeply interesting. They
have great merits, but neither can be called an
unequivocal success. The "Boy with the
' Sword" is an attempt to paint like Valasquez,
and this attempt may have seemed sufficiently
revolutionary at the time it was made, but today we merely feel that it is an interesting but
not quite successful effort to do what every one
else is doing. Both in this picture and
in the "Woman in Pink" (catalogued
as 'Feeding the Parrot ") the flesh is hard
and flat, with no modelling, and the edges are
out - svith painful dryness. Manet was a
se. strong artistic temperament, but insetMeta training, and with him " impressionout
ism " was nothing more than the sketching of
an artist who found hliii-s731-riatable to complete.
The revolution in the treatment of light and
colos which we now know as impressionism,
kaade by others,,and only followed by him
in his last days. He is to be admired for
the sincerity of his efforts, and will be remembered for the influence he exercised upon
others, but hardly for what he himself accomplished.
The true impressionist of the collection is
Degas, and with him we find real accomplishment. • His "Ballet-Dancers" is a masterpiece
in its way, thoroughly complete and satisfying.
The contrast of the greenish flesh against the
vivid pink of the skirts is acutely observed and
delightfully rendered. He is also represented
by a charming little picture, "Before the
Race," where the sparkling notes of the
jockeys' shirts against the green of the turf
are given with perfect truth. Another impressionistic picture is a little cattle-piece by
De Thorne, very bright and sunny.
The real originator of the modern naturalistic movement in art was undoubtedly Courbet, and be is here represented by four examples. His strong, brutal, and somewhat repulsive treatment of landscape is well represented
by the landscape, No. 61, "In the Jura Mountains," and this brutality reaches its limit in
the" Marine," No. 100, where one feels that the
advancing wave is as hard and as heavy as
rock, and if it should fall on one, would crush
one's skull to powder. " The Blacksmith
Shop," No. 26, is a dark and handsome canvas, not particularly characteristic of the artist. Tho full power of the
man is to be seen only in the portrait of himself with a violoncelle, which is catalogued
ns No. 135, " Musics" This is a superb masterpiece, and, after the "Joan of Arc," easily the
finest thing in the gallery. It has a or and
sobriety worthy of Rembrandt, and is especially remarkable for the luminosity maintain& ln shadows of almost inky blackness. It is
well to compare it with Ribot's " Portraits of
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and prince of critics, Fromentin, inclitiiiig
the well-known "Arab Falconer," and two exceedingly interesting water-colors of animals
by Barye. The only picture in the c011eetion
which has any claim to be considered an old
mast ,.r is a small still-life at tributTiThiliirs, ta represented
UM. The latter's tv:• ..is tss'-'
tures are sober, robust, and sound. Vollon's
"Dishes and Fruit.," Na 123, is brillioint.t
strained—a grand picture; his "Kettles," N-374
54, pushes brilliancy a trifle beyond the verge
of sobriety, while his "Fish," No. 105, shows
the very recklessness of facility run mad. It
is brush work and nothing more. He has also
a vigorous sketch of a "Man's Head," No. 3L
The best of the landscapes by living artists is
a delicious, pearly Cassa, "In the Garden," No.
122, a wonderful study of diffused light under
a cloudy sky, where everything is so brilliant
that it seems impossible to go higher in key,
yet where, in the one floating sunlight in the
midst, the higher key is attained. Other landscapes by comparatively little known men who
deserve to be better known are two dainty little bits by Boudin, a gentle and refined " Evening " by Pointelin, and a village street in
moonlight by Lavielle, which is one of the very
best pictures in the collection.
In interior and figure paintiag there are two
good but not first-rate examples of Stevens,
and one of the very best pictures ever painted
by Duez. " At Dinner," No. 18, was painted
years ago, when Duez was a more serious
artist than he now is, and he has seldom, if
ever, equalled this performance. The painting
of whites in the dusky interior, the treatment
of the light coming through the distant window—above all, the expression in the back of
the baby with his toy balloon—are altogether
delightful. A masterly bit of interior painting
is signed by an almost unknown name, Louis
Picard. It represents two little girls,
one of whom is criticising a drawing which
the other is making from a bust of the Vernis de'
Medici placed before her upon a table. There
is nothing handsomer in sober color, or better
in the painting of luminous shadow, in the entire collection than this modest canvas. We
would advise picture-buyers to keep an eye
upon M. Picard. Another interior, almost
equally good in a slightly different way, is No.
89, "Dressing the Baby," by Albert Neuhuys
of Antwerp.
It is a notable fact that the few pictur
American artists in this colleckien ho
own with the fine work about them. 1att
Eaton's grave and dignified "Reflection," No.
86, Mr. Weirs " Flowers," No. 88, with their
wonderful low-toned whites, and Mr. Twachtman's "April Clouds," No. 36, with its deep
greens and floating shadows, seem in no sense
out of place in their present surroundings,
while Mr. Inness's "Morning," No. 112, with
its fresh and delicate spring green, is eqUal
any landscape in tse eshilation.
by Vollun and Ms,

The love of color, which is the dominating
note of the exhibition as a whole, reaches the
stage of disease in a gaudy "Grand Canal" b.
Zi.atn tvpa

or

are veritable derauches. Beyond the
cannot go.
Some one has played some queer tricks w
the catalogue, and there are several downright
blunders, as when a head of a woman with
long ringlets, by Ribot, is put down as a " Portrait of the Artist "; when M. Picard's interior is baptized " The Music Lesson," or when
M. Laville's exquisite little moonlight is catalogued as a " Twilight";
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‘.8=-a -s ur -.:-----Voyons , nous
commençons A 100,000 francs , bleaux. Contentons-nous de donner ic
'
nest
ce pas, messieurs? ajoute m. Chevallier.
enchères en suivant l'ordre du catalogue a.
- Il y a marchand A 125,000 francs, répond quel
AU JOUR LE JOUR
prenant les tableaux où nous les avions laissa.
441,,
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qu'un; puis, par dix mille francs, le tableau arriv e en Dernières nouvelles.
rapidement a 160,000 francs. A ce prix, cinq ache
• 1. Bonington, Sur la plage, demande 20,000 fr., vex
teurs restent en présence, représentes chacun pa
r du 29,100 fr. a M. Daniel.
un
expert
ou
un
marchand.
Nous ne nous ations pas trompés en annonçant
2. Corot, le Matin, demande 50,000 fr., adjugé 56,0
- 190,000, s'écrie un expert, qui représente un francs
hier, en Dernieres nouvelles, quo des enchères ina M. Barvie, de Glasgow.
américain résident à Paris.
3. Corot, Bibis, la dernière œuvre du maître, d(
connues jusqu'à ce jour allaient être obtenues dans financier
- 220,000 fait M. Montaignac, porte-parole de mande 60,000 fr., mise a prix 25,000 fr., adjugé 84,0I
la vente de la collection Secrétan. Jamais on n'avait
francs A, M. Otlet, de Bruxelles.
agent de l'American art association.
vu, dans une collection particulière, une réunion M.- Sutton
4. Carol, le Soir, demande 15,000 fr., vendu 16,000
230,000, fait M. Joseph de Kuyper, secrétaire
d'objets artistiques représentant une valeur aussi
5. Corot, FE/ana, charmant petit tableau mesurant
au Kunst club de Rotterdam.
importante et jamais vente publique n'avait mis le général
17
centimètres sur 25, demande 4,000 fr., vendu 6,100
250,000
fr.,
crie
M.
monde des amateurs en pareil émoi. Ah! si M. Se- Museum de Chicago. Kncedler, pour le Corcoran francs.
6. Courbet, la Remise de chevreuils, vendu 35,000 fr.
cratan avait pu voir la foule se presser dans les
- 260,000 fr., dit M. Antonin Proust, représen- la vente Lepel-Cointet.
galeries Sedelmeyer, s'il avait pu voir tout ce quo
un syndicat d'acheteurs, qui, à l'exemple de
le monde entier possède de personnes s'intéressant tant
L'adjudication de ce tableau donne lien à une
aux oeuvres d'art a ter des cris d'admiration en M. Hecht, dont on n'a pas oublié une initiative ana- nouvelle
lutte entre l'Etat et le Corcoran Museum
pour trois Coin Let du Louvre en 1878,se porto de Chicago.
contemplant cette collection merveilleuse, si, caché logue
derrière une fenatre d'une maison voisine de la fort pour l'Etat français ; alors les enchères bondisM. Antonin Proust, vivement félicité de l'acquis -1
L galerie de la rue de La Rochefoucauld, il avait vu sent tout A coup; un monsieur qu'on ne connait pas tion
de l'Angelus, soutient la lutte sans hésitation
` cette foule bruyante applaudir, combien grande au- et dont on n'a pu savoir le nom, par enchères de Le
tableau, sur une demande de 40,000 fr. et sur
20,000 fr., pousse le tableau à 330,000 fr., A 350,000 fr.
rait été sa consolation .
une mise A prix de 20,000 fr., reste acquis par l'Etat
On l'ignore généralement, M. Secratan avait M. Antonin Proust semble vouloir renoncer à la au prix de 76,000 fr.
lutte
et
les
enchères
continuent
entre
les
représena
rassemblé ces merveilles pour en faire don au mun'était pas sans appréhension sur le résulta
sée de son pays, et si la fortune ne l'avait pas trahi tants des deux musées américains et l'inconnu qui deOn
la vente de ce tableau ; la cote des Courbet lié
parait
décidé
à
ne
pas
vouloir
lacher le tableau.
toute sa collection a sa mort aurait appartenu au
disait-on ; le tableau ne retrouverait plu
Une rumeur circule dans la salle. Le bruit, vrai chissait,
Louvre. M. Secratan n'avait pas toujours acquis
le prix de la vente
des tableaux de premier ordre ; il avait commenca ou faux, circule que cet inconnu est le représentant été plus que doublée.Lepel-Cointet. Cette enchère
P à. acheter des œuvres de valeur relative qu'il d'un musée allemand qui veut enlever à la France
7. Couture, le Trouvère, qui fut retiré sur une mis,
s'empressa d'ailleurs d'échanger, des qu son goût ce chef-d'oeuvre.
M. Antonin Proust se redresse et les enchères A prix de 30,000 fr. A la vente Sedelmeyer a l'hôte
pour les choses artistiques se fut éclairé. Ses
Drouot en 3 877, sur une demande de 25,000 fr., a el
premiers achats datent de 1879; il avait com- par 1,000 francs arrivent A.401140- fr
Des applaudissements enthousiastes éctatent de ve8n. dpuaul4,bi0g3nOyfr.la Refin e
mencé h acheter chez Bernheim jeune. Puis il
des moutons
ne s'errata plus et c'est par millions que so chif- toutes parts : on sait que le tableau est destine au mise A prix 10,000. fr., vendu 42,500 fr.demande 40,000 fr.
frent ses acquisitions. Il avait en quelques années Louvre et on encourage M. Antonin Proust de la 921,903.0.0Dpfar.eu.c.baimgnpi, Ruisseau dans la foret, demande 15,000 fr.
vendu 15,100 fr. A Mme Pereire.
réuni la collection d'oeuvres de premier ordre qu'on voix.
10.Decamps, Joseph vendu par ses frères, tableat
- 401,000 francs ! s'écrie M. Montaignac, et les
a commencé à disperser hier sous lo marteau du
enchères repartent 5.450,0130 francs ; l'inconnu aban- ayant appartenu A la princesse de Sagan, demand(
commissaire-priseur.
80,000
fr., adjugé 40,500 fr. A Mme Scaneider.
Pour le public la collection Secratan se résumait donne la lutte ; la foule devient de plus en plus
11. Decamps, les Singes experts, demande 75,000 fr.
bruyante
;
on
crie,
on
s'interpelle,
on
entoure
M.
en un tableau, l'Angelus, de Millet; ce chef- d'oeuvre
vendu 70,000 fr.
resterait-il en France ? aurait-on encore une fois la Proust, qui fléchit.
12. Decamps, le Frondeur, demande 60,000 fr., adjugé
Vive la Franco ! lui crie-t-on.
tristesse de voir un des tableaux les plus connus
A 470,000 francs, le tableau semble acquis à « l'ABourreaux turcs, demande 30 ,000 fr.,
quitter la France pour aller enrichir un musée amévein4c.luD 3,
3 a50n(a/pfsr :
ec
ricain, où il aurait d'ailleurs fait honneur à la merican art ,Association ».
Bouledogue et terrier écossais, demande
-- 472,000 francs ! crie une nouvelle voix.
France. Il s'on est fallu de bien peu qu'il en fût ainsi,
fr., mise a prix 12,000 fr., vendu 46,000 fr.
C'est le représentant du musée anglais qui entre 25,000
et jamais, croyons-nous, on n'aura vu adjudication
•
Eugène
Delacroix,
le Retour de Christophe Colomb.
16.
plus mouvementée, enchères plus disputées. L'his- en lutte. Ce tableau arrive à 490,000 fr. La foule de- Ce tableau s'est mal vendu.
Sur une demande de
vient
houleuse.
M.
Proust
ne
dit
plus
rien
toire do cette œuvre est bien curieuse, et nous
; il sem- 70,000 fr., il est péniblement arrive A 36,000 fr. 11 avait
ble
avoir
renoncé
à
la
lutte.
été
adjugé
80,600 fr. dans la vente San Donato.
croyons intéressant, avant de parler de la vente,
- Allons 1 400,000 francs ! dit Mo Chevallier, je
18. Nous relevons ici une erreur au catalogue, qui
do raconter les pérégrinations de ce tableau. Nous
désigne
ce
tableau comme étant Othello et Desddmone
vais
adjuger.
avons été voir le fils du maître, un peintre égale- 490,500, dit M. Antonin Proust, et le public alors que le sujet est Desdemone maudite par son père;
ment de grand talent. M. François Millet, qui resune demande de 20,000 .fra payé 15,000 fr.
semble d'une façon extraordinaire à son père, mé- d'applaudir. Par 500 francs, les enchères arrivent a sur
19.Diaz, Diane chasseresse, demande 50,000 fr., mise
lancoliquement nous raconta l'histoire de ce ta- 500,000 francs. Les applaudissements éclatent fréprix 10,000 fr., adjugé 71,000 fr. A M. Montaignac pou •
nétiques. - 501,000, crie M. Nlontaignac. - 502,000, l'American Art Association.
bleau:
20.Diaz, la Descente des Bohémiens. Ce tableau a (
« J'étais bien jeune alors, nous dit-il, j'avais huit crie M. Proust. - 502,000 francs, personne ne dit
quatre fois en vente publique : en 1868,
ans A peine, il y a trente-quatre ans de cela, je me plus rien, dit Mo Chevallier..., adjugé, et le marteau passe
Marmontel, ou il a été paye 3,300 fr.; en
souviens de cet Angelus, dont on parle tant aujour- tombe. Le public applaudit et crie. Mais des pro- vente
dans la première vente Laurent Richard, où il a
d'hui; mon pare ne parvenait pas a vendre ce ta- testations nombreuses éclatent, les Américains 15,000
fr.; dans la seconde
du mOme, où il
bleau; il avait beau le montrer, personne ne lo s'élancent devant la tribune et réclament éner- vendu 14,000 fr., et enfin vente
dernière, dan
giquement
:
Vous avez adjugé trop vite, lui dit- vente Viot, où il avait ata•l'année
; voulait ; un jour, cependant, un amateur américain
poussé jusqu'à 21,7f fr,
p', lui fit iule offre ; mon père accepta, heureux de pou- on, nous réclamons la remise en vente. » Mo Che- Hier, sur une demande de 35,000 fr. et sur une' aise'
voir trouver quelque argent et, le lendemain, il re- vallier parait hésitant : « Le tableau est acheté par A prix de 15,000 fr., il a été vendu 33,000 fr.
21.Diaz, Vénus et Adonis, demande 30,000 fr., vends
çut une lettre de co monsieur, lui disant que, ré- l'Etat s, dit-il, et il se tourne vers l'endroit où se
2.
flexion faite, il n'achetait pas le tableau, ne le trou- trouvent les journalistes qui suivent la vente. «Vous 362,000fr.
Vénus et l'Amour, sur une demande d i'
vant pas assez grand pour le prix ; enfin, grace A M. êtes maitre des enchères, lui crie-t-on le tableau 25,0u0Diaz,
fr., une première fois adjugé A 16,100 et (que:,
Sensier, mon pare vendit le tableau 1,800 fr., je est adjugé. » Mais les protestations éclatent plus contestation
remis en vente et payé 17,800 fr.
crois, a M. Alfred Feydeau. Ah ! si vous aviez nourries.
23. Diaz, Mare sous bois, 9,000 fr.; 21, du même, Etud
Messieurs,
annonce
le
commissaire-priseur,
il
de femme nue, 6,700 fr.
entendu notre pare putier do ce tableau. Il parait
25. Jules Dupré, Bords de rivière, 40,000 fr.
qu'on fit à M. Feydeau les plus violents reproches parait que des enchères ont été données A mon insu.
28. Fortuny, Fantasia arabe, demande 20,000 fr a a e'n
Le
règlement
est
formel
:
je dois remettre le tade l'avoir acheté, et la critique fut bien sévère
24,300 fr.
pour le talent de celui qu'on proclama aujourd'hui bleau en vente.
30. Eug. Fromentin, les Gorges de la Chiffe, deman
Et la lutte recommence, M. Proust, très entouré, I 50,000
Io premier peintre français. Figurez-vous qu'on
fr., vendu 43,000 fr.
trouvait les paysages et los paysans de mon pare semble décidé s coûte quo coûte, a acquérir le ta31. Eug. Fromentin, la Chasse au faucon, 41,000 fr.
révolutionnaires. Un écrivain, dont les décisions bleau; les représentants des deux musées améri32. Eug. Fromentin, l'Alerte, 25,700 fr.
faisaient autorité A cotte époque, disait quo, der- cains poussant les enchères par dix mille francs, et , 3$' Géricault, les Courses libres d Rome. Co tablea
n'a pas été apprécié à sa valeur. Sur une demande de
rière les tableaux do Millet, on sentait se dresser enfin M. Proust dit 553,000 fr.
- 553,000 fr., répète Mo Chevalier. Et il promène 12,000 fr. il est tombé A 2,200 fr.
la guillotine. »
37.Ingres, 0Edipe et le Sphinx, payé 35,600 fr. le 7
M. Feydeau no garda l'Angelus quo quelques an- son regard sur toute la salle ; les crieurs répètent mars
1872 A la vente Pereire, sur une demande de
nées ; il le vendit, en 1870, 3,000 francs à M. Pierre 553,000 fr.
30,000
fr. a été payé 17,000 fr.
-- Il n'y a pas d'erreur, ajoute le commissaire-priBlanc, le beau-pare du peintre Alfred Stevens, qui
38.Isabey, Un mariage dans l'église de Delft, imporlo céda au frère do co dernier. M. Arthur Stevens seur; je vais adjuger. Personne ne dit plus rien ? Et tant tableau acheté 26,000 fr. A la vente Oppeuheim
lo vendit 5,000 francs A M. Van Praet. Le tableau le marteau de l'officier ministériel s'abat d'un coup le 23 avril 1877, sur une demande de 50,000 fr. est arrive a 75,100 fr. après des enchères agitées.
ne plut pas longtemps h cot amateur, qui est mort sec sur la table.
39. Meissonier, les Cuirassiers (1805), important taLe tableau est acquis par l'Etat, et les applaudisil y a quelque temps it Bruxelles, en laissant une
fait en 1878, sur une demande de 250,000 fr. et
collection remarquable d'oeuvres do l'école fran- sements éclatent et les cris redoublent. II fait une bleau
sur
une mise A prix de
çaise ; il l'échangea contre un autre tableau do chaleur étouffante, un soleil de feu darde ses rayons par le duc d'Aumale. 50,000 fr. a été acquis 190,000 fr.
Millet, la Bergère: Il devint ensuite la propriété de sur cette salle où tout le monde, debout, applaudit.
40. Meissonier, Dans les fossés d'Antibes, demande
M. G'avet, puis do M. Papelen, et enfin il appartint 553,000 fr. soit 580,650 fr. avec les 5 0/0. Nous voilà 100,000 fr., vendu 44,500 fr. a l'American Art AssociaA M. Durand-RUOI. GUI le vendit 38.000 francs à M. loiu des 230,000 fr. obtenus par les Communiantes, tion.
de Jules Breton, dans la vente Morgan, à New-York,
42.Meissonier, le Peintre et l'Amateur, qu'a tort le
Wilson.
A la vente do la collection do John W. Wilson, au mois da mars 1886, ou des 335,000 fr. du 1807 do catalogue donne comme provenant de la vente LauRichard, sur une demande de 70,000 fr. a été
qui eut lieu, 3, avenue Hoche, le 14 mars 1881, co Meissonier, dans la vente Steward, à New-York, en rent
payé 63,100 fr.
tableau mis on vente sur une demande de 130,000 fr. mars 188'7, et cependant ces enchères passaient
43.
Meissonier,
homme écrivant une lettre,
fut adjugé 160,000 fr. a MM. Defter et Secratan, pour les plus importantes obtenues par des ta- acheté 20,400 fr. a laJeune
vente de la collection du duc do
bleaux
modernes.
Morny le 31 mai 1865, sur une demande do 50,000 fr.
qui le tirèrent ensuite au sort; ce fut A M. Secretani1
Au moment od. la todinissaire priSeut atmonce et sur une mise A prix de 10,000 fr. a été payé
qu'il resta.
65,5
que le tableau l'Angelui ira au Louvre, nous nous franc.s_
. Le souvenir de la vente de ce tableau, qui a eu
croyons
transportés,
un
jour
de
grand
prix,
A
Longles
45.Meissonier,
Trois
Fumeurs,
demande
40,000 fr.,
lieu hier, A quatre heures et demie, restera toujours champs. Co sont les
mêmes acclamations, c'est la vendu 42,000 fr.
présent au souvenir do tous ceux qui assistaient France qui est victorieuse,
46.Meissonier,
c'est
la
France
qui
réJoueurs
de
boules
d'
Antibes,
payé,
hier A l'adjudication. Lorsque les deux commission- compense le talent d'un de ses enfants en lui fai- 12 mai 1886, 46,700 fr. a la vente Defver et adjugé
h'
naires apportent en triomphe ce tableau, un long sant une apothéose.
60,010 fr. sur une demande de 40,000 fr.
frémissement court parmi les spectateurs.
47.
Meissonier,
Mais noua nous sommes laissas emporter nous- vendu 45,000 fr. Ecrivain méditant, demande 50,000
Nous vendons le n°63, dit l'expert, l'Angelus, mêmes
et il nous faudrait plusieurs colonnes pour • 48. Meissonier, la Lecture du manuscrit, darn
alflact,
et nous en demandons 300,000 francs.
Ps"
saconter les péripéties des enchères des autres ta- 40,000 fr.,
vendu 39,000 fr.
lle
a vente Secrétan
Ait,/

-

a

-

'

4(

,

-

-

-

_

..scoll c
- r, le Liseur en costume rose,
demande
., vendu 66,000 fr.
eissonier, Troupe de mousquetaires, daman«
00 fr., vendu 36,600 fr.
A. Meissonier, le Fumeur en costume rouge, demand.,
4,000 fr., vendu 33,500 fr.
52. Meissonier, le Liseur blanc, demande 40,000 fr.
;indu 36,000 fr.
53. Meissonier, le Baiser, demande 25,000 fr., vende'
•:,000 fr.
54. Meissonier, le Peintre, demande 20,030 (r., adjuge
),000 fr.
,55. Meissonier, Causerie,
demande 30,000 fr., vendi',

Voici les autres enchères importantes de cette va-

cation

103. Boucher, le Sommeil de Vénus, demande, 10,0011

fanes, vendu 8,500 fr.
' lej4. Canale, Vue de Venise, demande 60,000 fr., vendu 63,000 fr.
p107. Albert Cyp, l'Artiste dessinant d'après nature, tabeau payé 73.000 fr. a la vente Wilson en 1881, vendu
41,000 fr. sur une demande de 40,0 0 fr.
108. Gérard Dow, Femme âgée regardant des objets
précieux, demande 12,000 fr., vendu 10,200 fr.
111. Drouais, Portrait de Mme trediarry, demande
40,000 fr., adjugé 36,500 fr.
• 113. Antoine van Dyck, Portrait en pied de CésarAlexandre Seaglia, payé 12,100 fr. h la vente du baron
de Beurnonville, adjugé 14,500 fr. sur une demande de
25,030 fr.
114. Van Dyck, Portrait d'Anne Cavendish lady Riche.
Ici une surprise. Ce n'est pas la seule que nous réservent les tableaux anciens en cette journée. Sur une
demande de 100,000 fr. il atteint péniblement 74,000 fr.
Il avait cté acheté 150:000 fr. h la vente San Donato.
117. Fragonard, l'Heureuse Famille, demande 25,000 fr.,
adjugé 45,000 fr.
119.Claude Lorrain, Site d'Italie 1,Ill soleil couchant,
demande 15,000 fr., vendti 6,500 fr.
120.Greuze, la Priere, demande 15,000 fr., adjugé
17,600 fr.
121. Greuze, Portrait de Mlle Ledoux, demande 20,006
francs, vendu 10,900 fr.
124 et 125. Frans Hals, Portraits de Scrirerius et de so
femme. Ces deux tableaux avaient été payes 80,000 fr.
A la vente Wilson, en 1881 ; hier, sur une demande
de 60,000 fr., ils ont été poussés h 91,000 fr.
126. Frans Hals, Futaille hollandaise, demande 50,000
francs, vendu 30,503 fr.
129. Th. de Keyser, Portrait d'un homme de loi, demande 25,000 fr., vendu 22,000.
La lutte recommence stir les nos 130, Portrait de jeune
dame, et 131, Famille hollandaise dans un intérieur, par
Th. de Keyser. Le musée de Berlin pousse vigoureusement les enchères et finit par acquérir ces deux tableaux en payant le premier 21,000 fr., sur une demande de 20,000 fr., et le second 23,u00 fr., sur une
demande de 20,000 fr.
• 193. Lancret, Les plaisirs de l'hiver, demande 35,000
francs, vendu 34,200 fr.
138. Quentin Matsys, Portrait d'Etienne Gardener, eveque de Winchester et grand chancelier d'Angleterre. Ce
tableau provenait de la collection Wilson, où il avait
été payé 67,200 fr., mais, a cette époque, il était catalogué comme une œuvre d'Holbein; depuis 1881, il a

6,000 fr.

La plupart de ces tableaux n'étaient pas plus grandt
;n'une carte de visite.
56. Meissonier, Récit du siège de Berg-op-Zoom, m6 ,
daillon ayant exactement la dimension d'une pièce de
; 5 fr., soit 4 cent. 1 2 de diamètre.
1
Il nous a paru intéressant d'aller demander ?.

l

Nt; Meissonier, que nous avons trouvé en excel into santé, dans quelles conditions il avait fait un
e'issi petit tableau, connu, d'ailleurs, a raison de sa
forme et de son exiguité, sous le nom de « la pièce
de cent sous ».
- C'est le résultat d'un pari, nous répondit-il.
J'avais parié avec mon ami Chevigné de faire en
quelques heures ce petit tableau; il devait me le
. payer tant par heure et il m'a donné 300 fr.
Hier, sur une demande de 12,000 fr., il a été pay4
20,100 fr., le prix du diamant.
59. Meissonier, l'Amateur de peinture, 15,100 fr.

61. Meissonier, Ilussardappugd sur son cheval,16,000 fr.
04. J.-F. Millet, le Retour d la Fontaine, étude, 20,600 fr.
06. Prud'hon, Andromaque, demande 25,000 fr., paye
iii,100 fr.
08. Th. Rousseau, la Hutte des charbonniers, demande
I2),000 fr., payé 75,500 fr.
69. Th. Rousseau, la Perme sous bois, vendu 1,525 fr,

-

A la vente de dix-sept de ses œuvres, faite par le pela ,

tre le 16 mai 1863, adjugé hier 58,500 fr.
70. Th. Rousseau, Jeu , clk Paris, 42,000 fr.
11. TH. Roussegu, lei4 =P17rtemp.9; payé 21,500 fr., le
. .- juin 1886, h la vente Saulnier, adjuge, hier, 33,000 fr,
✓ 76, Troyon, le Passage du gué obtient le prix de Ifs
demande, 120,000 fr.
Il 77. Troyen, Vaches au pdturage, 45,000 fr.
78. Troyon, le Chien d'arrdt, acheté 4,500 fr. au Salon
ile 1855, adjugé 70,000 fr.
79. Troyon, Pâturage normand, 31,500 fr.
80. Troyon, la Descente des vaches, 37,100 fr.
• 81. Troyon, Bergetlramenant son troupeau, demanda
40,000 fr., vendu 43‘00 fr.
82. Troyen, la Basse Cour, demande 25.000 fr., vendt
36,200 fr.
83. Ziem, Canal en Hollande, 20,500 fr.

changé de père, aussi ne s'est-il plus vendu que 30,000

Iran a.
13 Darn
Van der Meer de Delft, la Dae erla Servante,
de ande 80,000 fr., vendu 75,000 fr.
• 140. Van der Meer de Delft, le Billet doux, demande
60,000 fr., vendu 62,500 fr.
Gabriel Metsu, intérieur hollandais, acheté 20,000 fr.
h la vente du baron de Beurnonville. Sur une demande
de 35,000 fr. et sur une mise A prix de 5,000 fr., le tableau arrive doucement A 15,000 fr. Quand tout A coup,
en une seule enchère, un amateur le pusse à 40,000
francs et par 10,000 f r. le fait arriver h 61,500 fr.
' 143. Metsu, le Déjeuner, demande 40,000 francs, vendu 80,000 francs sur une mise d prix de 10,000 francs.
.

Cette première vacation a Eoduit 3,651 000 tri

UI JOUR LE JOUR
! /``,. 4La vente Seerétan
et34.--)

‘ ).14

L'adjudication de ces deux tableaux est saluée par
une triple salve d'applaudissements. Ces deux tableaux
sont acquis, nous dit-on, pour la National Gallery de
Londres.
149.Van Ostade, le Jeu interrompu, payé 53,000 francs
h la vente San Donato, en 1880, adjugé 26,500 francs,
sur une demande de 30,000 francs.
150.Pater, l'Ense 4 gne de Gersain, 20,009 francs, juste!
e prix de la demande,41.44. Sterocr
151. Paul Potter, l'es Clideux d lathouder, demanee.
0,030, vendu 20,500 franeil.
lora me d Varna&
152.Seconde surprise, Ptembrandt, e
f'e. Sur une demande de 40,000 francs, ce tableau est
péniblement adjugé 23,003 francs, it avait été payé
102,000 francs h la vente San Donato.
154. Rembrandt, Portrait de la sœur de l'Artiste, demande 25,000 fr., vendu 29,500 fr.
16-156. Reynolds, la Veuve et son enfant, payé 15,500 fr
h la verne Wilson, adjugé 27,000 fr. sur une demand
de 25,000 fr.
158. Rubens, David et Abigail, demande 80,000 fr.,
adjuge 112,000 ft. après des enchères animées et at
milieu des applaudissements. Il est acquis par M

vente de la collection s'est continu e hier par
'a rJ ..Ueation des tableaux anciens et cette seconde
acation a produit 1,901,355 fr., soit un total do
.552,505 fr. pour les deux premiers jours de
cule.
La foule était aussi grande hier dans la galerie
4edelineyer que la veille et plusieurs des tableaux
en vente ont obtenu des enchères extraordinai*tient élevées.
'Le public se sent à l'aise dans cette galerie sompe t t>t. bien aménagée ; il est heureux de n'avoir
is a suivre cette adjudication par la température
le nous subissons dans une des salles incommodes

t

Filkel des Ventes.
L'enchère la plus importante de la seconde vacaion a été obtenue par le numéro l28, Intérieur

hollandais, par Pieter de Hoogh, qui avait été vendu à la vente de la collection du prince NarischadmiMue, le 5 avril 1883, 160,000 francs. Cet
rable tableau est classe comme un chef- d'oeuvre;
aussi M. Antonin Proust a-t-il essayé de s'en rendre acquéreur pour le Louvre . Sur une demande de
150,000 francs, et sur une ti dse a prix de 50,000 francs
il pousse vigoureusement les enchères contre le représentant de la National Gallery do Londres ; a
170,000 fr., il s'arréte, et la lutte commence entre
le représentant anglais et un marchand français,
qui muet drs enchères de vingt mille francs a la fuis.
Lonsultant des amateurs qui l'entourent, M. Proust
et le tableau semble vouloir lui
revient h la charge,
repartent, et
rester a 210,000 fr.; niais les enchères
le tableau finit par étre adjugé 276,000 fr. au marchand français, M. Durand-Huel.
La lutte recommence sur lo n° 123, Portrait de

,

Scrips.
160. Ruisdael, l'Ecluse demande 15,000 fr., vend t
37,000 fr.
162. Slingelandt, la Dentelière, demande 20,000 fr.,
vendu 26,500 fr.
163.Jan Steen, le Lever, demande 10,000 fr., vendu

16,0 )0 fr.
164 et suivants. David Teniers le jeune, les Cin q Sas
représentés par cinq sujets, payés 75,000 fr. h la vente
San Donato, adjugés 60,250 fr.
169 et 170. Teniers, la Fer e,10, fr.; le Puits,
21,500 fr., sur une demande de 15,000 fr.
172. Terburg, la Depeehe, demande 20,000 fr., adjugé
11,509 fr.
-• 173. Tiepolo, le Christ descendu de la croix, 12,100 fr.
174. Velazquez, Portrait de Philippe IV, payé 4,003 fr.
h la vente de Beurnonville, adjugé 12,000 fr.

BataPieter van den Brietke d'Anvers, fondateur de
fr. a la

IDemain, on vendra les objets d'art et la semaine
via, par Frans Hals, tableau payé 78,100
par M. Secrétan. Sur une de- prochaine a Londres quelques tableaux importants,
vente Wilson en 1881
mande de 60,000 fr et sur une mise à prix do 'donnés en nantissement en Angleterre.
Avec la collection Secrétan disparait une des cu.
20,000 fr., M. Proust pousse les enchères contre M.
•N.gnow, de Londres, mais a 110,000 fr. il abandonne riosites tle Paris,
!

;

lutte et le tableau, connu sous la désignation do

homme d ta canne, est adiug6 h M. Agnow, au

'x do 110.5o0 fr.

Antonin Proust se rend acquéreur, pour l'Ed'Angledu n° 145, Portrait d'Edward VI, jroi
, par Antonio de Moor, qui est ad ugé 9,200 fr.
ai demande de ';0 000 fr.

T.

THE PRESIDENT OF THE ROYAL
CAINADIAN ACADEMY EXHIBITING IN LONDON,
RESTORING OLD PICTURES IN MONTREAL-GATHIR.
ING A LOAN COLLICTION-TWO OF THE SRCRETAN PICPURES ARRIVE.

Mr. L. R. O'Brien, president of the Royal
Canadian Academy, is at present in England,
and a collection of his pictures (of the Rocky
Mountains and our Pacifie coast) on view its
London is attracting a good deal of attention.
Canadiane will like te see a few English opinions
of them. This is from the Morning Post :"The present painter has brought to his arduone task technical ,kill and that genuine admiration of hie themes without which the finest
technical ,kill is of hale avail. The outcome of
that admiration and its visible sign may be
found in hie conscientious sense of accuracy.
Neither in the modelling of mountains nor in
the treatment of vegetation and atmosphere nor
in any other matter does he ever ' scamp ' ans thing, which is more than can be said of more
illustrious artiste, too prone to rely upon the
magic of their names. Everywhere and always
Mr. O'Brien does bis level best. Hie pictures
lack the radiant impress of genius,-` the cotiseoration and the poet's dream ;' but they attest
the painter's deftness of execution, the equal
.strength and delicacy of his touch, and, to speak
zenerally, the splendor if not the subtlety of his
color."
T
London Staren
Baya :-" Mr. O'Bri is exhibiting twenty-seven exquisite watercolors of
the Rocky Mountains and Pacifie Coast scenery,
each of which is a perfect gem in its way. Hie
rendering of calm seas And rippling streams
leaves very little to be desired, and for softness
and expression, the lightness of Ms touch is
unique. The companion pictures of " Golden
October in British Columbia " and an " Indien
Summer," (Nos. 8 and 10) are alone worth a
visit, and those who know the country say that
hie brilliant reproduction of the gorgeons tinte
of foliage, and their dreamy reflection in the
fairy pools, are no whit exaggerated. MIT
O'Brien is perhaps less fortunate in delineating
land than water, and the inevitable violet
mountain which finds its way into nearly all his
picturee occasionally verges on the commonplace. Tt may, however, sately be
reckoned that this very striking exhibition
will make some aeneation in art circles."
The London correspondent of the Dublin
Fragnan's Journal writes that Mr. O'Brien%
work " has made FI most favorable impression on
the London art critics, and certainly most of the
scenes depicted are really beautiful."
Otiq commentary must have particularly
pleased the artist, Lord Kuuteford, the Colonial Secretory, bought two of his works,-one
for his own drawing-room and one as a wedding
present for Prinoess Louise of Wales.Lady
Knutsford wrote to tell Mr. O'Brien of it, and
to ray tbat the Princess, " who is devoted to
drawing, is delighted with it," If His Lordship
had not been well satisfied with the quality of
,

"

the drawing it would hardly hava beau selected

for such a purpose.
In Mr. Pen', art store on Victoria square a
Witness reporter noticed a very quaint old painting, the chief figures being a martial horseman
receiving a gift of some kind from a young woman on foot, Though evidently old, the Colora
were beautifully freeh. " Whab is the subject '?"
the newspaper man asked. "That is undoubt•
edly Alexander the Great," was the reply ; "and
apparently he is receiving a peace offering.
That picture belonged to the late William
Stephen, Sir George's uncle, and would probably not have been sold if it had been really visible.
But when it came in liera you could just make
out that there was a white horse there,-or
rather a horse that might have been white once.
Those other groups were almost entirely hidden
by the coatings of dirt that had been deposited
by time."
"How did you get it to look like this f"
"Come into the back and I'll show you.
Very few people know that such work eau be
done in Montreal."
In the workshop Mr. Pen laid on a table a
large picture representing some noble birds of
the gallinaceous kind, more than life.size, and
bearing this printed inscription (from a catalogue) on the back of its frame :Posnexooeari-Poultry, cock, hens and ducks.

Bought at the eau e cf the effects ot the lite Hon. Sir
Robert Gordon, at Balmoral Castle, 1619.60, when t113
old ouate wee pulled down and the present castle

erected bT Queen

Victoria.

Taking a little of some strong liquid, which I
he called the cutter, Mr. Pell rubbed it well on
to a small area of the picture's surface for a
few minutera Then an assistant, who Vas
wa tiog at bis elbow, rubbed on another substance to neutralise the cutter and prevent
going too far, and then dried the spot, which
was ready for a second application. The cutter's duty was to remove the varnish (and with
it the dirt) and to reveal without injury the
celer underneath. The varnish ii, this case was
very hard ; but gradually the original colora
shone forth with a brilliancy reminding one of a
landecape on which bright sunlight Is just suc.
ceediog the shadow af a cloud,
,
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ROBERT SOMERVILLE, Auctioneer.
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CONDITIONS OF SALE.
1. The highest Bidder to be the Buyer, and if any dispute
arise between two or more Bidders, the Lot so in dispute
shall be immediately put up again and re-sold.
2. The Purchasers to give their names and addresses, and
to pay down a cash deposit, or the whole of the Purchasemoney, if required, in default of which the Lot or Lots so
purchased to be immediately put up again and re-sold.
3. The Lots to be taken away at the Buyer's Expense and
Risk upon the conclusion of the Sale, and the remainder of
the Purchase-money to be absolutely paid, or otherwise settled for to the satisfaction of the Auctioneer, on or before
delivery ; in default of which the undersigned will not hold
themselves responsible if the Lots be lost, stolen, damaged
or destroyed, hut they will be left at the sole risk of the
Purchaser.
4. The sale of any article is not to be set aside on account
of any era or in the description. All articles are exposed for
Public Exhibition one or more days, and are sold just as they
are, without recourse.
5. To prevent inaccuracy in delivery and inconvenience
in the settlement of the Purchases, no Lot can, on any
account, be removed during the sale.
6. If, for any cause, an article purchased cannot be delivered in as good condition as the same may have been at
the time of its sale, or should any article purchased thereafter be stolen, misdelivered, or lost, the undersigned are
not to be held liable in any greater amount than the price
bid by the purchaser.
7. Upon failure to comply with the above conditions, the
money deposited in part payment shall be forfeited ; all Lots
uncleared within the time aforesaid shall be re-sold by public
or private Sale, without further notice, and the deficiency (if
any) attending such re-sale, shall be made good by the defaulter at this Sale, together with all charges attending the
same. This Condition is without prejudice to the right of
the Auctioneer to enforce the Contract made at this Sale,
without such re-sale, if he thinks fit.
ROBERT SOMERVILLE, AUCTIONEER,
BY ORTGIES & CO

CATALOGUE
OF

PAINTINGS AND DRAWINGS BY

F. O. C. DARLEY, N.A. (Deceased),
AND

PAINTINGS CONTRIBUTED BY THE

Artists' Mutual Aid Society
for the benefit of his estate.

TO BE SOLD

Tuesday Evening, March 5th, at 8 o'clock.
Where the artist's name is not mentioned the works
are by F. O. C. DA.RLEY, N. A. (deceased).

1 Gentlemen of Color
2 The Patient Ox
3 Sketch for Cooper's Spy
4 In the Stable
5 The Farmyard
6 A Yoke of Oxen
7 A Grizzly
8 The Last of the Bisons
9 The Cowyard
10 On the Road to Paestutn

2
11 The Death of Nelson
12 Paul Revere's Ride
13 The Arrest of Major Andre
14 Our Country's Defense
15 Thickest of the Fight
16 The Guerilla
17 Fighting with the Pickaxe
18 The Hunted Slave
19 From the Loving Ones at Home
20 Youthful Patriotism
21 The Glorious Fourth
22 The Guardians of the Peace
23 The Arrest
24 Drunkenness and Misery
25 Temperance and Content
26 The Rescue
27 The Life-saving Station
28 His First Segar
29 Preparing for Christmas
30 Christmas Time
31 The Priest's Blessing
32 The Camp Meeting
33 Street Musicians
34 The Ambush
35 Mrs. Rip Van Winkle
36 Contrabands
37 A Landscape
38 Prayer
39 Papa's Nooning
40 Cattle at Rest

3
CONTRIBUTIONS 0 THE ARTISTS' MUTUAL
AID SOCIETY FOR THE F. O. C.
DA RLE Y ESTATE.
HUBBARD (R. W.) N. A.

41
42
43

New York

A Summer Afternoon
HALL (GEO. H.) N. A.

New York

Pasquita
The Haunted Mill
Presented to the Darley Fund by J. HENRY HILL.

44

FARRER (HENRY)

New York

Sunset off Shore
PARTON (ARTHUR) N. A.

45
46

STORY (GEO. H.) A. N. A.

48

New York

Path near Blue Mountain Lake
GAUL (GILBERT) N. A.

New York

Confederate Guerilla
MURPHY (J. FRANCIS) N. A.

49

New York

Salting the Sheep
FITCH (JNO. L.) A. N. A.

47

New York

Near Milford

New York

Sunset
WOOD (T. W.) N. A.

50Who's There

New York

4
New York

WHITTREDGE (W.) N. A.

51

After the Rain—On the Plains
New York

GUY (SEYMOTJR J.) N. A.

52

The Widow's Mite
JONES (H. BOLTON) N. A.

53

New York

The Lonely Path
BROWN (J. G.) N. A.

54

Morristown, N. J.

McCORD (GEO. H.)

55

New York

Midday Snooze

Sunset in the Harbor
BEARD (W. H.) N. A.

56

DE HA AS (M. F. H.) N. A.

57

New York

A Windy Hill-top
NICOLL (J. C.) N. A.

62

New York

In a French Village
MORAN (THOMAS) N. A.

61

New York

Landscape
CHAMPNEY (J. WELLS)

60

New York

Evening
BRISTOL (J. B.) N. A.

59

New York

Moonlight
CHURCH (F. S.) N. A.

58

New York

Sure of 'em Now

Morning

New York

5
63

64

VAN ELTEN (KRUSEMAN) N. A.

New York

McENTEE (JERVIS) N. A.

New York

Morning near Ellenville, N. Y.

Winter

—

CROPSEY (J. F.) N. A.

New York

On the Susquehanna River

65

PAINTINGS AND DRAWINGS BY F. O. C.
DARLEY, N A. (deceased).
66 The Bridge of Logs
67 Indian Attack on an Emigrant Train
68 Indian Encampment
69 Unruly Cows
70 The Exodus—from Evangeline
71 The Watering Trough—from Evangeline
72 The Smithy—from Evangeline
73 Leather Stocking
74 An Indian Raid
75 An Indian Camp
76 Sir Gillam of Myddletown—The News
77 cc
—The Escape
it

78 The Sheep Farm
79 The Drover
80 Harvest Time
81 Farm Life
82 A Canadian Bridge
83 The Wounded Bittern

6
84 The Brave Mothers
85 Desolation
86 Sketch from Life
R7 Christmas Greens
88 The Chaplet
89 A Summer Outing
90 The Study Hour
91 Love's Young Dream
92 Priscilla
93 A Summer Idyl
94 Sketch for Cooper's Spy
95 The First Battle of the Revolution
96 John Gilpin

CATALOGUE
OF

PAINTINGS CONTRIBUTED BY MEMBERS
IN AID OF

THE

ARTISTS' FUND SOCIETY.
TO BE SOLD

Wednesday Eve., March 6th, at 8 o'clock.
Frames are to be taken by purchasers of the paintings
at the prices noted in the Catalogue.
Parties unable to attend the sale may confide their
orders to the Board of Control or to the Auctioneers.
Price of
Frame

/,t p

GEORGE H. BOUGHTON

=101 Peasant Child (India ink drawing) k,?.

,

V4-de

Contribution to the Benevolent Fund..

5 x 53i
Picture and Frame sold together.

JOHN D. BARROW
1

102 Watching his Prey

t. 4/4eMit

17 by 21

$18 00

HERMANN FUECHSEL

i

103 Boulder Cañon, Rocky Mountains, Colorado

/45'-ev32

-4041 1W/4—

by 20

35 00

—

JOHN CARLIN

Price of
Frame

104 Reading the Bible
12 by 16

Aej=-14,5(1-

$14 00

BURR H. NICHOLLS

y

,‘ " 105 Down by the Lane

14 by 22

19 50

FREDERICK W. FREER

106 The Old Book
10 00

;-/Plizef
WORDSWORTH THOMPSON

107 An Arab Camp on the border of the Desert
ji14

by

24

21 00

J. OGDEN WOOD

ils ov

108 Cattle Reposing

-

I. P 179-A/--

20 by 25

A. F. BUNNER

109 Dutch Herring Boats Beaching at Katwyk,
Holland
j/JM

26 by 20

25 00

CHESTER LOOMIS

gi/O-ao

110 A Critical Moment
36 by 24

40 00

J. W. CASILEAR

111 Moonlight on the Rhine
10 by 12

20 00

9
Price of
Frame

CARLETON WIGGINS

112 A Holstein Bull
18 by 24
Picture and Frame to be

1Z

sold together

.

C. C. GRISWOLD

113 The Valley of Perugia, Italy
Contribution to the Benevolent Fund

12 by 20$1400

hi:ded //a
.

FRANK FOWLER

114 A Jolly Girl
4511i°-

15 00

44,24.4,/k/Aez= -

"

JOHN F. WEIR

115 Pompilia

4 it

From Browning's, "The Ring and the Book."
18 00
16 by 24

ERNEST PARTON

/

116 Springtime ou the Thames, England

44t_ laHde_.16 by 24

24 00

ROBERT C. MINOR

pv

117 Evening
12 by 16

1

.

v-t)

30 00

i/at bee

L

-

WILLIAM MORGAN

118 Repose
18 by 25

22 00

ki/t

ALFRED C. HOWLAND

119 On the Housatonic, Stockbridge, Mass.
10 by 13

20 00

10
PERCIVAL DE LUCE

4s

,,,

'

I

Price of
Frame

120 Before Examination
12 by 14

$17 00

HENRY FARBER
p.-9

121 The Close of Day
/0 /1.4.4z,
.0.4t32 by

k4

40

16 00

OLIVER I. LAY

122 The Romance
/

%

44t

24 by 36

30 00

T. ADDISON RICHARDS

123 Twilight on the Delaware

Ii

_

14 by 17

19 00

BURR H. NICHOLLS

124 Street Scene, Brittany

O.

15 by 20

24 00

PLATT P. RYDER

/40- P72

125 A Quiet Home
20 by 24

18 00

HAMILTON HAMILTON

126 In the Gloaming
18 by 30

///4°4'w - .1 kgatia;9/14' -

45 00

ARTHUR PARTON

4127 Claverack Meadows

ip.op

)

st&it_

16 by 24

25 00

DOUGLAS VOLK

.1728 A Young Girl
i''°

4"4-4, es
-,

11 by 14

12 00

11
Price of
Frame

JOHN L. FITCH

l29 In an Old Orchard
20 by 24

,

404,44,.... Picture and Frame told together
d(

FREDERICK DIELMAN

A

.po 130

6% by

LOCKWOOD DE FOREST

/
}

Isabel

131 Sunset on the Beach, Long Island
17 by 24

i

-

$20 00

FREDERICK W. FREER

2

p et

182

The Old Veil
25 00

,

C. C. GRISWOLD

Purgatory Point, Newport Coast
Contribution to the Benevolent Fund

//tea?

-

9 by 18

13 00

GEORGE H. STORY

134 A Child of Scheveningen

h

y

a eapli.

_

14 by 20

Picture and Frame to be sold together

H. BOLTON JONES

135 Early Winter
13 by 26

kX lia.,48

23 00

iff2

ALFRED C. HOWLAND

136 Near Southampton, Long Island
10 by 13

ill zit 44PuLiz:

20 00

12
J. C. NICOLL

137 Gathering Fog

-

ri
t//falt.ete

17 by 28

Price of
Prame

$20 00

ARTHUR F. TAIT

138 The Mothers. Home Again. Orange Co., N.Y.

i
,

24 by 36

/0 - '4'

35 00

-

EDWARD GAY

139 Gentle Spring
22 by 36

-"Wad-

/15

30 00

THOMAS HOVENDEN

140 The Belle of the Ball
/1 , Ale-

-‘71)

50 00
-

A. F. BUNNER

141 A Calm off Flushing, Holland

°P Jo

30 by 18

35 00

CHESTER LOOMIS

142

Christopher Sly
Prologue of the Taming of the Shrew. The drunken tinker
wakes to find himself a rich lord

et

'

51 by 39

25 00

W. S. MACY

A

143 An Early Snow
16 by 24

P--/-15

42 00

tkt 45,0/—
,

i

JULIAN SCOTT

144 Dead Tree S , ring, near Gaines Mill, Virginia
.

37 by 22

/40-aY,R,Adt_

35 00

13
R. LORRAINE PYNE

Price of
Frame

)/1/, 6.. ‘,..p 145 Autumnal Days

Contribution to the Benevolent Fund

16 by

$16 00

FRANK FOWLER

146 Head of Girl
P• 14'

25 00

Ofee-t—
J. B. BRISTOL

147 Haying Time, Scene in Vermont
18 by 30

(1,41/1 rt

30 00

,--

CARLETON WIGGINS

148 The First Days of Autumn
18 by 24
es

Picture and Frame to be sold together

ROBERT C. MINOR

149 Twilight

d 0

12 by 16

e

35 00

WILLIAM MORGAN

150 The Gypsy Fortune Teller
34by45

5500

,bharttG

ARTHUR F. TAIT

06,3P-0

151 "On the Alert ; " Raquette Lake, Aclirondacks, N. Y.

k

A/4, ml_ 24 by 36

35 00

HERMANN FUECHSEL

152 A Glimpse of Lake George

/

r-

40
Ù1 /49

j

i/ttet

by 24

38 00

14
Price of
Frame

WORDSWORTH THOMPSON
I 153
,

In the Market Place, Oasis of Biskra, Desert

of Sahara
App.e0
27

by 40

$.37 00

ERNEST PARTON

154 Streatly-on-the-Thames, England
17 by 26

25 00

//j/- /114- JOHN F. WEIR

155 Dahlias

lP

30 by 23

34 00

41) /7„1/4"--f-t-ttw,
W. WHITTREDGE

156 Evening on the Meadows

A 5--, kJ.

14 by 20

4-ecit

J. OGDEN WOOD

167 Cattle in a Stream

18 by 24

4; chitarl
JOHN D. BARROW

158 Early Winter
16 by 30

20 00

A4717P
F. D. MILLET

A

159 A Head

16 by 20

pp. el)

J. W. CASILEAR

160 October Afternoon
10 by 12

II

20 00

fr/i„,,s1H.

20 00

15
PLATT P. RYDER

Price of
Frame

161 The Thanksgiving Turkey
17 by 21

$25 00

LOCKWOOD DE FOREST

162 Street in Cairo Bazaar
9 by 13

15 00

EDWARD GAY

163 The Fields in May
17 by 27

28 00

PERCIVAL DE LUCE

fis

164 Day Dreams
17 by 21

el;

A,14„,4},.,_
HAMILTON HAMILTON

165

A Head
14 by 18

act_
)41,5,.‘19

26 00

28 00

ARTHUR PARTON

166

/

Sundown
16 by 24

/7; it)

23 00

HERMANN FUECHSEL

frqo

167 Waiting for the Boat
30 by 16

32 00

ROBERT C. MINOR

168 Sundown
fikt.t.t.‘

444. -

12 by 16

35 00

BURR H. NICHOLLS

169 By the River Side
13 by 18

19 00

16
Price of
Frame

FREDERICK W. FREER

170 Still Life, with Flowers
$20 00

fid/a---WORDSWORTH THOMPSON
-

171 The Garden of Monte Carlo, Monaco

ky

ff.

19 by 32

31 00

CHESTER LOOMIS

172 A Normandy Shrimp Fisher

k

f

içs'i)

Mg/ / "

51 by 34

20 00

1-06

EDWARD GAY

173 Nightfall in Winter

7• . 4,1

16 by 24

28 00

T. ADDISON RICHARDS

174 The Santilla River, Georgia
12 by 20

1. Ail-

19 00

CATALOGUE
OF

PAINTINGS AND STUDIES BY

R. W. HUBBARD, N. A. (Deceased),
AND PAINTINGS CONTRIBUTED BY THE

Artists' Mutual Aid Society
for the benefit of his estate.

TO BE SOLD

Thursday Evening, Mar. 7th, at 8 o'clock.
Where the artist's name is not mentioned the works
are by R. W. HUBBARD, N. A. (deceased).

201 Mansfield Mountain, Vermont
202 A Gathering Storm
203 Hay-rick
204 Landscape with Cattle
205 Camping Out
206 The Green Mountains
207 Lake Champlain
208 Coast Scene
209 Storm in the Mountains
210 Sunset
211 Rattlesnake Cobble

18
212 A Summer Landscape
213 Buck Mountain, Lake George
214 Twilight
215 A River Scene
216 Sunset
217 Lake George
218 A Study
219 Landscape
220 In the Catskills
221 A Study
222 Storm, Lake George
223 On the Hudson

224 Moat Mountain, North Conway
225 Autumn
226 Landscape
227 The Adirondacks from Vermont
228 White Mountains, Lower range
229 On Lake George
230 The Giant of the Valley
231 Morning
232 A Pastoral
233 Sunset
234 Landscape
235 Wood Interior

19

CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE ARTISTS' MUTUAL
AID SOCIETY FOR THE R. W.
HUBBARD ESTATE.
DARLEY (F. O. C.) N. A.

Claymont, Del.

On the Road

236

New York

FITCH (JOHN L.) A. N. A.

Autumn on the Croton

237

New York

STORY (GEORGE H.) A. N. A.

Child's Head

238

McCORD (GEORGE H.)

Morristown, N. J.

Near Quebec Heights

239

BROWN (J. G.) N. A.

240

MURPHY (J. FRANCIS) N. A.

241

New York

A Brook in the Catskills
HALL (GEORGE H.) N. A.

244

New York

The Puritan
WHITTREDGE (W.) N. A.

243

New York

Sundown
CHURCH (F. S.) N. A.

242

New York

Polishing Up

A Roman Peasant

New York

20
VAN ELTEN (KRUSEMAN) N. A.

245

246

TURNER (C. Y.) N. A.

New York

Autumn in Vermont
GAUL (GILBERT) N. A.

254

New York

Shelter
McENTEE (JERVIS) N. A.

253

New York

Landscape

BEARD (WM. H.) N. A.

252

New York

The Fisherman's Daughter
BRISTOL (J. B.) N. A.

251

New York

The Autumnal Woods

GUY (SEYMOUR J.) N. A.

250

New York

Profit or Loss

MORAN (THOMAS) N. A.

249

New York

Summer Sea

WOOD (T. W.) N. A.

248

New York

Dorothy

NICOLL (J. C.) N. A.

247

New York

The Grove, near Gloucester, Mass.

On the Skirmish Line

New York

21
JONES (H. BOLTON) N. A.
255

St.

DE HAAS (M. F. H.) N. A.

256

260

New York

A Cottage
PARTON (ARTHUR) N. A.

259

New York

An Autumnal Afternoon
CHAMPNEY (J. WELLS)

258

New York

Sunset
CROPSEY (J. F.) N. A.

257

New York

Michael's, Maryland

New York

Neversink Valley
FARRER (HENRY)

New York

Twilight

PAINTINGS AND STUDIES
BY R. W. HUBBARD, N. A. (deceased.)

261 Long Island Sound, from Connecticut Shore
262 In the Green Mountains, Vermont
263 On Lake George
264 Near Sunset
265 A Vermont Landscape
266 On the Hudson
267 Cathead Mountain, Lake George
268 Landscape
269 On the Connecticut River

22
270 The Hudson Highlands
271 Deer's Leap, Lake George
272 By the Brookside
273 Sunset and Moonrise
274 A Mountain Scene
275 Black Mountain, Lake George
276 Wissahickan
277 Buck Mountain, Lake George
278 A Mountain Lake
279 Camel's Hump, Vermont
280 A Pasture
281 Evening
282 On Lake George
283 Noon-day
284 Mount Lafayette
285 Entrance to the Highlands
286 Landscape
287 By the River
288 A Windy Day
289 Edge of the Woods
290 Hudson Valley, from the Catskills
291 First Snow on Mt. Adams
292 Landscape
ROBERT SO MERVILLE,
Auctioneer.

By ORTGIES & CO.

.0 IN C. NANKIN, JR., 34 OORTLANDT ST., N. Y.
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SOME OF THE PURCHASERS AND TH
PRICES PAID— A STORY ABO
MILLET NEVER BEFORE TOLD.
Copyright, 1889, by the New- Fork Tim

096, »

-

bashing

PARIS, July 2.—The Bate Or 1\1. Seerétan
grand collection of paintings was resumed today. with a large crowd in attendance. The
excitement caused by the spirited bidding for
Millet's "The Angelus" yesterday had not died
away, and the price paid by M. Proust to rote
the painting in France was a theme of gent
discussion. QI the $111,000 paid for" Tim An
geins' $50,000 was subscribed by collector
and amateurs who were anxious to secure the
picture for the Musée de France. Mr. Sutton,
an American collector, has offered to giv
$10,000 to the poor of Paris if M. Proust wil
resell "The Angelus" for the price be paid fo
it. It is not probable that the otter will
accented_
The pleturea that went under the auctione .
hammer to-day Were those of the old maid
of the Becrétan collection, the modern mast
having been exhausted yesterday. Among
high-priced paintings were Hooghe's " Inter
of a Dutch Dwelling," which was sold to
rand Reel for $55.200; Frans Hale's "Portra
of Pieter van den Brooke, Founder of Bat
via," to 'Mr. Agnew for $22,000; the Rubens
" David and Abigail," to berths for $22,400.
Metsu's "Breakfast," to Dlr. Agnew for
$17,000; Metsu's "Dutch Interior," to the
same purchaser for $12,900; Jan van der Meer's
"The Lady and the Servant," for $15,000; the
same painter's "The Billet-doux." for $12,400,
and Van Dyck's "Portrait of Lady Caveudiaba"
for $14.800. "The Five Senses"—" Sight,'
"Hearing," "Taste," "Touch," and "Sruel.1"
which were painted on as many separate coppe
plates, brought $12,050.
Mine. Christine Nilsson carried the bidding fo
Drouais's "Portrait of the Countess Dubarry'
up to $7,200. Agnew, who was conspicuous a
a purchaser, is supposed to have been buyin
tor the Kensington Museum. Durand itti
ettlritlerr-Havezmy....:1 ,----- , e,.. h.,
f the Meiessonlers in yesterday's sale wer
Vanderbilt,
'purchased
)
i The totalfor
sum realized from tc-dar's sale I
"e380,493,.wii1ob added to tac total o: yes ter
ity's sale, .$743,720. makes a grand total fo
he two day s of $1,124,213.

they brought are as follows:
o. 102. " Portrait of a Venetian Nobleman," attributed to J. Benin!. Half length, looking to right.
Canvas, 27 inches by 23 Inches. $320.
No. 103. " he sleep of Venus." by Era/teens Bou-

Gedn,ey Chann el

cher. The goddess sleeps beneath a red drapery
held by two cupids. Her chariot and doves- are partly concealed by rosebushes. A third cupid sleenS
by her sine. Signed and dated 1714. Oval caucus,
41 inches by 35 34 inches. $1,700.
1 N°. 104. View of Venice," by Antonio CanaleIn the foreground is the ana plowed by gondolas
and merchantmen. Back of this, in the centre, are
the Palace of the Doge, the Piazzetta, cud the
domes of at. Mark's Church and the Campanile. On
the left is the Custom House, near which is a manor- war. Canvas, 4 feet? inches by 7 feet 6' incises

$12.600.
No. 106. "A Dutch Family," by Pieter Codde
The group is made up of a father, a mother, a child,
a maidservant, and the figure of a man. Panel.
h 34 Inches by ear inches. $2,300, to Durand RueL
by Antoine Coypel. Bleak:• crowned with hewers
is Stretched out on the lap of Lite enchantress while
cupids flutter about them. On the bauk of a stream
in the second aistance two naaids li,ten to the into
playing of one of Armida's maids. Canvas, 4 heel
3 14 inches by 6 feet 3 inches. $600.
4 No. 107. "The Artist Sketching from Nature,"

line running from Belllow's Island to the Erie
Basin, and sufficiently far out in the bay to give
the South Brooklyn ferryboats a road of about
four hundred yards in width from the shore.
The Red Hook anchorage has all along been
one of the most troublesome anchorage grounds
in the harbor to keep clear. Vessels insist on
getting to the northward of the upper line or
outside the westward boundary. The officers In
charge of the anchorages have been exceedingly lenient with all vessels ou this ground, but
the violations have In many eases become so
marked that they are not inclined to overlook
further illegal actions. Much of it, however, is
duo to towboats towing in through Hell Gate.
These tugs take their charges down througn
13uttermilk Channel, and in their hurry to be
rid of them and off are not always concerned If
they do drop their Lowe north of Lite upper
boundary. In such inetances the tugs are re5e011811de. and the anchorage or/Isere aye taking
care to note the name of the tug imevery report
they make out of illegally-anchored vessels.
OM; waiter of anchoring in the North or
the East River there is no excuse for vessels so

doing, unless suddenly caught la a change of
the tide. If anchor they must, they should endeavor to get Within the line of the plerheads,
he rules permitting them to held on here until
the tide changes. By an examination of the
old:grounds and the new limite It will be seen
that the East River anchorages remain intact,
in Rules 1 to 7 luclusive of the old regulations.
But on corning to Rule 8. One Hundred and Sixteeutiestreet is substituted for One Hundred
and First-street. This extends the anehorage
northward on the Harlem River grouna fifteen
blocks. Vessels are restricted, however, from
getting within 150 feet of the towheads.
Rule 9 of the East River anchorage remains
the same. Rule 10 is changed, and permits
only an exclusive class of vessels the prise.' ego
of the inshore ground off Twenty-sixth-street.
All other vessels must remain at a distance not
less than 100 yard e from tile plerheadm, If desiring to use the Twonty-sixtteetreet anchorage.
Th. cluse of ves sels en , Ifled to the use of this
groutd le seen by reference to the rule.
The Hudson River anchorage, east. rentable
Intact. Men-of-war have, however, secured an
exclusive ground for themselves between
lasair-falietir and - Thirty-fifth streets. The
class of vessels entitled to the inshore anchorage
off Twenty-sixth-street will also be entitled to
use this ground set iside for war ships of all
nations. The Hudson slaver anchorages, west,
bave not been changed.
Rule 13 now gives a greater anchorage than
before, the white buoy having been extended
300 feet further out into the channel. It also
gives a clearer approach to the Communleaw
landing. 7 he tounnunipaw anchorage was
extended through the request of the F'1101 Commissioners. The little triangular anchorage to
the southward of Governor's Island remains
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unchanged.
/1y Rule 15, as now changed, vessels secure Go'mantis Bay, keeping, however, always 300 feet
from Erie Basin. Rule 10 Manilla intact. Rule
17 loses It.' Mee tity In the now number 18 rule.
Too combination Makes one auchorage off
Staten Island. Rule 19 of the old regulatiou
becomes 15 of the new. It is unchanged.
little ill of the new regulations allows art
au chore:. l'or explosives ln East River, east of
Riker'. Inland. 'Ibis is what private Arius dotog blasting iti Harlem nave been endeavoring
to get. Untie , the old regulations their vessels
iutiet needs ateshor on the ground oil Ellis Island. The old )golosive ground has been somewhat altered. The remaluder of the old rule
reentins the same.
The new regulations empower the an elsorage
ottleer to moVe coy veseel by toter§ and make
his deeh41011 ill auv ease of oueationed position
final. It Is believed, its etated by the Commisstoners lu their report. that no offiver fit to be
iutrested with the execution of the law would
attune such a diserrtion. If he were to abliSe It
ho would he promptly rebuked by the becret - s• of the %treasury. ins well as by 'subtle

Ilion.
The clothing store of Brokaw Brothers, 4th-ac.
and Actor piece, will close ou saturdays eurlog
3111)' anti August at 1 o'clock.- 4 it'.

by Albert Cuyp. An artist, supposed to be Cuvp,
is seated on a stone sketching a flat, far-stretchiug
country. On the right is a hillock with houses.
while the sea Is in the background. Behind the
artist stands his valet holding the bridles of two
horses. Panel, 10¼ Inches by 7 ,-2 Inches. $8,200.
No. 108. "An Elderly Woman Looking at Some
Valuable Objects." by Gerard Dow. She Is seen
through a window sitting in her root, with licr
bead lu thiee-quarter view. She holds a vase.
which she regards iuteutly. Panel, Os Inches by
4 34 inches. $3.040.
No. HAL "Portrait of Louis Philippe," by Franpis Hubert Drouals. Half length turned to the
light, with three-cornered hat motor the arm. Canvas, 45)a inches by 34'4 Inches. $350.
No. 110. "Portrait et a Vuau.t Mau," by Drone's_
Painted to tho waist in a three.euarter view, sitting
posture. Uval canvas, 25 ¼ inches by 22 inches,
*530.

No. 111. "Portrait of tile Countess du Barry," by'
tirOUels. She te reprew,nted with the. attriluites
a Muse. In her right hand she holds a lyre, la her
heft a wreath. At her feet are a book, a palette, and
an overturned bust. The portrait Is in a sitting
nnottur..., ft.!, trout. rt... 1.. Lo,....)L.4 ald-4.•
dress is white with a blue, gold.friuged sash about
the waist, Canvas, 0 feet 8 34 inches by 4 feet 7
hit:Ikea. $7,300, to Oroult.
No. 112. " Portrait of u Child," by Drouels. A
chemisette leaves the 'Moulders bare. Uval canvas, lt la inches by 14 ,4 lueloni. $2,040, to Bencheven, the Jeweler.
• No. 113. "Full Length Portrait of (.:41.314:11' Alexander Seaglia," by Anthony Vau Dyck. CauvitS,
e feet 2 34 inches by 3 feet 8¼ inches. $2,000.
Nu. 114. "Portrait of Lady Cavendish," by Van
Dyck. Lthe Is idea:Ming with her head turned
slightly to the left, Ito portrait being lull length
and life size, lier light cud curly halt' is urnsmerited with pearls, and her black silk dress Is cut
low ill the neck and :,:tort In tLo :lint:Ito:1, while a
muslin chemisette bordered with Maltose lace covers loir shoulliere. She Wears a neck moo of keens.
while ou her left hand Is A diamond thug. Loth
arms hang down, and in her right hand bile carries
A fall. canvas, 813 11101108 by el inches. $14.800.
No. 111. •'A Prince and ins Suite Visiting St.
benediet of Florence," by (lupine da Vabrian5.
With Ids escort to the left, the kneeling Prince cu.
Oeivue the blessing ef the !MILL 1'AI.101. SO4 111A es
US I Inches. 1.100,
No. 110. "'flic Death of Lucretia." by Oandentio
Perrari. Lucretia, with anus sud breast outlet,
atabs tierself with a dauger. Two maids and au old
wan are near her. Peat-i, 41¼ ruches by 29'4
inches, $400.
No. 117. " The Fi51 , 1”., Family," by Honor() Fragonard. The mother, leaning against a stone peer
°stall and holillug her husband's hund, shows Min
their baby in a cradle. Two cliutiny.faced older
boys cling to their lather, while the giandatuther
looks on approving.y from the background. Can.
vas, 28 tut:lies by .33 ,4 incites. $0,00U, to Tedesco.
;No. Ills. portrait of a Yelleg Mac," attributed
to F. isoieuilni, called Francia. Three-quartels and
painted to the waist. Panel, 26'a inches by 20tx

ruches. $840.
No. 110. "Italian Landscape," by Belle°, called
Claude Loriains, ln the tereground are animals.
while to the left a shepherd bits Sod Veslolles two
girls trying to Imes a goat actoss a 'Bream of water,
lu the middle distance a cluster of large treel
stands out ugaluet a warm sky. lu the centre is
tubed aqueduct and to the right a tiluniebal spat
Edinces on a background of Mks vaulsa iu th
golden haze of the seidiug sue. $1.360.
No. 120. - Lee Prayer, - by Jean klaptIste Oren
A little girl with curly auburn hair anti bare
shoultiers le praylog fervently with duped hands
Paton. 16¼ luelies by 12 1.6 lochies. 83,120.
No. 121. "Portrait et aille. Pilibert Ludonx," by

()reuse. Halt length. Panel, 23 inches by 19 intboe
$2,150.
Nu. 122. "Po:trait of the Artist," by Drente
Painted to the wals . with blue coat, red waistcoat
and white crevai._ Oval canvas, 28 niches by 21
inches. *6'. 0 .
No. 123. " Portrait of Potter vau den Erector 01
Antwerp, Founder of Batavia," by Frime Hale
Van den Broeke Is In It elttizg posture, and le bees
110 ,, 11 to the waist. Ufa right haul rests ou lull

walking muck anti his lett aria Is akimbo. lie rises
bare tront, 11011 his frank, martial countenance 11
rewarawley aulmated. Um black hair is dishevels'
and Ills light mustaches curl up above an Imperial
Ile is clothed in black Silk, wills wide collar ant
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iffs of white lace. This portrait is one of the
lost pewerfully painted as well as one of the
ost famous of this master. Canasta 26 14 inches
y 20 34 inches. $22,100, to Agnew.
No. 124. " Portrait of Scriveriae," by Frans
ale. Painted to the waist in an oval modillion
urea-quarters and turned to the right. Beriverius
s draped in his mantle, with his right hand holding
n glove and resting on the edge of a modillion.
Snood with the monogram and dated 1620. Panel,
He., inches by 0 14 Inches. $9,100, to Durand Rua
'A O. 125. "Portrait of the Wife of Scrtverius." by
T'rans Hale. Plante/I to the waist in an oval modillem, three-quarters turning to the left. Compan.en niece to No. 124. Panel, 6 14 inches by 8 19
eteog. $9,100, to Durand Ituol.
No. 120, "A Dutch Vanilla" by Frans Hals. The
mother is seated in the centre Retuning to her huebend. who stands ',china her to the left relating
Nome story. Two little girls hold each other's
hands and laugh with their parents. In the background is a garden in front of a rich dwelling. Caavan, 44 inches by 36 Inches. $6,100.
No. 127, "Interior of a Dutch Dwelling," by
ek Bale and Jan van Delon. Ladles and gentle.
are gathered In a largo room, to which two wiggive light They are variously grouped and
talking togetner. Panel, 28.6 inches by 38
$1,100,
o. 128. " Interior of a Dutch Dwelling." by
I- inter de Ileoghe. Four figures are grouped around
a table. An ()nicer holds the hand of a young
woman, who listens eagerly to what he says. A
young men stands in the background and contemplates a maidservant, who le pouring out tea. On
ho right, in a middie•lletance, is a bed surrounded
li curtains. In the centre of the back wall le the
p an of a Dutch seaport. bearing an inscription.
The warm and vivid light that illuminates this
Interior indicates a Hummer day. The play of light
'produces a powerful effect. Pallet 20 12 inches by
2 34 inches... $55.200.
No. 129. "Portrait of a Lawyer," by Thames do
eysor. Painted tell length, seated before a desk,
,,hich in oevered with books and writing materials.
Stitt], :10t.o turbos by 2041:1010e. $4,400.
• 130. " Portrait of a Yonne Laity." by Tie - me s
e, set Painted full loneth and full view.
0 neinchoe by 20as inches. $4,200, to Count
lit

o. 131. "Dutch Family in an Apartment," by
ernes de ICoysor. The group is made up of a
other. who In seated, and a father and son, who
standing. In' the background is a female
()remit descending a stair. Panel, 40 inches by
,t3 inches. $4,600.
No. 122. "Portrait of Catherine H., Empress of
Itusaie," by Giambattista Larnpl. Painted life size
and standing. She is olothed iu a white silk dross
and imperial cloak and hohla the sceptre. To the
left is a mall altar, on which Incense is burning.
Canvas, 8 feet 8 inches by 5 feet 0 34 inches. $7,220,
for the Antwerp (iollection.
•
No. 133. "The Pleatiuros of Winter," by Nicolas
Laucret. Eight young women and two gentlemen
ro in an elegant drawing room of the time of Louis
,'l V. They are variously engaged lu amusing
itietnsolves. Canvas, 45 inches by 30 1s inches.
$6,810.
No. 134. "Portrait of lime. Elizabeth do France,"
by Erno. Vigeo ho Brun. Painted belt length, with
an aluieet full front. The hair, dressed upward, is
powdered and adorned with roses. A
lie yell NO aver bor ehoriliteee, which are exposed

Abigail, while a company of soldiers are behind
David. Canvas. 69 inches by 98 inches. $22,400.
Nu 159. " Portrait of a hey of Tunis," by 1111.
bens. Painted to the waist, with a landscape of
ruined monuments for a background. Panel. 38 1a
inches by 27 1e inches. $4,012.
No. 160. "The Sluice," by Jakob Ruisdael. Built
of stone masonry, with a bridge ahoy° it, is Illuminated by the sunlight, and stands out against a cluster of green trees. To the left is a blossoming
alder, while to the right a shepherd site on the bank
of a stream watching his docks. Panel, 15 1e inches
by 21 12 inches. $7,400.
No. 161. " The Bunke ot the Meuse," by Solomon
Ruysdael. In the foreground aro two boats, while
on the sloping bank a horseman halts at the door of
a tavern. In the background is the steeple of a
cathedral, a mill, and other buildings. Sailboats
plow the river, which disappears on the horizon,
Canvas, 3 feet 5 14 inches by 4 feet 4 inches. $1,060.
No. 162. "The Laoemaker," by Pieter van allegeland. She sits with her work in her lap looking
at a young girl who is trying to amuse a child. In
the foreground are several utensils, and in the
background is a bed. Panel, 15 34 inches by 14 34
inches. $5,300.
No. 1113. "(lotting Up," by Jan van Steen. A
,young woman is seated on the edge of a bed, from
which she has Net arisen. and is putting on her
stockings. A spaniel is asleep on the pillow where
her had has just been resting. Panel. 14 1e inches
by 10 34 Mottos. $3,200.
No. 164. This is the first of the five remarkable
paintings made by David Tinders, the youuger. in
which he illustrated the live senses. It is called
"'lite Sense of sight," aud represents a young artist sitting before a writing desk and regarding intently a model which he is sketching. To his right
le an aid lean with a white board and au eyeglass.
who seems to be giving him advice. Copper plate,
8 34 inchee by ( 3t 4 inches. $2,410.
No. 165. "Tho Sense of Roaring," by Toulon+. A
musician, wearing a blue jacket and a fur cap. is
playing a bagpipe. Behind bin) Is a peasant holding
a shoot or music and elegize lustily. Copper plate,
8 34 inches by 6 14 inches. $2,410.
No. 1611. " Tue sense of Taste." hy Ton tors
jolly toper holds up a clip of wino and sings a song
before emptying its contents. To the left is auother
figure holding a stonejug in readiness to replenish
the cup. Copper plate, 8 34 inches by 0 14 , inches.
$2.410.
No. 167. "The Souse of Touch," by Touters. A
peasant sits at a table and makes a wry face as ho
carefully removes a bandage from his wounded
hand. To the right is a woman with air ointment
to be applied to the wound. Copper plate. 8 36 inches
by 6 14 inches. $2,410.
No. 168. "The Sense of Smell," by Tentera. A
gardener is placing a pot of red pinks ou a table
110 atopi and seems to listen to a woman wile
stands behind bins and Wilde one of the ilowors in
her hand. Copperplate, 8 34 inches by -6 14 Inches
$2,410.
No. 100. "The Farm," by David 'renters, the
youuger. In the foreground a young shepherd fol
lowed by his dog is tatting with a peasant woman
Near them are cows and sheep and ou the left la s
well. The farmer's wile talks with a lad while it
the middle distance the farmer carries a trouct
containing the food for his cattle. Copper, 211a
inches by 37 inches. $2,000.
No. 170. "The Well," 1.4 David Tenter% th
geninger. In the (wet e of a rietai..11 Dintistaile is t
tVsll mnt..c,,,,,ieti will, yttotiees iltotellk the lot

it a stone pedestal and she holds a crown in h r
heed. 01,e1 cAll.t. as, 30'4 itiChet by
V 434 inche

$ 2!2t).

No. 135, "Pot - trait of a Woman. , by M he

Brea. Half keg th Mel draped in ainalltat
Val estivas, 32 14 niches by 25 1
4 inelte#6. $700.

o 1116. "The Sultana," by Carlo vi n Loa sl 0

is an Ota Mae holding a spade and talking to th
busy houeewir.„ while an old woman is wetehlit,.
Multi :role a WilitiOW. t ho tact. b ut idiugn ate in
the bank of a river and in the distance is new, th
village. Panel. 10 Inv:Iles by 24 al niches. $1,300.
N.. 171. "T im TOLDS. , t1.011 of St Anthony," by
David Tout° 'Ito sa is in a gr 'Ito with a cru
1
o tti

into the Belgian'; -bands. Between that time
and about ten years ago the painting was Rohl
many times, at each sale bringing a higher
price. About 1879 it was put up to be sold
again at auction in Paris, and M. Socretan Was
one of the bidders for it. Against him was a
man whose name Mr. Avery had forgotten, and
between them they ran the price up to 140,000 1.
At that point they stopped, agreed that it was
foolish to bid against each other any longer,
and determined to rattle for the picture to see
who should take it at the price named. M.
Seeretan won, and since that time-until Monday-It has remained in his possession.
In the Opinion of Mr. Avery, the latest price
paid for '• L'A cgolus" was an exaggerated one.
There are paintings by Millet in this country,
notably "The Sower," which W. H. Vanderbilt bought, which arc regarded as better specimens of Millet's power as a painter than
"L'Angelus," and they never coMeiended any
such price. The fact that there was no really
good painting Dy Millet in the Louvre, Mr.
Avery believes, induced the French Government-or the buyers of the picture, for the
Government only pays part of the price, patriotic) Frenchmen having raised 400,000f.-to
pay such an enormous price.
If the prices paid tor Millet's pictures during
his lifetime had anywhere approximated the
price paid for his "L'Augelue" ut the Secretart
sale on Monday the life of that great paiutor
would have been in:Measurably a less melancholy mt.°. Up to within a very few years of hie
death 111111et's path tu life was a rough one Indeed. It was a constant struggle against the
direst poverty, a struggle that was maintained
by him with so much courage, perseverance,
and gentle manliness that it is almost lucent.
preheusible in this generation. Ills early Mahe was born in 1814-was spent OD his father's
farm, and the opportunities for learning were
solely those which he found for himself. He
was sent to Parie to study, after his talent had
been made manifest, nut his ideas of his subjects were not the ideas which found favor in
the eyes of either dealers or buyers or masters.
Ile painted peasants and peasant life as they
really were, painted them powerfully and wonderfully well; but those were not the kind of
pictures that could be sold lust thon.
Milltit'e first picture hung in the Salon Was a
portrait, In 1840, and mot with no success.
When the exhibition closed lie went back to his
honte in Normandy to "make a living," and as
hie pictures did not sell even thereahe painted
signs for tradespeople for almost nothing.
The home of Millet aura, his litier yearn was
at. Barbizon, and Mere he lived with tne peasants and like a peasant He and his family-a
wIfe and eight or nine ehildren-oetupled
peasant's hut, went about in wooden shoes and
pearlaure °tinhorn and endured all the privations and hardships of the French peasant's
life. Often ho was without the actual neeenenties of life, but through all his trouble he worked
indefatigably on, hoping always for better
thinge to come. Better things did come after a
while, but they came almost too late.

,
OHM view. She holds a pipe and rates a cep of cof-

fee from the hands of a female slave. Canvas, 511/4
inches by 63 inches_ $1,220.
No. 137. "Turkish Girls." by Carle van Loo.
They are seated in a room talking and making
tapestry. Canvas. 61 12 inches by 1331mdie5. $1,220.
No. 138. "Portrait of Stephen Gardiner, Bishop
et Winchester and Grand Chancellor of England,"
by Quentin Matsys. Painted to the waist. life size.
and almost full front. Ho wears a berretta and a
while surplice, while he holds in his left hand a
book and hi his right his spectacles. The background is.a landscape, with mountains on the hornzon. In the catalogue of the Wilson sale this
portrait was denoted as a Holbein. Pauel, 2o 1 4
Inches by 221/4 inches. $0,000.
Ne. 130. "The Lady and tee Servant," by Jan
van der Meer of Delft. A young woman seated at
a table and presenting a side view of her head tin
giving instructions to a servant, who holds a totter which her mistress hasjust written and given to
her. Both laws are lino and the coloring is power'
•
• No. 140. "The 1.3111et-doux," by Jan van (ter
item. A young woman is busily engaged writing
a billet-doux, while her maid stands in the background waiting to bear it to the lover. The light
comes through the window to the left and illuminates thee tacos of both the mistress aud the maid.
Canvas, 271/4 Inches by 23 inches. $12,400.
No. 141. '•Itelintioua Subject," by Hans Hemling.
In the foreground a figure kneels under the protection of M.. John, who stands behind him. To the
leit in tile background is a saint Ins red mantle;
to the right * young woman hides behind a rook
while Si. George le lighting the dragon, and in the
sky a woman Is giving a child to an angel, while a
al as trying to snatch it away. Panel, 15 niches
1 1/4 !whoa $4,120. .
. a 149. " Dutch Interior," by Gabriel Metsn.
). young workingman site at a table lighting his
pipe, while a young woman near an open window
offers him something to drink. Canvas, 101/4 inches
by 1.3 Inches. $12,000, to Agnew.
' No. 143. " 13roadtfast." by Gabriel Metsu. A very
old woman Is eating soup from a porringer, which
she holds on her lap. Her cat lioni at her feet, while
the table to her right holds sonne broad and cheese
Jule inbieware. Pauel, 14 Inches by 10 24 inches.
$18000.
" Portrait of a Nobleman," by Antonno
. Painted tu tile waist in thremgnarter
earning to the left Panel, 291/4 inches by 21 14
, ; 1 se $320.
a 146. " Portrait of Edward VI. of England,"
•. elownwp4 aim. .....n... i an 14.s.gt.11, life size, fill]
• ,, i. Largo green mutates and columns form the

bwkground. Panel, 5 feet 6 Inches by 2 feet 10 12
I riches. $1,840.
Na. 146. "Portrait of a Gentleman," by Antonio
de Moor. Painted to the waist and dated 1661.
Canvas, '261/4 inches by 204 inches. $080. I
No. 147. "A Landscape of a Hilly Region," by
Frederic Moucheron. In the foreground is a fallen
tree; to the left shepherds are leading their flocks,
and to the right a horseman is about to cross a
bridge loading to an abbey. The bookground of
Mlle Is illuminated by tile setting ann. $210.
No. 148. "Portraitof a Young Woman," attributad to J. M. Nuttier. Canvas, 39 34 inches by 811/4
halms. $800.
.r..... 143. " The Interrupted Genic," by Adrian
van Listed°. 'two mou are quarreling over a game
at cards In a rustic :manumit and threaten each
other. Ono la held 111 his chair by a friend, and the
other, standing to the right, is restrained by his
wife. Three other people try to make peace, while
child in the foreground lifts Its hand in fright.
. , ,i, 17 'g Inchon by 141/4 inches. $5,300.
160. "The Sianboarti of telersain," by Jean
'ate Joneeph Pater. Lords a d ladies are gath:n the alley ot a plotero dealer, whose Nvalls
- - rod with paintings. Canvas, 20 inches by
a $1„000.
The Heroes of the Filiwittiolder," by
Two horses standing In a pasture
ud by a groom, who holds his hat in his
connes.)" a bridle behead hine. A dog is
..; the horses, In the foreground is the fail.
'Ii I n
.i a tree, on which is the painter's sig.
woe;
, el the date, 1003. Panel. 11 incases by 121/4
inches. $4,100.
No 152. "The Man with the Armor," by Vau
Ityn Rembrandt. Soon to the knees, hole standing
full face near stable ou which are his helmet and
dagger. Ile has on his °Wiese and is buckling Ms
bolt. In the background Is au °atrial placard ou the
wall. ()salves, 40 inches by 33 Inches. $4,600.
No. 104. "Portrait of ReMbrunelta Sister," by
Itembrandt Full front and painted to the waist.
SW bas a round, kind taco, surmounted by light
early hair. She wears a plaited clecnilsetto and a
dark mantle, with gold embroidery. The painting
Is in Rombrandt's first manner, and Is of a light
luminous tone. It is signed and dated 1632. Oval
eaued. 31 niches by 25 inches. $5,800.
o. UK "The Widow and Her Child," by Sir
deefinla Reynolds. The mother is seated In a park
nett& lier white.robed baby on her lap. Tho child
'rows as It caresses Its mother. This is the portrait
a Mrs. Soyfourth end her WI el. Canvas, 4 feet 71 g
belles by 3 foot 3 inches. $5 10.
No. 167. " Portrait of a (lit ," attributod to Sir
Imams Reynolds. Canvas, 17.41:mhos by 15 Inches.
$1,940.

No. 168. "David and Abigail," by Peter Paul
Ruben'. Abigail ass alighted from her palfrey and
bonding oil her knee before David place,' her left
hand on her breast and on:Venda her right toward
the presents which she has brought to appease his
auger against beer husband. Nebel. David, clad in
armor rend wearing a sdarlet mantle. has dismounted
from him horse and bends forward to raise Abigail
froin the earth. Two females kneroleably the pom .
tialte of the artier,, first and wound wives) attend

itrund...1 by a iogures, wine singing a
meats. A woman in el
ethers playing
gent dress Offer. 'hint 3 glosa of liquor. Copper, 14
Inches by 211/4 Inches. $1,520.
No. 172. "The Dispatch," by Gérard Terburg. An
cancer in helmet sud cuirass is donating at a table
while a nobleman sitting to the right gives him instructions. A trumpeter stands by waiting for the
message. Canvas, '201/4 Inches by 20 inches. $2,300.
en No. 173. "Christ Taken from Gm/Cross," by Wanbattesta Tiepolo. The body of Christ is stretched
lu the foreground. and held by the Holy Virgin and
Mary Magdalene. St. John stands by hiding his
face. In the middle distance is the cross, the ladders, and the two thieves still In place. Soldiers
and civilians leave the place ot crucifixion, turning
to the loft. Canvas, 30 14 inches by 34 14 inches.

o. 174. "Portrait of Philip IV.," by Volasquez.
The 'Leh Is represented to the Waist, thrue.qUartors, turned to the right. He in dressed In black,
breasts
with the order of the Golden Fleece on his _
_

No. 175. "Shepherds and Cattle," by Adrian van
don Vold°. In the middle distance a shepherd and
shepherdess are making love beneath a tree. A
cow is drinking from a brook, on whose banks
sheep are reposing. Canvas. 101/4 inches by 13
Inches. $1,200.
No. 176. "A Man," by Paolo Veronese. A barelegged man, wrapped in a white mantle, leans
against the fragments of a ruined monument. Canvas. 9 feet 4 34 tootles by 3 feet 7 14 inches. $1.000.
No. 177. "An Old Man," by Paolo Veronese He
is seated on a ruined monument and bolding a sun
dial. Canvas, 6 feet 4.4 inches by 3 feet 7 14 inches.
81,000.
No. 178. Portrait of a young woman in a costume
of the sixteenth century. Painted in the Dutch
school. Panel, 26 14 inches by '201/4 niches. $100.
No. 179. Portrait of a gentleman, tiro size, full
length, and painted in the Dutch school. Canvas, 5
feet 8 14 inches by :3 feet 91/4 inches. $300.
No. 180. "Dutch Family." Painted in the style
of De Keyser. Canvas, 391/4 inches by 811/4 inches.
$42.
No. 181. "A. TriptychOn." Painted in the early
Flemish school. The Holy Virgin, seated beneath
baldaquin, holds the Child on her lap and turns
the leaves of a book. An angel offers a coral cap to
the infant Jesus. On the right panel Is a praying
figure under theg protection of a saint. On the left
panel is St. John mid his lamb. Panel, 201/4 inches
by 291/4 inches. $340.
No. 182. "Solomon's Judgment." A composition
of the Fiarartjno s,h,sol with nuroarçais Igurea.
Round panel, 24 34 inches in diameter. $9b 0.
No. 183. "Solomon Receiving the Queen of
Sheba." A companion piece to No. 182. Round .
panel, 24 34 inches in diameter. $1,200.
No. 184. "A Girl Looking at Herself in a Looking
Paintea in the style of Joan Raoux. Canvas, 26 14 inches by 291/4 inches. $76.
No. 185. "Portrait of a Young Lady." Halflength pastel in the style of Coypel, 311/4 inches by
241/4 inches. $150.
No. 180. "Princes In a Park." Several Princes
are conversing with a lady who is seated lu a sedan
chair. One of thoui is leaning forward to kiss her
hand. In the foreground a negro boy loads three
little dogs. In the background is a mansion. with
terraces ana fountains. The picture is of tile Gar- I
man school and is painted in gouache. 13 34 inched
by 18 12 inches. $2,480.
No. 187. "Portrait of a Mao." Half length ipe the
style of Holbein. Panel, 351/4 inches by 28 14 inches.
$1 20. 188.
No.
"The Plazetta of Venice." Ills painted
in the style of Guardi. with numerous figures.
Canvae, 311/4 inches by 42 inches. $1,24‘
No. 189. "Lot and His Daughters." Canvas,
painted in the Italian achool, 3 foot /1/4 inches by
17 14 inches. $72.
No, 190. "Portrait of a Grand Duchess of Tus°any." Painted fell length, life size, Italian school. I
Canvas, 6 feet 6 34 inches by 3 feet 7 14 Inches. $160.
No. 1(1 1 "The `,Vueldllia--- ot
o.f
broad execution and light, harmonious coloring
the style of Tintoretto. Canvas, 281/4 inches by
1371/4 Inches. $37.

MILLET'S GREAT WORK.
HISTORY OP THE PAINTING WHICH
BROUGHT SO GREAT A PRICE.
The history of Jean-Freese:01e Millet's Painting, "L'Augoltles," whIgh was sold at the Sweeten sale In Paige Monday for $111,000, as
told to a Tuets reporter ltiat night by Mr.
Samuel P. Avery, Sr., is a most interesting oho.
It was while Millet was in Barbizon lu 1n39,
working in his studio in the little posaant's
hut which was his home, that "L'Angeius"
was put on Canvas. When it was almost finished there Came to see the painter one day Mr.
Thomas U. Appleton of Boston, a brother-in-law
of Longfellow. an admirer of art and a rich
man. Ho saw the partly-finiebed painting and
was greatly impressed by It, so Felten so that
he decided to purchase lt. The agreeruent was
Made, the prloo to be paid for Ito picture being
fixed at 4.000f. Whtn 61111et had put the last
touches upon the canvas Mr. Appleton could
mot be f ^and lie was oil on a yachting crania
'
somewhere. and letters written to 1111m either
did uot reach him or wore unheeded.
It was just at a time when Millet Most needed
Money. Ile had Counted on those promised
4,0001, as a godsend, and when they did not
come he was discouraged. A lath) later on M.
Van Preach the Belgian Minister, sow the tinfailed " I.' A reteltaa" and offered to buy It for the
same sun: t'ffrre, by Sir. Appleton. 6111Ie 'emptied the offer, deopairing ei ever Santee
tug Of his Boston Palma. arm the tilotttrelai.

—

'

PRICE TWO CENTS.
M11,1•1111.1nnn•••nnn

for al erring Secretary Windom for allowing bin
precilcoons tb be verified. A comparison of the
figures given by Secretary Fairchild fifteen
Months .co with those showing the receipts and
expo/alit Ire, of the fiscal year just ended will
serve to make the point better than any longwinded explanation. The comparison is as follows:
RECEIPTS.
ENttrnateri,
Actual.
Difference.
ens tos....$22
m
,3,000,000 $224,871.234 • $3,028,795

tor

SECRETAN'S GREAT SALE

1144,-)5,47/t9

SCATTERING MS MAV AK4
TREASURES.
MILLEVS "12ANGELUS" GOING TO THr

ternal

LOUVRE FOR $111,000— MARKING

revenue.. 120,000,000 1131,662,106 111.662,106

incell'ies. 35,000,000 31,958,334 .3,041,605

Total. ..$383,000,000 $388,591,675 1$6,691,676
EXPENDITURES.
ealftnated.
Actual.
Difference.

i -115

nd

ni tee' k,1! s. $83 t106, 180
War
45.073,725
II cy
23,002,624
Detains.
5,488,1197

Pew:nor:A
II wrest_
le-

76,312,400

42,500,000

$81.108,872
44.315,36b

21,363,827

6,053,051
87,077,682

41,060,012

Total
$278.686,034 $282,772,412
'Less.tblore.

.$2,190,214
*3.755,360
.1.649,796
t1,461.354
T11,665,282
• 1,138,387
t $4,186,778

Secretary Fairchild revised his figures of
11487, when he made his report to Congress In
December last, becalm, he had more definite
me formation upon which to base his calculations.
Tie then estimated that the total receipts wou1.1
be $377,000,000 and the expenditures would
be $273,000,000, leaving a surplus of $104.000,00!). The total receipts turn out to be $388,r91,075 20. the expenditures $282,772,412,
leaving a surplus of $105,819,202 84, or more
than $500,000 niore than the surplus estimated
by Mr. Fairchild in 1587, and alrnoet $2,000,000 more than be estimatsd In December last.
The estimator.; of December, 1888, and the actual
expenditures for the fiscal year compare as follows:
RECEIPTS.
I et irnat, ii.A cing!.
Custotne...$217,500,000 $224,971,231
In tornal
revenue.. 125,1)00,000 131,602,106
St taboll'n's. 35,000,000
31,958,334

Plfferene , .

147.471,234
1 6,662,106

.2,041.060

rotnl....$377,000,000 $388.601,075 1$11,501,675

EXPEND/TUNES.

Eetimalea.

Civila n d
tennypips. $ 6 3,750,000
\Val ,
41,000,000
Navy

"thane;
edone

21,000,000
6,2M),000

77,000 000
41,000.000
—

Actual.
$81,108,872
44,318,365
31,253,827
6,953,051
87,977,082
41,060,612

Difference.
.$2,641,128
t318.365
t353.827
1703,051
110,077,662
100,012

.---. _--.-—

Total
4273:1/00.000 $282,772,412 W9,772,412
'Less.tum

U
the terms of t*Ii ..; Sundry Civil Ammoelation bill fer the fiscal year just begun the

Mill , ed!ntersient, ("eat and Ono:10110 .-3-arVey Must be appointed by We President and
eonfirmed by the Senate. Ileretofore the:innerntendent has held his olden by direct appointment of the Pren1dent. The new law requiring
'he co-operation of the Senate in the appointet virtually legislates the present Superfnen t, Mr. Frank M. Thorn, out of race. It wan
eted that Gen. Ilarrkion would reappoint
corn or make his successor to-day. BPI
Ii an leaves
mast and Good Ale Surn•
hout.-11 Mr. Tnern
, r its

MEISSONIER'S WEDDING DAY.
.

Copyright, 1889, by the New- Fork Times.

PARIS , July 1, —The saio of the wOndertta
collection of oil paintings, water colors, and
drawings belonging to M. E, Seerétan was begun here to-day by Bourmod, Valadon Co. and
Charles Sedeimoyer. The conditions of the
Bale required a payment in cash for the late
bought. The sale was by rem, e judiciarc, according to which the owner could not protect
his treasures, either by buying them in or withdrawing them at the last moment.
The highest price obtained to-day was for
Jean-François Millet's " L'Angelus," which
went to the Louvre at a (feat of $111,000. Tho
contending bidder was M. Montagu no, who was
buying for the American Art Association.
Dow remarkable was the collection and how
groat an amount 3:4. money was realized will be
seen from tho appended list of pictures and the
prices obtained. There were twenty highlyliniehed Moiesoniers and four untinlehed
works, three s6pla stadies, a pen and ink. o
pencil sketch, a water color, and a charcoal by
that master, making a representation of thi*vone pieces. Interest In the iilelssoniere was
heightened by the fact that that great patntor
was married this morning to Mlle. Besançon.
The attendance at the sale was very largo
and many foreign galleries were represented.
The competition for "Tho Angelus" was most
spirited. Tho ofilding started at $20,000, and
Mr. Avery or Now-York offered $98,000.
Just as a bid of $100,000 was
made the auctioneer declared M. Prone i
the buyer for the Musée de France, the
owner of the picture, on his bid of $100,400,
The American bidders protested thst tho any.
tionner !Ind urea too hasty, and after an excited
discussion the sale was resumed. The Amerierine
bid up to 4110.000 and Mr. Proust finally purchased the picture for $111,000.
Tho amount realized by the sale was $743,720.
The paintings wore sold as follows:
No. I. "Ou tho Seashore," by ItieLard Pantos
Bonington. A vast el:pant:10 of sandy shore at low
0

Meng-

trite us 'new uperintent.ent
itarriantes attention was called to the
• vans time age. and he has held constiltaith ticeretary Windom on the subject, so
the appoiutment ie,likely to be made soon.
the President lives up to his repeated ironise. that removale &hail he made only wheu
ealitgesteff by the interests of the public service.
he will reappoint Superintendent Thorn. aim
record of the Corset and Geodetic Survey glue°
Mr. There took charge is one 01 marked
aelvance In every respect over that of any previous term in its history. Unfortunately, however, there is nothing lu the past course of the
President to warrant the hope that Ins promises
were Made to he kept, and it is believed the;
62periutendent .1 horn will be replaced. Who
the new Man will be is unknown, but it is said
that Prot. A. Lt. Gould of Harvard is slated fur
f!.•
sry Traeyat recent Order reorganizing
'y Departnate t le IrOtInd to be contrary to
law, sO Ir Ss the treoefer of the Hydroid" Lipid° (Aloe lii eoncerned, as the act creeltug that office proeides that it shall be attached
• the Bureau of Navittatann In consequence
thittecoverv Laat, clause of the order will
no b
ifcreed until the law is amended,
NO as to allow the transfer of the office
to the Bureau of Equipment and Recruitle a The irenerril provisieu of the stotetes
• e•-ez d to t tie iiesiee:•s of the Navy Departout is that it shall be diestrihnted among the
reuns lui such manner as the Secretary of Hie
Wee shall judge to be expedient and proper.
1" he Hydrographic Office. Which was created by
a later law, Is the only office assigned by law to
any particular bureau.
Secretary Tracy has eranted the request of
the Herrescnoff Man uf•acturIng Company for a
three lumina,' extensiou of their contract time
for tile conetruction of their torpedo boat for
the Navy. He has also greets them permission
to substitute Thornyeroft tubular boilers for
their own Coll boilers.
4 •

A loss of something like $2,000,000 was made
pomilble by the negligent manner in which
Major Ls:decker of the Engineer Corps, formerly
'Engineer COUirtilf011011er of the District, directed
e work of building an aqueduct for WashingJle received a trilling sentence, but the
star eveleetly thinks Met he is not to be
permitted to brag of it in this neighborhood,
for it says: " Meier Lettecker has been
Ordered to Vancouver Barracks, Washington Territory. ibis is as far away as
be oetild be neut. It la thought at
the department that the President had something to do with this order, Which is regarded
sus it puniehtnent It will be remembered that
the President's indorsement of the findings of
the court-Martial that tried the Major was
Treed with a tine for tine: officer. indicating
f, III ids opinion, lie should receive some
of esintelunetit commensurate with his neg,ct. Thesseewho know the Major are of the
Mien that his erciers to the other limit of the
Uncut will not be a eource ut joy to him."
^
hen Capt. William ' Meredith, tile new chief
he Burette of Engraving and Printing, cohis room to-day lu Company with Chief
lt
c Brackett of tile Treasury Department,
whom he was introduced, be found his desk
covered with floral designs and bouquets, the
gifle Of friends. The induction of Capt.
Meredith tote office caused no changes ,in
His
bureau.
the
predecessor,
E. O.
(leaven, was an advocate of the
orviee law, and by his recommendation that
ensure covers every employe in the building
cepta inennenger and the watchmen. With
begtnnilig of the new fiscal year, the use of
• eighteen steam plate printing presses
oil, throwing fifty-four workmen and assistout of employment. Under the contract of

t holding e hunket in her rieht badie De h.
right is a pony standing and burdened with a pock•
eaddle and two baskets. A ilehetouger loans agalust
tin, pony, aunt near by seated on the sand are two
tisherwomen, a ilog, and baskets tilled eats hall. In
the distance is the sea, on which rests a large
schoouer with ensiled nails. The horizon is dotted
with the but of fishermen and the sky is ffillot
with luminous cloude. Carrells, 251/4 inches by 371/4
inched. Sold for 85.800.
No. 2. "Morning," by Camillo Corot. Large
trees of grayish verdure cover the painting, except
to the left, where an opening affords a glimpse of a
clear sky meeting a vista of distant hills that aie
bathed in the silvery mists of the morning. In this
'melee:ape winged cupids are fluttering among flowers. A nymph has caught one of those and seems
bent on holding him with a thread. Her dress is a
light, short drapery, fasteueil to the shoulders and
thrown backward. Canvas. 61 inches by 511/4
inches. Sold for $11,200.
No. 8. "Biblin," by Camille Corot. This 19 the
last work of Corot. Rallis la lying at the verge of a
woodland that overlooks the sea. The metamorphosis of changing her into an inexhaustible spring
ban &Really begun and the water is lioWing from her
hem, dishov,.:ea Lail. du tile 1110biliO“ inclure the
wood the other children of the nymph Opines,
come running in despair, unable to save their sister. On the right are huge rocks overgrown with
nioubbery, ivy, and lichen. Between the rocks and
the wood is a glimpse of the sea, the sky being lit
up by the setting sun and dotted with opaline
clouds. Canvas, 46 inches by 601/4 inches. Sold for
$16.800.
No. 4. "Evening,' by Camille Corot. In the foregroued is a pond reflecting the light of the setting
sun. A fisherman draws a boat, in which is coated
another fisherman arranging hie net. On the right
is is rocky grotto and a few trees, while to the left is
a hillock surrounded by water. Beyond the pond lea
woody hill lit Up by the last rays of the situ. Canvas. 131/4 inches by 201/4 inches. Sold for $3,200.
No. 5. "The Pond," by.Camille Corot. A sheet ot
water to Me left and lu the haexgrouud retlects the
luminous clouds of a blue-gray sky, and wattle's the
base ot a group of rocks on which trees and shrub
are growing. In the foreground is a zueedsw
sprinkled with flowers. To the left Is a tree delineated against the sky, and near the tree a fisherman sitting in his boat, which is anchored among
the weeds near the bank. Panel. 7 inches by lit
Inches. Sold for $1,220,
No. 6. "1 he Deer Cover," by Gustave Courbet.
In a largo glade shut in by vertical gray reeks is a
limpid stream of spring water. ou the edges of
which are four deer, ono drinking, One eating of the
foliage, one lying down, and one about to ford the
stream. Large. smooth-truuked trees ehade the
glade, and to the right is caught a glimpse of the
sky. Cp.nvas, 67 inches by 80 inches. Sold for
$15,200 to the French Cloverniumet.
No. 7. "The Ballad Singer," by Thomas. Couture.
A man is sitting on a stone in all open country.
with his guitar by his side. Ile is reciting a sorrowful ballad and him audience listen with rapt attention. Two young women are particularly latersuited, and in the middle distance an old man holds
his head with his hands and weeps. Canvas, 67
inched by 551/4 inches, sold for $2,800.
No. 8. "The Return of the Flock." by Charlot
Daubigny. In the foreground a shepherd. assisted
by two doge is driving a numerous flock homeward
Osera verdant plain. It is evening and the daylight
has vanishe,l almost entirely. The full moon rased
In the deep-blue sky over a background of dark hills
and is reflected in a brook that courses beside the
moving flock. Canvas, 411/4 inches by 74 LA inches
Sold for $9.500 to Hemmed. Valladon dt Co.
No. O. "A Brook in the Forest." by Cherie
Daubigny. A brook is flowing over a pebbly Des
and over a little fall into a pond. Teethe right 181
group of two trees, which frame up a 'background o
luxuriant country dotted with trees and fonced.le
fields. In the front is a sombre sloe°, with tare,
trees. To tile loft are two cows standing in the sun
light. Panel, 81/4 inches by 121/4 inches. Sold fo
8,020 to Mme. Pereire.
No. 10. "Joseph Sold by His Brethren," by Alex ,
ender do Camps. A caravan of Arabs In colora
costumes Is shown in au arid, barren, Egyptian
landscape. A gigantic camel stands out against
the hot sky, and at Its toot another cainollies lia!
upon Um earth. Joseph, entirely naked, is bona
led away by his purchasers, whIle to the torte
801110 distance is the group of his brethren. In the
foreground 18 the figure of woman loaning over s
spring that is flowing from the rocks. 'Vultures
are flying in the sky and golden clouds hang above
the horizon. Canvas, 371/4 inches by el inches.
Sold for $8,100.
No. 11. "Monkeys ans Art Experts," by Alexandre Decamps. Four monkeys oddly dressed and
assuming various expressions and poses of critical
wisdom are examining a largo painting that r0.1t1
on an easel. Canvas, 171/4 inches by . 25 inches. Sol(
for $14,000.
No. 12. "The Slinger," by Alexandre Decamps.
In the midst of an old ruin a negro is leaning forward eagerly as ho prepares his sling with which to
kill an owl that sits solemnly on a turret to tile
right and Ln the background. To the left crouches
a woman, who holds back a little boy lest he may
frighten the stinger's game. Canvas. 36 inches by
31 se inches. Sold for $18,400 to Bounsed.
No. le. "Turkish Executioners." by Alexandr•
Decamps. Three Turkish executioners are before
a prison gate. One stands to the right against a
white wall with his musket resting on its butt.
The second one is squatting Wore the gate holding
two ilanklah pistols in his black and bony arum
The third sits at the feet of the second, zed con
verses with him. Canvas, 23 inches by 251/4 inches.
Sold for $6,700 to lionsaod.
No. 14. "linilitog and Scotch Terrier." by Alex
andre Decamps. The terrier stands in motile, whil•
the bulldog lies npon the ground with its head be
tWeen its paws. Both are looking at the spectator.
Cancan, 12ss etches by thie !belies , eold for $9,209.
15 e. 16. "Abe Return of Chrettepher Columbus."

-.-

by F.; g ene Delacroix. Columbus 18 represented 08
mom:ring the steps of the royal palace, at the head
if which the King and Queen of Spain stand to receive him. II8 is followed by a group of AMOtlean
Indians, who are in turn hemmed in by cavaliers
and soldiers. The City is in the distance. Canvas.
34 , e Inches by 45 inches. Sold for $7.200 to Boassod.
11/No. 17. "The Tiger and the Serpent," by Fug/Me
Delacrolx. An enormous tiger is creeping along
the croon elope of a mountain, when it is surprised
by a huge serpent rising from the midst of a cactus
bed to strike. Panel, 12 12 Inches by 15'a inches.
Bold for $7.509.
No. 18. "Othello and Desdernona." by Engel°
Delacrolx. Desdemona, with disheveled hair, is
kneeling St the feet of Othello, who curses und repulses her. To the loft is a Moorish gallery, where
two other figures appear. Panel, 15 10 inches by
12e, inches. bold for $3,000.
No. 19. "Diana, the liuntruse," by Narcisse filai.
Diana appears beneath a tree whose donee foliage is
detached from a blue sky. She holds a bow in her
right band and with her loft takes an arrow from a
rose-colored quiver which Cupid holds up to her.
• She is depicted with full front and her breast, arms,
and right log are nude and brilliantly illuminated.
A white and red drapery is fastened beneath her
breast by a string of pearls which extends over tier
shoulder. She is accompanied by four nymphs,
draped in different colors, while at her feet are two
largo dogs. eager for the chase. Canvas, 46 Inches
by 22 3 ii inches, Sold for $14,200 to Montagnac for

America.
No. 20. "The Descent of the Gypsies," by Narcisse Diaz. A crowd of gypsies of both sexes and
brilliantly costumed le descending a narrow pass
through the forest. In the foreground beneath a
rock is a spring fromwhich two fine dogs are about
to drink. To the loft sits a young woman with a
child in her lap. Canvas, 23 11 inches by 17 inches.
Sold for $6,000 to Remised.
No. 21. "Venus and Adonis," by Narcisse Diaz.
On a rosy-colored drapery thrown over a hillock
Venus, entirely naked, leans in a half-Hitting posture ou Cupid. Close to her right side sititAdonis,
(framed in blue and caressing a big greyhound. A
latni tove is playing on the turf at the foot of
Cupid met another directs his flight to the forest,
Which forms a sombre background. Canvas, 18
Seems by 13% inches. Sold for$7,200.
No.22. "Venus and Cupid," by Narcisse Diaz.
Vezine, with lower part of her body half covered by
a white oirapery, Is loaning against a grassy hillock
beneath a tree. With lier right arm aim caresses a
winged Love that, contemplates her with admiration. cupid sits at her feet trying the point of an
arrow. Panel, 17 34 inches by 11 34 Inches. Sold for
$3,560.
No. 23. "The Pool in the Wood," by Narcisse
Diaz. In the middle of the painting Is a pool of
limpid water entirely surrounded by trees. Ins
green path to the left is a woman bonding down to
gather herbs. In theamckground beyond the pool
:I slope is lit up by the sunlight which breaks
through the foliage and here arid there tottoliee tho
trees 8 of the forest treed. Pistol, 8 inches by
inches. Sold for $1,800.
, No. '25. " Banks of a River," by Jules Duprli. In
/ the foreground is a river reflecting a brilliant sky
with seatterwl clouds. To the right le a splendid
eroup 4.1 trees, while to the left Is a tInhorinan in
his host. Beyond the river is a meadow lit no
by the sun and hacked by a horizon of distant hills.
I. P'old ter *8.000.

figure. Panel, 0 12 Judie by 4lis inches. Sold for

4700. •

No. 52. "The Reader," (in White,) by Meissen
lee Single figure with book held on the knee.
Panel. Sold for $7,200, to Gent.
No. 53. "The Kiss," by ht.:di:teenier. At a park
gate a young man and a young woman exchange a
passionate kiss. Panel, 5 12 inches by VG inchea.
Sold for $6,400.
Painter," by Mcinsonier. The
No. 54. T
painter, with palette in hand, leans back anti cow.
templates his work on an easel. Panel, Sig !aches
by 8 12 inches. Sold for $5,800.
No. 55. "A Chat." by Meissonier. Tw• gentlemen stand and Geelong° snuff while Il os- talk.
Panel, 4' by 24,i Inches. bold for $5,211) to 13008.
sod,
No. 56. "Recital of the Siege of Borg.op.Zoom,"
by Meissonier. Two old mon are seated on a stone
bench in the open air, one listening while the other
talks. Round medallion on wood, 11/4
diameter. Sold for $4,020.
No. 57. "Field Exorcise of a Battery of Artillery
at Vincennes." Panel, 6.4 Wishes toy 7 luches. bola
for $3,200 to Mme. Pereire.
No. 58. " Portrait of Madame X," by Melseouter.
Portrait of a young wontau seated full front in re*
armchair. Panel, 11 34 inches by li‘is 'new, Solil
for $1,420.
1
No. 59. "Painter and Art Amateur," by Mole
earlier. The painter is standing ant the ainoteur
sitting. Panel, 8e,t inches by WI inches. Sold fr.X.,
$3,020.
No. 60. "The Parting Cup," by Meissonier. A
horseman drinks from a cup that a girl hands to
him from the roadside. Panel, 9 14 inches by 7 1 4
Inches. Sold for $1.800.
No, 61. "The Hussar," by Moissonier. The
soldier stands leaning against his white horse near
a hillock, from which the group is detached. Panel,
7 3.6 inches by 5 34 inches. Sold for $3,200.
No. 62. "Study of a Man," by Moinaouler. Panel,
11 34 inches by 7 5a inches. Sold for $1,060.
No.
"rho Angeles." by Jean.Franeole Millet.
This is Millet's well.known masterpiece, and roe .
resents a young couple at eventide standing in
prayer at the conension of their daily toil. Sold
for $11411101), to the French Government for the
Louvre.
No. 64. "The Return from the Fountain," by
Millet. A young peasant woman is returning froin
a well with two pails of water. Sold for $4,120.
.No.66. "Andromache," by Pierre l'aul Veld 'Hon.
Andromache, dressed in white, embraces her little
eon In the presence of throe other women, with the
messenger of Pirellis in the background. Canvas,
4 feet 3 inches by 5 feet 7 inches. sold for $2,100.
No. 68. "Tho lint of the Coachman," by Theo.
dore Rouge:tau. A wontan is Boated at the Ore,
a coaohreati's hut In the midst of an Antupih la
scope. Canvas, Si te inches by 45 inches. Sold fo
$15,100 to Blakesley.
• No. (19. "The Farm In the Wood," by Theodore
Rousseau.
1512 inches by 26 metes. Sold
for $11100 to Knoealor, for the Corcoran Art
Gallery.L
I
No. 70. "Jean do Paris," by Rousseau. A alum.
minding
her
flock
in
a
bright
landscape
in
herd girl
the Forest of Fontainebleau. Panel. 21 3g luches by
17 'echoic Sold for $8,400.
No. 71. "Spring," by Rousseau. A delicate laid
Benito, with a peasant wortan in the foregroun
Panel, 16 limbos by 19 1e in oboe. $5,600.
No. 72. "A Hamlet in N
i
ROIL
Panel, Ski inches by 12 19 b
$4.40(>
^3 "'rho 1cd "
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trinaLisly."

I of poople iu front ot a row of flou se
Arab aicheisa-I lire are intently watching a dance
coss - utod IV arm.' sohllora Can va.s 14 12 itkaleki by
inchoo. Sold for $4,860,
7. 0. 30. "The Chiffa Pass," by Etsgane Fromentin. A sleep ravitio shut In by steep mountains
from which fails perpendicularly a limpid stream
into a clear Omeo, of water. Arabs, with their
Lorne& at e halting about the pool. Cau vas, 47
inches. by 41 inches. Sold for $8,600 to lionssod.
No. 31. "hawking," by Rufinne Fromentin. In
the foreground on a Bandy plain a body of Arab
borseinea in plctureaano costumes are ongagod in
the oport of hawking. One of these, mounted on a
superb white horse, bolds a hoodod falcon on his hand
and leads tao others. Canvas, 23 inches by 28
Males. Sold for $13,200 to Bouesod.
No. 32. "Arabs Alarmed," by Engane Frontontin. At the foot of asleep bill four Arab horsemen
are galloping furiously toward a declivity over
which other borsonion are dlaappoaring, Canvas,
23 10 inches by 36 inches. Sold for $5,140.
No. 33. •• Arab Iforsornon." by EugOne Fromegtin. An Arab horseman is halting near a lilllock
covered with brushivood. Near him IS another
horseman, and in the bacxground aro a number of
othors watorhig their horsos. Canvas, 15 14 inches
by 12as Mama. Sold for $2,740.
No. 34. "The Arab Children," by Eugane
Fromentin. A group of Arab children are playing
on a sandy groond near the border of a wood.
Panel. 10 14 inches by 13 34 inches. Sold for $2,780.
No. 35. "Starting for the Race at Rome," by
Jean.Lonis Gericaula In a Roman scone a number
of high-mottled horses are 'kept in their nlacos by
grooms and a long, strong rope. Soldiers are seen
at the rear of the lioroma and a part of the crowd of
spectators Is shown above in their places of observation. Canvas, 17 12 Inches by 23 inches. Sold for
$1,840.
No. 36. "A Lancer," by Jean- Louis GOricault.
Is standing on the ground leaning against his horse,
which is pawing the earth. There is a horizon of
hills and a sky overcast with storm clouds. Canvas,
18 inches by 17 inches. Sold for $2129.
No. 37. "(Adieus and the Sphinx," by J. A. Do.
roluique Ingree. (Edipus confronts the sphinx,which
has the head and breast of a young woman and the
body of a lion. In one paw it holds a htunau skelm
ten, while the • other is extended threateningly
toward Cations. Canvas, 41 14 inches by 34 19
inclose. Sold for $2,400.
Ne. 38. "A Wedding in the Church of Delft," by
Fugame Isabey. A staircase la ooverea by ladies
and noblemen in rich attire, while below is a crowd.
of spi etators. To the left ou a rich carrot the
youthful brido advances on the arm of a cavalier
Panel, 48 inches by 36% inches. Sold for $15,020 to
Boone.
No. 39. "The Cuirassiers," (1805,) by Jean-Louis.
Ernes t Meissonier. On a vast plain sloping to the
left a regiment of cuirassiers is drawn up in battle
line. In the middle distance is a squadron of march.
leg artillery. To the loft is a group of °Incurs on
horseback. Behind these are several battalions of
gronadiers. On the summit of the hub in the distance is the Emperor Napoleon surrounded by his
staff. Canvas, 4 feet la inch by 0 feat 6 inches.
Sold for $38,000 to tile Duo d'Aurualo Chantilly.
No. 40. s "Playing at Bowls in the Moats of
.A.utlbes," by Meissonier. Several men are play.
leg at bowls in tho moats of a fort, whose walls are
strongly illuminated by tiffs southern sun. Panel.
Sold for $8,900, to Montagnao,
.50. 41,." The Vicar's Wine,' by atolascalor.
s. Catholic priest and a gentleman are drinking at
a table on which are fruits and bottles of wine.
The priest holds tho stem of a gloss in his right
hand and calls the attention of his companion to
die wino. Panel, 4as inches by 6 inches. Sold for
$18,020, to Guyon.
No. 42. ." Painter and Art Amateur," by Blois- onler. Tho amateur regards a painting on an
easel with complaisance, while the painter with
palette in hand regards the amateur with an amused
expression. Panel. 9 inches by 7 14 inches. Sold for
1;12,620, to Boma
IN o. 43. "Young Mau Writing a Lotter," by Mois.
souier. In an elegant study a young man is seated
at a table deeply engrossed in writing a letter.
Panel, 9 inches by 64 inches. Sold for $13,100.
No. 44. "The Bowl Players at Versailles." by
111 eiosonnier. Several gayly dressed noblemen are
playing at bowls in an alloy (Attie garden of the castle
at Versailles. Two ladies mingle with the players
and others are looking on. Roses and nollyhooks
tiro blooming on the well and there is a flower bed
to titi' loft. Panel, 5 10 inches by 7 34 inches. Sold
for $14,200. to Boussod.
No. 45. "The Throo Smokers," by Meissonier.
Three men arc seated at a table smoking and drink.
leg beer. They are ongaged in convorsation mid
:heir faces reflect their emotions. Panol, 4 ia inohos
by 5 inches. Sold for $8,400.
No. 46. "Bowl Players at.Autibos." Dy Meissonlor. Eight bowl players are engaged in the game
on the highest part of a shoro in front of a wall
with buttresses. To tluaright is a fort near the blue
ova, which is kissod by the sunshine. The back.
ground bl of distant lulls. Panel, 43g inched Dy
Inches. Sold for $12,000, to Tedesco.
No. 47. "The Writer Mcartating," by Molasonior,
An old man sits at a tablo and touches his lips with
his quill pen while lie ponders over what he has
writton. Panel. 6'2 inches by 4 1s inches. Sold for
$9,900.
No. 48. "The Reading of the Manuscript," by
Moiseonier. A young man leanaLhaek ill an armchair engrossed in a mauusoript which he hold* in
his left hand, while ho touches his lips with a
quill held in his right hand. Pauel, 6 inches by 44
Inchea. Sold for 4000.
lam 49. "Tho Roatier,""by Meissonier, This is
another study of a younwanan deeply engrossed in
a book. Panol, 7tgiuches by 5 14 inches. Sold for
*13,200,
No. 50. "Troop of Musloetoore," by Melesouler.
On a grayish roast winding round a hill covered
with reddish heath is a troop of musketeers on
liorsebaok moving to the algid and dresited in differ.
out colora. In the foreground is a waste land
Panel, 4 'g inches by 7a. limbos. Sold for $7,320.
lati. 51. "Thu Smoker." by Meladouler. A single

rm. un
sut woman on foot. The road winds arou
little grocri hill dotted with rooks.. Vaucl, 5 14 1
by 9 42 inchoo. Sold for $:180.
No. 76. " Fording." b constant '1 rOYon.
peasant woman and her dog drive a herd of cows
across a wide brook. To tho 103 is a summit of
grassy slope, and to the right a green forest. Canyon, 38 1a inches by 51 triches. Sold for $41t0Oto
Boussod.
• No. 77. "Cows In the Pastore." by Constant
Troyon. Canvas, 38 inches by 51 inches. Sold for
StipOato Blakosloy.
No. 78. "The Setter," by Troyen. Canvas, 64
inches by 51 inches. Sold for $14,000 to Bons:sod.
No. 79. "Pasturage In Normandy," by Troyer'.
A meadow., with cows and sheep. Panel, 15 inches
by 21 10 inches. $6,300.
No, 80. "Descent of the Cows," Troyen. Canvas.
21. inches by 14 inehoo. sold for $1,42o b ss natter.
• No. 81. - Sheep in a Pored," by Troyen. Panol,
18 inches by 14 inches.' Sold for $8,720 to Mom
tagntm.
No. 82. "Tho Poultry Yard," by Troyesage#Pancl.
14's inches by 16'u inches. Sold for $7,240.
No. 83. "A Dutch Cavai," by Felix Zama Conroe. '27 inches by 41 int,P•Ll Of, The following are the water Colors and draw
Inge distmeed of to-day:
No. 84. "Jesus Among the Scribes," by Alex
auder do Camps, 14 inches by 18 inches. $5,700.
No. 85. "Rabelais," by Eugene Delacroix. 10
inches by 7 34 inches. $260.
No. 86. "Portrait of the Actor Rognlor," by
Delacroix. Pencil drawing, 1012 inches by 7 inches.
Sold for $30,000 to Constant Coquelin, the French
comedian.
No. 87. "Portrait of La Fontaine," by 'flares.
Pencil drawing, 8 14 inches by 6 12 inches. $320.
No. 8 8. "Portrait of Poussin," by Ingres. Pencil
drawing, 8 14 inches -by Goa inches. $190.
No. 139. "Louis XIV. Presenting the Dauphin to
the Spanish Ambassadors," by Eugfine Lomi, 17
inches by 25 inches. $1,020.
No. 90. "The Meet," Loud, 11 1a inches by 1
inches. $880.
No. 01. "Reception Day at Versailles," by Loma
16 1 2 inches by 12 inches. $640.
Ne. 92. "The Serenade," by Louis Leloir. 40¼ by
17 1a. $3,240.
No. 93. "The Chess Players," a sepia by Molesonier, 8 14 by 6 34 inches. Sold for $4,500, to
Marinoni.
No, 134. "A Bully," by'Paeissonler. A sepia 12'
Incites by 8 34 inches. $1,450.
No. 95. "A Trumpeter on Ilorsoback,"Nt
senior. A China ink drawing, 13 54 hoolitaa. $1,300.
No. 06. "A Gentleman of -the Time of Lou'
XIV.," by Meissonier. Drawing in China ink
inches by 5 1a inches. $ 1240.
No. 97. "A Gentleman Curling his Mustach
by al °Moonier. A sepia, lltms inches by 71., Inc
$2,020.
No. 98., "Portrait of Corneille," by Meisso
Crayon, 9 1* inches by 6 134 inches. $200.
No. 00. "Portrait of a Man," by Meissonier.
Drawing in blue-black, 10 12 inches by 74 inches.
$180.
No. 100. " Peasant Watering Two Cows," by Joan
Francois Millet. Pastel; 28 inches by 87 11101WS
$1,200,

No. 101. "The Shepherd Girl," by Millet.
tel, 14 inches by 184s inches. $5,040.
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A.ND MARBLES BROUGHT.
'DETAILS OF THE SALE *JOT HERETOFORE
GIVEN — NO MORE SUCH LOOKED
FOR—THE FAMILY OF MILLET. -

Pious, July 8.—The cable wire has given
you full details of the first two days of the
Secretan sale, where art stood erect and
triumphant in the face of coin. The sale
shows again that to buy pictures—that is,
pictures of merit—is a better investment
than to dabble in wild speculation. The
printer's ink still illustrates the theme here
and the details of the last day's sale of
bibelots, which the cable has not covered
except in five lines. The official list in
order runs as follows, to which I add names
of purchasers. when the so-called secret profeerionnel does not limit observation or innocent inquiry :
A white marble statue by de Reek. representing Cupi d standing, with light drapery around
the bouy, leaning against a tree trunk, in the
right hand a mask. Date, 1715. It was sold
for 3,9001. Its height is 33 Inches.
Two groups of children riding upon aolphins,
attributed to Vincenzi Deuti, an artist of the
sixteenth century. brought 11,100f. Height 26
Mates.
A vase formed of a woman dressed In the
costume of the sixteenth century, holding a bird
in the right hand and a flower in the loft, the
drese and coiffure gilded. belonging to the German school of the sixteenth century, height 9
leohee, sold for 805f.
A white marble bust of a supposed EnglIsn
magistrate, wearing a mantle and collarette of
the eighteenth century, 28 inches in height
without the pedestal, a Very line work, but
without historical Interest, went very cheap at
4,1001.

Two busts of the Flemish school with fur garments went for 1,100 1 .
An example of the Fontainebleau school, sixteenth century, Atapliitrite standing upon a
shell with two Cupids presenting arrows, 2
meters ni height, sold for 6,4001.
Four white marble Venuees of the French
School, with ouplde, flowers, &o., height 25
Inches, sold for 8.400f. to a German dealer.
A.0 Italian flfteeuth century bas-relief went
for 515f.
Another Italian bas-relief representing war
scenes went for 1,I50f.
A white marble seventeenth century Italian
console, supports lie meters high went for
700f.

A white marble mantel, modern work, over 2
meters high, 4,300 1.
A group by Faloonet, with a bust of Catherine
the Great, was bought by Mme. Edward Andre,
the banker's wife, formerly Nelly Jacquemart ,
the portrait painter, elie gave 20,0001. for IL
It is over a ureter high.
" Eve Tempted by the Serpent," a statue of
Falguière, signed 1880, 2 meters high, sold for
12.000f.

Two charming statuettes of Gauthier, of
1760—One a Bacchus, a boy Carrying grapes in
his raised shirt, and the other a young glri carrying off eggs and wheat ears—only 17 inches
high, brought '.I0,600f.
A Statue of Apollo of Girardon went for 3,800f.
A white marble Diana. attributed to Jean
GenJon, bis lushes in height, a very tine Wert,
went dirt cheap at 3401.
Two nude figures ot Foyealle, Crnelug, went
for 5,8001.
A marble group of Puget, 2 tnelies in height
and over, 1,5001.
of the Sculptor 'Won, signed
Roland, 1800, went lut 4,900f.
A bust of Saint Madeleine, aCcieinted to
Canova, went for 805f.
A terre (mite bas-relief, framed in a gilt frame,
signed Clodion, was bought for 8,1001. by Alley,
the famous store and garden iron chair manufacturer.
Another Clodion terre (mite bas-relief representing the triumph of Beeches. nineteen tip
111•0S, brought 6,0001.
A terre unite group of Clodion, Cuplds and
flowers, with a Stand of black woocjwIth Louis
XVL ornaments in gilt, fetched 11,0001.
A Cloillou terra *mite, teree nymphs dancing,
2,5001.
A woman, statuelte, signed Pierre -Miehel

net quite half a yard in height, went
for .1,7001.
A worg attributed to Clodion, a bacchante,
&ma for 3,800f.
Two very beautiful vanes of terre write of the
eighteenth century Italian school went for

1,000f.
• A. small terre culte statue of a bacchante,

signed Maria, with Is Very pretty head and
graceful figure. 3,000f.
Another uy the same artist, 3,800f.
A very largo cud beautiful white ivory plate
of fruit, fish, game, and shells. in the metre a
medallion of charity, was bought by Christine
Nileson — Countess de Vallejo-Miranda— for
1,650f.

A large ivory vtdretome. or drinking elem.
showing different people making tuner toilet,
silver uandle suit support, and the work very
beautiful, brought 1,7201.
A rant relief in ivory, giving Baoehus and
Arladne, 2,050f.
of Gorman sixteenth century
A p
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throng, butA all the picture-interested. art
aristocracy, dealers from everywhere,
critics from nowhere, and all the blue blood
of the land, and there to keep them long
hours, wretched from lack of pure air, and
howling with excitement, is a remarkable
spectacle and one nover to be forgotten. A
reunion of Parisians is always enervating.
They are nervous, vibrating, and uneasy.
eccentric to a degree of madness, and
emotional to illness. If it were all
art enthusiasm it would be well; or even
were it the rime d'or consecration of the
nineteenth century, as applied to any and
everytling—successful. l'he artist has
very little to do with it, and the glorious
days of Benvenuto Cellini—when the Pope
ordered him to be released at once from
prison, where he had been sent for killing
some vile bourgeois — are over. Cellini said
that if an artist had to be treated like any
ordinary mortal it was not worth while
being a genius, and the Pope agreed with
Even Millet had to submit to the common
law, but his family are not as poor as they
have been represented. His children are
all well settled in life, and the widow has
an Income of about three thousand dollars
a year. I am told. Nevertheless, the
" Angelus" is not at the Champ de Mars, as
was first concluded, but at the Petit Gallery.
where visitors are invited to subscribe—not
lees than a franc, and as much more as they
may please—for the benefit of the Millet
family and the families of the victims of
the late St. Etienne accident. There is ono
striking reflection in the career of Millet.
lie could and did paint what he liked.
How many artists can do that now The
most fortunate must pot boil in order to be
able to satisfy the craving and necessity of
their own secret ambition and hope.
Another philosophical reflection strikes
me. There are only two nations in the
world who respect and sustain their own
artists. One is England above all others,
and the other is rich little Holland. Perhaps Americans might take this hint, and if
they ever mean to have a national school
they must. May a word to the wise, rich
and poor, be sufficient. Give a square inch
of the Stars and Stripes to the development
and liberal patronage of home talent. If it
has been cultivated abroad, so much the
bettor for general tuition; if it has sprung
into life on native soil, so much the better
for our children's sense of beauty.
To return to the "Angelus." The detail
you may not know is that 1,1400f. was really
paid for it to Millet by M. Albert Feydeau. The owner soon tired of it , and, notwithstanding the rising popularity of the
artist, he sold it to M. Pierre Blanc, the
father-in-law of Alfred Stevens, the painter.
I think that M. Blanc was a Brussels dealer,
or at least interested in the picture house
of M. Arthur Stevens. In any case the
"Angelus' soon fell into the hands of the
latter, who sold it for 5,000f. to M. Van
Praet, the famous collector. M. Van Vvoutt
exchanged the "Anvelais" for the" Be
rgbre
and the former went subsequently to M.
,
Gavot and then told. Papelin, and minallir to
the dealer Durand Ertel. It even went tieLondon. M. Deschadepa tells me thetjp
had it in London for three mouths in 1.87M.
awl could net get 30,0004 for
M. Du - td Ruel sold It tot 88.000f. to M.
John Ibsen. On March 14, d
was made at 3 Avenue Hoche, and 130.000f.
was asked for the "Angelus," and 160,000
given by Messrs. Defver and Sécretan, who
.d_rew lots as to its possession.
'Mott- %Wit be a vast deal more said
about Millet: but-- since a bright little
American girl of seven - Summers told mu
all his history, and much more than
knew—gathering her information from the
St. Aieholae - 1 begin to dread the chestnut
bell, and think that pen prudence might
wise newspaper precaution.
L. K

a.
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ART NOTES.
When it was decided to cleanse the " Ronde
de Nuit" of Rembrandt at Amsterdam, the
methods pursued have been described as follows
kfopmann, the restorer at the museum:
For years this Rembrandt has been covered by
a thick coating of varnish, in which time has
sot up various molecular changes. Toe varnish
has become soiled and cracked, rough and
opaque in every part. This roughness and lack
of transparency had grown so great in late years
that it was impossible to sue even the great
beauty of the picture; so much so that many
perecras thought that it was necessary to have
It stripped of Its varnish But that was not absolutely necessary. It was enough to make the
varnish transparent down to the layer of pigmenta. That operation I performed in this way.
At the roughest places where the varnieh had
been turned almost to powder by time, 1 made it
a little more even by rubbing it with
my lingers. Then I rubbed with my linger ends the whole of the picture until it became
a little soft. when I covered the surface with a
little copal varnish. Placing the picture
ou the ground face upward, E inverted over It a box made exactly to fit. The
bottom of the box contained a double fold of
absorbent cloth, which 1 completely maturated
with pure alcohol in such a way that not a
single drop fell on the picture. It remained
exposed to the vapors of alcohol for twenty
minutes. At the instant I raised the box the
painting howed up more beautiful than anybody of the present generation has ever been
permitted to see It. The varnish has become
transparent down to the layer of colora Everything can be seen distinctly now; a lot of line
crevices in the varnish have entirely disappeared; all parte of the picture are clearer, and
the general appearance is so imposing that nobody will demand the removal of that varnish
to which the picture owes its warm and liariuouloas tones." This is his report to M.
Durand-G'raville of the Gazelle des Beuur- Arts,
Who adds: "Six weeks ago the 'Ronde de Nuit'
gave the effect of clear sunlight obscured by a
brown, thick, and very dirty pane of glass;
to-day it gives the effect of clear sunlight oh'
scored by a pane less brown, less thick, and
perfectly transparent." Objects never before
seen in the background are now visible, and the
colore of plumes tri the hate of the citizen soldiers and dresses of the women have come out
as veritable surprises.
The late Joseph Donath Koecker of Philadelphia bas left his property in trust for the use of
the local chapter of the American Institute of
Architects. Its value is about $30,000.
The equestrian Jeanne d'Aro, by the sculptor,
Paul Dubole, shows a slender maiden on a briskstepping horse. She wears a close-fitting helmet, cuirass, chain under armor, cuissard for
tile thighs, and iron shoes and leg covers. She
looks up us if chie saw a vision in the sky , and
holds up a large sword, her right elbow being
bent as she brandishes the sword to right and
rear. The movement of the horse is strongly
expressed by its tall, which floats almost straight,
as if a stiff breeze were blowing. The uplifted
aria bearing the heavy, straight sword must
give in time a Wearisome impression to a etatue
*idea is full of tine modeling and good points.
-Ikea& as sobriety of treatment and simplicity in
Irkpreselon. Much less sober In accessories but
tar Mare restful is the Jeanne d'Arc by Fremiet,
41' Illob he proposes to substitute for that standing
the Place dos Pyramides. The standard she
'with right hand high on the staff, tbe
a of laurels that atends nnright from the
of her head, the floating ends of her scarf,
orriaruental traits that enliven this statue
Put being strictly needed to express the
s cluareater arid cai cor cf ùo Maid or Orleans.
But there Is no sense of being wearied la Frinlet's Jeanne. She Is ou a high saddle and
holds her lege straight, while her lips and the
left baud, bolding the ()ladle, express great determination. Tile new Jeanne is reallr-tffa
same us the old, the sculptor trisses'y'sfo-string to
substitute a large _Caps - leaf the well-known
statue. Brita-S-titu same time he has made oarshougerr in the direction of the picturesque.
Tim face is is little older ana sterner and has
lost the look of a child Rolm: to battle without
ear of consequences, which is one of the charms
the old statue. It may be permitted to o
whether Frenoiet has been wise to make

JOHN J. O'BRIEN'S FOES.
The special committee appointed by the Re
publican County Committee to reorganize the
Eighth Assembly District Republicans so as to
deprive John .5. O'BrIen of power has decided
that it can re-enroll Iii twelve hours all the
persons qualified for membership in the Republican association. It has finally procured the
right to sit in Golden Rule Hall, 125 and 127
Rivington-street It will bold three eesaions
there, the first two from 7 to 10 o'clock on the
evenings of Monday and Tuesday, Aug. 5 and
6, and the thlrefrom I to 10 o'clock P. M. on
Wednesday, Au . 7.
The O'Brienites will all be on hand to re.
enroll, and they say they hope the committee
will endeavor to follow the rule after whir% the
meeting place is named. If it does not, they
hint that they will strive to recall the rule to
recognition. Trouble will probably grow out of
the fact that Messrs. John It Nugent, Henry C.
Batty, and John Collins, who are a majority of
the committee, will Insist on reading the rule as
"Do unto others as others have done unto you."
The O'Brien crowd have done many things unpleasant to them.
Au indication of the purposes of the Republicans who wish to wrest power from John
J. O'Brien is found in the work attributed to
Samuel Roberts, an Inspector in the Custom
House and a devoted follower or Police Justice
Jacob M. Patterson. This man is charged with
going to Eighth District Republicans—friends
of O'Brien—who bave produced places in the
Federal service, and of having advised them
that not only had they better re-enroll,
but that it would also be well for
them LU vote at the coming Primary
for the anti-O'Brien ticket. The O'Brienites
are angry at Roberts. In their anger they
have been converted to seine sort of a regard
for the civil service law. They talk of Roberts
as acting in flagrant violation of the rule
against pernicious political partlsauelsip, and
intimate that they will make aim wish he had
been less active in it Tarry also say that Inspector Roberts has gone through the Eighth
Assembly District hinting to Republican saloon
keepers that When they get into the clutobes
of the police for breaking the excise law
a friend at court Is a good stick to lean
upon, and that they are more likely to bave
such a support if opposed to O'Brien than it Ms
followees. There are three Republican Police
Justices and all of them are opposed to John J.
O'Brien and Ma works. As O'Brien's worke are
very largely Tammany aavantages, the five
County Democracy Police Justices also might
he disposed to treat his liquor-dealing friends
with severity. But then, as there are eight
Tammany Police Justices friendly to O'Brien,
"it might be as well," said one of his coterie
last night, "for the saloon keepers to stick to
him." Anyhow, tillage are lively in the Eighth

THE 111 1ATHEE.
July 26-8 P. M—For Maine,
New-Hampshire, and Vermont, showers, preceded by fair, no decided change in temperature, variable winds, becoming easterly.
For Massachusetts, Rhode islana, and Connecticut, fair, followed by rate Saturday night,
Ike threatening weather and rainfall continuing Sunday, no decided change in temperature,
variable winds, becoming easterly.
WAsETINGTON,

For Eastern .,eim York, Eastern. Pennsylvania,
ew-Jersey, and Delaware, rain, preceded by fair

in northern portions of Eastern hew- York, no de.
cided chanye in temperature, except warmer in
northern psrlion of bastern Agar _Fork, easterly
winds.

For the District of Columbia, Maryland, and
Virginia, rain, continued low teultisrasiss
lowed Sunday by svartcar srafterfIr winds.
For West Vaginits, Western Penueylvania,, and
cetera New-York, rain, continuing on Sunday
la Western Pennsylvania arid Western Newark, no decided change in temperature, except
slightly warmer in West Virginia, variable
winds, southeasterly on the lakes.
The following shows the changes In the temperature for the past twenty-four hours, in
comparison with the corresponding Gate of last
year, as indicated by the thermometer at Hadnut's pharmacy, 218 Broadway:
1888.
1889.
1888.
1889.
700
SA. M
6801 330 P. M..al°
600
08°
6 A. DI
Oes 6 P. M
83°
76°
9 A. M
760
70°1 If P. M
80°
711°
12 M
.810
78°112 P. M
76.
670
Average temperature yesterday
71 ase
Average temperature tor same time last year 78 0
A WEDDING IN PATERSON.

PATERSON, N. J., July 26.—A very quiet but
none the less charming wedding occurred last
evening at the resilience of Mrs. Henry C. Dorealms in Water-street, this city, when her
daughter, Miss Salome Williams, was married
to Mr. William Nelson of this city. The bridal
couple stood beneath a floral bell in a bay window. The bride was attired in white surah silk
with long train, the skirt looped up on one side,
with long heavy taseels hanging at the otter.
The corsage was V gasped, filled in with crepe

717,7
700f.

Mars and Venus in alabaster, 700f.
A red porphyry bust of a man, life size, supposed to be a Roman Senator, 220f.
Two large porphyry vases with lids, height
26 inches, 10,000f.
A bronze female bust of the Italian sixteenth
century, 480f.
A bronze bust of the period of Cardinal Richelieu, with the ermine mantle arid Order of the
klaint Esprit. 6.000f.
Two statuettes of Mars and Venus, 2,280f.
A warrior of the Italian school, 1,200f.
"David Killing Gollob," 1.300f.
A bronze equestrian statue of Theodore
Trivala, 1,780f.

A bronze bust by Nicola Pisano, 1,700f.;
bought by dealer Blakesloy, bidding against
Allez.

An Italian bronze doorimooker, very handsome, large, anti heavy, 1,520f., to Allez.
A bronze statuette of Bacchus, 1,0501.
Statuette of a man, 820f.
A bronze mortar, 640f.
The same thing, but especially beautiful in
carved work, 2,200f.
A small grouper the sixteenth century French
school. representing Hercules lighting a liou,
knee made into a clock, 1,420f.
A large and line bronze group of the Louis
XIV. time, a scene from Didou's history, highly
ornamented. 8,1001.
Two companion groups—oue OrIthye and
Bork), the other Proserpine and Pluton, period
Lotus XIV., 10,5001.
Of the Sallie period, a Hercules when a child,
5,900f.

An Apollo, 1,700f.
A statuette of a man, 1,120f.
A brooze group, French school, eighteenth
century, 1,450.1.
A Hercules overcomiug the Centaur, same

The same group in diffetent attitudes, 3,900 1 .
A bas-relief signed S'iriboo. 1604, 320f.
Two statuettes of Cupid. time of Louis XVI.,
1,000f.

A group by Canova in bronze, a masterpiece.
hold for a mere song, 1,700f.
A silver medallion. eixteenth century, 580f.,
and a companion piece. 580t.
A cup of silver, "Suzanne Surprised at the
Bath." 320 1.
A silver cup, 450f.
A small repoussé silver round cup, gilded Inside, dated 1584 . German work, sixteenth
century, 2.350f.
A largo and handsome plateau in repoussé
and ciselé silver, with handles, the centre subject a sacrifice to Diana, was bought by Mr.
Blakesrey for 3.600f.
A silver statuette of an angel holding a palm
in one baud and a trumpet in the other, 680f.
A vermeil chalice. German, sixteenth century
'work, 1,060f.
Here began the stained-glass windows. The
first one, over two meters high, representing
Francis L praying, went for 468 1 .
A square vitrail brought 300f.
Christ. surrounded by saints, 1.550f.
A beautiful Urbino vase, 1,3001.
A damaged Urbino vase, 300f.
8èvres vases half a yard high, old Sèvres,
pate tendre, blue relief leaves, medallions of
Cupids, and a cover, 20,100f.
A beautiful old Sèvres vase of light green,
with four medallions in the Boucher style, was
given away at 19,000f.
Two small Sèvres vases, bleu de Roi, with medallions of birds and foliage, 4,400 1 .
Two similar vases, 6,100f.
Christine Nilsson bought a large oval vase of
blue and gold for 5,600f.
A dinner unit dessert service of old Sèvres,
with bouquets of flowers, 137 pieces In all, luchiding 47 soup plates anti only 58 dinner
plates, 8.000f.
A inte - a- tête set, blue and gold, with flowers,
3.900f.

Some old ehinallower Jars brought 10,000 1 .
Some china vases brought 5,300f.
A Louis XVI. clock hi-ought 750f.
, An old Saxe porcelain group, " Triumph of
l polio," 7,500f.
A huge bronze clock, Louis XVI., was cheap
it 4,700f.
Two large bronze eighteenth century candelabra, coming Iro m the collection of the
Dr:chess of Montobetto, 27.000f.
Two vases of gilded bronze, 20,000f.
Nilsson bought also a parlor Louis XVI. set of
carved gilt with antique brocade, a sofa, and
four chairs, 7,500f.
Sedelmoyer bought a large gilt bed with
cream and ruse brocade for 8,050f.
Some chairs and tables of the Louis X tir. and
XVi. porions went cheap, considering their
orlginal cont.
The sale closed with the famous tapestry.
Five Gobelins of the Regency, representing
dancing scenes, animals, and dowers, with perfect borders, were bought by It Minn for
85,0001.

This celebrated Mercian sale is remarkable because it really ends the private gallery collections of Paris. Hundreds of
amateurs have precious paintings, but tpey
are few in number, if choice hi selection,
and will probably never see public) sales.
They belong to the .1 amille. The SiScretan

• •

The tulle veil was caught up st either shoulder
with exquisite pearl ornaments worn by the
bride's grandmother more than half a century
ago, ana similar ornaments were worn at the
neck and corsage.
Miss Helen Graubert of New-York City and
Miss Lorne Adams of this city were bridesmaids, each carrying a basket of lovely flowers.
The ushers were Messrs. John Ackerman and
George Ackerman of Passaic. The ceremony
was performed by the Rev. Dr. T. A. Nelson of
Brooklyn, a cousin of the groom , assisted by
the Rev. F. E. Miller and the Rev. Dr. David
Magie of Paterson. Among the guests were the
Hon. John Hopper and wife, Mr. Robert L Hopper and dauguter, Major S. V. t3. Muzzy and
wife, Dr. W. B. Johnson and wife, and other
representatives of leading families of Paterson,
and Mr. James Buckley, General Eastern Passenger Agent of the New-York, Lake Erie and
Western Railroad, and Mr. Charles G. Buckley
of New-York. Tne bridal couple started on a,
trip to Watkins Glen, Niagara Fails, and Saratoga.
BARNUM'S TRIP TO LONDON.

Barnum & Bailey's agent, George O. Starr,
signed a contract yesterday with the Anchor
Line Steamship Company for the traneier of
the Barnum & Bailey show to England next
Fall. By this contract the people connected
with the show are to sail on the City of Rome
Oct. 16 and the show is to be shipped on the
Furnessia Oct. 19. The latter is to go directly
to London and the former to Liverpool. Barnum himself is to go, and he will take his entiro
show as exhibited here. Other attractions of
an American character are to be added, and

MOM
Barnett) 6: ISalley'S agents are noweugaged

tu

scouring the United States for features with
wince to entertain the British.
The show will be exhibited in the Olympia,
London, and will not be shown outside of the
British oapital. The opening will be on or
about Nov. 10 and excursion trains will be run
from all parts of the United Kingdom during
the time of exhibition. It is expected that the
show will be brought back to America about
April 1, after which It will be exhibited in the
new Madison-Square Garden, as it is expected
that tile new structure will be completed by
that time.

THE AUGUST "FORUM."
The Forum as is its habit, does not disappoint
the reader; its articles will all bear reading and
repay the time spent in doing so. John G. Carlisle replies with candor and force to Senator
Morrill's recent roseate paper on the future of
the Republican Party, and Edward Atkinson
dismisses the problem of poverty in an optlmistie way; the poor are becoming better oft,
ho says, and ,the rich are getting smaller returns in proportion to capital. Bishop /Mae.
discussing "Government by Aliens." concludee
that the time has come to govern America by
honest American voters, a combination having
taken place by which alienism has entered
" like a Troian horse arawa over broken walls
by our own infatuated hands and already is
threatening our inheritance with Flat
for our premature and ignoble epitaph." A
paper on "The Extinction of Leisure," by Alfred
H. Peters, is a thoughttul and wholesome contribution.
BAD STORMS IN MINNESOTA.

MORRISTOWN, M inn., July 26.—One of the
worst storms ever experienced here came up
about 4 o'clock yesterday afternoon. Clouds
moved in every direction resembling cyclonic
clouds, flailsIones as largo as egos fell, accompanied by a heavy wind and rain storm. Two
large barns were demolished and other buildings were unroofed.
At Anoka the most terrific thunder and rain
storm for years passed over the city. Three
wooden buildings were washed into the river.
Much damage is reported by the wind, which
appeared to be in the form of a cyclone.
tt New-Prairue, Minn., a tornado '200 feet
wide passed halt a mile west of the place. One
house was dashed to pieces, live railroad cars,
wheat laden, were thrown twenty feet from the
track, and crops in the path of the storm Were
utterly demolished. No lives were lost.
THREATENED BY BALD ENOBBERS.

FORSYTHE, MO., July 26.—When Justice of the
Peace Johns entered his office in the county
building here IRIS morning ho found his books
and papers had been removed and thrown into
the muddy street. On Ills desk he found tale
notice, written in pencil on a piece of paper;
If you don't leave the county in ten days you
BALD KNOntit RS.
will be lynched.
Mr. Johns has been an active antl-Bald Knobher.
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Toronto, January, 1889.
Dear Sir,
beg to inform you that the Annual Exhibition of the CANADIAN
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next, in the National Gallery, Ottawa,

--47»

All work must be delivered unpacked at the Gallery not later than Thursday,

28th February.
Arrangements have been made on behalf of Exhibitors with T. Wilson & Co.,
123 Sparks Street, Ottawa, who will undertake to receive all works, deliver them
unpacked at the Gallery, repack and return them to Exhibitors.
Artists are, of course, at liberty to consign their Works to other agents, should
they so desire.
The Academy will pay freight on Members' works ; all others must be delivered
free of charge.
All Works at risk of owners ; but an insurance during the period of Exhibition
will be effected by the Academy.
Appended hereto is a printed form which intending Exhibitors will please fill
up, giving full title of Picture, with price.
The title of Picture should be placed on back of each frame, with name and
address of Artist.
Kindly return Form as soon as possible to this address :

(JAMES SMITH,

Secretary-,

31 Adelaide Street East, Toronto.

royal Œa11246(2ill AosNerny 0 ,
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TO THE SECRETARY:

Please receive for Exhibition, subject to the couditious of your Circu lar:
n

DESCRIPTION OR TITLE OF WORK SENT.

No.

A rt ist's Signature
Address

PRICE.
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Nevertheless, whatever criticism may be incurred applies to the question of publishing such news at all rather than to the substance or
style of this particular case.
Which is all very well, and is worth saying, but LIFE
would like to have seen its neighbor add that for one Brooklyn paper at least this tragedy had settled the question

Published every Thursday, $5. 00 a year in advance, postage free. Single
copies, io cents. Back numbers can be had by applying to this o ffi ce. Vol.
I. , bound, $30.00; Vol. II., bound, Sto.00; 'Vols. III., IV., V., VI., VII.,
IX., X., Xi. and XII., bound, or in flat numbers, at regular rates.
Rejected contributions will be destroyed unless accompanied by a stamped
and directed envelope.
Subscribers wishing address changed will greatly facilitate matters by
sending old address as well as new.

whether "such news" is fit to publish.
The unwarranted invasion of private life by American
newspapers is one of the shrieking evils of the day. Hundreds of them, some of the very biggest and richest, make a
regular business of prying into private concerns of private
people, to enable them to afford their readers a constant

EVER AL months ago a lumber dealer in Elmira, had a
dispute with a workman, which became so warm that
he struck the man on the head with a strip of board which
he held in his hand. To his horror his adversary dropped in
his tracks and died then and there. Examination showed
that his skull was abnormally thin so that a blow which
would have done another man no serious injury had finished
him.

supply of tattle and gossip.

SS

A

FORTNIGHT ago the Brooklyn Eagle printed a story
about one of its young fellow-townsmen who got married in the absence of his parents and without their knowledge. He was a youth of good character and had married a
respectable girl with the consent of her friends. There was
nothing scandalous about the story and nothing that would
naturally be expected to hurt the young man very much if it
got into print. Nevertheless, when he saw the Eagle's article
he went to his office and blew out his brains, leaving a disconsolate widow, and lamenting friends, and leaving the
Eagle in a very uncomfortable state of remorse.

T

HE Elmira man had possibly acquired a habit of banging his employees when his temper was stirred. The
Brooklyn Eagle, like a great many other newspapers, had
undoubtedly formed the habit of printing any likely bit of personal gossip that it could gather, with less regard to the feelings of the people involved than to the taste of the general
public.
Both are mighty bad habits, and persons or journals who
indulge in them are liable to be brought up with a round
turn of disagreeable experience.
I N commenting on the case in which it had had a hand the
Brooklyn Eagle said :
The Eagle profoundly regrets the event, and freely admits that too
much care and discrimination cannot be employed in the treatment of
news of that kind in which the account of yesterday may be classed.

T

HE ghoulish "enterprise" of the jackal World, in Dr.
Brown's case, is of such recent occurrence that it will
be recalled. For that shameful crime there was no redress
any more than there is for this unlucky bit of impertinence
of the Eagle.
There ought to be some redress. The Elmira man who
broke the workman's skull, was at least put under arrest to
await the verdict of the coroner's jury, but no officer of justice has troubled the World, nor will any one try to arrest
the Eagle. It is a pity.

W

ITHOUT wishing the editor of the Eagle any per-

sonal harm, or considering him morally guilty of
young Van de Linde's death, LIFE could see him languish
in jail with a right good will, until the culpability of his
journal had been determined by a jury or a court. When
accidents like Van de Linde's case happen, some one besides
the victim ought to get hurt. It is a mighty lame excuse for
smashing in a man's skull to say that you supposed it was
thicker, and it is a lame excuse for driving a sensitive man
to self-destruction to say that he should have had a tougher
hide and a better-regulated mind.

T

HE French, always on the front line of progress, have
added a new crime to their list. It is "homicide by
imprudence," and is defined as causing the death of another by any foolish act not criminal in itself. If we had
such a crime on our list, the valued Eagle would stand
a chance of learning what was the penalty for it. But
Americans are slow in such matters, and in the absence of
a punishment that really fits its fault, there is nothing for it
but to invite the Eagle to take a seat in the pillory along
with the New York World. Disgrace in such company
ought to be punishment enough for a paper that really
seems to have been unlucky rather than recklessly brutal.
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AT PARIS.

American Painter (wilt: realistic tendencies):
ONE

OR TWO OF MY FIGURES UNDER WATER.

MY FRIENDS THINK THE COMPOSITION A TRIFLE
FORMAL, AND SUGGEST MY DROPPING

American Visitor (earnestly): OH, DO, MR. HARDFOX

!

PUT THEM ALL UNDER! IT WILL IMPROVE THE PICTURE IMMENSELY.

LOST: A GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY.

IN 4089.
HE (eirch/y): Whom should you call the prettiest
girl
N what age did Boulanger live?" asked the teacher.
in this room?
1 "The potage," cried the smart boy who reads NineHE (looking about hint): H'm. Well, to tell the
truth, teenth Century jest books.
there isn't a pretty girl in the place.

T

L'OOTPAD: Any luck, Bill?
RS. H., mistaking a mirror for a door and suddenly
1 MURDERER: Yep; all bad.
Used up four dollars
starting back ,
worth of chloroform drugging a fellow who'd only forty
MR. H. (laughing): Why didn't you go through, my
cents and a busted Waterbury.
dear?

M

MRS. H.: Upon reflection, I thought I would better not.

A LETTER OF CONDOLENCE.—O!

4

H

OW far is it to the nearest saloon?"
"Three miles straight away—round trip,
ten,

more or less."

t

u the case or the a lexander," Mr. Pell ra.
marked, "we not only cleaned it, but took the
picture right off the old torn canvas on which
it was painted, and put it on new canvas."
" What Peeled the edit right off ?"
"Yes, right off. In this poultry picture the
color is not thick enough for that, In fact, it
is vezy seldom done."
The Montreal Art Gallery, it is hoped, will
be the scene of a particularly interesting
exhibition, a loan collection of works by famous
British artists, such as Sir Frederick Leighton,
Sir John Millais, Holman Hunt, Alma Tadorne,
and Buzne Jones. Mr. MacGillicuddy, secre.
tary of the Association, is now in London on
this business, and among others he will no doubt
get help from the Marquis of Lorne and the
Princess Louise.
Two pictures bought in the late Secretan sale
have come to Montreal. One was for Senator
Dinmmond.—" The Return of the Flock," a
Dual igny," meaeuring 41i by 74i inches, and
costing $8,500. The other went to Mr. Duncan McIntyre tor 811,200. It is a large Corot,
entitled "Morning," Mr. W. Scott (who
was at this sale) attended other large sales in
Paris, and brought home with him a number I
of ;paintings by Jacques, Corot, Ribot, Diaz I
and otters of very unusual value and some of
which he acquired with great misgivings as to
the risk,—but on their arrival in Montreal they
were so rapidly bought up by our great finandue that Mr. Scott left this morning for Paris
to obtain others of similarly high quality.
.

?

-

dtl—ART IN ST. .1 01IN.124 f7

The "Short Line" to the sea of the Canadian Pacific railway hai brought Montreal
so near to St. John that we are naturally interested much more than before in the institutions of that city. Visitors to St. John
ought not to miss thef6Wens Art Institution,
where they may learn what our sister province on the sea is doing in the way of art.
Mr. Owens, the founder of the institution,
was a wealthy shipbuilder of St. John, who
died in 1 887. He was, in his life time, a
Methodist, and, being a successful and
nergetic as well as wealthy man, was for a
long time a leading member of that body.
In process of time, however, he, like many
other successful men, projected into the
sphere of theology the same masterful spirit
which made him a' good shipbuilder, and,
having been unable to convert the Methodist
conference to his views, he built a church
for himself ; pretty much as he would have
started an opposition line of packet ships.
This church ho endowed by his will, and he
sought, by various limitations and etipulations in he will, to inflict his peculiar theoiogieal crochets upon succeeding generations. It see rtle yeti hard for successful
men to give up trying' to live after they are
dead.
But St. John had already almost as many
churches per head as Montreal, and the St.
John people felt the want of many
other thingS, a dry-dock for instance, more
than of another religion ; therefore they
would not go to the Owens church. A
building and a clergyman cannot alone
snake a church, under any existing theory,
and so, in 1882, the services came to a stop
we are sure to Mr. Owens' great satisfaction, if ho be anywhere conscious of the
fact. Fortunately he had provided in his
will that the residue of his estate should be
applied to the founding of an art school,
amf his surviving executor, Mr. Robert
Reed, with the trustees of the
I church, applied to the Legislature
end got au act to change the trust into a
lend for the foundation of a school of art.
'C he upper part of the church was then
tloored over, skylights were made in the
o of, the windows were closed up and the
capital gallery was the
11 ails tinted, and a
s ult. Thus it came about that the St.
John Art gallery has a steeple, and, thanks
to the good common sense of his executors,
Mr. Owens lifts become a real benefactor to
the city.
It was only in 1884 that the requisite
legislation was obtained,'- and the results
are surprising.
' apparent in this institution
his is chiefly due to the :unaided exertions
obort Reid. Tho
,f the president, Mr
an
,rincipal of the seboe ,:. Hammond, is
t 1st who ;s knownAby a picture ex,

'

hibited at our last exhibition. His works
bave had the distinction of being exhibited
in the Paris salon and the Royal academy at

London. Under his care the school has increased from 20 in 1885 to 110 pupils in
1818, and it is doing an excellent work
among the young people of St. John who
are becoming deeply interested in art subjects. The gallery is furnished with casts
from the antique, and in the collection of
fac-simile reproductions of sketches from
the old masters there is abundance of
material for a solid foundation in the
principles of drawing. The careful study of
these sketches is most helpful to students in
teaching them the methods of those great
masters whose finished work is never seen
here, and when seen in the great galleries
of Europe is apt to fill the student with
despair.
'This leads us to call attention to a peculiarity in this gallery which renders it in
some respects more helpful to a student
than our own. It is the fact that the managers have expended their funds upon a
very characteristic and wide selection
of original studies in black and white
and in water color by the great London
masters. These are invaluable as giving a
key to the greater works of the artists represented. Thus, of the English school, the gallery has original works by Morland, Sir John
Gilbert, Collins, W. H. Hunt, Copley Fielding, Mulready, Harding, Stanfield, Nash,
Constable, Landseer, Pyne, Herring, Sir
Joshua Reynolds, Cattermole, Etty, West,
Ccoper, Lewis, Elizabeth Thompson and
others. In the collection of the president
(Mr. Reed), also upon the walls, are specimens of Richardson, Pugin, Millais, Dsvid
Cox, Sir A. Calcott, Prout, Creswick, Maclise,
Corbould, Absalon and Fredk. Taylor. These
cover the greatest names in English art.
Some of them are slight sketches and some
are finished works, but the important point
is that the student can study the work of the
English achool by specimens from the hand
of each master. There are works also from
the hands of Gaspar and Nicholas Poussiq,
Carlo Dol&s Sir Peter Lely and Rsmbrandt
and, among the Moderns, from Horace Vernet, Chnide Vesnet, Bouvier, and Jean
Francois Millet. Canadian art is represented
in sounples by L. R. O'Brien, Bell Smith
and Blair Bruce.
It will be seen at once that the pupils
cf Ibis institution have great advantages in
this very wide selection for study, and that
is the characteristic part of the gallery. The
collection of oil paintings is not large. There
was to nucleus to commend ) with, but
there are sixty-two works in oil, many of
which are of great merit. Wyatt
Eaton is represented by two examples, but
the most are firm the easels of French and
Italian rainters. The influence of the prevailing modern French school of art is visible here, as everywhere else, where collections are being made at the present time.
The Owens Art Institution is most creditable to the city of St. John, and especially to
the president and trustees who have inImp:rated it and are carrying it 01 with so
, much success. In a 'nautical community
like 11 at of St. John there is a good deal of
up-hill yolk to he done before the general
public arrive at a proper appreciation of the
importance of the fine arts. The history of
our own Art association shows that ; but
the Owens school is working on the right
lines, end in the end its value will receive
peeial ecegnition.

The Cyclorama In Court.

Judge de Lorimier heat-el evidence .ri
argument to-day on the petition of Mr.
H. Patterson, one of the partners in the
Montreal Cyclorama Company. now in
comliquidation, to have the assets of thedo
to so.
pany sold, as this Was the best time
Green
and
Messrs.
Mr. Mayor, ou behalf of
Knubel, opposed the application on the
ground that f Patterson had received the
$5000 to which he was entitled while they
had $20,000 coming to them yet. Mr. Greenshields claimed that they must share the
assets as the partnership could not be
allowed to ruu now that it had been
terminated nor could the Court allow
it to go on. Mr. Gagnon, the liquidator,
said that the receipts of the Cyclorama for
May had been $2894; for June, S1644; July,
$1867, and August, to date, $2061, making
an average of $1841 per month. The
Cyclorama was bringing in a clear profit of
$1000 per mouth. The expenses were about
33 per cent. The respondents want the
place to be run by the liquidator until they
have received the $20,000 which they claim.
The case was taken en
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sketdeu

Lovers and patrons of art, on their return
from their summer outing, may enjoy a
of Wm.
treat for a few days at the rooms
on exhibition
Scott rt Sons. There are now in
France,
by
sketches in oil, recently matte
Mr. J. H. Hammond, of St. John, N. B., hut
a native of this city. Attracted to Paris by
he was inthe recent universal exhibition,of
duced also to revisit the scenes his early
the
studies and went down again among
at Ville
haunts of Corot and Daubigny
from
whence
l'Oise,
sur
d'Avray and Anvers
he has brought seine really charming
souvenirs. Some of these are so far finished
remain as
that one might wish them toreplete
with
they are, and the others are
that suggestiveness which can only be
good
picture.
All
of
found in a germ of a
and bear the
them are full of atmosphere,work.
Hence
marks of genuine open air
these studies will be found not only delightgreat
value
to
but
of
to
the
connoisseur
ful
students of art. There are about fifty I
the
walls.
The
largest,
pieces of canvas on
d'Amour
No. 6, is an evening scene on Laetone,
the
in Bruges. The harmony inthis work
I
repose and feeling in
are
Nos.17,
22,
33
worthy
of
much
praise).
are
are
scenes in the village of Anvers. They
Hampainted in a warmer key than Mr.
mond 'many indulges, and full of light.
Nos. 33 and 38 take us into the favorite
haunts of Corot. One who is familiar with
the works of that great Master recognizes
the features of these places. But these bits
but
are no copies, they are Corot's scenes,
bear no attempt at being Corotish. Their
charm consists in bearing the impress of
Mr. Hammond's brush, and it is no exaggeration to say they are little gems. There
are also among his collection clever reminiscences of old Rouen, three studies of a female head, well worthy of study, and replete in good drawing, and expression ; a
rich mellow sunset in the harbor of St.
Johns, a strong sketch on the coast of Holland.

•

Dir I Hammond's Sketches mid Studies.

'isre Fi: are row on view in the gallery of e<s
Messrs. NV. Scott is Sons, 1739 Notre Dame
street, a collection of about sixty sketches
and studies in oils by Mr. John Hammond,
the well-known artist. They are the results
of Mr. Bammond's last visit to Europe, and
the scenery depicted in mostly all is that of
Brittany. The first picture which takes
one's eye is N. 6, the largest of the collection. A twilight view of the river with a
tower slightly in the background, a harmonious shading of color and shadow which
make a pretty picture. A delightful little
bit is No. 42, rich in coloring. The scene is
a pool of water completely wooded in with
the exception of one small spot through
which the rays of the setting sun fall with a
golden sheen upon the water. Nos. 56, 16,
and 57 are studies of a head and are well
worth inspection. No. 58 is another delightful little bit. An old woman sitting
before the fire sewing. This picture is a
Blittany view, pure and simple. A scene of
the harbor of St,' Jolaer's is a 'very pretty
view. There is material enoiigh in the
collection with which to while away a very
pleasant hour, and people should not neglect
the opportunity. 94spestf7—
.
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*etA Rival to " The Ancelux.".1
-

;

September 21.—Madame Pommery,
of Rheims, who offered 300,000 francs for
"The Angelus," with a view of presenting
it to the state, has bought Millets' 44 Glaneusee," now on exhibition at the Exposition,
and will plesent it to the Louvre. The
owner had refused an American offer of 400,000 francs. Madame Collier has presented
to the Louvre ten fine canvases by DeCamp,
Troyen, Meissonier, de Lacroix, Carots Ary
Allis,

and Seheffer.

'
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Meerut.* meets In Caned& to the Mo.:crate!, ST
The visitor to London who approach
from any point that centre of movement,
Trafalgar square, sees, under the shadow of
Nelson's Column and easily excelling
artistic value all tile figures around It, a
noble bronze statue of Gen. Gordon, with
his Bible and stair, in an attitude of reverie,
trampling a broken cannon beneath his
took This beautiful work is thernost prominent of the public statues of Mr, 'hullo
Thornycrott R. A., a name which will probably take oven a higher place with posterity than it takes with Us, famous as It is,
since it is the name of the man whose individual genius first broke through the
timid and mechanical tradition by which
English sculpture was bound, and 'who is
hailed by a whole generation of young
artists as their master and leader in a more
excellent way titan was known to their
fathers.
Mr. Thornycroft, whose fame has grown
with extraordinary rapidity, is still young.
He was born in Lonaon on March 9, 1850.
His childhood was spent In a sequestered
part of the county of Cheshire, where he became accomplished In all sorts of outdoor
sports and attained a very unusual degree
of physical strength, which has been of
great service to him in his particular profession. He became a student of the Royal
Academy and produced conscientious work
of the old-fashioned sort, not particularly
promising tit first. In 1871, however, he
went to Italy, and about the same time was
made aware of the characteristics of the
latest French school of sculpture. The
design of Michael Angelo and the modelling of Dubois combined to awaken
him to a sense of the mistaken
aims of English conventional sculpture.
It is part of Mr. Thornycroft's nature, however, to move cautiously and firmly. It was
not until 1880 that he completely threw off
the old manner of work, and in his famous
statue of "Artemis" produced a work af
epoch-making novelty and freshness.
This figure, in marble, is now the central
ornament of the Duke of Westminster's
house, Eaton Hall. Toe success of the
"Artemis," especially among artiste, was
unprecedented, and from the year of its

e..t.-

Mr. T. Myers acceded to a request
i, e directors to loan a number of hie pic•es to increase the collection. Arnoug
ea.: was a fine work. " Robinero Crusoe,"
. J. T. Lucas, which attreeted much adiratian. "Up to Anything," by the same
list, is the head of a brigand, the face of
)bah is fell of fine work and great force.
"l ast in g a Sample," by E. Deans, is exceedingly fine both in color and drawing. 'On
the Pet'eh at Hastings,' by E. C. Williarns,is
also a line work, the delicate touch being
aivrisally admired. a Herd of Highland
Cattle,' by Hallyer, for force and drawing
P:i Out its equal in any of the exhibits. It
lo 3 as if the whole herd of Scotch cattle
air uehing from the canvas into the gallery.
Oi a pictures in oil were : "The Snake
Ch..11Dt re, by W. Muller, R.A.; a landscape
by J. W. M. Turner, RA.; "Stonehenge,"
a jai ge picture, by W. Muller, RA.: " Mirache of St. Mark," by Tinteretto ; " Dag," by
Ward, RA.; " Dead Bullfinch," by E.
Deans ; " dld Ruins," by A. C. Yokes
I eke Windermere," Joseph Mattox
.A Homestead" by H. Sinidale ; and
landscape by D. H. McLea. The
voter color drawings included Sherwood
or at, by Harper. ; Old Castle Killarney,
ty Nichol, I. R. A. ; York Cathe'r .1, by Fall; Brigand Chiefs, by Fureunant;
A CI amwellian," a A Puritan," a Winter"
and " Autumn,"by W. Lucas ; "l'air Streets
n Old York," by G. Wil f red; "Hench
an ," by Peltie, R. A.; "Indian Mother and-m
Cl ild," by Parker ol Baltimore. There were
abant fifty other pictures in the
collection, all worthy of commendation.
M. Myers has also a fine collection of oil
1 is,intings of Shorthorn rattle that have been
fed on food seasoned with Myers' Spice for
Cattle. Mr. Myers hoe come to settle in
7anada, and has made Toronto his heademitters. He has had a prosperous career
L ri twenty-seven years in the old country,
role' his business there having gone into a
lintlted company causes his presence in this
i °emery..
o
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— — - HAMO THORNYCROFT.
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many years the (Marie. l.

ate conducted a large school w,.
nnded by studeute from all over'
vine«). Durinir the last two or three

solvent has been closed. The work,
by
different artists in their studios, where
are
annually
conducted.
A
'Insoles
if lectures on various art subjects by
vs Of the Ontario Society of Artists

rs the

ever, has been successfinly carried on

,-----

MLNIO TIIORNYCROFT,

R. A.

exhibition sculpture has held a very differin exe.tencit for 13 years. A. branch
place in _England from what it had
id ittcooducted in St..—
Alban's Ward. .- 1 ent
before. Mr. Thornyclutii proceeded from
5

of Minims, who ONV1119 I
P ampagae
141734ASFery,
vineyards of that

'

famou c

a ne,has purchased Millet's great painting,
ianeusea," now on exhibition at the Paris
xposition. and is going to present it to the
a. owe. The price paid for it is said to be i
ei0,000 francs. *
*
*

I
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'SEW MIN, 0Aolsit

etblegrain dated Paris, October 7, says; The
lentil is announced of Julee Dupre, one ut

i., I o OSt, illtitiViOUS tO011ilwi'S of the Moil. . French so tool. beyond of his finest

, ecetpes are

to be seen at the Historical

ation of French art at the Exhibition.
,i.0 was 77 years of age, and died from
'estate of it painful operatiou performi
. e few weelae ago.
I,

The Cyclorama Sade.
The ARIA liy oucCon of the Montreal Cy'lore nia was fixed for ten o'clock this morneig, but wae then postponed until noon.
11.eanwhIle a eetatement was arrived at between Mr. G. 1E Patterson and the Now
aairk stock holders, Messrs. Greene and
!eatable. 11r. Petelfereou bought out the Strove American Interest In the concern l'or the
-am of $10,00o. Immediately after the
p rehears the liquidators haudect over to
. Patterson the pooessiof anal control
the allele'..........--_____-4.../
concern. Arai- kr. 'VVikit

HOWARD

eik_by i nr. Harris, It,.

i

1.— ;
'o 9,11E STA11.1
14& 2 144Ieason
€3.—A Herald specie(
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e are accustomed now a Iva 6 eak al
a striking likeness when wo see a remark-

je of the meclemical arid technical
res. Tee Toronto Art School has now

LI

the

f7
1.4.11" YORK , October 19
L'Angelus "
that rare combination of canvas, oil and
genius, came across the ocean as common
freight. It did not have that special supervision which is given a lot of daubs transmitted from Chicago to St. Louis when the
former disposes of the products of its
amateurs'brushes, and the latter gets out of
cld masters. R. Austin Robertson, of the
American At t association, who went to Paris
to supervise the shipmer t of this painting,
saw that it was carefully packed, insured and
consigned to the Compagnie Generale Transatlantique at Havre, and took passage on
the Aurania of another line. " L'Angelue"
came over on La Bourgogne, but the
treasure was most carefully packed. It lies
in a case deeply lined with plush; this case
is enclosed in a second one of tin, which is
her rnetically,sealed. An iron-bound wooden
case encloses die whole. Mr. Sutton, the
purchaser, says he does not expect to open
there cases until the time comes for the picture to be exhibited. Before it was put on
board it was insured for $120,000 in the Sea
Insurance company, of Liverpool. As soon
as Mr. Robertson makes his appearance ai,
the American art galleries the painting will
be taken from the vessel and placed in the
vaults of a safe deposit company. A bond
for $65,000 was given the Customs authorities this morning, just double the duty,
which will have to be paid if Congress
does not pass it free. At any rate, it can
retrain in this country in bond for six
months, and then another half year if it isn't
offered for sale. It will be plaCed on exhibition between the 1st and 10th of Noveraber at the American art galleries, together
with the great exhibition of drawings, paintings and sculpture of the late Antoine Louis
Barye, France's great animal sculptor. This
exhibition will continue until January 15,
1890, and will include 100 art works of
Barye's most famous contemporaries, including Delacroix, Rousseau,Corot,DeCamps,
Dupre, Troyon, Diaz and Daubigny. The
proceeds of the exhibition are to be contributed to the Barye monument fund, which
is to be used to erect in Paris a suitable
memorial to the great sculptor. After January 15 e L'Angelus will take a western
trip, reaching Chicago in due course.
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leer. Last year 210 students attended
ci.00l. The course of study for this
has only recently opened and the
I err of students is as yet itomewhat
.el. Mr. B. O. Brown conducts the tine
mpartinent and Mr. Walter Scutt has

MINENT PAINTER DEAD.

/ ,

A Splendid Portrait for the General "togs
vital Governors' Room Painted

eentary branchie, Dr. White is I
lent and Dr. Davies secretary and

AN

Yoclotied in Three Cases Duripc
. 40) -VoSslike Aerosol the ..A.9,notte.

THE LATE DR. R.

livered during the winter. Ana the
tuning course will be delivered in the
Canada College,
Toronto Art Sehool at 20 ("amen-eta:at
:inanities to do good work in the mere

*

TEE "L'ANGELLS" CANVAS

triumph to triumph. His great statue
of "Tancer," in 1881, was bought in
bronze for the nation, and is now
In the South Kensington Museum. He
wont still further in the oath of
realism in his "Mower," of 1884, and
"Sower" of 1886, in each of which statues he
broke through the tradition of selected types
for sculpture, and took youthful models
from the dignified and simple employments
of outdoor modern life, Mr. Ttiornycroft
was elected an aseociate in 1881 and a full
member of the Royal Academy in 1888; he
Is still the youngest of the forty Immortals.
In appearance Mr. Thornyeroft is rather
short and thickly built, with a very clear
complexion and curling auburn hair ; when
seen at .work, in a blue blouse, among his
workmen in his large studio in Kensingacele ho forms a remarkably picturesque figure. Ho is a great favorite
among the Academy stridents, and his
powers as a teacher, as a stimulator,
are extraordinary. He has not done
more White own beautiful and vivid work
than halms by eneouraging and directing
the taleanato them. There is now a brilliant
school crfafteutature in England, and fn
Messrs. Altied Gilbert, Onsiow Ford, Bates
and others English art possesses sculptors
who are on a level with the most prominent
painters. The development of this school,
however, le a matter of the last six or seven
years, and it must not be focgotten that it
Is to the luitiative of Air. Thornyeroft that
all this is mainly due. He holds much the
sanie place in Lnerlard us Mr. Augustue at.
Geudens, foe whose eft liEr, Tuornycroft
lea; always expressed a warm sympathy,
II olds in America.

ably good photograph, which, perhaps, has
been taken under very favorable circumstances. But in the case of an artist who
bas very little material to work from beyond
his memory of a face and form the work of
producing a realistic likeness is rendered
very difficult and generally impassible.
It will be remenibered that the committee
appointed to take steps to have a
portrait of the late Dr. R. P. Howard
placed in the Governors' room of the
General hospital, placed the execution of
Hie work in the hands of a Montreal artist,
Mr. R. Harris, It. C. A. That gentleman has
now completed the task imposed upon him,
end in euch a manner as to reflect credit
not simply on the judgment exercised by
the committee in their choice, but more particularly on Montreal, which possesses the
talent competent to produce such a work.
The artist's conception is peculiarly realistic and very illustrative
of the life of the man portrayed. The late
doctor is painted, three quarter size, standing by the bedside of a sick man. Stethoscope
in hand he is partially turned from
the bed and apparently addressing a class
or giving directions to a nurse. The face
wears an expression of deep and touching
thought, but beneath it all there glows in
the eyes something of that kindliness which
made their owner so universally loved and
revered. Mr. Harris has been very happy
in catching this expression, as the only materials be had to work from was a photograph taken sometime previous to the
Doctor's death. The back ground is sufficiently subdued, as well as the surroundings
so as not to compare too boldly with the
central figure, but on the whole the blending of color is remarkably pure, correct and
heomonious. Mn. Harris will no doubt receive many congratulations on his success
in this important task, and they will not be 1
utauerited. The picture is on view in his
studio in the Fiaser institute, and can be
sen at any time
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Messrs. Frederick Koppel & Co. promise an exhibition of Lalanne's etchings- which will enlist the interest of amateurs and of the etchers who have profited
by Lalanne's teachings. Tho collection, which is dewill be
COMING EXHIBITIONS OF PMNTINGS AND scribed as complete and of admirable quality,
placed upon exhibition in Febeuary. The first exhibigallery
will
be one
the
Reppel
tion of the season at
PRINTS.
American water-colors.
The exhibition of American paintings at the Fifth of
Messrs. Stokes & Brother, of No. 182 Fifth-ave.?
Avenue Galleries will close November 1. Thus far
the attendance has been small and the result is exhibit a small collection of water-colors by Messrs.
likely to prove the advisability of delaying exhibitions W. Hamilton Gibson, Symington, Percy Moran and
haips
Margaret
until November. Every one knows that the "return C. R. Grant, and Miss Maud Humphreys and
shows several studies of
Ruff.
Miss
Humphreys
/
to the -.city" begins much later now than in former children. Miss Ruff exhibits shore scenes and water
years and closes earlier. Nevertheless, the oils ad scenes. Mr. Gibson is represented by a study of art
the Fifth Avenue Galleries are accompanied by a apple orchard ln blossom, and there are figures and
A short time ago a number of citizens
small exhibition of American water-colors, held by landscapes by Messrs. Symington, Moran and others.
a movement for the purpose of
initiated
few
paintings
of
importance
have
been
already
Messrs. F. A. Stokes & Brother, and yesterday Messrs,
A
having a portrait painted to keep alive
Knot:slier & Co. placed upon exhibition a new painting placed upon exhibition in the galleries of Messrs.
by *Loon L'hermitte, called "Les Laveuses," "The S. P. Avery, jr., and Knoedler & Co. Mr. Avery
the memory of the late Dr. R. P. Howshows an "Evening," by Corot, which is a worthy
Washerwomen."
ard, who wan for so many years conartist's
better
work.
Fashion
has
the
example of
The coming month will bring the exhibition of induced many to accept everything bearing the name
nected with the Montreal General
Barye's works and of Millet's " Angelus " at the of Corot Without any reservations, although it should
Hospital. Their intention is to hang it
American Art Galleries, This exhibition will be be well known that his signature appears upon many
in the Board Room, where there are
opened on November 10 and it will be closed on unworthy paintings. The present example offers a vie*
already a largo number of portraits of its
January 15. The secretary of the "Darya Asso- of a singularly beautiful evening shy seen across a
former benefactors. The amount reelation" announces that the works of the great sheet of Ni'a,ler, while the right of the picture Is occusculptor will be accompanied by an exhibition of pied by foliage, varying in its simple coloration from
quired was quickly subscribed and Mr.
"a hundred masterpieces" by Delacroix, Belusseatt, pale and delicate grays in the middle of the canvas
R. Harris, R.C.A., was engaged to paint
huntto deep shadows on the right. The sky is more
Corot, Millet, Decamps, Dupre, Troyen and Daubigny. noes
than in Corot's usual evening landscapes, and the
the same. It is now finished and at that
• It has been frequently said that a collection could
gradation of tones in landscape and foliage is in itself
gentleman's invitation a HERALD reporter
be formed from American galleries which would a charming study. The foreground and figure are
and vigor which are frequently
be superior to the " hundred masterpieces" shown In painted with a firmness
paid a visit to his studio to have a priabsent from - the work of the artist's latest years.
Paris a few years since, and the result of a serious This picture was probably painted fifteen years or
vate view of it. The picture is about
. attempt to form such a collection will be of the more - before Corot's death. This admirable example
feet by three ; the late physician is
four
Dupre's
larger
of the late Jules
represented dressed in ordinary everyutmost value to amateurs and the public. The Is accompanied by one
gray-green marines, a picture varied and interesting
day attire, standing by the bedside of
"ss' statement that Mr. W. T. Walters has offered to
In composition, vigorous in action and beautful in
an artifia patient in the hospital with stetimlend any paintings which may be desired will be color. Nevertheless this work represents
but
the
eye,
cial method, with results satisfying to
t-cope in hand as if he was addressii - L4 a
suffi oient in itself to attract attention to the ex., obviously
fallacious if judged by the standard of the
clinical lecture to the students, his lace
hibition. • If it Is possible to secure any of the direct interpretation of nature.
beaming with that intelligence which
Vanderbilt pictures it would Interest many to make
Messrs. Knoedier & Co. exhihit a brilliant phew of
rendered hint so well known arid wela direct comparison between the quality of the genre painting, "Tho Duet," by Dagnan-llouveret, and
come a fi gure amongst the sick in Mont"Sower" in that collection and the quality of the another of Leon L'hermitte's studies of rural life. The
cal.
"Angelus," Mr. Rockefeller is another owner of former picture is a clever example of an able painter's
The effect of light and shade is depictmodern "masterpieces," whieb, is is to be hoped, j delight in color schemes, as illustrated in the treatment
ed charmingly. -Outside is the brilliant
may appear et the exhibition. The of fashionable costumes, hangings, bric-a-brac and other
unshine as shown striking on the blind,
secretary of the Barye Association accessories. L'hermitte, on the other hand, is not
whilst inside one feels himself in the
also announces that the American Art colorist, oven in the modified sense in which the title
quiet reposeful light of the sick room.
Galleries "have been generously offered, free of may be given to Dsignan-Bouveret. L'hermitte is a
The figure of the doctor is plaeed in the
charge, by the American Art A-soclation," and that
and
draughtsman
of
remarkable
accuracy
foreground of the painting, the light from
"two-thirds of the proceeds of the exhibition are to desilguer, a
go to the American Art Association and one-third to force Of this draughtsmanship we have had better
an unseen window falling full upon his
the Barye fund." The firm in question takes full examples than "The Washerwomen,. but the poses arid
face. The bold rendering of his features
charge of the management of the exhibition.
admirable
featsome
show
action of the three figures
reflects great credit on the skill of the
No picture sates of especial Importance are yell ures. The first figure is kneeling at the riverside,
artist.
for beating clothes raised in one
announced. The late S. L. M. Barlow's library anti with the mallet usedfigure
One of the greatest difficulties in a
Is standing, and the finely
hands The central
pletmes are to be exhibited and sold at the American ' studied head and neck may be said to offset. the clumsiportrait painting is the management of a
Art, Galleries. At the Fifth Avenue Galleries there ness of the heap of chalky clothes on the right shoulder.
suitable background. The skill disfigure kneels, with expressive, upturned face.
will be an exhibition and sale of porcelains next Another
played in the present instance is remarkwater is possibly painted with more care than the
month, which will be followed by an exhibition of The
able. Without detracting in the least
landscape. The lighting of the picture is plainly artidrawings by Mr. Alfred 13reinnan, The exhibition of ficial, that is, the light strong, but it is much Clearer
from the interest of the fine portrait itthe Architectural League will be opened at these and colder than the actual outdoor light at the season
self, Mr. Harris has placed his sul-‘ject in
galleries oil Dec-ember 20. In the latter part of indicated by the landscape. There is little charm of
I'dareli there will be a special exhibition of Mr. F. As color or refinement in the textures, but the pictaust
most appropriate surroundings.
13rIdgmaa's work.
should gain something from time.
The picture illustrates the advance
"feature"
of
the
At present it seems probable that
which has been made of late years in the
print-lovers
will
be
tie
exhibition
of
the season for
art of the portrait painter, and the abSuccess of a canrultan Sculptor.3/Mo
sence of the conventional curtain and
Mr. Seymour Haden's private collection of modern
in
Paris
are
reportCanadian
colOny
The
prints. This collection has been purchased by Messrs:
pile of books is singularly welcome in
success
which
has
delighted
with
the
ed
Tribune
announced
some
this instance.
Wunderlich & Co., as The
crowned the efforts Of Robert, the sculptor.
Mr. Harris is to be congratulated r
months since, and the exhibition will begin at the
After carrying off a silver medal among a
of
Mr:
having
produced, and the citizens 01
Wundorlich Gallery in January. The work
large number of sculptors, hailing from all
Montreal in having acquireo, so valuable
parts of the world, he has set to work on
Haden himself will be shown at Brat, and, including
the statues which areth adorn the Quebec
and artistic a portrait, which will in the
the different states and trial-proofs, there will be
Legislative buildings, and which comprise
future adorn the walls of the Montreal
600 numbers in the catalogue. There was a Haden
figures of all the loading men in the hisGeneral Hospital.
exhibttion in this city in the course of the artist's
tory of the country, together with several
The picture will be on view at the
groups of aborigines. Ile Is at present enseVon years ago, bat the coming exhibition will
studio, Fraser Institute, to subscribers
gaged on the figure Of an Indian harpoonr ho considerably larger, and it may bo expected to furing au isx 0.. so fish. Tie comes to Canada
only, to-morrow, Thursday and Friday,
lulsh a practically complete illustration of Mr. Haden's
in the spr rt with some of 1).is statues.
between the hours of 2 p.m. and 3.30 p.m.
work with the needle, although It will not contain a few
unique inSpressions owned by Mr. Avery and others.
These impressions have a curious interest, but they
' ate by no means essential to a thorough understanding
of Mr. Haden's art. It is most unfortunate that the
MetroPolitan Museum has no fund for purchases. A
cote loto Haden collection would form a most
auspicious beginning for the much-need d print department, and it is to be hoped that the friends of
the museum may see fi t to improve the present s
op , ortunity. After the exhibition of Mr. Haden's
own work, his Meryon collection will be shown.
This includes 150 etchings and drawings. Thd
latter are the pencil stanches made upon little
squares of paper held in the artist's hand as lie
t;)1/43
to a iittotttice trtct
ez
sketehed in the streets. The Meryon exhibition will
be succeieded by Mr. Haden's collection of Whistler's
etchings awl drawings, which number about 280.
The last exhibition will include the miscellaneous
rvizl'sCliI oil,
OVIC
it)C 42 1.
modern prints chiefly by French etchers. Of those
there are about 700.
The Haden exhibition will he preceded at the
Ct t ri C i
reettj,-51 )ictcrte ct.vtb L.Ticht ze:s
Wunderlich Gallery by an exhibition of the work
of an American etcher, /Mr. Charles A.
Platt, who has long since earned a
Gt
substantial reputation among American lovers of
painters' etching. This exhibition will be opened
early in November, ami it will continue until Christmas. After the close of the Haden exhibition in
rtotioz
a
t fr,0114 1, 101.1V.Nefr
Match, there will be an exhibition of mezzotints;
whieh Is expected to present a historical continuity
groat
from the seventeenth century down through the
zeoft1.e.ste6.
school of the last century, the interpreters of Reylate
Samuel
cousins,
to
the
other,.
down
nolds and
the last repmsentative of the old school. and to the
few English artists who have endeavored to revive
739 tlotre Dame 50- ,RRt.
the art inn re , Ill 3 e.ars.i

A FINE PORTRAIT

NOTES ON CURRENT ART.

Of the Late Pr. Howard, Just Completed by Mr, R. 'Harris, R.C.A.
TO

THE WAILS OF TE{E GENE1iL
11021TAL

bk.', 4 -?!.i
Uf. Scott 9 Sors
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J. fn.

BarDsley,

of

ilvg,9

COLLECTION OF PAINTINGS
sts. Mr. J. M. Barnsley
-

Oft:10 -

on Exhibition—A
Fine
Display.

4,0,

The collection of
water colons and oil
paintings by J.' M.

Barnsley, now on exhibition at Messrs. W. Scott
(It Sons, Notre Dame
Street, is well worth a
visit from collectors.
While each of the
pain
tingsshows
distinctive
marks of genius, the oil in the
centre of the
room (30). "Gn the side of Mount Royal,"
will at once attract the attention of
visitors,
not so much from its being larger
others, or from its presenting than the
a
scene
amiliar to many, as from
!ftreatment it has received
effective
atthe
the
hands of
the artist, and the warmth
of Its tone. The
effects in this as in (6) "In theGloarning"are
achieved in most artistic manner. In
the
latter are
seen two peasants quietly walktag towards
their humble home,
seen
in
the
jbackground. The treatment
of the sky and
the trees has been finely managed.
In
itelling contrast to these two pictures is a
Venetian seene,"The Church of St. Michael,"
(16) with its strongly marked light
and
,shade. Among the
water colors worthy of
particular notice are (46),
"Hauling
Gravel
;"
(47) "The Lightship," and (76) and (60)
little
geins not named. Quite a
number of
smaller water colors attract attention from
the maaterly manner in which, by
a few
strokes of the brush, the effects
sought are
prod aced.
'

THE

CANADIAN PREMIER.

—
Portrait of Sir John Macdonald Painted
it/attr_ by s Canadian Artist.
(Boston Post,

November 4. /i
r

Mr. Henry Sandham has lately painted
a
irtrait which has deservedly won a
al of praise from the critics and great
a few
bets by whom it has been seen. The subet is Sir John A. Macdonald, the Canadian
x lender, and was painted at Ottawa
during
the summer. It will be hung in the Parlia4tent buildings in that city, and fulfils in
a
terearkable degree all the requirements
of a
peblic portrait of a distinguished man. The
Premier has been in office for thirty years,
ind in the commanding head und
figure may
e read the sucess with which he has mot
ad conquered the difficulties in which the
median Government is often entangled.
.John is seated, arrayed in his official costume, decorations, etc., and, in spite of the
richness and brilliancy of their
the
•irtist bas bravely solved the problemeffect,
of making them entirely subservient to
the importance and dignity of the head.
The breadth
and seriousness of Mr. Sandham's work
is
making itself felt in portraiture, and it is to
be hoped that this fine work may be publicy seen before it leaves Boston.
.

OUR ARTIST ARTISANS *

line of them in different colors, with decorati ve reliefs
Sharplees & Watts show mosaics based
Technical Schools for Industrial on the Venetian School of Mosaics, the principal object being a Moorish sort of fireplace in blues and browns, which is suffiArt Training.
ciently ugly and shows the need of the careful study of decorative principles.
Architectural terra cotta is DOW a someA Fine Field for Women—Textile Classes what important American
art industry. It
is manufactured at Perth Amboy. N. J.,
Lead to Remunerative PoBoston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Chicago
and at Ravenswood, L. I. Two firms, one
sitions.
from New York and the other in Philadelphia, are creditably represented by imporThe most important aspect of
American taut exhibits.
art at present is the industrial—that is,
The half-length linst of Thomas Edison,
art
applied. to manufactures. This department the inventor, modelled by Rupert Schmid;
the
seal of the Library of Pennsylvania,
of art has been until recently almost ena pedestal modelled by Edward Conkling,
tirely neglected in America.
for competition for a priza a statue of
The consequences have been, firstly, that William Penn, for an insurance
company;
the large recumbent lion, for the Manhattan
the average artistic quality
of American Club, New York,
are
the
principal
exhibits
manufactures has been far below that of in this department.
the French and English ; secondly, that
The exhibit made by the pupils of the
School of
British and European manufactures of
Art is especially interau esting. ItIndustrial
conaists of designs for terraartistic class were imported into America cotta wall-papers, oilcloths
and various
because America could not produce work other manufactures besides classstudies in
sufficiently good to compete with the for- charcoal and water-color. The most novel
is that of examples of cloths woven
eign, and, thirdly, that manufacturers have group
by pupils of the textile department, astrabeen obliged to import European artist art- khans, gingham,
upholsterings, woollen
isans because there has been no opportunity dress goods, teen suitings, striped flanfor training such workers in this country.
nels, etc.
The present movement in favor of techniThis is the only school in the United
' cal art training is designed
to remove the States which teaches weaving
and the
disadvantageous conditions from American manufacture of textiles. This
department
products of the artistic class and divert
was
organized
in
1883
the
and
arose
from
the
money now invested in foreign manufacneed felt for trained and skilled artisans
tures and foreign labor into its legitimate who should be practical weavers and dyers.
channel, viz., the pockets of American man- as well as draughtsmen. modellers, colorufacturers and their employes, trained in ists and designers. Employers
and emAmerica.
develop the study of the subject to
There are now two good technical art ployed
suit their respective needs.
schools in this city, the classes attached to
The annual fee for the day classes is $100
the Metropolitan Museum and
Institute and the course
three years, after
for Artist Artisans, organized the
last year by which time theoccupies
student is fitted, save for
Mr. J. Ward Stinison, backed by numerous the lack of personal experience,
for a posimanufacturing firms, into whose produc- tion of responsibility in a manufactory.
tions the art idea enters in its various
A line field for women is opened by these
forms, such as jewelry, metal work, textiles, textile clarises,leading as they do to offers of
stained glass, wane:rapers, tiles, pottery, rernuperative positions as superintendents
architectural terra-cotta, and 80 on.
and forewomen. CHARLOTTE ADAM.
The moat practical of the industrial art
achools of this country, however, is that
founded at Philadelphia in 1876 under the
influence of the interest in art and artistie
manufactures awakened by the Centennial
Exhibition. It bears the title of "The
Pennsylvania Museum and School of Industrial Art," and was organized on the
same principles as the South Kensington
Museum at London.
The Pennsylvania Museum was formed
by the purchase of objects illustrating the
applied art of different countries at the
Centennial Exhibition to the
of
$50,000 and nunieroue gifts andextent
bequests,
including the collection of produces and
manufactures of British India shown at
!

;

l'..ntennial and (111•NeT)
, ..veiemeeL , Lhe COlicct1011 the Britof lace embroidery fans, metal work, etc., presented

by Mrs. Bloomfield Moore ; the Caspar
Clark collection of Persian metal work, pottery and textiles;• the Vaux collention of
ancieet pottery and the Castellani collection of textiles. Not bad for an American
museum!
The School of Industrial Art has been
doing good work in training up artist
artisans in time thirteen years of its existence, and has exercised an important and
favorable influence upon American manufactures. The State of Pennsylvania is
proud of it, and the public exhibitions held
under its auspices are commended by the
Governor, the Senate and the Reuse of
bRueipuresentatives at the State capital,
HarrisA bequest was made to the =sienna
school of $50.000 by Joseph E. Templeand
for
the purpose of enab(ing it to hold an annual
exbibition 'and cOmpetition of American
art industries. The first exhibitioe held
last year N 'as devoted to American pottery
and porcelain ; the second, which is now
open, consists of American pottery, porcelain, glassware. stained glass and mosaic
work. It tills almost the entire wall and
floor space of Memorial Hall in Fairmount
Park.
Governor Beever, in his short speech
opening the exhibition, dwelt upon the
practical necessity for improving the quali ty of American manufactures through
the
study of applied art by American artisans.
He called attention to two banner stretched
between the high arches of the hall. Cure
of them bore the legend
iii, ii spends $2,191.381 a Yettr
cation. Her yearly exports of far art edu-

tflaWefaCtarett
articles ,e.vmme tu, importe ev $221,912,000,000.
Our uovernment dose nothing for
art °duetston and our yearly imports of
manufactured
articles exceea the imports by $157,00,000.
Ought this to continue)

On the other banner was the legend
England spends $2,191,120 a year
on schools
of art and science. Our Government
spends
nothing.
England's exports
manufactured articles
exceed the imports by of
$55 5.915.000.000 a year.
Our imports of manufactured articles exceed
the exports by $157,000.000.
Is this wise
economy

/
In these two statements we find
the
whole 'question of American art
education
u a wit/411011
rlovcruor Beaver illustrated the progress
ilic potter's art in Xmerica, by

Ili( tieveiopment of th instanc./1

ware

ti cam
whites, iritiesee fft white, gold, pink and
other pale tints. suggesting the inside of a
seashell. The marine idea on which
decoration of the Irish Belleck
,Pr.serviai in the4OrIIIM of th. A
Mauy of the c pa have the i.
aliens, and branches of coral n
gie designs of the handles.
t Tvi..g designs or lily stems. The WI
Japanese and rococo forms are moil* th
fairy-like fragile ware, to which thtlicate,
Capricious, unconventional forms are highly
suitable. Tho gold fern-leaf variety is very
-

[

suctessful.

In the white granite the forms are not as
good. The lily bed, stem and pad are a
favorite form of ceramic design in this
class, and they are not always successful.
In some cases they are in positively bad.
'taste, being heavy and ungainly and showing the American tendency to overloading
with factitious ornament or to introduce
trivialities. The mechanical quality or
most of the ceramic work is much better
than the artistic. A tine white pate is almost universal even in the commonest
wares.
The entire exhibit of pottery and porcelain shows the absence of thorough fundamental study of the science of ornanasnt,
but with all that it also shows a creditable
attempt on the part of American manufacturers to produce good results.
[ The most satisfactory exhibit as a whole
is that of the Rookwood Pottery Company,
of Cincinnati. This is the most distinctive
and original of all the American wares. It
shows the study of the dark, gold-powdered
Japanese glazes, with bronze, green and
copper tones. In form, the Greek is followed
generally With satisfactory results, but
sometimes the reverse.
We are told that this ware met with great
success at the Paris Exposition. The painting is under the glaze. In tone and color
some of these tiger-eye, gold-stone and red
copper jars, with their sparing under-glaze
decoration, are as line as some of the Japanese antiques.
The department of paintect china contains
some elaborately ornamented Royal Worcester and Doulton vases and jars, with free
and successful use of gold. Some very
brilliant and delicate effects of color are
found on dinner-sets. In general, it would
seem as though American ceramic workers
possessed better ideas of color than of form.
In the stained-glass department the best
work is exhibited by Louis L. Tiffany, who
sends several windows, which are superior
in design, color and workmanship to any
other examples.
The firm of J. R. Lamb 4: , Co., F. Crowinshield, F. Lathrop, Maitland, Armstrong
and others are represented by cartoons.
Fdwiff Ford. of Boston, has a good window
of Persian foliated designs in a light key.
The department of tiles is tilled chiefly
by Low's exhibit of a large modawater
fountain, composed of beautifully _toned
green tile , with low relief designs, and a
'

[

.

PENNSYLVANIA ACADEMY OF THE FINE ARTS,
CORNER BROAD AND CHERRY STREETS, PHILADELPHIA.

60th ANNUAL, EXHIBITION,

1890.

T.

The Exhibition will be opened to the public on Thursday, January 30th, and continue until Thursday, March 6th, inclusive—a period of five weeks and one day, during which no
work mentioned in the Catalogue can be removed.

2. The Exhibits may be original paintings, drawings, sculptures, architectural designs or
models, etchings and engravings, by living artists or those not more than five years deceased, and
not before publicly exhibited in Philadelphia. Original wood and stone carvings, painted or worked
tapestries, and any original productions that may properly be considered as coming within the field of
the Fine Arts, and not commercial manufactures, will also be admitted. No work will be exhibited,
however, unless approved by the Jury named below, or especially solicited by them.

3. The time for receiving exhibits will be from Monday, January 7th, to Saturday,
January 19th, though separate shipments from outside of Philadelphia may be made earlier if
desired. See Article 4th.
4. The Academy will collect and return all works in Philadelphia, New York
City and Boston, of which timely and sufficient notice is received, free of charge to exhibitors.
On application, arrangements will also be made for the payment of freight or expressage on such
offerings from the City of Baltimore, Md., or any part of the State of Pennsylvania, as may seem
suitable for the exhibition ; but all others must be delivered at the Academy, carriage prepaid,
unless offered under special agreement.
Directions for return must be explicitly given in the entry blank, or by written notice to
the Secretary not less than three days before the close of the exhibition, to secure the return of
exhibits at the Academy's expense.
Collections will be made in New York City, Jan. 6-8; in Boston, Jan, 6, 7; and in Philadelphia (between Columbia
and Washington Avenues, and Delaware Avenue and 42d St.), Monday, Jan. 6th, to Saturday, Jan. itth, inclusive.
In New York, the agents of the Academy are W. S. Budworth &.» Son, I W. 1401 Street.
In I3oston, Messrs. Williams 6-4 Everett, 79 Boylston St.
Exhibitors in Philadelphia are requested to name the earliest day in the week appointed for collecting on
which the
Academy porters mqy call for their works.

5. Entries. The blank list attached to this notice must be filled up and sent to the
Academy by the 4th of January. No picture will be sent for, in any case, unless the entry for it
has been received at the Academy at that date; but pictures will be received until January t9th,
provided entries are sent with them or in advance. No picture will be offered for sale unless
the price is given on this list. The prices will be printed in the Catalogue unless expressly
marked as not for publication.
6. A Card must be attached to each work, giving the title of the work and
the artist's name and address, with those q the exhibitor when different.

7. Frames may be surrounded by a shadow box of dark wood, not more than half an inch
thick nor more than an inch in extension from each side of the frame, nor more than a fourth of
an inch in projection over the depth thereof. No pictures without frames, or frames without pictures
will be received.
8. Varnishing Day. Only Artist Exhibitors and members of the Press will be admitted
on Wednesday, January 29th, from 8 A.M. until 4 P.M.; but no change will be made in the
hanging as arranged by the Committee.
9. The Private View for Exhibitors, Stockholders and their friends will be given
Wednesday, January 29th, at 8 P.M.
10. The Public Opening will be on Thursday afternoon, January 3oth, at

2

o'clock.

11. Sales. A competent person will be placed in charge of the Galleries for the sale of
works belonging to artists ; and a commission of ten per cent , will be charged on all sales made
from the Exhibition. (See 5. Entries.)
12. The Mary Smith Prize, annual, founded by Russell Smith, will be awarded for the
eleventh time during this exhibition.
It gives $roo.00 "to the painter of the best painting (not excluding portraits) in oil or water colors, exhibited at the
Academy, painted by a resident Philadelphian lady artist, for qualities ranking as follows : 1st. Originality of subject ; 2d. Beauty
of design or drawing ; 3d. Color and effect; and lastly, execution ;" to be awarded by the Exhibition Committee ; the Academy
to have no claim upon the painting, and the same lady not to receive the award more than twice in succession, and not more
than five times in all.

13. The Temple Trust Fund yields each year $1,80o for the purchase of works of art
and the issue of medals to artists. The accumulated income now amounts to $6,000.
Its application is limited to works by American artists in the Annual Exhibition. All American artists exhibiting are
eligible; but no works will be purchased or medaled if none be submitted of sufficient merit 'in the opinion of the Board of
Directors of the Academy. Two medals (one in gold and one in silver) may be awarded each year; the gold medal to the
best figure picture, and the silver medal to be the best landscape or marine.

14. The selection and arrangement of exhibits will be submitted absolutely to the
following artists, who have kindly consented to act as a
Jury of Selection and Hanging Committee
FRANK

L.

KIRKPATRICK,

Chairman.

CHARLES LINFORD, COLIN CAMPBELL COOPER, Jr. GEORGE FRANK STEPHENS.
BEN

F.

GILMAN,

Secretary.

By order of the Committee on Exhibitions of the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts.
CHARLES HENRY HART,
WILLIAM

B.

Chairman.

E.

BURGESS WARREN,

BEMENT,

JOHN

H.

PACKARD,

M.D.,

CHARLES HARE HUTCHINSON.

Philadelphia, November 1st, 1889.

GEORGE CORLISS,

Secretary.

PENNSYLVANIA ACADEMY OF THE FINE ARTS.

ENTRY OF WORKS FOR THE 6oth ANNUAL EXHIBITION, 8go.

Full Name of Artist,

.

Address for Catalogue,
Date and Place of Birth,

..

Professional Education,
With what art institutions connected. In what public collections represented. Honors received.

.

The Prices given below are understood to Include frames, unless the contrary Is stated.
-

Titles and Descriptions.

Works by different artists must not be entered
on the same blank.

When and Where to he sent for. When and Where to be returned.

Signature
and

Address of Exhibitor,

Owner or Price.

For 60th Annual Exhibition at the
Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, 1890.
TITLE
ARTIST

s

SPECIAL NOTICE TO ACADEMY STUDENTS.

PENNSYLVANIA ACADEMY OF THE FINE ARTS,
CORNER BROAD AND CHERRY STREETS, PHILADELPHIA.

60th ANNUAL, EXHISI'TION,

1890.

The Charles Toppan Prizes, established in 1881, by the gift of Mrs. Charles
Toppan, Miss Harriette R. Toppan and Mr. Robert N. Toppan, will be awarded for the eighth
time during this Exhibition. The conditions are as follows :
At each Annual Exhibition of the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, two prizes, one of Two Hundred dollars,
and one of One Hundred dollars, shall be awarded by the Committee on Instruction, or such other Committee as may be
appointed by the Board, for the two best pictures by students of the Academy who have Worked regularly in its schools for at
least two years, one of them being the school year preceding the Exhibition; provided, however, that there shall be no obligation
to award a prize to any work Which is not, in the opinion of the Committee, of sufficient merit.
The pictures submitted may be either in oil or water color, and must be entered in the usual way for the Annual
Exhibition.
They may be either figure pieces, landscapes, cattle pieces or marines.
The competition is net extended to sculpture.
According to the positively expressed terms of the gift, the draw ing of the picture will receive the first attention of the
examiners, that work which shows the most accurate drawing receiving the preference.
In any case of uncertainty as to the right of a competitor to be considered a student, the decision of the Board of
Directors, upon a report from the Committee on Instruction, shall be final.

The selection and arrangement of exhibits by Academy Students will be
made by

The Committee on Instru ction.
EDWARD

H. COATES, Chairman,

CHARLES HENRY HART,

Dr. JoHN H. PACKARD,

WILLIAM S. BAKER,

CHARLES HARE HUTCHINSON.

By order of the Committee on Exhibitions of the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts.

Philadelphia, November 1st, 1889.

GEORGE CORLISS,

Secretary.

PENNSYLVANIA ACADEMY OF THE FINE ARTS.

ENTRY OF WORKS FOR THE 60 th ANNUAL EXHIBITION, 189o.
-

ACADEMY STUDENT'S ENTRY.

Full Name of Artist,
Address for Catalogue,
Date and Place of Birth,
Professional Education,*
With what art institutions connected. In what public collections represented. Honors received.

The Prices given below are understood to Include frames, unless the contrary Is stated.
Titles and Descriptions.

Works by different artists must not be entered
on the same blank.

When and Where to be sent for. When and Where to be returned. I

Owner or Price.

Signature
and
Address of Exhibitor,

must specify two school years during which he or she was a
* Under the head of" Professional Education" above, a competitor for the Toppan Prizes

regular student in the Academy, and may also note any other art study.

ART STUDENTS' LEAGUE
OF NEW YORK

143

EAST 23D STREET

SEASON FROM OCT. 7, 1889, TO MAY 31, 1890

INSTRUCTORS
WM. M. CHASE
KENYON COX
H. SIDDONS MOWBRAY
B. R. FITZ
E. H. BLASHFIELD

AUGUSTUS ST. GAUDENS
J. CARROLL BECKWITH
GEO. DE FOREST BRUSH
J. H.TWACHTMAN

ART STUDENTS' LEAGUE OF NEW YORK
SEASON

OF

1889-90

CLASS BULLETIN
BY

OCT.

THE ' TO
MONTH JUNE

SESSION

INETRUCTORS

CLASSES

JAN.
TO
JUNE

PREPARATORY ANTIQUE.— Drawing from Cast, preparatory to Ad vanced Antique, Life and Painting
Morning
. ......
Afternoon....
Both of the above Classes

Classes.
J. H. TWACHTMAN ......

Daily, 9 A. M. to 12.30 P. M
Daily, i to 4.3 0 P. M

(Pupil of Boulanger and Lef2bvre.)

$800 $5000

Boo

5000

$35 00
35 00
45 oo

10 00

6o oo

8 oo

so 00

35

00

B oo
300

50 00

35

00

IO 00

6o co

45

00

8 00

50 00

35

00

8 oo

40 00

30 co

Boo
Boo

50 00

35

00

50 00

35

00

12 00
AUGUSTUS ST. GAUDENS
Daily, 8.30 to 12.30 P. M
Morning—Life.. .
8
oo
Modelling from the Antique.
The Evenin ig Class will be continued under a competent instructor if a suffici ent number of applications is received '
PAINTING CLASSES.—Painting and Drawing from Head, draped Mo del, or Still Life.

70 00

50 00

70 00

50 00

1200: 70 00

50 00

ANTIQUE CLASSES.

Morning ...
Afternoon.
Evening
Morning and Afternoon

J. CARROLL BECKWITH
(Pupil of Carolus - Duran.)

KENYON COX.

(Pupil of Gérôme and Carolus - Duran.)

GEO. DE FOREST BRUSH
(Pupil of Gérôme.)

Daily, 9 A. M. to 12.30 P. M .....
Daily, I to 4.30 P. M .........
Daily, 7 to to P. M. ........

oo

to oo

LIFE C LA SSES.—Drawing and Painting.
Men's Morning
Men's Evening
Women's Morning
Women's Afternoon

KENYON COX

Daily, 8 A. M. IO 12 M..... .......
......
Daily, 7 to ro P. M.
Daily, 8.3 0 A. M. to 12.30 P. M....

B. R. FITZ

Daily, t to 5 P. M

H. SIDDONS MOWBRAY
(Pupil of Bonnat.)

GEO. DE FOREST BRUSH
(Pupil of Gérôme.)

(Pupil of Gérôme and Carolus - Duran.)
(Pupil of the Royal Acad., Munich.)

Students desiring to work in two Life Classes can do so by the payment of half rates in addition.
MODELLING CLASS.—Modellin g in Clay from Cast and Life.

• •

Afternoon.

,

.

B. R. FITZ
(Pupil of the Royal Acad , Munich.)

Daily, r to 4 P. M

Morning
WILLIAM M. CHASE
Daily, 9 A. M. to 12 M
(Pupil of Piloty.)
Afternoon
Daily I to 4 P. M
Two Painting Classes
A separate room will be arranged for still-life study under Mr. Chase.
COSTUME CLASSES.—Drawing and Painting from the Model in Cos turne.
From November 4th to April 25th, Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
Afternoon
• 4.15 to 6.15 P. M.
7.30 to to P. M
Evening. .
Both Classes
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.
SKETCH CLASS.
4• 1 5 to 5.3 0 P. M.
Free to Students in Life, Painting, Modelling and Antique Classes.
COMPOSITION CLASS.

12 00

...

E. H. BLASHFIELD

12 col 70 00

50 00

22 00 120 00

90 00

Four

00

15 00

consecutive
months.

500

20 00

15 oo

3 oo
4

12 00

2 00

500

(Pupil of Bonnat.)

Held the second and fourth Saturday of each month from November 1st to
March 3 0 th 8 P. M.
ARTISTIC ANATOMY.

A course of lectures by a competent'instructor will be arranged for if a
sufficient number signify their desire to attendsuch a course.

REQUIREMENTS

Applicants for admission to the Life Classes must submit a drawing
of a full length nude figure from cast or life.
For the Painting Class, a drawing of a head from cast or life.
For the Modelling Class, examples of drawing or modelling.
For the Antique Class, a drawing from cast.
For the Sketch Class, a sketch from life. Students in the Life,
Painting and Modelling Classes are admitted to this class without
examination

FOR ADMISSION.
For the Composition Class, examples of original work.
No examination is required for the Preparatory Antique or for the
Costume Classes.

Students can enter any class immediately upon submitting specimens
of work which show the necessary proficiency.
Monthly payments to count from date to date. All payments must
be made in advance to D. R. WHITEHEAD, Curator.

t.

ART STUDENTS' LEAGUE OF N. Y.
SEASON OF 1889-90

BOARD OF CONTROL
E. D. FRENCH, President.
Miss S. M. KETCHAM, Vice-Pres. and Cor. Sec'y.
LOUIS LOEB, Vice-President.
GEO. W. BRECK, Recording Sec'y.
W. A. MARSH, Treasurer.
Miss A. L. KELLOGG,
H. E. TWINING,
MISS J. A. COE,
E. W. DEMING,
JOHN MACDONALD,
GEO. M. REEVS,
MISS M. D. DOWNIE.
This academic School of Art was established and is maintained by art students of
New York for the purpose of furnishing a thorough course of drawing, painting, modelling and composition. It is managed by a Board of Control, consisting of twelve
members, elected annually, a majority of whom are actual workers in the classes, and
who receive no remuneration for their services.
The charges are as low as possible, and the receipts are expended for the direct
benefit of members and students, in the maintenance of the school, and in providing all
possible facilities for study and advancement.
As an organization, the League admits to its membership artists and students
intending to make art a profession, who have worked three months in the Life
Classes, who are willing to assume their share of the work, and who are considered
eligible to such membership by the Board of Control and by the League.
As during the two preceding seasons, it is located at 143 East 23d Street, in
rooms well adapted to the needs of the school. Additional space has been secured to
accommodate the increasing number of students, and will be arranged and improved
for the comfort and convenience of those working there. The collection of photographs, etchings and other reproductions of art-masterpieces, as well as the number of
original studies, drawings and paintings by the best artists and students in the European schools, is constantly increasing. These are hung in all the rooms of the
League, especially in the Life and Painting Classes, showing examples of the best
methods in use at the present day.
Mr. Augustus St. Gaudens has consented to assume the instructorship of the
Modelling Class, and will continue the supervision of the same throughout the year.
A room will be set aside exclusively for Still-life Painting under Mr. Chase.
The Women's Afternoon Life Class will be continued with Mr. B. R. Fitz as

inst mctor.
The Preparatory Antique Class has been found of great value, enabling the
League to maintain a higher standard in the other classes, and to direct from the start
the method of study. No examination is required before entering this class, and
students are advanced as soon as qualified to work in higher classes.
Students contemplating a course of art-study abroad will find that a year or more
at the League will be of great advantage in familiarizing them with the best methods
of study and especially in the more careful elementary training afforded here.
Workers in the various branches of industrial and decorative art will find in the
evening classes of the League advantages for improvement and progress in artistic
knowledge superior to any afforded elsewhere. The evening Antique, Life, Costume
and Composition Classes are maintained especially for those thus employed during the
day.
Mr. Horace Bradley, who served the. League so ably as President during the Past
year, has been engaged as Director of the School for this season. He will exercise a
general supervision of the school and represent the President and Board of Control.
For further information address
SUSAN M. KETCHAM, Corresponding Secretaly.
E. D. FRENCH, President.

Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce,
JOHN STREET, ADELPHI, LONDON, W.C.

FOUNDED IN 1754. INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER IN 1847.
ONE-HUNDRED-AND-THIRTY-SIXTH SESSION,

1889 - 90.

Council.
11.11.11. THE PRINCE OF WALES, B.G., President of the Society.
Dula: or ABERCORN, C.B., Vice-President and Chairman of the Council.
SIR FREDERICK BRAMWELL, Bart.,

H.R.H. THE DUKE OP EDINBURGH, LG.,

Vice-Pres.
H.R.H. PRINCE ALBERT VICTOR OF WALES,
KG., Vice-Pies.
SIR FREDERICK ABEL, C.B., D.C.L.,

Vice-Pres.
WILLIAM ANDERSON, Vice-Pies.
THE ATTORNEY - GENERAL, M.P.,

Pres.
LORD ALFRED S. CHURCHILL, Vice-Pies.
B. FRANCIS COBB, Treasurer.
SIR DANIEL COOPER, Bart., G.

Vice-

K.C.M.G., C.B.,

CUNLIFFE-OWEN, K.C.B.,
K.C.M.G., C.I.E., Vice-Pres.

SIR PHILIP

SIR JULAND DANVERS, K.C.S I.
MAJOR-GENERAL J. F. D. DONNELLY, R.E.,

C.B., Vice-Pres.

Vic-Pros.
SIR GEORGE BIRDWOOD,
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ART-WORKMANSHIP PRI ZES.
Tile Society of Arts offer the sum of £150 in money prizes, as well as twenty of the
Society's Bronze Medals, for objects in the Arts and Crafts Exhibition to be held in tha
autumn of the present year. The judges will be empowered to distribute the money, or such
proportion of it as they see fit, in any sums they think will best meet the relative merits of
the exhibits, at the same time paying due regard to the cost of production. The whole sum
will only be expended in case of works of sufficient merit being forthcoming.
it will be understood that the Arts and Crafts Exhibition Society do not undertake
responsibility in respect of the awards of the prizes, which will be a matter solely under the
control of the society of Arts.
The following rules under which the prizes are offered are substantially the same as
those under which the previous Art-Workmanship competitions of the Society have been
carried out.
The prizes will be awarded to craftsmen, not professional artists, and the work must
have been executed in the United Kingdom or its dependencies.
The objects submitted for competition may be the work of one workman, or of several
workmen working in combination. They need not necessarily be the property of the
,

2
workman or workmen sending them in Manufacturers or employers may exhibit articles on
behalf of their workmen. In this case, besides the name of the manufacturer, the names
must be given of all the workmen who have executed portions of the work, with a statement
of the portion executed by each. If any prizes are awarded they will be given to the workmen.
In awarding the prizes, the judges will take into account the following points :—
1. Originality or beauty of design.
2. Fitness of treatment.
3. Excellence of workmanship.
The works will remain the property of the competitor, or of the person from whom he
has borrowed them for the competition.
All the prizes are open to male and female competitors on equal terms.
The Exhibition of the Arts and Crafts Exhibition Society will open at the New Gallery ,
Regent-street, on Monday, October ith, and will close on December 7th.
.

The following is the classilication of the objects to be received for exhibition, as put
forth by the Art and Crafts Society :—
(a) Designs and cartoons for decoration of all kinds.
(b) Decorative painting—more particularly in association with architectural
or cabinet work.
(c) Textiles—Tapestry, Needlework, woven and printed patterned Fabrics, Lace.
(c1) Painted glass.
(e) Pottery—Tiles, Majolica, painted China.
(f) Table glass.
(y) Metal work—Wrought iron, brass and copper Repoussi5, Gold and Silver.
smith's work and Chasing.
(h) Wood-carving
(i) Stone-carving Carving in ivory and other materials.
(1) Cabinet work—Inlaid, and painted.and carved furniture.
(k) Decorative Sculpture and Modelled Work—Friezes, architectural enrichments, relievos, plaster and gesso work, &e.
(1) Printing— Book decoration, Printers' ornaments, Illuminations and
decorative MSS. Wood and metal engraving.
(m) Book-binding and cloth-cases.
(n) Wall papers.
(o) Stencilling.
(p) Leather work—Stamped, tooled, cuirbouilli, ttc.
And such other kinds of decorative Art not above enumerated as may be
approved by the Selection Committee.
Information respecting the Exhibition and forms of application may be obtained from
Mr. Ernest Radford, Secretary of the Arts and Crafts Society, at the office, 44, Great
Marlborongh-street, London, W.
H. TRUEMAN WOOD,
Secretary.

THE ART INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO.

MR. WILLIAM CRANSTON LAWTON
OF CAMBRIDGE, MASS.,
E;ENTING THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA,
WILL DELIVER A LECTURE UPON

THE PROPOSED EXCAVATION OF DELPHI,
THE ART INSTITUTE, TUESDAY.AFTERNOON, Nov. 5, 1889,
AT 4 O'CLOCK.
HE LECTURE IS FREE TO ALL MEMBERS OF THE ART INSTITUTE.
YOUR ATTENDANCE IS INVITED.
.

FRENCH,

DIRECTOR.

N. H. CARPENTER, SECRETARY.
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THE GREAT CARNIVAL OF THE NORTH.
If the question were asked, "What is the most striking characteristic of
Canada ?" the answer would undoubtedly be—its Winter Carnival. It has
about it a picturesqueness that is distinctively Canadian, a freedom that well
comports with our institutions, and a sense of enjoyment such as only obtains
in a climate where winter occupations and winter pastimes are possible. The
Ice Palace, fashioned by the hands of skilful workmen, may be said to represent
the strength and beauty and rugged grandeur of the Canadian character, while
the varied pleasures in which our people take part during the winter months,
lend tone and color and warmth to a picture which has left its impress on the
minds of multitudes of men from other lands. If nature has been lavish in her
distribution of keen frosts and snowfalls in these northern latitudes, she has, with
due regard for the law of compensation, been equally lavish in her distribution
of the physical qualities which enable our people to make the most of them.
The outdoor enjoyments of a Canadian winter are a perpetual tonic, and play
an important part in building up a community of men and women, whose ancestors came from beyond the sea to found a new nation and unfold for the
records of civilization the pages of half a continent. Of such a land Whittier
must have spoken with inspired thought when he said,
"1 hear the tread of pioneers
Of nations yet to be,
The first low wash of waves where soon
Shall roll a human sea.''

Our people display the true philosophical spirit when they make the best
of the conditions by which they are environed, and the Winter Carnival, with
its Ice Palace and concomitant pastimes, proves to the world that climatic conditions which at first appear to be harsh and inhospitable, can be made subservient to the purposes and pleasures of a progressive people. During the winter
months Montreal becomes the Mecca of pleasure seekers from sunnier climes,
and the eagerness with which they look forward to the return of the Carnival
season, and the zeal with which they enter into the enjoyments pertaining to it,
reflect the feelings which dominate our people, and give buoyancy and brightness to the rule of the Frost King in his Canadian Kingdom. People who have
never been in Canada during the winter season have but vague and ill-defined
ideas of the enjoyment that is had in snowshoeing, tobogganing and sleigh-riding,
and a visit to Montreal serves to dissipate the absurd ideas that prevail in some
countries, that our people can see the North Pole from their back windows, and
that they rarely ever venture out of doors while the snow is on the ground.
Winter is really the most delightful and exhilarating season of the year in
Canada, and the denizens of warmer climes who visit the Carnival have ample
opportunities of determining for themselves, by practical experience, how much
enjoy ment is to be taken out of our winter pastimes. The climax of the Winter
Carnival is seen in the storming of the Ice Palace, a sight which is in its way a
thing of beauty, and a fitting conclusion of a season of merriment and picturesqueness, of which the early pioneers, whose bark canoes floated languidly on
the placid waters of the St. Lawrence, little dreamed, but which their successors
have crystallized into a glowing reality, instinct with life and movement, while
Mount Royal looks down from its Olympian heights, wrapped in its mantle of
purity, and keeps watch and ward, lending the grandeur and beauty of its
proportions to a scene which lives in the memory forever after.
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THE GREAT WINTER CARNIVAL OF 1889.
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Under the distinguished patronage of
Their Excellencies THE GOVERNOR GENERAL
and THE LADY STANLEY OF PRESTON.

OFFICIAL PROGRAMME.
First Day—MONDAY, 4th February.
FORENOON.
Jo o'clock. Opening of the Park and Tuque Bleue Tobogganing
Slides—the finest slides in the world—furnishing to strangers an
opportunity to enjoy the Royal sport in all its glory. Visitors
welcome.
AFTERNOON.
Arrival of Their Excellencies the Governor General and The
Lady Stanley of Preston. Manning of the living Arch in Their
Excellencies' honor. Band and 5 o'clock Tea at Victoria Skating
Rink ; the largest and finest rink in America. Skating at the
Dominion Rink, and tobogganing at the Park and Tuque Bleue
Slides.

EVENING.
Formal opening of the Ice Palace, by Their Excellencies.
Electric illumination of the Ice Palace and grand pyrotechnic
display. Band and Hockey Matches at the Victoria Skating Rink.
Commencement of the m mile Amateur Skating Championship
Races, at Dominion Rink. Emerald and Le Trappeur Snowshoe
Clubs' Tramp to the Athletic Club House, at 8 o'clock. Brilliant
illumination of Park and Tuque Bleue Toboggan Slides. First night
of the "Pearl of Pekin" at the Academy of Music, to run all week.

MONTREAL WINTER CARNIVAL,
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Second Day—TUESDAY, 5th February.
FORENOON.
Band and Skating at Victoria Skating Rink, from fo to 12.
Tobogganing at Park and Tuque Bleue Slides, commencing at
to a.m.

AFTERNOON.
2 o'clock. 1st day

of Trotting Races on the river ice—
opposite Jacques Cartier Square. Tobogganing at Park Slides.
3 o'clock. Grand official opening of Tuque Bleue Slides by
Their Excellencies.

EVENING.
Children's Fancy Dress Skating Carnival at Victoria Club Rink
—introducing many novel and amusing features—from S to
10.30 p.m. St. George's Snowshoe Club Tramp, to their Club
House at Côte St. Antoine, with illumination—start to be
made at 8 o'clock from Windsor Hotel. Brilliant illumination of
tobogganing slides. Grand display of Fireworks at the Park
Slides. Continuation of 10 mile Championship Skating Race at
Dominion Rink. Illumination of Ice Palace and public buildings.

MONTREAL WINTER CARNIVAL,
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Third Day—WEDNESDAY, 6th February.
FORENOON.
Championship Fancy Skating Tournament, at Victoria Skating
Rink, commencing at 1 0 o'clock. Tobogganing at Park and Tuque
Bleue Slides, commencing at Do o'clock.

AFTERNOON.
Second day of Trotting Races on the river ice—opposite
Jacques Cartier Square—commencing at 2 o'clock.
3 o'clock. Grand official opening of Park Club Toboggan Slides
by Their Excellencies, and Fancy Dress Toboggan Carnival, with
5 o'clock Tea. Band, Skating, and 5 o'clock Tea at Victoria Skating
Rink. Carnival Snowshoe Races on the Montreal Club Grounds—
west end of Sherbrooke Street—under the patronage of Their
Excellencies, commencing at 2.30 o'clock.

EVENING.
Commencing at 9 o'clock. Storming, defence and capitulation
of the Ice Palace by the allied Snowshoe clubs, advancing from
the mountain, under cover of the guns of the Montreal Field
Battery ; the besieging host commence the attack simultaneously
from all sides of the palace ; the defence by the Garrison, and
onslaught of the invaders, with the dissolving illumination of the
palace, previous to the capitulation, forms the grandest spectacular
event to be witnessed in any part of the world. Continuation
of lo mile Championship Races at Dominion Skating Rink.
Illumination of public buildings.
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Fourth Day—THURSDAY, 7th February.
FORENOON.
Skating at Victoria and Dominion Skating Rinks, from io to
12 o'clock. Tobogganing at Park and Tuque Bleue Slides, commencing at to o'clock.

AFTERNOON.
CIVIC HOLIDAY. Tobogganing at Park and Tuque
Bleue Slides. Grand Fancy Carnival Drive, or winter Mardi-Gras,
moving westward on Sherbrooke Street from Union Avenue, at
2.30; introducing equipages of all sorts and conditions, ancient
and modern ; allegorical cars and club cars, manned by the
different clubs in costume, with private sleighs of fantastic design
the whole presenting a wondrous scene of life and merriment, never
before approached for ludicrous and suggestive incidents by any
similar event.
EVENING.
Tobogganing. Brilliant illumination of the Park and Tuque

Bleue Slides. Grand special display of Fireworks at the Park
Slides. Grand Fancy Dress Carnival at Victoria Rink—introducing
novel electric effects—commencing at 8 o'clock. Fancy Dress
Carnival at Dominion Skating Rink, commencing at 8 o'clock.
Illumination of Ice Palace and public buildings.
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Fifth Day—FRIDAY, 8th February.
FORENOON.
Tobogganing at Park and Tuque Bleue Slides, commencing at
Jo o'clock. Visit to McGill University, and address to His Excellency by the University, II a.m. Skating at Victoria and Dominion
Rinks, from Jo to 12 o'clock.

AFTERNOON.
Band and skating at the Victoria Rink, commencing at 3 o'clock.
Tobogganing at Park and Tuque Bleue Slides. Toboggan Races
at 3 o'clock at the Tuque Bleue Slides. Grand Citizens' Drive,
headed and guided by the Montreal Tandem Club ; starting from
Dominion Square at 2.30 o'clock. This drive will embrace the
largest turnout of private winter equipages to be seen in any city

on the continent.

EVENING.
Carnival Skating Races and Games at Victoria Skating Rink,
at 8 o'clock.
Tobogganing. Brilliant illumination of the Park and Tuque
Bleue Slides. Continuation of m mile Championship Race at
Dominion Rink. The Argyle and Garrison Artillery Snowshoe
Clubs' tramp to the Athletic Club House, starting at 8 o'clock from
McGill College Gate. Grand Ball at Windsor Hotel. Illumination
of Ice Palace and public buildings.
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Sixth Day—SATURDAY, 9th February.
FORENOON.
Tobogganing. Park and Tuque Bleue Slides, commencing at

io o'clock.
AFTERNOON.
Tobogganing at Park and Tuque Bleue Slides. Montreal
Snowshoe Club's Annual Races, at their grounds, 2.3 0 o'clock.
Band and 5 o'clock Tea at Victoria Rink. Third day's Trotting
Races on the river ice—opposite Jacques Cartier Square—commencing at

2

o'clock.

EVENING.
Hockey Matches at Victoria Skating Rink, at 8 o'clock.
Tobogganing. Park and Tuque Bleue Slides brilliantly
illuminated. Montreal Snowshoe Club's Annual Dinner and
presentation of prizes at Windsor Hotel. Final Race for the lo
mile Skating Championship at Dominion Rink. Illumination of
Ice Palace and public buildings, with pyrotechnic display.
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ISITORS to our Winter Carnival must not hastily conclude that we are a

Hyperborean people, of cheerful disposition in outward seeming, but, in reality,
wrestling for our living with an unfavourable climate and holding Carnivals to keep our
spirits up. A glance from the Mountain Park over the substantial buildings of the city,
and the costly villas of the suburbs will convince any stranger that we are a people with
a surplus of material comforts. The numerous tall chimneys, which are obscuring the
clear sky with smoke, only partially explain our resources. Nor will our position be
explained by remembering that Montreal is the pivot of two immense railway systems.
For not only does the Grand Trunk centre here, extending from Portland and Quebec to
Chicago and through the West—a system with its branches of 4,099 miles, under one
management—but the Canadian Pacific system, with an aggregate length of 5,292 miles,
the longest railway in the world—reaching, under one management, from the Atlantic
to the Great Western Ocean—has its vital centre in Montreal. These two railways span
the St. Lawrence here by bridges, each unique of its kind. The Victoria Bridge, 9.184
feet, and the Canadian Pacific Bridge, 3,660 feet in length. Montreal, then, is a very
remarkable centre of converging railways ; but even this circumstance does not fully
explain the whole business of the city, for the exports amounted in the year just closed
to $24,049,638; and the imports for the year ending September 3oth, 1888 (the latest
date attainable now) to $41,485,330; while the aggregate banking capital, of those
banks only which have been originated and have their head offices here, amounts (with
the accrued rest) to $32,000,000.
Nature, at Montreal, runs through a wider cycle of change than in any other city
of similar size in the world. A few short months hence, and the fields, now resting invisible under the snow, will start into life, and under a summer temperature, the same
as that of Central France, even semi-tropical crops such as maize, tomatoes and
tobacco will ripen in the open air. Wharves, now invisible under the ice, will be encumbered with freight discharged all day long from great black-hulled ocean steamers,
while at night, aided by the artificial daylight of electric lamps, long trains of cars will
toll over these now hidden wharves, and distribute the freight over the country as far as
the Pacific Ocean. It is difficult to realize this in winter. The large elevators seem
useless on the margin of our icy river, over which the habitants are drawing their produce to market ; but the figures of last summer's business, in our now silent harbour,
will help our visitors to realize it. Last season, 655 ocean vessels, nearly all steamers

\,:-..Nr,v

of the largest size, measuring 782,473 tons, arrived at our port. To meet these there
came from the western lakes 5,5oo inland vessels, with an aggregate of 863,014 tons.
The leading items of export during the same period, were : Wheat, 2,033,325 bushels ;
Corn, 2,721,282 bushels ; Peas, 895,314 bushels ; Flour, 585,602 barrels Cheese,
;

1,116,627 boxes ; Lumber, 120,979,881 feet ; Phosphates, 16,133 tons; Apples,
264, 113 barrels Cattle, 61,003; Sheep, 46,223. These are some only of the items
which make up our summer business.
;

But our winter visitor should know that Montreal is not only a port, but also a free
port free from all tonnage and harbour dues and moreover that it is accessible to the
;

;

argest ocean steamships. At Liverpool there is a depth of only 9 feet at low water on

the bar of the Mersey ; vessels can be docked only when the tide is at its height. At
New York, the depth over the bar at Sandy Hook during low water is 21 feet, at highest
tide, 29 feet. At Boston the range is from 21 feet at low tide to 29 34 feet at highest ;
but from Montreal there is always a depth of 27 34 feet of water from the wharves at
lowest river level to the ocean. Thanks, then, to natural advantages of situation and to
the energy of some of her citizens, living and dead, Montreal sits enthroned the Queen
of the waters of the North.
The future of Montreal as a manufacturing centre is bright, because of the orderly
and industrious habits of the working classes. The population in 1888 was 195,864,
and it is difficult to foresee to what extent that number may grow when all the natural
advantages of the city are utilized. The assessed value of the real estate in 1887 was
$102,641,720, and the municipal revenue was $1,948,393. A glance at the map will
show the magnitude of the basin of the River St. Lawrence with its tributaries, and a
glance at the distant shore across the river will show the volume of its waters. All this
water drops 45 feet in 84 miles, just above the city. The Connecticut River at Holyoke affords 6o,000 horse-power, and this is leased at $4.62 per horse power per annum,
so that each mill privilege of 65 horse-power costs $3 00 per annum. Compare the basin
of the Connecticut with the basin of the St. Lawrence, and calculate the number of
horse-power running to waste at Montreal ; bear in mind the qualities of the working
population, and the possibilities of the city will begin to appear. The day may arrive
when the Queen of the waterways of the North will cease to obscure her clear skies
with the unconsumed residues of coal imported from a distance, when a portion of the
unused power of the river may be utilized, and the annual cost of a horse-power may
sink to five dollars then the natural advantages of Montreal will stand clearly revealed,
;

even during a Winter Carnival.

S. E. DAWSON.
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--NOTES
The foregoing Programme is subject to revision and addition.
Specially reduced rates prevail on all the railroads leading to Montreal.
Lists of hotels, restaurants, boarding and lodging houses, may be had on application
at Carnival Office, Mechanics' Building, 204 St. James Street, Montreal—personally
or by letter.
Special membership tickets. (Gentlemen, $3.00, Ladies, $2.00,) good for all entertainments Carnival Week, in the Victoria Rink, will be issued to strangers by the
Victoria Skating Club. Holders of these tickets are cordially invited to take part in
Fancy Dress Festivals—subject to costume regulations of the Board.
The electric illumination will be supplied by the Royal Electric Company.
Messrs Wm. Notman 6-, Son, with the co-operation of the various athletic clubs,
will publish combination photographs of the principal events of the Carnival.
Among the objects of interest, open to all during the Carnival, are the superb
club-house, kennels and stables of the Montreal Hunt ; the new and spacious Athletic
Club-House, Côte des Neiges; St. George's Club-House, Côte St. Antoine ; and
McGill College Library and Museum.
St. Peter's Cathedral, Dominion Square, in construction, will be open to visitors.
All the drives in Mount Royal Park, will be in excellent order during Carnival
week, affording famous views of Montreal and its environs.
Hackmen wearing Carnival Badges are under the patronage of the Carnival Committee, and are respectfully recommended to the consideration of visitors.
The Park and Tuque Blette Toboggan Slides will be at the disposal of strangers
during Carnival Week, and members of these clubs will give a cordial welcome to
visitors. Members of both clubs will be at their slides during the week to pilot guests.
The Park Slide is situated at a beautiful spot on top of Mount Royal, commanding
a splendid view, and has a fine Club House adjoining. This slide is about 15 minutes'
drive from city. The Park club has return chutes, bringing sliders back to opposite
chute—a feature no other club in America can boast of.
The Tuque Bleue Slide is situated at West End of Sherbrooke Street ; has a nice
Club House, and is also about 15 minutes' drive from city.
Dixey's "Pearl of Pekin" will run during the
At the Academy of Music, Rice
week.
Bishop's mammoth view of Montreal will be on exhibition at the Natural History
Society's Rooms, daily, from g a.m. to 6 p.m., and from 7 to to p.m.

THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
JOSEPH HICKSON, HON. PRESIDENT.
SIR D. A. SMITH, K.C.M.G., HON. VICE-PRESIDENT.
A. DESJARDINS, M P., HON. VICE-PRESIDENT.
ERASTUS WIMAN, HON. VICE-PRESIDENT.
LUCIUS TUTTLE, CHAIRMAN.
THOS. TRIMBLE, VICE-CHAIRMAN
P. W. ST. GEORGE, 2ND VICE-CHAIRMAN.
C. C. CLAPHAM, SECRETARY.
Information respecting any department of the Carnival may be ascertained from the
following Chairmen, by applying to Mr. Clapham, Secretary, 204 St; James Street.

WILLIAM CASSILS,
DR. C. McEACHRAN,
THOMAS TRIMBLE,
THOMAS GAUTHIER,
A. HAIG SIMS,
JOHN ARNTON, JR.,
DAVID H. HENDERSON,
M. NOLAN DE LISLE,
HUGH GRAHAM,
A. F. PIRIE,
W. BELLINGHAM,
FRED.BIRKS,
WM. EDGAR,
D. L. LOCKERBY

CHAIRMAN CARNIVAL BALL.
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CITIZENS' DRIVE.

FINANCE.
FANCY CARNIVAL DRIVE.
FIREWORKS.

HOCKEY.
ICE PALACE AND CONSTRUCTIONS.
LODGINGS.
PRINTING AND ADVERTISING.

PRESS RECEPTION.
SNOWSHOFING.
TOBOGGANING.
TRANSPORTATION.
TROTTING.
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NOTES ON CURRENT ART,
THE EXIIIRITIsiN OF FRENCH

DELACROIX AT TE COTT1E1 C ALLEY —SOME
FACTS REGARDING MILLET AND
Ills FAMILY.
The MetrOnelitan Museum of Art began the winter
8eaA0n yesterday, when the valuable Willard collection

of architectural ca,sts was exhibited for the thst time,
/teethes exhibition. which wee opened to the nubile
yesterday' at the Wunderlich Gallery, will enable those
interested in American prints te study the etchings of
Mr. Charles A. Platt from his earlier shore-scenes down
to his recent admirable etchihs of scenes along the
East River.

M. M. Bettie() and Durandefluel constantly bought hl
painting , and sold his pastels."
This will be recognized as an important eontr14
the Millis literature, Only few daYll
since an eecount, of the desertimien of Miiiece house
—
to the poverty Of his family. This house was owned
by the Senator estate, and the price set upon it was
undoubtedly high. Yet it, would a s pear from the
following account that the family of Millet (mule
have purchased the house had it been deemed ad
visable. " As to the widow of the, great painter,'s

butioe to

continues M. Calmette, "sise passtis her summer ai
Barbizon and her whitee In Paris, with her youngest
daughter, the only one not yet nettaled. The sale
orgapized after her husband's death produeed 4.S1,05111
francs (about $$0,2101, which was added to the modest
pension pf the State. With the exception- -ef one
daughter , all the children are well established in
Pares. Let it suffice to mention Mme. Feuardent, the
oldest daughter, the wife of the partner knke importaut firm of Rollin-Feuarderre; Mme. H. 1
the wife of a groat Waite dealer and cannot
and Mme. Landestple, whose husband Is In the ster
typing business. Of the three sons, one. Franco
Millet, is a well-imown painter; the see-soul, Chariese
is an architect in Paris, and the youligese Georges
Billot, Occupies himself with sports. \t hat remainse
then. of -this famous legend of the misery which ene
veloped and 'stifled the great pain for and his family ."
Very little, without doubt. But as M. Renan sayse
'Humanity wishes to be deceived and otters prelate
myths to history."

Many of the examples of French masters which have
been lent for the coining exhibition at the American
Art Galleries are already in this city, and those who
are familiar with the galleries of the lenders will appreciate the promise of the exhibitdon. Mr. us T.
Walters has 'contributed no less than twenty-three
pictures. His group of Millet's works includes the
beautiful "Sheiteefokl by Moonlight," one of the finest
of the artist's paintings in quality and sentiment; the
" Breaking Flax." and "Potato Hareest." pastel drawings of "Tho Sower" and "The Shepberdees," and a
blank and white study for "The Angelus." Three
pictures by Delacroix have been contributed, the
"Jesus on the Sea of Galilee," "Christ on the Cross,"
REMINISCENCES OF THE GREAT FR NCH
and a "Lion and Serpent" in water-colors. Rousseau's
LANDSCAPE PAINTER,.
magnificent landscape, "Le Givre,» known as "The t911031 TIIE REGULAR CORRESPONDENT 05' THE TRIBUN
Hoar-Frost" and as "Winter Solitude will be acl'aria. October 11.
cempanied by the river scene. "A. Summer Afternoon,.
I think that, taken all round, Jules Dupre w
which came from the Probasco collection. Corot's
the most interesting of the many French artis
"St. Sebastian ," and "Evening Star» have been conI have known. Ile was of an upright, dire
tributed, together with Decampsie impressive "Suinature, emotional, and yet steady, apt to ta
cide." Daiffegtw's "'Twilight," the large "Sunset on the
fancies to other human beings, and to stick
Coast of France," the "Early Spring" and "Coming
them: for he had the gift of divining spirite, anct
Storm." Mr. Walters also sends Dupre's "Old Oak,"
and "At Sea." and Diaz's "A Storm," "Forest of so his affecticns were not often misplaced; When
Fontainebleau." "Effect of Autumn," and "The Ashe did not like he was abrupt and cold. When he
sumption.» These are picturee of the first importance
liked his generous warmth of heart was un- .
and their appearance in this loan exhibition will furbounded. This was greatly shown in his friend,.
nish an invaluable opportunity for those who have
ship for Theodore Rousseau, the landscape painter,
never visited Me. Walters's galleries in Baltimore. It
in whom he saw from the lirse time he met him el
Is understood that Mr. Walters has Deter lent his
poor devil artist, it Man of genius. The idea
, pictures before, although his galleries are opened ,
never occurred to Dupre of the possible rivalr y
every year for the benefit of the Baltimore Pooe Asof Rousseau, they bot! worstn
sociation. Mr. Quincy Shaw, of Reston, who was
. The formerwes W Ç .e
one of the earliest collectors of Mirlet's works, hat
-00 C up the latter, and went about himself
kle.tee'tr''',.1111"**Mt lave never been
Picture-dealers and amateurs with his youn
seen in a BlIblie exhibition. He has sent three
oil paintings, "The Buckwheat Harvest," the "Potato friend's landscapes. He even went further Dupre
set himself up with a large studio in the country!
Planters" and the "Village of Oreville," with two
and made Rousseau short it until he could slierd
water-colors, "The Sheep Shearing" and a sea view,
eeneLthese , eatcr-colors by Barye. Mrs. Potter Palmer,
to rent one for himself. They worked in it. b
Of Chicago, is to contribute a Millet and some other
by side for years. It bad a lovely outlook on the
works; Mr. Cornelius Vanderbilt will leftd the largo River Oise at Isle Adam. It woe here that Dupre
Troyer' of the, Spencer cab; Mr, Thomas Newcome will lived through the
greater part of his artist-he
semi Cocotes "Lake Nettie" from the Morgan sale;
life and died of the painful disease for whielt he
Mr. A. C. Clarke will lend an example of Delacroix;
was operated on six weeks back. The operation
Mr, Charles A. Dana will contribute Millet's " Turkey
'InRq.540,4.,44.4.41,004.4.11.Vw41011111.1601W
*
Keeper» anti a toi-nt, end paintings have been promisee esie
eight recuperative force enough to enable him t
by Messrs Frederick L. Aines, of Boston; William
Kocketeller, John G. Johnson and other collefters.
mill through.
Dupre was a Nentois. The Celt, dominated'
For the Barye exhibition it is announced that bein him. But lie meet have been of a mixed'
tween 000 and 700 bronzes and water-colors have been
race. He thought he came of seafaring peoplej
promised by twenty-ono contributors. Mr. W. T.
and had A sailor-like sincerity and simplicity
Walters naturally comes first among the individual
of character. The sea was never understood
contributors. The trustees of the Corcoran Gallery
have sent on the entire Barye collection belonging to
by French art patrons until he began to paint
the gallery, which includes over a hundred examples.
it. His father was a designer for porcelain, and
Among the other contributors are Messrs. Cyrus J.
became a porcelain manufacturer, in which
Laurence, R. M. Hunt, John Taylor Johnson, Charles
business he made money. He did not interfert
A. Dana, .J. M. Inglis, Thomas B. Clarke, J. K. Gibbs,
with the artiste s °cation of Jules, who cam
J. W. Ellsworth tuid Robert Hoe. Messrs. Sutton and
to Paris the same year a,s George Sand-that
Robertson, of the American Art Association, will lend
the Revolution which placed Louis Philippe on
examples of Barye from their private collections, Mr.
the throne-but he did not belong to her s t
Robertson contributing twenty-three bronzes.

JULES DUPRE,

A few of the amateurs who visit the Barye exhibi- although he was her guest at different times a
tion will be able out of their personal experience to Nohunts and did there some landscapes whic
compare this collection with the posthumous exhi- she pointed out. He studied under one Diehol
bition of Barytes works opened in Paris in Novem- who was more of the Belgian than the Frene,
school, and prized sincerity in rendering Pcrsona
ber, 1875. The catalogue of the latter exhibition contained 850 numbers. There were 349
impressions, but was still trammelled by ti
bronzes and plasters, ninety-three oil paintings, seventy
conventionalities of the old-fashioned sch ,00l
evatetseciors., and 138 drawings and sketches. So - far
landscape painting.- El-t. -Lt..; compealtRin - was
as the bronzes, and possibly the water-colors, are conthought neceseery to the good landscape, and the
cerned, the New-York exhibition will undoubtedly be
badger's hair brush made the surface of ruinsj
superior. The Paris catalogue included only the works
promontories, brigands, blighted trees, smooth as
remaining within the Control of Banye's family. Since
a mirror. Dupre had money enough to make, o
that time many of these examples have been brought
quitting Diebold's studio, a tour in seareh
to this country. The Barye exhibition held in Paris
last May contained the coneetSens of amateurs like
picturesque in England. He saw there a quanti
MM. Lucas, Bonnet, Lutz and Binder, while the col- of paintings which showed him tarsi
lections of Id. Barbedienne and of the State were also
nature was the only possible raw
ci
available. M. Barbedienmi lent thirteen WILX_Xaan1.--4........-14-6--"nrar a e
artist was what gave value to the picture. Con7,f74 4Wedsele.," twenty-eight plaster "models,* and sketches,
and eighty-eight bronze "models." It *as also posstable, Bonuington, David Roberts (who broughtim
sible to show plaster models of monumental works
Spain before the eyes of the British public): an
like the four figures of " War," "Pease," "Strength"
Landseer were to him a revelation. On his
and " Order," which are in stone at the Louvre and
return to France he made a pedestrian tour
in bronze at Baltimore; the figures of river gods acthrough the different provinces.
oompanying Mimic's "Gloria Vielle" ; the Louvre
Though his pencil was so strong and concise,
figures repreeenting "Napoleon Ruling History and the
rendered shades with infinite subtlety. The home
Arts," end other eexamples of Bas-em's larger works.
hest subjects, as 'seen and painted by him, wee
These plaster models will, a course, be unavailable
truly things of beauty. What can he mere
eftre—the - e0111111g exhibition. A plaeler of a different
monplace in itself than his " FarmYissd
class, a cast from the " Lien and Serpent" in the
Valley of Montmorency" or his " Views of Ar
Garden of the Tuileries, bas been received from Mr.
Lucas. This la presented by the sender te. the
genteuil"-about as ugly a place as there is in
Metropolitan Museum, but it is to be first shown at Otis
the environs of Parisi' But he found lovelineiss
exhibition. It will be impossible to show a collection in the most ordinary objects. Abbeville 1S also in
of Baryo's drawings, his first studies and notes in black an ugly part of Picardy. The paintings done ot
anti white, but mention is made of one pencil draw- its marshy,
boggy country made people who bou0S
Mg of " The T get Hunt," Nevertheless. this e.xlindien
them long to go and spend the summer thefts
will contain many examples which were not e'en in
Paris, and as regards the essential features, the. Was there ever any more delicious pastoral than
breezes and paintings, there will be nothing to fear
his " Asinsals Crossing a Ford," if it was not
from a comparison, sines the Ameriean exhibition' has
been able to draw from the collections of Mr. Walters
" Meadows near Southampton" ? The oharacters
and the Corcoran Gaiters , It is now eonsidered imPreetleable to open the exhibition before We middle istics of the different provinces of France are
of the month.
brought out with subtle touches.
Brittany,/
v
unruy
The secretary of the Academy of Design calls atten- Berry, Limousin, r'i orm niiuy unu
distinct features, • not due to man's action, ot'll
tion to the following announcement: "In addition to
earth and sky, Dupre would never allow that
the awards named in the school circular, there will be
there was such a, thing as sky. There was only
this season a prize of $500 to defray the cest of the
residence and study of a student abroad."
air. which enveloped everything, and In which
Messrs. Cattier & Co. exhibit four large decorative clouds sailed. So early in his career as 1833
paintings, representing the seasons, which were painted Dupre received at a Paris Salon is secondselass
by Delacroix In hie hast period. The subjects are
medal and the cross of the Legion of Honor. Ho
" Diana Surprised by Actaeon, or Summer"; " Bacchus
got a medal at the Universal Exhibition of 1861
Finding Arlene, or Autumn"; " Juno Beseeching Dints.
and was made an officer of the Legion of Honer
or Winter,. and " Etneelice Gatherleg Flowers, or the
in 1870. Two of his pictures, " Morning", and
wSpringtime. , i These compositions are, studies rather
" Evening,' have siace been bought by the Fin
than complete works, but they have tbe &Wet's
characteristic richness of color. The landscape back- Arts Ministry for the Luxemburg. The oue give
the freshness, the promise, the glow, of mornin
grounds are adapted rather than studied from nature,
and the figures show a summary execution which
and the other the quiet and She pensive each)
cioo4 not invite close anal3sle. The ilheA of tho
of the hour when the vesper tolls in the villas
figures as regards the painting may be readily deemed
belfry. They belonged to the San Donato dc
the
"
Diana,"
which
has
been
carried
to ho that of
I further than the others and which offers a curious lection of Prince Demidoff, were brought to tl
I contrast to the figure of Actakom These pictures
hammer in Paris, and were purchased for 43,000
are invigorating examples of expression in color,
francs. There is a fine show of Duke's paintings
even if the manner be somewhat off-hand. There is
the usual striking use of reds and greens, and the at the Universal Exhibition.
great
Thee
"
four
characteristic intensity of action.
Dupre was not ambitious of being puffed, and
pars of allegory" receive-I much praise from Armand
Silvestro, but while t' ( compel praise as color boasted not less than six months ago of never
studies, it is apparent lt their magnificence has its
These studies, which are about six feet in height by
four in width, and coneequently larger than any examples of the artist now in this country, were in
Delacroix's studio at the time of his death, and they
were included in the posthumous sale. They were
bought by M. Haro for prices ranging from $310 for
"Bacs-hua." Afterthe "Diana" down to $170 for the
ward they were owned by M. Durand-Ruel, who
obtained etchings attise pictures, and in 1875 he sold
them to M. Emile Girardin. Ae the Girardin sale the
four compositions brought $0,000. ln bis " Catalogue Ralsonnee" of Delacroix, Robaut adds • " Public
opinion regards these four pictures as retouched by a
strange band."
"There are some persistent legends," writes
Gasten Calmette in the "Figaro"—" the legend cf
Millet, poor, and dying miserably, if not from hunger,
is perpetuated and gains new strength as the year.;
go on and the number of the great painter's friends
arid relatives grows less. But we have consulted
his family and here is the reply." The tuuthorative
statement which is furnished deserves attention, because there is still a general belief In Millet's abject
poverty, a belief primarily due to Sensier's gloemy
biography, The reply of Millet's family is that " after
his talent developed itself in the 'Sower'
of 1851, and the `Sheep-Shearer,"Shep
`Reapers' of 1853, a group, as
, bord,' and
were, of buyers was formed who considerea
Millet as one of the most certain hopes of the new
bei 001, and one of the must nneoniestable masters
of ;he future: In the 'Figaro r Albert Wolff was
eulogizing the genius of Millet at a time when the
artist was discussed, abused, miseontreed and not
generally known, and all this helped the artist's casse.
Orel° limited
/1 cliele of cenneleseurs was formed, a
no doubt, but rich, and all the pictures of the artist
were sold at about his price as soon as they were
finished. Certainly they did not Ming the prices of
to-nay, but telmo t everything whieh went out irom
his studio was promptly bought for 1,500, 2,000 or
sometimes 4,000 francs and as the Indefatigable
bower prodtwid a geowt , deal, he has acquired not a
fortune, but all that was necessary to bring up nine
thildren, and the household has lived, it must be
said, witheut any privations. M. Laurent Richards
bought the 'Evening' Aor 10,000 francs; 30.000 francs
we, given to Millet for the deem stem of the Hulot
homes; the Pawls of the 'Four Seasons ' which
decorate the linuse of a rich A leac l&fl lit ti's Bones
vard Hausmann brought the same price, and finally

having been interviewed in his life. Journaliste
who were admitted to his studio were asked
to " blaguer" (talk nonsense) about it.
were free to cut up or praise his pictures
But he held that it was degrading to art to tal
about the Lares and Pennies of the painter. He
was told, that he would command far higher prices
if he left the country to live in a showy house
in Paris, and made a present to a dozen Jews om
so of some of his inferior landscapes. They wouldi
puff him like everything to sell the gifts dear./
Millet's pictures were bulled by a syndicate whiehi
had a number of them. The proposal made
Dupre very angry. He said he had inner peace
and happin es s, anti was not going to jeopardize is
by resorting to low expedients. Dupre was a man
of a contemplative nature. Ile was sober in all
things, and held with Goldsmith that " Man wants
but little here below." Up to the last year or se
his health continued robust. Ile was fond of going
to see the works of bis old friends, Corot, DiazS
Rousseau, Troyon and Millet, Perhaps it is tool s
much to speak of Millet as a friend. Dupte ads
mired and praised him, but they seldom saw weak
other.
Dupre received a classical education and wa
great reader of standard works of Fi eue
tore. He had a pocket edition of Montai
he carried tibout with him in his tours, a
The subtle
of La Fontaine's Fables.
Fontaine's touches used to delight him.
that the spirit of the age of Louis
given in the Fables, which to one is-no
to read them were the truest history of
Periods had a soul just like (stein
Fontaine divined the one he lived in t
it out. Dupre was particularly skill
the impression that the scene he paint
of its own. This is why there is so much
ciliation in his stormy scenes. his sunsets, his 'Val
his foroste and his melancholy seascapes. E, O.
not look exactly with le loving eye omen the se
It ems perfidious end liable to fits of fury. end Wit
the theatre of tragedies inniimerable. Whsn be
thought about its ways he did not, he said. won",
der at sailors being superstitious, _
-
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ART NEWS AND COMMENTS.
THE WEEK IN ART CIRCLES.
NOTES ON THE EXHIBITIONS — ART NEWS

1

ABROAD.
Tho season of exhibitions has opened earlier than
usual this year and tho present activity in the galleries
may be fairly called unprecedented. The National
Academy will open its doors to the public to-morrow.
At the American Art Gallery the splendid
exhibition of liarye's bronzes , and paintings
and the "hundred masterpieces" will doubtlees attract _ the expected crowd of amateurs
and the melons. On Friday and yesterday the
friends of the Union League gathered to improve the
fortunate chance which enabled them to compare
Occidental masters of pictorial and Oriental masters
of ceramics. It is to be regretted that the examples
of Rembrandt, Tentera and Van Ostade cannot be
placed upon public exhibition for a longer time. The
gallery of Messrs. eVunderlich & Co. offers the collected work of a painter-etcher who has earned g entitle
• distinction, Mr. Charles A. Platt. Messrs. lieppel es
Co. show a well-chosen collection of American water
colors. Tho dealers have their galleries in preparation for expected visitors. Messrs. lenoodler es Co.
show examples of Corot and other members of that
group, and Messrs. Reichard ez Co. have hung a small
collection of paintings by Mr. Inness.

Mr. F. Meder has published a carefully arranged
f THE NV lttibas 4js\ F.
catalogue of his collection of old prints, which is
his contemporaries, which will
,
and
shown at the Kleckner Gallery. The first division
1 open to the public next week, includia
of the catalogue offers the prints which are regarded
" T he Angelus," will be viewed by men
as "the finest and rarest," and this Is followed by a
ordsr;
bers of the press on Friday, the fifteent
list of old prints, with the artists in alphabetical
works
by
and lists of mezzotnts. line engravings.
Inst. The works will remain on vie',
Bartolozzi and his school, and portrait. Each print
until January, and will be one of th s
is accompanied by a few words of descr pilon and
most remarkable ever held of moe by references to Bartech and oth -:r authorities.
ern works of art. The printed memoria,,
the
Pennsylvania
of
The sixtieth annual exhibition
fully illustrated with coloured artotypeo
Academy of Fine Arts will be opened on January 30.
and wood cuts, and written by Mi.
in
by
January
4.
From
Lists of works must be sent
Charles de Kay, the secretary of the
January 6 to 8, inclusive, the Academy will collect any
Barye Monument Association, which is
exhibits in this city, and will return them after the
to be issued in connection with the disexhibition witeout any cost to the exhibitors, provided
play,
will form, it is intended, a fine re"timely and su fficient notice is received." The plan
cord of the display. There will be a disof the exhibition is sufficiently comprehensive, since it
play of one hundred master-pieces, and
Includes not only oil paintings and sculptamong those who contribute these are :
ure, but also drawings, architectural deW. C. Van Horn of Montreal, Mrs.
signs or models, etchings and engravPotter
Palmer of Chicago, Frederick T.
ings, and originel wood and stone carvings, painted or
Ames of Boston. Mr. Quincy A. Shaw of
worked tapestries, and " any original productions that
Boston, loans five Millets—" The Bud'may properly be considered as coming within the
wheat Harvesters," "The Planters,"
not
commercial
manufacturcs."
field of the line arts and
"The Village of Greville," and two water
The Temple Trust Fund yields each year $1,800 for
to
colours. Mr. W. C. Van Horn loans A
the purchase of sweets of art and the issue of medale
American artists represented in the annual exhibition.
"Lion and Lioness," by Delacroix. The
$8,000.
The accumulated income amounts to about
collection will fill the five galleries of the
"no.
works
but
eligible,
are
All American exhibitors
American Art Association.
still be purchased or medalled (sic) if none be submitted
of sufficient merit In the opinion of the Board of ledIn "Montezuma's" Note Book of the
[octets of the Academy. Two medals may be awarded
Amateur for November is the followArt
best
figure
picture,
sud
the
gold
medal
to
each year; a
ing: Alone "The Angelus" would cersaliver medal to the best landscape or marine." Other
of
the
best
pictures
by
students
tainly disappoint the public. "- C '
rlzes 3.1`a offered for
the Academy.
But arranged, as it probably will be, in a
little shrine of its own, with detectives
Mr. Robert Dunthorne, the London print publisher,
to guard it, and railed off so that it me),
writes to announce some new publications of consid
able interest. Lagullierm e is etching a plate altar not be approached tao lightly, it will be
Mr. Orchardson's "Young Duke," one of the much- a charming "piece de resistance." Peotalked-of paintings at the last Royal Academy. Mr. ple will look at the Barye brouzi
Clough() Is mezzotinting Mr. Watts's famIl ar painting. and the Barye water colours and
at the great works of the Masters of tl
"Love and Death," and Mr. Frank Short has been ems
missioned to mezzotint the "Diana end Endym on," by Fontainebleau schooleand then they vile
Mr V of's. cho repot ted to hay • been much pleased
with Mr. Short's mezzotint of the "Orpheus and come back again and again to look a
"Ile Angelus" and they will whisper te
Eurydice."
each other, "Fancy ! more than $100,00 1
The "Courier de L-Arr deniss that Madame Pommel's
Gleaners" immediately to the —just think of it ! Nearly $200 an inch e
, 4 te present Millet's "
if' it is painted or
Louvre. "Madame Pommery has informed the Govern.- and they will wonder

Yesterday was a busy day for amateurs, who were
drawn in throe different directions at the same time.
It was naturel that many should make the Barye
exhibition their first choice, but there was a fair attendance at the Academe and the Union League
gallery had the usual number of visitors. Several
sales were reported at the Academy, but the opinion
was exrressed that the opening would have been
more prosperous if the Academy had had the day to
itself. The tonfilet of openings was certainly unfortunate, to say the least- Tho Academy, representing American art, had announced its opening day
months since, and it had a prior claim, which it
.would have been courteous, at least, to respect, so
far as Friday was concerned, the day of the "press
view."
Tho story of the "silver lion," lent by Mr. Walters
for the Banes exhibition, illustrates the artist's perfect simplicity and scrupulous good faith. Ile was
Raked to estimate the cost of each a lion, which the
city of Paris proposed to offer as one of the prizes
at the races. Darya gave the number of ounces of
silver which he considered necessary, but his estimate
proved too high. After Mr. Walters had purchased
the lion at the sale of the Count La Orange's collection, Madame Barye wrote him that if he would
examine the bottom of the pedestal he would end
several bars of silver fastened there, which had
beau added by Barye to malte good his estimate as
to the amount of silver required. These bars remain
where Barye Disused them and they can be seen on
examining the bottom of the pedestal.
Among the summer's additions to the collection
of Messrs. Reichard se Co. are throe small examples
of Daubigny, a marine, a shore scone, and an apple
orchard in blossom. The first is a painting of a turbid
gray sea with a yellow undertone, where sails are
seen beneath a sky overcast, but luminous. This
sympathetic little picture is accompanied by a broad
free sketch of a dark beach with the sea beyond, and
the third, and possibly most decorative, of the pictures
resembles the Luxembourg painting of an orchard
in seeeral features of the composition. A remarkable
example of Michel presents an unusually elaborate
Composition. There is a road with figures, wagons
and horses in the foreground. A hill, dark brown
In its prevailing tones, rises irregularly on the right.
On the left is one of Michel's familiar vistas, a view
of broad plains stretching away to the distant horizon.
The shy is covered with vigorously painted gray clouds.
The picture is low toned, mellow and rich in color,
plainly showing Michelle tbneghtful study of the old
Dutch landscape painters. The figures and horses are
by J. L. De Maine, a native of Brussels, but a rest-'
dent of Paris, whose study of the works of Potter and
Dujardin was turned to account in pictures bettor
known in foreign galleries than in this country.
Messrs. Reichard 86 Co., also exhibit an admirable
example of Dupre's study of rural pure landscape
in a painting of a brown plain with a pool in thea
foreground and a group of mighty oaks sheltering
of
cottage beneath their gnarled boughs in the centre
the plain
the composition. Beyond this group
sky
where
the
stretches away on either side, beneath a
white cumuli fall to hide the brilliant blue. The subject is familiar enough, brut the mariner shows that
the picture was painted while Dupre's powers retained
their vigor.
The speculations as to the final disposition of tho
"Ange lus" have been revived by its public exhibition, and it is possible to make a choice among sundry
conflicting accounts, According to the American Art
Association the picture is to yield its returns from
exhibitions in this and other cities and after six
months it is to be taken to Europe and placed upon
exhibition lei various capitals. According to another
tale the picture is already sold to some mysterious
will take posWestern banker or railroad owner, who
session after the present owners have enjoyed the
privilege of exhibiting it throughout the country.
Again, it was affirmed in l'aria laet
height under
summer that the "Ange lus" had been
an Eastern amateur
ti01110 sort of an arrangement with
itself as
elm was to *Hots- the association to recoup
exhibiting the picture for six
far as possible by
months, when ' , would take it at a price already
are simply a part
determined limit These reports
v wtrhout env eatesfactory
of the "current t 'eee
iiirrilalloil.
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gold and if the frame is solid gold too !

f'

Prominent among the illustrated per
ality, that she would in her will assure to the Louvre
sepal notices of A merleae artists to le
the ownership of tnis picture after her death. 'The
Gleaners' is, by general agreement, a work much
fonnd in "Tire _ Art Amateur" for 189;
superior to the 'Angreuse M. Cottier has left all his
r ch collection to tee Louvre, but he has assured the w i ll be that of Mr. George Hitchcock
who has furnished for it several charm
usufruct to his widow, and it is only after her death
that the museum will ouster into possession of the jog &aw luge, aria an original landscW
collection."
in w ater-colors, showing a bed of crocese
The first of the sculptures to be executed for the in Holland in early spring, vatic:. I
the
monuments
to
Mirabeau
and
Pantheon will be
much in the style of his Tulip Cultue,
Victor Hugo. M. Injalbert has received the commis- that made him famous in the 'lame;
and
M.
Rodin
for
son for the Mirabeau monument
art world.
"M. injalbert proposes -_
that of Victor Hugo.
.
on
the
tribune
at
the
m
_
4
oment
1::
to represent Miraboau
e'tie
0:e
orator
finishes
tiro
speech
which
was A. tert has o late been making prdgress
when th e rg oat
his supreme victory, which exhausted the remnants
of his strength, and preeedeel his death by a few daps. Australia as well as in Canada. A soc- it
At the foot of this tribune the new France beats of artists has been organized and has
and awalcens to liberty , the throe orders of the nation
Join in a fraternal eenbrace, ami behind the orator obtained permission to use the term e Roya
Eloqueece inspires and sustains him.
M. Rodin
for his monument the Victor in its name. It will be known as the Re:,
has chosen
Hugo of exile, him who had the constancy ter protest Anglo-Australian Society of Artists. e
during eighteen years against the despotism which
had banished him from his country. Ho ens conske Ayerst Ingram recently returned to Engle.
great poet had never possessed the full-red thathisthegenius
after succeeding in putting the affairs of t
more completely than during this
ness of
period, when he renewed the most gracious and the
strongest inspirations of his youth, and united with tociety on a eound footing. Arrangemeu
them his genius for political invective and the ex- have been made for exhibitions at M
pression of the most profound human pity. M. Rodin.
therefore, litte repreeented the port sitting mane the bourne ; Sydney, Adelaide and other leadii
Guerns y cliff; beh rid hint, in the arch of a nave,
the three Muscs of Youth, entitles Age and Old Ago, cities, and a fund has been established
breathing inspiraton upon him" expenses. The plan prope- -Meissonier is described as engaged upon a great V`templetes a yearly exhibition to las.
composition representing the Apotheosis of Franco, . .. mth in each city. A feature of the
which has been sketched out for the decoration of the • :ce
Australian and
Pantheon. This sketch has been examined by a ,pebitions is that boll
commission convoked by the Director of Fine Arts. bah artiste will send pictures—a sub
"The work is as yet only in th* sketch state lightly =Mee in England having been appointed
marked in crayon against a gray background. The n
picture is divided by columns into four compartments, invite and select works from English ertie
but the ensemble of the composition is unique. In
the centre is the chariot of France drawn by lions and I el this way it is expected that good herigh
In front some 4 .ctures will find a sale in Australia. Wh
surrounded by protecting genii'

holds that great World's Fair, t
organizers of which are maintaining s
ctrange a silence, the existence of this Au.
trailer) society ought to be borne in mind.
tianada

ART TREASURES.

A'SImmerse TO TES EIT&B.1 /04
catle
New YORK, November I8.—A speceat
museum
says: The trustees of the British
seraice,
silver
have purchased a Roman
The Frenoh painter, M. Benjamin Constues,
in
composed of twelve pieces, found in 1883
will leave New-York for Paris on tee 21et of
France. The execution is said to be of thea
December to resume his classes in art, his porthird century, and with it was purchased
trait painting, and other work in the big studio
small bronze relief, about six inchee high,
which is so much talked about. 1G. Constant
representing Bacchus an A riaatho'des.
painted a very eburacteriatio portrait et
found in the island of Kalki, near has
Jason Gould of Wall-street. The railway
has re- ,?Mr.
Mr. Watts, Royal academician,
potentate
ntate aite souk together mu a big armchair
in
solved to bequeath the choicer pioturas
and directs a mournful gaze out of the picture.
.111.3 artist always paint s hair capitally. TWA
his collection to the nation. The list ie an
—

'

extraordinary monument of industrious
genius. There are no less than twenty-six
portraits, including those of Tennyson, ,
11: row') ing, Carlyle, Martineau, Lecky, John ie
Stewart M111, Swinburn, Garibaldi, Rosetta
Motley, Matthew Arnold, Sir Henry Taylor,
Lord Lytton, Lord Shaftesbury, Lord Salts- -.7
bury, Lord Lawrepce, Lord Sherbrooke, ce
Lord Dufferin, Cardinal Manning, lair J. P. le
Grant Calderon, the Duke of Argyle and
Mr. Gladstone. There are also eleven other
pictures which have had prominent places
in years past on the walls of the Royal
Academy ,
'

mixed iron-gray and braes hair of Mr. lenile
very well doue, the modeling of tiu I •
the exproselou
tine,arid
head is
the face is that of a gnome v
greatest anxiety is the fear that some ir
tire may be dincoverut. M. Constant.
refuted as nearly as poseible au trou-'wou
money box Is WO setoff Anuec 01 a man. &wine •
to say, this eituster tree hoe certain pointe
resemblance to the genial countenauee o,
who is lus all respectsoppoeite of Mr. te e.
the writer of charming books on out-ei-uo
themes, John Burrouges, These men were bi c,
on the same countryside. and %emit earafoot le
tire saisie country xeltuol, and It may be t tat
there is 11041e Metes) het W0011 LEM 01 VI n sin
neither may be aware.
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JA Striking Painting by Mr. J. CO Plnbey
xhibited—The Christian Martyr in the
Arena Chosen for the Subjeet./00

.
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A CHRISTIAN MARTYR.
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Messrs. Scott, of the art depository, 1789
Notre Dame street, have on view in their
window a striking painting, by Mr. j. C.
Pinhey, a Canadian artist, bearing the
above title. It represents a woman
consigned to the arena, and the painter
has dealt with his subject boldly and
effectively. The background is the bare
white wall of the amphitheatre, and the
martyr, a young golden-haired woman,
kneels in front with clasped hands and upturned eyes. The expression of painful apprehension, accompanied by firm and faithful hope, has been exquisitely expressed by
the painter. The plain white robe, covered
by a purple mantle, forms an effective
study, and the whole work is simple but
full of a singular force.

A New Art Unten.2V.11
d ouin
9.4gel'ssrs. Prefontaine, St. Jean

0

give notice that Messrs. Richard Turner,
merchant, of Quebec ; Charles Llagelier,
cdrecate, of Quebec ; Louie Turc Ate,
merchant, of Montreal ; Clifton B. C trey,
artist, of Portsmouth, Va.; Alfred Monde!,
aitIst, of New York ; Jean Felix, merchant,
of New York; and John B. Stewart and
Charles Greenwood, merchants, of Now York,
will apply for an act ot incorporation for
"The Royal Quebec Art Union." Its objects are
to tucoursge the arts, painting, 14:ulptare.
etc , en the same principles as the art tintons
of England and Scotland. The applicants
ask that they be given the exc'usive right
to bold such drawings in the province for
fifty years. The capital is fixed at $25,000.
A VALUABLE PICTURE, ,ta44146
LORDON, Jan. S.—Turner's famous paikeng,
the "Grand Canal of Veniee," has been bought

from Earl Dudley for Mr. Vanderbilt, of New
York. The price paid was i.:20,000.

_

HISTORY IN SCULPTURE
ARTIST.

SUBJECT.

ANTIQUE

Neft-ari
Priestess Head
Bust of Pauline
Jean D'Arc
Jean D'Arc Praying
Cashmere Bastion
La Republique Française
Pity rne
Top of Arch
Medallion f Michael Angelo (Head-piece)
Initial
Beatrice Cenci
Trident and Short Sword
COEsar
Louis XI
Jean d'Arc Attacking the English
Statue of Colleoni
La Rettaire
Relief Marseillaise
Bavaria
Gallia
Cleopatra
Boadicea Stucco Fountain
August le Fort
-

ANTIQUE
CANOVA
FREMIET, M
FEEmiET, M
FoLET
GAUTHERIN, JEAN
GEROME
GOUJON, JEAN
HERWEGEN, MLLE..
H OSMPR
ACCAONANNI, E.
MAILLET, M
MARTIN, FEUX
MEDIEVAL
MEDIEVAL
NOM., PAUL
SCHWANTHALER
SOLDI, EMII F

STORY, W. W
THOMAS
VITTORIA, ALESSANDRO •
. •
VON, EDMOND .

COUNTRY.
Egypt
Egs Lt
Italy
France
France
Ireland
France
France
France
Germany
Germany
United States
Italy
France
France
France
Italy
France
France
Germany
France
United States
Great Bi itain
-

Italy
France

RELIGION IN SCULPTURE
Egyptian Priest and Priestess
Heads of Angels
The Child Moses
CANo, A. . ..... St. Frand*
CORDONNIER, A. A. . . Salome
First Craille
DEBAv
Virgin of the Palms
I) 1.APIANCHE, E. . .
Temptation
DE VENNE
Eve
FALGUIERE, A
FRA GUGLIELMO DE PISE . Descent into Limbo
Erring Wife
GAmnos . E.
Tail-p:ecc
11 ABERT-DYS
Samson and Delilah
LEMAIRE, M
Scene Deluge
Lt/CA R DI
Day 'd
MERCIE, A.
Prodi;al Son
MOZIER
Angels Sepulchre
PALMER
REITSC H F I,Protecting A ngel y
Infant Moses
SPENcn
fochebed
SimmoNs

A NTITIE

ANTIQUE
Bk RZAGH I

.--

Egypt
Italy
Italy
Spanish
France
Belgium
Frince
Belgium
France
Italy
France
France
France
Italy
France
United States
United States
Germany
Great Britain
United States

ANIMALS IN SCULPTURE
ANTIQUE

Chimera from POWP217
Bull
Came/
Lion, Lioness and Boar
Tiger and Crocddile
The limiter
Horse
/ io.i's Head (Decorative Head-piece).
• Boars Fighting
• Vulture and Hare
. • Lion in Love
Head-piece
Leopard Hunter
Roman Bull
Pour parlers d'Amour
Dying Lioness

BEGAS, REINHOLD
BONDI, E
CAIN, M
CAIN M
CRAWFORD
DA VINCI, LEONARDO .

Du PASSAGE, M. C. .
Du PASSAGE, M. C..
GEEF, W.
HABERT-DYS
JERICHAU
MIGNON, LEON

SARTI, DIEGO

Wou?

Italy

Germany
Germany
France
Fr-inee
United States
Italy
France

France
France
1 Belgium
France
Denmark
France
Italy

Austrian

A New Art Tinton.

1r,

in
Veit. Prefontaine, St. Jean a -id Ition
give notice that Messrs. Richard Turner,
merchant, of Quebec Charles L'Ingolier,
advocate, of Quebec Louis Tare Ate,
merchant, of Montreal Clifton B. C trey,
artist, of Portmouth, Va.; Alfred Monde!,
artist, of New York Jean Felix, merchant,
of New York and John B. Stewart and
Charles Greenwood, merchants, of New York,
will apply for an act ot incorporation for
"The Royal Quebec Art Union." Its objects are
to t ncoursge the arts, painting, ii.ntipture.
etc., en the same principles as thong uniont
of England and Scotland. Tho applicants
ask that they be given the exeusive right
to hold such drawings in the province for
fifty years. The capital is fixed at $25,000.
;

;

-

;

;

;

A VALUABLE PICTURE, rs NA" I

8

Jan. —Turner's famous piifslang,
the "Grand Canal of Venice," has been boughs I
OSDON,

from Earl Dudley for Mr. Vanderbilt, of New
York. The price paid was A:20,000.
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COLOER

Paintings.o"

PAINTINGS

P.

Drowsy Twilight,

GHENT.

ExHIBITED AT THE ROYAL ACADEMY

"Evening Cornes

and Brings the Dew along,"

-

P.

GHENT.

EXHIBIlED AT THE ROYAL ACADEMY.

- P. GHENT.

"The Mussel Gatherers." Coast of Anglesea.
13v

ExHIBITED By INVITATION AT THE GROSVENOR GALLERY.

"Going to Market."

P.

GHENT.

ExHIBITED AT THE BIRMINGHAM GALLERY.

P. G E

Water eofour
"Summer Time."

I'. GHENT.

--

EXHIBITION.

GOLD MEDAL, LIVERPOOLAIMIMMPOmMMIMML

WE respectfulln request the pleasure of

"

Castletown Harbour." Isle of Man. -

" Port St. Mary." Isle of Man.

nourself anb frienbs to a view of these

GHENT.

P.

GHENT.

EXHIBITED AT THE MANCHESTER ART GALLERY.

paintinas, which are now on Exhibition

'*Water Colour Pctintinqsio

at our Rooms, nos. an 1823 notre
Dame Street, from

-

P.

BY

J. C SALMON, MEMBER OF THE ROYAL CAMBRIAN ACADEMY,
JLA M AWN, CONWAY.

9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

"

In the Meadows.

-

Conway.

"On the Road to Tal y bont."
-

W. 1IGlS.& GO.

Mending the Lock

*

-

Conway.

J,
` ALMON.
J. r. SALMON.
(..

J. G. SALMON.
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"OPZN TOVR MOUTH AND SHUT YOUR ZYES."

Professional models are easy to get. It is
thei lineines and they live fret,' it. But it
is very difficult wills it newsboy or a boo:bled'. You wveld think that tuttli
would jump at a chttstee to I aril from 44 to
a day, oar fare and Ifieeh included, by
ate ndir g or aitdbif oil a Plat fotin for a fowl
home • in my stud o. ou would be tu rtly
right and pertly wrong in your cohe usion. I
i. e-tenths of the Street bvve do jump at
the chance, but it in the other mu—tenth
that 1 ivalt. The reat,
with color and dirt oil his lace, with clothes
sizes and sizes too big for him. with clothes
torn and patehed together as only a motherless boy tau tutsch clothes together, and
with shoes no that are not n,ate—eueli
noy is not one of the nine-te , lilis. He is in
the minority, amt yet he is the boy I want.
I could till columns of a newspaper recording the trial« and the dyttopointments, too.
that I have endured us. nett*, the right
kind of n model. ()ne iTay, many years ago,
I found the boy I had been looking for. HS
Was as Dietill'eallle as though he had just
stepped out of a picture frame. I saw him
near Five Points, and I bargained with him.
He finally agreed to come for 4.1 a day,
" 11 free feed in de middle of de day," ag
he put it. I went home deiighted,
next morning niv boy came. I never would
haie known him. He had washed end
dresi, ed himself in his best clothes. 'file
effect was gone, amid in spite of ell I could
do I could not get it back. After that
gave explicit instructions to my boys to
conic n I find them, dirty or I o at
hi Poise of alt my bard work, a , ,d years of
It. too. it has only been within the past fourteen years that pictnree have brought
me as. irai recognition. il first scatty successful picture was called " The First
Cigar. '' It was bought by Mr. MIMI) Herrick. of New 1 ork, rorell“). it wit» exhibited
by me in tte ' , tore of an art dealer on Broadway, and before the picture was two weeks
old 1 was worth $1,000. 1 then raised the
price of niy pictures from 0.17,0
aTa I sent a piclure called " The Passiez
Show " to the Paris Exposition.The
p ctnre depicted five street boys standing on
a curb watching a eircus parade go by. It
was hung en the line and helped me immensely. From that time I hare never
mouglit in vain for a purchaser for my
pictures.
As I said before. I find my chief difftenIty
in getting my models. Why it- elionld be so
I cannot tell. Bnt the boys or the girls
whom I particularly want make every objection known to childhood's fertile imaginetion, to avoid going Mtn a YtUdie. I want a
boy who is independen t and unconventional.
A boy who doesn't say " yte , ,sir.' but " s es,
boss ''—a boy who doesn't take off his hat

weufi oqst witu SStTll.
sisu.
1 03 0 Jost It( 3 t1
t
lii§gti/s
-

THE WORLD: SUNDAY, JANUARY 5, 1890.
A PAINTER OF STREET ARABS.
w-IIt-

kiet-e.

-

O. Brown.

1889, BY THE AUTII0Ei
There is only one reason why I paint children and that reason is because I love them.
I love the street arab, and I never see a boy
or a girl who has got to go out on the street
to make a living that my interest is not at
once awakened. How did I begin to paint
children t That is a long story. When 1 was
a boy, fifty odi years ago, in Newest- tle-on[COPYRICIFITF.D.

politely when he talks with his elders—a boy
who fights when he wants to. not when he is
He makes
has to — that is the boy I want.
the best madel. He is bright, keen-witted. II
and when he its well treated he is tractable.
He understands what I want. He throws
genuine art into his poses. He is an actor
as 'Well as a model.
-siss-ss

1
'

A short time afterwards I went to London,
where I heard Harvey itu*sell sing one of
his emigrant songe in a concert-garden, and
I became fired with the spirit of travel.
When I was twenty-two years old, in the
year 1853, I landed in this city. I found
work in the Brooklyn Glace Works and fell
in love with my employer's daughter, and.
what is more. I married her. While I was
working at my trade during the week-days
I devoted Sunday to painting portraits, for
which I received $3 each. Finally my wife's
family physician thought he saw something
in nie that the ordinary glass-cutter does
not possess, and ho persuaded my father-in..s. Zs",......„
._
.
)5ill

;,fivessist-ss
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PENNSYLVANIA ACADEMY OF THE FINE ARTS
For the 60th Annual Exhibition, No

and Lady

/

Tyne, ip England. I painted. I can never
remember the time that I could not draw,
and I painted my mother's portrait when I
was nine years old. My parents sent me to
the Government art school in my native
town, and I coon became the leading student. I worked bard, and the work Was
congenial employment. When I was twenty
years old I went to Edinburgh and learned
the trade of a glass-cutter in the Holyrood
Glass Works. 1 worked at that occupation
duripg the day and attended the 'Royal
Academy in the evening, where I was instructed by Robert Scott Landor. I was the
Prize student in the antique class.
A QUIET SNOOZE.

I

/American ?Art Galierie5
6 EAST 23e ST., MADISON SQUARE

CriXr

YORK

The S. L. M. F1.4rlotv Collection
141:
-

.

SALE BY AUCTION BEGINN'I-

E BRUARY 3e, 1890

)..

ADMIT ONE
NEOLECTINO BUSINESS.

I presume I have had at least 500 models
of 'both sexe, young and old, clever and
stllpid therefore 1 think I can speak with
authority upon the subject of street boys.
and I have painted eo other. The wilder the
boy the stronger his muscles: tile quicker he
tiros in a studio. Enforced atandieg in one
position is always tiresome. but to these
street arabe it becomes in some instances
positive torture. His face gets pale. The
dirt shows with appealing plainness. Then
the sitting is ad Iourned. I have had 'longmhoremet who were strong enough to make
a creditable battie with Sullivan who almost
fainted after half an limn. in a studio.
Some boys come wittingly and work conscientiously and intelligently. I have had
some such models whom I employed for a
Year or more. Some of these models are
grown men and women now, and 1 often go
to them to secure my models. When one of
these retired models solicits a newsboy or a
bootblack, he is generally more successful
than I Rm.
The public want happy-faced lads in their
pieteres of child-life. There is no sale of
Juvenile sadness. And It is not easy to get
a happy boy whose idea of life is confined to
the street, his mother's rooms in an eastw - hoyie
Icsiging-hnuse. and keep the sappy espres.
eion on his fasie when he comes into a studio'
and faces an artist.
The other sliiy I met the boy I had been
looking for for mon the. I bad blocked Out
his form and dress in charcoal nearly a year
ago, and was simply waiting to find the
living flesh to serve as a m..del. This meets
lug was near Newspaper Bow. The moment
I caught sight of the youngster I started in
pursuit. I caught up with hint Then I
stopped him. Then 1 parleyed with him.
I told him 1 was au artist and I told hint
that I wanted him for a model.
" A model," he said, looking nt me from
under the rim of an old slouch hat. " For's
dat ?"
1 explained it to him. I also enlarged
upon the easy work he would have. 1 described the lunch, and ended by offering
him *2 a day.
"ObI Oh)"

law that I should give myself wholly up to
art. From tsat time ou art has been my
profession. At first I had little to do. One
day I painted the portrait of one of
father-in-law's partners. It was exhibited in the window of an art dealer.
From then 1 was busy. When the Panic
of 1857 came there was no demand, for portraits and my business lagged in company
with other and commercial vocations. Conpequently I began painting little pictures.
Some of those were sold, and in 18001 was
of
Invited by an art dealer to meet a partythe
distinguished young artists. I accented
invitation. A few weeks later, through the
solicitation of some of my new friends. I
was induced to rent a studio in New York
City, From that time I never pe jilted
another portrait. It was then that I began
painting children. In 1869 I was elected
au associate member of the National Academy, end in 1803 I became a foil-fledged
Academician.
Shortly after I began painting children I
moved my residence to I on Lee. There I
Via+ accustomed to paint my subjecte after
I had drawn them carefully out on paper
with a pencil. I made copions notes as to
color, &c. and painted front these sketches.
One day Tbomile Hicks, the fawns artist.
suggested to me that ',should paint direct
rom the model. I have done that ever
since, and it is that part of my art work. I
presume, that will present the most interesting view to my young readers.

OOT TEE .. PLUF.f."
That was hip reply, and a moment later I
heard him tell his chum on the street corner
that " dat bloke wid de white WI, hikers offen
his base," and he ungratefully intimated
that if the physician); from Bloomingdale •
Insane Asylum came downtown looking for
an escaped madman he cou)
them on his track.
I didn't get mhat boy, but I w
even *5 a day and forgive b'
gain if 1 could get him to - da,
Tbe illnstratione which T •
original sketches of Diehl!•

vaulted.

AMERICAN ART ASSOCIATION,

MANAGERS

John /kracallan Swan is one of the new school
of rising Scots domiciled in Glasgow, but unlike
Cecil Lawson and Mr. Orchardson, he did not
receive a Scottish education, having first studied
under Mr. Sparks at the Lambeth schools and
afterwards in the studios of Gerome, Bastien ,
Lepage and Dagnan-Bouverb in Paris. There
is, however, nothing distinctively French about
his art, although he has always been more web
come at the Grosvenor than at the Riyal Academy, which does not favor animal paintings,
and where even the accomplished work of Mr.
Nettleship is skyed. His Orpheus" attracted
much attention among artists ; his " Prodigal
Son" was purchased under the Chantry bequest
and in the new gallery this year he had a fine
seascape "Polar Bears Swimming," while Mrs.
Swan was represented by her " Daffsdile
Lionesses are his great art, and he excels in
water colors as well as in oils.

!
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THE ART NSTITLJT E OF ,CHICAGO,
JANUARY 1, 1890.

E President and Trustees liave the pleasure of announcing
to the Members of the Art Institute the

OPENING OF A NEW PICTURE GALLERY,
together lAtith the Galleries of SculptUre, of Metal Work and of
Antiquities. This picture gallery is the first and largest of the fihe
new range of six galleries described in the Annual Report of June,
1889, of which the other five galleries will be opened in February.

Attention is called to a remarkable picture now on exhibition,

THE TRIUMPH OF THE INNOCENTS,
By HOLINAA N HUNT.

Representing the Flight into Egypt. This extraordinary
picture as painted in 1886, and is considered by many the greatest 1.6)or1ç of the greatest of the English pre-Raphaelites—in the
words of RUslçin, " the greatest religious painting of our time."
By the generosity of tile artist tile picture is lent to the FIrt
Institute for this occasion, and is now seen for the first time
in America.
The folloie)ing pictures also are now exhibited for tile first time
in this country:

«PORTRAITS OF JUDGE DUNNING AND SISTER,"
BY SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS.
Half length, a fine example of the great English Master.

Italian Sea Port," Claude Lorraine
-The Poultry Yard," Hondekoeter
Landscape," Ruysdael

Mother aqd Child," Courtois
Interior and Figures," David Col

Hayiqg Time," Julien Dupre

Together with other excellent pictures.

rio W be continUoUs through the season.
Arrangements have been made for special exhibitions, as folloWs :
Extlibittorls

Reception and Opening of large new galleries, With important
pictures of Velasquez, Jules Breton and other Masters.
Exhibition of Worlçs of Henry /Viosler,
Exhibition of WorXs of Walter McEWeri.
Exhibition of WorXs of Mrs. Anna Lea Merritt.
Exhibition of WorXs of FredericX A. Bridgman.
Annual Exhibition of American Oil Pictures.
Particular notices of these exhibitions Will be issued from
time to time. An announcement of Lectures upon Art will be
found Upon an accompanying circular, The Reference Library
upon Art ACIS received important additions and is always open
to Members. Members with their families and visiting friends
are cordially invited to avail themselves of their privilege of

attending all exhibitions, receptions, arid public lectures of the
FIrt Institute.
CHARLES L. HUTCHINSON,

EDSON KEITH,

JAMES H. DOLE,

HENRY FIELD,

CHARLES D. HAM ILL,

JOHN C. BLACK,

WILLIAM T. BAKER,

President.

Executive Committee

THE ART INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO,
JANUARY t, 1890.

1,1 1,CTURES UPON ART.
-

FREE TO MEMBERS, WITH THEIR FAMILIES AND VISI1ING FRIENDS.

The Annual Course of Tuesday Afternoon Lectures upon Art for
Members and Students is in progress, as follows

Sixth Lecture, January 14, 4 p. m., by Mr. Lorado Taft ; Subject,
"Clay, Plaster and Marble, the Processes of Sculpture," with
practical exemplifications.
Seventh Lecture, January 28, 4 p. in., by Mr. Lorado Taft ; Subject,
"Early Greek Sculpture," illustrated by the stereopticon.
Eighth Lecture, February 4, 4 p. m., by Prof. Edward S. Morse, of
Salem, Mass.; Subject, "Household Art in Japan."
Ninth Lecture, February 11, 4 p. m., by Prof. Edward S. Morse ;
Subject, "Art Hand Works of the Japanese."
Tenth Lecture, February 25, 4 p. m., by Rev. Frank W. Gunsaulus;
Subject, "Millet and Burns."
A Lecture will also probably be given in February by Miss Amelia B.
Edwards, the distinguished author and Egyptologist, and later a
Lecture by Prof. Halsey C. Ives, Director of the St. Louis Museum
and School of Art.
An important extra course of Evening Lectures upon Sculpture,
Classic and Modern, illustrated by the stereopticon, will be opened by
Mr. Lorado Taft Thursday Evening, February 6, at 8 o'clock, and continued every Thursday evening for ten weeks, until April 10.
W. M. R. FRENCH,
Director.

Studios 7 and 8, No. 337 Fourth Avenue
New York City

a_ e

I desire to call your attention to the fact that I have, in connection
with my own, a studio set apart for the exclusive use of students, where
they are directed in the technical study of drawing, composition and painting

in oil and water colors. The number of pupils is limited and they receive
daily attention. This class is supplemented by one for out-door sketching
during a portion of the Summer.
I shall be happy to confer regarding terms, etc., by letter or at my

studio, with any one you may' be aid enough to commend to me.
Very respectfully yours,
GEO. H. SMILLIE, N.A.,
and Member of the Am. Water Color Society.
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many reproduc-

est care, a plate of the "Angelus"
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of the same size as the original

brated a picture

canvas.
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simile. But it has seemed fitting
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production of this masterpiece
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of the greatest of modern artists.
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ed etcher, Charles Waltner,
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whose name is already associ-

be taken from the plate before

ated with the painting, has been

its erasure and destruction ; and

specially engaged to produce,

an impression from the erased

plate will be presented to each

and his unequaled opportunities

of the loci subscribers.

will, it is believed, make this

This beautiful and unique work

matchless plate the one standard

will not be completed until April

and authoritative reproduction of

next. The genius of the etcher
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HOW I PAM A PORTRAIT.
PROF. HERKOMER REVEALS SOME
SECRETS OF THE ARTIST'S BRUSH.
How

the Subject of the Portrait

Must Be Studied Before the Artist
Begins His Work—The Pose, the
Color and the Lights—Matters
That Irritate the Artist.
The first eseential in the art of portrait..
painting is to atsert yonr position as the
master of your model. When 1 painted Lord
Tennyeon he accented that necessity and
put it in an miming form which I have
alwaye recollected. " You are king," he
said, '• I am only your subject." It is part
of thatneed which I feel to dictate all the
conditione of the conjonction which makee
it so irlcsomo for me to go away from my
own studio to paint poi trade. Practically
speaking, I never now do go to my sitters.
When I have done so, in the past, my
picturee have almost always been failure&
In the first place. it is absolutely necessary
for nie to have my own lighting. My studio
In illuminated in the way which practice has
ehown me to be the best—that is, by a double
light. I gain roundness by flooding my
sitter with the fell top-light, and I dissipate
the heavy Shadowe and hard lines by the
; side-lighting coming direct upon the face.
i This in to all inteute and purposes the caSect
of daylight.
My first requirement is to know my man
before 1am ready to mate the least study of
him. I must see the Lest of him. and Mara
to enjoy his society. Nothing is so unlucky
for a portrait painter as not to like hie Bitter.
. The painting ought to proceed in the light
or personal sympathy. It must not be forgotten that portraiture is the most exhausting work in the world, andif it is not carried
on under the most favorable circumstances
possible it resolves itself into a painful
drag upon the epirits. There is a curioue
difference between painting from a model
and painting a portrait. The model A a
piece of nature, with which one has no nee.
essary communication of ideas. One paints
°nee! man. in that case. as though he
were a rock Or a tree:
ABSORBED IN THE SETTER.

But in the other kind of art the sitter is
everything. the painter is absorbed Mn his
relation to him. When I aill painting a
person I belong, for the time, to that person
and to no one else. It is a curious physical
fact that to paint an old or feeble Man, in
whom the light of vigor has to be constantly
kept burning, draine me to positive exhaustion. On tho other hand, painting the portrait of a pleasant, cheery and healthful
person refreshes me like exercise in the open
air, or like that delightful form of stimulating activity, lecturing. Excitement, remembemis needed in both sitter and painter,
and for thin reason, if for no other, sittings
should never be unduly prolonged.
After learning to know my man. I settle in
rim mind the attrtaide in which he shall be
taken. The other day a man who was to ni
to me went into a print 'shop and looked over
150 proofs of engravings seeking for a becoming position. lie fouud one which he
, liked st lard, and proposed to adopt it; it
proved absurb. and I Was not able to indulge
him for an-mimed in an attitude no unfitted
to his style of figure. It is entirely the duty
of the painter, and in no degree that of the
sitter, to settle this questiou. The painter
han to find the best view of the head and also
of the body, and it A emend:11 to do this
without the knowledge of the mitten The
, common cant tells you to paint a man "as
' ho in." but falls to my at what montent.
' Now. a mood, the weather. the light,
a entity or aversion, hunger or repletion,
or elon,
h a ids or siaknanfi, cheerfuln esem
e,
o ly. will so alter a man " tie he is " that
ho may ecarcely be recognizable as the man
that " was "--eomething wholly different—
just now. It is merely justice. thon, that
you should take some pains to catch a sitter
at his host. Wait till he luis a pleasant expression and then seize it. It till repeat
itself often enough to secure it permanently
in his picture. This is unite another thing
Iront that amiable rounding off of all the
Angles which come Painter*/ believe to be
iughtlabie. I always try to retain all the
strength, aud yet some or My greatest suecameos hove been those in which I have had
to wait and wait for the beet expeoaxion and
the most agreeable attitude. Get through
the men. and if you are patient you will
'moiler or later find the beet illustration of
himself ou his race.

r

Wren. 1m.
Tit ideation of 'II
portant item. I a WIIMM
unman causasse front winner and ZSSWton.
My own man covers them with what is called
Davey white ca mixture, I believe. of flake

white, whiting and dryerse which I make
Man lay CM. not quite unitormlv, but hi a
Mottled way, go that the surface looks like
hat et watered silk. This is a nit,re Taney.
f course. It is smooth, tut thin cm °nab to
t the mate of the camas be MOM Mid felt
eneath it in placem
The question of eiZe for the proper treatment of different Fllbil3CtS is a matter of
grave importance. One wishes to Mee a
man a certain amount of body. I tied that
unless 1 do so I fail to suggest his properdone and real aspect. I Used to try ana ge t
over this by making all my portraits too
big, bnt a man must look the rice he is.
The first witting nften turns out to be a
great disappointment to a painter, especially
if he has the old kind of studio, with a single north livid, You paint what you see,
but the result is other than what you expected it to be. Mere cornett the advantage.
which I have alreshy spoken of, of having
I alwaymelraw in, in the first
Place, with charcoal, and then paint direct
Upon tine setae canvas. Eveil in compost.
dons I never can maim those studies which
Leighton, Brame Jones and others are
accustomed to produce. and which are often
of no notch trabeequept interest.
With a portrait I do as much as I can in
one hour, and then, in the case of the fleet
sitting, no more. There is no line in trying
to go further at the opening of the work.
It is important that the sitter should be no
placed that your eight je a little below his.
For that purpose (ill painters use a throne
eighteen fuchsia higher than the floor. 'This
low eieht enables one to get nobler mid more
artistic linee into the compoeition. but it
meet not be puebed too far. If the eitter is
too high, the painter foreshorteuo the head
too much.
THE FLESH TINTS FIRST-

The work only becomes characteristic at
the second sitting. I,,M1113ig so clearly illustrates o inan's method of work as the way
Ic which he puts On his color fast. I work
myself on the lines of painting. lhe
Melt thing of all is to get the 11mill-toner; cerreet, and I do this as Morn a model, with no
attempt at likeness, which is quite a secondary confederation at that stage of proceedinge. To match the tones id the tlefih
dohs on nlieela hair. coat and shirt i* the
benis cattail art of imereseion Timm which
moderli Portraiture is founded. emote
will rlieptale- the fact, but Co ice iiothiing in
the, laler atagee of the work ever el -male the
et the Pest touch of color ((son a
fresh white canvas. I eacredly guard these
earliest touchee on my own canvases. If I
possibly Can avoid doing so 1 never oover
them. and if I do so it is withthin,
light touches. no as to tamper as little as
possilde wills the or gloat cant or quality.
Future id Mingn are a etruggle between
what you think you ought to do and what
Ion personally want to ho doing. Shall I
not, you say, lay in the figure I No I no! I
cannot, you reply to Yourself, leave that
face. As a matter of fact I almost alivaye g0
on with the face; I cannot leave it till 1 have
somewhat securest it. It takes hold ot nie
and haunts me until I have made stir. some
degree what it should be. Hell bad a perfectly heron) moutier of proceeding with
eve•y part of his figure ni rotation. Ile
forced hinnielf to do this against the grain,
until he had made it his habit. But I may
be loss conscientione. It is a cometion of
temperament; mine le more mercurial and
impreesioxiabie than him wan. and pm -Manly,
Succeeding sittings grew less end less enCiting, and in the same ratio leas and less
inmpiring. For this reason I cannot have
ono bitter only at a time. It is necessary to
me to turn from one man's face to another's,
lfind that ass average of one hour and a half
Iii the day in ne 111111Ch as I can endure in the
painting of one sitter, but 1 nice to have one
sitter on pretty nearly consecutive days.
The longest time a portrait over takes me
with the sitter is sixteen bourn. I have
done the work in ten bonne But 1 often
work without the sitter, " pulling the paint
together, " as we call it between the Mtdugs, Fo that loan put the grit in when the
sitter comes again. and there A meek one
can do In the cane of lady unrtraits by other
Denote sitting in the dressee.
" rieturNTnaliiug " in portraiture is dangerous, atol is even in OM best examplee by
out ream' ers hanny nuccessful. lint treating
a flitter in it pictorial way is quite another
thing. It is our constant desire to finds
pose end arrangenieut th et will give us the
best (Manes for good lines of composition,
and a distrihntion of lights and depths in
the background to relieve any monotony
arising from a modern mane. costume. We
are Plaglied at every Moment with the word
' artiatie," because the odds are beavilt
amorist us in modern contnme, at least ofmen. tint a modern Meek coat can be
treatel artistically or inartistically. and we
aomethn
os help ourselves tofur-lined overcoats ais. other devicesto aid the pictorial

elect.

flow ofttn it in said, "1 auppose you
get somebody also to paint the halide and
bachgrou rid e" The backgrotincl, indeed!
I remember Minima once Paying to ice in a
frenzy ot (Jospeh, That's the tenth background I've had in that portrait, anti now it
1Sn't ri gh ts
At times the tone of the background
m a changing the whole scheme of color.
•
emcee_
*bin
e, that to comnieece _..ttese
t portrait without
being quite mire what the backgroend is to
be, is fatal—it unnerves the painter, and
by
a reflex actiott worries the
eider.
It in necessary to guard the sitter from all
anxiety as to the probable
smicess of the
portrait. but the painter ran mid ehoubl.
from the that moment,
take itie nitter Mao
his entire confidence with regard M his in
tendons, and to make it lithe the organ
r. and play em a matter of
" we.'
ciliow them tbe portrait from the
firstme
nave the painter the greatest anguish.
once painted a gentleman whose wife cord
not octme to see the portrait until it
tirr
Abed. As I opened
the door to her al;
said in *Making imitate with
me: "'l'hie it
an awful moment for both
of um" 1
in an owfal moment—the family's first
sight
of a lb:inlaid portrait—at leant for
the
painter. The plunge is gene
pliehed by the artist I:eclat:lilytailY
aceonaturning
the
portreit Lanni on the easel, after
a
few
cunningly copstrected Fen ten een by way of
introduction.ls he pocrite
a hmor
a.
humbug for so doing? Not He ni but teeking
his eelf-nreservation.
Then comee the phrase from husband to
wife, or vice versa, as the
cane ay be—
" Alit justm
Mend next to
portrait. dear!"
There is no qumtion as tothe
whether the nitter
A hi the sense light or poeition.
Nothing
roe be Mere linitist to
the paie ter, or Inure
irritating, and I have
elways put niv foot
down firmly, and
have forbidden it In my
studio. How are men
aild women looked
at by numbers of their familiare 2 l'hey take
their eelativen close up to the window
the exact color or the eye', or cut offtoa see
bit
cif hair and exPect
to be matched in the
rattails They neverittook
at
at expression, 0 55,1 are not a ferns, Init elite
little surprised
ometimes to end their papa's
nose real 1 9 se
not ces sight and that oils
eye is considerable
lower
down
its
the
face
than
the other.
T hn
e wem
ust
take
into
consideration
the
igp orance of moat people in
mitten* of foreshortening of limbs, and. in fact, ignorance
of
all perspective in form. To get it portrait
figure into good lines
comp,,eition it is
beCessary to draw Min. asof
I bave said before,
from a rather
low point of eight. That ie
why we put him on a higher platform thau
our painting level. hut that means redueing the eize of' the head above the brows
and
lengthening, the limbs. Nothing therefore
will persuade the people that the forehead in
die right nize. So we have to drift
between
Pleasing those who cormuimion us to Paint
them and honoring our art.
for in nine
came out of ten W
e p utthe art in
the wo
for our own satisfaction without gettin
rk
g it
appreciated or eveu upderstood
in the full b [
those who are to esteems
the portrait. Thev
want a good !Menem, but we nnist interes
thethe
art-lover, who does not know the subjectYt
of
portrait.
Photography, good friend that it has been
Oit man, has brought this About, Prell'
m
little
did Gaipeborough, Ileynolde ando
ney trouble
ua
themnolves about likenessetn
i
their women portraits.. for if then'
theil'r
Lady Hanilltons would not all havehad
been s
utterly- different. indeed not recognizable
for the (mine wOinal).
It is brat to let the family see
the arowork
p
ir ges.bcanotheylarnitha y t o
look at the original with
a bit of the
painter's eye and are mOreOver
so deepl
intereated in the
workmanship that the;
become different critice at the end of the
training . Many painters can
not
w
rk
whenlooked n.t. lint that in
a
nere
vounneem brought on
by tho painters
themeelves and (mite mineceneary. To
talk
while working is equally difficult
te
Acme.
fillt it IS
that
sitter
houet
i ier lietenpectimare
sld
to the painteMethe
toss yermitten o r t he painter to
him Whoever le
present at the sitting *Mould
not break the
bond
el symnatby between painter
ter. The painter elsonid remain and siteut'r
master of the ettlialOn and of
his sitter.. Ae
third person, reading to the mutter,
in not to
recommended,
nnlees
the
minter
is
be
to
death by thebored
Hitter, in which Cane I emphatieally declare the painter bon
no risrlit
to go on with the pOrtrait.
degrades his
art by painting the peopleIle
he colinot get
into sympathy with, hematite he thereby bemimeo a mare sine and,
mere moneyetnaking machine.if you like, a
Moamar LIESKollER, A.

n.

IT MAY BE A REAL RAPHA.FIL
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ANECDOTES OF HIS STUDIO.

of all parties. I am now speaking Only of
the successful portrait- painter. who bas a
perpetually large list of sitters. And now.
now done the portrait painter aerive at this
stage

HERKOMER, THE ARTIST, WRITES OF

I emphatically declare by private recommendation. Exhibitions do much. of
course, to start the name: but it is one's
friends who push on their - friends to be
painted. Audit is to be noted that the
Painter who best pleases the anima and
whose work tolls beet its exhibitions is by
no means the one who gets the most to do.
All snecessful men have large lists of sitters,
Who are taken on as circumstances permit.
Sometimes a fresh sitter can be ruched
through at once; others Ileac to wait years.
I myself hove a Mending list of from twelve
to twenty Bitten]. and I am sure several
other portrait pointers can say Otis name.
I give these details. an these articles are sopPencil to tell the public the entire truth
about the matter in hand.
Dealers sometimes recommend *litters or
people desirous of being painted to go to a
dealer first, but it is not the rule.
In conclusion, I must speak of the muchdiscussed and ill-underatond point in portraiture—finish. It is difficult to define
what constitutes finish in any branch of
art; and before attempting to answer the
Question of finish we meet consider the clif.
ferret styles of the various painters. To
one the love of detail and the interest in
surfaces come first and foremost.
To another, it is the human interest that
alone attracts his ortieti
c mind. This lastnamed painter " goes " for the sitter's head.
with all the excitement and fervor that
usually accompanies such a difficult task as
catching an expreardon. It is like shooting
on the wing. That expression once secured,
his interest flags; he in exhausted by the
elfin-C, and the minor details of coat, hands.
chin and background are hurried over. This
painter can only work " full-souled," and
his peculiar power has never been found in
the painter who is equally interested in the
gown. or in a detail in !some accessory, as in
the head of the sitter. One has only to look
at portraits, old or new, to find this proved.
Love of detail entails much time, and that
means endlese sittings, which weary the
sitter, wear out the painter. I hove known
some painters to take fifty sittings for a
half-Iongth.
nag FIILL - RouLED PAINTER.
The full-souled painter keeps up the excitement the whole time he is with his sitter.
The sitter is deeply interested, and consequently-looks his hest, The other, whom we
will call the " detailist, can hordly keep Ins
sitter awake, and loves nothing better than
to have a quiet time in his studio without
he sitter. working at some detail of dress,
which has been put on the lay figure. The
" detailist " fills hie canvas with work and
interest, the ' ' full-souled " painter °omen Mates hie detail upon a few salient points.
But his pictures will, nevertheless. be
complete and finished front his point
of view. His kind of finiehwill
differ from that of the detailist,
The latter draws and paints with cold and
°alculated aceuracy. The former will, with
a few dextrous touches, suggest form in a
way that could not be approached by the detailiet—for he gives the work eparkle and
life, which is not aimed st by the detailist.
and can only be obtained by rapid work. It
Is not school or school induencee thot produce these varieties of painters, but the
foundation of the difference line in their own
temperaments and idioeyncrasiee. Bearing
th,s in mind it wiil be easier to understand
the nignificance of finieh. I do not mean
that the painter who splashes and dashes his
brush about on the canvas is necessarily a
full-souled painter. But I would Minaret°
what 1 mean by naming the three greateat
maiden; of this type, Rembrandt, Velanquez
and
g
Van Dyke. Holbein represents the
reateet detailist to me, in portraiture.

PORTRAITS HE HAS PAINTED,
Discussing' the Theory of Art with
Ruskin While Painting His Likeness—A Typical Anecdote of Jay
Gould — Recollections of Many
Distinguished Sitters Before His
Exteneive accessories to a portrait always
have the effect upon me of a leading actor
doing some important monologue. while
others on the stage, who have nothing to
say. attract the attention of the public by a
lot of " business." The head must be the
most important and the most attractive object in the portrait. There is no shuffling
with that fact AM the means that enforce this, are legitimate and right, all
those that detract are contrary to the beet
laws of portrait-making.
I would say that the picture-painter ought
to be the portrait-painter, provided he has
no mannerism of type in his women and
men. There is a remarkable difference
between seeing, in a model, the type you
have in your mind for a certain figure in a
composition and seeing a real man behind
the sitter for a portrait of that man. In all
subject-painting, literal copying of nature
is, or should be, the last thing brought
about; nature has only one sky, one
material for the fell expression of the
Painter's ideae, whereas in &portrait the
Hitter represents all and it is only for the
painter . to find that " all" in the aubiect
before him.
The subiect-painter is bound to get some
favorite type of female face, and unless he
can whollyshake that off he will get this type
somehow or other into every lady's face he
paints. It can be like the lady to a w&y, and
yet have all the painter-11 mannerlem of type.
1 will go further than that; some painters
make all faces like their own. One painter
comer; into my mind at this moment, whose
painted faces, whether of men or women.
always bear a strong likeness to himself. This was strongly brought home to
Inc again by a lady declaring that a certain
portrait was the first she had ever seen that
bore no trace of a curious additional likeness to the painter himself.
•

WAGNER'S APpitEmaTioN.

I have seldom met a sitter who does not
know the best aide of his face, nor have I
often met the sitter who has not macle up
his mind what he wishes to look like. Thus,
Wagner said, when he saw my With
" Yen. I like to look like that." With the
late master of Trinity. Cambridge, Dr.
Thompson, I must have failed to realize the
eitter's idea of himeelf—for he said on seeing the portrait: ' Do I really look like
that. Well, 1 wish it were otherwise, for I
look 8,8 if I had a profound contempt for my
fellow-creatures. e Those who knew him well
will know the value of this Uncon8M0118 criticism of ,himmelf.
Ladies are by no means the Most anxious
about their dress in a portrait. kien trouble
quite as much, air a mile. with the selection
of scent.
I painted John Ruslon In 1870. It was in
water color, a drawing of head and ehoula
clam lirmeize. painted at Deem erk Hill. in
little garret bedroom. .which had formerly been his nursery. " He eeemed most
amaione not to look at the painting until I
quite wished it; while oitting he was theorizing abont the methods of painting. I
used, tra theme days, to paint abnormally
large water colors, sud always covered the
Paper finit with a wash of some ochre, or
gray, then sketched the subieot with &arose]. I would then commence with a hoghair brush, working up the ground oolor
with some fresh Miles. mid out of a kinder.
artistic chaos produce a head. Ruskin muftieif
even the possibility of this. and • -m.
hardly believe West my final —.ones and
delicate bite of drawing wars put in last.
Hie theory wan to draw the oetline with the
precision of an expert peurrian, then flit iu
with color. He has tried this method over
a „over agai n . but the remit has never
esmmem, so. tamers scams to birei.,
e stafa
right for all that. I know aa Dugs remise m
attemilite to paint himself '-preys
between his sittings to ine—ent they were
never tumuli ,' shown.
tha painter who needs no theories,
klaPPY
hut
who works on with that God-gift, is.
come from his
tuition. and who lieds resulte
hand—he knows not how; who can aflord
leave theories to times who try to re-interof nature,
Prot the painter's interpretationthe methods
and leave others to rins.rrel over
that are hardly clear to himself.

THE

CATCHING A LIKENESS."

Away. then, with all hadbooks on PailaL
inc. I can understand & handbook on the
theories of music. or on cooking; but fancy
a haudbook on painting I And there are
books on portrait painting, with diagrams. I believe, of how the sitter should be
placed. &c. , &c. Leonardo da Vinci has
left in most amusing book with recipes
for the treatment of every imaginable subject in art ; — no wonder
his school broke down. Much can he
taught, but in connection with portraitpainting there is one thing that cannot be
taught, viz.. " catching a likeness." The
faculty for . catching .a likeness is inborn;
it is e. gitt, qnite as distinct as the gift of
invention. A bad painter may have it
strongly- marked, or a good painter may be
born without it Hence only a certain
uumber of painters would be fitted for portrait-painting.
1 have heard Toole imitate different
actors. but he always told us the nion's
Milne before he' imitated him. " to prevent
discussion," he said. This must not be nec.
canary in portraiture; and yet how often
one has asked,in a house whom a certoin:portrait is meant for. It happens often that
one makes a portrait unpleasantly like the
original. that may be a mietake on the part
of the painter. but it is no crime. It is a
crime to paint persons in such a way that
nobody oan recognize them. And the attempt to idealize, or flatter, often leads to
this sort of incognito portrait. especially
with women. I have more than once been
asked iltraight-out by ladies, "Do you
flatter?" Aly answer is no I Ah. then,"
they say, ''I must go somewhere else for
my portrait." George Richmond, R. A..
when people told him he flattered them in
the portrait, was -wont to say: "No, it is
only the truth lovingly told."
A friend of mine painted a lady who did
not want a likenees but only a certain expremium He failed to please her, but being
young and *motions to get on. he plainly
asked her what she wanted and he would
try to paint accordiug to her wishes. She
went up to a mirror, arranged her smile and
came back to the painter with the smile on
the face and said, • ' Paint that." He did
and the result Maimed her.
EXPERIENCE WITH AMERICAN SITTERS.

Now such a thing would be out of the
question in America. The Americans know
themselves. and wish to be represented
trithfully. This is certainly the case with
men, and mostly no with women. One roan
thet I painted, a muet euceessful merchant.
m e so " You must get my eves. for I
trade on theme " In matters ot attitude the
American has the clearest notion of hie
characteristic movements of body, and is not
only prepared but wishes to have them
painted. An Englishmen in awfully afraid
of any peculiarity of his being, noticed. He
would much rather do the right thing "
than stand on hie own individuality. At
least this is my experienee in portraiture.
There is a great amount of shyness in the
Englishman that la not to be found in the
Amerigan, ais;! 1 find that men in this country often need much pressure from their
friends before they will sit for their portraits. The American makes up his minet
two minutes.
Jay Gould was brought to my studio in
New York by eue of his friends who wished
him to be painted. He looked at my opecimens a fete minutes, then asked: '' What
does it cost 7" Then. '• How long will it
take?" The answers to both being satisfactory he added, • Well, I'll be doue." When
I came to the last smarter of an hour that
was etienlated, he warned nie that time
wag nearly up, and asked if it would be drew.
I know Mir man and therefore got well ahead
of time in the work. and Wm literally only
playing with the portrait of the last sitting.
I think he was meetly impressed with ma
being "on time."
There is no other clans of workers, except
the physician, who hen such a chance of
studying human nature as the portrait
painter. And as the painting-room is neutral ground where all schisms meet amicably, where the painter hears all sides on
modem of religion, politice and morale, it
wilt be understood that he is the recipient
of whole worlds of information. Sitters are
tiring books that open to the painter pent A
of intermit in every conceivable way. But it
is absolutely necessary that the painter
hould avoid quoting the words of one sitter
to another. except in harmless things, and
be utmost tact is imposed upon him if he
wishes to retain the coofidence and respect
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January 15 —The Lynam;
painting from the master hand of Raphael
MaMadonna
del Popolo," or the
" The
donna of the Veil," mourned now no long as
lest, may be in thin city. Rev. Dr. Henry
B. Elliot, a Presbyterian divine of this city,
is the possessor of a painting which he believes to be Raphael s great work. That
the pictnre itself is a wonderful production
is attested to by all who see it, and when its
authenticity has been established—a position that is firmly expected by many who
have studied the painting—its value will be
estimatedlt many thousands of dollars.
The ' Madonna of the Veil " is about 5x4
it represents the Virgin half bending over
the naked infant, who is lying on a bed oi
straight couch draped with white linen. In
ber hands there is a filmy veil, which she
seems about to throw over the head of the
child. He with a gleeful, expectant look
and uplifted arms, is reedy to push away the
covering when it shall have reached his
hands. Joseph is in the background peer.
cogover the Virgin's left shoulder, his hand
clapping a staff. The aladofina's face bears
a half proud and satisfied expression, and
is exquisitely delicate and beautiful. Her
position is one of exceeding grace, and her
Lande are open and only touch the veil between the thumb and forefinger. The painting has been in the possession of the family
of Rev. Dr. Elliot for the past fifty-five
years. It was first bought by Augustus F.
Greely, the uncle of its present
owner. Mr. Greet} spent two years abroad
just before purchasing the picture, but
did not himself select it at this period. A
celebrated Italian copyist sent it overt to
him with one or two other paintings after
his return to this country. Ho afterward
sold it to the father of Rev. Dr. Elliott.
The tradition is that the picture was
Painted by Raphael and presented by hiar
to a monastery in Italy, and that during the
French Revolution it was stolen. That such
a picture was painted by ltaphael aud lost
at the time stated is an undisputed fact.
NEW TOPE,

4'

,

About twenty years ago the painting

came into the possession of Rev. Dr. Elliott,
and two years later he placed it in the
hands of Mr. Dillon to clean. He removed
five or six coats of varnish, which he
told Dr. Elliott were as hard as
glass. There seems to be absolutel
no question as to the age of the painting
but only as to whether it was painted by
Raphael or by one of his pupils. At th
tinte that the painting was in the hands o
Dillon for restoration it was seen by a great
nanny professional people, and, among others
by an expert from London, who _was sent
here to trace the " Death of Dido." whet
had been previously stolen and sold for lest
than $100. Strangely enough, It was fount
In Mr. Dillon's studio, where it had beer
sent for the same purpose as the "Madouni
of the Veil," and was taken back to Loader
and sold for many thousands of dollars. Th
English expert spent considerable tint
while in thin country in studying tit
" Madonna," and told Mr. Dillon that who
ever owned the picture was the possessor
a genuine Raphael.
.
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ART SCHOOL

Street, near Bank
Street, Ottawa

221 Sparks

lth Session-Open from 1st Nov., 1889, to It
May, 1890.

• LS TAFF
Life Nude and Draped, Oil and Water Colour
Painting, Drawing from the antique-Mr.
Franklin Brownell, (pupil of Bouguereau and
Bonnat, and an exnibitor in the Paris Salon).
Design, Freehand and Architectural Drawing
-Evening chats Mr. Fennings Taylor. (certificated by the Ontario (21..varnment School of
Art)
Mechanical Drawing, Locomotive and Sin
tionary Engine and Mill Work.-Mr. J. B.
Lamb, Engineer,
Practical Geometry and Perspective.-Mr. J.
T. Bowerman, (certificated by the Ontario
Govenment -chool of Art).
Wood carsing-Mr. F. P. do Bartolome.
Art Is eedlework, Mis9 Barrett,
Wood carving classes, afternoon. - Mondays
ind Thursdays. Evening-Wednesdays and
Saturdays

lIE " FIRST N IGHT " THE BRITISH MGIGC17 C 0 experiment of opening the British Mustent,- ;)
dusk has been most successful. In orner, no
to reduce the cost of supervision, only that part ot the

national museum which contains the firoirses, the
mummies, the sculpture, the terra cotta, and the relics

of the Stone Age are thrown open. The public are
admitted from seven till ten, and nearly a thousand
admissions were recorued ou the first night. With very
few exceptions, the visitors beloncied to the workine.
and clerking classes, and a number of working lads,

who closely inspected

the cases.

WILLIAMS & EVERETT,
FINE-ART ROOMS.

PAINTINGS, WATER-COLORS,
ETCHINGS, ENGRAVINGS, PHOTOGRAPHS,
FRAMES, MIRRORS.
79 BOYLSTON ST., 30 PARK SQ.,
BOSTON, MASS.

AMERICAN ART GALLERIES

AMERICAN ART GALLERIES

MADISON SQUARE SOUTH, NEW YORK

Ex{raordirkar çollechoq

FIRST VIEW

MODERN PAINTI\ GS

O

@r1e4\t[p4 ,9

THE PRIVATE COLLECTIONS

FIRST VIEW
On pridq EQeniq, plebruar Nerq-firsf

OF

WILLIAM H. SHAW,

NEW YORK

BOWNE, FLUSHING, L. I.
WILLIAM T. EVANS, JERSEY CITY

WALTER

r

AND THE LATE

BERNHARD STERN,

NEW YORK

Yourself and ladies are invited to be present at the First
View on Friday Evening, February alst, from half-past
seven to ten o'clock.
Respectfully,

URSELF AND LADIES ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO BE
PRESENT

AMERICAN @ART ASSOCIATION
MANAGERS

r

AMERICAN ART ASSOCIATION, Managers

6C1sg0lu III3titotc of thc Jfine

This card, which is Personal, will be required at the door

Nt 7 5 14 fTAY.

MODERN AND ANTIQUE PAINTINGS,
Admit 317'

ANTIQUE FAIENCE, FANS, OLD LACES, BRIC-A-BRAC,

On
CARVED FURNITURE, ETC.

P

L.

ROPERTY OF

F. GUIU DE GABALDA, Barcelona.

FIRST VIEW
Monday, March 24th, 1890, from 7.30 to

Att.:71

SAUCHIEHALL STREET.

Twenty-Eighth ANNUAL EXHIBITION, 1889.

AMERICAN ART GALLERIES, NEW YORK.
--

FROM 7.30 TO 10 O'CLOCK

11",

WEIMESDAY,
From

TEN

eJan., 1889,

a.m. till

DUSK.

ROLM WALKER,

.

Id. Secy.

10 P.M.

6 EAST 23 0 ST.. MADISON SQUARE
NEW YORK

AMERICAN ART ASSOCIATION,
Managers.

This Card is personal and will be required at the door.

/American /Art 3 allerie5, New YorR.

SPECIAL EXHIBITION

Gallerie5

/American /Art

are cordially invited to be present.
y OURSELF and ladies
Respectfully,

J

The Ge Gal5ale1a Collection
SALE BY AUCTION BEGINNING MARCH 31ST, 1890

Complimentary aea50n

Ticket

AMERICAN ART ASSOCIATION, MANAGERS

BY THE FOLLOWING

AMERICA

N

ARTISTS:

FRANK D. MILLET, N.A.,
J. WELLS CHAMPNEY, A.N.A.
ROBERT C. MINOR, ANA.,
WILLIAM M. CHASE, A.N.A.
H. R. PooRE, ANA.,
CHARLES MELVILLE DEWEY,
FREDERICK REMINGTON,
C. HARRY EATON,
CARLETON WIGGINS.
REHR,„..„
F.
K.
M.

/American /Art Gallerie5
6

EAST 23e ST., MADISON SQUARE. NEW YORK

SPECIAL EXHIBITIIION

FIRST
MONDAY, APRIL 7th, 1890, from 7.30 to 10 P. M.
Yourself and ladies are cordially invited to be present.
Respectfully,

BY

MEI3IGAN

AMERICAN ART ASSOCIATION,
M ANAGERS.

eorrtplirrtentar
JOHN HAMMOND, Principal.

ROBERT REED, President.

OP WO RN 13Y T H E PU PI Ls.

r

--

Art.
(Jc)rri billed with the permanent Gallery and School Collection of Works of

•

y

a

eon Ticket

AMERICAN ART ASSOCIATION, MANAGERS

Aimua1 School Exhibit
OPEN FROM 2 UNTIL 6 P.M., SATURDAY, 3RD MAY, 1890.

13a-1 13711 S

BEGINNING APRIL 81- H, 1890

8m(

ARTIST.

(C)

AUOTION: SA 1_,
OF

O Nir)al - Water - Qolors
OIL PAINTINGS AND ETCHINGS
BY

T. MOWER /AARTIN,

Friday, 6ill Dec., '89
AT 2.30 P.M.

M. HIOKS & so., 182,8 NOTRE DAME
MONTREAL.

E have received a consignment of Pictures from this well-

known artist, mostly studies from the most picturesque
scenery in the Rocky Mountains and British Columbi 1, with a few
Oil Paintings of Fruit, Still Life, etc. They are all original, signed
Paintings, and there are besides some of Mr. MARTIN'S Canadian
Etchings. The edition printed of these is small and they are Scarce.
Nothing is so suitable for a Christmas or New Year's present as an
original picture by an artist of repute, as it constantly increases in
'

value.

M. HICKS & CO.

Original Water Color Drawings, Etchings and Oil Paintings
by T. MOWER MARTIN, R. C. A.

WATER COLORS.
L On the Creek Side.
2. Looking down the Fraser, B.C.
3. Cascade Mountains, B.C.
4. On Muskoka Lake.
5. Hermit Range in the Selkirks.

6. In the Woods, Rosedale, Toronto.
7. A Red Spruce at Banff, Alta.
8. Rainy Day at Revelstoke.
9. On the Pacific Coast, B.C.
10. Sunlight and Shadow.
IL Sunset at Nepigon Bay.
12. In the Meadows.

13. The Afterglow at Muskoka.
14. The Beaverfoot Range, Leanehoil, B.C.
15. Under the Peaks, Banff, Alta.
16. Wild Ducks.

17. The Bow Falls at Banff Alta.
1(. On Trading Lake, Muskoka.

19. The Bow Range from Squaw Mountain, Banff.
'20. China Bluff on the Fraser.
20. a---Aeross the laino'Horse Pass.
.

016 PAINTINGS.
21. A Farm Lane.
22. Peaches.
23. Rocky Creek, near Toronto.
24. The Stable.

25. An Old Black Birch.
26. Grapes.
27. Mt. Sir Donald.

28. A Blue-bill Duck.
29. Rosedale Creek.
29. a—September in Ontario.

ETej-IINGS.
30. Belvidere Tower, Central Park, N.Y.

31. Da,cotah Buildings, Evening, N.Y.
32. Indian Camp on Georgian Bay.
33. Farm in Eastern Townships.

34. In the Forest.
35. Twilight in the Settlement.

36. The Settler's Home.
37. A Dead Deer.
38. Toronto Harbor.

39. In the Woods.

WyorTER COLORS.
40. At Canmore.
4L Twin Mountains.

42. In the Se'kirks.
43. On the Bow River at Banff.

44. At Yale, B.C.
45. On the Lower Fraser.
46. Evening on Georgian Bay.
47. On the Illecillevvaet, at Revelstoke.

-

48. The Selkirks, from Donald, B.C.
49. Vancouver Harbour.
50. Sunset in Kicking Horse Pass.
51. Mount Grizzly in the Selkirks.

52. In Stanley Park, Vancouver.

n

53. Ottertail Flats, Rocky Mountains.
54. Marsh Creek.

IDUPLDIC)ocTE ETel—IINGS. WITHOUT FRAMES.
55. Indian Camp, Georgian Bay.
56. Farm in Eastern Townships.
57. Belvidere Tower, Central Park.
58. Dacotah Buildings, N.Y., Evening.

59. In the Forest.
00. Twilight in the Settlement.

,

.

THE ARTS AND CRAFTS EXHIBITION
SOCIETY.
COMMITTEE.
W. A. S. BENSON.
SOMERS CLARKE.
WALTER CRANE (President).
LEWIS F. DAY.
W. R. LETHABY.
HENRY LONGDEN

(Hon.

Treasurer).

G. T. ROBINSON.
T. J. COBDEN SANDERSON.
-

HEYWOOD SUMNER.
EMERY WALKER.
WARNER.
STEPHEN WEBB.
METFORD

MERVYN MACARTNEY.

ERNEST RADFORD,
SECRETARY.

WILLIAM DE MORGAN.
WILLIAM MORRIS.

.

Office-45, Great Marlborough Street,

London, W.

REGULATIONS FOR EXHIBITORS.
Date.

I.—The Exhibition will open on Monday, 06tober 7th, and will
close on Saturday, December 7th.

Classificatign.

II.—It will consist of contemporary work in design and handicraft,
and will include the following : —
(a) Designs and cartoons for decoration of all kinds.
(b) Decorative painting—more particularly in association with
architeétural or cabinet work.
f Tapestry, Needlework, woven and printed
(c) Textiles
( patterned Fabrics, Lace.
(d) Painted glass.
(e) Pottery—Tiles, Majolica, painted China.
(f) Table glass.
Wrought iron, brass and copper Repoussé,
(g) Metal work
Gold and silversmith's work and Chasing.
(h) Wood-carving'
Carving in ivory and other materials.
(i) Stone-carving f
(j) Cabinet work—Inlaid, and painted and carved furniture.
(Friezes, archite6tural enrichments,
(k) Decorative Sculpture and )1relievos, plaster and gesso work,
Modelled work
t etc.
Book decoration, Printers' ornaments, Illuminaand decorative MSS. Wood and metal
(I) Printing -{
engraving.
(m) Book-Binding, and cloth-cases.
(n) Wall papers.
(o) Stencilling.
(p) Leather work—Stamped, tooled, cuirbouilli, etc.
And such other kinds of decorative Art not above enumerated
may
be approved by the Sele61ion Committee.
as
.

Entry.

III.—The Exhibition will be open to all. Work may appear
either under the name of a firm, or of Craftsmen and Artists working
on their own account. But in every case Exhibitors must supply the
name or names of the adual designers and skilled workmen, and
must further supply at the request of the Sele6tion Committee the

names of such other Executants as the Committee may consider to
have contributed to it as a work of Art. The names of the Designer
and Executant or Executants will be published in the Catalogue.
Forms of application may be had from the Secretary, Mr. Ernest
Radford, at the Office of the.Society, 45 Great Marlborough Street,
London, W. These must be filled and returned as soon as possible.
Forms providing for a fuller description of works for publication in
the Catalogue will be issued later.
IV.—The Society will undertake the sale of Works where in- Sale.
strudions have been received as to their price. No commission will
be taken in resped of any such sale. The Secretary may not be
required to undertake any further or ulterior negotiations in resped
of any such transaftions.
V.—No charge will be made for space, or hanging, but Exhibitors Charges.
will be required to pay all expenses of delivering, and removing,
their works, as well as of any construdion, or other fixing, that may
be required for their display.
The Society will provide cases at the cost of Exhibitors requiring
them.
VI.—Work intended for Exhibition must be sent to the New Receiving Days.
Gallery on Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday, the 16th, 17th, and
8th of September, after which date no work can be received.
VII.—Works must be delivered unpacked at the New Gallery. Delivery and
They should be forwarded to the Society through an agent who Removal.
must be similarly instruded as to their repacking and removal.
Note. The name of Mr. W. A. Smith, Exhibition Agent, of
20 and 22 Mortimer Street, W., may be noted in this connexion.
VIII.—The Seledion Committee reserves the entire right of Seleaion.
determining the suitability of work submitted for Exhibition whether
of Members of the Society or others.
designs, drawings, cartoons, specimens of materials, Framing.
textiles, needlework, tiles, etc., other than those exhibited in application, must be framed, or otherwise arranged for Exhibition, but
need not necessarily be glazed.

Plans and
Elevations.

X.—In the case of objeas which will require for their Exhibition any considerable structural arrangements, the particulars ordinarily required must be amplified by figured plans and elevations
of the same, and these must be forwarded to the Committee for
approval not later than the i6th July.

Removal.

XI.—No work may be moved from the Exhibition before its
close.

Liability.

XII.—Due care will be taken of all works sent for Exhibition,
but the Society will not he responsible for any loss or damage
arising in respea of them.

Iniurance.

XIII.—Special arrangements have been made with the "Sun"
Fire Office, by which Exhibitors can insure their works against loss
or damage by Fire. Applications must be made dire& to the
" Sun " Fire Office, Charing Cross, S.W.

THE ARTS AND CRAFTS EXHIBITION
SOCIETY.
45, Great Marlborough Street,

ERNEST RADFORD,

W,

SECRETARY,

COMMITTEE.
W. A. S. BENSON.
SOMERS CLARKE.
WALTER CRANE (President).

LEWIS F.

DAY.

G.

T.

T.

ROBINSON.

J. COBDEN-SANDERSON.

HEYWOOD SUMNER.

W. R. LETHA BY.
HENRY LONGDEN

WILLIAM DE MORGAN.
WILLIAM MORRIS.

(Hon.

Treasurer).
MERVYN MACARTN EY.

EMERY WALKER.
METFORD WARNER.
STEPHEN W EBB.

'-

RULES OF THE ARTS AND CRAFTS EXHIBITION
SOCIETY.
Name.

I.—The Society shall be called "The Arts and Crafts Exhibition
Society."

Objet/s. 11.—The objeds of the Society shall be to hold such Exhibitions

of applied Design and Handicraft as from time to time shall seem
desirable, and to arrange for the delivery of Ledures whereby the
Worker may have an opportunity of demonstrating to the Public
the Aptitudes and the Limitations of his Craft.
Regulations
regarding the
Exhibition.

III.—These Exhibitions shall be held subjed to the following
principal Regulations, and to such further and more detailed Regulations as the Society shall circulate from time to time.
r. The name or names of the adual Designer and skilled Work-

man of every work intended for Exhibition shall be supplied
by the Exhibitor ; but at the request of the Seledion Committee the names of such other Executants as the Seledion
Committee consider to have contributed to its artistic produdion shall also be given. The names of the Designer and
Executant or Executants shall be published in the Catalogue.
2. The Exhibitions shall not be held for profit. Any surplus
which may remain after an Exhibition is over shall go to meet
the current expenses of the Society : any funds that may be
in hand when the work of the Society ends shall be devoted
to some public purpose agreed upon at a General Meeting.
3. The works for Exhibition shall be chosen by a Seledion
Committee duly appointed by the Society.
4. The Society undertakes th è sale of any work where instrudions

have been received as to its price. No commission will be
taken by the Society in resped of any such transadion.
Membership. IV.—The Society shall consist of Artists and Craftsmen. None

but those pradically engaged in the Arts, either as Designers or
adual Workers, shall be eligible as Members.

There shall be no subscription, and the expenses of the Society
shall be covered by a Guarantee Fund. Members of the Society
shall be responsible as Guarantors for a sum of not less than

Ls.

V.—The Society shall consist of all those who have hitherto EleRion of
Members.
formed the General Committee with power to add to their number.
Any person desirous of joining the Society shall be proposed by
two Members who shall certify from personal knowledge that the
Candidate is eligible. The Candidate's nomination paper shall be
read by the Secretary at the Meeting preceding the Ele6tion, and
shall remain posted until the Eleétion. The Nomination paper shall
contain the name of the Candidate and the names of his proposers.
The occupation and qualification of the Candidate shall be specified
upon the paper. Eleétions shall take place at any ordinary Meeting
by ballot. One adverse vote in six shall exclude.
VI.—An Annual General Meeting of Members only shall be Annual Meeting.
held to receive and deliberate upon the Report of the Committee and
to elea a Committee and Officers for the ensuing year. Extraordinary
General Meetings shall be summoned whenever the Committee shall
consider it necessary, and they shall be at all times bound to do so on
receiving a Requisition in writing from five Members specifying the
nature of the business to be transaéted. At least a month's notice of
such Meetings shall be given by circular to every Member.

VII.—The management of the affairs of the Society shall be Committee.
vested in a Committee to be elected by ballot at the Annual General
Meeting. The Committee shall consist of a President, Treasurer,
and thirteen ordinary Members of the Society.
VIII.—The Committee shall have power to fill any vacancy in Vacancies on
its membership which may occur. The Eleétion shall be by ballot. Committee.
Any Member who shall be absent from three consecutive meetings of the Committee without permission shall cease, ipso fa3o, to
be a member of it.

IX.—At the Annual General Meeting the Committee shall Elettion of
present a full list of the Members of the Society from whom the Officers.
Officers and Committee for the ensuing year shall be eleded by
ballot. Only those present at the Meeting shall be allowed to vote.
The Chairman of the Meeting shall cause the Balloting papers to

be colleted, and after they have been examined by himself and two
scrutineers, to be appointed by the Members, he shall report to the
Meeting the result of such examination, and shall then destroy the
Balloting papers.
X.—A professional Auditor shall be appointed at the Annual
General Meeting of the Society.
A Statement of Accounts shall be sent by the Treasurer to the
Auditor, and shall be remitted by him to the Secretary in time to
enable the Committee to judge the prospeas of the Society in the
ensuing year, and to prepare their Report for the next General
Meeting in accordance therewith.
Quorum.

XI.—The Committee and Officers shall meet as often as the
business of the Society may require, and at every such Meeting five
shall constitute a Quorum.

Alteration of
Rules.

XII.—No rule shall be enaéled, altered, or rescinded except at
an Extraordinary Meeting of Members summoned for the express
purpose, the summons stating distinaly and fully the matter to be
brought under consideration.
One month's notice shall be given of every such Meeting, and a
majority of two-thirds shall be required for the ena6ting, or alteration,
or rescinding of any rule.

THE ARTS AND CRAFTS EXHIBITION
SOCIETY.
YLLABUS OF LECTURES, IN CONNECTION WITH THE ARTS AND
CRAFTS EXHIBITION NOW OPEN,
TO BE GIVEN IN THE NEW GALLERY, ON THURSDAY EVENINGS,
AS UNDER, AT 8.3 0 P.M.

Thursday, Nov. 7.
Gothic Architecture. WILLIAM MORRIS.
Thursday, Nov. 14.
Stained Glass. HENRY HOLIDAY.
Thursday, Nov. 2 I.
The Decoration of Bound Books. T. J. COBDEN-SANDERSON.
Thursday, Nov. 28.
Ornament. LEWIS F. DAY.
Thursday, Dec. 5.
Design and Expression. WALTER CRANE.
The Objed of the Le6tures is two-fold : (I) to set out
the aims of the Society, and (2), by demonstration and other-

wise, to dire& attention to the processes employed in the
arts and crafts, and so to lay a foundation for a just appreciation both of the processes themselves and of their importance as methods of expression in design.
The Ledures will be given in the North Gallery, and
after each Ledure all the Galleries will be thrown open, and
will remain open till ri p.m.
Admission 2s. 6d., by payment at the door or by ticket ;
for the admission of art students and employés, tickets will
be issued at is. each. All tickets to be had at the Gallery.
Doors open at 8 p.m.
T. J. COBDEN-SANDERSON,
Hon. Lett. Secretary.

gennsytvania .ilcademy of the 3 ine ,./Irts requests the
-

pfeasure

of your company (czoitli ladies) at the grivate Zfiergi of the

60th ..iinnual 9-anuary 20,1800, at
.

ce00
-

Zr.

e

Doz.

THE ART I\STITUTE OF CHICAGO,
FEBRUARY 3, 1890.

EVENING COURSE OF LECTURES UPON SCULPTURE,
BY MR. LORADO TAFT.
FREE TO MEMBERS WITH THEIR FAMILIES AND VISITING FRIENDS.

A course of Evening Lectures upon Sculpture, Classic arid Modern, fully and finely illustrated
by the stereopticon, will be opened by Mr. Lorado Taft, Thursday Evening, February 6, at8 o'clock.
and continued every Thursday Evening for ten weeks, until April 10. Two introductory lectures

la.ve already been delivered by Mr. Taft in the afternoon course, "Clay, Plaster and Marble, the
Processes of Sculpture," and " Early Greek Sculpture."

EVENING COURSE.
Thursday, February 6, 8 p. m.
THE AGE OF PERICLES, PHEIDIAS AND THE PARTHENON.
II. Thursday, February 13, 8 p. m.
PRAXITELES AND HIS CONTEMPORARIES.
III. Thursday, February 20, 8 p. m.
GREEK ART IN ROME.
IV. Thursday, February 27, 8 p. m.
IN THE DAYS OF DONATELLO.
V. Thursday, March 6, 8 p. m.
MICHAEL ANGELO AND HIS RIVALS.
VI. Thursday, 1March 13, 8. p. m.
CANOVA AND THE MODERN ITALIAN SCULPTORS.
VII, Thursday, March 20, 8 p. m.
I.

GERMAN SCULPTURE.
VIII.

Thursday, March 27, 8 p. m.

FRENCH SCULPTURE OF THE PAST,
IX.

Thursday, April 3, 8 p. rrl.

FRENCH SCULPTURE OF TO-DAY.
X. Thursday, April 10, 8 p. m.
AMERICAN SCULPTORS.
NOTICE.—The new Galleries will be opened by a Reception upon the evening of Monday,
February 24, 1890, to wflich Merqbers will receive special invitations.

Please preserve this circular , as no otner announcement of this Course will be made.

Shairman ûf Fnuncil.
resident.

JAMES BELL, ESQ.

SIR CHARLES TENNANT, BART.

Ai on. Secretary,
PATRICK S. DUNN, Esq.

Iiice-11'residente.
JAMES REID, ESQ.

lifon. Treasurer.

J. G. A. BAIRD, ESQ.,

Olasgow

A. J. KIRKPATRICK, ESQ.

aittitute

of tbe fine arts.

BLACK AND WHITE AND PASTEL EXHIBITION, 1889.

The Exhibition will open to the Public on 21st October,
and close about 21st December.
Annexed are the Notice to Non-Invited Exhibitors and
the Form of Advice of Works forwarded for Exhibition.

4
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Glasgow Insiiinie of the Fine Ants.
BLACK AND WHITE AND PASTEL EXHIBITION, 1889.

NOTICE TO EXHIBITORS
WHO ARE NOT ON THE INVITED LIST OF THE INSTITUTE.

I.----The Exhibition will consist of examples of the following :—
s. CHARCOAL DRAWINGS.
2. CRAYON DRAWINGS(MONOCHROME).
3. INDIAN-INK DRAWINGS.
4. PEN AND INK DRAWINGS.
5. PENCIL DRAWINGS.
6. SEPIA DRAWINGS.

7. ETCHINGS.
DRAWINGS ON THE BLOCK.
9. PROOFS OF UNPUBLISHED STEEL
AND WOOD ENGRAVINGS.
I O. PROOFS OF UNPUBLISHED LITHOGRAPHS.
S.

NOTE —Photographs, Heliotypes, Graphotypes, Copies of Works of Art (except in the form of Etchings,
Engravings; or Lithographs), Autotypes, and all Works of Art which have already been publicly exhibited in
Glasgow, are inadmissible.
II. Artists to whom the Circular of the Institute, signed by the ACTING SECRETARY, inviting them to Exhibit, has not been
sent, may send FOUR Works in BLACK AND WHITE, i.e., TWO Drawings (classes s to 6) and TWO Etchings, &c.,
(classes 7 to I0). They may send also THREE PASTELS. A series of Drawings or Etchings, &c., mounted in one
frame will count as one contribution, provided the daylight size of the frame does not exceed 28 inches by 2 0 .
All Works of Art intended for Exhibition must be delivered on 41 h October, 1889, at the Galleries of the Institute,
Sauchichall Street, Glasgow, free, and without Cases. A note of advice, describing them as they are meant to be
inserted in the Çawalogue, and stating the prices (frames included), to be sent to the ACTING SECRETARY. No
unnecessary quotation or narrative can be admitted. On the back of each frame must be written the name and address
of the Artist, the title of the Work, and the number in the Artist's note with which it corresponds. A strict compliance

with these regulations is urgently requested, as any deviation from them is liable to occasion much inconvenience, and leads
to inaccuracy in the Catalogue,. the absence of the Price also frequently hinders the sale of Pictures.
IV.

On all Works sold by means of the Exhibition, whether by the Artists themselves or by the Institute, IO per cent. commission
on the sale price is charged, to aid in defraying expenses. Works on which expenses have been incurred by the Institute
can be delivered to third parties at the close of Exhibition, only on payment of commission, at the rate already
mentioned, or on production of an order from the Acting Secretary.

V.

If this is neglected, a sale, if made by
Sales effected by Artists ought at once to be intimated to the Acting Secretary.
the Institute, will be held to take precedence of and supersede a sale by the Artist himself.
The lowest price of all Works intended for sale should be given for insertion in the Catalogue. The Institute desires
to discourage purchasers from offering a less sum, but leaves Artists tree to make any abatement they think proper.

VII.

While the Institute endeavours to provide that the greatest care shall be taken of all Works of Art sent for Exhibition,
it will not be responsible for any injury or loss thereto, arising from defective arrangements, from insufficient packing,
from tire, from accident of any kind, or from any other cause whatever, either while in possession of the Institute or
in transit to or from Artists.

VIII.

Works placed in the Exhibition cannot be removed until the Exhibition closes ; the several Works will then be
delivered to the purchasers, or to the undernoted, or to the other persons from whom they were received.

IX.
X.

Works that are not the property of the Artist cannot be exhibited for sale unless they are sent with his sanction.
All Works received for Exhibition are subject to the approval or rejection of the Council or their Committee.

XI. Round or Oval Frames are inadmissible. Wood Blocks must be protected by Glass. Frames need not be Gilt, but in
the case of Frames of unusual dimensions, colour, &c., the Council will have the power to decide whether they are
admissible.

Advice Notes of Contributions to be addressed to the Acting Secretary, Galleries of the Institute,
Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow, and sent by Post ; and it is particularly requested that Artists use only
the accompanying form.
ROM'. WALKER, Acting Secy.

Note of Works forwarded to the Glasgow Institute of the Fine Arts.
BLACK AND WHITE AND PASTEL EXHIBITION, 1889.
(Date.)

1889.

Sir,

I have to inform you that I have forwarded, in terms of the "Notice to Exhibitors," the undernoted
Works for Exhibition.
To

ARTIST'S NAME,.

M. ROBERT WALKER,
ACTING SECRETARY,

GLASGOW INSTITUTE OF THE FINE ARTS,

ADDRESS,

GlaSgOW.

( NAME
AGENT-1F ANY—
THROUGH WHOM SENT ')
I, ADDRESS

No.

DF.SCRIPTION FOR INSERTION IN CATALOGUE.

IN WHAT MATERIAL.

PRICE,
INCLUDING FRAME.

'Fo prevent errors in the Catalogue, it is particularly requested that in filling up the above Form, every particular be
very distinctly written, and that quotations be written on only one side of the paper.
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MENUE

DES
DES PETITS VIOLONS DU CAPITAINE FRACASSE

Pessard

STRING ORCHESTRA.
2.

(a) A FLOW'RET THOU RESEM BLEST
(b) A SPRING NIGHT.

''''' unman

MISS ALICE HERBERT.
3. SONATE (op. to) PIANO AND VIOLIN

Allegro con moto.

MISS MARGUERITE SYM AND MR. F. J. PRUME.

Actually in use in the Parlors of

Afendrissob a

4. CAPRICCIO (PIANO)

MISS MARION SYM.

PRESIDENT HARRISON, OF THE UNITED STATES.
Has likewise been selected and purchased by the following

tfende/ssohn

5. "RHENISH POPULAR SONG"

C A.NADIAN A.F2'T I S -1- .S,
for their own personal use :—

MISS ALICE HERBERT.
6. SONATE (op. 19) PIANO ANI) V101,IN
I. (a) Adagio non troppo

Rri bin stein

MISS MARGUERITE SYM

Ft O. PELLETIER

(6) Scherzo.

J. A. FOWLER

MISS MARGUERITE GYM AND MR. F. J PRUME.
.

7 LOIN DU BAL

D. DUCHARME

G. COUTURE
C. M. PANNETON
F. JEHIN PRUME

M. BOHRER

.A>:n OTHERS.

STRING ORCHESTRA.
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No. 1676 NOTRE DAME STREET. MONTREAL.

Mr ROBERT WALKER,
Acting Secretary,

Glasgow bzstitute of the Fine Arts,
1 75 Sauchiehall Street,
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Oath on Entering Articles of Growth, Etc., of the United States, when Brought Back.

potrift O1 aeir torh,
37
(0il eiVew 4
,

, do solemnly, sincerely, and trulv
that the several articles of Merchandise, mentioned in the entry here()
annexed, are, to the best of my knowledge and belief, truly, and bona fide of the
of the United States ; and that they were truly
exported and imported as therein expressed ; and that no drawback, bounty, or allowance has been
paid or admitted thereon, or on any part thereof:

to, before me.

Popular Exhibition of Paintings
el-fa SDirecror& of tRe Toronto eAcaaerny of Mu&ic
miff' Rofa. jjrki- @AnQuaf Ee4Ribii1on of pair2 tingo in

inte oArt ci.Ft'er@)/ of tReir

flew el-fa?? r2ow being erectecl, a. wit'? &pare neither rroutfe
nor evenke o rnaee it the fir2eot E4Ribi1 of pict'ure6 ever keen
in ganacla. project Ra& been before tfle pubfic &ince May

?clot, arc Ra& received moe encouraging prornikek of kupport.
TRe %oya? Gana.aian 2Acaaerny ab @ntario tocieiy of @Arti&to Rave manifeetecl tRe greee&-t interee R tRe unclertaK'ing I
an teir ?eacling member& are painting -gicture& &pecia?fy for
tRi& ar2a Eengeanch rar2ce an coif? contribute
cor k from prominent Fiving arti&to.
Or0111 0
-

i

ROW

recognizecl ak tfle centre of art& ar2a

cueture of tfle@ominion, ana Is increakiRg very raFy in czeaftf).
ana. 1opu?atior2. 4t ik certain tRat many of tRe picture& &er2L
for e<i6ition wit'? Find a permanent'

-

onqe arrIongkt our coeaftfly

citizen.
7Re 2orninion 'overnmer2t wie? atlow foreigr2 picturek
keRt for tfli& &4Ribition to er2ter coitRou'r payment of cluty.
CONTIONS
No entrance fee charged for pictures.
Pictures must be delivered and removed from the Academy at the expense of the Exhibitor.
3, Pictures that have already been exhibited in Toronto will not be eligible.
Every Picture sent in must have a price put on it by the Exhibitor. If sold, the Academy will charge the usual commission
4.
on the price realized.
The Academy offers prizes of Gold and silver Medals lor the most popular Pictures.
5.
The prizes will be awarded by popular vote in the following manner :—With every admission ticket will be issued a coupon,
6.
which the visitor will mark with the number of the picture he considers the best, and deposit it in a sealed box. On the last night of
the Exhibition the box will be opened in the presence of the audience and the tickets counted by the Mayor and others (not exhibitors)
appointed from among the audience, and the result announced.
Every precaution will be taken to protect the pictures from injury while on exhibition, but the Directors of the Academy of
7.
Music will not be responsible for any damage or injury, but will insure them against fire.
1.
2.

Applications for space, stating approximately the number and size of pictures intended to be
exhibited, may be sent at once to the undersigned.

J. ENOCH THOMPSON,

PERCIVAL T. GREENE,
MANAGER

OFFICE OF
TORONTO ACADEMY OF MUSIC,

23 ADELAIDE ST.

EAST, TORONTO

PRESIDENT

THE ANGELUS.
-RkV. J. Edgar 11111 speaks About it. at
tilt-

Andrew's Chnrch..

.

—
On Sunday mornii_7, last, the Rev.
gar Hill, when preachiog on "Thelus"
first
at St. Aoilaew:s chum
said "T
Plug thft *ems to cast 1',... eolenan awe over
O de as he looks at this picture is its sublime
simplicity and sincerity. Two human beings, humble and simple as God made them,
stand there ready to step out of the canvas,
so truly has the artist put a portion of his
own being into theirs. The angelus, or
ng call to devotion, has just sounded
from the distant spire, and the busy toilers
have caught the sound. Promptly they
turn from duty for home and children to
duty to their God and Father. The husband uncovers and, with a face of uncouth
but true reverence, breathes the wellknown words of devotion. The wife
stands with bowed head and clasped hands a
very picture of prayer, never did Saint o
Madonna of the old masters breathe a pure
spirit of religious fervor than this peasan
wife of Barbizon, every line of her figure is
alive, one almost expects to catch the
whispering of her lips, it is a sublime religions spectacle. 1 defy any reverent soul to
:

,

'

.

-

study these worshipping peasants without
-

having his faith strengthened and his better
nature devated. Their spontaneous devotien, the naturalness with which they h
the holy light of religion as it comes in`o
the close of a bard day's toil, the fervor with
which they uplift their souls to God are a
grand, silent, but speaking testimony to the
reality of our common Christianity and to
its blessed ministration in this work-a-daj
life of mortals. lean imagine few scenes as
likely to impress the reverent doubter, and
to plart a reek beneath his feet that, standing
thereon, he may learn to doubt no more.
I can imagine the deep religious thrill
which, as it comes, transfigures that
plain sotat
ancr the veiy gate of Heaven. I can sea It
consecrated and sweetened, I can see
take on a richer glow and wedded love gro
into a truer mutual blessing, as 1 contemplate that peasant pair I can realize that to
'these humble folk life is not at all a rigorous
struggle for potatoes and bread and the close
of lifers brief day not what Mirabeau called
the beginning of ah eternal sleep. As the
pealirig of the angelus comes across the
waving fields its voice, like the spire from
which it comes, points the worshipping
rustics to a hope beyond the grave. Another
feature of this wondrous sermon in oil is
the absolute repose it breathes; it is one of
those summer evenings when earth and skyi
combine to breathe calm upon the troubled'
and weary hearts of toiling humanity, such
an evening, we can imagine, the night of the
transfiguration to have been, when the sinking sunlight seemed to melt into the glow ut
Heaven and the weary master stands forth
to the astonished disciples in the robes of
, shining peacefulness, the tinkling of the bell
breaks upon the startled air like an intruders
foot upon our m ornirg prayers.
-

eence of the great British public it, the
Royal Academy. A man may wiel i the
f rush of a Titian, but if he cannot write
Great Painting Now on Exhibition
The Disappointing Exhibit of R. A. after his name, fame and fortune
It—h-ife, / at Jack'tt Hall. //j /Ifi)
will scarcely find him. It is vain to arthe Society of British
gue. There can be only forty academiMit. Eprroe;—Mr. Scholl de/es the
cians and thirty associates, and that numthanks of the art loving community in
Artists.
ber would be insufficient to include all
consenting to exhibit his picture,
the best names in British art, even if
"Heavenly Love" one week longer. No • A Collection of Pictures only the best names were there, as is notoriously not the case. The academy candoubt he will have the support of a genWhich May be Set Down
not be progressive, because the members
erous public.
are necessarily old men, trained in the
as
Utterly
Bad.
, It will render good service tO."W. proper
put, the favorites of a bygone period.
Yet these facts make no difference with
appreciatien of good art and the influence
public, which respects the royStriking Contrast Between the
it will exercise in cultivating a sound,
al academician and his cabalistic
healthy and improved taste. It is a
the Richness and Beauty
initials for the same reason that
it respects a lord, because of its
picture that gnaws on you every visit you
of
Old English Art
hereditary love of ancient institutions
make. 1" legap neyer seen a painting
and titles in general. Of course the
that afforded' rithno"' pamil pleasure and
academicians encourage the .delusion.
And
the
Stupidity
of
the
satisfaction as this one an I I have no
Holding practically a monopoly of the
artistic honors in England it was a severe
lmsitation in pronouncing if a work of
Modern Product.
shock to their pride to have their pictures
art of a very 'high order of merit. It is a
judged and rewarded strictly on their
beautiful composition and the illative and
Some Rare Portraits by the merits at the Paris Exposition—to see
conception, of the subject ate acithirably
men whom they had ignored in England
Old Masters.
bearing off coveted honors over their
execution.
The
carrtae
in
design
ied
out
and
. ,,
heads. It may be due to the enormous
signifiet
an aetialic term eurythemia, i. e.
London contains many surprises for prestige of the academy and its enormthe complete order and harmony which
the inexperienced traveller, and none ous conservative influence that English
are the sources of reitl beauty is an aphas fallen behind in the modern
are more difficult to comprehend than art
march of progress. In the absence of
propriate and haPP- i'.14e4, to apply to
the contrast between the richness and great men among its members, men capthis work.
beauty of old English art and the stu- able of overthrowing prejudice and leadPeople are not as a rule interested in
pidity of the modern product. From the ing their compeers on to a new epoch,
the way the thing is done, and rightly So;
Royal Academy lends the whole
Old Masters' exhibition at the Royal the
weight of its enormous influence to the
it ir the effect and result they admire
Academy to the exhibition of the Society maintenance of existing
conditions, to
and.the amount of pleasure derived from
of British Artists is a long step, and one the encouragement of outworn methods
looking.at a work of art.
cannot understand how a nation which of painting—methods which have lost
That fad is exploded that a picture is a century ago climbed so high could now their vitality because they have lost
inspiration. And at present there
the work of a genius because it bas paint stoop so low. I had been informed their
are no signs of a change.
plastered over it regardless of form and that the Society of British Artists
A GLORIOUS PAST.
color. The artist who can give a breadth offered a bad show this year, but I
Yet a century ago English painters
of light and shedow, modeling and rotun- never dreamed that any collection of were creating landscape art, were paintdity and the facts and trittlis of nature,
ing pictures destined to inspire the most
no matter how. highly finisheddina work pictures would be so unutterably bad famous French school of this century.
may be, shows his skill and knowledge as this one proved. With all due It is amazing to walk through the British
of that iquality which all great paintings reverence for the artistic vocation, with department of the National Gallery and
lose. ,00k ing at the picture from the an earnest desire to understand the note how directly the men of Barbizon
end of the ball or but a few feet away, it
their inspiration for the study
artist's meaning and sympathise with received
impresses you all the more with it
of nature fro'm Gainsborough, and Stotgrandeur from the fact that you are not his purpose, I looked at every picture on hard, and Constable. These Englishthinking how it was painted or what these walls, and I can deliberately say men valued the same qualities which
materials were used in its execution. not one of them would be admitted to the Frenchmen afterwards sought so
Many pictures have that disagreeable the art galleries of the Chicago Exposi- earnestly ; loved harmony of tone, light,
quality of looking painted, consequently tion or to any other self-respecting Ame- atmosphere, subtle beauties of color,
it detracts largely from the beauty and rican exhibition. The place looked like truth of effect rather than minute exact...• rAry cf theenbject. Ae a maat, writes- a chromo-shop, where the rawest color, ness of detail. For pastoral reposefulettnly says :—"1 have yet to learn on whatl the crudest composition, and the most ness and harmonious richness of color
metaphysical principles genius can be pitiless sentimentality were remorseless- Corot was never more wonderful than
proved to met in a picture, because ly exposed to the pure light of day. Gainsborough in his "Market Cart" or
every rational person mistakes an elm 1 wonder the Government did Constable in hie "Hay - Wain." In snob
tree for a cabbage; or how making the not assume despotic power and pictures as these the simplest outdoor
sun look like a brass kettle and I may suppress it as a stain upon the subjects are inspired with noble imaginadd or water to run up hill, objects national honor. It would not be ative beauty. ln them there is no sacriplaced on different perspective planes, just to judge all English art of the present fice of the pure pictorial effect, none of
figures with sheet iron clothing, so that day by this, but the very possibility of that literary quality which haunts Engthe picture looks as well upside down as such an exhibition being offered by a lish art to-day. Turner's inspiration is
.oeentative society proves that the even more imaginative, his power even
it does any other way, is undeniable
evidence, for that reason alone, that the mandard of excellence is far lower in more intense. Turner was a dreamer
man who so painted is a great man." England than in either France or Ame- with color, a man of visions and
Where execution and finish are combin- rica. The French masters can at least ecstasies, who interpreted for men the
ed, there we have a master hand in the teach a student how to paint, how to ex- splendor of an ideal world. Even when
mechanical part of his busi- press whatever message is in him. If most realistic he seems inspired, like the
ness. In the ph ture before us the the message is vapid the artist, not the Hebrew poets, with some sublime spirit
artist, sitting in the arm chair, master, is to Warne ; hie mind is shallow of prophecy—a power to realize the
dreams just what the spectators see be- and his imagination weak. But a work- beauty which lies just beyond our vision,
man who cannot use his tools is inapo- veiled in impenetrable light. We do not
fore__ t hem in the eirtnre! *Im --44.
and child floating in the air, resting on tent, even though his intentions are the question his colors, knowing that they
a cloud, surrounded by a halo of light, best in the world. And this 800HIS to must exist in paradise if not on earth.
which diffuses itself all through the be the present predicament of English His visions of Greece are the embodipainting and helps to bring out the art.
ment of the dreams of thirty centuries of
figures and accessories in chiaroscuro.
poets, and fairyland is as real to him as
BRITISH OBTUSENESS.
The classical face of the mother is beauto a child. He is gloriously at home on
at
however,
has
The
nation
largo,
no
tiful in its expression of maternal love as realization of the reason for its loss of the seas, as befits an Englishman ; of all
she clasps her infant child in her arms. prestige. Not long ago the London Tele- marine painters he is the only one who
The dignified grouping, combined with graph wailed pathetically over American can make one feel the power of a storm
the flowing drapery, is a graceful combi- indifference to English art, and chided at sea. The boat making sigrals in
nation, which is simply exquisite in English painters for their failure to make his " Snow Storm " is like a white wraith
i In aginati ve delineation. Beneath , the their pictures known to a nation whose flying through a wilderness of grayfar away distance, delicate in its aerial neglect must be due to ignorance. " The green cloud, so light, so swift, so daring
perspective and tone and the luminous English pictures at the first blush would is she in the fierce uproar of the elequality surrounding the group is very seem to be the paintings which would mente. The painter beheld this storm •
nicely handled and is one of its greatest prove most acceptable to a nation like he was lashed to the mast while tie
charms. Then look at the different the Americans, among whom the old Ariel sped by Harwich—too ardent t. 1
parts of the composition; how beautifully prudery of the Puritan still lingers ; who lover of nature's power to miss an inthey are balanced; take the Cupid, push- I nave a keen delight in the beauties of stant of such an hour. But often he proing buck the curtain which hangs in nature, and who cultivate to a most fited by the experience of others. A
graceful and artistic folds clown to the gratifying extent the home affections and friend once told him that he had seen
dreamer with his outstretched right arm, all the domestic virtues. Yet we find our two little puffing tugs drag one of Nel- 0
listlessly taking the crayon holder in his transatlantic kinsmen inclined to if mel- son's war-ships to destruction ; and soon r
hand from the Cupid. Do not the draw- ancholy extent to leave English painters the "Fighting Temeraire " was endowed
ing of the hand and position of the of landscape, genre, and child- with immortal life and haloed with
fingers indicate the dreamer correctly? life out in the cold, and to run mad after celestial colors on Turner's canvas—the
Then look at the left hand extended over the performances of the Geromes, the stately old hero of many battles dragged
the chair towards the foreground; what Meissoniers, the Bouguereaue, the Hen- down to her death by two black dwarfs
a magnificent piece of foreshortening to ners, the Corots of France"—a prefer- of the sea.
he Headof-dtie-steeper. -The figure of
ENGLISH PORTRAIT PAINTERS.
ence which the Telegraph pronounces
the artist reclining in the chair, is cer- "inexplicable but undeniable and disasIt is unfortunate that America can
tainly a. clever piece of drawing; then
trous." That Americans should buy know but little of the great English
on to Engel, the color grinder, with his
French art when they might have Eng- masters. Few of their pictures are purand scarcely any of those now
massive and classical head, muscular
lish sentimentality is set down not to chasable,
'me and dark blue costume. The rich.
the good taste but to the commercial in- in America are fine examples of their
iinson color, he is grinding on the stone,
Yet English manor houses are
stinct. ''They buy European pictures work.
which is repeated on the palette; they
only as 'big things,' analogous to early full of them, and some future revolution
modified eunise beautiful drapery of WV editions of great authors, historic dia- which should overturn the present
r trot figure, eurrounded by the grays
monds, or Stradivarius fiddles, which social system might scatter them to the
the canvas and accessories. The denof the world as the revolution
may be regarded not only as joys for- markets
te white drapery of the mother, alof twenty years ago scattered the treasafe
investments
ever
but
as
the
bough not a color, yet causes all the
of Japan. The richness of Engintriasic value of which will stead- sures
olors .
by contrast , to blend in one ily,
suspicion land's resources in the art of the past
increase."
Not
ene
harmonious whole. The artist's know- h. e, French painters gain the patronage is proved by the long series of loan exhiledge of intonation is perfect, also the
...0:0 -trionia can paint boitiler.—
. 1:ra- bitions w_hiph have beeuinalar.
lines which he uses in grouping the
tifying to know that our "home affec- of years at the Royal Academy,
figures and in arranging the drapery;
tions" and "domestic virtues" are recog- out by any means exhausting the
the composition light and shade are
nized in the mother country ; but it supply. The present exhibition is rich
masterly.
would be too severe a punishment if we in fine examples of the English portraitThe color is not gorgeous in the sense
were compelled to pay for such recogni- painters—pictures which force us to bein which the color of Delacroix and others
tion by the purchase of "Baby'a Iirst lieve that portrait-painting is a lost art
of the French school is gorgeous, but it is
Tooth," "Grandma's Birthday," and in our boastful times. The large hutnan
rich and entrancing, giving value to the
other examples of fireside sentimentality tenderness, the broad, intelligent sympaflesh and pearly carnation in juxtaposiwhich are turned off by the hundred for thw of Reynolds make one love him for
tion with the tertiary colors. We bethe delectation of the British public. himself as well as for his pictures. He
come at once fascinated and delighted by
Smug-faced childhood poses not for art, treats humanity with generous chariey,
the splendid and wonderful combinations
but to gratify the self-complacency of finds and reveals the good in man and
which solicit our sympathy and admirauniversal placidity and contentment. woman, exposes the pure, broad smile
tion in the superb work before us. His
The average Englishman does not with which human nature loves to greet
coloring is that of Cornelius and Colback,
like to be made uncomfortable the blue sky and the green earth. He
famous German painters. Vandyke
with a new idea. Just at pre- knew well all the subtleties of his craft
treated his figure subjects in the same
sent the world is busy with social —the delicate influences of color, the remanner. The cupids are conventional,
problems whose solution threatens to quirements of unity, the emphasis of
notwithstanding they are beautifully
shake the foundations of society. This light and shade ; and his work was indrawn and fill the places allotted to
is enough disquietude ; art must be spired by an imagination always sympathem, in carrying out the design. The tranquil, must walk in the beaten path thetic and noble and pure. To his genexpression of the boy holding the bottle
and busy herself with the domestic vir- tleness the brilliancy of Gainsborough i8
of oil in his hand waiting for Engel to tues. There is a carious similarity be- a strong contrast.
George Romney is another sympathespeak is admirably rendered. No one
tween this view of the mission of art and
can help appreciating the beauties of the good old-fashioned idea of the mis- tic portrait painter, and one of his picthe picture, unless he is entirely ignorsion of women ; and it indicates how tures—a "Portrait of Mrs. Stables and
ant of true art and rapt up in his egotism
dillicult it is for the Philistines to con- Her Two Daughters"—has brought good
and vanity. I would advise all who have
ceive of art as a man's business, fully as luck to one quiet English household.
not seen the painting to go and visit the
worthy the life-long devotion of a This beautiful painting, an old family
exhibition, as we have never had anystrong mind as the army, the law and portrait, was loaned by a Mrs. Addison,
thing like it in St. John.
thelcounting-room. In France art is wor- who requested that it be insured for
A single painting like this, accessible
shipped as the earthly manifestation of of..500. No sooner had the exhibition
than her mail-bag was full of letat all times to students and lovers of art,
divine truth. In England, save by the opened
would do more to elevate the taste and
few, it is flattered as one of the feminine ters offering a fortune for the picture.
promote the culture of our people than
eraces of life, useful to take men's minds The astonished lady sold her heirloom
at last for £8,000.
any miscellaneous collection of insignififf serious affairs.
Still more amazing to critics and pubcant and crude canvasses, brought toLACK OP ARTLSTIC FEELING.
lic is the appearance in this collection of
gether upon no principle and pervaded
The Society of British Artists was not a " Venus and Cupid " by Velaequez,
by no educated taste, can possibly acalways in its present hopeless condition. which any museum in Europe would be
complish; and a single picture of this
A few years ago the irrepressible Whist- proud to own. The great Spaniard, occucharacter would do more than any such
ler took hold of it and made it the ex- pied with portraits of ugly Kings and
collection could do to advertise our city
ponent of his contempt for the Royal Princesses, rarely gave reins to his
as a home of good taste and real refineAcademy. While he was President a fancy, and still more rarely painted
ment. J. C. Mites.
great deal of healthy artistic feeling the nude. Few first-class examples
among English artists outside the pale of of his work are to be found
the Academy sprang to his assistance, outside of Madrid. Yet here is
and for a few years his exhibitions were a picture of wonderful beauty, exethe most notable in London. But cuted in his best manner, the property
Whistler is a game-cock for fighting, of a north-country English squire. The
never happy except when in a quarrel, picture is marvelous for the brilliancy of
and so, of course, at the first whisper et the flesh and the transparent darkness
opposition he resigned the helm of his of the shadows. The goddess lies on a
goodly craft and looked on with glee dark couch, her back to the speetator,
while she went to pieces under the gui- who sees her beautiful dreamy. Spanish
dance of those who had dared dispute his face dimly reflected in the mirror a
sway. Now only the wreck remains, Cupid is holding. Untainted with coarse•
and the Royal Academy rides alone in nest+, the lovely figure lies quietly resting
these waters.
from conquests of gods and men.
In fact, nothing can shake the confiTwo portraits of Velasquez are notable
,
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examples—one a fiercel
blaek-browed warrior, a haughty gra
doe of Spain; the other the little Prince,
Lon Balthazar Carlos, a stately royal 2year-old. No painter, I verily believe,
has ever understood children as did Velasquez. This baby stands tricked out in
a gorgeous quilted dress, embroidered
with silver, and sashed with red. His
fat little hand rests on his sword, and
his plumed hat lies behind him. But
for all his royal splendor he is the most
lovable of babies, with tiny golden curls
and the round, black, serious eyes of
childhood. The painter gives us childish dignity, which is much finer and
more imposing than that of Kings, and
we know not whether to smile or weep,
whether to hug the baby or kneel to
him. We are in no such dilemma before his mother's portrait; for of all the
disagreeable families whichever enjoyed
the good things of this world those Spanish royalties whom Velasquez immortalized were about the least attractive.
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Webs Champney, William M. Cues
Charles Melville Dewey, C. Harry Eaton,
F. K. M. Reim F. D. Millet, Robt. C.
Minor, It. Peon-, Frederick Remington and Carleton Wiggins, have on view
233 examples of their glorious art at the
ealltrite, 6 East 23rd st eel. Among
this two hundred and thirty odd
are many splendid canvasses. In
,Le lower gallery are Frederice
Pennington's works, which are chief.
ly military in subject. " The Las .
bland "is a capital composition, consist
irg of a greeip of soldiers, in a mound
maintaining their position at the point of
the bayonet. The grout> is in pyramid
shape, tie central figure of which is
strougly painted, and tells the story with
tie aid oi the others, all well posed, but
lees and less prominent, remarkably
balancing the composition. Mr. Champnee has ail array of portraits in pistol,
notable for their grace of pose, life-like
pictures, and harmonious coloring.
"Mistrees Dorothy" represents a young
eirl in pink among old-fashioned holybecks. It is delightfully painted.
The girl's pink frock tones deliciously with the rich greens of
the foliage. Mr. Poore shows some
pectic examples that are delicate and
mystical. "Winter Twilight" is an admirable work, the title of which signifies
the composition. Mr. Poore's " Baying
Bounds "are well drawn, solidly painted,
a: d naturally grouped. A lover of the
canine breed might envy the owner, Mr.
Thos. B. Clark. Mr. Eaton Is happy in
"Old Cedars," having worked the boughs
of his trees till they tell their tale of age.
Mr. Minor treats of landscapes, and gives
a good example of "Indian Summer,"
end a fresh and charming "A Spring
Morning." Carleton Wiggins' cettle
pieces are very fine. "The Wanderers," loaned by the Hamilton Club 1
of Brooklyn, is a large canvas
on which are seen two young
coons who have lost their way in the
oods. The sunlight glints through the
woods, lighting up the landscape, the
f(retuoet animal has a beseeching look.
The whole is a masterwork.
Mr. Rehn sends some marines that
smell of the sea. "Off the Banks" gives
us a lively sea, with a sail boat going
fast with the stiff breeze that gives life
to the green waves. "October by the
Sea" and "Evening Hues" are full of
-
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Mr. Dewey's "The Prelude of Night"
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describes a landscape with setting sun
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Mr. Millet's interiors are very interestgrippe age u pozipme egs •e 9r1 Supewees
ing, well arranged, and well composed.
THE FUGITIVE "ANGELUS." "Pcmpeian
Girl" lean example of equis
uo uorione oggnd P3 Nos sum nape ogi
1 its coloring of hair, of graceful pose, of
•eaorise s uele aouoogos cap 01911A1. "OJAI
Great Fainting Brought to,
THE $120,000 PAINTING IN ONTREAL. 111111etat
A Me.Vreal to Sale 750,700 laDuty.r. splendid flesh tints. Mr. Chase shows
amOge
'plugs Iona woe; 2utueota
well modeled and painted heads excelopna'
putt
p941113 umeenna uprede3
The lingted States Polley of Taxing Pine
Occasionally our much "beg ed Yankee lent portraits, and happy landscape's.
Arts ffirives Millet's Masterpiece
cousins to the south of us do queer things, "Flowers" (201)—is strongly handled, yet
• .a oreldt10—.olos Na p0 uaKoollas
Into Canada.
and one of these was the taxing of works o most delicately done. They are getter.onti
art. The beautiful features of
masterl y ous blossoms and show the master hand.
Few Alontrealers are aware of the fact stroke of protection ha evjustthis
twee palumnbPe Siaettat Put IT13 Lq 1101141!0 that
been brought Boyne
Jean
Francois
Millets
great
masterCanadian Academy,
papeicis olicind put aigueouog mi 513 pa piece "The Angelus," the last tale of which iout by driving the most valuable paintng in the country, or in the
for that At a recent general meeting of the Retell
-wools° gown put 1ea1082um anog2no11fl in nixie for $120,000 created world-wide ex- 2 natter, out of the United Statesworld
into Canada. Canadian Academy of Arts, the following
cers were elected for 18e0 —President
umeniu item AVM On .[1111301 poo2 citement, is at the present.moment in Mont- The work in question is Jean Francois Md- (filters
Mr. Q. R. Jacobi, Montreal ; vice-president
et'sgreat masterpiece, "The Angelus," the,
creations which rank among the most noted
Hutchison, Montreal ; secretaryThis Interesting event Is one of the things picture over whose parting the French na. Mr. A. C.,
productions of the chisel. His predilection
tion almost sobbed, the picture%
for which treasurer, Mr. James Smith, Toronto ; auditfor this branch of art displayed itself at an for which Canada has to thank the United he American
c'es,
Messrs. Henry Langley, S. G. Curry, ToArt association paid 580, 650f.
-~errer-trrek.,00•4wPw,‘..4.44,0weloonli*litates Congress, which has the bad tor
ei 10,323, and the picture whose arrival in routo. The following gentleme n were
pression of ecstatic love and worship that ftaste to tax works of art. The
to the rank of "academician paintlight up the face and shed around her a halo of !acquisition of this picture by the America was announced in triumphant tones elected
" i —Mr. G. A. Reid, Toronto, and Mr .
glory. The eyes are downcast, but the American Art Association in spite of the by the American people. Last week the
Paul Peel, London, Ont. Elected e madeclosed lids tell a tale more appealing and anxiety of the French Government to pre- owners were forced either to take the picture
en architects ":—Messrs. A. F. Tay l or,
lovely than eyes of the softest hue or great- ',vent it leaving France was welcomed by the 0 ut of the United States or pay $30,000. It LeidF.
Dunlop, Montreal. Elected as3ocitriumph, h ad been originally brought in under the 4
st richness and depth. The drapery is 'American press as a national
the owners were forced to choose s ix months limit prescribed by the law in n-teen :—Miss Sidney Tully, Messrs. F. M.
omewhat original in design and cannot be leasttwuweek
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w hich foreign works of art could be exhib- Knowles, C. M. Manly and J. Hammond
laced as belonging precisely to any period ; tt
for sale. This time si now up and the 'I`onanto. The exhibition ditties Wednesday,
n fact it seems the artist's own conception. 13
states. As the result "the Angelus" is i ted
14tb' those who bave not already done so
..ach figure is a study in itself and forms a now in safe keeping at the Bank of Mont- P icture had to be taken out of the United thould
S tates or pay the $30,000, and the former
not fail to see it. 4071-1- /2/1fip
icture by itself • but the attention always eal.
ourse being adopted it was brought here p_ , /./4Fine
THE PICTURE WAS IMPORTED
enders back to the central figure. It is a
been ex- o n Saturday, and lodged in one of the vaults
picture which one grows to love, and if there nto the United States and has
ibited there in bond during the last six o f the Bank of Montreal It is to b h-Wessrs. T(Itichardeon & Co., (per M. W.
are faults they are so slight as to have es- peonths,
Peacock) one of the largest dealers in high
are al- e
art
works
of
of
Importers
caped the notice of great European critics, unved slx months in which to and purchasers hat it will be exhibited here.
class paintings in England, has just arrived
for this picture with It e companion, was too for their pictures. Upon a sale being effect- and opened up a collection of over one hunhe 11:eeneition Culver- en or the expiration of the six months the
te for ex
ered paintings, of a very high order, which
1'1 1'1i:11°1:UV was their merit Linn duty has to be paid. "The Angelus" arrived 74,-. FINE A RTSV jsare
on view for a limited period at the
by special permission they were admitted hero on Saturday, just in time to escape the W. Scott & Sons are exhib t hgfi nenow
art rooms o f m esses . S co tt e ons.
the close of the exhibi- clutches of the American Customs and will a collection of over one hundred
end retained
after
remain here at any late for a considerable hue paintings of the Modern,
t ton.
Bar- Ilissonier's originai pic tu re, "1814," ha
Lime. It will, it is expected, be re-imported
'Heavenly Love" is on view at 187 St. int.o r United States Within a few weeks. If bizou and Dutch Schools, with been bought by M. Caarehard,
ex manage,
artist
make
which Mr. W. L. Peacock (of of Manasill'S Louvre, Purls, for .C31.000. th
u
Jemes street. It is the original, for the
lipeilinterci;ats1 t .oerttakAesaseciev iaantitoa rt ictInthtsl
price on record for a picture 'ay
Messrs. Thos. Richardson AI
was strongly opposed to duplicates of his arrild
e
f citizena na- of London, one of the largest v ug artist.
expected opportunity to give our
work in any form, and as a further guaran- rhauce
-4(44 47/0147
to see "The Angelus," it will, no
tue it is in charge of the artist's son, Mr. nibt, be much appreciated by the public. dealers in England, has just airrived.
It is well worth a visit.
kJ
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ARTIST, SCULPTOR, WRITER.
Seholl's Chef d'oeuvre, "Heavenly Love"
on View In Montreal—A Work
of Rare 1er1t.2/7/5*
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J. B. Scholl was a sculptor who lives in
the works he executed. But not less strongly
do his paintings speak of the wondrously
imaginative spirit of the man, and pronounce
him at once an artist of the brush as well as
the chisel. Of his productions from the
latter a good deal could be written, and, indeed, much has been placed before the pub.
lic of this famous man. He was an earnest
student of the old masters, and yet he
sought, while closely observing and study-
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" flm Wan'sinew j pie( ea are very lino.
puts rusq2aplun,/
! eounidos 'Lima sstw pus stung tlsrers," loaned by the Ilamilton Club
: Ineraloped 2luttaopoj ern Sq Inc) pep of Brooklyn, ia a large canvas
on which are seen two young
-.1V3 neat 1313A1 1 1 -rope pepae3oid BSA
orrims.ttold orp rpm.% • taus `follsraat coors who have lost their way in the
woods. The sunlight glints through the
Sinned° °woe spun tam `usunetasw
,jopio Insetifj poilArg pus %code, lighting bp the landecepe, the
asp ern ff ren, (et animal has a beseechiug look.
J97.10 0141 RI pewit(); 'eradtd
peonera 'Re whole is a masterwork.
eans.nue Kt;
Jo nett erp
Mr. Rehn sonde some marines that
.13:10o GIEM sArripeeaold era, paSofue
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etu pus `paessid dauelfons pool s PilAt us a hvely sea, with a sail boat going
last with the stiff breeze that gives life
welly •lrika rut Xlinjseaaans ,11 0
to the green waves. "October by the
ernsa ',Ciss.teAtuns pumas sat Jo note Sea" slid "Evening Hues" are full of
-spa° cuil no TattleAe 1st?! mullet charm.
Mr. Dewey's "The Prelude of Night"
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THE ANGELUS.

describes a landscape with setting sun

I effect, in a tender manner and admir-

gg 117 m °Iuni al ably handled.
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Mr. Millet's interiors are very interestirg, well arranged, and well composed.

THE FUGITIVE "ANGELUS."1 "Pcnipeian Girl" is an example of equia -

44r

its coloring cf hair, of graceful pose, of
Millet's Great Painting Brought tO'
THE $120,000 PAINTING IN MONTREAL.
splendid flesh tints. Mr.
shows
... to save titr oR Duty.
1 1Z mpocdrierlaeidtsanadnidmihap pyheads,
landscapes.
The Vaned States Polley of Taring Pine
Occasionally our much e o ed Yankeei
Arts [Drives Millet's Masterpiece
cousins to the south of us do queer things, ' most era" (201)—is strongly handled, yet
most delicately done. They are genesInto Canada.
and one of these was the taxing of works
or ous blossoms and show the master hand.
art. The beautiful features of this
masterly'
Few Montrealers are aware of the fact stroke
of protection have just been brought'
Royal Canadian Acatielliy
that Jean Francois Millet's great master- out by driving the
most valuable paintt
piece The Angelus," the last sale of which ing in the country, or in the world for that At a recent general meeting of the
ing their conceptions, to form his own
Canadian Academy of Arts, the followin,g
id t ids, and in this he was somewhat success- In Paris for $120.000 created world-wide ex- matter, out of the United States into Canada.
Ricers were elected for 18110 :--President,
nil. We have examples in his sculptural citement, is at the presentmoment in Mont- The work in question is Jean Francois Millet's great masterpiece, "The Angelus," the Mr. O. R. Jacobi, Montreal ; vice-president,
creations which rank among the most noted tell.
Mr. A. C. Hutchison, Montreal • secretary.
This interesting event is one of the things picture over whose parting the French na.
productions of the chisel. His predilection
treasurer, Mr, James Smith, Toronto ; auditfor this branch of art displayed itself at an for which Canada has to thank the United tion almost sobbed, the picture. for which
s, Messrs. Henry Langley, S. G. Curry, To.
unusually early period, for at the age of six- States Congress, which has the bad the American Art association paid 580,650f.,
ronto. The following gentlemen were
teen we see from his hand a statute of taste to tax works of art. The or $110,323, and the picture whose arrival in
elected to the rank of acadeniician paintPeter Schoeffer, in Gernsheim, in which acquisition of this picture by the America was announced in triumphant tones ers " :—Mr.
G. A. Reid, Toronto, and Mr.
might be discovered the germ of his sub- American Art Association in spite of the by the American people. Last week the
Paul Peel, London, Ont. Elected ‘, acadeowners
were
forced
either
to
take
the
picture
sequent fame. After this he was engaged
anxiety of the French Government to premician architects ",—Mesirs. A. F. Taylor,
in the execution of monumental works, vent it leaving Franco was welcomed by the out of the United States or pay $30,000. It A.
F. Dunlop, Montreal. Elected aS30CiLad
been
originally
brought
American
press
as
a
national
triumph.
in
under
the
notable among which was a colossal
Last week,the owners wore forced to choose six months limit prescribed by the law in ales" :—Miss Sidney Tully, Messrs. F. M.
statue of St. Elizabeth now in the
posses- between paying about $30,000 duty on the
linowles, C. M. Manly and J. Hammond„
sien of I'rince Carl of Hesse Darmstadt. nicture or removing it from the United which foreign works of ait could be exhib,Terento. The exhibition claKes Wednesday,
He formed a warm friendship for Carl Engel States. As the result "the Angelus" is ited for sale. This time is now up and the
14th, those who have not already done so
with whom he stu lied in Munich—that now in safe keeping at the Hank of Mont- picture had to be taken out of the United
States or pay the $30,000, and the former should not fail to see it. ,P7zicradle of
art—where they remained until real.

,

1840. During a violent attack of typhoid THE PICTURE WAS IMPORTED
fever he was nursed by a Tyrolese girl of Into the United States and has been ex' hibited there in bond during the last six
whom he became cnarmoured and after- months. Importers of works of art are aiwards married. Towards the close of 1840 ; lowed six months in which to find purchasers
he took charge of a modelling class at for their pictures. Upon a sale being effectat rhrsivt eMtli
Maintz where he produced several import- ed or the expiration of the six i mon
aid '
lus
antrworks. His originality of style was very fl ourl (hmassato obre apy
d
just
inetim
nf
to
escape
the
fet tile and is known as the "Crystal style."
. clutches of the American Customs and will
He also entered the literary field of his call- 'remain here at any rate for a considerable
trig and published some valuable works on time. It will, it is expected, be re-imported
sculpture and architecture. In 1850 into the United States within a few weeks. If
a ioarsi"caiithIs
ke
Ito removed with his friend Engel , thetMontreal Art Assocviant;
of
unox pw tiopoo rto ttai t y taod
to Rodelheim, where they opened a studio arrangements
give our
f citizona a
for the purpose of painting two largo pic-, chance to see "The Angelus,"
it will, no
tures, " Earthly Love," and s Heaveuly li. aubt, be much appreciated oy the public.
Love." His desire appears to have bees( to t.
portray the idealism of his own soul rather
it,-.- ts
track of ouriventional art. —Wi- have' '0%14 1roor
this in what is called his "Crystal style" of
sculpture, but much more speaking is it in
the Only two paintings which he conceived
end eeented, one is " Earthly Love," tin
other is ,, Heavenly Love' ; with the
latter it is our privilege to deal. Like ail
men seeking to accomplish great things,
Scholl seems to have abandoned himself to
dreaming, and he would appear to have been
original even in this ; for he has succeed«1 in reflecting his dream on canvas.
1 U a dream . , e is seated before a canvas, his
Land extended in the act of taking the pencil from a cherub to delineate the pure and
seraphic figures of a mother and child representing celestial love. Carl Engel, his assistant and genii, assist in the preparation o`
colors. In the distance appears the Tamus
mountains and the artist's house at Rodelhelm. The technique of the picture is
peculiarly soft and as smooth as lithograph.
And yet, notwithstanding, the figures stand
out from the canvas as with power, force of
deilit., ...., - , ...p.....ei.... ...../ 4...4,1.. fl..
detail is wrought out with the care and accuracy of a master band. Chiaroscura blend
harmoniously. In the mother is a departure
from the portrayal of the usual Madonna
the mother is strongly apparent in the expression of ecstatic love and worship that
light up the face and shed around her a halo of
glory. The eyes are downcast, but the
clod lids tell a tale more appealing and
lovely
than eyes of the softest hue or greata
at richness and depth. The drapery is
omew hat original in design and cannot be
laced as belonging precisely to any period ;
n fact it seems the artist's own conception.
' ch figure is a study in itself and forms a

k

picture by itself ; but the attention always
wanders back to the central figure. It is a
picture which one grows to love, and it' there
are faults they are so slight as to have escaped the notice of great European critics,
for this picture with its companion, was too
te for exhibition ot the Esoosition Culverand such was their ment rum,
by special permission they were admitted
and retained after the close of the exhibi-

tion.
' , Heavenly Love" is on view at 197 St.
James street. It is the original, for the artist
was strongly opposed to duplicates of his
rk in any form, and as a Maher guarani- in charge of the artisra son, Mr.
boll. It is well worth a visit.

—
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course being adopted it was brought here
2ki,yr9
'nine Arts.
on Saturday, and lodged in one of the vaults fsjiz
-of the Bank ef Montreal. It is to be hoped /Mess7s. T. 'Richardson & Co., (per M. W.

Peacock) one of the largest dealers in high
class paintings in England, has just arrived
and opened up a collection of over one hant
4
ered paintings, of a very high order, which
AU-.
74are now on view for a limited period at the
W. Scott & Sons are exhibi iftg'Sne art rooms of Messrs.
Scott & Sons.
a collection of over one hundred
^
fine paintings of the Modern, Bar- original picture, "1814,"
ha
hizon and Dutch Schools, with been bought by Oauchard, ex-managei
which Mr. W. L. Peacock (of of Manasin's Louvre, Paris, for 434,000, th
Messrs. Thos. Richardson 4% Co.), highest prig° on record for a picture by
of London, one of the large s living artist. _
Z*0
,A

that it will be exhibited here.
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dealers in England, has just arrived.
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A fine lot of oil and water color paintings is now on view at the corner of St.
James and St. Peter streets. The several
exhibits are works, amongst others,
of Peter Ghent, J. Clinton Jones
and J. C. Salmon, members of the Royal
Cambrian Academy, and exhibitors at
the "Royal Academy,"" Grosvenor" and
Walker galleries, etc. Also those of
Allan Edson, O. R. Jacobi, J. Frazer,
D. E. Grant, J. C. Way, H. Sandham, A.
Vogt, C. Kreighoff, etc.
One of the most prominent pictures in
the collection is that entitled "Drowsy
des fi ES c Cessi..
VIT
,Twilight," the handiwork of Ghent,
end which was exhibited at the RoyalAca./N1-1D FPJEJ-lD 70 serEew AK E.XHIINT)ON
demy. A sombre mass of foliage stands
r'esiass OrsTHES
FORt-NIN
SKE.Tc.)-\
in dense shadow against a sky of rich
1WORK OF THE r-"115) =
warmth, the reflectione from which cemingle with the dark foliage, which
O54 ti\ 11‘X IGLbei- 17n )890
shadows in a pool of still water on the
Frzoi-\ 1161-1. -ro
immediate foreground, whilst the twilight shadows creeping dreamily through
the picture happily suggest its title. The
same artist's, "The Mussel Gatherers,"
Le.saci os_ Rooms
is also a gem although differing in every
I mpe 1AL 13ANr, 15esiLleie1 cl 6
respect both in subject and treatment Cori E-,(CH.Atlq E- ALLEY & WELLItiCiTUN 5T
Olu
from his "Drowsy Twilight." "The
FLOOR
ToP
16
ROOM
f re 31 ISe.NT
Vale f' Conwa
y b .J Clinton
y,
Jones, is also worthy of notice. It deI NS IN PARIS.
picts a view from the moor above
Llanbedd (west of the River Conway) gI ñd has not yet follow!, ada s
s9 successes Opens the
. J. St
national
and is well chosen, presenting as it does example in the establishment of
Salon de Paris to Him.
striking and gallery
a vast tract of country,
of
native
to works
to devoted
be
elegant as to line and tint. " Horses
proposal is now before the
The latest information from Paris, France,
startled by a railway train" is also' a artists, but the
to us the good news of the success
capital exhibit of animal painting, by Lords of the Treasury and it is possible that, brings
by a young Montrealer, file J. St.
Rugger.) Parvrai, of Florence. Madame after the usual prolonged deliberation, it achieved
a nephew of the president of the
C. A. De L'Aubiniere, well known may be accepted. Mr. Henry Tate offers a Charles,
and brother of the cashier
in this city, also contributes selection of pictures from his collection, Hochelaga Bank
of the firm of Dufresne & Mongenais. For
two excellent specimens to this
years Mr. J. St. Charles has been studycollection, viz., "The Saguenay Old comprising fifty-seven works by Millais, or two
studios of the masters
Burial Ground, Chicoutimi," and "Under Chardson, Alma Tadema, John Philip, Syer, ing s tinting in theConstant
and Julian. la
the Cliff, Pointe au Pic." Another which T. D. Millet, Caistabee, Briton Riviere, tGis ter(month
___l.ci the Ecole des Beaux Arts
MITO2ttr3eonfjjte
commanded much attention at the Boughton and several others, with the pro- opened
a competition to all artists ; three
hands of the visitors was Allan Edinscribed their names, and out of
son's "Grand Falls on the Bezancour." mise of more, ro form the nucleus of such hundred
above number of inscriptions eighty were
O. R. Jacobi, R.C.A„ is also on hand an institution. The conditions on which he the
Mend fit to enter into competition for adwith four capital works entitled "A insists as essential to the carrying out of mittance
the Ecole des Beau
Mountain Stream," "Sunset on Lake Su- his share in the scheme are stated in a Arts of into
Mr. St. Charles
France.
perior," "Gypsies," and "Edge of the Forthe lucky
ranked
the
fifteenth
amongst
which
accompanies
clauses,
of
nine
schedule
est." They all show that rich depth of tone
thus
secured
his
entrance
and
artists
and transparency of color for which the his letter to Mr. Goschen. The gallery is into the institution where Meisonniei r l
artist is juatly appreciated, Many others to be on a basis similar to that of the Millet, Bougereau and other renowned artist
:co numerous to mention in detail are Luxembourg gallery of Paris—being de- made their start towards glory and wealtli•
„it:HEAVENLY LOVE. " vtilip
nevertheless works of merit and well
des Beaux Arts, a A Pamons1Picture Now on Ex 160341ton
voted exclusively to the works of modern Later on theofCommission
worth a visit.
artists
appointed
for
judging
mittee
con
in Montreal.
These pictures have come direct from Britieh artists. Paintings in oil and water the merits of artists' works, opened a corl Yesterday a remarkable painting was
the studios of the various artists and colors, engravings, works in black and white, I ours, and out of 250 competitors Mr. St.
bear their signatures, a guarantee that etchings, sculpture (including brow, is Charlesranked the fifth. This last succesm exposed to public view in the Temple
each one is genuine. Should this sale
opens to our young countryman the Salon Buildine, St. James street It is entitled
meet with success Messrs. Hicks & Co. that have been exhibited in London art in- de Paris, and gives him besides the mantY
ar•
intend to arrange with other eminent
stitutions and in provincial exhibitions)—as privileges granted by the Ecole des Bearetc ".Heavenly Love," and is from the brush
tists to send some of their works to well as works illustrative of the history of Arts, the right to compete for the grated of the celebrated sculptor and painter,
Canada for a semi-annual sale, whic'n it art in Great Britain since 1750 or thereabout prix de Rome, so much coveted by artists. the late J. B. Scholl, of Darmstadt.; The
is their intention to inaugurate with a
Mr. St Charles upon the advice of his masters
view to elevate the standard of art in —these works being, in every case, satisfac- will shortly open a studio in the very centre Subject is supposed to be a vision which
naturalized)
this city.
torily proved to be by (native or
of the capital of France for the purpose of »a been revealed to the artist, who is
The entire collection will be sold at British artists. No art dealer is to be a working at an original painting of hie own represented in a sleeping attitude in an
hi na is a large canvas,
auction, without reserve, at No. 203 St.
as col- ccmposition which he will exhibit at the armchair. Before
James street, on Wednesday afternoon trustee, but six gentlemen of repute
is a very y oung spread by the hands of cherubs ; and on
Charles
next
Salon.
Mr.
St.
lectors or acknowledged art connoisseurs man yet, being only 22 years old. The secret this is depicted a vision of surpassin
at 2.30 o'clock.
are, with four members of the Royal acad- of his success lies in his love for work, and loveliness — the seraphic figures of a
GENES-WS awes TO THE PII5 LIO.4eemy and two each of the recognized water- he has so far done credit to himself and to mother and child. The hand of the
sleeper is extended in the act of taking
s 'are el with the unexampled &Yoe color institutes, to form the board. The his native country.
roubles is running now a spirit of public
that for some a pencil offered by a cherub, with which
note
It
is
quite
gratifying
to
ticnefactions which has miser before been gallery should not be placed under any ex- years past Canadian artists have succeeded he is to delineate the figures which he
-qualed in the munificence of its gifts. isting Goverment department, as they all remarkably well in the old country.
sees in his dream. Below the canvas,
The details of Henry Tate's offer to present hnve their special functions already. The
opposite to the artist, is Carl Engel, his
the
best
paintings
of
nation
fifty
assistant, who is busily mixing his
to the
transferring works of British
which English art has produced in the question of
colors, attended by two little boys, one
Last twenty years have been given al- artists from other galleries might be conof whom is the son of the former, and
ready in these columns. This week two sidered. The proposal is attracting much
the other the son of the latter.
nameless gentlemen have guaranteed $150,- attention.
,In conception and treatment the pic000 if the Government gives $125,000 for
ture evinces the inspiration and talent of
the purchase for the National gallery of
an artist of undoubted genius. The I
Art Compromises With Pork,
three famous pictures from Lord Radnor's
colors
and tone, and the navstie luminthe
says
Paris
PATHS, August U.—Le
collection at Longford Castle. The pictures
ousness that pervades it, show that the
France and the United
are Holbein's s Ambassador " the largest negotiations between
artist
caught
something of that magic
to the Ameri.lan tariff are apwork of his in existence ; the portrait of States relative favorable
touch
which
is
characteristic of the old
conclusion.
The
a
Admiral Pareja, by Velasquez one of the proaching
masters. The manner in which the
the
Washington
Government
will
remove
two most important of his works outside of
mother
mother clasps her :child expresses eloSpain, and the portrait by Moroni, whose duty on works of French art and France
quently
the strength and purity of that
Ameriprohibition
against
picture of "A Tailor" is one of the chief will remove the
form of affection which we call the maje
4-,
.
/
0
.
Pellet
prizes of the National Gallery. This is an can pork.
ternal instinct. But the halo which suraverage of over $90,000 each for the three
ounds both figures, and which diffuses
canvases. It is unique in the history of
ta soft and dream-like light over the
modern picture buying, and there would
hole picture, together with the marked
Lave been difficulty in getting Parliament to
spirituality of the beauty of the mother's
ratify the bargain if over half of the money
face, are evidence of the artist's desire to
v,itni not come out of private pockets.
eliminate from the love which he so adow, LIU 11t ot410/0 II
mirably expresses, whatever there might
Ciree l e zde/e;7.
gr the
be of earthliness in its manifestation.
t'or the tiret time inkfai miatory
special exDesignedly or not, it is a madonna which
'renola Salon the gold medal atornatty°
the
of
eillenee has been awarded to
I he la aa produced, and a madonna, too, l
American coutinent. The prowl possessor
, nol unworthy to be classed with several
rf the great honor le a Canadian, an.a
of tts,eiythi:IiinLia.vehlbieefotiaer,a,ani:ei kil ?). t i '1 at
tee et LondotaOnt., named Peel,
-
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Ia, li peel, et ()Hemet at Inca
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(maw celeste). scrum..
Thirty examinations of officers, non-comiseioned officers, and men attached to the
.bec School of Cavalry, coming fi all
arts co the Dominion, took place at hea
carters the other day. In every instance
Slicers and mon passed a very creditable
earnination. The following are the names
f the officers passed :—Captain McArthur,
lontreal Troop of Cavalry ; Lieutenant
71;, same troop ; Lieutenant Bennington,
rescott, Troop of Cavalry ; '..ientenant
lull, Second Regiment of Cavalry, Niaara.
'he Quebec School of Cavalry numbers at
resent seventy non-commissioned officers
ad men and three officers.
GENERAL NOTES.

George Vandyck is here looking after
me land grants.
Mayor Chicoyne, of Sherbrooke, editor of
e Psomeier, is in town.
W. B. Iven and J. R. Buck, of Sherbrooke
ere in town to-day looklog arter a eeesluy
s the extension of the Hereford railway.
L. A. Roberge, contractor, is here in concretion, it is said, with heavy claims against
e Government for work done on the old
, M., O. & O. railway.
Notary Martin, of Les Eboulernents, is in
wn with petitions of seventeen fathers of
milies in his parish who have qualified
r free grants of one hundred acres each.
John Leonard, of Sherbrooke, counsel for
onald Morrison, is in town. He states that
e Deputy High Constable of Sherbrooke
tw Morrison recently at St. Vincent de Paul
cl found him very despondent.
Mr. Rhodes, commissioner of agriculture,
as come to an amicable settlement with the
astern Townships Agricultural association,
which the latter are to receive the grant
f $2,000 withheld from them last year.
his arrangement has been arrived at
rough il,a good allow, of litossi
I.
d McIntosh.
0,1

RECKLESS CULPABILITY.
-be New York Railroad Commissioners'
Opinion °lute Ittunbatrx Accident.

ALBANY, N.Y., March 26.—The board
ailroad commissioners has handed dew
ecision in the matter of the accide

of
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PEN AND INK PURTRA:TS. W

7141(r. J. M. Barnsley's wietures.flyeee,'
loving puhl:c of Montreal will be
"ISIE ART INDUSTRIAL SC1100
The sma ll collection of oil andwater'cMor
mitosis to learn that they have an opporworks now at Scott's Gallery are well
The Art and Design classes opened foi
y ftit week of seeing probably the most
worthy of a visit. Mr. Barnsley spent some tnrolment of names &students at the Goner
re house in Canada, but this pleasure ; WE MAN Will0 ceeeneols THE C ."7a
time in Holland And has taken into his ar- ment building, 76 St. Gabriel street, la
tistic constitution some of the pure artistic 'e vening. About 170 names were enrolle
I Lc mingled with regret from the fact
DIAN PA.CIFIC It fILWAY.
air that is there to be found. The work is a Mr. S. C. Stevenson, the secretary, stated th
at the house and the collection it contains,
great advance ou the last exhibition of his the regular class work would open on Mondeutbered with such loving care and patience
pictures of a similar order, and those who
and wished all those who desire to a
and enshrined in such a fitting casket will,
remember it will be surprised at the rapid nightthe
'e4-14...//14:etea
class to be present at that time. M
ale.
Sacially
VDU
orne/Yro
and
in a few days he sold and dispersed. The
change. Many of the works are painted tend
then
around the ground whore tne late lamented Stevenson will give all information toare
owner, Mr. A. D. Steele will have the symGenerally Connidered eorne Secrets of
ti
Mauve worked, and Mr. Barnsley eeerns to e who wish to attend. The following
patby not only of all wbo know him but of lthe Success of t te Great Manager,
have taken an inspiration from this and classes and teachers :—
many outside that circle. Impaired health
benefitted himself thereby. The collection
Freehand drawing, Mondale, Tuesdays and Fridays
[From The London Ad vertiS1•2r.]
emessitating his giving up the practice of
will only be exposed for a dayor two longer. Mr. J. C.Rinkey, R.C.A., Meters. E. Bregent and
bis profession and leaving the country to
Robinson,
—
Ten years ago who in Canoeist knew
Mechanical drawing, Mondays and Thursdaye
THE ANGELUS SOLD AGAIN.
seek benefit from change of air and scene. ;
J. T. Graham and J M. Mackie,
Mr. Steele has done much for the elevation ,e my thing about Mr. W. C. Van Horne? The American Art Association Realizes • Me,ste.
Architectural drawing, Mondaye and Thursday
of the popular taste during the past number The name suggested an American tienMews.
E,
Belanger and A Benoit.
ifelndeonie Profit on the Transacti
dori
Lithography, Mondays and Fridays : Me J. A.
of years and has left many marks of his erel in Tecuroseh's time, or that unfortttLaaelle.
genius in the examples of refined and clear . pate Dutchman that put his trnst in
New YORK, November 1.—The
this
Modelling and wood earring, Tueedays and Friday
morning says that Millet's famous picture. Mr. Arthur Vincent.
architecture adorning our city.
penalty,
the
princes
and
paid
"The
Angelus,"
which
was
sold
to
the
AmenDecorative painting. Mondays and Thursdays
In his own house where he was uuliam- Spanish e
Art Aseociation of tais city on July 1,, F. Edward Meioebe.
eercd by wayward or ill-regulated fenciesbi tht aigiost eg.148celebrated naviga- can
Stair building and construction, Mondays and Fr
at the auction of the Secretan collecof others he sounded the keynote in build- tor w o gave hi a Ate ththerb- 1889,
tion in Paris, has been sold once more. days : Mr. F. F.Desautele
Plumbing, Wedrifedays and Fridays, Mr. W. BMW,
log it some twelve or thirteen years ago. It mcst Cape of the weetern continent. To- Negotiations have only just been completed
Pattern making Otani for boot and shoeinakere
in Paris by R. Austin Robertson, represent- Mondays
is a dainty example of a petite type of an
and Fridays : Mr. J. Goitn.
himself
unknown
argue
ing the American Art Association. It is not
old English home, cleverly planned to get day, who would
Mechaeical drawing (Pcinti St. Charles), Wed eerily
known yet exactly who the purchaser is, and
Fridays : Mr. J. Powell ,
the utmost accommodation into a small by saying that he (ices not know, or at inasmuch
Mr. itobertson's negotiations
space, with a charming picturegguaness per- least know of, Van Horne ? Tell us, have beenascarried
on with agent's. The
Went Home to Ine..000
lading all, and is a silent but eloquent pro- then, says the man who never can at- picture has been sold this time for 750,000
h Halifax (England) Guardrail of the
lest against the hideous combinations of tach an association to a name, what his francs as against 553,000 francs paid over
a year ago by the American Art Association. 22nd ultimo says : It is our indent duo
Licks and mortar which are rampant on
'businees is, where it is. where he
very side.
to record the death, after a short illness, o
We sbould have liked to have seen this lives, where his office is, (what he's !
Mr. Alexander D. Steele, late of Montrea1
YORK WATER COLOR CLUB• N,r•5 !Canada, architect, who, after a residea:
house bought by the city with all ite
like. I 'will. His business s to
mete untouched and kept as a nucleus of an conduct the affairs of the Canadian Pa!there of over twenty years, returned to en
//0.41
'}41-444ift.
in his matin
.A museum to be enriched by art treasures
ENCELLreer OP NING DISPLaT F RV- GENTLY joy a well earned retirement
cific
Railway
;
it
may
be
said
to
direc
country.
Such,
however,
was
not
the WI
as they were donated to or could be b meat
ORGANIZHD ALT stevOCIATION.
of Providence. The deceased gentlerni
the worship of the C. P. R ,to act as high
la the city.
That a stop of Importance in the art progress of
To those who know Antwerp, one of its i priest and'regulate the ministrations o this countre was taken in the formation of the who was highly respected, was possess,
n est interesting sights is the Matson Piantim lesser functionaries, to proselytize the New York Water Color Club is shown by its first ef eminently distinguished artistic taste
en eld sixmenth certury burgher's house traveling and shipping public, to increase annual exhibition, which opens to the public at al d much practical ability. His bout
in Monti eal, a model of beauty and refine
with everything in it kept religiously as it the number of the faithful and comba the American art Galleries this morning.
one occasion honored by a vis
vio- in tee lifetime of its founder, with the the error and heresies of Sir Joseph
Nearly two score artists whose work has been no nt, was on
'muting office, presses, type, bcoks, shop, Hickson and the Grand Trunk. His busi- unknown oriunfamiliar in the exhileqlous of the from the Governor-General of Canada an
, Meet Many will recall else the Cluny ness is located anywhere or everywhere American' Water Color Society, artists who are the Princess Louise. Numerous puble
It in Paris, an interesting old house, eftweere Helifeee, apie 4Vanepueier, pro- either of excellent promise or, and more generally, soifices in that city testify to the skill are
of the late Mr. Steele. The faner
1,0W rich with a treasures of all kinds. Montvided only that the place has something of excellent performance, hare found places in the ability
took ;lace at the Elland cemetery, on Thurs
real also ought to have its Matson Plantin to ship by the C. P. R. His office is under display of 413 examples.
Casson street at 1
er its Hotel Cluny, but we fear that the city his hat, when his hat is on his head ; he
It is eseentially an exhibition of the younger day morning, leaving
fathers ale more exercised about the re- Is as much at home in his office when men and women, thourrh there le a fair aprinkling o'clock. The Rev. T. Sellers and the Rev.
spective merits of asphalt and wood pave- tackling the multitudinous questions of the work of the old timers. The works are in E. Bricrity efficiated, and amongst th
resent were John H. Crowther, Fix
ments lban in educating the citizens in art.
that present themselves as he journeys the main of moderate size, and there are few exa Weeds
Ti H. Robinson, Chiswick, London
The house is very wisely, we think, on from Montreal to the Rockies as when &melee, notably among the figure works, of the imview with the furniture to a large extent secured from interruption in what he portance of those which are such prominent S re Hey, Brow Bridge ; Dr. Gamble, Join
Cursed. John Wilson, Henry Beaumont
in situ—giving all an opportunity of not calls his" den" in Dorchester street.
features of the displays of the American Water L
e c The bearers were tenants und neige
(illy seeing the art treasures, bat also of
On the second floor of that great, grey, C o lor Soci e t y.
recipe bow a house can be artistically beau- Norman castle-like building, at the cor- ' Tho water color display fills four of the five gal- lees. Much synipatby has been extern
tiful at a much less cost than is often in- ner of Windsor-street,Montreal—a stone's ' leries and •wlth It are hung a few pastels. In the so the mother of the deceased."
curred to make a house philistinishly We- throw, if von can throw a stone Omit far, fifth and uppermost gallerris hung Baron Bartlett
Must Pay Duty on Ana aogeodir»
ems. The well known taste and sincerity of below the Windsor Hotel, are the offices ' Hickey's interesting gathering of twenty-eight
the pertwo lu
WASIIINGTON; December 4.—Assistant Sei
aim of Mr. Steele is a guarantee that the col- of, the Canadian Pacific Railway's exe- , Vet tniftPbetween
, retary Spaulding, of the Treasury dope
n° re' fT:eT,°,,f
. igitr;":,',1h
lection is thoroughly good of its kind.
cutive. Time was when one door only I Tee Intron makes no claim to having produced
scenes ment, bas rendered a decision holding th
Where all are of such interest it is diffi- Om cl between the visitors and the man • works of art. lie Lae taken hie Christian
the works of old and modern masters and the bondsmen of the famous painting "T
cult and Invidious to make distinctions. whom so many wanted to teach, and from
his Buddhist ones from temples and from Thibetan
$16,000 duty on t
Angelus "ire
Special fancy will govern special predilec- when the bolder pushed in open and manuscripts.
painting. alteflaW- ree.40
THE PRESIDENT'S wooer.
tions', but we are safe in saying that soins- got ahead of the more diffident. Itiow it
the
press
In the water color exhibition. of which
thing will be found in this unique collec- is another matter. The man who desires view
was held yesterday and the crowded reception
; THE AN GELUS. ///
t
tion to gratify and satisfy all tastes.
last evening, a work of Ciliate Ilassam, the presito sell a patent corkscrew for opening dent
of the club, has been awarded the position of
fow the Dispute no to the Heavy u'
To those who are interested in furniture ginger ale in the dining cars, or has a honor.
an effective, sunshiny, clever drawing—
there arc many "bits " which will be prized, scheme for crossing to Vancouver Island a sceneItatis"A
the Famous Painting Stands.
Parle Market." 1 might suggest, how— -ieeluding some charming chairs and notably under the straits, must pass more than ever, that the displayed foot and ankle of the young
WASHINGTON, December 6.—The chmui
*hose figure is the prinolpal one are aba milieus old Portages° cabinet profusely one official Cerberus. But assuming woman
normally
small.
which
bring
about; the decision
stances
• eh bed with figure subjects, and an ex- him to be one whose husinese requires
Mr. Illissam has six other contributions, all atAsst.-Secretary Spaulding's declsiou te
quisite cabinet and writing table of' Sher- the here and now personal consideration tractive lu color and handling, and in the want tho bondsmen of the "Angelus" are lias
His "Portico of the Union Club, 'for $16,500 duty on the painting, are pee.
aton" make, beautifully made and worthy of the C. P. Res president, he is shown impresaionisttc.
Rainy Night," Is most effeetive and artistic,.
liar. "The Angelus" w-as imported by A.
of a princess' bower.
into Mr. Van Horne's room. His first
The contribetions of the vice president, Rhoda
of the Buffalo Flue Ar
Of rugs there are a very choice selection, view of that gentleman is a back view. Holmes Nicholls, are ton In number, and nearly Plumb, president
for exhibition at Buffalo.
I
all
interesting.
'rho
majority,
however.
both
nearly all in good condition and all of Seated—no, not seated, but astride v figures and landscapes, are rather undecided in Academy,
entry was made of (ho paint
warchouee
sneerior quality and beautiful in colors and a peculiar chair, such as no man street and iu drawing and rough in handling. mg et Now York city, the value of th
stuff, bowever, in the principal
designs.
',seating he stated at $110,000, and. the dut
ever before sat in—before a cylindrical ! There is excellenttells
its story well in figures Ana I al it was $16,500. Bonds were given le
In curtains and wall hangings and carpets desk, he will see a man of middle height, example—which
wreck — .erne Sur-vivors at the Schooner Viking."
.he payment of the duty, in ease it wet
we bave seine good examples of William stout, dark haired, slightly bald, emoChance Warren Eaton, the eta b's treasurer, has
sold. While the painting was in the eus
and well painted landMorris' art, all in admirable preservation. kirg a cigar and dictating to a secretary half a cloven attractive
tody
of Mr. Plumb under the warehoue
Snell,
its
recording
secretary.
Henry
B.
eoripes,
aud
c A beautiful suit of armor will attract at- •at an adjoining table. The sentence five capital works remarkably aenaltive in their
try '[Thomas P. Kirby, one of _the owner
tention, it is a good reproduction of Italian finished, this gentleman, using his foot treatment of evauescent effects of ceder and light,
the Picture, took it out of MI', Plumb'
drawn and picturesque in choice of subject.
..stody and carried it with him to Bosto
16th century work designed by the well I on the ground as a lever, spint his chair well
"Solitude" ehows a schooner anchored in the
I his personal baggage, where he plead
known artist Julio Romano, round and faces the vhsitor. If his eye gloaming.
and "A Fantasy" is a quaint arrangeel
exhibition. No transportation entey wit
There are also some exquisite rapiers with rests on a friend the usuelly,calm noread- ment of boats at twilight.
made
by Mr. Kirby through ignorance, an
three
striking
are
By W. Gedney Bunco there
M aufffelly made guards of intricate design, able countenance lightens up with a little
this act left the painting without the pro
remarkably fine in color as usual. but
mgether with SOIne honest business-like smile of welcome, end a cheerful word not atworks,
tection of the warehouse entry*. The C
all mannered in execution. Teo are
helmets with a strong Puritanic look about of recognition having been littered, an Venetian scenes and the other is a "Coming Storm, lector of Customs at Buffalo, N. Y., now ask
of France." with a beautiful orange sunset.
that the Collector of Customs at New Yor
them that is very commendable. Special acrobatic movement empties the chair, Coast
There are five refined delicately, yet nruity
be authorized to issue a certificate of ladini
notice should also be taken of two pieces of and Van Borne, settling the cigar more handled,
little egure pieces by Rosins. Emmett
export for the painting for the purer*
orId Persian armor, covered with Persian
comfortably in his mouth by a rapid Sherwood,• who, with Carleton T. Chapman and for
of cancelling the warehouse bond. '1 ,°
Elmer Clarkson, formed the hanging cornraiment in low relief and exquisitely fin- movement of his lips, extends his Elands Ralph
treasury
Department, however, holds ties
"A Portrait," shows a lady sewing. In
'shed. to greet his acquaintance. Having rnittee.
the removal of the painting from the au
nSince Summer First Was Leafy," • which is a little
In pottery and ceramic ware there are seated his friend he seats himself—no, weak in color, the only face carried far enough is Leidy of the officers of customs witho
girl with the guitar.
preper authority renders the bondeus
nmey choice examples which it is impossi- he restraddles. How he manages that that of the young
SUDJECTS PROM HOLLAND.
liable for the duties.
1,Ie to fndividualize, but must be seen to be chair no one knots s. The unwary who " The five Holland
marines cud landscapes of
YORE, December 6.—Messre. Jan
appreciated. We would only say do not attempt to- sit in it are thrown, as James M. Barnaley are works cf sterling quality. F.NEW
Sutton and Thomas E. Kirby, preslei
amount of spirit in "A Dutch Fishing Boat"
reit to see the Hispano-Moresque dish, em, el), as if they tried to sit The
and
vice-president
of the American
before the wind is refreshing. There Is strong.,
which is a fine example of old lustre ware on one of Buffalo bronehos, work in M. A. Aspinwall's "Preach Fishing Boats,
Association, which owns "The Angel*
the
modern
vigorously
handled
are
Susan
H.
both
stet()
that
the
transferring er
and interesting to compare with
hut it is gentle' as a lamb beneath and broadly and England mountain views.
two New
picture teem Buffalo to Boston v.
lustre ware; the Nankin beakers and China, Van Horne. Now the vieitor is either a Bradley's
and
fresh
is
J—Ippleton
Particularly charming
the cognizance and under le •
and several old Chinese jars, etc. friend of the C.P P-Ior he is not. Van Brown's "Springtime" pastel. J. W. Champney with
of the Collector of the Port n
scones and Rudolph F. BunThe Venetian glass needs no comment, it Horne recognizes no intermediary senti shows capital tiltisN
place.
Mr. Sutton thinks thi
nor fin Artisdc view of an old how.. "A. Strong
beyond praise. A charming reproduction men t.. If he be one misouo ' in filth Suteect"—ontons
has probably arisen from sol
and P. basket—has been strongly
of
the
warehouse
and art r
m bronze of the well-known" Nareissus," then he has to deal with a ie but in handled by Rose Clark. Elliott Ditingereeld's
"twilight" ts !a tirartive with its shepb•rd and said lust night: "I know
ii the Naples museum, we should like to scrutable being, who will easantly
en
the
reed.
silos%)
cause
of
this
decisive.
gallery.
And
the
art
see in the collection at
guide the inquirer into marirrecon
:eye ..epital little '1 hawse 'lawn, not remarkable was by the direetion
v
fromobt
there is also a beautiful electrotype of ailable conclusion%
r
•••1r, vi•-_, liy Ca. 'lea Dixon, of London. George at Bunalo.
will
He
ontict.
no
tinti
?Lorene*
fa
t
• • --de as a good subject vareroue y
in
St.
Cecilia"
mnatello's
Pluiviie the PI
u
„,,.
''0,
'
aat. tail Dunes." A tine moondelicate low relief
•gorpasrer 'be re.w"e0.4 eirlYtea -1 ,een II ep twice a
me mistake te
A war el•
There" and re 'Entrees* to Bavarian Village" le
','Ti clack,
n effective g.•aarlie?.
ter at Buffai,,
•s,a.
The most Mil-settle, of the eve refreshingly true
Aire te France 1i oti
illaband, In 4 'marines and Viollet-leand solidly painted works of John A. Fraser in "A
Butalo,
and that.
In
l'Architectre
DicilnuaIa te
u
e s o ne da
Lock on the Ellolli,," De Lanoey Gill, who paint*
nt state of affairs. pietmen is nee.
Whit nu artietio spirit and a dainty detnll thet re10 volumes, both of Caere works we
hibition at Earle's galleries in .. .NUcalls the work of Pokitinoy. show,. "A Chesapeake
uld like to see in tim McGill college
M.. If there is anything wrong *lent
Inlet" and "Sultry Weather." filree Harrison signs
sty.
rmalitles and it is tinnily decided that
three artistic pastels and C. Coventry Haynes shows
au
fins
only
been
able
to
glance
at
uties aro owing they will ue eaten
artistic sentiment in "Hayricks it Frauce"
We have
and "In Masquerade."
ho
Angelus " was first bnided
there,
but
this
may
serve
icle here and
There 1. mneh charm in L. Cl. Vogt's "Winter"
loan Art Assomation and attar Ur
ive an idea of the whole.
and "rhautegiving Day" and A. W. Phtlhaura
of the time was sent to Montr
"One Protessin" la a °spite nit). hum Two
uny we are sure will be glad to know of
Il; was brought in again in he
err artistic bits are Miniver il ..•-ioi* :“ -s opportunity of adding to their colle
• the Buffalo Academy.
oning •ial Elk—Mornteg," tbe :a neat.
us of NM-a-brae, etc., such well-sta.'s eel
My on pictures it w
biter/. a Darya. Brilliantly handled la ',. '" liertar's
cal and finally enter
quaint
"Circe."
Forced,
but
in
"A..
"IMO on
Mies.
tile Cliffs" successful, are Soar works by 1'. Oodge
October, so as to
IdeEnight. lu "St. Ives" Sidney Mortitu. Lawr6 advantage of
ence tas
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It, fine pastel sunset on the sea.
Twenty-three works were sold yesterday.
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at he WI
inteeltrosp
Olaf onstrAs Unir
, Li be worse thaa the
friend he will find a mentor to
'cm all things apresrtaiaiug to railways, and Lieu other subjects, ara
familiar, and ti at which he desires to
snow will be ruade clear and easy of
comprehensior
Van Home is thorough. He goes to
the root of the matter, and by
word and diagram he explains
it up to the flower. He is great
at the use of diagram. He is an
artist and likes to illustrate. Settling the
cigar, which had gone out, in his month,
taking a pencil in his hand and balancg that mcst peculiar chair, he illustrates his information as he proceeds, occosionaliy making a dash into figures on
a supplementary sheet of paper, until his
story and his picture is complete, and
the information sought is BO plain that
be who rune may read. He never thinks
it too ir , nch trouble to explain.
does
1 ( 1. wonder wily toe question isHenie,
or why he is asked to answer it. He may
sieolinsi to give information for reasona
which are 'sufficient to himself, but the
"I can't ha bothered" plea is never
urged. And the lui.'dity of hie explanations is equalled by Lis extent of his
knowledge. Tackle him 'es what you
will and you will find that froAs. rsonal
investigation or from the resdusees of
bis library he knows it, probate
more about it than his questioner.
To nonplus him you must ask him about
something that has gone wrong, some
false report about the railway, some stupidity of an employee having serious
consequences, or some scheme which is
intended to "get ahead of" the C. P. R.
Then the chair spins round, the acrobatic
movement takes place and Van Home,
rubbing the top of his head, drawing
heavily at his cigar, paces his room,
troubled in his mind and uncertain
ssnetber to let fly in western vernacular
or to comment on the circumstance with
deceptive 133 od erati on. Sometimes moderation carries the day; sometimes his
opinion is given in language of startling
originality. Except when thus put out
Le is good temper personified. The
clerks in the next room hear sudden
Lursts of laughter or continued chuckling
as the business is traosacted in the President's room. Van Horne is keenly alive
to humor, and likes to tell or hear a good
joke. In the Cyprus Hills limit corsepondence a certain member of Perlismet3Mt'M'Stte -IS'itatorrettroudent that Tie
could carry out a plan he had in view
were is not that that old brute Van
Borne would not agree to it." Some
time after the same member wrote to
the C. P. R. office for a pass, or some
other favor, and Van Horne dictated
the reply. The member was informed i
that the secretary would be happy to
comply with his request, but that old
brute Tee Horne worill not agree to R.
In kis borne on Dorchester.street,
i

t 1.beint

...it, Van Horne i e one of the
un 8 gental and nespltabLI of hosLa. He

is wispier of coin tort and of art. la his
boeinene be is anxious for the comfort
1:if hits poesengers, to his house for that
of hie friends. He is not a hookworm,
but a lover of books, and fanciful I
as to their make-up. Their cmtents are the first consideration
with him, but their ease of handing
and neatness of appearance follow
bard upon it. He is a connoisseur of
Japanese art, of which he Las many
valuable specimens, and his pictures
banging here, there and all over the
house are not only to the uninitiated
beautiful examples of well known plinters, hut also, I understand, meet the aprohation of the judges. But the drawing rooms and their surroundings are**-Attlearly the halm of the la iies
of the family and possess that peculiar
finish of comfort which no man's hand
can give. It is in his own "den" that
Mr. Van Horne is more essentially at
borne in the working sense of mat word.
Here are copies of every procurable work
on the Northwest from the time of
Charles IF to the present day, mixed up
with Japanese eccentricities, games of
skill and chance, painting materials
half finished pictures and smoking materials. If a game of chess, to which the
C.P.R. president is very partial, is proposed, out comes the board, perlia:%s
that which was won as a prize ea
the Montreal Chess Cluh's tonmement, and on this encounters take
place which are often prolonged into the
wee small hours. Here. ton, is the plaie
to be inetructed in card tricks, or puzzled
by exhibitions of mind-reading, aud
this is the place to hear many a vied
stor of the sur o riees and uses to which
mind-readings-of thich Mr. Van Horne
is an amateur practitioner—stood by a
little art, has from time to time been put.
The "den'' is Mr. Van Home's studio.
Ile is a self-taught painter, and produces
not only clever caricatures of his friends,
but charming little landscapes of fancy
or familiar spots. Some of these you may
first meet in the ralw, so to say, in the
den, looking like mad escapades of nnruly paint, and after warns find
framed and in their right mind
in some corner down stairs, looking as pretty as a picture, There
is one landscape which hangs In a corner
of his drawing room easy of access, and
which is one of his most successful
works. He is fond of showing these
paintings of master hands which he possesses, and ready In answering questions
about them. When ne has taken a visitor
around the walls he usually manages to
halt him opposite hie own landscape and
then leave him for a moment. Oa his
-

y

rcturn be usually hears, "This is a very

pretty picture," or as one picture collector put it, " This is one of the bast
pictures in the room ; who isl it by ?"
"That," saysVan Horne, "is a landscape
by a Dutch painter. It is not signed but
't is by a well-known man in som-i
ircles, some Dutch name." Sornetimee

se does and sometimes be does not in -

crin bis visitor that the Dutch name is
'T. s,
G. Van Home.
.
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COMPLIMENTARY TICKET
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CHARLES WALTER STETSON.

PIRST "VIE. 1AL,

Thursday, December 11 th, 1890, from 7.30 to 10 P. M.

PENNSYLVANIA ACADEMY OF THE FINE ARTS
For the 6ist Annual Exhibition, 1891

-

JANUARY 29—MARCH 7

Yourself and ladies are cordially invited to be present.
Respectfully,
AMERICAN ART ASSOCIATION, MANAGERS.

and Lady

Admit
NOT TRANSFERABLE

INTERNATIONAL ART GALLERY,

576 FIFTH
OPPOSITE

AVENUE.
HOTEL.

THE WINDSOR

ON EXHIBITION
AN 1

M PORTA NT COLLECTION OF PAINTINGS BY CELEBRATED
ARTISTS, INCLUDING WORKS

BY

DAUBIGNY,

LEFEBVRE,

UHDF.,

BONNAT,

DESGOEFE,

CABAN EL,

I /ILTAILLE,

LENBACH,
MOROT,

VIDE ET,

ROILLOFS,

VOL

AcQurr,

SCHREYER,

ZIEM,

And Many.

CA/AN,
CHAPLIN,
CoNsTANT,

jIM INEZ,

SPRING,

(:oRoT,

LA MItERT,

"1' RO

FROM 9 A. M.

UNTIL

LON,

Others.

ALL OF WHICH WERE SELECTED BY MR
OPEN

VAN MARCKE,

6

W. SCHAUS

P. M.

COMPLIMENTARY INVITATION.

ire The attention ol picture buyers is especially called to this collection.
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EXHIBITION
OF THE GREAT PAINTING
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BY THE LATE
J FEISCi-4cLL

,

FR 0 "se A L. SCULPTOR

OF

DARMSTADT_

-

At -Temple E3L_Jilciir-ig, 18 -7 St. James Street,
HOURS 10 A.M. To 6.30 P.M
E. SCHOLL, EXHIBITIOR.
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LOVE .

VISION of the highest ideal is revealed to Scholl the artist. In a

......,

dreain

he is seated before a canvas, his hand extended in the act of taking the

delineatè the pure and seraphic figures of a mother and child
representing the purest love. Carl Engel his assistant and genii . assist in the
pencil from a Cherub to

preparations of colours. In the distance appears the Taunus Mountains and the
artist's house at Roedelheim.

A BRIEF BIOGRAPHY OF THE LATE

4, Tp.

Fete

this sketch of the life and works of the late T. B. Scholl, no attempt is made to
I N give
a full and detailed account of the works that made his name famous. It is
merely a tribute to a great man gone.

The subject of our sketch was born in 1818, at Mainz, on the Rhine. His
father, after whom he was named, was appointed Royal Sculptor by Ludwig I. of
Hesse-Darmstadt, while the Royal Theatre in Darmstadt was building. The Darmstadt Gazette in No. 186, over the signature of Hofrath Kunzel, styles him as an artist
modest, genial, and without an enemy. His mother was a daughter of Closs, a
German painter of Mainz.
The subject of this biography first entered his father's studio, but there his talents
so rapidly developed, that, at the age of fourteen, he was sent to the Academy at
Munich,—at that time under the direction of Peter von Cornelius and Dr. Shorn,—
where his genius soon attracted attention. A competition was arranged among
several artists for some medalions. Experts appointed to adjudicate on the designs . tendered, rejected them all. Young Scholl then modestly and without solicitation
submitted his designs. They were approved and he was commissioned to complete
them. After pursuing his study for two years, with merited success, he returned to
Darmstadt.
When only sixteen years old he carved in stcne the statue of Peter Schoeffer in
Gernsheim. In addition to this he was busily engaged for several years upon monumental works ; among them being a more than life size statue of St. Elisabeth, now
in the stair-hall of the palace of Prince Carl of Hesse-Darmstadt.
A painting now in the Royal Art Gallery in Darmstadt, by Carl Engel, shows
Scholl in his father's atelier working on this statue. At a later date Scholl and his
• friend Carl Engel went to Munich to continue their studies. While there, Scholl
received and accepted several important orders, among which may be instanced the
bas-relief for the Riding-Ring of the new palace of Wiesbaden, and two statutes of
St. Elisabeth," and of" Hope," which are now in the castle at Homburg.
While in Munich, Scholl and Engel found a friend, or rather a patron, in Earl
Reshberg Rothenloven, a great lover of art, who assigned both of them apartments
and living in his own castle. While living there Scholl was prostrated with an attack
of typhoid fever. He was in this illness nursed and cared for by an orphan Troylese
girl, who had been cared for by the Earl since her childhood. She afterwards
became Scholl's wife. He lived with his wife in Munich, "the City of Art," until
1840, when he accepted a call to Mainz, to take charge of the Modelling Class in the

Ambitious,'
" Real School." While there he modelled the statues of " Philip the
and they
and of" George the Pious," both of which he afterwards executed in stone,
the
now adorn the Parade Square in Darmstadt. After that he moved to Frankfort,
railroad facilities enabling him to be within easy reach of his father's atelier in
Darmstadt, where he was obliged to pass a great portion of his time modelling and
executing figures.
While at Munich, and afterwards in Mainz and Frankfort, he did a good deal of
work on a original style of his own invention, which has been since named by his
friends the " Crystal style."
About the same time he published two works in that direction, entitled respectively " New Monuments for the use of Architects and Sculptors," and " New
Architecture upon the primary elements of constructive mathematics as applied to
monumental representations for practical use." The illustrations were drawn on stone
and the Works were published by C. G. Kunze, Maintz ; Goupiel and Vibert, Paris
Herring and Remington, London, in 1847. He also executed many works—
principally in tombs—in his original " Crystal style " which caused much favorable
comment. That of the Royal Banker, Jacob von Hirsch, in the cemetry at Munich,
N -as noted with wonder and admiration by artists.
At this period Scholl's friend, Carl Engel, was living in Roedelheim near
Frankfort, and he induced Scholl to move there and try his skill at painting, The
revolutionary war of 1848 closly followed, which gave Mr Scholl ample scope to show
his genuis in composing transparencies, political drawings and caricatures, which
created quite a sensation. Notable among these were his lithographs, entitled
" Leben's Bader," or pictures from life ; "Spring Souvenir to the German People,"
which were designed and executed in stone by Mr. Scholl, and published by
Schmeiber's Publishing House of FranlGort a Main, with an explanation by
Dornroder.
In 1850 by the demise of a relative, Scholl's wife inherited 9, 000 florins, with
which he and his friend Engel designed and erected a large studio in Roedelheim for
the purpose of painting two large oil pictures, one entitled " Earthly Love " and the
other " Heavenly Love." The former represents a dream of a brickgroom who lies
asleep; over him Hymen the diety of marriage appears, surrounded by cupids hovering in the air, and presents to him the form of his destined bride.
The latter a vision of the highest ideal is revealed to Scholl the artist. In a
dream he is seated before a canvas his hand extended in the act of taking the pencil
front a cherub to delineate the pure and seraphic figures of a mother and child
representing the purest love. Carl Engel his assistant and genii assist in the preparations of colours. In the distance appears the Taunus Mountains and the artist's
house at Roedelheim.
After the completion of these two great paintings, people interested in true
artistic work came from far and near to inspect them and they met with universal
admiration. These paintings were sent to the Exposition Universelle at Paris.
They arrived later than the time officially set for the reception of exhibitions, but,
such was their m?.rit, that a special permission was extended, and they were retained
after the regular show was over for further exhibition.
About that time Scholl's father died. This event changed the course of young
Scholl's life as he succeded to his father's atelier which obliged him to devote more
time to the sculptor's department of art.
His first great work after this was the erection of a monument in the famih
burying lot showing a mendalion of his father. This monument was executed in his
original " Crystal Style" and it stands to this day a decided ornament to that cemetery
and is visited and admired by all lovers of art who go to Darmstadt.
Having proved himself so able and talented an artist, he was appointed by
Grand-Duke Ludwig III. as Royal Sculptor with an annuity of 15o florins.
He next executed orders for statues of Schiller; the poet, for the city of Mainz.
and for Weisbaden ; also the great artistic cross on the top of the Heiligenburg
Yugenheim, which was erected by order of the Empress Marie of Russia in commemoration of her mother, the Grand-Duchesse of Hesse-Darmstadt. At the same time
he also executed a marble bust of the Empress' mother, which he presented to the
Empress.
-

4

•

In preparing the statue of Schiller for Mainz, he had the misfortune to have the
plaster-oLParis model collapse just as he had finished it, by which accident he nearly
lost his life and he was obliged to recommence his work.
King Ludwig L of Bavaria, who had shortly before visited the artist, on hearins
of this accident wrote to Scholl deploring his misfortune and enclosing an honorarium
of too florins as a contribution towards lessening his loss.
Mr. Scholl contnued hard at his work at Darmstadt until 1875.
After the completion of the two paintings at Roedelheim, above alluded to
through over-exertion and strain he was stricken with a species of epileptic disease
which increased in severity as.he advanced in years and seriously affected him both
mentally and physically, so that he became unfit to conduct his artistic wak.
In 1875 his eldest son, Carl, took over the atelier. As he proved himself to
possess the family genuis, Grand-Duke Ludwig III. appointed him in turn the Royal
Sculptor, he thus becoming the third in direct succession in his family to attain that
distinction...
On retiring from his official positiOn Mr. J. B. Scholl went to Berne, in
Switzerland, whence, after a brief stay, he rem.wed to Limburg a. d. Lahn where he
passed his last days in retirement, only occupying his leisure in designing sepulchral
monuments in his " Crystal style." He worked in this way until the (lay before his
death, which event occured on the 26th of September, 1881. It was, however, with
great difficulty that he could accomplish anything; as the disease with which he was
afflicted had, as the end approached, almost completely crippled him.
One of his finest works was a statue of Oberbau Director Moller, the Architect or
the Royal Theatre in Darmstadt. The Wid ley-celebrated ceiling decnrations which
adorned that theatre until its destruction by fire in 187o, were designed and painted
by Scholl:
The Royal Museum in Darmstadt possesses a most remarkable work by Scholl
being the "2 4 Juitialeum," the small-scroll bordering showing in a condensed form
the works of the German poets. The execution of this composition as well as the
orignality of the idea and the beautiful ornamental work have been the rulmiration of
all who have hail the privilege to inspect it, and it has never been surpassed. Its
i nerfs have been fully recognised by Peter von Cornelius who said that " Scholl
Imssessed the highest artistic talent."
Here we close this brief and imperfect sketch of the life and works of T. B.
I
Stillills memitry as a great artist will always lie honored while art lasts on earth.
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Glasgow Institute of ttte Pine YIrts,
will be OPENED on MONDA Y, 4th FERA'R U. 1 R Y, .1339,

IN THE GALLE RIES Q. Th E CRSTMUTE, SAUCEBERALL STRU,1%
DAY ADMISSION from 9 to 5,
ONE SHILLING.
EVENING ADMISSION from 7 to to,
CHILDREN under Ten Years HaLF-Pictct: to DAN EXHIBITION.
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SIXPENCE

SEASON TICKETS.
I admitting all Member- or the Household to Exh'bit'vn limited to I
ONE GuINEA ,
I
'on ProM' enade's and Conversazioni, ' SINGLE TICKET, admitting to Exhibition, Promenades. and Conversazioni, —EVEN SHILLINGS SIXPENCE.
SINGLE TICKET , admitting to Exhibition, but NOT to Promenades or Conversazioni, FIVE SHILLINGS.
• To be had at the Galleries of the IxsTrrurit, 175 Sauchiehall Street.
FAMILY TICKET,

Tut: EXHIBITION will be inaugurated by a FULL-DRESS CON VERSAZIONE On FRIDAY Evening, ,st February,
Admission to which will be limited to Members of the Institute and Holders of Season Tickets.
ALLERIES OF THE INSTITUTE. 175 SAUCHIEHALL STREET.
GLASGOW, JANUARY, 1889. •
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SOCIETY FOR THE STUDY OF THE OLD MASTERS.
CIRCULAR.
The purpose of this Society is to bring within easy reach of American Art Students the works of
the Italian School of Painting, by means of photographs (size 8k x II inches) which illustrate the
"HISTORY OF PAINTING IN ITALY," and the "LIFE OF RAPHAEL," by Messrs. Crowe and
Cavalcaselle.
These photographs, with the corresponding Text, are divided into three groups, each covering the
same period in Art, and consequently containing, for the most part, reproductions from the same Masters, although of their different works. Each of these groups is sent over a certain circuit and covers
the space of one year from date of subscription. All dues must be paid in advance.
•

.

SINGLE SUBSCRIPTION,

$5.00

CLUB RATES: after the first subscription of $ 5.00 is m ade, the charge for

each additional member is
CLASS USE IN SCHOOLS,

$1.00
$10.00

REGULATIONS.
Since the success of this Society depends entirely upon ths promptness of each member in forwarding his or her package, it is necessary to enforce the following strict rules :

The receipt of each package must be acknowledged to the Secretary by Postal card.
Notification must also be sent as above each time that a package is forwarded.
3. A careful list must he kept by each subscriber of the dates at which they receive and forward each package with the number thereof, in order to facilitate the tracing of any package which goes astray.
4. Any 'person who fails to forward the photographs promptly will receive one reminder. If the delay continues, or if the offence is repeated, the name of the subscriber who thus interrupts the working of the system,
will be dropped from the list of members unless satisfactory explanation is given.
5. The Secreta7 must without fail be promptly notified if a package is not received after a due allowance
of time for transportation.
6. In the case of Clubs, there must be one responsible member in whose name all correspondence shall be
.

-

2.

conducted.
7. All letters on Society business, and particularly the packages of Photographs and Text, should be marked
with the initials S. S. O. M. in the lower left hand corner of the envelope.

DIRECTIONS FOR FORWARDING.

•

The photographs are to be forwarded by the subscribers on the 1st and 15th day of each month, to the
name and address next in order on the list of members.
Members will please watch carefully for any change in the addresses each time that they forward a package)
and will also send notice of any change in their own address to the Secretary, and to the persons whose names
precede and follow theirs on the list of members. Please use this formula, without any variation, to avoid
mistakes

Until further notice my address will be

The Postoffice Department decides that, on account of the type-writing which the smaller books contain,
they must pay letter postage. It will be necessary, therefore, to post them in separate packages from the photographs. Where it is found to be nearly as cheap to forward by Express, that method is preferable, since the
books are thus kept together, and the small ones will not become so battered as when going by themselves
through the mail.
The Postal cards of acknowledgment should be made as follows:

Circuit
Package
Circuit

.

•

.

•

.

Sent

Photographs and Text

.

Package
[Date]

Photographs and Text

•

Received
[Signature]

Always state whether sent by mail or express, and if by the latter, mention the name of the Company.

The number of circuit and package, as marked on the cover, must always be mentioned, and the name of
the subscriber signed. These numbers must be carefully copied from the books when sending the notifications.
If illness or absence from home should prevent members from attending personally to these arrangements, they
will please provide a substitute to do it for them, who shall sign the cards with both names, as "substitute
for
E. B. WARING, NEWPORT, R. I.
Mas. E. F. STEPHENSON, SECRETARY,
1216 Tenth Avenue, NEW YORK, N. Y.

A CURRENT RECORD OF ART, BIBLIOGRAPHY, ANTIQUARIANISM, ETC.

PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY.
No. 15.
June 1, 1890.
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ALFRED TRUMBLE,

Subscription:

Editor and Proprietor,

454 West 24th St., New York City.

PICTURES AND PEDIGREES

$1.00 FI ER ANNUM.

THE TARIFF ON ART

of the most ridiculous features of the exotic and artificial
HE Treasury Department has rendered a just decision in the
O NEgrowth
of art collectorship in this country is the demand T case of the so-called art associations of this city which the

made for the pedigrees of pictures. There are works alleged to
be by great hands which all the pedigrees under the sun would not
render above suspicion. Many of these, indeed, are bolstered up
with any amount of certi fi cation. On the o'her hand, a genuine
work bears its pedigree upon its face and needs no further endorsement. There is no mistaking a true product of a master
brush. It is signed all over, although it may not have its creator's
4 name in the corner.
There is a certain amount of satisfaction in being able to trace
the history of a picture which the owner values, because all that is
associated with the artist and his work is of interest. But there
are scores of great works—some of the greatest among them, in
fact—that have practically no pedigrees worth quoting. They
have passed from the artist's easel to the gallery of a patron, have
hung for uneventful years upon the same walls, and when they
finally drift into the market they are without histories to be remarked, while inferior paintings that have wandered from sale to
sale, juggled by speculating collectors and dealers, come to us with
records as long as one's arm, frequently out of all proportion to
their real merit.
The man who purchases pedigrees alone is only a collector for
the vanity of collectorship. The true art lover buys the picture
first. Signed or unsigned it is the saine to him. It is the artist's
genius which guarantees his work, and intelligence demands no
more convincing proof. It is told of Corot that he had two
methods of distinguishing works in which he was best satisfied
with himself. He either signed them twice or not at all. Daubigny
would scrawl his signature to a summary sketch to satisfy a purchaser, and send one of his noblest masterpieces forth without his
name. The "J. F. M." on a sketch by Millet, and the long list of
names to which it has belonged, mean nothing if Millet himself
does not stand revealed in the substance and the spirit of the
work. It is not the mint mark which makes an ingot valuable, but
the gold itself.
Buy pictures, and their pedigrees will take care of themselves.
Study art for itself, not for its embroidery of extrinsic verbiage.
And above all, you who buy pictures, remember that it is so easy
to manufacture pedigrees, that it is commonly the fault of the
honest man that his pictures have none.
Some of the prices realized at the sale of the library of the late Mr.
Thomas Gaisford, of Offington, Worthing, were: for the Guinta edition of
the " Decameron," bound by Le Facheux, £64; the rare first edition,
Kilmarnock, 1786, of " Burns's Poems," in the Scottish dialect, £120; a collection of forty black-letter ballads, printed in the reign of Charles II., in
one volume, folio, £32, and "Ar li e Montani Dictum," from the library of
Diane de Poictiers, £94 tos. You can, however, buy Diane de Poictiers
in New York for about $5o apiece, so why go to a London auction for them,
while you have a bookselling friend and confidant of the decayed nobility of
France at your own door ?

picture dealers have been pressing to an issue. By this decision
the Eden Musée art annex, and the firm of Boussod, Valadon (Sr
Co., are denied the privilege of importing pictures in bond for
speculative purposes. The privilege of bonding works for exhibition is continued to the American Art Association. The distinction is properly made between the Association, which has gained
a legitimate public character by its art exhibitions, and the mere
speculators who took advantage of a quibble of law in order to
evade their obligations to the Government.
The Eden Musée art gallery is a purely mercenary attachment
of the museum itself. The low quality of the works assembled
and their poor arrangement and display, effectually deprive them
of any educational value or interest. As for Boussod, Valadon &
Co., they are a firm of dealers and nothing else. They have no
public galleries properly speaking, and do not admit the public to
their-gallery unless they consider the visitor a likely patron. The
display of a few pictures in the ante-room to their gallery is a
mere pretext, as hollow as it is impertinent. Their actual business is conducted on the same plan as that of Mr. Avery, Mr.
Schaus, Knoedler & Co., Reichart & Co., and o,.her openly professed dealers, and they should be compelled to trade upon an
equal footing with their rivals.
All this does not obviate the fact that the tariff on art, which
leads to such abuses of its collateral regulations, is a brutal and
despicable outgrowth of ignorance and injustice, a scandal to the
alleged intelligence of the country and an outrage upon the name
of justice. It is a disgrace to the country, and would be to the
demagogues and numbskulls whose dishonesty and stupidity combine to sustain it, were they capable of being disgraced.

One of the latest luxuries of Parisian bookmaking is to be seen at Duprat
& Co.'s in the shape of the " Daphnis and Chloe," of Longus, issued with
compositions by Raphael Collin, etched by Champollion, by Launette. The
book is an octavo, prefaced with an essay by Jules Clarctie and is published

in an edition of 'too, of which the first fifty, on heavy Japan paper, with
the etchings in three states, is a prize to make the mouth water, while even
the ordinary issue, on vellum paper, stands really matchless among modern
editions of luxury. The illustrations by M. Collin consist of twelve plates
independent of the text, five head-pieces, six tail-pieces and eighteen subjects in the text. Nothing could be more graceful, artistic and refined than
these compositions by one of the masters of modern art, and their reproduction by the master etcher is worthy of the originals.
At the sale of the Berwick library, by Bennett & Sons, Dublin, a first
edition of Chapman's " Homer" brought to guineas; a first of the comedies

of Wycherly, with an autographic dedication to Dean Swift, and the Dean's
own autograph, £11; and a " Heptamegon," edition of 1559, beautifully

bound in an old binding, two.
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MASTER AND MARTYR
T T would, perhaps, seem superfluous to reply to

THE CRABBE COLLECTION

a correspondent

-1- who asks in what the great and penetrating charm of Rosseau's pictures consists. However, many sincere persons appre-

of remarkable interest is issued by M. Charles
A CATALOGUE
Sedelmeyer for the collection of M. Prosper Crabbe, which

M. Sedelmeyer is to sell at his gailery on the 12th proximo. The
ciate the magnetism of art without being able to analyze the origin
list of the Crabbe pictures numbers but 53, but there are many
of their appreciation, or to explain even to themselves, in the precious examples among them. It is a case in which quality presilent communion of thought, why one picture touches and another vails over quantity, indeed.
repels them.
The catalogue opens with the magnificent "Morning," by Corot,
It is certainly true that a great number of those to whom the
from the Gunzberg collection, and there follows the " Evening"
art of Rosseau makes a particular appeal, which number comprefrom the Defoer collection, a canvas which well merits the descriphends an army of intelligent men and women, accept it without
tion "sublime." Decamps is represented by his fine little ' Beggar
any cold or calculating inquiry into the reason of its influence Women" of 1849, also from the Defoer collection, and Delacroix
upon them.
by his superb "Chasse au Tigre" of 1854, which once belonged to
It is not as a colorist alone, nor as a limner of nature with a M. Tabourier. By Diaz is the thrilling "Meute sous Bois," a pack
hand of power, that the martyr master of Barbizon exercises- his of hounds hunting at full cry cn their own account through a
most puissant influence for all time. These traits of his genius beech wood, and by Dupré a forest interior of an unusual characare only a part of the concrete grandeur of his art which charms ter and quality, which has been truly said to combine the best of
the beholder with something of awe about its fascination. It is Diaz with the greatest of Dupré. A single superb Fromentin. a
the man himself, fighting off despair and mental misery with his " Halt of Arab Horsemen," a reduced replica by Gallait of his
brush, who speaks out of these canvases, splendid with the ripe- "Jeanne La Folle,".which belonged to the late Queen of Holland ;
ness and harmony of a noble palette, attuned to the patient brood- an extraordinarily fierce and thrilling 'Artillery Charge," from the
ings of a poetical mind chained, like Prometheus to his rock, to an
Perrault collection, by Gericault ; the "Patrol," by Baron Leys,
eternal doom of torment. This is what the public feel in Rousseau
from the collection of Baron Goethals, and a fine Madou, similar
without seeing it ; and, if the sad story of his life were commonly to the one in our own Vanderbilt collection, are other opening
known, the thrall his wonderful genius exercises over the human
numbers. There are three Meissoniers : The masterpiece known
heart would be made plain enough.
as "The Guide,'" the notable two fi gure piece of "The Billet
Rousseau was, above all things, a man of true sentiment and in- Doux," and the fine "Molière Reading," each a complete example
violable honesty. His art was sacred to him. He painted as the of the artist in a different style, and a single Millet, a strong but
devotee worships, with all his heart and soul. He believed in
unfinished picture of a peasant family—father, mother and child—
what he painted, and in his slightest sketches the discriminating from the Van der Eynde collection. There is also a charming
eye can trace the severe and exalted sentiment of the prophet,
Ricard, " A Bust of a Young Woman," and three Rousseaus : A
perhaps preaching to the winds, but confident that when the "Sunset, ' from the Sensier collection ; "Les Chenes " and the
mutations of time whirl the sphere sufficiently often, it will bring
"Plain near Barbizon," from the collection Gunzberg.
reverential listeners within his spell. This is the spirit of RousBy Alfred Stevens arc his touching" Ophelia" of 1887, which is
seau, which set him painting by candlelight in a hunger-smitten
probably his greatest work ; his famous "Fedora" of 1882; "The
garret, the memoranda of the sp'endid sunsets of Montmartre,
Japanese Masque," well known through its reproduction in L'Art,
which had for a brief half hour bathed him clean of his memories and the beautiful " La Rentrée," in which so much of the paintof misery ; and which, when his mad wife was driving him crazy er's philosophico-sentimental spirit reveals itself. There is the
by her insane violences, impelled him to refuse to put her in an greatly admired " Dog at the Mirror," by Joseph Stevens. from the
asylum. "For," said this great and noble soul, "the poor creature Tarrade collection, and by Troyon the "Ga m ekeeper and His
has no one in the wide world but me, and it is her love of me that
Dogs," from the collection of Baron de Hauff ; the matchless
drives her mad!"
"Depart pour la Marche," from the Diéterle collection, and the
Atlas, bent under the mythological burden of the world, could grand " White Cow," which has belonged to the Gunzberg, the
have done no more. Rousseau, between his hell of home and his Clapisson and the Perrault galleries ; while Florent Willems is
heaven of art, pendulated till his years grew gray, never letting the represented by " Le Message," in his best and choicest style. These
bitterness of his cup splash a drop upon his palette. He thought, all are oils. The water colors consist of three examples of the first
but he did not complain. And when the end came, when, a mad- fire of Meissonier, including_the spirited "Au bord du Zuydersée
man himself, paralyzed of body and of brain, his mad wife pursued
from the Warnier and Van der Eyncle collections.
his lame steps abroad and his sleepless nights at home with the
The old masters open with a " Pastorale" by Boucher, and inravings of her hopeless aberration, he bore his yoke on breaking clude examples of Van Goyen, Greuze, Guardi, Franz Hals, Lar'shoulders till it crushed him to the dust, and passed away a martyr gillière, Maes, Nattier, Ostade, Paul Potter, Rembrandt's famous
to his manhood and his honor of the artist and the man.
" Portrait of an Admiral," a grand marine by Jacob van Ruysdael,
This is the charm of Rousseau's art, indefinible and subtle to a charming female portrait by David Teniers, the younger, one by
the world as the perfumes of a dream. Each picture this man
Terbourg and one by Louis Tocqué. The greatest interest of the
painted was part of his splendid soul, laid on an altar cemented old masters will center upon the Rubens's, of which there are six,
with his blood and burned with the lire of his genius as an all of them of the grand style of the master and of perfect authenoffering to his art.
tication.

ART THAT BEARS INTEREST
value of a good picture is illustrated by the prices
T HEpaidgrowing
for the " Skittle Players," by Jan Steen, now owned by Lord

Ashburton ; in 1709 it was knocked down for 53 florins ; 1765. 16o
florins; 1777, 770 florins; 1780, 125 0 florins; 1784, 1640 florins: 1 794,
1200 florins; 1797, 165o florins; 1802, 140 0 florins ; 1811, 2400 florins ;
1877, 3500 florins. Of pictures by Meissonier the " Recit du Siege de
Berg-of-Zoom," in the Secretan sale, which fetched 20,100 francs, is
exactly the size of a five-franc silver piece—that is to say. smaller than
one of our silver dollars. The picture is sometimes known among collectors as " La Piece de Cent Sous," and it is told of it that Meissonier
painted it originally for M. de Chevigne at the rate of loo francs an
hour, and did it in three hours. A profit of 19,800 francs on a single
picture ought to satisfy anyone, except, possibly, the artist, who does
not profit by the advance.
Some of the advances in prices in the other pictures of this sale are
interesting to note. Rousseau received, in 1863, 1525 El m 16s for the
"Ferme sous Bois," which sold for 58,5oo francs at this auction. In
-

.

1877, at the Sedelmeyer sale, Millet's "Paysan Faisant Boire Deux
Vaches" brought 4300 francs. At the Secretan sale this drawing. or
rather study, for it is nothing more, brought 26,000 francs. In 186o
Delacroix's "Tigre Surpris par un Serpent" was sold for 440 francs ;
in 1866 it brought 2750; in 1881, 24,100, and in 1889, 35,5 00 francs.
Diaz's " Descente des Bohemiens" went at the larmoutel sale, 1868,
for 3300 francs; at the Laurent-Richard, 1873, for 15,000 ; at the Viot
sale, 1888, at 21,207, and at the Secretan for 33,0 00 francs. The
Isabey "Mariage dans l'Eglise de Delft " had advanced from 26, 000 at
the Oppenheim sale to 75,100 francs.

Doctor Gaetno Respighi, of Bologna, Italy, announces that he is commissioned to sell the art gallery of the Marquis Mahezzi Campezzi. It is
made up of works by the old masters, and includes pictures said to be
properly authenticated by Lucas Van Leyden, Lucas Cranach, Rubens
Teniers, Guercino, and others.
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THE STORY OF A MASTERPIECE

CHAMPFLEURY AND HIS CATS

N the face of the fact that a Meissonier, far inferior to " La
Rixe," brought 131,00o francs in Paris ten days ago, it is of
interest to know that this gem of Queen Victoria's collection was
purchased from the artist for 25,000 francs, and was then considered
to have fetched a triumphant price. Thirty-five years have evidently borne rich interest for the master. The Revue Bleue gives
the history of 'La Rixe" in an interesting paragraph. According
to it Meissonier, who had been a captain in the artillery of the
Garde Nationale, remained a staunch republican ; but he had a
warm friend in Emile Augier, an ardent imperialist. Augier, for a
long time, tried in vain to get Meissonier to consent to be presented
at the Tuilleries, and it was only after a dinner with Prince Napoleon as the guest that the painter yielded. He received a special
invitation to be present at the reception to the Queen ot England
and the Prince Consort, when they made their famous visit to
Paris together. Meissonier went to the Tuilleries and was welcomed with all honors. Shortly before her Majesty and her husband, Prince Albert, prepared to leave for England, the Emperor
asked the Prince what picture in the Salon interested him most.
" ' The Rixe,' by Meissonier, sire," replied the latter. "It is an
extraordinary production, full of movement, color and life, admirably finished and splendidly worked out. It is a chef d'oeuvre. I
never saw anything more beautiful."
At the close of the conversation Napoleon sent for Meissonier,
but he could not be found. He had left with his friend, Augier,
shortly after his presentation. Then the Chamberlain and Director of Fine Arts, M. Nieuwerkerke, was sent in pursuit of the artist, and, after a long chase, found him and purchased the picture,
taking Meissonier's order for its removal from the Salon, and at ii
o'clock it was presented to Prince Albert. The gift was made a
great deal of by the press of the day as an indication of the cementing of the amity of France and her old foe, perfidious Albion, but
Albion managed to keep herself politically independent of the influence of the compliment to her deputy king, all the same. The
latest news in regard to " La Rixe," which is strictly incorrect, is
that Mr. Cornelius Vanderbilt offered her Majesty X,20,000 for it.
It is not necessary to state to anyone but a Frenchman that Mr.
Vanderbilt is not prone to such impertinences.

books, manuscripts and objects of art forming the colT HElection
of Champfleury are to be sold in Paris in November

A

TIIE WELLES COLLECTION
sale of the Welles Collection, in London, would seem to
T HEsuggest
that hard times have not taken very deep root in the

next. Léon Sapin has been selected as expert, and an inventory
of the dead critic's gatherings is now being made by those distinguished amateurs, Paul Eudel, Henri Beraldi and Jules Troubat.
The sale will be one of the sensations of the coming season.
There is a part of Champfleury's collection, however, which will
not be sold—his cats, to wit. From the moment I read of his
death I have been wondering what has become of these comrades
of his study, in the mystery of whose sagacious stealthiness and
wily wisdom he found the same fascination as did Gautier before
him. Poor puss lost a true friend in the blink-eyed student with
the ragged mustache, whose absence leaves a gap in the literary
line of battle on the Boulevard which cannot be -asily filled up.
It is quite a many year: since I was introduced to Champfleury, after a first performance at the Theatre Francaise, by
poor André Gill, with whom I had been to supper at a café,
now as dead as the hapless genius who covered its walls with his
caricatures of its frequenters. We met Champfleury in the street.
He wore a light coat of fine English cloth, and I noticed that one
side of it was badly streaked with mud. While we chatted, a
feeble but unmistakably feline plaint became audible out of the
pocket of this garment.
" What !" cried Gill. " Another? "
Champfleury brought his big nose down and his big mustache
up into a perfectly Mephistophelian grin, and pulled from his
pocket by the nape of its neck positively the most hideous kitten
I ever saw—black, ragged, lean as a skeleton and beplastered with
mud.
"Is he not beautifully beastly ? " said he. "I caught him just
as he was falling into the sewer. I shall call him Dégoût."
,

MR.

QUARITCH

VICTIMIZED

BERNARD QUARITCH has been made the victim of preVI R.datory
arts under the very shadow of Beacon Hill. He has
issued the following announcement to that effect :
THE PERSON
who removed from my Exhibition of Books and Manuscripts at
Tremont House, Boston, Mass., during the month of March, the
following books,
AND WHO NEGLECTED TO HAVE THEM BOOKED,
is requested either to return them by post to my address—or to
pay for them.

purses of English collectors. A Turner, "Sheerness," brought
£7,450. Among other leading prices were Landseer's "Trim," 75 0
guineas ; "A Highland Interior," 2,300 gs.; "Grouse," 1,o6o gs.;
Dollars.
"Black Cock and Gray Hen," 1,200 gs.; "Snipe and Woodcock,"
BEHAM (HANS SEBALD) A collection of 49 copper1,15o gs.; "Partridges," 1,40 0 gs.; "Dead Wild Duck," 55 0 gs.;
plate engravings of exquisite finish and great rarity ;
"The Reaper," 400 gs.; "The Shepherd's Grave," 1,200 gs.; "The
mounted and bound in a 4to volume, in russia lea/her,
Woodcutter," 3,200 gs.; "The Hawk and the Peregrine Falcon,"
1536-49 1100
gill edges, £220.
1,000 gs.; "The Honeymoon," 2,850 gs.; " Deerhound and Mastiff,"
Few Museums can boast of such an extensive series
1,480 gs.; "None but the Brave Deserve the Fair," 4,400 gs.; "Hare
of Beham's little prints.
and Stoat," 610 gs.; "Dairymaid," 630 gs.; "Otter and Salmon,"
Another Collection of his engravings ; The
1,300 gs.; "Not Caught Yet," 3, 000 gs.; "A Terrier and Dead Wild
Virgin with the Parrot, the Seven Liberal Arts, the
Ducks," 2,600 gs.; "Spaniel and Pheasant," 1,56o gs.; and " ReSeven Planets—all with their margins and bound
triever and Woodcock," 2,100 gs. "A Dog of Two Minds," by W.
together in a vol. 12 MO, red morocco, £42. 1539-49 210
Mulready, brought 1.16o gs.; " gdwin," by Sir I. Reynolds, 300 gs.;
The engravings in this volume are not comprised in
"Near Sepolina, Lago di Como," by C. Stan6eld, 1,160 gs.; "The the preceding.
Smile and the Frown," by T. Webster, R. A., 1,150 gs.; " DistrainDE BRY (THEODORI) Emblemata nobilitati et vulgo
ing for Rent," by Sir D. Wilkie, 2,200 gs:; "The Village Festival,"
scitu digna, oblong 12mo, blue morecco, £20.
i,Soo gs.; "The Ford," by N. Berchem, 850 gs.; "A View in Westcorti, 1592
100
Francty
phalia," by Hobbema, 2,700 gs.; "The Artist's Wife," by RemThirty-three leaves of exquisitely fine engravings by
brandt, 1,610 gs. The day's sale realized over £70,000.
De Bry from his own designs.
With regard to the " Sheerness," it is worth noting that it
BERNARD QUARITCH.
brought the highest auction price ever paid for a Turner. Before
LONDON, 15 Piccadilly, May, 1890.
this the highest price had been £7,350 for the "Venice," sold at the
Mendel sale in 1875. The "Sheerness," is described as "the sun
An admirer of Mr. Gladstone has formed a collection of books by the
rising through fog with men-of-war at anchor, a fishing boat with Grand Old Man. It includes 229, exclusive of newspaper articles and conred sail, and other boats with figures, 41 inches by 59 inches." tributions to periodicals.
Fifty years ago Turner himself bid Zion for it. Mr. Welles bought
it in 1848 for £577. Agnew, the dealer, after buying it at this
It is told of Mr. Lawrence Hutton, of this city, whose house overflows
auction for £7,450, sold it again the same evening for £8, 000 . with curios of all kinds, that he began his collection with a death-mask of
Owners of Turners in this country will do well to make a mem- Cromwell, bought from a boy who found it in an ash-barrel near Second
avenue and Second street. In the same barrel Mr. Hutton, who accomorandum of these prices.
John Palmer, the greatest stamp collector in the world, lives over a dingy
little shop in the Strand, I.ondon. Ile has over a million forged stamps in

his possession and has exposed many stamp. forgers.

panied the boy to the place, found masks of Washington, Franklin, Laurence
Sterne, Wordsworth, and Walter Scott. A collector of these masks had died
and his widow threw them into the street. Mr. Hutton there and then
began his collection, which is now one of the most valuable in existence.
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FRAUDS IN OLD FIDDLES
discussion which has arisen in the daily press between a
T HElocal
violin manufacturer and the well known and highly

Heron-Allen, who, on the subject of the violin, is an authoritative
expert, would stiike consternation and terror into the soul of
American collector were it brought to his attention.
esteemed expert and dealer in violins, Mr. Victor S. Flechter, as many an
levels a scathing denunciation at certain
to the relative merits of old and new instruments, again directs The writer, in substance,
unregenerate and unscrupulous traffickers in old musical instruattention to this department of modern collectorship. The pasof the secrets of the fraudulent fiddle
sion for collecting violins of the Italian schools of makers is a ments, and lays bare some
According to him there are at
hand.
ruthless
a
trade
with
in
growth of the last fifty years, says Mr. Edward Heron-Allen,
factories
that turn out hundreds of inand
Mirecourt
Mittenwald
may
be
one of his summaries of his favorite subject. The mania
old masters, and labeled
on
the
struments
every
day,
modeled
said to nave been invented by a strange Italian named Luigi Tarwith their names, the labels being printed in sheets, in old style,
isio, who, at the commencement of the present century, scoured
firm, for the use of the trade ; and these
the towns and villages of Italy, and by a process of mercantile on old paper, by a Parisian
among bargain-hungry amateurs. The marmarket
ready
a
find
obtained
from
description,
old"
for
"new
lamps
of
the
gymnastics
ket is not only flooded with these brand new imitations but with
the unconscious musicians of his native land and brought to Engothers, revamped and doctored to death, but all containing the
in
schools
founded
land, a large quantity of instruments of the
tickets of makers whose bones were rotten half a century before
Cremona
by
the
Brescia by Gaspar() da Salo, and developed in
their actual makers were born ; and the
Amati, Guarneri and Stradivari families and their pupils. A the grandfathers of
imagine themselves experts,
romantic and withal trustworthy account of this old gentleman's cabinets of collectors, who fondly
than in the genuine instruments.
labors has been recorded by the late Charles Reade, to whom he have become richer in thesecited
by Mr. Heron-Allen in the course
Among the curious cases
was personally well known. Georges Chanot, of Paris, the father
of Hodges versus Chanot, which has
his
denunciation
is
that
of
of
loth
on
the
street,
who
died
Georges
Chanot
of
Wardour
of
violin trade : In August, 1881,
January, 1883, was Tarisio's principal patron, and assisted and en- become a celebrated one in the
Georges
Chanot,
the Wardour street dealer,
Hodges
called
upon
the
tickets
in
comaged by Chanot, Tarisio ransacked Italy before
"speculative violin." He
a
expressed
his
desire
to
purchase
and
the violins of Francesco Stradivari, Gagliano, Guadagnini, Cappa,
have been represented to
fiddle
which
he
declared
to
a
was
shown
Gobetti, Morelia, Mariani, Santo Magini, Benti, Bergonzi, Monthe most celebrated pupil of
tagnana, Balestrieri, Storioni, Rugger, Testori and a half a hun- him as the work of Carlo Bergonzi,
Antonius Stradivarius, of Cremona. Chanot called his attention
dred more, had been tampered with in order that every brilliant
to the doubtful character of the instrument, and gave practical
masterpiece might be assigned to some popular name. To his imfor the iRstrument the sum of fifty-five
mortal credit, says Reade, he fought against this mania, and his proof thereof by accepting
of
the then recognized value of an aupounds—about
one-third
Then
Chanot
himself
honneur."
tout
sekneur
motto was, "A tout
warranty
was asked for or given, but
No
thenticated
Bergonzi.
of
Jean
Baptiste
by
those
and
explored Spain, and by his exertions
Hodges
with his opinion should the
support
undertook
to
Chanot
Vuillaume, of Paris, the bulk of the genuine Cremonese instrube
called
into question. Hodges,
of
the
instrument
authenticity
ments that are now extant were brought out of the darkness of
purchase that Chanot should
Boeotian indifference, and saw the light of the true appreciation of however, made it a condition of the
give him a receipt for twenty pounds more than he actually reartists and amateurs.
among profesGradually these violins found their way into collections and ceived—a practice unfortunately much in vogue and which is
sionals who purchase instruments for their pupils,
there they rested until on the deaths of their owners they changed
"commission." Hodges then
hands under the auctioneer's hammer. Mr. Peter Davidson has glossed over by the euphemism of
violin
to the well known collector,
sale
of
the
the
for
negotiated
the
notes
of
some
valuable
preserved, in his work on the violin,
and fifty pounds. Mr.
hundred
of
one
price
the
Mr.
Cooke,
at
such
matters
may
:casting collections of his day. The curious in
and insisted that
expressed
his
doubts
the
violin,
seeing
on
Cooke,
is,
or
was,
the
find there particulars of the Adam Collection, which
violin should be shown to William Ebsworth Hill for his opinfinest in existence, the Goding Collection which was sold in 1857, the
ion. That opinion being unfavorable, Hodges returned the violin
the Gillot Collection which was sold in 1872, the Corsby Collecto Chanot. The matter culminated in the Queen's Bench Division
tion which was sold in 1874, the Thornley Collection which was
during the trial Hill gave it as
sold in 1876, and the Parera Collection which was sold in 1877. on the i ith of February, 1882, and
of a then almost unknown
violin
was
the
work
the
that
opinion
his
the
most
enthusiastic
M.
iules
Gallay,
one
of
the
year
1872,
In
a pupil of Storioni,
maker
named
Johannes
Franciscus
Pressenda,
which
he
told
the
in
work
a
published
historians of the violin,
century. Georges
of
the
beginning
at
the
in
Turin
who
worked
and
best
most
historic
the
world where, and in whose possession,
and cynical
box,
where
his
humorous
put
in
the
Chanot
was
then
leading
makers
were
to
be
found,
authenticated instruments of the
nonchalance in exposing the secrets of his trade made a most unand of more recent years it is only necessary to cite the Van Hegel
stated that he had bought the violin in
Collection, sold at Rotterdam in 1883, the Castle Collection, which fortunate impression. He
Paris, and had himself inserted the label, "Carlo Bergonzi, Crewas sold in 0386, and the Hulse Collection, which was dispersed
which label he had taken from an old
in the same year. There arc to-day in Europe a score of magnifi- mona, fecit anno 1742," and
went on to say, what is well known
mandolin
by
that
maker,
the
English
amateurs
of
the
names
and
violins,
of
cent collection
put into
whose cabinets contain priceless treasures of the violin family, are to all fiddle-fanciers, that it is the custom of the trade to
or probably made the
makers
who
possibly
of
the
violins
labels
imperfect
recapitulation
possible.
an
too numerous to render even
instruments! The jury found a verdict for the plaintiff for seventy
The greatest incentive of modern times to the collection and
a net loser by the transaction of
storing of bow instruments was the exhibition held in South Ken- pounds and costs. Chanotinwas
cash, and subsequently the violin was
two hundred pounds
sington in 1872, which inspired Charles Reade to write the articles over
for fifty-five
to which allusion is made ; whilst the display of musical instru- sold to the well known connoisseur, Charles Fowler,
pounds, the price originally paid by Hodges.
ments held in connection with the International Inventions ExhiAnother case was shortly after tried in the Second Civil Court at
bition of 1885 is within the recollection of the youngest amateur.
Wurzburg, in which the royal Bavarian concert-master SchwendeMr. Heron-Allen was appointed Italian Commissioner of that exmann sued an instrument-maker at Wurzburg, by name Friedrich
hibition, and ransacking Italy, as he did, in search of musical
Meindl, for a trade in which the instrument purporting to be a
the
recognizing
of
opportunities
ample
curiosities, he was afforded
sold to Schwendemann
fact that all the finest instruments have long since left their native " Strad" was substituted for another and the value of the instrua letter assessing
land to grace the cabinets of English, French and American col- for i3oo, together with
ment at £ 45o, on the authority of a copy letter from one Hammig,
lectors. Indeed, the only collections of any note to be found in
Italy to-day are, according to him, those of Count Luigi Francesco the original of which only existed in Meindl's imagination. The
the substituted instrument was a
Valdrighi, in Modena ; of Commendatorc Alessandro Krauss, of question having arisen whether
was carried into the courts. Sixteen witall,
the
case
Strad"
at
"
inmusical
marvellous
antique
loft
full
of
huge
and
a
Florence ;
prosecution, among whom were Joachim,
struments, which, in 1885, were rotting at the top of the Palazzo nesses were called for the
whilst the defence relied upon the eviand
Naret-Konin,
Singer
for
the
collection
rage
this
of
Venice.
The
natural
result
Correr in
three
others. The main issue determined
of
Hammig
and
dence
Italian
of
the
instruments
the
of old violins has been to invest
genuine " Strad, having been made
masters with a value which has become inflated to the verge of was that the violin was not a
hypertrophy, and has paved the way for the perpetration of auda- up out of various violins to supply the demand of Schwendemann,
cious frauds by dealers whose commercial morality revolts against and on this issue the court gave a verdict for the prosecution.
A decidedly more curious case in point is recorded in 7'he Times
the idea that the satisfaction of the demand must necessarily be
of February 5, 1890. This was an action which occupied the Court
limited by the supply, which is itself very limited, indeed.
A long letter in the Tinto', of London, over the signature of Mr. of Sessions in Edinburgh for three days, and on which Lord Kyl-
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lachy delivered a judgment which was practically for the plaintiff.

It seems that one Lawrie bought three violins—one with a Stradivarius belly and another with a Stradivarius back and sides—from
Messrs. Hill, then of Wardour street, and now of Old Bond street.
The third, with a Stradivarius head, he bought abroad, and then,
removing these parts, he constructed out of them a violin which
he sold as a "Stradivarius, genuine in all its parts," to Mr. Johnstone, of Glasgow, £200 cash, and two other violins, making an
aggregate value of £460. The question was raised whether a
violin so made up might not be properly described as a genuine
Stradivarius violin, but the vender having suppressed the fact that
the violin had been so made up, that concealment was made the
basis of a verdict under which he was compelled to take back the
instrument, refund its value with interest, and stand the costs.
Moreover, according to all report and credible testimony, there
are more fiddle frauds settled out of court than at the bar of the
law ; nor is it astonishing, when we read of sums amounting to
from 615oo to $.15oo being given every day for violins by the great
makers ; of violins which find a competitive market at Woo
and $5000 ; of the violin recently presented to Herr Joachim,
which cost the donors twelve hundred pounds ; and of Messrs.
Hill's "Tuscan Strad," which will cost the purchaser a sum representing an yearly income of one hundred pounds, that unscrupulous
people are to be found who are always on the look-out for gullible
amateurs who will give them such prices for vamped up fiddles,
fiddles which, when exhibited to true connoisseurs, excite at once
their pity, their derision and their contempt. There are no bargains in old violins these days. The dealer who knows his business never asks less than the market value for an undoubted instrument. If he asks a third of the recognized value for a Cremona
fiddle, he expresses ipso facto his doubts about his ware, and if the
purchaser thinks himself sharper than the vendor, and is prepared
to back his opinion with his cash, he has no one to blame if he
finds that he has only got his money's worth.
CHANGING BOOK FASHIONS

1

HE new volume of "Book Prices Current" has furnished the
Pall Mall Gazette with material for some reflections on fashions in books that are of interest to collectors. The Gazette discovers that the demand for, and in consequence the value of, the
first editions of Dickens, Thackeray, Lever, and other modern
novelists of the front rank, show no signs of ahatement, while the
superlatively beautiful editions of books printed by the great
master printers of the world—the Elzevirs, the Aldines, the Estiennes—exhibit a decided downward tendency. In 1887 an Aldine
Horace sold for £30 los, whereas at the Hopetoun sale a similar
edition only brought £17 15s. In 1887, also, an Elzevir Horace
sold for £18 15s., whereas a copy went for 13s. last November. Classics of second-rate importance show an equally lamentable fall in market value ; many, indeed - such as Polybius,
Statius and Ausonius—are not catalogued at all, although probably many copies were brought under the hammer during the season. Only one edition of Thucydides (Oxford, 1696) is mentioned,
and this, in spite of its being a large-paper copy, only fetched the
miserable sum of £2 I 5s. il.:schylus (in a modern dress) appears
only once, and Sophocles three times, each copy being knocked
down at a sum too small to be worth quoting.
While classical taste in book collecting has steadily declined, the
favor of modern authors has grown as steadily. There are 250
lots entered under the name of Cruikshank, and almost as many
under that of Dickens. A copy of the " Pickwick Papers" (1837),
for example, complete in parts, in the original wrappers, fetched
£7, while a copy bound up without the wrappers went. for Li 12s.
Early editions of Lord Tennyson's works appear also to be rising
in value. Three years ago" Poems by Two Brothers" sold for
los. Last year a copy fetche I £13, and another, on larger paper,
£24. It is remarkable that editions of the Laureate's poems published within about thirty odd years, have very little value, a number of first editions, well bound by Riviere, each going for less
than Xi—probably not the cost of binding. Large paper copies,
especially if numbered, appear to maintain good prices, while books
with colored plates by the best artists scarcely ever show signs of
depreciation in value. This is especially the case with books such
as Rails' " Desmida!" (1 848), which, although long since superseded
as a text book, still has no rival in the beauty and accuracy of its
plates. Large-paper copies of a by no means perfect series—the
Badminton Library—sell for good prices, and the same may be said
of books which in ordinary editions may be bought for a shilling
-
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THE PARMALEE COIN SALE
the 25th, 26th and 27th of the month now current, Messrs.
O NBangs
& Co. will hold a sale of coins which will establish an

epoch in the history of American numismatical auctions. The collection, which will meet the inevitable fate of its kind, is that of
Mr. Lorin G. Parmalee, of Boston, alluded to in the last issue of
THE COLLECTOR; and while it will bring satisfaction to individual
collectors who are thus presented with an opportunity for completing, perfecting or enriching their cabinets, it must inspire regret in
many thoughtful minds that a gathering so worthy of permanent
public preservation should be scattered to the winds.
There are occasions when the use of superlatives is justified
even in the calmest chronicle. In this instance it is no exaggeration to state that the Parmalee collection is the most complete
and valuable of American coins in the world. Its possession
would bring enduring fame to any individual owner or public institution. Even its memory will render its creator one of the immortals in the annals of collectorship. It seems extraordinary, in
view of all this, that while large and even extravagant sums
have been paid for collections of various objects of far less historic
and intrinsic value and commercial importance to the American
citizen, no effort has been made, thus far at least, to secure this
treasury of treasures to the public that might so abundantly profit
by it. A similar collection bearing on English, French or German
history would never abroad be allowed to escape the proprietorship of the state.
Mr. Parmalee, as has been stated, commenced to become interested in oddities and rarities of coinage in the accidental course of
business. A man of active intelligence and great force of character, to attract him to a subject was to invite him to master it. His
progress as a collector was natural, therefore. He became a decidedly active numismatist upon purchasing the Seavey Collection
in 1863, for which he paid about $15,000 ; he afterwards purchased
the famous collections of J. Carson Brevoort, Chas. I. Bushnell and
Sylvester S. Crosby, in addition to whatever rarities that were
oftered at the numerous sales, public and private, which would add
to his cabinet. Consequently this collection contains the numismatic gems selected from hundreds of cabinets which have been
dispersed within the last thirty years, and the catalogue descriptions will appear quite monotonous in the repetition of the superlative degrees of condition and rarity of the coins. The catalogue
is now ready for free distribution to intending buyers, upon application to the auctioneers. An edition of about one hundred copies
of the catalogue will have ten or more plates illustrating the most
valuable coins, and bound in cloth, with sheep backs, will cost $2,
post-paid.
To various out-of-town subscribers who have written to me as
to placing bids at this sale, I would reply, in brief, that they can do
no better than to confide their orders to Professor Ed. Frossard,
who may be depended upon for the faithful execution of all such
commissions.
A RESCUED MASTERPIECE

eighteen years ago—I think it was in 1872—the sculptor
S OME
O'Donovan modeled a noble medallion placque, with a bust

of General Robert E. Lee. It represented the great Virginian in
heroic size in profile, and was conceded by those familiar with him
to be both an admirable likeness and a splendidly vivid and sympathetic translation of his lofty and magnificent spirit. Of this
model a unique casting was made in bronze. After a brief period
of notice, the medallion disappeared from public view. Like so
many of the works of the artist, which find more honor than
pecuniary appreciation, it lapsed from sight and was forgotten. A
couple of years back, Professor Frossard, the antiquarian and
numismatist, discovered it, gathering a patina amid the damp and
dust of a bric-a-brac dealer's shop. He rescued it from this limbo,
and ten days ago it passed from his possession into that of the
Hon. Hugh R. Garden, President of the New York Southern
Society, by whom it will have been presented, by this date, to the
State of Virginia, for whose Homeric era the General of the
Armies of the Confederacy carved the chronicle with his sword.
The sale of the late James Carson Brevoort's library in this city does not
prevent Joseph Baer & Co., of Frankfort-on-Main, from offering the cream
of Mr. Brevoort's collection in their catalogue No. 261, which is devoted to
books on North and South America. The same house has issued an interesting catalogue, 259, of French literature, 64 pages, replete with pretty
plums for the bookshelf.
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A COLLECTION OF RELICS

PROFESSOR PLATT'S OLD BOOKS

of this city
A CORRESPONDENT of the Tribune from Bordentown, N. J., A BRIDGEPORT, CONN., correspondent of ThetheTintes
late Professor

writes that a Mr. Charles D. Burns, of that town, has a number of relics in his possession, among which are a box made of pieces
of wood from the ship Alliance, the vessel on which Paul Jones
raised the first American flag; a bullseye watch 15 0 years old,
which was owned and brought to this country from Scotland by
his grandfather, Dr. William Burns, and was carried by the latter
while a surgeon in the army during the Revolutionary war ; two
volumes of the " History of the World," by the Rev. E. Bloomfield, published in Scotland in 1807; two volumes of a cyclopxdia
printed in London in 1738; bound copies from November 28, 1795,
to November to, 1799, of the Philadelfihia Afinerva, a newspaper
printed at No. 224 Market street, Philadelphia, by Woodruff &
Pcchin ; a certificate of membership of the Society of the Cincinnati, signed by "Knox, Secretary," and " George Washington,
President" ; a marriage certificate, dated 1715, of Zebulum Gauntt
and Sophia Sioerts, the former of Springfield township, Burlington
County, N. J., and the latter of Germantown, Philadelphia County,
Penn.; an oil painting by Jefferson Gauntt, a relative of Mr.
Burns's wife, showing the vicinity of Third and Market streets,
Philadelphia, and the old church that stood there ; and a print
from a woodcut showing the old Bonaparte mansion in which
Joseph Napoleon Bonaparte, ex-King of Spain, lived while in
Bordentown.

THE

DUVCKINCK

BEQUEST

THE LENOX LIBRARY will receive valuable additions to its
treasures through the will of Margaret Wolfe Duyckinck,
filed recently. The will provides that all her books, manuscripts
and engravings, comprising principally the library of her late husd, Evert A. Duyckinck, and his portrait and that of his brother,
George L. Duyckinck, shall go to the library. A bequest of $2,000
a year is given to Emma L. Black, wife of a deceased brother of
the testatrix. The trustees of the Sleepy Hollow Rural Cemetery
get $5oo a year. On the death of Emma L. Black the Lenox Library is to get all the residuary estate, with the proviso that it pay
certain small life bequests. Dr. George H. Moore of the Lenox
Library, William Allen Butler and Emma L. Black are the executors.
,

It will be of interest for nutnismatical collectors to learn that the first volume of Mr. Stanley Lane-Poole's " Catalogue of the Additions made to the
Collection of Oriental Coins in the British :n ;useum," since the publication
of his original catalogue, which has been announced for some time, has now
appeared. It contains the description of about two thousand coins, and is
illustrated by twenty autotype plates. The second volume is almost entirely in type and will shortly be published. It describes about seven hundred coins, cltielly of the North African, Arabian and Mongol dynasties,
and will be illustrated by nine plates. Among the curiosities of this volume
is a coin struck by the late mandi. A general index to the ten volumes of
catalogue and additions will be appended, with the view of assisting the historical student as much as the special numismatist. The catalogue of the
line serie of glass coin-weights, by the sanie scholar, is also in the press.

writes of the collection of books gathered by
Johnson T. Platt, of Yale College, at Newtown, near that city. According to him, Prof. Platt always made it a point to preserve everything of literary merit, and as a result he leaves a collection of old
volumes, written by men contemporaneous with history from the time
of the discovery of America up to the present day. Many of the
volumes were gathered from the libraries of Europe. They are mostly
printed in English, Latin, and German, but the English and Latin predominate. Prof. Platt was a great student, and the interlineary comments written in the books are particularly interesting.
One of the rarest works in Prof. Platt's library is a small volume
printed in London in 1764. It is entitled "The Law of Gaming."
The volume, as the title-page says, "comprehends the various statutes,
rep rts and determinations on that extensive subject, particularly relative to horses, racing, cards and frauds ; whereunto is added the answer and opinion of the learned Sir John Strange, Master of the Rolls,
to seventeen distinct queries on the statute of the fourteenth of Queen
Anne, for avoiding the penalties thereby inflicted against gaming.
Calculated for the caution of youth and the experience of the adept.
Humbly inscribed to the noble and right honorable members of the
jockey club." The book is the one in which the rules laid down in
Hoyle are founded. The book contains interesting facts relating to
the propensities of the English people for gambling.
There are thousands of quaint old volumes bound in vellum, sheep,
and leather. There is one book, " Lambard's Justice, Eirenarcha; cr,
The Office of Justice of the Peace," which is bound in pigskin. Between the book and the cover, serving as a support to the latter, is a
piece of thick, illuminated parchment, on which are discernable a few
lines of music and Latin words, probably the work of some monk.
Another interesting book is Owen Felltham's " Resolves Divine, Moral,
Political," printed in London in 1670. They cover every walk in life
and are addressed to all sorts of persons. They are mainly instructive, and, although written by a man who could not be called a devout
Christian, they express the sentiments of the Christian religion.
Amon z the other books much treasured by Prof. Platt during his
lifetime are "Lectures on the Constitution and Laws of England,
with a Commentary on Magna Charts, and Illustrations of many English Statutes," written by Francis Soneghton Sullivan, of Dublin University in 1776.
"The Mirrour of Justices," written originally in the old French long
before the Conquest, by Andrew Horne, and published in London
shortly after the year too; "Corpus Juris Civiles," a book once owned
by John Harrison, a law student in Canterbury Academy in 1782, and
written by Dio Gothofredo in 1625; "The Principles of Public Law,"
a Latin work in two books—one relating to war and the other to
various arguments; "The six Books of a Commonweale," by L. Bodwin, London, published in 1661, and " Soluto Matrimonio," a very
ancient work, published in Latin before America was discovered.
Prof Platt secured this valuable book from the Royal Society of
England.

PUBLISHER'S NOTICE.
In view of the termination of the active season for the summer, the semi-monthly issue of THE COLLECTOR will be
suspended, and the next number of this paper will appear July 1st. Should matters of sufficient interest call for an issue in
the interval, however, the regular date of June 15th will be observed.
Readers of THE COLLECTOR in this country who are proprietors of works by J. L. E. Meissonier, whether in oil or
water colors, will confer a favor upon the undersigned by notifying him of the titles, and if possible the dates of such examples.
The information is desired for purposes of record, and will, it is trusted, result to the benefit of those who communicate it to
454 West 24th Street, N. Y, ALFRED TRUMBLE.
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THE GROWTH OF A GREAT LIBRARY

NOTES AND NOVELTIES

of the Wharton School of Finance and Economy,
T HEatfaculty
the University of Pennsylvania, have been steadily de-

26 issued by B. & J. F. Meehan, of Bath, Eng. It includes books about

veloping during the past months a library which, now that it has
reached very large dimensions, is making its importance felt. The
foundation was laid by the great collection of the late Stephen
Colwell, comprising between seven and eight thousand volumes,
and including nearly every important book on the subjects of
finance and political economy in the English, French and Italian
languages published before 1860. This was supplemented by the
bequest of the library of the late Henry C. Carey, which embraces
many later works and pamphlets, and is especially rich in statis
tical literature, European Government reports and the like. Sotime since, in addition, a collection of about 3, 000 English
phlets on financial and economical subjects, formerly the p p rty
of Mr. McCalmont, of London, was obtained, covering t - nod
from the close of the seventeenth century to our own e, and
bound in chronological order. Professor Bastable, of D • lin, has
pronounced this to be better than the similar collec en of the
British Museum. It is necessary, of course, in order t keep pace
with the times, to buy the best of the new books within the scope
of the Wharton School. An annual fund has accordingly been
provided for this purpose, and a number of works, several of them
fresh from the author's hands, which were selected by Professor
James while abroad last summer, have lately arrived at the University. A department of the library of especial interest is that
pertaining to municipal government. It is hoped that all documents pertaining to this subject for cities of over 5o,000 inhabitants may be obtained. The co-operation of all municipal officers
is urgently requested, and the receipt of any documents, however
trifling, will be gratefully acknowledged.
,

The Bulletin, of San Francisco, chronicles a rarity in the shape of around
fifty-dollar slug issued by Kellogg & Co , assayers. But twenty of these
round fi fty-dollar pieces were issued when orders came from the East prohibiting private coinage. The owner values the coin at $125. On the obverse
there is an ideal head of I.iberty, with the words '' Kellogg & Co." on the
fillet, surrounded by thirteen stars, and bearing date 1855. The reverse
bears the arms of the United States, having the legend " ifioo grains, 887
fine" across the shield. Octagon fifty-dollar slugs are quite common, but a
round one is a rarity.
Professor G. II. Hall, of Franklin, Ind., is the owner of a pair of brass
andirons which once belonged to Sir Walter Scott. They were presented to
Professor Hall by Dr. David C. Bryan, who bought them in Edinburgh
from one Angus Kelso at the price of /2 2s. The said Angus Kelso swears
in substance that about 1804 Sir Walter Scott bought from a relative, John
Scott, a place at Ashestiel, on the Tweed, above Melrose. This house he
furnished and occupied until about 1812. It was here he wrote " Marrnion," and from this place is it that I he andirons come.

J. W. BOUTON,
RARE AND STANDARD BOOKS,
In all Departments of Literature, Ancient
and Modern

Prirled
IfrOadWay),

NEW YORK.
laibro.rico

the district, books written by natives of the district, and views, portraits,
maps, etc., appertaining to the subject.
Pickering & Chatto have issued a series of too illustrations by Stanley L.
Wood to Sir Richard Burton's translation of "The Arabian Nights." The
pictures, while they lack some of the grace and spirit that the French illustrato might have given the subjects, are excellent in their way. They are
ed in photogravure, in an edition of proofs before letters, limited to 25 0
ts.

"The Angelus," denied a home in the United States, which admits bad
actors and Italian banditti free of duty, except under an almost penal penalty,
has found temporary hospitality Is Canada. It is being exhibited by the
Montreal Art Association as the centre and crown of a permanent and loan
exhibition of works by the Barbizon and other masters from the collections
of Sir Donald E. Smith, Mr. R. B. Angus, Wm C. Van Horne, Esq., and
other Canadian connoisseurs. There is a likelihood, I hear, that it may pass
to London for exhibition after the Canadians have got it by heart.
The attention of all persons interested in the lives and works of the
rbizon masters is to be directed to the papers by T. H. Bartlett, in t lay
and June issues of Seribner's MaNuzine. They plow a new harve • ut of

what might reasonably seem an exhausted field, and in the second d concluding paper even suggest the possibility of another harvest to co . Why
would it not be well for Mr. Bartlett to continue his papers and g' e us some
of the forgotten facts he evidently has the gift of finding out a • ut the confreres of the painter of " The Angelus" ?
The announcement is made by Quantin of " Lys Amors d'Ilelain Pisan et
d'Iseult de Savoisy," " mie en escripts par Loys-Julius Gastine " and illustrated by Edward Zier. This is to be an edition limited to 520 numbered
copies, the volume of 320 pages, octavo, with 15 0 designs in and independ-

ent of the text. Of these the edition de Krande luae will consist of ten copies, numbered one to ten, on Japan paper, each copy holding, in addition to
the states of the plates, fifteen of the original designs of the illustrations.
The price of these copies, in subscription, is 300 francs, that of the next
ten, on Japan paper, is 40 francs and the ordinary 5 00 on vellum paper are
20 francs apiece.
Another issue by the same house which has met with an extraordinary success is "Les Fleurs a Paris," a charming little 16mo by lIugues le Roux,
with five original etchings by Paul Avril. It is one of the daintiest books
of the year. The edition is limited to 525 numbered copies, of which the
first five are on imperial Japan, with double sets of the etchings separate
from the text, one in bistre, with a remark, and the other in red and one of
the original water colors. The five copies were subscribed for before their
issue at too francs each. The next twenty, on imperial Japan, with an extra
set of plates printed in brown, with remarks, were also taken up at 20 francs.
It is now announced that the to-franc editiln, 500 in all, is also nearly exhausted, a fact which no one who has seen this true gens of the library will
find himself called upon to wonder at.

No advertising is desired for this paper save such as
falls within the line of its vocation, for which the rates
are as follows:
SINGLE INSERTION S,
illeilleN,
•
$5.110
"
I hick,
•
.
•
:1.110
4 I%er '2 inches., per in , h. 2.011
1 .. 1111 1171,Ze,
• 40.00
Halt ••
•
•
25.00
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• 15.00
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Ou Contracts for 3 months,
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33"
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8 East 28th Street,
(Between Ei jai A 7'0/ th and

The Bibliography of Bath and Somerset constitutes 34 pages of Catalogue

±".r

There is and will be no deviation from these figures.
Special advertisements in the text of the paper, which
can only apply to matters of special importance, must
be arranged for by special contract. No arrangements
will be considered valid without the personal signature
of
Editor and Profirietor,
454 WEST 24111 STREET.
NEW YORK CITY.

JOSEPH SILK,

COLLECTORS

147 6TH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

of pictures, desiring to have their collections
catalogued, with full biographical information
of the artists, etc. will meet with exceptionally
advantageous facilities for the most superior and
accurate service by addressing

Dealer in Old Books of every Description.
()ne hundred thousand back numbers of all the leading Magazines in stock supplied at low prices.
All communications by mail answered promptly.

The Editor, THE COLLECTOR.

DUPRAT &

CO.,

349 FIFTH AMUR, NEW YORK,
An exceptional collection of the rarest and
finest books.
Books extra illustrated with
original drawings a specialty.
Orders for
foreign publications promptly filled. A full
line of Tauchnitz library publications.

Special catalogue can be had on application.
FINE BINDINGS FROM THIS HOUSE
ARE GUARANTEED.

ED.

FROSSARD,

787 & 789 Broadway, New York.
Greek, Roman, Mediwval and Modern Coins
and Medals in Gold, Silver and Bronze
Collections of Antiquities, Coins, etc., catalogued for auction sales.

n

THE COLLECTOk

128

" G OUPIE'S."

Collection Formed
by the Late SENATOR

The Celebrated and Important

IV. KNOEIIE &

PROSPER CRABBE,
OF 131-2LISSEL,S,

170 Fifth Avenue cor. 22d St., New York.
(Successors to GOLIPIL & CO.)

Galleries d Oil Paintings Open Dail,
Watitt,3r Cclar Gralltery.

ETCHINGS khi) ENGRA n,1NGS IN GREAT VARIETY,

Artistic and Appropriate Framing a Specialty.

Address, M. KNOEDLER & CO.,
170 Fifth Ave., New York City.

—

MODERN PAINTINGS

GALL.ERIE SEDELMEYER
4-BIS—RUE DE LA ROCHEFOUCAULD-4-BIS

On Thursday, June 12, 1890, at 2.30 p. nt.
Under the direction of

166 Fifth Avenue,

6, Rue de la Rochefoucauld,
Who will give all information, and will receive orders
to purchase.
Catalogues to be had of the principal Art Dealers,

W. H. KOHLER,
"musEum

Between 2 tsf and 22d Sfs., NE W YORK.

Yin

Rotterdam, Holland,
Expert and Dealer in Works of Art,

PWITMS.

T. W. LAWRENCE,

Rare and Choice Examples of selected quality of Troyon
Millet, Diaz, Corot, Rousseau. Dupré, Munkaczy,
Jacque, etc., and of the Highest School of
Modern Dutch Painting.
•
Mr. Kohler has entire control of the works of the cele.
brated Spanish Artist Professor José Serra y Porson.
The attention of collectors is also invited to Mr.
Kohler's collection of Old Delft. Curios, Antiquities
and objects of vertu of the most varied character, suitable for large and small collections. Exceptionally modcrate prices
-

Books and Engraved
Portraits for Illustrating.
ENGRAVINGS CLEANED AND INLAID.
No. 60 NASSAU STREET (Up Stairs) N. Y

Also First Editions of American and English Authors,

ESTABLISHED

ESTABLISHED

186 4. -

1834. -

NEW YORE.

Opposite Astor Place,

By Corot, Decamps, Delacroix, Diaz, Duprc, , Fromentis, Gericault, Leys, Meissonier, Millet, Th Rousseau, Alfred and Joseph Stevens, Troyon, Willems;
and high class ANCIENT PICTURES by Boucher.
c;reuze. de Largilliére. Nattier, Toqué, Guardi. Franz
Hals, Paul Potter, Rembrandt, Ruisdael, Terberg; and
six works by P. P. RUBENS, will be sold at public
auction at Paris, at the

KOHN'S ART ROOMS,

-

739 and 745 BROADWAY,

COMPOSED OF FIRST CLASS—

M. CHARLES SEDELMEYER,

L. Crist Delmonico.

BANGS & COMPANY
HAVE ALMOST PAIL': AUCTION SALES 01 -

LIBRARIES, COLLECTIONS OF BOORS,
Autographs, Coins, Medals,
aid •ther

•

LITERARY PROPERTY,

Consignments solicited, Correspondence invited, Catalogues mailed upon application and Bids executed free of charge.

CHARLES F. LIBBIE & CO.,
AUCTIONEERS,

No. 13 Hayward Pl., Boston, Mass.
o

Special facilities for the arrangement and sale
by Auction of Books, Autographs Coins, Engravings. Furniture, and other Personal Property. Consignments and correspondence solicited. Catalogues mailed on application, and
purchases made for librations and bookbuyers
free of charge.

C. KLACKNER,
PRINT PUBLISHER,
5 Ep.st 17th St., New York.
-

COPYRIGHT PUBLICATIONS.

LIBRARIES.
Persons desiring to negotiate for the sale of
libraries in bulk, for cash, will find it to their
advantage to submit their wishes to the editor of
THE COLLECTOR, who is prepared to promptly
place them in communication with a responsible
purchaser.

I,.ARE OLIO

Choice Paintings in Oil and Water Color.
CATALOGUES ON APPLICATION,

MR. KLACKNER will undertake the search for and
purchase of Rare and Modern Proofs for Collectors, Framing or Matting for Portfolios, etc.

THE COLLECTOR.
citici,

$1_0© ='er

rci

ALFRED TRUMBLE, 454 West 24th Street, New York City.
Enclosed please find $

for

.Subscriptions to

THE COLLECTOR, commencing with No
Name
Address

NOTICE.

—

All intending subscribers who may cut out and enclose the above blank, with a subscription, will receive anothe

copy of this issue to replace the one thus mutilated.

American Art Galleries
New York, October 1 st, 1890

RrmaincOrrterit
The very valuable Collection of Masterpieces of Modern
Art, belonging to GEORGE I. SENEY, Esq., of
this City
C/k

ILL be sold under our management, during February next, 1891
due and timely notice being given of exact date of the opening
of exhibition and time of sale.

The collection includes by far the finest and most valuable examples of
modern painting ever sold at public sale in America, almost every artist of
renown being represented.
This great collection is of such sterling merit that an opportunity is
afforded to produce an

Extraordinary Edition de Luxe Catalogue
and it is our purpose to publish a catalogue superior to any art sale catalogue
published in this country. The illustrations, text, biographical matter, paper,
and binding, will be of the highest standard and every care will be taken to
make the work a unique and valuable specimen of the art in book making,
and the edition will he limited to

Two Hundred and Fifty copies
It being difficult to estimate the exact cost of such a catalogue as we desire
to produce, we have issued a subscription blank which binds the subscriber to
the payment of not more than Forty Dollars per copy. Should the cost of
publication exceed that amount the excess will he assumed by the
undersigned.
If you desire to subscribe for this Edition de Luxe Catalogue, under
conditions mentioned above, please sign enclosed blank and mail to us
immediately.
Respectfully yours

American Art Association,

Managers

No. 6 East 23d Street (Madison Square South)

New York

PLEASE SIGN THIS BLANK
EDITION LIMITED TO

250

Vd

AND RETURN AT ONCE

New York,

American Art Association,

189 0

cmmittee of the ,ATEZociation for
'rhotr
,x7dvancernent cf ,ornel request that you will
brief statemerzt concerr2ing any
kindly send 61zerr2 a
may
have been unertaken by your SZO•
h
w:rk
promote the study anal pursuit of-"-7rt in
-

Managers

Gentlemen
Please enter my name as a subscriber for one copy of the

Edition

100
.

COPIES

de Luxe Catalogue of the George I. Seney Collection of Paintings,

to be sold by you in February, 1891, it being agreed that the cost of same to me
is not to exceed the sum of Forty Dollars, payable when Catalogue is delivered
to me or my authorized agent.
Name

;

neic5hborhood ar2d elsew;?ere.
The Oorrimittee will also be glad to 12ear from
you of ar,.y result of your labors si?own in in2proved
airs, or in the
rt.e 6Vhibits at gtate and Gour2ty j'
suggested by the
formation of Olubs and 0.rcles
ed?arnple of your cam.

Registered No._

Address
I 89 0

gr2 behalf of ti2e Oommittee,
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SCHOOL OF DRAWING AND PAINTING.
MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS, BOSTON.

FOUNDED JuLy, 1876.

INSTRUCTORS:
EDMUND C. TARBELIFRANK W. BENSON.
PHILIP HALE.

C. HOWARD WALKER.
MRS. WILLIAM STONE.

B. L. PRATT.
GEORGE H. MONKS, M. D.
ANSON K. CROSS.
Miss M. B. HAZELTON.

MANAGER:
11/Iiss ELIZABETH LOMBARD.

The Eighteenth Year of this school will begin on Monday,
October 2, 1893, and will continue until the following June.
The school year is divided into three terms, the second
beginning January 1, 1894, and the third, April 2, 1894, with a
vacation of one week at Christmas, and another of one week at
the end of March.
MA NAG EM ENT.
The school is under the care of a Permanent Committee,
whose names are subscribed to this circular. The Trustees of the
Museum of Fine Arts have granted to them, under certain conditions, the use of the Museum ; and the galleries are open to the
students, except on Saturdays, for study and practice, during
both term time and vacation. In the direction of the school
this committee is represented by the Manager.
The immediate direction of the instruction is in the hands of a
Special Committee, consisting of three members of the Permanent
Committee, the Manager and three Instructors.
INSTRUCTION.
During the year 1893-94, the regular instruction of the school
will be divided as follows
Drawing from the Cast. Instructor, Mr. PHILIP HALE, Assistant, Miss M. B. HAZEI.TON.
Painting from the Head, the Draped Model and Still Life.
Instructor, Mr. E. C. 'FARRELL.
Drawing and Painting from the Nude Model. Instructor,
Mr. F. W. BENSON.
Decorative Design (see below). Instructors, Mr. C. HOWAR I)
WALKER and Mrs. WILLIAM STONE (late of the Cooper Union,
New York).
Modelling. Instructor, Mr. B. L. PRAT" (pupil of Augustus
St. Gaudens).
Artistic Anatomy. Lectures with illustrations, by GEORGE H.
MONKS, M. D.
Perspective, both practical and theoretical. Lectures with
practical instruction, by Mr. ANSON K. CROSS and an assistant.
In addition to the above, there will be occasional lectures
upon subjects connected with the history, theory and practice of
the arts, which will be open to all members of the school without extra charge.
.

DECORATIVE, DESIGN.
The school includes a special department for instruction in
Decorative Design, including proportion, the elements of architectural and decorative form, and the composition and application
of ornament, together with its historical styles and development.
The students in this, as in all other departments, have free access to
the collections of the Museum of Fine Arts, which include examples
of sculptured and colored ornament of all periods, also a great
variety of ceramics, textiles, embroideries and other decorative
works, and a valuable library of books relating to the arts. The
full course in this department will hereafter be four years, and will
include thorough instruction in drawing and in the technical application of design.
-

ADMISSION.
The school is open to students of both sexes. Those who
wish to join it must make application, in writing, to the Manager,
giving the name and address of some person to whom they are
known, by way of reference. On and after September 25, application may be made in person to the Manager, at the Museum, between
the hours of ten and twelve o'clock. Students who are already
pupils of the school and propose to return in the autumn, are
requested to give notice of their intention at as early a date as
possible.
REGULATIONS.
On entering the school, each pupil will be placed immediately
in the class for which he or she is fitted, and advancement thereafter will be regulated by the judgment of the instructors. The
school-rooms will be open for work every week-day from nine
o'clock until a quarter of an hour before the Museum is closed,
except Saturdays, when the rooms will be closed at one o'clock.
The hours of instruction in the various departments of the school
will be announced to the pupils at the beginning of each term.
FEES.
On joining the school, each pupil pays an entrance fee of ten
dollars. In addition to this, the fee for each term is forty-five
dollars ; but those who have been members of the school for the
first two terms of any school year, are charged no fee for the third
term. All fees must' be paid in advance, and a pupil who attends
during any part of a term must pay the entire fee for that term,
except that advanced students, who shall satisfy the instructors of

their qualifications, may be admitted by the month, paying twentyfive dollars for the first month, and twenty dollars for every
subsequent month. No deduction of fees will be made on account
of absence.
DIPLOMAS.

Diplomas are issued, upon application, to students who have
fulfilled the requirements of the Committee. In the Department of
Drawing and Painting, these include two years' work in the Life
Class, and satisfactory examinations in drawing, anatomy and
perspective. In the Department of Decorative Design, diplomas
are awarded to those whose work has been satisfactory to the
instructors during the prescribed course, and who pass satisfactory
examinations in perspective and anatomy.
SCHOLARSH IPS.
Six free scholarships have been established, which may be
assigned, on application, at the end of each year, to students who
have already been six months in the school, and to whom such
aid is absolutely necessary.
Every pupil who receives a scholarship or a diploma is expected to leave a satisfactory drawing in the school, and any pupil
is liable to be called upon to do the same each year.

BOARD.
Board, ranging in price from five to ten dollars per week, can
be had within a short distance of the Museum.
114E PERMANENT COMMITTEE OF THE SCHOOL OF
DRAWING AND PAINTING:
EDWARD

C. CABOT, ChairMan.

CHARLES

ErkwARD W. HOOPER, Treasurer.
EDWARD ROBINSON,
HOLKER

Secretary.

A1113017.

A. Cummms.

I. M. GAUGENGIGI..

MAY HALLOWELL.
W.

P. P.

LONGFELLOW.

G.

THOMAS ALLEN.

CHARLES

MARTIN BRIMMER.

ROBERT S. PEABODY.

P.

LORING.

ARTHUR ASTOR CAREY.

FREDERIC

1. TEMPLE-MAN COOLIDGE:, Jr.

SARAH W. WHITMAN.

VINTON.

Address,
MANAGER OF THE
SCHOOL (..W DRAVaNG AND PAINTIN(.,
114NSIFFS1 OF FINS ARTS, BOSTON, MASS.

BMJIvn, .7sene , i
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HISTORIC STUDIES IN. CHRISTIAN ART.
Illustrated with the Stereopticon. Prepared for the
University Extension Course of the

UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK.

I.

EARLY CHRISTIAN ART. THE CATACOMBS AND
SARCOPHAGI.

II.

LATIN BASILICAS AND BYZANTINE CHURCHES.

III.

ROMANESQUE ARCHITECTURE.

IV.

GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE.

V. THE ART OF THE THIRTEENTH CENTURY IN
THE SCULPTURE OF THE PISANI, AND GIOTTESQUE PAINTING

[over]

VI.

VII.

VIII.

ENGLISH CATHEDRALS.

GHIBERTI, DONATELLO AND QUERCIA.

THE LATER SCULPTORS, THE ROBBIAS, RosSELLINI, MINO DA FIESOLE, BENEDETTO DA
MAJA NO.

IX.

FIFTEENTH CENTURY PAINTERS FROM MASA.0CIO TO RAPHAEL.

X. SISTINE CHAPEL AND RAPHAEL'S FRESCOES IN
THE VATICAN.

MRS ELIZA HUBBARD SCHUMACHER,

112 NEWBURY STREET, BOSTON,

SHINNECOCK HILLS.
SOUTHAMPTON, LONG ISLAND.

§unarner 3choo1 of Prt,
.

UNDER THE DIRECTION OF WM. M. CHASE.

INCORPORATED.

SEASON FROM JUNE 1s TO OCTOBER

INSTRUCTORS:

WILLIAM M. C1-1A147 .
PREPARATORY CLASS:
TkOLTIDa GILCHRIST.

INN

ILLS SUMMER SC 00L F ART
8EA8().N.' OF' 1894.

2 'HE object of this School is to afford facilities to students for the
study of Art at moderate rates during the Summer months,
especially the open-air study of figures and out-door life.
Mr. CHASE will, as at the Art Students' League, give two days of
his time to instruction, the class working in the meanwhile daily according to his direction. Terms for his class, $15 per month.

Miss GILCHRIST will, under Mr. Chase's supervision, instruct the
Preparatory Class, for less advanced pupils. Ternis, $8 per month.
All dues payable in advance.
Accommodations for students may be had at neighboring farmhouses, board, $7 per week. To meet the increased requirements

of the School, meals will be furnished to students occupying the
Art Cottages, at $5 per week. Arrangements for meals only may be
made with Mrs. Katharine Grey, Art Village, Southampton, Long
Island. Lodging in the Art Cottages $2 per week.
The management would like to have the impression that the
school is exclusively for women corrected ; the same facilities are
offered to both sexes.
For further information apply to the Secretary,
MISS KATE COTHEAL BUDD,
zle-rt—Sttreitit+.914.0.1g4w,
/0‘? a4 3 West 57th Street,
-

New York.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
MRS HENRY KIRKE PORTER.
MRS. WILLIAM S. HOYT.
MR. WILLIAM M. CHASE.
MR. SAMUEL L. PARRISH.

N EXHIBITION OF PAINTINGS BY THE GREATEST

FRENCH ARTISTS RECENTLY RECEIVED BY
MESSRS. DURAND-RUEL
FROM THEIR PARIS HOUSE :

THESE PICTURES WILL BE ON VIEW
FROM DECEMBER 15TH TO DECEMBER 24TH, 1891, AT DURAND-RUEL'S

315 FIFTH AVENUE, CORNER 32D
STREET, NEW YORK

SOME OF THE ARTISTS REPRESENTED

JULES DUPRÉ :

" PASTURE AT L'ISLE ADAM
36% X29

INGRES :
"CARDINAL B1BBIENA PRESENTING RAPHAEL TO HIS NIECE, MARIA BIBBIENA "
23% x 18%

COROT :
"THE POND OF VILLE D'AVRAY"
2 4 3X X 1 33(

ZIEM :
"SUNSET IN HOLLAND"
47Y, X 32j

RIBOT :
" MIGNONNE "
22X 18

"LES RECUREUSES "
i834 X 15

IONGKIND :
"WINDMILL AT DORDRECHT"
223( X 16%

"THE CANAL AT ROTTERDAM"
17

X 13;.;

Etc., etc.

DURAND-RUEL GALLERIES
315 FIFTH AVE., COR. THIRTY-SECOND ST.
16
ii

Rue Laffitte,
Rue Lepeletier,

/.

Paris

NEW YORK
DECEMBER, 1891

"Inness was a great Artist, in his way as great as Corot or any of the
Fontainebleau Group."

THE AMERICAN ART GALLERIES,
MADISON SQUARE SOUTH.
NEW YORK, DECEMBER 1, 1894.

ANNOUNCEMENT.

YR. RICHARD H. HALSTED'S
COLLECTION OF

MASTER WORKS
BY THE LATE

GEORGE

INNESS, N.A.,

WILL BE SOLD ABSOLUTELY WITHOUT RESERVE

ON THE EVENING OF JANUARY

9, 1895,

AT THE AMERICAN ART GALLERIES.
(Madison Square South.)

ON EXHIBITION NEW YEAR'S DAY AND THEREAFTER
UNTIL DATE OF SALE.

„* Catalogues and

particulars will be cheerfully furnished by

THOMAS E. KIRBY,
Auctioneer.

THE AMERICAN ART ASSOCIATION,
Managers.

IL IHCTURI
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DELIVERED BY

PROFESSOR E. F. FENOLLOSA,
Aa THE

NOVEMBER MEETING

OF THE

KAN GAKAI.

Reprinted from the Japan Weekly Mail, Nov. 26th,

•
LIVERPOOL:
C. TINLING AND CO., PRINTERS, VICTORIA STREET.
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PROFESSOR E. F. FENOLLOSA,
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Reprinted from the Japan Weekly Mail, Nov. 26th, 1887.

LIVERPOOL:
C. TINLING

AND CO., PRrNTERS, VICTORIA STREET.
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LECTURE.

GENTLEMEN,-It gives me the very greatest pleasure
to meet you here again after my long absence in Western
countries, and see about me so many of your hopeful
faces, and earnest efforts full of promise for the future.
To-day you will naturally expect that, returning fresh
from my foreign art investigations, I shall give you some
account of my experiences.

When I bade you farewell, at the last meeting of
the Kangakai fourteen months ago, I told you that I
believed there was a great future in store for Japanese
art, and that it was a duty which this country owed to
herself and to the world to develope her own methods and
ideals. To-day, at our first re-union, I make haste to say
to you that nothing which I have seen in the West, of
either ancient or modern art, has led me to change that
opinion. On the contrary, it has been strengthened, and
overwhelmingly confirmed, by evidence of which I was
then ignorant.
Before I left Japan, I had been accustomed to defend
Japanese art on the ground that, although European
art might be very fine in itself, yet the tendency to copy
it here would certainly crush out the peculiar Japanese
spirit and individuality which the world so much admired.
I advocated it mainly on national grounds. But I have
now learned that it would be unfair to Eastern art to
support it by this argument alone. The new evidence
which we have found conclusively proves that good
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Eastern art is better than the present style of Western,
not only for Japan, but also for the whole world ;
that if Japan will improve and develope her own art
from within, it will become, not merely a national
movement, but one which will spread over America and
Europe also. In short, Japanese art, with all its faults,
is the only living art in the world to-day ; and if she be
true to her own best inspiration, in comparatively few
years Japan will become the acknowledged centre and
leader of the Fine Arts in all civilized nations.
This momentous, and to some of you, perhaps,
startling conclusion, has not been arrived at by the Fine
Arts Commission lightly, or without profound consideration. It is not a personal prejudice. It is not a mere
guess. It is a certainty for which the amount of evidence
is overwhelming. This evidence is derived from a study
of the history of Western Fine Arts for the past six
hundred years, of the social causes which have led to
their characteristics at the several epochs, of the state
of art education in Europe to-day, and of the relation of
present art practice to the demands of industry ; also,
from conversation with many of the leading art teachers,
critics, painters, sculptors, architects, and manufacturers
of the several countries of Europe and America. To-day
it may be difficult without examples to make you, in an
hour, fully appreciate the weight of this evidence ; yet I
think I can render intelligible to you something of its
general character.
First, let me briefly speak of what we may call the
historical evidences. And by way of introduction to this,
let me make a brief reference to some points in Asiatic art
history.
You are well acquainted in the art history of the East
with the fact of a prolonged and wide-spi.ead degeneration.
You also know in general how it was occasioned. You
know that the great art of the days of Godoshi and Kanawoka, and later of the days of Kakei and Sesshiu, sprang
either from an intense love of the beauties of nature, or a
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passionate devotion to the noblest religious ideals. You
know that from these artists' absorption in their subject
sprang unconsciously the grandeur of their artistic form.
You know that their successors, led by pride of style to
follow such form as the substance of art, thereby gradually
lost the source of the early masters' strength, and consequently the very perfections of form at which they were
aiming. You know that this loss of both subject and
form finally became so complete, that, on the one hand,
artists never had recourse to studying the beauties of nature,
and, on the other, they totally forgot what the noblest
beauties of line, ?wtan, and color meant. At its worst this
art became, as with the later followers of Tanyu and the
present Chinese School, a childish repetition of abstract
touches. You know how years of such degeneration
vitiated the taste of both patrons and artists, so that they
came to despise and neglect the great works of the past,
and to praise the later teachers of ugly abstract form as
the greatest masters. In this way the taste for bunjinga
has destroyed art in most parts of China, and over ninetenths of Japan. Lastly the critics themselves came to
suppose art to be a certain narrow method of working and
nothing more. Such views are unfortunately true of a
large part of Eastern art in recent times. But if they
speak of Eastern art as a whole, of its past great days
whose refined beauty they are unable to apprehend, it is
false.
Now I have refreshed your memory concerning the
historical course of Eastern art, in order to tell you that
the general course of Western art in the last five centuries
has been almost exactly a parallel one.
In the fifteenth century the great strength of European
art, both in Italy and in the North, lay in its intense
devotion to the noble, whether in nature or in religion. Men
painted from the heart those subjects in which their hearts
were absorbed. This was the period of growth, when
every year increased unconsciously their mastery over
great artistic form. Because this art felt great things, it
was forced to express them in great combinations of
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artistic line, notan, and color. Its whole artistic character
and depth were most strikingly like those of the great
early masters of China and Japan. Filippo Lippi and
Ririomin, had they been contemporaries and acquaintances,
would have understood almost every point of intention and
method of one another. The same may be said of Herbert
Van Eyck and Godoshi. At the end of this century the
great universal problems of art were being carried in Italy
far toward a satisfactory solution, when two great causes
intervened, which suddenly stopped its progress, turned
its energies into a wrong channel, and brought on a general
European degeneration.
The greatest of these causes was, as in the East,
pride of skill in manipulating the machinery of work,
instead of an unselfish devotion to the artistic end for
work is only a means. On account of difference in social
conditions, this Western absorption in method took on a
different character from that of the Eastern, although its
results were similar. In the East, we saw, absorption in
method led to imitating the strokes and colors of other
men. But in the West, on account of the temporary
growth of interest in natural science, this absorption in
method led to imitating mechanically the forms, shadows,
and colors of things. Whereas, in earlier times, men had
studied nature as a means of developing their power to
express beauty, these later men fell so in love with their
skill in imitating fact, that they came to mistake this mere
means for the end and substance of art. Results occurred
similar to those in the East, namely, a gradual incapacity
to distinguish between a noble fact and a mean one,
between the beautiful and the ugly in things; and a consequent loss of all the earlier beauties of artistic form.
These artistic faults of the masters became hardened into
traditions among the pupils, so that, by the latter half of
the sixteenth century, everybody had come to suppose
that art consisted in anatomical drawing of muscles and
scientific casting of shadows. As to what beautiful line,
natan, and color meant, nobody had the the least idea, or
care.
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The second cause, which tended to confirm and
increase these evil effects, was the revival of knowledge of
the styles and tastes of ancient Rome, which had been
forgotten for a thousand years. Hundreds of statues were
dug up from old ruins, and hundreds of manuscripts of
Roman and Greek authors were discovered in old monastic
libraries. Every cultivated man in Italy became absorbed
in these antiquarian pursuits, and in modifying the art
and literature of the day so as to express over again these
old classic feelings and forms. The result was very soon
that belief and interest in religion, in noble aim, in
morality of life, disappeared. These borrowed Greek
ideals were not spiritual realities to men, but were pedantic sentiments, and by no means took the place, as social
regulators, of the old European institutions which they
destroyed. Thus the loss of true artistic love of the noble
and beautiful in subjects, which loss the pride of scientific
study had caused, was increased and absolutely confirmed
by a debasing revolution in public tastes and manners.
Moreover, the Roman statues, dug up from the ruins of
Italy, and which for centuries have been the pride of
European museums, we now know in most cases to have
been themselves sentimental or debased Roman imitations
of earlier Greek originals. So that, in so far as this new
study of antiquity had direct effect upon the European
perception of artistic form, it was to debase it by presenting
already debased models. The concurrence of these two
causes brought European art, in the short space of thirty
years, from triumphant advance to lamentable degradation.
The same consequences followed as in the East.
Knowledge of both artistic form and subject being dead,
art could do nothing but crystallize its false formulm into
absolute rules. These rules became the tradition of
academies, and have been preserved, almost without
change, to the last, and in some cases, to the present
generation. This persistence of distorted taste, as in the
East, has also blinded the eyes of critics, so that on the
one hand they almost deify the very men who have
caused and maintained the perversion, and on the other,
-
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until recently they have almost ignored the great art of
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. The result is, that
the prevalent characteristics of Western art as it appears
to-day, namely, sentimentality or triviality of conception,
and absorption in scientific details to the exclusion of
artistic form, are actually defended by its advocates as
essential elements of Western art. I reply, as in the case
of the East this is true largely of modern degenerate
work. It is not true of the great early masters.
There is thus very much of a parallel between the
courses of Eastern and Western art in four chief points :—
1. They both early develope fine form in the course
of devotion to subject.
2. They both lose artistic form by becoming absorbed
in methods.
3. In both a perpetuated false tradition leads to the
neglect of the great men.
4. In both the ultimate critic comes to praise as
essential the very faults of his own school.
I may add a 5th point, that, in the early days of
both; the painter and designer for art industries were the
same person, who based both functions upon a single set
of principles ; whereas the present methods of oil painting
and the brush strokes of bunjinga are equally divorced,
both by nature and tradition, from all application to
practical design.
What, then, becomes of the thorough-going antagonism
between the arts of East and West, which people in Japan
have been talking so much about ? People ask "Are you
going to have Eastern style in your school, or Western, or
both side by side, or a combination of the two ?" Now
each of these questions starts with a mistake, since it
assumes a fundamental quality of styles which does not
exist except in the forms of degeneration. Art is like a
fountain of pure water among the hills, from which two
streams descend, the one through a soil impregnated with
iron, the other through soft clay. The former near its
mouth becomes a muddy red, the latter a muddy yellow.
;
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Now if the former should say to the latter " You cannot
be true water because you are not red," and the latter
should retort " You miserable stream, why don't you
become yellow," we should have a case just analogous to
the positions of the ultra-advocates of present Eastern or
Western methods. Both mistake the color of their dirt
for excellence, without seeing that it is the fact of
being dirty which vitiates both. Their waters can
be purified neither by running side by side, nor by mixing ;
only by going back to the pure spring whence both started.
This great fact foreshadows the whole course of the world's
art in the future. It has outgrown the past. It cannot
stand still. Already for several decades in Europe
experiments have been made at regeneration. It is now
only a question of a few- years for artists to learn that
there is no possible road to success, except that of basing
their study again upon the purer early art, the art of Asia,
and the European art of the fifteenth century.
Now, in this future effort of the world to get back to
the right method, Japan will have a stupendous advantage
over Europe, in that the traditions of early art in Europe
have been dead for three centuries, while in Japan they
are still living and working to-day, thanks to the great
conservative feudal system, and the refined taste of the
Kioto public, which withstood like a rock the Chinese
inundation of the last century. When I say that in
Europe the early art is dead, I mean that there is no
living man, however much he may admire it, who has the
power of making the least creative effort in terms of it.
It is a stranger to his whole nature and training. The
European artist will have to pursue a toilsome and
humble course of study in the elements of pictorial form
for several generations before he can incorporate in
himself as real the knowledge which his ancestors threw
away. But when I say that in Japan the early art is
still alive, I mean that the power of using it, creating in
it, making it a basis for design, has never been wholly
lost, and that there are hundreds of men in this country
to-day, who, if given the opportunity, could in a few years
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re-create every excellence of the past, and prepare the
way for a future of which the past is only a foretaste.
The truth is that the art of painting has never yet attained
its possible perfection in either East or West. It can do
so in the near future only by experiments made in Japan
by Japanese.
I have been asked several times whether a Japanese
process of self-development would imply a retention of
defects in anatomy and perspective. In case some of you
may be troubled with similar questions, I am sure you
will pardon me it I go out of my -way to state here, that
any use of scientific means which is necessary to the
expression of the noble in Japanese conception (such a
use, for instance, as was made by the European masters
of the fifteenth century), would naturally form an essential
part of Japan's art processes ; but that any attempt to
follow the European fashion of pursuing these studies as
the chief business of art education, and out of relation to
the requirments of artistic form, would, for reasons implied in the preceding paragraphs, be absolutely suicidal,
and destructive of the world's hope.
Now a word concerning the evidence derived from
personal contact with foreign authorities. We have
talked with many art educators in the several countries
of Europe and America, and almost without an exception
they have exclaimed in effect "Why do you come here
from Japan to learn about art ? We have nothing to
teach you. We have everything to learn from you. Go
back to your own country !" Even the authorities of the
great Ecole des Beaux Arts, the chief centre of the art
life of the West, said the same thing, and that it would be
suicidal for the Japanese to think of introducing European
art education. We found ourselves often embarrassed by
this kind of reception, and hastened to explain that our
mission in Europe was to learn what we could of principles, in order to apply them anew to Japan, not blindly to
copy results. I, being the one foreign member of the
party, was looked at askance as the evil genius of Japan,
who had persuaded the Government to adopt Western
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methods. It was extremely difficult to make them
believe that I was almost the sole foreigner in Japan
who openly protested against a host of such would be
evil geniuses. Many of these teachers in the art schools
of the West admitted that something new must be done for
art education. The old methods are exhausted, with no
result. It is notorious that the greatest geniuses spring up
outside the art schools. Almost everywhere the artists
are dissatisfied. Experiments are numerous. Many
have thrown away the burden of the classic ideals, only
to plunge more deeply into the hopeless road of
minute nature copying. Others have rushed into the
opposite violent extreme of impressionism, in which there
is unfortunately no provision that the impression shall be
beautiful. Still another party have supposed that purposely bad drawing and puerile sentiment were the essential things in pre-Raphaelite art. Only one movement has
promised new life, and that was the one of which J. F.
Millet in the last generation was the leading spirit, and of
which the recent death of Bastien Lepage has left but one
worthy representative, Cazin. Millet is the one man of
recent years whose genius is to be put almost on a par with
the great Asiatic and early European artists. It is only
this very year, long after his death, that he has received
public recognition as a great master from the Fine Art
authorities of France. Now the striking fact about Millet
and his school is that it is almost identical in principle
with the great art of the East. His studies of figures, in
intensity, simplicity, and character, are extremely similar
to those of Mokkei ; while his landscapes have an ideal
identical with that of the Shijo school. The art editor of
the " Century " in New York told me that the present unrivalled quality of the wood-cut illustrations was derived
from a prolonged study of Japanese art. There is no doubt
that the leading minds in France and America, at least, see
clearly that the light of the future is to come from Asia.
At the same time a tremendous revival in the study of early
European art has begun. Men to-day go to Italy to study
Filippo Lippi, Boticelli, Bellini, and the youthful Raphael,
as they used to copy Michael Angelo, Correggio, Raphael
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in his later years, and Tintoretto. Photographs of the preRaphaelite pictures are now selling by thousands, where ten
years ago very few were called for. I say this only to show
you the direction in which the minds of artists are working
It is not that they have accomplished much as yet. They
have to build up an entirely new method of studying art
form. Many of them told us in so many words that they
were looking to Japan to show them the way, and promised
that, if we started an art school here which would systematize and put into practice the best Eastern methods, they
would come here to study. They would certainly do this,
carry back to their own countries our new processes, and
thus make Tokyo some twenty years from now take the
place of Paris as the world's art centre.
One other point here is of the utmost importance.
On the economic side of the art problem Japan's advantage is universally admitted. There is almost no such
thing to-day as good European design. The capacity for
designing died out several centuries ago, through the
neglect of synthetic line, notan, and color, which I have
spoken of. To-day, in the present revival of a desire for
fine art industries, Europeans admit that these qualities
are paramount in " decorative " art, though they still cling
to nature-copying as the chief end of "painting." Thus
arises this pair of contrasted categories of the " pure "
and the " decorative " in art, which is only a miserable
expedient for perpetuating the unhappy divorce wrought
by the sixteenth century, and really paralyzes the powers
of both sides. It is a distinction false in theory, and
ruinous in practice. In the field of fine art industries the
world looks especially towards Japan where such divorce
between painting and decoration has never been made.
Because Japan can design to-day, she can become, if she
will develope her own powers, the great manufacturer of
fine art products for the world. For Japanese, then, to
introduce European methods of art education, would be to
kill out their own power of design, and destroy their own
economic future. But if Japan developes her own methods,
and follows her own ideals, Europe and America will be
forced to come to learn of and buy from her.
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7HE chief painting of this year's Exhibition has for
motive a Legend of the Fourth Century,—t' Lions digging a grave for Saint Paul, the first Hermit," The others
were painted from nature during a sketching trip on the
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, in the beautiful section of
country between Chicago, Harper's Ferry, Staunton, and
Lexington; from the vicinity of DeLand, Florida; and
from California, along the line of the San Francisco and
North Pacific Railroad; in the picturesque section of
country between San Francisco, Cloverdale and Guerneville;
and in the neighborhood of San Jose, Santa Cruz and the
Ojai Valley,

No. 1. Saint Paul. the first Hermit.
Saint Antony had lived many years a Hermit, when at the age
of ninety he bad a temptation of pride at the thought that he was
the fist man who had lived in such solitude. Then it was revealed
to him that farther in the depths of the forest lived Saint Paul, an
older man, being then 113 years of age, and that he was really the
first man who had entered upon this life of solitude and mortification. He started at once in search of this holy man, and met with
many savage monsters, and terrible obstacles in his journey, but
weak as he was with age and fasting, nothing could turn him
from his purpose, and at last after a three day's journey, he reached
the cave, and found Saint Paul dressed in a tunic made of the
leaves of a Palm-tree. The two Saints met and talked together of
God and Heavenly things. At the foot of a great tree near the
cave gushed a spring of water, and each day, for sixty years, a
raven brought a half loaf of bread to Saint Paul. This day he
brought a whole loaf, with which Saint Paul entertained his guest.
Then the Saint feeling that he was about to die, asked Saint
Antony for a cloak that had been given him by Athanasius a
holy Bishop, and when the Saint returned bringing the cloak, he
found Saint Paul with bended knees, erect neck, and hands folded,
lifeless, his faithful raven sitting on a root of a tree near him
keeping watch. While St. Antony was sad at heart and pondering
how to dig the grave for St. Paul, (he had no spade,) two lions came
out of the dephths of the forest and began to dig a grave with their
huge paws. St. Antony stood there tall and erect with his head
bowed towards the lifeless body of St. Paul contemplating over the
mysteries of God the Almighty; and when the grave was ready, he
tenderly wrapped in the cloak, (he now understood had been
brought for this purpose,) thé body wasted by its long obedience
to the great soul that had at last winged its flight to the God it
so heroically loved.

No. 2. A Walk through Pine Barrens, near Palatka, Florida,
on the Jacksonville Tampa & Key West Railroad.
No. 3. Evening in DeLand, Florida.
No. 4. Wood-Interior between Santa Cruz & San Jose, Cal.
No. 5. Late Afternoon at Cloverdale, Cal.
No. 6. Fisher's Hill Bridge, Virginia.
No. 7. Edge of the Woods, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
No. 8. Live-Oak Forest, in the Ojai Valley, Cal.
No.. 9. Evening near Fostoria, Ohio.
No. 10. Afternoon in the Woods near Woodstock, Va.
No. 11. Wood-Interior on Lost River, Va.
No. 12. Moonlight. on "Saint John's" River, Fla.
No. 13. Autumn on Mossy River, Va.
No. 14. Woods ou the Battle Ground of Fisher's Hill, Va.
No. 15. October day on the River, Vermont.
No. 16. Street in Strasburg, Va.
No. 17. Sunset at Middletown, Va.
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NEW YORK, jan. 14, 1888.
DEAR SIR: The Fourth Prize Fund Exhibition at
the Galleries of the American Art Association will
be held in April, 1888.
The Galleries of the American Art Association are now recognized as the leading
place cf public
exhibition in America. There will be one or more prizes of two thousand
dollars each. These sums
will be awarded to the pictures, or pictures and sculpture, as the case may be, which shall be chosen
as
the best by a committee of award, who shah i
be selected from among themselves by the subscribers to
the fund ; and the works so chosen shall become the property
of art institutions in the several cities
which are represented among the subscribers, and it will be the aim of the
committee of award to see
that prizes are awarded to the different classes of contributions in figure, landscape,
marine, and sculpture.
In addition to the above cash prizes, the American Art Association
will award to four other works
(landscape, figure, marine, and sculpture), which shall be selected by a committee of artist exhibitors,
four gold
medals, each of a bullion value of not less than one hundred dollars, designed by Messrs.
Tiffany & Co.
Pieces of statuary by American sculptors shall be deemed eligible for competition in
both classes of
award—namely, for the prizes of $2,000 and for the gold medals.
Both classes of awards shall be applicable to works contributed, without respect to
size, and the
pecuniary value ascribed by the artist will in no case be considett d by the committee of
award in reaching
its decision.

Pictures and sculpture for this exhibition must be by American artists who are citizens (resident
or
non resident) of the United States, and must not have been before exhibited.
The jury of award will
determine the acceptance or rejection of all works which are submitted, and the hanging will be subject
to their supervision. No consideration other than merit shall obtain in the hanging of pictures, and no
previous reputation or distinction will give to one artist any advantage that all others do not equally enjoy.
All paintings entered for this exhibition shall be painted in oil colors.
The pictures which shall obtain the prizes are to be presented to certain designated Art Museums
in
America, and are to become in this sense public property. The institutions receiving them are
to agree
to affix to the frames tablets inscribed with the statement that they are the prize pictures.
Previous to the dispersion of the competing pictures it is proposed, as heretofore, to exhibit the prize
pictures, and as many of the others as possible, in each of the different cities whose Art Institutions are
finally to become the depositaries of the prize pictures. By this means the chief cities of the country
will have the opportunity of studying a good collection of American pictures, and purchasing such examples
as remain unsold.
-

It is strongly recommended that the competing pictures be on the ground as early as possible.
There are delays of various sorts to be feared—delays of transportation, and delays in the Custom House.
The blank attached to this circular should be properly filled in and forwarded to us at your earliest
convenience, but not later than April 2d, next.
To American artists living abroad it may be well to say that, under the existing tariff laws of the
United States, it is absolutely necessary that the consular certificates and invoice-papers, describing the painting
and giving the actual cost of the frame and value of work, should be sent sufficiently in advance
of the
actual shipment of the pictures themselves, to enable the consignee to get them through the Custom
House
without unnecessary loss of time. It would greatly facilitate the whole business of forwarding the pictures
intended for this competition should they be intrusted to the care of some one person or firm, and
from

our experience we recommend the Morris European and American Express of No. 18 Broadway, New
York, the agents of which house are Messrs. Mitchell & Kimbel, 31 Place du Marché St. Honoré, Paris,
and Geo. W. Wheatley & Co., io Queen Street, Cheapside, E. C., and 23 Regent St., West End, London.
It is necessary for the purpose of the compiler of the illustrated catalogue of the exhibition that every
picture sent should be represented by a sketch made by the artist himself, and in such a style and
material as may be best adapted to reproduction by process. The illustrated catalogues of our picture
exhibitions are as much sought for, here at home, as those of European comitries are in Europe, and we
desire to make the occasion of the exhibition not less notable by the completeness of the catalogue than
it is sure to be by the beauty and convenience of the Galleries in which the pictures will be hung.
Our five Galleries,' as now enlarged, have been open since November, 1885, and in all that goes to
make rooms perfectly adapted for the exhibition of pictures, they surpass any others in the country. The
lighting is excellent, and the heating and ventilation are found all that could be wished. We invite all
American artists to take advantage of the opportunity they afford for placing their works before the public.
All works, without exception, will be submitted to the Jury, and its judgment will be final.
No accepted work can be removed until; the close of the exhibitions, and all works must remain as
placed by the Hanging Committee.
A competent person will be in constant attendance to effect sales, upon which a commission of 15
per cent, will be charged.
All works received for exhibition while at the American Art Galleries will he at the risk of owners.
Insurance can be effected through the Association at the rate of one-quarter of one per cent. When the
works are sent to other cities for exhibition, fire insurance, and the proper care of works while in transit
and during the exhibition, will be arranged for without expense to the artist contributor.
Paintings contributed must be for sale. Price in all cases will be omitted from catalogue, experience
having proved that this plan is more satisfactory to owners and buyers.
Works disposed of during the exhibition will not be tableted " sold," artists being notified by letter.
Payment for works sold will be made within fifteen days from close of exhibition.
In all cases where payment is to be made to other than the artist, a written order to that effect must
be presented to the Secretary previous to the close of exhibition.
The accompanying blank, properly filled out, should be sent to the Secretary of American Art
Association on or before April 2d, 1888.
COLLECTIONS WILL BE MADE ONLY ON FRIDAY, APRIL 13TH, 1888. Works by artists residing in New
York, south of tooth Street, will he collected on these days without charge. Works by non-resident artists
should be sent to the care of Messrs. GRADY & MCKEEVER, 719 Sixth Avenue : ROSE & COMPANY, No.
335 Fourth Avenue ; W. S. BUDWORTH, Nos. i and 3 West 14th Street, or other agents in New York, tq
be unpacked and delivered at the Galleries.
Rejected and unsold works will be returned at the expense of the artist unless called for within three
days from date of opening and close of exhibition.
Each painting must have a card attached bearing the name and address of artist, title, and price.
Due notice will be given of date of "Varnishing Day," and Private View for the members of the
Press.
THE AMERICAN ART ASSOCIATION
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK.
JAMES F. SUTTON, President.
THOMAS

E.

KIRBY,

Vice-Presidents.
R. AUSTIN ROBERTSON,

tui4 Tvt,"

,
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FIRST EXHIBITION
01, THE

WORK OF THE PUPILS
IN CONNECTION WITH THE

permanent Collection of paintings other WOFISS of Art.
.

ON OP

NG DAY FROM 2 TO 6 P. M ,17T11 JUNE, 1886

WITH 711E COMPLIMENTS OE TIlE TRUSTET,,

Ouier4 rt Stool.
EXHIBIT
Wo1 bi.1 the pupi1 cluing itirg

UM,

IN CONNECTION WITH THE

PERMANENT COLLECTION OF PAINTINGS IN THE GALLERY.

PRINCIPAL OF EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENT:

JOHN H A lt MON D,
AN EXHIBITOR IN THE ROYAL ACADEMY AND THE PARIS SALON.

TRUSTEES

.

FRANCIS JORDAN,
ROBERT REED,
HEGAN,
JOHN
THOMAS JORDAN,
ANDREW D. ROBERTSON.

PRESIDENT:

ROBERT REED.

SAINT JOHN, N. B.
J. & A. McMILLAN, 98 PRINCE WILLIAM STREET.
1886.

Is* of upi4
CONTRIBUTING TO THE EXHIBITION OF WORK EXECUTED DURING THE FIRST
TERM (7 MONTHS) FROM 12TH OCTOBER, 1885, TO 12TH MAY, 1886.

Miss Adams,
" Allan,
" P. Beard,
" B. Barbour,
" Bull,
" Barker,
" Bowden,
" Berryman,
Mrs. Blaine,
Miss Bayard,
" Boyd,
Master W. J. Burditt,
Mrs. Cleveland,
Miss Cowan,
" Campbell,
Mr. Cleveland,
Miss E. Distin,
" Mary Davidson,
" Dimocic,
" Drury,
" Eva Drury,
" Dever,
Mrs. Dearborn,
Mr. Frost,
Master Frith,
Miss E. Fielders,
" Fielders,
Master Fairweather,
Mrs. E. Fairweather,
Miss Gilbert,
" Godsoe,
Mr. Gorbell,
" Green,

Miss Harding,
" Hanington,
" M. Holly,

Miss Julia Harrison,
" Holman,
" Harrison,
" Hunt,
" Hall,
" Hathtway,
" Hanford,
" M. Hazen,
Mr. Hall,
" L. A. Holman,
Miss Edna Jones,
Mr. E. Jones,
Miss Jack,
F. Jones,
" E.
" Jordan,
" K. Jones,
" F.
Kaye,
" A. King,
" Kerr,
Mr. Lawson,
Mrs. Lewis,
" Marsters,
Miss McGivern,
" MacKay,
Mrs. Thos. McLellan,
" Nevins, •
Miss Newcomb,
" Narraway,
" Pullen
" A.
Puddington,
" Peters,
" B.
Puddington,
Mr. Paddock,
Miss Parks,
" Peters,
" Emma Pitt,
;

Miss Robertson,
" Rankin,
" Robertson,
" Maud Robertson,
Mrs. Raymond,
Miss Julia Reed,
" H. Robertson,
" Raymond,
" Ritchie,
" F.
Robertson,
" C. W. Sharp,
" Carrie Seely,
" Annie Scammell,
Master E. Sancton,
Miss Stevens,
Master A. Stead,
Miss Smith,
" Shaw,
" Smith,
" Ethel Smith,
" Stewart,
Mrs. T. A. Temple,
Miss Thomas,
" Thompson,
" M. Turnbull,
" G.
Turnbull,
" Thompson,

" A.

White,

" Ella Whitley,
Mrs. Wardroper,
Miss Woodburn,
Whitney,
" B.
" Wallace,
" Woodworth,
Mr. S. Watson.

AMONG THE

later ylode4 in the Owen Art Sçhool
ARE THE FOLLOWING:

1. The Fighting Hero or Gladiator.

A Reduction from the Marble in the Louvre.
This most spirited of alI statues (61,, feet from head to foot) ancient or modern, was
found on the coast near Antium—very near the spot where, a century earlier, the Apollo
Belvedere was found. The stem supporting it is inscribed in Greek letters, " Agasias, son
of Dosithetts, the Ephesian, made it," and therefore it :s a specimen of Greek sculpture of
the Fourth Epoch, that ended with the Roman congoest. Critics differ as to the character
it is supposed to represent, but the world ag i ees in the perfection or its bold, energetic style,
the nervous tension of the whole body, the combined readiness for attack and defence, and
the firm and defiant brow.

2. Antinous. (A Reduction from the Marble in the Capitol at Rome).
Antinous was a handsome youth, beloved l'y the Emperor Hadrian, to whom he was so
much attached that he drowned himself in the Nile to save his imperial master from the
death foretold to him, unless saved by such a sacrifice. Hadrian immortaliz , el his favorite
by raising temples and statues to his memory. He is generally represented with a pensive
declination of his head, as though in sad foreboding of his early doom. This statue is considered a perfect embodiment of young, graceful manhood.

3, 4 and 5. Laocoon. (Busts of Father and Sons).

Marble in the Vatican

This magnificent Marble group, now in the Vatican, Rome, belongs to the fourth Epoch
of Greek Sculpture. It was executed by three Sculptors— Agesandrits, Atheodorus, and
Pulydorus. It was found in Route in 1506, and the Pope ordered a public festival in honor
of its discovery. According to Pliny, it once stood in the palace of Titus. Laocoon was a
priest of Apollo, and the god beiog offended, sent two serpents that killed him and his two
sons at the altar, while offering sacrifice to Neptune. The composition and the execution
are masterly, and worthy of admiration, as depicting the one moment of utmost suffering
and horror petrified with fearful truth.

6. Venus de Medici. A Reduction from the Marble in the Tribunal of the Utfizi, Florence.
The original was found in the 15th century and carried to Venice during the reign of
Cosmos di Medieis, hence its name. It was executed by Cleomenes, of Athens, at a period
when Greek Art was rapidly declining. Though it has been characterized as the statue
that enchants the world, there is no famous work of sculpture that has been more the subject of diverse criticism.

7. Bust of Caracalla. (Marble in the Louvre).
Emperor of Rome, and, after a wicked reign of six years, was assassinated A. D. 217.
His 111-favored features declare his character. He carried his head on one side in imitation of Alexander the Great.

8. St. Cecilia. A Bas Relief, by Donatello.
Marble, in the South Kensington Museum. Born 1386-1468.
In this excellent profile head the master of toasters in the treatment of relief repeats
his supremacy. Of all Donatello's works this is thought to be the best known and the
most popular, the refined, pure outline of the features, the graceful bend of the head, the
classic elegance of coiffure, the modest loveliness of the face, are excellencies which coinwand general admiration, while the subtle gradation of planes frotu the lowest to the
higher portion of the relief, and the delicate manipulation of the whole surface, delights
the technical connoisseur.

9. Head of St. George. (A Bas Relief).
The marble statue of St. George, by Donatello (born 1386-1468), clad in armour, with
cross-emblazoned shield, tauds in an external niche of San Michelle, Florence, and is considered a masterpiece of knightly grace and dignity.

10. Bust. A Young Girl of the 15th Century, Marble in—. by Donatello.

STANISLAS DAVID.

Il est difficile de dire en quelques lignes ce qu'a été, ce qu'est
encore M. David.
Pour le faire sommairement, nous emprunterons aux principaux journaux de la France et de l'Étranger la quintessence de leurs appréciations
sur l'homme en renom qui nous occupe.
Nous y ajouterons qtielques hauts témoignages qui brillent au premier rang parmi les autographes moissonnés dans les pérégrinations européennes de notre pèlerin littéraire.
M. Sr...ristAs DAVID, si honorablement connu dans la France et
l'Europe entière, possède un talent des plus distingués et des plus rares
qui a fait, à Paris et dans toutes les grandes capitales, le charme des
meilleures sociétés. Orateur, lecteur, poète et musicien, il improvise, il
raconte, il chante. En goût pur et judicieux préside au choix de ses morceaux dont la variété, la parfaite conveni.nce et l'exécution ne laissent
rien A désirer. Le charme d'une voix mélodieuse et sympathique, un sentiment toujours juste traduit par les accents chaleureux d'une belle finie,
le jeu d'une physionomie expressive, enfin ce naturel irréprochable, cette
diction si correcte et si limpide, cette méthode exquise et la haute distinction qui caractérisent les études et le genre de M. David, tout concourt à offrir au public des Séances délicieuses où l'imagination, l'esprit
et le cœur trouvent un égal profit. Sa parole brillante, digne et mesurée
est un enseignement qui n'éveille que de nobles idées, et ne laisse dans
les cœurs que de suaves impressions
Comme autrefois les Rhapsodes en Grèce, et les Bardes ou les
Trouvères chez nos aïeux, M. David, le premier et le seul au dix-neuvième siècle, a parcouru le monde civilisé, emportant pour toutbagage: poésie
et musique, chants et récits, doux trésors. Depuis trente ans, cet infatigable pèlerin littéraire, savant interprète des œuvres du génie, visite tour h
tour l'Italie, l'Allemagne, la Russie, l'Angleterre. De Naples h Stockholm
et de Saint-Pétersbourg à Dublin, il a obtenu les plus éclatants succès.
Des mains royales l'ont souvent applaudi, et les hommes éminents des
différentes contrées de l'Europe l'ont honoré de leurs suffrages et de leurs
sympathies. Son caractère et son talent lui ont vain l'estime et l'admiration de tous ceux qui l'ont entendu. Quand on jette les yeux sur les riches Albums de M. David, précieuses archives du poète voyageur, on est
étonné du grand nombre et de l'ensemble de ces témoignages émanés. de
hauts personnages et d'hommes marquants dans les lettres et les arts.
Véritables titres de noblesse, ces touchantes preuves d'intérét et d'enthousiasme sont comme une décoration et la couronne de celui qui en est
l'objet. Aucune réputation n'a été sanctionnée par des autorités plus éclairées, plus respectables.
Et voici d'abord comment l'illustre Chfiteaubriand s'exprimait sur
le compte de M. David :
„ Le talent de cet artiste-homme de lettres, justement apprécié
parmi nous, est solide et profond comme les études qui l'ont fait naître,
distingué comme le tact et le goût qui le dirigent, simple, naturel et vrai
comme les sentiments qui l'inspirent et l'animent en chantant ou en déclamant. Avant de l'avoir entendu, il est difficile de s'imaginer jusqu'à
quel point ce mérite hors ligne séduit, intéresse et captive. Son Cime est
comme un écho toujours juste et souvent sublime des plus belles inspirations de nos grands poètes. C'est le plus digne interprète de La Fontaine
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que j'aie entendu jusqu'ici. M. STANISLAS DAVID est pour La Fontaine ce
que fut Talma pour Racine et Corneille, et Mlle Mars pour Molière.„
— Après un séjour de quinze mois et de véritables triomphes dans la
ville de Leipsick, où M. David avait été l'objet de l'hospitalité la plus
généreuse, en prenant congé de ses auditeurs, il emportait, avec les sympathies des lettrés de cette grande ville, les suffrages d'un des hommes
les plus remarquables de notre époque, Mendelssohn-Bartholdy :
„ Vous avez plaidé parmi nous, avec une rare éloquence, la cause
•de votre belle littérature ; vos soirées, aussi amusantes qu'instructives, laisSeront en Allemagne un durable souvenir. La ville de Leipsick en particulier vous a prouvé tout le prix qu'elle y attachait; et vous pouvez
croire h l'estime et aux regrets de tous ceux qui ont été h même d'apprécier votre talent et votre caractère. Vous parlez, ajoutait le maestro,
comme d'autres. voudraient ou devraient chanter. Une prononciation admirable, une voix souple et sonore secondent merveilleusement en vous
les inspirations de la Muse, les mouvements de Frime. Votre déclamation
est de la musique improvisée, tellement juste et naturelle, que quiconque
la noterait aurait un thème large et fécond d'où l'on pourrait tirer des
chants harmonieux, de suaves mélodies.

A Monsieur STANISLAS DAVID.
J'ai en l'honneur de voir aujourd'hui le Roi, et de lui parler
de vous. Sa Majesté désire TOUS entendre, si les difficultés' du moment
le permettent. Veuillez prendre ln peine de passer chez moi, nous en
causerons.
Vous savez quelle confiance et quelle admiration votre beau talent
m'avaient inspirées quand j'eus l'honneur de vous entendre h Paris. Mais
permettez-moi de VOUS dire que votre mérite a grandi depuis lors, et d'ajouter qu'en votre art vous touchez h la perfection. Je suis encore sous le
charme de votre soirée d'hier, et je me plais h vous renouveler ici l'expression de mes remerciments pour le vif plaisir que vous nous avez fait
h tous. Votre auditoire était enchanté, et notre célèbre Tieck ne tarissait
pas en éloges sur votre lecture, sur l'élégante simplicité, l e naturel, la
•correction et l'harmonieuse justesse de votre diction; vous savez qu'il est
passé maître lui-même dans cet art si difficile de bien lire. Votre talent
plein d'élévation et de sensibilité est de ceux qui donnent h la bonne
compagnie des plaisirs dignes d'elle. Les jouissances littéraires conviennent si bien h une société intelligente et polie.
A. de Humboldt.
• Berlin, 5 Mars 1848. .

— Je n'ai jamais entendu personne interpréter les chefs-d'oeuvre de
la littérature française avec plus de perfection que M. STANISLAS DAVID.
Heureux qui peut oublier les heures sous le charme de sa noble parole!
Il s'est fait entendre dernièrement à Bruxelles, dans la salle de la Société
Philharmonique devant l'élite de la ville et de la cour. Il a obtenu un
brillant succès, dû tout h la fois h son talent et h son caractère; car il
n'est pas seulement artiste de haute distinction et littérateur éminent,
niais encore homme de très-bonne compagnie et infiniment recommandable à tous égards. Aussi, je me félicite de pouvoir, une fois encore, lui
exprimer l'admiration et les sentiments affectueux qu'il m'inspire depuis
longtemps.
Le Baron de Stassart.
Bruxelles, 7 Novembre 1852.
.4 neien

Ambassadeur.
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Ainsi donc, écrivaient J. Janin, dans les /Mbats, et Rolle, dans le
Constitutionnel " -- un jeune homme, Stanislas David, après avoir écrit des pa„
„
„
„

gesque nos maréchaux littéraires auraient signées, poussé, comme le pigeon
de La Fontaine, par le désir de voir et l'humeur inquiète, dit adieu à sa
famille, h ses amis, et s'en alla tout droit (levant lui, jusques lt I.eipsick,
l'Athènes du Nord.
LA, avec une témérité qu'excusaient son inexpérience et sa nature ardente, il osa convoquer les savants professeurs de cette grande université ; et devant les plus imposantes réunions, le jeune trouvère improvisa,
déclama, interpréta nos chefs-d'oeuvre, et charma ses auditeurs qui devinrent bientêt ses amis et lui prodiguèrent leurs sympathies pendant deux
années. Après un si long et si éclatant triomphe, M. David renouvela ses
conférences avec le même succès à Dresde, Prague, Vienne, Berlin, Hanovre, Hambourg etc. etc. Partout, les journaux le primai( nt ; on le fêtait
et sa réputation allait chaque jour grandissant.
Un si légitime retentissement éveilla l'attention des Ambassadeurs, (les
Plénipotentiaires et des Consuls qui signalèrent M. David h l'intérêt du Ministre des affaires étrangères.
M. Guizot le manda h Paris; après plusieurs entretiens sur la nature,
le but et les résultats de semblables pérégrinations aussi utiles à la cause
française, qu'honorables pour celui qui les avait entreprises, le Ministre
engagea vivement M. David à poursuivre sa noble tâche, et l'honora d'une
mission confidentielle, à la fois politique et littéraire qu'il a remplie jusqu'à la révolution de 1S 48.
A peine rentré en France, sa première pensée fut de se rendre utile h
ses concitoyens. Avec l'initiative qui le distingue, il rédigea un projet de
Lectures publiques el gratuit( s du soir, afin d'initier le peuple à la connaissance de nos grands écrivains, d'instruire et de moraliser les ouvriers en
les récréant. Il était là, sur son terrain. Il fit ses preuves dans différents
quartiers de Paris, devant de nombreuses assemblées populaires ; les ouvriers l'acclamèrent et voulurent le porter à la députation ; il refusa et
poursuivit, dans l'indépendance, sa glorieuse carrière.
Lamartine, Béranger, F. Arago et d'autres sommités applaudirent ei
son idée vraiment nationale, et l'appuyèrent avec enthousiasme.
Ils présentèrent l'auteur h M. Carnot, alors ministre de l'Instruction
publique. Le projet approuvé fut mis immédiatement à exécution dans Paris
et dans les principaux chefs-lieux de départements. M. Stanislas David,
nommé lecteur dans la grande Salle de PElysée, fut chargé de l'installation et de l'inspection des nouvelles chaires de lectures publiques dont le
programme devait être préalablement soumis au ministre.
Les bons lecteurs sont fort rares ; et puis la gravité des événements politiques de cette époque nuisit it la réussite pratique de cette excellente idée.
M. David visita l'Angleterre où il retrouva M. Guizot, toujours plein d'estime et d'affectueuse bienveillance pour lui. La célèbre duchesse Henriette de
Sutherland se l'attacha comme lecteur ; lui accorda la faveur exceetionnelle
de donner,-tsous le patronage et en présence de la Reine et du Prince
Albert, des matinées littéraires et musicales, avec le concours de Rachel,
la Sonntag (madame Rossi), madame Viardot , Lablache, Marie. Benedict,
et d'autres célébrités de cette époque.
-
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Art Assoriation of Canaba.

[CIRCULAR.]

Victoria Chambers, Ottawa, September 15th, 1881.

Sir :
By direction of the Executive Council of the Art
Association of Canada, I have to inform you that the third session of
the Art School will be opened on Monday, the 10th of October, and will
consist of two terms, each of' three months.
Owing to the illness of Mr. W. Brymner, Master last year, it has
become necessary to make other teaching arrangements, and the Council has been fortunately successful in securing the services of a lady,
Miss Richards, who has, for three years, been a pupil in the Paris
studios of MM. Robert Fleury, Carolus Duran, Henner, and Chaplin,
and is consequently trained in the same excellent system of work which
was followed by Mr. Brymner. The effective services of Mrs. Cooper
Cox, who holds the Certificate of the South Kensington School of Art,
are also continued.
The rooms will be open each day, except Sunday, from 10 in the
morning until 10 at night.
Lessons will be given each morning from 10 till 1; and each
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evening, from 7 till 10.
In addition, classes will be held each week for studying from the
live model.
The undermentioned gentlemen have kindly consented to give the
School the benefit of their services as instructors

Dr. Horsey,

- -

as Instructor in Anatomy.

Mr. James Fletcher, - as Instructor in Botany.
(These Lectures will be open to members, and students, and their
friends.)

The Tuition fees are as follows for each Term (3 months)

$ C.
Elementary Course, including copying & drawing from the flat 5 00
Advanced Course, including painting in oils and water colour,

- 8 00

and drawing from the cast and life Special class for design

- I 00

-

To meet exceptional cases, the terms for one month will be
Elementary class

- 2 00

Advanced class

- 4 00

Members of the Association will be allowed a reduction of 25 per
cent on the above terms for themselves or one nominee, and in cases
where there are more than two pupils attending from the same family,
one half the usual fees for each pupil over that number will be charged.
Members are also entitled to the free use of the Art School Rooms
for the purpose of studying or copying the pictures, models, etc.,
without receiving instruction.
The Member's subscription is $5.00 a year.
It is requested that intimation may be given by letter to the Secretary, at as early a date as possible, of intention to join the school.
I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
FREDERICK A. DIXON,
Secretary.

COMPLIMENTARY TICKET.

->Teppsylvapia Academy of the Fipe Arts<gor, the 5801. annttaf &3ervititiott, 1888
FEBRUARY 16-MARCH 29.
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5QOEFT 9 SCTI
Are glad to be able to state, that in placing this collection before the Public
for a limited time, they are exposing a number of works well worthy of a
visit and serious study.
The collection is principally of the Dutch School, several examples of
which are now in Montreal collections, and includes works by Josef Israels,
A. Mauve, H. W. Mesdag, D. A. A rtz, B. J. Blommers, Jas. Maris,
Wm. Maris, P. Sadee, J. Vrolyk Zimmermann, Karl Daubigny and others.
As the merit of these pictures is very considerable and they will only
be exposed for a short time before being returned to England, it is hoped
that an unusual interest will be taken in them, and that the enterprise that
has attended the appearance of such a valuable collection in Montreal will
be fully compensated by a large attendance of all those who are interested
in Art.

•

art elssociatiort of Dkontreal.
%election of lailater Colour Drawingg
By Mr. L. R, O'BRIEN, President R. C. A.
illustrating various points of Interest in BRITISH COLUMBIA
and the ROCKY MOUNTAINS,

WILL BE ON EXHIBITION IN THE LARGE GALLERY,
FROM

ai:ortda, Feb. 27th, at 2\roon, to Fricia, 2\/tar. 2nol, i338.
The Council have pleasure ri calling your attention to this Exhibition.

Utiiiinnt %attain!.
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Art Association of Tflontreal,
PHILLIPS SQUARE.
The pleasure of your Company is requested,

t6

see

the Spring Exhibition of PAINTINGS and WATER
COLOUR DRAWINGS, on Saturday Afternoon, April
7th, 1888. 4.30 to 7. Music and Tea.
JOHN MACGILLYCUDDY,
Seety A. A. M.
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TERMS.
PER LESSON

$ 1.00
10.00

PER COURSE OF 15 LESSONS
Special training for children in free hand
drawing and modelling,

COURSE OF 15 LESSONS

7.50

-

(PAYABLE IN ADVANCE.)
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Starter,

Mr. J. HENRY ROBINSON,

P 13 0

-

ME
Mazzinghi.

1. Flute and Piano Duett,
Messrs. BAKER and FRASER.

.

2. Trio.

" Ye Shepherds tell me,"

.

Messrs. WARNER, MILES and BARLOW.

"Creole Lovers' Song,"

3. Solg.

. Dudley Bo, k.

Mr. ARTHUR K. FISK.

4. Song,

.

"

Faure.

Alleluia,"

Mdlle. TESSIER.

5. Reading,

(a) " A Tale of the Dover Express,'
(b) "The Confession,"
Miss BENGOUH.

Barham

Ist.

1. Throwing the Cricket Ball, open
2. too yards, open
3. too yards, under 15
4. Long jump, open.
5. Long Jump, under 15
6. Quarter Mile, open
7. Quarter Mile, under is
S. 100 yards, under 12
9. Putting the Weight, open

Mr. A. F. ANGUS.

. " River of Years," .

Mar:la/es.

z o. i Mile, under t 5
Mile, open

Mrs. PAGE-THROWER.

8. Flute and Piano Duett,

12.

Messrs. BAKER and FRASER.

9. Song,

220

Yards, under

12

13. High Jump, under 15
Knyvett.

" The Bells of St. Michael's Tower,"
Rev. E. WOOD.

14. High Jump, open..
15. Half Mile (Handicap)

to. Song,

11. .

EVENTS

-34

.

6. Song,
7. Song,

Presentation of Prizes for Athletics,
Rev. JAS. BARCLAY.

Mr. T. HOLMES- 01

Judges,
Referee,

Conductor.

.

Admission to Athletic

x6. Consolation Race
17. Quartet Mile, Old Bo, s' Race.
-

d Concert,

50 Cents.

Sud.

$. T. . 13HN THE EVANGELISTS .CHOOL,
-

1t OT

a

nnual

atbletic

u

A. I.

sports and eoncert

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 17th, 1889.
Sportz. —7132.
m.
aroundz, I p.m.
cornerr.—st. Ifohr2'z Zehool 7oorn, 3.15 p.m.
Admission to Sports and Concert.

-

Fifty Cents.

TR A FA LGA R INSTITUTE
83 SIMPSON STREET, MONTREAL.

INCORPORATED BY ACT OF THE PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.
FOR THE

HIGHER EDUCATION OF YOUNG WOMEN,
F30A.RD OF' TRT_TSTEES.

REV. JAMES BARCLAY,

Chairman,
Montreal.
Wm. DAWSON, Vice-Chairman,
REV. PRINCIPAL GRANT, Queen's University, Kingston.
-

SIR

REV. PROF. ROSS,

4

REV. EDGAR HILL,

Montreal.

A. T. DRUMN1OND, ALEX. MACPHERSON, ALEX. MITCHELL,
VEN. ARCHDEACON EVANS,
JOHN HOPE,

A. F.

Secretary,

RIDDELL.

ST.A.FF`.
MODERN LANGUAGES AND ENGLISH SUBJECTS (in part).

MISS

M. E.

WOOLLAN.

MATHEMATICS AND ENGLISH SUBJECTS

(in part).

MISS BLANCHE L. SMITH.

Classics,
Music,
Drawing,
Vocal Music,

A. J. EATON, M.A., Ph. D.
MISS M. SYM.
MISS MACDONNELL.

-

-

Acting Principal.
MISS M. E. WOOLLAN.

Lady Housekeeper.
Ms FRANCES LAI3A1T.

The best available talent in Montreal will be appointed to undertake
the German, French, Art, and other Departments,
and a further
announcement will be made regarding these when the
Institute opens.

The Trafalgar Institute has been established for the higher
education of young women. The Trustees have purchased and
have altered, to suit its new purposes, the commodious residence
on the mountain side, number 83 Simpson Street. About
one-and-a-half acres surround the house, and are laid out in
lawns and with flower beds. The high situation is not only
healthful, but commands a fine view.
The Trustees have secured the services of Miss NI. E. Woollan
as Acting Principal in the meantime. The Trustees hope that
the permanent Principal will begin her duties after Christmas.
The Institute will be open on or about September 28th, and
close about the middle of June. There will be four terms.
ADMISSION.
Applicants for admission must be at least 14 years of age, and
must present satisfactory testimonials of good character.
Candidates in 1887 will be examined after admission to the
Institute, to ascertain their fitness for the first or second year
course of studies. After that year, however, candidates, prior to
admission to the Institute, will require to pass an examination in
English Reading, Spelling and Writing; Grammar and easy composition; Arithmetic, simple and compound rules ; Geography and
Scripture History ; Latin declensions and four conjugations
Geometry, definitions.
Candidates deficient in Latin and Geometry, or either of them,
may be admitted into a preliminary year ; but all students must
follow the regular course of study.
COURSE OF STUDY.
The course of study will be—

First Year.
English.—Review of Grammar and Composition. Study of
good English Prose.
Latin.—Grammar and an easy author (say C. Nepos.)
French.—Chiefly Colloquial and Practical.

G-reek.*—Elements of Grammar and comparison with Latin.
German.*—Grammar and easy reading.
Mathematics.—Business Arithmetic. Algebra to Simple Equations of one unknown quantity. Geometry.
History.—General Course of History of the World and Scripture History.

Geography.—Physical and Political.

Scientific Recreations.—Collections and Study of Plants. Elementary Notions of Physiology and Hygiene.
lifiscellaneow.t —Singing. Piano. Drawing. Grammar and
Easy Reading.

Second Year.
English.—Higher study of Grammar and English Poetry.
Latin.—Ctesar and Prose Composition.
French.—Formal Grammar and Literary Selections.
Gre,ek.*—Grammar and Easy Reading.
German.*—Contieued.
Mathentatics.—Mensuration, Algebra, and Geometry continued
to Junior Matriculation standard.

History.—Primers of Greece, Rome and England.

Geography. —Mathematical and Use of Globes.
Science.—Botany, Chemistry, Elementary Physics, or Physiology and Hygiene, as may be arranged.
Miscellaneous.t —Singing, Piano, Drawing continued.
In both Years. — Religious Exercises and Bible Lessons;
Gymnastics.
FEES.

The fees payable by resident students are $280, of which $100
will be payable in advance and $60 on the first day of each term
thereafter. These fees include board, laundress' charge (for
ordinary underwear only) and tuition, except for extra subjects
as indicated hereafter. The Institute furnishes all bed and table
linen.
• Optional. t Optional and extra.

A limited number of day students will be received at a charge
of $100 for the ordinary course per Institute year, payable $25 in
advance on the first day of each term. Day students may dine
in the Institute at a charge of $5 per month.
The charges for extra subjects will be reasonable, and will be
announced on the opening of the Institute.
No deduction will be made for absence during the year, or
withdrawal before the end of a term. No extra charge is made to
resident students remaining in the Institute during the Christmas
vacation.
ReSident students should see that every article of wearing
apparel is distinctly marked.

Students who have finished the course of the second year, and
who have entered the Normal School or the University Classes
for Women, may continue, if there is room, to reside in the
Institute, under supervision of the Principal, and may take in
the Institute any classes not included in the University courses.
The hours for rising and retiring, the ventilation of the rooms,
the character of the food and the daily outdoor exercises of the
students, are under careful regulations. The Principal and First
Assistant reside in the building, and personally superintend all
arrangements. A lady housekeeper has been specially appointed
to oversee all domestic matters.
As it is proposed to affiliate the Institute to McGill College,
the students will have the advantage of access to its extensive
library.
DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT.
All resident students will aid in the light domestic work of the
Institute, the intention being that whilst higher intellectual culture is the chief aim, the ordinary duties of home life should not
be entirely overlooked.
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In Aid of a Special Charity.

I

_1
1

LES ERREURS DE JEAN 1

I.

,-,
r,

A SPARKLING COMEDY,

V:

IN ONE ACT.

M. DE BEAUSEANT
LE CAPITAINE TANCRÈDE
JEAN (Domestique)
MADAME DE BEAUSEANT
ELIZA (Femme de Chambre)

-

or,
-

MR. C. L. BOSSE.
MR. J. T. OSTELL.
MR. L. GALARNEAU.
MLLE. LAMOTHE.
MLLE. BRANCHAUD.

TO OBLIGE BENSON

.,

n.,

)

A FARCICAL COMEDY,

,

IN ONE ACT.
•

MR. TROTTER SOUTHDOWN (his Friend)
MR. JOHN MEREDITH (Benson's Pupil) ...
MRS. TROTTER SOUTHDOWN
MRS. BENSON

1

.4

'

MR. ROSWELL FISHER.
. MR. L. GALARNEAU.
MR. J. D. PRENTICE.
MISS WHEELER.
MISS BRANCHAUD.

MR. BENSON (a Barrister)

k'
k

'

_

MUSIC BY GRUENWALD'S ORCHESTRA.

1
1
)

The

Furniture

used

on

this occasion

1
4;

kindly

lent

by

RENAUD, KING & PATTERSON, 652 Craig Street.

'3 .." 7,-,7#:
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'ro ' ' . ' ",....",.; 7

4..‘,3. 7 -'- ,

MORTON, PHILLIPS S. MAIER, PRINTERS.
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The celebrated pai.
was shipped to Hears
"La Gascogne."

fitL ART MARk -1 DULL

PRASITANT INSANE HOSPITAL.
Mr. John Popham has presented the instiSution with a magnificent gift of over 130

An Art Connoisseur Visits Montreal With
rue Fine :Pictures.
i

Nitt

beautiful pictures in oil and water colors. He
bas had his own men there, and personally
superintended the banging of them. The
abeerful and home-like appearance of the halls
and rooms is now very marked, and the goyspore express their deep sense of gratitude to
Popham for his beautiful and valuable gift.

WHOSE ARE THE PIC ruft ES
N. Sianiey

?

Reyadlates the two Point.

—
The Picture. Were Bung
Inge Ads ert hied by the Infante
Genuine,
"The art ÇAarket, like malty others, Is very
lipase.
dull just now and as the stoats keep going
Messis W. Scott and So,.
down people feel less inclined to purchase
Mrs. H. M. Stanley is indignant. Tee lady who sold the two picture;
high price pictures." Such wee the remark arrived from Ottawa yesterday afternoon been painted by Mrs. Ste
of a gentleman whose opinion respecting and proceeded to the Windsor,
they aid so
where apert explain that
art matters is worth somethings for the ments
that the painta
were awaiting her. On steppiag off anteeing
'speaker was no other than Mx. D. (aottien
as they were informed
the widely known art connoisseur from the elevator she was confronted in the cor- were bought from. T ,
Scotland, who has introduced into ridor by a picture on an easel, over the top from ane of the best kno . .
America 'a large number of the ce4,- of which was a placard as follows :—
eponsible firms in Loud
brated paintings now seen an their
have written for full e'
PAINTING FOR SALE,
Ategalleries. Sir. Cottier has been at the Windmatter.
For the benefit of the
.(INCESS LOUISE'S SA (334(A PRISE. sor a few days and will return to New York
Protestant Infants' Home.
tu-morrow. He brought with him a few
us" Lerr HERE yEsTrapt_
Painted by Sirs. H M. Stanley.
/As,
"111
_ i7tfl9
very fine pictures which were seen by same
Now on exhibition,
th Journey to its native ,an
on sus 4'1
Her Royal Highness Finds the Dead Body
No man's studio,
of the leading art purchasers here, but a
and for the past week the gallery wino
Parlor floor.
of Joseph J. Boehm, A. R. A., in his
sale was not effected and so they will go
held it has been thronged with cage
back to New York too for the present. Mr.
Mrs. Stanley immediately walkel over au I spectators,
Studio—Some Works of Deceased.
more than five
r
Cottier will visit Montreal again this season looked at the picture. After gazing for a ligious bodies Laving officiallyhunereu
visited t
LONDON, Decerniier 13.—Joseph Edgar and probably succeed in placing some of his few minutes she turned around to the ball American Art Association to view J;.
pictures in the city. When asked about boy, and told him to
Boehm, the sculptor, died suddenly from these
tell the manager she Erancols Millet's great masterpiece._ a
pictures he said he could not sneak
Leant disease, it is thought, in his studio and explained it in this way: "You wished to see him at once. But before he aeradfa lfterghesse Gallery for Sal e.'
•a his evening. He was engaged on a bust of see if we make all this public it could arrive Mrs. Stanley took a pencil from
Frcm the Eternal city come the tid
Princess Louise and the latter called at the draws a great many people to see her pocket and crossed out the words on the that Prince Borghese, the representative
them who have no intention of belying, and placard, reading "Painted by Mrs. H. M. that family that gave a pope
studio in relation to the work. She found then the intending purchasers like to be
to the chur
Stanley." Then she wrote on the card the under the title of Paul V., and a prince
the artist's dead body in a chair. Shocired, the first to see these works, to discover following
:-Pauline Bonaparte, sister of the great N
them, as it were, and then, after they have
the Princess fled, and gave the alarm.
"This is utterly untrue I never painted this. poleon, is going to follow the example of
the prizes, they tell the public
Deceased was a native of Vienna, where he secured
It
is
very
impertinent
venturing
to
write
Mrs.
about it and have them bespattered with
predecessor and sell that magnieseesee
was born in 1834, his parents being Hungar- praise. It is not everybody who can buy a Dorothy Stanley."
lection of art treasures known as the Br
By this time Mr. Swett arrived, and the bee°
ians. Ills father was director of the mint Rembrandt and we have to be chary about
gallery of pictures." This will be ti
in the Austrian Empire anti the possessor these matters. When these pictures are i lady turning towards him, asked': What second
time that the pictures and curiositi
of a celebrated private collection of works sold 1 will let the Tblic know of it." Mr. I does this mean—this picture. I never
of art. He was educated at Vienna, and Cottier visited the Art Gallery yesterday. painted it, and in fact it is the first time I of the ancient and honorable race will ha
from 1848 to 1851 in England. He studied When asked what e thought of it, he said bave seen it ; sir, will you please be kind Lean distributed. Poverty, the normal co
also in Italy awl for three years In Paris, it was a fine little room ana could be made
dition of the old nobility of Italy, is ,essera
but had been settled in England since 1862. very pretty, but the pictures were not enough to explain.
to be the cause of the sale. The press
Mr. Swett, who was afterwards seen by a head
lie received the first imperial prise and ex- specially meritorious.
of the princely house has tailed foroe
emption from military conscription in
teporter, told how it occurred, in .terms
..-$7,500,000 through disastrous building ape
Vienna In 1856. lie was elected a member
similar
to
those
in
which
he
answered
Mrs.
spagatThe
Lire
of
an
Artist.2a/e/
elation. His son, fortunately, is 'merriest
of the Academy of Florence in 1875 and an
The annals of artists, if we regard merely Stanley.
one of the Torlonia family, which is i
ASSOCIATE OF THE ROYAL ACADMIT
A few days before Mr. Stanley's lecture, mensely
rit-h, otherwise the Borg bet
of London. Jan. 16, 1878. Mr. Boehm ex- their outer life, are (like those of the poor he said, two ladies came to me, and asked wcuid soon sink into obscurity, as so lo
ecuted a colossal statue in marble of the —the other poor, we might once have said) the privilege of placing a picture on sale at el' the great noble families of old h eve a
Queen for Windsor Castle la 1669; also a —short and simple. That Jules Adolphe tbe hotel. It was placed in the corridor,
monument of ties Duke of Kent in St.
44;i_ The Angelus.
reton, famous though he be, is no excep- and a few days after another one was
George's Chapel and bronze statuettes of the
NEW Tonic,
n Januaryyati
21.—Ed&d at
Prince of Wales and all the Royal Family tion to the rule, is revealed by the date' brought here, which was hung up in the
rotunda The ladies told me they wers in his special cables to the Tribune. says: 1 I
(tor the Queen); also a colossal statue at
Bedford of John Bunyan, 1872, and another of the prefatory letters of his an- painted by as s 0..eley, and had been pre- Close syndicate which bought the "Angel u
of the Duchess of Bediord for the Park, t °biography—for it was written near set ted to them by Mr. J. H. Tiffin, before of J. la Millet, at an absurdly extravaga
Woburn Abbey, in gilded bronze, 1875; a, vole le bis cradle was rocked, in that Cour- Miss Tennant was married to Mr. Stanley. price, has brought the pictur e back feet
America unsold. This rebuff is not at ii
I statue of Sir ;John Burgoyne in Waterloo lares
(Pas-de-Calais) where he first saw the 1 thought it would be doing the Protestant wholesome check for middlemau. artest
Piece; a colossal equestrian statue of Use
It is not a healtay love it
Prince of Wales for Bombay. 1877; a mono- light. What is his history ? He made pic- Infant s' home a good turn, as they would patron.
lets a man of genius want literal
, went ut Deene to Lord Cardigan; a monu- tures and sold them, getting at first small get an increased price for them at the which
food
and
fire for part of ids life, a id aft
, meat at Alderehot Church to Sir York Scar- prices, which, however, grew with his fame, present time. But you see for yourself his
death gambles with his product oclett, and a noree group in bronze for Eton. till (as we bave reason to know) $45,500 what a lot of trouble it has got me into.
_
_
Also a colossal equestrian statue of Lord were paid for his "First Communion." But At this moment a note was brought to Mr.
SALM GUNDIANS IN ()Ptili
Napier of Magdala and a colossal statue of the success of an artist must
be
gauged
by
Swett
from
Mrs
Stanley,
at
the
head
mara
of
it
Northbrook,
both
for
Calcutta;
Lord
' bit statue of the lute King Leopold of Bel- other standards than fancy prices or even was a printed heading clipped from some
Enns NO
FI
l
gium, l'or tat. George's Chapel at Windsor, than medals, of which Breton won six, or of paper as follows :—
nooms
OF
THE CLI:113.
statue
of
Sir
William
Gregory
and a colossal
decorations, of which he has had his share. ' "Friends of the Protestant Infants' Home,
At the now rooms of the Salmagundi t
, for Ceylon. lie was commissioned by the The charm of this book is that it 508 Guy street will be glati to know that a
Queen to execute a recumbent statue of the Is a soul's history, a record of a second painting by Mrs. Dorothy Tennant West Twenty-second street, there was tel
late
Princess
Alice
tied
her
daughter,
Prin;
Stanley has been contributed by W. J. Tiffin evening a private view of a bright little dint
cess Maud. tor the royal mausoleum at Spiritual growth with which the for lb benefit of the Horne. and is on view paintings in oil by members, which Is to re,.
Fromm's+ and a replica of it for Darmstadt author's artistic development kept pace. with the other at the Windsor hotel."
over Monday. There are elglaty-three number,
The Government gave him the order to ex- It tells of his mind's gradual awakening to
Underneath Mrs. Stanley had written as the catalogue, and the sales are in charge
of
ecute the statue of Lord Beaconsfield for the unutterable beauty of nature, of field it Howe :—
licorne H. Galt, who is secretary of the Art
Westminster Abbey. and he has also done a and word, stream and hill side, of the life " Mrs. Stanley will feel
mittee.
if the
The work chief in Interest sa well
marble statue of Lord Stratford de Red- of the peasant, with his joys and sorrows, manager of the hotel will givedelighted
in iti
her the address Thomas bloran's huge canvas, a scene of lee
:line and the late Dean Stanley, both for his tastes
Of
the
persons
who
sent
a
picture
to
this
hotel In nildocoan, poetically called "Spectres ?rotane
and
aspirations, his earthly loves pretending it was painted by Hrs. Stanley."
Westminster Abbey. Mr. Boehm
The terrible majesty of the borgs au
and bis hope of the life beyond. This " Mrs. Stanley wishes to write to the people North."
broad sweep of the deep emerald waves all
MADE BUSTS OF MB. GLADSTONE,
nature, this life, amid which he was born, in order that they may not put her name to pleted with uncommon
strength and skill.
other painting and withdraw it from the large and nearer berg Is a pictures,
,I . tr. John Bright, Mr. Ruskin, Sir. William and learned to observe and reflect, came in corridor, Please send me address this evenlieu of mountain and valley; near th,
Paget Professor Huxley, Lord Wolseley. time to be a part of Breton's own self, so that ing."
in the distance is rainbow and nea r
seed Sir Henry Aeland, from life, and also a he put it on the canvas as by a kind of inMr. Sweet says that hereafter societies will age in the forowater a seabird circles.
04edallion of the Queen, which will serve as tuition. He does not degrade his pea- be obliged to
There is a strong effect tu Leonard
have an autograph letter from capital
riverside
a model for the new coinage. He had re- Flints by attempting to flatter them.
"A Village by Moo
the artist before they will be allowed to heng It. Grant has two of
charming works in
. ;ivoci sittings from the Queen for a new Be paints them
as
they
are,
but
the
Lane"
Crown
and "A Wayside Flower," and
any picture in the hotel.
st, which was, by desire of the
marine "The Herring Mar
':;'• incess, given by the Queen as the silver only as they are to the artist's clear inMrs. Stanley is naturally indignant not Chednuan's
aa his Mount Desert panoramic vie
'Ireddivar present in 18 83, and had been sight, which penetrates beyond the rude ex- only that her name has been forged to pic- good
log South from the Northeast Harbor
exedomusissioned by the Government to
terior and touches the heart with all its
she did not paint, but that they should Mawr has a fine little study of surf, cal
dote an equestrian statue of th e passions and emotions, its unconscious tures
and Wind." and J. M. Barnsley show
have been placed on exhibition or sale as light
work In "A Breaker."
Duke of Wellington for Hyde Park poetry and Its unuttered
sublimities. How hers'. She naturally feels that an exelanaBy Ben Foster there are a couple of
)Corner, to replace the one by Wyatt, he became what he lain modern
art, by whet bon should be forthcoming, tha pictures not still life pictures and H. G. Plumb's
verhich was transferred to Aldershot;
commonplace. Stanley Mid
and be had been engaged on a colossal influetces the teaching of De Vigne and being such as to do credit to the artist's Doll"—rather
Compliments of the Season" is a clever pl
• ' statue of the Queen tor Sydney (Australia), DrollIng enabled him to soar on higher skill and reputation.
a nice girl. C. X. Harris' "At the Brook"
and a recumbent statue of General Gordon, flights than his masters had dreamed for
taut piece of miniature painting, and his
le
Eel though not as good is most ere
i• which his brother, Sir Henry Gordon,
raiser themselves or him, and in what rela- Mrs. Stanley Herself Gives a Picture for the ward
In "Looking East at Sunset' It. M. Shun
f eaving done for St. Paul' Cathedral. Mr.
/4,
0
0/ Infants' Home.,
cents an open landscape subject. which Is
6
Boehm had not abandoned his animal tions he stands to Millet, Rousseau, Delaair altar/. at the Windsor yesterday with,him. and handles it in maelerlv Iambi
studies, having lately executed in bronze a croix and to other sons of light, are reu rl J. Brenner has a clever little pastel 1
; portrait of the Duke of Portland's celebrated vealed with characteristic modesty and afternoon Mils. Stanley was some ofCan
what
annoyed at finding two pie- If a amateur fencer. A pleasing nubile
Cresnorne
horse
racehorse St. Simon, the
simplicity in this fascinating volume. turcs placarded
little thinly, handled is to be found in
for sale for the bene- Ito Hamilton's
for Mr. Savile, a life-size statue of King Tons T1 ough it is especially addressed to artists
"First Snow," and It. D, Say
of the Infants' Home, and announced shows
for Mentmore. a coloseal non and lioness for and lovers of art, there is enough fit
good work in "Meadow. on the Sound."
as being painted by Mrs. H. M. Stanley. Others
besides many
well represented are Messrs. Mgt
Lord Leicester at HolkhaneRosebery
and In it of incident and of comes nt She had never seen the pictures before Fits, a capital landscape AIM cattle, called •
celebrated horses for Lord
in on questions of general interest to make and asked for an explanation. It seems the tumn Showersr;" Fraser, Mikrphy.Prooter. 'Tun
the late Baron Rothechild; and a sea-lionSir
were received by the ladies from Reba, Fowler, tiregory, Joseph,. Wood. Laul
ip
fountain
a
it acceptable to all readers of intelli- pictures
teack marble which acts as
W. J. Tiffin for the benefit of the Home, Rix, Brenner, Bartlett and Loomis.
oiln alillalsa house. He was also en- gence and sensibility. Those who would sir.
with
the
assurance that they were the work
gaged upon a life-size bull with Lis leader, understand the full significance of the moveMrs. Stanley. They were evidently
'n warble, which was exhibited last year at ment of which Jules Breton was at once a of
acting
in
good faith or they would not
equestrian
large
a
and
Aeinteruy
the Royal
loft the placard in the hotel
Laurin) group of St. George and the Dragon. ' result and an impelling force, should give have
where
Mrs.
Stanley would see It.
Herbert
Stewart
their thoughtful attention to every page in
A memorial to General tilr
the volume. Priers, $1.50. (New York : D. The pictures and placards were at once
for St. Patina had also lately been begun.
removed. The pictures were two little
-Appleton & ; Montreal : W. Poser water
eclors, one of a little buy with
Brown & ('o.)
sword and shield, and the other of a boy ina
Highland costume, both being very
ordinary pictures. The ladies from the
Home called on Mrs. Stanley this morning,
and the matter was satisfactorily explained,
and Mrs. Stanley gave them a picture of
her own work to sell in the place of those
about which the mistake was made.
o
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Maurice Cullen passa la plus gram'
iikee...a.-2,2/,,,
•partie de sa jeunesse à Montréal. De.
i. Jose
ph
lia int•Charl4s/ /
1886 il entrait dans l'atelier de M. Hé, Montréal en 1868, M. Jii.,
bert et y étudiait le modelage pendant
- t,itarles, comme beaucoup de jeutrois années consécutives.
•.
Canadiens, suivit d'abord les cours
Son genre de talent, très indéPe
ndant
dessin de M. Chabert. Il y fit des i J'attirait vers ,Paris ; il y vint en 1888
, ogres très rapides, et le goût irrésistil avec son oncle, le docteur Ward, l'aima: e qui l'entralnait vers les arts le &pi- ble praticien qui ne compte que des
. h venir à Paris, en 1888, et it deman- amis h Montréal.
1 son admission chez Gérome, h l'EcoAprès un court stage chez Gérome, h
1
t. des Beaux-Arts, admission qui lui l'Ecole des Beaux-Arts, il alla chez Co`44,ticcordée.
lorassi travailler sous la direction
W.
7ent (le traverser l'Atlantique, le t des professeurs Rixen's et'&urtois. Aci.... . artiste s'était livré h plusieurs tuellement, M. Cullen est retourné h:
travaux de décorations d'église, puis il l'Ecole des Beaux-Arts, h l'atelier de
y. sii éttolié - le -modelage chez M. Hé- Delaunay.
bert.
Nous avons eu l'occasion de voir des
-. El1même temps qu'il travaille chez G. copies de M. Cullen au Musée du Lurom( M. Saint-Charles, est un dés t'A- xembourg, et, comme nous le disions
't...
ves
' ' ....,s
. plus assidus des célèbres peintres plus haut, elles prouvent chez cet artiste
lleij.amin Constant et Lefèvre.
une note trèi originale et très person• ',V. Saint-Charles, qui a un talent nelle. La:copie du Bon Samaritain de
très marqué pour la grande peinture re- t_Ribot qui vient d'être expédiée h Monligieuse et historique, a vu déjà ses ef- l' tréal, est particulièrement heureuse.
fats e t. sou savoir récompensés par de
M. Cullen penche plutôt vers l'école
netnbreux encouragements. Il a envoyé impressionniste et ce n'est certes pas un
- Canada plusieurs copies des chefs- reproche que nous lui ferons car cette
wu vies du musée du Luxembourg qui tendance prouve chez cet artiste une
Ut été fort remarquées ; entre autres
horreur de la banalité que nous ne sau.i. Fat,..;11e malheureuse de Tassaert,.qui rions trop encourager. C'eSt dais cette
.0 il Viti été commandée par M. Boivin, note qifil vient de terminer deux paysad( Montréal ; les mendiants de Geof- ges 'de sa composition qui sont exposés
et un tableau de genre de Mosler, en ce moment h 1 'Agnerican student asot : on autre Montréalais bien connu, sociation boulevard Montparnasse ; ce
. Mongenai ,. Dernièrement aussi, on sont lh deux oeuvres très personnelle et
avait voir exposée dans les bureaux qui promettent beaucoup.
l-4.-...,--une belle copie la défense de
M. Cullen a passé une partie de l'anbar .ib.e de Clichy, qui était due éga-, née courante h Venise et h Milan et il
ment au pinceau du jeune artiste ca;.- se propose de visiter l'année prochaine
u Aie& 1 les principaux centres artistiques de
( ,..s di verses productions attirèrent j l'Eu t'ope.
'attention des amateurs sur le talent
M. Charles Gin
.riginal et vigoureux de M. Saint-CharM. Charles Gill qui est un nouveau
s ; aussi ne sommes-nous pas surpris venu parmi la colonie artistique cana-endre que trois tableaux des plus dienne, est aussi un des jeunes élèves
tants viennent de lui être corn- qui soit actuellement parmi nons.,,,, Ti
és pour décorer la chapelle qui se est ri6 en effei,•it, Soie.
?i l'arrière de l'église Notre-Dame
Depuis trois ans, un des bons élèves de.
ait réal. Disons en passant, que deux l'Ecole de la Société des Beaux-Arts de
illattdes du même genre ont été don- Montréal M. Gill a vu deux de ses ta, I 1 même temps h doux artistes' bleaux admis h l'Exposition de l'Acadétell' : du Canada, MM. Larose et mie canadienne.
nch ère, actuellement en route pour
Ces premiers succès l'encouragèrent
Filme et dont nous aurons l'occasion h Paris, et tout dernièrement il entrait
parler itutchainement, lors de leur h l'atelier de Gérome. Actuellement,
M. Gill travaille aux copies de la JoconSaint-Charles
ne
s'est
pas
confiné
M.
de et de la Maltresse de Mien copies
exelusiveinent dans la grande peinture qu'il se propose d'envoyer au Canada.
urique et religieuse, il a abordé le
Ce jeune Wiste dont le % heureuses
wtrait du docteur Lespdrance, de dispositions méritent tous les encourageintréal, et celui de M. Larose, l'artiste ments, se destine plus spécialement à la
I n'entité, sont des mieux réussis.
peinture de l'histoire.
)'ici quelque temps, M. Saint-CharCharte% Alexander
ra visiter les musées de l'Italie et
Cet artiste est né eu 1860 à Toronto
klleinagne. Nues le félicitons de Eu 1884 il venait h Paris oh s. n;441 goût
détermination qui ne pourra 4uel pour les arts l'attirait. Jusiitie-lii le.
t.ûrir et progresser un talent déjà
jeune Canadie' n n'avait pas encore plis
(
lepu,
i

• ,

'

•
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f,elie Great Nelisonier Dead.2,2
sais, January 31.— Jean Louts Ertitist

it Taint-Jeanide-Terre-euve, :0

NOS ARTISTES A FAIMS

Meissonier, the painter, who has been ill for
several deys, died in this city to day. He
was born in Lyons in 1812. Meissonier's
paintings were marvels of microscopie and
miniature painting. His"Little Messenger,"
exhibited in 1836, attracted the attention of
the great critics, who were astonished that
FO much precision could be allied to such
delicacy of finish His fame then spread far
and wide and in the Salon of 1857 he had
vine subjects, al l distinguished by an exquisite touch and manifesting great care and
tatience. He was decorated with the Legion
of Honer in 1846 and Commander in 1867.
In 1861 he was made n member of the Ace..
demie des Beaux-Arts.
Iarly Canadien Artiste. /-15
Z
r. obert Harris, R. C. A., del v
an
interesting address on "Early Canadien
Artists," at the meeting of the Society of
Canadien Literature yesterday evening, ln
the course of which he stated that Champlain was the first man who did artistic
'work in Canada, the greatest demand at
that time being for pictures representing
souls in perdition, which were used to convert the indiana. At the conclusion of the
address the annuel meeting of the society
was held, the following officers being
elected President, Mr. G. Murray, F. R S.
(3.; first vioe-president, Mr. Geo. Martin;
second vioe-preeident, me. W. D. Lighthall;
secretary. Mr. Arthur Weir; treasurer, Mn
H. T. Martin; a.ssiatn.nt treasurer, Mr. S. M.
Baylis; counc il, Messrs. John Reade, E. B.
Brownlovr, Miss E..L. McDonald and Mss.
W. T. Leach.
THOUSANDS FOR PtCTURES.
Coneluelon of tue Seney Art baie at New
York.

/ .//7../9 1,

NEW YORK, February 16.—The third and
sale of the Seney picnight's
concluding
tures at the Madison Square Assembly
Booms on Friday evening resulted in $360.700 being obtained for 106 canvases. This
makes a grand total of $664,000 for the 307
canvases sold on the three evenings. It is
understood that Mr. Seney paid about $500,000 for these pictures, so that ho nets about
$100.000 on the sale. Lest night's sale,
although it was markea by the same tediousness as its predecessors, had many
more important exemples and realized
bettes prices. Montaignac. the Parisian
dealer, was again a heavy buyer, as were
also Mr. Randolph, of the American
Art Association; P. A. B. Widener, of Philadelphie; D. W. Powers, of Rochester, and
the New York dealers. "Waiting"
brought the highest figure of the evening
and sale, $40,500. It was purchased by
Knoedler & ai ter a short and sharp contest, presumably for William Rockefeller,
who owns the companion picture. Dolecroix's "Tiger and Serpent" went to J. S.
Randolph for $11,000, and Knaus's "Old
Witch" to J. L. Aitken for $12,600. Troyan's
"Sheep tu the Forest" went to Montaigne°
for $11,100. and Troyon's "Hounds" at the
first bid to P. A. B. Widener. J. L. Aitken
bought I(.naus's "Child's Funeral" fort$10,000. It was noticeable that most of the
pictures bought by James Sutton at the
beeretan salo were bought by M. Montaignac.

9

44, 4Eitandsome Paintings Comlnirdin t,

he sale of George I. Serey's collection f
paintings in New York last week was one
of the most successful held there for many
years, realizing in all $664,000. Mr. Jas.
Ross, of Montreal, was among the buyers,
securing many of the handsomest of the
collection, among them being Roybet's
"Dividing the Game," for which he paid
$1,250; Courbet's A. Norther," $1,050
Michel's "The Old Oaa," $875; Jacques'
"Stormy Weather,' $1,250; Inness' "October," $800, and Boughton's "The Council
of Peter the Headstrong,' $1,100.
lio3 al Canadien Academy of Arts.

1/44414-BY March 0.—The 11th :‘1 nual
OUR SPECIAL SERVICE.7/ ./,/

TORON

meeting of the Royal Canadian Academy or Arta was bold here to-day. O.
R. Jacobi, of Montreal, was re-elected
Presidern; A. O. Hutchinson, of Mont.
real, Vit e-President; Jas. Smith, of
Toronto, Secre tary and Treasurer. These
pentlemen to the Council for 1891-2:
Perey Woodcock, Brockville; A. F.

Dunlop, J. W. Hopkins, W. Brimner,
Mont real; N. Bourassa. Montebello;
Borner Watvon, Doon; I, R. O'Brien, T.
Martin, W. G. Etor m, M. Mattiews, Henry
Lanplcy, and Jos. Connolly, Tormt).

tu.

A private view of' the exhibition of the
academy at the rooms of the Ontario
Society of Arta to be opened to the public till the 17th to-morrow was this evening given for the members. There are
236 pi(tures, 116 of which are water.
rolois. The exhibition is said to be the
b 8, yet held by the academy.

i

::1(ies'ee.c.

Les gamins s'amusent mais à propos
de cette dernière toile, laissons la parole h l'éminent critique, Louis Enault
qui s'exprimait ainsi dans le Paris-Salon de 1890:
—Notre grand poète a dit : le roi
s'amuse t
les gamins s'amusent! dit
son tour Charles Alexander et il met
sa parole en action.—Ce qui frappe tout
d'abord et dès le premier regard jeté
sur son tableau, c'est l'intensité de vie
qu'il revAle. On n'accusera pas l'artiste
de nous donner des têtes de carton
Ces petits drôles, qu'il surprend au
milieu de leur jeu et qui s'y livrent
sans se préoccuper de l'attelition curieuse du spectateur, sont d'un réalisme,
que je serais tenté de qualifier d'effrayant
mais qui est sauvé, même à nos yeux,
par une puissance d'expression qu'il
nous est rarement arrivé de rencontrer à
un tel degré. Ce n'est plus l'imitation
de la vie, c'est la vie même. Alexander a vraiment fait un tour de force
dans ce tableau où il serre la nature de
si près, que son cadre, vu d'un peu loin,
semble une fenêtre ouverte sur le
monde.
Il n'y a rien à ajouter à ces paroles
d'un critique dont l'autorité est incontestée.
Le peintre canadien ne s'endormit
pas sur ses lauriers ; il suivit les leçons
de Benjamin Constant et travailla avec
grand artiste Adrien Moreau qui lui
ortait le plus vif intérêt et qui l'aida
e ses conseils. Des productions nome uses et intéressantes, en furent le résultat. L'espaCe restreint dont nous
disposons, ne nous permet malheureusenient pas de les énumérer, mais nous
croyons savoir qu'Alexander organisera,
'été pmcliain, une exposition de ses
œuvres principales A Montréal, et les
Canadiens pourront juger alors du talent
e letm compatriote.:—Disous en passant
u'un des:principaux amateurs de Montéal, sir Georges Stevens, possède dans
galerie Un intérieur rustique dû au
)inceati de eartiste qui nous occupe
;

iujourd'hui.

Nous étions curieux de voir la grande
euvre i laquelle Charles Alexander se
c onsacre actuellement. —M. Préfontai-

ne, de Montréal, et plusieurs autres notables ont, en effet, commandé au jeune
artiste un tableau qui n'a pas moins de
7 inêtres de longueur sur 3 in. 15 de
hauteur. Cette toile représentera l'Assemblée des six Comtés tenue à SaintCharles en 1827, et qui a été le prélude
le l'insurrection ; elle est, croyons-nous,
destinée au Parlement de Québec.
Ce tableau est déjà avancé et a produit chez nous la plus profonde impresefoi .--La scène se passe sur une praiu
rie .e long de la l'ivièreS41
11P, estrade improvis4e, Papineau lit
,

tiguci

tottle

,

a

SCS

cotes et tlefriei

lui, les notables qui prirent part A egt
assemblée fameuse Di. Wolfred Nels
:

evre et Boulanger. Ces maîtres, voyant les dispositions de leur nouvei élève,
l'engagèrent à travailler avec opiniâtreté
et ses progrès furent si rapides que, dès
1885 Charles Alexander avait un tableau admis au Salon — La petite cuiainiere. — Détail curieux et très typique, ce tableau de genre était le premier
qu'a composé Alexander.
Ce succès l'encouragea et, depuis lors,
il y a envoyé chaque année au Salon
des oeuvres qui toutes, ont été admises.
On peut suivre dans la série de ces envois successifs un progrès constant.
En 1886 il exposa Dans les Prés, scène rustique de plein air. En 1887 il se
fait remarquer par un tableau de genre
d'un intérieur Louis XV, Indécision.
L'oeuvre qu'il envoya au Salon de
1888 fut particulièrement heureuse ; La
cueillette des prunes a été en effet, admise par la suite:a la section international de l'Exposion universelle de 1889 et
elle valut au peintre canadien une
médaille qui équivalait à une médaille
du Salon. L'année suivante, il obtint
un véritable succès avec La soif autre
scène de plein air très vigoureuse et très
vivante— une femme qui boit au bord
d'un ruisseau — Cette année, Charles
Alexander a fait admettre au Salon du
Palais de l'Industrie une de ses heureuses productions, — nous serions
presque tenté de dire la meilleure, —

. .o et qui en e aien es viceprésidents, les secrétaires Girod et Eon
-Belleville, Lacoste et le capitaine-cher
/Vincent, de Longueil, René Boileau, de
Chambly, ect.,—autant de noms qui
font battre les poitrines canadiennes
Au bas de l'estrade, la foule enthousiasmée des patriotes qui applaudit
l'orate ur Au fond, la campagne avec
ses vastes horizons.—Le tout a une
puissance de vie ot une fougue d'exécution qui assurent h l'artiste un éclatant
succès. Puis, ce qui ne gâte rien. Charles
Alexander s'est livré aux recherches les
plus minutieuses, tant sur les costumes
de l'époque que sur les personnages historiques qu'il devait reproduire. Ce ne
sera pas 13 un des côtés les radins intéressants de cette œuvre qui sera
appelée, croyons-nous, h un véritable
/retentissement au Canada.
M. O'R.
02 - C42 0 /
.
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L Pape a l'intention de faire restaurer le j'eigenIert dernier de MichelAnge, qui se trouve à la chapelle Sixtine.
Cette magnifique fresque est très
détériorée, tant par l'humidité que - par
la fumée de l'encens.
Plusieurs peintres, consultés, se sont
prononcés pour la possibilité d'une res-,
tauratiou.
L'honorable M. Garneau, commissaire
des travaux publics, vient de recevoir
de M. Philippe Hébert, actuellement
Paris, la photographie de la maquette
du groupe qui doit surmonter l'un des
pavillons de la façade du palais législatif. Ce groupe représente l'histoire et
la poésie soutenant l'écusson de la province de Québec.
Le décor sculptural qui doit suraion-n
ter le second pavillon représentera la'
religion et la patrie dans le même grou-

,

,ns car ces travaux allaient cot ter ea
cou-) d'argent, et finalement, on les fit exécu
ter comme le témoin l'avait suggéré, car c'était le meilleur mode pour éviter les accidents.
Son opinion était formée depuis longtemps,
parce que c'était une mauvaise place. Si l'on
avait appelé M. Paterson il ne s'objecterait
pas aux courbes autant que le témoin.
Q. N'est-il pas vrai que M. Paterson dont
vous venez lc mentionner le nom este:417Anieur en chef du chemin C. P. Y. un des
plus importants du Dominion et comprenant
au-delà de 6000 milles, y. combris les embranchements s'y accordant.
R. Je ne sais pas si ce monsieur Paterson
a charge de toute la ligne, je crois qu'il avait
charge du chemin entre Port Arthur et
Montréal. Je ne sais pas ce que ce monsieur
fait maintenant.
L'opinion du témoin eat basée sur ce qu'il
a vu sur le théltre de l'accident et sur l'imperfection de la ligne principalement ; il
considère l'imperfection de la ligne comme
principale cause de l'accidént. Cependant, il
a d'autres raisons scientifiques dans la tête.
Comme question de fait serait-il possible qu'une autre cause que l'accentuation
trop prononcée de la courbe et l'insuffisance
de la ligne droite entre ces courbes conime,
par exemple, le bris d'un essieu, d'une roue
ou d'un rail, ou encore l'existence d'un obstacle sur la voie put produire l'accident en
question ?
R, Cela peut-être possible, mais toutes ces
choses auxquelles on vient de faire allusion
arrivent le plus souvent sur un mauvais alignement et sont causés par un bris de rails,

PLAN OF ORGANIZATION
er TAE

N. V. INSTIT6TE
FOR

ARTIST-ARTISANS.
(Publicly inaugurated and defined at CHICKERING HALL, Fes. TS, 1888,
by invitation and ursts'er the auspices of leading Citizens,
Artists and Art Dealers of N. Y. C.
i st. Tb Institution is to be situated permanently in New York City.
2nd. It to be a University in Spirit and Plan—liberal, progressive, national,

open alike to both sexes ; and to both "idealistic and realistic "elements
in "Artist-Artisans," where their developments and interests become identical
or reciprocal—being intended to affiliate and concentrate at the commercial
capital artistic agencies hitherto fragmentary or alienated, and bring
GOOD AF,ty EXAMPLES,
PRINCIPLES.
REPRESENTATIVE JUDGMENT AND TASTE
"
" TECHNICAL TRAINING.
within teach of the PEOPLE, for the benefit of serious Art Students, Art Workers and
American Art Industries, combining Creative Taste with Practical Skill.
3d. With this specific object shall be organized, under qualified specialists, and as
speedily as subscription allows, Classes in COLOR, COMPOSITION, DRAWING, SCULPTURE, ARCHITECTURE, WOOD-CARVING, WEAVING AND METAL WORKING, ETCHING,
DESI GN ING; . STAINED
ILLUSTRATION AND ENGRAVING' INTERIOR AND CABINET
GLASS, CERAMICS, LACE, TILE WORK, &C., to extend as the national requisition and

support shall permit..
4th. In order that the Institution may be impersonal, representative and
harmonious, alike for those coming after as for the large body of former students and
friends now pledging him support, the organizer,Mr. J W. Stimson. will continue tho
same functions of' Superintendent and Teacher " (at same remuneration) as on
resigning from the Metropolitan Museum, and submit himself to the Control of Two
Governmental Boards—One, The Educational—The other, The Financial.
THE EDUCATIONAL BOARD,

To consist of all regular Instructors, plus the Superintendent.
The instructors to be elected by "Progressive Election," (the Superintendent
to elect one, these two a third, these three a fourth, and sq on) who can as
necessity requires be increased, diminished or substituted, by the majority vote
of their entire Board.
Each Instructor to be accorded full liberty in the educational details of his
department ; as shall also be the Superintendent (both in his personal classes
and M his special functions of supervision, correspondence, examination or
assignment of pupils, arrangement of classes, hours. Ire.) his official recom•
mendations being properly recognized and tested. But all together (as individuM members) shall be subject to the general rulings of the Educational
Board as a whole, which as such shall have entire control of the General

Educational Interests and Policy of the Institution.

TNE FINANCIAL BOARD,

In which shall primarily repose all authority over the Financial
Interests of the Insritution, shall consist of all friends of the Institution
subscribing financially to its origin and maintenance, according to the above
purpose and all herein contained conditions.
5th, The School shall be organized and opened by October 1st, iffIl8.
6th. No subscription shall be legally due until August 1st, r 58 8.
7th. The Minimum Subscription entitling one to the advantages, rights and
privileges of a Subscriber shall be $26.00,

ath. Each subscriber shall be entitled to cast as many votes (per ca.pitem) at all
meetings of the full Financial Board as his Subscription is a multiple of $25.00.
9th. And, on the continuing success of the School, to cast these votes for as
many consecutive years as his subscription as a multiple of $25.00.
zoth. And, (on the same condition) to enjoy all regular school advantages,
rights and privileges, in Tuition, Lectures Library i Exhibitions,Entertairtmenis,
etc., for as many consecutive years as his subs
cription is a multiple of fas.00.
nth. And, with Privilege of Transfer of said advantages, rights. &c., to a
Substitute, or Legally designated Heir. for 49 many consecutive years as bis
subscription is a multiple of 825.03.
rzth. And, with security for the same length of time against all rise in tuitions
(liable to those not subscribing, or to those enrolling merely as scholars after August
In, 1888 — at which date the Minimum Subscription will be raised to $50.00.
13. If by August i 1888 or eatlier; subscriptions shall have sufficiently aggregated to encourage Mr. Stimson
,
to definitely organize the Institution, he shall for doe
celerity, efficiency and responsibility, immediately secure three reliable Trustees
from among the subscribers, who shall accept the duties and responsibilites of
" Trustees" for the subscribers, who shall take title to all school property for them
and promptly co-operate with the Superintendent in organizing and opitsing according
to agreement upon October tat, 1888,
Lath. On which date of general annual assembling all Subscribers shall be
entitled by majority vote to amplify, restrict 07' Substitute said Executive Board of
Trustees in either number or functions. Full and fair development of the Institution
being always the first consideration to all.
isth. If upon a fair trial of one year, the institution proves a success, it shall be
continued as long as its success continues, no financial liability accruing to Sup't or
instructors for any,less favorable issue the subscriptions being in the nature (legally)
of gifts to the University—Though , should its success become assured an dit
d t
respond to a wide public need (as is highly probable and generally conceded.) a
majority ofthe Executive Board in cwoperation with a majority of the Educational Board may legally incorporate the institution. ,
ifith. These two" majorities '' to constitute together the Board of Directors for
the first year, according to law. The Executive" Majority still remaining (by
appointment of the Board of Directors.) the "Finance Committee" for the first
yea?, with full power to act as such. These Trustees shall then, as soon as may he,
transfer all property of the Institution of every kind to the corporation so formed,
and as such receive back, in full payment therefor, two-thirds of the Capital Stock,
lobe distributed ratably among those whose subscriptions have not expired by date
of incorporation. The remaining one third to be in part distributed to Sup't and
Instructors in proportion to their services, and in part employed as " Treasury
Stock "in extending the Institution's usefulness and scope by amalgamating other
Art Schools, &c. A n riranua/ Percentage or dividend may then be declared to all
stockholders, according as the success of the Institution will allow.
17th. Donationt of helpful material, accepted by the Educational Board and
appraised by the Executive Board at double the valuation of any one subscription may
upon request of the donor) entitle said donor to all advantages and rights of said
subscription.
ifith. Any subscriber so desiring may lodge his annual appointment of " a
substitute "in the hands of the Educational Board as "cl Scholarship for Poor or
struggling students.
loth. An Annual Catalogue of Officers, Subscribers, Donors, Diplomas and
Prizes awarded, Students enrolled, etc., shall be published, and if possible in time, an
Illustrated l'opter or Magazine, connecting the University directly with the Public
Industries and containing Bureaus of Information, &c., &c.
zoth. From necessities of accommodation and calculation for classes, all subscribers shall notify the Superintendent by date of Annual Opening of their intention
to avail themselves of that school year's opportunities or furnish the name of their
" substitute." Delay to so inform, or to attend for one month thereafter, being held
as voluntary waiver of said right on behalf of other applicants.
zust. All entries in any department must for the credit and standing of the
Institution, be subject to general regulations of the Educational Board on the score
of fitness and behavior.
A 'copy of these conditions may be had by addressing the Superintendent,
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NEW YORK INSTITUTE,
rOR

ARTIST-ARTISANS.
140 WEST 23E) STREET, N. Y. C.

and
ADVAN TA G E. S. Its Foundation is the most comprehensive and national; its Spirit
thorough ;

terms the most liberal; Material most select; Instruction most organic and
its Patrons the foremost Industrial Art Firms; and its Rooms the most central, convenient,
cheerful, best lit, warmed and ventillated of any Art School in the City. Its motto is,
in all things and ever, to be thorough, organic, artistic, practical.

DEPARTMENTS.
in the
The following fundamental departments are in full operation—others mentioned
plan (such as Architecture, Weaving, Wood and Metal Working, Jewelry, Stained Glass, Lace,
and Ceramics, will be added as rapidly as public cooperation shall enable.)
familiarizes students with the
DECORATION. This most admirable and interesting course
all
Form Reasoning, Decorative
essential elements and vital principles which are at the basis of
Design, and Color Combination applicable to Industrial Ornament—with full and constant
reference to Nature and History— and frequent practice in Original Application and Composition.
course for
PLASTIC MODELING AND DESIGN IN CLAY. A most valuable and helpful
a
which
Plastic
Form
becomes
Sculptors, Carvers; Clay and Metal Workers, and for all Arts in
our
of
two
of
Criticism
prominent element, in the expression. It is under the Supervision and
foremost Sculptors. Excellent models, both classic and living, are provided with opportunities to
learn casting and so preserve students' work when sufficiently meritorious.
advance, from Objects, Antique
DRAWING AND SHADING. For students at all stages of
Statues, and Living Models, with Collateral Instruction in Perspective and Anatomy.
COLOR. In its varied applications, to both Design, Still Life and the Life Models.
entire
COMPOSITION AND ILLUSTRATION. Courses of Lectures continue throughout the
of
Art,
term, with blackboard and stereopticon illustrations upon the History and Evolution
its various schools, inspirations and famous men—with careful analysis of Elements and
Principles and constant practice in Composition.
and in
SKETCH CLASSES take place daily throughout the winter from Costumed Models
summer from out-door Nature—in which advanced pupils are taught to apply their taste and
training to the higher branches of Figure Composition, Landscape, Portraiture, and General
Illustration and Decoration.
A Normal Class on Saturdays, is especially prepared for those whose vocation is to be
Teachers and who desire to be thoroughly fitted for this service in Public and Private Schools.
'

ADDRESS,

NO. WARD ST1MSON,
rOVER
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SCHOOL ROOMS ARE ALWAYS OPEN FOR WORK. INSTRUCTION GIVEN AT THE FOLLOWING HOURS:
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10-12 AM 10-12 A.M.
1 -4 P
1- 4 P.M.

DECORATIVE ORNAMENT.

AND THE ANTIQUE.

DRAWING AND PAINTING FROM
STILL LIFE.

BY

Cl

Ia.
10-12 A.M. 10-12 A M.
I-4 P M. 1-4 P.M.

1-4. P.M.

10-12 A.M. I- 4 P.M.

10-12 A.M.

10-12 A.M.

PROF. CONRAD DIEHL

PROF. CONRAD DIEHL.

10-12 AM9-11

A M. JNO. WARD STIMSON.

110-12 A.M.

JNO. WARD STIMSON.

1-4 P.M.1 4 P.M.

DRAWING AND PAINTING FROM LIFE.

JNO. WARD STIMSON.

OLIN F. WARNER
F. EDWIN ELWELL.

1-2 P.M.

PLASTIC MODELING.

-

Cl

-o

Cl

11-12 A.M.

ANATOMY AND PERSPECTIVE.

DRAWING AND SHADING FROM OBJECTS

Cl

C

—/

-

SKETCH CLASS AND ILLUSTRATION.

12-1 P.M.

12-1 P.M.

12-1 P.M.

12-1 P.M. 12-I PM. 9-12 A M.

C. DIEHL, J. W. STIMSON,
N'Y ARTON EDWARDS

9-I1 AM. PROF. CONRAD DIEHL,
11-1 2 A.M. JNO. WARD STIMSON.

NORMAL CLASSES.

Subscribers of $50 or over to the School Fund are entitled to the privileges of the Institution according to the published
For the convenience of students the school year of seven months, is divided into two terms, at $25.00
terms of subscription.
one
month.
for
any
00
each—or $12.
Instruction being largely individual, students can enter at any time, though it is wise to apply early as classes may have
become full. Specimen of work should be submitted, for the better advising of applicants.
ADDRESS:
(OVER 1

NEW YORK INSTITUTE FOR ARTIST-ARTISANS.
JOHN WARD STIMSON Su FE PINT

REW YORK IMTITUTE
F101

ARMT ARMADS,
140 AIM 142 W. 23D Si., n. y. q.

AD VANTAGES.--Its foundation is the most comprehensive and national; its Spirit and terins the most liberal ; Material most
select Instruction most organic and thorough ; its Patrons the foremost Industrial
Art Firms ; and its rooms the most central,
convenient, cheerful, best Id, warmed and ventilated of any Art School di the City. Its motto is, in all things

and ever, to be

Thorough, Organic, Artis tic, Practical.
-

DEPARTMENTS.
The following fundamental departments are in full operation—others are being steadily added.

DECORATION.—This most admirable and interesting course familiarizes students with the essential elements and vital priociples which are at the basis of all Form Reasoning, Decorative Design, and Color Combination applicable to Industrial Ornament—with full and constant reference to Nature and History—and frequent practice
in Original Application and Composition.
PLASTIC MODELING AND DESIGN IN CLAY .—A most valuable and helpful
course for Sculptors, Carvers, Clay and
Metal Workers, and for all Arts in which Plastic Form becomes a prominent element
in the expression. It is under the Supervision and Criticism of one of our foremost Sculptors. Excellent models, both classic
and living, are provided, with opportunities
_
to learn casthrg and so preserve studt.Flits' work When sufficiently meritorious.
DRAWING AND SHADING.—For students at all stages of advance, from Objects,
Antique Statues, or living Models
with Collateral Instruction in Perspective and Anatomy.

;

COLOR.—In its varied applications, to both Design, Still Life, and the Life Models.
COMPOSITION AND ILLUSTRATION.--Courses of Lectures continue throughout the entire
term, with blackboard and
stereopticon illustrations upon the History and Evolution of Art, its various schools, inspirations and
famous men—with careful
analysis of Elements and Principles, and constant practice in Composition for all the Arts.
STAIN GLASS.—This charming and rapidly enlarging industry, most applicable to domestic
and religious ornamentation,
is under the charge of one of our most talented Painters and foremost Artists of the Tiffany
Glass Co.
CERAMICS, WALL DECORATIONS AND TEXTILES.—Decorative taste applied to Faience, Pottery,
etc„ and to Woven
Aiaterials—is under the special care of an instructor of rare talent, and experience at Leeds and Paris,

whose career as a teacher

has already been marked by preeminent success.
WOOD

CARVING.—Under a most conscientious, pains-taking and eminently practical Artist, of wide reputation for ex-

cellence throughout the American Art Trades.
SKETCH CLASSES take place daily throughout the winter from Costumed Models and in
summer from out-door Nature—
in which advanced pupils are taught to apply their taste and training to the higher branches of
Figure Composition, Landscape,
Portraiture, and general Illustration and Decoration.
A Normal Class on Saturdays, is especially prepared for those whose vocation
is to be Teachers and who desire to he

thoroughly filled for this service in Public and Private Schools.

ADDRESS,

JOHN WARD STIMSON,
[OVER]

General Superintendent.
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SCHOOL ROOMS ARE ALWAYS OPEN FOR WORK.

INSTRUCTION GIVEN AT THE FOLLOWING HOURS:

ON
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PRINCIPLES OF DECORATION.
ISTORICAL ORNAMENT.
(All of every day)

10-12 A. M.
1-4 P. M.
7.30-9.30 P.M

10-12 A. M .
I-4 P.M.
7.30-9.30 P.M.

OBJECTS AND THE ANTIQUE.
All of every day

DRAWING AND PAINTING FROM
STILL LIFE.

;1:

cf.;CI

10-12 A .M.
I-4 P.M.
17.30-9.30 P.M.

9-10 A. M.

10-12 A. M.

ANATOMY .%ND PERSPECTIVE.

DRAWING AND SHADING FROM

10-12 A. M.
1-4 P.M.

BY

ce

O

I 0- I 2 A. M.

Prof. CONRAD DIEHL
(of Munich Art School).
Prof. CONRAD DIEHL.

10-12 A. M.

9-11 A. M.

NO. WARD STIMSON
(of Paris Beaux Arts).

1-4 P.M.
7.30-9.30 P.M.

1-4 P.M.
7.30-9.30 P.M.

7.30-9.30 P.M.

10-12 A. M.

10-12 A. M.

10-12 A. M.

JNO. WARD STIMSON.

1-4 P.M.

1-4 P.M.

JNO. WARD STIMSON.

12-1 P.M.

9-1 0 A. M.
12-1 P.M.

All of every day

1-4 P.M.

DRAWING AND PAINTING FROM LIFE.
All of every day

O.

SKETCH CLASS AND ILLUSTRATION.
(All of every day)

9-10 A. M.
12-I P.M.

._
10-12 A. M.
12-1 P.M.

12-I P.M.

10-II A. M.

9-10 A. M.

1-2 P.M.

PLASTIC MODELING.

7.

(All of every day)

s.

7.30-9.30 P.M

7.30-9.30 P.M. _

7.30-9.30 P.M.

9-12 A. M.

STAINED GLASS.

LYELL CARR
(of Paris Beaux Arts)
FRED'K KAIFFER
(of Munich School)
Miss FRY (of Cincinnati School)

9-12 A. M.

(All of every day}

1-4 P.M.

1-4 P.M.

WOOD CARVING.

9.

(All of every day)

10.

7.30-9.30 P.M.

7.30-9.30 P.M.

CERAMICS.
(All of every day)

'

Il.

WALL DECORATION AND TEXTILES.
(All of every day)
J EWELRY AND METALS.
(All of every day)

12.

13.

NORMAL CLASS AND LECTURES-

14.

WITH SUMMER OUT-DOOR SCHOOLS.
AT AVON-BY-SEA. N. J.

TERMS :

—

7.30-9.30 P.31.

7.30-9.30 P.M.

GEO. WARTON EDWARDS.
JNO. WARD ST1MSON.
Prof. CONRAD DIEHL.
F. EDWIN ELWELL
(of Paris Beaux Arts)
JNO. WARD STIMSON.

7.30-9.3c) P.M.
10-12 P.M.
1-2 P.M.

Mme. S. E. LE PRINCE
(of Leeds and Paris).

9-10 A. M.
2-4 P.M.

Mme. S. E. LE PRINCE,
assisted by
Mrs. CANDACE WHEELER
(of Associated Artist Co.)..
Mr. R. HUNTER

7.30-9.30 P.M.
9-11 A. M.
II- I 2 A. M.

(of Tiffany's).

Prof. CONRAD DIEHL.
JNO. WARD STIMSON.

By DAY, for any one Department, $5 per week : $12 per month ; $25 per half season (of four months). $5o constitutes one a

• Shareholder," with special privileges, not only of Tuition for the entire School Year ((f eight months) in any and all of the
Departments—without extra charge but with the right of transfer of said privileges to a substitute, and of renewal at
sonic rate succeeding years, even though advantages and current prices of tuition increase.
—

By EV1%NINGS (Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays)—$3 per week ; $9 per month ; $15 per half season ; $30 for the full School Year of
eight months, with special Shareholder's privileges, as above, for Evening Departments.
All Terms are Cask and payable by Checque or Money Order— to the Superintendent,— JNO. WARD STIMSON.
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er erCia stet ire E.:clad sheep, and erects moat
0, cDtit. g es travesties upon architecture,
je a irguler varnish brush, such as house
painters use, about three inches wide and
inch thick. For laying in fine werk,
The Lightniug Artist reduces a. an
striking thin lines, and so on he uses a sash
tool. With these this fellow can give you
Picture in Seven and Oneanything, from a Meissonier to a Gorge
Inn, to say nothing of Courbet, Vibere
Half Minutes.
Geronse, Zeim, or Bridgman, by the way. In
isubiecte he is unlimited, follows no master,
Pounds of Paint Put on With a Varnishi COO( s no known production, and evolves the
most tremendous nightmares from his riotBrash and Finished Pp With a
ous imagination.
Glazier's Tool.
The last preceding work from his brush
having been sold for the princely sum of
e 2.75, just as the writer entere the e atelier"
the great pleasure is afforded of witnessing
(N. Y. Times.)
the ' master' place a fresh canvas upon his
The stroller along Broadway, if be
keeps easel, and, rubbing his paint-bedaubed
ryes and ears open, learns many things con- Faims rapidly
over it, he takes up his
cereirig the means employed by resourceful paunchy
and, dipping it in yellow
Imen to gain a livelihood. These means are ochre, be brush,
gives one long sweep from left to
not always of the most commendable sort, 'sight. This is followed by another sweep
in
and oftentimes are so close to the law's vermillion in the other direction,
and tee
*eireits as to take on some of the characteris- two colors are blended somewhat
tics of fraud. But experience has taught foreground. What are we to hava ? in the
Will it
heir promoters to act with extreme eau- prove a wells to live with the centuries'?
lion, and at present the moat conspicuous Who and what is this man before
us ?
enterpr ises are the sales of "bankrupt" sil- , Again the brush goes into browns
and
ver Bed jewellery stocks, and the auctioning ' yellows and a slight touch of
sienna, and
eft of works of art. It goes without saying , behold , clumps of
trees with frost-tinted
that the silver and jewellery are seldom or foliage. Another brushful
brown and
never out of bankrupt stocks, but are made one bold wriggling stroke toof
left and a
for the purpose and worked off with the as- mass of rock rises. Then somethe
white mixed
kiEtallee of mock bidders—men and women into the brown,
from middle distance to
—and that the articles sold (with the ex- foreground, brings what seems to be
cascepticn, perhaps, of a few used as a bait and cede tumbling over these rocks ; bu; ano,
ir,
bcught in at low figures by the stool Wins (lit to be a roadway coming ova the
pigeons) are of the most approved pinch- , brow of a hill, and what before was rook is
beck style, manufaetnred for swindling pur itransformed by a daub of green into a grass
I eeke13. grown hillock, sloping away to the lower
The picture sales constantly in progress red-and-yellow quarter section of the canvas,
in sone of the upper Broadway stores afford which now turne out to be water, while the
an opportunity for those curiously disposed upper part above the trees, by a little white
to behold some of the most remarkable paint- laid quickly on, becomes a glowing evening
itigs ever devised. They are all sold in sky, with fleecy clouds, Again apparently
frames warranted to be genuine gold leaf or in mid-air, another mass of greenish, reddish
bronze, and are disposed of to an art-loving brown, splayed about like spatter work
public at the rate of 1;1.50 to $2 a squ3res t /3n a piece of pasteboard. All this with
)0rd—including frame. These paintings arel the varnish brush. Then the sash tool
the work of men who will turn you out a comes into play and connects this spongeCorot, a Dupre, a Gifford, a Meissonier, clink° splash against the sky with the gr tesy
Church, a Daubigny, or a Turner in from ten) hillock, and we have a tree, nondescript un'o fifteen minutes, including time of frame tul some white is spread over the trunk,
Pg. The shops are plied full of therie when it might be classified as a birch,
yolks of art, and hired bidders stand around Here a stroke and there a line, and the
o aid in selling to some unsuspecting vic- branches are laid in. Next two smell cire 1w, for, strange as it may seem, there are, ed lines in the sky above the trees in the
those even in New York who are ready to middle distance become birds or waterfowl
be swindled in the purchase of such goods. these are followed with the distribution of
The auctioneer with blank book in hence; more branches in brown, a streak of white
which he represents to be a catalogue, gives marks the shore line under the trees ; a daub
to sect picture a title, as suits his fancy, or of brown is transformed into a boat containas the exigency of the moment may suggest; lag what may be a fisherman, and, presto I
and tacks to it the name ot some unheard-of the great work of ait is handed down to the
Sperscn as its creator. The pictures are frimer. Time—Seven and one-half min' nightmares of color and lunatic conceptions, utes.
of themes. Landscapes that take aquatic ; In one minute more, after the driving of a
characteristics and sunsets that may' few ten-penny nails into the frame to hold
be easily transformed into mountain' the canvas in place, it is handed up to the
, scenery, perspectives that carry the line of, raletinen, and then, as he places the reeking
'vision to near the zenith, waterfalls likel mass of pm r paint and poorer art on his exglee's] 8, middle distances that suggest vagmel lebition eat el—
attempts at space neutralized by absolute "now much am I offered for this beautiignorance of this principal of art, coloring fui-' View on Lake George ?
most unnatural, animals representative of i There is tao audible bidder ; but the agenothing ever seen on earth, and clouds Confer, w ho, like Judah Llewellyn, the lying
which could be utilized for rocks or made reinleto• in the play, bears ', voices in the
to do service for cocks of hay in a salt mea- i air s' announces, after a moment's pause :
dow.
'O ne dollar and a half? Sold !"
I
It is interesting for even the lover and Tiler° is a round of crumpling paper at
judge of fine arts to witness the making of 1 he packer's counter, to which t he e View "
one of these inexpressible works, to watch! has gone, that suggests imminent clamor to
the method of development, and then reflect Itlie great art product that we have witnnsed
that these actually find purchasers among !developed. No one is seen to leave the
persons w ho look upon them as meritorious, shop with it, and one is forced to the confor on no other hypothesis is their sale elusion that the transaction is the same as
it xplainable. There is an "artist" of this i n some greater art sales not unknown,
lc led now at work in public not far from w h ere purchases are strictly confidential
Union square. The crowds who daily pass and "ownership guarded with great secrecy."
in and out of hi s limited quarters just off the And, as the visitor leaves this realm of
thoroughfare and watch his labors, frox the high art, in which the air is so thick with it
flacing of the canvas upon the easel to the that it can scarcely be distinguished from the
rramieg and sale of the completed picture, tobacco smoke that prevails, he witnesses the
must go away either with exalted ideas of his preliminary stage of another chef do uvre in
genius or in wonderment that other artists which a very pale moon has been laid in
must spend months or years over some with a knife and may turn out an astronosmal I subject ; - - mical subject or a light scone on the Congo,
Be is a lightning altist in every sense of just us the artist's fancy suggests. It is carthe word. Here you have a canvas on tain that it will be completed ere another
t tretcher, ono out of many standing against quarter hour has passed. Thus the great
the 'wall on his platform. He brushes it storebouse of this nondescript art is being
quidsly, and then turning to his palette be- filled day by day. No doubt it pays its
sties his composition. That Palette NI tkich managers, as with quick sales the profi t on
would make an artist weep, is an institution even a one-dollar-and-a-half picture must be
In itself. No conventional implement something like el.s 5, counting She artist's
fashioned to fit the hand, with hole in which time at the good figure of $5 a day.
to insert the thumb. Oh, no ; this palette
Je a board about five feet long and two feet
broad. On it are ranged piles of paint from
one-half to two pounds each. He goes at it
Wholesale, you see. His brush, with whites
he develoms unheard-of 'emiscapes, lays is
i
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AN ART RECEPTION DAY
The Holbein and Mendelssohn Studios
Thrown Open.
WHAT THE ARTISTS HAVE TO SHOW

TIIE AMERICAN PEASANT.
Paintings by Inness, Ochtman, Fitz,
Barnsley, Irwin, Bunner, and
Others—The Sculptures.

The average layman who feels any interest
In art welcomes an opportunity to see an
artist in his studio, when the latter is at his
ease and the visitor knows he will not interrupt serious work. Such an opportunity
was afforded yesterday, and is afforded again
this afternoon, by the arteets of the Holbein
and Mendelssohn studio buildings, in West
55th street. Twenty-seven of them have
swept and garnished their ateliers, have
shaken out the dust of the past year from
their tapestries, have replaced the faded roses
of last year's reception by new ones, and have
exchanged their paint-bodanbed blouses for
the conventional garb of society, while on
their studio walls they have hung the best of
their recent work.
The studio of George Innees was a starting
point for many visitors yesterday. Mr. Inness
himself is in California, but several of bis latest
and most important pictures worthily represent him. 'One largo canvas, never before exhibited, is considered by some connoisseurs the
most charming picture that Mr. Inness has
painted. Its title is" Sunrise at Pompton
Plain," and ft presents a view across a stretch of
flat land, with a few tall trees hero and there to

,

,

-
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Frederick W. Rost, in the next studio, e:chlbits a number of effective landscapes from
studies made in Staten Island mostly."The Pond
at Now Dorp " Is a charming vista under a
afternoon effect, and " Night at New Dorp
study that is remarkably fine in color.
rise in Winter " is a view near Clifton, In we.
the red disc of the sun is outlined through the
haze, crimsoning the upper sky but not yet
affecting the snow in the foreground.
Elliott Daingerfield shows two North Carolina subjects, " Clearing New Ground." a family
of mountaineers extending their fields. and
Planting Cotton." Both those are late afternoon effects, with skies rich in glowing color.
They aro American equivalents of the French
peasant pictures that have been frequent in
American studios during recent years, muid are
much more agreeable than the latter, as
coming from American painters. Mr. Daingerfield also exhibits two flower studios and two
" still life" compositions of very exceptional
merit—in technical excellence surpassing any
work he has exhibited heretofore.
Frederick E. Bartiott's studio is next In order,
and here is an exceedingly interesting display
of water colors reproducing French and American landscapes. " A Country Village near
Barbizon " is one of the best of the foreign
studios, showing old, stucco-covered houses
half hidden among the trees and a lino of white
clothes hanging in the sunshine. " A Pool
Among the Rocks " is a very effective and artistically painted study, and " The Bed of a
Stream " is a landscape of unusual merit. Mr.
Bartlett shows this year by far the best work
ho has done.
Walter Clark exhibits a number of landscapes
of Long Island and New Jersey localities.
"Shore Meadows," showing cattle standing in
a shallow stream near the co/set on a Summer
afternoon, gives an ext.! 3lleut effect of strong
sunshine; end " A Snug Harbor," depicting an
old fishing boat drawn up among the tall
grasses along the shore, under a late afternoon
sky with light clouds tinged with sunset glow,
is a picture of exquisite and harmonious coloring. " The Old Toll Gate, Hackensack Meadows," with river and swamp in the foreground
and drawbridge, boats and distant landscape
beyond, is very beautiful'in color.
Leonard Ochtman has two of the hest of his
charming moonlight pictures on view. One,
"Haymaking by Moonlight," recently was
awarded a prize as the best picture shown at
the Brooklyn Art Club's exhibition. The other
Is a painting showing the effect of moonlight
without the moon itself being visible.
-

.

SOME ARTISTIC PORTRAITS.

Henry J. Dearth shows throe remarkably interesting works: "Sand Dunes at Easthampton," under a twilight; "Sand Dunes in Winter," with snow in strong sunlight, and "Snow
and Ice," an old road loading through a plain,
most realistically showing the effects of g thaw
and subsequent freezing. This is a etas.i oi
rare excellence.
The studios mentioned thus far are on the
north side of 55th street On the south side
there is an equal number of studios. The first,
occupied by,Benoni Irwin, contains a very interesting exhibit. "The Little Burgomaster"
Is really a portrait of the son of Arthur Parton,
the artist—a bright-faced, sturdy little fellow,
with long golden curls hanging over his
shoulders, attired in a handsome, old-fashioned costume of black velvet and lace, with a
dark-blue overcoat trimmed with Astrachan
and lined with old-gold colored satin. Ho holds
in one hand a heavy cane. This is a picture of
most attractive character—excellent both as a
portrait and as a picture.
A fuii-longth portrait of Mists Maud Morgan,
the haftest, clad in a cream-colored satin dross
with an overdress of white crepe, embroidered
and fringed with gold—the figure loaning
against the gilded harp—is another recent and
excellent work by Mr. Irwin. A portrait of
Warren Delano is painted with groat realistic
power. "The Improvisatrice," "La Belle
Helene" and "A Scheme in Gold and Brown"
are pictures which have boon exhibited before
but which will be enjoyed again.
Theodore Wores, recently returned from
abroad, exhibits paintings of Japanese and
English subjects. "On the Banks of the
Sumida, Toklo," shows a row of old cherry
trees coming out into blossom. "A Japanese
Homo" depicts an interior with a view out into
a garden where are several girls , one of whom
plays the samisen—an instrument after the
fashion of our banjo. "Lotus Flowers for ths
Altar "—a priest and a young acolyte gathering
lotus flowers from a pond in the temple
grounds, la the picture from which was en.

,
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with waves rolling in and breaking on e sandy
beach. under the effect of early moonlight in a
sky in which the color of a gorgeous (Miss'
lingers. A very spirited composition entitled
The Phantom Ship" shows a number of
sailors grouped in the bow of a vessel regarding with terror a ghostly ship dimly outlined
in the fog, which sestina to be bearing down
upon them. There are many Interesting studies here of French landscapes. views off the
French coast. bits of Holland end pictures of
our own New England coast. all painted with
conscientious fidelity to nature and with most
commendable technical skill.

A FIGURE BY HARTLEY.

a tree-crowned ridge in the distance. Tho
spectator faces West, and catches the first rosy
glow of the rising sue on the fleecy clouds
drifting across the sky, and on the highest
parts of the distant Mlle. A pool near the foreground, which is still in shadow, catches just a
touch of the brightness of a reflected cloud.
There le a slight mist in the air, and the plain
in tho distance is almost lost to sight in tho
blue haze out of which the hills rise. In composition, color and in poetic feeling, this picture is at least equal to anything that has come
from this acknowledged master of landscape
art
Another painting, "A Late Afternoon," is
almoet its equal in beauty. There is a gorgeous
sunset picture also, and the portrayal of clearing 'weather after a storm in the White Mountain region—both powerful, beautiful and impressive.
SET IN MARBLE AND BRONZE.

Adjoining the studio of Mr. Innoss are the
large similes of his son-in-law. J. S. Hartley.
the acuipter, and hero one stands in the midst
of a vast asteerriblege of great personages, eounforfeited in plaster. marble or bronze, and of
charming

• Xing
gractefe

"Psycho" and otheY
ligures. The familiar faces of Edwin
a, Lawrence Barrett, Felix Morris, the late
n Gilbert, the late Dion Boucleault and Ada
nan greet the visitor from various pedestals
as, ho enters the front studio, and John Drew's
features, in moist clay fresh from the hands of
the sculptor. wear the eemblance of Charles
Surface in " The School for Scandal."
The design for the statue of Charlotte Cushman, which certain enthusiastic persons hope
to see in Contrai Park some day when the subeoriptions have sufficiently increased, stands

A CORNER IN COOKMAN'S STUDIO.

on a long shelf with other studies. It represents tho great actress in the role of Lady
Macbeth, in rogal robe and crown, expressing
her scorn at the cowardice of hor husband.
Among other recent works by Mr. Hartley
are an exceedingly life-life bust of Thomas
Moran, tho artist ; busts of Col. W. C. Church,
Judge Noah Davis, and Commissioner John D.
Crimmins, and the colossal bronze bust of the
late Algernon Sullivan, which is to go to the
Metropolitan Musoutn. It seems a great pity
that Mr. Hartley's splendid conception. "The
Whirling Wind," never has boon put into
bronze. There is wonderful grace and power
In this exquisite ideal, and it should find expression in something more lasting than plaster.
From Mr. Hartley's studio it is only a step
Into that of Mr. Barnsley, where the vis rs
found a good display of landscape and rine
work of high quality. The most impor tat picture hereis entitled "Tho Last Rays," and represents a bit of French landscape, with the
stucco-covered walls of houses and gardens
along the outor edge of a country village. It is
late afternoon in midsummer; the sun, not
seen in the picture, is rapidly approathing the
horizon, and the last rays, penetrating the
tuasses of light clouds, strike across the landscape in lines of brightness. This painting
represented Mr. Barnsley in the Salon exhibition of 1887.
Another particularly charming work is "The
Rising Moon." portraying an eiparitie Of Sea

c 3

0

of Mr. Woros's ar
" An American Artist in Japan."
English subjects painted by Mr. Wor
several bits of landscape in Eastburghol
Suffolk, England. whore Constable was bo
and where he painted many of his pictures.
By reason of the artist's illness, Mr. Morgan's
studio was not opened. This was greatly .0.•
grotted by admirers of his charming work.
A. F. Pxunner's studio contains a number of
brilliant Venetian pictures and several very
pleasing American landscapes. " The North
Side of Venice" presents a view of the Fondamente Nueva, with the Church of the Madonna
del Orto towering above the surrounding
structures. The sky is full of luminous white
clouds, and the water reflects the sky, the
bright buildings and the colored sails of boats.
" The Lake Path," "Summertime in Berkshire" and "The Maas at Dordrecht" are
other pictures creditable to the artist.
IN ARTIST COOEMAN'S STUDIO.
C. E. Cookman exhibits two paintings in ol
"Polly," a fresh-faced country girl in
dress and sun bonnet, standing in a ga
and bashfully regarding the spectator, and
Tribute to Pan," a nude boy lying on his b
playing the pipes before a wreathed bust of t
god. Ho has also a number of water colors
Venetian studies and bits of American landscape, painted in a charmingly simple and
artistic manner. A corner of Mr. Cookman's
attractive studio is presented herewith. Tan
RECORDER IS Indebted to his pencil for it and
for the skoteh of Mr. Hartley's figure.
B. It Fitz shows an exceedingly artistic) impression of " Evening," a luminous sky reflected in a pool—seen through a group of fo ground trees; " Hesitation "—the nude flgul
of a woman standing by the edge of a stream,
and "An Autumnal Shower," a pietuse of
landscape and cattle with the atmosphere surcharged with moisture and rain falling in the
distance on the right. Mr. Fitz is one of the
strongest of the American landscape painter
of to-day, and those pictures of themselves ar
an artistic treat.
George H. Bogert presents several new Pi
ures and two of his best works, " EVenin
Equihen. Franco," and "An August Twill
at Amagansett, L. L"
Other artiste who are receiving visitors
E. W. Doming, Marie Guise, Do Cost Su
August Franzion, Louis M. Eilsherniits,
Driesler, George W. Cohen, W. H.' S
Charles Howard Johnson, W. J. W'
and Sylvester Musgrave.

. 6011 oae W y a pap t
ublish a disagreeable article attackin
rofession, but I really haven't give.

burg the slightest attention."
J. S. Hartley, sculptor and assoce•
member of the Academy, said: "I don't
lieve in the boycott. and 1 don't think
titer art organization would take su
step as the Academy has. I don't t
newspaper articles are of such import:
as that. I think it was an absurdity for
Academy to take such extreme mess
The publication of the letter was an •
dental error; 1 have too much respec •
the COMMERCIAL to think that there
:13 malice in the publication at all."
. M. Barnsley said: "I know'most •
artists in town, and with very few
tious I do not know a better lot of
men. I think that if 'Amateur' had
some inquiries he would have found
artists are gentlemen about as w
formed and manifesting the results c
cation as other people. I think the a
sentiment of artists is that the COMM
printed 'Amateur's' letter to draw coi
from the profession and that the pal
always devoted a great deal of inter
art und art matters. Smedley's letto
be very widely agreed with."
Childe Hassam said: "If 'Amateur'
anything he must have referred sol
the older men. I think the younger II
laughed at his letter, and treated it as
I don't think anybody outside the ac
took it seriously. 'Amateur' con
know some of the younger men at a
cause many of them have been here
year or two. The idea is ludicrous ti
to put all the men of one
in one line of morals. It is as thougl
of Vermont farmers were to denounc
niters as a class because one or two o
happened to decamp with church fur
their daughters. Therefore it is no
cal on the face of it. I am not an ac
clan, but the Society of American
of which I am a member, is COT
of the young men and I think they w
rather moaned to laugh at it. Stil
can't blame those old academy men, b:
'Amateur' directly hit at them in el
dunng a long acquaintance with Am
artists, and 'their failures were due t
things.' Such language must necc
refer to the older men and
can't blame them for being *rolled u
the correspondent would only si
article it would doubtless relieve the
I of the academicians entirely. It is
known fact that there is not a bette!
of men in this country than the An
artists. Of course if there was a leti
'Amateur's' every day in the Comm'
or every week, then it would be time
guild of artists to arise, but as it is I o
' it oaly a joke."
•

•

ANGRY ART DEALERS.
The Enforcement of the Letter of
Regarding the Hour of Admisslos

Academy Creates a Storm.

A group of more than twenty lad
gentlemen, among whom were some
most prominent art dealers in il
waited in the hallway of the N
Academy of Design this

--

were Wit -Ws

admission to the private
of the annual spring exh
and had come in accordance with t
tom of the past fifteen years, about a
before the nominal time of open',
o'clock. On entering the building th6
stopped by an attendant, who said tl
Academy council had issued positive
that no one was to be admitted lief or
Some of the gentlemen proteste
without avail, and they were compt
stand in the hall until, after nea
hour's delay, they were permitted
in to the art galleries.
A few minutes before 9 o'clock thr
Heinen were allowed to enter the ga
but were promptly ordered out
watchful attendant, who said his
were positive not to admit anyone.
As at all previous exhibitions no
tion had been made to enter the g
at as early an hour as any one chos e
the gentlemen who were ;thus in
ienoed were naturally indignant, and
ly criticized the action of the council
Mr. Fishel, of Fishel, Adler St Set
voiced the general sentiments of
dealers wbo were delayed, when he
a reporter from the COMMERCIAL:
much annoyed at being refused ad
to the exhibition, as 1 had businel
town and had gone early to the Ac
It seems that some dealers were tars
the first corners would buy the beat pi
but I do not think there is any such ange
ness to secure American art. 1 had intend:
to buy one or two works, but in view of t •
action of the council I did not Purchase an•
I think it was very ill-advised of the Aqaderny
uncil to enforce a rule which had beeu igCo
nored for fifteen years."
At the Academy the reporter 4as informed that, the council had acted u the
suggestion of some gentlemen, w. o had
complained of dealers coming to the -xhibition before 9 o'clock and scouring t le best
pictures. Beyond that no further in orlontoo would be given.
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GOSSIP FROM NEW YORK
Peeneinte‘‘
'

In order to obtain the funds necessi
to carry out the project, Dean Wegi
took a trip terough Gerniany, Austr
Dotes:Ilia and Italy, calling at tue venial
mot asteries and soliciting assetance ft

the COMMERCIAL. - In supplying their naines to a reporter this morn

of boycott

ing, C. Y.Turner, one of their number, said: I

"What we wish is not the name of the
author of ' A m ateur's' letter, but an
SON SQUARE,
tcries contain very valuable pfuaring
apology from the COMMERCIAL itself
th gifts of borne of the noteles of th
for the publication. We are all members
Ian , and the Dean asked for at las
of the Nineteenth Century, as well as some
Pictures at the Union Square — Ribot's one of these pictures. . The appeal was
of the COMMERCIAL people, and we consider
nobly
respond
to
aid
in
addition to ourselves entitled to an apology. The action
Deseent from the Cross—Other Fine
about
$10,000
in
cash,
some
60
ve-y
fine
Canvasses—John S. Kennedy's Project—
at that first meeting, to have no further
and rare pictures and about 50 of lesssr
The Spring Fashions—Theatre Bonnets
business relations with the CommEncran unmerit, were contributed.
til an apology was made, was all there was
—Seasonable if Gear.
Ou May 1 the collection will be t'" rown
open to the public. The opening cere- to it, and covered the withholding of the
aiRCIAL CORRESPONDENCE OF THE HERALD.
mony will consist of 18th anniversary press view invitation as well."
Nrw Yone,March 19.—The Noble Union cot secretion of Mzr. Fabre, when the
If what Mr. Turner says was the feeling
League Club has again opened hi gallery bishops of the Province and promof the meeting, however, there is certainly
a difference of opinion among the council
to ladies that they may view the 45 Meet clergy will attend. The installatiou
members about it. Mr. Richards, the sec, Paintings that remain on exhibition un- I this of the new canons will occur at
service.
retary, for instance, said after the meeting
ttil Sunday next. The more noteworthy
Some of the pictures have arrived in
that no resolution was positively agreed
exhibits are those belonging to M. the city and are in the library of the
to and personally he was not much interArchniebop's
Palace.
The
colleetiou
ested in the matter,though he thought that
,iihirand-Ouel. That which has cause
wad shown to a Herald reporter yestermore definite action would be taken at the
general comment is Ribot'a "Descen day afternoon by Dean Wagner.
next council meeting. At the next council
if'scim the Gross," which was hough;
meeting Mr. Richards did not attend and
The central figure a the collection is
merely told the reporter that "there was
r from Princess Demidoff, having been the famous painting of Oulbene "Saint
nothing on the minutes." It was evident,
and Sam Paul," wh c shows very
painted for tier husband. The central Peter
that Mr. Richards diddistinctly t he nni blending of 110144'1_ therefore
not wish to lend his voice
figure is the dead Christ; it is grayish. ehadosv
for which that painter was so
to the movement more than he could help,
blue, a perfect line, and the hue that famous.
while other members of the council, conThere is a Vandyke, "Ecce Homo,"
trary to Mr. Turner's interpretation of the
death takes sometime after entire disaction, said that they would be content to
solution has bet in. Thenross is marked which was purchased by a gentlemaa
visit their wrath upon the 'Amateur,' if the
Prague, at the
of the paintings of
w.tti Ilea. The women on either side Pope Pius, IX.sale
COMMERCIAL would only divulge his name.
in Rome. Shortly afterThe council do not seem to be united
are splendidly drawn and the coloring is wards he was visited by a canon of trie
among themselves.
in fine contrast. The entire excellence church, who had rendered him some
Mr. F. H. DeHaas said : have no Idea
ofthe large canvas, the groupinse, and service. The canon said, when asked
that this action of the Academy will do the
the story that it sIgnifies make Skis one what he would accept as an acknowCOMMERCIAL any harm; it is merely to exledgement of his service, that he hat a
of the best of Ribote examples.
press the Indignation of the artists at the
An acknowledged masterpiece of Con- friend in Canada who was doing goo
publication of 'Amateur's' letter. I think
it was unfair to libel the whole class
stantine Troyon, and a more beautiful work and as a consequence, this work of
as that writer did, and 1 did not
specimen seldom seen iinthe 'Pasture in art was shipped to this country.
expect it from the paper. In a country like
_Normandy." Under shady trees in a The noble head of St. Jerome i4 seen
this, where many men make a great success
green pasture are grouped cows that in the noted painting by Tintoretto
in life without educa,tion, it is certainly unseem to ruminate the cud and watch (Roubeety Racoupat ). There are amp two
fair to class a lot of ttorkers together withyou with their sofneyes, bleaf ng sheep master-pieces by Augustino Ciampilli,
out distinction from a moral or any other
and a live milkmaid. The distance is "The Wedding Feast oi Cana in Galilee"
point of view."
and
"St.
Paul
Preaching in the Acrop ilis
So far as can be learned from the artists
delightfully rendered, while the cows
large, including many academicians, the
at
at
Athens."
One
of
the
smallest in the
lying down in the ffore-ground are
idea of boycotting the COMMERCIAL is withmarvels of the painters rustic poetry. collection but on of the ge.1118 is Jan Van
out foundation. Many menebers of the
Troyon gives to the ‘hriates he paints not Aschen's "The Adoration of the Snepacademy have not given the matter the
bertle."---only physical life, but soul. His
slightest consideration and regard the action
Other noticeable pictures 'are,' The
nlete mastery of light and shade, the
of the academy in withholding the press
harmony of color that pervades this Adoration of the Magi, Frank Francois;
view of the exhibition as totally unwarthree
flower
pieces
by
R.chel
Ruysch;
picture is an example well worth long
a
ranted and silly in the extreme. Mr. Sinedportrait
of
Reinbrandt,by
laimself;Jecope
ley's
letter upon the subject, published yesstudy. "Orchids" loaned by the artist
terday, embodies the sentiments of not a
Amiconi'e " Madonna " ; a head of Si.
W. Wood, represeetna young negress,
• few, and is regarded as very sensible.
mulatto, in bright dress holding a basket Francis in a suffering ecstasy by
A. H. Wyant, one of the older members of
Carraci "Volcan and Cyclops," a
of orchids that for exquisite coloring in
the profession, said: "It would be eminently
the different lavender tones seem im- work done with a palette knife by Palma
unfair
to hold the paper responsible for
possible to surpass 'with brush. The J union, (1594 - 1625) and a" Greek Idyll"
everything that appears in its correspondfigure is well modeled, and the entire by Nicholas Poussins.
ence column, and to my mind the only feelThe Dean returned to Windsor last
Work is most satisfactory.
ing Is against 'Amateur,' whom I class as, a
Mr. Collis P. Huntington loans Sir night, from whence he will ship nit i • skunk. I haven't heard anything about it
at the academy, and I know that the majorPeter Lely's i'Ductrese of Portsmouth" balance of his collection. The exhibition,
ity of the members do not endorse the action
Cornelis Vita Voelenburg's "Nymphs (the value of which is placed at from
of
the management in withholding the inBathing" both of which are genuine art $60,000 to $100,000) will do doubt be visit.
vitation to the press view from the COMMERtreasures. "Tacoma" by Albert Bierstacit ed by a large number of persons.
CIAL. The board of control of the academy
gives a beautiful landscape and from the
_
consists of some five or six men
distance, perpendiehlarly rises the
who took umbrage at the letter and
great mountain, its snow white, rockkicked up the whole fuss. The feeling is
confined, I believe, to a few of the proribbed creet fading in cloudland. j
fession, and the majority don't care any--22 71/4/f/
HERE ARE THE GENTLEMEN WHO thing about it. At the saine time, I would
boycott the fellow who wrote that letter,
,ifndla Pictures Coming to'BLOntressii.i
PROSCRIBE THE "COMMERCIAL."
and I believe there is only one man in this
Wienion, Ont, March R. — Very Rev.'
town who would have doue it. There is no
:y/9/
lean NVagncr, of St Alphonsus church here,
man who has a right to go to work and
Las rerelvt d a letter from Archbishop Fabre, From What Artists Say, However, It abuse this academy, which is not more than
of Mcntreal, Inviting him to exhibit his
fifty years old, the same as he would abuse
Seems That They Have Blunderingly
splendid collection of oil paintings in that
the academy in Paris, which has had a
Staid
Old
Board
Into
Thrown
the
standing
of hundreds of years."
ity. Dean Wagner has accepted the Arch-;
James D. Swaim, another old and exbirbop's offer and will leave for Montreall
Ridicule by Unwarranted and
perienced artist, said: "I have heard so litutxt week. There are about sixty pictures!
Obviously Unrepresentatle about the matter that I did not give it
in the Dean's collection, and many of them
any consideration. It seems to me that
• tive Action.
i.re two and three hundred years old. Two
there has been experience enough in our
ere by Rtrubrandt, five by Rachel Reach, on
theatres and other places to show that it is
In Claude, and several are said to be the
very small matter to try to boycott a
by a a
newspaper. I don't know what the provowell( of Rubens, the great Flemish artist Since the COMMERCIAL was Informed
made the cation has been; I don't know what the letcontemporary
that
it
had
been
hie
collection
he
procured
whit
Mott of
was; but the action of the academy
Inn ellirg in Europe a few years ago. Soy. victim of a boycott by the Academy of De- ter
to me to lack dignity. I cannot besun of the most valuable were presented to sign because there had appeared in the seems
lieve that the COMMERCIAL would insult the
him by the priors of old monastries and this columns of this newspaper a letter signed profession
or that it would pursue a course
"Amateur," to which certain academicians in that direction; and until the paper. does
Leads cf convents in Hungary.
objected. It hats endeavored to ascertain show such a decided intention I
.Ten
who these gentlemen boycotters are. Here would not undertake to resent a
PIC URES BY THE OLD MASTERS.
• fancy. The profession is strong enough to
if/
4t /f;
they are :
stand without stooping to such action. It
awn Scent Colleen * /Which Will
A
DANIEL HUNTINGTON, president.
does seem to be a tempest in a teapot. The
Soon be on View hi this City.
ADDISON
RICHARDS,
secretary.
academy meetings have been thinly attendT.
ed this winter and I don't think they have
Not often does it fall to the lot of
treasurer.
FEED DIELMAN,
been able at any time to get a quorum, so
Montrealers to be able.hy payment of a
H. W. BOBBINS.
their action cannot represent the unanimous
T. W. Wool,.
heroine' figure to view some of the old
feeling of the members. I trunk Mr. SmedJ. Q. A. WARD.
ley writes very reasonably and takes just
western. Such an oppordmity will be
the view I would. It is beneath the dignity
JAMBS M. HART.
available the first two weeks of May.
of the profession to take offence at anything
J. B. BRISTOL.
of that kind. When a man cets to be my
The magnificent collection of paintings
C. Y. TURNER.
age he can take a calm view of seen thinge."
belonging to Dean Wagner of Windier,
EASTMAN JOHNSON.
B. Bolton Jones said: "If there had beep
cathethe
exhibition
at
on
Olin, will be
any general notion on the part of the 'teedLOUIS C. TIFFANY.
the
Dean
three
years
ago
&Verne
a
dral,
It was the full oonnoil meeting of the 'telly to boycott the tuntaantati., 1 ould
begin. the erection of a hospital at
have heard of it, as I am a member, but as a
action
the
which
took
Academy. it seems ,
ye
of fact t hay/ n t heard -ay/thing
the il tel Dieu.
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The American Art Galleries, 6 East 23d St., Madison Square

SPECIAL EXHIBITION
AMERICAN PICTURES AND STUDIES

First View
Tuesday Evening, December 8th, 1891
from seven-thirty until ten o'clock

ADMIT BEARER AND LADIES

The American Art Association
Managers

Please present this card at the door

The American Art Galleries, 6 East 23d St., Madison Square

THE SENEY COLLECTION
First View
Tuesday Evening, January 27th, 1891

I

co

on, eight to ten o'clock

and

A d rri

family

American Art Association
Managers

Please present this card at the door

C'ai)acliat) Ylcadm
j-11 TTS
OF

TORONTO, JANUARY

1891.

DEAR SIR,

I BEG to inform you that the next ANNUAL EXHIBITION OF THE ACADEMY will
be opened on the 5th MARCH next, in the

TORONTO ART GALLERY,

King Street

West.
All Paintings, Drawings, Sculpture, Architectural Designs, and Designs in Stained Glass, must be
delivered, unpacked, at the Gallery not later than Tuesday, the 24th of February next.
All Pictures, etc., intended for Exhibition, are to be consigned to MATTHEWS BROTHERS,
Picture Dealers, 95 Yonge Street, Toronto, who will deliver them unpacked at the Gallery, repack
them, and return them to Exhibitors.
Artists are, of course, at liberty to consign their work to other Agents, should they so desire.
The Academy will pay Freight Charges only on Members' works. Non-Members' works must
be delivered free of charges.

,

All works at risk of owners, but an Insurance during Exhibition will be effected by the Academy.
NOTE.—The Council have been much impressed, with the importance of showing such Works

of its Members to the best possible advantage, and in order to secure this, have instructed the Committee
of Arrangements to follow the plan adopted by the Grosvenor and other Galleries in London, viz.: to
hang the Pictures separately, each one having some wall space round it. This will, of course, limit the
number of Pictures that can be hung in any given space, but it is believed that the artist will profit more
by having a few Pictures well shown, than by having a greater number hung close and interfering with
each other.
Appended hereto is a Printed Form, which intending Exhibitors will fill up, giving full title of
Picture, with price.
The titles of Pictures must be placed on the back of each frame, with name and address of artist.
Kindly return Form as soon as possible, to address,

JAMES SMITH, Secretary,
35 Adelaide Street East, Toronto.

P\ ogalCapadian JImlarti of Arts

Twlftl)
IN THE TORONTO ART GALLERY.

TO THE SECRETARY:
Please Receive, for Exhibition, subject to the. Conditions of your Circular
No.

DESCRIPTION OR TITLE OF WORK SENT.

ist's

Si sin

h l a r eS S

:

PRICE.

Co. s
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41} apter-mady Yay-figurtz,
A

(D. T. LEE'' PATENT.)

Messrs. LECIIERTIER, BARBE & Co., encouraged by the success which has attended their
introduction of the FaENcu 1'ArrEn-31.k1I i: LAY-FAG:112E in this country, have applied themselves to
producing an improvement on the French system,' at the same time preServing all 1Ts advantag.es.
In this they have succeeded; and are now able to' offer to the profession. and to the public in general,
a Lay-Figure, at once light, portable, flexible, very fi rm, and true in its outline, being moulded
on nature.
There is no position in which a human being can be placed in which this figure cannot
be put and remain steadily fixed.
The stand is so formed as to admit of raising and lowering the Figure at pleasure, and
also of placing it in backward, forward, or inclining positions.
Notwithstanding the great improvements effected, the price remains the same as that of the
'French Figure, viz., Male or Female Figure, life size, £12.

.44viazrovxmg.4, :_sÂxtsn ffk
Artists' Colourmtn, istlanitfarturtrs anb (inporters,
60, REGENT STREET, W. Wholesale-7, GLASSHOUSE STREET.

Explanations for the use of LECHERTIER, BARBE & Co.'s PATENT
IMPROVED PAPIER-MÂCHÉ LAY-FIGURE,

The construction of this Figure is very simple, it being divided, for the sake of mobility,
into a certain number of pieces which can be firmly held together by means of six leather straps
placed in the back, under the arms, and under the doles of the feet.
These straps answer the purpose of tendo4s, as in the human frame, and have an extended
application : for instance, those under the feet strengthen and firmly fix the whole of each hg;
those under each arm have a corresponding effet on the whole of the arm on the opposite side
to that on which they are placed; and the two i the back affect respectively the head and lower
parts of the body.
It will be necessary to see that these Strap: are tightly pulled on before draping the Figure,
as its steadiness entirely depends on their laxity or tension.
After draping, the positions can be adjusted s required.
The shoulders can be raised by pushing up t le socket of the arm towards the neck.
With respect to the stand, it will be at once seen that the pulley at the bottom of the upright
support is fop...1.aising and lowering the Figure; and that the wooden screw in the -middle is ibr
.

fixing it when raised or lowered. But it will be olmerved, that at the top of this support there are
film iron screws, on which the procuring of mar y attidudes depends. The loosening of the top
screw allows the Figure to bend forward or backward; the loosening of the middle screw allows it
simply to revolve on the stand ; and the loosening of the bottom screw enables it to recline in a
side position.
The simple or complex use of these screws will give a great variety of very natural and very
useful positions.
When necessary, by loosening the screw in the socket fixed to the Figure, it can be lifted
altogether off the stand.

H EN RY MARTI N, A.R.C.A.,
,Art Mc:over at tfte O-ramillon 1acjie6)' Gotlege,

bacliee

orfege, Mr. Reviefe'6 bacliact.'

rant fora.
-

a

clioo?,

Uoronto, ar'za Mi1Day'61.9alee Zefioot , Eororp.
)

MR. MARTIN'S COURSE OF INSTRUCTION INCLUDES

rawin2 and Paintin

from

PERSPECTIVE DECORATIVE PAINTING
;

tesidence and Studio :

;

$till Life and Landscape

AND OCCASIONAL COPYING COUD EXAMPLES.

608 CHURCH ST., TORONTO.

MESSRS. DURAND-RUEL

'kespectfully invite M
to view the paintings of

and ladies

JULES DUPRE', INGRES, COROT, ZIEM, RIBOT,
JONGKIND, ETC.

which they have recently received.
On exhibition from Tuesday, December 15th to Thursday, December 241h, 1891, at 315 Fifth Avenue, Corner
Thirty-Second Street.

aiter Colors

b.)
Alfred Brennan.

Exhibited by

Frederick
20

Kern/

East .16/h Sired,
Nay York.

to 29, 189/.

Co.,

T.

Amid Autumn's Tints.
2. A Little Boy.
3. A Glinzpseof the Scarlet Tanag er.
4. A September Stroll.
5. Oberon : Rex.
6. A Portrait Arrangement.
7. A Baby Boy and His Little
Gymnasts.
8. A Midday Impression.
9. Pomona.
10. A Smoker.
Ir. Siesta.
2. Sovs of Chivalry.
13. A First Pair of Gloves.
14. Violets.
15. A Wee- Wee.
16. Pink and Gold.
17. A Portrait Sketch.
18. Fairy Tales by Daylight.
9. An Expert Shot.
20. An Arrangement in Yellow and
-

21. On the Road to Parnassus.
22. Tit, Tat, Tow.
2 3. One of Our Set.
24. Honastery Bells.
25. Sara.
26. Where Fancy Dwells.
27. Portrait of A. B.
28. Portrait of Adelaide Agusta B.
29. The Lone Pine Hill.
30. Portrait of Mr. R. B. B.
3 i. Throug-h Tangled Flowers.
32. A Day in June.
33. All in a Great Poke-Bonnet.
34. A Feast of Dolls.
35. Twilight.
36. A Necklace from Japan.
37. Helping Mamma.
38. A Summer Cloud.
39. Peek!
40. An Unpretentious Scene.
41. Togs.
.
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'tied the Weenie, Fatr.
Peels, April 5.—If Chicago expects to got
the best work of the leading French artists
for the Worldee fair better guarantees than
' any given at any American exhibition must
be atsured. Benj. Content says he is not inclined to send any pictures than those already in America. Bouguereau, whose opinion is very weighty, he being president of
the Society of Arts, says that while he is
most kindly disposed toward art movements
in Ai:arnica it is too great a risk to expose
valuable works to such a long absence,
when it is difficult to get redress in the event
of irregularities. The owners of the best
French works certainly have a right this
time to demand absolute security before sending exhibits to Chicago.
'

Iferenel4rtist5

A REMARKABLY GOOD s'etrrre,

notable chiefly for its color effects. Orchardson, who was engaged upon a large figure
study, but became dissatisfied with it as it
progressed under the fogs, exhibits only a
small work which he calls "An Enigma." It
is obviously a "will she or won't she" love
attain A man is standing beside a girl
pleading his suit, which she is reluctant to
deal with decisively one way or another.
The merit of the picture Iles in the exquisitely harmonious coloring. A large space in
the foreground is filled with a lawn colored
carpet, whereon are garlands of pink and
crimson roses. A mulberry table cever,
some most deftly pair.ted blue and white
china pot', gray wall spaces, relieved by
gleaming bric-a-brac, form a rarely delicate
and delicious harmony of color.
Fettle sends no !ewer than seven pictures.
His "Sylvia," a portrait of a charming
auburn—nay, red-haired—maiden in a low
necked Empire dress of some white gauzy
material, will cause many enquiries for the
unknown original. The artist's son-in-law,
Mr. Harnish elcCunre the composer, has
been taaen as

WHERE THEY COME FR0111
1 The Fa inning on Eitiblulon at the New

,PETER'S CATHEDRAL.
5Toarlf-t.
16/r/
l.f
he Editor

of the Gazette:
—
Sin,—So long as the advertisement of this
As many persons naturally ask them- exhibition was limited to the usual column
selves, bow and whence the paintings on for advertisements 1 was indisposed to make
exhibition in the new cathedral (Dominion any comment ; but the appearance of two
square), were obtained, and how their articles in this paper, although both were
authenticity was proved, it is justice to the marked e communicated," which claimed
public to add a few words of explanation to for several of the pictures both merit and
the catalogue already published: With originality, seem to offer a public challenge,
regard to the sources from which the paint- I am willing to accept of it.
irgs were drawn, it may be stated that
When a critic criticises any work of art it
nt arly the whole collection were donated to may be assumed he recognizes more or less
the Very Rev. Dean Wagner by charitable of merit in the object he criticizes, and
pet scns in Europe, to be disposed of for the therefore I shall not notice the greater part
benefit of the Hotel Dieu he founded re of the pictures in this exhibition, but con(Entry in Windsor, (tat, in connection with fine myself to one or two
of those to which
an orptiorage and free school for colored the writer of these communicated articles
cbildren. A large portion of the paintings, especially directed public attention.
attributed to the great masters came from
In the catalogue marked A, the picture,
2.$4 5.,
tee great UrEnline Monastery of Prag,
No. 2, is called St. Pierre et St. Paul," and
ROYAL ACADEMY EXHIBITION. V
THE SUBJTOT OP A STUDY.
Behemia, the last lady superior having, on the painter P. Paul Rubens I In
"The Violinist," a man in powdered hair her dying bed, a year ago this spring, willed
one of the communicated articles the
and
white
satin
costume.
Some Splendid New Pictures — A super.
all the paintings in her apartments fer the writer say .—A New York critic,
Among
the
notable
pictures
of
the
year
is
abOntiance of Work From the Great
a big canvas whereon Mr. Luke Fifties has bet efit of the Windsor Hotel Dieu, and (who, like him of Detroit, and
English Academicians.
concentrated himself. "The Doctor," as ho her successor in office having added forty also frequently cited in both articles, are
calls it, presents the pathetic story of the ; more to the princely donation. Among both curiously nameless) had a long and
LONDON, April 23.—This year's exhibition
struggle between life and death of a little these were found the following matter- careful study upon it, and " finally threw
of the Royal Academy, which opens in a few child lying on an improvised bed of pillows I pieces:
: A Crucifixion, by Van Dyeke ; a up the sponge." The nameless critic of
across two chairs. The village elector, St. Jerome,
days, is likely to be distinguished as pre- eplaced
by Pintoretto a Mater Dolores a, Detroit
communicated with this
shrewd-faced
man,
but
evidently
puzzled
senting an abundance—almost a super- how to stay the ebbing of the life going out by Carlo Dolci a Holy Family, by Joachim nominnt [then
umbra of New York, when they finabundance — of work from the greater before him, watches beside the child. Tile Sendrart a Wedding Feast of Cana and a ally settled upon Rubens as thee author.
academicians. The old complaint from the light falls full on the line, keen cut face of St. Paul in the Areopaeus, by Agestini When I looked upon it I could not help
doctor, while the bowed figure of the Ciampelli a Se Agatha, by Cornelio Jans- thinking they ought to have
less known men that their productions are the
thrown tip
desponding mother looms out
the
crowded out and have small chance ot shadowy background. The work has of
already Sen a St. Francis Bergia and a Si. Francois something more than a spongeyhen they
Xavicr, by Lesueur.
arrived at this decision.
coming within the ken of amateur or con- been purchased for a national collection.
Frank Dick-see has a similar subject, "The
The balence were sent as fellows 13,
But it appears that these mysterious c
noisseur will be heard with redoubled force Crisis,"
representing a doctor watching
lady of Ulm : The portrait of Rem- noisseurs have both erred, for the writer,
from many of this year's exhibitors. but with strained attention by the bedside of a wealthy
what the artist in search of an appreciative woman on whose face death seems printed. brandt by himself ; a Madonna, by Amiconi I presume the present owner, informs
connolsseur—and buyer--may have most to A large painting by the same artist, "The an Adoration of the Magi, by Frank Fran- that although he has named it accordingi
grieve over will probably add to the enjoy- Mountain of the Winds," Is a masterpiece of mice By a canon of the Cathedral of Left. their decision in the catalogue, anotte
ment of the art public. A feast of splendid broad treatment with rich coloring. Mr. merits, Bohemia a Head of St. Francis in Daniel, a Mr. Janz, who, he says, is e
productions from the best known of Eng- Calderon's one great picture,
a suffering ecstasy, by Ludovico Cari-sel best art critic and connoisseur within on
lish studios cannot be a matter of gen"ST. ELIZABETH'S RENIINC/ATION,"
Vulcan and the Cyclope, by Palma, junior ; hundred leagues of Mainz," declares it to
eral regret, even though the lesser
lights of art are under some eclipse. shows the saint kneeling in complete nudity two landscapes, by Peter Beranel and two " from the brush of Millet, the master wl.
Millais will be specially well represented at the altar steps of a Marburg convent. marines, by Wilhelm Vander Wilde. By a painted the famous picture, The Angelr
with two landscapes, three portraits and a Her garments lie in a heap beside the altar wealthy gentleman, Mainz a St. Peter and In that case the ligures represented in tl
steps, as if flung there in an excess Paul. attributed to Rubens. By Advocate grand painting might be, not Saints
child subject.
Pet
of religious fervor. A tall maleflgure, black
HIS MOST EFFECTIVE WORE
robed and hooded,with ascetic face peer- Tomlin, of Prag, an Ecce ‘Homo, formerly and Paul, but • • • the rasca
Is a, large landscape of Murtleigh Moor ing out below the hood, stands with clasped the property of Pius IX., and said to be a old judges spoken of in the history of eh
under the mellow lights of a warm Novem- hands in the background. A Franciscan copy of Van Dycke by Van Dycke himself chaste Susannah ,"
ber afternoon. A single glance arrests the monx and two nuns kneel near the domi- also a
I have seen and studied the works o
John the Baptist in the Desert, by
eye and gives at once a sense of brood lug nant figure of St. Elizabeth, whose attitude Johan St.
Heinrich Schonfeld. By the Sisters Ilubens in most of the loading galleries i
loneliness, while closer study deepens the o abject humiliation is painful in its inten- of Charity
Europe,
and I have been a fervent adrn,re
in Agram, Croatia, a Crucifixion,
impreeelon. One ligure only is seen amid a sity or portraiture. It is a powerful,
Le sueur. By the Sisters of the Visitation end have examined the greater part of th
broad waste of marsh and moor, trees hardly agreeable work; altogether too ibut
m- by
in Glemk, Austria, a Madonna, by Wohlg- recognized works of the painter of
stripped of leaves, all lying bare under a pre ssively sombre.
still mellow and cloudiest; sky. Among this
Mr. Broughton has a series
wintry muth. By a gentleman of Prag, a Stabat l Angelus since 1867, and I have no he
painter's portraits bis likeness of Mrs. scenes; Mr. Waterhouse a superbofclassical
Mater, by Giguani. By the Trappist monas- tion in declaring my conviction that
Joseph Chamberlain will delight her study, "Ulysses as He Neared
the Islands of
more like the handycraft of either
American friends by its sympathetic ex- the Serens," wherein the Homeric galley is tery of Hohenfurat, Bohemia, a St. Peter, no
these great men e Than I to Hecuba."
position of the inner qualities of the subject. seen ariving through a sweeping sea, while master unknown.
unlike in this work to the freedom of tou
By these who do not know the May the pic- fluttering down upon the boat the broad- ionn A.
r
whose lalldseapes in water dolor and
ture will be long looked at and admired for bosomed, full-throated sirens are trying to hilve been Fraser,
glowing color of Rubens,and the peon!
so
nation
admired
here
(Wring
the
past
its refinement of beauty in the color scheme, lure the crew by their songs. Towering
soasons, has two works ou tho lino this year handling and siffitle palette of Millett, tl
its grace of pose and general artistic har- cliffs, billowy sea, the Isles of the Sirens tow
n the old Salon. His "In the Heart of one is forced to Le belief that the critice
mony. The portrait is ilea length. The lady glittering under a noontide sky, complete a Scotland," a
development of the motive
Site near a small table on which stande a finely worked out conception of one of the ehoivn in "A Scotch Solitude," displayed Detroit, and he of New York, together wi
vase of roses und a tea set of French china, old Greek poetic; myths. Taken altogether, in the last exhibition of the Amerioan the a best art critic within one hundr
Water Color Soeiety, has the place of honor among leagues of Mainz," must
Gray draperies, warmed by the pinks and this Academy is rioh in new treasures.
either be eutire .
he examples of its olass, and both works have
reds of the roses and set off by trie yellow
been very favorably spokeu of by the French ignorant of the works of these masters, e
and bluey Unto in vases and china compose
crate& Mr. Fraser, though a Canadian by birth, bave been e poking fun "at the owner.
the colors. The full, blue eyes suggest a THE SPRING EXHIBITION AT THE has been nine years in Ws couptry, is au Ameri- A Millet,
of the size of the picture
world of feeling and of thought, and the exoan citizen, belongs to several artistic Societies of
NATIONAL ACADEMY,
question, would be worth not less than $l0
this city, and has a studio here.
quisite set of the small, graceful head com000, and if this were a Millet its genteel(
pletes a perfect picture. Millais hen done no
oI
6/*//
better portrait.
An Uninteresting Show—The Little Sisters
e sale of the Roederer collection DUB could be easily established by heel
Sir Frederick Leighton's chief exhibit is a
connoisseurs whom I could name
of the Assumption—Their Missionstudy of an old classical subject, "Rescue of
of paintings at Paris, Millet's pastels of dozen
this city, and by every leading dealer la a
Andromeda," a broad canvas, with every
t
l
i
e
"
ch
e
e
t
Adn $g 2e 2000.
Medical Diplomas for Women.
11:s," t444
which he .s;7
, 119oir., $600, in New York and Boston. May not one e
detail highly elaborated. He la understood
q uire why such an acute gentle
to be
,f
man as the Rev. Father Wagner did no
PensowAneet nunn OF CONTENTMENT
SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE TO TUE HERALD.
Sir F. Leighton, President of the Royal «Ain't inch firms
in New York as Boussar
over the work. "I am particularly proud of
NEW YORK, April 24.—The spring ex- Academy, has written as follows to a correthe eyes of my dragon," ho said to an
spondent who wrote him on the subject of Valadon & Co., or Cot tier & CD., or Duran•
amateur studying the picture. "It Is one of hibition of the National Academy of genius,
to whether there was such a fuel, the first and last, Frenchmen, ate
the most succesteul 'pieces of painting 1 Design will continue throughout this thing asas
genius in art without a hard ap-' almost constant buyers and sellers of th
have ever done." Sir Frederick le already
prenticeship:
"In answer to your letter. I ictures of Millet, before foiting upon tip
montb. The prizes establieked anengaged on a big picture for next year,
write to say that nothing considerable has
"The Gardens of the Hesperides," a subject
nually by the line Julius Hallgarton yet been done in this world without bestowal nblic this piece of painted canvas
Nor hut I able to accept the claim set fort
affording ample field for his special art
have gone by default. The three prizes of ut infinite pains." Replying to a similar en- in the catalogue that picture
aptitudes.
No. 1 w t
Sir John Millais says:—"I have no
Alma Tadema, departing from his old $300, $200, and $100 respectively, were quiry,
belief in what is called genius as generally painted by Van Dyck, or thit No. 4 w
scenes of Roman classic history, presents a not awarded because
natural aptitude I do believe in painted by Tintoretto, or that No, 11 wet
the artists who ex- understood;
study of the sweetest of life old Rome can
but is absolutely worthless wittit
the work of Ludovico Carraci, etc.
have known—a young mother bending over hibit this year at the Academy were too tenseit study
and
continuous
_ _ labor.", 10/6/1. I may be tempted to recur to these, aril
and kissing with rapture her baby boy. The indifferent about the matter to
corne and
Subscriptions to the fund for an Art Gal- one or two others, upon a future occasion.
scene of the baby worship is still Tadenia's
old Rome. -floor and wall of marble, a cur- Vote. This is the second time the same lery which it is proposed to erect in Glasgow In the meantime, 1 remain,
are now increasing rapidly, and including
tained recess leading to a marble bathroom thing bas occurred.
Yours, tc,,
the £12,000 given by the Lord Provost the
and the light shining through an onyx winThe Thomas B. Clarke prize for $300 for amount
JOHN POPH.
now stands at £25,000, The comdow. The baby lies a marvel of radiant a figure
Competition
was
awarded
to
mittee are hopeft,pat kl09,O9e, will be
babyhood on the cushion of a bronze °oriole Frank
subsoribed.
W.
Benson,
of Salem, Mass., for
4744, - /0 / if `f
his arms etrotched out toward his mother,
his young girls seated under lamp arid
greeting her embrace.
Mtin daCe y's new picture, which he be
Some of the leading figure painters com- firelight; they hung in the eastern gallery.
plain that their work has been greatly hinMiss Mary S. Florence, of Nutley, N. j., gan two months ago in Paris, will reprodered by the fogs of the prolonged winter. received the Norman W. Dodge
prize for sent Christ among His dieciplea. It WillNIONTI-ZZA.L.:// 4
But none of the greater pictures Irom the women.
It is called "New Born Death," be Completed in
The Natural History Society hive decided.
artists who have been pourieg benedictions
about two years, will be 1:11,?lie
,e'reef '`ItTilt•Pnele'uoiGn,aherelelusleuume,fe
on the loge can be charged with hasty exe- and is a tall panel. The Hanging Coin- exhibited all over Europe
initte
and
the
cution. Mr. Poynter, who says he has been
has placed the religious picture in
United It la ruocto 2s is et uri P t
ahnadt L7'12104'i ntnlaould
fog-bound over a painting of two classically l about the worst place to be found in the tates, and will be added eventually to their
parents, teachers or gnanliaus. be in obi
1
garbed girls playing an old time game corridor. The collection as a whole is the Berlin
National Gallery.44/47
within the court of a Ponmellan mansion,
not an interesting one.
has fleshy produced
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BRIC•A-BRAC ARE PROCURED,

ecullar Decorative Objects Found In Lon-

don Shoos—History of Nations in
Grotesque Shape.

r,_144.11as Art at Keppere Gallery. 4 ;,;,:za ,
hours I passed
%ID net Nero of Rome, a gentleniiii Among the pleasantest
during my former stay in Pueblo were spent
who proposes to further Italian art at in the studio of Mr. Joseph Hitchine, an
the Chicago World's Fair, has brou/ht artist of wide reputation whose name and
over from Rome a collection of water- fortune have been made in Colorado, but

try. with its English translation beneath.

Sometimes these constitute the only English words in the paper. The first day the
city people drop in, many only out of idle
curiosity. But all are welcome, for it is a
sort of business reception day. By the
second day the country folk have seen the
paper. Then begins the fun. Old farmers,
who have rickety silver watches, perhaps
carefully done up in tissue paper and wool,
bring them in as " works of art." It
Is almost pathetic to notice the jealous
care with which they regard their
poor old trinkets. Occasionally real treasures are to be picked up in unexpected
directions. " I wasn't up one morning, it was about 7 o'clock," said Mr. Litchfield, " when the hotel servant announced
two old women visitors, who would not be
clothed. They were in the corridor quarrelling as to which one should enter first. It
was in Madrid, and at that time 1 knew
only six or eight Spanish words. The old
women
sPoRn A PROVINCIAL DIALECT,
not pure Spanish. and knew nothing else,
no word of French, even French patois. I
made a nasty toilet and received them both
as politely as the circumstances admitted.
At once I saw them I was touched, for they were very aged and
infirm. Since about midnight they had
toiled along in their donkey carts,
from some hamlet miles away, arid they were
faint from want of food. 1he3• had been
life-long friends and neighbors, but becanie
enemies he their greed for gain. Each one
had made the drecovery of my advertisement, and secretly planned to enrich herself.
'limy met on their way into the town, and
nearly came to blows. Poor old bodies, a
good breakfast partly restored them to amiability. The hotel barber spoke French. He
put their Spanish lingo into French, in
which tongue I ara at home, as also in
German and Italian.
"One of the old women had some broken
silver toys, a ring and bells of her infantile
days, worth nothing, of course. The other
one had a dainty little tortoise shell box.
which I secured for a trifle, nisei arranged
to go to her house to look at some bits of
tapestry, the loot of an ancient Spanish
convent. That day I had a hundred callers.
The hotel people rather liked it. You see it
made au excitement. It was 'a show,' and
stirred up the sleepy town. There are no
furniture carts in Madrid, nor auction salesrooms. You must know your way about,
for, ohl how those Spaniards will cheat you
with their wheedling ways and flashing
black eyes."
Here Mr. Litchfield laughed as over the
recollection of some absurd experience.
"But," he added, "it's worth something to
deal with them, they are so intense, so emotional, so ecetie, even with

-

who is still proud to call himself a Canadian, for though born in London, England,
Mr. Hitching belongs by education, adoption and family ties to the Great Dominion.
It was under the late Mr. Duncan, drawing
Montreal High school, that he
Among the several hundred ex hiibted master in thefirst
lessons in the use of the
are pictures by the elder Bompiani of received hissecond
teacher being the late
his
the Royal Society of Santa Lacia,Tomba pencil,
Kreighoff, who, with Mr. Raphael and
Secretary of the Water ,Color Society at Mr.
Mr. Jacobi were practically the pioneers of
Rome, Ginseppe Aneli of the Interna- art
in Montreal. For some time the embryo
tional Art Association of Rome, and artist
officiated as a clerk for his cousin, the
Publio de Tommassi, Professor of lafe Mr.
Mussen, of Montreal, but
Painting at the Artistic Professional findingThomas
this work irksome to his
School. A "Dream of Love" is a bust art-loving
nature, about the time
carved in marble, that of a Woman
closely veiled. It is by A. E. Appollini. of the great gold excitement here he
his back on home and country
The key color of the pictures is orilliant turned
pushed his way to the Rockies. It was
and high. Figures of brightly dressed and
sometime before bright days dawned for
contadini aad shepherd girls, women him
or circumstances admitted of his fol.
bathing, draped and undraped, peasante lowing
art to which his fancy ever
driving huge carts and others plowing, turned, that
but with every breath of pure moungive a local color to the charming exhibitain air, he drew in inspiration from the

color drawings by artists of the Eternal
City. It is shown at 20 East Sixteenthstreet, and sill prove interes.ing as a
very fair example of the work now produced there.

LONDON, May 20.-W here do all the pins
? No one has ever yet been able to
iswer the query. Where do all the queer
lingo come from? Is equally hard to doter10G. It seems sometimes as if all the
orld had sold out its treasures of venerble cabinet& its china, glass and odd bits
brio-a-brac. and that they are on view in
ondon's old world streets. Wardour street
nowadays a street of "modern antiquies" to a large extent. Many of its
eaters have caet-h•on consciences, and are
quid to " doing over" goods in antique
ashion. "You pays your money and taices
our choice," as to dates and countries.
urea things have been kuown as buying the
ortralts of one's ancestors, especially by
hose Arnericens who become recently rich
n some humble pursult,and doing "Yurup."
tion, which is called "The Roman Ar- rugged beauty of the grand old mountains
But there are dozens of others less widely
nown streets in the metropolis, interesting
tists' Association.
within whose shadow he lived and learned,
o viait whether or no one wishes to purThe Art Amatertr
and in the last ten years he has made for
bees. Many of these streets are practical
ineetuns, and are open to leisurely inspecContains, for the month of June, its de- himself a reputation, not only in America,
on. People pick up rare trifles by degrees,
lightful sketch of An Art Student's Holi- but also in Europe, as a painter of pictures,
ere, there and everywhere. Dealers are
chief charm lies in their wonderful
day Abroad. Writing of tbe sturdy fish. whose
Wok to realize this, and to encourage careatmospheric effects and in the pure moanul selections in their customers.
wives, it says : " They are thick and tain spirit which breathes in every stroke.
At Christie's great auction mart, there are
strong in shape, and wear su many pet- Mr. Hitchins is essentially an • English
ales the year round, on regular sale days.
ait week there was one made up of old
ticoats that their hips are huge ; but, paintenhis work having nothing whatever in
Ma and decorative objects, the property
strange though it seems, their ankles are 'common with the modernFrench schooLOae
imn suddenly impoverished gentleman.
dainty and well shaped, and show to ad- of his pictures, "The Arkansas Valley," was
pair of old Chelsea china figures, 12
vantage 11 A6r their short skirts. They bought some years ago for the Stewart coles big, brought 70 guineas from a well
often wear large straw hats over their lection in New York for the sum of $10,000,
wn dealer. Fancy what the customer of
t dealer must have to pay, for the 70
caps, which impart to them an extreme- and he is now at work on some large canneas represented a low price for this
ly picturesque appearance.
vases destined for the World's Fair In Chi.
ly rare Chelisea.
The Amateur writing, of the Chicago cago, all Rocky Mountain studies, as are
aowever, "impoverished gentlemen " do
Art Association,says: There is one very most of his works.
t all pour forth their treasures in
striking feature of the school that could
ristle's rooms. Where, then. do these
not be easily over estimated or THAT ST. ELIZABETH PICTURE.
!Hers secure their artistic loot?
Thinking perhaps the business house of
over praised, that is the Satur- The last act in the draina in connecnew "Decorative Arts Guild" might
day class for children; which
•gest some valuable points to nie,I looked
class enrolled last year the extra- tion with the " St. Elizabeth of Hunin up recently in Hanover square. This
ordinary number of 192 pupils. Mise gary " of Mr. Calderon, R.A., was a letter
GUILD Is gurrn UNIQUE
Alice Hay has charge of this department, from the Royal Academy in reply to one
reirposes. You go there to have your
assisted by 12 young ladies from the
une decorated and turniened. This they
higher class of the school. Thus, while from the Duke of Norfolk, as president
e, even to laying in a supply of the latest
its main purpose is to give the children of the Catholic Union of Great Britain.
'eh tenable stationery for the fancy occawho are educated in the common _As the chief officer of a society which re
°rod writing desk of the drawing room.
ALL THEIR LITTLE CHEATINGS.
schools the rest of the week
OU have only to mention the artist you
Leh to employ. The Guild deals with him Igo to the Valet do place, there is always the opportunity of a thorough grounding presents Catholic sentiment in England
r you, saving you the annoyance and lode- ono. He is an official courier, so tospeak. I in drawing, it has a secondary purpose and Scotland, His Grace expressed the
:toy of haggling over sordid peeuniary de- give him a commiesiou. Commissions are in serving as a normal training class for
lls with gentlemen of high artistic Stand- given to everybody in Spain, for 1 cannot the advanced pupils. It is curious that hope that, for reasons which were duly
. Heretofore people nave invited R. A.'s
always trust to buying direct from owners.
set forth, the Academy would take steps
their houses, ostensibly to luncheon.
Even my Spanisn-French barber got his .a system so obviously valuable in its
ter this meat they have adroitly worked commission from me. on no, they give direct and indirect effect has not been to prevent the picture being introduced
to getting decorative "views" out of the you nothing in Spain. There is a lot of pot. , established in any of the New York into a national collection. The pictuce
ore or less gullible artists. But generally
tory to be had in Seville,some of it very val- schools. indeed, the idea corney deceive nobody, not even themselves, liable. In Norway and Sweden I have' mends itself at first sight; ' for (St. Elizabeth of Hungary's Great Act of
Wee conniving hostesses of Mayfair and
bought beautiful old brasses. The farmers lit is well known that one of the Renunciation) had, as the Duke was in:gravia. Finally, artiste got weary of there often have exquieite sconces tied trays,
sang out for no tangible compeneation hundreds of years old. But they are veryienrest ways to grasp fully the principles formed, been purchased by the trusteus
eavor to impart them of Sir Francis Chantry's bequest. to hr
e results of their life-long study. So the auspicious and not eager to sell. In Den Of any arts to endeavor
Did was formed in order that the artists mark are lovely old stone drinking mugs,, to others less informed.
ight receive through a recognized mail- telling the history of the land in their
added to the national collection now in
er of the concern their percentage, the grotesque shape and inscriptions. In Nor- Though the hustling Western spirit is
me as a lawyer receives a lee Inc giving a way and Sweden, also, the yeomen farmers hardly calculated to foster the growth of art, course of formation. The council of the
al opinion.
have beautiful silver cups, tankards and there are a number of Canadian artists in Catholic Union, of which His Grace iv is
L i now possible to say "Mr. This or ornaments. These they sell to buy articles Colorado
mong them Mr. William the spokesman, while acguittins Mr.
s That. R. A., decorated my house," for of newer fashion."
'
Townley Benson, of Montreal,
has been
fiecorations will have received the stain p
"By the way," I enquired, "silver curiosIbi g hl y- s ren of art in circles in Denver by Calderon of any intention of wounding
his approval. It is the old story that are a great craze just now, are they not?"
e laborer is worthy of his hire," and the
"Yes," replied my well informed host, and those whese opinion on such subjects is Catholics by disrespect to the royal and
Lid establishes a seneible condition of they are arrangee on tiny c en t re ta bl es in worth baying. His pictures, though modest saintly lady who formed the subject of
Inge for the benefit of those refined work- the drawing room, each one, sometimes, onl in scope, show evidences of delicate
B, seldom as rich in pocket as they deserve a bit of plush mat of seine pretty accordan tl handling, painstaking work, and a real love bis work, felt nevertheless bound to
be.
hue. By 'accordant' 1 mean, as such to the el art, Some of his studies of still life are state that the conception of the picture
One of the most practical and valuable of hues of the decorations and upholstery
eau directors is our old I riend, Mr. Fred- For rou must Icnow walls, ceiling& door• capital. Mr. Benson came to Colorado a was historically false and based on a mis
ick Litchfield, of Hallway street, the pane s, carpet squares, have now assumed year or so ego for his health, since which
they of that invaluable bible of the collec- a place in the front rank as parts of a room. time he has devoted himself entirely to the conception of the nnedimval biographer,
r-whether the collector be an amateur or Ladies of title take up this pretty 'fad,' and brush.
and that the indecent travesty of a sacred
"41 &pike " Op/a/. \u
e 'L
profeesional-named "Pottery and Porce- supply the uninitiated with charming surincident which resulted from such misin," now in its fourth edition. At once I roundings. There is Lady Monckton, who
The First Lady Member. I
aw where 1 could learn all about the hiswith the daughter of the well-known It. A.
conception was peculiarly offensive to
Last year Mrs. William Allingham, widow
ory of curios.
Frith, at their house of business, at the
Fortuuntety I found that Mr. Litchfield eign of the "Spinning Wheel," enable peo- Of the Irish poet, was elected the first lady Catholics as attributing a sinful act of
was In town, having just returned from one ple always to du the correct thing in art member of the Royal Society of Painters in gloss immodesty to a canonized saint,
matters. And 1 am glad to see such ladies Water Colors. This distinction was won by
f his purchasing tours on the continent.
deeply venerated for purity of life. The
My iew minutes waiting until my host take up Et practical business seriously. It is
should be quite at leisure 1 filled up in chat- an evidence of the daily progress of 'the I years of brilliant work,
effect
of the picture, moreover, on
ting with Mr. Bartlett, the able representa- dignity of labor,' of which your Yankee which raised the lady
ill-informed Protestants would be to
tive of the head of the firm. Mr. Bartlett poets tell us so much.
to a foremost position
ad much to tell ins of the inivantages the
"It was the exhibition here in 1851 that among water color
create prejudice against the saint
ilytechnio is giving to its
made the crusade in art. Time Prince Conand her religion. The Duke, therefore,
sort was an artist to his finger tips. Then artists. Her producAMBITIOUS ARTISAN STUDENTS,
biigau the craze for old china. It died out tions have always been
deprecated
its being placed in the n
e young fellows, ho says, are going in because every silly
person took it up, ir- prominent in the exMemos on all sorts of scholastic sub- _respective of a fine sense of fitness and
tional
true
collection.
The iseeretary _of the
hibitions.
Out-of-theand spend their evenings in readime, beauty. Then started a real, a high art edutety, and in listening to experts ou van- cation. People learned to discriminate way bits oflandscape
Academy, replying on behalf of the probranches of artistic work.
between the true and the false, the beauti- and coma!" life have
skient and council, respectfully declined
hotography hais taken a great advance ful end the hideous.
To-day the 'China called her best powers
lug the met tow years at the Institute.
to take any kteps ta undo what had been
craze,'
if
it
pleases
you
to
so
desigHer chubby,
no longer amateur photography, but
nate it, has revived at its most Into play.
done. 'There the controversy, which
profeesionai work done by young
discriminating stage. Ladies continu- rosy-cheeked country children, comely village
ws who had this a useful accomplish- nlly give me 'points' on these matters, for maidens and the weary woodcutter returning caused much excitement in artistic and
in many dlfterent kinds of business. tile love
the beautiful is the privilege of from his day's toil, have suggested themes religious circles ends at least for the
n le Mr. Bartlett showed moo some of his your sex,ofMadame."
which, divested of all sense of commonness,
en work, prepared fora new and elaboi ate
Here
Mr.
Litchlield bowed courteously. I
italoieue book of the house. One ut these felt 1 had long enough intruded ou hie time, have proved under Mrs. Ailingham's gifted present.
_loct live feet uud high, mid with ri regretful glance around, a half pencil that in a world of beauty there is also
b arm ancient oakcalh
ia ot envious glance. 1 own, I took my departure,
y two firealttrot Mobee wide.
beauty of humble things. She was a Mime
mniel4workmanship, and le over 200
along with my heiter-skeite" notes ou "Tho Paterson before her inarrit ge in 1874, and le
lu, ',anther Is ol Flemish walnut fine
Lineage of Curios."
42 years old. AA
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t three' .. Mt Man. 1 wise at
ablest
harmed with au antique Italian oen
tble from the tkraterini Palace at Verdes,
no plow. suggested Inspection of the
-

ial. 'this I was intent upon, when Mr.
id interrupted rue, and I was recompelled to bring my chat with
Be ett (who is a great favorite with
rice
by the way) to a (nose. How'
Mr. Litchfield
opeued up a subject
reat interest to me in his graphic
.iptions of time matters I felt
d infeteest my Boston friends, who love
art aria revel in the beautiful. "you
ire that table," he remarked. "Well, so
I, ana it is one of the snarly exquisite
Wes we corns across from time to time
m palaces and from convents abroad.
the way, see this key. It was the prop.
of the lord chamberlain to the Queen of
am. It is worth 475, or of Yankee money
out $375. There are 450 worth of dinonds in it. I bought it from a servant of
he widow of the chamberlain, whose key of
ce It was. I had to sign a bond not to
li It in Spain, nor offer it for sale there."
Truly, this key is a most imiendid bauble.
Is completely
STUDDED IN DIAMONDS.

nd can be divided, so that the upper part

ould make a pretty pendant, or it could
mounted on a gold hairpin for the coiffure.
1' course, the servant who sold it needed
°nay, but, in reality, it should never have
one beyond official keeping. As it is, the
onditioits of its second sale are like a
reaty almost, for it its never to return to
pain to be seen as the poseeeelon of an out"But," continued Mr. Litchfield, "Spain is
o ceuntry of laces and 'tortoise' shell
rinkets. Laces 1 know too little about to
eke up as a business. It would be an ideal
onamerce for ladies, some of whom know
ntinitely more of lace than men over do.
ace Is in its art developmentgepresentative
f the history of thecountry, just as pottery
s. It is a most fascluating Maid of work,
id Spain is full of bargains to the educated
RI the taelieful who elect to take up this
ranch of business. Pray come down to ray
fries sanctum and I will tell you something
out ray methods."
Gladly availing myself of the invitation.
ad accepting a delicious cup of tea served
n a dainty old Wed.gewooci cup, I made my
nef notes.
Mr. Lltelifield's father was for over 30
ears epgaged in antiquarian pursuits. He
as a pioneer in tile most intricate work of
;Menu( at all descriptions of curios on sale,
or there were then as now people too
out' to sell, yet needing money for things
ey had in plenty. Frederick Litchfield
S thus well educated and well grounded
a solid knowledge of all that pertains to
d china, oak tapestries and general art
orks. The factory marks on china alone
e something of an education, for these are
ewildering, and have each one a meaning,
yen an
EXPERT MAY BE MISTAXEN

ow and again, while he must be on the
lert for new discoveries.
Mr. Litchtiold went on a tour several years
ago to Italy, there to adopt a novel mode of
procedure. These tours are now taizen
twice a year, and are part of his regular
routine, lie wont, that of all, with soins
valuable letters to people in a position to
help him. he did little ou his first visitsave
to look around. Next he went to Norway
and bwedeu and Denmark. His procedure
was to stop at the best hotels in the leading
cities, then to advertise tu the two leading
• wspapers that "Mr. latehtield, antiquaran of London, was to be at such and such
an hotel on certain days and specified hours,
and that ho was there for the purchase of
curios Of all descriptions. People with such
to sell would please call at such and such a

private parlor."
The advertisement, or Invitation, is
w men in the language of the coUtt-
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NATIONAL ACADEMY OF DESIGN.
1891.

TENTH AUTUMN EXHIBITION.
Works for the TENTH AUTUMN EXHIBITION of the NATIONAL ACADEMY OF DESIGN,
will be received at the Academy f rom Thursday, October 29th, to Saturday, October 3Ist, inclusive, after which

time no work will be admitted.
gRr ARTISTS OUT OF THE CITY will forward their cases (NOT to the Academy Building, but to some
agent in New York City) in time to be , delivered within the specified dates. (SEE SPECIAL NOTICE on
the opposite page.)
The list of works for Exhibition must be written with all the required particulars on the annexed blank,
and be sent to C. S. FARRINGTON, SUPERINTENDENT, at the Academy, by or before the 22d of October, and a
carefully and clearly written card, containing the title of the work and the name of the possessor and of the
artist, must be attached to each contribution.

SPECIAL NOTICE TO CITY EXHIBITORS.—The

Academy cannot in any manner look after the collection or
return of the city exhibit. Exhibitors will send and remove their works by their own porters within the specified
dates.
A competent person will be in attendance, in care of the sales, upon which a commission of ten per cent. will be charged.
It should be stated on the list to whose order (if other than the artist) payment must be made in case
of sale.
Works will not be offered for sale unless the price is given ; and prices will, in all cases, be inserted in the
Catalogue, unless written objection is made on the list when sent in.
Varnishing Days will be on Thursday and Friday, November 19th and 20th, and from to A. M. to 5 P. M.
Academicians and Associates of the Academy, and such other artists who may have works in the Exhibition,
will be admitted, and no other Person, excepting the Press (by card), AFTER TWELVE O'CLOCK, M.,
Thursday, November 19th.
The PUBLIC EXBIBITION will commence Monday, November 23d, and will close on Saturday, Dec. 19th.
The productions of LIVING ARTISTS only are eligible. APPROVED ORIGINAL WORKS which have never before

been exhibited in the City of New York, or in Brooklyn.
Rejected works not removed from the Academy within one week after the opening of an exhibition, and
accepted works not removed within one week after the close, will be stored at the risk and cost of the owners.
All works will be subject to the judgment of the following
JURY OF SELECTION.
J. R. BREVOORT,
B. BRISTOL,
J. G. BROWN,
WM. M. CHASE,

R. SWAIN GIFFORD,

J.

J. FRANCIS MURPHY,

FREDERICK DIELMAN,

GEO. W. MAYNARD,
GEO. H. SMILLIE,
OLIN L. WARNER,

BENONI IRWIN,

J. Q. A. WARD,
WALTER SHIRLAW,
SAMUEL COI,MAN,
LOUIS C. TIFFANY,

J. CARROLL BECKWITH,

J. H. DOLPH,

HORATIO WALKER.

WM. H. LIPPINCOTT,

FRANCIS C. JONES,

HANGING COMMITTEE.
LOUIS C. TIFFANY,

SAMUEL COLMAN,
HORATIO WALKER.

walls,
No change whatever will, under any circumstances, be made in the placing of the pictures on the

and no work can be withdrawn before the final closing of the Exhibition.
All works received for exhibition will be at the risk of the owners.
BY ORDER OF TliE COUNCIL,
T. ADDISON RICHARDS,

T. W. WOOD,

Corresponding Secretary N. A.

President.
TWENTY-THIRD STREET AND FOURTH AVENUE,
NEW YORK, JUNE 1St, 1891.

}

AH works offered for Exhibition by dealers must be accompanied by the Artist's written consent thereto.
AD In accordance with a resolution passed at the Annual Meeting of the Academy, not more than three works
-

by any one artist will be exhibited.
Glass on Oil Paintings will not be permitted in the Academy Exhibitions.

. 48r SPECIAL NOTICE TO NON RESIDENT ARTISTS : NO EXHIBITS IN PACKING BOXES WILL BE RECEIVED AT THE
ACADEMY BUILDING. All such works must be sent to some Consignee in New York to act as Agent for the Exhibitors, to receive and unpack their cases, send their works
duly to the Academy, and call for and return them at the close of the Exhibition. For the information of Exhibitors unacquainted in the City, the following parties are mentioned
as among those who attend to such business, viz.: J. ,HARRISON MILLS, 147 East 23d Street Loins R. MENGER, 35 Dey Street W. K. O'BRIEN & BROTHER, 83 Third Avenue
BEERS BROTHERS, 1264 Broadway.
J
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WORKS FOR THE TENTH AUTUMN EXHIBITION OF THE NATIONAL ACADEMY or DESIGN, FROM
Name of Artist (distinctly written), with his
address on and after the first of November, 1891.

Title of the Work.

Name of Possessor.

Where works will be sent from.

To whom and where
works will be returned.

Price, if for sale.

,

Air To whose order (If other than the artist) is payment to be made in case of sale?

To Exhibitors OUT OF THE CITY ..---No works in Packing Boxes will be received at the Academy. See notice above.
.
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The Metropolitan Museum of Art
a pretty child, except, doubtless, tu its
ROYAL ACADEMY,
The Story of • £10,000 picture.
nbere the "young person" and the younger parents. But it is "the image of its father," bag appointed a special committee to
The fact of a picture worth £10,000 being
'British matron" are always found in great even to the droop of one eyebrow, which enlarge its collection of casts, so that the
;farce. And it le to the credit of our artists cddlY reproduces the father's scowl. Far- Instory of plastic art may be traced from converted into a sort of a bull's eye for
echcolboya marbles is a little history in it:hat, in the mein, they recognize their view. ther behind is a girl of ten, old enough
earliest times to the present day by self.
The work, by Gainsborough, is that of
tire, and are careful not to obtrude what is to sorrow with her mother and even the
objectionable upon them. There are a few to scowl with her father. To me This is the means of representative works. The the Honorable Miss Dancombe, a reexceptions and, usually, female artists are most living and breathing picture in this museum will also have a moulding nowned beauty of her day, who lived at
nders. This year it is not so year's Academy. The work, though broad, is
the chief offe
atelier, which shall supply other Am- Dalby hall, near Melton Mowbray.
the two most obtrusive pictures being Mr'. marvellously effective in every part. Nothing erican museums with copies of statuary. She married General Bowster. For
I
venture
to
prophesy
that
scamped,
and
over fifty years this magnificent work of
Solomon's "Judgment of Paris," and Calde- h
years to come this picture will find more The cAnmittee in charge of the new art had hung in the hall of this old
ron's beautiful version of the well•known
have
Hungary.
It
is
sympathetic
critics
than
some
who
chairman; house in Leicestershire, and the children, as
story of St. Elizabeth of
way at its "un- work is : Henry G. Marquand,
only charitable to suppose that the lady who,been hsneering in a lordlysome
Eobert W. DeForest, Edward D. Adams, they played and romped about the ancient
"
little
Wilsubject.
And
furnished the sweet, innocent and sprightly w
t. 1“-y"
oaken staimase, delighted to make a target
n of the future will want to know Augustus St. Gaudens, F. W. Rhine- of
face for Mr. Solomon's "Venus," did not uedli ie"
the Gainsborough, and to throw their
and
may
hear
from
"
old
lander. Louis C. Tiffany, John Q. A.Ward marbles at the beauty. It hung there year
know of the stark nudity of the body to whet
it on
,,
means
;
and
the
great
labor
battle
;
which her beautiful features were to be fitted
"' War" thethe "famous victory" was won. and others. The commi ttee has published after year, full of holes, only to be sold
at which
a very handsome catalogue, containing
on upon the canvas. Yet the picture is one cost
pictures in the front, as lists of desirable objects, which will be under the hammer one day for the sum of
, of great beauty, and the sweet unconscious- I have put these few
£6, a good price for the torn and tattered
my
memory,
but
another
in
to
redeem
it
those
most
vivid
circulated only among those whose ad- canvas. The owner of the bargain let it go
Bess of wit in the face goes far
of
some
other
notable
time
Levant
to
speak
dram the charge of want of delicacy. A works. But, as I said, here gather the coon- (vice is sought in the preparation or final for £183 15s, the lucky purchaser being Mr.
stronger excuse may be made for Mr. Calde- trytousins, and here come the young ;esthetics lists. The beta for the Chaldean, Assy- Henry Graves. The day it came into the
,ron. Although he has chosen to take lite. jan
rian, Persian, Greek and Roman periods famous printseller's shop in Pall Mall Lord
eally the renunciation imposed by the stern — here the ULTRA FASHIONABLES
were made by Edward Robinson, curator Chesterfield offered 1,000 guineas for it, at
.confessor Conrad upon his fair devotee, and
of classial antiquities of the Musium of which price it was sold. But romances ran
)11113 depicted her kneeling at the altar abso- ef the day. The living pictures are the most Fine Arts in Boston. Those for the early
freely about all things pertaining to pictures,
lutely divested of raiment, yet he has man. amusing,beyond doubt. Dress is wonderfully Christian and medievral periods and the for before the work was delivered a fever
awed to fill the picture with an atmos varied. Here comes a batch of dowdies, fresh French renaissance were prepared by seized Lord Chesterfield and he died. Lady
iphere of "religiousness" which—if it be not from the wilds of Wiltshire. They jostle Prof. Frothingharn, of Princeton. The Chesterfield was informed that if she wished
religion itself—is a near approach to what againsa a couple of superior beings from an- Egyptian list was prepared by Prof. the agreement might be cancelled. Her
7 taued to be accepted as the genuine article. other sphere ; angel-visitants, with wings on Marquand of Princeton.
ladyship replied that she was glad of this
The world, the flesh, the devil, are not in their shoulders 'rising to the top of their
Among the recent contributions to the as she did not require the picture, which
tkought of any of the actors in this scene. heads. Presently, the dowdies are in more Metropolitan Museum of Art is a statue accordingly
remained in Mr. Graves' shop
Elizabeth has—literally—" put off" the old congenial company ; that of dowdyism of the of Ariadne, by Millet, of Paris. This
things, and kneels with bent head before the almost vanished " Patience" type ; yet still statue, which is a splendid piece of waiting another purchaser. It had not
image of the,Christ. The stern Father Con. affected by a section of the" artistic" world. work, is a gift to the museum by Mr. long to wait. One of the wealthiest
and _most discriminating judges of
lessor himself looks, not at the kneeling lady It is a pity that this perambulating picture
Sawa, the art dealer in Fifth- pictures in England, Baron Lionel
eint into the crucifix itself, while attendant cannot be caught, and fixed, and framed, and William
a
millet
to
make
venue, who employed
Rothschild, came in search of it, and the folmonks and nuns seem equally absorbed in be hung up for the instruction and edification areplica
of his celebrated Ariadne. It lowing conversation between him and th
;holy contemplation. The chief feeling in (if Dome future academy..V.V .
elm
in
perat
the
Mus
-bas been received
owner, Mr. Graves, ensued :—" You ask 01
Protestant minds is one of simple indignation
/ fect condition, and will be placed in one fifteen hundred guineas for it? exclaim
41/791.
that the spiritual yoke of Jesus Christ should
bit
o
uzw
wi
departments
e
k;
t
l
the great financier, when he was told the
ever have been so misunderstood and misre- WINNING IIONOR IN PARIS of the
"Why, you sold it the other day for
presented. Many Roman Catholics have
pointed out to this day. The following in- price.
viewed the picture with similar feeling, and -Mr. Ceerire W. Hill, of Danville, Metals teresting history of the famous picture of a thousand Yea, I know I did," replied
the dealer but that was doue in .ts hurry,
an attempt has been made to affirm that ConTeeth ittueb Success as a Sculptor.
the Immaculate Conception, which is to be before it had
' been restored." "Well, now,
rad of Marburg did not himself interpret
Basilica is given, being perhaps I'll give you
the
seen
in
twelve hundred for it—twelve
the renouncing of the world in this crude
Anotheryoung Canadian, Hr. George Win. :the first time it has ever appeared in
hundred," said the Baron, looking longingly
fashion, and that not thus was the ceremony Hill, a native of Danville, Que, weer() ho print :—
at the work. "Now, Baron," said Mr. Graves
carried out. I cannot decide this historical was born in 1864, has been winning marked
More than a hundred years ago It came good-humoredly, though firmly, if yot
point ; the artist gives his authority, which hucceee in the art world of Paris and prom- into
the possession of a family named Lesays distinctly "all her garments," but it ises to add another name to the list of Can- maistre, residing on the island of Guernsey, beat me down another shilling you Mien'
may well be that this assertion was not adians wbo have achieved success in the in what manner is now unknown, though It have the picture at all." "Very good—the
is supposed to have been captured from some send it home at fifteen hundred guineas
literally carried out, However, we have centre of European culture and art. Mr. French
vessel during a naval skirmish. At
here one of the notable pictures of the year, Hill began bis career as a sculptor in the all events
it was considered of no great value, It is now amongst the most valued artist
and it has been—virtually—purchased for the Rithroonel marble works, where he spent tor it remained for a period rolled up in an treasures of the Rothschilds, and .C10,00
was used as a receptacle for
nation under the terms of the Chantrey be- Milt years, for the greater portion of which attic room, which
iLto-day.—Strand Magazin
furniture, costumes of former days and
VW ff. —
quest. Another notable picture bears also he held the poet of chief carver. He next old
other curiosities. Captain Lemaistre, the
upon the need of the great Reformation, sail:Aid the Art school in Montreal and sou of the proprietor, was, in 1770, in Quebec. fl Leon G. Pelouse, the ettifnut Even.
Here he was deputy adjutant-general of the
which surely came not a moment too soon,
went to Paris in 1R38 to continue his forces and secretary of the lieutenant- andscape painter, died recently in Pari
judging from the Hon. John Collier's most tilers
governor, When Lieutenant-Governor Cra. Several of his pictures are ownece. by, C
,tudies.
Be
first
took
a
course
of
drawiog
impressive picture of the
was recalled to England and succeeded leading art collectors in Montreal.y*IC I
:rom Gerome and OEM entered l'Academio malte
Lieutenant - Governor Hamilton Le.
SPANISH INQUISITION,
e e coloressi for modelling, under Au reibere by
An Art Sale Prohibited,
maistre remained in Canada with
The scene of this is a vaulted chamber, Fieding stronger students in Juliens he the new governor. His heart had
BY CABLE TO TUB HERALD.
sea,
however,
in
the
ship
crossed
the
wherein at a table placed beneath the shining went there, having Chrpu fur a pro- that took his old master home, having folRome, Aug. 24.—Much to the surprise
Imago of the Crucified, there sit two judges fessor, from whom he recetvea great lowed the pretty niece of Mr. Cranaahe, Mar/ of the Inquisition waiting for the accused.
garet S uart, with whom he
desperately and discomforture of the admires of the
and encouragement. He was ID
praise
love. Margaret was educated at the Prince Borghere and correspondingly tr
With them sits a secretary monk engaged in always one of the foremost in the exhibi- Ursuline
convent, and while there abjured
mending his pen ready for the examination. tions which took place every three months. Protestantism
and was baptised in the conAt the side, between two massive pillars, two After passing a very rigid examination he vent 'Chapel. Young Lemaistre had an the satisfaction of lovers of art, the Govas familiars" of the Holy Inquisition are pre- was admitted into the Beaux-Arts—the na- intimate 11 lend in a young ecclesiastic, then ernment has prohibited the sale which
ecre t ary to the Homan Catholic bishop, Mgr. had been advertised of the Prince's paintparing the instrumente of torture. The whole tional school of France, and thus became a sInland,
and to him he confided his secret. Me,
force and pathos of the picture (which is of student of Gerome, the world-famed sculp- Piessis had heard the story of Margaret in ms and works of art at suction to satislarge size and magnificently painted) lies in tor, He has executed numerous busts and Stuart and the convent, and when the gallant fy that degenerate nobleman's debts.
captain explained why ha was so The collection comprises some of the
the utter unconscious indifference of all the bas-reliefs ; some went to England, but young
to obtain leave of absence
persons shown on the canvas. The monk is nearly all to Om United States. One in per- anxious
to visit England, his friend replied, best work of best Italian artist of all
pleased at the good point he is getting to his ticular, from very poor photographs, was of "Put, Captain Lemaistre, I cannot wish 43poches. At the same this peculiar sale
you success in this matter unless you is prohibited the announcement
pen • the two judges are beguiling the time
late Dr. Culbertson, of Ohio, for which become a catholic and Lemaistre, who was is -made that the Government is
with' some pleasant story which brings a j the
He
from the press.
preparing a bill to make all such sales
broad smile to their rather benevolent look- he received great praise
llid)rtohrtige i1'111)10yRT
of the strongest ;TsItutrinT,:::iodutghhaleV'o
And so it happened, for Mgr. Briand was very unlawful in future as against the public
ing faces. Meanwhile, the officials behind is now consideredinone
doubt,
and,
no
friendly with General Haldimand, neat fee
the pillars have found their own small sub- Canadian sculptors Paris country and smalatri
obtained leave of absence _and upon interest. It is held that the greatest
ject of interest and amusement, the while will seen return to his native
reaching England was married to Miss. S tuart. private art collections are part of national
in
The honeymoon was spent in Guernsey and glory and shouki not be scattered at the
their pincers are heating in the brazier at show thq his d' entstudy has not been
one day when ransacking the contents of the caprice of spendthrifts. Such collections
which they are warming their toes and j vain. ,q
9/?//'
attic chamber the bride came upon the refingers. Evidently the torture and the slayligious picture. A wave of loving memory of grew up under the fostering care of the
ing of a fellow creature for a difference of re- s kyle The Copy of Millet's AngeluCly
far-away Quebec swept over the young girl's government kr generations and the
)7Y/
heart and she begged to be allowed to keep the people at large have an interest in their
ligious conviction is a commonplace and easy To the Editor of the STAB:
It was 1793 when the Lernalstres retask to them. One cannot say that they but —I have to thank you very much for canvas.
turned to Quebec and the picture was rolled disposition. It is probable that some arthink they are doing God service fettle per- the kind notice of my picture in your issue up
sud taken with them. The captain was now rangement will be arrived at by which
secution of a heretic ; for, evidently, God is of Friday last. In justice to the manage- the Governor of Gaspe, but the office was a the Boringhese gallery will become the
Association, however, I sinecure and he took a house in Ste. Famille
not In their thought at all. They are the ment M the Art
state that no sketches were made by street, in this city. In the meantime the property of the government. The anservants of " the Church," and what the would
their
building,
nor other than mental young secretary of Mgr. Briand and friture nouncement ot proocsed laws, however,
in
I3ishop of Quebec had been raised to the is very distastefal to art dealers whose
, "Church" orders need not be questioned or me
notes taken during the exhibition of Millets dignity
of the priesthood, and in the spring of
troubled about.
great picture. Yours very truly.
paired by such rue sa1792 had been appointed Cure of Quebec. profile will b
HARRIET
J.
PINKERTON.
"ON STRIKE
Monsieur le Cure was natrally one of the first ures.
St,
Antoine,
181.
July
20,
Cote
Uplands,
callers upon Captain and Mrs. Lemaistre and
Is another of this year's notable pictures. It
the latter producing the roll of canvas, asked
Is Mr. Herbert lierkomer's work done, as an
acceptance of the picture. " I will acceiat For the Fresh Air Fund
Some
three
ago
a Dublin docroilitotigi47‘e his
It gratefully," said the priest, " but not for
acknowledgment of the honor done him by old oil painting for
which
he
paid
a
pound.
myself,
for another." It was framed and sent
--IN THE—
bis election as a Royal Academician. This
has now been discovered to be the work to him and some days-later be asked Captain
NATURAL HISTORY ROOMS,
picture, also, thus becomes, hi a sense, public It
of a Dutch master of the 17tti century, and Mrs. Lemaistre to pass with him into the
University Street,
property. The artist, no doubt, intended it l'ieter Von Slingelandt, who lived at Leyden sanctuary of the Cathedral and there, behind
high altar, he showed them their plot-are,
to mark a feature of the stirring times of the from 1641 to 1691, and founded an art gal- the
saying
with
one
of
his
bright
smiles,
"
It,
is
year ho received his diploma. Strikes are lery there. There are only live of his pictures better loAtve to God than to roan."
of Holland—one. in the Louvre, two in
the feature of the day. The realism of the out
I
(Aller J. F. MILLET).
one In the Bridgewater collection,
picture is startling. At the doorway of his Glasgow,
and this one, which a few Dublin minuets- It is stated in Edinburgh that Sir Noel This picture. painted entirely from memory.'
humble brick dwelling stands the life•sise seure have pronounced genuine. It is a little Paton is to succeed the late Sir William
!tuts. ROBERT PINKERTON,
figure of the unwilling idler, gazing at some- weether-beaten. but in an excellent state of lettes Douglas as President of the Royal
which has received such favorable notices t
thing which brings a scowl to his brow, preservation, and possesses tile wealth of Scottish Academy, and that his _election and
the prem., will be exhibited for a short time,
While he unconsciously thrusts his finger coloring for which the Dutch artists of that will meet with general approval. Tax, ern,
Beginning FRIDAY, VS* INSTANT,
deep into the bowl of his empty pipe. Be- period were famous,
DAILY, from 9 a.m. until 10 pm.
hind him the pale, sorrowful mother shuts
her eyes from the scene as she nevertheless
puts a restraining arm around his neck. The
babe of a year old on her other arm is not
-
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Vs. LOSS TO THE FINE ARTS.
111

he Li i(tt(

The Art Students' League

wee organized by a grotto of young stuWork of the Distinguished dents in the summer of 1873, whose

French Artist, L. O. Pelouse.
—
It seems not longer ago than yesterday

members were drawn principally from
the schools of the National Academy of
when I had the pleasure of being the
guest of the eminent French artist, L. G. Design. There were, says The Art Arnekelouse, at his country residence, at Cernay- lenr frr September, at least two good reela-Ville, on the outskirts of the forest of f ens for the formation of a new school;
Yontainebleau. To-day the sad news of his
ne heing that the academy, although
death has reached me. He died In Paris on
the 31st ult., aged 63, leaving a widow, but an endowed institution, way forced at
no children. His father was a manufacturer, this time by lack of funds to suspend it
and, like the father of Corot, of Constable, of clas.ee; the other that a strong desire exHogarth and some other great painters, he isted among the older pupils for a more
discouraged hie son's early predilection for advanced and progressive course than
art, and urged him to devo'..e himself to
commerce. With this view, the father in- was then afforded by any school in
duced him to accept the duties of a commer- America. Before this date nearly all
cial traveller, but it was quickly shown how the art education in New York was that
unfitted the son was for them. While his given at the National Academy. But for,
rivals were actively looking after customers, some few years as young painters (who
he would be gazing on the beauties of had gone through what might be called
nature; and while they were taking orders,
he was usually engaged in sketching. Thus, a post graduate course b the schools of
iteeing the hopelessness of diverting him Paris or Municn after they bad
from his love of art, the father reluctantly finished the course at the academy)
consented to his withdrawal from com- returned from Europe, a movement
merce, and from henceforth till his death, in favor of a stronger and more modern
painting was to him more than duty; it was and
complete technique, than that
almost a passion. The reputation of all
truly great artists has been created by the offered by the weaker and often self edufew, and consequently their fame beyond a cated of the older academicians was
small circle has always been posthumous. shaping itself. This was especially felt
Such is, and perhaps always *111 be, by these students who did not see their
the experience of true genius. His way clear to strip abroad; but who bedeath is therefore too recent to claim
now an appreciative verdict from the world lieved it would be possible to obtain a l
of art, but it may be safely predicted that great portion of the benefits of the foreigni
the time is not far distant when he will be methods of art education without the
ranked alongside of Corot and Daubigny. f expense and delay of a residence in
He was no Imitator; he was, so to speak; his, Europe. This feeling doubtless bromght
wn master, and has founded his distinctive matters to a climax whee, in the fall of
ohool of landscape painting, and when conrated by time and reflection will 1875, about two hundred art students
found no less lovely than the found themselves without proper advanorks of these great men. The Londoro tages for study; and it was then that the
theneurn, in speaking of his death, remarks: league adopted its constitution, drew up
Rie taste led him to paint pathetic% its by-laws and issued its first circular.
ifleots, with broad and simple motives of Its form of
government was entirely
great value as to tone and in comparatively
low keys of color. He made considerable new; and consisted of a president, with a
position in the Salon of 1872, with 'Aprbs la board of control, numbering ten or a
ulule' and 'Souvenir de Cernay;' the latter, a dozen members; a majority of whom
very fine frost piece, is now In the gallery of were actual workers in the school.
. aixernuourg. In 1873 he sent 'Vallee de
This produced what might be
'ernay' to the Salon, and confirmed the
npression he had made, and for it he re- fairly called "an art school for
ived a medal. In 1874 his 'Travers a Bois' art students by art students," and it is
es much admired, because it showed in undoubtedly this principle of governarming fashion the true effect of an Octo- ment by these directly concerned in its
r morning. His 'Une Coupe de Buis' ob- teaching which won it popularity and
,alned a medal of the first class. 4, * • • caused its remarkable growth. It had
In 1878 he was awarded the Cross of the
Legion of Honor, and a gold medal for the no salaried officers; but like a large
works he exhibited at the Exposition Uni- harmonius family, each member asveaeile 1889. He leaves unfinished an sumed his share of the work, with its sucimportant work for the Hotel de Ville, cess deeply at hearth. One of the first
Paris." It is pleasing to know that there results was the establishment of a mornare, at least, a dozen of his worke; In this ing life-class for women, an afternoon
city. Jolla' Formal.
painting class from the draped model for
The great Holbein from Longford Castle both sexes, and an evening life-class for
men. Every afternoon between four and
The Ambassador ") was first made vissix a sketch-class met, each member of
au
the
6th
inst.
Last
ible to the public on
which posed in turn for the remainder.
tumn the picture had been exhibited, but it This was attended by many artists and
was then so disguised by coat upon coat of illustrators who desired to gain freedom
in sketching from nature. Antique clasdiscolored varnish and the accumulated dirt ses were also added, and lectnres in anaof years that the real work of the great tomy, and perspective, so that the course
master was concealed from view. Thanks was made more complete. The system
lo Air. Dyer, who undertook the delicate then instituted is practically the same as
that now in force. Circulars in the class
'ask of cleaning it, it has emerged from its bulletin for 1891-92 can be obtained from
lung obscurity in what enthusiastic °atlas Miss Ellen K. Lenteigkey,31d-st.N.Y
/WW1
ugurdAs Its pristine glory. Since the clean.
Mg a new detail is observable
—a crucifix, beautifully painted in
the left-bend upper corner, half concealed
by the green curtain. How far this detail
throws light on the religion of the persons
epresent( d and thus gives a key to the
'caning of the picture is matter of conj vtur . It only introduces, some think, a
new element of uncertainty, as it seems to
be in contrast with the German choral book
which is evidently Protestant. The workmanship of the picture is said to be extrem. illy fine, and the coloring wonderfully pre-.
served, coming out pute and bright. It is

‘7"Elt3C ATTRACTIVE BAIA
--OF-011 Paintings and Water Colo i
v
D rawings, by Allan Edson.
rIcg)
1;14,`•
F. A. Verner, O it, Jacobi,
oV1,John Fraser, T. M. liar.
tin, M. PWY1110Ur, and
ether well-known
Artists,
;)ONÇ
•1.80
Proof Etchings, Engravings, Colored
Photograph*, Far simile, India
Ink Sketches, Etc., Etc.
The subscribers are instructed by A. J. Pell, Egg,
to sell at their rooms. Nos. 1821 sad 1823 NOTES
DAME STREET. on
MONDAY AFTERNOON, SEPT. 114th,
A Collection of

—PICTURESMounted in elegant frames.
Among which are two Oils and two Water Color*
ronounced by connoisseurs one of the by the late Allan Edson; also examples from tbs
studio, of E. A. Verner. O. R. Jacobi, John Eraser,
orld's ten or twelve great pictures and
Seymour. T. M. Martin, and other Royal Canadial
ilia
of
Aeaderaecians, and well known British Artists.
rhsps the most pr clone possession
The Etchings and Engravings are all of high order
tional gallery.
new and pleasing subject..
tar Catalogues ready and picture, now on view.
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BALK AT 2.30 O'CLOCK.

3123.

A GREAT RUSSIAN PICTURE,
Nicolai N. Gue's Painting of

Christ and Pilate.
A. Work Whose Exhibition Was Prohibited in St. Petersburg—Shown in
Roston for the First Time Out of
Russia—A Worthy Successor of the
Verestchagins.
The Verestchagin pictures have hardly
gone. and people have Dy no means got
through talking about them, when a great
painting by another great Russian—indeed,
try Veresteliagin's master—is placed on exhibition In Boston. It is a work by Prof,
Nmelal N. Cue et the Imperial Academy of
Fine Arts at St. Petershurg, and was first
shown at the gallery of Williams & Everett.
79 Boylston street, yesterday.
This is, moreover, the first uuhamperect public exhibition of the picture anywhere, for
after it was shown for a short time in the
Russian capital Its further exhilfltion was
prohibited by the authorities. Them when
an attempt was made to exhibit it in neritn,at
is said teat the secret agents of Russia Intl.
matea that it might not be agreeable to the
Czar, and so the project was given up. So
Boston now enjoys the first unrestricted privilege of seeing the work—making another
artistic event of prime importance for this
notable season.
When it is stated that the subject is one no
more incendiary or revolutionary than the
familiar Scriptural scene between Christ and
Filet-. where the latter asks the Saviour the
question, "What is truth?" it seems almost
incredible that the exhibition of the work
could have been suppressed, even in such an
abode of tyranny as the Russian capital. But
a look at the painting will. perhaps, make
one appreciate the reason ascribed by the
authorities, that. "if Christ ever did present
such an appearance, It is best that the consmon people should not know it."
The authorities were, of course, very stupid, as tyrants and the tools of tyrants usually are in their tyranny, for it Is
The Profoundest Reverence,
anti no contempt ter sacred things. that is
manifest lu the conception of this painting—
one of the greatest versions ot that muchpainted subject ever created.
The picture snows but the two figures. confronting each other iu what appears to be an
anteroom of the palace. Pilate stands
proudly with his bark flue,
m towar.1 the be, :eei • ios
of his profile "'o . ceal
seineinsolent mocking expression
si tie raises his arm with a eastern that says
he has asked something that is unanswerable. Nevertheless, the attitude is mat of a
man %she 1, not Itbove noticing this poor,
despised, fanatical person, as lie must have
been regarded by "the best people" of that
day.
.The Saviour stands before tne representative of imperial Rome, an emaciated figure,
clad in coarse brown garments, Indicating
the deepest poverty, wilts wan, haggard features ana unkempt, matted hair. It is the
figure of one who has suffered unipeakaply;
who ties been persecuted, revileu. maltreated.
It is the Man of Sorrows In very truth whom
here we see; it Is no who has taken upon himself the sins of the world.
Slight, physically weak, and standing there
In a wonderfully impressive attitude of gentle non-resistance, yet ot supreme confluence
in himself, or something within himself, we
see in that figure, fragile as a reed, that
which all the power of Imperial Rome might
smite and not affect.
lits a picture of spiritual power contrasted
wits temporal might. And in those wonderful eves of the Saviour, that gleam with a
light as of God, may be seen by one who can
read the answer to the proud man's question:
Truth stands before hum it is thereiu contained, aud revealed In the light of those
eyes.
But Pilate cannot read it. In character
coarse na the garments of him before him;
burly, overfed and sensual, his eyes are
blind to all light like that. Wrapped lu his
white toga, lime evident that this vain man is
sufficient Unto himself, and looks not beyond.
The execution is worthy the subject. Like
Verestehagiu's work, it is
Reality Itself,
ana one hardly gives a thought to technique
in its presence, The work is brilliant, ana
the painting is substantial In manner. The
figure of Pilate stands out in most
vivid relief in a flood of sunshine that
comes pouring In through some unseen window or door on the left with such intensity
that at first glance one feels that it must be
actual light that is cast there. For the moment one is inclined to suspect that the lighting of the picture, which proceeds entirely
from the left, is reflected from several electric
Moms behind the framework within which
the painting is recessed, but then it becomes
apparent that the shadows in the picture fall
from an entirely different direction. This
method of lighting gives just the right accent
o the picture.
The placing of Christ In shadow lends to
o effect of sombviless and sorrow th.it surunits him, while the Pompousness of Pilate
likewise heightened by the light. It is Mooting to compare this conception of Christ
Is that of al unitacsy's "Christ Before Pi," In which the element of asceticism was
re pronounced than that of suffering
lo the spiritual basis of the Savtou
'sUt.:

the ttling of the floor, and the shiny light
wall 01 the room, from which the white garmeets of Pilate ere seen indistinctly reflected. It is a picture for
Artists to Study
technically. as wsil as to autire in conception.
\%'k at, with the recent Vervstchazins, with
Stepniak now here. wilt' George Kerman informing Us, aud with the growing interest in
Russian literature and life, that remarkable
people of eastern Europe occupy well their
share of the public mind. Awl bow superbly
do their masters disregard tradition and convention, and go straight to the tacts of life to
see for themselves and tell us what they. see!
Prof. GUf• — WP030 name appears to be pronounced as tf with Ilse Frencn u and with a
hard g; Gee is about as near as the average
Efiglis!i tongue can get to it—Is an tionorarv
member of tue Iineerial Academy of Fine
Arts at SI. Petersburg. As a student of that
academy he developed so much talent that he
was sent to study in Daly. After remsdning
there 10 or 12 years he returned and entered
upon a most snecessfel career in his profession.
.A bout 25 years ago he painted a "Last
Supper," which attracted much attention
when exhibited. and WaS purcoased by tile
Czar. it is now In the Winter Palace. Lis
second important work was "'Die Messencers of the Resurreetion of Christ," wh!ch
vv,.s considered irreligious by the autism ,
Ries, and was destroyed by their or&r.
'Next eame his "Christ in Gethsemane,"
now owueci by Mr. Tredjiakoff, the greatest
art patron in Russia, with a collection of pictures valued at 7,000.000 roubles.
Gue has Dammed Many historical subi. us. includ Ma "Peter the Great and his Son
Alexis," "Empress ICatherme Before the
Tomb of Elizabeth" awl "Puschkin in His
Country home Reading One or Ills Poems to
His Friend Pletneff." All of his works are the
property either of the Czat or of Tredjiakoff,
except this, which is the only one that ever
passed beyond the Russian frontier.
A photograph of the artist shows him as a
silvery-haired and bearded old man. with a
strikingly gently and kindly expression—an
apostolic countenauce. His garb is extremely
simple. lie Is a personal friend of Tolstoi.
and he lives the same kind of humble life—a
vegetarian in habit.
Tolstoi saw this picture before its exhibition. His neglect of the iestlietic side of life
has been regarded as a tilarked, defect In Ms
teachings, for he did uot appear to recognize
the value cit that chemisent lui rang humanity.
But, oa seeing this work, said: "Yes,
now I see that art can be usefa not only for
the rich, buta, a teacher for mi humanity."
The picture is brought here by air. N. flyil,
a Russian gentleman, who. like the artist, is
a personal friend of Tolstol.
WITH 'POMP AND CEREMONY.
-Observance of the Feast of the Epiphany at the New Italian Church.
The new Itallau church on Norte square
was the Mecca toward which many curious
and tevout plIgiiims wended their wile 'eft
1", .1 . 11.716!

of 7111i y—d- er out creeds and
bythey were all Dent upon one
Object—that oi'. .ivittsessing the services anhounced to b/held in that church tu observMeAt of the toast of the Epipliany.
At an etely hour the church was crowdod,
and when the services began even the aisles
were packed with worseimmers.
'the altar presented a beautiful appearance.
Resting on the tabernacle was the crib,
w! ose arrival from Italy breught so numb
oy to the Italian colony. It was surrounded
y hundreds of wax candles, and backed by
a magnificent subburst
On either side was a largo statue of an
angel, bent in anoration. and directly beneath
each of these were magnificent banks of
flowers. The altar was covered with the rich
altar cloth, and was surrounded lay beautiful
furnishings. recently imported from Italy, as
were also the rich vestmeets worn by the
priests.
The services consisted of the celebration of
solemn vespers, benediction, arni the replacing of the crib in Its repository In the
basemen
Rev. Fr. Zabolio was celebrant, Rev. Fr.
Martini deacom ltev. Fr. Astoria sub-deacon,
and Rev. Fr. Auriva master of ceremonies.
The music was rendered by the following
quintet, under the direction of Senor Ban.
diera. organist: Miss May Clime, soprano;
Miss Katie Fayette and Miss May Letherone,
alto; Vnicenzo Alcelli, tenor ;and John Garobah. bass.
At the conclusion of the vespers Fr.
Martini preached au eloquent and appropriate sermon in the Italian language,
and then a, procession of about 200 boys and
girls, bearing lighted tapers alid banners,
passed twice around the church in trout of
one of the little girls who bore the crib.
The services were then resumed, and when
Fr. Zabolio had pronounced the benediction
the procession again bore the crib &rotted the
church and thence to the basement, where it
was placed in Its repository and the ceremony was concluded by the choir singing the
Adeste Fleells.
The spectacle presented In the basement,
which has been fully described in this HERAi.n, is a beautiful one and can be seen any
day UP to the 18th of this month.
Wer0
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FORTY •N1NERS TO CELEBRATE.
The Associated Forty-niners will obser
on Jan. 17 the 43d anniversary 'of the ai
envery of gold in Califoreia.
The Revere house parlors will he thro
open at noon. From 2 to 3 o'clock a recem
ton will take place in the ladles' parlor.
1 hen the party mill be escorted to the ban(met, after which there will be music, soug
and story In abundance.
An eimInal poem, entitled "The Days nt
ona." and written for the 4XCU31011, Wit Oa
delivered by RS autho:.
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LOSS TO THE FINE ARTS.:

The Art Students' League,

was organized by a group of young stu-

when I had the pleasure of being the the schools of the National Academy of
uest of the eminent French artist, fe G. Design. There were, says The Art Amaeiouse, at his country residence, at Oernayfer September, at least two good reaa-Ville, on the outskirts of the forest of fteur
for the formation of a new school;
Fontainebleau. To-day the sad news of his 4 ens
death has reached me. He died In Paris on ne teing that the academy, although
the 131st ult., aged 63, leaving a widow, but an endowed institution, was forced at
no children. Ala father was a manufacturer, I his time by lack of funds to suspend it
and, iike the father of Corot, of Constable, of classee; the other that a strong desire exHogarth and some other great painters, he isted among the older pupils for a mers
discouraged hie son's early predilection for advanced
and progressive course tha
art, and urged him to devoes himself to
commerce. With this view, the father in- was then afforded by any school
duced him to acoept the duties of a commer- America. Before this date nearly a
cial traveller, but it was quickly shown how the art education in New York was ths,
unfitted the son was for them. While his given at the National Academy. But fr.
rivals were actively looking after customers, some few years as young painters
(wli
he would be gazing on the beauties of had gone through what might be calls,
nature; and while they were taking orders.
he was usually engaged In sketching. Thus, a post graduate course i., the schools
seeing the hopelessness of diverting him Paris or Monier' after they hag
from his love of art, the father reluctantly finished the course at the academy
coneented to his withdrawal from com- returned from Europe, a movemee
merce, and from henceforth till his death, in
favor of a stronger and more moderi
V
painting was to him more than duty; it was
almost a passion. The reputation of all arid complete technique, than tha;
9
'11103
truly great artists has been created by the offered by the weaker and oftin self edu
few, and consequently their fame beyond a cated of the older academicians tvit
small circle has always been posthumous. shaping itself. This was especially fee
Such is, and perhaps always *ill be, by these students who did not see tbei:
the experience of true genius. His
death le therefore too recent to claim • way clear to Strip abroad; but who be
now an appreciative verdict from the world lieved it would be possible to obtain f
of art, but it may be safely predicted that , great portion of the benefits of the foreige
the time is not far distant when he will be methods of art education without th0,,
ranked alongside of Corot and Daubigny. expense and delay of a residence ia
He was no imitator; he was, so to speak: his, Europe. This feeling doubtless brou414
wu master, and has founded his distinctive
ahool of landscape painting, and when con- matters to a climax wheel, in the fall of
mated by time and reflection will ; 1875, about two hundred art studenti
found no less lovely than the I found themselves without proper advan-t
orks of these great men. The London tages for study; and it was then that the;
,theneunt, in speaking of his death, remarks: league adopted its constitution, drew ng
His taste led him to paint pathetic
fleets, with broad and simple motives of its by-laws and issued its first circular.,
great value as to tone, and in comparatively Its form of government was entirely'
low keys of color. He made considerable new; and consisted of a president, with a
position in the Salon of 1872, with 'Apres la board of control, numbering ten or a;
pluie' and 'Souvenir de Cernay ;' the latter, a dozen members; a majority of whom
very fine frost plece, is now in the gallery of were actual workers in the school..
euxenmourg. In 1873 he sont 'Vallee de This produced what might be
'ernay' to the Salon, and confirmed the
npression he had made, and for it he re- fairly called "an art school for
ived a medal. In 1874 his 'Travers a Bois' art students by art students," and it is
to much admired, because it showed in undoubtedly this principle of governarming fashion the true offeot of an Octo- ment by these directly concerned in its
r morning. His 'Une Coupe de Buis' obwhich won it popularity and
,ained a medal of the first class. • • • • teaching
In 1878 he was awarded the Cross of the caused its remarkable growth. It had
Legion of Honor, and a gold medal for the no salaried officers; but like a large
works he exhibited at the Exposition Uni- harmonius family, each member asme Belie in 1889. He leaves unfinished an sumed bis share of the work, with its sucImportant work for the Hotel de Ville, cess deeply at hearth. One of the firat
Paris." It is pleasing to know that there results was the establishment of a
motets
are, at least, a dozen of his works; in this ing
life-class for women, an afternook
JOHN POPHAM.
oltY.
painting class from the draped model for
The great Holbein from Longford Castle both sexes, and an evening life-class for
et The Ambassador ") was first made vis- men. Every afternoon between tour and
six a sketch-class met,
memher of
ible to the public on the Gth inst. Last au which posed in turn foreach
the remainder.
tuurin the picture had been exhibited, but it This was attended by many artists and
was then so disguised by ooat upon coat of illustrators who desired to gain freedom
discolored varnish and the accumulated dirt in sketching from nature. Antique classes were also added, and lectures anaof years that the real work of the groat tomy, and perspective, so that the in
course
master was concealed from view. Tnanks was wade more complete. The system
to Mr. Dyer, who undertook the delicate then instituted is practically the same as
that now in force. Circulars in the class
'ask of cleaning it, it has emerged from its bulletin
for 1891-92 can be obtained from
lung obscurity in what enthusiastic critics Miss Ellen K. Lente,Vg&t.231d.-st.N.Y
7/sares,
eginte as its pristine glory. Since the clean,
e1
l eg a new detail is observable
"ITEM' ATTRACTIVE SALE
--0Eic\
s V
—r. mucifix, beautifully painted in
011 Paintings and Water Color
the left.bend upper corner, half concealed
•" Drawing., by Allan Lirloti,
F. A. Verner, O. it Jacobi,
by the green curtain. How far this detail
John I raser, T. ii. lint.
tin. M. sey moor. and
throws light on the religion of the persons
other weli-known
Artists,•
epresented and thus gives a key to the
• I.90
eaning of the picture is matter of conemProof Etchings , Engravings, Colored
Photographs, Eno Simile, India
tur It only introduces, some think, a
Ink sketches. Etc., hte.
new element of uncertainty, as it seems to The snbeoribere are instructed by A. J. Pell, Elev.
to sell at their rooms, Nos. 1821 end 1823 NOTRE
be in contrast with the German choral book DAME
STREET. on
which is evidently Protestant. The work- MONDAY AFTERNOON , SEPT. 14th,
manship of the picture is said to be extremA Collection of
—PICTURES-aly fine, and the coloring wonderfully preMounted in elegant frames.
served, coming out pure and bright. It is
which are two Oils and two Water Oolong
ronounced by connoisseurs one of the byAmong
the late Allan Edson; also examples from the
of F. A. Verner. O. B. Jacobi, John Fraaer,
orld's ten or twelve great pictures and studios
Seymour. T. M. Martin , and other Royal Canadian
rhaps the most prscions possession of the Academeclans. and well known British Artists.
The Etchings and Engravings are all of high orders
tional gallery.
7A/V9/ •
new and pleasing suhleota.
'1Q13
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Catalogues ready and pictures 110w on view.
BALE AT 11.30 O'CLOCK.
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A GREAT RUSSIAN PICTURE.

ho LI Atti Work of the Distinguished
dents in the summer of 1875, whose
French Artist, L. G. Pelouse.
members were drawn principally from
—
Artists
to
It seems not longer ago than yesterday
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or s fair to be
held at Chicago have issued a number of
circulars to Csnadian artists, inviting them
to exhibit their works as the production of
Amsrican artists. Our neighbors are somewhat too prone in the dispositioe to usurp
to themselves everything that is good. Tee
Dominion r roudly boasts several artists o
high rank and great excellence in their
work, and should any of them desire to exhibit at the Fair, a plao • ought to be made
for them in the Canadian count. The Government has not yet, it is true, made provision for an adequate representation of the
industrial and artistic capability of our
people, but in due time this mill -lota will
doub ess be supplied, and meanwhile ou
artists should guard against being entrapped
into posing as Americans. 1,41,1-//e9/fe(t
,

00 14/

TH4EitefrAi/i1AN ARTISTS have all received
-

circulars from the Art Department of the
Columbian Exhibition asking their cooperation in making the American art exhibit a sue.
cess. This is being a little too brotherly.
We do not presume, however, that any of
the Canadian artists are going to turn
Americana for the nonce. No appropriation
I as as yet been made by Parliament to cover
the expenses of a Canadian exhibit at
Chicago. Had the recent session not been so
disturbed this would probably not have been
overlooked. But a session will have to be
held riext winter, and it will be in timeenough,
if an appropriation is made, then, as we
suppose we may presume it certainly will be.
Our artists viIi then be able, withcut cost
to themselves, to appear in their proper category as Canadians. We do not think that as
such any of them need be ashamed of the company in which he will appear.
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A GREAT ART SALE.
The Treasures et Vereatchasin, the Famous lenasiasa Painter, te be
jj Ol8l ln New Yorre.gi/f91,

1? Veers, November 13
4

--

Mr. Henry D.
Macdova, attorney for Vaunt Veresteha3in,
elates that a number of new studies of negro
life by that celebrated Russian pilater,
soldier and traveller, have just arrivei from
elescow. His great collection, consiiting
NEW

—

rot only of his widely known protases, but
also of Indian art metal work, Russian
religious emblems and jewels, rare tapestries
and carpete, together with ()rental curios, old
arms and armor, will be sold at auction at
the great galleries of the American Art
association here commencing Tuesday even, and ending the following
leg next, the 17th,
Sat today.
Artists and lovers of art who wish to be
present at the sale of one of the greatest
collections of modern times can obtain
illustrated descriptive catalogues free by
applying to the association. Many prominent European buyers are expected and
some French and Russian connoisseurs are
already here.

_
1Ve re stchaginSale,2/1,94;
i'Erclibegan on the Stoning 6f/ihe
seventeenth inst. was n !ither a pirited
nor liberal. The Amerefan Art Gal- I
ieries, where the auction was held Wa I
lled with ladies and gentle men, but
the buying was confined to the few. The
highest price obtained during the first
evening's sale was paid for "Solomon'a
Well" which was bought by Mr. William Demuth for $3000. The announcement was made by the auctioneer that
inasmuch as nothing had been heard
from Vereetchagin lately, the original
lestructious to sell the entire collection on
the best pcssible terms would be followed I
to the letter. The artist had never put

a valuation on his paintings. The reason for the auction has not been generally known. I am told that it is due t4
e‘entits' limit of time eAta
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1739 Notre Darne 5trvt.

INTERNATIONAL ART GALLERY,
576 FIFTH AVENUE.
OPPOSITE THE WINDSOR HOTEL,

ON EXHIBITION
AN IMPORTANT COLLECTION OF PAINTINGS BY

CELEBRATED

ARTISTS, INCLUDING WORKS BY
BOUGUEREAU,

DAUBIGNY,

JIMENEZ,

VIBERT,

CARA NEL,

DESGOFFE,

LEFEBVRE,

VOLLON,

CHAPLIN,

DUPRE,

MO ROT,

ZIEM,

CONSTANT,

HENNER,

TROYEN,

And Many

COROT,

JACQUET,

SPRING,

Othe,

ALL OF WHICH WERE SELECTED BY MR. W. SCHAUB
OPEN FROM 9

A. M. UNTIL 13 P M.

COMPLIMENTARY INVITATION.
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ARTISTIC GEMS.
(Continued from first rage.)
—
The following pictures are worthy of
study: "A Story,' Fraticie Day; "Frost
Morning,' Bruce Crane; "Off the Irist
CORM,' Hotir y B. Sa "A
7Qnit I. liver
Arthur Hortwr; -rtivi v." J. G. Tyl
•

4%
.

".;W hat IShall I Sing?" an" an Ernmst sk
.

..1".40,?1 n ,,, !Bee..., tle.tif, '• Ti..new.„,

.

MODERN P

t; “spring Gordsuitig," Irving
Wiles. and "A ConutIlssrur," Ralph '
otr_elarasou.

let

Iltop 'Slack at Its We
n Entrils In the Handicap Feat
w -Billion to Try Again for Fam
a. Fort Race or Leave" the
O etch word—Probable Winners.

CItrastaneen are decidedly against, ti
attendance at the Guttenburg races
litre fternoon. / The atmosphere is not as
this ; ant as it might be eveli in the melan-

Plea - days of November, and the tree:3
chol Is Hi an altiorninable condition, merits 'only for I he strongest horses. or. more
•
erly jow 'king, hags. In addition ro
drawbacks the usual Saturday af terih en crowd were out in force on Than ksgivn g 11:13r, an not only lost their bolldaY tioney, but were well soaked Ior their
pain
Th e card Is a very mediocre affair, with
four 'selling raeee'and light entries in the
heretics p feature, the only race in the
SIX hat has any entries better than deseilled selling platers.
• If kitty Vents in any kind of shape for
a race she should win the handioap, with
tier Impost of only 88 lemmas. Biltzen
mile' have recovered stiffieiently from his
herdi race on Thursday to get the place,
whil Dalsyrian, a. mud horse or no mean
celiee e , may run third.
Otte of the best mud horses in the first
ratei( looks to be Lillie K., a filly that put
UP lee pounds a few days ago and ran a
g 00 e1 race with Florimor and Claymore on
a heavy track, boating most of the same
hor ea she has to meet to-day.
4Jdi e Uproar colt and Dr. Bill should go
in the second race, as both have recell iy shown form with heavier weights
tip han they are asked to carry to-day.
(Mti Salisbury may be able to heat the
two-year-old Peruvian in the third, but
the Whitten Brothers' aged mare Ruth
is a dangerous factor with only 99 pounds
nn.

Sandstone looks to have a "leadpipe"
of It tu the fifth race, and quite likely
Longstriele's sixteen hands may land him
in the 11100o.
Netalie S. and Itotnanee should make
the lest ran:, a good betting event.
Selections the t should hit near the winning, place and third horses for all six
raced look to be as follows:
First Pane —Lillie K., A stral, Boyden.
Second ltsee—Uproar colt, Dr. Bill, Gonzalme.
Third Itsee—Salisbury, Peruvian, Ruth.
Fourth Race—Kitty Van, Blitzen, Dalsy Man.
Fifth Race—Sandstone , Lonestride. StratagPrn
Sixth Baits—Natalie S., Romance, Catharine B.
.

Told for the Regulars.
Dolph Wheeler was a big winner on Cattail in the first race. lie got 6 to 1 for
everal $100 bills.
From her race yesterday it might occur
to many horsemen that Tringle is a trille
high chess for whiter racing. There is
some of Tremont'e speed lu that filly, sure.
Flaville will have many shrewd backers
when she starts again in a five furlong
ram.. Her sprinting in the first part of
the fifth race yesterday mede some of the
plungers on Rialto look anxious for a
minute or so. She quit in the stretob,
however, and let three horses pass her
easily.
Representatives from several large
stables will go South to attend the sales
of thoroughbreds that are to take place
at Lexington on Dec. 8. 9, 10 and 11.
Among the studs to be sold are the
Meadowthorp end Loudon and the
Fauetina, the property of the estate of
the late J. TI. Prather.
It, was mild last evening that Mr. ThompSolt, of Gloucester, would make an effort
next week to lease the raoetraok at Dundee, N. J.. and try to arrange dates with
(iiittembure. When Mr. Thompson ar✓anges dates with Guttenburg for Dundee the snow will be about six feet deep
on the heights of 1Veehawken.
Several horsemen who attend the races
regularly are held up with had colds. A
tatenburg cold begins at the toes and
does not stop till It hits marehed up to fric
f of one's head. It twists the lungs,
ells the throat and bulges the eyes; in
it. It ls titille as bad as Hudson County
Morel: Keep off of the lawn in
ip weather.
'ready the talent from Gloucester are
lug to the hilltop traok, and among
entity's visitor' at the track were a
f ma that have nut liven seen

.

—

Ttrr giCIMMTIAS.,_
-
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Other pictures on exhibition are tor
Carol Albright, C. H. Aldrich. F. B. Allen.
I3estreu W. It. Allan, Berthe Art, Brussels:
le. H. Barnard, Boston; G. R. 13earest,
Rome; F. E. Bartlett. E. M. Bicknell, W.
V. Birney, C. J. Ellener, Clot hilde Bodine,
Horace Bradley. Maria Brooes, Anna
Wood Brown, J. A. Brown, R. F. Diviner.
S. R. Burleigh, Providence; Louise B.
Cable, Northampton, Mass ; Anna Campbell, Dayton; Leslie Caldwell, C. F. ChapIn December. 1389. the Outlook Club of
maieltose Clark, Buffalo; W. Clark, MISS J.
ontelair held its first meeting. It has held
W. Clarke, Albany: Esther L. Coffin,W. A.
eetings monthly from October to April in
Coffin, J. W. Chamuney, Jane Allen (lot-,
C. E. Cookunin, C. Copelend. Boston; J. T. .ach year since then, and if present prosperCrowley, J. M. Culhertson,Brook lyre Alice 'ty is any indication of permanence. It is
Cushman and C. E. Dana, Philadelphia; ikely to continue its good work for all time
o come.
Emma patina, A. 13. Davies, F. B.Day, W.
L. Defoe Boston; C. M. Dewey, Julia HenThe Commuter thinks it is the only club
f the kind in the suburbs. Tho nearest improach to it is the Nineteenth Century Club
f New York.
The objects of the two clubs are substantally the same—the discussion of topics of
vital in - erest by those whose business causes
hem to be able to discuss them well in the
resence of the club.
The Outlook Club was organized by a few
arnest aad cultivated men as an experieat. The ministers of the various churches
ore Prominent in starting the club, and
each influenced many of his congregation.
o even at the outset the club had a rest:teaable numbernf members.
I t was by ihe very tact of the particioation
of tbe various churebee, undenomMationai.
The very name of the club. the interest of
the best people the eviden c breadth of scope
in 1-cturo and discussion attracted widespread attention. Everybody in the town
who eared in m he lea-t for the questions of
be hour made baste to join. the
timit was reached an I had to be exten ded to accommodate the applicants,
lore members have been added from time
o time, and the club now numbers several
iundred. flier° is a large waiting list and
SUNSET—A. FRANZE'N.
u anxious lookout for vacancies. Everyshaw Dewey. Julia Dillon, M. R. Dixon, )od y who moves into the town makes haste
Brooklyn; Charles Dixon, Mrs. A. Van- o amity as soon as he learns of the olub.
['be object of tee club, am has been said, is
oleve Dodgshun, W. H. Drake, H. C.
iseussion. The method of brinteleg the
&atom Jane Tuekerman Eddy, G. W. eite
•cfs belOre the meetings of rho club
Edwards. Lydia Field Emmett, East 0 Obtain
as speakers those men or women
Rockeway; J. Faber, Harry Fenn, who 1-1.^15 widely known in connection with
Montclair; E. L. Field, - W. C. the subjeet in hand.
Fitter, Mary Sergeant Florence
The subjects chosen are not generally such
Nuttey, New York; J. Edith Fosdick, as will admit of debate, properly so called:
it they do admit of alseuselon, end the
Lambville; Harriet ('. -Foss, Ben Foster,
xecutive committee of tho club sees to it
.1. A. Fraser, E. II. Gatreft, Winchester,
hat those who OlEit•USS shall have as diverse
Mass.; W. U. Gibson, Brooklyn; Clara
oints of view as possible.
Gooayenr, Alice M. Gould, Portland; Peter
The discussloa is carried on entirely by
Gowans, G. E. Graves, Edward Gay, Mt.
he chosen speakers. The members of the
.lub
do not participate. The speakers are
May
Greatorex.
Vernon. N. Y.; E. E.
teen a fixed tune in which to exp. ess their
Hallowell and M. H. Hai dwick, Boston;
views,
and, if pos , ible, are enabled to speak
Mary A. Harrison, C. C. Haynes, Albert whoa in
the course or the meeting.
Herter, Alive Hirschberg, C. C. Hirst,
The club has been fortunate in having
Benjamin Horning, Easton; W. S. Horton,
I w4ve a Most efficient eXedlitiVO committee,
Edith M. Hones, Boston; Maude Hum- lad thanks to their exertions the people of
phrey, Rochester; George luness, Samuel Alontolair have been able to hear some of the
IshaneN irgiulaJ ames, Josephs,L.S. very best talkers and hardest thinkers In
e oountry.
Kellogg, A. L. Keller, Susan M. Ketcham,
Toe Ilrst subject discussed was "The S e nSarah S. Kimball, Salem; L. H. King, suous and Spiritual In Modern
Literature."
Helen M. Knowlton, Boston; Daniel Kotz, Last night the club listened to the Rev. B. B.
Ella Combo Lamb, Emma E. Lampert, Tyler of the Church of the Dieciples, and the
Paris; S. M. Lawrence, St. Ives, England; Rev. Dr. Charles El. Hall of Brooklyn, who
M. Loring, W. D. Maelenight, Boston; epoke about " rho Pulpit and Polities."
Among the inovrtant meetings of tua club
Florence MacCougan, G. H. McCord, may
be mentioned two. when "The NeAdele McGInnis. Parts; Helen McKay, gro
Question" was discussed, the first time
Boston; Emily P. Mann, Boston; J. M. by George W. ()able and the Rev. J. C.
Marble, J. H. Mills, Edith Morton, Charles Price, a colored clergyman and a good deE. Morse, Oranire; G. F. Muendel, Mrs. J. bater. The second discussion was had be
Nelson Page and the lisv. Dr. Juin Francis Murphy, M. Nelson, P. S. Newell, Thomas
of Montclair, himeeif a Southerner.
H. i). Nicholls, G. S. Notmen and Isabelle kin,
The
club
Pas also heard something about
Grant Nowell, Boston; D. B. Parkhurst, nationalism and Christian socialism.
the
Orange; C. W. Florian, C. H. Pepper, higher educati in of women, prohibition,
Bertha E. Perrie, Washington; Carolina protection, the silver question and the
W. Pitkin, Fred L. Pitts, A. L. powers and responsibilities of tue press.
Among the speakers may be mentioned
Platt, Mary Livingston Plitnpton, Grace
amiiton W. Diable. Henry George, Mrs.
V. Pomeroy, G. R. Preble, H. 1'. Proctor,
lice Freeman Palmer. Mrs. Ella DIEAZ
Mary C. Pursuit, F. K. M. Rehan, M. C. IlyMer, Thomas G. Shearman and Albion
W. Reid, J. J. Redmond, W. S. Robinson, W. Tourgee.
Philadelphia; H. M. Rosenberg, T. Roe,
In April this year a most interesting meetM. F. Russell, Boston; Jane G. Ryder, ing was had. when "The Theological Outook"
was the topic , and four Doctors of
Middleboro, Mass.; H. Sand ham, Boston;
took part—Dr. Deems, of the Church
Sarah C. Sears, Boston; Florence Seeley, ofivinity
the
8trangers: Dr. Peabody, of Boston:
J. H. Sharp, Cincinnati; R. M. Shurtleff. Dr. Hail,
of Brooklyn. and Dr. Waters. of
N. S. J. Snuffle, G. H. Smillie, L. C. Smith,
'ewark. Those who were present w.11 nover
Detroit; R. W. Smith. Cleveland; Julia orget the force and the eloquence with
Stone, F. T. Stuart, Beatrice C. B. Sturgis, which the sesject wuu iiiuminee.
And now a word about organization. The
Annie G. Sy kes, Cincinnati; J. Symclub has the usual officers and an executive
ington, Catherine Talbot, Portland, Me.; committee.
All of these are at present workFanny
A. H. Thayer, .T. E. Terry, Orange;
ing gratuitously, but it is proposed to pay
W. 'Tewksbury, Boston; Francis H. the officers who must devote men time to
Throop, S. P. R. Triscotte Boston; L. E. the club's leisiness. The dues are only $4
N. - wig- order, C. A. Vanderhoff, E. N. Van- per year and i hare is no Initiation fe.
The revenues from dues are expended for
derpoel, Marina Van Pelt, A. S. Vermilye,
hire of the hall In which the meetings
Adelaide E. Wadsworth, Boston; Words- the
are
held and for the servies of the speakers.
worth Wadsworth, May N. Washburn,
This club is a snlendid success. It is doGreenneld, Mass.; H. C. White, Hartford; ing a great work. Yet it is practically the
W, J. Whittemore, Adele Williams, Rich- only one of the kind in the suburbs of New
mond, l'a.; Louise Williams, Hertford; York.
Tho Commuter wishes every considerable
Josephine Wood, Emma It. Wright, A. H.
suburb could have its Outlook Club. Ale
Wyant and A. L. Wyatt!.
wishes
that the readers of these articles
The tinicers of the teub are Childe Has- would think
seriously over the matter. A
san, piesident; Rhoda Hennes Nicholls, few leaders would soon build up a club of
vioe-president. Henry B. Snell. secretary; this kind, and would be doing the most distinguished service to their town.
Charles Warren Eaton, trvasurer.
COMMUTER.

MARINE INTELLIGENCE.
TO.DAY'S ALMANAC.

SUBURBAN DIRECTOO.

ri

with ether., added, by great f0:eLia
and American arrist-, at the

SCHENCK ART GALLERY,
No. 'IT Cedar Street, near Broadway.
TO BE SOLD AT AUCTION ON

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY AND FRIDAY,
Dec. 2d, 3d and 4th, 1891,
AT 3 O'CLOCK EACH DAY,
FINE SAMPLES OF
Jacquet, Brissot. li a quette, Weiss,
tiyon, ec'gnae, Richet, liegb erg,
Mustre Taft, i iggins, 1.3richer,
Blackmer, Crupsey, G iy,
Sattertee, Hu b bar (I,
Ronzee, Norse, Prinz

many other,

,,••nn•nnn••n•••••111

FINANCIAL.

UNITED STATE3 TRUST COMPANY
OF NEW YORK,
Nos. 45 and 47 Wall Street.
Capital and Surplus,

_Nine Million Dollars.
This company 13 a legal depository for moneys
paid into court. and is authorised town as guardian
or trustee.
INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPosirs,
which may be made at any time aud witialraven after five day, notice, and will be entitled to Interest
for the whole time they May remain with the coin

pany.
Exeoutors, administrators or trustees of estates,
and women unaccustomed to the transaction of
business, as wallas religious nuit benevolent Institutions, will find this company a convenient de
Dory for money.
JOHN A. STEWART. President.
GEORGE BLISS , Vice-President.
JAMES S. CLARK, Second Vice-President ,
TRUSTEES;
WILLIAM LIBBEY,
WILSON G. HUNT,
JOHN C. BROWN,
CLINTON GILBERT,
EDWARD COOPER.
DANIEL D. LORD.
W. B. CUTTING,
SAMUEL SLOANE,
CHARLES SMITH,
JAMES LOW,
WM. W. PHELPS.
WM. ROCKEFELLER.
D. WILLIS JAMES,
ALEX. E. ORR,
WM. H. MACY, Tu..
JOHN A. STE WART,
EitAS1 US CORNING.
WM. D. SLOANE.
JOHN II. RHOADES,
GUSTAV H. SUR WAS,
ANSON P. STOKES,
FRANK LYMAN.
GEO. H. WARREN.
tak.O. F. VIETOtt,
GEORGE BLISS,
WE. W. ASTOR.
HENRY L. THORNELL, Secretary.
LOUIS G. HAMPTON. Assistant Secretary.

PaiLADELrine, Penn., Nov. 20, 1601
FIDELITY INSURANCE, TRUST AND
SAFE DEPOSIT COMPANY will distribute

mite

th.ough the CnN VAAL TRUST COMPANY Or
NEW ORE, on and after Dec. 18. to the HOLD.
Etta OF CALM IFICATES OF k,QUITABLIC IN
TEREST in the stocks of the CHICAGO GAS CUM
PAN' ES. of record, Dec. 4. an amount equal to 1
Pnli CENT, of the par value of their holdings o
the certificates Of that company. he transfe
books wiliclose Leo. 4, at a P. M.., and reopen u
Lee. 19.
JOHN B. GET. President.

N

t

:TNA..TRorOFTleNE IST7s
y oonuxT. R sv.
PORT WARD
OTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN AS REQUIRE
by law. to all persons interested in an

having charge of the subject matter of such
Inquiry, examination or survey, that the following
vessels are now under examination by the Port
Wardens, and that the said surreys or exanunationj
wilt be oompieted within ton days next succeedial
this notice. on board said vessels:
Steamer Majestic
Steaer
m New York
5 14
. 47
N it
Steamer Li Paso
Steamer Claribel
53.57 NE
Steamer Avions
;LS N n
Steamer Old 1..orninton 2d Nit
Steamer City of Atlanta
"6 IN kt
Steamer Nacoochee
Na
steamer Hudson
Steamer Algonquin
Steamer Alamo
2: :tilI
Steamer Comet
20 , it
Steamer , antlago
8 coi
Britannia
Plerrepont's lStore.
to;
7 1 :01:1
Steamer Pocahontas
Well Street Stores
Steamer Ent ells
Wall Street Stores
Steamer Viiplancia Robert's St..res
Steamer El Coda.)
Empire $te 'es
Union Stores
141rIrTh
8
" rositi llyeard
ln Harbeolt's Stores
Ship Frite
Anglo-American Stores
Dark Evie Reed
hark
Brig Carib
F . pire Stores
Senn Beside Whiting.. .Johnson & Hammond's Yard
WIC R. LitaYcaskr, Presitlean
Wm. COIIIIILT1•. Iseerstary.

REAL ESTATE.

RICHAR1 V. HARNETT gi
AUCTIONEERS.
wiG sell at auction,

Wednesday. Dec. 2,
AT 12 O'CLOCK NOON, AT THE REAL FST I
EXCHANGE AND AUCTION HUGE,
SP TO ti5 LIBERTY ST.

=- —
NEW YORK. `;A.

RTISIIC GEMS.

the electric lights through the mist i
wonderfully realistic. Mr. Hassan ha
four other paintings hung.

HE NEW YORK WATER COLOR CLUB'S
SECOND ANNUAL EXHIBITION,
•

A Large and Attractive Display.
Two Galleries Filled with the Pest Work
of Well K 120 W Exhibitors — Brief
Sketches of home of the Striking
Features—A Long Array of Talent—Te
Ile Ehown for a Fortnight.

This is the opening day of the second
annual exhibition of paintings of the
New York Water Color Club. The exhibit will be in the galleries at No. 366
avenue daily for two weeks from 9
A ‘1. until 6 P. M.

IN HAT AND VEIL—A. L. KELLOGG.
Mitts A. L. Kellogg's "In Hat and Veit,"
No. 193. is broadly rendered in clear eolor.
A charming expression rests on a sweet
young face.

Ater
• Sir'
—
—
_--.

.0/

'

<riAS WAR liEt1EATO4.
SNOWI3OUND—CHAS. WARREN EATON.

A RAINY DAY—BEN FOSTER.
Thu membership of the New York A good still life picture is "The Last of
Water Color Club is made lip of the rising the Season," No. 291, by Mrs. E. M. Scott.
and prominent younger element allied to
it in this city and vicinity. Last year
the club bad its first exhibition at the
American Art Galleries, and for a first
year the display was varied and of good
quality. The club's expectations hare
been fully realized this year in the numer of pictures hung and the meritorious
ork of the artists.
The cuts in THE COMMERCIAL ADVERISER are from sketches drawn by the
Mists themselves especially for this
iewspaper.
Miss Amy Kellogg, Wordsworth Wadsworth and J. M. Barnsley compose the
r'atalogue Committee. Ben Foster, Elliott
)aingerlield and Rhoda Holmes , Nicholls,
he Hanging Committee, have distinnished themselves in the ,placing of the
letures, 370. in number. All pictures
with gilt triune* are hung in the main
room. In the north wing are only the
white framed once:
"Ram, Mist and Electrio Light," No. The painting

is a picture full of sentiment. The sheen
of the me , flight on the backwash of the
waves is cleverly brought out.
Charles Warren Eaton shows a good
oleo° of work in - .Snow Bound," No. 10 $.
The treatment is vIgurous and the snow

the picture is one of the finest in the collection.
Ben Foster's "A Rainy Day." No. 126.
Is delicate in tone, ahowing a flock of
sheep returning home in the rain. Altogether it is a very agreeable piece of
work.

• e•.We•-LECTURE -R. E.eSlCht.n.Lts.

Slows a number of hIg en- is pure in color.

One of the best landscapes exhibited is
Homestead," No. 210, by W. L.

"A Love Story," by Frank Russell
Greene, shows a young man of n hundred
years ago reading a love story to bis
sweetheart. The picture has a clear color
well washed in.

—

xasoL

gar

"'"
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M. SCOTT.

760, by ChiIde Hassan, will probably re- cumbers,
ripe and green, half fallen out
ceive as much notice and comment as auy of an old basket.

exhibited. The subject is one most diffi-

"A Lecture," No. 245, by Hhode.floirnes

ONRISZ—J. N • BARNSLEY:

Lathrop. The scene Is by twilight and
A scene laid in Holland is
shows an old farm home and outbuildings. day Meal," No. 222, by Clara It
A Landscape," No. 265, by W. Merritt The picture is well conceived and s rc

SUNNY FEEDING GROUND—ELL/OTT DANGEREIELD.
nit to carry out successfully, but the Nicholls, is a sub:lent t iken at Gloucester,
artist has treated it in a very masterful Mass , where this clever artist spends her
summers. The picture shows a charming
hit or ecyor, and ia broadly handled.
In "The Picture Paper," No. 98, by L.
K. Earle, is depicted aremarkably pleased
expression on a poor girl's face while
eagerly 1ookiug over the pages of a "picture paper."

HOMESTEAD—W. L. LATHROP.

P st, shows a quiet stream and breathes
the good feeling ot plein air.
Ali admirable picture representing a bit

executed. .
A head by A. M. Turner will be greatly
admired. The title is "Peuserosa, ' No.
238, and shows a beautiful (nee In dark
light. The eyes show wonderful expresMon and tile face is exouptionally
tractive.
A unique work by Charles C. Curran'
is displayed in a single frame containing
twelve miniature landsoapes. The subject is the same in each picture—of a
citiip of willows nt different . seasons of
the year. The picture has no title. its
nu m ber is 68.
One of the strongest pictures in lite
hibitten is "Monnreh of All I Survey,"
No. 227, by C. Morgan Mellhenney. The
pietuse represents a bull of the Holstein
breed watching the approach of possibly
a friend or foe.
,

(Continued on second page.)

The clarets of J. Calvet ,t Co. are regarded
by connoisseurs the most pliable. F. dc
Bary k Co., sole agents. For sale by all leading dealers.

STUDY-1'121mm CLARKSON.

August Franzvn is an artist. of the hut ression:st school, awl all his pnintines
exhibited are of this style. His "Sunset,"
No. 128, is well drawn and the modelling
of the lanes t et••'I nigh perfect.
"M0 0 11 1 180," No. 15, t'y J. M. Barns'ey.

tut:rune PAPERS—L. C. EAULE.

of Southern life is "A Sunny Feeding
(1i mind,' No. 74, by Elliott Daingerfield.
The feeling t.f the figures is exoellent, and
t'r .t " st , eit
agues' ((slab y the leading brand. All druggists.

A FRAGMENT—CHILDE HASSAM.

—

rny cii I with a broad touch. The flgurcs

tionthweetera Li in dad via Nev- York Cetiteal. Best and 10.,test trait for Cineinnati,
Iar ditsnapolis and St. Louis. lO extra fare.

Without a doubt there is no table allots
dinner ea I Ito colurn biw s Unfun
adaitrably drttwu, aud thl g'eana at Sonar°. kricu 7Zio. 'Wu/ruling music.

oa-DI

The Private Compartment o ir on NGNI
York Centrai's Chicago Limited is very Popular with families and ladies (revelling
attended. Absolute privacy and every con•
vonience.
The ostlers, dining rooms, etc., of the
Hotel Kensington Annex, Ni, 75 5th ay.. can
be engaged for recap' leas and (linear parties. Apply at office Hotel Kensington. 5th
ay. and 15th st..—Arfv.
rdOMElfll

G N111'.

"Nabob."

Pore. pleasant. lasting.

•

lir

s• . so u t., 0 4,7 1 4.5 llt•VIS .

t ird of the horsetee been running t heir breadthat track have left. Some of
go to St. Louts to get in early
PR' track, but Guttenberg will
liter part of both 1 he horses
Ito have shaken the dust of
Jersey from their heels.
.

The casual Visitor at Guttenburg might
wonder on a stormy day, when only a
couple of thousand persons were present,
,iew the Hudson County Jockey Club
eould manage to make 10 per cent. dividends awl hang out an average of about
14,000 a day in horses. In the first place,
the entrance itoney is a geed item, but
the chief reveaue comes from the privileges. The books pay $100 daily for a
I01 5 booth, the poolrooms pay for the
rews of the races, the 5 per cent, in the
mutual pools is a snug sum, the programmes bring in $200 a day, while the
bar, restaurant and other privileges do
the Test. That is why Guttenberg racing
'st..ck is above par.

nun rises
buafisete

Sandy Hook
tiov. Island
Bea Gate

7.02 ' It
4.44 I Moon eats
HIGH WATER. L014
A.M.
P. M.
A. M.
5.40
6.59
11.60
5.57
11.24
817
-

ropefliet mentioned below
ER.
r.14.
11,40
12.23

12.01

W YORK BEAN TIMIt.
To chains to Laotian Standard Time eubtract
four minutes.
OUTGOIN.. are:AVERS.
MONDAY, Nev. 30.
Malls close. Vessels call
Cherokee, Charleston
J.00 P
City of Birmingham. Sayan
3.00 P M
mth
Panama, Havana
10.00 A X
12.00 X
IllreDAY. Dec. 1.
Colon. Colon
10.00 A DI
12.00 X
California, klantburg.
6.00 A M
Havel, Bremen
0.00 A Id
INCOMING STEAYER'S.
sATIlltDAY, Nov. 28.
Persian Monarch. London, Nov. 13,
California, Hamburg, Nov. 13.
Wand, Christlansand, Nov. 14.
Trinacria, Gibraltar, Nov. 14.
Bermuda, bt Kitts, Nov. 1.5.
Filerst Bismarcg, Southampton. Nov.
Zaandam. Rotterdam, Nov. 14. i

wL

No Wonder It Succeeded.
To the excellence of its menu, the purity
of its codteetions and the moderation of Its
ts:o due the great success of the Con
U111011 Square resort of
Usu vivatt , s at No. 48 East Fourteenth street.
Although comparatively new.it ha e achieved
a popularity Met older established restaurants may well envy. Nearly $100,000 was
spelt in the Interior fillings alone, A speclapy Pt made of the 73.cent table d'hote
(tinder from 5 to 8 P. M., which surpasses
any other served in the city at any price.
The counters land window bases are huge
slabs of superb onyx, and all the iteceesories
are no to the /Mine standard. Private banquet rooms for dinner or theatre parties are
a great feature cf the place, and are 'largely
responsible for its conspicuous success.
tharming music for banque:s or dancing is
funnelled gratis.

The Newspaper in History.
The leeture this evening In the Cooper
Union free course will be delivered by Mr. L.
B. J. Lincoln On "The Newspaper in American History."

For Finn Marble and Onyx Clocks, Bronzes,
Lamps, Cabinets. etc., go to the salesrooms
or Tito Mitchell Vance Co., Broadway and
18th 8t,-Adv.

cerning these Properties may be
addressed to THE COMMUTER,
Commercial Advertiser Office, 29

Park Row, N. Y.

B

RYN MAWR H FIG ItTs-Lots $25 0 each.
650 ca-h 510 monthly; most desirable lots;
54 niltp:tes from Rector street by tlevated and
Northern R11. PARSELLS &CO., 15 Cortla dl street

10DOCANTIC0 HILLS arrytown Heights).
Commutation 13l4 cents to stations nth and
1 , th Are. Lletaterl. Highest, healthiest suburb on
hew York and Northern eallway. River view lots
year station.
AKDSL KY.-Lots at station. 61 minutes from
Rector st. Maps and Property shown free of expense. WILSON Ai. BLACKWELL a CO., 67 Litscity st.; 2J:1 West 125th st.

N

UTLEY TERRACE-NUTLEY, N. J.-15
minutes out; high, dry, healthful; refined so.
eiefY; only stew lots left; buy now; build in the
spring. Weatherby & Hay, 182 Broadway. N Y.

19,

The Hudson County Jockey Club is
n- thing It lir.t businesslike. Yesterday
the cxecut vs committee posted notices
u the paddock and <Auer conspicuous
Inoes notifying owners that horses
, tabled ts,t Guttenberg were expected to
(be moildrild in races or taken away to
;wake room for others that were waiting
to cotise to the track. The management
e.tniained that this notice wat quite
necessary lu view of the falling off in the
bulrlea lately. 'Mere are no less than
IDUO horses at Guttetiburg at present.
Of this number only 650 are said to be in
.anything like condition to race. Many
'horses have been stabled there for four
mont hie, and have not run a race. Triiiy,
it does seem as if it was time something
as done. Run your horses or take them
huin e would Lie an excellent standing rule
t every racetrack.
DON JOSE.
,

have been personally Inspected
and are recommended by the
Commuter , All Inquiries ccn-

PORT OF NEW YORK.
ARRIVED.
Ss Clarissa Radcliffe, Dalton, Philadelphia, J. M.
Ceballoe & Co.
Sc ltusklu, Kent, Philadelphia, Peter Wright &
Sous.
St Enfield, Vesey, Cardiff. Funch. Edyo Sr Co.
155 Count!. Risk. Cieiveston. Key West, Chas, U.
Mallory & Co.
ne uteece, Jeffreys, Liverpool, F'. W. J. Hurst.
Be H, M. Whitney, Hallett. Boston, H. 11.Dimock.
be City of Berlin, Land, Liverpool, Peter Wright
A bons.
Ss Newminster, Mann, Hamburg, Punch, Edye &
Co.
8 .1. N. MadvIg, Matheson, Leith, Funch. Edye &
Co.
8. Richmond. Jenny. West Point, Old Dominion
Steamship Co.
Si Hondo Llinkskel, Greytown, James Rankin.
tin Roanoke, Mulphere, West Point. Oid Dominion
Steamship Co.
be Wilkesbarre. Cates, Boston for Port Johnson
Si City of Fitchburg, Bi..ber. Fall Liver, Borden &
Lovell.
ss trucident Garfield, Castner. Clyde, Punch.
Eclye &
bg America, Pearce. London, F. W. J. Hurst.
Se Brooklyn City, Barclay, Swansea, Jet, Arkley
d, Co.
Sa F. W. Brune , Lewis. Baltimore. 11. C. Foster.
Ss Cherokee. Bears°, Jacksonville, Wm. P. Clyde
&Co.
SAILED.
Arizona, for Liverpool,
Amain, for Hamburg.
Comet, for bialveiton.
Ems, tor Bremen.
Et tulle. for Liverpool.
Furuesall. for Glasgow.
Hudson, for New 011eanc
La Gascogne, for Havre.
Prins Frederick Hendrik, for Port au Panes.
biennia, tor Mobile.
Sparndam, for Rotterdam.
V onesuela, for Lagmtyra.
Yurauri, tor Havana.
B. G.RE ION eottra
ARRIVED.
(From New York.)
At Bristol-Caloric and Wells City.
At Queenstown-Tyr.
At Naples-Ale aa.
At Rotterdam Brand.
At Humburg-Eormuunla.
SAILED.
(For New York.)
From Gravesend-England.
Front Ltsbon-Oevenu
From Antwerp-Wakeiteld and Lepanto.
if tom Gibraltar-Oberon
From Glasgow-Anenoria.
Fions Ammordatn-Bremerhaven.
Front Malaga-Caledonia.
From London -Xemphie
F n om Queenstown-Germanic.
From 1110 Janciro-Lhautrey.

HICHNIAN PARK-45 minutes from Gratin
Central; 500 feet above tide water; no ferries,
no marshes; lots 5100 and upward; 2,600 lots al.
ready sold RAPID TRANSIT REAL EST. Cu.,
163 and 107 Broadway.

S

I'd West Yffint.,7
4-Story Brownstone Dwelling,
15x 55, with dining room extension, 31x8; Columbia
Collego Leasehold.

20 and 22 New Bowery,
Cor. New Chambers St.

3-STORY BRICK BUILDING AND PLOT, STORE
IN NO. 20.

76 HORATIO ST.
•

1-STORY BRICK DWELLINCi 20x43xS7.5.

Thursday, Dec. 3.

1111111.41MIPleINICONAMPOM

PLATE BOUGHT 211 EAST 34TH ST.

Parties having Plate or valuable articles of Gold
Jewelry unserviceable for wear, or which they
wish to excusing's for um. e modern articles. oan
convert them into cash at the old established houee
of

% LONGMAN'S SONS,

3-Story and Basement Brownstone Dwelling, 120x50x1)8.1).

GOLD AND SILVER REFINER3,

8 JOHN STREET, NEAR BROADWAY.

Wednesday, Dec. 9.

DIVIDEND AND INTEREST.
OFFICES OF
PISSOrTLI. KANSAS tt* TEXAS n'Y CO.
45 1Vti.i. Sr.. Nine Yogi:, Nov. 23, 1810.
The coupons on the First Mortgage bonds of the
Missouri. usansAt and Texas Beltway Co.. immuring
t,ec. t, ;s'JL. will be paid ui.on pie tentation at the
office of this coati say, No. 4u Wall et., New York,
tot and after that date.
C. G. HEDGE, Secretary and Treasurer.
TOLEDO, . T. LOUia & KANSAS c.11..Y
COMPANY.
IfIHE C UPONS D11, DI:CENSER 1ST, 189 ON
.1 ae Furst So tgagc Bonds or this Company
wi.1 be paid a -, the Bank of North America, No. 23
Nam stre:t, New York City, ou and after that
W. 110WAP.D OiLDIR, Treasurer.
date.

/ASIhttilAit'E.

LIVERPOOL .5c LONDON

& GLOBE INSURANCE co.

Statement of United States Branch,

1st JANUARY, 1801 ,
57.433,995 14
ASSETS
4 453,411 33
LIAIRLITibe
----13,006,133
SURPLUS

New York Office, No. 45 William Street
111n1111/111MMVIIIIIIIPTNIMMing 00711

REAL ESTATE.

350 East 33d St.
6-story tenement; stores.

229 East 80th St.

4-story brownstone flat.
Maps at Auctioneers', 71 and 73 Liberty st.

GERM AN-AMERICAN
REAL-ESTATE
TITLE GUARANTEE C
First-Class Mortgagos for Investors.
Money to Loan on Bond and Mortgage.

Titles

Examined and Guarantee

FIXED AND LOW BATES.
No Charges for Disbursements
34 Naseau S'. (Mutual Life Bldg.> New York.
189 Montague St. (Real Kst,ExoHltliralitlyn.
Ars DICE tY L. SOULAIRD. lereAdent,
JOIIN A. ILEYElt, Vice.krasidont.
WM. W.4ONLIt, Treiseurer.
S. H. LIViNONTON, Secretary.

.41X!!.'eve

REAL ESTATE.

THE ORA NGE•;, N. J., Real Estate (Specialty).-Beau l
tiful Building Sites for sale, 100x250, at $25 per front
foot. Also some modern residences. $15,000 tc
$40,000. EDWARD P. HAMILTON & CO.,
96 Broadway, N. Y., second floor, front.

hmi uring—the exhibition in
Chicago, when tile works were slime
under contract. As no further extenqiJn
could be obtained it was necessary eitLer
to break the contract and re-export the
collection, or to pay the duty of $65,000
which was done. In the Nation
Academy of Fine Arts at St. Petersburg
are half a dozen pictures of the artis
earlier period-15 or 20 years ago—whi
is said to lack the interest of his 1
ork. In the Tritiakowski Gallery
Moscow are some 300 of the artist's
of the later period.
—
.
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Canada, and —the National Liberal Glut,
at e all to be congratulated, says the Canadian Gazette, upon the most artistic fulllength portrait ef Mr. Gladstone which has
' just, been completed in Mr. Forbes' studio
; for presentation to the National Liberal
; Clot, of this city, in the name of the Liberals of Canada. The presentation will take
• place in the early spring, when it is hoped
; the Hon. Wilfrid Laurier, leader of the
' Dominion Liberal party, will undertake the,
pleasing duty and itr. Gladstone himself be
I present. Mr. Laurier is the president of
the Committee of Presentation, and the
Premiers of Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia
New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, ami
Manitoba are vice-presidents.
The portrait has been inspected during
the past week by many high authorities at
the galleries of Messrs. Henry Graves it Co.,
6 Pall Mall, and is pronounced to be as
spirited as it is faithful. The veteran
statesman is presented full-face, addressing an audience, which to judge by
be expression on his face, is In sympathy with his views. The Right lion.
gentleman is shown in the now familiar
Galashiels gray tweed, in white vest with
this buttons, loose at top and bottom, the
blue tie with white spots, and a rose in his
coat. His eyeglasses are not forgotten, but
the elastic band fastening the small glove
piece over the place of the lost ringer is
looked for in vain — artistic reasons will, no
doubt, account for this slight departure
from accuracy. The pose of the body is
good and the bead is very line, while of the
whole portrai,t it may be said that it is a
happy representation of Mr. Gladstone in
one of his best known moods. He seems to
have just made a point against a political
opponent—a point which, while it excites
neither that anger nor that jocosity which
may be found in such close proximity in
some of his best orations, is yet a good
point and satisfies the speaker and audience
alike. It would not take much to make the
picture rank among the masterpieces of
portraiture.
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BAYARD DEAD.

—

—

The Painter of the Famout Picture of
Women Duellists,
PARIS, Dec, 11.—Emile Bayard
the painter of the universally known "Affaire d'Honneur,"
the spirited picture of women duelling,
died yesterday at Cairo of heart disease.
Be was 54 years old.
One of the best known painters in France

and certainly one of the most admired illustrators was Emile Bayard, whose death is
now announced. M. Bayard, who was born
at La Ferte-souss Tonaire, ;was a pupil of
Cognlet and the author of the sensational
"An Affair of Honor," showing two women,
nude to the waist, fighting a sword duel,
Which, after appearance at the Salon and else
where, now reposes on the wall of a barroom
of this city, like many a better picture
as far as painting goes. M. Bayard
received the Cross of the Legion of Honor
In 1870 and a silver medal at the
Universal Exposition In 1889. With
De Neuville he was one of the illustrators on
wood of the" Tour du Monde." He showed
a Id hospital scene among his early works,
and painted other military pictures. At the
Salon of 1877 he showed "The Bathers" and
" The Skaters," two decorative panels. His
"Gwingette of the Eighteenth Century " was
In the Salon of 1676, and his YThe Day Alter
Waterloo " in that of 1875. Eris last oil Salon
exhibit in 1888 was " Turpe Serldis Amor!
He showed drawings ror illustration in 1889
and In 1890.

r

Miss Bell's Plotoures.f/41

M. A.tBell is exhibiting isifeek
in Mr. Scott's giilrery. There are no large
and important canvases such as won her the
Genre plize in last spring's exhibition of the
R.D.A., as this is only the result of her 1a9t
summer's work in France and Holland. Ia
these sketehes however there is the charm-.
ing feeling and delicacy of coloring know a
in the work of this young artist. Perhap
the most attractive picture is that of a child
reading. It is in pale tones and p tinted
with tenderness of sentiment, Miss Bell has
a talent for the portrayal of children.
—
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vensive and teautiful
Sketches at the O.S.A. GallerV.
wo points must be carefully borne in mind b
who visit the exhibition of sic - tehes which is•.
w in progress in the gallery of the Ontario
•:y of Artists on King etreet areal. In the Mat
they are sketches. not finished pictures.
and secondly, the exhibition is free to the public, no admitision fee whatever being cherged.
The visiter is sure to get the worth of his motley.
.Add to these consideratents the fact that ninny
of The sketches that adorn the wails were
i
intended for exhibition, and are not placed there
to he subjected to harsh criticism. Maio- of
them are as cherished keepsakes exposed ia
generous spirit to the public gaze, each adding •
what it can to the visitor's pleasure.
Tho exhibition opened on Saturday. and the
attendance, though fairly good, has not been as
large as the collection merits. Every
bit
of
the four .
space on
available
walls of the
large gallery is covered,.
with sketches in every nu diem: oils, water
colors, pastels, etchings. wash drawings. (-myna
and charcoal work, pencil sketches and comp°5
sit , mediums, in most pleasing profusion. Thoil
exhibition is, indeed, one of wnich every eitizeW,
of Toronto moo' feel proud, for there is iu
America of like size lot'
probability no city
which a collection elf equal merit could be
played. Evideneese f exceptional, talent ro
certainly numerous, ad the quantity of ret IIT
good and creditable work, though not brilliants
cannot fall to create the impression ths n the
Spirit of art is by no means foreign to Cana-

dians,

Art Students' League.
Entering and turning to the left the visitor
faces the north wall, which is sot aside for a display of work by the members of the Art Ste dents' League. Ar. 11. Battenly's contribution
first seen. consisting a about 20 water colors,
figure studies and lendiscapes, which are executed in a noticeably clever manner. Studies:
in different. mediums by O. P. Staples are placed
next, and like those beside them, by D. F. Thomeon, they aro creditable bits of work. It.
Holmes has sent. a few charcoal drawings
and designs in pen and ink, the latter Twat and
artistic. F. H. Brigden submits a number of
wash drawings and pen and ink work, and •
further along the wall are . some taiey pretty
wash drawings by J, W. Cotton. "At Weston"
by this artist certainly deserves special mention.
C. W. Jefforys contributes several water colors,
truthful bits or work, besides pen and ink
sketches and wash drawings. Decoration designs and studies of flowers by A. H. Howard
delight the eye and assert the artist's ebility,
E, Palin's studies of dogs, too, are very good . stud
the free-hand pen work ')y J. M. F. Adam-.
which the visitor conies to next,, will attract tit,
artistic. eye. C. M. Manley's pen work of rustic
scenes is wonderfully good. mid his water color
sketches are very pleasing contributions. G. E.
Spurr is an extensive contributor of 1V111,•1'
colors, and beside these are placed others by E.
Windeat, noticeable for free and effective handling of the brush. The visitor has new almost
completed his inspection of the north wail, but
before proceeding to the east wall he will
be much pleased with the studio) from nature
by A. H. Deward and H. G. itticklim, end a colleetian of water colors by William Hermit A
halt° portion of the east wall is taken up with
representative work from the
Central Ontario School of Art and Design,
crayon and charcoal drawings from models.
Sketehes in oils by J.141. F. Adkins, C. If'. Thompsou, F. B. Clark and F. S. Challener follow, and
further on a sketch in oils by Paul Peel is exhibited by Mr. G. A. Reid , who is the happy
owner of it. The portrait sketch of Mr. S. V.2,
Blake, by E. 1117 Grier, will be appreciated Fl
th e '
.110 iht_txutlifa
well known art. esig,her.
contritiffT.7.ffit few .architectural drawings and water colors. , The
architectural drawings are, of course, excellent,
and one of the water colors especially will be
much adinirod, a delieately colored sunset
seem). G. A. Reid is 0, very extensive contd.
butor. and has generously given over to the

public gaza studies for some of his now /anions pie' ures,
including
" Mortgaging

the Old Homestead," "Logging" and "Faint:),
Prayer." Water colors, by J. Smith , are placed
next, and beside t hese is Mr. W. A. Sherwood's
rich offering of slcetches in oil and pastel work.
Among thew a pastel study of a St. Bernard dogl
nt 011CC attracts nt notion. Mr. Sherwood'
sketches of Miss E. Pauline Johnson and Mr. W,
Lighthall bespeak his ability its a portrait
artist,. Turning to the smut' wall, a very largo
collection in vat ious mediums by T. Mower
Martin and E. May Martin will detain the visitor for some t line and with considerable pleasure. Studies of animals Mill flowers and
Very Pretty Water Colors
re heti re_ihowa y
s_ov
bu...tistee.
Wi tkintion
's
;:d
,l

;
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w •h. Public Was Fooled,17/

December 21.—The painter k
eetI agin writes io tr.° press that the selling
of the ngelus" slid the re-selling to
Fri nce Was a bogus transaction, being part
of a tricki f Amerlc in art dealers to enhance
the value of the painting, Verestchagin
says Sutton, the supposed purchaser, made
a similar offer to him, which he declined.
Mr. Wyatt Eaton, who has obtained a deserved
Celebrity In New York as a portrait painter, is a
Canadian by birth, and is summonea here to
paint a postraltofp William Dawsea, for McGill
College. ,afsa.,
PM:
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persons, inc uding tit most
able speaker, Chauncey M. Depew. A letter
from the Hon. George William Curtis was
read in which he spoke of the Institute as
" an enterprise of noblest promise." " It
proposes " he wrote, " to give skilled workmen, in the best sense of the word, to a
country in which political power is largely
held by them, and, recognizing that woman
is a helpmate and co-worker of man, it includes women both in its instruction and in
its management."
Dr MacAllster, the President of the Institute, clearly stated in his speech the
object of this "Institute of Art, Science, and
Industry," as follows :
" The specific object of the Institute is to open new
eminen

ROYAL ACADEMY ELECTIONS.
fsrEcut. TO THE 8TA.R.1
LoisuoN,J a n uary 30.—The Royal Academy
elections have caused some heartburnings.
One of the members elected was Stanford
Forbes, who is a relative of the Chairman of
the London, Chatham and Dover Railway
Company. Complainte are made that he is too
young an artist to merit such a distinction.
Bates, the sculptor, another of the successful ones, is almost utiknown. Jack.on, an
architect who was elected, has hardly the
claims to the honors that are possessed by
older men. 'the elections indicate a leaning
In the direction of the newer schools of art,
The usual outside scene attending the eleenone, which are held in Bealington Rouse,
occurred this year. The main door was surrounded by a crowd of mociels, who eagerly
awaited the announcement of the result.
The model who was fortunate enough to
that learn of the election, would rush madly
to the house of the lucky artist or sculptor
and inform tarn that he had been elected an
Associate of the Royal Academy. In return
for tide Information the model would, according to custom, receive a guinea. In
some cases, where two or more models would
learn at the same time of the election, they
would dash off together and there were
several exciting races between rivals in their
efforts to gain the coveted guinea.

,

and higher occupations, involving knowledge and
skill, to young men and women. The productive
value and rank of any kind of labor depends upon
the amount of mind put into it. The craftsman
differs from the common laborer in just this respect.
It is to bring back in the school the careful training
that was formerly given by the master workman to
his apprentices lathe shop that the Drexel Institute
has come into existence. By joining instruction in
science and art to earnest and sincere labor, it will
aspire to train craftsmen and cra ft swomen in pursuits that are now relegated to the level of unskilled
labor ; and in so doing it will strive to make life
richer and happier, while elevating the laborer and
enhancing the value of his handiwork."

Many people have only a vague idea of the
scope of this great training school, which
A Smuggled Painting Seized.
springs into life full grown, with the magNEW Yells, February 1.—Customs ()M- nificent endowment of a million and a half
elilla to-day seized a painting valued at from Mr. A. J. Drexel. A visit to thé"
$1,100, by Rosa Bonheur, which had been Institute and an examination of the currion the walls of the Sturtevant house f.ir a culum there taken up, leaves one with the
mouth past. The painting is alleged to impression that an ideal school for young
have been smuggled into thle country by men and women has been started, and that
Mr. Shumate'', a French art dealer, who ar- if every city in our land were to offer similar
iIvcd here in Decembçr. He is now it( advantages to its young people, there would
Paris. tAspfserees- ) PI/ 1—
soon be no poverty in America save that
which is caused by thriftlessness. Certainly
Sal of the Library of the Lae F. B.
it would seem that no stone has been left
m at t h e we.
unturned to secure a comprehensive course
late
F.
E.
the
library
of
the
At the sale of
in art and literature, as well
Matthews, at the Fraser Institute, cou- of instruction
ducted by Messrs. James Stewart & Co., the as manual training and business methods.
following were some of the prices realized : Other departments than those now announced
River Scenery of France, $8.50; Canadian will be added as there appears to be demand
Scenery, $5.50; Works of Antonio Canova, for them. The present list of departments
$7.50; Plays of Shakespeare, $10.50; Byzan- is as follows ; Art, Science, Mechanic Arts,
tine Architecture, $7; Architectural Re- Domestic Economy, Business, Physical
mains of the Reign of Elizabeth and James
1, $8; Modern Painters, by John Ruskin, Training, Normal Department (for the train; $78; Dore Gallery, by Edmund Oilier, $20; ing of Teachers), Department of Lectures,
Scotland Delineated, $5.50; Original De- Evening Classes, Library and Reading-Boom,
signs in Ills Majesty's Collection, and the Museum. A class in Choral Music
$23, The English School of Paintings
established later on.
! in Water Colors, $7; The Antiquities will beInstitute
is co-educational, admitting
The
of Athens, $42; Scotland Delineated by
fer o nt artists, $20; The Industrial Arts of young men and women on exactly the same
..he Nineteenth Century, $26; Sketches of basis, the only requirement for either sex
Belgium and Germany, $6 ; Master- being a good elementary English education.
pieces of Industrial Art and Sculpture That the privileges of the Institute may not
at the International Exhibition of be abused by being enjoyed by those who do
1862, $48 ; The Stores of Venice,
by John Ruskin, original editor, $90; not need them, a small charge for attendance
Italian School of Design, $10; Picturesque at the classes is made, but this fee is merely
Palestine, $8; Pletureecie Europe, $9; Pic- nominal, and the money so obtained will be
turesque America, $12. Among the pur- used in extending and maintaining the Instimho sere were Messrs. Jaunes Morgan, Robert tute. Classes will be held in the evening
Muwatt, A. F. Riddell, J. Pinkerton. J. G.
Grant, George Caverhill and Judge Clarke. for the benefit of those students who are
otherwise employed during the day. The
717
7474 bale of Water tworsilkit_ public will be admitted to certain privileges
The sale of water colors, (ire n sCand of the Institute, such as free use of thelibrary
pictures in the collection of the late Ir. F. and reading room, and, on stated evenings,
1). Matthews, by Jas. Stewart A Co., was of the museum, and attendance at the
cotniimed in the Fraser Institute yesterday evening lectures on subjects of general
afternoon. The attendance was large and interest which will be given in the handsome
the prices fairly eatietactory. Jacobi water
colors were sold for $7.50, $30, $37, $18, .nmditorium during the winter months.
$26, $30 and $35; Edson water colors Organ recitals will be held now and then,
brought $9.50, $10, $13, $4.50, $8, $6.75, etc. both in the afternoon and evening, with the
Way's works averaged about $6, and Dun- object of spreading a wider interest in music
can's ranged from $3 to $15; there wore of the higher order.
about 75 water colors in the collection, by
The Library and Museum are both of them
different, artists, which sold for prices
ranging from $3 to $56. The chromos, en- well equipped for the purpose they are
gravings, pen and ink sketches, photos, etc., meant to serve. The Museum is well stocked
ali brought fair prices. Four "Studies of with articles of especial value to the students
Butterflies," by Monarque, went for $13 in the Art and Technical Departments. Mr.
each.
George W. Childs has presented almost his
A.z.,. ._
entire collection of rare prints, manuscripts,
•gii,
autographs, etc., valued at one hundred
rei Institu e.
44T1e1152 ("
thousand dollars, to the library of the Drexel
'fur, opening of the Drexel 'Institute in Institute. This is probably the finest collecPhiladelphia on the 18th of December last, tion in existence, and represents the work
marked one of the most important steps in of a lifetime. One special feature of the
t lie direction of industrial education that has Library Department will be the formation of
ever been taken. We may fairly hope that Reading Circles, which take up some
stir present unsatisfactory industrial con- useful course of reading under an able conditions will he revolutionized by this im- ductor.
Another project contemplated in
teense school, which will send out into the connection with the library, is a training
world skilled American workmen and work- school for librarians.
e onien, thoroughly taught and equipped.
Of course, while women are admitted freely
ti ho will take the place of the ignorant to all classes, the one which will probably
foreign labor which we are now forced to excite the greatest interest in them is the
put up with. No greater benefaction both Department of Domestic Economy.
1 o society at large as well as to the individThis department,' the circular of inferHal student could be made than that which illation
says, will offer a liberal course of
Mr. Drexel has made in his princely endow- instruction and training for girls and young
ment of this fulfilment of the country' s sorest women in everything pertaining to the
need—trained and intelligent workpeople. organization and management of the houseThe Institute, which is situated nt the cor- hold It will be thoroughly practical, while
'
ner of Thirty-second and Chestnut Sts., aiming
to broaden the culture of young
Philadelphia, was opened in the presence of women in directions that have been heretoover two thousand men and women rep- fore neglected in their general education.
resenting all that is best in the professions The course will extend over two years, and
'lid trades which are to be taught in the in- will embrace cookery. millinery and dressSpeeches were Iriftlie by several
'hue.

•
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1,, !Aiding, sanit.,
and management of the houe, tiou eliel
economy, human physiology and hygiene,
business forms and accounts, free hand
drawing, elementary economics and physical
training."
Two large and finely-equipped schoolkitchens are set apart for the instruction and
training in cookery. There is also a wellappointed dining-room for practical training
in the decoration and serving of the table.
The collection of food products and preparations will form an important auxiliary of
the instruction.
Physical training for young men and
women both, has received due attention from
the wise heads that planned the curriculum
of the Drexel Institute.
A perfectly fitted-up gymnasium has been
established, and connected with it are two
suites of finely appointed marble baths.
Lectures on Hygeine and Physical Culture
will be given in connection with this department.
In providing for the practical, the :esthetic
has not been neglected by the founders of
the Institute. It is a most beautiful building, in the style of the classic renaissance.
It is constructed of light buff brick with terra-cotta ornamentation of a darker color ;
the base is of rock-faced granite. The principal entrance is on Chesnut street by a
richly decorated portal, which admits to a
portico enriched with colored marbles and
oak ceiling, and this in turn opens into a
spacious entrance-ball, the ceiling of which
is supported by pillars of red Georgian marble. Beyond the entrance-hall is the great I
central court, 65 feet square, the entire
height of the building and covered with a
decorated ceiling, the centre of which is
filled with stained glass. At the farther
end of the court is the double marble
stairway, ascending to the upper stories
and descending to the auditorium and to the
workshops in the basements. Arcades support and enclose the broad galleries which
run around the court on the second and
third floors. From these galleries open the
class-rooms, laboratories and studios, all of
which are lighted from the exterior of the
building. There is thus a free circulation
of light and air throughout the entire building. The portico, entrance hall and central
court are wainscoted in marble ; the arcades
are faced with enamel bricks, and the dividing cornices are of terra-cotta ; the woodwork throughout the building is of polished oak.
The chief impression received by anyone
going through the buildings is that everything is so exquisitely neat and new. All
the rooms are well-lighted, pleasant and
home-like, and apparently every possible
effort has been made for the comfort of the
students. For instance, in the room devoted
to architectural drawing, instead of being
lighted, as are most class-rooms, by chandeliers scattered here and there, every desk
has a drop-light over it ! The ladies' cloak
room would delight every feminine heart,
and must certainly have been arranged by
a woman, who knew the discomfort of hanging all of what are comprehensively termed
"things" on one hook. Handsome shelves
of antique oak are set up on light stands all
over the room, with hooks screwed into their
lower side. The wraps are hung on these. and
the hats deposited on the shelves. Other
stands consist of pigeonholes for rubbers,
with umbrella racks attached to each side,
and best of all, each stand is lettered A,
B, C, etc., so that each student may be
guided to the place where her belongings
were put, without wasting much time in
searching.
It is probable that such unparalleled advantages as the Drexel Institute offers will
be eagerly appreciated by bright young
people who desire to avail themselves of
this opportunity for self improvement.
Free scholarships are offered to the number
of 160, all of which except twenty-five are
of local settlement. The registering of names
has already begun, although the Institute
is not yet open to students. All inquiries
should be addressed to the Institute, 32d
and Chestnut streets,Philadelphia. The best
wishes of all who are interested in the industrial progress of the nation go out to
those who shall endeavor to gain for themselves within those walls the training which
will make their chosen professions pleasures
to themselves, and benefits to the world at
large.

The portrait of Sir William Dawson,
which has been painted by Mr. Wyatt
s hs.oigy tp, be hung in McGill
Eaton, itii u)
college.
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()wens art nstitution.
ROBERT REED, President.

JOHN HAMMOND, Principal.
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WORK BY THE PUPILS,
TERN4 1888-80.
(Combined with the Gallery and School Collection of Paintings and Casts.)

OPEN

FROM 2 UNTIL 6 P.M., THURSDAY, 2ND MAY, 1889.
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WE OFFER A PRIZE OF

ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS
FOR THE BEST ORIGINAL DESIGN FOR A

+Masonic Nnigt?ts -1- (Templar StvorZ)
FIFTY DOLLARS FOR SECOND BEST DESIGN.
Other designs subtnitted we would return or purchase at a fair valuation. All designs to be submitted not later thaP January 1. 1892. To those comp'ting we will furnish illustrations of many swords now in use..

THE M. C. LILLEY

CO., COLUMBUS, OHIO.

Referring to the above offer, we enclose herewith a number of illustrations of Knights Templar Swords
that we manufacture. These illustrations will give you an idea of what we want. The proportions in
these designs are substantially correct. The drawings are to be made full size, viz :
Extreme length from tip of Scabbard to top of Helmet, about 37 inches.
From top of Cross Guard to top of Helmet, about 6 to 6 inches.
Grip, 3f inches. You need show no ornamentation on Grip.
Width of Scabbard at bottom of Cross Guard, 1 -k inches; tapering slightly all the way down, as shown
in illustrations.
Length of Cross Guard, not less than 5f inches, and not more than 6 inches.
The head of Grip must be a Helmet, surmounted by a Crest, Plume, Dragon, or other ornaments.
Scabbard ornamentation : Upper Mount of Scabbard, where two rings appear, to be about 6 inches long.
Middle Mount of Scabbard, where one ring appears, to be about 54 inches long.
'rip or lower Mount of Scabbard to be about 64- inches long. The lower part of this Tip Mount to
be widened to about 1f inches, as in illustration.
All of these three-scabbard mounts or ornaments are made separate pieces, and are attached to scabbard proper in raised work. In the design submitted they should be drawn in their respective places—
!lot separate from scabbard.
Any of the various emblems shown in our illustrations may be used. The only emblem that must
appear is the Passion Cross or Latin Cross, with or without rays, on upper mount. Any combination or
group of knightly arms, armor or figures, is appropriate.
The Scabbard Mounts should be quite bold, using first an arrangement of scrolls or ornaments showing panels, and the ornaments placed on or over these panels. Most of our Swords now have these scrolls
or ornaments of rather delicate fine lines and tracery work. We prefer, for this, somewhat heavier, bolder
work.
The ornamentation of Scabbard, between the Mounts, is of minor importance.
The general style of design of ornamentation on Cross Guard must harmonize with. that employed
Scabbard.
While the dimensions and proportions prescribed must be observed, the ornamentation must be entirely
different in appearance from that now on our illustrations, and not merely a combination or modification
of other sword designs now in use.
If not familiar with the appearance of these Swords, we advise that you request some Knight Templar
in your city to show you his sword. Any further explanation desired will be cheerfully given.
Send drawings by registered mail, or express. Do not fold drawings, but roll on pasteboard or
wooden roller, that the drawing may reach us in good order. Write your naine and postoffice address on
your drawing.
The prize of $ 100.00 will be awarded to the person whose design is best adapted to our purpose of
producing a richly ornamented Knights Templar Sword, of a design of ornamentation decidedly different
from any now in use. The second prize of $ 50.00 will be awarded to the person whose design we consider second in merit, by the same standard. A competitor may submit two or more different
designs, but
not more than one of the prizes will be awarded to any one person.
Designs must be in our possession not later than January 1, 1892. All competitors will be informed
of the naine and address of the persons to whom the prizes are awarded.
Very respectfully,

THE M. C. LILLEY & CO.
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THE AMERICAN ART GALLERIES
Madison Square South, New York
ON TUESDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY
From

9TH, 1892

7.30 until lo o'clock

FIRST VIEW
OF

PAINTINGS AND WATER COLORS
AN IMPORTANT COLLECTION
BELONGING TO

MESSRS. LOUIS PRANG & CO.,

BOSTON

Exhibited previously to being sold by Auction
This Card will admit Bearer and Friends
THE AMERICAN

ART ASSOCIATION, MANAGERS

THE AMERICAN ART GALLERIES
Madison Square South, New York

FIRST VIEW
ON THURSDAY, MARCH 3D
FROM

2 . TO

Ç

AN!)

7.30 TO 10 P.M.

/Syz

AN IMPORTANT COLLECTION
OF

VENETIAN ART FURNITURE
A

DIRECT CONSIGNMENT

JUST RECEIVED FROM ITALY
And Exhibited previously to being sold by Auction
This Card will admit Bearer and Friends
THE AMERICAN ART ASSOCIATION, MANAGERS
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41, iSPECIAL TO THE assts.'
OTTAWA. April 6.—The following officers
have been elected by the National Art
Aseoelation tor 1892 and 1893: Patron
His Excellency, Lord Stanley ; honorary
patron, the Marquis of Lansdowne; president, O. It. Jacobi, Toronto; vice-president,
A. C. Hutchison, Montreal ; secretarytreasurer, James Smith ; Council, S. W.
Watts, Ottawa; Forehaw, Ray, Kinston;
A. F. Dunlop, Montreal ; As D. Taylor,
Montreel; Hamilton McCarthy, Toronto;
Thos. Fuller, Ottawa ; Homes Watson,
Donn; Mr. Matthews, Toronto; J. C. Hopkins, Montreal; Henry Langley, Toronto;
W. Brymner, Montreal, and Jos. Connolly,
Toronto.
Sale of the Late Mr. Tifiln's Library.

'The sale of the private library of the late

Joaenh riffle, conducted by Mr. Shaw, at his
store, 70 Beaver Hall Hill, was well attended, and the bidding spirited. The whole
catalogue of 220 lots was disposed of. Mr.
Henry Tiffin bought, to present to the Art
Gallery, the following works: Strutt's
Dresses and Habits of tne English, $55; Sir
Joshua Reynolds, 3 vols., 300 plates, $93;
Spain, Artistic and Monumenta1,3 vols., $87;
Wilde's English Cathedrals, $20; Royal Gallery of British Art, $26; Prince MaxamiiIan's Travels in North America, $220. And

tor presentation to the Fraser Institute:
Mrs. Barbauld's British Novelists, full calf,
48 vols.; Montreal `".Vataserly." for 1837-8
and several others. serka_ 2J .02
;
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7ORD FOR CANADIAN ARE
—

ToHditor of the Gazette

"(

, would seem that an artist has

no honor in his own country. That is, if
be be a Canadian artist. I am prompted
to this remark by the indifference with
which the excellent exhibition at the
Academy of Art has been treated by the
public of' Montreal. And the word excellent is not used at haphazard, for the exhibition excels othera that I have seen of
much greater pretentions: Mere pas
I (Mers with a known signature,
e‘ en if that be of the second
r third class of European artists,
eerli to have far greater merit in the
eyes of some admirere of pictures, as
a ell as of some purchasers, in this city,

Idhil-b-itIon of the Victoria Aitqlças2d.
The exhibition of the Victoria Art School
IS now in progress. On the first flat is the
work of adult artists who are completing
their courses as professionals. The chief
exhibltbrs are Miss Houghton, Miss MeDonell. Miss M. M. Phillips and Miss M. A.
Bell. The Victoria School is associated with.
the Montreal Art Gallery, and between these
two institutions there is nothing but friendemulation. One of the chief features of
the former school Is the pen and ink

and landscape painting there is an unhackneyed field in Canada that the .artistic world in Europe. would give much
to have at hand. There are a
number of Canadian artists who
have studied in the recognized schools of
Europe, and it is absurd to suppose that
Canada, a country in more than one way
favorable to the development of art,
should have failed to produce artists of
talent at least equal to that of many
foreigners whose pictures are more sought
after. We believe that the present exhibition contains a good deal of work
which would have received far quicker
recognition in London than it has done in
Montreal. This ought not to be
the case. Not all can buy pictures, but nearly all can testify
their appreciation of what is vbeing

work for magazine and newspaper
Illustrations. Some of the best exhibits are in this department. drawn

principally by Miss McDonell. But, perhaps the most Interesting and encouraging
feature of this year's exhibition is the work
of the younger pupils, which lr many cases

displays rare innate talent. Pencil drawing,
in all stages of crudity and excellence are
displayed. One particularly good exhibit
is that of a child of six, who represents
three rudimentary principles. perpendicular, horizontal and oblique lines, by an upright tree, a swimming fish, and a man
thrown headlong from a horse, rushing

'

down a steep incline. Though somewhat

crude and disproportionate, these attempts
of the six-year-old show all the Imaginative
Power of genuine genius, and are withal
full of humor to the casual examiner. The
moulding of birds' nests, household objects,
flowers and plants, all done by tiny hands
in idastor of Paris, is also worth careful
inspection, as is the whole exhibition.

done in the world, of art by visiting exhibitions of Canadian pictures and buying
when they can. Nor should men put

given for the best examples are greater
than those given in the Academy of Art

considered complete wit hout a fair proportion of J'anadian pictures, and as the
Dominion is fortunate in having quite its
share of talent, those of a class which in
all ages had been the foster mother of art
hould bee that the artists of their own
'fry arc not starved te* encouritge-

/94 7f

May 18.—Those interested in
the fine art exhibit at Chicago will be
pleased to learn that a very satisfactory
location has been given to Canada in that
branch of the Exposition. The Royal Academy of Artists, at their recent meeting in
Ottawa, requested that 4000 feet of hanging
wall space be asked for. It was
not found possible to secure quite
that much ; but the executive
commissioner has succeeded m getting a
larger area for Canada than was allotted to
many other countries. The space which
has been finally assigned to Canada consists
of two rooms adjoining the allotment to
Great Britain, one measuring 30 x 36 and
the other 30 x 30, the roams being
connected by suitable openings. These
rooms will give Canada a hang.
in wall space of 2,895 square feet,
the space being calculated on all exhibits in
this building as beginning from a line 24
feet above the floor and extending 15 feet
upwards. The assignment to Canada is in
a conspicuous place, and is really much
larger than that available to many other
countries where art is more thoroughly developed than in the Dominion.
OTTAWA,

putation, even in their own country, is only
second or third rate. Both for figure

exhbition is of native work, that it has
1,y its merit secured the appreciation of
ultivated critics of painting, and that the
prizes which a few generous patrons have

they not be so? The exhibition in Phillips square shows that there are.
A trustworthy authority tells me that
taking into account the respective populations of the two countries there are more
peed pictures in this exhibition than in
the Academy of New York, and it requires very little critical acumen to enable a pen§on to see that there has been
a marked progress in art during the past
few years.
Montreal has passed the village state,
it ml Canada the provincial state when all
hat is excellent in art must come from
(Inside. The shortcoming is not so
much in the ranks of the artists or
amongst those for whose approval and
practical appreciation the work is done.
No Canadian gallery is, or should be,

Catyida's Exhibit Will Have More Space Than
Alkee2g-Any Other Country.

to that in the corresponding institution of New York, and there seems
to be no doubt that the liberal prizes
given by a few patrons of art in this city
have bronght out sonic excellent examples
from studios in several parts of the Dominion. It is a great mistake to suppose
that a man cannot be a good painter because his work has not any reputation in
Europe, yet there is no doubt that Canadian painters of merit are sometimes
passed by for European artists whose re-

than vi ork which, in composition and
echnical skill, would in other countries
secure immediate recognition. To put it
in no higher grounds, the fact that this

tion that there may be a number of Caadians of artistic talent equal to that of
Men of other countries; but why should

/

Public atte don has recently been
directed by letters in the newspapers to
the Academy of Art in this city and
the exhibition which is now being held
there. Complaint is made that concerning this institution there has been a great
deal of public apathy. It is stated that
competent authorities have pronounced the exhibition to be equal

.

in the metropolitan city of New York,
should have moved the leisure classes of
,n Iontreal to an attitude of more spontaneeus approval, and to more congratulatory
':pression than has been evinced in this
(else. A just recognition of art is in some
sort a measure of the civilization and intellectual refinernent of a people; it was
a rustic of the most bucolic order that
preferred the painting on the artist's
palette to that on the canvas before
Jim; yet I am almost ashamed to conk.ss the belief that a well advertised
auction of fifth-rate pictures imported
from Europe would have attracted more
attention than the first-class work
amongst the pictures now on exhibition
bas done. Unthinking people are apt to
Le genuinely astonished at the sugges-

OUR ART AT CHICAGO.
--

6In

4

themselves into leading strings as their

. admiration. By admiring 44 Wittfrtite3t
think admirable, they may fiequefitly be
doing a great deal more service to art
than they are aware of. There are many
pictures in the galleries of Europe that
money could not buy, which at one tinit
were unsparingly condemned by some
critics of the days when they were painted.' It is much to be hoped that
both the purchasing and the merely
admiring public will remember the
fact that some Canadian artists have
already acquired celebrity in Europe as
well as in their own country, and that
there are many others whose works are
full of promise of ultimate pecuniary
value, though at present more or less
unknown. Canadians who buy pictures
should not be content without examples
of Canadian artists holding conspicuous
positions on their walls.
,

-

vt

Sale oÇ

the

Late

Mr. Joseph
Collection.

45 j

u's Art

The exhibition of the lat Mr. Joseph
Tiffin's art collection, at 151 University
street, is being largely attended by
amateurs and Investors. Time collection is really unique and superb.
Statuary of all SiZOii aild sorts,
from Hie familiar group of the Laocoon to
the rarest and costliest designs in alabuster
and carrera marme, are comprised a clock.
evidently from the Black Forest, surmount,
a n by (lass surved In wood, and provided
with two liveried buglers who announce the arrival of each hour,
Is one • of the attractions. But apart
from some excellent paintings trom the
masters, the most eonspicuous objects ar 0 .
the pieces of Florentine carved and initial
furniture, including a cabinet of 16th
century make. The whole collection is to
be sold by auction by Messrs. Hicks & Co.
and will no noubt attract a large number of
mnotassees,

Exhibition of Students' Work.

The Victoria School of Art is holding
an exhibition of the work of its pupils
done during the past year in its studios
on St. Catherine street. It is an interesting exhibition. The work shown runs
all the way from drawings made by
children of o or 6 to studies from life

made by older and more experienced
hands. This latter work is distinctly
good. The paintings in oil and the water
color sketches of still life and flowers show
in a great many cases careful teaching.
The elementary drawing from objects and
the modelling in clay done by the elementary class is certainly crude, but in
its crudity there is unmistakable evidence that the child was beginning to

understand the lines of form and form itself. The china painted by that clas t
forms one of the prettiest collections eve:
on view in the cita'. The school is unde
the patronage of the Art association, and

the principals are Miss Mary M. Phillips
and Harriette J. MacDonnell, It was attended duriA4he_past Jeer by al-)out

fifty pupils.
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e Canadian Pacific railway s sent
Mr. Wn:. Brymner, R.C.A. the well
known artist of this city, to the Rockies
for the purpose of painting several large
pictures of the beautiful mountain scenery
through which that road runs. It is the
'

intention of the company to send these
pictures to the art exhibition of the
World's fair, where they-will, besides being good testimony of the progress of art
in Canada, give hundreds of thousands
of visitors to the fair an idea of the wonderful scenery to be found in the Canadian Rockiea, Mr. Brymner is a very
successful and popular landscape painter,
and, while the work he has now undertaken is of a more ambitious nature,
there is every encouragement to expect
that the results will increase his en-
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THE KNIGHT ERRANT.
In placing THE KNIGHT ERRANT before that portion of the public to which it is hoped it will appeal,
the Editors feel that some word of apology is necessary for their presumption in adding one more
magazine to a list already over large. Did their
venture transgress the province so fully covered by
existing publications, then, indeed, they might
vainly seek excuse ; but they feel that the field is
yet open for such a magazine as they propose.
\Vhile the domain of the liberal arts has been
exploited by many publishers, who have issued
magazines of varying excellence, according to the
ability of their management, THE KNIGHT ERRANT
stands alone in that it is the venture of sundry men,
having no object other than to provide a place for
the deliberate criticism of the arts of literature,
painting, architecture, sculpture, music, the drama,
and craftsmanship, working to this end without
hope, or, indeed, desire of pecuniary return.
Firmly believing that this century holds within
itself the beginning of a new renascence, albeit a
renascence that finds scant favor, we hope to gather
in the pages of THE KNIGH'I ERRANT studies of
this movement together with essays and verses by
its leaders and adherents, if possible, also, reproductions df certain of its pictures and drawings.
While the editors seek the co-operation of subscribers towards this end, it is hoped that intending
contributors will seek to follow as closely as may
be the distinctive lines of the policy, which stands
confessed in its name ; the tilting at all that is

unbeautiful in Art, Letters and Life ; the restoration of forgotten ideals ; the upholding of the unity
of Art, these are some of the objects of what may
well seem a forlorn hope. But the publication of
THE KNIGHT ERRAS r is not a commercial undertaking, nor do its editors seek for it wide popularity, nor yet will it be representative, save in so
far as it may voice ideals else well nigh inaudible
in the current din.
1 HE KNIGHT ERRANT will be issued quarterly.
It will be printed in royal quarto form, with liberal
margins, from a special type, upon a hand-made,
natural-edged linen paper, made expressly for it,
and will be free from advertisements of any kind.
Each number will, it is hoped, contain at least one
plate. It will be the aim of both proprietors and
printers to render it in every respect as perfect a
piece of printing as may be possible.
For the first year the issue will be limited to five
hundred numbered copies, but the proprietors reserve the right to increase the issue at the beginning of the second year, should this seem advisable.
The expenses of publication are assumed by forty
guarantors, who have pledged the entire cost of the
first year's issue; but it is hoped that sufficient
support will be received in the way of subscriptions
to justify its continued publication.
THE KNIGHT ERRANT will be mailed flat, between boards, to subscribers in America, for three
dollars a year, in advance; to subscribers in England, for thirteen shillings. Intending subscribers
are requested to fill out and sign the enclosed blank.
Subscriptions and all other communications should
be addressed, THE KNIGHT ERRANT, The Elzevir Press, lob Pearl Street, Boston, Massachusetts.
.

lloat CanaNan itcaZ)ein
of irte.
TORONTO, FEBRUARY, 1892.
DEAR SIR,-

I beg to 'inform you that the next ANNUAL EXHIBITION
OF THE ACADEMY will be opened on the 3oth March next, in the NATIONAL
GALLERY OF ART, OTTAWA.
All Paintings, Drawings, Sculpture, Architectural Designs, and Designs in
Stained Glass, must be delivered, unpacked, at the Gallery not later than Friday, the
18th of March next.
All Pictures, etc., intended for Exhibition, are to be consigned to J. WILSON
& CO., Picture Dealers, of Spark Street, Ottawa, who will deliver them unpacked at
the Gallery, repack them and return them to Exhibitors.
Artists are, of course, at liberty to consign their work to other agents should
they so desire.
The Academy will pay Freight Charges only on Members' works.
Members' works must be delivered free of charges.

Non-

All works at risk of owners, but an insurance during Exhibition will be effected
by the Academy.
Nom. —The Council have been much impressed with the importance of showing the works of its members to the best possible advantage, and in order to secure
this have instructed the Committee of Arrangements to follow the plan adopted by the
Grosvenor and, other Galleries in London, viz. to hang the Pictures separately, each
one having some wall space around it. This will, of course, limit the number of Pictures
that can be hung in any given space, but it is believed that the Artist will profit more
by having a few Pictures well shown, than by having a greater number hung close and
interfering with each other.
:

Appended hereto is a Printed Form, which intending Exhibitors will fill up,
giving full title of Picture, with price.
The titles of Pictures must be placed on the back of each frame, with name
and address of Artist.
Kindly return Form soon as possible, to address,
JAMES SMITH, Secretary,
RuOM 26, BANE OF COMMERCE, TORONTO.

SOME OF THE ARTISTS REPRESENTED
IN THE

AMERICAN ART ASSOCIATION'S COLLECTION OF PAINTINGS.

MILLET, by 8 examples.
ROUSSEAU,
Dumf ,

by 4 examples.

by io examples.

DAUBIGNY,

by 2 examples.

DELACROIX,
CAZIN,
DIAZ,

by 5 examples.

by 4 examples.

by 5 examples.

BARYE,

by i3 examples.

COURBET,

REMBRANDT.
RAFFAELLI.
VOLLON.
RICARD, GUSTAVE.

SCHREYER.
JACQUET.
MADRAZO.
BOLDINI,

by 3 examples.

by a examples. BILLET, by 2 examples.

MEISSONIER,

by 3 examples.DE Nrrris
by

VAN MARCKE, by 3 examples.

HENNER,

by 4 examples.

JOHNSON,

INNESS,

MAUVE, by 4 examples.
ZIEM,

by 4 examples.

JACQ_UE,

examples.

EASTMAN, by a examples

by 2 examples.

L'HERMITTE,

by 3 examples

by

BRIDGMAN, by 4 examples.

POKITONOW,

COROT.

PASINI

DE NEUVILLE.

MONET.

DéTAILLE.

SISLEY.

DECAMPS.

NEUHUYS.

MICHEL.

RICHARDS, W. T.

TROYON.

MICHETTI.

2

examples

THE AMERICAN ART GALLERIES
MADISON SQUARE, SOUTH, NEW YORK.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
IMPORTANT ART SALE.
IN PARTITION.
ALL THE LARGE AND VALUABLE COLLECTION OF PAINTINGS AND
ORIENTAL AND EUROPEAN ART OBJECTS OF THE AMERICAN ART
ASSOCIATION TO BE SOLD TO SETTLE THE ESTATE OF THE LATE
R. AUSTIN ROBERTSON.
This sale will take place early in April and comprises nearly six thousand
objects of art, including over two hundred paintings, of which one hundred are
masterpieces by the most celebrated artists of this century. Few of these pictures
have been shown here publicly. Perhaps next in importance is also an extraordinary
collection of bronzes and water-colors, by the fahmus Barye ; which is followed
by a very important collection, some thousand of objects, of oriental porcelains,
enamels, jades, lacquers, swords, ivory carvings, old silver pieces, sword guards, and
other Chinese and Japanese metal works, superior in quality to any heretofore sold by
auction.
There is also a collection of old watches, snuff boxes, etc., of the reign of Louis
XVI.; some fine old Chippendale and Italian furniture and a number of rare antique
oriental silk rugs.
In calling attention to the projected sale of these objects, we feel justified in
saying that no sale of like magnitude and importance has been held in this country.
The opportunity, therefore, concerns all connoisseurs, amateurs and the whole public.
Further information and catalogues will be furnished on application to
Yours respectfully,
JAMES F. SUTTON,
THOMAS E. KIRBY,
NEW YORK, February 15th, 1892.

MANAGERS.

Onkrio Society of jirIi5/5

%tor ld's olambin Exposition
Toronto, November 1st, 1892.
4.

ELECTIONS for the above will be made by the Special Committee from
an Exhibition to be held in the Society's Gallery, 173 King Street
West, Toronto.
In view of the importance of this occasion a very high standard of work will
be necessary in order to pass the Hanging Committee.
Pictures already sold or previously exhibited will be eligible.
All works must be delivered, unpacked, at the Gallery, on or before the 15th
of December next.
Pictures can be consigned to Roberts & Son 79 King Street West, or Matthews
Bros. & Co. 95 Yonge Street, Toronto, at the Artist's expense. The title of each
picture must be placed on the back of its frame, with name and address of Artist,
and price or value for insurance.
An insurance will he effected on all exhibits while in the rooms of the Society.
Please fill and return the Form as soon as possible to
ROBT. F. GAGEN, Secretary,
79 King Street West, Toronto.

Ontario Society of artists

lAtorld's Columbian Exposition
In the Society's Gallery, 173 King St. West, Toronto
No.

DESCRIPTION OR TITLE OF WORK SENT.

Artist's Siowature
Address

PRICE

Canabian Ecetbenv of Ert$

THIRTEENTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION
To

BE HELD IN THE NATIONAL GALLERY OF ART, OTTAWA
-

TO THE SEC HET A HY

-

:

Please receive for Exhibition, subject to Me conditions oj ,yoler Circular
No.

DESCRIPTION OR TITLE OF WORK SENT.

,r1P1ist's Sig nutare

PRICE.

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF DESIGN.
1392.

SIXTY-SEVENTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION.
Works for the SIXTY-SEVENTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION of the NATIONAL
ACADEMY OF DESIGN will be received at the Academy from Monday, March 7th, to Thursday,
March loth, inclusive, after which time no works will be admitted.

SPECIAL NOTICE TO NON-RESIDENT ARTISTS.—No EXHIBITS IN PACKING BOXES WILL BE RECEIVED AT

All such works must be sent to some Consignee in New York to act as Agent for
the Exhibitors, to receive and unpack their cases, send their works duly to the Academy, and call for and
return thern at the close of the Exhibition. For the information of Exhibitors unacquainted in the City
the following parties are mentioned as among those who attend to such business, viz.: J. H ARRISON MILLS.
147 East 23d Street ; T. A. WILMURT & SON, 54 East 13th Street; W. K. 0'13mEm & BROTHER, 83 Third
Avenue ;, BEERS BROTHERS, 1264 Broadway.
The lists of works for Exhibition must be written with all the required particulars on the annexed
blank, and be sent to C. S. FARRINGTON, SUPERINTENDENT, al the Academy, by or before the 1st of March,
and a carefully and clearly written card, containing the title of the work and the name of the possessor
and of the artist, must be attached to each contribution.

THE ACADEMY BUILDING.

SPECIAL NOTICE TO CITY EXHIBITORS.—The Academy cannot in any manner look after the collec-

tion or return of the City Exhibits. Exhibitors will send and remove their works by their own porters
within the specified dates.
A competent person will be in attendance, in care of the sales, upon which a commission. of ten per
cent. will be charged,
It should be stated on the list to whose order (Vollier than the artist) payment mtut be made in case
of sale .
Works wilt not be offered for sale unless the price is given ; and prices will, , in all cases, be inserted
in the Catalogue, unless written abjection is made on the list when sent in.
Varnishing Days will be on Thursday and Friday, March 3 ist and April 1st, from to A.M. to 5 P.M.
Academicians and Associates of the Academy, and such other artists who may have wcrks in the Exhibition, will be admitted, and no other persons, excepting the Press (by card), AFTER TWELVE
O'CLOCK, M., Thursday, March 3 ist

The PUBLIC EXHIBITION will commence on Monday, April 4th, and will close on Satirday, May 14th.
The productions of LIVING ARTISTS only are eligible. APPROVED ORIGINAL WORKS which save never before
been exhibited in Ilse City of New York or in Brooklyn.
All works offered for Exhibition by dealers must be accompanied by the Artists written consent thereto.

»In accordance with a resolution passed at the Annual Meeting of the Academy, not more than
three works by any one exhibitor will be placed on the walls.
Glass on Oil Paintings will not be permitted

in the Academy Exhibitions.
[OVER. 1

Rejected works not removed from the Academy within ONE WEEK after the
opening of an
exhibition, and accepted works not removed within ONE WEEK after
the close, will be stored at the risk

and cost of the owners.

All works will be subject to the judgment of the following
JURY OF SELECTION
J. R. BREVOORT,

R. SWAIN GIFFORD,

J. B. BRISTOL,

J. FRANCIS MURPHY,

J. G. BROWN,

GEO. W. MAYNARD,
GEO. H. SMILLIE,
OLIN L. WARNER,

Wm. M. CHASE,
FREDERICK DIELNIAN,

:

J.

Q. A. WARD,
WALTER SHIRLANV,

W3t. H. LIPPINCOTT,

SAMUEL COLMAN,

J. CARROLL BECKWITH,

BENONI IRNVIN,

C. JONES,

LOUIS C. TIFFANY,

FRANCIS

J. H. DOLPH,

HORATIO WALKER.

HANGING COMMITTEE.

SAMUEL COLMAN,

Louts C. TIFFANY,
HORATIO WALKER.

No change whatever will, under any circumstances, be made in the placing of the pictures
on the
walls, and no work can be withdrawn before the final closing of the Exhibition.
All works received for exhibition will be at the 'risk of the owners.

PRIZES.
To be Awarded at the Annual Exhibitions of the Academy.
THE THOMAS B. CLARKE PRIZE—$300.
For the best AMERICAN FIGURE COMPOSITION painted in the United States
by an American
Citizen, without limitation of age.
THE JULIUS HALLGARTEN PRIZES—$300, $200 & $100.
For the three best pictures in oil colors painted in the United
States by American Citizens under
thirty-five years of age.
THE NORMAN W. DODGE PRIZE—$300.
For the best picture painted in the United States by a woman, without limitation
of age.

TIME, PLACE AND METHODS OF AWARDING THE PRIZES.
The HALLGARTEN PRIZES will be awarded, as heretofore, by a vote of
all the Exhibitors, at a
meeting to be held at the Academy, at two o'clock, P.M.,
Wednesday, April 20th. Each artist will be
entitled to one vote at each ballot, and each prize will be awarded to the painting
receiving the highest
number of votes for that prize, but no work will be entitled to the
prize unless at least fifty of the Exhibitors
vote at the ballot, And the work receive one-third of all the votes cast.
Any prize notawarded on or before the third ballot will not be awarded at
the time.
No competitor may take two prizes, or a prize of the same class a second time.
The ACADENICIANS will not compete for any of the prizes.
The ThomasB. Clarke and the Norman W. Dodge prizes will be awarded by
a Committee of three
Academicians anl two Associates of the Academy, who may receive the highest number of
votes cast by
the Exhibitors. .k blank form for this purpose will be sent to each Exhibitor to be filled up
and duly
returned to the cretary. The award of the jury thus selected will be announced at
the above-named
meeting of Exhbitors, on Wednesday, April 20th.
BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL,
THOMAS W. WOOD,

President.
TWENTY-THIRD 1FREET AND FOURTH AVENUE,
NEW YORE, JAN. 1ST, 1892.

T. ADDISON RICHARDS,
Corresponding Secretary, N. A.

WORKS for the SIXTY-SEVENTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION of the National Academy of Design, from
Exhibitors are requested to write the letters C- H-D, one or all, as may be needed, BEFORE the titles of their works eligible to compete for the
Exhibition Prizes, viz.: For the Clarke Prize, (C); Ha11gal-ten Prize, (H); bodge Prize, (D).
-

Title of the Work.

Name of Artist (distinctly written), with his
address on and after the first of May, 1892.

Where works will be sent
Name of Possessor. r

from.

To whom and where
works will be returned.

Price, if for sale .

toe To whose order (if other than the artist) is payment to be made in case of sale?
-

la Artists out of the City will forward their cases (not to the Academy Building), but to some Agent in New York City in time to be delivered
within the specified dates. See Special Notice on the first page.-Wa
-

nee City Exhibitors will hereafter send and remove their works by their own porters strictly within the specified dates.-Wet (See first page.)
-

Glass is not permitted on Oil Paintings. (See first page.)
Exhibitors will please notify the Superintendent of changes in their address.

ei1t.

; 's SUMMER EXHIBITION OF
WORKS
BY THE EARLY ENOLISH MAHTE118.

Mr. Scott and hie coadjutor, Mr. Peacock, of
London, have done much for the can of art in
Canada, and this laid venture of theirs is not less
notable than their previous ones. When noticing one of their previous exhibitions, we Yentnred to hint that possibly the financial booming
of the French and Dutch wings of the so-called
romantic school of art had been 'somewhat
overdone and that Canadien buyers might
very profitably turn their ' attention to the
worlut of the English matters of the same
school, which had heretofore been neglected both in the United States and Canada.
Hitherto Illontrealers have had very few opportunit•es of seeing the works of the early English
masters of landscape art. Sir Donald Smith's
fine Turner had been exhibited, and Mr. Soott
had, from time to time, imported an example or
two of Conetable and old Crome, bat that was
all. The present exhibition fills up the gap, Mr.
Scott having spread ont for us a series of characteristic works by most of the notable Englishmen who led the much debated artistic
revolt which had its beginning early in
the present century. This artistic impulse
VII8, however, in no sense national. It,
nevertheless, bcgan in England, and from thence
spread to France, Holland and even Italy. The
older of the English masters, Wilson, Reynolds,
Gainsborough and.Romney, were famous before
the early French progenitors, Corot, Delacroix,
Gericault, and, oldest of all, Georges Michel
wfsre borne and while s perhapt, the whole of
the English masters, with the exception of Boniugton, were men of the last century, their
j. French colleagnee all 'ticking to the present. It
Hs thus evidhit Cat a collector who devotes
' himself to 'the. French and Dutch schools, to
the neglect of the English, lacks the first
and most important chapter in this artistic
history. The Montreal picture buyers should
therefore visit this exhibition, and select judiciouely from its contente to enrich and complete
their present collections. Besides "Dick Wilwon " (in contra-distinction to "Jock Wilson")
Bonington, and Gaineborough, above-named,
there are examples of Crome, Cotman, Stark,
and Vincent of the so-called "Norwich School;'
of the versatile George Morland ; of Lontherbourg, French by birth and early education, but
otherwise English ; of Callcott, known as the
"English Claude ; " of Muller, great in Eastern
subjects ; and greatest of all, of Thomas Coastable.
If Mr. Peacock is encouraged in this venture
there is yet another service be and Mr. Scott can
render to the art-loving publie of Montreal, and
, that is to bring out a collection of the water
colors of the early English school. An exhibition
of drawings by such masters as Copeley
Peter de Wint, David Cox, Samuel Prout, and,
above all, of. Turner, would, in itself, be an art
education long to be remembered.

I'PAUL PEEL DEAD.
Auht-

Historical Exhibition Notes.

The committee of the Antiquarian Society.
charged with the organization oh the Historical Exhibition are actively at wore, and
report that from present proepeets the exhibition will exceed In interest the valuable
display of antiquities of 1887. Exhibits are
already being received by the chairman,
Mr. J. A. N. Beaudry. The first exhibits to
arrive were some very curiousanclent views
of Quebec and other cities in Mosaic strawwork. sent by Miss Esther Mountain, of
liedleyville. The secretary of the committee, Mr. De Levy Macdonald left last
night to visit Quebec, and the various
parishes as far as hiviereli Loup, in the
Interest of the Exhibition

THE YOUNG CANADIAN ARTISf DIES IN
PARIS—SKETCH OF HIS CAREER.
The Announcement is Macle from Paris of the
Death of Paul Peel, Who Has Succeeded
In Making a High Reputation.

i_

THE VICTORIA SCHOOL OF ART
2274 ST. CATHERINE STREET.

CtiL,

Sketching Class will begin Sept. 16th: 'n er
the instruction of
Mit. CHAN. E. MOSS.
Apply st the school between 9.30 and 12.30.
216i2
or by letter..

MISS FANNY G. PLIMSOLL,'
Pupil of Brymner, Barnsley and Satterlee.

Miss.E mi1y L. rottrti hintffital,
Wpil of Brymner and Barnsley.
angements made for pupils sittingej
orders, etc., at Studio, 2241 Queen's Block, St.
229
Catherine street, on Or after IVEt. lam

kw a

CANADIAN

ARTISTS.„2444

Mr. and Mrs. Dub6, two Canadian art sts who
have been doing good work in Paris as portrait
painters, are in town, staying at the Windsor
Hotel. They will remain in the city for ten or
twelve days, before going to New 'York, where
they will open a studio. They have come to
America in order to paint the portraits of several
American celebrities, among which are life-size
portraits of the seven judges of the Supreme
Court of the State of New York. to be placed in
the Court House at Albany. Mrs. Dube exhibited two pictures at the Royal Academy,
London, last year, which were placed on
"the line of honor," and spoken of in
high terms by the critics. The Paris
edition of the New York Herald says :—" This
year her Salon picture which is hung in one of
the salons of honor, is a study showing onions in
the foreground, a large pumpkin, and a cheese
under a glass cover. A French critic, speaking
of this work said : It is a picture you cannot
look upon without crying—not because it is
tragic, but because You seem to smell the onions,
so natural are they.' He struck the key note of
Mrs. Dube's work. Above all things are her
studies natural. She paints fruit, cheese, butter,
etc.. as she sees it, without any fancy effects.
Therein lies the attraction of her work.'

THE LEYLAND HALE.

,

A notable picture auction was recently held in
London of the collection of the late Mr. Fred.
Leyland, the well-known shipowner. It consisted chiefly of the works of the pre-Raphaelite
school and was remarkable for the high prices
realized for those of Mr. Edward Burns-Jones,
one example of whose work, "The Tower' of
Brass," was in the English collection exhibited at the Art Gallery two years
ago. Of Mr. Burne-Jones' works, the " Merlin" and "Vivian" brought £3,780 ; the "Venus'
Mirror," reproduced a short time ago in Mr.
Hamilton's Portfolio, £3,570 ; the pair, "Night
and Morning," £1.417 • "The Reasons," £1,207
the weird Circa," £1,117 ; and a number of
others. Singular enough, the works of Dante
Itoeeetti did not bring,relatively, such high prices.
His wonderful "Found" brought £624 ; the
" Veronica Veronese," £1,050 ; "The Blessed
Damozel," £1,029e the "Lady Silith," £525, and
the marvellous "Loving Cup,' .86l. SirJohn Millais' pie-Raphaelite " Eve of St. Agnes" brought
£2,205. Of the old masters—Palma Vecchio's
"Holy Family" brought £840 z Botticelli's "Virgin and Child," £1,312 •, Filippo Lippi's "Adoration of the Magi," £735 ; and Hans Momline's " Virgin Enthroned," £929. We trust
that, at least, °weir two of these fine works were
purchased under commission for some of our
Montreal collectors. Good examples of BorneJoue,' and Rossetti are rare in the market and are
all but unknown here. The sale has rather
damped a second Whistler boom which has
started in England within the past year. A
number of years ago Mr. Ruskin collapsed a previous boom when he spoke of the artistic impudence of a painter who would throw a pot
of paint in the public's face and ask
£500 for the bizarre result. Mr. Leyland
believed in Mr. Whistler, and gave him a commission for the picture "La Princesse du Pays
de Porcelaine," to hang in a dining-room the
walls of which were covered with magnificent
old.Soanish leather hangings, procured at a cost
of some £2,000. The redoubtable James M.
found these hangings out of harmony with his
picture, and being a past master of the art of
persuasion, succeeded in inducing Mr. Leyland
Le permit him to tone them into harmony therewith. This he proceeded to do bit by bit until ho
had covered the entire surface of the leather with
peacock blue paint upon which he superimposed
&mimic peacocks in gold in the Japanese style,
the whole, it is said, at a cost to Old England of
several thousand pounds more. The artist thus
became the most talked of man in London at the
expense of the shipowner. But the public, while
willing enough to talk, would not enthuse in dolInn+, and so the adorable Princess met an ignoble
fate at Christie's, where she fetched only £141.

•
i,,( 44iL1E DEATH OF PAUL PEEL.ee„,,
Paul Peel's position as a painter was n of
high recognition in the foremost fields of art.
Equally excelling as landscape, genre and portrait painter, he was distinctly French in method
of manipulation and choice of subjects. All of
his pictures bore a strong semblance to the
gloat modern French masters. Paul Peel was
pupil of Gemme, with whom he was intimately
associated. The American colony, for such is
the designated term of the Now World students
residing in Paris, regarded Mr. Peel in the
highest sense. Untiring in his attentions to his
countrymen abroad, he was indeed the fa vorite

of them all, and his untimely death will cast a
gloom over the little colony. Two years ago,
during his visit to Toronto, Paul Peel made many
warm friends, especially amongst his brother
artists, . and many happy reunions were the consequence of his visit. Paul Peel intended again
visiting his native land during the Columbian
Exhibition. He was engaged upon a work of
importance, which was to have been a central
picture of the Canadian gallery. Most of Paul
Peel's works are found in Paris. Mrs. Belden
and Miss Peel, the gifted sculptor of Toronto.
are sisters of the deceased, and his father, Mr.
John E. Peel, is a warble cutter of London, Ont.

r

Paul Peel was ft native of London,
Ont., and the son of a well-known
stonecutter of that city: He spent many
years of his life in Paris, France.
The work of Paul Peel was the first
done by a Canadian artist that gave
Canada continental fame as his birthplace. His name is probably the great.
est, as yet, in the annals of Canadian
art. He was a Canadian not only by
birth but in spirit. He chose to have
his first great sale of pictures hero in
Toronto, at probably great financial
loss, and for this reason he should be
honored by his fellow-countrymen.
A review of his work published in
I The New England Magazine two years
ago gives a good account of him.
Said the writer I "He lived during the
most important period of his life in
Paris, and his work is in most respects
as French as his masters. Ho is principally a figure painter, although he often
painte landscapes with figures; and he
. has a.ccompl jelled that which no CODAdian resident in Canada has dared to
attempt—absolute command over the
plastic lines and tints of the undraped
figure. At 30 years of age he is preeminently the best artist Canada lias
yet produced, and what he hits clone
Is only it promise of still greater things.
He has been an artist since early boyhood, having begun his studies while
still attending the public school in his
native town of London, Ont. At 1 7 he
entered the Philadelphia Academy of
Fine Arts and studied there for three
years under Eakins. Then he went to
England and worked at the Royal Ara..
derny, shortly afterwards removing to
Paris, where be remained for ten years,
studying under Gerome, Boulanger, Lerevere, Doucet and Benjamin Constant,
being nearly four years under the tutelage
of the latter. A short time ago family affairs brought him to Canada, and
he made his visit the occasion of an exhibition of some of his paintings. The
collection was probably the finest by
one artist ever exert in Canada. It was
certainly the best exhibition made by
a Canadian artist in his own country.
Among the canvases was a magnificent
nude study, entitled, ' The Venetian
Bather," the composition, color and
technique of which were perfect. It portseseed all the excellences of the French
school, which undoubtedly comprises the
masters of the nude, but it had also tho
delicacy and poetry with which such
men as Sir Frederick Leighton and Solomon J. Solomon invest the undraped figure. The picture was exhibited with
others in the Paris Salon in 1889 and
excited considerable enthusiasm. It was
& distinct success, and the success wait
recorded in London and New York at
the time. In the recent exhibition there
were also some delightful pictures of
French peasant life, in which Peel is
particularly happy—painted in Brittany
Normandy and Paris, and in addition
.to theses were several Ca etutdlan subjects
obtained during flying Visits to his native p lace. In all there were about 57
pictures, some of the most important
canvases executed during Peel's residence in Paris. In spite of the protestations of his friends, Mr. Peel formed
the adventurous resolve of selling off,
all his productions in Toronto without'
reserve. The result was as might have
been expected. There was a great deal
of curiosity and a large attendance at
the sale, but the pictures were sacrificed
at ridiculous prices. Mr. Peel is doubtless now convinced that he would have
wiser to have auctioned his pictures in
Paris. It is hard to convince an artist
that all the world does not love art. He
possibly thought Canadians had learned to appreciate art during his long
absence abroad. He did not know that
the only things which are really interesting to Canadians to-day are politics,
railroads, real estate, Manitoba wheat
and 'having a good time.' ln it der ;win

or Rib it will he differanteenerasia.a."

Mr. Peel's aloes le Bain." gained the gold medal at the last Salon of
1890. The black and white gives no
idea of the luminousness aud warmth of
the picture. The reLuis goal itiab are
ewer. in hi "Tired Cupid," a fair haired
tie fellow of about . five years old crying behind an easel, from round the
corner of which a big-bearded artist
is good-naturedly regarding him.
It was while he was working in Constant's atelier that Mr.. Peel made his
greatest progress; and the fact of his
having studied under several musters
saved him from the slighteet tendency 01
becoming a mere imitator. The advantage of hearing the judgments of different studios upon rontcmporary masters
made him strike out for himself, and all
lais work has the stamp of originality
without the least suspicion of the lucre.
I y bizarre. The picture which won for
him his greatest fame wan suggestto
him by one or his own little ones, fresh
Irons the bath, happening to take a
pretty pose before the open fire.
Most of his best works are owned in
Canada.

-
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BOSTON ART CLUB.
EXHIBITION,

Title
Artist
Owner
Retu,rn, to
Price

FORTY-SIXTH EXHIBITION

BOSTON ART CLUB.

Private View for the Press and Professic
FRIDAY, APRIL 1, 1892,
L

-
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PROM 10 A.M. TO 3 P.M.

THE AMERICAN ART GALLERIES
MADISON SQUARE, SOUTH, NEW YORK

This card is PERSONAL, and will be required at the door.
PRESENT AT DARTMOUTH STREET
ENTRANCE.

Paintings
by

.1. Alden Weir

BOSTON ART CLUB.

J. H. Twachtman
Claude Monet
and

A. Besnard

Also

FORTY-SIXTH EXHIBITION.

admi/t

The Brinkley Porcelains

WITH COMPLIMENTS OF

BOSTON ART CLUB

and a few

Open daily from April 2 to April 23, 9 A. M. to 10 P. M.

High Class Eastern Rugs

The gallery will close at G P. M. on Saturdays.
Present this Card at the Dartmwalt Street entrance

First View
On Wednesday Evening, May third
from 7:30 to to o'clock

Yourself and ladies are invited to be present.
THE AMERICAN ART

BOSTON ART CLUB.

AssocimoN,

INFORMAL RECEPTION

;MANAGERS

FORTY-SIXTH EXHIBITION,
FRIDAY EVENING, APRIL I, 1892, FROM 8 TO 10 O'CLOCK.
You

ARE INVITED WITH LADIES.

WITH THE COMPLIMENTS OF BOSTON ART CLUB.
ENTRANCE.
PLEASE PRESENT THIS CARD AT DARTMOUTH STREET
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,

essrs. (Drties

(Eo.

have the honor to announce

Ilollection comprises important

of

works bp the following celebrate6

that the important (Eollection

paintins

latelB on Exhibition

at the 3nternational art 03allerg,
the private propertB of

Mr.

Yr.

W. SC4CIUS, ricin he 5016

without reserve, bB auction, on

Eues6a4, mardi sth, 1892.

artists
ACHENBACH,

LEFEBVRE,

ARANDA,

LELOIR,

CABANEL,

MOROT,

CAZIN,

PASINI,

CHAPLIN,

ROYBET,

CONSTANT,

SPRING.

COROT,

TROYON,

DESGOFFE

UHDE,

HENNER,

VAN MARCKE,

JACQUET,

V1BERT,

KNAUS,

VON STETTEN,

LAMBERT,

ZIEM,
AND OTHERS.

566 Siftl? avenue,

rien) Bork, Sei% 1st, 1892.

THE AMERICAN ART GALLERIES
MADISON SQUARE, SOUTH, NEW YORK

ADMISSION CARD TO FIRST VIEW

Wednesday Evening, May third
FrOY11

: lo to o o'clock

THE AMF.RICAN ART ASSOCIATION, MANAGERS

I 'lease present this Card at the door
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Mr Scott has at present in his gallery eew
attraction for the art connoiaseura of Moritreal,
whereat the local Sanhedrim IS all agog. Impreseionism of a kind he has had before. The
color schemes of Montieelli : the harbor scenes,
with boats arid shipping, by Tongkind or Boadin ;
and even the roses of Fantin, Latour or Alden
Weir are all, in their way, impressionist. And so
of the "nocturnes," the 'symphonies," and mnch
of the etched work of Whistler and his school,
which are mere impressions. Bnt Mr. Scott's
present conaignineut is the genuine article. It
consiste of a plow scene and a sea piece, with
boats by Monet ; a landscape with water and a
figure piece by Renoir ; a snow piece and a town
scene by Prissarro : a meditative landscape with
water, arid a Japanesque "trees in bloom" by
Sislez—eight works in all, and, with the exception perhaps of Renoir's, given in half length,
very characteristic of this new plain air school.
Idouard Manet and Edgar Degas—the first
chiefly a colorist, the other chiefly a draughtsman—were the progenitors of the modern impressionist school of French art. When their
predecessors of the romantic school appeared in
force the critics and amateurs of their day were
content to treat the new vagary with neglect not unmingled with contempt. It was
reserved for the impressionists, on the occasion of their first exhibition in 1877
to have scorn and insult heaped on them,
and even now the quidnuncs remain in doubt
whether to denounce or ridicule such impracticable sensation-mongers. The first masters were
chiefly figure painters, but since Pdanet's death
Claude Monet is, perhaps, chief of the school and
his works are for the most part landscapes, Mr.
Scott's examples being quite characteristic.
And so of Sislez, whose works are more subtle
and poetic than those of his master Monet. On
the other hand Renoir is a luscious figure painter—his portraits of women are superb ; and
Pissarro can render French peasant life with a
force and realism almost equal to Millet. Besides
the painters above named belonging to this
school there is M. Huguet, great in horses ;
I. Lewis Brown, a French painter with an English name, who renders cavalry scenes ; Berthe
Motizot, a figure painter : Miss Mary Cassatt, a
Yankee girl who has made herself famous in portraiture and otherwise ; and perhaps others to
whom Mr. Scott might direct his attention should
this venture of his prove successful. Moscow,
the impressionist artist, seems to work in watercolor and in pastels with even more facility than
in oils, and these, being much lees costly, are more
reasonably within the means of ordinary people.
We hope Mr. Scott will take the hint.
At the very antipodes of this phase of French
art comes the phase of Dutch art typified by the
works of Baron Leys and his pupil Alma Tadema.
Of the former, Mr. Scott has on view a very
dainty example, a Dutch interior, in his usual
style of execution and finish. Specimens of this
master's work are scarce everywhere. Montreal
is fortunate in possessing two others, Sir Donald
Smith's splendid processional picture, " Antwerp," from the Graham auction, where it
fetched £1.500, and Mr. Angus's excellent "Lady
Bountiful."
Mr. Scott invites the art loving public to visit
and criticise his new departure.
PROF. SAUNDERS IfICISIS.

al,
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His Health Will
cot Allow
N
Ina/t6 Retain
the Position of World's Pair Director.
—
OTTAWA. December 8. — Prof, Saunders
finds that his health has not been Improved
as much as was expected by his brief rest,
and has therefore been compelled to hand In
his resignation as Canadian director of the
\Vorld's Fair at Chicago. Professor Saunders has done most excellent work In organizing the exhibits for the World's Fair, and
the success which will undoubtedly attend
the Canadian exhibit will be to a very large
extent due to hie untiring efforts, under
which, combined with his experimental
term work, his health has given way. His
resignation has not yet been accepted,
but it is understood that It will be. No
one has yet been named as his successor, and in this connection It Is said
that it la most probable that the Hon. John
Carling will be appointed honorary commissioner and still retain his seat in Parliament, as was done by Hon. Adam Brown
while Attending the Jamaica exhibition.
Mr. Verde, of the Fisheries Department,
is hard at work putting the fisheries exhibit
in order for Chicago. Most of the specimens
are being remounted and a large number of
new specimens added. In connection with
the North-West exhibit a very goon collection of fish from that section is being prepared showing all the important fresh
fishes found in the numerous lakes and
rivers of that vast territory.
The Executive Commissioner has received
Information from the secretary of the Royal
Canadian academy to the effect that the
academy exhibition, from which Pictures
will be selected for the Canadian art exhibit
at the World's Fair, will be opened in the
Art Association's gallery, Montreal, on the
28111 of February, 1893. The gentlemen
Who have been chosen to form members of
the selecting committee appointed by the
academy arc Messrs. Robert Harris and
Wm. Brymner, Montreal, and Mr. Homer
R. Watson, Doon, Ont. Mr. Harris lias also
Dean selected as one of the hanging committee to place the pictures In position in
Chicago. Preparations are also being made
for an exhibition to be held in Toronto under the auspices of the Ontario society of
Artists, out the date for this la not yet an-

nounced.
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Hopi Canadian Academy Life Class.
The prpose of these classes now open is to
give artists and art students an opportunity of
studying from the nude model. Persons sufficiently advanced are permitted to attend without charge,
Applications for admission must be accomperiled with examples of work from the cast or
lire and lea at the Art Association Rooms,
marked Royal Canadian Academy Life Class,
until THURSDAY, the 1 7th lust,
JAMES SMITH,
Secretary R.C.A.
270
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itajp.tuable Paintings for Canada,04(
The Recorder's waiting room is not t
most cheerful place in Montreal, despite

•
a

few greenleaf plants which adorn the window-sill, Eut all this was changed yesterday afternoop by the wealth of artistio
merit conveyed thereto by Rev. Father
Paradis from the Custom House, and which
drew , forth the highest encomiums from
those who had the pleasure of receiving it.
The rev , father paid a visit to Europe last
spring, and was fortunate to be present at
the sale of the pictures belonging to the
late Cardinal Fesch, a relative of Napoleon
Bonaparte, at which he secured several
treasures. In all he brought back thirteen
valuable oil paintings, including the "Nativity," by Rembrandt ; the "Madonna,"
by Titians ; and the " Eternal," by
Rubens. IThese three are valued at $75,000,
and are, indeed, a treat to behold. The lot
will be exhibited in some public place
during the coming week.

JOHN PETTIE DEAD.
*e's?

A British Painter Famous for His Histor:c3'

Works and Portraits.
[BY CABLE TO THE HERALD.]

LONDON, Feb. 21, 1893.--John Pettie, R. A., the
painter, is dead.

SKETCH OF THE SCOTTISH PAINTER. PETT1E.

John Pettie was born in Edinburgh in 1839 and
began his course of regular art studies at the age
of sixteen in the Schools of the Trustees Academy.
under Robert Scott Lauder, R. S. A.. and John
Ballantyne, R. S. A. Among his fellow students were William Quiller Orchardson. Pet;
Graham and John MeWhirter. The fir
public appearances of Mr. Pattie were made earl .,
In the seven years of his studentship, but were
confined to Edinburgh until 1861, when ho exhibited his first Royal Academy work. "The Armourers." In the succeeding year he closed his Edinburgh novitiate and followed his picture to
London, since when not a season passed without
the contribution of one or more of his canvases to
the principal show of the English art world. The

PRICES OF PICTURES.
—

Seine Figures at a New York Sate Last
'W eek.

749

(N. Y Herald),
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an audience of good size in

Chichering hall last night the ninety-

nine paintings from the estates of Charles
J. Osborn and William Thorne and the
collection of Edward S. Chapin were sold
by Auctioneer Kirby for $141,445. At the
American Art galleries in the afternoon
the first part of the bronzes, porcelains,
ivories and bric-a-brac from the Osborn
fetched, there being 278 numbers, $3,3(33.25, which makes the total of the sale
for the first day $144,808.25.
The highest price among the pictures
w as reached by Jules Breton's "Depaite for the Fields," which alter a long and
spirited contest fell to Schaus & Co. at
$17,000, Mr. G. H. B. Mitchell being one
of the most stubborn of their opponents.
in the George Whitney sale a few years
ago the picture sold fur $7,000.
Gerome's "The Oriental Carpet Merchant," the sixty-third picture sold, was the
first to be received with applause, and
accompanied by it and enthusiastic 1aug1;ter it sold to Schaus & Co. for $15,100.
Mr. George Adams paid $7,800 for Troyor's beautiful "Landscape and Cattle,"
ard Meissonier's "A Cavalier " fetched
$7,000 from "Mr. Stewart." At the same
amount the same mysterious individual,
who was at times an active bidder, had
knocked down to him Detaille's "Prussian Cuirassiers Attacking a French Provision Train."
Mr, J. R. de la Mar gave $6,800—a not
large figure—for Bougnereau's " Aurora,"
and Lefebvre's "Dawn," which followed
it and might be considered as a companion, fetched $2,000 from Judge Dugro.
De Neuville's "Transport of Prisoners"
Jell to "Mr. Stewart" at $6,600. Rosa
Bonheur's "Monarch of the Forest" went
to Mr. de la Mar at $4,700. Detaille's
" Cuirassier " was sold to Mr. Adams for
$4,600. Vibert's " Theological Dispute"
went to "Mr. Stewart" at $4,200, and
Chaus & Co. paid $4,000 for Van Marcke's
" Cattle."
Mr. Frederick Layton, of Wilwaukea,
gave $2,800—a small figure—for the last
picture rsold. Munkacsy's " In the
Studio," which he bought for the art gallery in that city which bears his name.
It brought in the second Seney sale
$7,100. Mr. G. H. B. Mitchell paid $3,000
for Goubie's "Death of the Stag." For
Leloir's delightful "The Butterfly,"
which brought in the first John Wolfe
sale, 1882, $2,050, Mr. McCoskry Butt paid
$2,750.

TI1E LATE JOHN PETTIE, R. A.
genre of history °coupled him for a time. It corn prises a rather fascinating family of subjects, in
which all the wealth of texture, color and picturesque effect of the "costume picture" is united
with familiarity of incident, dramatic personalit y
of character and the quaintness of antiquarian

humor.
Like many young artiste, he began by succumbinn to the facile attractions of Cavaliers and
Roundheads, but moon passed from the banalites
of those hackneyed personages to something
fresher and more individual. "What dye Lack,
Madam? What dye Lack?" exhibited at Trafalgar square in 1862. was an amusing piece of historical genre of the fifteenth century; a ga n
apprentice, of a time when London apprentices
of spirit were a power in the city, is pressing his
wares upon the ladies after the manner so
vividly described in Scott's "Fortunes of
Nigel." "The Trio," a group of mediae
val itinerant. musicians, and "The Tonsure"
were also humorous. In 1804 Mr. Pottle produced
his first work at once serious in subject and important in size and manner—"Ocorge Fox Refus'
mg to Take the Oath at Holker Hall, A. D. 1663;"
this was followed in 1865 by "A Drumhead Court
Martial," which trained for its painter a considerable increase of reputation.
His FIRST HONOR.

In 1886 his "Arrested for Witchcraft" decided
the Academy to elect the young painter to the
Ansociatcship, and among his pictures of the year
following this Prat award of honor may be mentioned "Treascn," an admirable hit of rich, low
toned color and dratnatie intensity, in which
the conspirators lean plotting across a
table. his portraits wore remarkable. !a
1877, his two principal works were "The Threat"
and the noble portrait of the Boman Catholic
Bishop of Birmingham. There was a certain
triviality in the figure of the mediieval
but the portrait was full of the greatest and most
sustained and solid power.
The following year was that of Mr. Pettie's
election to the full membership of the Royal
Academy. In this , as in the Aseociateship, he die
tanced by two years the one of his contemporaries
and fellow students—Mr. Orchardson—whose
I aims and characteristics accorded most nearly
with his own. "Jacobites, 1745," was his diploma
picture On tho diploma gallery at Burlington
House), and in the seine year was painted
"Scene In Hal o' the Wynd's Smithy."
The artist's paintings of 1877 were brilliant.
"Hunted Down" was a single figure -slightly
- Melodramatic, perhaps--of a spent fugitive in a
wild mountain glen; the color, though a little too
broken in the carnations, was strong and harmonious; "A Knight of the Seventeenth Century"
was a portrait of the artiet's friend, Mr. William.
Black, author of '"fhe Princess of Thuile" and OP
the other pleasant novels which have feqowed it.
Mr. Pettie was, we believe, the originre or of the
fancy for modern portraits in medneval costume
which spread so quickly in London In 1881.
1118 LATE...VT WORKS.

At the Grosvenor Gallery in 1889 Mr. Pottle
showed a study head and two portraits, one of
Mr. H. Rider Haggard, and in let "In the Dark
Continent," ".1. Campbell Noble, A. R. S. A.." and
"A Finished Sketch of he Teacher." At the
Royal Academy in 1891 the artist had, besides portraits "Silvia" and "The Violinist." His final
exhibis last year were "Bonnie Prince Charlie,"
"ThoUltimatum" and three portraits.
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• VALUABLE PAINTINGS SO LD.
----Good Prices Realized for the Henry Hollins'
Collection at New York.

CANADIAN ART EXHIBITS OR
CIIICAG O.

New York, March I. -The sale last night
of the works of modern masters collected by
Henry Bolling, of Brooklyn, was the largest

Sui,—It may be a proud, but we believe
it to be a justifiable boast, that Montreal
possesses, in a few private galleries, the
choicest collection of modern paintings of
any city of the American continent excepting only that of New York. And yet
it is sad to see that with the exception of
a chosen few, nearly all of whom reside
in this city, the rest are distinguished
either by utter apathy or by a low staaCard of taste for art.
A confirmation of this may be supplied,
if any were needed, by the protest of the
Ontario Society of Artiste on the jury of
the Royal Canadian Academy for relusjug to send to the coming World's fair at
Chicago a picture by Mr. Ernest Thompson, which he calls "Awaited in Vain."
I have seen this picture, and to those
a ho have visited the Musee Wiertz
at Brussels it will suffice to say
the subject is kindred to those shown
there through the medium of an eyeglass
inserted in a screen, behind which the
picture is concealed. To those who have
riot been there it may be said the best
fitting place for this picture is a dissecting
room or the shambles. Neither as regards
the subject nor the pictorial interpretation

,

Collection outside the Nations I Gallery.
There were 74 paintings by 55 artists, including several well-known artists. There
were only 17 pictures which brought less
,han $500 each, and the picture which
brought the highest price was "The Oak by
the River," by Jules Dupre. The purchaser
was a wealthy resident of Providence.

There were three by Dupre. They Bold for
$10,580; two by Breton sold for S3850; four
Cajiu for $7070; three by Corot tor :310,000;
two by Delacroix for $9400, and three by
Jaque for $5600.
A
e;

National Cittileirx,
D

So long as it eschews the /die ssion of
political matters The Ottawa Citizen does
good work. Its editorial comments on
literature, art and music and matters of a
purely social nature are ustudly marked
, with much sound sense and good taste.
The other day, for instance, it devoted
considerable space to the description and
the commendation of a scheme proposed
by Dr. Sandfield Timing at the Canadian Institute at Toronto some time
previous.
Dr. Fleming has called attention to the !
urgent necessity for the establishment of
a national art gallery. He has referred
in all kindness to the small co ll ection of
paintings in the gallery at Ottawa
and to that collection of portraits
of distinguished Canadians which may he
found on the walls of the corridors of the
flouse of Commonts,and the Senate. Ho
has spoken of the liberal patronage !
which such men as Sir. Donald. Smith
and Mr. W. C. Van Horne have extend'
ed to Canadian and foreign art. But ho
has found just cause for regret that the
Dominion has shown no proper appreciation of the energies and talents of
Cauadian artists. Ile has suggested,
then, the establishment of a National
Gallery at Ottawa which shall be not only
a national portrait gallery, but a repository of the best and most typical work of
the more representative of the Canadian
artists.
' As Dr. Fleming and Tho Citizen point
out, the establishment of such e galwould be a most fitting national
recognition of the labors of men whose
patrons have hitherto been found only
among the classes; it would stimulate
Canadian interest in Canadian art, which
has not been without honor save in its
I own country; and it would he in every
-n se a most laudable enterprise.
.
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How (Ivor a Pieture=-11tailriiiidd and
the Fair Tradie—A Bieekyttle
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TonoeTo,Ont., March 21.—There is a row
going on here in art circles. It arises

from the selection by the executive of the
Ontario Society of Artiste, for exhibition
at the World's fair, of Ernest Thompson's
picture "Awaited in vain." When it
was sent to Montreal a jury of the Royal
academy, to which was allotted the task
of choosing pictures, decided by a vote
of four to two to reject it. This decision
was unpalatable to Mr. Thompson and
the Toronto committee, and every effort
has been made to have it placed with
the Ontario collection. So effectual were
these efforts that Acting Commissioner
Larke requested the executive of the
Ontario society to reconsider the matter.
This was done at a meeting with the result that it had been referred back to Mr.
Larke, whom they think should shoulder
the responsibility. They have written
him pointing out that they have no jurisOiction over the fair and have already
d that the picture should be exhi-

14/0,5

T the Editor of the GA ZETTE:

can we regard it other than with contempt. And yet we hear of a so-called

society of " artists " in Toronto protesting
tecause it has been refused I
The committee of the Royal Canadian
academy have enough to answer for
without adding this burden to their load.
They have completed their selection to
be sent as representatives of the
progress made in Canada in pictorial art,
and expecting no more than " a baker's
dozen," it would have been wiser if they
had consigned the rest to the same deserved punishment as they meted to the
" Awaited in Vain." For the most, outside of this dozen, were among those
w hich, in pity be it said, in a former
issue, were so destitute of merit that it
were a kindness to ignore.
As I deeply sympathize in the feelings
of the late Sir John Macdonald when he
said : "A British subject I was born, a
British subject I will die," I take comfort in the thought that, with the exception again of this "baker's dozen," every
intelligent and cultivated American who
when he has once seen this collection in
Chicago will never listen again so long
as he may live to any proposal of annexa
tion ! Erastus Wiman mayj now retire
from the stump !
As our Dominion Government contributes about two thousand dollars for the
expenses of the trans-shipment and return of this precious freight, it may not
be immodest for me to offer a suggestion.
There is at Ottawa a chamber of horrors,
commonly known as the National Gallery! Now, I humbly propose that the
contents of this chamber, excepting only
that noble painting by Watts and the
portrait of Losd Lorne, by Millais,
should be shipped along with
the rest, and after doing so
that prayers may be offered up in
, all the churches that a kind and just
Providence would sink the whole lot in
Lakes Ontario or Michigan past redemption.
All joking apart, it is really too bad
that the poverty of this country, in native
art, should be exposed, as it is feared it
o ill be, to all the world in this way. If
the Oovernment must defray the travelling expenses of these exhibitions it
ought to insist upon the right of selecting
competent and impartial judges to make
the selection. There are not more than
four or five Canadian painters really competent for the task, and it is hardly fair
to place them in the unpleasant position
of rejecting such a large proportion of the
work of so-called painters, which would
likely be placed before them. Better
would it be if the Government would
select three or four competent connoisseurs and patrons of art. But,
here again, we fear that ignoble
questions of race and creed would interfere, and the member for St. Jean Baptiste and the honorable member for
Slab City, would insist that Tom, Dick
and Pierre should be selected, not because they know anything and cared
anything about art, but simply because
they may he supposed to represent the
dillerent nationalities and religious opinions of the Ilonainiou. This would be a
jump from Scylla to Charybdis with s
o

Vengeance. Therelore, we woulil

tuty

pray that the Ciovelimuoai

try and the pree
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hookley'a portrait "My Mother" is an
exceedinly true and tender interpretaiion of
character. The painting is manly and
straight forward, the thawing firm and
characteristic. The picture altogether leaver
little to be desired. Miss Living's
water color is 'very deiehng, and
cleverly handled, the drawing exceedingly
crisp and fresh.
Altogether the exhibition is one of which
the artists and the Canadian publie may feel
justly proud and will afford a rare treat to
those Interested in art lb the city of Ottawa..
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le evening sitting was spent
mittee of Supply and most satisfactory progress was made with tlie
The establishment of a national art gallery worthy of the country was the subject
of a very agreeable talk across the floor. The
matter came up on au item of $1000 to be
expended principally in maintaining the
gallery 80 called at Ottawa.
Mr. Davies advocated the establishment
of a gallery such as in time would be a credit to Canada.
Mr. Laurier suggested that instead of
spending money in purchasing pictures,
prizes should be offered for the best productions of native art.
Mr. Fraser said that while thousands of
dollars were being expended in different
directions no attention was given to the
development of Canadian art.
Mr. Flint was of the opinion that very little could be done with $1000 or $2000a year.
A small amount might be very properly expended in promoting elementary art education, but if an art gallery were established
it should be located in Montreal.
Mr. Mills (Bothwell), said that Govern- I
ment might purchase the best Canadian pic- I
ture every year, but it might be well also to I
obtain copies of a few of the best pictures in
the galleries of Europe.
Mr. Daly endorsed the remarks made by
Messrs. Laurier and Mills. Art, he said,
had not received the encouragement that it
was entitled to. An art gallery would not
only be an edification to those who came to
view the pictures, but an instruction to
artists.
Upon an item of $9000 for a monument to
the late Sir John Macdonald, Mr. Ouimet
stated that. $1000 would be expended in
securing designs for the monument from the
artists of Canada and Europe.
Sold St'orks of the Old NIasters.

March 28.— Maffeo Barberini
Colonna di Sciarra, Prince of Carbagnano,
ROME,

has been sentenced to three months' imprisonment and to pay a fine of 6,250 lire
for having sold works of the old masters
to persons outside of Italy without the
consent of the Government. The pictures
!were in the gallery of the Palais Sciarra,
in Rome, when the Government prohibited the sale of such works to foreigners. They were taken secretly from the
palace, were smuggled over the border
Into Fr)nce, and were
ht by Par-

7

isians.

Death of Mr. Fred. W. Kay.

News was received yesterday of the
death in London, England, on Saturday
last of Mr. Frederick W. Kay, an old
Montreal merchant, and a member of
the old and, in its time, well known dry
goods firm of Lewis, Kay (Sc Co. Mr. Kay
y as born in Montreal and was a son of
Mr. Thomas Kay. He served in the City
council from 1869 to 1874, and in 1874 was
an unsuccessful candidate for parliamentary honors in Missisquoi county,
being defeated by Mr. George B. Baker.
Retiring from active business in the city,
be purchased a farm at Phillipsburg,
where Le also took an interest in the development of the local marble quarries.
Mr. Kay married in 1870 Harriet, eldest
daughter of the late John Jenkins, D.D.,
a be with three children, one son and two
daughters. survives him. Though not in
good health for some time, no serious result was feared by his friends, and it is
thought Mr. Kay's death must have been
somewhat sudden.
When the news of Mr: Kay's death
a as received at the City hall the flag was
hoisted at half-mast out of respect to his
memory. Much regret was expressed by
the older aldermen, who knew him well,
Aid. Wilson, Stevenson, Kennedy awl a
number of others knew him very well.
There is a very good picture of him in a
photograph taken of the council during
Mayor William Workman's term as
mayor. The council at that time met in
the old City half. Ex-Mayor McShane
was an alderman at the time the pilot°.
graph was taken. f.yz JAAM
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A Montrealer First.t /
r. Montague Castle writ
'The
president of the American Artists' association, in Paris, recently offered a prize

for the best life drawing, open to all
American students in Paris. I submitted
three. One obtained the prize and another ranked second." This is pretty
good for Montreal.
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MR. CHARLES EUGENE MOSS,
PUPIL OF BoNNAT, coRMON, AND FERRIER. PARIS; EXHIBITOR IN THE FRENCH
SALONS, THE NATIONAL ACADEMIES OF DESIGN ANI) OTHER PROMINENT EXHIBITIONS; MEMBER OF THE N. Y. WATER COLOR
CLUB., ETC..

Will open a Studio for private classes.
Instruction given in Drawing and Painting, from Life. Still Life.
and the Cast every afternoon.
Special attention given to preparatory students for the city art
schools.
Terms: $2o.00 a month (payable in advance). This includes instruction every afternoon in drawing and painting from the Cast and
Still Life, also from Life Model three times in a week.

Address,

//6

- At, Porh,

-

or call Fridays, from 2 to

5 RM.
r

REFERENCES:
MR. W. H. SIDDONS MOWBRAY,
66 WEST ilth STREET.
MR. WM. A. COFFIN,
138 WEST 55t1) STREET.

SUMMER SKETCH CLASS.
Mr. Moss will conduct an out-door sketching class during the
months of July and August in one of the charming French-Canadian
villages which dot the north shore of the St. Lawrence, near the
mouth of the river Saguenay, where the river St. Lawrence widens
into a broad sea. Boats and fishing craft lie along shore with massive grouping of boulders in brilliant coloring. The Laurentian hills
form a fitting back-ground and the peasant folk who dress in homespun and live in the most primitive manner are as picturesque and
interesting as the Bretons of 'France. These with salubrity of mountain and sea air unite in making this coast most charming during the
summer months. Excellent board can be had from $5.00 to Woo
per week. Excursion tickets from New York at reduced rates.
. .
rarly application should
be made as the class is limited. c2
,
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A Danish Artist.

,

,i-

n Eyvind H. D. Holmfeld is a

quick, nervous little Dane, who has his
studio in the Fraser hall, University
street. It is quite an interesting studio,
too, and all the more so when Mr. Holmfeld takes one around and tells of his
strange experiences when making" his
sketches, which of themselves breathe of
far northern climes and foreign lands.
Mr. Holmield has been in Montreal for
about three months, and during this time
has not been idle, as a number of very
pleasing sketches of the mountain testify.
Ile has one of the toboggan slide,
and another of the ravine from the
cluster of pines just back of the
Outlook which is very beautiful. He
also tried his hand on the recent snow
shoe procession during the carnival and
in this partially completed sketch has
caught the spirit and movement of the
mass of torch bearers. A number of portraits of young girls (one of them in the
costume of the gymnasium) are good.
Some of the nautical sketches were particularly admired at private view given
last evening, which was attended by
Messrs. Gonnolly, Swedish consul ;
Gould, Homeward, and a number o
other prominent citizens.
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STREET AND FOURTH AVENUE

SIXTY-EIGIITH ANNUAL EXHIBITION
YOU ARE INVITED TO ATTEND THE

PRIVATE VIEW
grecoe or/v(1411e for, tfte, re,t1tovar o
tfiet covt,venionce.

r

.n1,1114.

Ca liour,

SATURDAY, MARCH

25TH, 1893.

FROM 9 A. M. TO 10 P. M.

AND FRIEND
THIS CARD I', PERSONAL AND NOT TRANSFERABLE

`fottz aeNent

ntixtvit,

JAMES SMITH, SrCI.

,

R. C. A.

THE AMERICAN ART GALLERIES

TH-E AMERICAN ART GALLERIES,
MADISON SQUARE

soirru,

Madison Square South, New York

NEW YORK CITY.

PRELIMINARY

Yourself and ladies are invited to the

Exhibition of applied Arts.

FIRST VIEW
OF THE

JOH \ HOEY COLLECTIO \

TO FACII.II . ATE THE COLLECTION AND SELECTION OF

HIGH CLASS ART AND

ON TUESDAY, APRIL 18TH,

I NDUSTRIAL EXHIBITS

1893

FrOf11 2.30 to 6.00, and 7.30 until 10 o'clock p.

m.

l'OK THE

THE AMERICAN ART ASSOCIATION, MANAGERS

WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION.

Please present this Card at the door.

UNDFR *HIE AUSPICES OF THE BUREAU OF APPLIED
ARTS OF THE BOARD OF WOMAN MANAGERS
FOR 111E STATE OF NEW YORK.

FIRST VIEW
On Friday Evening, March Third,
FROM 7.30 UNTIL 10 O'CLOCK,

On which occasion the honor of your presence is desired.
Committee of Reception.

Mrs. Candace Wheeler,
Mrs. E. W. Blashlield,
Miss Flizabeth Chonler,
Miss M. A. Cooper.
Mrs. Frederick Downer,
Miss Lydia Emmett,
Mrs. Boudinot Keith,
Miss Anna Roosevelt,
Mrs. H. Walter Webb.

Miss Alice C. Morse,
Mrs. Rhoda Holmes Nicholls.
Mine. S. E. Le Prince,
Mrs. Arthur Sherwood,
Mrs. John Van Rensselaer,
Mrs. George Waddington,
Mrs. F. H. Ripley,
Mrs. James Pryor,

AMERICAN ART ASSOCIATION, Managers.
NEW YORK, FebEtlary 23, !SOL
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A Danish Artist.

,

Baton Eyvind H. D. Holmfeld is a
quick, nervous little Dane, who has his

studio in the Fraser hall, UtaVersity
street. It is quite an interesting studio,
too, and all the more so when Mr. Siolmfeld takes one around and tells of his

strange experiences when making his
Sketches, which of themselves breathe of
far northern climes and foreign lands.
Mr. Holmfehl has been in Montreal for
about three months, and during this time
has not been idle, as a number of very
pleasing sketches of the mountain testify.
Ile has one of the toboggan slide,
and another of the ravine from the
cluster of pines just back of the
Outlook which i3 very beautiful. He
also tried bis hand on the recent snow
shoe procession during the carnival and
in this partially completed sketch has
caught the spirit and movement of the
mass of torch bearers. A number of portraits of young girls (one of them in the
costume of the gymnasium) are good.
Some of the nautical sketches were particularly admired at private view given
last evening, which was attended by
Messrs. Oonnolly, Swedish consul ;
Oould, Homeward, and a number of
other prominent citizens.
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f ott,t ofiebient 5etuct4it,
JAMES SMITH,

THE AMERICAN ART GALLERIES
Madison Square South, New York

Yourself and ladies are invited to the

FIRST VIEW
OF THE

JOHN HOEY COLLECTIO\
ON TUESDAY, APRIL I8TH,

1893

From 2.30 to 6.00, and 7.30 until io o'clock p. m.
THE AMERICAN ART ASSOCIATION, MANAGERS
Please present this Card at the door.
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litustrata) /Lectures
cfn lo ntil)1(c)%t areece,
Popular or Scientific,

BY

MISS ANNIE

S.

PECK,

A. M.,

Of Trovidence, R. I.,
FORMERLY A STUDENT IN THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OS ARCH/EOLOGY
AT ATHENS.

ibi68 IPCCh .
In presenting an announcement for her third
season of Illustrated Lectures, desires to call
attention to the following facts :
She has already lectured before the NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY of Washington, the BROOKLYN INSTITUTE OF ARTS
AND SCIENCES, the BOSTON ART CLUB, the MINNEAPOLIS SOCIETY
OF FINE ARTS, and nine times before the CHICAGO ART INSTITUTE.
In November, 1893, she will lecture in Chickering Hall, New
York, before the AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY.
Miss Peck has arranged her lectures in the following courses:

Short Topular Course, .
Consisting of three lectures n11
Modern e/Ithens,
The Acropolis, and
c/I Trip in the Peloponnesos,

Is adapted to general audiences and has been received with especial favor. Clubs,
churches, and other organizations will find these lectures attractive and valuable
to all who desire information in regard to the most interesting country of Europe.

Single Leaure
On *Wiles in Hellas
Will meet the wants of those who desire an entertainment of a still more popular
character.

More Scientific Course
Consists of a Series of Ten Leaures,
Comprising descriptions of the country in general, of the sites most celebrated in
Greek history, and of the existing ruins of temples, theatres, and other monuments; with an account of their erection and use, and with explanatory references
to history and mythology.

These lectures are designed to give information in regard to the progress of
archxological science; they will therefore embody the results of recent excavations
and will set forth some of the consequent changes in archxological theories. An
attempt will be made to give the hearers a clear conception of the country as it
appears at the present day, and of the life, dress, and manners of the modern
Greeks, as well as of the existing monuments of antiquity.
The list of subjects is as follows:
1.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF GREECE; ATHENS, THE MODERN CITY, ITS LIFE

2.

THE ACROPOLIS DESCRIBED; PROPYLFEA, NIKE TEMPLE.

AND SCENES.

3.

THE ACROPOLIS CONTINUED: OLD ATHENA TEMPLE, PARTHENON.

4.

THE ACROPOLIS CONCLUDED: ERECHTHEION, RECENT EXCAVATIONS.

5.

REMAINS IN THE LOWER CITY: STADION, OLYMPIEION, CHORAGIC MONU-

6.

OTHER REMAINS IN ATHENS: THESEION, TOMB RELEIFS, PNYX, AREOPAGUS,

7.

EXCURSIONS IN ATTICA : LAURION, SUNION, PENTELIKOS, MARATHON, ETC.

8.

EXCURSIONS CONTINUED: PEIRAEUS AND PHALERON, SALAMI:, "EDINA,

9.

A TRIP IN THE PELOPONNESOS : CORINTH, MYKENAE, TIRYNS, EPIDAUROS.

MENT OF LYSIKRATES, THEATRE OF DIONYSOS, ETC.

CLOCK-TOWER OF ANDRONIKOS, ETC.

ELEUSIS.

10.

OLYMPIA: THE ANCIENT FESTIVAL AND THE RECENT EXCAVATIONS.

SHORTER COURSES will be arranged as may be desired, or SINGLE
LECTURES given on these and other subjects, such as
THE GREEK THEATRE IN THE LIGHT OF RECENT EXCAVATIONS.
THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ATHENS AND ITS WORK, ETC.

These lectures are especially adapted to meet the wants of schools and
colleges, and of all those interested in classical and art studies.

All the leetures are fully illustrated by a large
and fine collection of StereOPKC011 Views.
An early application is desirable.
Miss Peck's permanent address is

865 NORTH MAIN STREET, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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WE AMERICAN ART GALLERIES
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Warp Qolour SketOes, Teel?Qiçal DesW)s, Oipa ar)d class
DecoratioQ, Wood Çaruir» J fflodOlips5.

MADISON SQVARF. SMITH

PRELIMINARY

-
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WILL DE HELD

Or

Saturday, December 1602, from

io [1.111 to 6.00

Work will be Exhibited by MISS PHILLIPS and the following Artists in
charge of the various Departments of the School
Miss WHITNEY, Miss G. HOLMITON, Mn. BEAUMONT ILTRI Mn. KUPPER.

EXHIBITION OF APPLIED ARTS

s41111117;!",I,
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ARTISTS.
/1/s/i/

0,..4„ Out With Flying Colors in the
411 World's Fair Awards.

Five Artists Will Receive Diplomas
and Medals—An Extraordinarily
Good Showing Considering the
, everity of the Competition -The
Names of the Successful Artists.
— --[Special To The Herald.]
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to be deeigrfated " The
etalf 'f Life." The sketch certainly affordo ample material for development in
thie direction. Among the water colors
"After Vespers" is a nice piece of work,
era "Cutting 'tobacco" makes a very
ty scene. There are a couple of views
of old Quebec which are well executed,
and two small sketches in the neighbor! hood of Ste. Anne de Beaupre are well
worthy of notice. On the whole, a very
I pleasant half hour can be spenti n view-it
fog r. Sandham's summer work.

ABOUT AINTE AURILLO.

1

WORLD'S FAIR GROUNDS, CHICAGO, Ill., DIRECTOR GRIFFITH'S INTERIS.--The jurors on fine arts at the
/ R .
ESTING SUNDAY LEC(
orld's Fair, made the report of their
'ards to the general committee to-day. Life of the Artist One of hose
.anada has come out of a severe competdBest Works the Museum Holds.
ion with Hying colors. Her exhibit inclut
al 113 works of art in oils, and of these ti n
ill be awarded the diploma of the Exposi - Horn in Humble Circumstances
and Inetnded for the Priestion authorities and bronze medals. Owing
hood He Turned Artist and
to I lie fact that the report has not been
Painted Some of the World's
made public yet, it is impossible to ascerBest Madonnas and Angels.
tain in all cas.ts the specific works vihich

fi

hive won distinction.

.
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"In 1641 a friend and pupil of his
uncle'returned from England where he
had studied under Vandyke. This friend
had also •)e..° with t113 VITIV lui F
ders and his glowing accounts of
travel and the painters of England
and the Dutch fired Murillo also with
a desire to see for himself. Just how
to do this was the question, poor and
without monied friends. Just then he
found an owner of a ship leaving for
the West Indies to whom he sold his
entire stock of beggars, madonnas and
angels. He started afoot over the
mountains for Madrid, where he ar'rived tired, homeless and without
Anowing any one. He thought of the
famous artist Velasctues, now in the
zenith of his fame, and with a shrinking heart presented himself at his
door, saying he had walked from
Seville. The noble-hearted artist was
struck with his frankness and honesty, took him to his own house, where
he at once found a new world opening
nip to his wandering gaze.
Fame and Wealth His.
"Through his new friend the royal
galleries opened to him. Here he found
among the treasures collected by Phillip II. and his father, Charles V., a
host of gems by Titian, Rubens and
Vandyke. Fame and wealth followed
faster and faster, but he yearned for
his old home, and in 1645 we find him
painting in the old cathedral he loved
so well and where Ferdinand Columbus, the son of the great Columbus,
lies buried.
"For this building he painted many
of his best pictures, among them St.
Anthony, which the Duke of Wellington offered to cover with gold pieces
If allowed to take it to England. This
is the picture from which the figure
of St. Anthony was cut in 1874, and on
being offered for sale in New York
led to the arrest of the thief and
the return of the painting to the
Spanish g.:vernment. Murillo was of
such an engaging character that he
made friends on every hand. One day,
stopping at a convent, he so endeared
himself to the cook that the latter
asked for some remembrance, and taking a. napkin he painted the Virgin and
child, which has become his greatest
masterpiece and possibly one of his
best known works by the many reproductirns of it.
His Married Life.

Director Griffith of the Museum of
Highland Novernlicr Moriiiitu," by J.
t!Ile Nfort - I Art talked of Murillo and his paintA. Fraser; "The •Vorecio,..iire
(J, A. H ee d ; an d "L an d s c a pe rings in his half-hour discourse yesterby
14'. C. V. Ede, are known !, day afternoon. The audience, which
however. One by S. B. Hoiden, and another taxed the capacity of the gallery, was
I by Robert Harris, make up the sticer,, ssful a most attentive one. A large number
but
Canadia
n works of art at the World's ! of new chairs had been procured,
they proved entirely inadequate for
Fair.'
lecture
, When it is known that the palace of Fine the needs of the visitors. His
Arta at the White city, contains the work ,' in substance was as follows:
"I am often asked the question,
of the best masters of the Ohl, as well as
the present school from every civilized 'How did you get such a good copy of
the Murillo that is - in the Louvre?'
. country in the world, it will be seen that ,
n successful beyond the Now, I have taken considerable time
Canada h as been
fondest expectations of the most sanguine , to trace up the chain of ownership of
Not only that, but fine arts is the only de • , this painting and I find it unbroken
single instance. In the Curtis
partmetjt of the Fair, in which tile Domin - in a
e of Murillo's works it stands
ion had absolutely no representation upon catalogu
34, there being a list of 50 of this same
the Committee of Jurors, who examined the subject. In 1810 and 1812, during the
works and reported for awards.
peninsular wars, General Desolte, who
Sunny Italy, known as the birth place of was an officer under the French Marexhibited
102
works
°lithe
old
and
line art,
' shall Soulte, confiscated it from the
modern school, and was awarded only ten royal gallery at Madrid and carried it
diplomas and medals, while Canada, Li new
to France in 1815, for fear that the
country, captured five out of 113. allies, who then occupied Paris and
n serves to show ! who were returning many of the works
This meagre comp arisio
t he severity of the competition, and excel- of art to the different countries, it was
knee of the Canadian works of art on exhi - secretly sent out of the country and
bit here. sold by General Desolte's daughter to a
Mr. Woodburn of London, who in
turn sold it to the King of Holland for
A Canadian Artiat'a Were,.
$20,000. It went into the king's private
To the majority of residents in the pro- collection which was dispersed at his
vince of Quebec a visit at the present death, when it was bought by W. H.
time to the tine art rooms of Messrs. W. Aspinwall, the great shipowner, in New
on
Scott & Sons, 1739 Notre Dame street, York. At his death it wastoagain
would probably prove somewhat of a sur- the market and was sent Londona
inasmuch as they would there see for sale, as this was considered
It was at this latter
depicted scenery in the neighborhood of better market, and E. Scripps became
sale that James
Beaupre and Montmorency, the like of the
the married the model he had used
possessor, and from him it found
which, in all probability, they nevereven
for one of his angels, and after their
as a gift to this collection,
its
way
here
dreamed existed in this province at all.
is by many considered the master- wedding he often painted her as the
madonna, and she it is who appears
it is rugged ; it is picturesque, and it and
piece of .this gallery.
to often in the immaculate conceppossesses a quaintness which most peoPoverty His Companion.
tions. Their wedded life was very
ple would term charming. Artists have
corm;
close
the
be
happy and his two sons are the Jesus
"Poverty
seem,
to
tnack of selecting out-of-the-way places
while Murillo and St. John of the holy families that
in vr hich to pass the summer, and in this pardon of genius, and
before he he so often painted. While he very
In ay they reap a twofold benefit—they cherished fame and fortune,
he found a garret to be his rarely painted the nude, he had a
recur erate their bodily system, and they was thirtymany
years before he reached most wonderful knowledge of the
get ideas for future work. Mr. Henry home for
this point. It was the last day of the human form. This is shown by the
t, andhani spent the present summer In
the end of the glad holiday sea- manner in which he disposed of the
he viciiiity of Beaupre, and it Is the m- year,
son, when, as the last rays of the sun- folds of drapery and in the cherubs
is
now
on
wliich
there
elk
utt ot
gilded tower and battlement of the with which he delighted to surround
- Iribition at Messrs. Scott St Sons' for
quaint old city of Seville, when to the his madonnas. He was the first to
there
In
all,
are
some I humble home of Casper Esteban and paint tile Virgin with dark hair, as alfew days.
lit)' pictures and sketches in water his good wife there came a son whose ways up to this time artists had clung
which
will
fur-- genius should be the pride of his native to a tradition that she was a blonde.
of
1-rs and oils, most
sir food for the brush in the shapo of city and whose pictures will commend
"Ad last, full of honors, given both
r,:er and highly-finished pictures dur- the admiration of art lovers as long by his countrymen and others, while
ensue
ere
must
r n • the cold days that
as canvass mad paint hold together. at work on a high scaffold painting the
rnimer comes round again. Taking the 'rho name of Murillo was given him marriage of St. Catherine, which he
hi first, "A Canadian Homestead" is a I he! his aunt, it being her family name. had almost completed, a false step
apital study in whites, and is a scene I At a very early age he lost his mother, threw him to the ficor below, and realrat it3 characteristic of the Baie St. VAUI I-who fondly hoped he would study for izing that he was fatally injured he
istrict. Close to it is a fine piece of the priesthood. The death of his called for a notary and began the
tushwork depicting the great, meted I father followed soon after and he, making of his will, which, however,
the he did not live to sign. He was
Aria at the entrance to Bale St. Paul ; with his sister, was confined to
lid another picture, which is sure to care of his uncle, a painter of some buried with great pomp in a church
boy's genius, he. which was destroyed by the French in
!tract the attention of the visitor, is note, who. Seeing the
his 1810. The site is now a park, while a
Watching the Rainbow," which is a grin to teach him the elements of
He was a hard worker and found tablet on an adjacent wall commemroroughly rustic scene, and one which art.
subjects among orates his life and death. All and all,
re artist has succeeded in placing his most attractive
canvas in all its naturalness. the beggars and market people of the he was the idol of the Spanish in the
the
people and was noontide of their art, and his memory
of
was
street. He
"Salut, Mittlamoieelle," the courtesy the people's idol, often, coming from will always be their pride and glory."
the
passing
stranger
by
a
own to
some dim aisle of a walled church
'asantry of a coupleof generations ago is with the brushes still loaded with
united
with
the
less
marked
•Itiegly
celestial colors that he had been using
spect of the present day. "A Windy ta some majestic madonna. Me eanntt
rtrayed very naturally, and Ole !au hilt face of
is
• ••r

r
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CH-ARLES BELL BIRCH DEAD.
A Well-Known Sculptor Passes Away.
LONDON, October 18.—Charles Bell Birch,

A. R. A., the sculptor, died this morning.

He was born in Brixton, in Surrey, in 1832.
and at the age of twelve sent to study at
a school of design. In 1845 he became a
student at the Berlin Royal Acadetny,where
he remained seven years. His first work of
importance was produced while at the
Academy and was a bust of the late Earl
of Westmoreland. On his return to England he passed through the school of the
Royal Academy. In 1804, the Art Union of
London, offered A premium of £600 for the
best original figure or group, which prize
Mr. Birch won. Since then he has had his
hands full and has contributed ninny of the
best works produced in England. As a
draughtsman on wood and stone Mr. Birch
for many years contributed to the pages of
the Illustrated London, News and other
periodicals and books. He executed in 1880,
a series of twenty original designs for the
Art Union of London, in illustrations of
Lord Byron's poem of "Lara." He was
elected an associate of the Royal Academy
the same year.
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MANY FINE EXHIBITS

ito‘l of Art
lL
lrusite Work at the Fi
and Applied Design.

For a long time ladies with artistic
tastes in Montreal have been at a loss for
opportunities of studying comfortably.
The School of Art and Applied Design
seems to have filled the vacancy. The
idea seems to be principally to apply
artistic tendencies in the way of manufactures and ornamentation. On Saturday a good illustration of the work of the
school was given, when the studio was
open to visitors. It was a professors' day,
and all the work on exhibition came from
the hands of the teachers. The rooms,
outside the exhibition proper, had a
tinge of that artistic taste that makes a
few flowers and palmettos look as
if one was in a conservatory. The
first thing that strikes the visitor is the
exhibition of china painting and glass
work by Miss Whitney. One piece In
particular is striking ; it is a bowl, after
the Royal Worcester style, with a tracery
of gold, and with silver and bronze vine
leaves. Another dainty bit of painting is
set out from a light olive bordering, and
represents a Cupid chasing a butterfly.
In this department, too, are some pearl
vases, with just the delicate tints of wild
roses shown out in a way that would delight the heart of an artist. The Aostrian
glass work, for daintiness, must be seen
to be appreciated. In the wood carving
department Mr. Beaumont has two specimens of very tine work—a portrait holder
and a chair. This artist also exhibits the
models in plaster used for the
panels in the new wing of the
Art gallery. A marble cherub is another
piece of work that would attract attention anywhere. Perhapi the gem of thii
collection, however, is a small bust by
Mr. Paul Kupper. It represents a pet kitten which has climbed on her mistress'
shoulder, and she is just startled by the
tickling of the kitten's tail Miss Houghton's department of technical design
shows some exquisite ideas for wall paper and oilcloths. The next room is
taken up with water color sketches,pribcipally landscapes, but dotted here and
there with ideal and portrait sketches.
There is one landscape that will irutnediately attract attention. It is a scene that
I may occur anywhere, but the way those
poplars are reflected in the water, an
ite depth of perspective, show the real
feeling of the artist. Those who were fortut:ate enough to visit the School of Art
and Design on Saturday came away
h ghly pleased with the exhibit and
thoughtful of the opportunities that
young people with artistic tastes have in
the institution.
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MODERN ART

Indianapolis '2,411894

'Dear Sir :
Preliminary to an organked effort to establish a permanent afuseum of art in Indianapolis, we, the undersigned,
have undertaken the gathering of statistics and general information regarding the history of existing museums in other
places. To this end, we are collecting, and will be thankful
for, official reports, articles of incorporation, constitutions,
monographs, circulars, catalogues, etc., and hope, farther, by
addressing this circular to some of the leaders, organkers
and officers of museum enterprises, to receive some direct advice and information not to be found in the printed documents, which will be of much value to us and greatly aid
us in correctly starting a similar movement in this city.
Indianapolis is a growing city, with almost one hundred
and fifty thousand inhabitants, and is not altogether without
art organkations. Though nothing really important has yet
been undertaken, it has, for eleven years, had annual exhibits
of paintings, mostly the works of well-known ,American artists, and has established, by private subscription, an art
school in which legitimate drawing and painting is being
taught by instrue tors of recognked ability.
Knowing you to be especially interested in art matters,
we take the liberty of addressing you one of these blanks,
and hope that from interest in the progress of art everywhere
you will favor us with replies to any or all of the questions
asked. 'Blank space has been left under each question for
the answer, but we would appreciate more detailed and complete replies than could be written there.
UnCo doubt you could also refer us to some other art worker
in your city, or elsewhere, who would be of value to us.
Thanking you in advance, we are,
Yours respectfully,

1-1
QUERIES
What form of organiation and management do you consider as best adapted for securing the most successful practical
results, and at the sanie time keeping the art idea ever uppermost ?

As a medium for art education ought it to give preference
to the needs of art students who seek facilities for study,
rather than afford a place of amusement and resort for the
public in general ?

What particular feature of your museum has proven of
greatest value in the art education of the community ?

What direction, considering the site of the city and its
consequent needs, ought, in your opinion, all effort to take?
Of what importance do you regard the matter of location? Ought the building to be centrally located (in the business part of the city) or are all purposes served if situated
some distance out ?

Should the museum consist simply of galleries planned
for a growing permanent collection of paintings? Should it be
built with a view of affording proper accommodations for temporary exhibits of contemporary art ? Should it be arranged
for the collection and display of what might be called educational art exhibits—casts, photographs from the old masters
and the like? To which feature ought greatest attention to
be paid ?

7

Will you allow us to learn from your experience, and
ask you what you would advise us not to do ?—as there may
be details of your scheme that in the light of actual results
you now see might be improved upon, were you to do it over

Kindly address J. M. BOWLES,
Care of " Modern Art," 23 North Meridian Street, Indianapolis, India

THE AMERICAN ART GALLERIES
Madison Spare, South, New York

PAINTINGS AND STUDIES

Modern Paintings,Water-Colors
Etchings and Engracings

By ALEXANDER HARRISON
AN

BELONGING TO THE ESTATE OF THE LATE

OLD JAPANESE PRINTS IN COLOR

GEORGE I. SENEY, ESQ.

Collected by S.

FIRST VIEW

FIRST VIEW
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'al';n 'in Iwnf
: ' R ..,presen
present ed-An Artistic Problem Solved factory in drawing and color and give an extieem ent. 'There was a crash, a rending as
mi t e f a i t;e , seitiam. .-, A. Sept ember Breeze "
I canvas and Le RM l'Amuse was tornIff2000. "Earle Autumn " S1000' v d '"i' .nuet'
oantic ce11e
- - nt foil to the blue gray color of the
A Source of Danger Pictures Rm
snow
) ribbone. The painting is the property Cake; Alitinue," $2: ,50; Mes/hee, "I'!'• and Sueseztive.
Mr. Reid exhibity eight pictures,of which
f a banker, who deCyea A) anew, his Fishing Fleet," $1102,5; Von Pettenkofee,
the most pleasing is perhaps "Lffe's Twirn to be published. a-3/44 4/01 4m
ae
Pupkin Cart," 61650
; j acene,
light." Here the artistic problem of light,
"Summer,
lad:. Mauve, "Ploughing,
color and atmosphere is very successfully
I*17:;0; Vollon, "A Study of Still Life,
The Oldest Painting in England.
The
I $1,)1 ( ) ; cor0t,trAvree,
present
exhibition
paintings
at
the
solved. One really feels the mystery of
of
lano; two
The oldest picture iu England is wild to Duillogny s, On the Alarne, $2e5n;
ami National gallery affords thecitizensofOttawa twilight and the slowly gathering darkness,
be the portrait of Chaucer, wbo died in "A Village 'on the Marne," $000; three
an excellent opportunity of becoming so . while the evening sky seen through the
1402, which was probably painted in the Dupre's, "Windy Weather,"
and the blue light on the tabIll
window
lea of are
In tadwi81550;
'th some o fthe
h "Le,
best examp
(me countries 20 years before his death. It Vieux Chêne," $1550; and " The Ferm, ei ,qua'
complimentary
of just those
eesta discovered in an old garret in the :7; 2600; Frometin, "The Halt," $180thAlCanadian art.
At the present day that hues
are
which
the
true
Decamps, "Le Chen il," $1175; Rousseau, means a great deal more than fesurnerly
v •I.I eh .Cromwell was born at.
H to nature and most pleasing to the eyes. Di
,
agi
-'
-„2 nchens, a well known col- "Le l'etit l'ont," $5.5u0; Delacroix, •loion
too, while realistic is not withouC
i» a Got," $1800; li Wet. "Le Birch- it is Canadian art it is not so in any very picture
lector, after examining the painting, said Devonrir,
Its symbolism in the old gray woman wit0
eron,"
$4-275;
Diaz,
"Edge
of
the
Wood,Fongroeely
provi
of
he
the
ncial
sense.
The
day
that it was first painted in water colors
r i e wheel and in the candle almoil*
tainebleau " *Mete Al .ea Id
IP rris
ni a, crude, amaeuriso
lee.',ast
R 08e,
sad afterward painted over in oil for ores- - Le so ir, " wa s I t.uig It,
t
or pot-boiling landeburnt to the eocket.
"Ti
ovation, end he certified that the name $a025.
seeps,
is
and Mrs. Read has made a specialty of fioweri
racially
departing
Chaucer in the background was laid on
Another sale of 145 pictures by t
late tart
is
be
coming
more
thoroughly
cosmopoli and a very exquisite sud pleasant additio*
with the painting. - New York Evening A. H. Wyant created considerable interest,
, to the gallery arethese rich and voluptuouely
$1850
Th
The
average
artist
of
e
tan.
, un..
the prices ranging from $50 t„
ten years ago, painted groups of roses, starry daisies and
i
Conector, front which we learn the partit-u- attempted little more than a mere transeIpeeping pansies, which she surely loves.
. nature which however, faithful it
INSOLVENT NOTICi tars of the above sales attributes a cript of
PICTURES ROMANTIC AND REALESTIO.
good deal of,
the interest in the Wyaut col_ 't/'tIP, : lectiou to sympathy with theartist's family, might be to the wearisome details of some Homer Watson exhibits ten pictures,
•
\ ,, i
and especially with his widow,who sacrifie- particular spot or "true to the nature" ia which are exquisitely romantic and imagine.
w KALE OF HIGH CLASS PI TURIN
works as were offered for • . 8
'q cd about as many
tive in composition and vigorously an..
sale, on the ground that they were not this narrow sense, was utterly without art, broadly
In the matter of
painted. His color is rightly sub•
wor thy of her late husband s tante,
m
' the inter- ordinated to tone which seems thoroughly in
and really false to nature, mace
AUGUSTINE S. ROSS,
->0
Mr. Arthur Dawson, of Chicago, in a pretation of man, who is the soul of nature, harmony with the rnotive,,Mr.Watoon shows,
Coaticook,
recent
letter to The Golieetar, dwells loving- was either wholly inadequate or entirely a great advance on his work of former years
Mc are instrdcted by Mr. John Fraser, Cure=
end his European travel has undoubtedly
the. above "Mseiventeseitr sen at bur Monillr Iv upon the pleasures of the piethre•restorer. lacking.
afforded him a means of real development
3. 1821 an 1823 Notre Dame st., Montreal, i'lie unequalled opportunities allbrdecl Iii n,, l'y the numerons works continually passing Nature it not nature apart from the the and individual progress.
WEONF.SDAV AFTERNOON, JAN. 24111,
mse
inhuman
soul,
and
the whole vision consists Mr. O'Brien is as usual distinguished b
I II rough his hands, of familiarizing hi
The following valuable
with the different technical methods 0f riot only of what men sec but of what they , hie water-colors. "A morning in Tune" .
work,
and
of
investigatiug
he
true
artist
seeks therefore, not very fresh and free in handling, and presents
the
chemical
feel.
—OIL PAINTINGS
constitution of the colors, as w
as the
the:merely
merely to, copy the cold objective facts but qualitities of light and air which render it
1. "Dolly Varden," by W. P. Frith, R.
causes of decay, are all likely to put him in to interpret nature for other men, "lei:dingparticularily
This picture was painted by the artist f
valuable.
a
possession d. most valuable knowledge in this eyes out,"-aa -Breavning says, in order_ Mr. Patterson sends throe portraits, the
the late Charles Dickens, Esq.
2. "Bridge over the Coilties," Glen urqu.. respect of the manners and processes of the that others may enjoy more keenly the
most masterlyt of which is that of Sir Wm
hart. Scotland, by H. o'Ne i, A. R. A.
' various masters. He naturally acquires a • e „ e „,„„ete of the weni ,
Howlatid. Both this portrait and number 92, I
3. "Nut Gatherers," by W. C. T. Dobson, spirit of collectorship which, howeveri'v""'''''
R.
A.
however,
appear to suffer from the position
A
SOURCE
OF
DANGER.
G
ay
be,
is
limited his
yet
m
eas
n m
a source of
✓ 4. "Happy Thcughts."bY S. LeJeune,A.R.A. 'delight to
Mr. Dawson writes:
But while this is the direction ih which they arc hung. The portrait of the
t' Many ahim.
,, `These Paintings have been delivered to ue
little bit of charming color, the
is most late Touiseaint Trudeau will prove specially
which
improvement
k
m the "Art Gallery," where they have bee ni
light of which has been hid under a bushel In
ely exhibited.
distinctly
to
be
observed
here
also
lies interesting to citizens of Ottawa. .
of dirt, has been lovingly restored from
m its
Or TERMS CASH.
test danger, for with
the
rising
ng
o
IMPRESSIONISM, TOO.
vagrant condition to its proper place in pic- the greatest
.
•',Pictures now on view.
tore society, and this pleasure is almost un- mopolitanism there may also come a wea k en. Mr. Hammond sends two pictures of
BALE AT 2.30 O'CLOCK.
of
the
individualism which is the first. which "The Dulce Gatherers" is particularly
known to 'those who cannot perform this hug
JOHN FRASER, Curator,
work of rehabilitation. He frequently be- necessity. Foreign travel, study understioe, reserved, euggestive. Mise Bell's
Coaticook, P. Q.
comes so attached to pictures which are en- French and Dutch masters may lead, not to No. 20 is a very forcible example of F. not too
M. HICKS at CO.,
trusted to hint by others to restore, that it a healthy assimilation, but to an imitation extreme phase of impressionism.
Auctioneers I
is positively tantalizing to him to have to of the spirit or the very manner sud mi ss F ear s "Annunciation" is a reflex
part with them, especially when some fine methods of these masters, a
IMIEDIATELV AFTER TINE ABOVE SALE
tendency which of the latest movement in art,
piece has beenn rendered beautiful by1L
i ' can never promote the development
of tight in key and symbolic in motive. Mr.
1 scientific treatment. However, ther e is-a
will sell a collection cf
a Canadianor
of
the
any
other
art.
That
this is li grymner sends five pictures of his usual ex
great charm in the historical research carisOIL AND WATER COLOR PAINTINGS
ed by this constant succession and rejuvena• tne condition at present in Canada is too cellence although none of thorn are Mithe French and Flanders School, by order and lion of paintings, which surpasses the pietas- much in evidence on the wall. of the portent in size or motive. Mr. Gagen's
. account of whom it may concern,
ure even of the collector himself." academy exhibition. "Under the Birches" and Mr. Martin's
--AS FOLLOWS- —
"Flock at Rest" are very typical scenes and
Writing to Longman's M
Magazine, Sir SOME OF THE MOST IMPORTANT PICTURES.
corot, J. B. C., Lander:ape, with Figures.
and conscientiously executed.
Shepherd and Sheep, Moonlight. .Tolin Evans says that not even the trained
two hu m. , A1 We
One of the most important of thecarefully
train
H olden's "Widowed but not Forsaken"
t ohs, Evil. Low TI(10. Sundown.
antiquary
is
proof
against
forger.
on
exhibition
is
undoubtedlyk
e
a render . na
the
and
dred
pictures
r of candle light which is highly
srrn at Sea
confesses that not only lias he h ielf
m.s
pur- Mr. Wyley Grier's "Bereft."
e xocusrillen
to t Iftuanoceisa
nam
`, Doubtful Weather.
biteul, The darkness never becomes
chased forgeries, but bas published ae- study of toue it yet preserves at
o misty Gray Weather.
b aflul rows the eye to peittrit
eé I
counts of them as if they had been genuine local color which adds greatly to the truth
" Still Life.
further aand
modave, Edmond, Landscape, Philippine.
---aceounts which any amount of subse-ther
into its mysterious
'The
quiet,
grey
and
interest
of
the
picture.
ilaytteiti.
quent withdrawid fails to atoll hi- light
depths. Mr. Grahedn'e cattle piece is pap
Marine, Wyndune.
1.11,0. Counterfeits and forgeries abound risen
tacularly strong. The work of a very young
—ALSO—
in every department of archwology. Spur'. a° the carefully chosen accessories are well iman it is quite satisfactory in technique?
v order of owners In London, England, a. private 1)115 manuscripts, inscriptions, gems pot. adapted to the motive.
full of
and action, and noticeebly
'miction. The work of eminent masters.
tery, glass, enamels, ivories, coins,vveapons, The president of the academy, Mr. Har- original color
Rosa Bonheur
ein composition and treatment. It
impl ments and armaments have each and ris, exhibits four pictures of which the
,r. M. W. Turner
most
David Cox
Gustave Dore
all been foisted on collectors at different prominent is the portrait of Mr. A.
F. deserves its place beneath the most impork
'1'. S. cooper
Landseer
air
times and in various countries.
Gault. He displays a great deal of tender. tant picture of the year.
D. Roberts, R. A.
Josef Israel
WORK OF NEW ASSOCIATES.
nags and subtlety in the modeling of this
Cecil Lawson
R. G. Somerset
The Museum of Art. at Detroit, which a as very refined and characteristic head. The
1'. Girton
The two recently elected associates, Mr.
projected in 1883, organized in 1885, and scheme of color is rich and glowing, the Williamson
--AND OTIIF.R ARTISTS—
partially erected in 1888, after designs by background exceedingly harmonious and show the and Mr. Challenor abundantly'
SALE AT 2.30 O'CLOCK.
capacity and talent for which they
..Tames
Balfour, of :Hamilton, Ont., is about;
view.
VP" Now ou
to be enlarged. The addition, „,i t i e h i e transparent. The saffromorange note of the have been honored by the academy. Mr.
M. RICKS 4 CO..
necessitated by the growth of its schools cravat is well chosen to relieve the iark Challenor's "Son/ at Twilight" is full of soft
Auctionems.
15 5
and al t works, will be finished in Septem- complexirned akin. . diffused light and thoroughly pervaded by
ber. 'When the plan is entirely carried eat Equally good although in an entirely dit- the sentiment indicated by the title. Hui
it will be a large stone building with two feront way is Mr. Brownell's portrait of the "Golden October" is a masterly little picture
round towers engaged in the ends of its poet Wm. Wilfred Campbell. Although in which the firelight is very cleverly rendfront., and an arcaded porch of five round realistic Mr.Brownellhas givenus rnuehmore ered. Mr.
"Nightfall" is
arches running from tower to tower. The than the most elaborate realism could offer sympathetic Williatnson's
and sufficiently mysterious.
towers have conical tops ,
for he has presented
us with an interprets-, 'The opposing lights of the lantern and the
TheNMillet,
vidow of Jean Francois ta, tion of nature and an explanation of oharaosi blue I ht of the sky falling upon the face is
e ter w'nioli is cleverly expressed and in a; exceedingly true to nature. From both of
painter died recently in Prance.
Mr.Edward Burne-jones, the painter, 1 as manner most simple and direct, Mr. Brow= these men the Canadian public has the right
nail also exhibits four other pictures o to expect the greatest things in future.
been created a baronet.
Miss Maria Brooks has been exhihit i dg which No.22 is doubtless the most importau
110W OTTAWA IS REPRE.SENTRo.
some recent. portraits, and some e
er Mr. Bell-Smith exhibits six oils end four'
(-hermit) little girl pictures, at her s; ;
water colors. "Point Neuf", "Paris", and Ottawa is represented by Mr. Brow e
MIN Iiiving, Mr. J.
th s et and Sixth avenue,
`v "Lonciejekidge" are specially pod, Thai pelt, M.
H. Waft.
ic M rW n
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ItOYAL CANADIAN ACADEMN

CANADIAN ART
AND ARTISTS.

The Officers Elected for the Enacting

.
titAear ,

j "—`-1

—y
4 /

March 31.-The exhibition of
the Royal Canadian Academy of Arts
was opened to the public yesterday, and
aimthe Roya
the gallery was visited during the day Some
by a goodly number of art admirers.
Exhibits.
dian
For the members of the Academy
as a day of business. In the
•orning at ten o'clock the council
HI
M ERIT EXBITED
for 1893-94 met. Amongst the most PICTURES OF
important business transacted was the
OTTAWA.
AT
purchase of five of the pictures on exhibition for presentation to the National
gallery. They are as follows :--" Bass
Rocks, Gloucester," by J. M. Barnsley, The Collection Now on View in
Montreal ; " A Song at Twilight," by F.
Montreal.
S. Challener, Toronto ; "Across the Lea,"
"St.
Levan's
;
J. L. Graham, Montreal
' Church, Cornwall," McGilvray F. Know[SPECIAL TO THE STAR.]
les ; " A Brolles Interior," A. Curtis,
OTTAWA, April 11.-Since I last wrote I
Williamson, Toronto.
CanaTrAwA,

l

of

Art

have paid another visit to the Royal
dian Academy of Arts, and I find I enjoy
the pictures more each time-pictures that

ACCEPTED PICTURES OF ACADEMICIANS.

The council accepted "Herring Fishing" as the diploma picture of Mr. J.
Bammond, St. John, N.B., and" Library
Building, Toronto University," as dinloma architectural drawing of Mr. C. B.
Dick, Toronto. Both Mr. Hammond and
Mr. Dick were elected academicians at
the meeting in Montreal. Thd number
of academicians is limited to forty, and
after this number is tilled, appointments
will only be made in the event of death.
OFFICERS FOR THE YEAR.

In the afternoon a meeting of the assembly was held, at which Messrs. E.
Wyly Grier, Toronto, and W. Cruick
shank, Toronto, were elected academiBrownell,
cians. Messrs. Franklin
and
Ottawa ; A. C. Williamson,
James Graham, Montreal, were elected
associates. Officers were elected as follows :
President-Robert Harris, Montreal,
re-elected.
Vice-president-A. C. Hutchison, Mont-,
real, re-elected.
Secretary-treasurer-James Smith, Toronto, re-elected.
Auditor-H. Langley, Toronto.
Councillors-W. Raphael, Montreal ;
S. Scott, Ottawa ; A. H. Howard, F. M.
Bell-Smith, D. B. Dick, A. D. Patterson,
G. A. Reid, O. R. Jacobi, L. R. O'Brien,
T. M. Martin, Toronto ; J. Hammond, St. R.A.A.
John, N.B. ; James Griffiths, London.
Among the visitors to the gallery yesterday were James Nelson, Montreal; S. , are worth anything always grow on one.
G. Currie, Toronto ; J ose ph W. P ower
Kingston ; D. B. Dick, Toronto ; W. On a closer study one begins to commune
Cruickshank, Toronto ; A. T. Taylor, with the mind of the artist and to underMontreal, and A. F. Dunlop, Montreal. stand the thoughts and feelings he had in
The annual dinner of the academy painting the picture. The two largest cantook place in the evening at the Russell vasses in the gallery are "Bereft," by
house and was a most enjoyable affair. iy
yl Grier, a nd "B reaking a Road " (26),
Only members of the academy were pre- Wy William Cruikshanks.
Bereft took
sent.
a medal of the third class at the '89 Paris
-

,

R.A.A. EXHIBITION—YOUTH AND AGE.

"

Salon. It hangs in the centre of the wall
at the upper end of the room and Is one of
the pictures that has excited most interest.
oyal Canadian Acad./ 7
a lonely marsh, suggestive of
It shows
April2.-Thexbtonf
OTTA A,
Swamp. Through the gaun t trees
the Dismal
Royal Canadian Academy of Arts was in the background one sees a sullen
visited on Saturday by a large number of grayish sky. In the foreground, on the
art admirers. Amongst the business trans
of a pool, lies a dead sheep: birds of
acted by the Council was the purchase of edge
prey are hovering about. Some sheep are
live of the pict tires on exhibition for presen- grazing quietly a short distance away. The
talion to the National Gallery, as follows
life figure in the picture is a shepherd girl,
"1..3ass Rocks, Gloucester, by M. Barn- carrying a lamb, evidently the little one of
sley', Montreal; "A Song at Twilight," by F. the dead sheep. The girl has a rough, unp. Challener, Toronto; "Across the Lea," cared for look about her, her dress is worn
J. L. Graham, Montreal; "St. Levan's and her hair hangs in tangled masses. The
ihurch, Cornwall," McGilvray F. Know- sorrow in her face is well expressed. She is
•s ; " A Brolles Interior," A. Curtis not only sad for the loss of one of her flock,
Williamson, Toronto. The Council accepted but for the poor little lamb thus left with'Herring Fishing" as the diploma picture out its mother. The scene of this picture
af Mr. J. Hammond, St. John, N. B., and lies in Cornwall, England.
'Library Building, Toronto University," as
"Breaking; a Road" by Cruikshanks, is
lploma architectural drawing of Mr. C. B. truly Canadian as to subject. It represents
Melt, Toronto. Messrs. E. Wyly Grier,
a party of men with oxen and horses, breakroronto and W. Cruickshank, Toronto, ing the road in an untravelled district in
ere elected academicians. Messrs. I rankoxen are first and
winter time. The
n, Brownell, Ottawa; A. C. Williamson the
the poor things are plunging bravely in the
oronto and James Graham, Montreal: great snow drifts, thus ma mg It an easy
•cre elected associates. Officers were matter for the horses. The sleighs are
leted as follows
the regular well known Canadian four‘ceriident-Robort Harris, Montreal, re-elect- posters. The animals are well drawn and
Vice-president—A. C. Hutchison, Montreal, the picture is boldly 4aaintesl. The fit ,r,roes
,acted. t4 ecretary-trenaurer—James Smith,
coat°. re-elected. Auditor—H. Langley, To- at the back of the small shanty pu6 in a
coati). Councillors W. Raphael,Montreal; T. S. grateful touch of color.
"A Song at Twilight," by F. P. Challener,
Scott, Ottawa; A. IL Howard, F. M. Bell.Stnith,
O. A. Reid, O. it. is another Canadian subject and one that
1 D. II. Dieg, A. D. Patterson,
Jacobi, L. It. Olirier, T. M. Marlin, Toronto; J. will recall many pleasant evenings to most
Hammond, lit. John, N. D., James Griffithspeople. The moon is just rising from a
London.
hank of clouds-it is the full moon. The
pink glow of the after-sunset sky is upon
• :\lisa S. B. Holden, of Montreal, has contributed
most interesting portion of
three pictures In the Spring Exhibition of the the water. The
c anadina Art Gailer,' at Ottawa, which have excited much Intere- , naof ,,,, hi I. i , entitled '4A/
Gray Day at Lech . ' 1.4
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Portraits of Old Time Canadians Now
in tho star window.
-In the STAR window may be seen five of

OPENING OF A NEW SALON IN PARIS
—SOME OF THE WORKS ON
t he portraits which form part of the 'I Hs.
EXHIBITION.
torical Gallery and Museum Just establishcd by the Antiquarian Society. The first of
these represents Sir George Prevost, who
Paris, April 23.—The National Society
wasGovernor of Canada during the storming
period of 1812. This picture was a personal of Fine Arts has stolen a march on the
gift of Sir George to a contemporary. An- Society of French artists, this year, and
other is an old painting of Col. Campbell of the Champs de Mars Salon opens a week
the Indian Depaxtnient, whd married a
daughter of the celebrated La Carne St. Luc. before the old or Champs Elysee Salon.
This.picture comes from the dollection of The public will be admitted to the new
the late Mr. Viger and is one of the contri- salon on Wednesday. To-morrow is Varbutions of Archbishop Fabre, who is taking nishing Day, when everybody who is
much interest in the enterprise.
The next is the portrait, of Lient.-Col. anybody in Parisian society, responds
Bonchette, Surveyor-General of Canada,. to the coveted invitations of the artists.
early in thiscentury,to whom we are indebtTo-day President Carnot and his milied for the remarkable publication known tary household, together with the CabiCanada,
Topography
of
as Bouchette's
This is copied from a water-color miniature net, had the salon all to themselves, th2
in the possession of Mr. Errol Bouchette, Salon Committee entertaining the Presiand la the gift of Mr. J. E. M. Whitney, te dent at luncheon in the Salle d'Honneur.
whom is due the credit of having subscribed The exhibition does not rise above a
the first copy presented to the Gallery.
1892 for
The next is the portrait of the Chevalier good average, the financial crisis in
Durnont,a Canadian who distinguished him- America and elsewhere having reacted
self in France in the early part of the last on the art market and on the artists' anxcentury, and is copied from a small original iety to make any unusually great efforts.
in the possession of Mr. Antoine de BellePuvis de Chavannes exhibits a decorathe picture is the Rice Lake canoe in the feuille, late of St. Eustache. The fifth is
foreground, in which is a young man lazily that of Governor Sir Frederick Haldimand, tive ceiling for the prefect of the Seine's
paddling with a girl, whether pretty or not who also held command here during a pre- bureau, at the Paris Hotel-de-Ville, of
I cannot say, as I only could see the back of carious period. This is copied from a conthe design last year.
her head. She holds a guitar. Off toward temporary copy in the possession of Mr. W. which he showed
the horizon, one or two sails are distinguish- L. Ha.idimand, of this city, the original be It represents the city of Paris, typified
able. If one wanted to be critical—bet of ing at present preserved in the family in by a female figure, crowning Victor
course one does not -one might suggest England.
Hugo. The president of the salon also
Great care has been taken to establish
that the canoes were a bit too scattered, for
this ceiling and
one is apt to find one's eye resting on noth- the authenticity of these portraits. These sends the ecoincons for
ing. But Mr. Challener is a young man three copies are the work of Baron Holm- a series of drawings.
and his pictures show wonderful promise. feldt, who has certainly given proof of
Jean Beraud's symbolic picture this
A proof of this is that seven of them are on- groat artistic ability, Inasmuch as the origi- year is entitled 'The Way of the Cross,'
nais which he has had to copy were not The central figure is the Man of Sorexhibition.
"Portrait of an Ancestor," by Henry always works of art. The artist is at present rows, in a red vestment, wearing a
Sandhant, is very cleverly executed, and copying the portraits of Champlain, our crown of thorns which have scratched
might be easily taken for one of the old first Governor, as well as Lord Dorchester, his wan face, bowing under the weight
masters. Mr. Sandham has even managed Governor in 1775, and Jean Talon, the first of the enormous cross which he is bearto give it the cracked and dusty appearance 'Intendant of New France (in 1662). The ing up the slope. To his right is Mary
we find in some of the grand old pictures. 'latter is from the original painting, pre- Magdalene in a dark purple robe, her
The ancestor in this case happens to be Mr. served in the Hotel Dieu of Quebec. The hands clasped in prayer. The Virgin is
Sandliam himself, and a very good likeness i portraits of Champlain, Talon, Dorchester, tottering behind, supported by St. John,
and I Ialdimand, it is expedted, will be pre- without whose assistance she would fall.
believe it is.
;
Miss S. B. Holden, of Montreal, exhibitsl sented by Mr. 11. Ji Tiffin, whose publie Behind and around the Saviour is a
i con- crowd of jeering enemies. Most of them
three pictures all in their way very charm- spirit has already been appreciated n
ing. 'Widowed, but not Forsake!? fis the nection with the public library and the are impersonal brutes, their predominatMac- ing expression being animality. A wellde
Lery
Mr.
de
Hainezay.
It
Chateau
One that has attracted most attention.
is brownish in tone. The only light is front donald states that since particulars of the dressed clubman, with a lady of fashion
the candle which burns on the table to the new scheme were published a contemporary In evening dress on his arm, typifying
left of the centre. The light falls well on portrait of Bishop Lartigue, the 'first sensuality and egoism, are laughing boiswho
tilt face of the woman, which is sad but Bisho .) of Montreal, has turned up end is terously at the agony of the man
to reprove frivolity. A workman,
tivneet, and shows out of the darkness the offer° for sale. This picture was at one dared
barefooted,
and
wearing
his
working
I rosy face of the child. The cradle in the time the property of the 'late Senatod Rol- clothes, is, however, the prominent filand, and if it can be secured by the Antilower part of the picture Is well drawn,
'l?orms on Antique Chest" by Mary quarian Society will be a valuable addition gure of the crowd. He is stooping down
picking up a stone to east at the crossstar Hied is good. The arrangement of to the gallery.
,

-

'

flowers is perfect, and the coloring true
nature. The antique chest is well Injured.
tt
'oh Sunday.
a c. It is one of the most artistic pic Opened Picture Gaffer
toes in the gallery, and I am surprised to LONDON, April 23.—The first public exsee it Is not yet marked with the lucky red hibition of pictures to be held in London
t icket.
Sunday was opened in the
oil on
President Hobert Harris exhibits fourGuildhall
yesterday and was attended by enor.
G It"
"P t it f A
paint ings
public
capital likeness and well handled. "Study mous crowds. So great was the
of a Head" is charming. "Youth and Age' desire to take advantage of the now priis a large picture and the title is not an vilege that long lines of people were
appropriate one. The man is not a fair formed and maintained by constant adsample of old age, being evidently little ditions throughout the day. Many per more than past his prime. Why didn't Mr. Tons stood in the lines for hours patientlarris call it something else or get an
to be admitted. The
ly waiting their turnart
'der man and a younger child? The congalleries to the
rast • t strong enough. The drawing is question of opening
been long and
ood, but the pose is poor. They are public on Sundays has
Idently sitting to have their pictures bitterly discussed in the councils, and
Limed. The coloring is rather subdued, the success of yesterday's experiment asrat her grayish in tone, except the dress of sures the continuance of the exhibition
is and also makes it certain that otheroi alH
the child, which is purple. Mr. Harris
certainly a strong painter, but in "Youth leries will soon be opened to the public
and Age" lie has shown more strength on Sunday.
-

.

'

.

?

that) imagination.
There are in the gallery two pictures of
the Impressionist School, both by Harriet
Ford, Me Annunciation" and "At the
Vintage," Both have been much talked

about, principally on account of their novelty at Canadian art exhibit.
The Academy have shown their appre ciation of talent by buying Mr. J. L. Gra-

ham's picture, "Across the Lea." It is one
of the geins of the collection and I am
glad that it is to stay in Ottawa.
Several of the artists who were in the
city told me that this exhibition is the best
Canada has had so far, and that maby of
the exhibitors have made great strides
since last year.

bearer, while a mysterious being behind
him, hidden under the red cloak of Anarchy, is pushing him on to stone the
Saviour. On the other side' of the way
are a number of figures, typifying the
elements of Christianity. A bride and
bridegroom kneeling, typify the sacred
marriage tie, a soldier represents military devotion, a priest administering to
an old man dying evokes piety and death,
a nun and two little children are charity
and orphanhood, a poor wretch with
heavy chains at his wrists typifies the
penitent thief, while peasants and various
other figures symbolize different phases
of humanity, wherein Christ Is not the
object of derision, but of faith.Carolus-Duran's eight canvases attract, as usual, about as much attention
as any eighty others put together. He
has ceded to the religious inspiration that
has been noticeable in Paris art circles
during the last few years, and furnishes
food for much admiring discussion by a
study entitled 'Christ's Last Hour.'

:-

eralf 1)1102 sue,'Madam Roger Jour ,
log on the Boulevar , „ n .,.
resting on the bead of a big gray
(2) 'Bathing time,' two young Par
ladies in elegant costumes on the b,
watching the bathers in the dista
(3) 'The Master of the Boat,' a tyy
Trouville boatman, with his arms cro , and wearing a red shirt; (4) 'Mani
Germaine,' an old woman in black, e
a white cap, knitting a brown stocking.
A very pretty picture is 'A Little Girl's
Portrait.' M. Duez also makes a good
display in the sections devoted to engraving and objects of art.
M. Montenard creates a sensation with
a panoramic view of the Mediterranean
coast—a canvas about forty feet long.
It is a panel of the Amphitheatre of
Mineralogy at the Sorbonne. He has
seven little pictures besides, delightful
souvenirs of Provence.

Pierre Carrier-Belleuse, the great pastellist, scores a new triumph with 'Ron-

Ron,' a ballet girl lying down and stroking a black kitten which is asleep beside her. A peculiar effect is obtained
by the artist's having placed the bailerine's bead right in the foreground, so
that on walking up towards the picture
it seems as though one were about to
tread on her nice brown hair.

DEATH OF AN ARTIST.
ESPECIAL TO THE STAR.]

14

KINGSTON, Ont., September l'f.— aniel
Fowler, one of the finest water color painters in Canada, died at Amherst Island on
Friday, aged 85 years. He was one of the
five artists in the world whoreceived bronze
medals at the Centennial Exposition in
Philadelphia in 1876. His pictures were
eagerly sought after by connoisseurs in
New lork and elsewhere. Mrs. Rothwell,
of this city, well known in literary circles,
is a daughter of the dead artist.

FLATTERING TRIBUTE
To Illentrears Art LollectIon—Pletures
tot Old Blastrrs Sent to the Lotos

".4,44Club

Exhtbly67/fr
)47
if
41.

Yisterday afternoon s ed to
New York city a collection of paintings
by the old masters and those English
painters on whose works the test of time
nee placed its approval. Happily these
gems of the artist's brush and pencil
have not left Montreal for good, but are
crily taking a temporary journey b
Gotham to add their portion to the splendor with which the wide famed Lotos
club of the United States opens its festal
season of 1894-5. The Lotos club has long
,lieen known in New York as the centre
of the high artistic element of that great
city. The Montrealers who are contributing paintings for the occasion are Sir
William C. Van Horne, R. R. Angus,
David Morrice, William H. Learmont
and Wm. Scott & Sons. In npea,king of
the coming opening of the Lotos club the
New York Recorder, mite art column, hase
the following to say of the collection of
paintings in Montreal
"Few people in the United States are
aware oh the extraordinary wealth of the
private art collections of Montreal, especially in pictures of the old Dutch and
earlier English masters—collections which
in thisspecial line probably have no equal
in New York exzepting in that of Mr. H.
O. Havemeyer alone.
"From the private galleries of Sir Wm.
C. Van Horne, Mr. Learmont and others
Mr. Ranger has arranged for the loan of
the gems, and these will constitute a spacial feature of the Lotos' annual lever de
-

!

.

:

r

There will be examples in their
great style of such painters as Sir Joshua
R-ynolds, TI ornas Gainsborough, John
Constable, Old Crorne, J. W, M. Turner,
George Romney, William Etty and many
more of tbe English school, and of some'
"

YOU ARE INVITED TO ATTEND THE
PRIVATE VIEW OF THE 6TH ANNUAL
WOMAN'S ART
EXHIBITION OF THE
ON
AT THE STUDIO.
ASSOCIATION
THURSDAY, MARCH 29TH, FROM 3 P.M.
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early Dutch roasters of tbe first tire, all

most distinguished provenance, as
the French call it.
" The Montreal collectors of old masters are not bite those of the United
States, who buy old pictures and, christen
them by the name of one waster or another because they look is if they might

of the

be, or they think they ought to be, from
his brush; nor do tbay seek their bar-

in scabby auction sales, and estimate the vaine of their mysteriona
masterpieces' the higher in proporton to the cheapness at which they
snapped them up.
" '1 he Canadians are willing to pay the

gains
'

EXHIBITION OPEN FROH MARCH 30-ru TO APRIL

89 CANADA LIFE BUILDING
KING STREET WERT.

14m.

I

,

best prices for the best works, properly
authenticated, and the result is that
they get their choice of the beet that th
London art market atlurds, as the co
hg taste of the quality of their
Hens at the Lotos will show."
'

- o

ARCHITECTS IN' SESSION.
The Annual Meeting or the Province
of Quebec Association.0

/7

11

At ten o'clock this morning the members
-f the Province of Quebec Association of
rehttects met at the rooms of the As, iLtion in the New York Life Building.
as the annuel meeting of the Associa. About thirty members were present
t he President, Mr. James Nelson, oc'id the chair. The business before the
vention was of a routine order. The
cetary and treasurer's reports were read
,cod the following gentlemen were elected
offices for the ensuing year: Mr. Chas. Baillarge of Quebec, president; Mr. A. C. Dut,
'bison, Montreal, first vice-president; Mr.
A. 'T. Taylor, 'Montreal, second vice-president; Mr. Joseph Venne, Montreal, secret ary, and Mr. Joseph Perreault, Montreal,
reasurer. Six members of council were
elected, Messrs. Gautier, Nelson, Dunlop
and Raza of Montreal and Messrs. Bertrand
and Berlinguet of Quebec. In accepting
the office of President, Mr. Baillarge
thanked the convention, saying that he
considered it a great honor considering that
the majority of the members were from
Montreal while he was a resident of Quebec.
Before the meeting adjourned for the
morning a handsome picture of the Montreal members was presented to the Quebec
contingent. Mr. Taylor made the presentation speech and the newly elected president.' responded on behalf of the Quebec
members. The convention will cover two
days and will include the reading and discussing of papers, the architectural exhibition at the Art Gallery, Phillips square, the
visiting of the points of architectural interest and a luncheon at the Queen's Hotel.

,Vrouincr of (Quebec

ssociation of Architects.
iPte President and lètnnteil
cive ,feconze ill invitin9

X:/

Pa

/1

.

to a Convera ione, on tfi.e hcaion of trie openin9 of an

Architectural pratuings,

K.xitibition of

n tfte Noovi E., of tfle Etvt el.ociati o

to te ftefb.
it

,

f iicitj

'

C91,01111lq,

'

OctoGer

fii p.) eS.1 tiare,

ftoili 8 to 10.30.

THE ARCHITECT'S EXHIBITION.
To the Editor of the Herald:

7/04

will be a loss to
if the opportunity is not taken to visit
the exhibition being held by the Archltect's Association cd ijuebec Province.
There Is a truth in the old isaw that
"a man is known by his associates." It
is equally true that the constructive
quality of the abode we call "home"
must stand as a reflection of our taste,
It is so devoid of style (fashion not
meant) and taste that it is a mere
"plan" to "eat, sleep and drink," then
it is reasonable to conclude that with
the owner, "civilization is but a thin
Nencer" "over savagery," or if full of
senseiess "features" that are a bail copy
of things well in their place, it is as
ridiculous Si a person of taste, as the
masquerading of the King of Dahomey in
an old tile hat and greasy waistcoat sitring on a biscuit box with all the conceit of royalty.
We are compelled to be interested
ibis art, for have it as we Avili architects design our buildings, and though
we may not own one, we cannot avoid
looking at them, giving Us pleasure or
disaster. Without going into comparison
I %I UT other tltics, out own city has not
I much to boast of, as a rule we put too
' much "stun" on the outside and if we
Lon make wood carry out the dishonest
pretense of seeming stone, we too often
do this; it is as wrong to act a lie as
to speak it.
Nor is this the iault altogether of
those who serve us as architects, one
cannot throw pearls before swine; you
can have shown you a Titian, and yet
prelcr a crotte and gauch production in
color. Our homes represent our own
Ideas and not those i our architects.
All Dm historical styles of architecture have been representative of the best
thought of the period which formed them.
ln our own city ludging this by the
1
quai ity et some structures, one would
concluait that the client had no higher
opinion of his architect's services than
that ot checking "scamping contractors."
evil can be regulated as easily as
others of a like nature by observing that
not only should we get what we papi
for, but we should pay for what we get.
A little time given to this exhibition
and a little study to it as an "art"
!MO point out that we cannot have thr
best taste until we cultivate discrimint ing Until we can select the
"wheat trom the chan." Allen is the
sweet memory ot our "committee on
glatis" whose m'eu should go clown
'through the ages, having bestowecl , the
for no weightier rea'• erection of n church
son than all seats were to arranged that
the preacher coula he faced.
it is te be hoped that sufficient enmragement will be given to this na to
-te ils annual repetition.
FA B R ICILIS.
pal Oct.
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TRUSTEES OF THE DETROIT MUSEUM OF ART
1894 95.
-

BELA HUBBARD,
JAMES McMILLAN,
BRYANT WALKER,
D. I`,1 FERRY,
GEN. R. A. ALGER,
JAMES E. SCRIPPS,
T. W. PALMER,
FREDERICK STEARNS,
GEO. S. DAVIS,
RICHARD STORRS WILLIS,
DON. M. DICKINSON,

OFFICERS.
JAMES McMILLAN,
President.
COLLINS B. HUBBARD,
Treasurer.

D. M. FERRY,
Vice•President.
A. H. GRIFFITH,
Director.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
BELA HUBBARD,
RICHARD STORRS WILLIS,
BRYANT WALKER.
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PAINTINGS OF CHRIST.

,

ong the more modern painting
seating the Saviour is that by Cor-

o, painted in tho sixteonth
T. It represents Christ with short

-

es, Illustra&WP7
gave a delightful 'lecture on " Processes of
Illustration," in which she was aided by
lantern illustrations furnished by Mr.

Mr. fieriot, in beginning his ad-tress, practised. Looking, therefore, to the

1.

spoke of the wets who called architec east end we behold that well-known feature frozen music. In taking up the sub- tore, the triple window, setting forth the
moat holy and undivided Trinity. Toe
ject in detail he said : —

The earliest structure devoted to the string Course running round the whole
Much interest was felt in a paper written
by the late Mr. Popham and read before worship of God was the tabernacle, the church binds the various parts together.
of which the Jews always con- The western door symbolized Christ, and
the W. A. A_ yesterday afternoon, by Dr plan
sidered as divinely revealed to them two lights, typical of bis two natures, are,
Stirling. The title of the'paper was "An through Moses in the desert of Sinai, am j therefore, generally placed over it.
Artistic Saturday Pie," and was explained from which they never departed in any As we approach the decorated style
in its opening as referring indirectly to th ° subsequent erection. In plan it was the symbolism becomes excessively coindivided into the cella, or holy of holies, Plicated. The principal doctrines of the
famous Bawd; pie of Devonshire, England and
what was called the outer temple, church are set forth in each window. and
and directly to a substitute of the same, oi the whole was surrounded by an en. to unravel the whole of these is often a
which the writer once partook as a guest at closure or court. When Solomon built task of no small difficulty. In Norman
a Devonshire farm house, in his early boy- the temple of Jerusalem he adhered to windows the wheel window is conspicuhood days, and which his hostess the plan of the tabernacle, only doubling eus- This usually represents an historihad referred to as not being the real every dimension. The plan of the early cal fact, namely, the martyrdom of St.
squab pie, but a "Saturday" pie. It proved Christian Basilica was a very similar Catherine. There are many small winto contain a still greater variety of arrangement in length to that of Solo. dews haying the form of an equilateral
vegetables with mutton than its original, mon'a temple. The sanctuary and chan- triangle, and sometimes containing the
and inthisinstance,wasalso,found to contain eel corresponded to the holy of holies, tre - foil. There are also examples of trethe guest's lost pocket knife, which one of the nave to the holy place and the nar. foiled lights, with three-quarter foiled
his many young friends had managed to thex or porch being the same for either. circles arranged trianelewise in the
drop into the pie while it was in course of With regard to the altar reredos and bead. These are symbolical of the Trinpreparation for the oven, and which ap- rood screen it would seem natural to in- ilY•
peared in the first helping on his plate. fer that the twoLformer had their origin The corbels which occur in the interior
Thus the writer said of his paper that it in the Ark of the Covenant that was of churches generally represent the
would resemble that Saturday pie, and con- placed in the holy of holies, and the heavenly host often with various instilltain a variety of subjects snore or less latter in the brass screen that Solomon mente of music,
as if taking a share in
familiar to his hearers.
erscted in the temple to separate the the devotions of the worshippers. The
Of all the Arts the writer thought that holy of holies from the holy place. In gargoyles on the contrary represent evil
poetry appealed to the maximum of the the church of the middle ages the rood spirits as flying from the holy walls
intelligence; music to the minimum of it, screen was intended to separate the the hideousness of the figures so often
but to the maximum of sensueusness, and clergy from the laity. It has been the ridiculed by modern connoisseurs
is,
that painting was the most flexible, par. custom of the church in thearrangement therefore, not without its appropriate
taking in a measure of all of these Arts.
of the plan to face the sanctuary towards meaning. The victory over the devil is
The writer dwelt much on the importance the east, thereby symbolizing the fact singularly enough symbolized in the enof noting appearances in nature, the effect that it was in the east that the wise men trances of many structures
by the piers
rather than form or detail being the distin- saw the star that directed them to Beth- 'which rest on and crush a monster.
The
guishing part of a work of art. This was lehem.
resurrection was set forth in the phoenix
illustrated by describing an imaginary landsOf the doctrines of the church, that of rising immortal from its ashes ; the
cape, and the different artists who came to the Trinity has left deeper traces than meritorious passion
of Our Saviour by the
paint it. First at early morning, fresh anl any other principle of our faith. In the, Pelican feeding
its young with its own
dewy, the leaves and grass a silvery gret.h, plan of the church we find the idea car- blood ; the sacrament
of the iLily
comes a man in the oil:read of a moderately ried out not only by the nave and t woj Eucharist by grapes
and wheat ears, or
prosperous farmer, who open his small color aisles, but also by the triple division of again by the
blood
flowing
box, whips a brush out of his blouse, and length into nave, chancel and sanctuary. j of the wounded lamb into from the feet
a chalice be.
sets to work to fasten this early morning Thus length and breadth were made sig. neath ; the
Christian renewal of
effect on canvass, but stops his work at nificant of this mystery, nor was height
j strength in the eagle which descending
the first suggestion of sunlight, and goes less so. In the interior, the clerestory,-grey
aged into theocean rises thence
away. This was Corot. An Lour later triforium and the piers cannot fail tosug- with and
renewed strength and vigor, the
comes a man of rather untidy dress, gest it, and where the triforium was not church
by the ark, the Christian's
crowned with a battered silk hat, needed there is often au arrangement of
arid innocence by the dove, again
who glances fearfully about to make sure an arcading in the niches to resemble it.' purity
by the same symbol the souls of those
that he will have no audience; then sets up On the exterior it is beautifully expressed: who
suffered for the truth.
his easel and paints a wonderful sunrise in the two western towers, with the
third
The
giving little attention to any form. This at the intersection of nave and transepts, doves,apostles were set forth as twelve
was Turner. In the afternoon, long after as, for example, the cathedrals of Litch - :the the ascension of Our Saviour by
flying bird. Again bons, tigers,
Turner left the scene, the wind has risen, field and Salisbury.
Again it is expressed, horses, oxen, strange fishes and marine
clouds have heaped up in the sky, then in the triple arrangement
of the door- monsters repiesent the fearful
maitrydom
Constable comes and fastens this, his ways and steps which are often arranged to which
God's servantsd
were expose ;
favorite effect, on canvas, and last of all, ab in three flights of three steps each.
In the extended hand
an symbolized Pro.
twilight, comes Daubigney; his work, more the arrangement and division or the
vi d ence ,
than the others, will show the forma ex- windows the triple windows were so
centuated, but not enough so as to detraot common at the east end as to form the In the early days of the decorated style
symbolism gave promise of a brighter
from the effect. So with all these masters ru!» of early English design.
we find a certain phase of nature
The rite of baptism and the doctrine of day than it ever reached ; it had not
depicted. Not far from the scene de- regeneration gave some very forcible ex- shown its wonderful resources and capascribed works our friend, the pot-boiler, , amples of the system, and also suggested bilities in windows, and flying buttresses
b
the boldness of its capitals and
who works on other methods, and JI some of the earliest examples of Caris- before
from one hour of the day to others, quite tian symbolism, such as the symbol ofj bases began to decline; hardly had early
regardless of change in air and light, urges , the mystic fish, the octagonal baptistry' English finished its course of splendor,
his pupils to omit nothing in form or detail. :'
and font. In the early days of the Chris. when, while traces of rare glory were deAmong the portrait painters the writer ' tian church it was only the elect thatj veloping daily, the statute of Mortmaiu
treatment
the
of
Velaequey
the
found
sim- were allowed to enter the sacred pre. began to tell upon the church, and
plest, Rembrandt and Fancy Heals the cincts of the church proper, all those who, though the impulse already given yet
strongest, end Van Dyck the most beauti- had not received the rite of baptism were; continued for some time to act, the end
ful.
compelled to remain in the porch or 1 was near. No magnificent cathedral was
At the close of the paper the writer made outer court, and, as baptism was the first j built after the full effects were felt.
an earnest plea for original work and step to be taken in becoming a member From the time that Edward the IV.
thought the poorest of it more worthy than in the church, the font was placed at directed the execution of Archbishop
a copy. Both Dr. Stirling, who read the either the right or left hand side of the cope, when the State interfered it was
paper, and Mrs. James Peck, President of western entrance, thereby symbolizing with a strong arm, cramping and confia.
the Association, made a touching allusion to t he tact that we must be regenerated by sue and obliging the church to
its author, the late Mr. Popham. Mrs. water before we can become members of confine herself to ritual observPeck urged the members of the Association the church, therefore the proper place apses and forbidding her to expatiate
to show their appreciation of one who had for the font is at the left hand side of the in the grand objects for which she
done much for their interest by a remem. man entrance, was ordained. The perpendicular style
brance of his thought and advice in their
In the doctrine of the communion of clearly shows the result of this interterwork.
saints the principal references to the de _ once in its stiffness, its failure in har.

irly beard,with long waving hair, surmounted by a crown of thorns. There
ie a look of mute anguish on his face I
that is heartrending, but nevertheless
the face is rather weak.
The most terrible likeness is that
painted at about the same time as that
of Correggio by Albert Durer. It represents a powerful face, with a Grecian
cast of countenance, with eyes distorted
by pain and anguish, and even a trifle
of anger is apparent.
1 The Christ of Raphael, a eontemporary of both the above, is an essentially
Italian work, the face being Italian,
although do model for the forehead and
upper face was evidently a woman.
The Rembrandt Christ of the seventeenth
century wears an unpleasant expression
about the mouth and has too long a face
to be perfect, yet it is one of the great
artist's last efforts.
Perhaps the most fantastic picture of
Christ is that painted in the fifteenth
century by Leonardo da Vinci. It repements the Saviour looking over his
Shoulder, a cynical smile ou his face.
A hand may be seen in his hair, evidently drawing the head to one side. It
cannot compare in beauty, however, to
de same artist's face of Christ in the
famous "Lord's Supper."
The noblest and the grandest is that
by Titian, painted in the sixteenth century. It is a face of resignation, of
firmness—strong, yet mild; mild, yet
'strong. Titian was 90 years old when
be painted this, and it is considered as
one of his masterpieces.
Of the absefiutely modern paintings
of Christ those of Munkaczy, Are. Sheffer and Gabriel Marx rank highest. Still
every one of those is an imaginary production, and the Saviour will still confinite to be the "Man of Mystery."—
Edgar Mels in Home and Country.
Yesterday afternoon, Miss Phillips, vicepresident of the Women's Art Association
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An Interesting Paper
ibre the
Women's Art Assoolation.

Face as D4icted by Some of the Mor ,
Modern Artist ,u

,

Barnes, and some of the slides wore kindly
lent by this gentleman.
Miss Phillip traced the growth of illustration from yeare before the Christian era to
the present dayeelthough its exact origin in
wood engraving, 'like other arts i's lost in
mystery: The Chinese claim to have known
he art of wood' engraving, a thousand years
been° the time of Christ as they knew the
process of paper manufacture but one hundred years before this time, however, their
claim remains unfounded. le Egypt ancient
'ripper cylinders have been exhumed
which prove that the ancient Egyp'Anne lacked but one step to the
eerfect development of engraving. The
eel interest in wood engraving begins in
the time of Albert Durer, the great waterer
of this art, in Germany, examples of whose
vigorous work were among the many lantern
elides which illustrated Miss Phillips' lecture; the lecturer explained clearly the process of wood, copper plate and steel engraving, and after these mezzo tint, etching
and a process of engraving on stone, also
German in its origin, and exquisitely soft
•
in effect; several tine illustrations of the
stone engraving were shown. After these
different processes of illustration came
bat the Features of' Religious Arphotography, in our own century, from
which has ireveloped the photo gravure and
chitecture Mean.
similar processes, well known and widely used
in the present day. Seine very line examples
of these arts were thrown upon the screen An Interesting Topic Interestingly
notably a Rembrandt "Paul," and a Corot
Discussed by Mr. Harlot.
landscape; following which examples of
late magazine's illustrations were given from
Du Maurier. Gibson, Burneelcues and
Mr. J. C. A. Pleriot yesterday afternoon
others; the exact artist's touch coining out
very clearly where the pictures shown were delivered a lecture before the Women's
reproductions of the newer process of photo- Art association on the subject of symbolgravure. 'nitre W11.8 a large attendance at ism in church architecture. Mrs. Peck,
;

,

,

,

parted saints occur in the stained glass, mony, its want of power and adaptation,
in the rood screen, in niches, in the cane- its monotony, its breaking un by hard
pies of monuments and in brasses , continued lines, and above all tha rein.
Monuments in particular often afford troduction of horizontality. The Tudor
some beautiful ideas. The arrangement arch and the depressed pier speaks of her
of the chapels which surround the apse want of spirituality.
of cathedral churches are also symbolical A vote of thanks to the lecturer, to
of this doctrine, which he replied in suitable terms, closed
The primary idea shadowed forth in the proceedings.
the windows in ail the styles is symbolical of the saying of Our Lord to his discipies," Ye are the light of the world." In
the Norman and early English examples
the single lights north and soutt set
forth the apostles and doctors who have
shined forth in their time as the lights of
the church, and the rich pattern of.
flower work wherewith the stained glass
was decked represented the variety of
the president of the association, intro- graces in each but to have symbolized
duced the lecturer in a few suitable the servants without the master, the
members without the head, has been at
words.
variance with all the church has ev ,r

SYMBOLISM IN THE CHURCH
v./le&

-

this loot me and much gratitude was expressed by the lecturer to the Rev. Mr.

Barnes lied his son for (heir kind assistance
"i furnishing tho illustrations.

;

-

ssoeiation of
(Incorporated.)

O

anada.

"Labore et Gonstantia."

S

I beg to inform you that the
Annualk Exhibition of Original
Paintings, Drawings, Sculpture Designs, Etchings, and Black and White Work*ramed), and
never before publicly exhibited in the City of Toronto, will be held in the Studio of the
Association, 89 Canada Life Building, King Street West, Toronto, from
to

Ae,

Such of your works as you may send, which are approved by the Committee,
will be placed on Exhibition, and if for Sale, a commission of 10 per cent , will be charged on
any sale effected during the Exhibition.
All works must be ORIGINAL AND SIGNED, and must be delivered unpacked at
the Studio not later than /17-7-zi
2
Exhibitors may consign their works to Roberts & Sons, 79 King Street West, or to
any other agents should they so desire.

2 5-

must be prepaid, and Pictures are sent at the risk of the owner.
The Titles of Pictures, with the Name and Address of Artist, must be placed on
the back of each ,f,x,,a,obor
All

No.

FREIGHT

TITLE.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF ARTISTS.

WHERE TO BE RETURNED.

ARTIST'S SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

Please return this form as soon as possible to the Secretary, MRS. M. J. HEMSTED, 198 Dundas St., Toronto.

2

PRICE.

Canabian ilca6cm
of Erts.
TORONTO, February, 1895.
DEAR SIR,-

I beg to inform you that the next ANNUAL EXHIBITION
OF THE ACADEMY will be opened on the 18th April next, in the TORONTO

ART GALLERY, KING STREET WEST.
All Paintings, Drawings, Sculpture, Architectural Designs, and Designs in
Stained Glass, must be delivered, unpacked, at the Gallery not later than Saturday,

the Gth of April next.
All Pictures, etc., intended for Exhibition can be consigned to MATTHEWS
BROS. & CO., Picture Dealers, 95 Yonge St., Toronto, who will deliver them
unpacked at the Gallery, repack them and return them to Exhibitors.
Artists are, of course, at liberty to consign their work to other agents should
they so desire.

The Academy will pay Freight Charges only on Members' work. NonMembers' work must be delivered free of charges.
All works at risk of owners, but an insurance during Exhibition will be effected
by the Academy.
Appended hereto is a Printed Form, which intending Exhibitors will fill up,
giving full title of Picture, with price.

The titles of Pictures must be placed on the back of each frame, with name
and address of Artist.
Kindly return Form to the Secretary not later than the ist of April next.
JAMES SMITH, Secretary,
Room 26,

BANK OF COMMERCE, TORONTO.

1Rowtt Canabian Rcabeni of Er0
SIXTEENTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION
To

BE HELD IN THE TORONTO ART GALLERY, KING ST. WEST.

TO THE SECRETARY:
'Please receire /or Exhibition, subject to the conditions oj your Circular:
OILS

WATER
COLORS.

DESCRIPTION OR TITLE OF WORK SENT.

firtist's Signature
Return Address

PRICE.

PRICE FOR
INSURANCE

NATIONAL ACADEPIY OF DESIGN,
1895.

SEVENTIETH ANNUAL EXHIBITION.
The Seventieth Annual Exhibition of the NATIONAL ACADEMY OF DESIGN will be opened to the Public
on MONDAY, APRIL 1ST, and will close on SATURDAY, MAY 11TH.
Works will be received from THURSDAY,
after which time no work will be admitted.
Lists must be sent to the Superintendent

MARCH Trm, to SATURDAY, MARCH 9TH

inclusive,

BEFORE FEBRUARY 28TH

VARNISHING DAY, Thursday, March 28th, from 9 A. M. to 6 P. M., Academicians, Associates and
Exhibitors will be admitted and no other person, excepting the Press (by card) after 12 o'clock, M.

The only exhibits eligible are original works in oil, pastel or sculpture, by living artists and which
have never before been publicly exhibited in the City of New York or Brooklyn.
All works received at owner's risk.
Rejected works not removed from the Academy within one week after the opening of the Exhibition,
and accepted works not removed within one week after the close, will be stored at the risk and cost of the
owners.

No accepted work can be withdrawn before the close of the Exhibition, and all works must remain
as placed by the Hanging Committee.
Glass on Oil Paintings will be admitted, but not more than three works of any one Artist will be
exhibited.

The Hanging Committee shall have the privilege of removing shadow-boxes on pictures at their
discretion, if necessary to facilitate the hanging.
Works offered for exhibition by dealers must be accompanied by the artist's written consent thereto.

A competent person will attend to Sales upon which a commission of ten per cent. will be charged.
Prices should be stated on the list when sent in, and will be inserted in the Catalogue unless otherwise
directed.
They must be sent in and
dates. No packing boxes
specified
the
his
agent,
within
exhibitor
himself,
or
afterwards removed by the
will be received.
THE ACADEMY DOES NOT COLLECT OR RETURN EXHIBITS.

similar to that of last year, will be issued, and exhibitors should
express on their lists their willingness to have their works reproduced, in order that the Committee may
have ample time to make selections.
[ovER.1
AN ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE,

All

contributions will be subject to the judgment of the following
JURY OF SELECTION.

J. CARROLL BECKWITH,

CHARLES C. CURRAN,

GEORGE INNESS,

GEO.

ROBERT BLUM,

LOCKWOOD DEFOREST,

FRANCIS C. JONES,

H.

J. G.

S. J. GUY,

H. BOLTON JONES,

ARTHUR PARTON,

JAMES M. HART,

WILL

THOMAS HOVENDEN,

C. MORGAN MCILHENNEY,

WM•

BROWN,

M. CHASE,

F. S. CHURCH,

H. Low,

W. MAYNARD,

SIDDONS MOWBRAY,

FREDERIC

OLIN

P.

VINTON,

L. WARNER.

HANGING COMfAITTEE.
FREDERIC P. VINTON,

WILL H. Low.
GEORGE INNESS.

PRIZES.
EXHIBITORS MUST NOTE PLAINLY ON THEIR LISTS WHETHER THEIR PICTURES ARE ELIGIBLE FOR
ANY OF THE PRIZES TO BE AWARDED AT THE ANNUAL EXHIBITIONS OF THE ACADEMY.

THE
THOMAS B. CLARKE
PRIZE —$300.

For the best AMERICAN FIGURE COMPOSITION painted in the United States by
an Ameridan Citizen without limitation of age.

THE
JULIUS HALLGARTEN
PRIZES—$300, $200
and $100,

For the three best Pictures in Oil Colors painted in the United States by
American Citizens under thirty-five years of age.

THE
NORMAN W. DODGE
PRIZE--$300.

For the best picture painted in the United States by a woman, without limitation of age.
Consent having been obtained from the various parties controlling these
prizes, they will be awarded by the Jury of Selection, named above, at a meeting
to be held in the galleries, after the pictures are hung, in time to announce
decisions at the opening of the Exhibition.

METHOD OF AWARD.

The ACADEMICANS will not compete for any of the prizes.
BI' ORDER OF THE COUNCIL,
J. C. NICOLL,

THOMAS W. WOOD,
President.

Corresponding Secretary.

TWENTY-THIRD STREET AND FOURTH AVENUE,

NEW YORK,

January 21st, 1895.

Register No. ....

Catalogue No.

WRITE PLAINLY.
•

Works for the Seventieth Annual Exhibition of the National Academy of Design.
1895.
C- - H—D, one or all, as may be needed, BEFORE the titles of their works eligible to compete
the Exhibition Prizes, viz.: For the Clarke Prize, (C); Hallgarten Prize, (H); Bodge Prize, (0).

_7-- Exhibitors are especially requested to write the letters
-

TITLE.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF ARTIST.

OWNER OR PRICE.

for

NA MF. AND ADDRESS OF AGENT.

DO YOU CONSENT TO HAVE YOUR WORK REPRODUCED IN CATALOGUE, IF SELECTED BY COMMITTEE? ANS

Zn case of sale, make check payable to
*The above form should be properly filled, and sent to C. S. FARRTNoTox, Superintendent, at the Academy, BEFORE FEB. 28TH, and a clearly
written card, stating the exact title of the work, and the Artist's and owners names and addresses, must be attached to the back of each contribution.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

THE PENNSYLVANIA ACADEMY OF THE FINE ARTS
BROAD STREET ABOVE ARCH, PHILADELPHIA

SIXTY-FIFTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION

1895-1896
Through the public spirit of William L. Elkins, Esq., of Philadelphia, the Pennsylvania
Academy of the Fine Arts is enabled to announce, in connection with the Sixty-fifth Annual
Exhibition to be held at the end of the present year, a prize of $5000, under the following
conditions:
st. A prize of Woo to be offered by Mr. William L. Elkins for the best

work by an American painter, to be exhibited at the Academy of the
Fine Arts, Philadelphia, in December, 1895.
2d. The prize to be given either in one sum of Woo to the picture of the

highest merit; or, at the option of the jury, in two sums; one of
$3000, and one of $2000, to the two pictures adjudged to be of the

highest merit.
3d. Every picture in competition to be specifically entered by the artist for
this prize, and not to have been exhibited previous to the year 1895.
4th. The valuation of each picture to be distinctly stated upon memorandum

of entry.
;th. The founder of the prize, Mr. William L. Elkins, to have for twenty

days after the jury of award shall have made its decision, the right of
purchasing any picture or pictures submitted, at the price mimed
upon memorandum of entry.
6th. The jury of award, to be named by the Academy of the Fine Arts, to

consist of seven persons, four of whom shall be artists.
That the plan proposed i nay be carried to success, the co-operation of all American artists
is earnestly invited.
The regular circulars of the Exhibition will be issued in due course.
All correspondence should be addressed to the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts,
Philadelphia.
EDWARD H. COATES, PRESIDENT.
HARRISON S. MORRIS, SECRETARY.

to cm in a g IN en subject is narae,

VIENVS OF ART TEACHING. 8113. , unconsciously, you need not think
MR. POPHAM'S PI fTRES. COLLECTION DISPERSED.
—
about it at all. Do what you see in na-interesting Lectare by Mr. ture and you will interpret it accordina
A
Very
Ir hr
J r lAttractinu
estt
C itsiderable jiale of the Late John Popham's' Art
Bry "Rey,
,

*cation in Artistic Caeles.

7

reasores—Nome of the Pictures

mdeand Their

ote.illiam

to the mind you happen to have been
gifted with. \‘' hat nature reveals to you

r AVilliam Brymner liftqweed before may be the beauty of a cambination
I
association yesterday

Reture lovers of moderate means
the Women's Art
of light and shade
should have an opportun
ity this after- 'T'We collecti
on
of
wat
er
gs, afternoon. In the course of his remarks colors or of lines orput
it down simply,
noon of obtaining examples of excellent bric-a-brac, bronzes, etc , of the rawi
but whatever it is
late Mr. be said :—
works of art without being required to John Popham was disposed of yesterday
and show other people what you yoirrin
"There is no royal road to success
self see, and you will find it bas more inpay fancy prices. Mr. Popham was a at the premises of Messrs. Wm. Scott &
good judge of what constitutes a good Sons, by Mr. Walter M. Kearns. Taking art. Genius even has to patiently begin terest to other people, and to yourself,
picture. He had many opportunities in the sale all in all it was a satisfactory at the beginning, and first learn to imi- than if you did something that hal alcourse of his travels to exercise his judg- one, and considering the present close- tate nature in the most prosaic way. As ready been better done by some one
ment. The gem of the collection is, per- pees of money the prices realized were the foundation of all the graphic and else. Be yourself."
haps, Anton Mauve's large water color, fair. The bidding, too, was smart ; quite plastic arts is drawing, and as drawing
" Grandfather's Pet " (12). Mauve is brisk at times, and in no instance lag- is treated with more contempt and neglect by the ordinary amateur than any
best known as an animal painter, ging.
especially of sheep, but, as this On several of the pictures in oils, net- other branch of artistic training, perhaps
work proves, be is also a powerful ren- ably "The Gleaners," of Wyatt Eaton, a a few remarks on the subject may not be
derer of peasant life, and can take his very beautiful piece of work, an un- out of place.
"A very small proportion of those who
place a ith Edouard Frere, Josef Israels finished landscape by Corot and several
and other masters of the modern Dutch others, the competition was extremely begin the study of art ever reach emit
of
school.There is also an example of thelat- keen and in each case, when finally nence as artists. And if the numberthe
to
in
proportion
artists
produced,
ter artist in the sale, " An Old Woman " knocked down to the highest bidder, it
number of pupils taught, were tue mark OUTDOOR SKETCHING BEGUN BY
(0), and a seetch in oils by Frere (30), a was almost exciting.
`• Schoolhouse Interior." purchased at the Some of the pictures that caused the of the success or non-success of a teacher,
sale of his studio effects after his death. most admiration and went at the best the whole business would be such a
THE MONTREAL BRANCH.
that no one would
and therefore authentic. figures were "The Old Apple Tree," one lamentable failure
teaching
drawgo
on
to
the
courage
have
There are some good examples of Can- of the cleverest studies that gifted artist,
of artadian art. The late Allan Edson's "Old Allan Edson, ever painted going to Mr. ing any more. But the producing
Apple Tree " (20) is one of the best tlaings Robert Meighen at $170. Alexander ists is only a secondary work. The pri- The Exhibition in Toronto—Sale of
tie ever did, and ought to be in the Art Bida's "An Arab at the Fountain," and mary object of an art training is to teach
gallery. Wyatt Eaton's "Stalwart a sea view by Wussenbruch. went to one people
the Innes Pictures--Fair Children
TO I.00K AT NATURE INTELLIGENTLY,
eileanec" (34) might have been painted gentleman for $120 and $110 respecby Jules Breton and worth thousands. tively.
to teach them, in fact, to see nature at
—A Famous Woman-painter-Woodcock's.' Old Barns" (43), with fowls, " My Pet Pigeon," by F. S. Church, an all ; to look at pictures intelligently ; to
is characteristic of him. Jacobi's gypsy artist whose work is rarely seen on the make them see that the only interest in
The Buffalo Poster Show.
piece (40) is an excellent example of his niarket, went to Mr. W. L. Maltby for a picture may not be its prettiness —tile
earlier figure work, and Barnsley and $230.
prettiness is not necessarily a disadvan.Ede are well represented. Wyatt Eaton's "The Gleaners," on tage, on the contrary—but that the
There are two water-colors by Charles which was the keenest competition, thought, character, form of expression,
The Montreal branch of the Woman's Al
Way, and a brilliant sunset (3) by Henry brought $350, Mr. Robt. Meighen being are all of e importance.
Sandham. Perhaps we can scarcely again the buyer.
"We cannot be taught to have perfect Ass3ciation has now begun its summ
claim Miss Brooks as Canadian, seeing A small but clever example of Corot's ,or beautiful thoughts, although we may work in earnest. Ontdoor sketchers s
she is now domiciled in New York ; but work was an evening landscape. It -acquire habits of thinking; but it is pos- twice a week to picturesque spots to siei
her art itsEnglish, and Mr. Popham's ex- does not bear the artist's signature, for sible, in the majority of cases, to be and hold the beauties of spring. Alreat
ample of it, "The Wayfarers," (28) might he died before its completion. Yet it was taught how, whatever thoughts we may
be hung side by side with Frere or Isra-, found among his effects, immediately bave, can be expressed, and to appre- several sketches have been made that w;
els without suffering from the contact. after his death in Paris, and the judic- ciate the thoughts other people have had doubtless,,.findAeir way.. to the maul
There are notable examples from ii seal placed upon it ; thus its genuine- and how they have expressed them. If, sketch exhibition, which,'W is expect i
acror s the lines, of schools wide asunder, ness is established beyond a doubt. It -when the power of expression is ac- will show a marked advance on the IL
all, in their differing ways excellent, was bought in for $145, by Mr. James auired, you have thoughts and ideas exhibition, for which members were not s
Henry Martha's small " Autumn" (37), Rodger, cashier for the firm of Gault awaiting utterance, and you can make well prepared as they will be this year. I
them intelligible and beautiful to other
might take a place beside George Innes's Bros. & Co.
hoped that every active member will put
landscape, reeently presented to the Art An exquisite landscape by L. G. Pe- people, you are an artist. If your is
forth her best energies to make the next
gallery by Mr. Ross. Fred. Church's,' louse, showing his tenderness and thoughts happen to be very great exhibition one of real excellence.
" My Pet Pigeon," (32) at the opposite breadth of treatment, masterly drawing ones, and if you can put them into very
THE EXHIBITION IN TORONTO.
pole, is a dainty specimen of the artist's and perspective was a landscape at tier- beautiful arid very perfect form, you are
decorative work in his own particular may-le-Ville in France. After some spirit- a great artist. If you never become a The seventh annual exhibition of On
Woman's Art Association was opened tu
vein of niodern mythology. Of Will' ad bidding it went to Mr. Haig Sims great artist, or even an artist at all in the
public on Thursday, May 16, in Toront..
Low, the Albert Moore, of New f or $175. "The Wayfarers," by Maria the proper sense of the word, as happens
Almost the first thing that impresses one
York, there are two examples lirooks, to whom warm praise has been very often, the time you have devoted to upon
a view of the pictures contained
in a somewhat similar vein, and there given for her skill, in which weariness study has been
the present exhibition is the evident fee
that the feminine mind has ceased to look
are three of Newinan's color eccentrici- and want are depicted, was purchased
IN NO WAY THROWN AWAY,
ties. Of the French school there is an by Mr. W. L. Maltby for $120.
for your interest and pleasure in nature, upon art as a professional career to be
excellent Mettling, a portrait (33); a
The catalogue was not astray when it art, life, have been enhanced and you taken up as a thing of a few years only, as an
the gratification
'small Corot for Which there will, doubt- cslled "Preparing to Mount," by John will be much less likely ever to ask your- Incident In her life, orcontrary
there is
a whim. On the
less; be plenty - of competition; a charac- It a is Brown, a gem, for a gem it cer- self the question: Is life worth living?' of
abundant
evidence
serious
effort, of the
of
:terietic —landscape of Pelouse (44); and a tainly is, and cheap for the price paid for But, whether these benefits are to be' kind that means to continue and
conquer.
very 4441 example of John Lewis it, $140, by Mr. A. W. Atwater.
derived or not from the study of art (1 The work of the W. A. A. of Canada in ai'
_Brown, Prepiaring to Mount (27). Of the
There are but a few of the works that speak particularly now of the pic- of its branches shows what unity of pti
Efiglish school the most notable examole brought the highest prices. There were torial arts) depends on how you pose can accomplish, and what stimulu
, is the drawing of a tiger's head (35) bv some very handsome, and in many cases start out and what road you take. can be given by cooperation.
Tho pictures in the present exhibition
Maciallan Swan, a study from nature in most beautiful canvases by Barnsley, It is bad to begin by copying the great
contributed by members of the Lou
F. C. V. Ede, A. Smathson, G. W. Chain- masters' ways of working. If you begin are
the usual vein of this much esteemed
don,
Winnipeg and Montreal branch,:
brach
a
artist. For those who prefer bric
r- is ReL. Newman, H. J. Thompson, by doing what je called clever handling, and by
of the Dominion Aso
to paintings there are placories and vases W. S. Burmeister, Ed. Frere, Louis usirig large brushes, putting on quantities tion in member&
England, as well as in many Ain
et varying degrees of interest. Japanese Nettling, J. M. Swan, H. D. Martin, W. of paint, you can only be imitating the can cities.
Mrs.
Rhoda
Holmes Nichol! ,
cloisonne, Yedde blue-and-gold, -R
- "Y a-I El. Low, A. K. Jacobi, Smith-Hold, P. workmanship of men who have evolved vice-president of the Now York Water Colo
Worcester, Doulton's faience, Rosenburg Woodcock, in addition toseveral others their own style by long and hard situ ly Society, sends some of her charinim.
pottery, Barbottine, Rockwood and Lim- by Edson and Eaton,
of nature. Their brilliant emecution is Venetian pictures. Mrs. E. M. Scott,
eges stare; with bronzes ancient and There were but twelve water colors natural to them, whilst yours will pro- secretary of the New York Water Color
two charming pictures. Mrs. McEast
and
them
bringing
good
prices.
from
both
of
West. sold, all
modern,
bably only imitate the chosen masters' Society,
Caig, of Buffalo, the Rosa Bonheur of Arnmong them were examples by such most glaring mannerisms
and
other.
exhibits probably the best picmen as Wyatt Eaton, Josef Israels, A. faults. It is only by digging deeply for erica
ture of an animal, " Bull's head,"
L. Zorn, A. Mouwe, Max Lubby, T. O. yourself and laying your own foundation ever
shown
in Toronto. MIS8 E. E. Lain.
Rickerteon, Stacquet, Arkman, F. C. V. that your work can have a character of, pert of Rochester,
is represented by
Ede. H. Sand ham and C. J. Way.
own and e more than imitation. An "An Old Well in Brittany," full of sunligl
There were eight photographs sold, the its
and
beautiful
detail.
Miss Millice
training should not teach you to uni
prices ranging from $15 to $25. These art
late anyone, but should teach you how, Grayson-Smith sends two beautiful drillpaotographs are executed by the photo- to study, and should help you to see with ings quaint and picturesque places
Devon.
plantinum process and then touched up jour cm n eyes.
It is useless to be taugh
Mrs. Dignam, president of the Assoc
by the artist, T. L. Church, in Indian ink how to do certain strokes or touches
tha tion, exhibits "The Last Summer Day
and signed by him.
you are told represent oak, a chestim which was so well spoken of when exhibit
The bric-a-brac comprised some ex- tree, an eye, a hand.anYou
should bs in the Academy of Design. New Yolk, ti
quisite specimens, among them placques, taught Low to draw
winter, "Wheatflelds at Sunrise" a
vases in Barbottine ware, Lambeth or, rather, how to find out anything.
"Sheep in Winter," are also representati
for
yoursel4
many
others
faience,Royal Worcester and
works. Mrs. Hemsted has a poetic
how
to
represent
anytbine
you
wish
to
put
prices
in
color Evening. Miss Gormley, Miss 0.of equally Sine grades. The
on paper or canvas. In a general way, Connell,
Miss Frances Sutherland, Mrs.
way
from
$10
these goods were all the
any method of instruction that teaches no Holmestead,
Miss Houghton, Miss Caldwell,
to $27. Among the bronzes was a horse, habits but
Miss M. Phillips and Miss MacDonnell,
by the late Sculptor Mane, an artist of
send landscapes that show what vigorou,
name OF OPAERYATION OF NATURE,
eminence in France. It went for $36.
truthful work Canadian woman artists Sr
The other specimens ranged from that and that sends you to nature at once, ox' able
to do When they make earnest effort.
nearly
at
once,
for
instruction
is
goad
down to $20.
Many of the members of the W. A. A
Among the audience, which was a and any method which gives you have studied in Holland as well as in Paris
very large one for such an occasion, were receipts for the representation of any and members from such branch of the As
seen many of Montreal's prominent citi- given objects in nature is bad4 eociation contemplate study in Holland Hsi
zens who viewed with interest this very Do not allow yourselves to be confused by, summer. It seems as though some of Lb
of truthfulness of the Dutch Soh
high-class sale. Mr. Walter M. :Kearns useless theories. Take nature as your spirit
guide, and you still come out right in the had Influenced the thought of the W. A.
made a very painstaking auctioneer.
its
aim
in
and purpose and is evident ta
said. As your selection of what is useful

WOMAN'S ART
ASSOCIATION.
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,At the sale of the late George Inness' pictures the sum realised was over$100,000,
and yet many of his very good pictures sold
for about $100 each. Most of the pictures
were purchased by New York people.
From the 9th to the 16th.of March there
was held a costume show in Madison
Square Garden, N. Y. It was held for a
charity and had a long list, of influential
patrons. It was interesting for it showed
that art could be put into clothes, a circumstance that moderns with their starch and
hard, shining silks and stiff hats and glistening leather and all the rest of the rigid,
graceless components of dress, have entire
ly forgotten.
Detaille, the well known painter of military subjects, has been commissioned t
paint a portrait of the Prince of Wales, and
he will go to England for that purpose.
The exhibition at the Fine Arta Galleries
of the architects this year in New York,
has fewer novelties perhaps than usual and
contains perhaps a larger per cent, of commonplace work, yet, when it is compared
with the earlier shows of the society, it is
to be seen that if there is any one art in
which Americans have advanced since the
centennial it is in the art of building.
Public taste has improved, and the architects themselves stand on a par with any in
the old world-yes, above any others in the
world, for nowhere else on this planet
would a Chicago fair have been produced.
In an article on "Realism of to-day," the
Countess Cowper says: "In painting and
sculpture the French school of realism is
leading the way, hotly pursued by German
and Belgian schools. Up to a few years
ago, too great a number of the 5000 pictures
which formed the yearly exhibition in Paris
consisted either of coarse nude figure
chiefly female, and representations of hor
rors, such as accidents, surgical operation
the dying and the dead; the idea being ap
parently first to conceive the nastiest subject possible, and then to paint it in th
nastiest possible way; " " " We need
hardly mention the names of Bonnet, Carolus-Duran, and others who are well-known
to un as admirable portrait painters, and
whole works form a great contrast to thos
of the school we condemn; and there ar
also the works of Millet and Jules Breton* " " which must surely be a con-,,
stant rebuke to the followers of thiai
school, to which they both belong. 1"
In literature we see the same thing. We
may safely say that by some writers ori.
fiction, in France especially, we are giverp
nothing but the worstside of human na.tureq
--exquisitely described, it may be, as to'
style, but none the less to be condemned;
the fact of a book being what is called,
powerfully written not being, as is sometimes urged, excuse enough to condone al
else. " " . " " " To those who, without being pharisaical, do not care to feast
their souls at the banquet of vices which
are displayed in such a rich profusion,theme
and such-like works of modern fiction will
prove of no attraction ; but to those whose
'taste has been trained to an appreciation of
the study of the baser and lower nature of
mankind, the so-called realistic representaMons will, we believe, serve as a stimulant,
and not as a warning."

Tre-TaNfrrat if ssTjke feoiiTir)
analyzes, reasons, and forms conclusions
with the gentle intelligence of a f lend.
Peasant at his toil, or Breton woman at h
devotions, when Damian has painted th
for us, we feel that he has felt th

A,-
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thoughts.-"Daonan Roureret," by Wnt.
Coffin, in Century Magazine.

"FAIR CHILLDREN," AT THE GRAFTON. 1* 1
After the success of the "Fair Women,
exhibition it was only natural that the
managers of the Grafton Galle7 should
determine upon an exhibition of "1( air Children." The same painters excelled in both;
the same collections contain for the most
part masterpieces of both classes; above all
the same multitude of amateurs and admirers who just now take pleasure in the
portraits of women, especially when painted
by the English artists of the last century,
take an almost equal pleasure in the portraits of children. Accordingly the large
rooms of the Grafton Gallery were thrown
open with a display of children's
portraits ranging over the last three
centuries, of quaint old engravings
representing them in a hundred different aspects, of cases containing the
books that were written and printed for
them, of the silver toys that were made for
their amusement ages ago, and, here and
there, of the adorn ments that they used to
wear. The pictures are very numerous,
and may be said to cover the history of art
from the days of Holbein or his immediate
successors down to our own day-l'he

Weekly Times.

THE CAMERA AND ART.
Sir F. Lockwood, M. P., Solicitor
General, opened the sixth annual exhibition of school drawings held
by the Royal Drawing Society of Great
Britain, at their rooms, Queen Anne's gate,
and spoke of the danger to art from the
development of photography. He wished
to take that opportunity of protesting as
strongly as he could against the art of the
country being driven out from amongst
them by the camera.-From the Times

Weekly.

•

ART NOTES.
--Miss Mary Cassatt one of the best known
of living women painters, though a native
of Philadelphia, has been a resident of
Paris for the last fourteen years, and
though she has been deeply influenced by
Manet and Degas, has developed a highly
personal manner of her own. That the
Japanesie color-print has attracted Miss
Cassatt's attention there is evidence in the
charming series of dry paints which, next
to Whistler's painting are the most distinguished work visibly affected by Japan- .
ese art. It would be difficult if not impossible, to give an adequate account of the'
individual charm of the work, which,
nevertheless, is most striking. In other
words, it is easy to class Miss Cassatt
among the Impressionists, but not so easy
to determine her proper place among them,
except to say it is an important one.
The inability of the ordinary untechnical
intelligence to understand details of the
painter's practice which every artist knows.,
to be supremely important was amusingly
exemplified recently in the cross-examinatien of Mr. Tadeina on the "Living Pictures"
THE GRAMMAR, ,)OF PAINTING.
case. The expert in law who questioned
It Is one thing to learn the grammar of
him was evidently under the impression
the art of painting, and another very difthat the background of a picture was
ferent thing to make good use of the
a mere filling up, an accessory of no importknowledge afterward Many a clever
ance, and capable of alteration or removal
man, after acquiring the knqwledge of how
without any damage to the picture. Mr. ,
to look at nature, has continued all his life
Tadt4a being angxsagriatn,paintingdidlil
to paint what are veritably no more than
Mse
aa
combat fjfis'''sngfelty
simple al
school studies. Others who have acquired
inexperienced view of the otherwise leer
the knowledge even not so well, have been
cd counsel and certainly deserves the thank
able, by their superior faculty for perceiving
of all artists for the excellent manner in
what is most interesting in nature, and by
which he asserted himself on their behalf.
their deeper insight into the character of
The poster show at Buffalo, contains a
things, to paint pictures that, if technically
number of American posters which compare
not so good, have greater human interest.
favorably
with the French. The work on
s
s
them is quite as artistic as that of the
But the man who is endowed with an
France lithographer, but the designer has
excelling sense of form and color,who faithnot the ingenuity or the impudence of
fully devotes himself to the hard work
Cheret. He does not (lare to be as gay as
necessary to develop them, and who is at
he would like to be perhaps. Posters in a
the sanie time gifted with qualities of head
room are even more stunning than when
and heart, is the one who will become the
viewed on fences and walls, and the hoardgreat artist. Such a man is Dagnanings of to-day take the place of the facades
Bouveret. He could never paint the picof medieeval houses which were enlivened by
tures he has painted if he had not studied
the figures of the patron saints of the craftsas he did in the school with an Intense
men who dwell therein. Turning from the
determination to render on his canvas or
large poster to the small ones used to adver- j
drawing paper the exa6t and literal
tize magazines, books and picture exhibiappearance of things as he saw
tions, we are in a new department altethem In the model before him. He
gether. It is scarcely more than a
could not robe that truth in such attracyear since the Harpers began to use
tive form in his pictures if lie had not the
these posters, and they are among the
technical force fully to express facts in namost catchy bills anywhere exhibited, more
ture as he finds them, and he could not
attractive even than Grassete Napoleon,
express the truth that the combination of
The Bredley designs in imitation of Beardsthese facts reveals without the most thorley are inferior, because they are virtually
ough study of every one of them in the
meaningless-as meaningless as the gargoyaspect in which they presented themselves
les under the eaves of a house. Beardsley,
to him.
who is a large-featured, low-browed young
•
man, wearing a bang, has had a picture
Further than this, with the most perfect
made of himself, with his head thrust fortechnical equipment he could attain, he
ward after the manner of a gruesome garPenetrates the superficial aspects of nature,
goyle, as flt emblem of the role he plays in
and, like a man who coines to feel instincpictorial art. Comparing the work of an,
tively, the thoughts in t he mind of anothee
artist like Grasset with that of a (actin
pormon w Ith whom he is in intimate relaij like Beardsley we are confronted with t
t ion, he arrives at a sympathetic knowledge
two poles of poster designing, nernely. tbe f what Is inside. It may be no more thatil sublime and the ridiculous. Thus does
• • i,•ere of a jacket, hut its wrinkles amk modern art address itself, like
the poets of
• -- hi 1dist 11_041111.ia igjOrtailw old, to the
crowded market-place,

•

1

i

1
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The picture ale /season which hits been concluded presented several distinguishing features. An
unusual number of high prices were realised, especially
for portraits by the great English masters. The two
prominent sales were the James Price and the Lyne
Stephens collections, the former with a total of £87,000
for ninety-one pictures, nearly approaching the amount
secured for the Dudley Gallery (£100,030 odd) in 1892,
which was also sold on the eve of a general election.
Of course, there were many other picture collections
sold under the hammer at Christie's ; for, indeed. the
season was a full and a busy one. The previous known
prices of some of the chefs cTiverres show remarkable
fluctuations. As a general rule, a first-class picture
will fetch a first-class price but there is a fashion in
pictures as in most other things, and portraits have
been the vogue during the past season. The following
is a list of the principal pictures, with former prices
where ascertainable. There is, however, some difficulty in identifying many of the works sold this year
with those by the same artists with similar titles previously in the market, for want of definite and precise
details as to size and subject.
MODERN ENGLISH PICTURES.

Sir W. Beechey, "Lady Barnard," seated under a
tree, £1,239. "Duchess of York," seated, holding
letter. £1,260; previous known price £78 15s (1889).
R. P. Bonnington, "Les Amoreux," £1,818.
W. Collins, "Trying on Father's Boots," £546.
J. Constable, "Stratford Mill on the Stour," £8.925.
Marie Cosway, Mrs. Fuller and Child with ,wheelbarrow, £525.
J. S. Cotman, a Grand Marine Subject, £2,310.
D. Cox, "Vale of Clwyd, Reapers Returning," £630;
previous known price; £278 5s (1360). "Going to
Market-Early Morning," £2,110. "Haddon HallRook Shooting," £630.
T. Feed, "The Poor, the Poor Man's Friend,"
£619 ; previous known price, £682 lOs (1894).
"Conquered, but Not Subdued," £693; previous known
prices, £1,155 (1886), £252 (1891).
T. Gainsborough, "Anna, Lady Mulgrave," £3,675.
"Viscount Hampden," £682 lOs 6d. "Lady Clarges "
seated at a harp, £2,100; previous known price,
£367 lOs (1878). "Repose"-'-old white horse, black
cow, peasant asleep, £1,470; previous prices known,
£945 (1851), £945 (1872). "Lord Mount Morris"
in light green coat, £2,100. Landscape, Herdsman, Dogs, Cows,. &c.-Evening, £577 10s. "Lady
Mulgrave " (oval), £10,500. "Madame Le Brun,
seated," £2,000; previous price known, £3,250 (1894).
'Woody Landscape, with cattle, market cart, peasant
driving cows, £600. ,Group of Children and donkey
under a Tree, £609.
Peter Graham, "The Spate," £829 10s. (Several
pictures with same title, varying sizes and prices.)
J. Holland, "Venice, with Dogma, Palace and

Piazzetta," £525.
W. Hogarth, "Peg Woffington " (61 by 5,1), £630.
.1. C. Hook, "Hearts of Oak," £777. "Gold of the
Sea," £1,050; previous prices known £1,785 (1880),
£1,722 (1888).
Hoppner, "Lady Cooke," in black dress, £1,890.
"Lady Gordon," brownish-yellow dress, half-length,
£1,144 10s. " Master Russell," white frock, pink sash,
£1,050. "Maria Pelham Carleton," white dress,
flowers in her hand, whole length, £1,102 10s. "Lord
Nelson-Battle of Copenhagen in background,"

£2,677 10s.
Sir E. Landseer, "Browsing-white Goat," £556 10g.
"Chevy," £5,985 ; previous prices known, £262 10s.
(1874), 13,937- 10s. (1894). "The Sentinel," £1,942 10s.;
previous prices known £252 (1864). £187 (1892) (f ).
Sir T. Lawrence, " Lady Owen." whole length, £995.

Sir F. Leighton, "Greek Girls Playing at Ball,"

£735.
J. Linuell, "The Woodman's Dinner Hour," £546.
"The Cornfield-Reaping," £577 10s. River Scenefisherman, boy and dog, evening glow, £567.
" Corning Storm in harvest Time," £609.
R. W. Macbeth, "A Lincolnshire Gang," £493 10s.
G. Morland, " Mutual Confidence," £987 ; previous
price known, £126 (1876). Farmer on white horsedog, peasants under tree, £630. " The Cottage
Door," peasant, grey horse, and woman. £745 10s
previous prices known, £399 (1883), together with
'k The Press Gang " ; £241 lOs (1888).
W. Milner, " Ruins at Smyrua-An Arab encampment by night," £546. " Ca rnarvon Castle" (bought
for the National Gallery), £2,415.
E. Nicol, "The Fisher's Knot," £556 lOs ; previous
known price, £430 lOs (1879).
W. Q. Orchardson, "The Story of a Life," £745 10s;
previous prices known, £362 10s (1869), £300 (1874),
£336 ( 18881.
J. Pnillip, "Seville-A thing of beauty is a joy for
ever," £430 10s. ; previous price known, £399 (1861).
"Early Career of Murillo," £3,990; previous price
known, £3,990 (1886).
P. F. Poole, " Pbilomena's Song by the side of the
Beautiful Lake." £451 10s.
Sir J. Reynolds, "Captain Winter " standing by a
horse, £761 5s. "Admiral Viscount Hood," £546.
"Countess of Rothes," in pink dress, lace black shawl,
three-quarters length, £1,743. Portrait of Himself,
seated at easel, half-length, £1,102; previous prices
known, £210 (1830), £105 (1889). "Kitty Fisher," seated
on a green settee, £1,365; previous prices known,
£199 105 (1845), £735 (1873). "Mrs. Angelo," dark
dress, half-length, £630. "Portrait of Anthony
Charnier," £450; previous price known, £99 15s (1887)"Lady Melbourne," white dress, half-length (oval),
£2,415. " Lady Ann Fitzpatrick as Sylvia,"
£1.627 10s. "Lady Smith and her Children," £5,040.
"Hou. Mrs. Seymour Darner," £2,310.
J. F. Rigaud, Portraits of Sir Joshua Reynolds,
J. Bacon. RA., and Sir Wm. Chambers, RA., seated
round stable (bought for National Portrait Gallery),

£640 10s.
•
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DEPARTMENT OF SCHOOLS.
SEASON FROM OCTOBER lsr,1894, TO MAY 1I,., ¶895.

INSTRUCTORS.
JAMES D. SMILLIE, N.A.,

EDGAR M. WARD, N.A.,

OLIN L. WARNER, N.A.,
FREDERICK D1ELMAN, N.A.,
FRANCIS C. JONES, N.A.,
Prof. THOMAS EAKINS.

CHARLES Y. TURNER, N.A.,

HOURS FOR CLASSES.
ANTIQUE CLASSES—DRAWING FROM CAST.

FRANCIS C. JONES,
EDGAR M. WARD,

N. A.,

N. A.

{ Morning, 8 A. M. to 12 M.
Afternoon, i to 4 P. M.
- - - Evening, 7 to 9.30 P. M.

LIFE CLASSES—DRAWING OR PAINTING FROM LIVING MODEL

Morning for Men. 9 A. M. to 12 M.
Afternoon for Women, ï to 4 P. M.
EDGAR M. WARD, N.A., - Evening for Men, 7 to 9.30 P. M.

CHARLES Y. TURNER,

N..tx .,

A

{

PAINTING CLASSES-PAINTING FROM HEAD OR DRAPED

MODEL.

WARD, N. A. { Morning for Women, 9 A. M. to 12 M.
EDGAR M.
Afternoon for Men, ï to 4 P. M.
SKETCH

CLASS — STUDENTS POSE IN TURN.

Daily from 4.30 to 5.30 P. M.
ETCHING CLASS-ONCE EVERY WEEK

ANIES D. SMILLIE,

N.A., Instructor.

COMPOSITION CLASS-ONCE EVERY TWO WEEKS.

CH ARLES Y. TURNER,

N.A., Instructor.

MODELLING CLASS-ONCE EVERY TWO WEEKS

OLIN L. WARNER,

N.A., Instructor.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION.

The School Committee will meet October ist, and every
Monday evening thereafter during the season.
Each applicant must fill the regular blank form and send
it with drawing submitted to Committee for approval. Former
pupils who have received awards, need not submit drawings.
If admitted, an entrance fee of Si o. is required. For the PAINTING CLASS an additional fee of $3 0 . for the season or $10. per
month, payable in advance.
All new students, admitted to the Schools, must first enter
the ANTIQUE CLASS for two weeks on probation. They will
then be advanced to such classes as the Committee deem advisable, or, if their work is not up to the standard, their cards
must be returned and their initiation fee will be refunded.
For admission to the ANTIQUE CLASS submit a drawing from
cast of head.
For the LIFE CLASS submit drawing of full length nude
figure from cast or life.
PAINTING AND MODELLING CLASS—Open to students already
admitted at discretion of School Committee.
COMPOSITION and SKETCH CLASSES are open to all students.
Likewise the Lectures on Art, Anatomy and Perspective,
which are sustained by funds from Messrs. HARPER AND
BROTHERS.

AWA R Ds.

Elliott Medals (silver and bronze). Antique Classes.
Suydam Medals (silver and bronze). Life Classes.
Hallgarten School Fund (money prizes). Painting and
Composition Classes.
William F. Havemeyer Prize, $75o. To be used for
foreign study.
The building is closed on Sundays.
The Academy has no care of Students in other than
School hours, and can give no remunerative employment,
and no advice as to board or residence.
All communications to be addressed to THE NATIONAL
Twenty-third Street and Fourth Avenue,
New York.
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INSTRUCTORS

JOS. W. GIES
WILLIAM A. HAEFEKER
HENRICH VOLLBRACHT
W. B. STRATTON
DR. DANIEL LA FERTE
MRS. E. G. HOLDEN
MISS MARY MCMASTER
DIRECTOR

A. H. GRIFFITH

ITS
ADVANTAGES.

A carefully selected staff of teachers. Well lighted
school rooms, properly arranged for the different classes,
open five days and four nights of each week. A large
collection of casts from the antique ; a valuable collection of paintings by old and modern masters; a very
fine collection of Japanese and oriental art; a library in
which will be found many books on art, and the principal
art publications of the day. To all of which students

Detroit
Pluseum Art School.

THE
SIXTH YEAR

have free access.

Of school will begin Monday, October 9th, 1893, and
continue until June, 1894.

WHAT
IT COSTS.
An entrance fee of two dollars is charged each student
who enters the school for the first time, which will be
expended in the enlarging of the art library.

CLASSES TAUGHT.
LIFE CLASS.
ADVANCED ANTIQUE.
PRIMARY ANTIQUE.
ELEMENTARY DRAWING.
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN.

DECORATIVE DESIGN.
MODELING AND
WOOD CARVING.
ARCHITECTURE AND
MECHANICAL DRAWING.

TUITION.

Thirty-two weeks divided into three terms constitute the school
year.

Day Classes.

TO THOSE WHO REALIZE
THE OPPORTUNITIES
OF THE TIME

Life Classes,
Antique Classes,
..
.
Decorative Design Classes,
Modeling and Wood Carving Classes,
Architecture,
.
Elementary

There is no more promising field of profitable employment open to both men and women, than that of a
skilled draughtsman. There is a pressing and constant
demand, not only for illustrators, but in every branch of
industrial and mechanical art, for well-trained eyes and
hands that can give form and expression to an idea.
Nothing is created, made or built without a preliminary
study of its shape, proportions, details and costs on paper.

.

PER MONTH.

PER TERM.

PER YEAR.

$10.00
7.03
7.00
10.00
7.00
4.00

$22.50
15.00
15.00
22.50
15.00
8.00

$60.00
40.00
40.(8)
60.00
40.00
20.00

$15.00
12.00

$40.00
30.00

Night Classes.
Life Classes,
Antique, Design and Architecture Classes,

$8.00
6.00

Members of day classes are privileged to enter the night classes
also without extra charge.

Elementary Classes.
Wednesday and Saturday,
Saturday only, .
.

$8.00
5.00

.

$20.00
12.00

PAYMENTS.

ITS

LOCATION

To secure the best rates all tuition must be paid in
advance. Prompt payments are essential to the proper
carrying on of the business of the school. Students
may enter at any time, paying for fractional months at
the rate charged in the class entered. No deductions
will be made for absence except in case of prolonged
sickness.

On the corner of Jefferson avenue and Hastings street,
only five blocks from Woodward avenue, of easy access
by street cars which pass the building every few
moments. Detroit, one of the most beautiful of western
cities, is eminently well situated and offers superior
advantages for the study of art.

The Jefferson Press Detroit

SKETCH
CLASSES.

There are two sketch classes, one evening and one day.
Meeting at stated hours, these classes are conducted by
a committee of students who pose the model (members
of the class taking turn as models). Pen and Ink, Pencil
or color, in fact the use of any medium is allowed in this
class. There are a number of costumes and properties
belonging to the school, which make this of great interest and value to illustrators.
PAINTING.

The use of colors before the art of correct drawing is
completely mastered, is not advised, but in the life
classes the limited use of oil colors, and instructions in
the same, is permitted. And this year there will be a
special class formed, for the study of still life.
ENTERING
THE SCHOOL.

Each student will be placed immediately in the class
which is thought he is best fitted for, and changes or
advancement will be regulated by the advice and judgment of the instructors and director. The school rooms
will be open for work every week day from 8:30 A. M.
until 6 P. M., except Saturday, when the school closes at
1 o'clock. The school is also open four nights of each
week from 7 to 9:30.
BOARD
AND ROOMS

Can be secured within a short distance of the school at
reasonable prices. Aid will be given, when desired, in
finding boarding places or rooms for students, and every
effort made to make their time in the school pleasant
and agreeable, as well as profitable.
For further particulars address
A. H. GRIFFITH,
DIRECTOR DETROIT MUSEUM
ART SCHOOL.
WE WILL APPRECIATE ANY NAME AND ADDRESS SENT US TO WHOM WE MAY SEND CIRCULARS.

onal Academy of Design,

DEPARTMENT OF SCHOOLS.
The Annual Exhibition of Drawings by the Students
of the Academy, made in competition for the Medals
and other awards of Merit, will be open in the Lecture
Room, on Thursday and Friday, May iith and 12th,
1893.

The Distribution of Prizes for the year will take
place at 8 o'clock, on Friday Evening, May 12th.
Admission Free.
By order of the Council.
J. C. NICOLL,
Corresponding Secretary.

THE

AMERICAN ART GALLERIES,
MADISON SQUARE, SOUTH.
NEW YORK ; MARCH 15, 1893.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
A MOST IMPORTANT SALE IN PARTITION
TO SETTLE THE ESTATE OF
THE LATE JOHN KNOEDLER,

ALL THE LARGE AND VALUABLE COLLECTION OF

MODERN PAINTINGS
BELONGING TO

M. KNOEDLER & CO., SUCCESSORS TO GOUPIL & CO.

occasioned by the death of John
T HIS sale isand
is made by order of the adminKnoedler,

00

istrator, heirs, and surviving partners. It will take
place at Chickering Hall, on the evenings of April
1 I , 12, 13, and 14. The reputation of the house of
M. Knoedler & Co. is such that it is unnecessary to
commend the master works to be sold, the announcement of the sale being sufficient to command the
attention of connoisseurs. Moreover, the parties in
interest, waiving their legal rights, have pledged
themselves to refrain from making purchases at the
sale or restricting it in any manner. Thus the opportunity is, in the fullest sense, a great one.
Further information and catalogues will be furnished
on application to
Yours respectfully,
THE AMERICAN ART ASSOCIATION,
THOMAS E. KIRBY,
Auctioneer.

Managers.

SOME OF THE ARTISTS REPRESENTED
IN

M. KNOEDLER & CO's COLLECTION.

AUBERT, JEAN.

COURBET.

BRIDGMAN, F. A.

CLAYS.

BOUGHTON, GEO. H.,

by 4 examples. CEDERSTR6M, by 2 examples.

BERNE, BELLECOUR, by 3 examples. DEFREGGER.
BONHEUR, AUGUSTE.
BONHEUR, ROSA, by 3

DIAZ,

examples.

by 5 examples.

DUPRE, JULES, by 3 examples.

BOUGUEREAU.

DELACROIX.

BRETON, Jtm.Es, by 2 examples.

DOMINGO.

BERAUD, JEAN.

DAUBIGNY,

BREMEN, MEYER VON.

DUPRE, JULIEN, by 2 examples.

BROWN, J. G.,

FROMENTIN.

by 2 examples.

CHIALIVA, by 4 examples.

by 2 examples.

FLAMENG, FRANÇOIS, by 2 examples.

CONSTANT, BENJAMIN, by 3 examples. FRANÇAIS.
CHARLEMONT,
COROT, by 7
CHASE,

by 2 examples.

examples.

WM. M.

CASANOVA, by 3 examples.
CAZIN, by 3

examples.

FRERE,

ED.

GilômE, by 3
GRISON, by 4

examples.

examples.

GROLLERON, by 4 examples
GOUBIE, by 3

examples.

by 2 examples.

HEILBUTH, F.,
HENNER,

J. J., by 5 examples.

MILLET,

HAGBORG, by 2

examples.

JACQUE, CHAS., by 2 examples.

PERRAULT.
POKITONOW, by 2
PASINI, by 3

G.

JIMINEZ, LOUIS,

examples.

examples.

by 3 examples.RENOUE.

JIMINEZ, Y ARANDA, by 2
KAEMMERER, F. H.,
KOWALSKI, A.

by 2 examples.

PALMAROLI.

examples.

ISABEY, EUGENE, by 3

examples.

J. F.

MAUVE, A.,

HARPIGNIES.

JACQUET,

MONCHABLON, by 4

examples. ROYBET.

by 4 examples. ROUSSEAU, THEO.

\V., by 4 examples.

RIBOT, by 2

examples.

KNIGHT, RIDGWAY, by 4 examples. Rico, M., by 4 examples.
KNAUS,

L.

ROSIE,

J.

LEFEBVRE, by 3 examples.

STEVENS, ALFRED, by 4

LEROLLE, by 6

SCHREYER, A., by 4 examples.

examples.

LAURENS, J. P.,

by 2 examples.

TROYON.

LHERMITTE, L.,

by 3 examples.

VOLLON, A.,

MOREAU. ADRIEN,
MICHEL, by 2
MARCKE,

by 2 examples.

examples.

by 3 examples.

VIBERT, J. G.,

by 2 examples.

VERBOECKHOVEN.

E. VAN, by 2 examples.WILLEMS.

MOWBRAY,

H. SIDDONS.

MONET, CLAUDE, by 4

WORMS, by 2
ZIEM,

MUNKACSY.

examples.

examples.

examples.

by 3 examples.

Bationali Ault-Tenn) of esi g n,
TWENTY-THIRD STREET AND FOURTH AVE.,

NEW Y. 01

COUNCIL.

t110MAS W. WOOD, President.

F. D. M I LLET, Vice-President.
J. C. NICOLL Cor. Secretary
H. SMI LLIE, Rec. Secretaty.

FREDERICK DI HAAN, Treasurer.
EASTMAN JOHNSON,
LOUIS

C. TIFFANY,

GEORGE W. MAYNARD.

JOHN ROGERS,

AUGUSTUS Si'. GAUDENS,

I,. E.

NVILMARTH.

DEPARTMENT OF SCHOOLS.
SEASON FROM OCTOBER 3o,1892, TO MAY 13rm,1893.

SCHOOL COMMITTEE.

GEO. W. 'MAYNARD, AUGUSTUS ST. GAUDENS, LOUIS C. TIFF.ANY.
MT. EDGAR M. WARD,

assisted by able instructors, will

have charge of the classes.

HOURS FOR CLASSES.

ANTIQUE CLASSES—DRAWING FROM CAST.

8

A. N.

to noon.

7 to 9

f to dusk.

P. 31.

LIFE CLASSES—DRAWING OR PAINTING FROM LIVING MODEL

(Men's) 9

A. M.

(Women's) f to 4

to noon.

P. M.

(Men's) 7 to 9.30 P. M.

PAINTING CLASS—PANTING FROM HEAD OR DRAPED MODEL

9 A. M.

to noon.i

to 4

P. M.

COMPOSITION CLASS.

Once every two weeks.

SKETCH CLASS - STUDENTS POSE IN TURN

Daily from 4.30 to 5.30 p.

COSTUME.CLASS—DRAWING

OR PAINTING FROM MODEL IN COSTUME.

Saturdays, 8.3 0 A. M. '10

12.30 P. M.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION.

every
The School Committee will meet October 1st, and
Monday evening thereafter during the season.
Each applicant must fill the regular blank form and send
it with drawing submitted to Committee for approval. If
admitted, an entrance fee of St° is required. For the PAINTING
CLASS an additional fee of $30 for the season or $10 per month,
payable in advance.
For admission to the ANTIQUE CLASS submit a drawing
from cast of head.
For the LIFE CLASS submit drawing of full length nude
figure from cast or life.
PAINTING CLASS. —Open to students already admitted at
discretion of School Committee.
COMPOSITION, SKETCH and COSTUME CI.ASSES are open to all
students. Likewise the Lectures on Art, Anatomy and
Perspective, which are sustained by funds from Messrs.
HARPER AND BROTHERS.
AW A R DS.

Elliott Medals (silver and bronze). Antique Classes.
Suydam Medals (silver and bronze). Life Classes.
Hallgarten School Fund (money prizes). Painting and
Composition Classes.
William F. Havemeyer Prize, $75 0 . To be used for

foreign study.
A new collection of casts has just been imported, and
additional room secured outside the Academy building.
The building is closed on Sundays.
The Academy has no care of Students in other than

School hours, and can give no remunerative employment,
and no advice as to board or residence.
All communications to be addressed to C. S. FARRINGTON.
'Superintendent, at the Academy.

DEPARTMENT OF SCHOOLS
OF THE

National Academy of Design
FOUNDED A.D. 1826.

Twenty-third Street and Fourth Ave.,

NEW YORK.

COUNCIL
THOMAS W. WOOD.

F. D.

MILLET,

-

Vice-President.

-

T. ADDIsoN RICHARDS,
II.

President.

-

Cor. Secretary.

W. ROBIONS,feet. Secretary.

FREDERICK DIELMAN,

.

-

-

Treasurer.

J. B. BRISTOL,

Lows

C. V. TURNER,

GEO. W. MAYNARD,

EASTMAN JOHNSON,

J.

C. TIFFANY,

C. NicoLL.

SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
V.
C.1"
J.

TURNER,

C. IsitcoLL,

GEO. W. MAYNARD.

CLASSES
AND

PROFESSORS.
Antique and Life Schools,
WILL H.

EDGAR M.

Low, N. A.

WARD,

CHARLES

N. A.

FOSTER.

Painting Class,
EDGAR M.

WARD,

N. A.

Art Anatomy,
THOMAS EAKINS.

Perspective,
FREDK. DIELMAN, N. A.

Conzposilion and Sketch Classes,
WILL

H. Low, N. A.

•

N the Schools of the Academy the principles
and practice of Art are taught chiefly through
the study of the Antique Sculpture and the Living
Model, both nude and draped, by means of Lectures upon Anatomy, Perspective, and other subjects, through Portrait, Sketch and Composition
Classes, and such other ways as may from time
to time be provided—all Students studying first in
the Antique School, and afterwards in the other
1.

classes as they may be advanced thereto.
The Schools are under the direction of the
Council and the School Committee.
The Annual Session will commence in all departments on the first Monday in October, and
will end about the middle of May.
Those who desire to become students of the
Academy are required to submit some specimen
of their work to the School Committee, who will
meet for the purpose of examining such works the
last week in September, and every Monday evening thereafter during the season.
Upon approval by the School Committee and
the payment of Sto by the applicant, a matricule
card will be given the student. This card will
constitute his or her certificate of studentship
for the season.
Students of former years will re-enter the
schools each season in the same manner as new
applicants, except that the recipients of Prizes,
Medals, Honorable Mentions, etc., may be readmitted simply on request, and without showing
a drawing.

Each applicant, new or old, must answer, in
writing, the questions asked in the blank form
provided for the purpose, and must send it to the
Academy with the required specimen of work,
which must be a drawing from a cast of a head,

or of the human figure.
.

In view of the established intention of the Academy to provide instruction mainly for those desiring to follow art as a profession, a high standard
of excellence will be required in the drawings
submitted.

CLASSES.
The ANTIQUE CLASSES are open every
day, excepting Sundays, from eight o'clock, A. M.
until dusk, and from seven to nine at night ; the
day classes closing during the months of October,
April and May at six o'clock, P. M.
These classes are held in a suite of large, welllighted and well-appointed halls. They are pro .
vided with one of the largest and finest collections
of casts from the Antique in this country. Correct
and careful drawing is insisted upon. The day
classes are under the instruction of Will II.
Low, N. A., and Chas. Foster. The night classes
are under the instruction of Edgar M. Ward, N. A.
They are open to all students of the Academy.
LIFE CLASSES, for drawing and painting
from the living model, will be in session every
day, Sundays excepted, in the mornings from
nine to twelve o'clock for men ; afternoons from
one to four o'clock for women, and in the evenings, from seven to half-past nine o'clock, for men.

The day classes are under the instruction of
Will H. Low, N. A. The night class under the
instruction of E. M. Ward, N. A.
Students may be advanced to the Life Classes
on submitting a drawing of a full-length figure
made in the Antique School, or from life, and
approved by the School Committee.
The PAINTING CLASS will occupy the new
large studio, which is furnished with ample and
excellent light. It will remain in session from
nine to twelve, and from one to four o'clock daily.
It will be provided with living, draped models,
and furnished with draperies and all needed
accessories.
It will be under the instruction of Edgar . M.
Ward, N. A.
To students of the Academy, a fee of $30 for
the season, or $10 a month, will be charged, payable in all cases in advance.
Admission to this class is at the discretion of
the School Committee.
The COMPOSITION CLASS will meet once
every two weeks during the season. The object
of this class is to stimulate invention and cultivate
the imagination. Original sketches and designs
from subjects previously announced are handed
in and publicly criticised. The success of this
class during the past few years has led the Coun
cil to offer money prizes from the lIallgarten
School 'Fund for the best sketches or sets of
sketches which shall be submitted in this class
during the season.

It is under the direction of Will H. Low, N. A..
and is open to all students.
The SKETCH CLASS is in session one
hour each day froth half-past four to half-past
five o'clock, e. M. The members of this class
take turns in posing for each other in costume
and character. It partakes of the nature of recreation, and is very popular.
The COSTUME CLASS is held on Saturday
mornings from half-past eight to half-past twelve
o'clock. It is open to all students of the Academy.
A living model in character costume is furnished.
Either drawing, painting or sketching is permitted.

HARPER FUND LECTURES.*
During the season a course of twelve lectures,
by Prof. Eakins, on Artistic Anatomy, which will
be illustrated by drawings, and' demonstrated
from the living model, will be give.
A course of twelve lectures on Perspective will
be delivered by Frederick Dielman, N. A.
Lectures by Academicians and other distinguished men will from time to time be given upon
subjects connected with the history, theory or
practice of art. These lectures are open to all
students of the Academy.
•The gift of Messrs. Harper Brothers.

PRIZES AND AWARDS.
The Elliott Medals, silver and bronze, will be
competed for in the Antique classes.
The Suydam Medals, silver and bronze, will be
competed for in the Life classes.
Money prizes from the Hallgarten School Fund
will be offered in the Painting and Composition
classes.
A special prize of seven hundred and fifty dollars

($750) will be given to the most deserving student
who may reach the required standard of excellence.
In awarding this prize, the proficiency of the
competitors in the branches of Anatomy and
Perspective will be taken into consideration.

Persons of both sexes are eligible for admission
when qualified as required by the Rules, and not

otherwise.
There are no studies or departments in the
School, except those mentioned in this circular.
The duration of the course of study depends
entirely upon the capacity and the progress of the
Student.
The Academy has no care of Students in other
than School hours, and can give no remunerative
employment, and no advice as to board or residence.
54V - All communications to be addressed to
C. S. FARRINGToN, Superintendent, at the Academy.
T. ADDISON RICHARDS,

Cor. Secretary, AT. A.

No.

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF DESIGN.
DEP.A.R.,"1"ME1T

—

OF SCHOOL'S.

Form to be filled (legibly and with ink) by persons applying for admission to the Schools, whether new applicants
or former students seeking re-admission ; and to be sent with the required specimen of the applicant's work.

Where and when were you born
Where is your home

?

?

What is your city address?
Have you already studied at the Academy, and when?
Have you received any prize in the Academy Schools, and if so what prize, and when

If a new applicant, have you had any teacher, and whom

?

To whom do you refer for certificate of personal character

?

Is it your purpose to practice art as a profession

?

Is the drawing you now offer for admission made from the case and by yourself
Is it your desire to attend the day or night class, or both

Aiier

-

Date,

The applicant's Christian and surname in full.

?

?

(s. Rhoda

OLTIC S

Will be at Shinnecock Hills during the Summer
months and will be prepared to take a Class

in Water Colors. Terms, $15 for the month.
The time given to instruction regulated by the
number of pupils.

For further particulars apply to
Miss KATE COTHEAL BUDD,

/ 6 7 9+5 WEST 57th ST.,
NEW YORK.
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•

•

SONS

STREET

•

• • •

MONTREAL

• FINE ARTS. FURNITURE
.

5peeial Exl7ibitiop for Dree Days.
The undersigned beg to say that the Representative of

THE BERLIN PHOTOGRAPHIC CO.

of Germany,

Branches London, Paris, and New York,
is now in Montreal, and will Exhibit at our Store for Three Days
his entire stock of

l)INECT PfJOTOGNA P -I S.
' PHOTOGRAVIIRES.
.--

The opportunity to see a large line of these beautiful goods is
unexampled, as the Stock comprises about a thousand subjects.
The Exhibition will take place Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
of this week, and you are cordially invited to see these goods.
As to the range of Subjects, we might say they take in a very
wide and varied selection, old and modern Masters, and pictures
from all the latest Royal Academy, Salon, and other European
Exhibitions.
We will be most happy to have you view this very fine
Collection.
Yours very truly,

W. SCOTT & SONS.

BOSTON ART CLUB.
FORTY=SD(TH EXHI HITION.
LIMITED TO

WATER COLORS, PASTEL, WORKS IN BLACK AND WHITE AND SCULPTURE,
The Forty.sixth Exhibition, embracing water colors, pastel, works in black and white and sculpture, will open
Friday evening, April ist, 1892, with an Informal Reception by the members to their friends, and close Saturday evening,
April z3d. No work contributed for the exhibition can be withdrawn without the consent of the Committee on Exhibitions.
At a recent meeting of the Club the following vote was adopted:—
VOTED, That an appropriation of five hundred dollars be made, which may be expended in the discretion of the
Board of Management, in the purchase of one or more pictures, or other works of art, from the forty-sixth Exhibition.
Original works offered for this exhibition, which have never before been publicly exhibited in the City of Boston,
will be submitted to the judgment of the following
SPECIAL COMMITTEE:
THOMAS ALLEN,
MELBOURNE H. HARDWICK,
WILLIAM J. BIXBEE,

HENDRICKS A. HALLETT,
ROSS TURNER,
WALTER L. DEAN,

J. AMBROSE PRICHARD,
HORACE R. BURDICK,
EDWARD H. BARNARD.

who will vote upon each work separately, and decide upon its acceptance or rejection.
Contributions will be received at the Club House, corner Dartmouth and Newbury Streets, from Thursday,
March 17th, until Wednesday, March 23d, after which date no works will be received.
Not more than three works by the same artist in any one department will be exhibited.
The annexed schedule must be carefully filled and signed by each contributor, in accordance with the printed
directions thereon, and forwarded by mail to Chairman of Exhibition Committee, Boston Art Club, Boston, Mass.,
ON OR BEFORE MARCH 19th, and the enclosed label, with the title of the work and the names of the artist and
owner, must be attached to each picture sent.
A competent person will be in charge of the gallery for the sale of works belonging to artists, and a commission
of ten per cent, will be charged on all sales made from the exhibition.
No work will be offered for sale unless the price, including frame, is stated on the schedule.
Pictures within the old city limits (excluding the annexed towns) will be collected and returned free of expense to
the contributors, but the Club does not assume any pecuniary liability on works of art while in transit.
TO INSURE LOCAL COLLECTION ALL WORKS MUST BE READY WEDNESDAY, MARCH
23d, AS POSITIVELY BUT ONE CALL WILL BE MADE. Pictures not ready when called for must be sent
in by the contributors at their own expense.
All other contributions must be delivered at the Club House, marked Boston Art Club, corner Dartmouth and
Newbury Streets, Boston, with charges prepaid, unless offered under special agreement.
The above rules and regulations governing this exhibition will be strictly enforced.
Insurance against fire will be effected on all exhibited pictures (except in cases where the contributor has neglected
to give price or value in schedule) without expense to the owners.
The exhibition will remain open daily (Sundays excepted) from 9 o'clock, A. xt., until io o'clock, P. td., except on
Saturdays, when the gallery will be closed at 6 o'clock, P. M.
Admission to the exhibition will be permitted only upon tickets signed by the members of the Club, and these
tickets in blank can be obtained at the Club House.
THOMAS ALLEN,
BOSTON, February loth, 1892.
Chairman of Exhibition Committee.
FRAMES AND MATS.
Exhibitors are cautioned against using the following frames and mats, viz.: oval, architectural, or with projecting
corners or ornaments, bronze, velvet, positive colors, dark or parti-colored woods, gold with black lines or markings, or
measuring in thickness more than two and one-half inches. Mats or flats must not be of positive colors, cold or blue-gray,
or exceed four inches in width.
The right is reserved to reject any work framed in violation of the above rules.

COMMITTEE ON EXHIBITIONS:
ROBERT W. VONNOH.
THOMAS ALLEN, Chairman.FRANK It. TOMPKINS.
WILLIAM G. PRESTON.
JOHN J. ENNEKING.

Wir" PLEASE READ INSTRUCTIONS, GIVEN BELOW, BEFORE FILLING OUT THIS FORM.

WORKS FOR THE FORTY-SIXTH EXHIBITION (1892) OF THE BOSTON ART CLUB, FROM
J

-

No.

Title of work

Name of Artist, with present address.

ArrActi

ONE OF THE ENCLOSED LABELS TO EACH WORK

contributed by different artists and owners must not be entered on the same schedule.
Do no/ fill the blank space at the end of the heading, nor the column at the left reserved for numbers.
ar On account of Insurance, value of all contributions should be given. Where no price or value is
—

given, contributions will be at owner's risk,

Insurance
Value.

Price,
if for sale.

to THOMAS ALLEN, CHAIRMAN OF EXHIBITION COMMITTEE, BOSTON, MASS., ON OR BEFORE MARCH I9th,

sent by them to this exhibition, with its title and the name of the artist and owner

plainly written thereon.
NOTICE.—Works

Where to be returned.

—

-

The above form must be properly filled and sent
EXHIBITORS ARE PARTICULARLY REQUESTED TO

Where to be sent for.

Name of Owner.

Signature
and

Address of
exhibitor.

r

r

@

@

ritiatP tau of Oftflition
of

)111h. eVripn's Paintings
at gallerB of W. Scott & Sons
on SaturbaB, Zliarcf? 12t4

National Academy of Design
is represented
ri the

SIXTY-SEVENTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION and is en-

tied to admission on the Varnishing Day, Thursday,
March 31st, 1892.
T. ADD SON RICHARDS,
Secretary, N.A.

3

Signature of Exhibitor
This card will be required at the door and is not transferabh•.

Artists' Materials,
Drawing Supplies.
Office of

A.

H. ABBOTT

&

CO.,

so Madison Street,

CHICAO0.

COrIPOSITE CLAY.
A New Plastic Material and Perfect Substitute for Modeling Clay and Wax.
Used by Artists, Sculptors and Decorators.
Useful for Kindergartens, Art Schools, Bronze and Brass Foundries.

This article which has just been introduced does away with all the wet, disagreeable work
connected with modeling in clay, and has met with much success; is being used very largely in
making designs for some of the celebrated World's Fair buildings and will, we think, become
an indispensable requisite for all artists. It has no disagreeable smell, does not stick to the
fingers, requires no previous manipulations, and by its use the studio remains clean and dry.
The plaster castings obtained from its modelings are simply perfect in every way. Composite
Clay remains soft and pliable for years, without drying like clay, or hardening like wax. It
remains soft in all kinds of weather.
It is worked exactly like clay, and with the same tools. A piece Of work modeled with
Composite Clay, will require no further attention, no sprinkling with water, no covering with
wet rags ; the Composite Clay does not dry, shrink or crack, and work can be resumed even
after a long time without any trouble, the modeling being just as fine, the lines just as sharp, the
material just as plastic as when the work was commenced.
Composite Clay is now used extensively by many prominent artists and sculptors in
LARGE as well as in SMALL work, and has never failed to give perfect satisfaction, so much so,
that the use of common clay has been entirely discarded in their studios. It can be used over
and over again, being just as good as new each time.
Plaster moulds are obtained directly by casting Plaster of Paris over the modeled Composite Clay, no soap solution, no shellac varnish being required ; the mould separates very
easily.
Gelatine moulds are made by casting gelatine over the model, after first coating it slightly
with lard oil or thin shellac; and the original work can be kept for any length of time, or it may
be broken and the clay used over and over again.
Color, drab or light brown, other colors furnished to order in quantity at a slight advance.
Per ton and
"
1000
"
500
"
100
10 lbs.
" pound

over
Per pound, 16 cents.
lbs.
"
18
lbs.
20
lbs.
25
30
35

Sample orders solicited.
Among the prominent sculptors who use and recommend Composite Clay, are MR.
AUGUSTUS ST. GAUDENS Of New York ; MR PHILIP MARTINY, Sculptor Of the Agricultural
and Art Buildings at the World's Fair, Chicago, and many others.
148 12 92.

•

American Art Association
6 East 23d Street .
Madison Square, South
New York

Sale of Mr. Chase's Collections.
A FTER the trip that Mr. William M. Chase takes to Spain with a
class of pupils in 1896 and another to Holland in 1897, he proposes to change very much his method of work, as he will teach no
more, but give up his entire time to painting. As a preliminary step
in carrying out this determination, Mr. Chase will give up his wellknown studio in Tenth Street with the end of this year. Thereafter,
his studio will be in the residence he has recently bought in Stuyvesant
Square.
In the Tenth Street studio are gathered the collections of twenty-five
years, and, as is well-known generally, but particularly by those who
have visited this studio, he has been a very liberal purchaser, buying
everything that interested him by its beauty, its picturesqueness, or
its antiquity. All of this collection will be removed to the galleries of
the American Art Association, where it will be on exhibition the first
week of the new year. Then the whole collection will be sold at
public auction without reserve.
The pictures that will be thus disposed of represent all of the best
schools from the Renaissance till now, and there are also many copies
of Velasquez and other masters, made by Mr. Chase himself. Several
of Mr. Chase's own original canvases will be in the collection, which,
besides pictures, has in it tapestries and hangings, bronzes, brasses and
porcelains, cabinets, chairs and other rare pieces of furniture, and, indeed, a thousand and one things in themselves either beautiful or
curious.
Besides this miscellaneous collection Mr. Chase will dispose of his
antique finger-rings, which form the most complete and valuable private collection of this kind in America, possibly in the world. In the
cabinets of this collection there are more than six hundred rings ., each
one having besides its intrinsic value that other value known only to
' the expert and the amateur.

BOSTON ART CLUR.
FIFTIETH

EXHI

LIMITED TO

WATER COLORS, PASTEL, WORKS IN BLACK AND WHITE AND SCULPTURE.
The Fiftieth Exhibition, embracing water colors, pastel, works in black and white and sculpture, will open

Friday evening, April 6th, 1894, with an informal Reception by the members to their friends, and close Saturday evening,
April 28th. No work contributed for the exhibition can be withdrawn without the consent of the Committee on Exhibitions.

At a recent meeting of the Club the following vote was adopted :—
VO TED, That an appropriation of five hundred dollars be made, which may be expended in the discretion of the
Board of Management, in the purchase of one or more pictures, or other works of art, from the fiftieth Exhibition.

Original works offered for this exhibition, which have never before been publicly exhibited in the City of Boston,
will be submitted to the judgment of the following
SPECIAL COMMITTEE:
HENRY SANDHAM,
MELBOURNE H. HARDI/STICK,
CHARLES COPELAND,

ROSS TURNER,
WALTER L. DEAN,
ROBERT M. BAILEY,

J. AMBROSE PRICHARD,
HORACE R. BURDICK,
CYRUS E. DALLIN.

who will vote upon each work separately, and decide upon its acceptance or rejection.
Contributions will be received at .the Club House, corner Dartmouth and Newbury Streets, from Wednesday,
March 2 1 st, until Wednesday, March 28th, after which date no works will be received.
Not more than two works by the same artist in any one department will be exhibited.
The annexed schedule must be carefully filled and signed by each contributor, in accordance with the printed
directions thereon, and forwarded by mail to Chairman of Exhibition Committee, Boston Art Club, Boston, Mass.,
ON OR BEFORE MARCH 24 1 h, and the enclosed label, with the title of the work and the names of the artist and
owner, must be attached to each picture sent.
TO INSURE LOCAL COLLECTION ALL WORKS MUST BE READY WEDNESDAY, MARCH
2Sth, AS POSITIVELY BUT ONE CALL WILL BE MADE. Pictures not ready when called for must BE SENT
in by the contributors at their own expense.
All other contributions must be delivered at the Club House, marked Boston Art Club, corner Dartmouth and
Newbury Streets, Boston, WITH CHARGES PREPAID, unless offered under special agreement.
A competent person will be in charge of the gallery for the sale of works belonging to artists, and a commission
of ten per cent , will be charged on all sales made from the exhibition.
No work will be offered for sale unless the price, including frame, is stated on the schedule.
Pictures within the old city limits (excluding the annexed towns) will be collected and returned free of expense to
the contributors, but the Club does not assume any pecuniary liability on works of art while in transit.
The above rules and regulations governing this exhibition will be strictly enforced.
Insurance against fire will be effected on all exhibited pictures (except in cases where the contributor has neglected
to give price or value in schedule) without expense to the owners.
The exhibition will remain open daily (Sundays excepted) from 9 o'clock, A. ht., until to o'clock, P.M., except on
Saturdays, when the gallery will be closed at 6 o'clock, P. M.
Admission to the exhibition will be permitted only upon tickets signed by the members of the Club, and these
tickets in blank can be obtained at the Club House.
HENRY SANDHAM,
BosTori, February 12th, 1894.
Chairman of Exhibition Committee.
.

FRAMES AND MATS.

Exhibitors are cautioned against using the following frames and mats, viz.: oval, architectural, or with projecting
corners or ornaments, bronze, velvet, positive colors, dark or parti-colored woods, gold with black lines or markings, or
measuring in thickness more than two and one-half inches. Mats or flats must not be of positive colors, cold or blue-gray
or exceed four inches in width.
The right is reserved td reject any work framed in violation of the above rules.

COMMITTEE ON EXHIBITIONS:
HENRY SANDHAM, Chairman.
CHARLES A. WALKER.

ROSS TURNER.
WILLIAM H. JACKSON.
WILLIAM G. PRESTON.

Kr- PLEASE READ INSTRUCTIONS, GIVEN BELOW, BEFORE FILLING OUT THIS FORM.

WORKS FOR THE FIF 1IETH EXHIBITION (1894) OF THE BOSTON ART CLUB, FROM
No.

Title of work.

Name of Artist, with present address.

Where to be sent for.

Name of Owner.

Where to be returned.

EXHIBITION.

EXHIBITION.

Title

Title

Artist

Artist

Owner

Owner

Return to

Return, to

Price

Price.

The above form must be properly filled and sent to HENRY SANDHAM, CHAIRMAN OF EXHIBITION COMMITTEE, BOSTON, MASS., ON OR BEFORE MARCH 24th, 1894

contributed by different artists and owners must not be entered on the same schedule.

Do not fill the blank space at the end of the heading, nor the column at the left reserved for numbers,
alf"' On account of Insurance, value of all contributions should be given. Where no price or value is
given, contributions will be at owner's risk.

:

sent by them to this exhibition, with its title and the name of the artist and owner

plainly written thereon.
NOTICE.—Works

Price,
if for sale.

BOSTON ART CLUB.

BOSTON ART CLUB.

EXHIBITORS ARE PARTICULARLY REQUESTED TO ATTACH ONE OF THE ENCLOSED LABELS To EACH WORK

Insurance
Value.

Signature
and
Address of
exhibitor.

NATIONAL MADE/AY OF DESIGN.
1894.

THIRTEENTH AUTUMN EXHIBITION.
The Thirteenth Annual Exhibition of the NATIONAL ACADEMY OF DESIGN Will be opened to the Public
on MONDAY, DECEMBER 10TH, and will close on SATURDAY, JANUARY 5TH.
Works will be received from

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 27TH, to THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 29TH,

inclusive, after which time no work will be admitted.
Lists must be sent to the Superintendent

BEFORE NOVEMBER 20TH.

VARNISHING DAY, Friday, December 7th, from 9 A. M. to 5 P. M., Academicians, Associates and
Exhibitors will be admitted and no other person, excepting the Press (by card) after 12 o'clock M.

The only exhibits eligible are original works in oil, pastel or sculpture, by living artists, and which
have never before been publicly exhibited in the City of New York or Brooklyn.
All works received at owner's risk.
Rejected works not removed from the Academy within one week after the opening of the Exhibition,
and accepted works not removed within one week after the close, will be stored at the risk and cost of the
owners.

No accepted work can be withdrawn before the close of the Exhibition, and all works must remain
as placed by the Hanging Committee.
Glass on Oil Paintings will be admitted, but not more than three works by any one Artist will be
exhibited.

A competent person will attend to Sales upon which a commission of ten per cent. will be charged.
Prices should be stated on the list when sent in, and will be inserted in the Catalogue unless otherwise
directed.
They must be sent in and
afterwards removed by the exhibitor himself, or his agent, within the specified dates. No packing boxes
will be received.
THE ACADEMY DOES NOT COLLECT OR RETURN EXHIBITS.

Works offered for exhibition by dealers must be accompanied by the artist's written consent thereto.
[OVER, j

All contributions will be subject to the judgment of the following
JURY OF

SELECTION.

J. CARROLL BECKWITH,

CHARLES C. CURRAN,

GEORGE INNESS, JR.,

GEO. W. MAyrritim,

ROBERT BLUM,

LOCKWOOD DEFOREST,

FRANCIS C. JONES,

H. SIDDONS MOWBRAY,

J. G. BROWN,

S.

H. BOLTON JONES,

ARTHUR PARTON,

WM. M. CHASE,

JAMES M. HART,

WILL H. Low,

FREDERIC P. VINTON,

F. S. CHURCH,

THOMAS HOVENDEN,

C. MORGAN

OLIN L. WARNER,

J.

GUY,

MCILHENNEY,

HANGING COMMITTEE.
FREDERIC

P.

WILL H.

VINTON,

Low,

GEORGE INNESS, JR.

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL,
THOMAS W. WOOD,
President.

Twenty-third Street and Fourth Avenue,
NEW YORK, June 4th, 1894.

J. C. NICOLL,
Corresponding Secretary.

Catalogue No.

Register No.

WRITE PLAINLY.

Works for the Thirteenth Autumn Exhibition of the National Academy of Design.
1894.
TITLE.

In case of sale make check fiayable to

NAME AND ADDRESS OF ARTIST.

OWNER OR PRICE.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF AGENT.

_ ................................

we- The above form should be properly filled, and sent to C. S. FARRINGTON, Superintendent, at the Academy, BEFORE NOVEMBER 20TH and
a clearly written card, stating the exact title of the work, and the Artist's and owner's name and addresses, must be attached to the back of each
contribution.
'

Or PLEASE READ INSTRUCTIONS, GIVEN BELOW, BEFORE FILLING OUT THIS FORM.

WORKS FOR THE FORTY-NINTH EXHIBITION (1894) OF THE BOSTON ART CLUB, FROM
No.

Title of work.

Name of Artist, with present address.

Name of Owner.

When and where to be sent for.

Where to be returned.

Insurance
Value.

Price,
if for sale.

The above form must be properly filled and sent IO THOMAS ALLEN, CHAIRMAN OF EXHIBITION COMMITTEE, BOSTON, MASS., ON OR BEFORE JANUARY 5111, 18 94.
EXHIBITORS ARE PARTICULARLY REQUESTED TO ATTACH ONE OF THE ENCLOSED LABELS

To EACH WORK

sent by them to this exhibition, with its title and the name of the artist and owner

plainly written thereon.
NOTICE—Works contributed by different artists and owners must not be entered on the same schedule.

Do not fill the blank space at the end of the heading, nor the column at the left reserved for numbers,

rv

-

On account of Insurance, value of all contributions should be given. Where no price or value is

given, contributions will be at owner's risk.

Signature
and
Address of
exhibitor.

Mr PLEASE READ INSTRUCTIONS, GIVEN BELOW, BEFORE FILLING OUT THIS FORM.

BOSTON ART CLUB.

WOR

EXHIBITION.
No.

'E BOSTON ART

BOSTON ART CLUB.

CLUB, FROM

EXHIBITION.

Name of Owner.

Title

Title

rirtist

.4rtist

Owner

Owner

Return to

Return to

Price

Price

BOSTON ART CLUB.
EXHIBITION.

Title

.4rtist
Owner
Return to
Price

HAIRMAN OF EXHIBITION COMMITTEE, BOSTON, MASS., ON OR BEFORE JANUARY 511), 1894.
NCLOSED LABELS TO EACH WORK sent by them to this exhibition, with its title and the name of the artist and owner

plainly
NOTICE.—Works

contributed by different artists and owners must not be entered on the same schedule.

Do uai fill the blank space at the end of the heading, nor the column at the left reserved for numbers.
ZIP • On account of Insurance, value of all contributions should be given. Where no price or value is
given, contributions will be at owner's risk.
—

Signature
and
Address of
exhibitor.

BOSTON ART CLUH.
FORTY=NINTH EXHIBITION.
LIMITED TO

OIL PAINTINGS_
This Exhibition will open Friday evening, January 19th, 1894, with an Informal Reception by the members to their
friends, and close Saturday evening, February 17th, during which period no works named in the catalogue can be withdrawn from the gallery.
At a recent meeting of the Club the following vote was adopted :—
VO TED, That the sum of fifteen hundred dollars he appropriated, which may be used under the authority of the
Board of Management, for the purchase of one or more paintings from the forty-ninth Exhibition.
Original paintings offered for this exhibition, which have never before been publicly exhibited in the City of
Boston, will be submitted to the judgment of the following
SPECIAL COMMITTEE:
THOMAS ALLEN,
WALTER L. DEAN,
JACOB WAGNER,

HENDRICKS A. HALLETT,
CHARLES H. HAYDEN,
ERNEST L. MAJOR,

J. AMBROSE PRICHARD,
EDWARD H. BARNARD,
WALTER F. LANSIL,

who will consider each work separately, and vote upon its acceptance or rejection.
Contributions for this exhibition will be received at the Club House, corner Dartmouth and Newbury Streets,
from Friday, January 5th, until Thursday, January rith, after which date no works will be admitted.
Not more than three works by the same artist will be exhibited.
The annexed schedule must, in every case, BE CAREFULLY FILLED AND SIGNED by each exhibitor in accordance
with the printed directions thereon, and forwarded by mail to Chairman of Exhibition Committee, Boston Art Club,
Boston, Mass., ON OR BEFORE JANUARY 5(111, and the enclosed label, with the title of the work and names of
the artist and owner, must be attached to each picture sent.
A competent person will be in charge of the gallery for the sale of works belonging to artists, and a commission
of ten per cent. will be charged on all sales made from the exhibition.
No work will be offered for sale unless the price, including frame, is stated on the schedule.
Pictures within the old city limits (excluding the annexed towns) will be collected and returned free of expense to
the contributors, but the Club does not assume any pecuniary liability on works of art while in transit.
TO INSURE LOCAL COLLECTION ALL WORKS MUST BE READY THURSDAY, JANUARY
11th, AS BUT ONE CALL CAN BE MADE. PICTURES NOT READY WHEN CALLED FOR MUST
BE SENT IN BY THE CONTRIBUTORS AT THEIR OWN EXPENSE.
All other contributions must be delivered at the Club House, marked Boston Art Club, corner Dartmouth and
Newbury Streets, Boston, with charges prepaid, unless offered under special agreement.
The above rules and regulations governing this exhibition will be strictly enforced.
Insurance against fire will be effected on all exhibited pictures (except in cases where the contributor has neglected
to give price or value in schedule) without expense to the owners.
The exhibition will remain open daily (Sundays excepted) from 9 o'clock, A. M., until to o'clock, P. M. except on
Saturdays, when the gallery will be closed at 6 o'clock, P. M.
Admission to the exhibition will be permitted only upon tickets issued by the members of the Club, and these
tickets in blank can be obtained at the Club House.
,

BOSTON, November 13111, 1893.

THOMAS ALLEN,
Chairman of Exhibition Committee.

COMMITTEE ON EXHIBITIONS:
THOMAS ALLEN, Chairman.
JOHN J. ENNEKING.

FRANK H. TOMPKINS.
ROSS TURNER.
WILLIAM G. PRESTON.

lf-Zo nutl Cana6ian ilca6cm
of itric$.
TORONTO, JANUARY, 18 94.
DEAR SIR,—
I beg to inform you that the next ANNUAL EXHIBITION
OF THE ACADEMY will be opened on the 29th March next, in the NATIONAL
GALLERY OF ART, OTTAWA.
All Paintings, Drawings. Sculpture, Architectural Designs, and Designs in
Stained Glass, must be delivered, unpacked, at the Gallery not later than Monday, the
19th of March next.
All Pictures, etc., intended for Exhibition, are to be consigned to J. WILSON
& CO., Picture Dealers, of Sparks Street. Ottawa, who will deliver them unpacked at
the Gallery, repack them and return them to Exhibitors.
Artists are, of course, at liberty to consign their works to other agents should
they so desire.

The Academy will pay Freight Charges only on Members' works. NonMembers' works must be delivered free of charges.
All works at risk of owners, but an insurance during Exhibition will be effected
by the Academy.
NOTE.—The Council have been much impressed with the importance of show-

ing the works of its members to the best possible advantage, and in order to secure
this, have instructed the Committee of Arrangements to follow the plan adopted by the
Grosvenor and other Galleries in London, viz. : to hang the Pictures separately, each
one having some wall space around it. This will, of course, limit the number of Pictures
that can be hung in any given space, but it is believed that the Artist will profit more
by having a few Pictures well shown, than by having a greater number hung close and
interfering with each other.
NOTE.—Members in good standing attending the Exhibition and Annual

Meeting will be allowed half mileage, but twenty dollars will be the limit paid.
Appended hereto is a Printed Form, which intending Exhibitors will fill up,
giving full title of Picture, with price.
The titles of Pictures must be placed on the back of each frame, with name
and address of Artist

Kindly retun form as soon as possible, to address,
JAMES SMITH, Secretary,
Room 26, BANK OF COMMERCE, TORONTO.

liZowtt Canabian itceavim of Ert.
FIFTEENTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION
TO BE HELD IN THE NATIONAL GALLERY OF ART, OTTAWA.
TO THE SECRETARY
Please receive /or Exhibition, subject to the /7w/di/ions
No

DESCRIPTION OR TITLE OF WORK SENT.

Artist's Signature

,fiddress

0/

your Circular

I

INSURANCE
PRICE.

SELLING
PRICE.

NATIONAL ACADEM OF DESIGN.
)

1894.

SIXTY-NINTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION.
The Sixty-ninth Annual Exhibition of the NATIONAL ACADEMY OF DESIGN Will be opened to the Public
on

MONDAY, APRIL 2 0 ,

and will close on

Works will be received from

SATURDAY, MAY 12TH,

THURSDAY, MARCH EM-I, to SATURDAY, MARCH 10TH,

inclusive,

after which time no work will be admitted.
Lists must be sent to the Superintendent BEFORE MARCH 1ST.
Thursday, March 29th, from 9 A. M. to 6 P. M., Academicians, Associates and
Exhibitors will be admitted and no other person, excepting the Press (by card) after 12 o'clock M.
VARNISHING DAY,

The only exhibits eligible are original works in oil, pastel or sculpture, by living artists, and which
have never before been publicly exhibited in the City of New York or Brooklyn.

All works received at owner's risk.
Rejected works not removed from the Academy within one week after the opening of the Exhibition,
and accepted works not removed within one week after the close, will be stored at the risk and cost of the
owners.
No accepted work can be withdrawn before the close of the Exhibition, and all works must remain
as placed by the Hanging Committee.

Glass on Oil Paintings will be admitted, but not more than three works by any one Artist will be
exhibited.
A competent person will attend to Sales upon which a commission of ten per cent. will be charged.

Prices should be stated on the list when sent in, and will be inserted in the Catalogue unless otherwise
directed.
They must be sent in and
afterwards removed by the exhibitor himself, or his agent, within the specified dates. No packing boxes
THE ACADEMY DOES NOT COLLECT OR RETURN EXHIBITS.

will be received.
Works offered for exhibition by dealers must be accompanied by the artist's written consent thereto.

All contributions will be subject to the judgment of the following
JURY OF

SELECTION.

E. H. BLASI-WIELD,

J. \Va.'s CHAMPNEY,

HAMILTON HAMILTON,

J. FRANCIS MURPHY,

J. R. BREVOORT,

M. F. H. DE HAAS,

WILLIAM HART,

WALTER L. PALMER,

J. B. BRISTOL,

FREDERICK DIELMAN,

J. SCOTT HARTLEY,

WALTER SHIRLAW,

GEO. DE FOREST BRUSH,

FRANK FOWLER,

ROBERT C. MINOR,

WORDSWORTH THOMPSON,

CHARLES CALVERLEY,

R. SWAIN GIFFORD,

THOMAS MORAN,

CARLETON WIGGINS.

HANGING COMMITTEE.

FREDERICK DIELMAN,

R. SWAIN GIFFORD,
GEO. DE FOREST BRUSH,

PRIZES.
EXHIBITORS MUST NOTE PLAINLY ON THEIR LISTS WHETHER THEIR PICTURES ARE ELIGIBLE FOR
ANY OF THE PRIZES TO BE AWARDED AT THE ANNUAL EXHIBITIONS OF THE ACADEMY.

THE
THOMAS B. CLARKE
PRIZE—$300.

For the best AMERICAN FIGURE COMPOSITION painted in the United
States by an American Citizen without limitation of age.

THE
JULIUS HALLGARTEN
PRIZES—$300, $200
and $100.

For the three best Pictures in Oil Colors painted
American Citizens under thirty-five years of age.

in

the United States by

THE
NORMAN W. DODGE
PRIZE—$300.

For the best picture painted in the United States by a woman, without limitation of age.

METHOD QF AWARD.

Consent having been obtained from the various parties controlling these
prizes, they will be awarded by the Jury of Selection, named above, at a meeting
to be held in the galleries, after the pictures are hung, in time to announce
decisions at the opening of the Exhibition.

The ACADEMICIANS will not compete for any of the prizes.

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL,
J. C. NICOLL,

THOMAS W. WOOD,
Pt trident.

Cortesponding Secretary .

TWENTY-THIRD STREET AND FOURTH AVENUE,
NEW

Yonc,

JANUARY

13, 1894.

Reg-isler No.

Catalogue No.

WRITE PLAINLY.
Works for the Sixty-Ninth Annual Exhibition of the National Academy of Design.
1894.

for
may be needed, BEFORE the titles of their works eligible to compete
Exhibitors are especially requested to write the letters C—H—D, one or all, as
Hallgarten Prize, (It ; Dodge Prize, (13).
the Exhibition Prizes, viz. : For the Clarke Prize, (C);
TITLE.

NAME AND AI)DRESS OF ARTIST.

Owl= ou Puics.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF AGENT.

In case of sale make check payable to
1ST, and a clearly
C. S. FARRINGTON, Superintendent, at the Academy, BEFORE MARCHeach
16).-The above form should be properly filled, and sent to
contribution.
back
of
the
be
attached
to
owner's 'names and addresses, must

Artist's and
written card, stating the exact title of the work, and the

IntePnational A Pt Suppl
AND

Genepal Infopmation Agenq.
THE STUDIOS,
LINDEN GARDENS, BAYSWATER,
LONDON, W.

AUGUSTIN RISCHGITZ.

R. A. RISC HGITZ, who has been associated

with THE AUTOTYPE COMPANY, and the firm
of W. A. MANSELL Sz Co., of London, has the
honour to inform his art patrons that he has established an
INTERNATIONAL AGENC Y, having in view the following
principal objects :—
(a) To supply art goods of every description, by means
of a Special Intelligence Department, in connection
with correspondents at home and abroad.
(b) To undertake the reproduction of objects of art in
their various processes.
(c) To make researches in the National Collections and

Libraries, and to procure information on subjects
associated with Art and Literature.
The Agency proposes to procure casts, photographs,
engravings, and photo-gravures.
It undertakes the mounting of photographs, picture frame
making, carving and cleaning, and restoration of art works.

In the province of Practical Photography, whether for
fi ne art or commercial purposes, a discriminating knowledge
of the merits and advantages of the most recent processes will
be brought to bear in order to secure the best results obtainable.
The operators and artists whose services have been retained
are acknowledged leaders in their professions.
Special facilities have been secured for photographing
objects not only in London and the Provinces, but also on the
Continent.
Though much has already been done to popularise and
to utilise the resources of our British Museum (which, occupying
as it does the most prominent position among the European
Collections, has been illustrated and rendered accessible by
means of a magnificent Series of Photographs), there are
however many regions yet unexplored, invaluable to the historian
and art student for educational purposes, and for the acquirement of general artistic knowledge.
To Americans and others living abroad the Agency will
long-felt
need, as a centre for obtaining art goods, and
a
fill
of furnishing reliable information.
Mr. A. RISCHGITZ will furnish on application a list of
Art Lecturers. Most of these recognise the importance of
illustrating their Lectures by means of Lantern Slides.
Correspondence is invited, and Mr. A. RISCHGITZ would
be happy to receive communications from Artists, Societies,
Public Institutions and Art Publishers.
.

A personal interview in town or country can be arranged

at a few hours notice.

N EXHIBITION of
Pictures by
MISS MARIA BROOKS
will be held at the Galleries Of MESSRS. H. WUNDERLICH 8r Co.,
from November the Twenty-fourth until
Christmas.
The favor of your presence is requested.
LITTLE GIRL

1894
NEW YORK

868 BROADWAY

SUBJECTS

1. Disappointed
2.

Lazy as lazy can be

3.

Shy

4.

Hard times

5.

Trouble

6.

A cup of tea

7.

Crackers

8.

Sweet little flower

9. Little good for nothing

10.

In the dumps

I I. Grandma's pet
12.

For Mamma

13. Spring flowers
14.

Asleep

RT CLASSES:
SEA S0.1"

fs 9 i.

MR. CHARLES EUGENE MOSS,
PUPIL OF BONNAT, CORMON, AND FERRIER. PARIS; EXHIBITOR IN THE FRENCH
- SALONS. THE NATIONAL ACADEMIES OF DESIGN AND OTHER PROMINENT EXHIBITIONS; MEMBER OF THE N. Y. WATER COLOR
CLUB.. ETC..

Will open a Studio for private classes.
Instruction given in Drawing and Painting. from Life. Still Life.
and the Cast every afternoon.
Special attention given to preparatory students for the city art
schools.
Terms: $2o.00 a month (payable in advance). This includes instruction every afternoon in drawing and painting from the Cast and
Still Life, also from Life Model three times in a week.

Address. //

;d:

or call Fridays, from 2 to 5 P.M.

REFEREN CES:
MR. W. H. SIDDONS MOWBRAY,
66

WEST ttth STREET.

MR. WM. A. COFFIN,
138

WEST 55th STREET.

SUMMER SKETCH CLASS.
Mr. Moss will conduct an out-door sketching class during the
months of July and August in one of the charming French-Canadian
villages which dot the north shore of the St. Lawrence. near the
mouth of the river Saguenay. where the river St. Lawrence widens
Boats and fishing craft lie along shore with masinto a broad sea.
The Laurentian hills
sive grouping of boulders in brilliant coloring.
form a fitting back-ground and the peasant folk who dress in homespun and live in the most primitive manner are as picturesque and
interesting as the Bretons of France. These with salubrity of mountain and sea air unite in making this coast most charming during the
summer months.
Excellent board can he had from $5.00 to $6.00
Inper week. Excursion tickets from New York at reduced rates.
Early application should
struction for term of .qjght weeks $40. 00 .
be made as the class is limited.
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Montreal Exposition Go.
PROVINCIAL- XHIBITION.

Mor2treal, 12t[2 Sept., 1892.

Dear sir,
take ple13ure
a Con2plin?eytarm

eyclo3irn mou [2ereWitE2

icket to our nx[2 ibitio 2 .

We 3[7all be plea3e6 fo [2aVe a \./i3it

t roll? mou, ii7 Will er26ea\/or to 3[2oW mou
e\ierm courte3m.

your3 fait[gullm,
S. C. STEVENSON,
Manager

6-4

Secretary.

A KNICHT
OF
THE
LEC1ON
OF
110110t
1
11
W
The Canadian Sculptor, Mr. Charles Philippe
Hebert, Given This Distinction by the
French Government.

R. CHARLES PHILLIPE HEBERT, THE CANADIAN SCULPTOR.
Mt. ( harles Philippe Hebert, the Canadian sculptor, has been made a knight of
the legion of flonour by the French Government in recognition of his services to art
nee a lid Ca na d a .
The Canadian colony ia Paris and Mr.
ninny friends in this country have
lie announcement with pleasure, all
agrecing that it was well dr , erved.
a eswnlially ii sclf-made 1:01111.
Ilibert
His it her %VAS n poor la r ni , or Si t ;rigoire
iIi eilit. He is fin years of age. lie re.
ceivol his early educatiou it the villasze
•.kihool. After leaving school he worked On
1 he I. I I'm 'until 1869, when he
toRomeasaPontifical
wont
hi.4 return he again
Zottuvl .
work,' ii a farm, and then -old fruit trecs
far / time. It was nt the Provimial ExIttAn ition of 1873 ihat made his debut by
pi.. , ing a small wood( n buid for which he

won a prize. He then entered Mr. Buressa 's atelier, and from that time up to the
present he has given up all his energies to
his favourite art. TVs works are ver- numerous. The 1)0,4 known are the DeSalaberry monument at l'hambly; statues Oi
Sir Geo. E. Cartier and Sir John A.
donald, at Ottawa; a number of groups anti
histmical figures ornamenting the Legislative
buildings at Quebec: the Maisonneuve monument at Montreal;the statue of Father
I:arin at Lowell, Mass, and a model for the
Champlain monument at Quebec.
Ile is at present engaged on a statue of
Mgr. Bourget, to be erected in front of St.
James's Cathedral.
Ile has received various medals, including
the Confederation medal granted him by
the Dominion Government in 1894. Mr.
'Hebert marriee: Miss Marie Roy, is the
father of six children, and is at Present residing in Paris.

-
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JeReade," blue cwat, povelered hair.

Romney. "Sir
The sale of the Clifden collection of pictures at
4eated. holding a book, £535 10s. " Lady Reade," Wallies Rooms (Messrs. Robinson and Fisher), Kingl'white-and-gold dress, pearls su hair (oval), £1,081 105.
street, St. James's. was of itself an event of the season.
" Emma Hart, Lady Hamilton," bust , chin resting on
and produced a fair proportion of high prices, which
Beresford,"
£1,732
10s.
"Mrs.
'tit hand, £2,131 10s.
"Miss Harriet Shore," white dress, blue scarf, half- were as f e llows
length, £1,953. "Lady Urith Shore," £1,890. "Mrs.
G. Beekheydeu, " Interior of a Chtiech in Holland,"
Willett," white dress, blue sash, half-length (oval), 4525.
- £735.
Marcus Stone, "Edward II. and his Favourite,F. Boucher, "Portrait of "Me. de Pompadour,"
Piers Gaveston," £504; previous price known, £514 10s I £525.
Canaletti. "The Bridge of Verona," houses, gon -

(1877).
.]. M. W. Turner, "Going to the Ball. Venice," doles, and figures, £2,100.
Canaletti and Guardi " Grand Canal," shipping, gon£2,940 ; previous prices known,, £546 (1853), £1,785
(1872) £1,260 (1878). " Returning from the Ball, doles , and figures, £540 15s.
T. Gainsborough, • The Pembroke Family (copy o
Venice," £2,940; previous prices known, £640 (1853),
11,N5 (1872), £1,260 (1878). "Mortlake," £5,460. Vandyeles picture at Wilton), £745 10s.
Guardi, 'Grand Canal, St. Maria della Salute," gon" Helvoetsluys," £6,120; previous price known, £1,680
"A Diream of Italy," dolas, &c., £577 10s. Another view, companion picture,
(1863). "Val D'Aosta,"
£525. "Grand Canal," gondolas, &c., £525. "The
£1,312 10s. "The Trossachs," £630.
Sir D. Wilkie, "The Errand Boy," £850 10s pre- Wedding of the Adriatic," £598 10s.
Hondecoeter, Poultry, ducks, peacock, and peahen
vines prices known, £e56 15s (1861), 1.1,102 10s (1865).
in Italian garden, £4.357 106 ; £147 (1861). £110 5s
Regular Beth.• The Abbotsford Family," £630.
(1869). Poultry and ducks in a landscape, £677 5s.
. Prices. price R.
R Wilson, "A View on the Arno," £651.
ro e.. $7 00 $6 3
Moucheron, Italian landscape, with figures by A.
MODERN FOREIGN PICTURES.
s ......8 00
Van de Velde, £829 10s.
72
6 00 6 4 Rosa Bonheur, "Going to Market in Brittany,"
Rigaud and Parrocal, "Portrait of the Dauphin,
6 3, £1,512.
7 00
Louis Duc de Bourgoyne," battle scene in foreground,
9 00 g p J. B. Corot, " Les Sautes," £630. " Les Printemps," £892 10s.
Portrait of Marie Leckinski, Queen of
Tocké,
• " • 11 009 e £787 10s.
. 8 ....
12 00 10 ieJules Dupre, Landscape, with cattle drinking, Poland, £1,176.
£619 10s.
Velasquez, " Marianna of Austria, second wife of
Joeef Israels, "Pancakes," £945.
Philip IV. " £2 415 bought in at Christie's in 1893 for
'"
(
J. F. Millet, A Woman carrying Faggots on the out- £4,303.
ts.... 14 00 12
skirts of a wood, £1,155.
8 1Munkacsy," The Flirtation," £472 10s.
Is...,700
6 3,
TO-DA I'S ARRANGEMENTS.
C. Troyon, Group of three Sporting Dogs and
Gamekeeper in a Wood, £2,992 10s. A Haycart and
5
4 50
1 ..-4 0 Horses, £840.
......
550
OBITUARY.
4
DUTCH, GERMAN, AND FLEMISH PICTURES.
13ackhuysen, Coast Scene, two fishing boats and
Mr, P.. W. Shepherd, of the O. R. N.
another stranded, £483.
40
s e- 55g)
Company-Mr. Samuel A lt,
Cuyp, "Prince of Orange and Sons Starting for the
650
5 8.
•• • • •
.
67
of Aultsville.
Chase," £2,100; previous price known, £556 lOs (1848).
5 • • • •750
Jesse."
£640;
of
h
e
*tear
Van
der
Goes,
"T
II.
.
and
previous price known, £283 lOs (1876).
seiti4
.
was
expressed
in
Great regret
F. Hals, Portrait of a Gentleman (panel), octagonal,
business circles yesterday morning, when it
ir future want
£672.
was
learned that Mr.. R. W. Shepherd, presirio, Quebec be e
M. Hobbema, View on a Canal, Winter, £1,522 10s.
dent of the Ottawa River Navigation comriGER & Co.
I. Ostade, Village Inn, gentleman mounting grey
pany, had breathed his last that morning at
horse, numerous figures, £1,743.e
nine o'clock, at his summer residence,
Rembrandt. Young man in Cap,with feather, £1,155.
Ruysdael, "Entrance to River Y, fishing
"Riversmead," Como. Mr. Shepherd, about a
J.
ies Street.
smacks and men-of-war," £4,410.
year ago, was taken ill with an internal coma
Gentleman
paying
Addresses
to
G. Terburg,
plaint from which, however, he very much
Lady, and three other figures, £2,074 10s.
recovered after treatment. In April last he
W. Van de Velde, "Calm on River Y," numerous
was again taken ill and for the past few
vessels, £850 10s. "Calm," yacht at anchor, row
weeks has been gradually sinking, until the
boat with figures, £693. Sea Piece, storm coming
end came yesterday morning. Mr. Shepherd
up. sloop in collision lowering sails, £609.
had spent most of his life in Montreal.
' J. Weenix, Garden, dead peacock, spaniel, &c.,
£152
(1810),
£210
(1870).
£756; previous prices known,
When but 12 years of age he,with his family,
'Dead Hare, two partridges, gun, &c., £714.
carne to this country from Sherringliani,
Norfolk, England, where he was
FRENCH SCHOOL,
born. Only a few years after that
A. Appiani, Portrait of Napoleon L in Coronation
he became connected with navigation on the
£787 10s.
4 Robes Boucher, Cupids Sporting near fountains, a
F. '
Ottawa river, and was the originator of the
pair, £1,071.
present Ottawa River Navigation company,
Madame Vigée le Brun, "Princess Elizabeth, Sister of .
having himself run the first boat on the river.
Louis XVI.,' £525. Lady in white Dress, claret
When Sir George Simpson was president of
jacket, seated on green divan (panel), £2,362 10s.
the company he served as captain on one of
Claude Lorraine, Artist Sitting on the shore
the steamers, afterwards rising to the posidrawing coast scene, £509 5s.
Barry,"
pink
dress,
tion of president himself, and which office he
F. H. Drouais, "La Comtesse du
fur, and lace, £ 1 24 10s.
held at the time of his death. Mr. Shepherd
.
J. B. Greuze, Portrait of a girl in pink, blue ribbon
held positions on many of the boards of our
in hair, £745 10s. Young girl praying, £588.
local charitable institutions. He was one of
N. Lancret, "Nicaise " (illustration to "La Fonthe most valued members on the General
Amis"
(on
deux
"Les
£1,365.
copper),
on
taine,"
hospital's committee of management. He
copper), £1,102 10s.
was also one of the managers of the Mackay
J. M. Nattier, Lady seated on clouds, holding two
institute, and was closely identified with the
doves by blue ribbon, £4,095.
Protestant Hospital. for the Insane. Mr.
J. B. Pater, " T he Swing," eight figures, £808 10s.
10s.
£808
"The Dance," man and girl, five other figures,
Sheptd had some years ago been president
"Les
d'Amour,"
£3,517
10s.
A. Watteau, "Le Gage
of th Art Association of Montreal, and at
du
Bal,"
£1,102
10s.
Plaisirs
- the ti 1 'obf bee death - he was vice-president
SPANISH SCHOOL.
and oullealirectoiate of the Molsons bank..
"Holy Family," £4,200 ; " St. Joseph and
Mr. Shepherd marreee,Miss Delesderniers, of
the
I f a ut Jesus," £997 10s. " Faith presenting
Como, and a large family of children are left
1 'ucharist," seven figures, £'2,467 10s. to mourn his loss. His children are Dr.
buff
waistdress,
A
red
IV.;"
Velasquez, "Philip
Francis Shepherd, professor of anatomy at
• "Young Lady," black
£409
105.
baton
and
vest, hat
McGill ; Capt. R. W. Shepherd, of the R. and
dog on arm of chair, whole length, £4,515. '• In
O. N. Co. ; Mrs. Arthur Henshaw, wife of
l uta Maria Anna, second wife of Philip IV.,"
Mr. Arthur Henshaw, of the Montreal bank
£808 10s.
brother 01 Ja
ITALIAN SCHOOL.
Mrs. Wm. Molson, wife of Dr. Wm. Molson ;
rower a
Canalotti, " The Grand Canal," a pair, £525; previous
Mr. D. Shepherd, of the Molsons bank ; Mr.
price known, £409 10s. (1888).
Sherrington Shepherd, who now resides in
and
St.
John,
and
Child,
F. Lippi, "Madonna
England ; Mrs. Haswell, Mrs. Geo. R.
£255
3s
(1863).
previous
price
known
£525
Angels,"
and Miss Shepherd. The
' Robertson, jr.,
WATER-CaLOUR DRAWINGS.
highest expressions of esteem were paid to
Thames
at
Greenwich."
the
Ilirket Foster, "On
id at ths Re
Mr. Shepherd's sterling and upright character
"On
£388 10s. "Fails of the Tumrnel," £304 10s.
yesterday by his confreres, in speaking of his
Secretaiy,
the Shore, Bonchurch," £252 previous price known
decease. He was a man of the most just and
£103 19s (1878). "The Crossbow," £294.
n the inth o
Downs,"
amiable disposition, and his loss will be very
Copley Fielding, "Sunlight on the South
ebLuntnrliti n
severely felt by all those institutions with
1231. "On the Downs near Brightou," £351 155.
l'h
whom he ever came in contact. The flag on
"Weymouth Bay," £477 15s.
Eh Africa tel ,
(8e
Salute,
Venice"
Maria
della
.1. Holland, "Santa
the Molsons bank was raised at half-mast
of Stra them,
£47 5s (1864 ) .
previous
price
known
;
lle),
£220
lOs
by
when Mr. Shepherd's death was announced. at the
Afrioi ils
W. Hunt. "Interior of e Shed," peasant girl
Ca fee ir I
door, £215 5s.
41 t
+ire
Alma 'redeem, "Interior of a Temple," procession,
'all
e
'aailrd
gal playing cymbals," £404 5s.
£304 10s.
for Pore,
.1. M. W. Turner, "View of Boston,"
"London from Batterbeeninfoe
"Portsmouth Harbour," £252.
10; previous price known £315 (1860).
is a ili a
sea Fields," £367
Scotch scene,
will be no
F. Walker, "Fish e rma n ad Gillie,"
£758 (1887).
tit h a t tes'at
£451 10g; previous price known
£420.
P. de Wint, " View . in Sussex, Harvest."
of Col. te
"Village on the Thames, Berkhampstead," £787 105.
£682
108
" Torksey Castle," £457; previous prices known
(1874), £498 15s (1891). "A View in Nottinghamshire,"
£304 1011.
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We -iYeath of Mr. R. Seterli-rd, er e %

! at Como, yesterday, removes one more
of elontreal's oldest Citizens. Mr. Shepherd has been ailing since spring, but l
•

It was not until about two months ago
was
I
that he became serio usly ill, and
confined to his room. The immediate]
muse of death was internal cancer, but I
his decease was probably hastened by a I
severe attack of grippe last winter. Mr.
Shepherd Was born in Norfolk, Erland,
some 76 years ago, and .came to Canada
In his boyhood. In his early youth he
became connected with the Ottawa River
Navigation Company as purser, and his
honesty and integrity becoming appreciated, he rose step by step to his late
position as president. His widow, formerly Mi..,19 Deladesnier, of Como, sur',ewe; him, as ale° four sons and four
dmight.e-s, one of the former being .1.
Frances Shepherd, M.D., professor of ars•
a tomy, at McGill University.
Besides the position of president of
the Ottawa Navigation Company, in connection with which Mr. Shepherd was best
known, he held that of vice-president of I
Molsone Bank. He took an active inter-1
es t in the work of the Montreal General
Hospital, of which he was a governor, and
was a member of St. George's Church,
where he at one time held the position o
church warden.
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Miss Whitney, one oi L.11 , idlers i r1
.
t he school, who has been ne; eucticssfi
in this particular study. A lovely pun
bowl shared the honors with some ble,
and gold enamelled glass ware. Mie
Harrison, another teacher, was at es re
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EDWIN A. ABBEY
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FIRST VIEW

On Thursday Evening, February 28th, from half-past seven to
ten o'clock
Yourself and ladies are invited to be present
Respectfully
THE AMERICAN ART ASSOCIATION, Managers
This card, which is personal, will he required at the door
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On Saturday afternoon the studios of
several artists were open for the first
time in Montreal to the public. For.
some time past one of the most delightful features of social life has been five
ochock tea in the different studios,where
Art has been discussed with tea and thin
bread and butter. Naturally, however,
it was only the favored few
who had the entree into the workshops
of the world of art, and the general public have never seen the inside of a studio;
that they were anxious to do Co was evident from the number of people who took
advantage of the invitation given
through the press last week. The ar1 i, tists "at home' were Mr. T. Hammond,
I r Mons. Hebert, Mr. W. Raphael, Miss Livingston, the W, A. A. A., the School of
Art and Applied Design and Mrs.Watts..
I In Mr. Hammond's studio in the Art
Gallery building, pictures, studies and ,
sketches were lying around in the greatest profusion. Any one familiar with
the Maritime Provinces would recognize
the locale of many of his pictures. Fishing of all kinds is a favorite subject
with Mr. Hammond, and the atmosphere
of much of his work has that soft haziness which is a part of gcod fishing weather. This lazy effect is especially noticeable in the pictures "Herring Fishing' and "Gaspereaux Fishing," where
the boats have the appearance of growing
out of the dim yet rosy depths of light.
Three unfinished pictures of the sand
dunes are remarkable for the rich coloring. A view of London from the
Thames, group of pulse gatherers,breezy
sketch ol a girl crossing the sand and
a water color of the tower of Bruges,
with the colony of pigeons, disturbed by
the chimes, circling around the belfry,
were a few of the good things seen on
Saturday. Mr. Hammond is a native
of :Montreal, though at pfesent he lives
at Sactville, N. B. where he is the head
of the Art department in Mount Allison College.
Miss Livingston's studio in the Sherbrooke was not only interesting for the
collection of painted china, miniatures,
water-color and oil sketches, but also for
the quaint old furniture and antique briea-brite, which would delight the heart
of a dilettante. Mies Livingston studied
with some of the greatest ceramic artists 1
of the day, spending tome time in Sevres, 1
perfecting herself in the decorative
branch of china painting', even learning
the cameo decoration, which is never
taught, but has to be learnt by experience. Amongst the lovely things to be
seen in this studio was a tea set of blue
sevras with tiny wreaths of gold side by
side with an exquisite Dresden china desert service standing on a mahogany
sideboard of the Louis XV period, with
quaint carved legs and brass finishings,
which was a picture in itself. The walls
were covered with sketches made in different parts of the world; one very interesting one being of a ville close, it
. Brittany. Unfortunately, the kiln room
could not be seen, as it was in the workMan's hands- for nape ire - - 'At the Y.
C. A. the sketch exhibition of the W. A. A. A. attracted a great 1
many visitors, and the sale of Miss
Blanche Evans' pretty little Christmas
-carcLe was quite brisk. Indeed, the ladies
have sold quite a number of the exhibited
sketches during the past week.
Miss Phillips' studio at her School of Art. and Applied Design presented a very
pretty and animated appearance as a
steady stream of people 'missed through, !
admiring and criticizing all the dainty
things arranged around the room. The
water color riketelses by Miss Phillips
were charming. Sev6ral studies of flowers were very fine, especially one of white
roe. The picture of Gloucester Her1 - eiine, which was hung at the
-. Fair, was much edinired. The
i• ted hira - ;
he Work

1

1

n

-
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on some very fine wood earving, pre ably the finest ever seen here. Miss II -risen works in leather also, and shoe,
many pretty trifles which gave one a go; •
idea of this art. It is very deeoratix ;
and not too difficult.
Mrs. Watts has a very roomy studi
at one side of Fraser hail, Universii
street. The entrance to the studio pro,
is through heavy green velvet curtain
which form a picturesque and easy srting to the room. Mrs. Watts pain;
principally in oils, and her pictures
the last spring exhibition in the Art
Gallery will be remembered. Her best
known painting is a large one of a garden in Bavaria, which was hung at the
Salon, Paris. "In Mischief," a cat knocking over a vase; is good, the pose of the
cat is very lifelike. A huge jar of poppies, is a brilliant piece of coloring. Her
picture for next spring will be a landscape, with cattle in the foreground.
At the studio of Mr. William Raphael,
St. Catharine street. a large number of
pictures and sketches in oils were on
exhibition. Two studies of an old organ grinder and the old street tinker
were among the best portrait sketches.
" An Amateur" was very good, the expression of wrapt contemplation suggested by the pose of the portly priest was
admirable. A rocky point lying in the
sunlight, with a boat drawn into safety
‘178.....3 a pretty study in green.
Mons. Hebe,rt has become so well
known to Montrealers through his fine
Statue of Maisonneuve, that a visit to
his studio could not fail to be interesting.
At present he is at work on two models
to be sent to Quebec for the Champlain
Statue Competition ; the chosen one is
to be plaeed. on Duff erin Terrace, near
the Frontenac. The model of his statue
of Sir join). Macdonald in the Parliament
Building, Ottawa, was much noticed.
Models of several political men and of
the four wooden figures in Notre Dame
Cathedral were also shown. A bronze
group of a settler attacked unexpectedly by a murderous Indian, was very
fine. The ferocious animal expression
on the Indian's face as lac closes his teeth •
in the settler's arm, is splendid. A father
defending his daughter at the massacre
at Lachine, is else good. But by the
time the studio of Mons. Hebert was
reached the light was poor, and much of
the clever work could not be seen.
It is proposed to have a studio day the , A
first Saturday in every month. That" —4
last Saturday was a success goes without saying.
-

TilE FIRST STUDIO DAY

v

And "A Philistine's" Impressions

.VW,

Thereof-Studios to be Open
44944
.. Monthly.

V

1 feel that it is due to th artists who
have so kindly opened their studios to-dey
(Saturday) to say publicly that there are
many meinbeis of this community who highly appreciate the movement now being nuelc
to interest people in art. I thoroughly enjoy
looking at pictures, but beyond a week in
the spring when the Art Gallery has au e
.hibition, and all occasional private view of
!pictures at the rooms of Messrs. W. Scott
.Sons, I rarely get a chance of learninv
understand them. It has interested ins ex
ceedingly to visit to-day the differcie
studios, and to become more familiar with
the methods of the artists, and I feel thet t
understand the several styles much better
than I did before. For instance, I have often
seen Mr. Hammond's pictures hung in thi;
gallery, but to-day I saw about one hundee
of his pictures together, and could comparc
one with another. His style is !nee
varied— wild country, meadow lan;1,
sea pieces, mountains, all seem to flow teen
his blush, if I may use the expression, with
equal ease. His sea pieces are very fine, net
Lis management of misty effects makes ou
feel sure that he takes particular delight in
portraying these tender veilings of nature.
An unfinished picture of sheep browsing in
a hollow is very attractive, and looks as
though it would work up well. We may
have a chance of seeing this picture finished
on sonne future studio day, and will feel an
additional interest in it from having seen it
in embryo. Another sketch of sheep on an
open prairie was delightful. There were
also several strong Dutch looking pictures,
a great contrast in color to the sea pictures,
and a fascinating little picture of in glacier
in the Rockies, which showed great skill in
exelciunetioe
n nx.
t studio that I visited was that of
Mrs. E. Watts, a delightfully cosy workoom. At one end is a screen of handsome
velvet mutants of a deep rich shade, giving a
hminonioua and picturesque effect. A piano
• Ms in one corner _of he room awl suggests

A

at the artis. , possessed of more gifts than r1866. Among his inert+ tnite-i-r'i
Ne. The firs, picture that attracts one is ! are 'Farragut's Fleet Pang the .
e that• was exhibited in the Paris Salon, Beles
i
New Orleans,' 'Of! the coast
i
1 d also at the Art Gallery, a garden scene. 4 Frence,"The Yach• "Dauntless," Of Doirr"
the
Burning
iirrounding this are many sketches and pic- ver. England,"Dese-ting
.1 ..fi' t !It
Glintevi nI se-... res of merit. In sunlight effects Mrs. Ship.' .Storm on . th, e Coornst
\Vatts seems to be particularly at home, a ! i jionads t 1..‘
i!lbFranticee ; 'Mconrise and Sunset.*
;limy court and sunlit meadows being parHis
'Dandle Cove. Isle a Wight.'
and
;
ieularly charming. This artist has also , 'Rapids Al:ave Niagara' was at the Paris
everal portraits which give the impression Expositica ,c/ 1878.
He ..- eaived gtAd

being very faithfully executed. '
and silver me.,tials frz.ni Boston and CinFrom Mrs. Watts' studio I passed on to cinnati, and he was an licmorary member
at of Mr. W. Raphael, who evidently has of the Chicago Academy and of other ,
; number of pupils, judging by the easels artibaesre cidei tions.uaiire, cl
Mr. De Haas's tending ready for use. :Many pictures, both 4
; ertraits and landscapes, adorn the walls of !,1 pictures are the absolute faithfulness with
whic'h he re2rlduci the awash ana
i iiese studios, and one can see that they are
movement of the waves. his brilliancy of
I lie work of an artist who has devoted much
and the truth
tru' of every techn.cal deme to the study of oil painting.
tail. The grest: charm at ma-.l e paintAfter spending some time in this studio I lug,' Mr. De Huais ence said. 'consists in
fact that every cloud of eny size afithurried on to the next, that of the School of
t the cfolcr cf the water so much that
'Art and Applied Design. Here I saw the fec;
*fiat
you see is rather sky reflection
work of three artists—Miss Phillips, who is
the principal of the school, paints in water than the real color of the water, except
olor and designs ; Miss Whitney, is a china- the
e lij-Z e'
°f}f:'77.= T,a1re.,:mt7lia:LircegT
Painter of DO small merit, and Miss Harrison Tucker in May last. She survives him
, does wood-carving and leather work. On as do two daughters and a sou by his
the walls and on stands are many charming first wife. His sm is an artist ad lives
e.riter colors, and arranged on shelves there at the Studio Building, 51 West Tenth
; IS beautiful specimens of painted china. street.
,lt the end of the room the leather work is -- displayed, dainty card-cases, note-paper
IA
h
WO
' ART
Ptoxes, blotters, all showing the hand of an
—
i expert. In another room Miss Harrison was
it i of ceraThe ost beautiful ex
I finishing a piece of carving, which seemed to mies ever held in Montreal is now on
arouse a great deal of interest in the visitors view at the Y. M. C. A. building. The
who thronged the room. Many specimens china is exceedingly lovely, and has been
of this lady's work were on view, and they collected by the Woma.n's Art Associaare certainly the finest pieces of work I have tion, to be exhibited as representative
, ver seen in Montreal. The smallest de- work of the women of the Dominion.
is the first time that such a thing
tails of the work are most delicately finished, This
has been attempted. The work now
and the designs are beautiful. I saw on view has already been exhibited in
several specimens of pupils work also that Toronto and London, and at thé close
interested me. A pretty office, filled with of the present exhibition will be sent
charming bits of china ready for decoration, to other branches of the Association.
divides the studios. Upstairs Miss Whitney
was busily at work on some beautiful glass
117CULTURE OF MONTREAL.
painting which I heard her say was going to
(To the Editor of the ,litneAs t ±
an exhibition in London, Ont. Opposite her
3
ek.,/i1 S
•tudio are class rooms, but these I had not
cqlture be the p r to feel or
r time to visit, as I was anxious to see as to appreciate what is good, better or best
many studios as I could before daylight
in the experiences of human beings as
failed.
embodied or idealized in art, literature,
My next visit was an exceedingly interesting one, as it was my first to a sculptor's etc., then has Montreal had recently an
I studio. M. Phillip Hebert most kindly wel- opportunity of showing how much of this
' corned me, and explained the work he has
she possesses.
lately been engaged upon. He is just finishTwo courses of lectures have just closed
ing two models for the competition for the —the one on the greatest of German,
I- statute of Champlain that the city of Quebec the other on the greatest of Italian
poets,—both of them by common consent
i is about to erect between Dufferin terrace
ranking among the foremost poets of the,
and the Frontenac. The models:atand in the
world. The lecturer, Mr. Thomas Damiddle of the room and are the principal obvidson, of New York, has been pronouncjcgi -of interest in a remarkably attractive
ed by one of our own most gifted litteredio. Models and statues of different
ateurs the most cultured man he ever
i ii.ilr; adorn the walls and stand on pedestals
met, yet he has had miserable audiences
of twenty-five to fifty pemle all told. We
I crind the room, and a fine group representhave in this city a -university of some
ing the struggle between civilisation and barnine hundred to one thousand students
'î ism stands near the door.
and about two hundred professors and'
.6 hen I left this studio I found, much to
other
teachers. We are wont to call Mc-,'
i; \ disappointment, that the afternoon Was
Gill a 'great urilVeretTp.' How many au- 1
and I was unable to visit the remainditors did this 'great university' supply
ing studios. For this I was particularly
for these courses which have never been
Fury as I was told during the afternoon that
equalled in this city? Not five—I believe,
fewer. The courses extended over two
Miss Livingston has a charming studio at
weeks and the cost of attendance at each
the Sherbrooke, and also that The Woman's
of them was not more than would be paid
Art association was well worth a visit.
to
drive around the mountain, and both
And now, Mr. Editor, it may seem absurd
together might have been heard for about
for a person who knows abn,ost nothing
half what must be paid to secure a box
about art to write a lecture about it; but
for the most wretched of comic operas or
this will serve to show that even the ignosniety plays.
rant must form some sort of an opinion, and
A more complete demonstration of
a
it is better that they should learn to form
the lack of genuine high-class culture in
correct one, which knowledge can only be
Montreal could not have been furnished,
and till this state of things is changed •
g,ained by constantly seeing pictures and
lot us hope that we may hear less about
trying to criticise them. Thanking you in
our 'great university and cur 'cultured'
.olvance for so kindly according nie space for
Montrealers. In the meantime it might
the expression of my sentiments,
be worth while to inquire into the cause
A PHILISTI1SE•
. of the present state of affairs.
WRATH OW M. r. H. DE HAAS.
OBSERVER.
I lit; VADIOUs MARINR ARTIST DIES SUDDRNLY
.
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MaTr-iTt-e-rerederick Hendri

) Haas,
well known as a marine painter, died suddenly on Saturday morning of angina pectoris, at his home, 46 Wet Ninth street,
NOW York. He was In good health on
Wednesday lest, but on the afternoon of
that day he to-k to his bed, from which
he nover rose again.
fie was born In Rotterdam in 1832, and
was educated In that city and at 'Pile
Hague. Ho studied under Louis Meyer,
a marine painter of note, for two years.
Fie had a beat., in which he trtrversed
the rivers of Holltmci. drawing and paintIn 1861
ing the lifr. h ,, , about him.
he went to I'.\ here he gave lessons ,
and made a,, n lor and pencil drawIngA.

!

Mr. 1i.ler. recolver1 the appoint- i
!I,:‘

I n I ,1 ,n .\ ,-1 {

The American Art Galleries,
Madison Square South,
New York, November 1, 1895.

We take much pleasure in announcing that Mr. Henry Bare, for
the past twenty years identified with art matters in Philadelphia, has
become a member Of THE AMERICAN ART ASSOCIATION. Our spacious
galleries have been thoroughly renovated, redecorated and newly
carpeted, and we will presently erect at our Madison Square entrance a
most artistic Marquise, designed by Messrs. McKim, Mead & White,
Architects. It will therefore be observed that we depart in no particular from the liberal management which in the past has received such
generous public recognition. Not only will the Association's specialty in regard to managing great public sales of art collections receive
diligent and skillful attention, but special care will be given to the
private sale of notable works of ancient and modern art. No deviation will be made from our established rule to prohibit in collections
placed in our hands for public sale, the introduction of other property
than that belonging to the actual owner of the collection. Neither
will the use of fictitious names be permitted in advertising ownership
of collections to be sold under our management.
In connection with our galleries will be a department for the permanent display of Oriental Porcelains, Jades, Crystals, and other rare
Eastern productions. This department, managed by us in conjunction
with Mr David Nash of this city, long and favorably identified with the
importation of choice Oriental objects, and Mr. E. O. Arbuthnot, one
of the foremost of experts, now and for many years past a resident of
China, insures to the connoisseur, the amateur and the public an exceptional opportunity.
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With much respect,
JAMES F SUTTON,
THOMAS E. KIRBY,

Y

HENRY BARE,
THE AMERICAN

ART
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on Works of Art.

ocietv of the Ifrictibo of WO.
SEASON OF 1895-96.

•••
ON WEDNESDAY, APRIL 15TH, 1896, TWO HUNDRED DOLLARS
WILL BE GIVEN FOR THE BEST OIL PAINTED PORTRAIT HEAD

-0+1 AN ART STUDENT, UNDER THIRTY YEARS OF AGE, OF
HIMSELF OR HERSELF, WITHOUT FRAME. THE PORTRAIT WILL
BECOME THE PROPERTY OF THE CORCORAN GALLERY OF ART.
SHOULD THE PAINTING CHOSEN AS THE BEST, ON ACCOUNT
OF ITS LACK OF MERIT BE INACCEPTABLE TO THE BOARD OF
TRUSTEES OF THE CORCORAN GALLERY, THIS AWARD WILL
NOT BE GIVEN, BUT A SIMILAR COMPETITION WILL TAKE
PLACE IN 1897. .
THE AWARD WILL BE DECIDED BY THE SOCIETY OF THE

FRIENDS OF ARTS, EACH MEMBER PERSONALLY HAVING THE
RIGHT TO VOTE ON THE ABOVE DATE AT THE GALLERY..

•

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN WISHING TO JOIN THE SOCIETY ARE
REQUESTED TO SEND THEIR NAMES AND SUBSCRIPTIONS TO
THE SECRETARY AND THEIR •NAMES WILL BE RECORDED ON
THE LIST OF VOTERS. SUBSCRIPTION FOR THE SEASON

1895-'96, ONE DOLLAR. ......
ART STUDENTS WISHING TO COMPETE WILL ADDRESS THE
SECRETARY FOR BLANK FORMS AND PARTICULARS.

ROBERT HINCKLEY, SECRETARY AND TREASURER,

1310 MASSACHUSETTS AVE. N. N.V.,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

ECOND STUthO DAY.

el AN ART COLLECTION.

ean Exhibit of Photographs an
Grœco-Eacyptian Portraits at
it,, tte
the 1af.A.A.A. 14//4

l,

Exhibit of Freneb Pinion Pictures

.
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On Saturday afternoon, those who take
an interest in act, and the work of artists in
s o Hoard, were given another opportunity of
/ nriting tie studios of some of the best
known artists in the city. It was the
second studio day in Montreal, and, by the
way the visitors turned out, the ide a has
been warmly taken up and appreciate 1. It
was an unusually cold day, and hardly the
one in the week on which one would expect
to see such a good attendance at anything of
the kind. Studio day, however, comes none
too often, and, it is safe to predict, evil/
always bring out Large numbers of the real
lovers of art.
The areatest interest, undoubtedly, was
1 , anifeesied over the/collection of copies of
GI arro!Egyptian portraits, now on view at
the Woman's Art Association studio, in the
Y. M. C. A. building. Just what these remarkable photographs are can only really be
understood after a visit of inspection to the
Eat dio. They are photographs of the paint ins that were discovered in Egypt some
eight years ago by the Flinders-Petrie exped!tiin. Up to that time it was known that
trans had existed in Egypt, about the time
of the Ptolemies, ta remarkable school of portrait painting, but there was no proof of it
until the pears:ill
were
i* found by the expedi.
tion of 1887. . '" valuable portraits then
found weie place ha the galleries of many
European countries. In that year, also,
Theodor Graf, of Vienna, laid the toundation of his now sonderful collection of these
portraits. Ytaeny year he has added to it
until, at the present time, he has over
ninety. The probable date of the painting
T of these portraits is about 395, A. D., certainly not later. The Egyptians had a firm
belief in the after life, and, in addition to the other offerings placed in
the tomb, a portrait of the deceased
man or Rhyme Jan was placed there. The
Greeks, also, of that period, largely imbiber
the religious view of the Egyptians, and
that is the undoefIsted reason why the portraits discovered are principally Greek, or
Greek and Egyptian, types. A few are distinctly Setnitic, which recalls the feet that
the Jews of Aletandria were eager in their
adoption of Greek manners and customs.
The photographs of these remarkable portraits, as exhibited by the Woman's Art Association, must command wide interest.
Being photographs, they, of course, lack the
brilliant color of the originals, but they,
neverthelesst serve to show many of the
characteristics of the originals.
'I he photographs are ranged on one side of
the studio, and show the originals to be in a
moi e or less perfect condition. One must
cet ice at once that the portraits all range
from the ages of, say, 15 to about 50. There
ire no very old or very young subjects among them. Some of the women
must have been exceedingly beautiful ; all of
the men are distinctly the opposite. The
ITI:q.; peculiar festiore is the tractaient of the'
eyes. They are always large, and very
retied. Many show the habit prevailing in
th4 East of darkening tho eyelids. Some
e f the portraits resemble in a remarkable
inahner,the worlitt.4g modern artists. MeiseOnier raiinarkelgral, many'ef them equalled
in style the best artists of the present day s
tad were unsurpassable. Some of them are
painted on panels of wood, others are on
papier mache, seine on' thickened canvas, and
ethers on the ashroud that covered the face:of
a le intigany.
Nothing could he more interesting than a
l iew of these photographs of portraits of th it
ancient school of painting in Egypt.
In addition to the openin4 of the Woman's
,Art Association studio, on Saturday, a nuireher of visitors were noticed at the other
studio/4 se kindly opened for inspection.
The following were the studios that provid
t d so much interest on Saturday afternoon,
he hears of visiting being from between
•.? to fi p.m. :--Mr. Hammond, ROE A., Are
i ;alters!, Phillips Square; Mons. Hebert, 3t
Labelle street; Mons. Franchere, 376 La.
p a tichct i ere street ; Mrs. E. Watts,• F e ar
111111, University street; Mr. W. Bremner,
R.( A., 67 St. James street; Mr. ‘'.
Raphael, RCA., 2204 St. Catherine street;
Miss Livingston, 1018 Sherbrooke
Mons. Larose, 4121 St. Catherine street. :
Misa B. Evans, Forsythe's Marble IT
Itleury street, and School of Art and Applied
I a Ago, 2274 St. Catherine street.
-
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-Some Reflections on

Their Views of
Art Suggested by Recent
glaCxamples Seen He7.Z A

some most exquisite canvases. Amongst
the latter are "The Mill at Hest,"
Holland, by Petitjeau; "At the Follies
13ergere," by Werthemier, a new subject
beautifully treated, the effect of artificial light being especially well reproduced. "Returning from the Fields" is
another by Langic; "Sunset," by Jupy;
a landscape by Le Portevin; "Mexico
Docks," by Grimehund; "The Fiance,' ty
Seignae; and "Shepherdess and Sheep,"
by Treiesdell. The collection should be
seen by all Montrealers interested in
art and all who enjoy looking at good
paintings. There is no charge for admission, visitors being welcome at any
time.

,
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An art collection such as Montrealers
have seldom had the pleasure of viewing may now be seen at 238 and 240
St. James Street, in the premises occupied by the Canadian Royal Art Union.
This art association opens its doors for
the first time to-day and invites the public to view the collection, which consists of about 100 pictures, all of the
French school, and which have just arrived from Paris. The canvases bear
some noted names, and were painted by
French, American and German artists.
The collection embraces everything in
the modern school, six being pictures
which were exhibited in the French
Salon. Amongst the latter are two by
Gaudefroy, "Just Right" and "Hunting,"
which are splendidly treated and show
the hand of the master. Another by
Stoddard, "Under the Trees," is estecially fine. Gross, a noted painter of
landscapes, has a fine picture on view
not far from one by Julian Dupre, the
noted painter of animal life. A particularly fine canvas is Janmougin's "The
Conscripts," and one by Jelibert,'T ho
Pickpockets," concludes the list of salon
pictures‘ But these are not by any
means all that is fine in the collection.
Dozens of other well known artists show

THE

'

The fact that there is at p e nt, in the
Art Gallery building, an exhibition of a number of impressionist pictures, draws attention
to the Impressionist School, and makes some
slight explanation of the views of that school
of interest to those who take advantage of
this chance of becoming better acquainted

W A. ‘ ASS,JC/ION.
)

-

/

An IirtVesting Series oArt Lectures
by Well Known Authorities.
-The first of the excellent course arranged

by the Woman's Art Association will be de, levered by Mrs. Ashley Carus-Wilson, today, at 4.30 p.m., in the Y.M.C.A.
This course of twelve lectures will extend
over a period of three months, one to be delivered every Wednesday, the illustrated
lectures at 8 p.m., the others at 4.30 p.m.
They are in no way confined to members of
the Association, and it is hoped that they
will help to advance the interests of art.
The following is a list of lectures:—
January 8, 4.30 p.m.—Mrs. Ashley CarusWilson—Browning as an Interpreter of Art.
January 15, 4.30 p.m.—Mrs. WigmoreEmbroftlery, Ancient and Modern.
January 22, 4.30 p.m.—Mr. W. McLennan—The Valley of the Rhone.
January 29, 8 p.m.—The Rev. W. S.
Barnee—The Portraiture of Christ (illustrated). By request.
February 5, 4.30 p.m.—Mrs. Logan—The
Relation of Present French Art to Present
French Literature.
February 12, 4.30 p. m.—Mr. R. Harris,
! P. R. C. A.—Three Early Painters of Fier-

'

!

ence.

February 19, 4.30 p.m.—Mr. A. T. Taylor,
R.C.A.—The Functions and Harmony of

,
!

Color.
February 26, 8 p.m.—Professor CoxColor Vision (illustrated).
March 4, 4.30 p.m.—Professor MoysePoetic Art.
March 11, 4.30 p.m.—Mr. Wm. Brymner,
R. C. A.—Impressionism.
March 18, 8 p.m.—The Very Rev. the
Dean of Quebec —Staiked Glass (specimens).
March 25, 8 p.m.—Professor Colby—Norman Architecture (illustrated).
-•-

New Artist's Work. /
ar stic public of Montreal wijec
elm in recognizing the beautiful can asses
la a new artist who has lately taken up his
abode in this city. The artist is Mr. Maurice
(Cullen, who, after a sojourn of seven years
in Paris, where he studied under Delauney,
Rolls, and several of the great masters, has
returned to Montreal'. He has taken up his
quarters in one of the vacant stores in the
Art Association Building, on St. Catherine
street, and hung on its walls are some fine

faVe
'

paintings, paintings that will bear a greet
deal of examination, and are bound to receive
the highest commendation of the critics. Mr.

Cullen is of the impressionist school; indeed,
*erne of Lis works may be classed as the extreme impressionist. Three of his paintings,
'which hung in last year's Paris salon,
and two of the former year's salon,
are exhibited. They are, indeed, exquisite
Lits of work. Mr. Cullen resided for years in
the lovely little town of Monet, near the
Forest of Fontainebleau, and many of his
paintings are from that picturesque place,
the home, it may even be called, of painters
There are two small canvasses of au early
morning scene, and a mosque by moonlight,
which are charming. There are also several
!most striking and remarkable pictures of Alziers, and some scenes of Montmorency and
around Quebec. The collection is a varied
one, and ought to be visited by all lovers of
the art in Montreal. It will give some a
better idea of the Impressionist School than
anything else seen here.
Mr. Cullen is a native of Newfoundland.
He was first in business in Montreal, an employee of Messrs. Gault Bros. He their
/studied sculpture for a year in Montreal,
under Herbert, but finally went to Paris in
1888 to study painting. Mr. Cullen will be
here until February, and an opportunity
will be given to the public to jutage of his
work.
-IMPRESSIONIST SCHOOL.

1!

with such pictures.
The members of this so-called "Impressionist School" are landscapists, whose aim
is to record what the eye actually sees and
not what the mind knows the eye onglet to
see. Hence all the ridicule that the first exhibition of these pictures caused in 1877—for
it has taken them almost twenty years to
cross the Atlantic. Anyone, however, who
has lived close to nature in any form, will
never treat them with contempt.
There is a common mistake with regard to
the origin of the impressionist painters.
They were neither the invention of M.
Theodore Duret, " The Critic of the Advance Guard," nor were they made by a
special act of creation, but are the product
of a regular evolution from the modern
French school, and the direct descendants of
the naturalists Corot, Courbet and Manet,
those three masters to whom the art of
paiuting owes that simplicity of technique
and that directness of touch—an execution
proceeding by grand lines and by masses
hide alone can hope to stand the brunt of
time.
Claude Monet, the artist who has adhered close to Nature in all lier simplicity,
has been the most despised. Surely, we
have not used our eyes; surely, we are more
anxious to be flippant than truthful when
we say that his trees are like nothing on
earth but the foliage of a Noah's ark, or
that his poppy-field looks as though it had a
bad attack of measles. Gazing at a tree or
a field of flowers from a distance, every leaf
and every petal does not stand out clear and
distinct, but, rather, one gets a general
effect. Is not this just what Monet gives
us ? Are not his colors just the brilliant
shades of our own highly colored country 2
H we lived in a land of eternal fogs we might
have reason to call him crude, bat, being
blessed with an atmosphere, which Monet's
pictures suggest to perfection, we only show,
by our caustic remarks, that we have no love
or knowledge of nature. Simplicity is his
great characteristic, and his five colors,blending and diminishing in intensity as we become more familiar with them, give to all
that he touches life and feeling, and bring
before us nature painted with sincerity,
thought, affection and power.
Among the most untiring workers of the
Impressionist School is Remoir. A landscapist of the first order, his specialty is
woman, and he has painted her in all poseible scenes and phases of modern life His
st tidies of the nude are also considered very
fine; in fact, one critic has gone sa far as to
say that'Remoir's torsa of a woman is one of
the finest pieces of modern painting. He
treats his backgrounds, the subject, the
composition as wholly subordinate, the
face with the harmony of light and flesh, the
transparency of shades, the sensation not
only of colors, but of the faintest shades of
colors, the careful exactness of drawing, the
absolute sincerity of nature interpreted in an
exalted view, the forma -Aridly idealized.
T ;I.
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nataie with his own eyes, and transmits her

to us according to his own ability. He loves
ccmplex effects and the diffusion of light, and
seeks a nature suited to his tastes and
viaion.

Another member of the Impressionist
School is the elder Pissaro, of whose work
we have just had an excellent example in
"Old Chelsea Bridge." The subject is one
of those long, old-fashioned, wooden bridges,
supported at close intervals by beams; the
sea is an exquisite blue, and the faint rose of
the sun, which bas already dipped below the
horizon, throws a glamor over everything;
while, in the background, the dark buildings
of the town are outlined against the evening
sky. M. Eugene Boudin painted what ()DM'
I hot called "landscapes of the sea." lie
began his artistic career by painting stilllife with little success, but afterwards
changing his ideal, realised hiivearly hopes.
There is another group of the Impressionists which has lately come before the public.
Die members are called the Neo Impressioniate, and represent a new movement which
ise me of the older members of the school were
not willing to follow. Manet and his disciples use almost pure color, relying, in the
manner of Turner, chiefly on feeling and experiment in the use of paint. The new school,
however, have reduced the use of disintegrated color to an exact science, a method
which in theory is impeccable, but in practice bas, so far, only suggested possibilities.
In certain brilliant sunlight effects, it suggests luminosity in a way which no other
known method elms.
The leader of the school, Georges Seurat,
died at the age of thirty-one, in obscurity,
before his work had reached its fullest expression. Others following in his footstep i
have attained greater results, as Messrs.
Cross, Van Rysselberghe, Signa; Pissaro
fils and Luce.
It will be seen that I have not mentioned
Degas, who, although a member of the little
Latin-Quarter Club of enthusiastic youtv4
men from which the great Impressionist
School has grown, is lifted by his wonderful
originality, his peculiar draughtmanship anti
his peculiar choice of subject, together with
his marvelous genius, above all distinctions
of school, nationality or time. Many people have considered Monticelli
also one of the first Impressionists, but it is
only in his methods, and not in his ideals,
that he resembles them.
I might also mention Mary Ca.ssett,
young American pupil of Degas, as she is
considered the most talented woman of the
modern school. Her works are principally
figure pieces. The best known collectors of,
J and dealers in, the works of Impressionis'rs
are Caillebotte & Faure, in Paris, and Dis-.
rant Rod, in both Paris and New York.

Now Nil Inloresiinij Bogs.
•

Advance Japan : A Nation Thoroughly in Earnest. By J. Morris. 943 pp... .$5.00
Browning Studies: Doing select papers
by members of the Browning Society.
edited, with an introduction, by Edward
Berdoe, M,R.C.S. 330 pp
2.75
Book of Old Eng. Ballads, with
an accompaniment of decorative drawins. By George Wharton Edwards
18a pp
200
'The Court of King Arthur: Stories
from the Land of the Round Table. By
Wm. Henry Frost. Illustrated by
Sidney Richmond Burloigh. 302 pp 1,50

Illy Village : By E. Boyd Smith. 325 pp , 2.00
Impressions and Exper iences: By
W. D. Howells, 281 pp
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W. FOSTER BROW,
2323 Bt. Catherine Street,
TELEPHONE 3641

ARCHITECTURE.
Is Myer Position in a University's Curricula.

RE IMPRESSIONISM.
What It Is and in What ft Differs
From Other Schools.
BY MR. W. BRYMNER, R.C.A.
" The Old Chelsea Bridge" as an
Example—The Effect of Light
and Shade.

" essionism " was the subject ot a
most interesting lecture, yesterday after.
neon, in the Y.M.C.A., by Mr. William
Bry.rener, R.C.A., before the members of te
Wenian's Art Association. Mr. Brvmner
-geesesa very able lecture 4241 the subject, and
was listeeed to with great attention.
In 280 B.C., he began, Aristarchus, of
Samos, maintained that the world turned on
its own axis, and revolved about the sun.
This theory was thought so absurd by his
c ontemporaries that, we are told, they nearly
killed him. Eighteen hundred years later,
Magellan determined, by an actual voyage
round the world, that it was a globe, and
that Aristarchus was-right.
is no more a new thing than
was the world's rouradn eiiii iihen Aristarehus
found it out. The principles of the impressionists that "the whole is greater and more
inspoitant thana..iaass;.that the unity of a
picture is necessary; that to this end, the
parts must be kept in due subordination to
the whole; that the artist must get as near
nature as •ossible be ins ired by her at first
-

.
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blinding sunlight of a picture of t wo people
a n an and a woman, crossing a meadow. It
Manet invented daylight, Monet added sunlight. When once you become accustomed
to the almost new language he uses, you feel
that light has never been truly expressed
before in painting, and, if you ask yourself
'a ho has ever done anything so true in landscape drawing as in those retreating grasses,
or as in those moving breakers, you will tied
it difficult to find an answer to your quest:on. These two men have called into existence the kind of painting generally recogaired as impressionist. And some of their
disciples and followers have done many
astonishingly bad things. No worse things,
however, than are done by the followers of any men of genius, but
more et rikiuely bad and obtrusive.
\Nr hat is the link that connects these very
diffeient men and places them in a group'
apait ? The first, and principal, tenet corn.
mon to all is an intense love of and respect I
for nature, arid determination tolgive the
exact character, aa they, themselves see it
M
its characteristic lighting, movements and
surroundings. I feel that the impressionists, Manet and Monet, Degas and Ratraelli,
Lave livingness, sincerity and genuiness, in
common with all great artists; and an artist,
to be great, must, at least, be true to
his own nature, and express fearlessly
what has been born in him to say.
Ile may be born with the great mind and
pea erf ul imagination of Michael Angelo, or
with the mind that gets its delight from
simple things, as did Chardins. But each
will be greater, in proportion to his gifts
for being true to himself. If a man dqes
this, he will be original in the true way,
wherese,,if he tries to be original, he will,
probably, only produce grotesque thingsand be false. In the language of Ruskin:
"The virtue of originality, that men so

se me of the olcler members of the school were
not m illing to follow. Manet and his disciples use almost pure color, relying, in the
manner of Turner, chiefly on feeling and experiment in the use of paint. The new school,
hewever, have reduced the use of disintegt and color to an exact science, a method
which in theory is impeccable, but in practice has, so far, only suggested possibilities.
In certain brilliant, sunlight effects, it suggests luminosity in a way which no other
lumen method does.
The leader of the school, Georges Seuret,
died at the age of thirty-one, in obscarity,
before his work had reached its fullest expression. Others following in his footsteps
have attained greater results, as Messes.
Cross, Van Itystielberghe, Signac, Pisswo
fils and Luce.
It will be seen that I have not mentioned
Degas, who, although a member of the little
Latin-Quarter Club of enthusiastic young
men from which the great Impressionist
School has grown, is lifted by his wonderful
originality, his peculiar draughtmanship and
his peculiar choice of subject, together with
his marvelous genius, above all distinctions
of school, nationality or time.
Many people have considered Monticelli
also one of the first Impressionists, but it is
only in his methods, and not in his ideals,
that he resembles them.
I might also mention Mary Ca.ssett, a
young American pupil of Degas, as she is
considered the most talented woman of the
modern school. Her works arc principally
figure pieces. The best known collectors of,
and dealers in, the works of Impressionites
aie Caillebotte & Faure, in Paris, and Durant Ruel, in both Paris and New York.

THE WOMEN'S
CONFERENCE.
/07y,

The Annual Meeting of
1800 Ended.
DECIDED TO MEET NEXT YEAR
AT HALIFAX.

The Sectional Conference and Tea
at the Art Gallery.

Bond, Mrs. Kingston, the Misses Kings
ton, Mrs. Shaughnessy. Mrs. H. C.
ncott, 31iss Scott, Mrs. Robert Reic.
the ersses Reid, Mrs. Greenshieids, Miss
Cassels, Mrs. Robert Lindsay, Mrs. Lansing Lewis, Mrs. James Peck,
less Skelton, the Mleses WilLiams, Mr. and Mrs. Learmont.
the Misas Judith. Miss Ede Molson, Mrs
Savage, Miss Savage, Mr. and Mrs. Ives.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman, Mr. and Mrs. G
Brooke. Claxton, Mr. L. P. Stearns, Miss
Stearns, Miss Braenerd, Mme. Thibaudean, Mlle. 'fbebandeau, Mine. Dan.lurand, Mr. Eaelie, Mrs. Wurtele, Miss
O'Brien, Miss Griffin, Ottawa; Mrs.
Ami, Ottawa.; the Dean of Montreal and
Mrs. Carmichael, Mr. and Mrs. A. T.
Drummond, err. J. N. Bsaudry, Mrs.
McCallum, the Misses McCallum, Mr,
and Mrs. Victor Buchanan, Mr. and Mrs.
Colquhoen Dunlop, the Misses Gault,
Mrs. Pangana,n, Miss Pangman, the
Misses Clay, Mr. and. Mrs. J. Ross, Mr.
and Mrs. A. R. MacDonnell, Mrs. Stanger, Mrs. 'Turpin, Dr. Tait Mackenzie.
Mr. J. Pang:man, Mr. and Mrs. Roswell
Fisher, D. Elizabeth Mitchell, the Misses
Mitchell, Mrs. Hennes, Miss Muriel Howard and many others.
SECTIONAL ART.CONFERENCE.
The Woman's Art Association held
'their sectional conferenee last evening
in the old gallery of the Art Association, at sesght o'clock. The platform at
the end of the room was bankal with
palms and Bermuda lilies, and gorgeone bowls of flowers stood, on
the table and piano. Her Excelle.ncy
presided and opened the conference with
an apology, and asked to be excused from
making an address on the score of fatigue. However, with the kind permission of the audience,- she would make
a few remarks about the W. A. A,. lb
National Council will always have a te
der feeling for this Association, t
it was the first society to affiliate wi
them. The W. A. A., on their side, h:
probably felt no regret, because their i
fluence had shown what art can do

,
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An extra afternoon session of the conferenc,e of the National Council of Women was herd in the lower hell of the
Y.M.C.A. building yesterday afternoon
for the consideration of the remaining
resolutions on the agenda..
The result of the vote cast just before
the adjournment of the morning meeting
on tbst resolution to have some amendment made in the present law for the
" commitment of insane and imbecile and
sack poor who are now sent to gaol," was
announced as in favor a the resolution.
The next resolution proposed by the
Executive was carried, and now stand-s:
" That the National Council press upon the Local Councils the importa,nce
bringing before Boards of Health or ocher
local authorities the proper care of the
teeth and eyes of children in the Public
Schools, and the necessity for some proi 'en leen_e_minee fer frei di ntiatry ente
service of an occulist for the poor
in connection with hospitals and otlaerWiS9 where such does not already exist."
The third resolution was productive of
much discussion as concerning very closely the future of the country. Instances
were quoted tor and against pauper children. The strongest thing said in their
favor was the statement made by Mrs.
Coed, Toronto, sub-superintendent ef the
Industrial Refuge in connection with the
Mercer Reformatory. Thirty thousand
boys and girls have been sent out, and
of those between two and three thousand
have been sent to Toronto. And yet in
the Reforenlatory they have only had fourteen of these children grown to women,
and fifteen children in the Refuge, in
the past, sixteen years. When put to
the vote this resolution was carried
unanimously :
The third resolution was moved by Mrs.
Drummond and sec,onded by Mrs. Learmont. If related to publie baths and
wash-houses, Mrs. Drummond in moving
the resolution said she would only say
a few words as titis was not a subject
needing much discussion. The close connection between dirt, disease and degradation in the shuns was an established
faces But it was not only the slums who
would benefit by these baths but the
self-respecting class of Canadian workingmen. This resolution was carried unanunously.
The fourth resolution, in regard to a
national home reading union. was moved
by Mrs. Drummond and seconded by Mrs.
Learmont, carried unanimous:1y.
The filth and last resolution took the
form of an invitation from the
Ilalifax Local Council to the National
Council to make Halifax the scene of thew
next annual meeting. The invitation was
gwen by Pars: Archibald of Halifax, and
seconded by Mrs. Thorburn of Ottawa.
Her Excellency in accepting the invitation on behalf of the National Council, asked Mrs. Archibald to convoy to
the Council in Halifax their sincere
thanks for the invitation.
Miss Wilson proposed on behalf of the
Victoria Council that the meeting of
'97 be held there, but as this invitation
was not on the agenda, it was too late
for discussion.
As all the business had been sat s
torily disposed of, votes of thanks to
the various committees and people who
have made the conference so successful a one were passed.
Mrs. Archibald proposed a vote of
thanks to the hospitality committee and
Mrs. Wolferstan Thomas, seconded by
Mrs. Bryce.
Lady Thompson proposed a vote of
thanks to Mme. Danderand and Mme.
Thibaudeau for the organization of
the French public meeting. Mrs. McEwen seconded this vote.
A vote of ,:hanks was proposed by
Mme. Forget, of Regina, seconded by
Mrs. Tilley, of London, to the gentlemen of the Y.M.C.A. Building. and the
High Schoct for the use of the buildings.
Mrs. Meiknald of Toronto, moved a
vote of t) elks hi their hosts and hosteCUPS, tilt, was seconded by Mrs. Bleeke.
Mrs. English moved a vote of t hanks
to the press, which was seconded by
Mrs. Wood.
The members and delegates then adjourned to the tea at the Art Gallery.
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NATIONAL WUNCLL OF WOMEN.
Mrs. Mary Lowe Dickenson.
the home, in dress in the choice of colors
and the realization of the great part
color plays in one's life. The National
Council had to give thanks to the Society that they had chosen such a
charming place for the closing evening.
Lady Aberdeen continued : "We are
sorry that Mrs. Dunlap Hopkins will not
be with us this evening, but perhaps next
year, in Halifax, we shall have the pleasure of listening to her. I announced
last evening that an anonymous gentleman wished to becorne:a. life patron. Todey i have hat permissiun to disclose his
name, Sir William Van Horne.
This week we have had the names of
five Mcmtrealers sent in, who wish to
become life patrons. The Hon. Sir Donald Smith. Mr. Drummond, Mr W. C.
McDonald, Mrs. Jahn McDougall and
Sir William Van Herne.
Lier Excellency until said she wo
have great pleasure in calling on Mr.
Drunenencl to address the meeting.
Mr. Drummond spoke on the growth
of art in Canada. He could look back
on the time when a meeting like this
would not have attracted any audience
to speak of. It is with feelings of delight that those interested in art must
look on the work of the W. A. A. A. The
exhibitioms of the local branch of this
Association have given much pleasure
;

e

TEA AT THE ART GALLERY.
The tea given by the president and
members of the Montreal Social Council
for the members of the Executive Committee and delegates was a great secCOSS. Both generic s and the st airways
and halls were filled with a gaily dressed crowd. who talked and laughed and
listened to the music and partook of
the ma,ny good things in the tea room.
Their Excellencies arrived shortly after
five. accompanied by Mr. Munro-Ferguson, ADO.; W. Erskine, A.D.C., and
Captain Sinclair. Her Excellency was
presented with a magnificent basket of
roses on behalf of the hostesses by little
Miss Taylor and Master Guy Drummond , The Art Gallery is a. beautiful
building et all times, and it never sh<
a. esseeeee neeileiege ensessene,
evening.
Amongst, the guests were Their Excellencies the Governor-General and the
Countess of Aberdeen, Mr. Munro-Ferguson ,A.D.C.; Mr. Erskine, A.D.C.; Ceptain Sinclair, Lt.-Col. Strathy, A.D.C.;
Lt.-Col. Prevost, A.D.C.; the lion. Mr.
Drutnraond and Mrs. Drummond, Mr.
Wolfersta.n Thomas, Miss Thomas, Mr.
and Mrs. E. S. Clouse:in, Mrs. Alex. Allan, Brockville; eirs. Lowe Dickinson,
NisSV York Mrs, Iloolless, Hamilton
Mrs. Archibald, Halifax Mrs. Tilley,
London Mrs. Herridge, Ottawa Mrs.
Lyle, Hamilton Mrs. Thorburn. Ottawa Mrs. Lai month. Ottawa ; Mrs.
eicEwen, Brandon ; M. and Mme. Forget, Regina Mrs. Willoughby Cummings, Toronto ; Mrs. Grant McDonald,
Toronto Dr. A. Stowe Gull, Toronto
Mrs. Wood. Ottawa Mrs. Charlton, Hamilton Miss Harris, Toronto ; Miss Stewart, Quebec
Mess Meehan K e
ingston; Miss Murray,
St. John; Mrs. inoster Avery, U.S.A.;
Mrs. Macieeth, Mrs. Bonner. Landon;
Mrs. Harry Fullmer, Sault, Ste. Marie;
Mrs O. C. Edwards, Ottawae Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Harris, Mrs. Waddell. Mr.
MacTier, Mrs. Hugh %Vientiane Miss
Parker, Mr. and Mrs. Fraaer Balfour,
Mrs. Red pat h Miss Retitle t h. Dean and
Mrs. Hovey. Professor and Mrs. Penhallow. Lieut.-Col. and 3.Lts. Inetid.Misa
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NATIONAL 1YOUNCIL OF WOMEN.
Mrs. Mary Street, of West Algoma.
and show greet promise. It was owing
to the face a being President of the
Art Association that he had the honor
of addressing the meeting this evening. And he was glad of the opportunity 0 express the interest he took in
this work.
Mrs. Dignam, of Toronto, President of
the Weenan's Art Association, read an
interesting paper on art as touching the
W. A. A., •'Hew Wcmen ran Promote Art
in Canada."
Mrs. Lowe Dickinson, of New York,
spoke next. To begin witdreshe said
she felt she was out of plat*, on a platform devoted to Art. The only consoletem she had was to remember there. was
only the differenoe of a breath between
the words art and heart. It had been
intended that she should have delivered her message of love and sympathy from the National Council of the
'fennel Stated last Tuesday evening. She
was glad , however, that it had been
impossible, as now she could 'add to that
message gratitude for the new thoughts
see bail received in .t-dingthe< cell.fete-nee.
Her Excellency introduced Miss FitzGibbon, of Toronto, as a representative
of one of the youngest societies in Canada, the Historical Exhibition Society.
Miss Fitz-Gibbon made a plea for the
development of Canadien history.
The conference was brought to a close
by lantern views of pictures by Canadian women, who have had pictures hung
ia well-known galleries. such as the
Salon, the Royal Acaelemy of England
and the World's Fair. Mrs. Peck, before
beginning the short sketches accompanyLeg these pictures, said : " I continually hear it, said we have no Canadien
art. The person making this statement
generally ends by believing it. So I
would say if we have not. art in Canada.
it is not the artists' fault."
Pictures were shown by Mrs. Dignam.
Mrs. Schreiber. Miss Bell, Miss Carlyle.
Miss Holden, Miss Sutherland, Miss MacDonnell, Miss M. Phillips, Miss Plimsole, Miss Houghion, Mrs. Watts and Miss
Ford.
In conclusion Mrs. Peck announced that
Their Excellencies would visit the W.
A.A. eochibition in Hall & &ett's rooms at
half-past four this afternoon. An exhibit
of posters hint been melee and it was decided to keep the exhibition open another week.
Before tete audience dispersed, Her Ex-

cellency proposed a vote of thanks to the
president of the Mow-J.:al Lccal Vounc_1.
It had been a fortunate day for the
National Council when Mrs. Drummond
had been prevailed upon to accept the
presidency. No movement could fail
when women like Mrs. Drummond took
an interest in it.
Mrs. Peek then proposed a vote of
thanks to Her Excellency, which was enthusiastically applauded. Her Excellency
thanked the Council in a few gracious,
heartfelt words.
A delightful programme of music added
much to the enjoyment of the evening.
A meeting of the Executive Committee
this morning brought to a close the anla 1 conference.
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W. FOSTER BROWN,
2323 St. Catherine Street.

hand cf time is laid upon our frail human
powers and we are reminded how weak are
we men, and how easily " Thus far and no
further shalt thou go" is spoken by a Power
before whose beneficence we all must bew.
But today we mays° far rejoice writhe, tinge
of tech regrets.
THE NEW-COMERS,

one and all, are fresh recruits, whose presence means enlarged activity, proving that
our University is still young in life and
vigor, ready to carry on in ever-widening
paths her triumphant march of progress in
science, in learning and in education. And
it will be for these new-comers to show not
only that they are ready to devote their bast
energlee to McGill, but that they are
themselves apt students, drinking in
inspiration from the rich stores of aeademic
achievement and tradition, which this great
University has already so plenteously laid
by for her sons. (Applause ) For myself I
have a peculiar satisfaction in the privilege
of representing a new and important department, which has been aged to the Faculty
of Applied Science. It is, I am fully aware,
to the importance of the subject which I (inadequately) represent that Corporation has
paid the tribute of acknowledgment in deputing the University lecture for this session
to me. Were it otherwise I should, in my
heresy, venture to question the wisdom of
Corporation, for there are others amongst us
more able than I-and, doubtless quite willing-to do justice to this Assembly and the
great traditions of this academic occasion.
In the university lecture, to which you listened last January, the Principal of the
University dwelt, with just congratulation,
for a little upon the fact that university
usage had permitted him four months in
which to make intimate- acquaintance with
his surroundings by way of preparation for
his most able address. De my own case, no
such tender mercies have been shown. Four
weeks is much nearer the time of my pre.
sert residence in Montreal: and no Montreal
-or McGill- man or woman _present torlay
iv ill gainsay rie, when I urge that this t
allowance is ioy no means enough for even
EU rficial camprehension of this great city
pits of the
hands been

if subdivided into Faculties, us yet more than
any Faculty or group of Faculties; it is more
than all the Faculties combined, for it is the
co-ordination of them all into one harmoni•
cus whole, evenly balanced and justly interwoven to 'rake up the great, the inexhaustible, sum of human knowledge and human activity, both intellectual and moral. It is
said that universities are unpractical; that
thee' do not fit a man for the practical businees of life. It seems to me, on the contrary,
that the university of today, properly
equipped and working with modern methods
on many lines, enriched by the inolusion in
its curricula of all these subjects which_
modern life embraces and demands, is the
only practical training ground for life in
its fullest and noblest same. To be edncated is not to be unpractical, and with the
vast increase of knowledge in almost innumerable branches that has crowded the
intellectual life of modern times with rich
stores undreamt of in bygone days, educe
time is but piecemeal and stunted and onesided that does not in the fullest measure
seek to develop harmoniously the men in
his entire life and being, that does not
strive to widen the horizon of his knowledge, cf his intelligence and of his sympathies, and that rests satisfied with an
equipment, in itself it may be thorough,
that is limited to the immediate needs of
his own necessarily narrow calling. (Cheers).

'

r cent authorityee" whetbr for peace or

vrr, he now re cheer sue. a high standard
of excellence in inetion e form and expres•
Firm that ( ne is j etified ittlaying that these
thirga are entitle- to rank, s works of art as

much as a paintieg, t a pieta of aculptuoe, or
a building, and lea that machinery is the
only true constru tive art bat has been produced since the decline I media sal architecture . . . ')o not iisanderstand me
by thinking tha I wan to raise steamhammers and peesps to tie, level of a fine
painlia; or a piecs of sent ture. All that I
'stair:tail is that I ley are tue works of constructive art, an ought t- be recognized as
such. Moreover. in conanction with the
best art of formel daes, t'ey teach this important lesson, t han mat cannot, unless
warped by bad eracation fad false criticism,
construct anythies except n a natural, functional, and theme re artast1 manner."
These sentences I have elated ara taken
from a very admit able Preiclential address,
delivered not by an emineff mee r ta engineers (as pos.eible you meht ppose), but
at an art congress So Edinb rg ey the most
eminent of living Scottei at tects. • So,
too, it is wit% arthitectue. e tiares that
are mere exam_ seenioes canot be really beautiful. A beltding that miels its purpose
truthfully aid well, that npressee faithfully
its function in its &ten, -ill aleraes be a
satisfactory bit of - nehitexure so 'far as outward design eau e n whe no amoun t of
supeificial ornamen ehoweer 'aridity applied,
can make a •euieli og retly bbautiful that
fails in essential fitness to 1t4naspee-,
this is inappropre e. et me, however,
not be miecoestrue d. Fa be I f om me to
disparage ornamen14, whe rigitel used. It
is against its falee uese, aloe above ell, against
1tion ;hide Makes ornathat total misconcee
ment all in all, ex ting ee aclesilory to be
the essence, that have been' (3 • •agt e
Arehitecture rot* as inthe . ids, be
antjeitic and euel t fue e:: notee a trace of
oznament; even e edinerebuilding may de' • 'et- an. effectom
.. proportion and

fools nor children when it came to action,In the centwies when they had work to
do and did it. William the Con.
queror in England, to establish his throne
ccurely, harried with incredible cruelty and
fury perhaps the fairest province in his new
dominions. From the awful severity of that
blow, so swift and pitiless and thorough,
Yorkshire and the north lay prostrate, too
drenched In blood and ruined to recover life.
Who and what saved that desolated land
and made it once more populous with thriving industry and fertile? Who drained the
marshes, cleared the forests, reclaimed
the land and turned the desert into
gardens ? The history of that great social
revolution is written for us in the decaying
walls of those Cistercian abbeys, once so fair,
and still so fair, though well nigh swept
away by the hand of time and the much more
iuthlees hand of man, which dot the vales of
Yoikshire in numbers that surprise the
modern tourist. There is no fairer page of
peaceful history than this conquest for
civilization by the monks of a whole district,
anti nowhere can that page be read in fairer
lettering than in the ruins of the noble piles
they raised while their strenuousness was
Eti)lupon them ?
In the 13th century France awoke from
the despondency and blight of the English
tovereignity, and under Philip Augustus and
St. Louis found herself a nation, with her
cities rich and flourishing. The history of
that time, fraught with such consequence for
Europe, is to be found in and illustrated by
the civic charters and incorporations, but as
reading, it is dry as dust. These musty records cannot appeal to us or bring home to
us in even the meagrest way that stirring
time as do those glorious cathedrals, which
the cities raised in generous rivalry and with
such amazing zeal, those Gothic buildings
without equal, une.ppro a , w
the North ofIeran ereeet
this day peril
richest hele of architectural study in he

cannot always keep before us as we wouldin the Faculty of Arts there is scarcely a
tubject, I am thankful to claim, with which
Architecture ha* not close and abiding kinship.
To Philosophy we turn in relationship of
pupils to our teacher. Where else can we
get the principles of logic, of induction and
deduction, that must be employed in criticism ? Where else the foundation for those
principles of msthetic sense and art, which it
is ours to embody in creating logical, harmonious design ?
To Architecture, as to Engineering, Science
is of vital import, the foundation upon which
it works, from Mathematics to Geology,
from Betemy and Chemistry to Physics.
Where else can we get the principles of
statics and dynamics, of thrust and equilibrium, arch and buttress ? Where else can
we learn to know the materials that we are
using ? For, not knowing them, how can
we hope to use them aright ? Where else
can we learn the principles-the despair of
architects- of sound and heat and light, to
apply which in actual buildings as acoustics
or as ventilation is EO often, even to the best
cf us, a source of tribulation, discredit and
disaster. (Laughter and applause).
NVITH LITERATURE AND CLASSICS

is obvious that Architecture goes hand in
hand. Our modern architecture is as steeped
TELEPHONE 3641
in classical form and classical tradition as is
THE CLAIMS OF encninacerteste.
the language we speak and use frontday to
day. Does not the exquisite harmony and
Has Architecture then a right to a place in
proportion of Greek architecture, even in its
the university curriculum ? Can it vindicate
IRiDE, form the truest, the most vivid illus•
its claim to the higher recognition implied
sf that Hellenic spirit, which still
by its admission amongst the subjects of
profoundly rules mankind ? Is not the orsuniversity teaching ? Not only do I feartor) of Demosthenes brought home to us by
leesly claim for it that right, but I maintaen
ihe ibythm of the Parthenon, the music of
that its inclusion in Applied Science is the
eleectie lust and Sophocles and Plato, by
surest way of maintaining unimpaired that
the beauty of Deters Propyhesweess Ionic
true university standard of which I have
.I'•(.chtheum? Does not the might of
spoken, in the Faculty, which is liable perRome, welding the civilized world for thm
haps more than any other to be assimilated
raret time in its history into one great emto the mere technical school. It is
world.
pire, impressing a sense of unity, like a renot the ideal of this Feculer
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fcr lorger-the people and the sovelees organic Fri nce or Merida in Spain, on the Tegue,
red sculpture ,
whole, that this nios i. 00rrt able work of tt e Tiber, oe the Danube, in Asia as in Farrel of Evgist ci save worked together
to make that noble church a shrine for the
tere min art was consummated For ArchitecEuxope, her architecture, ruined and fretsnation's history. I confess the great past is
tare does at lerst re • nize that it irteiary, as it mostly is, still bears the most
borne in upon me each time I linger about
el ould be Leautiful. And he in, I venture
eloquent of testimony to the vigorous,
that nave and aisle and cloister, so wondrous
to think, 114 s its 'superiority
• a university pre-eminent, unifying power of Rome; it is
in their beauty, with an almost overpowersubject to Engineering, in
t is more tree the grardest illustration the Latin classics
ing presence. Happy-thrice happy-is the
to our wider hunan nature. Constructive (cold desire. (Cheers)
nation that has a history, and a history enengineering, as I :edge of it, means, under
If there is cue subject in the Faculty of
thrired in inch a huildirg.
pima conditions, construction reduced to
Alta that seems to appeal to all with varymathematic*. It is building by calculation
I have tried-however imperfectly-to
isg (eerhaps) but never failing force, whose
solely, with the reault too often of a skeleton educative value (it seems to me) is inex- s.hcw something of what Architecture ought
to aim at, something of its ideals and of the
without the life. It is econorty not only rebaustible, its human interest perennial, it is
bearings of the subject in a University such
d to ecience tut exalted fer our worship;
the study of history. My colleague, whose
es this. If it be vouchsafed to me, even in
But man, in
occupant y of the chair of History at this
it is the apothe of utility.
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moat obvious, the most obtrusive of the
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is popular,
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Sir William Dawson was greeted with a
c
wonder- ttreets; wherever we travel in countries
which inherit the precious legacy of history,
hearty outburst of applause on rising top o.
ai lawn adof architecture are pote a vote of thanks to the lecturer. His
fully maedi
f
normeateine gi w
o the great monumentsand
nee
mirt:o a
importance to the 'marks were, as usual, short, but to the
second only in interest
emptum-so, too, the mode
great landmarks of nature herself. They are point, used he took up several of the most imoften seem, to think that at
in stone.
make Ids structures
portant features in a clever manner. He re•
beautifral teem
cep, t ent° are noble records of the past
aetff
Wherever man has dwelt and lived worthily,
ferred to architecture as the social and
pandering to mere architecte. Ut imately,
worthy of scientific designe find that he is he has left, heaped up in noble piles, the national art, and also as a sacred art inashietcry of bis day, the memorial of the deeds much as so many of its gigantic efforts had
I cannot but think, he wit I believe, will
he did. Arehitecture
been expended not only in emblems of piety,
wrong ; frail human mittens. is intolerably
in churches and cathedrals, but as cherished
/11 GREAT "OBJECT LESSON" OF HISTORY.
rise in revolt against wheel faith in the
ugly ; and I have too men e ineering promemorials to the departed. Sir William
Without its eloquence of storied stone,
ability and genius of the e‘that
evoke of the great pleasure which the lecture
in the long history would be shorn of its most poetic,
had given, and amid great applause, he ex.
session not to feel confideets will be brought
its most impressive and oftentimes its only
n çoigtzreeawt
their
lusted the earnest wish that Professor Cepme
hozn snueoedwahni dt will witness. It would sink to the dull prose of
trounha
with this
the hall-forgotten chronicler. It is, perhaps, per and the others who were associated with
nee- et-welsh ita buitidiegs mainly that the past IthGiil lor the east time this year, would
holds cut in tangible fuL," it living hand to have piosperous and happy careers in their
moon ..he other hind, n4gineering scoffs at
por i ant of,cce.
the present. What other link have we at
Architecture-and, I frank iy admit, in many
Prof. Bovey, Dean of the Faculty of Ap•
cases with much reason- • ita faulty con- once so impressive and so human to bind U3
plied Science, was appropriately chosen
to our forefathers ? to connect the life of tostruction and its haphaza ...methods, not to
to second the vote of thanks, and this he did
lost lamentable day with the life of bygone centuries ? to reI peak of its frequent an
most ably. He referred to the true college
need us that today, with its struggles and
failures to be approprir and beautiful.
Professor
That Architecture venter tn criticizing Ea- weariness, its whirl and strife, its success spirit shown in the way in whichthat
archiCapper had voiced the sentiment
gineering I have possibly ri WD: that it fails and its disappointment, is yet not ail; that tecture
was calculated to supply any needs
to justify itself too ofteq, that it is not centuries and centuries have come and gone
Science, for it was
beautiful, I musts sorrovvilelly admit; only in which men have lived and atriveu and now lacking in Applied
in the due cooperetion of these two great stzuggled too, have lost and won, and have the ti us aim of the College to bring aboutofa
and all-round development
branches of cometrection, only by loyally ac- handed on the torch to the next runners in baimonious
reference
ceptieg each other nd working in harmony life's handicap. (Applause.) Voltaire, I the man's resources, Dr. Bovey's
of Mr. W. C. McDonald
the
munificence
-lieve, achieve in these think it was, but the phrase has been so to
together, can we,
was greeted with enthusiastic applause on the
Its. ,And it is with often quoted, that by whom first said is half
later days the best
of watisfaction and forgotten-Voltaire has said: "Happy the na- r art of the audience.
no ordinary feel)
Before the gathering dispersed Principal
hope that I enter, upon the work of the tion that has no history." Whoever it was
Peteison referred to the course cf weekly
who said it, he spoke a most preposterous
is aching of Architecture In McGill Unievery
versity, where in the Fatuity of Applied folly. It is not even a half truth in the lectures to be given by Prof. Capper
Thursday afternoon, at 5 o'clock, and which
leience to a ereater extent team in any other sense that a nation's history must register a
nation's crimes. A Hottentot has scarcely a would be of immense benefit to students of
university with which learn acquainted,
either or any faculty. The students having
eeterday or a tomorrow. That i8 to be
Aims two departments • I knit together,
assured every one, themselves included, that
without a history, but it is not to be destiworking side by side, so to acknowledge
McGill was still " all right," the audience
tute of crime; nor is it national happiness.
trot appreciate and Auppl ent each other.
dispersed.
And, need I remind you-, ties Ifni: 4:0.0:ot }IAA
(Applause.) But
tot evolved an architecture; he lives on in
IIITECTURE
AR/
SCOPE
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ignoble generations, till ultimately, inevitis wider yet. Nottonly m&st it be scientific ably, and perhaps properly, antffed out. A
to be genuine and (bereft* allied to, nay, nation that has no history is not a nation;
much indebted to, the accetracy, the refine- and every nation that has the incomparable
ment in calculation and tlee certainty of En. blesehig of a history has something at least
gineering; not only must i be artistic to be to show in the way of its national arohitectere. In a very special way Architecture is
t rue, sect therefout at once the foundation of
all the arts and ess teal( an all-embracing concezned in the ennobling legacy of the past;
art, if the term is n eve eal meaning; but only through the past can we builders learn
it is a many-sided e dy hydra headed, the thoroughly to grasp the present and work
fee when the examin- out strenuously the future of our craft.
student is temp•ed
With an illustration or two of History in
r- lated to life on
ation .hall looms
Architecture, I have done. First, let us
many sides, and of rally special and intimate kinship with ;terry- might almost say glance at
ANCIENT F,GYPT
Is included in the
ith most- of the at
nival biter curricula.
--comparatively a morsel of a country, conTake, for xample p Me d 'eine and Lew. In dating of the oozy Nile bed, and correepead•
the fozmer the great,' .4seshrtment of Hygiene ing vex y closely with Euclid's definition of a
in as much arehlteetural as medical; and
line-length without breadth. In this narrow
rightly to understand thastraneh of science, Etzip of country,long drawn out. a peolet got
o important to us eli sladividually and as FO very numerous, have gorkeived to write
neseare10. r•-••0411110*-410111M0Ms..
!?telteshiessewelle tneir arceTrenture in chetach
fu nning and build•nes of (limitation and of
tere to megnificent for roalti that for sixty
lumbirg, thould he so necessary to the centuries they have been unrivalled. Only
+tattler of Medicine as is,without doubt, e s
firm the overpowering architecture of their
ntial to the arehitee4 some acquaintance t(mbs do we know those mighty menaf _01
acteriolagy.sirer germ theorem, with the builclers of the P5reurritig. Yet their
d and liiev114.1 o of diseases. lue
tenses see imperishably preserved for us in
eetudie?le apparentis so fer apart, have the majesty of their violated limestone
tha much -At h tat absolutely in common, ele cud's. lhey are happy in that their archiard upon coremaoneuriElke this, the 'mite
tecture has kept for us their hietory;& history
nf learning receial
a very patent applies, that running ter ever !Nei frail the ineffaceti; n.
able
he too in Law„ her reofessional Pram WOIks.impressiveness and grandeur of their
lice of the art itec e Contracts and
Or take some five and twenty centuries
Arbittation, ere the. oomiumn ttingorlo unn dg r, omuut cdh taos later
gent distant successors, the Kings of
Medics I Jurieprude
Thebes. Can the memory of Rameses ever
Law and Medicine.
pass away so long as his ruined halls at
Even ;n Theology •nd Wrinity again, it is Karnak and Luxor-those
mightiest of tenobvious that we hay common ground. It is
ph s-remain to
their wondrous tale ?
not that I claim it n seer) for an arohitect Year by year thattell
wondrous country of the
to be a theologianevenrtorbid ; but who Nile eieles up to modern
research that wear( in look back upon t e gra est triumphs of
e8 not the secrets of its centuries so long by( hristlanarohiteot e, hose glorious
gone;
will
the
faacination
Egypt ever grow
cathedrals, in which enshrined the piety cim ? Will the romance of
its history grow
and devotion and zeal add faith of the stale and unprofitable to of
us
moderns ? I eau.
Middle Ages, withou t feeling that the men cot think it. But
where
would
that history
who planned and bu' It those temples were be if it were not for those incomparable
moonin lluest sympathy ith the tread for waich
fl)(iIts in which it is enshrined ? Perhaps nothey built them. A little further back and
n Etre the on the face of the earth are the
the monk who wor ipped
the Abbey
biateay of a people and its architecture so
Church and the mon wise I.the Abbey alsolttely
synonymous.
Church were bretleti in the wilf•same
Let us turn to
cloister. And even int these modern d eye.
EAIILY MEDLEVAL EUROPE,
when wok is specialized, sue students of
architecture autf of tlienlogy have perforce
there countries of savage hordes slowly
their reparale soh Is of study-- both, it I Mpg into civilization amidst the ruins of
may be, apt to be t technioal-that strchi.
Ru t'a vanished mieht. The history of the
tect, it seems to me, annot beef the highest
untie the eleventh, the twelfth and the
port, who in studyiu
chtireh is wholly in
thirteenth centuries is written for us in the
different to the form
tweed and worship mot kish chronicles-which are dull reading
of which he seeks to
erstand the outward in all conscience. Bat infinitely truer, m
erine. (Applause.)
impressive and more vivid is the
In the Faculty of rts-thali Fatuity to history wr itte n for us by those
which
of us who bave hadall
he imninase tell tame monks in stone and lime
advantage of attending Ito courties (whether history which it is a fascination
in this univeisity at elm. herel, roust ever In spell out among the crumbling ruins of
look back with deepest gra lilt* and most their building', so lovely in their doe. ty.
loyal affect ion-gratIt ude for it broa.1, true
The chronicles in great part are °comet I re
education in the fullest sense. for its humandwe)ling for edffication upon the rather
sit g influence on all our lifter lives, for its
feolieh 'flimsies in which the petron saints
catholic, vitalizing inspiration that does not irdulged; it seems pitiful, and childish eud
t ass steely-affection for its serene dieioterinfinitely wearisome to us now. But the
ested ideals, which we fri:. would elites to
luirtd chinch and cloister show us what
thiough sterns and Clan of afwit)yeare, yet they did, theta monks, who were neithe.•
-
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ART AT OTTAWA.
Exhibition of Royal Oanadi
Passing of a Figure Well Known in
Shipping
The death is announced tit'Westmount
Mr. NV: G. Murray, a well known
itizen, (roui prieurrionii. Whieh euddenly
et, with fatal rena.a. The deceased
gentleman, who wise 57 years old, was
president of the Dominion Type Founding Company, and was for many years
a director of the Rich&iati and Ontario
Navigation Company. He W£1,3 a memaer
of Knox Presbyterian Church, and his
funeral will take place hem there tomorrow afternoon at 9 o'c o k.
The deceased was the son of the late
Wm. Murray, who died in 1874. It
was as the outcome of the enterprise of
Mr. Wm. Murray that the present Beaver Line of steamers between Montreal
and Liverpool was established in 1668.
The line was then called the Canada
Shipping Company. The fleet was at
first composed of selling vessels only,
but in 1875 steam was called in to accommodate the increasing rush of bueinees. Mr. W. G. Murray was associated with the Beaver Line.
,f
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A Jubilee Address Prepared
BY THE ROYAL CANADIAN

ACADErlY OF ARTS.

t/A

MONTREAL ART/47S!

oa-

demy
emy of Arts.
(Special to the Star.)
Ottawa, March 10.—The official opening of the Eighteenth Exhibition of the
Royal Canadian Academy of Arts last
night was a brilliant social success. His
Excellency the Governor-General and
the Countess of Aberdeen, Madame Laurier and Hon. teydney Fisher occupied
seats on an artistically arranged platform specially erected for the occasion.
Mr. A. C. Hutcheson, of Montreal, VicePresident of the Acadenay, delivered a
leasing addeess on the aims and oh'eels of the Academy, and the GovernorGeneral was also heard. His Excellency
spoke of the immense amount of work
involved in the pictures shown and the
great good accomplished by the Academy in the encouragement of art. He
advised these going auto art as a means
of livelihood te hare gem' 'critics ex'amine theirawairk asapd not to depend
anpoq the iieessionae.of!
Or
their friends,
r, they won . per ils*, Jae apt to withld what hey considered defective
points. If many artists were to adopt
e that method, they would not be no liable
to disappointment after they had spent
years at hard study. Hon. Mr. Fisher
afterwards expressed to the gathering
his high appreciation of the work in
the pictures on view. He would assure
the members of the Academy that he
would do all in his power as an individual
member of the Government to promote
the study of art in the Dominion. He had
heard the suggestion that the Government should provide a new building for
the Academy, and be would say, that
as far as he himself VV33 concerned, he
would use is best endenvors in that
regard. A delightful conversazione followed. •
The exhibit as a whole is a very credita.ble one, and mane of the works in
oil, as well as not a few of the water
colors and sketches, are to be ranked
with those of more than ordinary
merit.
Probably the Vest attractive pictitre in the collection Is oue emmediate-:
ly facing the entiance into the hall,
No. 67. It represents a little girl ot
about six years old, affecting a pose'
with natural simplicity and childish
grace, as she requests In a half quizical,
wholly winsome way, " Paint me,
Auntie," which- is the title of the painting by Sarah B. Holden, of Montreal.
This work la finely executed, and the
petite figure of the child seems to stand
ont from the canvas in its life-like attitude. The colorings are rich and effective, and the features realistic in
vivacity and sweetness.
"The Gray Girl," No. 4, by Mr. Brymner, of Montreal, represents a little girl
seated in a eeglige attitude within an
armchair with writing tablet 'n hand.
The thoughtful, musing expression of
countenance is faithfully depicted, and
the study is noteworthy for clever
manageaient in its coloring. It should
properly be classed as a water color.
"La Peneerosa," by J. C. Pinhey, A.
R.C.A., of Hudson, is a highly wrought
work, showing a great amount of
thought. In conception it is somewhat
in the vein of the French Master Tiouguerean, and in some points falls little
short of the work of the Frenchman.
Mr. Robt. Harris, P. R. C. A., of
Montreal. contributes, among a number of fine paintings, a "Portrait of
Peter Redpatla, Esq.," No. 59. It is
wonderfully life-like in execution,
with a finely modelled head, and having the face well relieved against a
richly colored bronze-green curtain. It,
also shows a happy treatment in correctness and coloring of the prosaic
habiliments of the modern gentleman.
F. Brownell, R. C. A., of Ottawa exhibits seven oil paintings one of the
principal subjects No. 4 being a portrait of George Hay, retired president
of the Protlilstant Hospital, Ottawa.
The sitter is represented in an easy
but dignified attitude, dignity being
a prominent feature of the rnasterly
work. The coloring is a simple but effective harmony of green, brown and
black. There can be but little doubt.
that the likeness is as faithful as the
painting is strong.
Other exhibitors are E. Wyly Grier,
R. C. A., Toronto; Miss C. S. 'Haggerty,
Toronto; F. S. Challoner, A. R. C. A.,
Toronto; A. D. Patterson, R. C. A.,
Toronto; G. A. Reid, R. C. A., Toronto;
F. MeG. Knowles. R. C. A., Toronto;
J. Arch. Blown, Toronto; F. M. BellSmith, R. C. A., Toronto; Mrs. Hester
Reid, A. R. C. A., Toronto; Homer Watson. R. C. A., Doon; L. R. O'Brien, R.
C. A., Toronto; and 0:Leduc, St. Hilaire,
Que.

An Exhibition Now Op n
Catherine Street.
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The •members of the Royal Canadian
Academy of Arts are sending a beautifully illuminated address on vellum, to
lier Majesty the Queen on the oneasion
of her jubilee. A principal (sature
if the design is the Royal Arms with
an elaborate heraldic mantling. The
Arms of the different provinces of the
Innuinion being worked into the decoration at the sides of the text, with an
extra border of conveetionalized roe es.
The illuminating was done by Mr. Howard, of Toronto, a member of the Academy. The address is as follows:
" To her most Gracious Majesty, Victoria„ by the grace of God of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Ireland, Queen, Defender of the
Faith, Empress of India.
May it please Your Majesty:
The members of the Royal Canadian
Academy of Arts, while uniting with
the whole of your faithful subjects in
the general expression of loyalty and
love on this the sixtieth year of your
occupation of the throne, wish further as a body to testify their feelings
of profound reverence, and affection.
It is one of the numerous glories of
Your Majesty'e reign that during its
continuance, a love of art, more diffusai han ever before in England, has
been developed. The beneficent influence of your life (an example to all
beneath your far extended sway) has
ever encouraged a recognition of the
value of quiet arts of peace professed
by the devoted subjects who now address you.
In this portion of the Empire art,
nlmost unknown at the time of Your
Majesty's accession to the throne, now
adds its solace to the trials of life.
The part taken by members of your
Majesty's own family in founding the
Royal Canadian Academy gave a decided impetus to art in the Dominion, and the origin 6f the Academy
affords us. as we are proud to think.
an added hope that tha e few words
may suggest more than they can express of true devotion to the throne.
An inspiration to truth, peace and
goodness, a tie binding the sons of a
mighty empire together, whose parallel history records not, Your Majesty
has ever been. That your reign may
lw prolonged beyond the most sanguine
hopes - of your people is the ardent prayer
of Your Majesty's devoted subjects, the
members of the Royal Canadian Academy.
110BERT HARRIS.
Pres. R. C. A.
.
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An interesting exhibit of the work of
Montreal artists, in both oils and
water colors, has been opened at 2407
St. Catherine street, in Chapman's book
store, and will be kept open all summer. There are few new productions in
the exhibit, nearly all of them having
been seen in the collection at the Art
Gallery. The object of the exhibit is
simply to make the work of Canadian,
and more especially Montreal artists,
more widely known. A large number of
English and American visitors come to
th s city during the summer season,
and by their visits to the exhibit at
2407 St. Catherine street, they will
gather an idea of what class of work
our local amateurs are capable of producing. Most of the pictures in the
exhibit have already been mentioned in
descriptions of the paintings in the Art
Gallery. A large proportion of them
represent actual Canadian scenes, whiia
others are American and European
views, and some are entirely ideal. Perhaps the most striking of the pictures
are Mr. Robert /Harris' "Melodia,"
portraying a young"woman playing at
an organ; Mr. Edmond Dyonnet's
"Statuary," representing a sculptor at
work, chisel in band and pipe in
mouth; and Miss Mary A. Bell's PaisViral Scene. The latter is quite an odd
piece of work. At first glance it seems
to be not at all natural, but in a suitable light, which, incidentally, it does
not enjoy where it is, it will be recognized as a true work of art. Miss
Holden's picture, to which she applies the words of the Scriptures "I
Was An Hungered," is excellently conceived. The picture represents a child-,
whose pinched and wan face tells its
own story, seated at a table, in front
of a plate of food of which she has'
evidently just partaken. There are in
all 79 exhibits at present. Of these,
55 are oils, and '24 water colors. All
are the work of Montreal artists, with
the exception of two by Miss Florence
•Carlyle, of Woodetock, "Reminiscences"
and 'An Interesting Chapter."
Following are the exhibitors:
• Miss Mary A. Bell, A.R.C.A.—A Pas-.
tol'al.
• Mr. William Brymner, E.C.A.—A Winter Day, in oil, and Reaping Wheat at
des Eboulements, Old Oven at Bale St.
Paul, A Sketch at Suaset in Quebec
Harbor, Corner of a wheat Field, in
water colors.
Mr. Maurice Cullen—Sun Glow at St.
Joachim, Davies Rock, Ship Dock at
Point Levis, all in oils.
Edmond Dyonnet, A.R.C.A.—The
Statuary, At Perce, Girl's Head, Ponte
Motte Roma., Mount Stephens, B.C., all
In oil.
Mr. D. Park MacMillan—A Canadian
Homestead, View of Montreal, both in

,

'

Miss Fanny G. Plimsoll shows two
oil sketches, An August Evening Filed,
in North Holland, and Edge of the
Woods in Holland, and two in water
colors, A Dutch Canal, and Stranded inNorth Carolina.
Mr. E. H. Farbien shows Still Life,
In oil.
Mr. Robeat Harris P.R.C.A., has
tour pictures hi oils—jMelodia, Crawford Falls, Cleaning Fist at Perce, and
the Sea Shore.
Miss Sara Holelein, A.R.C.A.—"I was
an hungered," and The Dunes In _Hower, Holland.
Mrs. Margaret Houghton, A.R.C.A.—
Le Repas de Midi.
Miss Marion Laing—Yellow Roses,
Pink Roses, Apple Blossoms, and Violets.
Mr. M. Lam arche---Nature Morte,
Mrs. Elizabeth Caldwell—Old Windmill on Montreal Island, water color.
Miss Henriette J. MacDannell—In
Lower Town, Quebec; Le Matson de
-Rene Pelletier, laSi9; After a Storm,
Cape Breton; Quebec from Isle d'Orleans; Sous le Gap, Quebec; In Champlain Market, Quebec; all in oils.
Mrs. Mary M. Phillips—An October
Evening, Caughnawaga; The Old Homestead; Laurentian Hills; At Best for the
Night; On the Downs. Laval Court
Yard; all in water colors.
Mr. M. Sanborn—Village Churches;
Dolls and Dandelions; Old n eple Tree;
At Black's Bridge, Montreal; Before
Twilight, all In water collies.

N.B. TO LIVERP

emplified in Its Relation to All
Arts and Sciences.
HE UNIVERSITY LECTURE
At McGill by Professor Capper Dealt
With These Subjects In a Masterly Manner — The Principal's Remarks.
so r
2.
fl
•
The annual University lecture to the
'-.-

students of McGill College was delivered in
the Molson Hall of the University buildings
at 4 o'clock yesterday afternoon. There was
a very large audience, the Hall being filled
to the doors, and not only was there a strong
representation of students from all the
faculties, but a large number of the friends
of the University were not deterred from
attending by the extremely inclement
weather.
At 4 o'clock the governing body of the
University, the Principal and the professors,
all wearing their robes, filed into the hall,
the procession being headed by the Acting.
Secretary, Mr. J. W. Brakenridge. Mr.
W. C. McDonald occupied the chair, and
among those with him on the platform were
Principal Peterson, Sir William Dawson,
Mr. J. H. R. Molson Mr. E. B. Greenshields, Mr. Samuel 'Finley, Dr. Johnson,
Dean of the Faculty of Arts; Dr. Bavey,
Dean of the Faculty of Applied Science;
Rev. Dr. Shaw, Mr. Justice Wartele, Prof.
B. J. Harrington, Prof. Wesley Mills, Prof.
Moyee, Prof. Ruttan, Dr. L. H. Davidson,
Acting Dean of the Faculty of Law; Dr. MoEachran, Prof. Nicholson, Prof. Penhallow,
Rev. Dr. Antliff, Prof. Adams, Prof. Cox,
Prof. Carus-Wilson, Prof. Calendar, Prof.
Lafleur, Dr. Kirkpatrick, Prof. Eaton and
others.
-
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Principal Peterson was loudly applauded
on rising to Introduce Prof. Capper, and this
he did in his characteristic way, making a
clever and suitable little speech. Last year,
he said, he had been in somewhat the same
position as Prof. Capper, for he needed then
an introduction to a McGill College assembly. It was a very pleasant duty that fell to
him, and he only wished that the college year
wore more often opened with three new professorships and one assistant professorship to
boast of. He referred to the scheme for the
reorganization of the Faculty of Arts, in a
few words, saying that while he meant no
disparagement to the existing faculty, some
of those traditional blanks would be well
seen to, when the time for the reorganization
of the Arts Faculty arrived. He referred to
the choice of Prof. Capper for the chair of
architecture as a most suitable one in every
respect. He was sure that all those in any
way connected with McGill University would
extend to Prof. Capper and the other professors, who for the first time were undertaking
the duties of their positions a hearty and
sincere welcome. (Prolonged applause.)
THE UNIVERSITY LECTURE.

Professor Capper was warmly received on
coming forward to deliver the University
lecture, the subject being "Architecture in
the University.' He said :—Through the
continued munificence of one whose nanae
muet ever be ranked with the highest of the
distinguished benefactors ot this, or of any
seat of learning, the University ot McGill
College has this year been enabled onoe
more to enlarge her borders, to extend the
scope of her teaching and her influence, by
the addition of more than one new subject
to those already embraced in her curricula.
(Applause.) To those who are still students,
perhaps, this may seem chiefly to foreshadow
OA its inexorable and most immediate result,
onal terrors in the shape of mum'sexaminations. (Laughter.) But thus
in the session even these may
ced with equanimity and even
'Nor, i venture
1,0
atiEll1 n110,
any undergraduate of Applied
--certainly none who has already felt
suce of his teaching—grudge me the
t Vennnala Prefe.v.%r e s !i te m.
of extending to the McDonald ProMining, in the name of the whole
n versitgr, a most cordial welcome to McGill, consoled with every good wish for his
eaccessfill profeesoriete in th,t msgnifioant
new building which is rising apace, to form,
with its associated buildings for Physics and
Applied Science, a threefold monument" more lasting than bronze"—to the princely
generosity of a benefactor, whom we
hare the satisfaction and pleasure of
seeing present with us today. (Cheers.)
There are other new-comers also in the prole eeoriate of McGill, In more than one Faculty. To all, I take it, I may tender in yo ir
united name, an equally cordial welcome 0day. (Renewed cheering.) More especially,
however, may it be permitted me without
ins idiousness to welcome with a special refer•
ence the newly appointed Lecturer in Freehand Drawing, to whose tried ability talla to
be entrusted so much of the work in the
Architectural Department.
There are occasions on which any inaugural
lecture must be accompanied with inevitable
sedates and grief. When the new owner
steps into a place rendered vacant by the
dread bend of Death, and is required to fi 1
a blank which is intolerably felt by those
left to mourn the loss of one, honored and
respected. from their midst, the sense of
such loss must outweigh the sense of welcome, and lends loathes and tragedy to the
onward march of all human &Toga. Even
when it is but the stepping aside of a loader
in the van to join the ranks of the "Emeriti,"
as the Romans called them, those who had
doee their service, had deserved well of their
fellows and had earned their rest; when
the thank is caused only by the partial withdrawal frein amongst 313 of
cerne teacher whose loam years are
eremites with honor and a blameless life,
and whose powers for active service, still
fertunately preserved to ut, need husband•
irg in a nobly earned, :epos, there is yet
I
coon, fa r a feeling
moleamity as the grim
•
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men w ose bent is tower's its parties' ar
subjects the highest training that modern
science bas to offer in those subjects,
but at the same time to imbue them,
as far as possible, with the broad
catholicity of the university spirit, to
widen their horizon with the university recognition of the unity of learning and the
co-relationship of knowledge, in a word, to
educate to the fullest the man, as well as to
train the chemist, or the architect, or the
engineer. (Applause.) And for such an
ideal Architecture, I venture to affirm, with
all deference to my colleagues, is of greater
import than Engineering. For what is Architure ? and what is its relationship to engineering and the Arts ? What, too,
its relationship to the other Faculties ? What has Architecture in common
with the studies which constitute their
curricula ? Architecture is the science and
the art of building well. It is at once the
most artistic of the sciences and the most
scientific of the arts. It has been said—and
no less a man than Mr. Ruskin has lent his
great authority to the delusion—that the
function of Architecture je to ornament, that
Architecture is concerned with applying to a
mere building ornament and features that in
themselves are useless. No more monstrous
fallacy was ever preached or swallowed wholesale by gullible humanity. Architecture is no
suchmeretriciousafterthought like the wooden
Doric portico outside, which does duty for
the Faculty of Arts. If it were so, the
columns of the Parthenon woul I be hardly
more respectable as art than the scalps with
which the average Indian may have adorned
his wigwam. Yet it is amazing how this
inane idea has laid hold of men who should
know better. It has met me already within
the precincts of McGill (laughter); it has
been held forth to me, in all seriousness,
within the Applied Science building itself.
(Renewed laughter).

extended to me, and for which xpress
most sincerely my deep gratitude to the
University authorities, to my fellow.
citizens and to my students, and in spite of
the ardour with which, during my brief residence, I have endeavored to drink my fill
of college lore and to steep myself in my
University surroundings, I still feel that it
is no inconsiderable presumption on my part
to venture thus early to address you and to
speak on behalf of the members of McGilL
1 would, therefore, crave your indulgence,
should my feet slip while I tread the somewhat perilous and thorny path of academic
controversy, and should I unwarily seem,
with the assurance of a raw recruit, to rush
in where veterans fear to tread.
ARCRITICIT11.1

which in the older Universities
of Europe, as distinguished from mere
technical schools, has hitherto received bat
scanty recognition. At Oxford and Cambridge it has been represented, but fitfully.
The name of Professor Willis, of Cambridge,
will recur to many ; at Oxford also that of
the Slade Professor of Art, John Ruskin.
Both must ever be mentioned with honor.
But the recognition of the subject has been
solely on its theoretic and historical sides,
that is, from the aothetic 'and archeological
standpoints. In no Scottish University is
there a chair of architecture proper, though
Edinburgh possesses a professor of Fine Art,
and Glasgow, by a curious antithesis, is endowed with a chair of Naval Architecture.
The more modern teaching bodies in England, King's College and University College,
Loudon, and in Liverpool—quite recently
added to the list—the University College of
the Victoria University, have all chairs
of Architecture, loth Theoretical and
Practigd. In France there are many
local technical schools, and in the
Ernie des Beaux Arts in Paris we have
a great central school devoted to architecture and its sister arts—rather would I
venture to say its handmaid arts of sculpture and painting. But it is a so-cilled
is a subject,

rpeekd

it.

ar-nme us, roapEo-AA trkA, i-p",e-ess

University of Paris; nor, so far as I know,
is architecture a- university subject in Germany, Austria, Italy or Spain. In all these
countries there are great technical and
special schools, more are less on the model of
Paris.
On this side of the Atlantic, on the other
hand, in the United States, not only are there
great technical schools, such as Maesachusetts College of Technology at Boston, but
we have a very frank University recognition
of architecture at Cornell, at Harvard also,
at the University of Pennsylvania, and,
above all, at Columbia College, New York.
In Canada we have at Toronto, forming
part of the University, the School of Practical Science, in which Architecture is included.
To the list of those that embrace Architecture in their curricula, McGill University
must row be added, The chair has here
tan attached to the Faculty of Applied
Science, which hitherto, with the exception
of Practical Chemistry, has been wholly devoted to Engineering in its various branchea.
That there are peculiar advantages in this
arrangement, I shall, I trust, have little difficulty in showing. I congratulate myself
that architecture is thus closely combined
with engineering, for, after all, of course
engineering is. for the most part but very
specialized architecture, though, too often,
it may be maintained, its somewhat unnatural offspring. And I venture too,
by way of suggestion, to congratulate
my engineering colleagues themselves,
for, on the scriptural principle that "a
little leaven leaveneth the whole lump," I
cannot but hope that ere long through them
the salutary influence of architecture may be
felt, and may insensibly raise those engineering ideals, which, at present, with
all their boasted scientific advance,
have succeeded—can any one deny it ?-in afflicting the world with some of the
most gigantic monuments of ugliness that as
3 et man has over achieved. (Laughter and
applause.
)

TOE UNIVERSITY IDEAL.

-

The peculiar dangers against which Faculties of Applied Science have to contend—and

as such I unhesitatinily class the great Fecaltits of Mcdieins, cf Law, end even of Theo:ogy itself—are that the true University
siardard of education for the whole man be
hat sight of in the eager struggle and restless activity which characterize our modern
eeeditleus or society. le are struggle-1
had almost said the souffle—of existence,
the student is naturally eager to
equip himself with the utmost despatch
for his work in life, that is, to
shorten his probation, if by any means he
may start the sooner in life's race. He is
apt to view with impatience all subjects that
lie eutside bis immediate path, and to de
vote himself exclusively to those by mastering which he may the more quiorly gain hie
own livelihood and feel that he is advancibg
apace. Such "Brod studien," as the Germans call them, the studies whose object is
the mastery of the craft by which the student
is to live, are specially technical and form
the basis of the technical schools, most admirable institutions, doing admirable work
for the land, but still not universities.
To grasp the distinction between the Technical School and the University is of i.npoct•
since. Speaking generally, the essential
difference between the two consists, it seems
to me, in this. The Technical School is
equipped exolueively for and aims solely at
inipartion the knowledge that te requisite
for a man's stock in-trade, so to speak, as a
handicraftsman in the labor of life. h dues
not seek to do more than tit the student for
conducting on approved lines and with sueMS the businera of life—whether commercial, or manufacturing, or professional. But
the University aims at a higher standard of
equipment and of life. Its ideal is mere
t han a livelihood made, however successful.
Its ideal is the man, quickened alai develeted in all the resources of hi%
intellectuel and moral being, with
the avenues of knowledge opened out
to him ard harmoniously correlated, even
though it is possible for the individual to
take but one or other of these &veneer for
tus own special yealk in life. A University,
g

THE PYRAMID OF KHUFU.

Six thonsand years ago—or more, it may

be—on the edge of the desert, 150 feet above
st1...srtsetterstreS ineer c enormous pile of building " ever reared by man.
In it are combined " the finest masonry"
with the most accnrate construction
known." Many thousands of skilled workmen and an army of a hundred thousand
unskilled laborers were employed, it is lpelieved, in building it for twenty years, leis
the sepulchral monument of a man whose
name we know, and that is all. In all that
colossal building, there is no shred of ornament, no vestige of enrichment of any sort;
there is nothing " useless," unless it be the
whole gigantic pile. For, indeed, it bee
tragically failed to ensure a poor inviolability
to the body of its founder. Yet, that the
Pyramid of Khufu is architecture os the
most majestic scale, no one, I think, will
deny. I, for one, will gladly add that it is
also engineering, magnificent engineering, of
which for scientific accuracy, we moderne
might be justly proud.
.Architecture does not consist in mere orrament or decoration. Art is not to be
measured by its uselessness, but by its use;
nay, its vital neceesity for the adequate expreeficn of human intelligence and activity;
were it otherwise, I would most willingly
concede that, in the midst of such essentially
living subjects as Mechanical and Civil and
Electrical and Mining Engineering, not to
mention Hydraulics—all of the greatest importance in the life of our modern complex
communities—Architecture would but survive as an excrescence, an effete tradition, a
cumberer of the ground, with a past indeed,
but hopeless of a future. Art is neither
E0 shallow a thing, nor yet is it a
mystery, a hidden secret, revealed to the
few and to be swallowedelike a prescription,
by the many. Art for the meet part is common sense. It is experience touched with
poetry. (Applause.) To Michael Angelo,
the great Florentine sculptor, paioter,
architect, engineer and poet of the 113th century, we owe the eignificent sentence, " I
know but one art." And our modern distinction between fine arts (by which we
mean mostly painting and sculpture)
trial arts and mechanical arts and apelied
arts, is wholly a fictitious ene, unsubstantial
and based on nothing at all in nature or
life around us. The most, artistically gifted na
lion there has been of the Atyan stock is the
arment Ureek, whose hey de; laseetteergeesirefiel
brief centuries. But the Greeks—like Iticheel
Angelo—knew but one art, and that was,
geed art—and they called it techae, "skill."
1 5w Ages, tut), cis in tee heyday or
arts in Greece, this unreal discrimination between art that is fine art and art th at is
some other art, did not exist. "There was
only one art, and that true art," whether
expressed in color, as painting, in f
as sculpture, in the total of a noble building, or in the commonest objects of daily
use.
I crave your indulgence for enlarging upon
this topic, which some may think well-worn
and even threadbare; but the extraordinary
aliens_ that_pgeevalLu_pe nut, _the mysterious
way in which it is spoken of as something
apart, like some religious cult, not to be
judged of or understood by ordinary folk,
show how misunderstood it is. Art in architecture, as in everything else, consists in
that fitness and adaptation to a purpose, that
appropriateness in function, in form and expression which, I most sincerely believe, are
not only inseparable from, but are the
essence of, our appreciation of the beautiful.
-

-
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TAKE A MODERN BAUM: YACHT

and compare it with a craft of olden days—

the latter is picturesque enough in hull, with
poop and forecastle, in its bellying gaffe fall-

ing naturally into curves that please the
eye. But is the modern yacht one whit less
beautiful To me it is infinitely inure lovely,
yet every line of hull le calculated for a purpe ee— speed—and every sail is stretched to
slit nechanical laws. The beauty—and I
a now no more graceful outcome of medern
scientific design—is due tofitness and absolute
appropiiattnees: it is meet truly art. Take
Teeny a mcdern engine—the same holds good
Can anything more perfeetly express and
mpbasize its functions and its perpon than
a mcdern, well designe i machine? And j
in protortion to this successful exprenion s
it beautiful and truly a thing of art.
"The! desiguirg of machinery"— to quoteoI

,

their eves an
At the late loan collection, ft.". f..-Er
.
sionist pictures there exhibited excited
much comment. At the time, I was asked
often if I could find anything good in them,
and I tried to explain in this way their
qualities :—The "Old Chelsea Bridge," by
Pissarro, is all done in a multitude of dots
and spots and lines of different colors, which,
when seen close at hand seem to have no
meaning. Why did he not paint a plain
bridge and have done with it ? In looking
at the bridge in the evening, Pissarro felt
that "plain bridge" was a very small part of
w hat he was looking at, and that the bridge
was not what attracted him to the subject.
For had he not,t,ften seen the bridge in the
morning and at noon, and had never thought
of making a picture of it ? What attracted
him Low, was the play of light around every
object bef
ore his eyes. The bridge and the
river were ,^):, --—
o
ALL SHIMMERING WITH LIGHT,
and to represent this light was his principal
' difficulty. So few people, in looking at
a
subjcet such as this, at sunset, can divest
themselves of the knowledge of what it is
like at other times; that few have observed
sufficiently closely its artistic side, i. e., its
actual appearance at a given time, or under
a given effect, to tell you whether that effect
has been truly represented in the picture or
not. I actually heard of a man, professedly
interested in pictures, who said that this
picture of Old Chelsea Bridge was bad,
because in it the bridge had not been made
to lock so large and important as he remembered it under some other effect. "I know
the bridge," he said, "have seen it often—
it's bigger than that. You can't fool me
in a picture." It never entered his heid
that the bridge, river, and boats, were only
the vehicle used by Pissarro to express the
light of evening. Li e a true artist, he experimented as to the beat means to employ,in order to express such an effect. He has
succeeded admirably, and at a sufficient distance, everything in the picture takes its
proper place clothed in light. The lecturer
described some other examples and went on
to ray that there are other kinds of beauty
besides that of a pretty face or form, or the
brightness of a sunset. The beauty of the
arrangement of spots of color and light, and
shade, or even lines, are not often thought
of. And yet this is the kind of beauty, combined with that of character, to which Remhimcalf
brandt solel Jy

•

et iecol ec in curia 100, so as to ena
sident to present the situation in its true
light to Congress. There were arguments
against this proposition, to the effect
that Spain might consider such a course
an unwarranted interference with her
affairs. On the other hand it is argued that
this is the only way in which the facts can
be obtained, and that, if the Spanish Government is correct iu its representations of the
situation on the island, it has no reason to
object to an investieation by an officer of the
tju ited States. It is understood no definite
conclusion was reached, but it is
reported that Secretary Olney may instruct
Mr. Taylor to sound the Madrid authorities
c-n the question of permitting a commission
of the United States to -visit the island. The
question of sending a message to Congress,
defining the attitude of the Administration
on much the same lines as set forth
in President Grant's message of 1875, was
so discussed. It developed that the
inistration is most anxious to do someto check the intemperate speeches in
tether this could
, bu

o,w
stating that raiding parties from Dongola
are preparing for a descent upon Egypt.
ROME, March 11.—Judging from various
indications, the report recently circulated,
that General Baldissera had ordered the
evacuation of Kassala, is premature.

SELECT KNIGHTS.
Biennial Session Held Yesterday in
Toronto—Officers Elected.
TO1202nTO, March 11.—At the Biennial Session of the Supreme Legion of the Select
Knights of Canada, today, aside from the
presentation of reports, which showed a
reasonable amount of progress, the principal
matter discussed was the new constitution.
One of the main features of the new constitution is the formation of Grand Legions in any
province or territory wherever there shall
ten or more lodges, with a total ine
r
It also
of 500 or over.
e division of the Prov the the purpos

ions
•
in the way be feels, will best make them
felt by others even, although, he is not following anyone's example," are not new.
The impressionists are only doing what all
the great men from Homer to Burns have
done, bringing us their own.

Tnorcnrs

DIRECT FROM NATDR.E.

7517

think (there is nothing new), it is only genuineness; it all depends on this single glorious
faculty of getting to the spring of things,
and working out from that ; it is the coolLess, and clearness, and deliciousness of the
ater, fresh from the fountain head, opposed
to the hot unrefreshing drainage from other
men's meadows."
Mr. Brymner was accorded hearty applause
on concluding his lecture, and he was tendered a hearty vote of thanks, on behalf of
the association, by Mrs. James Peck.
The lecture, next Wednesday afternoon,
will be by Mr. Leslie J. Skelton, of Colorado
Springs, who will take for bis subject "Pictorial Effect." It will be illustrated with
stereopticon views. It was intended that
next Wednesday should be taken up with
the lecture on " Stained Glass," by the Very
Rev. Dean Norman, of Quebec. Dean Norman, however, was unable to prepare the
lecture tar the present, but the members wil
ave the opportunity of listening to
ome later date.

These thoughts surprise many, and seem
strange and impossible. But "the surprise
of today is the commonplace of tomorrow,"
and, before condemning the impressionists of
today, we had better try and find out whether
this surprise of today has the elements of
life in it, or whether It is a fleeting fashion,
destined to die and be buried, with so many
others that have preceded it; whether their
words are Words of truth, and are, therefore,
worthy of respect, or whether their work is
absurd and trivial, and to be treated as in'or to that of Bouguereau, Cabanel,
, and other distinguished members
s. Impressionism is the modern
f the eternal fight between
` -te dead and stere____
thp men

--moo

ART IN MONTREAL.

POSED FOR
A Favorable Opinion Expressed in

%/444,u_HT HE AN EIT US."

the London World.

Praise From a Well-Known
British Connoisseur,

A Famous Model

A feature of Montreal of more than
general Interest, writes Ellbee, hi the
London World, and, moreover, not generally known of in Europe, except to
the dealers of Londan and Paris, is the
great love for flee art of its mercha,nt
and railway princes. I thad the good
fortune to visit several cf the collections,
and can truly say that I know of none in
any one city of equal dimensions which
contains such a uniformity of highCIRAS works. The public art generate
do not contain ninny this pictures, sevMr. Lennox Brown Writes of Trea eral
of them being contributed as the result of an evolutionary weeding common
sures to Be Found in Montto the intelligent art collector, and tams
nstf tilting gifts whose mouths it may
real Mansions.
he deemed unwise to examine as prefatory to acceptance. To make up fer
this deficiency of permanent posaessian
an annual winter exhibition is held of
All Nature is but art.
works loaned from pravate collectians
-Pope.
Of these must teat be named, as the
most catholic and aiyanclant, the gal R. LENNOX BROWN, the lead.
Irv of Lord Strathcona, comprising a
irig British specialiet in diseases
iiiperb classical Imadiseape by Turner in
oi the throat, nose and car, re.
his best period, a Constable—the small
tenth' a guest in Montreal, has cons
replica of "The Jumping Horse," familiar
tributed some antereating and apple,
ta us at home--eel examples( of RevHolds, Gainsborauglia Bamney,
dative flutes to the lanidon World, ef
Jules Breton, the last represented
the meeting of the British Medical Asso- , and
by the
well-known "Counnunicants," for
ciatiou. Being a well-known artist and
which £9,000 was paid.
coanoieseur what he has to say of our picThe eoll4ctions of Montreal have the
tare galleries iii the lesuc of that journal
tame fault as those of the United States
(sr September 29th aid be ecad with
:continues Ellbee), that of being corniosed of a too limited 'lumber of masea air acne' t ion
ter—
the result, one may suppose, of
"A feature of Montreal of more than genant
honorable competition, but vitereas
era: interest (writes Ellbee), and, moreover
n New York preference is accorded to
not generally known of in Europe, except
Terome, Constant, Edouard Erere, Bona) the dealers of boadon and, Paris, is the
guereau, and to others of the French
great love of fine art of its merchant and
Fleshly School, in Canada we find favor
railway princes.
I had the good fergiven to the Barbizon School, the old
,
tune to visit several of the collections
Dutch masters, and the early English,
and can truly say that I know of none I with a somewhat marked leaning to
landscapes
of the grand and
solitary,
in any oll'e city of equal dimensions which
as distinguished from the merely pretty,
contains suOh a uniformity of high-class as might
be expected from the grand
svorke. The public ert galleries do it i surroundings of nature surrounding
ecutain many fin's pietures, several of I their possessors, especially in their early
them being 'contributed as the result of lives; while the nude is conspicuous by
an evolutionary weeding common to the I its almost absolute absence, speaking
eighty for the general refinement and
intelligent art collector, and thus conatipurpose which 1 may venture to say
tilting gifts whose mo uths it may be ilecie s
sharacterIzee the majority of the elite of
unwise to too closely examine as prethe Dominion.
To make up for
fatory to acceptance.
this clefieinecy of permanent posse.sion
R CEPhie NOT BFitTillBiNG.
en annual winter exisibition is hold of
*
works loaned from private °elections. Of
orks of Can an rtlits FriSa o
these must be finest named, as the me-t
day a Decided Failure.
h: gallery of
catholic and abundini,
—
Lercl Stratheona, comprising a superb
In Toronto and elsewhere throughout
classical landecape by Turner in his best
the Dominion there have been, from
period, a Constable-the small replica of
time tsi time, exhibted and offered for
"Ile Jumping diprsc," familiar to us at
sale, collections of oil and water color
'lame-and examples of Reynolds, Gainspaintings and sketches, the work soleborough, Romney, Milleis and Jules Brely of Canadian artists, who, after, in
ton, tae last represented by the wellmany cases, arduous years of toil and
study at home and in different Euroknown "Communicants," for which Li),isean art schools, have pieced before the
000 was paid.
Canadian public the fruits of their laThe 'collections 'of Montreal have the
hors,
seeking the recognition and apsame fault as those or the United States
predation which is but their due':
that,
of
being
compoatcontinuesi
These exhibition and sales have met
'cd of a tab limited number of masterswith varying degrees of success, but on
the whole, have ,been satisfactory to
the result, one may suppose, of an horsarthose -whose interests were involved.
able competition; but whereas in New
The citizens of Toronto in particular
York preference is accorded to Gerome,
have long shown favor for, and a
Constant, Bougnereau, sad others of the
steady
inclination to purchase at prices
in Canada we find
S
French Fleshly chaal,
somewhat approximating their value,
favor given to the Barbizon fraternity, examples
of contemporary Canadian
;l
the
old Dutch masters and the early English, with a somewhat marked leaning to
all
events
the success obtained by
At
the sales held there, seemed to warlandscapes of the grand and solitary, as
rant the opinion that were they given
distinguished from the merely pretty, as
the opportunity, the citizens of Montmight be expected from the grand and
r€ al would not fail to extend to Canagloomy features of Nature which everydian workers in art that patronage
where surround their possessors, especially
lvhich many of the more wealthy are
an prone to bestow on foreign artists,
in their early lives; While the nude is conspicuous by its almost absolute absence,
whose greater reputation should not
peaking 'highly for the general refine- -be permitted to blind one to struggling
purpose
wibieli
I
may
ven
kocal
worth.
ment end bath
It was with the intention of placing
lure to say characterizes the majority of
t the disposal of our citizens
this
(lie elite of the .Dominion.: To further
6pportunity, that arrangements were
individualize, one may mention the collectmade for the auction sale here last
tion of Sir William Van Horne, wiles° Friday afternoon, which was described
, favorite masters steam to be Routrsenu, in the catalogue as the first sale of
Corot, Daubigny, Monticelli and Michel. !its kind held In Montreal, inasmuch as
Sir William is himself a painter of Co the cellection was exeliisively the work
mean order, and several of his own works of Canadians..
are to he seen on his walls, which (ill no Included among the names of the
discredit on inevitable comparison With artists represented were many describ.Sir William, t ed as prominent members of the Royal
their majestic competitors.
,
Canadian Academy, and the Ontario
in common with lawd Strathoona, has a
tsciety of Artists, whose works have
line collection of cabinets and satsuma 1 frequently been hung, not only In the
from Japan, cf which the former is pre- public art exhibitions of this country,
but in the Royal Academia, London, and
other 'European and ikmerictru bsc,

OUR CITY'S ART COLLECTION
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It had been confidently expected by

lb(' promoters, and those interested in
the sate, that the patrons of art, and
the artistically inclined, who, it is justly claimed, form so large a proportion
of the public of Montreal, would conic

forward, and give some material encouragement to, and aid the advancement of Canadian art.
Whether the artists, whose pictures
were, with difficulty, on Friday, sold
at prices which would not certainly, in
many instances, at all cover the cost
of the frames, derived any encouragement, they themselves are most competent to judge, but any material aid
which may have been given to the advancement of Canadian art, Is not,
even to the uninitiated, at once obvi()sta.
We may not have as yet in local
ranks a Millais, a (Jerome, or a Corot,
but there may still be offered congratulations to a modern Maecenas, who, after desperate exhortation froth the auctioneer extended to his country's art
In the purchase of a "real oil painting" a patronage that amounted to a
five dollar bill.
If the Dominion of Canada is entitled
to possess an institution of the standing in art implied by a Royal Academy,
and if memlsers of that academy are
really representative of it, and leaders
in Canadian art, it is altogether preposterous that their works should be
appraised at a value considerably less
than that of a decent pair of boots or
a necktie advertised as "tasty."

Paewries
ay in
France and is Much Regret fed
by Artists.

From the village of Barbizon, on the
edge of the forest of Fontainaaleau, news
reaches the St. James' Budget whirh 'iv 11
recall the great interest aroused in Eng
land and in America a .tfew years age
when "The Angelus," by Millet, was being
sod. The figure of the girl Which appears
in that famous picture was studied by
Millet from the nurse of his children,
Adele Mosehener, who afterwards marr ed
a villager named Marier. There are many
people who will hear with regret that
Adele Marier died last week at Barbizon.
She was nineteen years of age when she
posed for the figure in "The Angelus,
which Millet painted in 1859; she appears
also in his picture of "The Gleaners,"
painted two years before, and again in
"Waiting," a pio:ure that belongs to 1861.
During her last illness, which continued
for more than a year, she has received
many visits at her very humble cottage in
Barbizon from French, English and American people, and especially from art students working in Paris. Suce 1875, When
Nfillet died, Barbizon has been a resort oh
ar'..ists, and from these Adele Marier received much consideraticn during her last
years. The old lady often talked aibout
Millet, and bore enthusiastic testimony,
'ike the other villagers who remember
him, concerning Ibis great kindness. "Ttie
Angelus," it will be remembered, was pur'
(ihased by Lord Strathcona and Mount,
Royal. tss-

A CORRECTION.

l 4Z/.0,)
eus

Editor of The Herald. e fi . 4
Sin-It is perhaps sup
ter correct
the statement in your article in Saturday's
Herald on the death of Adele Manes... Millet's model, that Lord Strathcona is the
owner of the Angelus, but it may interest
some of your readers to know that shortly
after the painting was exhibited at the
Art Gallery here, in May 1800, it was purchased by Mr. Chanehord, the proprietor
of the Magasins du Louvre, Paris, who
paid the enororaus sum of 750,000 francs,
or $150,000 for it.
Your informant is
possibly confusing the Angelus with the
Communicantes, by Jules Breton, which belongs to Lord Stratheona and Mount Royal.
Yours truly,
ROBERT LINDSAY.

SALE
__ OF _PA.
S.
)

The auction sale of pal ti gs from the
brush of Mr. Maurice Cullen took place
on Saturday evening at Fraser Institute
Hall. The audience eves not large- and
the prices which a large share of the
works brought was ridiculously trivial
when their work is considered. In proof
of this it Might be stated that the buyers
most prorniaent were Mr. W. Scott, dealer in art Mr. Alphonse Jongers, of
Paris, artist Mr. Robert Lindsay, secretary of the Art Association, Montreal
Mr. W. Brymner, artist ; ffir. Itobt. Harris, artist ; Mrs. M. H. Watts, artist, and
many more.
Me. Harris was a purchaser for a prominent Montreal gentleman.
Tho highest price obtained for any picture was a trifle over ninety dollars. "A
Yoke of Oxen," No. 88, and whirl) was
described in the Star recently, brought
this figure. The balance of the collection
sold all the way from eight dollars to
sixty, the majority going at prices, however, far below theie real worth.
;

;
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THE POLICE ON ART.
ile olare That Venus De Milo
Is Improper.
- -

A iC4+1.4 15- BELVEDERE BARRED.
§trange Experience of a Prominent
Art Dealer With a Mighty Minion
of the Law.

Art, hely sacred Art, with a capital
A and a heaven-sent mission has again
triumphed.
The Vends de Milo may still smile
her wan, sweet smile, the Apollo Belvedere sneer with a haughty arrogance,
and the Uffizi wrestlers struggle as they
have through most of the civilized history of the world. sins
All this is the outcome of the most
recent combat between the powers of
Art and the minions of barbarism.
The contest was lecided in the presence of many interested spectators
ttesterday afternoon on Notre Dame
street.
Messrs. Scott & Son represented Art
ind one of Chief Hughes' intelligent
officers cast his lot, as was eminently
proper, with Morality. 'Twas a fierce
and vigorous combat while it lasted,
but the Police Department was finally
brought to see that the Classical, while
not always comprehensible, is not necessarily Vicious, and gracefully acknowle4iged defeat. The details were
as follOws:—
Messrs. Scott & Son, being possessed
of some excellent reproductions of famous pieces of sculpture, decided to display them to the public gaze, both for
the edification of the afore-mentioned
public and because it was eminently
the proper thing to do.
Lately, Tuesday afternoon, a very
frail but very moral police officer hesitatingly entered their salesroom, impelled, it is believed, by conscious rectitude and a full realization of the
responsibility of his position, and, in
a voice broken lay emotion, requested
that "them three' ''Wprks" be removed
to a safe distance from an innocent
nubile.
Mr. Scott was amazed, but, with great
Presence of mind, asked for an explanation. The Venus de Milo, he
said, had never, in her long life, been
accused of bearing an improper reputation. Nor was the Apollo Belvedere
ever accused of committing a crime
which would make police interference
advisable. As for the wrestlers, they
were pure amateurs, were struggling
only for honor, and had a permit
signed by a proctor who died several
senturies before Chief Hughes was
horn.
These arguments fell like drops of
water on the cold, official plumage of
the officer. As guardian of the civic
morals, he cared little for the testimony of the ages. One thing he knew—
or said he did. The lady in the window
might call herself De Milo if she chose,
but his duty was to see that she wore,
at least, a Mother Hubbard before she
appeared in public.
As for - Apollo, he thought it a shame
for a well formed, handsome man to
show such bad taste as to appear in
swimming costume during a snowstorm. Also, it might have been perfectly allowable for Grecians and Indians and other old things to wrestle
that way, but it wasn't dacent nowadays and it didn't gos, See!
His official ultimatum—and he thought
he had the moral suport of the community—was that unless thlm paple
got out o' that windy, he'd pinch the
hull blamed lot o' thim. So the people
gat out of the window.
But 'there was 'great and abiding sorrow in the heart of Messrs. Scott and
Son. Tliey felt that the inviolable
rights of 'Art had been rudely trampled
upon, that hallowed traditions had been
hit in the neck and that modern iconoclasm had no right to cut in on an
-ancient game—as it were. Apollo in
trousers or the Uffizi wrestlers in white
trunks with green Irish flags girded
around their loins grated awfully on
their artistic sensibilities. Besides, they
did not like to believe that their treasures were being viewed as athletic
cri, ter. IffirgratPitirViAkt4
:
ands„
'having lived for some time in tho
-atmosphere
of
Italy,
he
quickly
t
sped the force of the remarks. With
own mighty right hand, he annulled
decree of his most moral subordin, and soulfully, as befits a lover of
, replaced the Venus de Milo in the
w window. Thus did the Good and
re again triumph over misconception
nd ignorance.
Captain
Beatty. one of the Chief's
c
assistants, explained the occurrence
fully late last evening. Some one had
called him up by telephone, it seems,
an-d protested against the indecency
of an exhibit in a Notre Dame street
store.
Worried and bothered as he was. he
entered the protest along with others
concerning lately deceased cats and
dogs which should have been deceased,
but weren't, in a large book. Unfortunately, he seems to have assigned
his deceased cat officer to the art exhibit. This, it is stated on goad authority, will not happen again.

PART OF THE PRELIMINARIES.
Captain Beatty Tells of the Complaint
and the Prompt Action That
Followed.

The first thing that a Gazette reporter tried to find out was the identity
of the person who wished to stand out
prominently before his fellow-citizens
either as a purist, a censor of art, or an
ver-zealous police official.
It did not take long to discover that
he honor belonged to a certain coroner's officer for the district of Montreal.
On passing a store he paused, and
Immediately his morals were shocked.
In his capacity as assistant to the
coroner he has seen more disgusting
and revolting pictures than, perhaps,
any other man on the island of Montreal. But his business is realism, not
id - alism, and, consequently, he rushed
he nearest telephone and reported

a horse which has gone astray, while
the owner went into a saloon for a
few minutes to get a drink, another
citizen telephones that there is a dead
cat or a dead 0.0g opposite his house
and wishes it rernoVed.
The Central Station, in fact, is looked upon as the bureau of complaints,
and when the coroner's officer telephoned that there were obscene pictures being shown, I did the only thing possible under the circumstances and that
was to instruct the policeman on the beat to make the necessary enquiries.
"Did the officer make any report as
to what he saw and did under the circumstances?"
"He certainly made no report to me,
and I naturally presumed from this
that there were no reasons for informing the proprietor."

—
AMONG THE ARTISTS.

Some Caustic Opinions Expressed on
the Present Interference.
When the matter was brought to the
attention of some of the prominent
art connoisseurs in Montreal, and some
of the well-known artists, as well,
there was but the one exclamation of
surprise and disgust.
"The whole thing is so utterly absurd, so supremely ridiculous," said
one gentleman, "that really one can
hardly express an opinion. But in
spite of that, it does seem astonishing
that such a thing could occur in a city
lilesMontreal, in a city that has for
some time prided itself upon being somewhat of an art centre. It approaches
almost an outrage, in fact, and should
certainly not be allowed to happen
again."
It was the general opinion that if the
authorities' great vigilance in the protection of the public morals were
turned to the obliteration of some of
the posters that have adorned or disgraced our walls and fences for some
time it would be a good deal better.
"These posters," said a gentleman,
"are indecent, and are suggestive of
Indecency. How any man's eyes can
see naught but the beautiful, the pure
and the artistic in such pieces of statuary as those exhibited in Messrs.
Scott's windows I am utterly at a
loss to imagine."
When it was mentioned to this person that the Venus bust had also been
ordered from the window, his surprise
was almost laughable. "All I can
say," he remarked, "is that I did not
know we had such people in Montreal. I am perfectly at a loss to understand such extraordinary ideas."
Another prominent man suggested
that the Messrs. Scott refuse to remove the articles referred to from the
window, and that they allow a suit to
be instituted against them. Even if
such a thing did corne about, it would
have the effect of letting the public
know what the judges' opinion on the
subject was, and thus prevent, in all
probability, a repetition of the absurdity.
This thing brings to mind an incident that happened in Baltimore not
so very long ago. A wealthy resident
of that place, Mr. Walters, a man well
known to the artistic world. bought
some magnificent pieces of statuary in
Europe, and at immense expense
brought them out to Baltimore thinking, very naturally that they would
prove as instructive as they were beautiful to the general public. But some
people, with the same extraordinary
ideas as has just been apparent in
Montreal, raissd a discussion as to the
"morality" of the objects.
So furious did this make Mr. Walters that he erected an immense fence
around his garden, and from that time
until the day of his death, not a glimpse
did the public obtain of the priceless
works of art.
"It is to be hoped." was one expression of feeling, "that this nonsense,
and this mistaken modesty, will be
nipped in the bud, and in such a way
as to prevent its reoccurrence in the

future."

—
MR. BEAUMONT'S OPINION.

Well-Known Sculptor Vigorously Defends the Purity of Art.
Mr. Henry Beaumont, the well known

local sculptor, when spoken to about

the question, laughed heartily.
The reporter remarked that a copy
of the celebrated group, "The Wrestlers," the original of which is in the
Uffizi gallery, at Florence, keeping cornpany with the Venus di Medici, had
been ordered by the police to be taken
out of Mesrs. Scotts' window. He asked
what the joke was and what sort of an
interrogation he had to make to solve
the mystery.
But when he was told that the Apollo
Belvedere and the I3orghese warrior had
also r_-:noved at the reoueat
•
rim nuitted that tfrale
Aettet be somebody of unsound mind in
tiss iss. es sild looked as if he meant
the reporter.
It was eventually given Mr. Beaumont to understand that these statuettes were of a degrading tendency,
that they were indecent, that in the interest of public morality, under a paternal police protection, the Apollo should
have some clothes on him; that the
wrestlers should be got up somewhat
after the fashion of the athletes who
occasionally wear clothes at the
Theatre Royal and other places, and
that the Borghese fighting man was
not as nice looking as he might be to
the artistic optic of a pessimistic
Policeman.
It was only when Mr. Beaumont
grasped the full meaning of the situation, and a new idea of art seemed to
dawn upon him that he condescended
to make a few remarks, and even then
he did not seem quite sure that he was
not being chaffed. Being an artist, of
course he knew the statues and had
had the opportunity of seeing the originals.
"Do you think the exhibition of these
reduced reproductions has an immoral
tendency?"
"Are you foolish?" was the answer
that shot out promptly and was immediately apologized for. "Why, my
dear sir, they are copies, perhaps not
the best in the world, but fairly good
copies of the best art we have in the
world. There is not a line of suggestiveness in them, but every line on the
contrary is indicative of true art; where
art is made a study for the pure love
of itself, and where an artist appreciates his public as being imbued with
the same ideas of physical perfection as
actuates himself in the working out of
his model."
"Do you think the exhibition of the
nude has a deleterious effect?"
"Certainly not; there is an old quotation that tells us everything is pure
to the pure minded. There is nothing
Indecent in the depiction of the human
.
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SOME REPRE ENTATIVE CANADIAN SCULPTOR S
AND PAIN ILK
you've seen the world—
The beauty and the wonder and the power,
The shapes of things, their colors, lights
and shades,
Changes. surprises,—and God made it all !
—Robert Browning's 'Fra Lippo Lippi.'
Browning, with his intense love of art,
has fixed for us the thought, which has
occurred to most of us, that we first
love, when we see them painted, things
we have passed perhaps a hundred time
and have not eared to see ; and he concludes, by the mouth of Fra Lippo Lippi, that so things are better, painted,
or better to us, which is the same thing.
Art was given for that, he says ; God
uses us to help each other so—lending
our minds out. As a proof of this, if
proof were needed, if one looks long

nearly always scholarly, and his disposition of light an-d, shade is at times Rembranclteaque. Perhaps, he owes most
to the great English portrait painters of
the eighteenth century, and its chief,
Sir Joshua Reynolds, is the presiding
genius of his studio. In strictly character studies, such as the heads of street
urchins, Mr. Harris shows power and
insight, his seascapes are pleasing, and his
early work in black and white proves
that he might have made a name for
himself as an illustrator, if he had not
abandoned it for oils. But it is as a
portrait painter -that Mr. Harris offers
himself for serious criticism, and the
men and women of to-day Whom he has
painted will be best known to future generation:a through his work.

'Why should we only toil who are the
first-of things ? ' is a sentiment that has
appealed to most people at some time or
symbolical form. Thus, in a piece of ford ao buy them. It would be curious
another, and to hard workers especially;
clay, he tells you the story of an In- to discover why it is that hundreds know it is the necessary reaction, as sleep foldian, - typical of his race, to whom a and admire Raphael, Refmbrandt, Ru- Ions waking.
This accounts in great
white cross of foam on an incoming bens, Reynolds, Turner, and even Boti- measure for the popularity of
cattle
wave of the Atlantic means the advent
pieces; they have that quality of restfulof the white stranger and the exterminaness which is especially soothing to the
tion Of the red man ; the rocks behind
busy brain. This does not apply to
him assist his imagination, and one asme r e. study pictures of single animals or
and
one
is
eagle
of
ass
shape
sumes the
groups, the fitting place for which is the
you,
a
shows
death.
Again,
he
that of
atelier, or picture gallery; but is to be
has
staba
white
wolnan
group in whic1h
found only in the work of such artists as I
a
bed an Indian brave to death with
Troyen or Van Marche, where the cattle
pair of scissors, the implement of peace.
are either subordinated to the landscape
his
death
agony,
"still
The Indian, in
or the composition is otherwise pleasing.
grasps her h-air, but his tomahawk has
Too many cattle pieces have neither forefallen to her feet and lies close to the
ground, background nor sky of any value
child, whom leye has given her strength
and might as well have been painted in
to defend. It is graphic, dramatic, lita pen as the open field. Mr. E. Dyonnet,
erary. Here is a vase, in the very throes
who is rapidly coming to the front as a
of composition, as one might say, in
cattle painter, fully recognizes the value

A CORNER IN

PHILIPPE HEBERT AND HIS TWO SONS
IN HIS STUDIO.
enough at nothing at all, plenty of others
will stop and stare at it, too, and it is
only because of those who have seen
that things are worthy the seeing, ând
have interpreted them ' to us, that we
now realize all the beauty of the world.
A primrose by the river's brim, a yellow primrose was to him,' sings Wordsworth, in the oft quoted lines from
Peter Bell,' and few of us would be
aesthetically-minded enough to - day to appreciate the beauty of a group of weeds,
whatever we may think, if some past
genius had not shown us its unique
modelling, it grace of outline and glory
of color. Thoughts like these occur to
one in the presence of a personality such
as that of Philippe Hebert, the sculptor,
the designer of the grand statue of
Maisonneuve, in Place d'Armes square.
An artist to the finger-tips, cosmopolitan,
in a sense, and yet intensely Latin, his
expression is rather mediaeval than
modern, his genius subjective rather than
objective. He has indeed the literary
spirit somewhat strongly developed in a

which this subjective, literary quality is
given full bent. On the one side is
the tree of civilization, out of which
grows the very flower of i, a perfect
worn-an ; on the other side of it is a
savage, striving to traverse the space
that separates him from the ideal ; but
there is a gulf between, the vase's depth
and breadth, and the over-leaching handle is a hydra, typifying antsgonism, lust
of dominion, what you wilt, a further
barrier to his _aspirations. It is the fashion now-a-days to decry tais literary
quality in painting and aoulpture, and
when it is only used to express trite sentiment and as an excuse for poor technique, nothing too severe san be said
about it ; but when it is reined in the
crucible of genius, and is a phase instead
of an anchor sheet, it takes its own
place by right in the shifting scale of
culture. It is unfortunate that sculpture is not popular, even is the sense
that painting is, otherwise vfe would see
these beautiful world of cur fellow-countryman in the homes of all who could af-

onnet's work is of a healthy, objective
character; his oxen are sturdy, noble fellows alive, and would make good. beef
when killed. This ig one of the advantages of painting from the model instead
of the imagination.
e
-In an artistic sense, one of the most
MR PHILIPPE HEBERT.
difficult men to write about iii Montreal
miff and Claude, to one who has even
to-day is William Bryn-liner. Mr. Bryanheard of Phidias„ Mine), Maso del Rodanet- is so many-sided, his aesthetic aspirario, or, Donatello, Luca della Robbia, or
tions crop out in so many different dias a sculptor, Michaelangelo, to say nothrections, that one feels it is as unfortuning of the moderns. It would. be too
ate for himself as it is fortunate for his
curious here, in this brief sketch of a
pupils that fate has made him a teacher.
few of the Studios, to strive to give exUnfortunate for himself, in a sense, bepression to the means by which Mr.
cause, if one is content with the career
Hebert attains his ends. Indeed, he has
of a teacher, as the elder Arnold, Jowitt,
Mark Pattiaon, even Ruslein, have been
no set method, for here you will find
content, there is nothing more to be
the emphasis of strongly-opposed- light
said; but one likes to think that Mr.
and shade ; there, the low relief, whose
Brymner has been spurred on to his
essence is expression, the passing of a
many experiments aware in pursuit of
smile over the face •of a child, the ripsons personal objective even, than for
ple of the air on a still day over the
the means of imparting knowledge to
curtain of a window ajar,' and, again,
MR. EDMOND DYONNET, A.R.C.A.
others. However this may be, in the
in his figure of The Christ upon the
are all permises, the two things must necessarily
Cross' there is a suggestion of that of a picture.' His compositions
fraying its surface and softening its well - thought out and the settings he has mingle, and the force that might have
lines, so that some spirit in the thing given to his recent ,fine studies of oxen been expended in the one direction is
seems always on the point of breaking and cows are as carefully and ably paint- frittered away to some extent between
out,' that bringing of the inward to the ed as the animals themselves. Mr. Dy- the two. As a proof of this, while it is
surface and showing the special history
of the special soul, ais Walter Pater says
of the work of Miehaelangelo. Mr.
Hebert, too, has something of the bizarre in his composition, as our artist's
sketch of lie `groteaque' will show.
-If one were asked to name the chief
characteristic of Robert Harris's work,
perhaps the best reply would be, sanity

I

, ••

MR. ROBERT HARRIS, P.R.C.A.

perfect sanity. His portraits do not
startle or surprise you; perhaps, his lack
of what might be called 'mannerism' disappoints you. at first-; good they are,
you at once admit—good and sound and
sane—but if you are looking for a mental twist, some one striking phase of character to be shown you at the expense of
all the others, ineutling likeness, you do
not find it there. But if Mr. Harris
does not tell you very much about his
sitters that you do not know already, at
least, he tells you that, clearly; he does
mat sacrifice truth to whim, subordinating the man to one factor of his composition, thereby presenting a caricature
rather than a portrait, which seems to be
the aim of some of our modern painters.
Mr. Harris shows you the normal man
that you bave been accustomed to meet
and speak to—the man, in fact, that you
know. And work ,such as this gains upon one, in proportion as work that is
merely smart ' or 'clever ' loses in value;
you see more and more that the workman has subordinated himself to his subject, and you find his pictures good to
live with. In technique, Mr. Harris is
—

A UNIQUE r?AT-RACK BY HEB RT. I

A CORNE

cter.
R ;menace,
dies of the nude, f suoh inty, as 9tudies4, th. t one alto see them aba ndoned at
sketches they are but they
wledge of anatomic I drawing,
color and expr .eion that
ke the reputation e any man
to Pursue his work in this dio ; but the same may be said of
Brymner's landscape rk in water
and oils, and of hie •rtraits, It
he writer offers is thought
deference, tha .e soon as
has satisfied timaelf with
ley or non-pm ticability
neat, that thc teacher side
es such a .me sure of satieo spur him t to new exther than t urge him te
et ends the mowledge alAll this, h wever, only
intense inte 'est of Mr.
'ark and pe enality, and,
c future may i ove to say of
c, he bolds to (lay the means
great reputation in the
w of his band. The sincere
Mr. Brynener , and they are
on, look to him now o pureue some
tgle aim; otherwise, it mare be, (and
rich the thought!) se 1fsr as his own
rsonal • work is con erned, n among
many êiôla he may fall tin the gro•nd1reen, str ve to do, ene agonize to do,
d fail in ing!"fhie must not be!
—
To be yottg, twenty-five in fact. and
ngers!It
— makes one green with envy!
h en lei e , lion,gete came to Manteca], rt
air or two/ ago he was immediately reeized aft a. new power; it was seen
M a. strange tear had dawned upon our
Mr. •ongeate owes much to
any mOn, eF Shakespeare, and ReyMs, tied Red-yard. Kiptleg, owe inueli
Who went before them. This
it, for instance, is reminiscent of
vez, that of Vandyke, this of
ett of Reynolds, this of Sargent,
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A CORNER IN MR. DYONNET'S STUDIO.

vitality. li

The painting in ths foreground is now on exhibition at the Art Gallery.
of Spanish. We Anglo-Saxons, or
Angle-Celte, are fond of labelling things,
especially When we know very little
tbout them, it satisfies our love of the
practicable; and so, for want of a better
Lenin, there is an unknown quantity
about Mr. Jongers's work, that we may
call genius. However we may naine it,
it is certain that, at Mr. Jongers's early
tee, his present achievement is remark1)10; and, when his style shall be eonelidated, it is no exaggeration to prethet he will be ono of the most
.imminent, portrait painters of this century. At the same time, consummate
genius as he is, for his age and experience, there is a tendency in his pe.t
work towards eccentricity that be might
ALPHONSE JUNGERS.
well leave to men of lesser intrinsic atribreielt. and each and all of tainments. But, to reiterate, Mr. Jotahis ',Kindel:lion of what is
.ers is only twenty-five, (Oh, age of
e different sehools, and prove, gold!), and he has worked in Paris, and
te time, that his art is in a Spain, and England, and is already a
ensttion. In a stage of trArl- genius, end he is going to leave us. 'Tie
i's trutit,but, already, at the
true, 'fie pity, pity 'tie, 'tis true!' IF
-nty- five, one cannot mistake the writer were a wealthy man, and of a
marks; and bis style, even oceremercial spirit, he would hake cure to
nei.e Engliah, ha Pi a flavor secure a epeemen of Mr. Jongers's work

before his regrettable departure. It
would be a good investment.
Mr. G. W. Hill, the sculptor, has the
knowledge that appeals to members of
his own and allied crafts. It is a happy
th.ng to be a poets' poet, a writers' writer, or an artists' artist; and Mr. Hill occupies this position, that those who know
meat about the sculptor's art are those
who have the most admiration for Mr.
Hill's work. Mr. Hill is more a man of
the future titan of tlei past, mad his
Parisian etudies will stand him in good
stead when he shall have great work to
do. At present he is engaged upon the
lion drinking fountain, which will presently adorn Dominion square, and a medallion portrait of Sir Wilfrid Laurier.
-

A WORLD'S SUNDAY-SCHOOL CON-

VENTION.
Every Sunday-school worker in the
world will be interested in the announeement of the World's Third Sunday-sobool Convention, to be held in
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London, England, July 11 to 15, 1898.
rhe delegates from the United States
and Canada will leave Boston on Wednesday, June 29, by the chartered Otmard steamship Catalonia.' The party
will arrive in London on Saturday, July
9. The round trip rate for all expenses
in transportations, including practically
first cabin accommodations, is only ninety
dollars. The necessary expenses of the
stay in London, up to July 19, will be
rwered by twenty-eight dollars additional. The first returning boat leaves
Liverpool on July 19. Tne tickets will
be good for twelve months, but the rate
of ninety dollars just queted, can only
be secured by returning on the 'Catalonia,' July 19 ; the Cephalonia,' Aug.
2 ; or the Catalonia,' Aug. 23. Five
weeks of eight-seeing are thee afforded.
Arrangements have been made with
Messrs. Henry Gaze & Sons, for exceedingly attractive side-trips at moderate
coot, through England, Scotland, and
on the Continent. For full particulars,
write Warren P. Landers, secretary of
the transportation committee, room 04,
110 Boylston street, Boston, Mass.
The convention will give greet impetus to Sunday-school work throughout
the world. The party on ship-board
will include the best kt-'own and most
successful Sunday-school workers in the
United States. Several members of the
International Lesson and Executive Committee will accompany the party. As
on the Bothnia,' in 1889, the stacial and
religious features of the voyage will be
memorable. The conferences, parlinments Model Sunda y-scheol
seesien Sab,
bath services, etc., will be duplicated, and
improved on the 'Catal onia.'
A grand reception will be given to the
delegates and friends in Tremont Terne June
Tile, Boston, on Tuesday evenin,
28, the night before sailing, by the executive committee of the Massachusetts
Interdenominational Sunday-eel tool Assoelation.
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MR. JONGER'S STUDIO.
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LE MOW.
GERMAN LUTHERAN CHURCH, 129
St. Dominique street.
Sunday, April 3.
Sunday school at 10 a.m.
Service at 11

o'clock. Rev. F. Riedel. pastor.

tNiDIENONIINATIONAL.

PROTESTANT HOUSE OF INDUSTRY
AND HOMES. Longue Pointe. On Sunday,
April 3rd. 1698, at 2.45 o'clock p.m., divine
service will be conducted by the Rev. Canon Dixon.

A PRAYER CONFERENCE AND BIBLE
Reading Meeting in Desrivieres street
schoolhouse at 11 a.m. All are invited.
I CHRISTIAN MISSION TO THE JEWS,
No. 205 St. Urbain street—Divine service,
every Saturday at 4 p.m. Sunday at 7.30.
Rev. John McCarter, Superintendent.

YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION OF MONTREAL, Dominion square—
Young Men's Meeting on Saturday at 8 p.m.
Young Men's Bible -cites cn Sunday at 3
p.m.
HOLINESS MOVEMENT.—Public services
are held in the hall, 411 St. James street,
on Sundays at 10.30 a.m. and 3 and 7 p.m.
Also on Tuesday, Wednesday and Saturdays
at 8 p.m. Everybody will be cordially welcomed. II. R. McConnell, pastor.
—
SCANDINAVIAN EVANGELICAL MISSION hold services every Sunday at 11 a.m.
and 7.30 p.m. at the chapel of the American
Presbyterian Mission, No. 75 Inspector st.
All Scandinavians are cordially invited.
—
RAILWAY MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION meets in the R.M.C.A. Hall, corner Wellington and Richmond (Subway),
every Sunday at 4 p.m. Live talks by railway men. All railway men with their families and friends cordially invited.

EAST END INTERDENOMINATIONAL
CHRISTIAN MISSION, No. 6 Craig atreet.
Every Sunday. 9.30 a.m., Sabbath-school.
10.30 a.m.,prayer-meeting. 3 p.m. and 7 p.m.
gospel services. Tuesday evenings.8 o'clock,
prayer meeting. Thursday evenings, at 8
o'clock, reading an the Higher Life. Seats
free. No collection. You will be welcomed
at all these meetings.
SALVATION ARMY—Public services are
held in tho S. A. Temple, 24 Alexander at.,
on Sundays at 7 and 11 a.m., and 3 and 7.30
P.m. Also on Monday. Thursday, Friday

.nd Saturday at 8 p.m. Children's meeting
on Sunday at 10 a.m., Tuesday and Wednesday at 7 p.m.
Adjutant and Mra. Coombs in command.
Gospel services (in French), at No. 254
St. Lawrence street on Sundays at 8 p.m.,
and on every week day (except Monday and

tOr

1 the wors, in connection with the famine
waifs, and the great amount of sickness it is stated one person in e-ery
among the nadves, proved too much for seven in that state receive:: pebli1:14.1
her strength. She is now better, but The expenditures for this r urpose
while a quarter of a century of mission increased last year by ten t housand lolwork lias had its effect on India, it has
told on the worker. But the strength
has been spent in a gloriems cause.
The Foreign Mission Committee, eastern division, at their meeting in Tram,
N.S., on Feb. 16, appointed the first
missionaries to he sent by our Church
to Korea. The Rev. W. J. Mackenzie,
who founded the mission, was one of our
own men, and was supported by individual contributions from friends ; but
at that time the Church could not see its
way to making an appointment, and he
went forth on his own responsibility.
His brief, devoted life and sad death are
known. The Church is now taking up
the work which he laid down, and the
Foreign Mission Committee has appointed to Korea, Mr. Robert Grierson, M.D.,
and Mr. W. R. Foote, graduates of the
Presbyterian College, Halifax. They expect to leave for their field in May.
There was before the committee, at the
same time, an offer from Mr. Duncan
McRae, a 'senior student at the same
college, to go to Korea ; and all he
asked was a ticket to carry him there
and the authorization of the committee.
Accompanying this offer was a guarantee
of support for several years feem the
students of the college. As the cost of
outfit and travel would amount to between four and five hundred dollars, and
the Foreign Mission Fund is already in
debt and is assuming a new and large
increase of work ; it was decided not to
make the appointment at that time, but
to lay the facts before the Church, and
ask special gifts for this purpose. Dr.
Morrison will be glad to receive such so
that the appointment may be made at
the meeting of the Committee in April.

Jars over the year previou: . It seems
hardly credible that such a condition' of
things can exist as this rep rt indicates
in one of the most fertile nil prosperous states of the Union. It a rgues so6ething radically wrong in the clispensatic.n
of charity, for it is impossibl e that theie
can be any such proportion of the per pie of Indiana in need am worthy o;
public assistance.
The Bible Training School Toronto, is
putting up a fine new building on College street, which is to cost some seventeen thousand dollars and be ready for
use about the middle of September. The
Deed for the building has been felt, as
the work is extending, about a hundred
and fifty students having been enrolled
this year, and classes being held both day
and evening. The work is non-denominational, and public meetings are held
aboutlwice a month in the different city
churches to stimulate interest. The object of the school is to give those wishing to do Christian work and unable to
take a college course a systematic 'training in bible study, and it is considered
that the results have already shown that
the school fills a much, felt need.
Here, says the New York `Independent,' is a case of high honor which it
would be bard to match among the
Christians of this country. A Bengali
Christian gentleman, Dr. C. R. Chan
&re, who has been a profemor in a missionary college of the Free Church o;'
Scotland, died leaving $2,500 to the Free,
Church Mission, and $700 to the church
in Calcutta, of which he had been a
member. The will had not 'been signed
and properly attested, and wee contested
in the courts, and the whole estate passed to his Hindu relatives. The Free
RELIGIOUS NEWS.
Church Mission had no citation of
Greenland, with its population of ten receiving a rupee from the estate, and
thousand, is almost entirely Christian- did not even make any application to
ized by the Moravian, Lutheran and Dan- the heirs. But Dr. Chandra'a Hindu
relatives have decided that his wiehes
iel, meeeeneriee

matter o
tral Station, which was Captain
atty.
On the latter officer replying that the
matter would be attended to, he
heaved a sigh of relief, and once more
made his way to the Morgue to attend
to his duties.
Captain Beatty, when being asked
about the circumstances, said : "1
have little to say about the affair, because once I come on duty. I don't
leave the office until my relief arrives.
I remember the incident, though, quite
- tvell, because shortly after I went on
duty I received a telephone message
from the coroner's officer, that there
were a quantity of obscene pictures
on Notre Dame street, near the French
church.
"When the men lined up in front of
the office, preparatory to going out on
patrol, I told Constable Lavalee that
there was a report to the effect that
there was being exhibited in a store
on Notre Dame street a quantity of obscene pictures. Before the constable
left the station I took particular pains
to tell him to use discretion, and it
such was the case, to warn the storekeeper.
"Did you go to the store yourself?"
queried the reporter.
"No! it is not usual for an officer
to go with a constable, because the
latter is supposed to have sufficient
Intelligence to know right from wrong,
and besides, discretion is often one of
the key stones towards an officer's promotion in the department.
"You must recollect that an officer
on duty at the Central Station has the
whole of his time fully occupied from
the time he enters the station until
he goes home. He has telephone messages from all parts of the city asking
for the whereal -emts of a lost child,
another minute there is a request for

tive in the drawing or the cal-A, ng.
"Under the circumstances, can you
imagine for a moment that the Roman
Catholic Church would exploit in the
Vatican the Apollo Belvedere?
"Is there any reason to believe that
the Louvre is a tendency to immorality
because the Borghese warrior is there?
"The whole thing to me seems impenetrably stupid. We read Wycherly,
Chaucer, Sterne; we have heard strange
things about one Boccaccio, and even a
good Queen of Navarre is not tabooed, not to speak of our own immortal Shakespeare, some of whose
sayings sound strange in ears polite
today. And in the face of all this, we
are to be told that some of the best
models of high art should be taken as
things unfit to be seen. Either public
morality is at a very low ebb, or the
police must have comparatively little
to do.
"Further discussion of the subject
only tends to make me lose my temper."

ose of western Ontario, for we would
still be obliged to bear the burden of
70 miles of unnecessary distance
in
addition to the disadvantage of using
the facilities of a competitor, which
results in much the same was in
railway business as in any other.
Moreover—and this is of much greater
consequence to Ontario—we would still
be in the situation of having to regard
every passenger and every pound of
freight diverted from the main lins
at North Bay as representing a material
loss of revenue—a situation certainly
dangerous to the interests of Ontario,
however much the company may be disposed to avoid any cause of complaint
as regards discrimination, and a position which can only be overcome by
the ownership by the Canadian Pacific
Company of a line to Toronto, whereby
its interest in directing the traffic would
be as nearly as possible equalized.
Notwithstanding that our rates between Toronto and points in the Northwest are made lower than the rates between Montreal and the same points,
A.

P. X. ST. JACQUES, Proprie

An established hotel ondes new management
and thoroughly abreast of the times. Visitors to
New York will find the Everett in the very heart
of the shopping district, convenient to pieces et
amusement and readily accessible from all parts
of the city. EUROPEAN PLAN.
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t lie ceremony in connection with
transfer to the city of the
1
sitiful mural decorations in the main
n ranee hall of the new city buildlugs, the gift of Mr. G. A. Reid, the t
'ell-known artist, should not be al- 1
lowed to pass unimproved. The event
should put a period to the sort of decorations heretofore seen in our public ,
buildings, and teach the citizens that on
the walls of the new City Hall, the
Parliament buildings and other magnificent structures throughout the city
there is opportunity for picturing the
history of the country and keeping alive
the traditions of the past, such as can
be obtained nowhere else. Toronto is
rich In splendid exteriors. We know of
no city in America of like population
and importance with buildings that
will rank with the Parliament buildings, the City Hall, Osgoocle Hall and
the University College. Mr. Walker,
however, was right in saying that hitherto Canadian public buildings have
been decorated in very imperfect lash, ion, and that there is need for a new and
higher standard. Mr. Reid has set that
standard in his panels of the pioneers,
and public opinion will demand that
the work be continued steadily until the
names of Galinee, Simcoe, Tecumseh,
Brock, Osgoode, Laura Secord, Baldwin,
Strachan, William Lyon Mackenzie, Allan, Macdonell, Ryerson, Scadding,
which appear on the borders of the panels as historic names in the records
of Ontario, are supplemented by man
others famous in art and literature,
commerce and industry, history and adventure.
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The Nineteenth Amend Spring Exhibition Canadian artist, like our Canadian soldier.
of the Montreal Art Aseociation will be is' ready for action; he only needs the opopened on Friday, •the 16th day ol March, portunity to call forth his prowehee
•
• •
Ln the galleries of the Association. Phillips
Mr. Brymner, R. C. A.. Is busy at a
Square, and close on Saturday, the 7 1-h
frieze. to be put up in the dining room
day of April.
This exhibition will (haslet of original of a eountry house net far from Quebec.
paintings, draWinge, sculpture, arehttectu- The good taste of owner and artist corn!al designs, etchings, designs In stained toned has selected for its subject the
glass and china painting, which have lovely dentist-ape and farm life of that r0
never been publicly exhibited before in mantle neighborhood. Will that owner
Montreal. To send work to this exhibi. allow us to get a peep before finally placlion it de not necessary to be a member ing ;the frieze In position.

' of the assoelation, as

Is the nee with
same asseciations of a similar character.
If work is approved of by the hanging committee It Is plaeed . on exhibition, and if
It sale Is desired a commission of 10 per
cent. a-ill he charged on the price paid.
All work must be delivered unpacked at
the Gallery not later than Saturday, the
10th March.
Messrs. Scott & Sons, 1730 Notre Dance
Street, Montreal, undertake to receive sit
works, deliver them at the Gallery, remove and 'repack them after the exliibition closes, at a charge of sixty cents
for each picture up to 3 feet by G feet,
and one dollar for those 4 feet G inches
by G feet; exceptionally large ones will
be nsubjeot to ft especial charge.
All 'freight 'must be prepaid, the AsseeraDen .hoiding the pictures, etc e insured while
In the Gallery.
Artists are, of course, at liberty to cone
sign their works to other agents ehould
they so desire.
Varnishing day lins been fixed for Thursday, March 15th, when the Gallery will
be open to the exhibitors front 9 o'clock
a.m. te G p.m.
; Etttry forms can be procured on avalicai Don to the secretary, Mr. LIndesay, and
any further i n frame Don procured from
him.
*
•

The Decorations.
The decorations, which have been described In The Globe previously, consist of two panels, one on either side of
the entrance and four spandrels between the arches. One of the panels represents the coming of the first settlers,
with axes, cant-hooks, blankets and
bags of proviitions, one of the party bea woman, with a baby In her arms.
T. P other panel represents the next
step in the pioneer's life, the staking
The Ontario Society a Artists opens its
of his farm. Both seenes are laid in atinual, exhibition on Mardi 1st next In
th , woods, supposedly near the site of
To -onto, the lake shining between the its galleries, 15 King Streeis Toronto. Fritrees in the distance. The spandrels are day, February 241h, has been fixed us the
of an allegorical character, a woman's last day on which pictures can be receivfigure occupying each. The figures are ed. The committee urgently beg exhibitreated in classiraal style on gold back- tors to send their work and entry forms
groural, with wings filling the entire
and thee
space. The motto over the four span- in before that date when possible,
avoid any iraste In the arreugement and
drels is :—
"Hail to the pioneers ; their names jedgrag a it. Address all eommunleaand deeds remembered and forgoltten, ' time; to the .sereitary, O. S. A., 15 King
we honor here."
Street, Toronto. The dates of these exThe figures represented are 'Discovas that of the Royal
ery," "Fame," "Fortune" and "Adven- hibit:Iona as well
ture." Photo-engravings of these de- Canadrau Academy in Ottawa, have 'been
coraelons will appear in next Satur- fixed 'with regard to the sending on of pie
day's Globe.
LUSTS one to the ether, and finally to that
antler the ettspires of the young Men's
Christian Association, St. Jahn, New
• Brunewick.
• ••

OF THINGS ARTISTIC

•

•

The new Boston Museum, to be built
shortly in the beautiful district of the
Beek Bay; Feu, is to have one of its galleriee reserved for the exclu-sire and permanent exhibition of the works of American artist s. Observe the word permanent. We need such a gallery liera. For
only a few weeks in the year can the work
of Canadians be seen celleetively. Visitors feem far and wide ask in vain, Where
eau we see Canadian scenery painted by
Canadians ? Photographers do what is
right in this respect. Canadian landscape
and Canadian gem photographs are well
to the front in their studios.
•
"Tile greatest woman paraier In the
world," This Is what Mr. William M.
Chase says of Cecilia Beaux as a painter
of ,pootralts. We believe that Mr. Chase's
opinion is endorsed by competent critics
In the United States , and that an original
school Of portrait painting has been created by this American woman.
Miss Beaux has recently been awarded
the first eloes medal (gold), and fifteen
hunared dollars at the Carnegie lust-Rota
New York, for her portrait of - Mather and
Daughter.
Foltewing the awarding of prizes Mr.
Chase made an address, In which he
pronounced eles artist "the greatest woman painter of modern tintes."
lit a conversation held alter this chatleuging statement was made Mr. Chase
remarked: "I not only hold to my original
statement, which was - net a hasty or unguarded ore, but would like to add to it
that 1 eonfider CeciliaVeaux the greatest
woman painter tilat ever ilved. Bar executlou is Dust of a neither, and her conceive& Is not merely trait of a woman
seeking a great man's point of view, bat
of a great si- mist, impersonal, without sex
limitable/1s." When asked to explain more
fully as te souse of tile exact detail that
stakes the wonderful success in Miss
Beaux's work. Mr. Chase gave uterance to
the opinion that - the most noticeable qeality
of her portraits is style—style in compost.
lion and (Irsteing—the •same quality rnat
in writing snakes great literature, the
meaner that genius adopts to express Itself
in any channel."
"Besides being a `styliet,' Miss Beaux
is cc. greet painter, as artists nee the term;
not merely a tinter of canvas, like Carolus Doran, but a mistress in the ert of
handling 'colors. One Is too deeply Impressed tvith the actual existence of the
men atra womeu in her canvas as to eonrider if also bas the knack of reproduelug
textures of dollies."
She is a .patater. as Velasquez and Rembrandt were, and, like 'them, she infases
the subtle quality of lift Into her work.
Two years ego the French Salon gave
all entire panel to hr portraits, and
Frenahmen 'Were thunderstruck when they
realized 'that it was the wet-it of a woman,
so wholly was it the expression of genius,
unhampered by• any personal point of
view.
Miss Ile;:eix Is a Philadelphian by birth,
but of newel origin, as her name inspiles. Her first west was of a ecientitie
nature, and ihnsisted of the drawing of
pictures of fossil:: on stone, te illustrate
geographic:11 reports of the United States..
Stntlying drawing with Professer Van der
Nidies ana instating with Slr.
Sarteria, she In time began ie do:.heg•

Mr. Hairanond's home. Also for the double bereavement of Professor Goulet, wise
has done, and Is doing, so nuelt for us
with his Friday afternoon symphouy concerts. The very low price at which a seat
can be proeured enables many a weary
body and mind to enjoy a peaceful and refreshing ;two ilium's. Madame Goulet paseted away at the earty age a 31 years.
•
•
A recent sale tif , ractures In New York.
the William T. Evans collection, vas iatereeting as +being entirely the work of
Americans. 31r. Evans has- 'beeu makine
Juts collection ill less than a decade In lee'
conviction that eventually ie would be nepreved of by an intelligent liable.. 1,t,to.
The araount realized. for :270 paintIngs was
$158,390.
Looking through the list. I note a few of
intereet 4o Montreal, as 01), Ilectorp; her.'
own some by tee eitioe :tenets: lanes , '
"Moon at Night," $1,05o: "Tryon's Daybreak," $1,025; Ranger's - COntleCtient
tut - e,' $1.400; 3turphy'si "Autumn. Landficepe," $1,075; Horatio \\'( tier's "Maiming 'Vision," $900; Wyiet Eaton's "Itiaa
rie," :bought by Cotter & Co., the wil!
known ;dealers, $1,200. Wyatt Eaton w.1a Canadian. , li mt. short ly hefore his flea II.
spent souse months wets ut ptuintIng put
traits. alt'. Walker is ale° one of es.
;Ryder's "Moonlight." $700; Wyant.e. "In
the Atli rontlecks." brought t he lit gip e.
price, $6,300. end was bought by eir
George II. Rearm
The loan exhibition at the Art Ass...
non closed 101'111:ally on Saturday
noon, the 3ra Felentary, with a largo
teenoon tea. Over nine .hundred peoph
must illitVe , bee'n present.The ladies to
the Morning Mnsleal most kindly pewit!
cd .some delightful music.
cott1 , 1
W' ii
music of :high order he »heard with it suer.;
sympathetic surrounding than la the AL:
Gailery, bung with masterpieces 'y
the exception of the duea for two pinesperformed by Mrs. ShaNV and Sled:tine SI
Pierre, which , perforce comeranded atter
kihn, and Die eharming snug Ity Madent,.1
gene Metier, only. those who were nc.,
the pianos 'could enjoy, 'arid then with de
ficulty hear what the artiste were phe
leg, the noise oh many tongues
great. Do we not know In alentreal ,
rudeness of tal khtig aud laugblies wie•. n
inetrumental music is being played
we do not care for made ourselves, w ,
Should have seine araralderation for thuswho do eo, (red certalule we •should re.
lize the enonnoes as , met of heel wer[
—hied by the pc,'
and nervous power
v:
norruer before • •work can
cc a future
May I
tallied,

is waking rp in matters
rely Canada
n
eu
pertaining to lime; fine arts. Four import.
exhileitione of the work of own
Valuable
Pictures at tint
men and women to take place in four difforent leithes of liar domain. A fifth, unPresent in Montreal.
dertaken by else energetic Ontalio SocietY
n•nnn••n•n•••n
of Artists is to be of applied art, sud
show the fundamental principles of deCOPIES OF ELGIN MARBLES sign and art knowledge neceesary to make
.•nn•nnn•
a ;beautiful aeticie. This exhitetion will be
most interesting, and will eonsist of °HeTwo Casts Secured by the Art Gallery rtel designs for the following works: Ate
chitectore, wood dud stone carving, metal
—Some British Columbia Pictures
work, stained glass, relief in etafte mural
—The Laurent Picture.
painting. wall painting, textiles, pottery,
eegraving and ether specimens of brain
• n••n•n•••••n••••
, and hand work. These are all to be the
There is at present on view in the work of Canadians, and will ne doubt be
galieries of Messrs. W. Scott & Sons, a revelation of what has been achieved
Notre Dame street, a picture which In the Dominion.
3r
on April d. Work
This exhibtl.m opens
no lover of art in Montreal should
Must be la before March 21st. and
inies seeing. It is Turner's "Ratty for It
commuuteation with regard to exhilets is
Caitie," a picture • which, until the
le ,he made to Mr. Robert Gagers, the secpresent year, has never been public- s'' tars, Mauttfacturers sud &Welters are
exhibited -Since 1818, the year In appettled to for 'their appreciation nud
•sts , lott
and 1 1 , ,
'
or i 1 .
i1111105111 ,, In,In
ch It wattpainted for the Earl of inactical aid, so that MI epoch in the pro.
ticogralinn ,
en it was In the Royal gress et suchh
ngton,
avertis
may be, attained.
m
demy. Th 'hallo itself ,clays
Bearde of :trade are new giving untel, at- traits of tlehlren peletcel 071 pi-ravels* end 141•11
—.het , ,
the pielurze• fOr teat ion to industrial art, so no 15000
rtSgiiir Twri
tti paotograptis. -Deceit*: eu
cultivation .allt1 appreelatiou of male sed
It hi. the rieeterly treatment cf
. F.C.011 see less importation of foreign
study in Frappe, ease left for Paris inlegtift. painting ? There is si question for .lebet,
snore
of
oer
native
talent.
ineeesantly
etmospherie f.ffects which raalera It (Itsign and
and for , titree years irOrkeil
sultue of 01.11* numerate. 'elating dub.
A ,haudboek under the direction of the under the famous Frenchmen, Baur.,reau,
notable as,,f the best represent a
OW* as is monster tett party and teSfri•
No
being
pre.
now
Ives of the naturalistic phase a tin- , Dominion Government is
Poustans, Courtois and Dagnan Bonveret. gatiieting the enteutainment was 11 16,1o ,
Paris Exhibition to Moan
Besicles the gold medal taken so recent- stteeesstuf, but many, who, titrough 1 I ,
ereat English painter's life
wo,tc. pared for the
the world at large what Canadian wattle.] ly at the Carnegie Institute, she has heels
here is a great stretch of tindultzette
kinduess of lambent, had received
with their heads used hands. A four times awarded the Mary Smith prize
s, and had lotked forward ba the Sane
weeded country, with the :'as le in are doing
this publication will be de. at the Pennsylvania Aeademy of Fine
of
preporti011
the centre. 'Plie sun is making a
clay afternoon hothley as their only opp. , '
E.
M.
%ease
Si)
artiste:
matters.
Mrs.
of
the
saute
artgold
medal
valiant effort to break thronArh the
Arts. The
tnnity a seeing tin. pictures and heath,
cloudy sky, and a great shadow is Dignam, of 'reroute. Is to write the essay *hens, the Philadelphia Ale Club medal; the emote, ;could stet do so on account
thrown Liver he casile, so
which
will
form
one
that it
Ave"
on "Canadian
the Normal prize at the New York Aca- the t-roWti Its the first IroWtnee, soul
searcely attracts the eye It is the of a genies ell wometes work, written by
in thil secoml.
dotty Of Deelge and one of the three me. trailer of cenversatlen
distance anti the air, th,, :11ternatlota
•
•
'la
of
handling
their
.womelt t'allai
exhibition of
international
Canadian
the
team
eale
of light and shadow, that give the
ANSWEILSC It EIS PON DE \
subjects.
pictures its Pittsburg lu 1e90.
vieture its great charms.
* * • .1% •
The picture was exhibited recently
1•'. X. S. tssiust 'What ha fat out.1
Truly a fine record of work by ill woman;
fat oil Is no
at the French gallery, Pail Mall, LonWhy should we in Montreld L bave an well may Philadelphia be proud of her. chine paluting ?" When
tIoned in conneetion with ehlutt paimt
don, Mr. W. L. Peacock brought it to
ouportunity of seeing what is being done In Let uts hope that some of our own women it Is intended suit you nee fat oil Of
this side of the water, and he will,
the way of arts cud crafts of the Doane. students now abroad are following in her pentine. Prepared tilt oll Is sold by
after it has been on exhibition in
ma Wrist Is, but It Is easy 1
ens in artist
Messrs. Scott & Sons' galleries for is Ion ? If the Art Asatelation cannot un- footsteps and soon will catch up to her. make
your own. Let some Itirpentine wand,
Mae Margaret Illengliton. ageoeiate R.
week or ten days longer, take it to dertake it, why ea nnot a commit t ee
long enough for the
vessel
in an , pen
New York and other American cities.
C. A., Is now ratinting in the etneth of spirit to evaporate and hi heestme thlek,
formed and a large hall rented for the
You must he earefitl not .to
There are already two splendid ax and oily.
purpose ? The advantage of such an ex• France.
tapies of Turner's work in this city.
any dust get its.
Is it not in the range of possibility to
Whitton cannot be ovet-estimnted front an
se the property of Lord Stratheona
educaltonal point of view. for children as Induce Miss Beaux to send her prize pieInd the other hanging in the gallery
well as t.o their fathers and mothers. Let tore to olir forthcoming spring exhibtDr. Von Stan's Pineapple Tablets.—Cure
of Mr. James noes, while sever si
Distress after Eating, Weight
other smaller works are also onied
cc-epic see how designs are wade for wall. tton ? s Coutlibutore are frequently from Sour Stomach,
to
the Stomach, Wind on the Stomach. Loss
s Montreal.
papers, fer cretonues, print dresses, ear- across the line, and also frotta across the of Appetite, Dizziness, Nausea, Poor Blood
pets, oilcloths, lace 'curtains, tapestries,
Atlantic. Au effort is worthy of eonfeider- Catarrh of the Stomach, Sick Headache and
every other disorder traceable to bad digesetc.. etc. 1 understand that In most, if
tion. One tablet gives almost instant relief—
not all, our Canadian manufaetories of• i't Nit'l:::t. sympathy has been expressed for they're nature's poaltIve and delightful cure—
hale lately
such a rt Mee, the d ceigner, eat in many . Mr. Ilanimoud, R.C.A., who
et tablets in a box for :a tents. Sold by
B. I. MeOste, 2123 Notre Dame: A. Deeary,
Instances the design also. Is imported from been bereaved,of his wife. The sad event
corner St. Denis and St. Catherine.
New
Brunswick.
at
Sackville,
Our
This
should
not
be,
place
tvok
other countries,

Turner
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THE CLARKE COLLECTION.
e Paintings Offered Were by American
Artists and New Price• Have Been Set
for Their Work-Sale a Financial Suecesa-Inness's " Delaware Valley" Brings
*8,100 and Winslow Homer's " Fight
Bells

"

84,700- Vase Brings 88,000.

The greatest picture sale. In some respects.
that this country has known, was concluded at
(hickering Hall last evening. when Thomas E.
Kirby. for the American Art Association. sold
the last of Thomas B. Clarke'a collection of
American paintings. which numbered in all
372. the total of the prices paid during the four
nights' auction being $234.495. There have
been sales that have brought more money. but
they have been principally of foreign paintings.
and Mr. Kirby, who has conducted most
of them and seen them all, is authority for the statement that there never has
been, in his experience. another sale of a collection of pictures here which paid a profit to
he collector. as the Clarke sale has done. with
the possible exception of a very much smaller
tale, that of Mr. Fuller's paintings, held here not
ong ago. Mr. Fuller was not at hand last evenrig to verify the exception. Mr. Clarke was
bundantly pleased with the appreciation
4lown of American art. to the support of which
3 had devoted himself for a quarter of a
)ntury. He declines to admit that it required
nce of convietion or anything else but appreiation of good work to buy the Inneases,
vhich have proved, perhaps. the most conspictoua part of his collection. or the other notable
American works which have received the
praise of the critics recently and the support
of the purchesing public this week. Mr.
Clarke shared in the view expressed in THE
8 /N'ti report of the first evening's sale that
th • re never had been one like it in the United
es. and that It indicated a hitherto almost
suspected appreciation of the hest efforts of
encan artists. judged on their accomplishhe results of the sale completed have fuld the indications of its beginning. New
es have been set for works of artists repnted, and buyers have shown a readiness
Iri some cases an eagerness to purchase.
en if not always with a discrimination equal
that shown by Mr. Clarke.
The unprecedented price, for an American
toting at public sale. of $10,150 for the
Innese." Gray. Lowery Day,"of Thursday evening's sale. fanciful as it was.set an example that
ore fruits last evening. Its effects were
seen when the first Innesses were put up. The
' Italian Landscape "1285). a painting of 1875.
old at $700; the "Passing Shower" (297).
f 1885, at $875; " The Sun" (311). 1880,
t $700•, "Brush Burning" (331), 1884.
et $1.525; " Threatening" (341), 1891.
rit $2,000; "Winter Morning-Montclair."
351), which started at $1,000, at $2.500: the
'Summer Foliage" (301), 1888, starting also at
1.000. at $2.200; the' Delaware Valley" (305).
405, at $8,100-the top price of Innesses for
night-and "After a Summer Shower"
1), 1894, at $2,500.
he "Delaware Valley "was bought by the
tropolitan Museum of Art, and the purse led Mr. Kirby to remark to the sped - tie: " They've woke up I" evidently referring
heir permitting a painting, which, it had
n hoped would remain here, to go to PhilaAla on the evening before.
fliers of the artists represented in last
it's cataloffue were well supported.
•phy's October" (371), went
$2,100: Homer's "Eight Bells,"
ch had won so much attention,
$4.700•, Tryon's " Return Home at Twi(300). Ifor $1.900, after good bidding:
" Dawn-Keene Valley," for $2,500:
er's "Moonlight-Woods Island Light,"
3,050.
° Corcoran Gallery was a frequent bidder
urchaser. It was announced that the In"Clouded Sun" sold.on Thursday evening.
to the Carnegie Art Gallery of Pittsburg.
0 most important of the objects of art, as
guiehed from paintings, in Mr. Clarke's
ion were sold yesterday afternoon at the
can Art Galleries, and the sale presented
peculiar contradictions. In some re, considered piece by piece. it was not
interesting than that of the afterbefore, but in it were comprised
ore costly productions, and the
ancient. Whereas on Thursday the
Indicated a wider Ifnowledize of porceian most persons familiar with the purnubile would have guessed, those of
ay showed that the buyers were in
instances nowhere near up to the
dge and discrimination manifested
r. Clarke in his purchases. This
not merely to the general patronage,
dealers. who permitted the opporto pass by. Piece after piece of anglass was knocked down yesterday
non at a price less than even less valueoven command at private sale in this and
cities. A person of even a moderate
of knowledge might have purchased
terrible number of the at ternoon's offerhe assurance of being able to sell them
retty profit at ordinary sale. Some of
les in the catalogue, on the other hand,
;ood prices, while a number went away

pleased every-

rl
' nder a mercenary handicap, whether
4ifl d
o everuan,
Peeled figures that

_

Judgment is the finest thing of its kind to la.
ound lp this country. was sold to Harr'
ART NOTES.
Ilene Whitney for $5,000. It is (i inch(
igh and 10 inches wide. Mr. Whitney did lie ,
get it without considerable lively competition.
and he gave some of the same sort to purchasers of some of the other high-priced numss AND
SKETCH OF GEORGE
bers on the catalogue.
Another group of the same century as the
OTHER AMERICAN ARTISTS
last 435), " „te'eculaplus and Hygela Attending
an Invalid." Was sent up to $8.600 from
AND THEIR WORK.
a starting bid of $500. which was raised
promptly to WO. $1,000. $1.100. $1,200, and
$1.500. It is 113' inches nigh. Mr. Whitney
Because there is so little known here
took also a small Greek statuette of the same
period, representing a nymph holding a garabout the best American artists, or
land and wine vessel 1432i, at $1.700.
even Canadian artists, for the matAmong the buyers besides Mr. Whitney and
the representative of the Philadelphians and ter of that, and in view of the fact
Mr. Healy were John La Farge, J. Seaver
that two of the works of George Inness
Page, Edwin Einstein, Wernieke, C. J.
may now be seen in the pr es ent loan
Lawrence. Mrs. 1Vood, W. S. Macy, Louis
collection, some little sketch of the most
Edinger. Mrs. Untermeyer. Junius Morgan, M. J. Perry. W. M. Laffan. H. O.
worthy painters on the other side of the
Havemeyer, Mr. Ross of Montreal, Dr. Ferdiat this
nand, Mr. Woodward and several who bought hue cannot fail to be of interest
time. A unique opportunity of presentunder Pseudonyms. One bidder may be said
to have been polyonomous. He bought extening a slight sketch of some of these massively at each of the first two afternoon sales', ters is to be found in the dispersal of
under one name and used. besides that, at least'
1118 collection of Mr. Thomas B. Clarke,
one other yesterday. Through his buying a
large nember of Mr. Clarke's objects of art are oi New York, and the literature conto remain In New York , it is supposed.
nected therewith. Mr. Clarke began
as he has recently moved here from
buying the works of American painters
a Western mining State. His father-in-law.
twenty-seven years ago, and these have
whose name is well known, not only in his own
State. but throughout the country, paid a high
recently been cold by public auction.
price for one of the most-talked-of Fortuny
The fact that the collection numbered
paintings recently seen here.
over four hundred pictures, that it was
Following is the complete list of the paintings sold last evening:
representative in character, and in the
280. Joseph's " A Bachelor," E. N. Lawrence. $225
department of landscape was rich in no
281. Louis Moeller'is"Connoisseurs;"
186
fewer than thirty-nine Innesses, besides
282. Leonard Ochtman's "October;" T. By-

4j,

field .
150
288. Arthur Parton's "Passing Shower;" A
C. Humphreys
480
284, Winslow HOLTIOr'S "Danger;" Henry
Sampson ......... .
........
300
286. George Inness's "tandscape;"
.........

.......... .............. 700

286. Edwin A. Abbey's "An Ode to Spring,"
C. Kleckner
80
287. C. D. Gibson's "New Leaf;" M. R. Snyder
70
288. Ralph A. Blakelock's " Near Oloyerdele;"
T. W. EMIRS.
225
289. Joseph Decker's "The Orphan;" A.
Stoeckler
115
290, William M. Chases "Weary:" M. R. Snyder
115
290A. Louis Moeller. 44 portrait, not catalogued; 110
291. Carlton Wiggins's "White Cow," Peter
Doelger
210
292. Hepry H. Poore's March Hillside;" H
245
Choate. ........... .
293. William eiae:t's
100
294, E. A. Abbey's "A Farmer's Daughter;"
A. Naumberg.
80
295. William T. Richards's "Marine;" M. R.
Snyder
165
296. Albert Herter'n "Japanese Interior;" J.
M. Liehtenout
70
297. Innena's "Passing Shower:" J. S. Bache. 875
298. J. H. Dolph's "Cat and Kittens;" - . 1115
289. H. Humphrey Moore's "A Moorish
Guards;" E. C. Conyers... . ... _
876
800. H. Bolton Jones's " Hetti of a Brook;"
Henry Sampson
620
801. Henry Alexander's "The Cap Maker;"
C. L. Wide
210
302. Henry P. Smith's "The Oaks-Late
800
Afternoon;" L. Lewisohn
803. Walter Shirlaw'n " Cronies; " H. C
Choate
160
804, William M. Hunt's "Apple Blossoms;'
Walters
110
805. H. W. Watrous's "Day Dreams;"
Lockwood
200
806. J. F. Kennett'a "Storm on the Coast;"
C. T. Mersick._ .... . .....
.. . .175
807 , F. W. Freer's "Morning;" W. T. Evans 860
808. P. M. Boggs's "On the Coastof France:"
175
W. M. Laffan...... . .... ...
809. Charles X. Harrin's "Italian Quarter. New
York:" P. Doelger
180
810. Winslow Homer's "Under a Palm Tree;"
170
F. Roekefeller, Cleveland
811. Innenm's "The Sun;" Mrs. Alice Cheney 760
812. Will H. Low's "'Heath Apple Songhai"
800
E. McMillan
818. D. W. Tryon's "Newport at Night;"
610
Burton Mansfield
314. J. B. Bristol's "New England Scenery:"
270
815. George Do Forest Brush's " An Aztec
1,550
Sculptor;" E. N. Lawrence
816. Horace W. Robbins's " Mountain and
810
Valley," 3, P. Avery, Jr
817. Thmnae Moran's "Vera Cruz:" C. M
726
Pratt
818. Douglas Volk's "Puritan Maiden;" A
820
Stoeekler
819. William H. Lippenoott's "Garden in
105
June;" L. A. Lemaire
820. Winslow lionier'a •' Sell on the Bar;"
185
W. S. Ralnsford
821. Worthington Whittredge's "Home by
200
the Sea:" A. C. Humphreys
200
822. J. Alden Weir's "Roses," Cottier & Oo
328, E. L. Henry's " The Canal Lock:" A.
Naumburg
876
324, H. Bollen Jones's " The Lily Pond:"
500
Randolph (agent)
825. Willimi T. Trego's " Battery Forward I"
425
F. Rockefeller.
820. George H. Smillie's " View from Grind280
stone Neck:" C. F. Brown
827, Theodore Woren's 'Chinese Lantern
140
Painter;" M. R. Snyder
828. James M. Hart's "Landscape-Farming250
ton, Conn.:" A. C. limnphreys
829, Thomas Horenden's "Chloe and Sam;"
410
E. Weston
330. Winslow Homer's "Leaping Trout;" Bos800
ton Museum of Fine Arts
831. Inneas's "Srusti Burning:" James Quin1,625
lan
832. Frederic W. Kost's "Springtime:" G. B
500
Hopkins
883. Geocze W. Maynard's "Bacchante;" Mrs.
150
M. G. Otninby
100
884. Wyatt E eon's "Daphne;" Walters.
385, R. Swain Gifford'a " Nashewenna Iskind;"
210
O. Il, Durrell
886. Charles C. Curran's "The Wreek;" --. 175
837. Jervis McEntee's "Eastern Sky at Sun800
set;" Corcoran Art Gallery
888. Edward Simmons's "A Passing Tratni 130
0. T. Blair, Chicago
839. Bruce Crane's "Afternoon Light;" G. W.
800
Thorne
840. Winslow Homer's "The Breakwater:"
E. McMillen
200
841. Inness'e "Threatening;" E. McMillan... 2,000
862 , Thomas EakiO4 . 4 "Pro(e441.,0414 at Reheareal;" A. C. Hamphre , s 150
843. D. W. Tryon's "H e;" Pennsylvani a
1,000
Academy of Plays
...,844,. K. A, Oit '14 ..Lickin g Apple Sloe-
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A Painter With Mani Mont'

real Admirers.
AN OPPORTUNITY FOR A LOAN
EXHIBITION.
The death of Jacob, or, as he wee called in England, Jam?? Marie. hive inflicted cotraiderablel lows upon the coentruipoli.
There were three
tan world of art.
brothers Ma.res,-Matthew, Jacob and
William-and connoisseur eeteem their
works in the order in which their names
are written. Matthew Maris lives ht
London and his works are difficult to 0 ! ) ,
tain, but many competent critics consider him the greeteit Dutch art'it of
the oervtury. Jacob,, os' Jemes, follow
him very closely in technical gifts, and is
probeebly his superior in insight into the

examples of all America's most famous
landscapists, made the sale an event of
the first importance in the world of culture. It was, indeed, the most important sale that has ever been held of pictures solely American. Mr. Clarke deserves the greatest credit for his eneouragement of native work, for his
countrymen, like too many of our own,
give, as a rule, their commissions to foreigners, even when they have their portraits painted, and the poor native is too
often left to starve, when he has not the
means to set up his atelier abroad. And
this applies with us to art in general.
Mr. Clarke was a firm believer in the
future of American art, and he has done
his part towards promoting it. It has
been his practice to look out for the
work of young and hitherto unknown
men, and many such have owed their genius of his country's woods and ability
first flush of encouragement to his purto interpret them to offices , the works
chase of a picture; and, when he found
are highily esteemed in this country end
a man following up his first promise of
especially in Montreal, where there
good work, he stuck by him, and has
are at the present time about thirty-five
lived to see his judgment endorsed by
of his canvases, repreeenteng a, sum
the slower approval of others. Our own
bably exceeding 8150,000. Mr. W. J.
wealthy connoisseurs might do woree
Leas-mirent has z Lx or seven of tlieee, roetban follow up such an example.
res-enting the coast scenery of Holland fn
Commenting upon these thirty-nine exaspect*, and alto a figure. Mr
amples of Inness's work, the current j its various
a
number of 'The Artist' says:-'They ex- J. R. Wilson has a piece depicting
bridge and water, which was much ad11.bit not only his development, but his
inexhaustible versatility, fresh and vigor- mired at the last loan exhibition. Mr.
James 1105_.3 hes a ecene from the coaet of
oils up to the time Of his death. He
began life as an engraver, and one of Holland; the Hon. Geo. Drummond,
his earliest paintings is in this collection, mast scene ; Mr. Sumner, of Hodgson,
'The Rocky Dell,' dated 1849, showing • Sunnier & Om, a fine example of the
the influence of his early training. FM:- river 'Y,' near Amsterdam; Mr. James
ty-live years afterwards, within a few
Crathorn, a small and fine bit of Dordmonths of his death, he painted 'After
recht; Mr. Chits. Hosmer, a very fine
the Summer Shower,' (1894). Between
landscape, and also a figure. Dr. Gardthese two pictures there is a lifetime of ner bee seren or eight choice pieces, and
difference, both in the matter of style
others are owned by Dr. Brown, Mr. E.
and in the attitude towards nature ; a B. Greenshields, and Alesers. W. Scott
marks
not
only
the
difference which
& Sons. Jacob 'minted very few figlITI1
Painter's development, but the develop
piecee, and hie work of this kind is very
tuent of a nation. But this difference
choice and reeve. The picture owned by
between his first and last picture is not
more remarkable than the persistency of Aleeses. Scott & Sons is a very beautiral
landscape, which to see its lb fall in love
difference which marks the intervening
with. It is not a aluellow picture, where .
ones. Innese was no man to tart setieall is dhscovered at a glance, but repaye
tied with what he could do, and to get
close study and observation, by constantinto a groove of subject and one manner
ly revealing eornething new or before en- •
of treating it, as is the ease of some.
noticed. To the lover of the simtely
He Was forever attacking fresh problems.
beautiful it appeals becalwrc of its deep
1.1is horizon was continually widening.
pearie, glorious color, and initight into
Ile not only sought out the variation of
natilre's 11100 ( 15, but brought to them a . nature; the artist will admire it because
mind that never lost its elasticity of perof its free ‘Incl ekilful handing; and to
( ei.t ion, that could become matured and
the etudent it will lee a treasursehoule
I iii retain the fresh spontaneity and
of stored-up knowledge.
cede!: receptiveness of youth. Some of
While Jacob was •mueli admired in
his finest exa.mplee in this collection are:
America, it inust not be eutmested that
'Delaware Valley,' (1885); 'The White
he was neglected in his own country. It
Mountain Valley,' (1878); 'Winter Morn- is trite that many of his lima cunvases
ing at Montclair,' (1882); 'Summer Foliare en this side, but one of his best
age,' (1883); 'September Afternoon,'
works, the Shell thsherse' is in she pri(1587); 'Nine O'Clock,' "Ile End of.tlic
vate toffee:Sion of W. H. Meedag, of The
Itain,"Wood Gatherers,' "The Clouded
Sun,' and 'Winter Morning in Mont- Hague, himself a delightfue painter of
the sea. ' The Nurse' is in the gallery
(lair,' (1891).
of Rotterdam; the 'Ferry Boat,' ;n the
Eleven years his junior, Alexander II.
niueuni at The Hague; his ' Baby in a
Wyant, died two years earlier than Inflees. Of the exquisitely poetic feeling! chair,' a very famous canvas, is in the
museum of the quaint old city of Dordwith which he loved to invest his Scenes,
recht; and the municipal gallery a't Am'Early Morning,' is a glorious example.
sterdam is also fortunete enough to ' o 5 There is a red sun low down in a silver
sl;y, and the grey-green foliage is soaked
ses ROTTIC of his evorkee ,including the
in cool shade.
famous 'Windmille.' He was certain.

',ore in in.- e,e0e yeei

W.,..47,7

(1 836), Homer Martin nurvivcil hire five
*sneer en I. Vest's, *et*Uislarlier works
ee thoroughly in keeping with the
..• Sing of the method's of ttai flute:en
lee( r School, hut he broke away from
liem, end, lemming what impression-ni could teach him, formed a manner
of his own, in which he interpretesten-ri:lure as he saw her, often witlymeriensive
rod even end suggestion. bei .Mvays vvite
senSe ef harmony sed :dense feeline.
Of five i•iettires 05 this collections 'Adieel-idea Scenery,' (1893), is a charaete
i stir example. There is a streak of
ivater between the rolling hills, the nearest of which are covered with frosttouehed v:oods, the sky is grey and lurid,
and clouds ere piled above. One can
feel the solid earth, end the rocks
beneath it, as well as the cool white
lieht, which makes the surface forms
end colors so clear.
There are no less than thirty-one canvaeses by Winslow Homer, which illustrate the successive OMANI of his interesting career. Figures play an important pert, in them, so also doe* nature.
He has always been a student of it, but
for while Seems to be drawn towards it
m ore ee a setting for the dramatic episodes of his figures. Even after he had
t led down in Searboro, on the coast of
ee, anti devoted himeelf to the study
eea, he seemed at first to feel its
nfleenee in relation to the problem); i‘f
I irectly lt u Mall interest that absorbed
hie brush. The sea is for a long time
an aeceseory in his pictures. (1 radually,
however, it own majesty and meaning
and relation to life grew upon the
painter's imagination; the fisher-folk be011311C subordinete to the sea , and at
lset, his art culminates in the three magnificent marines contained in this collection: 'Coast in Winter' (189'21,
‘Wood's Island Light' (1894), and
'Maiue Coast' (1897). It is impossible
not to feel that the last named marine ,
with its tremendous force and momentum, weight and color of water, and the
wetness of the waves; the dripping ot
the rocks, and the saturation of the
sky, is one of the grandest pictures of
t he sea ever painted.
,

JACOB MARES./

v an ertiet '119,11. rfryn

i_e_gitisi

one of the moat brilliant, figettee in•that
iiroup of Dutch eairstere whielt include:4
Joeef Terne)". Mauve, Matthew Marie end
Albert Neuhuys, and others that mighe
lx• named of the earlier Dutch sebeol.
Also Fetch men ae Iholen, Weiftenbruch,
William Maria, Blornmere and Mewing,
eSI of whose name( will beione flaloun
in the hintory of the greatest art of this
century, after the celebrated Fr.neh
echceol of 1880, from which, indeed, we
should incline to the openion that it
largely draws its inspiration.
It has been suggested that, es Mont
reel is so rich in the works of this artri
a loan exhibition of his works here woul
be oppreeilited, and, if the fortunat
peewee-Fors of his pieturee would only
consent to this, it would le n, graeeful
tribute to his memory. To ree so many
fte thirty or thirty-five pieves of thie me'.
ter together would not only be an education to levels of art, leading to
It knowle(Ne and appreciation of his
genius! unobtainable by other wens, but
it would reflect the gmatest credit teem
the connoixeettrehip of the picture berets
of this city.
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207. Willitin
L3.1
11. aC
n hase's "A Stone Yard:"
ter,
130
L2
0
W
b
e
208, GeO
B
,. ..Rrentic_nts. a ... ... Relies:" J. S.

160

The second night's sale of the themes B. Remarkable Price for a ricture That Wa a 200. Samuel Colman's " Valley iii
Painted in One Day-The "Clouded Sun,' '
175
, ."
M illInan ........ ._. ... .. . .........
.61
Clarke pictures at Chickering Hall last
210. Winslow Homei
'a " To the .......... T.
Another of Inness's Masterpiece , Brings
s
evening was characterized by a larger at660
L.
5
116.100 -Total for the Night, *61,220.
211. In nese's " Old Homestead-Medfield:"
tendance than on Tuesday evening, the alMO
There has not been before in the 'United most entire absence of the prominent pict- 1 The weather did not keep away from Chick- 212. Herman S...hans
Irri
Moeller's "Hello:' E. IL Gary.. ,
Staten sueh art art sale as that which was be- ure dealers of the city, and by somewhat ering Hall last night the people who had evi- 213. Louis
William M. Chase's "Prospect Park:"
21.,
F. S. Sniithern
grin in Chlckering Hull last everting. when the spiritless bidding. Notwithstanding, the dently already made up their minds to be
la Citizen's "Wading in the Lily
first eoneignment of the Thomas B. Clarke col- pictures sol brought, on the whole, good on hand at the sale of the third sec- 214. Charles
225
Pond:" J. S. Bached
prices,
and
some realized handsome Profits tion of Mr. Thomas B. Clarke's paintBear d's -Eavesdropper:"
lection of American paintings was sold by ' to their
1G5
cr.
P
215.
W
i
l
e
t
e
l
i
a
rn
r
D,
H
i
eireer
Thomas E. Kirby as auctioneer on behalf
me Mart H
Winslow Homer's " Maine Coast," for fags and to bid freely on them, and in 210, Hor
tn6 "Wild Cherry Trees:" .
175
ef the Avorican Art Association. There example, which eold for $4,400 and was some cases liberally, almost enthusiastically.
IL Id:Mil/Amer
2/7.
Chv
nt:10
es
C
.
C
it
anb's " A. Happy Family:"
.
I
v.h
it
crr
om
ie disinterested authority for the statement painted only two years ago, cost Mr. Clarke A price was made for an Inness which will
225
about $1,500, arid several of the more imthat no art sale in this country ever approached portant canvases brought about the same please the lover' s of tha artist's work, although 219, Charles H. Davis's "Nightfall:" tColder
.k Co..230
it, and thatit really marks an epoeh in American rates of prceit. There was some competition they may say that there are other examples 219. Frederick
A. Bridgman's "The Cadre
art affairs. Mr. Clarke himself said that he re- between G. H. Story, representing the Met- worth a great deal more than the highest priced
500
F..scort at Rest:" W. D. Lockwood..
Museum of Art, and G. W. Elkins picture of last evening and of the Clarke sale 220. Winslow Hamer's "Rowing Montegarded the evening as marking the beginning • rePotitan
of Philadelphia for Winslow. Homer's su185
ward;" Chavler L. Freer
of it due and preper appreciation of the merite perb and virile "Life Line," which went to so far. This was the " Gray, Lowery Day." 221. In ness's "The Glow:" 8. P. Avery. Jr.._ 650
of American artists, although he stated that the latter for 34,500. It was a pity that It was No. 260 in the catalogue, and it was bid 222. Edwin U. Blanhfield's "Music;" E. Wes 875
ton
! rp.r eStorya at ve
i1
the museum to lose
oseh
up to $10,150. A number of people had come 223 , Charlee
the prams of thirty-one pictures out of the
Melville Dewey's "Along the
t
American
tPicausRoi.
'eur nti T
32 T.
Shore:" C. M. Hyde
ninety-three sold were below what he had paid est price of the evening and of the sale thus prepared to buy this painting, and some of
Moeller's "A Patriot of Valley
for them. Such trifling loeses as Mr. Clarke , far-45 3600-wa•s paid by George A. Hearn them had felt reasonably confident in their 224. Lee
380
Forge:"
C.
M.
Hyde
'
for
Inness's
suffered on this third of the night's offerings 1891, and a "Wood Gatherers," painted in guesses of from $1.200 to $1.800 as the 225. .L. 31H.
11
itnn" "Any Man's Laud:" W
and fine example
550
M. C W
1 a t Y1
price of it. They were badly fooled, as a num- 226. 'William
wore much wore than offset by the profits on , of the great characteristic
landscapist.
T. Dannat's "A Smuggler:" F. S.
the other paintings. and while a few of the i The total for the ninety-three pictures ber of other persons expected them to be. The
175
Smithers.,
s was $50,555, ome $3,500 lese than the first bid offered was $2,000 and the price went 227. - H, A. Ferguson's "Mount Lafayette and
numbers on the catalogue went at figures , sold
rhl 225
ornkc;h"ew
J. 1Byri
of Tuesday night's' sale. This was due
which might be considered bargain% the sale total
e Ye;n" Mu
T st
to the presence last evening of a number almost immediately to $4,600. At $0,000 the 225. C. FDr."Gni °has oi au 'Is. a' l' 'M
,115
Leifer
as a whole may justly be said to be great be- of small and comparatively unimportant spectators applauded, and again at $7,000.
Fratieis Murphy's "Woods in Atfworks.
After the bids had reached $7,600 the 229. J.tumn:"
yond precedent.
200
B. Mansfield
In the audience, among others, were first advance
That the purchasing public on the whole ap- Henry Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. A. H.
ab less than $100 was 230, Winslow Hemer'a " Visit to the Mis 320
tress:"
al.
H.
Lehman
preciated the opportimity offered t'netn was Curtis, Mrs. Henry Sedley, Miss Eleanor made. The price climbed to *8.0,00. and 231. Inness's '' Twilight:" Blank
1,00U
shown in the sale of the best painting put up at Sedley. Samuel Parrish, John Elderkin, on by $50 and $100 advances to $9,000 , 232. Horace Bonbanas " The Demo of the
Bache, Henry Icklehelmer, H. W. Rob- with applause at each thousand. At $10.000 the
Cockpit:" Corcoran Art Gallery, Weekthe beat Price of the night. $5.500. after spirit- Jules
850
ington
bins, L. Ulman, and William H. Fuller.
ed bidding. And. on the other hand. the prices
233. Arthur Perlons " Bummer Clouds:" A.
The pictures sold, with their painters, hearty a pplause was irrepressible, and Mr.Kirby
200
C. Fluniphte ys
commanded generally justified Mr. Clarke's title, buyers' names when obtainable, and gave the people their way for a few moments 234. Gilbert
Gaul's "Wounded-To the Rear:"
before attomptibg to get another bid. Tho
judgment, end the receipts of the night, tak en as p r, ices, are as follows:
800
M. IL Lehman.
rust.
Title and Buyer.
r us's "Harv,,.st Moon :"
Pri' price climbed to $10,150, and everybody 235. Casrl oettntearo lsl eiggi
un indication of what the entire sale is to ' F. De
Haven-Sundown
610
s2eo ! in
the house was happy. Requests for 236. H. Sidelong Mowbray's " The Last Faamount to. marked his purchases as a splendid Homer Martin-Du -Clair on the Seine,
.
(water
color)
1301 the purchaser's name were made. but Mr.
400
vorite :" T. A. Lindler
investment. For years he has nut his money Stanley Middleton-Refreshment
100!
257.
George
H.
Smillie's
East"Landscape,
into American pictures in the confidence that. J. G. Tyler--Cloudburst
Es o Kirby was unable to get the bidder's perhampton :" E. O. Bruns..... _ ....„
200
W.
Merritt Post-Breezy Day: Jules S
mission to announce it. It was bought 238. L. C. Tiffany's " View eu the Hudson;"
aside from the pleasure his collection might
Bache
210
125
Baron Resenkraue
by
Henry
Sampson.
who
had
among
give to himself and his friends. time William M. Chase-The Model, (pastel)...
239, W rilalr Homer's "Camp Fire;!' A. liar30 0
his competitors William R. Hearst and
Wbuitielemonettate to the picture-loving and C. D. Gibson-The Parting, (black and
700
White)
70 some others. Among the admirers of the 240. Inness'e " September Afternoon:" E. C
picture-buying public the excellence of Edwin
Cetera,
A. Abbey-Misleading the Enemy,
85 painting when it was on exhibition in the
the best American work in art. Many of
241. Henry R. l'ocres "Bay jug Hounds:" E. 1.5"
(black and white)
Weston
280
Johnson-Southern Kitchen InAmerican Art Galleries was the wife of a well
the paintings in the collection have been ex- a Eastman
242. W. L. Sonnteg's " A Sunlit Valley:" E.
terlor
270, known broker, who is known
hibited,
either
by
Mr.
Clarke
or
before
they
as a pur(I. Bruit'
Bri.
280
,
Bolton Jones-Sandy Shore; W. M
came into his possession, but until now few, ff H.Laffan
" A Local Freight Ca1::::,„Miller's
any, of them have bean put up for the public's I R. Swain Gifford-The Mouth of the 400 chaser of some fine paintings, and it is 243. Francis
205
Airs. H. Schlussel
..
.
.
.
understood that he was represented among the 244. R. A. Blakelock's
eon) petitive offers. There were paintings sold
S
"Moonli .....
Sahara, (water color)
100
het evening whieh might confidently be ex- Charles
Ba;,he
110
11) bidders. This picture has already attained
Hopkinsen-A Stiff Northeaster
1120
posed with fine examples of the Barbizon D. M. Bunker-A Neglected Corner
fame. and has been seen by a great many 246. Innesas " Autumn Tints at Tenafly:" 085
5 , 11001.. And there wore some genre eoraPosi- ' George W. Maynard-The Sea Witch,
115 people. It was Painted by Inness
246. Thomas W. Dcwig's
tame that could claim place on their own merit. ' (water color)
n
"A Garden:" O. L
Freer.
.875
The ball was only comfortably filled, and John La Farge-Apple Orchard In Spring. 310 1877 in one day. It is said that Mr.
247. Walter Ch;a: k'S
neine art• students who brought their field
.
.............. itUbitit"
J. Francis Murphy-A Sunny Morning-S.
Thompson
500
ith them in enticipatton of a crowd ' H. Wakeman
450 Clarke paid $400 for it. It is a canvas 16x24
205 inches, full of foliage and verdure and water 248. William Ill. Chase's "Girl in Costume:"
oulttless need them more to-night and Louis Moeller-Amazement
.
Charles M. Klutz. _
. ....
lia
710i courses, with an atmosphere saturated with
ubsequent evenings than they (lid last , George Inness-Night-G, W. Curtis
249. F. E. CI airch's " In the..
Troid ..
S..I
3001 moisture from sky to earth.
at. A number of the pictures went out of Frank R. Green-Sweetheart
Van Volkenberg. 305
The Corcoran Art Gallery was again a purwn and, as usual, some went to dealers, Edwin A. Abbey-The Admonition, (black
250. Inness's " New England Valley:" Mrs , B
; and white)
751 chaser last evening, among its purchases
ather for stook or on commission. •
P Cheney
2.050
Ft. Dixon-Into Each Life Rain Must
being_ Bolton Jones's 'Sringtime," at $700, 251. Charles
Homer Martin's 'Adirondack Scen e ry" was ' M.
F. Ulrich's " The Glassblowers:"
F`all
and
Picknell's
"Road
to
Concarneau"
for
the "'digest priced painting of the night. It is a George Innese-Goochland
M. II. Lehman
625
31 $1,100. Winslow Homer's " The Gale,"
252. D. W. Tryon's " Antumn"
elorious landseape,:glorious in colon; of sky, Charles H. Miller-The Rainbow
760
18 a fisherman looking out above the
258, E. C. Tarbell's "Amethyst:" E. Weston, 290
niedne. valley and foliage, with water D.
Tryon-Starlight-G, L. Jewett
400 surf into a windstorm , was bid up rapidly from
• ...often the whole. Tho first bid for it A. W.
H. Wyant-Twilight-L, A. Lehmaler
12351-3 the start of $1,000 to $1,625. It was bought 254, William A. Coffin's "Choppy Sea : " Walters
.
ei $50) was considered almost res a joke Winslow Homer-The Market Scene
1,00
255. Charles
C. Curran's " Corner in a Barn.
and the advances were to $600. $700, $800, Henry Peters Gray-Origin of Our Flag
150 by J. Harsen Rhoades. Louis Moeller's
Yard:" J. S. Henning
200
110 - Puzzled," the old man of books brought
el.000, $1.200, $1.500, and by $100. $200 and Robert Reid-Landscape
250. H. W. Banger's " Poreuoon ;" M. R. Sny280 to a standstill by some problem, had
`'s300 jumps to $5,200, about as rapidly as it was Clara McChesney-Spinning
der
evidently been in the minds of several persons
180
Homer-The Bright Side-S. P
convenient for Mr. Kirby to call them. The Winslow
257. Richard Creifeld's "Absorbed:" M. It
Avery,
Jr
515
who
expected
to
get
it
at
a
few
hundred
delbids went on to $5,500, at which price Samuel . William H. Lippincett-In
Snyder
120
275 lave but it was bid up to $1,525.
Hot Water
Untermyer got the picture.
258. Ell iett Daingerfield's "Moonlight:" H. J
H. O. Walker-Girl net Kitten
175 Of the other Illnesses on last night's cataIOTIOSS'S " Winter Evening" brought the next Elihu
Braker
210
Verlder-Le Mistral
200 logne the first one put up (No. 11)01, "Pool in
highest price. $3,050, from S, P. Avery, Jr.. and Robert C, Minor-Sunset
255. F. Dielniates "Puritan Wedding:" E
210
the
Woods."
a
work
of
1874
$575.
sold
at
Winslow Homer's " The Lookout-All's
Weston
Louis Moelier-Inforrnation
Another early one, "Old Homestead-Medfield" 260. Innass's "Gray, LoweryDay:" Henry 805
(Arne next • at $3,200. at which figure Winslo Homer-An Unexpected Catch, 278
w
(1866). catalogue number
, went at $960.
Sampson ... ...
it was bought by Edtwarcl W. Hooper,
(water color)
120 A " Moonl i ght' of 1890 (109) 211
Fold for $050. "The 261. Thomas suhy.s".
.
i;dz:ii:lif
i.
until recently Treasurer of Harvard. It , George Inness-Coming Storm
iia4 .E.
1;'•
2.95 Glow,"
D. Page
1880 (221). at $850; 'Twilight," 1870
1i0
will undoubtedly go to Boston, though Horatio Walker-Landscape and Cattle,
262. Samuel Waldo's "Portrait of a Lady:" H.
(water color)
whether bought for Mr. Hooper or for
100 (231). at $1,000, and "September Afternoon,"
J. 13rinekerhoff ....
1887 (2401. at $1,500. " Autumn Tints,"
.
. D. Gibson-Young Girls Who Marry
125
somebody else no one appeared to know last
.
ning:7' .
120 1880 (245). went for $635. and "New 263. Henry G. De,arth'e sEv
Oldish Millionaires
,aoening. Tho next highest price was 8:3,100,
Denning.
135 England Valley," 1878 1 250 ) , brought
e nd was fetched by each of two Innesses. Nos. Theodore Wones-Slreet Scenes in Japan
284.
Carlton
T.
Chapman's"
The
Lighthouse:"
Hassam-Bainy
Day
$2.050.
The
range
went
on
to
$2,700
for
No.
180
,
-.0 and 61 of the catalogue, respectively entitled
A. C. Humphreys
Banford R. Gifferd-Pallanza.
200 206, the " Harvest Moon.' and $0,100 for The
•• White Mountain !I . " and "Ni •Cl
Johnson's " The Pension
Sprague Pearce-Meditation-MetClip/Stied Sun" 1 18 1 411. This price was manifestle, 265, Eastman
I (eery Sampson bought the first and George B. Charles
Agent:" F. Rockefeller
ropolitan Museum of Art
510 sentimental, as in the case of the "Lowery Day," 268. lidless's "Harveet Moon" . . .
Torrey the latter one. The knock-down price Art her Parton-Haying
2,;0 •
itto
.a
bidder
raising
every
offer
He
refused
by
$25.
was UppiCtUded in both instances. The " Nine D. W. Tryon-November-A. C. Bedford
Louis Moeller's "Puzzled:"
...
..
.
050 to he affected by offers of another bidder. who 267.
208. Leonard Ochtmatt's "Moonlight Shadealoolt:' especially interested the spectators. Winslow Homer-On the Cliffs,
(water
„„ n raised him by a few hundred dollars at a time.
ows:" E. MeMillan. .
.
600
The bidding on it started at a higher figure
color)
.
than any other initial bid of the evening, Charles Warren Stetson-Out of Conse- "5 ' George Fuller's " Romany Girl" brought out 209. Winslow Homer's
A.
C. Humuhreye..
good
bids.
and
was
sent
up
to
$4,100.
_
110
210
namely, at $2.000.
crated Ground
270.
John
La
Forge's "Autumn:" A.A. Sealy
for the evening was $01.220,
830
Homer Winelow's striking "Coast in Winter" P. W. Rogers-Indisposed
110 The
2;1. Richard
" Harvesting;" E,
160 'which, added to thatof the two previous evenwent to C. T. Blair of Chicago at $2,025, and Prank Fowler-An Arab's Head
850
180 inas. makes $105.815 paid for the paintings
the sanie artist's "Thu West Wind." a P. Hopkinson Smith-(water color)
272,
J.
G.
Brown's
"
Watching
the Train:"
290 so far. Yesterday afternoon's sale of art objects
eomposition all action. with surf and Hebert Blum-Toledo Weter Carrier
H. Lehman... ... .. ...
.
060
yielded $16.350. With the $12.50e.50 of 278. D.M.
grnsses and trees and clouds, and the Samuel Colman-Southern Italy, (water
W. Tryon's " Winter
Even
ing:"
. O.
color)
, tress of the single woman ie the pic150 Wednesday afternoon's sale, this brings the
Freer
Ro
A.
Z.
Baker-The
God
of
Silence
date,
Clarke
sale,
to
to
$194.733.50.
180 totrl of the
ture till at the sport of the wind, was sold to William T.
274. George Fuller's "A Romany Girl:" James
Smedley-Embarrassment
evening
810' An interesting incident of la steve
b was
itir
Ross of Montreal
Mr. Untermver for $1.075. 0, iorgan Melt- W. V. Birney-Doll's
4,100
Concert
140 the sale of the first painting bought
275. Thomas Allen's "Maplehurst at Noon:"
.
henny'ri "Old Friends." the picture of He
Wine]
ow
Homer-Re
tIons-E.
H.
BernWakeman
the
catalogue,
A.
Clarke,
190
ot
Mol011 horse and ald man, both ehilosoeh 'cal.
C. Homebrey's
mimer
500 berton's "Brook Trout," a notable contrat to 276. Inness's "The Clouded Sum" Kmiec/1er 450
W Hell won the Evans prize at tho Water
George Inneee-Aftearioon Glow, Pompton,
the Innesses with which Clarke filled his 277. & Co
0,100
Color Soeiety 1892 and a medal at the
.N. J.-R. Blum
1, r, home
Winslow Homer's "The Gale:" J. Harsen
later. It sold for $110.
World's Fair In 1803, sold at $350. Inness's at- Leon Moran-Eel Fishing at Twilight
2
lthoadC9 •
1,025
The afternoon sale of Mr. Clarke's home col- 278.
exactly° "Path Through the Florida Plum" Charles X. Harris-Gallantry
125
H. Bolton Jones's "Springtime: " Got,
tit a rting at $1,000, wont at $1.650. The buyer Lyeil Cart-Ride Horne at Sunset
150 lection of art objects, at the galleries ot
o
cven
Art Gallery .....
700
the American Art Association, was of 279. William
e as Ernersen McMillan. Some of the chief Charles C. Curran-Breezy Day-PennsylL.
Pleknell's
" The 'Road to
. . Convanta Academy Pine Arts
825 a larger Interest than the first afterJae, tinge and their prices and buyers are as George
carneau;"
Corcoran
art
gallery
1,100
Innees-Rocky
Dell-Jules
S.
Bach
550 noon sale on Wednesday, and although the
•,‘
Philip B. Haas-Lullaby
160 attendance, on account partly of the weather, c
'mules/1. Davis',, "Sunset ou the Moor:"
William A. Collin-Sunrise in January-E
was small, it was made up of people who came
$3e0
A. O. Humphrey& ........
........
McMillan
550 prepared to buy. The number of spectators,
Iei"it ti •" F, s
, A. C. Howland-A Pot Holler
185 drawn by curiosity merely. was very small. A
sinithers
360 . Winslow Homer-Podder, (water color).
130 spectator overlooking the hall at the stated
rS. Church's "A Surf Phantom:" A. C
! George Inness- E`nd of the Raln-Louils Mar s
liumphreve
to a
530
shall
,
1,550 time for beginning the ale remarked
' I Frances Murphy's "Wet Autumn Day:"
Louis Moeller-Argument
800 skeptical companion: " There are buyers
lin G. seeme
475 Homer Martin-Brook In France
twice
as
many
good
things
enough
here
to
take
140
and Splenc& i( a for
let it/tinge by American Artists- orner
dartin's " Adirondack Landscape
Brings the Top moat Figure, 83,500.

bo

875

auk

850
855

- •t r .• ' n 1s!..:1111e,:. flu ,
'u Manatield
870
'arum's "A Coquette:" Henry
150
.aes "White Mountain Val, SamPAm 3,100

,prague Pearee'• "Rivalry:"

itecketeller
485
Trytiti's "The Lighted Village:"
L. Freer
575
e Johnson's •' The Confab:" S. P
"Path ..
......625
• ,;"
tward HoMillan
1,(150
.1 ne,es "Near Orange, New Jer% C. Humph reys. .......... •
775
ee I
a Abhoy
Auturnu;" Henry
................ ............ . . .
625
6e,looter's "Coast in Winter:" U. S.
hieftwo
....... . .... ....... 2,625
el, t, ' , tee Memo's "Nine o'Clock;" George
S. Tarrey....... . .
.... . ...... 8,100
2, C. R. Grant's " Waiting
:" P. Armstrong, 470
0, George De F , reet Brush's "Mourning
Her Breve:" Vietor H..rris
475
7. Walter L, Palbler's "January:" H. R. But.
_ . ..
ler. „ .. _ ... .
..
.. .
40

. Alexander Harrisou's "Marine,"
'
S. linter.
ineyer
400

74. A. H. Thayer's "Roma:" W. T. ityans
Life;" (loftier te
7e. J. Alden Weir's
70 , Samuel Coleman's "Autumn;" A.

00 33 2
R. Bates, 4 6 0

When 11.48
.9elfe "The Lookout-All's

Well:"

r.. W.

Himper

HIS. Genres bowmen "Sunset in the Old Or

8,200

ehartl-Monteleir;" T. Il. Thomas
1,0so
7. Prod riek B. Chnreles " Mediterranean
Sea:" Mrs. (I. H. Lewis....
-.
860
NH, 1.11/1111gilMI
" Accused of Witchcraft a;
Coroorsn Art Gallery
560
so, Homer kho t" Adirondack Scenery";
14. lInterme , er
5,600
0. Alfred Rappos's "Rent Dey"; FL J. Braker ONO
I. Dwight W. Trvon's "The End of Day";
Cereorsn Art Ostler,. Washington
2,050

3. Winslew Homer's " 'lime West Wed"; B
ratormayer
1,075
8. George Innem's " Winter Evening"; S. P

Avery, Jr

.

8,060

The tote i for the night wets $54.040. The
0 of the other inontings In Mr. Clarke's eeletion Will go on 1 his evening and to-merrow
lid Friday eveuinspe. sale of his objeets
t art will begin at he American Art Galleries

its afternoon, nod continue every afternoon

I ls

week.

Edward Kemble-Temptation, (water colas will
or)
th o -%alay.
le justified
j"
this off-hand
71)
T
llrbe esig ofedte
Leonard Ochtman-Autumn
..... .... . .. 225 remark. Tho prices of the day were good. It
Gorge Inness -Autumn Silence-L. Kelto
acknowledged
by
diverse
interests,
was
!egg
1,325 although no one set up in arguchaties F. IllricliGranny
110 ment the palpable fact that a few of
11, A. Woolf-Little Housekeeper
100
Winslow Hamer-Maine Coast-F. A. Hell 4,400 the offerings brought aprice which represented
leas Lite value of the object than the sentimenGearge Inness-Wood Gatherers-George A
The proceed* he
e 0001 tal interest of the buyer.
tey000non we rlev e 111t68.34
1.casue%;- Sunset
110',
"a f t e
a gr naoi o
n t! 2a,(.1 .
Dennis M. Bunker-In Blossom Time, (water
coler)- Tt. Weston
120
' artiviee Wertz -- 801d. as agatnea
F. D. Millet- Lacing Her Sandal
days'
total
for
900
Wednesday. itlo_the two
F. De Haven-Autumn Twilight
350
of Tester'.b rae is $28918.50 The prices
Joe Evans-Landscape
Jul:/es
e. .. 110
good
were hither than some
R. A. Blakelock-Eactimpment
210
be paid, in a C i ii'
ad believe( would
Joseph Decker-The Gluttons
125 her
materially
blither.
of instances
George Inness-The Mill Pond-E, Mctttr
, arief sthfod:,:ht:
an
oi t ar
was not
n ed dollars
Milian
1,400 hudi
ante tto
curiboe, :n e abeet
hethsaele
opening
em
g bid. A ad
George Fuller-Early Portrait of Artist
110 I open
D. W. Tryon-A Dewy Night MoonriseJames Quinlan
1,000
nb tr
i
ser;
representatives. On Wedn d;".
H. S. Mowbray-EvenIng Breeze-W. M
aspect had been remarked only in thi
Laren
810 this
buying
of the ehields-ed elephant an
Charles H. Davis-The Deepening Shadows
- -Correwan Gallery
1,100 rhinoceros kids and CO on - for whic
a dealer evidently had carte blanch
J. G. Brown-Merry Air and a Sad HeartE. Weston
850 but yesterday a number of the pore
labs and potteries had evidently be
Charles Melville Dewey-Edge of the Forest-Corcoran Gallery .
1,050 marked for possession by deterrni et
•ither
•
George Inness-Sunny Autumn Day-Charles j. Blair
4.100
A. H. Wyant-Early Morning-E. McMillan, 1,800
Winslow Homer-The Life-Line-G. W
4,600
Entitle
02 (,)/ - (:ï
$50,655
Total
First night's sale
54.040
Total two nights' sale $104,595
The sale of art objects, other than picture% of Mr. Clarke's collection was begun
yesterday tifternoon at the American Art
Galleries, aTadlson Square South. There
were two Masses of objects sold, HispanoMoresique plaques and products of Persian
and Hindu art. The first brought fairly
good prices, but the latter sold for rather
lower prices than was generally expected.
The sales were rapid, and in some cases.
as In the bidding for the quaint Persian
and Hindu shields the competition we .,
keen. The best price obtained during the
afternoon vrac $ 1.00. which was paid for a
large plaque with inscriptions and coat-ofarms, from the Muretta collection. The SUM
Of VIM was paid for another large plaque
of brilliant copper )(mitre, with shields. triangles, and dots forming the decoration.
Persian and Hindu pictures. arms, shields.
pottery, and textiles composed the second
'lass of art objects. These brought only
moderate prices. There was 'a floe collection of knives , daggers. and Ph I el ds, which
excited great interest and some lively bid ding, though the prices were not forced Up
very high In any Case.
This afternoon Chinese and Japanese
pottery, consisting of large and miniature

vases, will be sold.

to bid up the objects of their desire.
r'Thee ntafternoon
began favorably with the s

of a blue and white vase of the Kien-lung
(1736-95 ). 1% inches high, for $22.50.
earlier example of the Yung-ching era. a Quai
ter of an inch taller, sold at $35. and a so
paste bottle, four inches tall, of the Kang-h
era (1601-1722). went at $100. A Yung-chin
blue and white decorated gallipot. with cracke
catalogue) brought $30
surface (170 of the catalogue),
burneti
A gien-lung gilt bronze
le relief work (1814 of the catalogue
vase
four
inches
jade
brought $160. A
tall, inlaid with rubies and emeralds,
of the
brought
$335
(194
gold,
sapphires end
catalogue). A lut of an amethyst bottle of the
size of the first Wise sold followed this at
$17.50 (catalogue number 195.1 The next
two numbers, an amethyst snuff bottle of
the Kien-lung era and a Fei-tsui snuff
bottle, presenting {the colors of "moss and
melted snow," of the same era. respectively 1
and 2 n aches in height, were sold respectively
at $25 and $105. The first one went to a
dealer: the buyer of the second was not announced.
, A temple jar, Kang-he (209A of the catact.
Twa-1?#yglkwn-ife
logue). sold at
jets of the eeklie era, tne bidding on which was
begun at $100, went at $540 each. Of the
old Chinese porcelains. single color, a Kang-he
gaillpot of cream white, soft paste with incised ornamentation (216 of the catalogue),
sold at $225; a Wan -Il (sixteenth eenWry). ruby-colored ,vase '213'.
and its- companion at $350; a Kang-FtT,
apple-green crackled vase (221 ). at $390; and a
0%-inch bottle with imperial yellow glaze (223).
seal of Tao Hwang, 1821. which Mr. Clarke purchased at the sale of the Dana collection, at
$400. This Hale yellow vase:which Mr. Clarke
confessed yesterday that he was willing at the
time to pa more
more for, as he had fondled it often
when in possession of the former owner, and
as he regarded it as one of the most perfect in
this country, he secured at the Dana sale for
svi(4.
Xo. 247 of the catalogue. a Tang-he bottle
ttom the BraVton Ives sale , was bought bY Mrs.
.food for $800. A Ming vase in turquoise 1 0 68:
brought the same amount, and a Yuan vase
(271 )E700.
The full list of the paintings sold last evening,
with the prices and buyers names, except in a
few instances where the buyers' names were
withheld, is as follows:

lax

187. George H. Smillie's "Low Tide;" Baron

Rosenkranz
2110
138. Winslow Homer's "The Buccaneers:"
E. D. Page
189. Robert. F. Bloodgood's " A Miss is as Good 146
as e Mile;" S. P. Avery,..
..
ire)
190. W n lieman Holberton's 'Brook Trout."
Blinn Rosenkranz
110
191. D. Jerome Elwell's "Breezy Day:" J. S
Bache
192. Charles X. Harris's "The Scouts:" E. G
Biumi
193, Worthington Whittridge's "Summer
Evening;" Walters...... .....
194. Louis Moeller'a "News;" M. H. Lehman
195. Francis O. Jones's "Won't Play;"
Sin delair
198. George Inness's 'Pool in the Woods;"
)3. Mansfield
197 , A. H. Wyant's "The Mountain Road;"
A. A. Healy
195. George W. Maynard's "Mermaid;" Louis
Erlinger
199. Inness's "Moonlight:" H. R. Ickelheime r
200. J. G. Tyler's "First American Shipwreck: . Louis fittrn
201. Homer Martin's " Headwaters of the
Hudson ;" E. McMillan
1.60e
202. Bruce Crane's " The Water Gate;" Emory , 20
203. Winslow Homer's "Rise to a Fly;"
Daniel Pain
It).
It). Thomas W. Wood's "Rio Own Doot4: .
7

- $24.5M

rar duo: not carry cattle.
W
ier
1 particulars as to freight or pasage, apply to

. _._D. TV CAMPBELL,
General Manager,
Montreal.

LS Hospital Street,

CUNARD LINE.
NIZ:W YORK TO LIVERPOOL,

Calling st Queenstown,
From Pier 40. l',1Jrth River. N ow York.
noon
.Sat., Dac. 1),
jaInPanill
Sat., Dec. 17, 9 n.rn
jrnbrla
Noon
DPc. 21,
[ moallia— . ..... ...... ASV..
.Sat.. Dan. 31, 8 a.m
Etruria
Thp RtnarnArm nf thle Itn3 have. Tor ovar art

esOecially admirable for f
ch and for reproduction of
here that softens outline and h
izes color. "The Rapids abo
Anne Falls" and "Waterfall near
Ferriol" (Nos. 3 and 2) have solidity
and a most satisfying depth and brilliancy of color. The composition of the
former is so good that it would suggest
most careful study it one did not know
how common in Canada is that charming accident of curve and bluff and
racing water. This selection for sub
-cis of things that are at once common-je
and beautiful is particularly to be
commended. It is a rare instance of a
combination of common sense and artist sense, and may help to retain the
self-esteem of those plain people who
go about wondering why the dreary, the
squalid, the hopelessly ugly is so often
assumed by the artistic to be an essential element of imperishable beauty.

'erritory, w
f

the United e etefw
e fella). lan eovy i. ,te ir

looyn t

ago , 's ea killed tw
aitted. LIe afterward
nay for Canedian counts).
be re-elected le, t e i erej

and in exercising and enjoying such license
under and pursuant to the terms hereof. shall
neither claim, nor in any manner attempt to
assert, by. under or by reason of the license
hereby granted, or by. under or by reason of
the possession hereby obtained, any estate.
right, title or interest in the lands within the
limits of the Battery. other than such as is
herein expressed, or any estate, right, title or
interest adverse to the department or the successor thereof, or adverse to the Mayor. Aldermen and Commonalty of the city of New
Yerk, or any right there other than a retocabie right of way and a revocable right to the
use and occupancy of the premises, for the
purposes only aforesaid.
"Third- That the company, the successors
and assigns thereof. shall so Use such right of
way and exercise such license as not to cause
unnecessary damage to the grounds, trees or
ornaments of the Battery. and shall keep in
repair the railways, the column , supports
thereof. &c., to be there constructed according
to the directions of ,the party of the first part
by and through the department or of the successor thereof, from time to time to be given,
and that, in case of the neglect of the company so to keep the said railways, &c., in repair, the department or the successors thereof
may do so at the expense of the company,
which expense the company shall, on demand,
pay.
"Fourth—That after six months' notice. in
writing, by the department or tho successor
thereof given of intention to revoke the right
of way and license hereby granted, shall have
been solved upon the said company, its successors or assigns. and after such revocation
shall have been made, this license and all
rights hereby conferred shall conic and determine, and t he company , its successors or assigns, shell no longer be authorized. by virtue
of this agreement, to use such right of way or
structure under this license, and the party of
the first part, by the department or I he suck
cessor thereof, may require the company. 10
stwoossors or assigns, forthwith to remove
from the limits of the Battery the railwaYs ,
columns, supports, &e., end the materials
thereof. which shall have been there eons it 0 the lie nee here-

his brother Ed n Woodward. Oklahoma.
Shortly afterward, in a selon row, his brother
was killed and ho recedifed a broken arm.
Temple Houston, son of lelea.Houston. was the
man who did the shooting. Jennings after
this joined the remains of the Dalton gang and
was ite leader. He is said to be a first cousin
of William Jennings Bryan.
BANK BURGLARS TAPPED A

winn

Run an Electric Drill with Electricity from
a Trolley Wire.
013ERL/N, 0., Feb. 17.—The Oberlin Dank
Company's vault was entered by bu rglars eerie
this morning. No money was obtained, as the
robbers failed to get into the big safe, evidently
for lack of time. The trolley wire of the electric road runs past the bank. The robbers
tapped this wire end carried the current into
the bank and to a dry battery in the basern"nt.
from which wires were run to an electric drill
at the outside door of the vaults. After forcing
this door the thieves inserted a charge of
their eleetrie drill
Powder in a hole made with vaultento
a thouand blew the interior of the
walls
on
all
sides were badly
The
sand pieces.
shattered, plastering was torn off and the vault
doors were blown over twenty feet out of their
place.

CUT-UP BODY IN

lexplurss

BOX.

For a Tear It Had Been Lying Unclaimed
In an Ohio Village Office.

CINCIN':A.TI, Feb. 17.—A box, two feet long
and one foot wide, that has been nearly a year
undefined at the express Melee in Baldwin, a
e illege twenty miles from here, has been
opened and found to contain a human body
that was cut in nieces to fit the box. The box
was sent by Adams Express from Cincinnati.
consigned to Dr. Emerlck. whose whereabouts
are unknown, and who has not been in Baldwin for ten years. The name of the sender is
unknown. The body is supposed to be a man's,
although the hands arid feet resemble a woman'e. The Coroner. Adams. Express officials
and detectives aro investigating.
G. A. R. ALEN PRAISE ALGER.
"Unbounded Confidence ih His Honesty,
Sincerity and Loyalty."

BOSTON, Feb.17.—Secretary Alger was warmly
indorsed by the State G. A. It. encampment that
met here to-day, when the following resolution
was adopted by a rising vote:
Resolved. That the Department of Massachussetts, G. A. R., hereby plaies on record its
unbounded confidence in the honesty, sincerity
and loyalty of our distinguished comrade and
past Commander-in-Chief. Russell A. Alger:
and that we firentv believe that his conduct as
Secretary of War during the Spanish-American
war was inspired by the highest patriotism
and devotion to his arduous duties in the trying position in which he was placed',"
"

Chicago Packers Will Not Consolidate.

CHICAGO, Feb. 17.—Armour, Morris and Swift
interests will not combine. This announaement is official. It is understood that at least
Iwo of the concerns mentioned are more or less
allies, but there is that interest in the trio that
will not consent to any consolidation that does
lot mean domination.
•

Lehigh Valley Railroad
has resumed its servies over the entire system,
wise firs now rousing ou schedule time.—Ade•

and

-

e comparative in
ta) receipts of
lemselves. $38,021
ers. or an aver-ge
'his sum is cons erabl
mountrealized either
oons, and brin the to
S ) far sold to $0 • 39. 50 t
above $137 fo‘ every Pi
three afternoens. Ten of
so ld .-tt $500 or bet
360. Winslow Homer's "Moonlight-Wood's
at above *1,000 each.
Island Light:" Boussod, Valadon & Co. 8,850
The sale of ,the Greek and Roman glass 851. Inness's
"Winter Morning-Montclair;"
discouraging
prices
of
$11
and
opened at the
2,500
Julius Oehme
$20. respectively, for two Syrian amphora, one 852. Louis Moeller's "Inspection;" Peter
in yellow and one in white, both with blue glass
Doelger
340
handles, each 6 1' inches high. A smaller un- 853. Charles H. Pavis's "A Connecticut Valley:" E. McMillan
700
guntarium of yellow green glass from Syria
400
864. A. H. Thayer's "Lillian:" R. Maxwell
(279) went to A. Augustus Healy of Brooklyn
West's "Expulsion from
at $10. and a four-inch bottle of beautiful iri- 855. Benjamin
Watrous
200
Eden:"
H.
W.
descence (284) brought $62.50. A fourth cen- 856. Gilbert Stuart's "Senator Young:" Mortury aryballos. ,2% inches high. from Athens
ris K. Jesup
675
(286), went for $42.50, and Mr. Healy took a
Peale's "Washington;" 8.
small Syrian oinochoe, 2% inches tall, of 357. Rembrandt
Travers
2,100
blue glass, for $13 (287). An Egyptian ala- 858. Charles D. Weldon's "Dreamland;" W.
bastron with a mantle of delicate ornaR. Hearst
625
mentation sold at $30, and a double 859. Charles F. Ulrich's "The Spinner," - 160
unguntarium. Syrian. 6 inches high, of green 360. Winslow Homer's "The Two Guides:"
C. T. Blair
976
glass (304), at $115. An iridescent pear-shaped
"Summer Foliage:" 2,200
bottle, 3% inches tall, from Cyprus (306) 861. Inness's
Moeller'a "Disagreement:" Corbrought $32.50. A two-inch iridescent bottle 882. .Louis
ooran Art Gallery.... ............
1,300
of Smyrna, from the Lawson collection, brought 888. W.
L. Pieknell's "Sunday Morning:" W
$32.50 (320), and the next number of the
R.
Hearst
catalogue, a similar piece, $55. A mended 864. H. Siddons Mowbray's "Aladdin:" R. S 000
Purple glass urn from Syria (324) brought $95.
Barnes
975
An hydria of the seventh century B. C., cat- 865. Inneas's "Delaware Valley:" Metropolialogued as from Camiros, Rhodes (345).
tan Museum of Art
8,100
brought $475, and another (350) of the 86e. Eastman Johnson's "New England Peddler:"
W. O. Whitcomb
430
sixth century B. C., $420. A Panathenie
amphora of the fifth century B. C. 887. A. H. Wyant's " Dawn-Keene Valley:"
Cotner & Co
2,600
from the Colueci collection (351), found
Wylie's "A Fortune Teller of
near Taranto. went at $500. A crater 868. Robert
Corcoran Art Gallery
1,400
(362) of the fourth century B. C., with decora- 889. D.Brittany:"
W. Tryon's "Return Home at Twition representing Ulysses resisting Circe's enlight:' Boussod, Valadon St Co
1,900
chantments , from the Castellani collection, 870. Winslow
Homer's "Eight Bells:" H
sold at $ 300. and an amphora of similar
Schema
4,700
date, with rollicking male figures (372), 871. J. Francis Murphy's "October;" Corcoat $350. A fifth century lekythos (Greek),
2,100
ran Art Gallery
with Apollo and followers represented in 872, Inness's "After a Summer Shower;" E
2,500
McMillan
black and red (359). sold at $37.50, an Etrurian
amphora (349) at $05. a GrEeco-Roman lead
RECAPITULATION.
Panel (342). from a sarcophagus bound in Syria. Total last evening.
at $67.50, and a sixth century Gree. amphora Tuesday evening's salo.$68,680.00
... ..
54,040.00
(358), black and red decoration with figures. Wednesday evening
50.655.00
at $50.
Thursday evening
61,220.00
The many-colored Apulian amphora (422).
fourth century B. C., brought $075. The aext Total for the 872 paintings of the collecnumber of the catalogue, a Capuan crater, w'th
..................
tion.
$284,495.00
the principal decoration representing, accord- First three afternoon sales of objects of
art
866.989.50
ing to the catalogue ascription, the
love of Dionysies and Ariadne, and
Total to date
$301,434.50
on the reverse the apotheosis of Theseus, and
Including altogether eighteen figures of gods
0. No. 428. a Tanaand heroes, sold at $1,55
grian woman and Eros, went at $ 460 and another terra cotta group (429). two cupids.
third century B. C., at $375. A fourth
century B. C. female figure. holding
a mask, catalogued as Thalia (413A).
brought $725: a third century B. C. Sappho,
represented as about to end her life with the
"Jump of Lenease" (43 ) ). 5625, and an antique marble statuette of Venus, nude (time of
Nero), in the attitude of arranging her hair.
$925 (4 ) 7 of the catlogue).
The large Capo Di Monte vase (424) was bid
up to $8.000. The bidding was started at
$2.000, went immediately to $3.000, $ 4.000
and $4.100, and on by $100 advances without pause to the knockdown price. Although this vase had been heralded as
the most valuable single piece in the
collection. it had not been the expectation
that It would go to such a figure. But the
vase was wanted by several men, both of
this city and elsewhere, and the bids
were strong and full. It was finally
bought in the naine of Van Gelder. with
a Waldorf-Astoria address, but it is to
go to a collection outside of New York. So
much may be said with certainty. According to the general understanding among
those supposed to have pretty accurab,
knowledge at such sales, the vase goes
to one of the members of the Widener - Elkins syndicate of Philadelphia.
This vase, it is understood, cost Mr. Clarke
£600. or a little more than $3.200. One of the
Farness faintly treasures, it was at one time in
the Naples Museum, whence it was transported.
after the Napoleonic conquest, to London by
an agent who had been sent by the French
Government to procure it for the Louvre,
Th.. Awaken i ng" (434). a fourth century B.
otin representing a wilma disC. Week
ttlrhtul in sleep by Eros. which in Mr. Clarke's
,
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Id BRYMNEIVS PAINTINGS.
,,, .1
- ___i
llJ-Js
The exhibition of water colo rs by Atte'
William Brymner, R.C,..k.,. which opened',
-.esterday, in the galleries of Messrs.
'sou & Son, Notre Dame street, is especially interesting, and represents the past
from
\ summer's work, with a few drawings
year,
Belgium and Ireland of the previous
of which one only (31) has been shown
before. Mr. Brymner is too well known an
his
\ artist to need any introduction of
work. He is becoming more and more
identified with the delineation of country
life, especially French-Canadian coun try
life.
His Habitant, in all his environment, is
well known to us. Mr. Brymner, whilst
giving truthful impressions, has the rare
faculty of idealising these bits of every day
life.
These water colours are freshly and directly painted, and have the charm of nature. bringing from each locality its own
especial atmosphere. You notice this difference when you group together two
such pictures as `St. John, N.B." (7) and
soft
"At Killarney" (31), which give the
moist atmosphere, over that of the Bay of
coast
of
the
of
part
Fundy and the other
Ireland, and compare them with " Cloud
Shadows and Wheat" (11) and "Birches"
(12), which admirably render the clearer
dryer air of the Lower St. Lawrence. "The
Birches," showing the clear, crisp air of
September, whilst the other gives the impression of heat.
. The two former are Dutch in feeling,
and remind one of James Mares. "At
Killarney" has intensity of colour, the yellow weeds in the foreground contrasting
with the blue gray hills and the floating
l clouds in the distance. "Near Ostend,
Belgium (28), is tyPical of the Low countries and shows how a flat country cari
be made interesting by its moving clouds.
I "Wood Interior" (29), is brilliant in col•
t our, a fine bit of sous-bois from Beaupre.
"A Sunny Day" (19), is very sunny, andll
remarkably
we
are
left
the trees to the
Evening "' (25), is soft and
composed.
1 poetical. In "Fishing Boats (14), we have
proper
I a fine motif. The boats take their
I place in the picture, the water is deep and
fine in tone, the sky is beautiful. (2) repre" Waterfall eNar St. Ferrol"
numsents in a powerful way one of the every
berless waterfalls to be found on
stream emptying into the St. Lawrence beof
low Quebec. The loneliness and poetryway
a
the place are conveyed in such
the spraythat you see the wetness of the
fall and
splashed moss and rocks below
and the dark
' the rushing water above, and
remember
foam flecked pool below,
summer.
We have mentioned only a few of the
are alpictures in the exhibition, and they
seine genmost taken at random, but the
coal character of freshness of impression
conveyed in a pleasant, direct way runs
through them all.
—..--...............«n---.....

TOLSTOY'S "WHAT IS ART?"
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Aylmer Maude Tells What His Book Said—How Tolstoy
Spells His Name,
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SOME SUMMER WORK.
Coll ction of Brymner's

i

(",

w rk Now on

loateLhibition. /1/4;--

The collection of water colors by Mr.
exhibiW. Brymner, R.C.A., 'now on Scott
tion at the gallery of Messrs. W. one
street,
is
& Sons, 1739 Notre Dame
of unusual interest and value both for
the general public and for connaisseurs
and students of art.
The collection represents Mr. Brymner's summer work down by the sea,
in the Maritime Provinces, and on the
Lower St. Lawrence. It is essentially
summer work, all in the open air, pleasant and light-hearted, the sort of
work that keeps alive through our long
a lovely summer
winter the memory
past, the hope of a blissful summer to
come. On the whole, too, it illustrates
admirably what art should be in a
country where life has still the qualities of youth and where art is new.
It is simple, sincere, unaffected,
f:traightforward. There is no eccentri city, or sensational artifice, no straining after bizarre effects, which in art
and letters are always the expression
of a civilization growing weary and
tottering towards decadence.
Technically, in this exhibition, Mr.
Brymner shows advance towards pera
fection. He has got away from
certain rigidity of lines, a too finical
fidelity to the fact Most of the Pic tures show that freedom of hand
which means self-assurance and
gives the note of authority. He
manages to produce the solidity and
substantiality of a painting In oils
without losing the delicacy and clearness characteristic of the water color.
The pictures of Quebec City, Louise
Basin, of St. John. N.B.. and others

a

.

OLSTOY tells of the mutilations
to which his work was subjected
by the Russian cens-or in the
preface to the Erigith and American editions of Tolstoy's new
book, "What is Art?" Mr. Aylmer
Maude, who is well known in Montreal,
:who translated the work for the American
edition from the original (not the centorcd) Russian text, gives to the Literary
Digeet the following rests:dement of Totetey's position:
The article me "What Is Art?" published
in the Literary, Digest is a very fair sample of much that has been written about
the book; but, nevertheless, I fear that
it nude misrepresents lolgtoy a position.
I wish, however, to point out that the
writer has an excuse in the fact that he
was reviewing a Russian edition mutilated
by the censer, and not the English edition, of which Tolstoy says in his preface:
"I request all who are interested in my
views on art only to judge of them by the
work in its present shape."
For brevity's sake I. will quote only three
instances:
The critic says: "Tolstoy boldly declares
that ancient Weece or Rome produced no
hrt at all, and that not one of the poets
or dramatists accepted by the world as
men of genius in the last five hundred
years was a true artist; Dante, Shakespeare, Goethe, Schiller, Byron, Shelley,
Pushkin are rejected by Tolstoy as men
Without claims to our admiration."
Now for the facts of the case. Tolstoy
says: "From the religious perception of
the ancient Greeks flowed the really new,
important and endlessly varied feelings expressed by Homer and the tragic writers"
(p. 74).
And again
"When a universal artist such as were
some of the Greek artists," etc. (p. 79).
And again :
"Such has always been the nature of
good, supreme art; the 'Iliad,' the 'Odyssey,'" etc. (p. 102.)
Of the seven authors specially mentioned
by the critic, Tolstoy, certainly thinks that
the two first have been greatly overrated,
end that sonic of their most famous works
are not good art; but "he nowhere asserts that they have Roduced no works
of art.
Of Goethe's "Faust," Tolstoy says that
it "may be very well executed and be full
of mind and every beauty," hut he gives
Ilia reasons for thinking that a work
"founded on something borrowed" fails to
produce a really artistic impression (p.
111, etc.).
Of Pushkin he says : "His short poems,
`Evgenig Onegin,"The Gypsies,' and his
stories—works all varying in quality, but
all true art." (p. 121).
Schiller's work. "l'-lie Robbers," is expressly mentioned among the examples he
gives of the highest art (p. 166).
While as to Byron and Shelley, it happens that they are not once alluded to in
•the whole 212 pages of the book.
My next instance is one in which the
erase seems to have missed his on-re way
and almost certainly will have misled his
readers. He says
"But what in modern literature cornes
ender the Telenet definition of art ? Here
is whet he recognizes under the head of
religious art" (works by five writers).
"Under the art of everyday lire Tolstoy
enumerates these" (works by eight
\reefers).
This reads as though Tolstoy had tried
,

.

to give a list of the works that come
up to his standard. In reality, he only
offers a few examples, and, says :
only purpose in mentioning examples of
works of this- or that class is to make
any meaning clearer."
Even more serious than the above is
the misrepresentatinn of Tolstoy's attitude
•toward beauty. •This critic says : "Beauty must be sacrificed, neglected. The poetic element in art degrades it." And he
quotes the poet Minsky as saying : "The
essence of Tolstoy's new teaching about
art is the rejection of beauty, and, we
underStaitd. Why lie detests beauty." "Tolstoy had to begin by rejecting beauty as
semetning lone evir and demoralizing. "He tells Us that art which gives pleasure is low art."
New all I can say is that this is simply
untrue. Tolstoy expressly says that "admiration of and delight in the combination of lines and colors" is .fit matter for
art, and that such art may be worthy of
esteem (p. 171, etc.). Agiin, be says that
this., technic of the good lift of the future,
'if by technic is understood clearnegs,
beauty. simplicity and compression in
works of art," will be far better than today.,,(p. 191).
And again the artist of the future "will
delight" people (p. 197).
It is perfectly true that Tolstoy does
not consider that "the conception of beinn '
ty can supply a standard for works of art,"
and this because he cannot discover any
satisfactory objective definition of the
word beauty, a word which seems so aimpie to those who talk without thinking.
Subjectively "beauty" seems to mean
"that which pleases, not having personal
advantage for its aim."
Toistoy sets out to discover what is really most precious to the well-being of humanity, among all the vast realms of
art "wills which all human life is filed."
It would surety be as unreasonable of him
to say that the criterion should be "beauty" 'as it would be to say to a lady who
was specially fond oi sweets and ices that
the criterion by which she obould decide
what is the best food IA preference for
j "that whiche tileases us."
I In conclusion, I would
one word
j of ad-vice to students of toy's
ols seientifie works on theology, economice, politics
• or art whose primary wish is to under•stand. Bear in nsind that Leo Toistoy is
an emphatic wiiter. He is always writing
for those who wish to lunderstand, and
seldom cares to safeguard himself against
those who wish to misunderstand and contradict. He ssys what the mehns, and, if
anything.' he rather over-emphasizes it.
Never, therefore. try to read more into
his words than he has put there. For instance, if, insisting that humanity progresses. Tolstoy says that it is not "the
very best that can be done by tile art of
notions after 1,900 years of Christian teaching, to choose as the ideal of their life
the ideal that was held by a small, semisavage, slave-holding people who lived
2,000 years ago," do not overlook the fact
that he quite realizes that those old
Greeks did "imitate the nude human bod's
extremely well," and did "erect buildinge
pleasant to look at," i.e., which were beau-

,
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tirlt,!lhally, whatever we may think of Tolstoy's teaching, let us admit that he probably knows how to sign his own naine.
His autograph steeds on the fiMt page of
"What Is Art f"—T-o-l-s-t-o-y.

New York, January 2.—John A.
!Fraser, R.C.A., a painter of note in
water colors, died yesterday morning at
his home . No. 156 East Ninety-second
street, after a prolonged illness. Mr.
Fraser was 59 years old. He was born
of an old Scotch family In London,
Eng., and devoted his whole life to
art. Co-operating with the Marquis
of Lorne, he helped to found the Royal
Canadian Academy of Fine Arts, and
was made its first academician. For
several years he was the director of
the art school in Toronto. He was
a first medalist of the Columbian exposition, and the post of honor was
given to his picture. "The Heart of
Scotland" at the Paris salon of. 1850.

His series of water colors exhibited at'
the Canadian Club a few years ago,
and also his English landscapes, more
recently exhibited by Roussod, Valadon
& Co., of this city, will be recalled by
all art lovers. Mr. Fraser came to
New York in 1890, making the city his
home, and becoming a prominent member of the American Water Color Society. He was an elder brother of
W. Lewis Fraser, art manager of the
Century Magazine, and a brother-inlaw of the illustrator, Henry Sandhatn.
He leaves three sons, John A., Augustus G. and Donald L., and three daughters, Nannie A. M., and Louise Frei er
and Mrs. Gerald Brentin.4.1,,,,r,

Last night, which was nominally the opening one, the Y. M. C. A. At Loan Exhibition wee by far more largely attended than
on either Monday or fueaday evenings,
much of the wealth and fashion of the city
being present. As usual, all were charm'
with what they saw and the Y. M. C.
orchestra furnished very pleasant
ceptable music. We were pleased
..?,411
almost as many of our French-spea
our English-speaking people pre
new attraction was found in th ,
fine new swimming bath, wh:
first time filled with water.
JODZIecevery respect. A great at
tion with last night was
THE FORM/ -

of the exhibition by
Governor Jett wh
was attended
and the Hon
Stephens.
natorial part
Marsh, rep

Lieutenant-
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eppard, A.D.C.,
Jhand, Duffy and
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Upon the occasion of the

I this Art Loan Exhibition

that a few words be said by
of the Association, a duty 1
as briefly as is Consistent with
or
etancee under which we are met.
at once thank Your Honor for your
. and courteous consent to be present
at. The official welcome you have red from the city of Quebec upon your
aim; here to be Her Majesty's representa.ve has but expressed the sentiment of all
the citizens of this ci4, a sentiment I am
glad to reiterate in the name of the members
of this Association.
It may he of intereat to state that this Art
Loan Exhibition has been originated and carried forward for purposes somewhat different
in kind from each -_ We have beet
moved to the work by the hype that
h
performing an act of philantrophy we might
at the same time, receive enough financ
return to pay the expenses involved, and L.,
leave a prait for the purpose of furnishing
our new eymnasium and baths with the appliances they need.
We should have been pleased to throw open
our doors to all without charge on any occasion had it been possible. In a new country
like came, where there are no such accumulations of art treasures as are to found across
the water, few people can either possess or
have access to the works of the great interpreters of nature. Consequently efforts are
sometimes put forth to secure the best specimens of art, by loan, from the fortunate
possessors of them, in order to create in the
minds of the many, an appreciation of all
things beautiful, and thus to contribute something to the happiness and uplifting of the world. You will all have
noticed that during the past year a long
cheriehed scheme to provide for the physical
training of our young men has taken shape in
brick and mertar, and that the annex to this
building will give room for a commodious
gymnasium swimming and shower baths,
bowling alley,
'
and class rooms for night
work. We wish the public to know that the
advantages that are to be offered through the
generosity of the contributors to the expense
of this new building are not to be restricted
to any race or religion, but are to be enjoyed
by all who will avail themselves of them,
without danger of offence to any religious
convictions or sensibilities.
In this city where the English population
is small we feel more keenly than others do,
perhaps, that, as we form a part of a great
Dominion which is awakening to a sense of
nationhood so we must in the feeling of unity
of purpose and aspiration, be forgetful of the
minor difference thilt have their_b_ebv,IA
chances of birth.
And while the beautiful language of La
Belle France and the oterdy toogoe of old
England must always Ve 'heard in otir Brovince, the feet-eeill . etaud not as an indication of national and social cleavage, but as
an evidence of the greeter celture of those
who roaster them both, as well as of the vitality of all langoages that meet the wants
of a complex civilieation,
Thus it is hoped
that the opening in the near future of our
bathe and gymnasium may be regarded as a
service to the general public of Quebec.
In conclusion, permit me again to say that
we appreciate the distinguished patronage,
Sir, you have so gracefully accorded to us,
and on behalf of the members of this Association, I thank you again for your presence
here to declare the formal opening, of the
Art Loan Exhibit."
"Me. PnestpineT, Lames ANA GENnEnieN,There are in all political oonetitutione,
but even more in that of the British than in
any other, a ciertain number of fietiope
which, at first sight, may appear strange,
specially coming from soch a prectical people.
But after all we must admit, tber, thetie tletinea ,
are wonderfully useful, tvhen needed, and
have rendered very good servicte in the past.
Let us take for example the rule which prevails in Great Britain, that every man is supposed to know the law the moment it is
passed, because being made and voted by the

the

representatives, the mandates of the people,
the mandator must know what has been

(10110
, .
in his name.
This, of eourae, is a mere fiction, still it is
a very useful one, one which is applied every
day by the Courts, and which is sometimes
producive of most important consequences.
If I am not mistaken, it is in virtue of a
similar conetitutionel fiction that we ere
tnaliinfi. this (liming, the fdrmal opening of
this Ar t Exhibition, although a opmber of
sympathetic admirers baye had since Monday the advantage of enjoying the treasuree
oollecteci in theee rooms,
Still the fiction must prevail and it is my
Constitutional duty, on this occasion, to declare that this Art Exhibition is now opened.
It is with much pleasure that I fulfil IUGli
n duty,.
Th e 'object of the Association for whose
benefit this exhibition has been organized, le
essentially the moral advancement of
its
members, and so deserves the encouragement
of all.
The Committee has wonderfully facilitated
our task in this instance,
in rendering it
possible for us to do good, by merely taking
advantage of a unique occasion to gratify out
artistie tastes, and we must feel grateful to
them, and to those who have
contributed to
form this collection, for the advantage and
the pleasure they have so gracefully
procored
118.

Ladies and gentlemen, this Grand Art
Loan
Exhibition is now formally opered."
Upon the oonolusion ef
this speech the
Governor and party started to go the
rounds
of the.exhibition and see the
sights, after the
lit tle child of Mr. W. IL \Viggo had presented
Madame Jetté with a magnificent bouquet.
It was about 10.30 when "God
Save the
Queen" was played and the audience die,
pet sett
In connection with the concert of the evening before laat we may mention that
one
,41
item—and unfortunately one of the very best
programme—was omitted in our re8 Th
is'w as the vocal solo "One Night
e," by Miss Charlotte Woodley,
who

Il

et none of her ability to charm._ Noth-
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A GLIMPSE AT ONE OF MISS LILIAN TUCKER'S STUDIOS

wno, in
November, 1871, married Mr. Miller's
only daugibter, since deceased.
At Mr. Miller's funeral, Mr. Wright
said : 'People are asking, "Will the orphan work go on !" I reply, first, it is
going on. This year we have received
between forty and fifty fresh orphans,
and are expecting others shortly. For
many years Mr. Miller prayed for the
future of the work, that God would
raise up helpers, and I cannot believe
that he who has manifested his faithfulness for sirty-four years, will leave those
prayers unanswered. What he will do
will be worthy of himself, we may be
sure of that. I only ask the earnest
pray ers of all believers.'
-

MONTREAL'S HARBOR:
(Toronto 'Star,' April 2.)

ned out to be critical in determining
career were all made by medical or. On the ground of illness he obed exemption from military service
Germany, and came to England to
age in Gospel work among the Jews,.
health failing again, the doctor orhim to Devonshire, with the rethat be became pastor of a small
rob at Teignmouth. While here Mr.
lier developed the principles which
erred his after life ; yielding all
m to salary, he resolved to trust in
alone for temporal supplies Here
se met with Mr. Henry Craik, who
tized him, end invited him to BrisThis change of sphere was the being • a happy ministry in which
like-minded men worked side by side
thirty-four years.

Harling seems to have made ont
a strong case for the payment by the
government of part of the interest on
the Montreal harbor bonds. There
seems to be no doubt that the improvements are demanded by the increase in
the trade of the port and 'by the increase in the size of ocean-going vessels.
That increase of trade is not Montreal's,
but Canada's, while enlargement in capacity of boats means better freight
rates for exporters and importers.
There should be no sectional jealousy
against Montreal. Other cities and
towns and the country generally are
benefiting by the increase of business at
that port, and will further benefit by
the enlargement of the harbor. The
govern.ment each year makes a large
grant to inland harbors, and Goclerich,
Collingwood, Owen Sound, Hamilton,
Toronto, Kingston, and other places receiving government aid, cannot well object to Montreal, the chief seaport, applying for a similar favor.
It might be well, however, if the government has the power, to attach as a
condition of granting the requested aid,
that government control should be exercised over shipping rates to prevent
such 45ornering of space as cattle exporters have had to colnplain of, and to
prevent steamship lines from jumping up
rates in busy seasons, when they know
that the exporter muet pay just what
they are pleased to demand. Apple exporters could talk eloquently and feelingly on this subject to the Government.

tamed without any stated endeavors on
his part to raise funds. Be has always
taken the needs of the work to him in
whose name it has been carried on ;
and in times of stress as well as prosperity God's people have sent in the
needed money. One time of special
anxiety was during the Lancashire cotton famine, in 1862, when the great undertaking threatened to collapse. On
November 10, of that year, the outgoings were £632, and the income £3
15s. But the depression was only temporary; gifts again flowed in, and the
work extended rapidly.
COMPRESSED FLOUR BRICKS.
During tours from 1875 to 1883 incluIn England much interest is taken by
sive, in the old and new worlds, in as
many as twenty-two different countries, the army and navy authorities in a new
Mr. Miller addreased 2,400 audiences, and method of preserving flour by means of
travelled 68,858 miles. A detailed state- compression. With hydraulic pressure
the flour is ueezed into the

r

Parke and Miss Annie Smith.
The lemonade table was looked after by Miss Alice Estey, Mrs. Walter
Scovil and Miss Ethel Estey.

,

TROYON AT THE ART LOAN.

47- • .4e- • .4*".
The art loan exhibition was visited
by a large number of citizens yesterday afternoon and evening, and all
were charmed with the display of
paintings and other art work. Most
Interest of course centres in the
xiplenoid collection of paintings from
Montreal, but the other display is
such as to awaken a strong feeling of
loeal pride. The opportunity to study
carefully an exhibit that is ,admittedly a remarkably fine one, 'including
some paintings that have made the
artists famous; as well as a unique
collection of artistic work in other
lines, is one that should be taken advantage of by the citizens generally.
Ihe rooms were well filled last evening. A large number of those present in the afternoon took tea in the
refreshment rooms and remained for
the evening.
The Tableaux Witivants, conducted
by Miss Ina S. Brown, gave great

Constant Troyon died in Paris 'in
1865 at the age of 55. He attain his
peculiar excellende and wonderful
power after a sojourn with the masters of Barbizon in the Forest cf.
Fontainebleau, where he absorbed the:
spirit of that great school and applied it to his particular field of art, 1
the painting of animals, cattle chiefly,
in the deep verdure of the landscape. 4.1
The famous group of painters who
form what is known as the Barbizon
school consisted of Corot, that most
exquisite poet painter, that sweel
sir ger of the landscape, Millet, who,
a peasant himself and in the fullcist
sympathy with the humble life •of
those who ea:n their bread by continned and diligent toil, painted that
life with a conviction and power that
has made his name immortal in art.
Rousseau, who painted the very anatomy of the landscape, looking deeply into the very heart of nature. Dupee, Diaz and Daubigne, also departing from all tradition, looked out on
nattre with fresh eyes and painted
her as she appealed to them individually. And Troyon applied the same
principle to his paintings of landscape
and cattle.
-.
The Golden Troyon, which it is our
high privilege to have with us at this
time, is so called because of the golden tone that pervades it. It is an eXquisite landscape; the cattle are subservient in this case to the rest of the
picture, a lovely sky grey with clouds
and with one luminous light over all.•
The work of any man who is recognized by the art world as a master
must be well worthy our closest attention. We must look and listen for
the song he sings or the story he
tells.
The illustration accompanying this

I
I
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The Pictures at the Ar; Loa

.21 04,44,, Exhibition.

HOW THEY STRIKE AN ART CRITIC.
The Grand Art Loan Exhibition that i
now being held in the Y.M.C. A. building on
St. John street, is a credit to its organizers,
to those who have it in charge to the City of
Quebec and the Dominion of Canada.
No better collection of paintings for its
s'ze, has ever been exhibited in thief country.
Among the wealth of brush work that adorns
the galleries may be found some of the beat
examples of the masters of the English,
French and Dutch schools.
"Tile Portrait of a Youth," by Sir'Thomas
Lawrence, loaned by C. R. Hosmer, Eq.. of
Montreal, is one of the gems of the ex nibidon, and a splendid example of Lawrence at
his best epoch. Mr. C. R. flostner also ex.
hibits excellent examples of the works of
Gainsborough, Landseer and Constable, His
"Haunt of the Hermit," by Constable, is not
only an excellent picture by this master but
would reflect credit upon any exhibition.
From the collections of Sir W. C. Van
Horne and R. B. Angus, Esq., both of Montreal, are two splendid paintings by P. A. G.
Dagnaa-Bonvent.

The "Pardon Breton" is attractive for its
great religious sentiment, its excellent representation of the subject wail whiott it deals-.-

a picture which paiIaoissiers will envy and
over which students will marvel.
A glimpse of Mr. R. B. Angus' "A Summer
Day's Idyl," by Adolpe Monticelli, is of itself
worth the price of admission. Its marvellous
composition, its wonderful coloring and the.
completeness throughout points to the artist's

strength and individuality.
There is a small fortune in the pictures
which represent Troyon, Bouvin, Kreighof
and Sir Joshua Reynolds, besides a wealth of
work by modern painters.
The picture "Pile Raising of Jaime'
Daughter," by Gabriel Max, loaned by Hon.
G. A. Drummond, must be seen to be appreciated, Words cannot express the charm
and beauty of this most beautiful wotk.
The picture gallery alone cannot fail to be
a delight to lovers of the beautiful, while to
ihe students and disciples of these great rims
ters it is invaluable and an opportunity q a
lifetime.
The rest of the exhibition is comprised ,of
relics and souvenirs too numerous1.1 , eh° catalogued—too interesting to be missed.
If the enthusiastic) g ttheringe cOnatinuo to
fill the building for the last three days of the
exhibition as tney have for the nit three,
success is assured, and the greate t possible
encouragement will have been offelred for the
promotion of Loan Exhibitions in Quebec.
L. BAYNES.
,

A.NOTHE
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At the Art Loan Lxhibitiài
-- f
Lieutenant-Governor lotto Formally
Opens It.

PROGRAMME FOR THURSDAY.
Open from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Musicale from 3 to 5 p.m.
Five o'clock tea from 4 to 6 p.m.
Ladies in charge—Ladies' Studio Club
In the evening the following programme
will be rendered by the Ladies Morning
Musicale :—

Perrier.

1. Piano Duet—"Fascination"
pleasure to the audience last evening.
The participants were Misses M.
Leadee Hamm. Marion D. Matthew,
Avis Geraldine Hall, Frances Maud
Stead, Grace L. Fairweather, Ethel
May Brown, Elizabeth S. Miller, Georgina S. Scammell, Nellie Stuart Parker.
The statue poslngs by Miss Ina S.
Brown, representing famous classic
works of art, were also extremely interesting and highly praised.
The festival committee last evening
were Mrs. Robert Thomson, Mrs. Geo.
McLeod and Mrs. Geo. F. Smith, assisted by Misses Mabel Thomson,
Mona Thomson, Tina MacLaren, Margery Holden, Leslie Smith and Miss
'lowland of Toronto and Miss Blair
of Ottawa.
The candy table was in charge of
\ ils i , Dunn, Miss Lena Dunn. Miss

idea of the general
the Golden *Trealen.
THIS EVENING'S PROGRAMME.
The programme tonight for half an
hour will be furniehed by Miss Aimee
Cecil Jones. She will give a series of
osings, showing various emotions,
followed by a tableaux of songs. A
lullaby and a reading are also on the
programme. The Y. M. C. A. orchestra will play.
That part of the public who wish
to more carefully examine the masterpieces on view should, if at all
possible, visit the galleries in the daytime, when they are not so crowded. 1
The exhibition is open each day at 9 4
a. m. Ladles would do well to have I
a good examination of the pictures i
the afternoon and be joined t
friends. A most elegant tea is serve,'
at a very moderate price.

Miss Fry and Miss C, Woodley.

2. Violin Solo—"Sernata"

Moutz Motz Koroskl.

Mlle. Pelletier.
3. Vocal Solo—"The German's Wedding
Prince Poniatowski.
Song"
Mr. S. Woodley.
4. Piano Solo —"Scherzo Choral"....Daboir.

Mlle. Beauchene.
5. Vocal Solo—"Muterno"

Tito Ulatei.

Mlle. Bloodeau.
6. Instrumental Quartette

The Messrs. Woodisy.

7. Piano Solo—"Norwegian Bridal Procession"
G ceig.
Mlle. Talbot ,
8. Vocal Solo
Mrs. Foley.
9. Instrumental Quartette—"Gesellschaft's
Quartette"
Robert Schumann,
Mine. L N. Lemieux, Piano,
Dr. L. N. Lemieux , Violin.
Mr. J. A. Bellisle, Flute.
Mr. Arthur de Varennes,
Re fr es hr

in could be a more atit illustr
fa4 than the vehemence of the
enehre which followed, and D
was kind enough to acquiesce i
demavd, giving "My Little

equally acceptable manner.
Pvt....
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ART LOAN EXHIBITION

Iritt77 ssociation Art Exhibition

The Art Loan Exhibition was pleasantly opened by Lieut. Governor McClelan
on Monday evening. There was a good•
sized audience present. The formal openMg took place in the room down stairs.
The Y. M. C. A. orchestra played a few
*elections and then Mr. W. S. Fisher in
a brief address introduced the Governor.
His Honor, after referring to the pleasure
it gave him to open the art exhibit, expressed the hope that it would ac-t as an
inspiration to both local and New Brunswick artists. Canada, he said, had its
poets and authors, and there was plenty
of talent fer artistic work. Referring to
St. John the Lieutenant Governor said
it was the.connuercial emporium of the
,iprovinct, and as a
city had done much
to induce strangers to visit it. The
efforts of making a summer resort out
of Rockwood had been most successful,
and Fernhill, too, is a beautiful place. He
hoped that this exhibition would result
in making people take a deeper interest
in art and be the stepping stone towards
a permanent art gallery. In conclusion
the Lieutenant Governor said he hoped the
city of St. John would some day have a
library building that would be a credit to
the city ana a work of art. In this building there should be an art gallery, and,
to make it still more complete and attiaetive, a museum. His Honor then declared the exhibition opened. Throughout the evening visitors kept constantly
'visiting the rooms where the pictures
were hung. The large room up stairs
was the centre of attraction and was
thronged throughout. During the evening Messrs. Sydney and Arthur Kerr gave
exhibition of living statuary, wrestlers
and other athletic subjects. Their work
was much admired. Refreshments were
served downstairs, and the ice cream
parlor and candy and lemonade tables
were frequently patronized. The ladies
in charge were Mrs. H. A. Austin, Mrs.
Howard D. McLeod and Mrs. George McKean. The young ladies were: Candy,
Miss Alice Tuck, Miss Mattis McLaughlin and Mies Edna Irvine; lemonade; Miss
Alice Estey, Mrs. Wm. Scovil, Miss
Ethel Estey; ice cream, Miss Ada Dunn,
Miss Helen Robertson, Miss 'Carrie Fairweather and Miss Otty.
While many persons attended the openhg, it will require a great- deal larger
number each evening to make the affair
a success, as the management are under
a heavy expense. The ladies in charge
to-day are Mrs. Robert Thomson, Mrs.
( corge McLeod and Mrs., George F.
Smith.
•

The second section of the exhibition
includes the paintings in oil colors loaned by residents in St. John and the neighboi Mg cities. Among them are not a
few works with which we are familiar,
and whose merits have been on former occasions discussed in our columns. We
shall go through them in the order in
they stand in the present catalogue,
although the numbers do not follow each
other in regular sequence as they are
here hung.
First conies No. 20, "Canoe Scene in
New Brunswick," by Forshaw Day, R.
C. A. of Halifax. It is a small painting
ws us two men in a canoe coming
and sho
down a stream that runs through the
..voods—a lovely forest scene. The drawine is good and there cannot be much
fault, ,found with the colors. But the
picture is, on the whole, lacking in force,
although clue allowance must be made for
its small size. Thee No. 22 presents to
us a love,ly picture by a French artist,
Leon Richet, which is the property of
Mr, O. H. Warwick. It is entitled "Landscape Under Sunshine," and the title
describes exactly what we see. But it is
a lovely bit of landscape, in the delineation of which it would be difficult to
1;m1 a fault. No figures of any animals
are introduced—only the roadway, the
Velds and the trees are presented. On
these the sunshine is shed most naturally,
and the result of the artist's skilful treatment and deftly-applied knowledge is a
charming work of art, far superior to
many for Ahich a very high price is dewended. )4(.3. 23 and. 24, "A Showery
Evening it Rye," and "At Glendalough,
Co. Wicklow," thu .property of Mr. F.
Sandal', have been bean described in our
columns, 'Mien tw sa roam ago they
iespectiv* came out as prizes from the
Art. i.nit4*ef Errann and the Art Union
of Ireland. The former is the work of
Mr. C. P. Knight and the other of P.
Vincent Duffy, R. H. A. They are both
piefurea.
k_ermng
i
d 1
very gbod au_
4 5, "foggy Sunrise Outside St. John
harbor," owned by Mr. Wm. Kerr; one
of the works of Mr. John Hammond, R.
A., is about the best example we have
seen of his productions. The light struggling through the misty veil is quite
effective. "Yosemite Valley," by the wellknown American artist, Thomas Hill, who
is celebrated as a successful painter of
the mountain scenery of our western
world, is a recent .work which Mr. Joseph Allison purchased from his easel.
It is of excellent quality throughout, the
bright lights upon the mountain-tops and
the blue hue of the atmosphere in the
deep gorges being remarkably well represented. Like all successful paintings of
its kind it possesses a certain wild charm.
Mr. Allison, who is acquiring a gallery of
beautiful things, exhibits here among
other choice pieces, Nos. 27 and 28, entitled "September" and.'"Clearing Weather,"
specimens of the late C. C. Ward's best
work. In "September" we have three
fine dogs, who sit in due and formal
manner for their portraits. The result
as herein embodied it one of the most
exquisitely finished and delightful works
'Ward ever accomplished. Not even Sir
Edwin Landseer could have produced a
more admirable canvas. And in the
other picture we have something almost
equal in its kind. Another example of
Ward's happy taste and skill is in No.
39, a "Landscape," which General Warner
lias sent in. This picture, which is
chiefly a picture of trees, is submitted on
this wall to a severe test by being hung
in proximity to Mr. Dole's "Surrey Lane
Scene," and to the painting of G. C. Stanfield, No. 34, and it stands the test in a
highly creditable manner. Other excellent examples of Ward's work are here
in No. 53, `The Joker," and No. 54, "The
City Cousins," both loaned by Mr. W.
H. Thorne. These happily executed picturee provo how many-sided and versatile an artist was he whose death we had
so recently to lament The "Irish Coast
Scene," by Alfred Gray, R. H. A., No. 29,
another of Mr. Allison's treasures, is enlivened by a group of seven cows. which
man and a boy are driving up from the
low salt marsh adjacent to the sea. The
snimals and the men are well
drawn and well colored; and a
strong. truthful sky adds much to the
idea of strength and naturaineas the
T.aintine embodies. No. al is a. fInely
fnished and tender landscape by G. A.
Williams. But It is placed too high to
admit. of a proper appreciation of its
leatities. It, RA well es No. 32, "Lane
Scene, Pyrford, Surrey," by the eminent
landscapist, the lnte F. W. Htilme, which
is Mr. 'Dole's other contribution to this
exhibition. have been severel times before
seen in publics and those who know them
best admire their beauties most
:.

,

The 0 périg YeWiy A ft e rnoon at Y. M. C. A. Hall.
ART LOAN EXHIBITION.

A Beautiful Display of Pictures from

The ladies and gentlemen whose
combined energy has brought togeth-

Various Parts of Canada.

er the various works of art making up

the exhibition now open in the Y. M.
C. A. building deserve commendation.
In a community such as this the at-

The Exhibition Will be Continued This After.
noon and Evening.

tention of the reople must necessarily
be chiefly devoted to art as it is applied to the material concerns of life.
There are few who can afford to possess the costlier products of the painter's genius, and comparatively few'

One does not need to be an artist
or an art critic to find pleasure in the

rooms in the Y. M. C. A. building devoted to the art loan exhibition and
festival.
The simple fact that there are hung
in the main gallery a collection of
paintings from Montreal valued at
$100,000 is enough to attract the visit r. But the St. John collection is
by no means lacking in distinction. It
is a revelation to many that so many
paintings of gaeat merit and value
couid be collected here. The display
of work of local artists, too, is a most
cre-litable one; while the special exhibit of the Woman's Art Associatrôn,
In art china, specimens of ancient
art and interesting curios is the most
vcluable that has ever been got together for an exhibition in St. John.
Add to these most interesting features the music, the living statuary,
posings and tableaux of the evening
entertainments; also the refreshment
tables, and you have a striking array
of attractions not for art critics alone,
but for everybody.
The general exhibition is in the
gymnasium room, which is appropriately decorated. The paintings, hung
under the directioa of Alex. Watson.
o.tscupy the two sides of a screen along
the centre of the room, those from
Montreal on one side and the local
exhibit on the other. The lighting arrangement is admirable. On this floor
also is the display made by the Woman's Art Asso3iation. The gallery
of paintings by local artists is well
displayed in the class recria - 'down
stairs, and down stairs also are the
beautifully decorated refreshment
tables. In each department are found
ladies, or both ladies and gentlemen,
Interested in making everything pleasant forsthe visitor.
The exhibition was formally opened
yesterday afternoon by the -patroa,,
Lieut. Governor McClelan,'Wh6, 'accomranied ay Mrs. McCIslan, visited
It about three o'clock. During the
afternoon a good many people attended, and there was a large attendance
in the evening.
The visitor is able to secure at the
deer a handsome catalogue, which is
of material assistance in connection with the paintings. From this it is
learned that there are five sections in
the exhibition of pictures. There are:
Flit, the collection from Montreal;
second, local loan collection in 04;
thi-d, local loan collection in water
colora; fourth, gallery of local artists
In oils; fifth, local artists, in water
THE PAINTINGS.
The great painting, the Raising of
Jairos' Daughter, by Gabriel Max,
loaned by Hon. G. A. Drummond, and
valued at $50,000, is of course the centre of attraction, and no mere verbal
description can do Justice to the profound impression it makes upon the
b , liolder. Right beside it is the Pardon Bret3n, by Dognan-Bouvert
loaned by R. B. Angers of Montreal,
and it also appeals profoundly to the
religious sentiment as well as to the
artistic sense. The complete abstracticn. the utter absence of self-con54.3011anfieli

in the devout fra.eee o ' liag

group

is ti e perfection of
art in expression. Of quite wanner
style, and extremely striking, are' the
Wallachian Post Horses, loaned by
W. W. Ogilvie, who also has loaned
two other platures. Three loaned by
W. C. VanHorne, three by the Art
Aasociation of Montreal. tit() by R.
B. Anger), and five by W. Scott &
S ma make up the balance of the Montreal collection, every one of which is
orthy of special description did space
_ permit.

can afford the,training which is held
to be essential to the fullest appreciatian of the higher forms of art. But
one may possess an appreciation without being,able to give an abstract definition of beauty, and that soul
would be dull indeed to which some
of the paintings in the collection ref•ted to would not appeal and
awaken emotions that are an expression of the higher nature within us.
It is well betimes to be able for a lit-'
tle to forget the din and harry of the
market place, and seek tO derive'
pleasure, and mayhap something • of
inspiration, from the rare and beautiful in art. St. John has no great picture gallery or art museum, which is
the greater reason that an opportunity like the one now afforded, even
If but limited in scope, is of the gieater value.

ard. A miniature of Dr. Bayard, by
Miss Ritchie, is on a stand close beside it, and is a beautiful piece of
work. Suspended above the sword is
an oriental rug of silk, loaned by W.
Scott & Sons of Montreal, and valued
at $750. The Turkish and Persian draperies and rugs in the booth were
loaned by Mrs. Timmerman and Mrs.
dro. McAvity, and an elegant table
drapery by Mrs. Fred Sayre. The
paintings were loaned by Miss Jones,

and therefore deserves a most gener-

McLeod, Miss MeGivern, Mrs. Raymond, Mrs. G. Wetmore Merritt, Mrs.
Clarence deForest, • Miss Reid, Mrs.
Geo. Murray and Miss M.B. Smith; and
one piece, by Bischoff, is loaned by
Mrs. McLeod. The miniatures are by
Miss Ritchie, Mrs. Raymond, Miss
Holly; and there is some exquisite
work by Rowe, loaned by Mrs. G. H.
Flood and Mrs. Geo. MoAvity, the latter ais) contributing the graceful
palms which adorn the booth, and a
handsome teakwood table. A carved
Swiss chair, loaned by Mrs. W. S.
Fisher; vases by Mrs. Timmerman
and Mrs. McLeod; statuary by Mrs.
Stetson, Mrs. Matthew, Mrs. Narraway and Mrs. Harding, are other valuable additions to the adornment of
the booth, which is further set off by
the presence or R liandaoro ',k azoo
- loaned 15Y Emerson ar Flaher;
cabinet by Manchester, Robertson &
Allison; table by the Lordly Mfg. Co.,
and miniature cabinct by C. Flood &
Sons. The whole comprises a very
rich and valuable collection, that will
delight the soul of every lover of art.

Robb, James Henderson, D. Donald,
Fred Dunlop, L. F. Raynor, Harvey
Smith, James Malcolm, Robt. Price,
S. H. Davis, J. T. McGowan_

land, Dr. T. D. Walker, Geo. E. Williams.
Mrs. Geo. McAvity and Mrs. Purchase.
The decoration committee were:
The china paintings are by Mrs. H. D. l Frank White, J. F. Berton, A. W.

DISPLAY OF ANCIENT ART.
To the left of the booth just described is an artistic corner, where
there are displayed specimens of older
art in china, miniatures, engravings,
SA 11

ri1101.
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The local collection in oils, which and either valuable articles, beside
Which one is tempted to tinier foiir.cludes eome notable pictures, was
loaned by Forshaw Day, R. C. A., of some time. A glance over the following list will show that there are old,
Halifax, O. H. Warwick, F. Sandall,
rare, curious and interesting articles
William Kerr, Joseph Allison, R. Dole,
displayed here. Among the articles
Count deBury, Gera D. B. !Was-seer,
loaned for he occasion are:
Geo. McLeod, H. S. Gregory, Robert
By Mrs. Vroorn—Old cabinet and mother of
Thomson, John Connor, Mrs. J. P. C.
ptarl inlaid chair, Willow ami Pekin china
Burpee, John H. Parks, J. D. Hazen, dishes, a plate of 1776 and others vcry old.
By Miss Narraway—Portreats on porcelain
W. H. Thorne, W. A. Black, Fredericof Rev. Mr. Narraway eald Mrs. NarrawaY,
ton, S. J. Richey.
dcne in 1S33; jewel cane once owred by RobThe water colors were loaned by J.
ert Bruce; model of Albert Durera house in
N. Sutherland, Forshaw Day, R. C. Nuremburg.
By Miss Fowlis—Snuff box presented by
A , Halifax; Joseph Allison, W. S.
the Earl of Chatham to Robert Powlis in
Fisher, Count deBury, C. Flood.
1770; medal presented by the Edinburgh soThe t local artists represented in ciety to W. & Robert Fo-cells in 1756 for the
classes four and five are: Oils—Miss best printed Greek book; two carved :'leads,
Eliza T. Harding, J. N. Sutherland, three cameos, one '3,3.111C0 set in gold, one
cameo in bas rslief, four miniatures and a
Miss M. Barry Smith, H. J. deForest, medallion, all the work of Robert Fowlie•
Lady Tilley, Miss deBury, Miss H. 4410 bracelet, a card case, a broach and an
inset amethyst.
Marion Holly, -Miss Bessie E. BowBy Miss Recd—Royal Dresden coffee not,
rain, Alex. Watson, Mrs. M. E. Web- 170 years old; a painting of feathers, done
ster, Miss E. A. A. Woodburn, Mrs. by Miss Biffin, who, having neither hands
W .B. Tennant, Mrs. S. H. Davis, Mrs. nor feet, held the brush in her teeth; also
other old china.
G. A. Henderson; water colors—Alex.
Mrs. Parks—Two brass eandlesticks, and
pieces of Willow china.
Watson, Miss Florence S. Kaye, F. A.
Miss Holly—Plate over 100 years old, and
Pickett, Miss E. A. A. Woodburn.
brass candlesticks.
The collection of paintings is not so two
Mrs. de Forest—Miniature, also a cup and
large that the visitor is discouraged bowl LSO years old.
Mrs. Harris Allan—Ancient tea kettle and
by numbers. One can study them at
leisure, and they are of the class that cup and sauce-,
Mrs. Fred Hardiag, Mise Otty, Mrs. A. C.
grow upon you and afford the more Smith, Mrs. J. R. Armstrong, Mrs. D. Mcpleasure the more they are studied. Lellan, Mrs. Geo. McAvity, and Mrs. MatThe opportunity to examine them is thew—Old china, and the last named also
silver extinguisher and tray.
one that the citizens generally shourd
Miss mc0ivern—Old engravings rnd colored print.
take advi.ntage of.
THE W. A. A. BOOTH.
Just to the right of the entrance to
the upper gallery the Woman's Art
Association e a IJUULill tht at once
arrests attention and charms the beholder. The arrangement of the costly
draperies, small paintings, statuary,
miniatures, decorated china, rugs,
potted palms, vases and the like is so
artistic, and the articles comprising
the display are of so great individual
merit that a minute examination but
confirms and deepens the feeling of
admiration arnised by the first glance.
Resting on the railing in front of the
booth Is the sword presented to General Williams, the hero of Kars, by
the province of Nova Scotia, the steel
and gold of blade and scabbard being
Nova Scotia metals. This sword is
now the property of Dr. William Bay-

ous patronage, apart altogether from
the rare merit of an exhibit such as
St. John has never had before and will
probably not have again for many a
day.
The general committee of arrangements are: G. A. Henderson, W. S.
Fisher, Alex. Watson, J. Clawson, W.
C. Cross, L. P. D. Tilley, J. N. Suther-

Mrs. G-30. MeAvity—Old work table, card
talle and chair.
Mrs. Purchase—Two miniatures.
Miss Berryman—Fine collection of old
Crown Derby ware..
Lady Tilley—Carved ivory card case, and

Mra H. J. McAvity—Two very old vases,
and old blue ware.
Mrs. J. C. P. Tiurpee Dishes of Shropshire
pottery of the date 17K-57.

Mies MeMillan—Miniature.

Mrs. Gpo. Ilegan—Drooch and exrrings
and miniatura.
It will be seen from the mere enu-

meration that this collection is one of
rare interest and value, and the arlargement Is such that the visitor can
make a critical inspection of a feature
of the exhibition that interests all, but
Is especially interesting to the ladies.
WHO ARE INTERESTED.
As already noted, the exhibition is
under the auspices of the Y. M. C. A..

Selection committee: Alex. Watson,

J. N. Sutherland, W. P. Dole.
Ladies' art booth (committee of W.
A. A.): Mrs. Geo. MoAvity, Mrs. H. D.
McLeod, Mrs. Geo. Murrray, Miss L.
Parks. Miss McGivern, Miss Allison
Jones, alra. Timmerman, Mrs. Geo. H
Flood, Mrs. F. E. Sayre, Mrs. F. J
Harding.
The exhibition will be continued this
afternoon and evening.
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eat Art Loan Exhi t

0—
rf will

open in the Y. M. C. A. building this
afternoon at 3 o'clock, continuing all
week. About 150 pictures have been
hung, under the superintendence of
Alexander Watson, and all the building except the ground floor has been
set apart for.the purposes of the exhibition. The gymnasium, which has
h eon transformed into the art
gallery
proper, will be lighted by shaded inandescent lamps, so arranged as to
give the very best possible effect from
an art standpoint. One side of the
gallery will be devoted to the Mont, cal loan collection, which embraces
some of the finest and most valuable
paintings owned in Canada, headed
hy The Raising of Jairus' Daughter,
the property of Senator Drummond,
undoubtedly the greatest picture ever
shown in St. John. Other noted pic• t. ,rts on exhibition are:
,

"I' he Golden Troyon," C. Troyon—W. W.

rig ilv le.

'

"Wallachlan Post Horses." Adult Schreycr—W. W. Ogilvie.
"Frugal Meal," Albert Neohys—W. W.
Ogilvie.
"Housew Ife," Francois Bonvin —Sir W. C.
Van Horn e.
"The Dressmaker's Shop," Jan K uypers—
Ir W. C. VanHorne.
"On the Oise," John Hammond, It. C. A.
—Sir W. C. VanHorne.
"Fiehwife," P. A. J. .Dagnan-Bouveret:41r W. C. VanHorne.
"Pardon Breton," P. A. J. Dagnan-Bouveret —R. B. Angers.
"Landscape, with Cattle," Em Van Marcke
—R. B. Angers.
"The Homel ess Boy," F. Poles—It,. B.
Angers.
"The Dead Arab, " Ferdinand Roybot—R.
13, Anger s.
"The Golden Horn," F. Ziern—W. Scott &
Sti•s.
"Hampstead Heath," James St.t.ek—W.
Scott & Sons.
"Stolen Grape," A. W. Guillmen, Paris—
W. Scott & Sore.
"Housing Sheep," Westerbeck —IV. Scott
& Sons.
"Moonlight," 'Wetssenlyruek—W. Scott &

Sons.
"The Crown of Flowers," W. A. Bougue-

roau—Art association.
"Ls Rosen" (The Dew), D. Lansycr—Art
scciation.
"The Return of the Shrimpers," E. L.
Vernier—A rt association.

in addition to these noted works,
there will be a peculiarly interesting
display of paintings by local artists
and artintings owned by residents of
St. John. Among the local artists represented are Misses Eliza, T. Harding, M. Barry Smith, deBury, H. Marihn Holly, Bessie Bowman, Florence
E. Kaye, E. A. Woodburn, Mesdames
M. E. Webster, Geo. A. Henderson, W.
B. Tennant, S. H. Davis, Lady Tilley,
Messrs , J. N. Sutherland, H. J. deForest, Alex. Watson, F. A. Pickett.
On the right at the head of the
stairs is the tiooth of the Women's
Art Association, which will contain a
great exhibit of old china and miniatiii es, a Swiss carved chair and carved
,, a table, Persian silk rugs and
genial art bric-a-brac. Tea will be
rved in the parlors every afternoon
I 1 m 4 to 7 o'clock,
and there will be
.1 rt tableaux each evening at 8 o'clock
, ioder the direction of Miss Ina
S.
irown. The Y. M. C. A. orchestra will
.iscourse sweet music every night this
This evening Miss Amiee Cecil
ines will also take part. Taken as a
‘‘ hole, the exhibition will appeal with
aresistable force to every lover of art
ii the city. The
doors will-open-at
...‘•10 .1.: this afternoon.
,
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•
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No. 10, "Landscape with Cattle," by
Emile Van Marcke, is a brilliant picture.
and a thoroughly representative example
of the artist's style. In it appear at the
Funk of a stream four cows, three of
which have been drinking at the river's
THE Y. M. C. A.,
edge. In the distance—up the stream to
the right of us—other cattle are seen.
On the left a screen of lofty trees shuts
And Non, Displayed in Their Buildlng—A
in the view and serves to concentrate
Glance at the Montreal Pictures.
our gaze upon the three most admirably
The pictures which are now on exhibidepicted cows—one of them red in color,
tion at the rooms of the Y. M. C. Associaone white, one black with a white face.
tion in their building on Charlotte street
Nothing of the kind could be finer than
form a collection the most important in
the painting of these most natural-looking
many respects and the most valuanimals. As they look towards us their
able ever bfought together in this city.
faces are full of intelligence. This would
Here we have displayed works by artists
be a remarkable work anywhere.
of the highest eminence in the European
"The Homeless Boy," by F. Pelez, is
schools of the present day—works whose
No. 11. A bare-headed, bare-footed boy.
worth in money is very large, and whose
with only scraps of clothing in the form
value as educators to students and lovers
of ragged shirt and rent and dislocated
of art may not be easily estimated. Some
trousers to cover his almost absolute
of these works have an individual repunakedness, has gathered from the streets
tation as prominent characteristic exstumps of cigars and some half-consumed
amples of their authors, and their merits
cigarettes. He has retired to an out-ofare widely recognized as beyond questhe-wa.y nook, and, sitting down upon
tion. They should command the attenthe pavement, he is trying to light a
tion of all who admire the products of
match with which to set a-going the
the fine arts; and they ought to be carecigarette he holds in his mouth. His
fully studied by all who desire to eneager, expectant attitude, as he watches
large their own knowledge of art and to
and waits for the desired flame, is most
diffuse throughout this community the
expressive. In every detail, and in the
pure and ennobling love of the beautiful
pathetic expression of this little fellow's
in nature, the refining and elevating inmiserable condition and his temporarily
fluence that comes from a portrayal of
happy, though anxious, mood. this picture
• the pathetic and the noble in our human
is wonderfully true and striking.
life. For such are the lessons several of
"The Dead Arab" is the title of No.
these pictures are designed and able to
12, which is from the easel of the French
convey.
artist Ferdinand Roybet. Just outside
The most important of them is that to
the walls of an Oriental town the dead
which, by common consent, the first place
Arab lies prone upon the ground. His
will be assigned and which stands first in
faithful horse, from which he has fallen,
the catalogue, "The Raising of Jairus's
has stopped short, Lind with lowered head
Daughter," by Gabriel Max. A few par
and outstretched neck turned towards his
tieulars of the life of this artist and a brief
prostrate master, is snuffing in an enquirdescription of the characteristics of his
ing manner. The drawing of the figures
style are furnished in the neat catalogue
and the action of the animal are natural
of this exhibition, and to it for informaand good.
tion on those points we refer our reeders.
Messrs. W. Scott & Sons, of Montreal,
What strikes us at once in our first view
have loaned five pictures, which are all
of this remarkable painting is the great
valuable. Of these one, No. 13, "The
simplicity with which the subject
Golden Horn," is by F. Ziem. It is a very
is treated. No figures but those
agreeable presentation of the suburb
of Jesus and the young girl
of Constantinople, so famous for its
are introduced upon the large canbeauty and the subject of so many paintvas. In a chamber whose walls are grey
ings. The place•is here set before us unand quite plain; upon a low couch whose
der the aspect of the sun setting in a
ample draperies are for the most part
mist, above which the sky is bright and
pure, unqualified white, the lately dead
warm. But few objects are introduced.
maiden lies in a very natural position.
Near the front of the canvas lies at rest on
Her bared arms extended upon the bedthe water a schooner with drooping sails.
clothes have already assumed the livid
Further off a long, gondola-like boat is
hue of death, and her, delicate young
gasping; and, farther away still, appear
form awakens our syrripathy with thee°
steamers and other vessels. The colors
who mourn for her. But, looking for a
on this canvas are rich and glowing
moment at the dark eyes over which the
and the effect is extremely soft and
delicate lids have not quite closed, we •tender.
think we discover there signs of returning
No. 14 is "Hampstead Heath," by James
consciousness, and 80011 we feel assured
Stark (misprinted "Stack" in catalogue),
that she is coming back to life in obedia small, exquisitely-finished bit of Engence to the Saviour's gentle summons.
lish scenery. On this part of the celeJesus is seated upon the side of the couch,
brated heath we see a few gypsies, with
near the foot of it, and has just taken
their horse and covered wagon, in the
the girl's right hand in the grasp of His
foreground. Besides a man and several
left hand. He leans s li ghtly forward,
women there are donkeys, young and
and His face is turned aside a little as
old. The little canvas affords a fine,
He looks 'at her face, so that we see His
wide expanse of country and a sky filled
head nearly in profile. It is evident that
with clouds, grey yet very luminous. It
He has just uttered the kindly, life-giving
is a beautiful thing of its kind—a gem.
words, 'falitha (Jurai, that in Hebraic
No. 15 is "Stolen Grapes," an excelcharacters are placed upon the dark wallent half-humorous piece, painted by A.
nut frame which appropriately encloses
W. Guillmen, of Paris. A boy who has
this remarkable picture. We can add nothstolen a luscious bunch of gr&pes from
ing more by way of criticism or of comsome adjacent vineyard is hastily inaking
mendation. We only advise everyone to
off with it through a wood. He looks
go and see it and to study it. That, we
backward anxiously with a face most
are sure, is what its courteous owner, the
natural in its expression of fear. This is
Hon. G. A. Drummond, would have us do.
a happy conception very skilfully emNext cornes the picture which bears the
bodied.
title of "The Golden Troyon," which,
"Housing Sheep," by Westerbeck, No.
with Nos. 3 and 4, is the property of W.
17, shows a flock of sheep being brought
W. Ogilvie, Esq. This small landscape,
into a barn by a farmer and his dog.
%vhich is here the sole representative of
It is a cold winter day; the sky is grey
au artist who was a prominent member
and the ground is covered with snow;
of the Barbizon school, brings before us
and, altogether, this is a quite truthful
a level meadow in which three cows are
delineation of a scene familiar to many of
cropping the grass in the early autumn
us.
season—at least, that is the time of year
"Moonlight," by Weissenbruck, No. 17,
indicated by the foliage of the cluster
is a very good illustration of an effect
of trees that run across a; part of the midof moonlight upon the water of a stream
dle distance. There is a soft grey sky
and on the buildings beside it.
ver the scot and As tender glow imThe Art Association of Montreal have
parts to the whole pietere a peculiar
sent three large and attractive paintings,
quality from which its title is no doubt
Nos. 18, 19 and 20, which complete this
derived.
section of the exhibition. The first of
No. 3 is the - Walleehiaa Poet-T-fors
these is "The Crown of Flowers," by Ssr.
\doh Sehrey- ritausil eusseh,
A. Bouguereau. Here is what we see
Itnnoering is
in it: Two girls are standing in a field.
by
• ; horses, tour abrei t, oachdrawl+
1, I The younger one is holding up the front
Jug conducted bv a, at.il tut: ai tiled IN it
of her blue dress, in which is pocketed
31.Vy lash. The convey
a lot of gay, red find yellow field tlower-k
e is coming forward at a good pace.
111(1 ii, Wan on lioreebaek stands beside
the way, atiparently taking note of its
progrees. 'this is an admirable work
both in drawing and color. It is very
solidly and firmly painted; and the whole
scene is charged with life and movement.
"A Frugal Meal," by Albert Neuhys,
is No. 4. A woman is preparing their
simple, scanty repast for her two little
children. She stands beside a table taking out of a basin the plain food she intends to give her daughter,- who stands
modestly at her side. The sturdy boy,
v, hose cap is hung upon-the chair he occupies, sits close up to the table, and
with his own spoon is bravely helping
himself. His earnestness is very evident,
andrhis bright, sunny head of hair gives
us a beautiful point of color. This artist's style is somewhat ethat of an impressionist. Yet the picture is very realistic and at the. same time graceful and
pleasant. Of;)- - /05
No. 5 is the "Housewife," by Francois
Bonvin—a smoothly painted, highly varnished canvas. It is dated in 1861, and
is well preserved. The subject is merely a tidy housewife drawing water or
other liquid from an upright vessel made
of copper into a large kettle made of
brass. The colors of the vessels are most
skilfully expressed, together with a fine
metallic lustre. In her red jacket and
white cap, her greenish hued-skirt and her
white apron, the woman is an extremely
near and cheery person. The drawing of
all the objects introduced is, we should
say, faultless. This picture is the property of Sir W. C. Van Horne, to whom
also belong Nos. 6, 7 and 8. No. 6 is by
Jan Kuypers, and is entitled "The Dressmaker's Shop." In a large. room around
a table, lighted by a large lamp that
hangs over it, are a lot of dressmakers—
some busily stitching, others ekamining
the dress materials. At another table in
a remote corner, under a leas brilliant
light, are other workers; while two ladies,
who may be those for whom the dresses
are being prepared, occupy high chairs,
and are apparently intent upon the proceedings. The coloring in this picture is
all rich and the effect is pleasing.
No. 8 is the "Fishwife," by P. A. J.
Dagnar-Bouveret, concerning whom, as
well as Bonvin, the catalogue notes for
us interesting particulars. In this clever
little work we find a woman of unmistakably French (Britanny) type, who has
a ruddy, healthy countenance. A white
cap, or rather bonnet, and white cape
cover her head and shoulders. She stands
with one hand resting upon the table, or
stand, on which her fish are
spread out. Her left hand rests upon
her hip, as she leans forward toward
the supposed customer. The treatment of
this simple subject is very realistic and
gives evidence of much skill. The ex
pression of the woman's dark eyes and
pretty mouth is quite charming.
By the same artist is No. 9—entitled,
"Pardon Breton." Here we have an interesting group of wcrshippers in Britanny. In the front two women and a
man are standing, and one woman, the
youngest and comeliest of the number,
sits just in front of all. The man's left
arm crosses his breast, holding his prayerbook against his side. The woman standing next him looks down upon her book
reverently; the other woman, who is old,
has clasped her hands before her. The
sitting woman's prayer-book lies open on
her lap; while her eyes, raised from it,
look out and downward towards the
Spectator. The pose of each figure is attentive and reverential. She who is siting has her eyes and whole countenance
Ell of serious thought, which renders
her positively beautiful. Behind the principal group are seen the heads of three
ether women. The treatment of all the
figures, in their black dresses and white
bonnets, is simple to a severe degree. And
with its perfect drawing, this work is
full of the highest qualities of modern
ert. It is owned by R. B. Angers, Esq.,
to whom Nos. 10, 11 and 12 also belon
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A CORNER IN MR. G. W. HILL'S STUDIO.
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MR. SUZOR GOTE'S STUDIO.
Brymner's pupils, having studied under ing some portrait work, and her success
him for some eight years, and ho has rea- with 'N. Tucker, Esq.,' ought to tempt
son to be proud of her. Miss Tucker has her to fresh efforts. Mise Tucker is One
of the younger painters who is interestTHREE PAINTERS AND THEIR
ing and has possibilities.
WORK.

UR STUD

klbn
.

.

//Ws

Mr. M.' A. Suzor-CotA lives at Arth-

y

baskaville, Que and has his studio there.
His work is well known in Montreal,
where he has many admirers. Mr. Cote
is now in Paris, continuing his course of
studies with the best masters. He has
several pictures in the Spring Exhibition,
including a fine study of lilac. Mr. Cot4
is one of our most promising coming
Mrs. Etta Watts is represented in the
gallery by `Vielles Maisons aux Environs
de Paris,' and 'Early Autumn, Berthier,
Que.', which give a fair idea of the character of her work. Mrs. 1,Vatte, who
has sketched through parts of Canada,
the United States, France and Scotland,
has lately been studying under ColarosMISS LILIAN TUCKEn.
Paris, and her style is now besis,
ginning to reach a stage of finality. She two charming studios at Westmount,
has had pictures hung in the Salon, where she is meeting with gratifying sucParis, the most notalble of which was the cess as a teacher. Montrealers have
'Cabbage Field,' which was on exhibition been accustomed to look for Miss Tucker's
studies of roses, wayside houses and wain Montreal three years ago.
Miss Lillian Tucker is one of Mr. ter-edge scenes; lately she has been do-

a

For the 'Witness.'

BEtIOLD 'THE Fowiis OF THE AIR.
Tho place of birds4 in that wonderful
economy of nature which in this Canada
goes to make up our environment, is most
remarkable. They are perhaps the most,
effective means for checking the marvellous multiplication of insect foes before,
whose power man stands appalled whe
he secs the toil of the hushandmen awe
away before the ravages of locusts ancr
weevils. While most of the destructi
forms of insect life are happily hetim
subdued under limits of harmlessness by
frosts and storms, and myriads fall a i
prey to the parasitic enemies of their
own race, the full force of both of these
destroying factors we may only estimate
in a general way. The work of birds in
the destruction of noxious insects is revealed by the inspection of their stomachs. The same mode of enquiry reveals another important service, by ex-
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DEATH or MUNKES1
Famous Hungarian Painter
and His Remarkable
Career.
4

1•1111111111
».> .0 ex.)44*eire,.040,0 the Montreal branch of the Women's Art
• Association instituted Studio Day for nearly
This department, which will be In % all artists in the town, men and svornee,
the !lauds of a competent artist, will % and I think the festivity occurred once a
appear every Saturday and will be • month. But the gloom and irritation of
of great interest to all who are inter- • wasting a possible bright afternoon when
in art work. It has been dec111work was waiting to be done and visitors
euh to open an art correspondence col- • were few and far between was too much,
umn in connection with the depart- 0 and it fell through. The artists are willing, but the public is not yet sufficiently
and all queries will -he answered
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HE DIED IN A MAD H6USE,

%

Was the Creator of Two of the
World's Greatest Pictures of
Christ.

* ment,

• in the order received and as speedily
Interested to make it worth while to tidy
up and arrange a studio for inspeetion—aa
as possible. Information given can
be relied upon as correct. It is hoped or often as once a month. Perhaps it could
be arranged to have two days during the
by this arrangement that students and
season and aards sent out to individuals,
amateurs out of reach of good teacharoum4.
as well as an announcement in the daily
* lug will be helped and interest
• ed. China painting, oils and water * papers. We all procrastinate more or less,
* colors, pen and ink work for Illustra- * and are apt to think as each "day" comes,
% Itc.n. Murat wood et Ching and fiNtora (Ipt Oh this goes on every month, I try
tive work wIll be nil considered. 1s- % and get round to them all next time.
, thons should be written on one side of *
• es
,* the paper only. If so desired, sign .
Lady Minto's thoughtful gift at Christ• with a nom de plume. Correspendence * mas
time to the Aberdeen Society of a
% to be addressed:—*
EDITOR ART DEPARTMENT, <ili number of water color boxes and sketch
*
books
suitable for children, has been much
4)
1111E HERALD.
*
appreciated by the embryo artists in many
0*
au
isolated
home in the Northwest. The
00000 00
4>€0).00000 00
love of color is Mate to all children, and
The annual exhibition a the Royal Cana- ought not to be suppressed. How often
I seen the most riotous of email boys
.! dian Academy of Arts is to take place this have
kept quiet on a rainy day in the country,
1 year In the , National Gallery. Ottawa, and and town, too, by being graciously perwill be (mated on the 15th Mat. As the mitted by his elder sister to "paint picNational Gallery le small, and not much tures" with her dried up and discarded
anti stubby old brushes. Lady Mint()
wall space available, intending exhibitors colors
is a clever artist, and is interesting herself
are politely requemted by the xecretary to a good deal lu our different associations
e. for the progress of artistic education
limit the number and !size of their pictures.
among us. May we hope to have the pleaIteems rather a pity and is repressing Cure of aeeing
some of her work at the
to the artist, particularly as, according to forthcoming Spring Exhibition in the Art
the rulea of the Academy, non-membere ere Gallery.
•
• •
only permitted to send four to any of the
visitor
not
A
long
ago
to the little village
It
will
be
as
Ottawa,
filled
exhibtftior.s.
of Birchingtomou-Sea, England, naturally
, luring the session, should have a gallery
turned to the churchyard where Rossetti
where 11le representatives from all parts of was laid to rest. A cross sculptured beauafter a. design by Fred. Madox
the Domlnion See and judge the mer- tifully,
Brown, marks the spot. The inscription
lie of our band of hardworking artista. As reads thus:
thinga are, minis. excellent work is necesHere Sleeps
sarily crowded ont.
GABRIEL CHARLES DANTE
•
•
ROSSETTI,
Since the last meeting of the Acallemy,
Horored Under the Neat% of
a
one of theerliest
members, and a former
DANTE GABRIEL ROSSETTI,
preeldent, ham passed away. Mr. lainium
Among Painters as a Poet.
O'Brien's beautiful water colors gave pleaAnd Among Poets as a Painter.
sure to all true lovers of Canadian scenery,
BORN IN LONDON,
and were keenly appreciated on both sides Of Parentage Mainly Italian, 12th,May,1828
Lied at Birchington, 9th April, 1882.
of the Atlantic, many of his pleturee beTalking to the old gravedigger, he found
! coming the property of Pinglimn vis itors who
hilu KGB awed by the rememnrauce at tee
wished to carry home with them souvenir crowd of strangers from Landoll which inof our blue skies and richly colored foliage. vaded the little village to attend the fuWs work WaS characteristic and individual, neral of Rossetti, nearly seventeen yoors
"We never knew be was great till
showing natural refinement, and great taste ago.
act died," said hut. "it Is mother and
in the selection of his subject. In this Cinistem ttseil to (tome anti 141 t nearMiss
his
respeet be Was a nttodel to many of our grave, and took a mighty interest In the
wetnorial window which was placed in tole
y0110 r itrtisis, who often seem to take
It looks much more lovely when
absolute delight In passing by the beautl- church.
the suullant is not on it One side of II,
ful in the -march for at- suitable expression
I am told, '1s from a .painting by Mr. Roeof their technique. The greater number of meld." AS our friend passed out of the
quiet resting place where tue poet-painter
t he
titions of "Picturesque Canada,"
lies burled, the last words that fell on
(silted by Principal Grant. and published his ear were, "Mims Christina was a sweet
in 1875, Wore O
lady."
raW
il by Mr. O'Brieu. To
•
•
*
Ilk pictures of the Rocky Mountains, for
In
Mr.
Watts-Danton's
remarkable
navel.
which he won high prni
m
se from all shades "Aylmin," the character of
D'Arey bag
of crith-s, he overvalue difficulties that few strong
portrait resemblance to Rossetti.
a o tontend
c
care
with. Iler Nlajesty the The deseription which Winifred gives of
Quetta is t
he OWnor of one, If not more, D'Arey has been identified as true of the
or his pictures, and "Quebec" from ";Levi" pollutes% Read what she tells lis of the
eyes. "The eyes, which looked nt me
was painted In oil to her order.
through mpeclacies, were of tt color between
And only the Master shall praise us, and hazel and blue-grey, but there were lights
shining within them which were neither
only the Master shall blame
nor hazel, nor blue—wonderful lights.
And no one alien work for motley, and no grey,
And It was to theme indescribable lights,
one snail work fdr fawe
snoring and alive in the depths of the
pupils. that his face owed its extraordin•
itut each for the Joy of the working', AM
A little further on:
at
ary
each Ii, his separate star,
shall dtmw the Thing as he sees It for the "The beauty of the face, as I said before ,
tipper
portion. It did
was
confined
to
the
as
Tatty
Are,"
Gua it Things
not extend lower limn the cheek bones,
—Itudyard
well-sbaped."
which
were
•
•
•
•
•
•
%oh intere st %v as taken in the Loan EL
Whitton, held recently in the Art Gallery,
Can we think of Rossetti writing a parnot o n ly from the fact that it was the first ody on a darkey song ? Here is tone
I Ason,re,s1 twitne
work of the three printed lately by hie brother, Mr. W. M.
t
In-ethers -• J a mes, M a tthew tint
Rossetti, from some hitherto unpublished
%Lusts %%;ss •seen °gel 110r, hut that 'With scraps, Rossetti did not evidently like
these celebrated Dutchmen, a Canadian, "Uncle Tom's Cabin."
Mr. Horatio Walker, had a collection Of " Dere was an old nigger, and his name
ro s
s
irz. 1
b
he Ma rts brothers,
s,
was Uncle Tom,
And his tale wam rather slow
be said. their name is a house.
hold ono a 111011g our collectors. Ja111014, the
Me try to read de whole, but me only
eldest , d led ree
rend some,
tll t I y.
11Im portrait, in
Because me found it no go.
water color, a piece of painting by
Den hang up de author. Mrs. Stowe,
11 J. Iloverman, hung over the exquisite
And kick de volume wid your toe—
"Early %totaling Amsterdam," a Mature
re
And dere'e no more public for . pocr
ri 'tomtit .rttl. as being almost a inonw
Uncle Tom,
chronic in lender greys. We all know
He am gone whar de trunk lining go."
what compari tutu'
re nuit what Dogherry
•
•
•
thought of them. In this ease honplation
%Ins great. ;mil invited them. As
Mies Helen MeCaul, daughter of the late
n rule, the tiwtority of (aloes agreed that Dr.
McCaul, principal of Torouto Univer
e 1 nnn• n. Though it resident
rlinntla held hr
has returned from England, and is
•for Nome years of New Yurk. Mr. %Valker city,
prvseni
visiting relatives In Toronto.
1,
...
to en d his inspira tionems0,
00
Miss
McCall%
bas been studying photography
gets all he tweeds In the primipast two years in London. under
where for the
1
'Orleans" bet tv 9nOttee.
Ibuthes. who ills mode
Alice
tabeet411
the
118.
sas. 1444. assatwas
per prefrst,om from every
11% Ithe Hoe" tutt ntu""
point
of
McCatil's work is
view.
Mine
'far
from
bd. a.
a
I_
Mediums highly spoken of by all who have been
NIP ear and te
her many friends
privileged
to
see
It,
and
tbis akilfur
vernattie In the hell&
• he detitht.i in malting an Oil look in Montreal will he glad t t) hear that her
efforts
have
resulted
in
so
satisfactory
, N1Iler valor and n water color Ilke
rleh and Wanner.
a. pastel. Ills color
Posing a After for a photographer seems
The ninjority of his suhJeeta
n aions.
m
to nie un occupation suitable for a woman,
u ell be ellled "PnAlernl Symphon
h tired with something Of en eye for what is
and refr eshing to te
"
eye. III the art of making n "think graceful. The average portrait photoof IfOrge0114 and glotving hues grapher Ketosis to lack the facility of nick
big people look their hem, and to poaftess
of an ordinary sky with it ri
Let ns that of putting them in s tiff, ennatural
, ,,mossits, he stands unrivaled.
tope that ottinte of ids work reuniting ln poeitiona most unsuitable for them.
•
NInntreal, and that he %yin beenme one of
mir annual exhibits-1re.
The Young Men's Christian A smocia t ion
e_
of St. Juhn, N.B., are ettergeek ezad
date. Under their auspices a Committee
Mosstrealerm visiting New York will now of
Citizens propose holding an exhibition
rer's great painting ot of Canadian
ilk. M lle to see Tun
art in their picturesque city,
"'Clue Grand Canal at Venice," which 11$151 Horne Vine in the month of April. Plie»
Metropolitan
the
to
101ely 1)0011 presented
requested
the Council of the R.C.A.
have
The
n
r. Corne lius Vaderbilt.
Museum byM
assist them in procuring pictures. Therepicture shows both mIdeF1 of the camel, the to
exhibitors In the Ottawa exhibition,
porch of the Church of the Salute being- fore,
marking a cross in their entry forms
foregroul,
and Is an example of by
inImp
th
m
can have their work sent on to St. John,
the great painter's middie period, when he after
our Own Montreal annual spring exWas beginning to develop the wealth of hibition. It is understood that the coMmIthis
In
wonderful color and effects seen
St. John will pay freiget and inaurtee
la
1 t 1 or work. it was first exhibited In Lou'
but It is safer to write ea soon as
don In the Royal Aendemy 18'35, where amp,
possible to the secretary for neeurate init ;II tracted great attention.
formation. Freight and InsuiVee add to
•
•
•
the many expenses of an extiMitor and
sent make a big hole in his profits if he wishes
Mr. N. G. Montroee, New York, has
to sell his work.
view
on
he
will
have
0111 notices thnt
• • •
at his new gallery. 372 Fifth Avenue, n
W.
Mr.
D.
of
toe ii colleetion. the work
The
Decorative
Art Association, 2288 St.
Tryon. from Fehruary 1 to 22 Mr. MOM Catherine Street, Is holding a special sale
during
this
mouth
at their dainty and at1' 11.0 OW114 •(Werfil of Mr. WnIker'e pictures
He is always traetive rooms. The eommittee, in their
allows% lucre 1st month.
pleased to welcome et n nad isn travellers.
annonneement, evidently consider It is n
good thing to call a spade a spade. co we
Why are there no Htudio Days In 4ont• are Informed it 111 to be a "(dim% sale."
rent Why cannot wit go to see the artiata Cbenp is a good old StlX011 word like many
In their workshops? And their work? others of unpleasant sound, but equal
These questions are forever being asked force. To me the sound is discordant, and
by the man aud woman with a grimace. _WS when used In connection qyith the
Studios can al way a he seen on certain days stilt. of skilled handicraft. Neverrieroes,
In Toronto, New York. Boston and other I hone the work will sell well and that
artist people will buy well and that there will not
towns, but we see nothing of tee
.11 out
be many of the fair sex am represented by
T,Iero are polo11 0A
1.
Swift, when he rolls thne:
open to visitors on certain days. Mr.
Art
To shops ln crowds the deeded 'females fly.
the
R.C.A.
at
tile
of
Iterris, president
Gallery. Is nearly always to be found in Pretend to cheapen goods , but nothing bur.
The association is doing u good work in
his oit it Saturday afternoon, an% po are Montreal
and deserves every support posMr. Way and Mr. Raphael: all three being
should have lnrger
et a stone's throw from one another. Mr. sible, and certainly
more strove to show off the work
Eraser
Institute,
and
Mr.
rooms
nod
Way at the
linplei el nt the Alexandra Building. rIPP 0 ' of its skillful contributors. 1 Oten wonmite Christ Church Cathedral. Ask these der why a tea room conld not be opened
gentlemen If they reeelvt• many visitor.? in connection with It Similar associations
Many others have their afternoon at home In the United States all have their tea
also. and I think Mr. Maurice Cullen ape rooms sod their eammItteee it 'ogre
Iwo la the Two or three ree"`•fra
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Mihaly (Anglice Michael) Munkacsy, the
celebrated Hungarian painter, who died
in a madhouse at Bonn on Tuesday, was
barn in Munkacz, Hungary, on October 10,
1844. The original family name was Lieb,
but when Hungary was recognized as an independent kingdom every Hungarian citizen received the right to choose a distinctively Hungarian name, and the Lieb family
loyal Hungarians, though of German descent, adopted a modification of the name
of their town. His mother died soon after
Munkacsy's birth; his father, subordinate
in the Austrian customs service, joined
the Kossuth rebellion, and after its failure was thrown into, prison by the Rus-
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slang, where he died. Michael, at that time
four pears old, and the youngest of five
destitute orphans, was adopted by an aunt
who lived at Czarba. During that stormy
revolutionary period, when government of
any kind was loose and powerless in Hungary, the country was infested with marauding bands, who spared no parties or persons. The story goes that one night robbers, in order to plunder the house of his
aunt, murdered all its occupants except the
child Michael, who was found next morning
sleeping amid the scene of blood and ruin.
He was then taken and cared for by an
uncle, Stephen Roeck, himself a broken
min from the hardships he had suffered in
the war. When Michael was eight years
oldhe was apprenticed to a carpenter, with
whom he worked hard and faithfully for
six years. Michael's first experience with
colours was obtained in painting the outside of a humble cottage, and he amused
'himself in leisure moments by drawing upon smooth boards such sketches as were
suggested by his surroundings. His talent
in this direction being speedily recognized
by the carpenter, the boy was permitted
to devote himself chiefly to the more decorative part of the shop's work, such as
the painting of gay designs upon fancy
articles of furniture. Until the end of
his period of apprenticeship, when he was
between fourteen and fifteen years old,
Munkacsy had never had an opportunity
to learn to read or write. But when he
became a journeyman he at once proceeded
to devote his spare time, then his own, to
jerptiring his long deferred education as
rapidly as possible. Too much work and
study finally wrought their effect uponhis health, and he had a long attack of
illness. It is said that it was while recovering from this, when he was amusing
himself by drawing upon boards which he
held upon his lap, that he made his final
decision to become a painter.
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HARDSHIPS OF LUS 'YOUTH.
The first lessons he took were at the Colloge of Arad, from a portrait painter named
Szamosy. From there he started off on
foot for Pesth, making many sketches and
portraits by the way to pay for his food
nd lodgings, and, having reached the city,
as able to sell sonic If his work and take

a few lessons from the landscape paint,s
Ligeti. From Pesth he went to study art

in Vienna, returning to the former city
during the war of 181I6. Here, on account
of a difficulty with his eyes, he was forced
to remain in a hospital for six months. I.
. every he went to Munich, but
on his rec
the long period of idleness had depleted his
little treasury, and he was almost penniless

on his arrivai in the German city. 'His
dauntless courage and industry enabled him
to surmount his hardahips here, as he had
done many times before in other Ogees.
and by wOrking early and late he succeeded in selling pictures enough to pay his
living expenses.
It was while he WAR still working in Munich that his first real triumph carne to Min.
The Art Union of Pesth bought two of
his pictures, "Roasting Ears" and "Easter
Festrvities;" and another painting of his,
"The Inundation," later received the first
prize of 800 gulden in a comnetitive exhibition. From this beginning his success went
forward rapidly. He won two more prizes
for "The Weddins Invitation" and "Dressing the Bride." Then he opened a studio in
Dusseldorf, where his work attracted much
attention in 1868. It was an American there
who gave him the commission for one of
the pictures which has been most instrucmental in making Munkncsy's name known.
This was "The Last Day of a Condemned
Man," painted on a hure panel of wood,
which the artist himself prepared. The
picture was first exhibited in Dusseldort
for the benefit of a eharity, and was sent
afterward to the Paris Salonof 1870.
HIS WORK IN PARIS.
The artist followed his picture to Paris.
where he became a frequent exhibitor at
the Salon. In 1874 be won a medal of the
second class. It was in this year that he
married, and one of his biographers has
called this the beginning of the second period in his career. Mme. Munkacsy, who
was the widow of the Baron de Marches,
was rich, and the artist soon purchased a
handsome home at No. 53 Avenue de Villiers, Paris, which he filled with a wonderful collection of costly bric-a-brac and
works of art. The "Interior of a Studio,''
the first picture painted by the artist after
his marriage, contained Portraits of Munkacsy and his wife, and marked a coriderable departure from the style of his earlier work. In 1878 his painting of "Milton
Dictating 'Paradise Lost' to His Two
Daughters" won him a medal of honour at
the Universal Exposition held thbt year
and soon became one of his best known
works. It was afterward bought for the
Lenox Library, where it a-'-hangs, For several years after 1878 Munkacsv forsook the Salon and showed his
pictures in special exhibitions of his own.
The celebrated canvas "Christ Before Pilate," painted in 1881 and shown at the
Universal Exposition of 1889. and "Christ
on Calvary," painted in 1884. were afterward brought to this country and exhibited by themselves. He afterward returned to the Salon and exhibited several,
works, both large compositions and portraits.
A few of the artist's other pictures
which are most generally known, some of
them through the medium of etchings and
engravings, are "The Pawnshop," "Tire Village Hero," "The Wrestler's Challenge,"
"The Dying Brigand," "Night Revellers"
and "Vagabonds Seized."
Among the personal honours which Me kacsv received were the Cross of the Legi
of Honour from the French Governmel.
in 1877, and the Order of the Iron Croc
from the Austrian. Government, In 1878
while in Paris, he was made an officer, ran
in 1890 a commander. In 1896, the millen
niai year of Hungary, Munkacsy returne
to his native land to take up a permanen
residence there, although he intended al
ways to keep a foothold in Paris. He we
enthusiastically received by the Tritium
ians, and crow& flocked to see his lates
picture, "Ecce Homo," at the Budapest e:
hibition. It was the plan of the Govern
ment that Munkaesy should found an in)
portant academy of art in Budapest, son"(
what similar to that of Munich, and it wit
thought that his influence would give grey
impetus to Hungarian art.
Munkacey has been virtually dead to th
world since the paralytic shock which i
the latter part of 1896 compelled him t,
abandon all hope of ever working at hi
easel again. At that time he Ives nt (lod,
burg. For months he eat broo,ling and me;
ancholy, until in an excess of madness b
suddenly attacked and nearly strangled hi
attendant and his physician. He was ini
mediately removed to an insane asyloni
from which, when it became obvious' the
his mental condition was hopelem, lue we
removed to the retreat where he has j
passed away.
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In this colle r t.... si twenty-five picrates;
Neither must too much be made of the
.1. I ,ssseS
from each of the leading art-1 fact that some of this work is that of inMuCh disappointment de Y t througbmt there is one
sen
tsth s each school and artist is r:pre - 1
s
Canadathat the exhibition to have taken i te.,.0 lin such a manner that the owne: of structors and honorary members. In the
place under the auspices of the Young • the portfolio has a very excellent idea of drat place, the League has a right to profit
Men's Christian Aseociation of St. John, I the work of each man. Thus one artist is by the fact that such artists as John La
New Brunawiek, bus been postponed foe noted for his detail, and you have it in the Farge and the late George Inness have cared
pre-eminent
another year. It has been found laves. I work. Another's figures are
of art, and so on throughout to be numbered on the list of its honorary
sible to make the necessary arrangemen ts in the world
members, and it certainly has a right to be
the list.
ensuring success from all points of view. Among the Canadian artists whose work proud of the quality of the instructors it
•
•
•
Robert
Hairis,
applied art Is now being will be reproduced are Mr.
has itself chosen. In the second place, a
Au eichibition of
whose picture, "After the Wreck," is used.
held tu Toronto and is attracting many vis- Another is "The Berry Pickers: * by Mr. large proportion of these instructors have
lions, and exciting much Interest. This ex- George A. Reid, and still another ''The been chosen from the League's own alumni,
Watson. and are here by a double right. In the
bibition which was to have been opened Dry Watercourse," by Mr. Homer
on the 7401 could not be gotten ready until Mr. William Brymner is represented by south gallery is a collection of oil paintings
Mr.
Brieher
by
•'Fog
Clear.
lust Tuesday, 174h. "Erancie," and
which for distinction and merit, it is safe to
ing—Grand Manan."
Mr. Horatio Walker. one of our CanaAccompanying each picture is a descrip- say, outclasses any collection ever seen on
titans living in New York, bas just 'held tion of the painting, a portrait end bio- the same walls. •Here, and among the decoan exhibition in the Montross Galleries in graphical sketch of the artist, an interestF, Pftt Avenue, Which is eonsidered to have ing account of his early studies, with the rative works in the Vanderbilt gallery, are
been among the .niost interesting of art
represented all but two of the Ten American
whom he workevents of the minter. The display consist- names of the masters under
Painters, most of the strongest men of the
details
which
would
the
fact
all
cd,
and
in
ed spf seven finished pLetures not before
Society of American Artists, and not a few
shown, twenty-four studies and sketches In interest the public.
color, and twenty in black and white. The subjects have been chosen with a Associates and Academicians. The exhibiSeveral of these pictures were exhibited view to variety and beauty. Each picture
work shows that, alAt She doom exhibition held by the Ant As- is reproduced in one colour, the colour se- tion of black-and-white
sociation Square before Christ- lected being that best adapted to the work most without exception, our best-known ilmas.
under consideration. A marine subject, for lustrators are League men, and that so are
'Phe sketches and studies were many of instance, is printed in dark, rich green, the
many of our engravers. The exhibition of
them slight, including several pages from
old ocean, while an autumn landMr. Walker's sketchbook, but were both colour of
sculpture, while necessarily somewhat re,
light
browns.
Other
in
interesting and important,. giving the stu - scape is reproduced
and stricted in numbers and in the size of works
are
more
effective
in
blues,
pictures
dent a good idea of the artist's methods
through- shown, is sufficient to demonstrate the imand progress in bis work. They show, as others again in blacks, and so on
a whole, his color sense, atmosphere and out the list. In this manner the beaut3S, portant position in American sculpture held
only
preserved,
buti
.
strong draughtsmanship. A ;panel of land- and harmony is not
by members of the League, including, as it
scape sketches was partioularly attractive, there is a pleasing diversion in colour.
each Mayas fresh in color and Charming Among the other well-known artists whose: does, such names as St. Gaudens, Warner,
in composition. The finished pictures em - paintings are reproduced, are J. Carroll French, MacMonnies, and Elwell. The great
phealzed the artint's allowed .elsim to a Beckwith, J. Appleton Brown., William A.
forf-most plaee in the front rank of Am- ffin Bruce Crane, Seymour J. Guy, Ham- Vanderbilt gallery is entirely devoted to
(Aeon :landscape painters. They were broad- Co
the most complete collection of cartoons for
ilton Hamilton, and lhos. Moran, whose
ly conceived and strongly handled, and In work
Montreal.
mural painting and designs for applied art
in
is
so
well
known
j
choice of subject and feeling for nature at
ever shown in this country. Probably
once recalled Millet the painter of the "Poetry of Toll." The largest and most
no other art school could have made up such
important canvas, which, like Its fellows, A
NI AL. an exhibition as this. Yet this whole exhiWas painted In a Total district of Canada,
where Mr. Walker spends his summers, Is
No more interesting or significant exhibi- bition was got together hastily, and might
entitled "Plowing—The First esteem." Tilts tion has ever been held in this city than have been much larger and much more comeanvaa, in drtarnat'e conception and execution. suggests Gericault as well as Millet.. the one now to be seen in the galleries plete if there had been sufficient time or
It depicts two plowmen nt , the dawn of of the .American Fine Arts Society on Fifty- money available. Besides painters and
day guiding four huge oxen. Wile are strain— the Twenty - fifth Annivers
sculptors, and illustrators, whose work
ing to pull a plow 'through heavy loam. One seventh Street
of Mc men is at the plow, while the other. sary Exhibition of the Art Students' League could not be obtained at short notice, the
who stands at the foremost ox's bead, is of New York. If ever there was a new thing League's membership includes, also, booksilhouetted against a sky flushed with the
an entirely Ameri- binders, designers for silverware, etc., whose
rcav tints of dawn. A gray mist hangs under the sun. if ever
over the earth, and through the frosty air can and democratic experiment was under- work it has no facilities for showing prothe breath of the aulanala 'wends. Too taken, it was In the founding and carry- perly.
high praise eannot be awarded to tads reThe catalogue of the League gives, among
in :trim 111e product ion, wit teli has the ing un of the League's schools. When the
strength of Winslow Homer, with atmos- Academy schools were closed, In 1875, for other records, long lists of prizes taken
phere and color that Horner does not pora body of students origi- by League men at various American-exhibitray and .1).ORSK48. The remaining pictures, lack of funds,
"The Moonlight," sombre and strong; nally organized for mutual improvement tions. A list which it does not contain has
"The Sandpits." with a delicate color and good f(.1lowship transformed itself into some significance. Of the nine painters emachenre: "The Woodcutter" rend "The Sty,"
main- ployed on the decoration of the Appellate DiIn whiett Mm'. Walker -introduces his always a society for the "establishment and
well-drawn If not setistie pigs, were the tenance of an Academic School of Art." The vision Court-house, eight were instructors or
hest. "The Fallen Tree," a water color,
remained, in the stu- members of the League, and, four had been
Ion little indefinite, and "Frost," a woad- government was, and
land scene, files a pointy foreground. good dents themselves, who elected their own of- actual students in its classes. Neither is the
atmosphere. and a lovely sky. Of all Am- ficers, selected their own instructors, and League a purely local institution. Its stuerican landscapists, Mir. Walker seems to
members come from and are scatget nearer the heart of things and to best paid the expenses from their own tuition dents and
tered over every part of the Union, and of
carry omit the ninspirahlon of the Barbizon fees.
painter. Mr. H. W. Ranger -might, for
After the first year there was an effort to late years it has instituted free scholarships
example, with advantage study his works.
which are competed for in the art schools of
-induce the students to return to the Acaderoy, and later there was a suggestion that seven cities, scholarship winners coming
r gnized as an eminAnt has ong b
the League school be absorbed by the New from as far South as Savannah, Ga., and as
ent factor in the mein ation of the world.
far West as Detroit, Mich. Such is the
Among the human family there is a eras, - Yolk 'University, but neither Idea met with
of the institutiqn which began so
jug for the beautiful in art, which exerts mvor, and the League determined to retain record
ago, and it is
a tremendous influence upon humanity at
•
its free existence. For twenty-five years humbly twenty-five years
which contains picof the practriumphant
vindication
large. The dwelling
a
surely
home—the ideal resting place., this self-governing, self-supporting, entiretures is the
of the selfand
its
promoters
of
tical
sense
has
maintained
its
The habitation without art is not only bare ly independent body
governing power of the American people.
and crude, but it lacks the essentials of re- classes; its membership, the number of its
art
Much as the League has done, however,
finement. The civilizing influences of the
and the amount of money dealt
students,
s
as
are even deeper than art itself,
it wishes to do still more. It has been expethe
while.
What
exquisite
with,
constantly
increasing
painting has depth and colour and
rimenting in the direction of trying to carry
form, so it stirs the human brain and heart. it has accomplished during this time, woo
its instruction beyond the point where artIn the days before the high development have been its members and instructors,
and to
of the science of reproduction and the perof the kind and degree of infiu- school education generally ceases,
processes by which something
equip its students for actual production in
isetion of the presentmodern
painting
can
ence
it
has
exercised,
may
be
partially
au "old master" or a
various branches of art. With the record
be capably reproduced, it was the fortunate learned from this exhibition, and from the
of the past quarter century behind it, it
Now,
opportunities.
catalogue and memorial volume which the
few only who had the
however, this has all been changed,
for League has published in connection with it. feels that the time has come when it may
at
present
hotogravure process as
properly ask the public for some aid in the
with the p
The exhibition fills all the galleries of the
perfected, it is possible to not only reprocontinuance and the broadening of its work.
out
proper,
duce great works of art so as to bring are Fine Arts Buildhig, She school work
educational institution can give all the
textures
past and present. being confined to the No
every detail, but the values and
instruction that it would wish to give if it is
preserved with wonderful faithfulness,
upper
floors
of
on
the
League's
own
rooms
dependent upon students' fees for its existWith this in view the Star has about
uction the building. It consists of a collection of
the prod
corn iilleted arrangements for
and the League has shown itself
ence.
and
of
Modern
Art."
illustrations
Paintings, n collection
of t e "Masterpieces of
worthy
of endowment by the excellence of
twentyof
The idea is to form a collection
black - and - white work, a collection of water
five of the greatest paintings by leading colors and pastels, a collection of sculp- the work it has performed without that
same to
help. It is about, therefore, to appeal to the
Canadian and American artists, the
ture, and a collection of decorative and
be reproduced in the highest style of photofor the raising of a moderate engravure. These photogravures are print- applied art. Altogether there are about 550 public
dowment
fund, and has asked Messrs. Eveheavy
extra
plates,
of
separate worka shown, and every one is the
ed from the finest
paper being used in the work, the size being production of some one connected with the rett P. Wheeler, Samuel T. Shaw, John La
these reForge, Russell Sturgis, C. Y. Turner, and
18 x 24 inches. Twenty-five of
League, either as member or instructor.
productions are placed in one portfolio.
Kenyon Cox to become trustees of any fund
the
work
Both in quantity and quality
so raised. Their names are a guarantee of
shown is as astonishing as it Is in variety,
the judicious use of any money that may
and the list of artists represented will prove
be Intrusted to them, and no better method
n revelation to those who have not watched
of employing money for the advancement sit,
the League and its career with great closeart in this country can be found than to sub-as. .
scribe to the endowment of this admirable
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FROM THE

NEW YORK EVENING POST,
BOSTON POST,
NEW YORK HERALD,
and other Journals.

rlINIATURE PAINTING.
e

A few weeks ago Mr. Robert Harris, preindent of the Royal Canadian Soeiety of
Artists, received an intimation from the
secretary of the 13ritish Commission in
Paris to the effect that the international
jury had accorded honourable mention and
diploma for his beautiful picture of Mrs.
Porteous and three children. The honour of this distinction is greatly enhancer)
by the fact that the portrait was exhibI ited in the British section of the fine • rt
building, no space having been allotted o
Canadian artists. In this way Mr. Harri
picture was brought into competition with
those of British artists, and as the awards
in this section Were VC= few. Lbw honour
leeo having received commendation wu pro- e .ertionally great. It may not be gefferally
known to the public that an artist cannot
receive a lower award than he has previuusly had at a Paris International Expereition, therefore it is a
question of giving certain wellknown men a certain award or nothing, a
fact which certainly raises the value of
all other honours. Mr. Harris' picture was
very well hung and attracted much attention. An engraver of eminence applied for
I he right to reprodu e the picture. This in
itself isAag_h c3 72,..e.t5tt
to the artiste )
work. of
/
,

Miniature painting is a beautiful and ancient art, long neglected,
and almost forgotten by most people. The practice of painting portraits on a small scale originated in the embellishment of MS., the
initial letters being written in red lead (minium). The illumination of
manuscript grew by degrees, until many MSS. bore the portrait of the
author, and even some illustrations hence the name miniature.
Pliny mentions from Verne that authors had their portraits painted on
their Ivories, and speaks of a biographical work with many portraits
introduced. Seneca and other classical authors also incidentally refer
to the art as being well known in Rome and Greece in their days.
From the eighth to the fourteenth century art, religion and leisure
went hand in hand. It was a work of piety to enrich breviary and
missal with quaint and curious designs. In the fifteenth century the
writers and illuminators of manuscripts received a fatal blow through
still
the invention of printing. In spite of this the art of miniature
continued to flourish, for miniatures of famous paintings, as well as
portraits, were in great demand. They were first painted on vellum,
also on gold and copper, but these were at last superseded by ivory,
which, from its color and transparency, makes a much more delicate
and beautiful picture. Among the most celebrated miniature painters
were Hans Ilelbein Nicholas Hilliard, Boss,Cosway, and Isabey. We
must not forget to notice well-known names of American miniaturists,
although fewer in number than their transatlantic brethren. Foremost among them is Edw. G. Malbone. Ile was born in Newport in
had his ettalie in the
1777 and it is interesting to recall the fact that he
double house at the corner of Park end Beacon Street s , Boston, and
there practiced the art which has preserved so many of the likenesses
of our grandmothers. Cearles Fraser, Henry Inman, and other dietingu'shed names swell the list of American miniature painters. In
visiting the Royal Academy in London I have been impressed by the
increased numbers of lovely Miniatures that arc annually sont in, and
by the familiar names of English artists, among them E. Taylor, R.
Eislon, C. I. Turrel, E. ''.efoira,and Gerald S. Hayward, the last named
now a resident of New York, and the reviver of miniature painting in
this country.
Mr. Gerald S. Hayward, the English miniature painter, who was in
Boston a few seasons ago, has been here again for several days, and I
understand he has a number of commissions for his delicate work.
Having painted prominent leaders of society in England, he has had
the advantage of such an introduction to persons interested in his art
as has gained him a good many patrons on this side of the water.
Since his last visit to Boston, when he painted a number of well-known
people, ho has had a successful carreer in New York, where there is
such a wide field for the artist who is able to execute work which
appeals alike to the lovers of portraiture and brie-a-brae. I think the
revival of a taste for miniature suggestive not only of our interest in
past modes of preserving the likeness of relatives rend friends, but of
an appreciation of the true functions of art in.this department.
•
S
•
•
•
Pho'ographic likenesses are no longer considered the thing for the
rich, the great, or the beautiful—either its England or this countr3 —
yet in the revival of this beautiful old art of miniature porirake
ivory, there is the danger it suggests from the ever no ely demand for
cecapness, and to do this the photographer and other unknown tri
:
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An Ottawa Resident, Well Known in
Montreal, Succumbs to La

I closes the door on his own genius, as some- I
01101. JACOBI, R.C,A.,
one has Said. painting for other minds
Av./.01
his ONVII. Any student of
DIES IN DA OTA and not for
must have noticed one thing
K

his work
—
very clearly, that he is an earnest seek:1'se*s comes from Dakota of the death er after truth,
Well Known Artist Died Last Night.
a
and the deline tor of his
45/
Grippe.
Ja/y
Sat,".
there of Mr. Otto Reinhold Jacobi, R.C.A., own impressions. In all his portraits
Charles E.
The many friends of Mr.
mere trickiness,
wider
Mr. Charles E. Moss, RC .. who con- a well-known figure in Canadian art eh' - there is an absence of
lolues, R. C. A. , as well as the
smartly clever, and he
and spring water colour
last ci,es apt' a former resident of Montreal. of the vulgarly or his most finisned cancircle of those who knew him through ducted the autumn
in
does
not
disdain
for some years president ,
at the Art Association for the
Mr.' Jaeobl
his work, will be shocked to learn of el asses
vases to present you with a likeness.
four or five years. died on Friday at Ot- of the Royal Canadien Academy, and went Those who come after us and consider
his death last night at the Protestant tawa. after a short illness.
ego.
te Dakota some three years
Mr. Harris's work, on the walls of priHospital. Mr, Moss was only 41
Mr. MOES was only 41 years of age an
on the 27th Feb- vale house and public institution, will
the enjoy- was in the enjoyment of robust health unMr.
Jueabil
was
born
was
M
and
age
of
Years
learn just about what sort of people
ment of robust health until a few weeks til a few weeks ago. On New Year's day Teary, 1812, in Konigsberg, East Pruasla,
were, and we shall neither appear to
the grippe, but appear- Dud showed his bent fer art from lits ear- we
ago. On New Year's Day he was at- he was attacked by disease
very easily, but Meat years. After studying for five years them much wiser than we were nor racre
appeared cd to throw off the
tacked by the grippe, but
idiotic.
They will be safe to conclude
following Thursday he was obliged to
to throw off the disease very easily and theto bed again and never left it after- In the Berlin Academy, he gained a sCholar- in general that we looked 'just about like
He
go
course, applies to his porwas out the following Thursday.
wards. The disease went to the brain and ship there, which took him to Dusseldorf, that.' This, of
pure and simple, and not to
was obliged to go to bed again that three operations were performed in vain at that time looked on as -the great art trait
.
.. work
any.Th
ere be remained tor his iOeailzatiOfla.
said . centre of Germ
ht
night, and never left it afterwards.
Mincies and Hanna
. • bey
•
three! by Dra
the most virulent farms of tne nine yenta studying under the hest artists There is, however, a sanity of human
wa.s one
The disease went to the brain and
Mr.
wishes
which even the most consemis
operations were performed in vain bY influenza germ they had ever seen.
operations of that school. Abut 1841 lie received an
portrait painter cannot always
Drs. Minnes and Hanna. They said it Moss suffered severely before the the last trmeut
prafessoe withstand, and he must not always 43
as court painter andtious
espain
speak during
. wa
of an
was one of the most virulent forms
to
whose
court
held responsible for the pose and ccfrcm She Duke of Nassau,
the influenza germ they had ever seen. day of his life.
Mr. Moss was born in Nebraska in 1860, he remained attached till &seater overtook cessories of his figures, while it is still
Mr. Moss suffered severely before the
necessary
to earn bread and butter.
his
grandpardescent,
that prince. In 1860 he (nine to Canada.
operations, and was unable to speak and was of English
ents having come from Cheshire Counts, Fee many years be lived in Montreal, Im- There are men as well as women who inhis
life.
His
favorite
during the last day of
England. He was taken to Ottawa about mediately after emigrating, and also later sist upon being 'done' by Homemeans
let
painter, but who will by no
death occurred at a quarter past six seventeen years ago by Me. Achille Forechwas
almost
excite
He
ist
have
his
own
in
his
career.
t
unfortunate
ar
on
the
last night.
ette to take charge of the Ottawa r
and had devel- way about it. They have all sorts of
Mr. Moss was born in Nebraska In school. Subsequently, he returned to New sively'a- landseepe painter,
Ottawa about four oped a nmarked -by origlnal style. The works fads about pose and dress and color and
18(10, and was of English descent, his York. but went back to
background and how they wane to lock,
daughter of the
rndparents having come from Cheshire years ago. He marriedofaOttawa, a sister of his ibet years, especially in water col- founded upon perverse ideas of art or no
Efunton,
Thomas
and
lete
ors
are
beyond
question
admirable
was
brought
to
, ',linty, England. He
art at all, and in trying to reconcile
of Mrs. George L. Orme, and his wife and
t ta.vva about seventeen years ago bY three children survive him. The funeral marked by 'true artistic charm. Personally these things the painter has a most undateresti:ng
most
to
take
charge
the
happy time and his work often comes to
elr. Achille Frechette,
took place on Monday from his late resid- Mr. Jacobi was one of
of the Ottawa Art School. Subsequent- ence, 445 Daly . avenue, Ottawa. to St. Paul's at men. He had -seen much, and . when grief. Fortunately for this elate of sitter the professional secrecy of the paintNew York, but came Presbyterian Church, where Rev. Dr. Arm- among sympatinAle friends and when
' ly he returned to
es that of the
back to Ottawa about four years ago. strong conducted the burial service and ddlightfides- and quaintly reminiscent that er is usually as inviolable
doctor, but the 'performance' cennot
he married a daughter of the late Thos. afterwards at Reechwood.
the -artist Site of seventy or eighty years help bewraying them, to some extent.
Hunton of Ottawa, a sister of Mrs.
fig, seemed reelleasi in his poetic and The standing of a painter in the world
George L. Orme, and his wife and three
humorous smech. Though Mr. Jacobi was of art must be judged from his best
ehildren survive him.
enterng bis ninetieth year when be died. work, when he is in sympathy with his
Mr. Moss received his artistic educahas a free hand, and not
he had been, WI the east two or three subject and
is restricted, or out of sympatb
tion in Paris, where he studied with
the Academy. when he
regular
exhibitor
In
years,
a
or not 'in the mood' for any cause at all.
Jet).Bonnat, Corman and Ferrier. He has
the 'Marble Faun,' Hawthorne ob,
exhibited in the French Salons, the
serves with truth, that 'one picture in
New York exihibitions and the Royal
CANADIAN A.RTISTS HONO ED. ten thousand, perhaps, ought to live in
Canadian Academy. He was made a
Quite
a number of Canadian artists havethe applause of mankind, from genera
member of the Canadian Academy afcolors fade
m
received iinvitations
to generation , until the colo
.from the comassioneration
ter his return from New York and
of the Glasgow Exhibit1on which will beand blacken out of sight, or the canvas
held next summer, to contribute spezi-rots entirely away.' If a man then only
was also a member of the New York
Mr. Otto Reinhold Jacobi, R. C. A., a ! mens of their work to the Art Gallery of produces one or two pictures in his lifeWater Color Club.
circles,
Art
Canadian
figure
in
Mr. Moss gave an exhibition of his well known
the exhibition. Among those who have re time that are worthy to live beyond the
pictures at Orme's a short time ago, and a former resident of Montreal, is dead erecncled are: Messrs. Robert Harris,passing moment, he must be held to have
'
and mnay of them have not yet been in Dakota, whither lie had gone from this 1 P.R,C.A. W. Bremner a R.C.A., A. Wat-justified his career, and many of Mr.. removed from the studio. The collection city about three years ago. Mr. Jacobi for son,of Montreal; Horatio Walker Harris's canvases have transcended the
Royal
Can.
Roe-,
Reid,
of
the
Geo.
ordinary.
M.A. of New York; and
consisted principally of water color some years was President
Cruillshank, R.C.A., an Green, RCA., o Mr. Harris's work has advanced along
sketches of English scenery dune dur- adian Academy.
Toronto.
the right lines. He must always hale
ing a trip to England last summer,
had an avid eye for color, bet it is only
but there were some Canadian and Otrecent years that he has shown the
tawa views as well. There were also
P. R. C. A. in
ROBERT
HARRIS,
public
this taste to any great extent.
a few pictures which had been hung
Neither
will everybody agree with him
,
—
before in New York and much adin his use of it always. But in several
mired there. "Fireside Reverlea" was
A MAN AND HI 1. RK.(1
of his groups and single ;laves he has
hung on the line at one of the New
attained a high degree of oerfeetion, and
York exhibitions very near the prize
The glowing portraits fresh from life, that not much more can be said of any workbring
Picture, and a large nude was so much
man. In mere - workmanship, indeed
Home to our hearts the truth from which
admired for its flesh painting that. some
(and without a high degree of a paintthey spring.
of the New York artists expressed
ing is useless and is quite useless if that
Byron — Monody on the death of Sheridan.
much regret that it had not been
all), Mr. Harris is unquestionably emis
Ruskin tells us somewhere, that if a inent.
bought for the Museum of Art.
'There are few who know better
that
which
the
love
of
is
moved
by
man
the
excellence
Mr. Moss was noted for
tools. Some of his
if, being a figure how to handle their
his
work
represents;
his
portraits,
particularly
his
old
fancy pieces are a little too reminiscent,
f
painter, it is the love of human beauty perhaps, of the best eighteenth century
eople, but latterly he had given more
and human soul that moves him; then work, but, if that is a fault, it is
.ttention to water colors and was bethe spirit is upon him, and the earth is a fault that very few could imicaning pre-eminent as a landscape
his, and the fullness thereof. Robert tate. His pictures of children are
Harris, the honored president of the eminently likeable, rich in color,
The funeral will take place on MonRoyal Canadian Academy, and faisand- beautiful in contour • and modellay afternoon at half past two from
away
the best Canadian portrait painter, ling, and interpretative of childisn graee
the late residence of the deceased, 445
is eminentlY one of whom it may be writ- and expression. Mr. Harris lee: not preTHE LATE MR. O. R. jACOBI.
)aly avenue. Rev. DI'. Armstrong of
ten down, in the words of Leigh Hunt, tended that his landscapes wore the manIt, Paul's Presbyterian church will
'that he loves his fellowmen.' There- tle of greatness; they have been the reFeb27th
on
the
Mr.
Jacobi
was
born
sonduet the service.
fore his vocation is not thankless toil, laxations of a mind concentrated upon
Prussia,
in
East
Konigsbery,
Diamond
in
ruary,
1812,
Court
members
of
The
but an earnest striving after perfection, the expression of The human form diJubilee, Janeville, Independent For- and showed his bent for art from his earwork
vine'. bout even in these less absorbing
five years and his heart and soul are in the
esters, will attend the funeral of their liest years. After studying for scholar- which his hand findeth to do. Few, ex- studies, there has been advance.
'1'lle
a
Academy
be
gained
late brother, Chas. E. Moss, on Monday in the Berlin
those who have followed the up- reproductions in black and white upon
ceptmg
Dusseldorf,
afternoon. Mr. Moss' death is the first ship there which took him togreat
have
his
labors,
can
of
ward
progress
this page of Mr. Harris's wore are, of
art centhat has occurred in the Court sauce at that time looked on es the
any conception of the long hours he must course, only faintly illustrative, but it
tre of Germany. There he remained . for
Its organization.
have devoted to experiment, to finding may be seen 'as it is' at the Art Guth:lye
best
artists
the
nine years studying under
out things, to an equal education of hand Phillips square, during the remainder of
of that school. About 1841, he received an
and brain and eye, to be able to set this week.
DEATH OF MR. C. E. MOSS. bra 1 appointment as court painter and profeedown in paint with some distinction the
who
Mr. Charles E. Moss, R.C.A.,
osr from the Duke of Nassau, to whose court
images which impressed hie own soul. conducted the autumn and spring he remained attached till disaster overThat workshop of his, high up in the
Associathe
Art
he
came
to
Can1860
water color classes at
took that Prince. In
building of the Art Association, could
tion for the last four or five years,a ada, where be remained with the exception
tell of days and years, so long as there
of a short absence, until shortly before his
died on Friday at Ottawa, after
was light, spent in such labors, which
short Illness. Mr. Moss was born in death. In Dusseldorf his memory still re- are preliminary to everythingthat is
America of English parents, and stu- mains as one of the ablest artists produced worthy. 'Art is long and life is brief,'
BY that school at the time. All lovers of was known of old, and liard work is nedied for some yews in Perim under
the
Bonnet. He exhibited pictures in
art in CenacLa are familiar with Jacobi's cessary to the most gifted before any- i
works. For many years he lived in Mont- thing worthy can be produced. Cultiva- 1
Paris Salon and at the Royal CanaHe
dian Aeaderny"a stiring exhibitions.
real immediately after emigrating and also tion will marvellous's' expand even a lit- 1
figure
PIUS in the main a portrait and
later on in his career. He was almost extalent, while the greatest genius will
painter, his last important work being clusively a landscape painter and had de- , tle
rot upon the rust-heaps of idleness.
The
style.
picture
of
Dr.
William
Kingsford,
markedly
original
his 'Retaliation,' satirizes
a
iGoldsmith, in
! veloped a
the historian. Ile had also of late works of his best years, especially in water Reynolds as-ears taken up water-color landscapes. colours, are beyond oueation admirable and
it his care
A tiatterng painter, who made
nd had been for some years the head marked by true artistic charm. Personally I To draw men as they ought to be, not as
School.
1
leaves
most
interesting
?dr. Jacobi was one of the
they are.
r the Ottawa Art
widow and three children.
men. He had seen much and when
f lo g
on
Mr. Harris has rarely, if ever, sought
Al among
sympathetic friends could be so delightfully and quaintly reminiscent that the
artist life of seventy or eighty years sga •
seemed revivfied in his poetic and hum• curons speech. Though 'Mr. Jacobi was
entering his ninetieth year when he died,
he had been till the last two or three years
a regular exhibitor in the Academy, and
his familiar figure will be greatly mimed at
yearly assemblies of artists where his
genuine talent had made him respected sud
is personal character beloved.
—
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Group 2 413;), e1as 578—Sculpture,
including models and cameaos —
Silver medal—W. S. Alward.
Stan.
Members of the jury of awards —
The Success of a Canadian Artist in a
Group 1 (136) class 577—Paintings in
Paris Competition.
oil, water color, pastel and other recarNews has arrived from Paris of Mr. Fred- cognized mediums, minatures,
erick W. Hutchison's success in the last toons—George A. Reid.
The
awards
in
the
section
of
armonthly eompetition at the well-known atechitecture have not yet been made
lier of Mr. Julian.
Mr. Hutchison gained first prize for his owing to the difficulty in bringing the '
work of the month. With the prize went jury together in Buffalo. The fine'
two htildred arid forty fiancii and the hon- arts jurors of award are the fol_:
our of 'having his production framed and lowing:—
For painting—J. Carroll Beckwith,
hung upon the walla of the atelier for all
time. I.7pon the walls of this historical ate- N.A., the well known portrait painter,
lier are hung drawings and paintings by who was chosen chairman of the
many of the famous artists of France, and jury for the division if fine arts, Edthe honour of having a drawing or painting win H. Blashfield, N.A., Kenyon Cox,
hung in such comr any is eagerly sought after A. N. A., G. A. Reid, R.C.A., the
well khown Canadian artist, and Saby every student.
The success of Mr. Hutchison is very grat- muel Isbam, A. N. A.
For sculpture the jurors were Daifying to those who have been following his
career since he obtained the scholarship at niel C. French, N.A., the author, tothe local art gallery some years ago. ln gether with Edwin C. Pitter, Herbert
the atelier of jean Paul Laurens and Ben- Adams, N.A., and A. Phyrnister Procjamin Constant are several Montreal artists, tor, A.N.A.

sonry. At one time he was grand senior
drue-on of the Grand Lodge of Quebec. He
fcunded and started the only French lodge
on this continent the "Coeur Unis," and
was master of this lodge for many years.
The Society of Artists appointed him
C R.C.A., of Canada.
He painted and presented the portraits
of the founders of the Victoria Hospital,
Montreal, Lord Strathcona and Lord
Haunt Stephen, before the building was
completed, and received a warm letter of
thanks from the late Sir J. J. C. Abbott,
on behalf of the trustees.
When Prof. Boisseau left Montreal he
was a man of great age, but his faculties
and activity were apparently. unimpaired.
While in his new home in Buffalo he
painted pictures which were the equal of
his best work.
The remains were taken to Toronto
where the funeral took place to Mount
Pleasant cemetery, Rev, Prof. Cody condi cting the service.

MR. FREDERICK W. HUTCHISON

4/0

.

and all are doing good work. Mr. Montgomery, who spent last summer in Holland,
produced some very interesting black and
white drawings. Mr. Gordon Mackenzie has
been doing some splendid work in portraiture, and the progress of Mr. Zotique Fabien
1
can readily be see n by a comparison between
his interesting interior lately exhibited at
Made
Montreal
Who
the Spring EXhibition and his earlier work. The Artist
Mr. Hutchison has been devoting considHis Home, Died in Buffalo.
erable time to decorative painting, and last
year he was placed among the eleven prize
winners in a competition given by an American firm of publishers. There were one
IN
hundred and forty-five entries in this "con- WAS AT ONE TIME PROMINENT
cours," among them being many salon exTHIS CITY—A FIHUltE IN THE
hibitors. Mr. Hutchison is expected in
GUIRORD INCIDENT.
Montreal next autumn and in all probability
an exhibition of his work will be arranged.
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PO, BOISSEAU IS READ
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Here is a copy at a letter showing
the foundation of our R. C. A., September, 1879:—
"Dear Siir,—I have much pleasure In
writing to inform you that in accorda nc e with the expressed wishes of the
Governor-Genenal, steps have been
taken by our society to found a Royal
Canadian Aeademy of Art, and that
eight members of the Ontario Society

of Arts have been selected to be the
foundation members, or R. A. C. 's, the
list is as follows: Fowler, O'Brien, Raphael, Perle, Fraser, Jacobi, Sandia-1.m,
CressweLl. By this you will perceive
you are one of the number. It is
proposed to limit the number to 25 for
same years to came, and to hold the
Boisseau,
Last
week
Prof.
Alfred
exhibitions
in different cities. The
IDOPPNER.a.•
PRICE FOR A
The art deealers are still rubbing C.A., died ria Buffalo where he had lived vice-president, O'Brien, is in corretheir eyes over the exceptional price for a number of years after his removal spondence with the Montreal Art Asthis
brought at auction by Hoppner's por- from Montreal. ille death of Prof. Bois- sociation on the subjeot. Hoping
suptrait of Louisa, Lady Manners. Prices seau removes a brilliant and talented artist will meet with your approval and
for Hoppner's had been steadily ad- [ and a man of strong opinions. For more port,
"I arm obediently yours,
vancing, and this was a brilliant ex- than twenty years he made Montreal his
"M. MATHEWS,
ample, but they were not prepared to
J1(rotald
"Secretary."
contains
many
see it knocked down for 14,050 guineas, home, and this city now
of
th founders—O'Brien and
He
Two
when Reynolds' Lady Betty Delme specimens of Ids skill with the brtesh.
since died.
had brought only 12,000 guineas, and was also associated with many remarkable Jaeobd--41ave
famous Gainsboroughs even less.
people In Canada, and was a factor in sevThe wine merchants have left Chtis- eral affairs which are still remembered,
tie's after a week's contest over the among others the Guibord incident and the
royal sherry, and the auctioneers are
of L'Imititute Canadien library to
rattling off today a collection of mod- transfer
ern pictures belonging to Mrs. Lang- the Fraser Institute.
The -late Prof. Boiseeau was born
try and the estates f Edm nd JarParis in 1823, and was a son of (Jacques
dins and T. A.
Mernidon) dit Henry Boisseau, a celebrated
INIF
French engraver and lithographer, and
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LIFE CLASS 1901-1902.

AWARDS AT PAN-ANr.

.&(

Montr al Artists Gtt Gold
Medals for Painting.

te

whose works are mentioned in the Grandl
. , and
Dictionaire Universal by Larousee
elm in Dietionaire des Artiste per Cabot.,•
His grandfather wait Jean Jacques de Boisseau, who is mentioned In the American
Encyclopaedia. ,
Prof. Boisseau, on hie first visit to the.
American continent landed at New Orleans
where his brother was secretary to the
French ocinsul. When lie arrived he found
brether had fallen a victim to yellow
fever and had been bUried. 'After painting
in New Orleans a eoinqe of roars Boisseau
returned to Franc*, arriving ou the eve of
the 1848 revolution. He 80031 crossed the
Atlantic again. This time he landed in
New York where he became very popular,
and many of the leading 'Americans of that
time sat for him,
Leaving New York he went to Cleveland, O., where four children were born to
his wife, two survive, Mr. E. Boisseau, of
Toronto, and a daughter, Mrs. T. C. St.
Amour, Grand Rapids. He came to Montreal in the 60's, and came into great prominence through L'Institute Canadien, of
whieh he was secretary and ,,superintendent
at the time of the Gmbord case, when the
Pvy Council and the local militia were
required to secure an interment in the Cote
des Neiges cemetery. This incident
brought about a dissolution of the institute, and several efforts were made to dispose of its valuable library and works of
art to the city of Montreal without sucesse. The library, through Prof. Bois sentis agency, was finally transferred to
the Fraser Institute. Tho works, of art,
steel engravings, statutes, and "bas reliefs," which were copies of historical

!

MANY CANADIANS NAMED
Four Artists Get Gold Medals,
Five Silver and Five Bronze
Lu the Department of
Fine Arts.

.

'

Buffalo, N.Y., August 6.—The jury
•of awards for the division of fine
1 arts a the Pan-American exposition
has made its awards, among them
being the following Canadians:—
Group 1 (136), class 577, paintings In
oil, water color, pastel and other re-

cognized mediums; miniatures, cartoons.
Gold medals—William Brymner, Robert Harris, Homer Watson, W. Blair
Bruce.
Silver medals—E. Dycnnet, E. Wyly
Grier, John Hammond, Laura Muntz,
James Wllsoa Morrice.
Bronze medals—Maurice
Cullen,
William Cruikshank, Edmund Morris. A. D. Patterson, J. St. Charles.
Honoralbe mention—M. A. Bell, F. M.
11-1I-Smith, F. H. Brigden,
Florence
lyle, J. \V. L. Forster, J. L. Graham, Lobert F. Gagen, F. McGillivray
Knowles, C. M. Manly, Mary H. Held,

S. Stri kland Tully, Paul Wickson.
-

works, were vrrsented to the institute
Napoleon the Third of France, These the
late professor succeeded in handing over
to the Art Gallery of Montreal.
While here he was identified with Ma-

f the resident
These classes under control
academicians are free to all men. Sufficiently
to profit by working In them and
advanced
ced to

past
Gi;t. evening

6n

seven .
for admission must submit . at least four
drawings, two of which must be from cast
Sketches from
of the full length figure.
Classes will be
life should also be sent.
held In the rooms of the Art Association,
Philips Square. Applications to be addressed
to R C. A., 23 Phillips Square.

N ovember a

0// RESUME.
i
T/.2
The life classes conducted by the
Royal Canadian Academy at the Art
Gallery, Phillips square, will open for
night at 7.30
the winter Thursday
Admission to them is free,
o'clock.
required
to furnish
are
applicants
but
to the committee evidence of such proficiency in drawing as will enable them
to attend with advantage to thems. E
seline
MF

- -LIFE CLASSES ARE OPENED.
The Roy al Canadian Academy life
classes were opened last night at the
-

The attendance was
Art Gallery.
small, as apparently the regular members have not discovered that they
have been started. The classes will
continue twice a week throughout the
w inter.

,
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Will Pay for Costly P
to Bring Them to New York.
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Washington, Jan. 7. — It will cost
Mr. Morgan the usual 20 per cent.
--duty on paintings if he desires to 1mport the Raphael "Madonna," which he
BRIEF APPRECIATIONS OF SOME meadow, which stretches behind them,a is reported to hava bought for $500.000.
glistening with dew and. bounded by
Andrew Johnson, chief of the CusAMERICAN PAINTERS.
coppice of delicately branched trees, through
toms Division of the Treasury Departwhich the morning sky, just quickening ment, said to-day:
with light, is visible.
ill. Horatio Walker.
un"If Mr. Morgan intends to wait
States
Here again is a suggestion of the routine
Upon his first appearance nest year as a
day, til he can bring to the United
in nature s scheme; the awakening of their
painting
he
is
the
without
paying
duty,
contributor to the exhibition of the British the following on of the beasts to play
to have bought, unless he inInstitute of Water Colors Horatio Walker's appointed peen And I think we shall be reported
national
picture tende to present it to some
picture, The Potato Pickers," was promi- conscious also, for this is a later
State institution, such as the Metrosubtlety of manner and or
New
York,
or the
nently hung, and he himself wa.s elected a penetrated with
paean Museum in
meaning, an extraordinary suggestion of
to
member. Considering the fine record of the remoteness of nature at this silent, Corcoran Art Gallery, he will havethe
Congress is
the Institute and its high rank among water undisturbed hour. It is a repetition of an wait a long time.
tariff
the
of, only authority that could lift
color societies, such instant recognition of occurrence as old as any time we wot
exists on works of art."
and it links this modern scene in our ins- which inow
a newcomer was very notable.
Eclogues, with
irgias
nation
with
REFUSES TO PAY DUTY.
But it is just the way in which an artist I omer's Odyssey and the Hebrew Laban's
New York, Jan. 7.—Mr. Morgan adof Walker's calibre is likely to make his flocks; forming a link in the endless chain
purchase
impassion—at once and authoritatively; for of pastoral recollection at once the most mits that the report of hisdeclines
to
of all our im- of the picture is true, but
he is a painter of unusual personal force enduring and most lovablelet
is
said
he paid
to
Lt.
us
omit
price.
about the
talk
pressions
of
nature.
Nor
remarkable,
as
and of a persuasiveness quite
notice the remarkable technical skill in- $500,000, the biggest price ever offered
qualities not always found in combination, volved in the painting of this stretch of for the work of any artist, living or
gave
these
but, when united, irresistible.. And
meadow, the exquisite gradaLions of tone dead. And though Mr. Morgan
ered greens as they recede from the money willingly and is glad to
artistic qualities are the counterparts of in the silv
animation in count the Raphael among his art treasimilar elements in his character as a man. the eye, the delicate stir of
of
the grass, and also in the painting of thhe sures, he refuses to pay a dutythe
He is a forceful personality, of moral as well sky
which is kept so surely behind the $100,000 which would be exacted by
as mental force. How much this means! trees, while its gathering volume of light customs authorities.
There its a kind of forceful person who slaps steals gently through them. So complete
In Mr. Morgan's London house there
so musical its are $1,620,000 worth of exiled paintings
you on the back h the street, and you prob- is the unity of the picture,
the whole scene there and art treasures. These pictures wit
ably consider him a nuisance, and there is vibration, that from
seeme to exhale a delicate sigh that floats be brought here only in case the tariff
a kind of painter who would violently arrest through the fragrant soundlessness of be removed. They are as follows:
your attention by the bravery of his brush awakening nature.
Landscape by Hobbema, from DorSuch technical accomplishment is the chester House Gallery, $110,000; Mannstrokes or some surprising crash of color
Walker's
penetrating
earnestheim's collection of Limoges enamels
outcome of
scheme or chiaroscuro.
most of the best landscape and antiques, $450,000; Gavet's collecIn such forcefulness there is a certain ness. Like every
country he le entirely tion of antique sculpture. $75,000; Sir
painters of
Belme
effrontery that one resents at once; or self-taught. The appeal of nature to one
Joshua Reynolds' "Lady Betty
which, if It arouse a little momentary who is a true lover of it is so personal that and Children," $110,000; Rubella' porcuriosity or even interest, will in the long no other man's method will avail to express trait of a Grand Duke, $125,000; Balleis compelled to discover
run be followed by intolerable weariness. what he feels. He
roy Castle collection of ancient tapeshis own way of utterance, conforniing in
Raphael's "Madonna,"
For it is almost entirely a mere display Its individuality to the particular quality tries, $100,000;
$500,000; Gainstarough's "Duchess of
of manual gymnastics, an exploitation of his sincerity. With Walker the sincerity
Devonshire," $150,00: total, $1,820,000.
of self. There may be a little mind behind is characterized not only by a determination
Mr. Morgan would have to pay to
the
for
an
instinct
by
but
he imported these
It, but it will be the quality of mind that to reach the truth,
no the Custom House if
truth,
these
which
need
of
larger
kinds
is simply of the active kind, enamored enforcing, but make their own significance art treasures a duty of 20 per cent.,
of its own activity. It is not regulated slowly and surely recognized. I4othing is or $324,000.
Kensington borrows from the Morby the moral sense; responsible to self- more conspicuous in his best work t
gallery the Royal Academy exhibits
control, contributory to some serious and the reserve with which everything is stated. gan
when it wishee and art ehows for 'charputs
forth
his
strength
with
calculated
realizaHe
a
welcome to them. Mr. Merman
absorbing purpose, involving
orderliness gradually letting one into the ity are
situation.
tion of the intense meaningfulness of na- heart of his meaning, continually stimu- smiled when speaking of the
"Oh, yes; it Is a sad anomaly.
said:
ture and life. This is the foundation lating and rewarding by further study and He
,worse than sad. How perverse
quality of what is big in life and art; a leaving one at last with the consciousness It istariff
is?"
what
he
had
the
of
facts
that he has held back part
noble seriousness that penetrates the
mind. He leads one, indeed, to the d1
and lifts them upon the elevation of its in
ne
bids
good-by
to
border land where o ROYAL CANADIAN ACADEMY. n
own spirit to the dignity of what is grandest facts and yields only to the imagination.
A meeting of the Royal Canadia
he is nearer to Israels than
and most abiding in the universal scheme. In this respect
In
his
attitude
toward
peasant
life.
Academy
was held yesterday
rooms,morning,
with the
Painters who possess this faculty are to Millet
was so profoundly in the Art Association
Harris, P.R.C.
Robert
Mr.
apt to concentrate their sympathy and The peasant of Gruohy
peaspresident,
the
the
pitifulness
of
with
March 20 was de- !
the chair.
force upon some particular phase of life, impreseed
ant's life that his story of labor with all its A
o
opening
on
for
the
the
pivot
point
for
cided
in
e
and Walker has found
The aiforce is a restricted one.
spring exhibition.
James
his in the island of Orleans, in the St. Law- nobler aspect in relation to the universal demy's
present
included
Messrs.
tists
feels
only
its
heavy
fatalism.
of
scheme and
Toronto; C.
rence, some twenty miles northeast
wider sympathy, which can Smith, K.C.A., secretary,
a
Israelis
has
the
J. Bell-Smith,
Quebec. Here the descendants of
discover beauty in the monotonous routine, Watts, R.C.A., Ottawa;
It.
early French settlers still retain the simple the beauty of little observances well and R.C.A., Toronto; William Brymner,
R.C.A.,
faith and habits and fine ingenuousness of faithfully done and the quiet intervals of C. A., and Edmund Dye net,
/ I/
a i
Montreal.
the peasants of northern France; a sturdy rest and homely joy that intervene. But
the Dutch artist in
while
Walker
is
akin
to
drawing
dignity
and
soil,
the
race, close to
the embracing tenderness of his vision he
THE DEATH OF WOLFE
tus well as nourishment therefrom, per- excels -him in breadth and force. Israels
petuating their origin even in their be- continually invites you to look in; Walker,
Picture Purchased by Mr. Leelongings: the domestic utensils, the farm to look in also, but to look around as well.
In this respect he reminds one of Troyen,
Knowles, M.P., for Lanc s.implements, in the racial characteristics of
grand
whose magnificent landscapes and
their clever little horses and oxen, and in
hi ris Fusiliers./ /
with nature's fecundity and
are
big
cattle
the very fashioning of their harness. Nor strength. There is not a little of these two
.9.0///P2A')
—
was the singling out of this Acadia merely men in Walker, of Israels's tenderness anda
Mr. Lees Knowles, M.P.,/Who is honbreadth.
Even
in
so
stirring
painter
in
search
Troyon's
of
a
discovery
the happy
Batharking subject as the large "Ploughing in Acadia," orary colonel of the 3rd Volunteer
Fusiliers, has
of the picturesque. It was a
painted about 1887, there is this infusion talion of the Lancashirepicture
associations
of
his
boyhood;
of
the
back to the
of tenderness. The three horses straining recently purchased the
for, though Walker's later youth was spent abreast are full of vigor; they tug with a death of General Wolfe, by James
Barry, RA., which was exhibited in
In Rochester, N. Y., he is a Canadian by sustained effort in which the continuity
of the movement is finely expressed; the the loan collection of the Art Gallery
birth, the son of an English army officer.
high gear above their saddles covered In Montreal with a view to present it
It is a beautiful thing for an artist when with shee,pekin toss in the air over their to the regiment, which is composed of
he can thus graft his maturity on to the shaggy arched necks: the old man at the four line, two militia and three stolenplough tail is stecky and hale; lusty green teem. battalions, as a memento of his
roots of his early impressions.
earth
weeds have their roots in the strong
visit to Canada. The picture is of
A boy's will is the wind's will.
of bracing sveasher. special interest to the Lancashire Fusky
is
full
and
the
youth
are
long,
long
thoughts."
sturdy
pictAnd the thoughts of
a
through
it
is
Through and
siliers, which, as the old XXth RegiHow often the will passes, we know not ure;
ure; but note, also, the affectionateness
ment, was at one time commarded
horse
nearest
head of the
whither, like the wind; and the thoughts, with which the is of the Normandy breed, by General Wolfe.
is rendered. He
swallowed up in the materialism of far the most willing of servants, the most inother thought& come back to us in later telligent of animal companions. His eye
might is bright, the nostril inflated, he is rejoicing
life only as random visions of. what
for the in his strength, and later on when labor is
have boon. Indeed, it ats beautiful
will nose into his master's jacket
artist when he can recover that boy's will over ho
arid both will feel like friends to one another.
anti link the early thoughts on to tile ma- 'rids is the wholesome, natural view of the
This may peasant's labor, when it is really chase to
turer thoughts of manhood.
uncorrupted by a cheap press;
be sincerity, depth and fulness of convic- the soil and
num and the animals going about their
and
tion and ripest fruitfulness. It has been appointed
task until the day is done
difficult for American artists to maintain funling companionship with one another.
have
a
this continuity of evolution, since they
and with nature. and it is not without
had to travel far for instruction and the !plot hapriess of its own.
me of
This p oughing scene reminds ago,
way of return to the associations of the past
of
a few years
has not seemed clear. Still many have a later one, painted the
furrow
with
their
found it and, perhaps, a volume of criticism two oxen coming up
behind
might be based upon this one fact, and it massive, leisurely movement, while
floods
might be shown that those whom we most them the light is mounting up in broad
upon the
admire as powerful painters, for the reality of crimson, that overflow
cool,
glistenthe
lap
of what they have to say and their impres- backs of the beasts and the first moments
earth. It represents
sive way of saying it are the ones who in ingnature's
daily awakening to life and
their art have got back closest, either to in
man's
daily routine of labor. Both •
associain
the
mental
or
to
the actual scenes
is the
in the sky and on the earth there
tions of their youth.
of force; not a burst of
But betides the quality of force in Walker steady gathering
but that massing of energy that
and his art, there is the other one of per- energy
itself. I have
suasiveness. You may remember his will not readily expend
the oxen look tired
"Oxen Drinking; the two broad-faonted, heard it remarked that
men likewise; but perhaps
patient heads side by side at the water already and thepassivity
of feeling that is
trough, their driver in blue shirt standing It is rather a
that slow, unquestioning resigby them, and the rich brown backs of the conveyed,
nation, that is at once so pathetic and
massive beasts showing against the dark
true peasant. And in another
gray horizon. For the sky reaching fur heroic in theof these canvases of Walker's
up above the group has been whipped into way many
suggestion. While close
turbulence by the wind; it is slaty-hued, involve this heroic
and agricultural life
threatening storm. How grandiose this studies of pastoral
this continent to-day, they
elemental fermentation, how significant In a portion of universal significance and
a more
the bulk and solidity of the beasts! There have
one's imagination back in the Old World
as force all through the picture, the force set
that we call Homeric; times of spaciousof disturbance and the force of immobility,
ness and simplicity, when we fancy that
for the beasts are grounded like boulders, man's
strength was in closest affinity with
the man, motionless. It is a force that nature's; times of wholesomeness and
compels attention and communicates its
and body, when man lived
own strength to one's self; and then succeeds poise of mind and labor was loving.
by nature's rule
an infinite suggestion of restfulness. The
This universal suggestion is the product
heavens may labor, but for man and oxen
of the force, united with persuasiveness
the appointed tin& is done and they enter that one marked at the outset, as characterinto their rest. And note that this sugges- istic of Walker and his work. It MILOS
tion is not arrived at by a process of the
of the large seriousness with which he
intellect but by pure sensation.
works, of the true perspective
It is the color scheme that conveys it; thinks and
through which ho views his subject, wherethat note of blue, so clear and flute like in facts and sentiment take their due place
against the sullen grayness of the sky,
not only in the foreground, but in their rethe sobering, complementary note of tawny lation to a distant horizon. These risings
variations
ohromatie
the
brown, even
settings of the sun, that he loaies so
of the gray sky that vibrate like music. and
have run their course through ages:
For all its menace the sky is beautiful and much,
not a little of his love for them no doubt
in union with the other notes of the scheme is due to their suggestion of infinity in reproduces a throbbing tenderness of harman, and that life, too,
mony that is irresistibly appealing. It is lation to the life of as itself a heritage of
though his color schemes that Walker temp- he prefers to view
many
of us life is now a comages. For
ers his force with persuasiveness. For he the
plicated affair with much whirring of
to
whom
color
band
that
small
one
of
is
human machinery within ourselves and
is as essential a part of their expression around us; yet it still has elemental facts
to
the
singer.
You
may
see
as notes are
and emotions. The painter. who can expictures in which the °Nor is little more press these with their personal, local sigthan tints to differentiate the objects,
nificance and show besides their relation to
others in which it is merely, an accurate the univers al, is one of those whose work
rendering of the phenomena studied; then will be likely to endure. C. H. C.
others, again, wherein the color is as inseparable from the conception as fragrance
from the rose. It is essential, interpenetrating the structure of the picture, complete and indivisible as the components of
a passage in music; structurally,testhetically
one will
and intellectually essential. Whilein
all his
find this true feeling for color
work it is only in the later ones, as one
its
fullest
would expect, that it reaohes
subtlety of expression.
One of his early pictures is the "Milking,"
a large canvas to which was awarded the
gold medal, by the vote of exhibitors, at the
exhibition of the American Art Association
with
in 1887. The scene is a stable interiorblue
drab wails, in which a woman in a
and
white
cow,
gown is milking a black
whose calf is standing near. The light
enters by a window on the right and percolates through the dim recesses of the stable.
At first one Is conscious of the quiet beast
etanding across the pioture, turning its
mild head toward us, and of the woman in
half' shadow, a strong-bodied form in the
easy attitude of a habitual occupation;
but by degrees the eye penetrates the
surrounding gloom and discovers another
figure and other objects in the background.
In the gradual evolving of the subject
art has followed nature, and one feels also
the evidence) of a dignified reserve as of a
man who does not wear his heart upon his
sleeve or admit you hurriedly into the
privacy of his thought, but assures himself
first of your sympathy and thon bit by bit
unfolds to you his purpose. Another
characteristic of this picture is its grandiose
pnesivity, its suggestion of a liberal noquiescenee in nature's plan. We shall
large outlook, under various
flnd this seine
guises, in a great number of Walker's pictures. Represented most differently, one
meets with it in a "Morning," in which a
•aek of sheep have just emerged from a
'led and are beginning to nose about the
SUNDAY, JANUARY 5, 1902.
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A ew York,
February 18.—Albert
Blerstadt, the artist, died tonight at
t his residence in this city, aged 72.
He
was born at Dusseldorf, Germany, and
'vas brought to this city when one
_• n ar old. He began to paint when he
I was 20, and four years later returnled to Dusseldorf, where he studied
I under Lesteng, and afterwards
in
Rome. On his return here he Intro, dUcecl what is known In this country
as the Dusselforf school of landscape
pain ting.

Much Good Work/ACcomplished by Mr. Rob3rt
arris, C. M. G.

Mr. Alphonse Jon gars' Paintiug.a,
Among the forty or more paintings contained in the loan exhibition now being
held in New York under the auspices of
, the Lotus Club. of that city, is a paint' ing by Mr. Alphonse Jongers,
formerly of
this city, concerning which the New York
Post says: "Mr. Alphonse Jongers sends a
portrait of Mr. William T. Evans. the art
collector, and chairman of the Lotos Club's
art committee, which Is at once a capital
likeness and a picture which Is capabie
imparting enjoyment to ether than the sittel s personal acquaintances. Few portraits
shown this winter In New York possess
su , :h distinction and solidity as this one of
Mr. Evans. and Mr. Jon ers should not
lack sitters among men of asye and culti-

Among Mi. Hai r:- Itable, though I)) \
C. Troyt,,J
-lid
means his beet wnrq . might be inenteinei.
after very spirited
brought ell:
"The Fathers of Confederation," a very
bidding, the increasing bide ranging
large canvas which was executed uncle-from $50 to $1,000. The "Portrait of an
commission of the Dominion Government.,
Old Man," by Rembrandt, was sold to
and the "School Trustees," which is now
Eugene Fischoff, a dealer, for $16,000.
hung in the National Gallery, Ottawa.
The hrst offer for the painting was a
The painting of the picture "The Fathers
bid of $5.000, which was raised in $1,000
of
Confederation," required great care and
bids until the offered price was $10,research and extremely interesting from
000. Then the bidding dropped to
an historical point of view.
small amounts until the painting went
under the hammer.
"Mary Magdalen at Prayer," a Murillo, also, was started at $5.00 and
then was bid up in $50 and $100 bids to
•
$13,200, when it was finally sold to J.
/-144-4.4.4---H. Smith. Titian's "Portrait of An1(IV
RAFFAELLI.
BY
DIS
OVERY
REMARKABLE
tonio, Grimani, Doge of Venice," which
was finally sold to Joseph Pulitzer for
$13.000, was started a: $10,000. "The
allaeli,, seems to
lhe eminent French genre painter M. J. J. R
Village Near the Sea," by Jules Duthe " Times"
pre, was sold to rt. S. Jone-s for $7,200, He Has Ably Served as President of run a fair chance of immortality. \Ne learn from
luaus
company,
consisting
and J. B. C. Corot's "Avenue of
tun
a
that the artist yesterday invited
the R. C. A. Since
Trees," was sold to Knoedler, the dealFrrtich and foreign painters who
most
competent
the
ot
principally
er, for $6,950.
1893.
hear horn his own lips the
Rubens's "Portrait of a German
areettcar tippt rtoe tsieonft in Paris, to his studio to
d
.
he has ma e
ticli
Gentleman," was sold to Eugene FieceN
curious
discovery
a
It would indeed be a most difficult task
off for $2,800 and Rosa Bon,heur's
candidate
foroilpopular
painting.
a
more
upon
"Ram's Head" was purchased by Mr. to ;irk
Blow for $2,000.
M. Raflaelli, combining practice! demonstration with theory,
Coronation honours than Mr. Robert Harris

THE HONOUR WAS
sc WELL MERITED

f..2e,ffSITUA
,a5VYL/0
L
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THE PAINTINGS SOLD.
The list of ether paintings which
brought more than $1,000, and their
vat.on." jtu.",..
2- 1. /0 2purchasers, is as follows, in the order
41•nn•••n...........•••••n
•••.
..••••••• •••••<
of their sale:
"Pa-pa Pierre," by J. L. E. MeiePRICES FOR PICTURES
sonier; R. S. Son es
$ 1,460
"Field Flowers," by Meyer Von
$50,000 Paid for a Rubons at a
Bremen; J. E. Heimerdinzer.. 1,000
"After the Masquerade," by J.
elear York Syle
G. Vibert; Isaac Guggenheim .. 2,025
—
"Venice," by Martin Rico; H. J.
--/(New York Times,
ril 3.)
.. 1,025
Chlealm.
Sixty-four paintings of the collection "The Philosopher," by J. L. E.
ei the late F. O. Matthiessen were sold
Meissonier; Jahn A. rioagland.. 8,300
auction in Mendelssohn Hall last "The Trooper's Story," by E. P.
night, for $236,275. On Tuesday eightyBerne-Bellecour; Dr. M. R.
te pictures of the collection were
2;550
Peek.
- eed for $112,506, making the total re"Summer," by C. F. Daulaignye
( eipts of the sale $348,750. Among the
.. 6,600
anonernous
paintings sold are some of the finest "Fontainebleau Forest," by N.
productions of the old masters ever
.. 4,500
V. Diaz; anonymous..
brought to this country, pre-eminent "_The Washerwoman," by J. F.
mong them being "The Holy Fam..
1,250
Millet; Joseph Pulitzee
ily," by Peter Paul Rubens, which was "Sunset After Rain," by T.
..old last night to George P. Blow, of
.. 5,300
Rousseau; ananymous..
Pittsburg, for $50,000.
"Ram's Head," by Rosa Bon"The Holy Family" was almost the
2,000
heur; George P. Blow ..
last picture offered for sale, and when "Avenue of Trees," by J. B. C.
it was displayed it was greeted by a
.. 6,950
Co r ot; Knoedler
storm of applause. Mendelssohn Hall "Village Near the Sea," by Jules
was crowded to the doors long before
7,200
Dupre; R. S. Jones ..
the time set for the sale, and the bid-, "Le Puy," by T. Rousseau; John
ding on all the better paintings pre-I
.. 3,000
A. Haagland
sented was most spirited: but when "Ntenpleon and His Generals"
the Rubens was uncovered there was
by J. G. Sign-ate;
JcIhn D.
a breathless pause, which :tested for Crimmins..
.. 1,000
almost a minute, until Thomas C "Harvesting -the Poppies," by
Kirby, the auctioneer, announced that
Jules Breton; Joseph F. Suthe had received a first bid of $20,000.
ton. .. 36,500
It was several minutes before the re- "Landscape.
and Cattle," by C.
Hewed applause which greeted the bid
Troyon; F. L. Loteren
.. 16,500
had subsided, and the real bidding on "A Nude Girl," by A. Oat; J. H.
the masterpiece began in earnest,
Smith
2,100
The first advance on the Rubens' "Old Woman Chopping Onions
was $1,000, an -d then it kept on going
by Candie Light," by Gerard
up in e1,000 bids until the price offered
Do-u; Joseph Palk set' 2,500
reached $30,000. Then there was a "Portrait of the Rev. Burroughs
pause, which was finally interrupted
Thomas Norgate, M. A., at the
hy a $500 advance. There was a lull
Age of Twenty-One," by Sir
in the bidding and Mr. Kirby anThomas Lawrence, P.R.A.;
nounced that it had cost Mr. MatthiesJoseph Pulitzer..
6,100
sen $60,000 to get the painting to this "Portrait of an Old Man," by
eountry. Up to that time the increase
R embrandt an yn, Eugene
leg offers for the painting h-a - d been
Fischoff
16,000
oming from all over the house, and "Portrait of a Gentleman," by
I hese continued until .the price offerPeter Paul Rubens; Eugene
-d for the picture was $35,500. After
Fisehoff
2,800
that the bidding was confined between "View of the Square a St.
somebody
sittwo men, Mr. Blow and
Mark's, Venice," by F. Guardi;
J. H. Smith
7,500
ting well in the rear a the hall, who .
kept on bidding until he had offered "Portrait of Antonio Grimani,
Doge of Venice," by Titian;
$45,500, when he allowed the painting
for $50,000.
..
Joseph
Pulitzer
13,000
te be bid in by Mr. Blow
"Mary
Magdalen at Prayer," by
The name of this bidder could not be
B. E. Munlilo; J. H. Smith 13,200
learned.
Mr. Blow mild, after purchasing "The Holy Family," by Peter
Paul Rubens; George P. B! - ow. 50,000
"The Holy Family" that he had bought
• It for himself, and that it would stay
in this country. He said that when
he went to the sale he had no intention of buying the Rubens. He was
eccompanied to the hall by several
it omen, who sat on either side of him
itid urged him on during the bidding.
Mr. Kirby said, after the sale was
over, that he understood that Mr.
Blow was a friend of the Matthiessen
family.
The painting which brought the
the next highest price to the Rubens
wee "Harvesting the Poppies," by
.1 tiles Breton, which was finally bid
ei by Joseph F. Sutton, en agent for
huyer, whose name could not be
The Breton,
for
$36,500.
eelt was well down in the middle
nt the list, wan the nest picture preiii T, and was greeted by the entire
!
, fee in Mendelssohn Hall with
ef applause. The first bid was
offered
had
price
the
until
$30,000, the advances were con-1 co $1.000 earl,
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PORTRAITS A SPECIALTY

I

ovia

is

of Montreal, who has just been created a b, egan by expounding the general principles of his discovery
Companion of the Order of St. Michael andi i have always been struck, and almoit irritated," he said,
cns which arise in
i
St. George.
" at the inconveniences and corrplica'
As long as an artist paints
Those who are closely allied with art
he practice of oil-oainting.
The
in4
Ein his studio these inconveniences
ar e lilt so numetous.
Montreal look upon the honour which ha
been conferred upon their chief—for such painter has his brushes, his oil Colours, his palettes, his eraser,
the president of the Royal Canadian Aca-st iciall the utensils necessary for his work. ‘Vhen the prepared
which they ate
demy of Arts may well be called—as a disI s begin to r un on account of Lie oil with
accessories
tinct tribute to the art of Canada andhe
cixed the palette can be wiped te brushes and
cidentally to the artists who have, one andri lc:t ried and, according as the painzr is accustomed to do this
all, contributed to the end that Canada ,
smelef:or to employ a pupil of servatt, there is more or less waste
may have a recognizable and permanent on time, but this is all. When, however ' you paint a landscape or
place in the world of painters.
make a portrait at the sitter's house cr in the open air all these
A gentle, pleasant spoken man is Robert
details break the unity of your thought, so that you
Harris, C.M.G., R.C.A. Of goodly proportroublesome
ur ori g inal conception, and the interruption
t
reconflute
Fi
yo
nave
to
tions—medium height and average weight
The pastel
for a man of his years—the president of the generally becomes perceptible in the finished work.
Royal Canadian Academy, looks out upon has not this inconvenience, but it has a much greater one : the
the world through a pair of kindly eyes, en- colour falls off and loses its tone. Even it you put a glass over it, it
circled by gold-rimmed glasses. A well
modelled face, broad forehead, a nicely trim-rarely after a time retains its original beauty and lustre. For many
med Van Dyke beard a nd curling moustache,e eaf e I have been trying to combine lit advantages of the pastel, its
'

,

,

,

completes the picture of perhaps the best

fine soft velvet colouring, with thoso.• oi: oil-painting, to which time

known figure in Canadian art.
and I e'have, therefore,
Contrary to the very general belief, m r ,adds a new beauty. I fancy 1 have su:cceded,
Harris is not a Canadian by birth, having invited you to see a demonstration. . have contrived to put oil
been born in North Wales, coming out to colours in small solid sticks like ers 'On!,
-, which I rub against the
Canada with his parents in 1856 and settling
as you sec, one
on Prince Edward Island. While yet a canvas, wood, ivory, or paper. I 11:1vc procured,
young boy, Mr. Harris indicated a decided of the most complex pictures in coloat and design. I shall reproliking for art, an. d after co
completing
his d uce th e principal pat ts of it before you and you will be able to
_
education

Prince o

a es College,

of the perfection with which I is is done. As soon as it is
y picture will be unalterable
h embarrass the painter."
cd a portion of the model,
bletoanddisti\inl. tit from the original. "l he
he settled for a time in Toronto, where he NvhiCh It was impossible
had the honour of becoming a member of enthusiasm was very great
ernard, a great colourist, on
the Royal Canadian Academy of Arts on the
o, exclaimed " It is wonin the a
round
the
pictures
lookin
g
formation of that body, being appointed by
ting." ln fact, there is no
the founder, the Marquis of Lorne, now the derful ; it is a revolution in oil
Duke of Argyle. Mr. Harris then served as wonder, as the correspondent rem
that the enthusiasm of the
president of the Ontario Society of Arts,
company
was
excited.
wh
ol
e
after which he returned to Europe, there
Charlottetown he studied art in the Slade Judge

Department of the University , College, Lon-qUite dry, 1,vhich will be very soon,
don, and then in the Atelier Bonnat, paris. without any of those impedimenta w
He afterward studied in Italy, Belgium and
IZaffaelli accordingly reprod
M.
Holland, and, returning to this country,

:

to exhibit in the Royal Academy and the

Paris Salon. By the year 1883 Mr. Harris
had again returned to Canada, and, coming
to Montreal, was made director tif the Art
School of the Montreal Art Association.
He served in this capacity for four years,
and many of the successful Canadian artists
of to-day worked under his personal direction.
PRESIDENT OF THE ACADEMY.
In 1890 Mr. Harris was elected President of the Royal Canadian Academy of Arts, but for personal reasons, declined to serve. In 1893,
however, he was again elected, and has
since served, being re-elected from year to
year.
The work which Mr. Harris has presented to the Canadian public covers a very
wide range, but it is in portrait work that
his reputation has been made. In truth it
cannot be said that all of his portraits have
been beyond criticism; indeed, from time
to time Mr. Harris has exhibited work
which did not escape censure from the more
critical. At the same time the general average has been such as to win for him a first

place in the field of Canadian art.

Reflezti4z the_spirit,

ihe-ae.j41

'there is siways a soft tone, a kindly con-'
trest—withal, a pleasant touch—and a tendency to idealize, in Mr. Harris' portrait
work.
the entire list of portraits which Mr.
Harris has painted were enumerated they
would run the better part of a column of

type. There is hardly a distinguished Canadian whom Mr. Harris has not painted at
one time or another. Many of the distinguished men who sat before him are now
dead and gone these many years, for instance, Sir John Macdonald, Sir William
Dawson, Sir Joseph Hickson, Sir Hugh Allan, Sir Leonard Tilley, Sir Alexander
Campbell, Senator Ferrier and Senator Al-

GEROME THE
PAINTER AND SCULPTOR
51.7e. /0/04 HAS PASSED AWAY.
Parts, January 11.—Jean Leon Gerome,
the painter and sculptor, died here on
Sunday. He was born at Vesoul in 1824.

M. Gerome was present on Saturday at

the dinner of the members of the Institut. He conversed gaily, but his friend! ,
noticed that his features were drawn. At
9 o'clock yesterday his valet found him
lifeless in bed. A doctor declared death
was due to cierebral congestion. M. Gerorne was a conspicuous figure in Paris;
society. The day before his death he
showed several friends his statue of Cor-

I

G. F. WATTS, R. A.,
cs& DIED YESTERDAY
•Vt/2i
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Famous Lnglish

.
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WORLD'S FAIR HaTORS
FOR CANADIAN ARTISTS.
—
Mr. Robert Harris, of Montreal, Receives Gold Medal for Distinguished Service.

P6intier

The highest honor granted to any lef
the exhlbitors in tke Canadian division by the Department of Art, at the
leouee'ana Purchase Exposition, has
been won her an artist of Montreal,
Mr. Robert Harris., of Dueacher street.
BY the list of awards just given
inth. whieh had just been finished. He
out by the director of the department,
W55 sbeut to colour it. Among M. GerMr. Horr's receives a "Commemoraornes latest productions were allegorical
figures representing labour, which he ex- lit the Truest Sense He Lived for tive Diploma and Gold Medal, of
ecuted for Charles M. Schwab,
Honor for Distinguished Service in
Art—His Pottery at
Art."
Mr. Harris a!so wan a silver medal.
Compton.
GEROME IS DEAD.
Of the lesser henors, sliver and
bronze medals, Montreal and Toronto
2. — George Frederick claim equal shares, although MontFamous French Painter and Sculp- t London, July
Watts, the painter, died of bronchitis, real takes three sliver medals to Toronto's one, the odd medol going to
tor Passes Away Suddenly.
1 yesterday afternoon.
Woodstock, Ont.
The l'st of silver and bronze awards
George Frederick Watts, R.A., was
Paris, January 10.--Jean Leon Ge- one of the most distinguished of Eng- is as follows: Silver medals, William
Brym.ner, Edmund Dyonnet and Robt.
rm-tie, the painter and sculptor, died lish artists.
Fortune had been kind to him all Harris. Montreal; A. C. Williamson,
here today. He was born at Vesoul
this long period of his art career, for Toronto, and Florence Carlyle, WoodIn 1824.
M. Gerome was present last night at he first exhibited in the Royal Aca- stock, Ont.
Bronze medals—Maurice Cullen,
of
the
Inthe dinner of the members
demy in 1837, and since his sixteenth
stitut. He conversed gaily, but his year he earned his living with his Clarence A. Gagnon and William Hope,
friends noticed that his features were brush. His lot has been neither one of Montreal; Frederic S. Challener, F.
drawn. At 9 o'clock this morning his poverty nor riches. With all the op- .MeGiltivray Xnowles, Laura Muntz,
Valet found him lifeless in bed. A portunity before him to reap a fortune, G. A. Reid, Sidney Strickland Tully,
!doctor declared death was ape to he found greater enjoyment in the Toronto: John Hammond, Sackville,
cerebral congestion.
creation of 'veiarks of art along his N. B. Homer Watson, Doon, Ont.
nwel=•=1=11.
M. Gemme was a conspicuous figure own peculiar paths; in the possession —
!n Paris society. The day before his of some of the choicest of his producdeath he showed several friends his tions; and in the giving of others to
statue of Corinth, which had just been such persons, as he has felt would
finished. He was about to color it.
appreciate the themes which he has
Among M. Gerome's latest produc- elaborated, he found a deeper and
f
tions were allegorical figures repre- more lasting satisfaction than could
Ottawa, Dec. 9.—(Special.) — Canadians
) senting labor, which he executed for ever come to the artistic soul from
a chieved some success In the art competiCharles M. Schwab, the American steel the hoarding of gold.
magnate.
In his art Watts occupied a posi- t ions at St. Louis. The following Canadian
Sion which has never been occupied by a rtlets were officially uotleed for their work:
any other English painter. His style Robt. Harris, diploma and gold medal of
UCC SS.;
entreat Ar Is
`,"/
or school seems to be one of his own honor for distinguished service in art.; WillMr. Leslie J. Skelton, of Montreal, creation, and if his career was shaped i am./
i! Brynatrer, Florence Carlyle, Edmund
has two pictures in this year's Royal and Influenced by the works of other
Harris, A. C. Williamson,
Academy Exhibition In London, "A painters his work seems to be so dis- DyUnnet, Robert
S. Chalioner, Ms,uriee CullVenetian Afternoon" and "The Storm tinctively his own that other influ- liver medals; F.
n, r. A. Gagnon, John Hammond, William
loud," which the St. James Gazette ences are not recognized.
in its article on the year's pictures,
Watts has been for years a painter I felt ItesMeti. ;Secretes, Laura Muntz, G. A.
Watson, bronze
'escribes as "a bit of nature admIr- !of ideas, for landscape work he has R ei , 9.', S. , Tully,
• Horner
bly expressed."
shown but little or no inclination.
Montreaiers will remember that Mr. For genre work in the common acceptlcelton left this city some years ago, ance of the term his interest has I
wing to poor health. Since then he been only passing, but in the portrayal
as devoted himself entirely to art, of the forces that move and inspire
id has been very successful, for his the mortals who are looking a little
orks since 1901 have been hung in the beyond the commonplace, Watts has
Lion Paris, the Liverpool Autumn taken a prominent position, and his
xhibition, the Coronation Exhibition, paintings of ideal situation and imaendon, and now in the Royal Aca- ginative condltions will always take
hgh rank with those who are looking
my.
Hs many friends will be glad to for something better, something higher in art than a production which
,ar of his success.
leaves nothing for the beholder to
Imagine, or which is grasped at the
passing glance and in the passing is
forgotten.
As a painter of portraits Watts has
shown a skill fully equal to that shown
In his creations of his ideal. Perhaps
it might better be termed genius rather than skill. f-• it Is not genius when
the artist is able to convey with the
brush the impression that the personal
characteristics of the sitter have been
discovered and that the character of
the person portrayed has been placed
before you, rather than spending time
In seeking to convey to you that he
has the skill to paint fabrics so that
even a dealer might be deceived, or
that his painting of gowns is so accurate that all of the richness of the
costume has been pictured?
But greater than all his genius in
painting portraits, greater than all of
his subtle feeling when he paints from
the imagination, more praiseworthy
than the fact that he has not sold his
)ove of art for gold. is this one trait
in his character that he has not lived
a life of selfishness or carelessness. Al.
though never a robust man and always an industrious artist, he has
found the time and has been blessed
with the disposition to make an effort to better the condition of the poor
MR. G. F. WATTS, R.A.,
around him, not by any debasing
hose death is reported from London. charity, but by teaching them to be
able to help themselves, and this has
(See also page seven.)
been done, not by instructing them in
any of the avenues of usefulness which
are already overcrowded, but by the
development of a new industry in
which the fear of competition is small
and the opportunities for employment
large.
In a valley near to his home at Limberslease Mr. Watts established an art
pot tery in which thé villagers have
taken a deep interest and which is now
carried on In a very business-like way
under the supervision of Mrs. Watts.
At this place there is an abundance
of suitable clay for work of this kind
and the villagers are instructed to not
only manufacture articles with a view
to their utility, but with it there Is
always taught the lesson that to make
things which are beautiful is to make
life larger and sweeter, and so it has
happened that the pottery which is
made at Compton Is not simply pottery,
but art pottery, and being made by
band differs from the machine-made
products to such an extent that an increasing demand for this class of goods

Succumbed to Attack

of Bronchitis.

SOMETHING OF HIS CAREER

CANADIAN ARTISTS WHO
WON M AL S AT ST. LOWS

Ali.

lias arisen and the villagers mad.
more independent through the introduction of this new enterprise.
It was therefore a fitting thing when
Xing Edward was conferring the honour of the Order of Merit upon distinguished soldiers, statesmen, historians, men of science a-nd celebrated
physicians. that he did not forget in
making his selection to include George
Frederick Watts.
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La Galonnière tt la tombée de la nuit
L'ouverture de l'exposition annuelle
de peintures pour 1006 a eu lieu, hicz est aussi une scène empreinte d'une
SOIT, A la Galerie des Arts. L'exposition grande mélancolie, et qui nous fait
ne renferme aucune oeuvre de très hau- songer à ces exquises descriptions que
te envergure, aucun tableau de fort ° George Sand nous fait si souvent dans
pensée ayant demandé- une couple d'an- es romans.
La marina, la baie de Margot, l'anées de travail et d'efforts A son auteur. Cela serait' bien inutile d'ailleur3, pre-s-midi, est l'un des plus jolis tacar les amateurs manquent peur cet bleaux du Pense que nous ayons vus.
te sorte de catégorie de tableaux, et La mer est chatoyante, comme une
'l'artiste n'aurait d'autre ressource, l'ex Pierre précieuse, elle resplendit au soposition terminée que d'accrocher la leil et se nuance de mille reflets. C'est
toile dans le fond de son atelier. Ce ne d'un (+be rme soecial, qui séduits
La nature morte — 'es oignons —
serait guère encourageant et nos artistes qui ont A gagner leur vie se con- une peinture oue l'artiste a faite noar
tentent de faire des portraits, des étu- se reposer de ses autres travaux,
décèle cependant elle aussi, la maesdes et des paysages.
Malgré cette absence de grannes com- tria de l'auteur. C'est une fort jolie
positions, l'exposition de cette année chose. Disons ici, eue M. Côté reviena un interet plus qu'ordinaire, car non dra au Canada l'été. prochain.
Un autre artiste dont nous
seulement elle renferme quantité d'oeuvres d'un mérite supérieur, mais elle vions pas eu occasion de voir les oeunous permet de voir plusieurs tableaux vres depuis quatre ou cinq ans, et qui
d'artistes canadiens distingues qui, de- expose cette année est M. Pinhey. Il
puis cinq ou six ans, avaient négligé a deux paysages: Le Retour du Proou avaient ('té emptichés d'y 'prendre digue, et ChOnes en septembre peints
part. Nous signalerons tout d'abord par- un pen dans la meme note que "Mermi ces derniers, M. James Morrice, de- cure enlevant les boeufs d'Argus", de
puis longtemps établi A Paris, on il est Millet, Le premier nous montre un
considéré comme l'un des meilleurs pay- voyageur s'avançant a l'aide d'une
sagistes. Il n'expose qu'une seule teile canne dans un chemin de campagne
"Les jardins publics de Venise", mais bordé A an droite par un bois rempli
les connaisseurs la proclament une mer- d'ombre. Dans le ciel bleu et gris, pasveille. Il suggère un tant soit peu une sent quelques oiseaux. Le deuxième
scène japonaise. Quelques personnes tableau représente A neu près le mésont assises is une table dans le pars, me coin de nature sans le voyageur.
Notons maintenant les grands proet des femmes qui ressemblent A des.
mousmées, se promènent nonchalam- -- 'a accomplie par M. Clarence Gament. D'ans le fond est adroitement -gnon, actuellement h Paris, et (ri. il
desiiie la, silhouette de la ville, et cria 'y a trois ans étudiait A la Galerie
est léger, d'une extrême délicatesse de des Arts. M. Oanon a envoyé cinq
tons, et baigné dans une large atmos- tableaux et, deux eaux-fortes. L'un de
phère on l'on respire puissamment. ses paysages, "Automne", est traiC'est simple, niais l'effet est admira- te avec un art exquis, et peut se
classer parmi les bonnes choses de
ble.
M. Suzor Côté, l'un de nos artistes l'exposition. Deux seines d'intérieur:
les plus favorablements connue, et au "vieille femme mangeant sa soupe",
Canada. et en France, on il est lui ain et "Repas frugal" font un peu songer
si depuis très longtemps, envoie, après A. 'l'école hollandaise, par l'abondance
un intervalle de plusieurs années, cinq de détails. Ces tableaux dénotent chez
superbV, tableaux qui, nous font regret- leur auteur une étonnante farilii
et une vision très délicater quda M. Côté n'ait pas exposé régu- d'exécution,
lie,remestli ohaque printemps. Les toiles te. Ce qu'on nourrait leur reprocher,
le marlou; d'originalité. Espérons
de M. Côté se classifient comme suit c'est
M. Gagnon pourra tronver sa
troia paysages, une nature morte et que
formule nropre. Il pourrait nous donner
mie marine. Dans lee premiers, il nous des
oeuvres très fostes.
représente le village Cernay sous la
Comme oar les .asureas passées, Ies
neige. un coin de Cernay sons la neige,
et le villapArle la Gotonniere. Sa tom- portraits de M. Robert llarris, doyen
bée de la nuit. Chacune de ces oeuvres de l'Académie, occupent la place d'hondénote no t'es grand talent, une extrê- neur A l'expositicia. Ils sont au nomme habileté d'exécution et un profond bre de six, et faits selon le procédé
sentiment artistique. Ce sont des toi- et deus le style habituel de M, Harles oui peuvent prendre place dans les ris. Le meilleur A notre avis, est
desslui de Madame Robert Lindeav,
meilleures collections.
Dans ses études; de Cernay l'artiste peint avec une grande délicatesse de
nous montre un amas de lourdes mai- tons, et un peu A la manière des ansons grises, ramassées sur elles-mêmes ciens portraits. C'est une très jolie
et recouvertes de neige comme d'un ré- chose, qui ne catirait manquer de plaitament. C'est la nuit et les vieilles ha- re. Les autres portraits de femmes de
bitations dorment comme leurs habi- M. Harris, ceux de Mesdames Leonotants. L'on a l'impression du silence, wens, F.C. Morgan, Stanway, et Hennul enveloppe le petit village. C'est ry Joseph, sont bien réussis, Noms refree simple, très; vrai, et tres éloquent. prdcherons cependant A. M. Harris de
.
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ne pas avoir donné assez de caractère avec son fils, sui j tie leur cl
sur l'ép
et d'énergie A celui de M. Hugh Grai L'homme porte un. rateau
hem qui occupe la place centrale de et il a son habit jeté sur le bras.
vie
la galerie. La tete est petite, et tout chaque côté de la route sont depar
ce style
le personnage manque de sblidité. Dé- maisons en pierre de domisnation
f
cidément, ce portrait est inférieur aux lier qui remonte ft la
de s e !
autres, et ne reflète pas la ph,s-siosso- çaise. Le soleil k ni dore
flets le toit d'une ces maisons. (
mie du sujet.
Personne assurement ne reprochera une fort belle choie. qui eftt cos
M. Jos , St Chartes
cette année A M. Dyonnet de ne pas
g'oire s'il fut res
exposer de portraits. L en a trois: ce- Le célébrité et lad'affirmer
son vi
lui de sa nièce, celui de M. Jules Hel- Paris, continueportslaitiste et
a en
bronner, rédacteur de "La Presse", reux talent de
mérite remarque
nommé récemment chevalier de la lé- une oeuvre d'unLieut-col. Alackas
portrait du
gion d'Honneur, et celui de M. Alfred Soli
des meillew
BI.Inet, expert du gouvernement, et 65e régiment, est l'in
l'exposition. Le de iii en est Uni .
président du club St Denis. Ce der- ble
et solide et tête a beau
nier est avec le portrait de M. Per- d'expression.
C'est croyons-nou
teous fait il y a queinues années, noie
jamais fait, par M. St Che
des meilleures choses ceintes par M. meilleur
Cet artiste expose dans une a
Dyonnet, et pourrait être signé par
fusains d'un
n'importe quel grand portraitiste fe- selle quatre excellents
bel
effet.
meus. Ce portrait est dans une tonsM. J. C. Franchere, reste touj
lit douce, et d'une grande simplicité.
Il plait au premier coun d'oeil. C'est le peintre de la grâce, de la distim
de la bonne peinture. Le portrait de et de la beauté. Dana les années
M. Helbronner a beaucoup de carac- sées, il a envoyé au salon toute un
tère, et est solide de dessin. Le No. rie de gracieuses silhouettes et di
6, celui de Aille A. L. est peint (bus vissants portraits de jeunes filles
charme subtil. et langoureux. I
une note très harmonieuse.
L'un des envois de M. Dyonnet que pose cette année un oeuvre qu
nous avons fort admiré est son étude, avec son tableau du marche Bons
représentant, un jeune garçon ijouant la plus importante qu'il ait ex
L'artiste a intitulé sa peintur
de la mandoline. C'est magistra emesst
campe. bien fait de ton, de dessin, et près le Souper", et il nous reps
de caractère. Outre cela, M. Dyonnet trois jeunes filles, une blonde, un
expose toute une série de charmants ne et une rousse, faisant un b
paysages, représentant des scenes du causette, dans le grand salon, p
lac Tremblant et des environs. Il y a que les messieurs fument un
de jolis effets de lumière, et l'air cir- dans la piece A côté.
La lampe posée. 111 tout, pres,
cule librement dans tous ces tableaux.
M. Dyonnet fait plus que maintenir sa d'un ton chaud, les ennuies qui KI l
réputation et comme portraitiste et ieu r délicate gaine de fines de
On croit entendre 'le babeilla
comme paysagiste.
Que de belles choses, que trcis jeunes filles; des Records
de jolies peintures expose M. see flottent da as l'atmosphère du
Bryinner Depuis de longues années il et l'on s'imagine respirer une d
envoie régulieremeat une dizaines d'oeu- odeur de parfums. 4
vres A chaque exposition, et jamais
Un grand piano, lite touffe d,
nous n'en rencontrons une insignifian- gère dans une jardiniere, et u
te ou banale. Toutes sont des oeuvres deillon au mur, remplissent trè
de mérite et se recommandent d'elles- reusement le fond de!la scène.
meules A l'attention du public. Elles
Le même artiste èxpose
sont consciencieusement exécutées, et portrait bien peint ds M. GUISI&S
dénotent une grande science,du mouve- mothe, bâtonnier du Barreau de
ment, des attitudes, 'du coloris et du réal, l'an dernier. Il t. a dans
dessin. Toujours nous y rencontrons de peinture une souplessieremarosiab'
jolis détails,. sles effets heureuseme ent
M. Vernespessdre
trouss'st, et beilement executes. Tofis camps d'Indiens, et as blIffRIOf
les tableaux de M. Firynmer sont fort raus donne cette année sur de
estimés des connaisseurs. Ses envois tes aquarelles, ce: qu'il peignait
cette année comprennent cinq peintu- sur d'immenses toiles.
res, et deux aquarelles. Sa petite fille
De son côte M. Hammond
en rouge et Prélude/représentant une tinue k fabriquer des marines, d
jeune fille jouant de la mandoline sont rêts de mâts dans un port A et
deux très jolies études, qui trouveront hautes constructions. Il v a joint
certainement un acquéreur. Sa marine, année un tableau représentant u
"Lower St Lawrence . est probablement. mense troupeau de moutons da
l'une des meilleures toiles de M. Brym- plaine, et deux portraits de Br,
ner actuellement au Salon.
ville chantée par Rodenbaeh.
Après s'être contenté pends
la tète d'Indien, est pleine de caractère, et de force. "Early Morning" est anntses de n'envoyer chaque. prin
iule scene essentiellement canadienne. qu'une toile unique pour le repli'
F.11e nous montre un chemin de campa- au salon, M. Charles Gill a brise
gne sur lequel s'avance un "habitant" ses traditions, et nous avon.;
!
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No academy is complete without its
royal portraits. This year we are

King and Queen respectively, destined for the Canadian Houses of ParJules Breton, Artist
liament, and the Nvork of Mr. Colin
Forbes. They are painted in very Paris, July 5.—Jules Breton, the
bright colors, praiseworthy care hay- landscape painter, member of the InLog been devoted to the orders of stitute and of the Academy of Fine
chivalry, decorations and other de_ Arts ann cernmender of the Legion of
tails of costume, anti although per- Honor, died today at the age of 79. M.
haps less convincing as works of art, Breton was the author of a volume of
they are more bright and cheerful poetry and an autobiography, the tatif
than photographs would have been. ter published under the title of "Vie
By Cable From Our Own Correspon- and may be credited with having se- —St. James Gazette, \lay 5th.
d'Artist, Art et Nature," in 1 890.
dent.
Jules Adolph Aime Louis Breton was
cured likenesses of the Royal sitters.
PRAISE THE PICTURES,
born in May, 1827, at Court lei es, Pas
London, May 5.—Leading art critics
The two large portraits of the de Calais, and in his youth was the
The accessories are detailed in laborare terribly severe this morning on
King and Queen, by Colin Forbes, loupe of Drolling and of F. Devigne.
ously mechanical fashion."
painted for the Canadian Houses of n 1855 he first attracted general atColin Forbes' portraits of the King
The Chronicle says "Though less Parliament at Ottawa, are exhibited tention in the Universal Exhibition at
and Queen for the Canadian ParliaParis with his "Les Gianouses," "Le
convincing as works of art, the pic- by command of the King. The back-Lendemain
de la Saint-Sebastian" and
ment, which are exhibited at the Royal
grcunds, being the throne of our e
Petits Paysannes Consultant les
tures are more bright and cheerful Parliament House, are cleverly creat- Epis."
'Academy to open Monday. The Times
After that year he was a coned, and the general scene of richness stant contributor
than photographs would have been."
to the salons, and
Jays "These are pictures of which,
and majesty is treated with restraint, his work won wide popular appreciaThe Morning Leader says : "One The likenesses are good, if somewhat
with the best will in the world and
tion.
hardly knows whether to laugh or cry. idealized, but as pictures they very; Several of his masterpieces are in
the most loyal desire to approve what
successfully and very artisticallypublic and private collections in this
More grotesque libels were never ut- deal with the
requirements, which are.country, and his works have brought
is commanded, we cannot speak with
our
tered in paint upon the persons of
by no means easy.—Daily Chronicle, high prices here. Among the best
any kind of satisfaction. The pictures
Ma y
5th.
known of his earlier pictures are "La
gracious King and Queen. As works
are not worthy the subjects, not worthy
Benediction des Bles," "Le Rappel des
BY ROYAL COMMAND. Glaneuses," "Le Soir
of art, they are as barbarous as ikons
— Les Sarthe Canadian Parliament, not worthy
Mr. Sargent's portrait of Earl Re- cleuses," "Consecration de l'Eglise
manufactured by the ignorant and
harts
(41)
is
an "official" picture, and d'Oignies," "La Gardeuse de Dindons,"
the Royal Academy."
corrupt priesthood of Russia under not in the, artist's happiest
vein. but "Un Grand Pardon Breton," "Les
The Morning Post says: "Forbes is their present monoply and angle.
these parade portraits are seldom Lavandieres," "Jeune Fille Gardant
more than sumptuous. How bad they des Vaches," "La Glaneuse," "Le Soir,"
a conscientious and painstaking artist
WINDERMERE.
can be is shown by the pair of .iortraits "Les Communiantes," "La Fin du Trtsof the King and Queen, painted by veil." "L'Etoile eu Berger" and "Les
Mr. Colin Foebes for the Canadian bernieres Fieure.!
,
Houses of Parliament (515, 516). They Breton WaS lionoreciseSith medals se','1\
EXHIBITION BEST
;are exhibited by hey al command erai
1 mes
ti
n
i his
s careen In 1867 he
+Nett
/otherwise it is incredible that they won a medal of the first class at the
of
Acadeeny
could have been admitted, even to Universal Exposition; and also secure'
COMM -4 OF LO DO PRES
hat of Royal Canadian
Burlington House, and one cannot but the medal of honor at the exhibition of
Arts Opened at Ottawa.
regret that they should go to our 1872. He became a member of the LeOttawa, May 5. Last night the 27th W a'.: L adi g Critics Say of the Pic- colonies as examples of British art. gion of Honor in 1861, was elected an
tures of King and Queen for Houst Yet such is the indifference, or ig officer six yenrs later, and comnounSi exhibition f the Royal Canadian
norance of the public, that we make mander in 1 889. He was elected a mem• Academy of Ants was formally opened in
of Commons.
Ito doubt they will be gazed at with ber of the French Academy of Fine
Fisheries
ate National Gallery in the
awestruck
reverence by crowds of Arts in 1886, and was also a member
(From Our Own Correspondent.)
'
Building by His Excellency the Governor
visitors, inapresed by the rank of the of the fine art academies of Vienna
London, May 8.-The following criti- sitters and the drapery surrounding and Stockholm. He also
iesnicesal. assisted by the president, Mr.
won distincand eisms of the oil paintings of the the frames.—Special art critic cor- tion as a
leirt Harris, C.M.G., of Montreal,
poet. His volume "Les
the
regret
Grey
endorsed
respondent, Yorkshire Post, May 7.
Champs et La Mer" attracted much atautumn. Ease
King
and
Queen
'by
J.
C.
Forbes,
a
that the exhibit was not
tention.
r the president,
DOUBTFUL COMMENT.
tweed in a building more Worthy of it Canadian artiste are from the articles
In
Gallery
VIII.
sad of Canada. and hoped that when upon the exhibition at the Royal
there
are
exhibited life-size portraits of the
Me next extebitem was held in the Capl- Academy, now being held;—
King and Queen, by Mr. Colin Forbes,
et this would be remedied.
Mr. Harris, win) retired from the dutiesdastined for the Canadian Houses of
CANNOT
APPROVE.
leek
deplored
the
year,
office
ties
't th.e
In the adjoining room bang a pair Parliament at Ottawa. Art May be
f' appreciation of art In Canada, which
likened to a Jacob's ladder, reach'aims the 20th century for its own of full-Lengths, "exhibited by corn- ing
from the earth towards the realm
on
A sitv-six artisei have 190 subjects
of
mand"—the
'"ensky'd and sainted" things; it
portraits of the King and
'Leiton. It is freely co n ceded that
may
link the whole round world. The
history
of
the
Queen, painted by MT. Colin Forbes
'titbit is the beet In the
e.lety. There (me fewer inferior pain4 for the Canadian Rouses of Parlia- question whether in the present instance advantage has been taken of
e and the whole work shows a mark
ment, Ottawa (515, 516). These are art to bring about a closer union
!Vail We upon previous years.
Montrealers are well to the fore. The pictures of which, with the best will between the mother country and thc,
irk (.,1' President Harris, who has ek*.
colonies cannot be answered in the
'eel three subjecte, ls greatly admired, in the world asad the most loyal de- affirmative. Canada is a young CounWeatherly his portrait of Mr. Hug h sire to approve whet is "commended," try ; It has as yet, so far as
we know,
sham. Two other portraits by Edam:nil
no portraitist
Satinet, R.C.A., one of Mr. Alfred Bru- we cannot speak with any kind of circumstances, of distinction. In the
an able "alien" might
and the other of Eugene Lafleur , satisfaction. The pictures are not
evo.ke most favorable camment. worthy of their subjects, not worthy with advantage, leave received the
Que.,"
by
commission.—Daily
Cove
Fields,
News, May 5.
of the Canadian Rouses of Parlia'inter .Sunset,
the
urice Cullen, A .R.C.A., Is one of
ment, and not worthy of the Royal
THE TWO WORST.
congest pictures in the exhibition. He Academy.—The Times, May 5th.
But one has to penetrate, as far as
is seven subjects, including "Winter in
PUBLIC DON'T UNDERSTA.ND.
the, eighth gallery hafore what I venTiffany" and "Petit Cap, Levis." "Un"Clouds and
and
Me
Annie
Tree"
ture
to regard as the two absolutely
a'
IL Ls the British public, as much
unehine" are two of five works from the as the academician, that determines worst pictures of the year arc reachBrymarer.
of
Mr.
William
ush
the character af the exhibition; the ed. There, with a prodigal display
whicth he has achieved marked succe
of draperies (as though anybody coula
producing atmospheric effects. HI public that knows nothing and cares overlook
the merits of sueh coy and
lits effects are very fine. Mr. Clarence less about technique; that has not reticent works!)
hang the portraits
gnon, a young artist, who gives prom- begun to understand "quality" in of Queen
Alexandra
the
worthy
member
of
of becoming a
paint, and Ls ready to applaud poly.- Edward the Seventh(515) and King
(516), both, as
edemy has four pictures, three from chromatic mud, whether red, blue, or
,aLuire The fourth entitled "A. Frugal yellow, as an end in itself. There catalreu- irCorens ) fited for the
Canadian lieuses of Parliament, It, Seal," commands universal attention.
Is work is marked by greet strength. are many academicians who preach tawa," and "exbiteted• by command
ether Montreal exhibitors mire Charles from this text. How otherwise can of his Majesty the King."
ill, Marguerite Buller. Mr. Alberta Clel- we explain the presence of the two
It is hard to know whether to
Franeheree •
nd , George Chavignaud. J. C. Park
Me- portraits of their Gracious Majesties laugh or cry before these master.R.C.A.: Lorna Comer , D.
the King and Queen, in Gallery VIII.? pieces. Two more grotesque libels
Ulnae. itelen G. MeNieboll, Laura Mentz,
—Pall Mall Gazette, May 5th, 1906. have never been uttered in paint upC A and Ivan IT. Neilson.
on the persons of our gracious King
Among tee entries in sculpture le
SECURED LIKENESSES.
and Queen. As works of art they are
rum in bronze inspiration by
as barbarous as the ikons manufacsketch
a
Two
picturets
in
Gallery
also
VIII.
have
Iebert,
been accorded oeremonious display, lured by lite ignorant and corrupt
lay by Mr. Atberta Cleland.
ex the compliment of decking
Mr. A. F. Danitgip, R.C.A., has two
the wall priesthood of Russia under their pre,iblia in architecture, showing the in near them with drapery being due to sent monopoly. The figures are woodth
Lindsey
Bending
and
of
tile
orlor
the subjects of the works and not en, and not only without a.ppropri,ornimen-dal Technical High Sehool, Mont to
their artistic quality. They are ate dignity, but without any suggesaal.
state portraits of the King and tion of life.
And the mexal tsimailloanoe of the
Queen, executed for the Canadian
with their
Houses of Parliament at Ottawa. pictures is on a level
The idea of royalty
'tir. Colin Forbes is a conscientious, craftsmanship.
that they represent 19 that which is
painstaking artist, who has acquir- least flattering to the
aueeeptibilitles
ed some skill in his craft. He may of the persons the
painter has been
he credited with having secured like- called to honor.
They give us re-neases of his royal sitters, whom he alty seen from the outside, as a te
has depicted in formal pose. The robes of mere pomp and parade. ai a
the Queen and the military unl- tulteus show in which ni-bald
tn of the King are painted with allh crimson trappings pine as
force. The accessories are portent a part as the gene•
a laboriously mechanical qualities of our monarch
ruing Post,
May 5th, clods consert.—Morning le

eer.
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jeune, femme en rouge, est une bele
ion . hier soir six ou set toiles signées de d'hui une oeuvre terminée hier. Tou- étude de couleur, très gracieuse de
jours A la recherche de l'effet nou-

ule lui. L une d'elles "Le Problème", occuDe

mouvement.
pe une place d'honneur, sur le mur de veau, original, de l'impression neuve,

Comme h chaque printemps, M. Mauilles gauche dans la nouvelle salle, et elle il dirige sur les êtres et les eho.ses,
rice Cullen est cette année l'un des
icu- a fort, attiré l'attention du public. Elle la tacon d'un projecteur électrique, principaux exposants, et notre admira-

an- représente un, vieillard assis devant une les reflets de la laanpe inserieure,

de

tion pour cet artiste, l'un des plus merre- table sur laquelle est un jeu d'échecs. la flamme qui brille sous le globe du veilleusement doués que nous ayons au

"est Les pièces sont disposées et le joueur,
la tete appuyée sur l'une de ses mains,
quis réfléchit. La pose est d'un naturel parfait. Une lampe d'un modèle étrange
ou- et eiegant, éclaire le vaste front du
oyé vieillard, sa figure noble et pleine de
caractère. Ce tabteau est très élo, du quent, et d'une rare puissance d'exs de pression. L'on sent tout un monde de
•cca- pensée dans cette tète qui s'incline, et
sa.up l'observateur éprouve un sentiment
d'admiration et de respect.
•
rles,
Ce tableau est d'une tonalité irréproutre chsble, et le modèle en est parfait:
fsrt
A eiSté de cette conception d'un caractère si sérieux, M. Gill nous en.monoars tre une autre d'un charme poétique extion quis. Il l'a intitulée "Le vieux berpas- ceau". Dans un grand jardin perdu au
, sé- fond d'une campagne s'élève une ton, ra- nelle délabrée que recouvre une vigne
d'un sauvage. Le feuillage fait sur la terre
ex- janniltre de grandes ombres fantastiest ques, et tout prés, du milieu des herbes,
.ours des pavots dressent une tige surmontée
utSe. d'une fleur blanche. Un calme, une
paix immense s'étend sur ce paysage
ente que baigne une éclatante lumière. Et
bru- dans cette douce sonitude au fond du
t de vieux berceau de verdure, une jeune
dant femme lit, assise sur un banc, cepengare dant qu'une compagne nonchalamment
appuyée sur elle tieoute la, lecture, ber1.,re cée par le bruissement du vent dans les
a le pins A côté Derrière une clôture A claidies re-voie, la campagne s'étend immense.
des C'est un tableau (n'armant qui suffirait tt nous révéler que M. Gill est lin
alors patte s'il ne s'était déjà affirmé comieate me tel par des vers d'une factura sdmirable et d'une merveilissse envolée.
A noter encore de meule artiste, un
fou- très joli neyste s s, un champ d'avoine
trie- perse:sir, de I leurs blanches, avec un ri.
eu,irau d'arbres au fond, un grand verger, avec un chien dans la barrière ouun
_ verte, un bois de pins, et un dessin h
l'encre de Chine, "L'oentogénaire" d'une prodigieuse intensité d'expression.
Espérons que M.. Gill ne s'arrétera
pas là ani•Ss mue bel effort
A
contliniera h travailler comme il l'a'
fait cette année.
Ce n'est pas sans une certaine inquiétude que noua abordons les oeucon- vres de M. Henri Beau. Elles demansi fo dent un critique plus éclairé et plus
é de expert que celui qui écrit ces lignes.
eette On ne saurait dire en 'effet, de cet
iin- artiste que sa peinture est simple.
une Elle est savante et compliquée bien
s, la que cela. n y paraisse pas toujours, car
il a ce supreme talent, de dissimuler
les l'effort donné. Plus que tout autre
ups peut-Atri, M. Beau s'éloigne des vieilles
iter formule. et des sentiers battus. Arite tiste tourmenté et convaincu, travailtitré leur acharné, il recotrimence aujour-

tea

cerveau. Il ne saurait noua intéresser médiocrement et toutes et chacune
de ses toiles procurent une émotion
aigue. forte. Elles ne peuvent manquer de passionner au plus haut point
les connaisseurs, les curieux de choses
d'art et les dilettantes. .sous ajouterons hardiment qu'elles peuvent prendre place A cbte de celles de ces maitres que nous admirions récemment
Renoir; Degas, Manet, Monet, Sisley,
Fantin-Latour, etc.
Nul mieux que lui ne réussit les effets de lumière, et elle ruisselle dans
tous ses tableaux.
Les envois de M.Beau sont au nombre de quatre, et ils occupent une
place d'honneur à. l'exposition. Ils la
méritent amplement. De fait , ces tableaux digureraient avantageusement.,
croyons-nbus, a,u salon du Champ de
Mars, oh ft celui des Champs Elysées
de Paris. La principale des quatre
toiles, est une délicieuse pastorale
inspirée par le roman de Longus, Daphnis et Chloé". C'est le matin, un
matin de printemps, d'une linfinie
douceur. Les chênes centenaires baignent dans l'air lilas leurs vieux rameaux rhumatisants. Ils semblent'
les tendre à la lumiSre et tt la chaleur,
comme le vieillard qui approche du
foyer ses membres engourdis par le
fr 4 d.
Le lierre verdit sur les troncs noirs
et rugueux. Et le soleil qui doit commencer A paraitre, colore d'un ton rose,
les feuilles mortes restées aux branches , l'écorce des arbres et le sol luis Aine. Au pied des grands chênes, un
troussau de moutons broute les quelques br:ns u herbes déjà sortis du sol.
A quelques pas d'eux, le berger, un jeune gascon, assis sur un léger renflement du terrain, joue un air sur un pipeau, tandis que sa compagne, le dos
appuyé à un arbrisseau, et la figure
penchée en avant, l'Se'roite charmée
dan. une pose très gracieuse,
Tous deus éprouvent la douceur de
vivre : ils e 'bissent le charme de la, minute heureuse.
C'est une composition d'une admirable simplicité et d'un grand charme
poétique ; une adorable Idylle symbolique de l'Arne antique. Nous avons rarement vu quelque chose d'aussi frais
et d'aussi printanier. Il y a de l'air et
de l'atmosphère dans ce tableau, qui
nous montre l'éternelle jeunesse de la
terre.
Son effet de lampe, un très original
portrait, une jolie figure de femme
éclairée par le reflet d'une lampe,
donne une forte impression de vie et
de mouvement. Ajoutons que c'est
peint dans une note harmonieuse. Son
paysage a quelque chose de doux et de
familial qui charme absolument. Sa
-

pays, va sans cesse en augmentant. Il
est représenté au présent salon par
cinq peintures et par trois pastels d un
exceptionnel mérite, qui ne sauraient
manquer d'ajouter à sa réputation sans
cesse grandissante. Tous les sujets traités par M. Cullen dans ses tableaux
sont des effets de neige, et presque tons
se rapportent A Québec, oh h ses environs. M. Cullen affectionne particulièrement Québec, il y fait de longs séjours
chaque année, et il en rapporte des toiles qui auront leur Place un jour riant
les grandes collections et lee musées.
L'un de ceux que nous admirons davantage, cette année, est celui intitulé
"Coucher de Soleil d'Hiver h Cove
Fields." Il y a dans cette peinture un,
effet de soleil sur le verglas et la glace.
qui est l'une des plus belles choses que
nous avons vues.
A noter aussi, la manière habile dont
le peintre a campé son village au bas
de la falaise. Ce qui impressionne surtout dans ce paysage, c'est la sensation
d'espace ; des lieues de terrain tiennent dans un métre de toile.
Un autre coucher die iell par le
:lierne artiste, attire aussi fortement
l'attentions C'est oSgalement one étude
de neige, dans la campagne. Le soleil
rosit la sue, la clôture, la meule de
foin près de la grange, et la grange
elle-même. (Pest paysage rose en
hiver. Et toua les tons sont d'une exactitude absolue. Nul peut-être autant
que M. Cullen ne connatt voleur des
tons, et n'est apte h les sandre sur la
toile. Quant après nous être régalé pendant un quart, d'heure du spectacle dee
belles peintures de M. Cullen, nous arrivons devant ses pastels, nous ne savons lesquels nous préférons. C'est
qu'en effet M. Cullen est un maitre
incomparable lorsqu'il s'agit de pastels, et son "Ruisseau des Iaurentide.s" est un pur chef-d'oeuvre, l'une ries
plus prodigieuses choses qui aient, figuré è aucun salon. Entre deux berges
couvertes de neige bleutttre, une rivière roule silencieusement son eau noire,
ssill.ilee lui et lit de reflets launss.
C'est le soir, et as gsinehe de la. rivière,
sin bois de sapin arrête l'ombre, et les
ténèbres. A droite du ruisseau deux rbustes noirs, très élancés, donnent rim'pression de vigilantes sentinelles, immobiles dans la nuit. Et au-dessus de
ce paysage empreint d'une grande triste.ssee, est MI ciel extrêmement tourmente, merveilleux.
Les trois paysages de M. Arthur Rosaire s'imposent h l'attention du vieiteur par leurs qualités décoratives.
L'exécution en est très habile.
"The Daughter of the Empire", une
'jeune fille revetue de l'uniforme mili-

A suivre sur la page 28
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Au nombre des officiers supérieurs
au service de la ville de Montreal qui
reunissent les solides qualités de remploy." felele et efeleire, il faut cerl ai liement compter M. Arthur Parent,
surintendant du département de i'te défi.
clalragre
M. Arthur Parent est O C A1011 tréa:,
Pour les détenus qui n'ont pas enle 7 die '1.,l•re 1S74. du mariage de M. core toute honte bue, pour les pauvres
Charles-Hector Parent, courtier et do gens maintenus en état d:arrestation
Dame Emely Wight, d'origine &os- faute dc pouvoir fournil- un cautionneaeise. Il reçut son education dans nue ment, ces volages et surtout cette tedo nns hnnneg acad(anieR, et fit deux position publique sont d'une incontestable cruauté, et il apfpartient aux anIt1111V n au colleire Sainte-Marie.
A sa sortie du collige, il passe au torites de mettre fin A. un état de cho.
''Prix Courant", 'pour, de l erttrer ses it la fois inhumain et corrupteur.
D'autre part., la. montée et la descendans le service municipal, le 29 juin
l90. C'est par une application sou- te des "paniers à. salade" en pleine platernie qu'il monta de grade en grade, ce publique a l'inconvénient de faciliter
avec ihli• elle rapidité que bien que et de provoquer les évasions. Il y a des
jeune encore, il occupe aujourd'hui exemples, des précédents, qui sans titre
l'importante position laissée vacante très nombreux, motivent que le risque
n'est pas imaginaire.
par le mort de M. Badger.
Et si l'on n'estime pas que la puDane le service municipal, les fonctions de M. Parent consistent é sur- deur des prisonniers puisse motiver
,

veiller tout le
-nic d'éclairage
la ville et tt voir it ce que la COMPa
an e ehar erée de teins donner la
re exécute son contrat. h /a lettre.

mesure charitable,

-

Membre de l'International correspondence School, do Scranton. Pa., il
fait aussi partie de plusieurs cercles
de Montréal.
1,e 24 avril 1900, il épousait Mile
Marie Louise Brière.
LE ITE7NTZMAN A ST PAUL
presbytérienne St Paul vien+.
magnif igue piano de
Heintsenee and t o., pour lii salle de eonft e Q. remplace le piano An
d'ach etei' un

rs

-

Elle renforce les personnes faibles,
chronique, précurseur de graves maladies,
Seule la Salsepareille de Hood guérit pro
dyspepsie, les excès de bile, le mal de tête
qui ont recouvré la santé, disent qu'elles

Guirit après que
Aucune autre préparation ne possè
est universelle. On le prescrit partout.
remède ne saurait la remplacer avantage
accomplit, qui en a fait le meilleur remèd
disant concurrents et elle est tellement a

-

NOS CANADIENS
M.

eux sortes
piloris : un consistait en un poteau
garni d'un carcan qu'on passait au cou
du condamné ; l'autre en forme de too'
roue, é étage et A claire-voie, était muni it sa partie supérieure d'un cerce en
bois, très solide, percé de trolls pour
les bras et la tête du patient. Quelque
chose comme la cangue chinoise. Ce cercle de bois tournait sur en Divot afin
que le condamné fût offert dans tous
les sens auxtyeux des pesants, et chacun avait le droit de le faire mouvoir.
Ce supplice, car c'en était un, était
à. la fois cruel et humiliant. Assez souvent il se trouvait dans la foule qui entourait l'appareil des gens au coeur dur.
nu des victimes du condamne. qui lui
crachaient A la face, lui appliquaient
des soufflets, ou lni jetaient des immondices A la figure. Le séjour au pilori durait ordinairement deux heures.
C'était une peine infamante accessoire.
Le pilori a existé au Canada. A
Montréal, il était dresse auelque part
du côté du Marché Bonsecours, mais
cette aggravation de peine fut supprim é e A l'ePoque oit l'on introduisit le
code criminel anglais au pays. c'est-hdire dans la seconde moitié du XVIIIe
siècle.
Eh bien, qui croirait que malgré l'abolition de ce supplice, le pilori existe
encore il Montréal, et que tous les jours
il y a une exhibition publique, en plein
vent, non seulement de ceux qui ont
sub'i une condamnation, mais encore de
eettx qui sont simplement prévenus
d'un délit ! La seule atténuation, la
seule difference qu'il y ait entre le pilori actuel et le pilori d'autrefois, c'est
que l'exposition des patients n'est pas,
aujourd'hui, prolongée au delà de quelques minutes. C'est. plutôt les Fourches
Caudines que le pilori ; mais c'est une
honte, un bol de Aie] imposé aux prisonniers, une peine non prévue et 'non
edietée par la loi.
Ti s'agit de l'arrivée et du départ des
voitures cellulaires qui transportent les
accusés détenue de la prison au Palais
de Justice, et réciproquement.
A l'heure me ces voitures chargent ou
déchargent leur bétail humain, dont les
nièces sont onebatnés trois par trois A
l'aide de solides menottes qui leur enserrent les poignets, une foule, avide,
nrincipalement composée de flitneurs,
voyous, de gamins et de femmes, se
presse autour des voitures, dévisageant
les prisonniers, se livrant A des observations parfois très cruelles ou A de
scandaleux lazzis.
Il y a. IA, en outre d'une anomalie,
une source d'iminoralita par suite de la
provocation au cynisme chez lin e rand
nombre de ces malheureux prisonniers
qui, presque tous, pleurent et se repentent dans le dur recueillement de leur
cellule. mais qui, devant la foule gouailleuse, se redressent, font lea flammirds,
les indifférents it leur sort, les dédaigneux de la répression légale.
Et parmi les blatess'-beee et les galvandeux qui assistent chaque jour à. ce
déballage et A cet emballage humain, il
y a de futurs criminels qui viennent IA
prendre une leçon de benne tenue, c'estil-dire d'effronterie, d'imprielenee et de
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L'atrtelage serait it l'abri du chaud, du moul
froid et de la pluie ; les prisonniers se-1
raient soustraits,* la curiosité maligne,
te seraient plus tentés de faire les fanfarons et n'auraient aucune chance de
tenter une audacieuse évasion. ear il va
sans dire que le tambour serait muni de
portes qui ne s'ouvriraient que pour
l'entrée et la sortie de la voiture.
Ce projet est d'une réalisation tres
facile, d'une execution peu coûteuse et
d'une utilité Incontestable.
Pour ces bonnes raisons, il ne sera
probablement jamais mis en pratique.
LAURENT BART ,

EXTRAORDINAIRE
Plusieurs des plus célèbres attractions au Vaudeville, ont été engages
de New-York pour dimanche prochain,
ou Parc Solinier. 118-2

MANCHESTER, N. H.
Whist de l'Union Canadienne
Manchester. 24. — La Sociéta
l'Union Canadienne a donné une partie
de whist tbiee la salle du Cercle National A MeGrego:ville.
Cette soirée a ete ee.• etewsee, il y
avait saille comble, de magnifinue.-.
prix ont été distribués aux hettreu):
gagnants.
Du côté des dames, Mme Isabelle

a. eu le premier prix et Mlle Gui.
l'in le second; pour les ineseieurs M.
Hebert a gazne le tpremier prix, M.
le Pr. Gtierin le deuxième, et le erie
de consolation a été pour .I. De,msiers le dévoué organisateur de cette
etelété purement canadienne-française,
qui quoique nouvelle a déjà nombre do
succursales.
•

-
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Le bureau de la Presse
A partir dit ler avril Prochain lo
bureau de La Presse ' sis actuellement 1037 Elm st., sera transféré nit
numéro 915 Elm street, en face de
l'Hôtel-de-Ville. Nos abominés sont prié:
de s'adresser A cette place é partir do
la date ci-dessus.
Une invention utile
-
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M. Na polé, Ferlant.' de _Manchester, to ti
-

pense en

moins aux pat Ivres chevaux qui stationnent IA des heures entières en attendant leur vivante cargaison. L'été, ils
sont exposés aux ardeurs d'un soleil
tuant ; l'hiver, ils n'ont pour les pro-,
teger contre les morsures du froid et
les assauts furieux du vent qu'une insuffisante couverture. Ps sont lit toute
un apres-midi, soufflant des aiguillettes glacées qui leur mettent des stalactites aux naseaux.
Pitié pour ces pauvres betes, si vous
n'avez pas pitié des pauvres bougres
qu'elles ont mission de charroyer.
Il y aurait pourtant un moyen bien
sim le mener d'il.. sied cous A cos
'cuts.Il suf
dix
-

Hors

tie

LE SIECLE DE L'ACIER
Pour les Résidences Prlyros que pour les
LeLfices à. Bureaux.
L'acier remplace rapidement le bola

sir*

sable

lorsqp

et le neortier, comme mater!el pour elles
l'intérieur des maisons d'habitation,

aussi bien que pour la chapen te des Sky
Scrapers. Les murs et plafonds en me . tal sont plus durables et plus salubres
que le pliure et Ils ont encore cet
avantage plus grand d'étre absolument à l'épreuve dit feu Pt de plus

ma

Mec
men
la pa

on peut les (airs en plusieurs dessins lita ru
Cita par leur agencement produisent par
un ensemble de couleurs riches et vo
harmonieuses.

• Les echandoles en métal, qui durehz toute une goriératIou,
ne rouillent jurais, .5nret étanches, et
1.6 1, us" t it du que e la f a-

_„.,p oirrr us witlfThenou

and is neat and pretty, from the light
brown hair of her bare head to her
brown, bare feet. Her dark eyes and
rose-bud mouth are extremely attractive.
Her hands and her round, bare arms are
faultless in drawing and admirable in
color. Standing behind her, the larger
girl, slightly darker in complexion, with
abundant black hair, is bending over her
with smiling face, while she arrays a
garland of the brilliant flowers upon
the little sister's head. The graceful
pose of this girl, the remarkable beauty
of her hands and the expression of pleasure in her countenance, deserve the
fullest appreciation and the highest
praise. As a painter of flesh Bouguereau
stands in the very front rank.
a large canvas by E.
No.
(the Dew).
is denominated "La
The foreground of the picture is an elevated bank on the sea shore. In front of
us are grass, trees and a brook, to which
three women have come to fill their pails,
or jars. We look out between the trees
upon the sea. A bright, sunny sky overhangs the whole view; and although the
colors are rather heavy in portions of
the canvas its size makes it striking
and effective.
"Le
Another large picture is No.
the "Return of
Retour des
the Shrimpers." This is a Brittany coast
scene. A dozen shrimpers, clad in their
rough, dark blue and brown dresses, and
wearing strong boots, are coming in
across the wet sands from the edge of
the sea. Each bears her large dip net on
the shoulder or under the arm and has
a basket slung at her side. Out, just inside the line of the receding tide, lie a
fishing smack and a boat. And upon
the sea in the distance beyond them small
vessels are under sail. The sky is grey
and somewhat stormy in aspect. The
rosy light that edges the clouds denotes
the time as morning. We have here a
small amount of material for so large
a painting. But the size helps to render
this representation of what must be a
scene familiar to many all the more realistic. And we can easily import into
the picture a good deal of sentiment.

19,
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Crevettieres,"

Lansyer,

20,

)rt gives the testimony of a Spanish
!er, Julio Peres, and of the senior
)t, Francisco Aldao, both eye-witnesses
the catastrophe. They say they
iced the explosions were in the inor of the Maine when she was on
and that there was absolutely no disbance of the surface of the water
the harbor or around the Maine that
Id have been caused by any exterior
se. Much stress is laid in the pubcd extracts from the report upon
alleged fact that after the catastrophe
dead fish were floating in the harbor,
Teas whenever wrecks have been re'ed with the help of explosivos everyy has noticed the destruction of fish,
ch are abundant in the port of Hay. Much stress is also laid upon thei
that the catastrophe did no dattrage
he quays, nor to the vessels moored
e to the Maine, whose of:fie-en and
3 noticed nothing that e•ould lead
n to suppose that the 0..isaster was
>ed otherwise than by' an accident
de the American vess,,,f,

ONDENSED P.ESPATCHES.
mier Laurier leit this afternoon for
bec to attene, the funeral of Cardinal

hereau.
urther figt iting has occurred in Pinar

Rio, COLA.
ere \NI Ls more rioting at Valencia and
lonP. on Sunday night.
e U nited States Senate has under
ar,ion a bill to pay the Behring Sea
?As amounting to $473,151 in settlet of the claims of Great Britain
nst the United States.

ELLION IN THE PHILIPPINEE
NDON, April 18.—A special desh from Singapore says that the
sa ship Leo XIII., from Manila, has
ed there crowded with Spanish oliiand well-to-do Spanish families, who
escaping from the rebellion, which
)reading so rapidly in the Philip. They report that Manilla is panicken.
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er,r g i NIL; across the
itxttery. upon and along such route , such
right ut way and such license to be always
subject to revocation by party of the first tart.
after slx months' notice in writing to the cornrany, the successors or assigns thereof, to be
by the department, or the successor thereof.
given of intention so to do.
**Second—That the company. and'
., • its sue-
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n Summer; A
345, Romer Martin's"
350
lip* ,atalogue numlIumphre.y
about $232.50 each. 846. George B. Butler's "Puss at Rest," F.
250
Rockefeller.
n excess of twice the
f the preceding afte r- 347. Irving R. Wiles's "Shady Lawn:" T. A
235
Sindelar
al for the bric-a-brac
Bi -s Baker's "Silence: S. P
848.
William
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or to an average
1,8
Avery. Jr
ce sold during the 349. A.
P. llyder's "Christ Appearing to
the offerings of yesCottie k 'e...
Ma
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